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[or: The Commissioners

From: James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

Subhet: DRAFT FINAL SAFETY EVALVATION REPORT (DFSER) ON THE GE
NUCLEAR ENERGY (GE) ADVANCED B0lLING WATER REAC10R
(ABWR) STANDARD SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT (SSAR) FOR DESIGN
CERTIFICATION

Purpose: To inform the Commission of the staff's intent to issue
the DFSER (NUREG-1469) on the GE ABWR design to discuss
the results of the staff's review of GE's SSAR and
related documents.

Backaroun.d: On September 29, 1987, GE submitted to the Commission
its initial application for certification of the ABWR
design, in accordance witi: Appendix 0 to 10 CFR Part 50.
This application consisted of 4 chepters and was later
amended to include 20 chrpters to include all the
required content of an application for design certifica-
tion in accordance with 10 CFR Part 52. GE has also
submitted the " Tier 1 Design Certification Material,"
which includes its Tier 1 design descriptions end
insoections, tests, analys' and acceptance criteria
(ITAAC), The staff reviewe. this aprlication using the
procedures specified in 10 CFR Part 52 Subpart B, "Stan-
dard Design Certifications."
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The Commission issued guidance for the staff to follow
in reviewing applications for design certificat'on (DC).

Discul-ion: The sraft is reviewing GE's application for DC in accor-
dance wdh the applicable regulatory standards of
NUREG-0803, " Standard Review Plan" (SRP), and in accor-
dance with Regulatory Guide 1.70, " Standard format and
Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power
Plants (LWR Edition)."

The staff is also using the guidance trom the staff
requirements memoranda (SRM) for each of the Commis-
sion's policy papers listed in Chapter 1 of the DFSER.
In these Commission papers, the staff addressed the
policy issues that, for evolutionary light water reac-
tors, modify SRP review criteria or address issues, such
as seve'! accidents, that are beyond the scope of the
SRP.

In each section of the DFSER in which the staff found
the ABWR to be acceptable, according to the review
criteria and guidance discussed herein, the staff
indicates that, except as r,tateJ below, GE has submitted
a sufficient amount of desm detail for the NRC to make
its safety finding. In areas such as radiation protec-
tion und airborne concentrations, digital co: 'er
instrumantation and control systems, detaile" piping
design, and control room human factors engineering, the
staff has made its finding by reviewing the design
acceptance criteria (DAC) for acceptance, as described
in SECY-92-196, " Development of Design Acceptance
Criteria for the Advanced Boiling Water Re ctor (ABWR),"
and SELY-92-299, " Development of Design Acceptance
Criteria for the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR)
in the Areas of Instrumentation and Controls (l&C) and
Control Room Design."

Conclusions: The staff concludes that the enclosed DFSER contains no
new policy issues. The staff will issue the DFSER to
GE to inform it of the staff's current findings, includ-
ing outstanding technical issues that should be
resolved. In the FSER for the ABWR, the staff will
indicate the resolutions of issues included in the
DFSER.

The staff will issue the enclosed DFSER and will place a
copy in the NRC Public Document Room in 3 days of the
date of this paper.
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Coordination: The Office of General Counsel has reviewed this paper
and has no legal objection.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

1.1 Introduction
q

On September 29, 1987, the General Electric Company applied for Design ~Certi- |
'

fication of the U.S. Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) standard d sign |

with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (hereinafter referred to as the i

NRc, the Commission, or the staf f). The application was made'in accordance
with the provisions of Appendix 0, " Standardization of Design: Staff Review

,

of Standard Designs," to Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Reaula- 1
tions (10 CFR Part 50) and the Policy Statement on Nuclear Power Plant |Standardization, dated September 15, 1987. The application was docketed on
February 22, 1988 (Oceket No. STN 50-605). On December 20, 1991, GE Nuclear l

Energy (hereinafter referred to as GE or the applicant) requested that its
application be considered as an application for a 10 CFR Part 52 design
approval and subsequent design certification pursuant to 10 CF" "ection 52.45.
The staff assigned a new docket number, 52-001, which became eft'ective on

.

March 13, 1992. .

,

The NRC's licensing project managers assigned to the ABWR standard design
review are Mr. Chester Poslusny and Ms. Rebecca Nease. -They may be reached by
calling 301-492-7000 or by writing to the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula-
tion, Lil stop 11 H 3, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.
20555.

GE.'.s application,-the ABWR Standard' Safety Analysis Report (SSAR),. describing
_

the-design of the facility, was originally submitted in modular form between:
September 1987 and March 1989. Subsequently, GE supplemented:the information.
in the SSAR through an amendment process. Amendment 20, which was submitted
to the Commission on March 13, 1992, was the most recent amendment used by
the staff in its review to dats. The application and all SSAR amendments
are available for public inspection at the NRC Public Document Room, 2120
L Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20555. A summary of the U.S. ABWR standard
deshe is provided in. Sections 1.2 and 1.3 of this report.-

In its application, GE stated that it is developingL the design of the ABWR to-
- meet the-requirements in the Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI)
Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) Program. 0n June 12, 1990, GE sent the
staff a summary of the differences between the ABWR design and the EPRI ALWR
Utility Requirements Document. Since that time EPRI has provided several
revisions to its ALWR Utility Requirements Document for Evolutionary Plants;<

the most recent, Revision 4, was issued in April 1992. The Commission has
requested that the staff evaluate any deviations'that the vendor designs have
with the EPRI document. Since both the ABWR design and the_EPRI document-h ve
changed since June 1990, GE needs to provide for the staff's review, a com---

prehensive evaluation of the current ABWR design to identifyy and explain all
differences from the EFR1 document. 'This is Open item 1.1-1.-

This safety evaluation report (SER) is being issued as a draft-final SER '

(DFSER) to clearly identify the open and confirmatory items 'and to facilitate
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I

~ their resolution._ The staff 'is continuing its review and plans to issue a <;
final SER.after GE submits an amended SSAR, under oath or affirmation, that -
resolves all of the open and confirmatory items identified in Sections 1.6 and .

1.7 of this report, and revised Tier 1 Design Certification Material in
act.ordance with the staff's letter of May 29, 1992. This is Confirmatory

'Item 1.1-1.
,

This DFSER summarizes the results of the staff's radiological safety review of
the ABWR standard design against the requirements of Subpart B of 10 CFR
Part 52 (Design Certification) and delineates the scope of the techi.ical. '.

details considered in evaluating the proposeo design.- A discussion of the
prii.cipal matters of the staff's review is provided in Section 1.5. The. staff
summarized its initial review of GE's SSAR in a ~ series of draft SERs. -These-
draft SERs and the chapters of the SSAR that were evaluated in each SER were
submitted to the Commission as follow:
Commission Paper (Date) .S_SAR Chaoter

'

SECY-91-153 (May 24, 1991) 2-6, 17

SECY-91-235 (August 2, 1991) 3, 9, 10, 11, 13

SECY-91-294 (September 18, 1991) 7 ['

SECY-91-309 (October 1, 1991) 19 $
SECY-91-320 (October 15,1991) 18

SECY-91-355 (October 31, 1991) 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15

Several references to GE topical reports are made -in this DFSER. Some of
these topical _ reports contain information that has been authorized by the-
Commission'to be exempt from public disclosure, as provided by 10 CFR 2.790.
For each such topical report containing proprietary information, a nonpropri-
etary version, similar in content except for the omission of the proprietary
information, is provided to the NRC and is available at the NRC Public Docu-
ment Room. Reference to GE topical _ reports throughout this DFSER is made_ to
the proprietary version, however, the staff will review the non-proprietary
versions to determine-if they contain the.information which was used to make-
the staff's safety findings.

Plant-specific applicants who reference the ABWR standard design'in the future
will retain architect-engineers, constructors, and consultants, as needed. As

,

part of its review of an application- for a combined license (COL), the staff- :
will ' evaluate, for each plant-specific application that references the ABWR

-

standard design, the technical competence of the. applicant; and its contractors
to manage, d-. sign, construct, and operate a nuclear-power plant. _The plant-
soecific applicants-will also be. required to satisfy the requirements of-
Subpart C-of 10 CFR Part 52 (Combined License)-and the requirements resulting
from the staff's review of this standard design. GE and the staff have.

identified these requirements as " COL action items," which'are discussed in!

the SSAR-and in Section 1.9 of this report.

A list and definition of the abbreviations used throughout this report is
provided in Appendix- A of this report. Appendix B provides the. references for

!
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this report. A chronulogy of the. principal actions related to the processing-
of the application is given in Appendix C and Appendix D provides a list of |

- the principal technical reviewers who evaluated the ABWR SSAR.

1.2 General Desian Description

The U.S. ABWR design is similar to the international ABWR: design,' which is
currently being designed and built at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa' Nuclear Power
Generation Station, Units No. 6 and No. 7 (K-6/7), by the Tokyo Electric Power
Company, Inc. Differences between the U.S. ABWR design and- the K-6/7 project
were summarized by GE in a letter to the staff dated February 20, 1992.' Since-
that time design changes have been made to the U.S. ABWR standard design. GE-
committed to updating the list of differences in their letter of February 20,
1992, and incorporating the final summary of design differences in the SSAR.
This is Confirmatory Item 1.2-1.

The design of the K-6/7 project is a cooperative effort between GE, Hitachi,
and Toshiba. The ABWR Common Engineering design documents for the K-6/7
project, which are generally upper level design documents, -are reviewed and
signed off by all three parties. GE has the lead for the reactor vessel and
internals, the recirculation system, the control rod system, ar.d the nuclear
boiler system. Differences between the K-6/7 design and the U.S. ABWR design
are identified and maintained, by an internal GE review process, in a con-
trolled list for future design action and application (DAL). In addition to
the design changes, this DAL process also identifies other required changes
for the ABWR Common Engineering documents, such as U.S. code and regulatory
requirements.. GE plans to incorporate the DALs, which do not' affect the
Tier 1 or lier 2 design information, into the supporting design documentation
for the U.S. ABWR design after design certification. GE exoects that these
DALs will be incorporated into such documentation during:a : 1rst-of-a-kind
engineering activity, which may or may not.be performed by GE.

A significant portion of the detailed K-6/7 design information utilized in
developing the SSAR is retainet at the offices of nitachi and Toshiba in
Japan. GE has state'1 that the contractual terms between GE and its associates
allow GE access to the supporting desiga record files in Japan-through
October 29, 2001.-- The material necessary for the staff's review of the Tier.1
and Tier 2 design information is retained by GE.

In addition to the design information forwarded in GE's.SSAR submittal, the
staff has, in cer_tain areas of the design, reviewed additional detailed design
information which is not typically provided as part of a licensing submittal.
These areas include seismic design, tornado and hign wind design. Together
with the staff's review of GE's design process for the ABWR,-this information
was used to determine that the Tier 1 and Tier 2 information could be.dupli-
cated by the. COL applicant. Detailed design i_nformation determined to-be

,

necessary to; the staff's safety review, was formally incorporated ~1nto the
SSAR application.

The staff. assessed GE's_A_BWR design process during the period of March 30
through April 3, 1992, and reported a summary of-its assessment in a letter
dated May 15, 1992. - On June 16, 1992, GE responded to the staff's. request ~for
information in the May 15, 1992, letter on the following five issues:
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1.2.1 GE's Design Process for the U.S. ABWR

GE stated in their. letter of June 16, 1992, that."GE and its associates con-
trol the review and approval of ABWR Commen Engineering design documents with
a procedure usibg the Engineering Review Memorandum (ERM) ... Evidence of
design verification is entered into the design records of the responsible
design orga.9ation." GE also stated that for engineering documents prepared

-|

,

'

uniquely by n for the U.S. ABWR, changes to engineering documerits are entered '

into.the GF design record files. A COL applicant or holder must_ establish.the ;

design,.incluoing the supporting detailed design documentation, consistent
with the design control document referenced in the certified design rule. The_ ;

required design process to establish the detailed design documentation is the
responsibility of the COL applicant or licensee. This is COL Action
Item 1.2.1-1.

1.2.2 fre-certification and Post-certification Design Control Procedures

GE stawd in its letter of June 16, 1992, that "the same design control
procedures described above apply to both Common Engineering and GE documents
issued before as well as after certification of the U.S. ABWR." The staff's
position is that GE must certify to the NRC, prior to final design approval
for certification, that the U.S. ABWR design Tier 1 and Tier 2 information
have not been affected by any changes to the ABWR Common Engineering ~ design
documents. This is Open Item 1.2.2-1. Also, GE must provide to the staff a
list of the ABWR Common Engineering design documents and DALs that apply to
the U.S. ABWR design and their effective dates. This is Open Item 1.2.2-2.

1.2.3 The role of the COL Applicant or Licensee'

L In its letter of June 16, 1992, GE provided a discussicr of the change-
processes for Tier 1 and Tier 2 design information available to a COL appli-
cant or licensee. The _ final rule certifying the ABWR will explicitly state
the change process to be followed for the Tier 1 and Tier .2 design informa-
tion. An explanation of the change _ process proposed by the staff is provided
in SECY-92-287, " Form and Content for a Design Certification Rule " dated

,- August 18, 1992. This process is under consideration by the Commission.

1.2.4 -Control of Design Documentation in Support of the Certified Design

GE stated in-its letter of June 16, 1992, that "GE will apply its-QA process
j throughout the development- of-first-of-a-kind engineering phase (as well as

subsequent: phases of design definition), and will insure that all commitments
made in the Design Certification (i.e., Tier 1 and Tier 2) are_ satisfactorily-,-

! being implemented."
y

1.2.5 GE's Agreement with the Japanese
g

L GE stated in its letter of June 16, 1992, that "in general, GE's agreement
H with the Japanese for design information exchange and availability falls under -
| the Technical Cooperation Agreement (TCA)- which has recently been renewed
I -- through October 29, 2001. Under the TCA. GE has been able to obtain detailed
| design information with a-lead time of about two months."
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l.2.6 Scope of a Certified Design

Section 52,47(b)(1) of Part 52 requires an applicant for certification of an
evolutionary nuclear power plant design to provice an essentially complete
design scope. Therefore, the scope of the U.S. ABWR design must include all
of the plant which can affect safe operation of the plant except for its site-
specific elements, such as the service water intake structure and the ultimate
heat sink. GE's proposed scope for the ABWR design is shown in Figure 1.2 and
a list of the structures and systems in their design scope is identified in
SSAR Section 1.1.2. Specifically excluded from the scope are the switchyard,
the cooling tower or other source of normal cooling, and the ultimate heat
sink. GE has identified the interface requirements for these site-specific
elements in Section 1.9 of the SSAR. A list of the interface requirements
arising fron the sthff's review to date of the SSAR is provided in Section 1.8
of this report. The division of the structures and systems between the
certified scope and the site-specific elements is still under review by the -~

staff. This is Open Item 1.2.6-1.

1.2.7 Summary of U.S. ABWR Standard Design

The ABWR is a single unit design for a 4005 megawatt thermal (design power),
single-cycle, forced circulation, boiling-water reactor (BWR). Unique design
features include the internal recirculation pumps, fine-motion control rod
drives, microprocessor-based digital control and logic systems, and the
digital safety systems. The reactor building includes the containment, dry-
well, and major portions of the nuclear steam supply system, the steam tunnel,
refueling area, diesel generators, essential and nonessential power, emergency
core cooling systems (ECCS), and the heating, ventilating, and air condition-
ing (HVAC) systems. The service building includes personnel facilities and
portions of the nonessential HVAC system. The control building includes the
control room, the computer facility, the cable tunnels, some essential switch-
gear, some essential power, the reactor building water system, and the essen-
tial HVAC system. The turbine building includes all equipment associated with
the main turbine generator. The radwaste building includes all equipment

~associated with the collection ard processing of solid and liquid radioactive
waste generated by the plant.

Reactor

The reactor design consists of the reactor prescure vessel (RPV), pressure
containing appurtenances (control rod drive housings, in-core instrumentation
housing, the head vent and spray assembly), and internal components. The
internal components include the core, core support structurc, the shroud head
and steam separator assembly, the steam dryer assembly, the feedwater spar-
gers, the core spray and core flooding spargers. Except for zircaloy in the
reactor core, the internals will be made of stainless steel or other corrosion
resistent alloys.

i

The reactor core will consist of 872 fuel bundles in an 8x8 array and 205 con-
trol ruas operating at a power density of 50 Kw/ liter. The control rods,
which will enter from the bottom of the reactor core, will perform dual func-
tions of power distribution shaping and reactivity control. Manipulation of
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!
-selected patterns 'of rods will control p'ower distribution, while electro--
hydraulic drive _ mechanisms or hydraulic rapid ~ scram insertion will control !

i

reactivity._ l

Reactor-Coolant System

The reactor coolant system (RCS) includes the nuclear boiler system; main
steam, feedwater, recirculation system; the reactor core isolation cooling
system; the residual heat removal system; and the reactor water cleanup
system. The design is different from current BWR designs in_that forced
coolant circulation is provided by 10 reactor internal pumps (RIPS) located
within the recctor vessel. This will eliminate large piping connections to

|
the reactor vessel below the core and also eliminate reactor recirculation !
system piping. Eighteen safety relief valves in six groups will provide RCS
overpressure protection, j

Reactor Protection System
.

The reactor protection system (RPS) initiates a rapid, automatic shutdown of
the reactor to prevent fuel cladding damage and any nuclear system process
barrier damage due to an abnormal transient. The RPS scram logic inputs are
from the neutron monitoring system (NMS). The HMSUD is a system of in-core |

neutron detectors and out-of-core electronic monitoring equipment. '

Containment

The ABWR has a pressure suppression primary containment system.-- The primary
containment includes a drywell and a wetwell. The drywell consists of_ two
volumes, an upper drywell surrounding the RPV, and a lower drywell which
houses RIP, control rod drives, and service equipment. The wetwell consists
of an air volume and a volume suppression pool which serves as a heat sink
during normal and accident conditions. A secondary containment surrounds the
primary and permits monitoring and treating of all potential radioactive
leakage from the primary containment.

Electrical Power' Distribution Sucolv
,

The electrical power distribution system is a complete three load group dis-
tribution system with two independent off-site power sources, the main turbine
generator, three onsite standby power-sources (Emergency Diesel Generators),
and a Combustion Turbine Generator located onsite. During noimal plant opera-
tions, the main generator supplies power to the main power transformer (MPT)
and three unit auxiliary transformers (UAT) through the main generator output
breaker and an isolated phase bus. When the main generator is off-line,-power
is supplied to the UATs and the MPT by the. preferred off-site power source.

Emeroency Core Coolina System

In the event of a breach in the reactor coolant pressure boundary that results
in a loss of reactor' coolant, three-independent divisions of ECCS are provided-
to maintain' fuel cladding below the temperature limit as defined by 10 CFR
50.46. Each division contains one high pressure and one low pressure inven-
tory makeup; system. The following systems make up the ECCS:
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High-Pressure Core Flooder (HPCF) System*

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System*

Low Pressure Fisoder loop*

Automatic Depres:urization System (ADS)*

Control Room

The main control room will incorporate monitoring and conti01 functions for
normal and emergency plant operations. It will consist of a single integrated-
control console staffed by two operators. The console has a low profile so
that the operators can see over it from a seated position. A plant process
computer system will drive on-screen control video display units (VDUs) for
safety system monitoring and nonsafety syster.. control and monitoring. Two
separate sets of on-screen control VDUs ?re used for safety and nonsafety sys-
tem control and monitoring independent o) the plant process computer system.
Dedicated function switches are also provided on the control console. A large
display panel with fixed position display of key plant parameters and major
equipment status is also provided for use by the entire control room operating
staff. A supervisors console is provided with " monitoring only" capability.

P_ower Conversion

The power conversion system is designed to convert the heat energy generated
in the reactor to electrical energy. The power conversion system includes
the main steam system, the main turbine generator system, main condenser,
condenser evacuation system, condensate cleanup system, and the condensate
feedwater pumping and heating system.

1.3 Comparison With Similar Facility Desians

GESSAR HMP-2 Grand Gulf
Design Features ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6

Rated power (MWT) 3,926 3,579 3,32.3 3,833 -

Design power (HWT) (ECCS 4,005 3,729 3,463 4,025
design basis)

Steam flow rate, M lb/hr at 16.843 15.40 14.263 16.491
420 'F (fW Temp)

Core coolant flow rate (M 115.1 104.0 108.5 112.5
lb/hr)
FW flow rate (M lb/hr) 16.807 15.372 14.564 16.455

System pressure, nominal in 1,040 1,040 1,020 1,040
steam dome (psia)

Average power density 50.6 54.1 49.15 54.1
(kW/ft)
Maximum linear heat ener- 13.4 13.4 13.4 13.4
ation rate (kW/ft)
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GESSAR. NMP-2 Grand Gulf
besign Feature ABWR BWR/6 :BWR/51 :BWR/6

-Average linear heat gener-= .5.6 5.9 5.4: 5.93-

ation rate'(Kw/ft)-

- Maximum hep)t flux -
369,600 361,600' -354,255: 361,600 - ,

(86u/hr/ft

Average hep)t ' flux
154,600 159,500 144,032 160,3001

(Btu /hr/ft
MCPR 1.17 1.20 'l.24 1.20

Humber of fuel assemblies 872 748- 764- 800 ;

Fuel rod array 8x8 8x8 :8x8 8x8-

Overall length (in.) -176 176 176 176

Number of fuel rods per 62 62 63 ~62
assembly

Cladding material (zircaloy) Z-2 Z-2 2-2 Z-2-

Core diameter (equivalent) 203.3 .185.2 160.2 191.5
(in.)
Core height-(active fuel) 146 in. 150 in. 146 in. 150 in.-.

Number of movable control 205 177 185- 193
rods

Control rad drives electric. locking- locking locking-
hydraulic piston piston piston:

Reactor Vessel:

desigr. pressure (ps.9) 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,250

design temperature (*F) 575 575 575 -575-

inside diameter (ft- 23-2 .19-10 20-11- 20-11
in.)

68-11 70-4
inside height'(ft-in.)

-72-5' 72-!
<

Reactor coolant recircula-
tion:

-number of recirculation 0 (10 2 2 2-

. loops- RIPS)-

recirculation: pump flow- 30,516-- -42,000 47,200 :44,600-
rate (gpm/ pump)-~

~

-LPCS (number of loops) N/A. I 1- 1
:

HPCF (number-of 1 oops) 2 1- 1 -1

- ABWR DFSER- 1-9 October'1992
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-GESSAR= NMP-2; Grand Gulf. i
Design Features ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6' i_

RCIC- flow rate (gpm at psia 800.at- 700'at -600'at 800 at=
reactor pr,asure) 165-!!92- 165-1192 1173 165-1192

- ADS. (number of relief 8 8 7 8 _ .i

valves)
LPCI '

number of loops 3 3 3 3
'

number of pumps 3 3 3 3
.

i
RHR.

nu'. ker of loops 3 2 2 2

number of' pumps 3 2 2 2
,

number of heat 3 2 2 2
exchangers

Containment:

primary Over/ Mark III Over/ Mark Ill >

Under Under
Pressure Pressure
Suppres- Suppres--
sion sion

'

desig'n pt-essure (psig) 45 15 45 15'

frep) volume wet well
210,475 1,1 0 ,000 192,028 1,400,000 -

(ft

supp)ressingpoolvolume
126,426 129,600- 154,794 136,000

(ft
drywell design pressure 45 30 45 30 ,

,

(psig)
3

. free volume (ft ) 259,563 275,000. 303,418 270,000

OBE:

horizontal 9 0.'F 0.15 0.075: 0.075
.

vertical g 0 li 0.75 0.05 0.05 -a

:

5
c ..-

k'

4

e;

e
4 .. . . . .
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h1
GESSAR NMP-2 Grand Gulf

Design Features ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6
,

SSE:

horizontal g. 0.3 0.30 0.15 0.15

vertical g 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.10

1.4 Identification of Aaents and Contractors

The ABWR Common Engineering design documents for the international ABWR design
were developed by SE Nuclear Energy and its associates, Hitachi and Toshiba.
The U.S. ABWR design will be developed by GE Nuclear Energy.

1.5 Summary of Printloal Review Hatters

The prwedure for certifying a design is conducted in accordance with the
requirements of subpart B of 10 CFR Part 52 and is performed in two stages.
The technical review stage begins with an application filed in accordance
with the requirements of 10 CFR Section 52.45, continues with reviews by the*

NRC staff and the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, and it concludes
with the issuance of a final design approval for certification. The adminis-
trative review stage begins with a Federal Eeoister notice that initiates
rulemaking, in accordance with Section 52.51, and sets forth a preposed design
certification-rule. The rulemaking will be conducted by the Commission and,
in the event that there is a request for a hearing, by an Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board, and it culminates with the issuance of a Desigr. Certification.
Rule.

Tha staff's technical review of GE's application for certification .of the ABWR
standard design was performed in accordanca with Commission guidance and the
requirements of Sections-52.47 and 52.48 Ihis-draft-final SER describes the
results of the staff's technicsl review tu date and a subsequent final SER
will document the completion o: the staff's review. The staff's evaluation of
the technical information required by 52,47(a)(1)(1) war performed in accor-
dance with the standard review plan (NUREG-0800) and is set forth throughout
this report. The staff'; evaluatio of the technically relevant USIs, GSis,
and Three Mile Island requirements ($2.47(a)(1)(ii):and (iv)) is'provided in .}
Chapter 20 of this report. - The evalua+1on of the sito parameters required by
52.47(a)(1)(iiiThe staff's eu}.uatien of the design-specific probabilistic risk at sessmentis prcvided-in Chapt - 2, and they are listed in Section 2.6.=

(52.47(a)(1)i 4) is provided in Chapter 19. The evaluation of the ITAAC.required by 54 17(a)(1)(vi) and (viii) is described in Section 14.1 of this-
.C. E R . guide to the staff's evaluation of the interface-requirements that are
required by 52.47(a)(1)(vii) is provided in' Section 1.8 of- this report, The

- evaluations of the rapresentative conceptual designs (52.47(a)(1)(ix)) are
protided in Chapters 8 and 9 of this report.

Section 52.47(a)(2) describes the level of design informatior, needed to
certify a1 standard design. The acceptable. level of design detail necessary
for the staff:to make its safety' findings was one of the most challenging
aspects of the staff's review.- The SRM for SECY-90-377, " Requirements for

ABWR DTSER l-11 October.1992
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' Design Certification Under 10 CFR Part 52," sets forth the Commission's

position on what level of design information is required for a certification
application, and the staf f has f ollowed that guidance in preparing this
document. Thus, for each section of this SER where the SSAR has been found to
be acceptable relative to the review criteria and guidance, the staff indi-
cates its judgement, to date, that GE has provided a sufficient level of
design detail to make its safety finding, except as indicated in Section 1.6
of this report. The staff determined that GE did not provide sufficient
detail in the SSAR for the following four areas of the review: pipe stress
analysis, radiation shielding and airborne concentrations, instrumentation and
controls (l&C), and control room design. The information was not provided
because GE does not have the necessary as-built, or as-procured information
needed to complete the final design in areas such as pipe stress analysis and
shialding design, and because certain technologies are changing so rapidly
that it would be unwise for the NRC to freeze the details of the design many
years before an actual plant would be ready to be constructed (for the 1&C and
control room areas). The staff based its safety decisions for these areas of
the design on the use of design acceptance criteria (DAC). A detailed
discussion of DAC is included in Section 14.1 of this report.

As part of its technical review, the staff has made numerous requests for
additional information to provide sufficient bases for its safety findings and
to meet the requirement in Section 52.47(a)(3). The .itaff's evaluation of the
scope of the design to be certified (52.47(b)(1)) is provided in Section 1.2.6
of this report. The requirements set forth in Sections 52.47(b)(2) and (3) do
not apply to the ABWR, because it is an evolutionary reactor design.

The staff Jsed the safety standards set forth in Section 52.48 for its tech-
nical review of the ABWR standard design. In addition to these safety

standards, the staff also followed Commission guidance provided in the SRMs
for all applicable Commissior. papers, including those identified in Table 1.5.
In the SRM pertaining to SECY-91-262, "Resolutien of Selected Technical and
Severe Accident issues for Evolutionary Light Water Reactor Designs," the
Commission approved the staff's recommendation to proceed with design-specific
rulemakings through individual design certifications to resolve sclected
technical and severe accident issues far the ABWR and System 80+ standard
designs. These matters include staff positions that deviate from or are not
embodied in current regulations, but were approved by the Commission and will
be clearly identifiad and evaluated in the staff's final SER and supplements
thereto. These matters include: (1) selected technical and severe accident
issues, (2) other resolutions of issues that deviate from current regulations,
and (3) any issues resolved in the certification rulemaking under the National
Environmental Policy Act. Examples include issues discussed in Sc.CY-90-016,
" Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (LWR) Certification issues and their Rela-
tionship to Current Regulatory Requirements;" SECY-91-078, " Chapter 11 of the
Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRl's) Requirements Document and
Additional Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (LWR) Certification Issues;" and
.iECY-91-229, "Severc Accident Mitigation Design Alternatives for Certified
Standard Designs."

Sirce agency positions on the above issues were identified and incorporated
into the designs during the staff's technical review based upon Commission
guidance rather than specific regulations, the certification rule will approve
these reso'utions for the specific designs. The agency positions will be
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explicitly specified in the form of design-specific requirements in the
staff's final SER and any supplements thereto. The explicit documentation of ,

these agency positions will provide a clear regulatory basis for these issues,.
as well as any additional issues that may be considered and incorporated

.

during the design certification rulemaking. The completed design certifica-
tion rule will then designate these agency positions, which will be identified
in the final SER and supplements thereto, as "t.pplicable regulations" for the
specific design for the purposes of 10 CFR 52.48 and 52.63.

,

TABLE 1.5 COMMISSION PAPERS APPLICABLE TO ABWR

>

SECY-88-147, " Integration Plan for Closure of Severe Accident issues," May 25,
1988.

SECY-89-012. " Staff Plans for Accidsnt Management Regulatory and Research
Programs," January 18, 1989.

SECY-89-013, " Design Requirements Related to the Evolutionary Advanced Light,
,

Water Reactors (ALWRs)." January 19, 1989.

SECY-89-153, " Severe Accident Design Features of the Advanced Boliing Water
Reactor (ABWR)," May 10, 1989.

SECY-90-016. " Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (LWR) Certification Issues and
Their Relationship te Current Regulatory Requiremeats, January 12, 1990,

i

SECY-90-241, " Level of Detail Required for Design Certification Under
Part S2 " July ll, 1990. '

SECY-90-313. " Status of Accident Management Programs and Plans for Implementa-
tion," September 5, 1990.

SECY-90-329, " Comparison of the General Electric Advanced Boiling Water
Reactor Design and the Electric Power Research Institute's Advanced Light

1

Water Reactor Requirements Document," September 20, 1990.

SECY-90-377, " Requirements for Design Certification Under 10 CFR'Part-52,"
November 8, 1990.

SECY-91-078, " Chapter 11 of the Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI's)
Requirements Document and Additional Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (LWR).
Certification issues," March 25, 1991..

SECY-91-135, " Conclusions of the Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Studies Con- i

ducted for Nuclear-Power Plants:in the Eastern United States," May 14, 1991.-

SECY-91-178, " Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria -(ITAAC)
for Design Certifications and. Combined Licenses," June 12, 1991.

SECY-91-210, " Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC)
Requirements for Design Review and Issuance of a Final Design Approval," '

July 16, 1991, ,

s
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. <

SECY-91-229, " Severe Accident Mitigation Design Alternatives for Certified
Standard Designs," July 31, 1991. .

SECY-91-262, "Rasolution of Selected Technical and Severe Accident issues for
Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (LWR) Designs " August 16, 1991.

SECY-91-272, " Role of Personnel and Advanced Control Rooms in Future Nuclear
Power Plants," August 27, 1991. .

SECY-91-292, " Digital Computer Systems for Advanced Light Water Reactors," i

September 16, 1991.

SECY-91-348, " Issuance of Final Revision to Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50, and
Related Final Regulatory Guide 1.XXX (MS 021-5)," October 25, 1991.

SECY-92-053, "Use of Design Acceptance Criteria During 10 CFR Part 52 Design
Certification Reviews," February 19, 1992.

SECY-92-092, "The tuntainment Performance Goal, External Events Sequences, and
the Definition of containment Failure for Advanced Light Water Reactors,"
March 17, 1992. ;

SECY-92-134, "HRC Construction Inspection Program for Evolutionary and
Advanced Reactors Under 10 CFR Part 52," April 15, 1992, i

SECY-92-196, " Development of Design Acceptance Criteria for the Advanced-
Boiling Water Reactor," May 28, 1992.

SECY-92-214. "Dcvelopment of Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance
Criteria (ITAAC) for Design Certifications," June 11, 1992.

SECY-92-287, " Form and Content for a Design Certification Rule," August 18,
1992.

SECY-92-299, " Development of Design Acceptance Criteria for the Advanced
Boiling Water Reactor in the areas of instrumentation and Controls and Control
Room Design," August 27, 1992.

.

1.6 Summary of Onen Items

As a result of the staff's review of the SSAR,-up to and including Amend--
ment 20, dated March 13.-1992, the following issues remain unresolved or open
at the time.of preparation of this report. An issue is open if the applicant
has not provided a sufficient basis for resolving an issue, or information has
not yet been provided, and the staff is unaware of what will be included in
the-promised submittal. Each open-item was assigned a unique = identifying
number. The number identifies the section in this report where an explanation ;
of the opea item can be-found. For_ example, a discussion of 0 pen-Item-3.6.-2-2' i

can be found.in Section 3.6.2 of this-report. The numbering scheme is not
related to~that used in the draft SER.
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l item Number Descriptio.n of item

1.1-1 Compliance with EPRI ALWR Requirements Document
1.2.2-1 Design control process certification
1.2.2-2 List of common engineering documents and DAls
1.2.6-1 Additional site parameters from Tl
1.9-1 Update COL action item list in SSAR
3.1-1 Elimination of OBE
3.2.1-1 The floor response spectra input
3.2.1-2 Turbsne building seismic analysis
3.2.1-3 ITAAC-plant specific walkdown
3.4.1-1 Flooding in Turbine building
3.4.1-2 ITAAC-flood protection
3.5.1.1-1 ITAAC-protect SSCs fm internally-generated missiles
3.5.1.2-1 Missiles from rotating equipment
3.5.1.2-2 11AAC-protection of S/R equipment from missiles
3.5.1.4-1 ITAAC-missiles generated from natural events
3.5.2-1 ITAAC-protect S/R SSCs from failure of non-S/R SSCs
3.5.2-2 11AAC-protect SSCs fm externally-generated missiles
3.6.1-1 ITAAC protection safety equipment from DBA
3.6.2-1 Computer program used in pipe whip analyses
3.6.2-2 ANSl/ANS-58.2 (1988) refcrence
3.7.2-1 Analysis of seismic sliding
3.7.2-2 Account for DEPSS flexibility
3.7.2-3 Control building structure-structure interaction
3.7.2-4 Difference between 2D & 3D SSI analysis of CB
3.7.2-5 Seismic Cat 1 structures dimensional accuracy
3.7.2-6 Seismic input for main steam line analysis
3.7.2-7 The turbine building structural integrity
3.7.2-0 Plant specific confirmation procedure
3.7.2-9 Compare design with site-specific conditions
3.7.3-1 Seismic analysis procedures for buried piping
3.8.1-1 Specify edition of ASME code for containment design
3.8.1-2 Specify edition of ASME code for containment SIT 1
3.8.3-1 ANSI /AISC N690 has not been approved by the NRC
3.8.3-2 Specify ASME code Ed in concrete diaphragm floors
3.8.4-1 Turbine integrity during & after a SSE
3.8.4-2 Hydrodynamic load from failed SRV on RxB
3.8.4-3 Roof loading
3.8.4-4 Impact of new tornado loads on RxB
3.8.4-5 Design of CB and RwB substructures
3.8.5-1 CB and RwB foundation design
3.8.5-2 ASME code used (. Seis Cat I foundation design
3.8.6-1 ITAAC-generic building design concerns (11)
3.8.6-2 SW design concerns (2)
3.8.6-3 Containment design concerns (4)
3.8.6-4 Containment structures design concerns (2)
3.8.6-5 Rx vessel pedestal design concerns (3)
3.8.6-6 Reactor building design concerns ((6)
3.8.6-7 Control building design concerns (4)
3.8.6-8 Radwaste building design concerns (2)
3.8.6-9 Yard structures-stack systems design concerns (3)
3.9.1-1 Revise SSAR Tb13.9.1 for design life of 60 years
3.9.1-2 Confirmatory piping analyses
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h v.2.2-1 Consider high-frequency modes in seismic analysis

~

3.9.2.2-2 flexibility between building and pipe supports
3.9.2.2-3 flexibility at piping termination points
3.9.2.2-4 Decoupling criteria for branch piping

~

3.9.2.2-5 Small bore piping design
3.9.2.2-6 Use the modal damping for composite structures
3.9.2.2-7 Buried piping design (in tunnels?)
3.9.3.1-1 Environmental effects in f atigue analysis of C12,3
3.9.3.1-2 1hermal stratification load definition
3.9.3.1-3 Thermal analyses for temperatures above ambient
3.9.3.3-1 Pipe support design criteria (6 items)
3.9.3.3-2 1&C support codes and standards
3.9.6.2.3-1 ITAAC-generic MOV capability under DBA
3.9.6.2.4-1 Containment isolation valves exceed leakage limits
3.9.6.3-1 Development of an acceptable 151 plan

' 3.9.6.3-2 Criteria for pump and valve design specs for COL
3.9.6.4-1 ITAAC-generic MOV sizing
3.10.3-1 Design proc / criteria for seisric Cat I cable trays
3.11.3-1 11AAC-EQ radiation concern
3.11.3-2 EQ radiation concern
3.11.3-3 Integrated gamma dose in primary containment
4.4-1 hTWS stability,

4.4-2 ITAAC-LPMS consistent with RG 1.133'

4.6-1 !TAAC-control rod drive system
5.2.2-1 ITAAC-SRV and fuel
5.2.4-1 Ultrasonic testing in PSI program
5.2.5-1 ITAAC-RCS leakage detection
5.3.1-1 RPV 60-year life .

5.3.?-l Neutron population prediction
5.4.1-1 11AAC-recirculation flow control
5.4.6-1 ITAAC-RCIC
5.4.7-1 ITAAC-RHP.
5.4.7-2 Generic issue 105
6.2.1.6-1 Hydrodynamic loads
6.2.1.6-2 Pool swell impact load design concern
6.2.1.6-3 Containment modeling concern
6.2.1,7-1 ITAAC-containment design-
6.2.3.1-1 ITAAC-functional of secondary containment
6.2.4-1 11AAC-SGTS
6.2.4-2 THI II.E.4.2
6.2.4-1 Containment isolation
6.2.4-4 1 solation valve closure times
6.2.4.1-1 Isolation barrier design
6.2.4.1-2 Venting of the drywell & wetwell
6.2.4.1-3 Red./indep. contain, isol. on each purge / exhaust line
6.2.4.1-4 ITAAC-containment isolation system
6.2.5-1 Containment purge during operations
6.2.6-1 Type C tests
6.2.6-2 ECCS isolation valves - test methodology
6.2.6-3 Valve test procedure
6.2.6-4 Valve hydrostatic test
6.2.6-5 30-day water leg seals
6.2.6-6 ILRTs and LLRTs administrative controls
6.2.6-7 Leak rate testing of barriers
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6.2.6-8 Bypass leakage paths
6.2.6-9 ITAAC-containment leak testing
6.2.7 EQ of electric components
6.3.6-1 ITAAC-HPCF
S.4-1 ITAAC-control room habitability
6.4-2 ITAAC-control room environmental design
6.5.1-1 SGTS (table 6.5.1-1 revision)
6.5.1-2 SGTS operation analysis
7.1.3.1-1 Discrepancies in 6DCs between SSAR Chapters 3 and 7
7.1.3.3-1 ITAAC/DAC~ instr setpoints, SSLC, EQ, computer dev )
7.1.4-1 ITAAC/DAC-neutron monitoring systems i,

7.2.2.3-1 ITAAC-timeout predetermined safe states j
7.2.6-1 Potential common mode failure of software 1

7.2.6-2 Redundancy and diversity
7.2.6-3 Time to use remote shutdown panel to mitigate ace

,

-7.2.6-4 Ability to ID JSLC errors through testing .|7.2.8-1 ITAAC-sfty hazards, sneak circuit, timing analyses ;
7,4.1-1 ITAAC-systems required for safe shutdown ;

7.4.2-1 ITAAC-use of remote shutdown panel
7.6.1-1 11AAC-interlock systems i

7.7.1-1 ITAAC-key features of the control system !
7.7.1.15-1 Availability of communication during control rm fire |
7.7.1.15-2 EMI frequency for communication systems '

8.2.1.4-1 ITAAC-interfaces
8.2.2.1-1 ITAAC-physical separation (circuits & transformers)
8.2.2.1-2 ITAAC-circuit separation
8.2.2.2-1 ITAAC-physical separation (power, instrumentation,etc)
8.2.2.3-1 ITAAC-electrical independence
8.2.2.4-1 ITAAC-testing of the offsite power system '

8.2.2.6-1 ITAAC-capacity & capability of the offsite power sys i

8.2.2.7-1 ITAAC-electrical-grounding
8.2.3.1-1 ITAAC-indep. between offsite circuits & class IE DC I
8.2,3.2-1 ITAAC-indep. during parallel ops, of the offsite &..
8.2.3.3-1 ITAAC-LOCA during parallel operations
8.2.3.3-2 ITAAC-LOOP during parallel operations '

8. 2. 3. 3-3 '. ITAAC-DG protective relaying wbn DG is operating- -

8.2.3.3-4 ITAAC-synchronizing interlocks
8.2.3.4-1 ITAAC-independence during ops / fail of non-sfty load '

8.2.3.4-2 ITAAC-configuration offsite connection
8.2.3.4-3 ITAAC-separation of offsite & onsite class lE
8.3-1 ITAAC-onsite Class 1E design
8.3.1.2-1 ITAAC-safe shutdown with one division
8.3.2.1-1 .ITAAC-conduits to open tray separation .

8.3.2.2-1 ITAAC-separation of neutron monitoring raceways
8.3.2.3-1 ITAAC-separation of DC emergency lighting raceways
8.3.2.4-1 ITAAC-separation between class-lE penetrations.....
8.3.2.4-2 ITAAC-separation between class lE & non-class 1E....

.

8.3.2.4-3 ITAAC-separation of non-class lE from class 1E pen's '

8.3.2.5-1 ITAAC-sep/ prot-of cables outside cabinets and panels
8.3.2.6-1 ITAAC-separation of cables inside cabinets /)anels
8.3.2.7-1_ ITAAC-sep. of cables approaching / exiting ca)inets...
8.3.2.8-1 ITAAC-independence / physical separation of equipment
8.3.2.9-1 ITAAC-ID power, instrumentation, control equipment
8.3.2.9-2 Color coding- of cables
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,

8.3.2.9-3 ITAAC-ID neutron monitoring, scram solenoid
8.3.3.1-1 ITAAC-protection of electrical penetrations |

8,3.3.2-1 ITAAC-design & qualification of electrical equipment
8.3.3.3-1 ITAAC-seismic qualification of light bulbs t

8.3.3.4-1 ITAAC-submergence |
8.3.3.5-1 Redundant class lE systems (environments) i

8.3.3.5-2 ITAAC-protection of redundant class IE (environment)
8.3.3.6-1 ITAAC-associate circuits

'

+

'

0.3.3.7-1 ITAAC-D/G protective relaying bypass
8.3.3.8-1 ITAAC-thermal overload - i
8.3.3.10-1 ITAAC-protective relay
8.3.3.11-1 ITAAC-fault interrupting capacity

,

8.3.3.12-1 ITAAC-control of design parameters for MOV |
S.3.13-1 ITAAC-separation of raceways
8.3.3.14-1 ITAAC-electric.1 protection for scram & MSlV
8.3.3.15-1 ITAAC-safety buses grounding
8.3.16-1 ITAAC-control of access to Class IE equipment
8.3.4-1 ITAAC-electrical independence
8.3.4.1-1 ITAAC-interconnections
8.3.4.2-1 ITAAC-CVCF power supplies-
8.3.4.4-1 ITAAC-isolation between safety & non-safety buses
8.3.5-1 ITAAC-lighting system under DBA
8.3.5-2 ITAAC-lighting requirements
8.3.6.1-1 ITAAC-control of the electrical design process
8.3.7-1 Reliability of systems
8.3.7-2 ITAAC-testing surveillance
8.3.8.1-1 iTAAC-non-safety DC power system
8.3.8.2-1 ITAAC-capacity of the class lE 125v DC battery sply
8.3.8.4-1 ITAAC-class IE AC standby power system
8.3.8.5-1 ITAAC-CVCF capacity
8.3.8.6-1 ITAAC-battery charger
8.3.8.7-1 ITAAC-distribution system
8.3.9.1-1 ITAAC-Sb0 compliance '

8.3.9.2-1 ITAAC-SB0 coping capability
8.3.9.3-1 ITAAC/DAC ,

9.1.1-1 ITAAC-change new fuel storage-interfa'ce to llAAC
9.1.2-1 ITAAC-change spent fuel storage interface to-ITAAC
9.1.2-2 ITAAC-review fuel storage' facility ITAAC and-Tl
9.1.3-1 Use of the RHR as part of the FPC -

9.1.3-2 ITAAC-fuel pool cooling and cleanup system
9.1.4-1 ITAAC-light load handling system
9.1.5-1 ITAAC-RxB crane capability under SSE
9.1.5-2 CB and secondary containment cranes under SSE
9.1.5-3 Discrepancies between SSAR Tb1 3.2.1 and Section 9.1 .

9.1.5-4 Non-single-failure-proof lifting devices in CB_
_

"

~
9.1.5-5_ ID all hoists in RB, DW, stm tunnel,_ refuel platform
9.1.5-6 Interlocks, limit switches; for loads over spent _ fuel-

_

9.1.5-7- Load-lifting: systems outside design certification
9.1.5-8 ITAAC-overhead heavy load handling systems
9.2.4-1 Sanitary and potable water system conceptual-design
9.2.4-2 ITAAC-sanitary and potable water system
9,2.5-1 ITAAC-ultimate heat sink
9.2.8-1 ITAAC-makeup water system (preparation)
9.2.9-1 ITAAC-m:,keup water condensate system
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9.2.10-2 ITAAC-makeup water (purified) system
9.2.11-1 RCW system heat exchanger design capacity |

9.2.11-2 ITAAC-RxB cooling water system :

9.2.12-1 ITAAC-HVAC normal cooling water j
9.2.13-1 |TAAC-HVAC emergency cooling water system j
9.2.14-1 ITAAC-turbine building cooling system
9.2.15-1 RSW interface criteria in SSAR
9.2.15-2 ITAAC-reactor service water system i
9.2.16-1 Discrepancy in SSAR concerning number of TSW pumps
9.2.16-: ITAAC-turbine service water system !
9.3.1-1 Nitrogen supply requirements (ANSI MCll.1-1976)
9.3.1-2 Instrument air compliance with GDC 1
0.3.1-3 ITAAC-compressed air systems (ACS, lA, SA, HPIN)
9.3.2.2-1 PASS capability to sample up to 10 Ci/ml
9.3.2.2-2 PASS capability to sample H2, 02, and chlorides
9.3.2.2-3 ITAAC-PASS
9.3.5-1 ITAAC-SLCS
9.3.8-1 ITAAC-radioactive drain transfer system
9.3.9-1 ITAAC-hydrogen water chemistry
9.3.10-1 ITAAC-oxygen injection
9.3.11-1 ITAAC-zine injection system
9.4-1 ITAAC-HVAC systems
9 4.1-1 Include ESF-grade filter train electric heaters
9.4.6-1- P&lDs, flow diag, comp descrip for Rw control rm HVAC
9.5.1.3-1 ITAAC-fire protection system
9.5.1.3.1-1 Change NFPA 72D and 72E to NFPA 72
9.5.4.1-1 Tornado missile effects on fill vent & sample connect
9.5.4.1-2 ITAAC-D/G & auxiliary sys, fuel oil sig & transfer
9.5.5-1 ITAAC-put interfaces into ITAAC
9.5.8-1 Protection of silencers from tornado missiles
10.2.1-1 ITAAC-turbine nenerator
10.2.2-1 ITAAC-turbine disk test data
10.2.2-2 ITAAC-design bases for turbine design-overspeed
10.3.1-1 ITAAC-main steam (7 items)
10.4.1-1 ITAAC-main condenser '

10.4.2-1 ITAAC-main condenser evacuation system (7 items)
10.4.3-1 ITAAC-turbine gland seal system (7 items)
10.4.4-1 ITAAC-turbine bypass (7 items)

.

10.4.5-1 ITAAC-circulating water system (10 items)
10.4.7-1 ITAAC-condenser /feedwater (7 items)-
11.0-1 ITAAC-radwaste system
12.3.5.3-1 ITAAC and Tier 1 radiation design submittal
13.3-1 Size TSC for 25 persons
13.3-2 Provide OSC
13.3-3 ITAAC and T1 -for TSC and OSC
13.6.3.6-1 ITAAC-verify HVAC bulletproof features
14.1.1.5.2-1 ITAAC-roadmap of key | analyses
14.1.1.5.3-1 -ITAAC-certain systems may not have ITAAC
14.1.2-! ITAAC-staff evaluation of system ITAAC
14.1.3.1-1 ITAAC-staff evaluation of generic ITAAC -
14.1.3.3.3.6-1 ITAAC-structural design of small bore piping
14.1.3.3.3.9-1 ITAAC-buried piping design
14.1.3.3.4.1-1 ITAAC-confirmatory analysis on computer model adequacy
14.1.3.3.4.3-1 ITAAC-piping benchmark program
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14.1.3.3.4.4-1 ITAAC-small bore piping decoupling criteria
14.1.3.3.5.2-1 ITAAC-60 year life cycle factor of 1.5
14.1.3.3.5.7-1 11AAC-environmental effects in fatigue design, C1. I
14.1.3.3.5.7-2 ITAAC-method of including environ effects of fatigue
14.1.3.3.5.8-1 ITAAC-environmental effect in f atigue design, Cl. 2
14.1.3.3.5.10 1 ITAAC-methodology to address thermal striping
14.1.3.3.5.13-1 Inertial and seismic motion effects
14.1.3.3.5.15-1 OBE as a design load
14.1.3.3.5.17-1 ITAAC-modal damping for composite structures
14.1.3.3.5.18-1 ITAAC-minimum temperature for thermal analyses
14.1.3.3.5.19-1 ISLOCA piping design
14.1.3.3.6-1 ITAAC-pipe support criteria (8 items)
14.1.3.3.7-1 ITAAC-high energy line break criteria
14.1.3.3.9.1-1 ITAAC-fatigue cumulative usage factor of 1.0
14.1.3.3.9.13-1 Tier 1 piping design description
14,1.3.8-1 ITAAC-RAP
14.1.3.9-1 ITAAC-weiding
14.1.4-1 ITAAC-interface requirements
14.1.5-1 ITAAC-site parameters
14.2.12.3-1 Test abstracts modifications w/ Reg.l.68
14.2.12.3-2 Modify to test abstracts
14.2.12.3-3 Clarify criteria, modify abrtracts
14.2.12.7-1 ITAAC- design certificatioii material ITP
15.3-1 Consequence of fuel misorientation
15.4.4.2.1-1 Seismic analysis of MS from MSIV to condenser
15.4.4.2.2-1 Alternative main steamline design evaluation
16-1 Revision to STS in WP 5.1
16-2 LCOs for TS outside of STS
16-3 Justification of 3 independent ECCS subsystems
17.3.5-1 Revise SSAR references to GE's D-RAP organization
18.9.1-1 ITAAC-design description
18.9.2.2-1 Process element guidance documents,

18.9.2.2.1-1 Operating experience
19.1.2.2-1 ABWR PRA insights to design
19.1.2.2.1-1 CDF, CCF, analysis update
19.1.2.2.2-1 Seismic event analysis update-

' 19.1.2.2.2-2 ITAAC-fire barriers / separation
19.1.2.2.2-3 ITAAC-interface design for fires
19.1.2.2.2-4 Severe accident fire analysis
19.1.2.2.2-5 Internal flooding analysis
19.1.2.2.3-1 Shutdown study
19.1.2.3-1 Design features reducing CDF
19.1.2.3-2 Compare dominant sequences fm current PRAs to ABWR
19.1.2.4.1-1 SSCs for RAP
19.1.2.4.2-1 ITAAC-PRA for internal, external events
19.1.2.4.3-1 PRA identified design vulnerabilities
19.1.2.4.3-2 Severe accident prevention versus mitigation
19.1.2.4.3-3 Staff evaluation of 10 CFR 10.34(f) information
19.1.2.4.3-4 SAMOAs
19.1.5.2-1 Su; port system failure analysis
19.1.5.2-2 Interfacing piping upgrades
19.1. 5. P.-3 ITAE-interfacing piping
19.1.5.2-4 Correction of analysis for LOCAs outside containment
19.1.5.4-1 Sensitivity study-MP. maintenance rule informatien
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19.1.5.4-2 List of systems not on the nuclear island
19.1.5.4-3 ITAAC-reliability of interfacing systems
19.1.5.4-4 Update fault trees - RWCU functions
19.1.5.5.3-1 Sensitivity study of various outage times
19.1.5.6-1 Human reliability analyses ;

19.1.5.6.1-1 Modeling of human errors
19.1.5.6.2-1 Sensitivity, uncertainty analyses for human errors

,

19.1.5.6.3-1 ITAAC-human reliability analyses i
19.1.5.9-1 PRA input to RAP
19.1.5.11.1-1 Uncertainty analysis - internal events
19.1.5.11.2-1 Evaluation of revised PRA accident sequences
19.1.6.3.2-1 Seismic margins analysis
19.1.6.3.2-2 Reduction of seismic capacity of equipment
19.1.6.3.2-3 ITAAC-seismic capacity of equipment
19.1.6.3.2-4 Failure of containment penetration & isolation vivs
19.1.6.3.2-5 Failure of SRV discharge lines
19.1.6.3.2-6 Failure of SRV discharge lines
19.1.6.3.4.1-1 Updated seismic fault trees
19.1.6.3.7-1 Adequacy of HCLPF values
19.1.6.4-1 Clarification of penetrations qualifications
19.1.6.4-2 Spread of smoke in buildings'

19.1.6.4-3 Smoke control system
i19.1.6.4-4 ITAAC-fire barrier installation, smoke mitigation i

19.1.6.4-5 ITAAC-fire for COL design
19.1.6.4-6 Fire analysis input to RAP and maint rule response
19.1.6.5-1 Internal flooding and effects on cable trays
19.1.7.2-1 Containment bypass analysis :19.1.7.3-1 Containment overprotection setpoint justification
19.1.7.3-2 Containment venting within 24 hours

;

19.1.7.4-1 Passive flooder uncertainty analysis
19.1.7.5-1 Quantification of CETs and DETs
19.1.7.5-2 Containment failure from CCI

- 19.1.7.6.1-1 Direct containment heating .

19.1.7.6.2-1 FCI analysis
19.1.7.6.2-2 Justification for steam explosions
19.1.7.7-1 Uncertainty analysis
19.1.8-1 Effect of CCI suppression pool bypass on source term
19.1.10-1 Updated PRA information
19.1.11.4-1 Treatment of ex-containment LOCAs
19.1.11.4-2 RWCU concerns

'

19.2-1 Severe accident' closure
19.2.2 ABWR risk profile insights
20.1-1 Resolution of USIs
20.1-2 USl B-32: reactor service water
20.2-1 Resolution- of GSis

'

20.2-2 Revise-interface criteria for RSW
20.2-3 ISLOCA'
20.2-4 GI 130 concerns and interface requirements for ESW L

20.3-1 HPCF and RCIC space-cooling
20.3-2 Nitrogen supply.for ADS performance

- 20.3-3 Alternative hydrogen control evaluation i
20.3-4- GDC 56 - 2 isolation barriers in series
20.3-5 Containment purge / venting - SSAR Figure 6.2-39a
20.3-6 Justification of purge line valve closure "
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' 20.3-7 Additional accident monitoring instrumentation
20.3-8 RPV water level instrumentation
20.3-9 Containment penetration size for venting
20.3-10 Penetrations for hydrogen recombiners

1.7 Summary of Confirmatory items

As a result of the staff's review of the SSAR, up to an including Amend-
ment 20, dated March 13, 1992, the following items were identified as confir-
matory at the time of preparation of this report. An item is identified as
confirmatory if the staff and the applicant have agreed upon a resolution of a
particular item, but that resolution has not yet been formally documented in
the SSAR. In many cases GE has provided a draft SSAR amendment that the staff
has found acceptable and the staff only needs to confirm that the final SSAR
change is made in accordance with the approved draft. Each confirmatory item
was assigned a unique identifying number. The number identifies the section

-

in this report where an explanation of the confirmatory item can be found.
For example, a discussion of Confirmatory item 9.3.8-1 can be found in
Section 9.3.8 of this report.

Litm Number Description of item

1.1-1 Introduction
1.2-1 GDCs

2.3.1-1 Design basis tornado - SSAR lable 1.4.1
3.4.1-1 Remove references to LBB
3.4.1-2 CB design against MST flooding
3.4.1-3 CB design against RSW/RCW flooding
3.5.1.2-1 Impeller missile analysis
3.5.1.4-1 DBT and missile spectra
3.5.1.4-2 DCT design classification
3.6.1-1 Revise Tb1 31.3-15 for blowout pan 1 fail
3.7.2-1 Procedure for RxB FRS envel generation
3.7.2-2 Basis for uncertainty factors in RxB

~

3.7.2-3 RxB seis structural displacement profile
3.7.2-4 Basis for uncertainty factors in CB
3.7.2-5 Procedures to generate FRS in CB
3.7.2-6 QA program for RwB substructure design
3.7.2-7 SSI analysis for SSE
3.7.2-8 FRS comparison for all damping values
3.8.1-1 Containment shell design calculations
3.8.3-1 Containment internal structures calcs
3.8.4-1 CB Q,'. program
3.8.4-2 RwB QA program
3.8.4-3 Effects of wind / tornados in CB design
3.8.4-4 Eff of wind / incorrect soil pres in RwB
3.8.5-1 Design cales for Cat 1 b1dg foundations
3.8.5-2 QA program to design CB/RwB foundations
3.9.2.2-1 Definition of pipe support group
3.9.2.2-2 Selection of mass pts in piping analyses
3.9.2.3-1 Delete prototype fm SSAR 3.9.2.4/3.9.7.1
3.9.2.3-2 May 10, 1992 audit commitments
3.9.6.2.2-1 Justify prototype testing of MOVs
3.9.6.2.2-2 MOV testing and mispositioning
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-13.9.6.2.4-1 Containment isolation vivs i

3.11.2.1-1 Compliance w/NUREG-0588, Cat 1 & RG 1.89
3.11.3-1 Update .SSAR to include Rx water quality
3.11.3-2 Include definition of mild environment
3.11.3-3 Revise SSAR Figures 31.3-1 thru 31.3-22
3.11.3-4 Time-based profiles for environ zones.
4.2-1 Generic fuel licansing criteria

14.2-2 Control rod functional performance crit |

4.2-3 Control rod de- a i

4.4-1 Flow test resua for less than 10 RIPS l
5.2.4-1 ITAAC-add discussion of PSE and 89 code |
5.2.5-1 Detection of intersystem leakage
6.1.1-1 EPRI hydrogen water chemistry guidelines

,

6.2.1.6-1 Containment hydrodynamic load data
6.2.1.7-1 Subcompartment pressure analysis
6.2.4-1 Valve position discrepancy in P&lD
6.2.5-1 Compliance w/BTi on containment purging ,

6.2.5-2 Revh e SSAR 3ection 6.2.5.2.7
6.2.5-3 Valve position discrepancy in P&lD i

6.3.3-1 ADS logic
-6.5.1-1 Include 2 SGTS filter trains in SSAR
7.1.4-1 Revise SSAR 7.1.1.4.2 to add auto SLCS
7.2.1-1 Remove seis Rx trip fm RPS initiation
7.2.1-2 Install 0PRM per BWROG guidelines
7.2.1-3 Remove mulitplexed turbine inputs
7.2.1-4 Revise SSAR 7.2 dwgs to remove "later"
7.2.2.1-1 ITAAC-verify max transmission distance
7.2.2.1-2 ITAAC-include accuracy in set pt methods
7.2.2.1-3 Sensors that use EMS
7.2.2.2-1 Digital trip sensors that use EMS
7.2.2.5-1 S1S for all S/R systems to be Class IE.

l 7.2.2.5-2 Tier 1-elim test jumpers & lifted leads
7.2.3-1 ITAAC-verify bypasses are annunciated
7.2.5-1 Correct SSAR fig 7.2-1 pwr.sply design .

7.2.5-2 Include EPAs in the AEWR design. >

7.2.8-1 TIER l sftwr metrics to track error rate
7.2.8-2 Comm dedication of sftwr in sfty systems
7.2.8-3 Method to notify end ' user of sitwr error.

7.2.8-4 ITAAC-eq to be tested .for low range EMI
7.2.8-5 SSLC electronic equip test temperature
7.3.2-1 Clarify SLU/ALU terminology,

L 7.4.1.1-1 Clarify ARI configuration in SSAR
|~ 7.4.1.1-2 ABWR conformance to NEDE-31096-a
L 7.4.1.4-1 Clarify RSS configuration in SSAR

7.5.2-1 Revise SSAR Table 7.5-7
7.6.1.3-1 SSAR 7.6 wrt RHR Rx level interlocks
7.7.1.5.' ITAAC-RPS trip ID in computer
-7.10.2-; ITAAC-follow EPRI for op'g experience

! 8.2.1.1-1 Define GE's~ scope'wrt-offsite power.
| 8.2.1.2-1 Definition of offsite systems
| 8.2.1.3-1 Offsite. system interfaces
j 8.2.1.3-2 Interface requirements

8.2.1.3-3 Regulatory requirements for interfaces >

8.2.1.3-4 Sizing of unit auxiliary trans' rmers
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|

8.2.1.3-5 Class IE ac system inconsistencies
8.2.1.3-6 Clarify number of transmission systems
8.2.1.3-7 Indep/ separation of transmission lines

38.2.1.3-8 Transmission system input to PRA i

8.2.1.0-9 Offsite system switchyard 1

8.2.2.1-1 Incorporate transfer separation info |
8.2.2.1-2 flormal/ alt preferred power separation
8.2.2.2-1 Isolation of I&C circuits

,

8.2.2.3-1 Electrical independence '

8.2.2.4-1 Testability requirements
38.2.2.6-1 Capability / capacity of offsite power i

8.2.2.7-1 Protection from lightening !
8.2.3.1-1 Offsite/onsite independence
8.2.3.2-1 Degraded offsite voltage
8.2.3.3-1 Automatic switch from test to operating

,

8.2.3.3-2 Interlock to LOOP sensory circuits '

8.2.3.3-3 Testing DG protective relaying :
8.2.3.3-4 Sychronizing interlocks final SSAR -

8.2.3.4-1 ITAAC-independence sfty vs non-sity syst
,

8.3-1 Onsite Class lE power r

8.3.1-1 Compliance with CDC 17 '

8.3.1.1-1 Compliance with IEEE standards
8.3.1.2-1 Protection requirement-of GDC 2 and 4
8.3.2.1-1 Open tray separation
8.3.2.2-1 lieutron monitoring raceways separation
8.3.2.3-1 Separation of de emergency lighting '

8.3.2.4-1 Class lE penetrations separation
8.3.2.4-2 C1 lE, non-ci lE penetrations separation
8.3.2.4-3 Cl IE cables separation fm other cables
8.3.2.5-1 Separation of cables outside panels
8.3.2.6-1 Separation.of cables inside panels

.

'

8.3.2.7-1 Separation of cables entur/ exit cabinets >

8.3.2.8-1 Physical separation of equipment
8.3.2.9-1 ID raceways and cables
8.3.3.1-1 Protectinn of electrical penetrations
8.3.3.2-1 Protection of' electrical eq from DBEs
8.3.3.3-1 Seismic qualification of light bulbs
8.3.3.4-1 Submergence of electricallequipment
8.3.3.6-1 Associated circuits design.information
8.3.3.7-1 DG operability under accident conditions
8.3.3.8-1 Overload protection of Class. IE HOVs
8.3.3.9-1 Coordinate IE ids & bus supply breakers
8.3.3.10-1 Periodic testing of protective relaying
8.3.3.11-1 Fault interrupting capability ;
8.3.3.12-1 ITAAC-control design parameters for MOVs -

8.3.3.13-1 Fire protection of cable systems
8.3.3.14-1 RPS scram and MSIV solenoid. valves
8.3.3.15-1 Safety bus grounding-
8.3.3.16-1 Control access to Class lE power equip

'8.3.4-1 Electrical independence
8.3.4-2 Configuration of onsite power systems '

8.3.4.1-1 Interconnection between redundant divs i

8.3.4.2-1 Constant voltage and frequency
8 .3.4.3-1 . Power for SRVs

!
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8.3.4.4-1 Transfer of leads between redundant divs !

8.3.4.4-2 1 solation between sfty bus & non-sfty Id |
8.3.5-1 Lighting systems j
8.3.6.1-1 Control of electrical design process i

8.3.6.2-1 Control of electrical desiga bases
8.3.7-1 Testing / surveillance of elect systems

;

8.3.8.1-1 Non-sity de power
8.3.8.2-1 Capacity of IE 125 volt de battery i

8.3.8.3-1 Removal of silicon diodt i
8.3.8.4-1 Class IE ac standby de power "

8.3.8.5-1 Constant voltage /freq supply capacity
8,3.8.6-1 Battery charger
8.3.8.7-1 Distributien systems !
8.3.9.1-1 Reestablishing ac power
8.3.9.2-1 Coping capability
8.3.9.3-1 Combustion turbine generator
9.1.3-1 Ventilation / filtration in standby gas
9.1.3 . Firewater to provide sp fuel pool makeup
9.1.3-3 incorporate 2 filter trains into SGTS
9.1.5-1 10 equipment to be handled by cranes

.'9.1.5-2 Incorporate response to RAI 410.43
9.2.12-1 HVAC narmal cooling water ISO valves
9.2.13-1 Correct # of HECW pumps in SSAR 9.2.13.2
9.2.13-2 Clarify non-sfty portion of HECW
9.2.14-1 Discrepancies in TCW design in SSAR .

9.2.15-1 Protect RSW from piping failures
9.2.16-1 More TSW design information in SSAR
9.2.16-2 Interface for flood protection from TSW
9.3.1-1 Primary containment penetration ref
9.3.1-2 10 safety-related portion of HPIN
9.3.1-3 ID failure modes of CA system valve.,
9.3.1-4 ID failure mode of A0 valves f018A & B
9.3.1-5 is IA available as a backup to HPIN?
9.3.5-1 Include SLCS sig tank inj valves in RAP
9.3.8-1 Clarify class of rad drain transfer viv
9.3.8-2 Inaccuracies in Tbls 9.3.8.1 & 9.3.8.2

-9.4.1.1-1 Provide smoke detector at the air intake
9.5.1.2.2-1 Revise SGTS for fire prctection concerns
9.5.4.2-1 Revise fuel oil stg and transfer P& ids
9.5.4.2-2 Include level switches & stick gauge
9.5.4.2-3 Revise SSAR Figure 9.5.6
9.5.5-1 Inconsistencies wrt jacket water pumps
9.5.5-2 Amot temp' sensor or equivalent in SSAR
9.5.6-1 Pre- and af ter-filters in DG SA. system
9.5.6-2 DG SA system requirements
9.5.6-3 Incuporate coolers in DG SA description
9.5.7-1 SSAR fig 9.5-9 to show level indication
9.5.7-2 Provision to prevent crankcase explosion i

9.5.7-3 ANSI & ASME requirements for DG lube oil
9.5.8-1 Integrity of DG exhaust silencers
9.5.8-2 Modify response to RAI 430.294
10.3.1-1 Remove references to LBB
10.3.1-2 MSIV functionality in harsh environment
10.4.7-1 Data on use of non-sfty shutoff gate viv
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11.2.2-1 lEB 80-05 tank failure concern
11.5.2 1 Process & effluent rad. monitoring sys.

_ 12.1.2-1 TIP system rad exposure concern
L 12.2.3-1 IT OC/DAC include former interfaces

12.3.1-1 Rx and turbine bldg figures inconsistent
12.3.1-2 Corrosion product control features
12.3.2-1 Revise upper DW shielding
12.3.2-2 TIP personnel rad exposure provisions
12.3.3-1 Airborne rad concentration calc methods
14.1.3.3.3.8-1 Dynamic seismic analyses of MS piping
14.1.3.3.3.8-2 ITAAC-verification of seismic /nonsels
14.1.3.3.4.2-1 Mass point in dynamic piping model ;
14.1.3.3.4.2-2 Pipe flexibility between node points
14.1.3.3.4.2-3 Effects of equipment attached to piping '

14.1.3.3.5.4-1 Use of code N-411 and N-420
14.1.3.3.5.4-1 Code case N-411 daraping values ,

14.1.3.3.5.6-1 High frequency mooe analysis-

14.2.2.1-1 Correct chapter 13 reference
14.2.7-1 Reference to RG 1.68.3
14.2.11-1 Power / flow map
14.2.11-2 Power ascension phase description
14.2.12.3-1 GE revise terminology,

14.2.12.3-2 RG.I.68 compliance
14.2.12.4-1 SSAR cross references to Chapters 3. 5
14.2.12.4-2 Addition of Section 14.2.12.2.39
14.2.12.4-3 Loose parts monitoring data collection
14.2.12.4-4 Concrete penetration survey
14.2.12.4-6 Radwaste system testing
14.2.12.5-1 TMl item 1.G.1
14.2.12.6-1 Functioning of conductivity meters
14.2.12.6-2 Feedwater control test description
14.2.12.6-3 RHR isolation
14.2.12.6-4 Relief valve settings for RHR
15.1-1 Verification of ODYH & REDY code changes
15.4.4.1-1 Primary leak rate for duration of LOCA
15.5.2-1 TRACG calculations
18.3.2.1-l' Validation of detailed design
18.3.2.1-2 Std features and prototype evaluation
18.3.2.1-3 Operator workload
18.3.2.1-4 Tests, evaluations, studies
18.3.2.1-5 Adequacy of HSI design requirements
18.3.2.2-1 SPDS information based on BWROG
18.3.2.2-2 SPDS issues
18.3.3-l' Std features
18.4.3-1 Inventory
18.5.2.1-1 HFE issues tracking system

.

18.9.2.2.1-1 HF program plan. '

18.9.2.2.5-1 Detailed task analysis
; 18. 9. :: . 2. 6-1 HSI design requirements
| 18.9.2.2.6-2 CRT display,information

18.0.2.2.6-3 Alarm suppression criteria,-alarm setpts
18.9.2.2,7-1 Procedure development. ,

18.9.2.2.8-1 Task analysis element to include PRA/HRA
-18.9.2.2.8-2 Evaluation of plant evolutions
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18.9.2.2.8-3 Operator workload analysis
18.9.2.2.8-4' !TAAC-tests and analyses in DCM Tb1 3.6
18.9.2.2.8-5 fully functional control room prototype
19.1.5.2-1 p0RV frequence j
19.1.5.3-1 10RV success i

19.1.5.4-1 The fire water system in the RAP |
19.1.5.5.2-1 Test and maintenance unavailabilities |
19.1.5.5.3-1 Outage times and surveillance intervals ;

19.1.5.7-1 Sequence frequency estimates i
19.1.5.8-1 Accident sequence classification
19.1.6.3.2-1 fuel assembly seismic capacity
19.1.6.3.2-2 Fire water mitigation
19.1.6.3.4.2-1 Seismic event trees
19.1.6.3.5-1 Accident sequences definition i

19.1.6.3.6-1 Accident sequence quantification
19.1.7.5-1 The lower drywell concrete comnosition
19.1.8-1 Analysis of pool swell and flashing
19,1.9-1 Correct weather data

1.8 Interface Recuirements

Section 52.47(a)(1)(vii) requires interface requirements that must be met by
the site-specific elements of the. plant design, such as the ultimate heat
sink. A discussion of the certified tcope of the ABWR standard design is
provided in Section 1.2.6 of this report. The staff has identified certain -

interface requirements as part of its technical review to date. These
interfaces include u''imate heat sink, offsite pwoer, makeup water (prepara-
tion), potable and sanitary water, reactor service water,- and turbine service *

water. Each interface requirement will be assigned a unique identifying
number in the FSER. The number will identify the section of the report where
an explanation of the interface requirement can be found. For example, a
discussion of Interface Requirement 9.2.4-2 can be found in Section 9.2.4 of ,

this report.

Item Number Descrintion of Interface Reauirement

These items will be identified in the FSER.

1.9 Combined License (COL) Action items

Plant-specific applicants and licensees who reference the ABWR standard'. design
in the future will be required to satisfy the requirements-and concerns-
resulting frcm the staff's technical review to date. These requirements'and
concerns for plant-specific applicants and licensees are _ identified below as.
COL action items. These COL action items relate to programs, procedures, and-

_

issues that are outside of the scope of the certified design review. GE needs *

to include _ this list of items in a future amendment to SSAR_ Chapter 1 in
summary and to the specific sections of the SSAR in which each. system or-
component is discussed. This-is Open item 1.9-1.-

Each COL action _ item was assigned a unique identifying number.' The number
identifies the section in this report where an explanation of the item can.be -
found. For. example, a discussion of COL Action item 12.3.4-3 can be found in'-
Section 12.3.4-.of this report.

<
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|
ltem Number Descrirtion of Action item ]
1.2.1-1 GE design process for US ABWR i
2.1.1-1 Site location and description
2.1.2-1 Cxclusion area and authority control
2.1.3-1 Population distribution ~

2.2.1-1 Identification of potential hazards in site vicinity
2.2.3-1 Evaluation of potential accidents

;

2.3.1-1 External impact hazards |
2.3.2-1 Local meteorology 1

2.3.3-1 Onsite meteorological measurements program <

2.3.4-1 Short-term dispersion estimates !
2.3.5-1 Long-term diffusion estimates l
2.4.1-1 Hydrologic description
2.4.2-1 Floods
2.4.3-1 Probable maximum flood on streams and rivers
2.4.4-1 Ice effects
2.4.5-1 Cooling water channels and reservoirs
2.4.6-1 Channel diversion
2.4.7-1 Flooding protection requirements
2.4.8-1 Cooling water supply -

2.4.9-1 Accidental release of liquid effluents
2.4.10-1 Tech spec emergency operations 1

'2.5.1-1 Basic geologic and seismic information
2.5.2-1 Vibratory ground motion
2.5.3-1 Surface faulting
2.5.4-1 Stability of subsurface materials and foundations
2.5.4.1-1 Site and facilities
2.5.4.2-1 Field investigations
2.5.4.3-1 Laboratory investigations
2.5.4.4-1 Subsurface conditions
2.5.4.5-1 Excavation and backfilling for foundation -

2.5.4.6-1 Ground water level *

2.5.4.7-1 Liquefaction potential -

2.5.4.8-1 Response of soil and rock to dynamic loading
2.5.4.9-1 linximum soil _-beering pressures
2.5.4.10-1 Earth pressures
2.5.4.11-1 Soil properties for seismic analysis of buried pipes
2.5.4.12-1 Static and dynamic stability of facilities
2.5.4.13-1 Subsurface instrumentation
2.5.4.14-1 Stability of slopes
2.5.4.15-1 Embankments and dams
3.3.2-1 Protect seis-Cat I structures from non-seis Cat 1 .

3.4.1-1 Flood analysis for structures not in GE design scope
3.4.2-1 Protection-of seismic Cat 1 stru"ures from flooding
3.5.1.1-1 .tiissile protection for all SSCs
3.5.1.2-1 Prevent internally-generated missiles in containment
3.5.1.3-1 Submit a turbine system maintenance progr :
3.5.1.4-1. ID missiles generated.by other natural phenomena
3.5.1.4-2 Protect SSCs from missiles gen'd by other nat'l phen
3.5.1.5-1 Probability of non-tornado missiles-
3.5.1.6-1- Probability-of aircraft hazards
3.5.2-1 Protection from missiles to SSCs outside of GE scope
3.6.1-1 Dynamic analysis of high energy piping systems
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3.6.1-2 Protect S/R SSCs from moderate energy piping systems '

3.6.1-3 10 method for protecting systems
3.6.1-4 Protect M51V operability from piping failures.
3.6.1-5 Examples using enclosures to protect fm failed pipe. ;

,

3.6.3-1 Plant-specific LBB analysis
3.7.1-1 Spectly the PGA of the OBE 0.159
3.7.4-1 Operating procedures for earthquake exceeding OBE
3,7.4-2 Conformance to seismic instrumentation guidelines i

3.8.1-1 Test results of containment SIT
3.8.4-1 -Identify seismic Cat I structures '

3.8.5-1 Capability of foundation to transfer shear
3.9.2.3-1 Vibration assessment test report '

3.9.3.1-1 Design life of ASME code 2,3 & qual grp D components *

3.9.3.1-2 Design reports required by ASF.E code
3.9.3.2-1 Testing of SRVs and discharge piping
3.9.3.3-1 Anchor bolt safety' factorsn

3.9.6.1-1 IST of S/R pimps
3.9.6.2.1-1 IST of S/R check valves
3.9.6.2.2-1 Revise MOV specs to verify proper szg and sw setting,

'

3.9.6.2.2-2 Determine optimal frequency for MOV IST
3.9.6.3-1 Detailed pump and valve IST plan
3.10-1. Environme..tal parameters in seismic qualification

.

3.11.1-1 Environmental qualification of electrical equipment
3.11.2.2-1 5/R mechanical equipment in a harsh environment
3.11.3-1 IN 89-63 - flooding above flood level .

3.11.3-2 Rad levels in environmental zones
3.11.3-3 Ensure operability of equip in mild environ zones -

4.4-1 Plant-specific power / flow map
,

5.2.2-1 SRV manual / auto actuation verification i

5.2.4-1 Plans for NDE during construction '

5.P.4-2 ASME code edition for PSI and ISI
5.2.4-3 Ensure access around RPV for ISI
5.2.5-1 Procedure for common leakage equivalent
5.3.1-1 Fracture toughr.ess data
5.3.1-2 RPV material surveillance
5.3.2-1 RTNDT !
5.4.6-1 Valves F035 and F036 test data -

6.1.2-1 Amount of protective coatings /org mat'Is in contain
G.2.3-1 SGTS draw-down analysis
6.2.5-1 Cost / benefit of alternative hydrogen control system
6.2.5-2 Ventilation valve testing details
6.2.6-1 Hydrogen recombiner contributions to.ILRT
6,3,4.2-1 ECCS subsystem testing
6.6-1 PSI and ISI programs for ASME Code Classes 1.-2, 3
6.6.2-1 NDE requirements during design and construction
7.2.8-1 Specify software metric to track error rates
7.3.1.11-1 Essential HVAC testing and temperature profiles
7.7.1.15-1 Sound powered phone system
7.8-1- Heat rise analysis for.SB0:
8.2;2.5-1 Procedures;for generator breaker requirements
8.2.2.6-1 Capability and capacity of_offsite power
8.2.3.2-1 Testing of 1st and 2nd level voltage protection

._ '

8.2.3.3 1 Periodic- testing of interlock design
8.2.3.3-2 Duration of parallel operation
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|

8.2.3.3-3 reriodic testing of protective relaying !
G. ;' ,3 . 3 -4 Periodic testing of sychronizing interlocks 4

8,2.44 Op'g procedures for offsite preferred pwr circuits !
8,3-1 Op'g restrictions on the use of Class IE receptacles i

8J ./.7 ' Admin controls on operations, maintenance activities
8. 3.3. ' : Periedic test of protective. current limiting devices
8.3 ? 1 Ttsting of protective relays and bypass circuitry i

8.i. e1 Testing of thermal loads and bypass circuitry
P_3.3.lb-1 Periodic te.'ing of protective relaying

.

i

8.3.3.14-1 Periodic tes):ng of CVCF alarm and EPAs :
8.3,3.15-1 Safety tw grounding
8.3.3.10 1 Control zf access to Class IE power equipment ;

8.3.4-1 Electrical independence i
8.3.4.1-1 Administrathe control of interlock keys
8.3.4.4-1 Perledic PJilibration of fault interrupt coordination :

8.3.5-1 Periodic testing and replacement of light ' ilbs
.,

8.3.7-I Testing in accordance with IEEE 308-1980
8.3.8.2 1 Testing in accordance with IEEE 450-1985
8.3.8.4-1 Procedures for testing of DG
8.3.8.5-: Periodic verification of CVCF capacity
8.3.8.6-1 Periodic tcsting of batter) charger

,

8.3.8.7-1 Distr:bution system
8.3.9-1 Administrative controls of battery loads during 580
9.1.5 1 Change interfaces to COL action items ,

9.1.! Implement NUREG-0612 guidelines
9. 2. ll,-1 MUWP design features
9.2.15-1 RSW information
9.2.15-2 RSW biofogling prevention
9.2.15-3 RSW pro edures to prevent water hammer
9.3.3-1 Non-rad drainage systems design concerns
9.3.8-1 Rad and non-rad drain system connection concerns
9.3.8-2 Monitor effluents from non-rad systems
9.4.1.-l Protect CR operators from toxic subst'ances
9.4.8-1 Service b1dg ventilation design concerns
9.5.1.4.6-1 Liqui.i-insulated transformer design concerns
9.5.1.5-1 Administrative controls .

9.5.4.1-1 NUREG/CR-0660 DG reliability recommendations
9.5.4.2-1 DG fuel oil transfer pump design concerns
9.5.4.2-T Sediment obstruction concerns in DG fuel lines
9.5.5-1 Power source for jacket water cooling pumps '

9.5.7-1 ITAAC-DG lube oil system design criteria
9.5.8-1 ITAAC-DG combustion air system flow capacity '

,

10.2.2-1 Turbine disk integrity (2 items)
,

10.3.1-1 Allowable MSIV leakage
10.3.1-2 Turbine op'g & maint procedures to avoid stm hammer
10.4.3-1 Procedures to switch tu aux steam
11.0-1 Compliance with ANSI N13.1, RG 1.21,.and RG 4.15
11.2.1-1 Liquid waste discharge termination setpoints
11.2.1-2 Liquid radwaste administrative controls-
11.2.2-1 Compliance with Appendix ! for liquid rad effluents ;

11.2.2-2 Admin controls-on instant dischg of radionuclides '

11.2.2-3 QA orovisions of liquid radweste systems
11.3.2-1 Complianct with Appendix I for airborne rad effluent
11.4.1-1 Solid radwaste incinerator and fire prot description
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11.4.1-2 Compliance with 10 CFR Part 61 ;
11.4.1-3 Process control program and devatering process
11.4.2-1 On-site storage of low-level radwaste
11.5.2-1 Provisions for using aux steam

,

'

12.1.1-1 ALARA operational policy considerations
12.1.3-1 Implementation of radiation protection program
12.1.4-1 ALARA procedures
12.3.4-1 Area rad monitorinn operational considerations
12,3.4-2 10 CFR 70.24 submittal
12.3.4-3 Airborne rad monitoring operational considarations

!12.5-1 Health physics organization
i

12.5.1-1 TMI-rad monitoring under accident conditions !
13.3-1 Emergency Planning j
13. M EOF design '

13.f.2-1 Security training program
13. 6. .:-? Ensure security plan is operational |
13.6.3-1 Ct:itrol access to areas containing vital equipment '

13.6.3.3-1 Vital are cl.ssification of alarm stations
13.6.3.3-2 Ensure vital wrew integrity

.

13.6.3.3-3 Security response to external assault i13.6.3.5-1 Access control and record keeping j13.6.3.5-2 Prompt access to vital equipment
14.1.3.3.2.1-1 Design consistent with ASME code i14.1.3.3.2.3-1 Design specifications required by ASME code '

14.1.3.3.4.2-1 Incorporating support stiffness in piping analyses
14.1.3.3.4.3-1 Compare design analyses with benchmar( program
14.1.3.3.5.1-1 Provide site-specific buildin5 response spectra !

14.1.3.3.5.2-1 # cycles from Code Cl 1 applicable to other classes
14.1.3.3.5.8-1 Fatigue in ASME C1 2, 3, and qual class D components
14.2.3.3.5.10-1 Thermal strat in FW analysis relative displacements
14.2.3.3.5.11-1 SRV testing
14.1.3.3.5.13-1 Combination of inertial and seismic motion effects
14.1.3.3.6.4-1 Types of anchor bolts w.r.t. IEB 79-02 -
14.1.3.3.6.4-2 Baseplant flexibility w.r.t. IEB 79-01 ,

14.1.3.3.6.12-1 ANS/AISC N-690 & ASME Sect 111 NF in instr line spts
14.1.3.3.7.2-1 ISI for piping in containment penetration areas
14.1.3.3.9.2-1 Piping loads 1:rposed on pipe-mounted equipment
14.2.3-1 Testing scoping oc..uments
14.2.3-2 Start-up manual - test specification
14.2.3-3 Reconcil for tests with non-representative condition
14.2.3-4 Preoperational and start-up test program
14.2.4-1 Start-up administrative manual - test conduct
14.2.5-1 Start-up manual - test results
14.2.10.4-1 Start-up manual - prefuel load
14.2.11-1 Start-up manual - test schedule
14.2.12.3-1 Interfacing support system - test abstracts
14.2.12.4-1 Automatic dispatcher control systems

,

14.2.12.4-2 Personnel monitors, rad survey instrument operation
15.4.4.2.1-1 Recalculate iodine removal credit
16-1 Plant-specific TS ,

17.1.1-1 . Construction QA program
17.2-1 Operations QA program
17.0.1-1 Procedures for using D-RAP
17.7 5-1 Plant-specific D-RAP
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17.3.9-1 0-RA P
18.2.2.2-1 Roles and responsibilities of sH t supervisor
18.2.2.2-2 Assistant shift supervisor respon ibilities
18.2.2.2-3 Automation strategies
18.3.2.2-1 CR design
18.3.3-1 final design of standard features
18.3.4-1 HfE tracking system

,

18.6-1 Design development
18.7.2.2-1 Simulator capabilities
18.7.2.2-2 TMI items 1.C.) and I.C.9 concerning procedures
18.7.2.2-3 Control room design issues
18.7.2.2-4 SPDS availability ~,

18.7.2.2 5 Bypassed and inoperable nystems
18.7.2.2-6 Computer displays
18.6.2.2-7 Safety related valve position
18.7.2.2-8 Shift staffing
18.9.2.2.8-1 Consider malfunctions of PGCS
19.1.2.2.2-1 Severe accidents - flooding
19.1.2.4.3-1 Accident management
19.1.5.2-1 LOOP frequency.
19.1.6.3.2-1 As-built walkdown
19.1.6.7-1 External hazards
20.1-1 Plant-specific response to USI B-29 concerns
20.1-2 Ability of UHS to operate in severe weather
20.1-3 Plant-specific UHS and RSW ability to meet USl B-32
20.2-1 Outsider sabotage vulnerability analysis
20.2-2 inherent resistance to sabotage
20.2-3 Plant-specific resolution of Gl 130
20.3-1 Use of relief mode for venting the Rx
20.3-2 Testing of-large ventilation valves-
20.3.1-1 IEB 79-08, Item 6
20.3.1-2 1MI II.K.l.10: operability of S/R equipmant
20.3.1-3 THI II.K.3.3: report faliures of SRVs
20.3.1-4 Test steam supply valve F037 daring-st r.up
20.3.1-5 Report:ECCS outages to NRC annually

1.10 Technical Soecification Items

The staff has identified, in various sections'of this report, specific
testing, surveillance, or inspection requirements for inclusion in the ABWR
ter.hnical specifications (TS) or the plant-specific TS that are prepared by a
COL applicant. Each TS item was assigned a unique identifying number that
identifies the section in this report where an explanation of the TS item can
be found.

Item Number Descriotion ofl tam

3.9.6.2.4-1 Surveillances for pressure isolation valves
4.4-1 RIP operating limits-
5.2,3-1 Chemical control of prhary coolant
5.2.5-1 Limiting conditions for leakage
5.4.6-1 ECCS functional testing
5.4.7-1 RHR
6.2.1.5.1-1 Inspection and testing of vacuum breakers
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| 6.2.1.6-1 Suppres.lon pool temperature limits
6.2.4.1-1 Allowable leak rates for isolation valves
6.2.5-1 24-hr window at beginning/end of fuel cycle
6.3.3-1 ADS bypass timer periodic testing
6.3.4.2-1 ECCS subsystems periodic testings
6.3.5-1 Exposure-dependent APLliGR
7.1.4-1 OPR!; to be included in RPS tech specs
7.5.1-1 Accuracy requirements
11.5.1-1 RMS alarms when rad levels exceed operating limits
14.2.10.1-1 RPV level / chemistry check before fuel load
14.2.12.4-1 RG 1.68, Pos. 2.c demonstration prior to fuel load
15.1-1 Availability, set pts, surveillances of non-safety eq.
15.4.4.1-1 Suppression pool depth and DW leak-tightness
15.4.4.3-1 Post-LOCA leakage
15.4.1.2.1-1 Operability of drain valves
20.3-1 Outage times for ECCS components

--

_
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2 SITE CHARACTERISTICS

The staff reviewed the site related parameters contained in standard safety
analysis report (SSAR) Section 2, including the envelope of advanced boiling
water reactor (ABWR) bounding site parameters listed in SSAR Table 2.0-1.
The staff found that General Electric's (GE's) list of site characteristics
is consistent with that which is contained in appropriate sections of the
Standard Review Plan (SRP) Chapter 2 and 10 CFR Parts 50, 52, and 100. In
its review of the ABWR standard design the staff finds that the acceptance
criteria provided in the SRP for the review of site suitability for the site
parameters shown on Table 2.1.1, are sufficient. The staff has not identified
any unique features of the ABWR design that would require additional limita-
tions for the selection of sites compatible with the ABWR design. iherefore,
the combined license (COL) applicant may use the applicable SRP guidelines to
evaluate the suitability of its site. To ensure that the ABWR design is
enveloped by the site related parameters, the staff will perform a detailed
review of site characteristics during the COL phase. The site-specific
information to be provided by COL applicants referencing the ABWR design is
discussed below.

It should be noted that the site specific characteristics, which are discussed
here as required at the time of a plant specific COL application, may also be
submitted and considered by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (HRC) in connec-
tion with an application for an Early Site Permit under 10 CFR Part 52, Sub-
part A.

2.1 Geoaranhv and Demoaraohv

The COL applicant shall provide site-specific information related to site
location and description, exclusion area authority and control, and population
distribution.

2.1.1 Site Location and Description

The COL applicant shall providr. site-specific information related to site
location, including political subdivisions, natural and man-made features,
population, highways, railways, waterways, and other significant features of
the area. This is COL Action Item 2.1.1-1.

2.1.2 Exclusion Area Authority and Control

The COL applicant shall provide site-specific information related to activi-
ties that may be permit.ed within the designated exclusion area. This is COL
Action Item 2.1.2-1.

2.1.3 Population Distribution

The COL applicant shall provide population data for the site environs. This
is COL Action Item 2.1.3-l'.
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2.2 Hearby imiust r.jjiunsport alj_on. and Milit arv Facilit iet

The COL applicant shall provide site-specific information related to identifi-
cation of potential hazards in the site vicinity and an evaluation of poten-
tial accidents.

2.2.1 and 2.2.2 Identification of Potential Hazards in Site Vicinity

The COL applicant shall provide information with respect to industrial,
military, and transportation facilities and routes to establish the presence
and magnitude of potential external hazards. This is COL Action item 2.2.1-1.

2.2.3 (valuation of Potential Accidents

The COL applicant shall identify potential accident situations in the vicinity
of the plant and the bases for which these potential accidents were or were
not accommodated in the design. This is COL Action item 2.2.3-1,

2.3 Meteoroloav

2.3.1 Regional Climatology

in SSAR Table 2.0-1, GE proposed that the maximum tornado wind speed of
418pm/hr(260mi/hr)andthetornadorecurrenceintervalof1millionyears
(10' per year tornado strike probability) be used for the design-basis
tornado (DBT). These parameters are based on American National Standards
Institute /American Nuclear Society (ANSI /ANS) 2.3. The current NRC regulatory
position with regard to DBT is contained in WASH-1300 and Regulatory Guide
(RG) 1.76, " Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants " WASH-1300 states

be on the order of 10',f occurrence of a tornado that exceeds the DBT should
that the probability o

per year per nuclear power plant and the regulatory
guide delineates the maximum wind speeds of 386 km/hr (240 mi/hr) to 579 km/hr
(360 mi/hr) depending on the regions.

The staff has not endorsed ANSI /ANS 2.3. However, an NRC contractor reevalu-
ated the regulatory positions in RG 1.76, (Rev. 0), using the considerable
quantity of tornado data that is now available. The contractor completed its
reevaluation as discussed in NUREG/CR-4461. At the heart of this study is the
tornado data tape prepared by the National Severe Storm forecast Center
(NSSFC) with 30 years of data, 1954 through 1983. This tape contains the data
for the approximately 30,000 tornadoes that occurred during the period.

The contractor found that the tornado strike probabilities range from near
10E-7 per year for much of the Western United States to about 10E-3 per year
in the central states. On the basis of discussions between the contractor
and the staff, wind speed values associated with a tornado having a mean
recurrence interval of 10E-7 per year were estimated to be about 322 km/hr
(200 ml/hr) for the United States c.t of the Rocky Mountains and to be
483 km/hr (300 mi/hr) for the United States east of the Rocky Mountains.

The DBT requirements have been used in establishing structural requirements
(e.g., minimum concrete wall thicknesses) for the protection of nuclear plant
safety-related structures, systems, and components (SSCs) against the effects
not covered explicitly in review guidance such as regulatory guides or the
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SRP. Specifically, the staff has routinely evaluated some aviation (general
aviation light aircraf t) crashes, nearby explosions, and explosion debris or
missiles by considering the existence of the tornado protection re'uirements.
The staff's acceptance of GE's pro)osal will also require concurrert review
and evaluation of the eff ects on tae protection critoria of some e: arnal
impact hazatds, such as generai aviation or nearby explosions. Ther ore,
external impact hazards will have to be reviewed on a site-specific basis.
This is COL Action Item 2.3.1-1. ;

On the basis of updated tornado data and the analysis prnvided in
NUREG/CR-4461, the staff concludes that it is acceptable to reduce the DBT
wind speeds to 322 km/hr (200 mi/hr) for the United States west of the Rocky
Mountains and to 483 km/hr (300 mi/hr) for the United States east of the Rocky
Mountains. In the draft Commission paper on EPRI passive plant policy issues
dated February 27, 1992, the staff stated that it will accept the tornado
design basis of 483 km/hr (300 mi/hr) recently proposed by EPRI. Table 1
shows the design-basis tornado parameters that are considered acceptable to
the staff for the ABWR design. Table 1, which is based on data from
NUREG/CR-4461, displays the geographical boundaries for the characteristics
of the design-basis tornado. (See figure 2-1 at the end of this chapter for a
map of the tornado intensity regions.)

Table 1 Design-Basis Tornado Characteristics

Rate of

Maxinun Wind Rotational frersitional Redius of mat- Pressure ro
Speed, km/hr speed, km/hr Swed, km/hr imum rotational drop, LPs LPa/sec

Region (ml/hr) (ml/hr) (ml/hr) speed, m (f t) (psi) (psf /see) ,

I 483(300) 386(240) 97(60) 46(150) 13.8(2.0) 8.3(1.2)

_ 11 354(220) 274(170) 80(50) 46(150) 6.9(1.0) 3.4(0.5)

!!! 322(2003 257(160) 64(40) 46(150) 6.2(0.9) 2.1(0.3)

GE has agreed to change the design basis tornado characteristics for.the
ABWR to reflect the data included in Table 1.4-1. This will be acceptable to
the staff subject to the revision of the SSAR and resolves draft safety
evaluation report (DSER) Open item 146 in SECY-91-355. This is Confirmatory
item 2.3.1-1,

2.3.2 1.ocal Meteorology

Since local meteorology is specifically site related, the staff will review
local meteorology for individual applications referencing the ABWR design on a
case-by-case basis. This is COL Action item 2.3.2-1,

2.3.3 Onsite Meteorological Measurements Program

Details on the atmospheric diffusion characteristics of a proposed nuclear
power plant site are required to determine that postulated acciJental, as well
as routine operational, releases of radioactive materials are within NRC
regulatory guidelines. The meteorological characteristics of a proposed site
are determined by staff evaluation of meteorological data collected at the-
site in accordance.with RG 1.23, (Rev. 0).
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The staff will review the onsite meteorological measurements program for an i

individ. 1 ABWR site on case-by-case basis as part of the COL process. This '

is COL Action item 2.3.3-1.
,

2.3.4 Short-Term Dispersion Estimates for Accidental Atmospheric Releases ;
.

The relative concentrations (x/Q) for design-basis accident evaluations are
listed in the SSAR Tables 15.6.3, 15.6.7, 15.6.13, 15.6.14, and 15.6.18. The
staff concludes that these values provide a reasonable basis for evaluating <

the consequences of design-basis accidents. For individual applications
referencing the ABWR design, the staff will evaluate site-specific applica- '

tions on a case-by case basis in accordance with RG 1.145 (Rev. 1), to ensure
that the envelope values of relative concentrations are not exceeded. This is 6

COL Action item 2.3.4-1.

2.3.5 Long-Term Diffusion Estimates
>

The staff will evaluate annual average atmospheric dispersion values for
routine releases on a case-by-case basis for individual COL applicants
referencing the ABWR design using the guidance in RG 1.111, (Rev. 0). The
staff will use these values to perform its 10 Cf R Part 50, Appendix I, and
10 CFR Part 20 evaluations on a case-by-case-basis as part of COL process.
This is COL Action item 2.3.5-1.

- 2.4 Hydroloaic Enaineerina

2.4.1 Hydrologic Desoription

The COL applicant shall provide a detailed descri) tion of all major hydrologic !

features on or in the vicinity of the site. It sla11 also provide a specific i

description of the site and critical elevations of all safety-related struc-
tures, exterior accesses, equipment, and systems from the standpoint of
hydrology considerations. This is COL Action Item 2.4.1-1.

2.4.2 Floods

The COL applicant shall provide site-specific information related to histori-
cal flooding and the potential flooding at the plant site, including flood
history, flood design considerations, and effects of local intense precipita-
tion. This is COL Action Item 2.4.2-1.

2.4.3 Probable Maximum Flood on Streams and Rivars

The COL applicant shall provide site-s;3cific information related to deter-
mining design-basis flooding at power reactor sites and the extent of flood - '

protection required for those safety-related SSCs. This is COL Action-
Item 2.4.3-1.

- 2.4.4 Ice Effects

The COL applicant shall provide site-specific information related to ice
effects and demonstrate that safety-related facilities and water supply will
not be affected by ice flooding or blockage. .This is COL' Action Item 2.4.4-1.

ABWR DFSER 2-4 October 1992
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2.4.5 Cooling Water Channels and Reservoirs
,

The COL applicant shall provide the basis for the hydraulic design of canals -
and reservoirs used to transport and impound plant cooling water and for

,

protection of safety-related structures. This is COL Actica item 2.4.5-1. -

!

2.4.6 Channel Diversion

The COL applicant shall provide site-specific information related to channel
diversion. This is COL Action item 2.4.6-1.

,

2.4.7 Flooding Protection Requirements '

The COL applicant shall provide site-specific information related to flooding
protection requirements. This is COL Action item 2.4.7-1,

2.4.8 Cooling Water Supply

The COL applicant shall identify natural everts that may reduce or limit the
avaiiable cooling water supply and ensure that an adequate water supply will
exist to operate or shut down the plant as required. This is COL Action
item 2.4.8-1,

!2.4.9 Accidental Release of Liquid Effluents in Ground and Surface Waters-

The COL applicant shall provide information on the ability of the surface
water environment to disperse, dilute, cr concentrate accidental releases.
Effects of these releases on existing and known future use of surf:ce water
resources shall also be provided. This is COL Action item 2.4.9-1.

t

2.4.10 Technical Specification and Emergency Operation Requirement
,

The COL applicant shall establish the technical specifications and emergency
'procedures required to implement flood protection for safety-related facili-

ties and provide assurance of an adequate water supply to shutdown'and cool
the reactor. This is COL Action item 2.4.10-1.

2.5 Geoloav. Seismoloov. and Geotechnical Enaineerina

The COL-applicant shall provide site-specific information related to basic
geologic and seismic information, vibratory ground motion, surface faulting,
stability of subsurface materials and foundations, slopes, and embankments and
dams.

'

2.5.1 Basic Geologic and Seismic Information

The COL applicant shall provide site-specific information related .a regional ,

and site-physiography, geomorphology, stratigraphy, lithology and tectonics.
This is COL Action Item 2.5,1-1,

2.5.2 Vibratory Ground Motion

- The COL applicant shall provide site-specific information related to seis-
micity geologic, and tectonic characteristics of the site and region,.
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correlation of earthquake activity with geologic structure or tectonic pro-
vinces; maximum earthquake potential; seismic wave transmission character-
istics of the site; safe shutdown earthquake (SSE), and operating basis
earthqua9 (OBE). This is 70L Action item 2.5.2-1.

2.5.3 Surface Faulting

The COL applicant shall provide detailed surface and subsurface geological and
geophysical information related to the potential for surface faulting affect-
ing the site.

GE imposed no limit for surface faulting (SSAR Table 2.1-1). However, it is
the staff position, as stated in RG 4.7, that " sites that include capable
faults, as defined in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100, are not suitable for
nuclear power stations." The COL applicant, therefore, should develop site-
specific information to ensure that no potential o.ists for surface faulting
affecting the site. This is COL Action Item 2.5.3-1.

2.5.4 Stability of Subsurface Materials and Foundations

In response to NRC staff Question 241.la, GE indicated, as stated in Sec-
tion 2.5.2 of this report, that the COL applicant must develop site-specific
geotechnical data to demonstrate comparability to the design analyses
assumptions given in SSAR Table 2.0-1. The staff requires that COL appli-
cant's submittals meet the guidance set forth in RG 1.70, (Rev. 3). A summary
of appropriate guidance is provided below.

The staff will review the geotechnical engineering aspects of a COL appli-
cant's design, design criteria, and desigr bases related to the stability of
subsurface materials and foundations of safety-related facilities for an ABWR
standard plant in accordance with SRP Section 2.5.4.

In Appendix 3A of the SSAR, which deals with seismic soil-structure interac-
tion (SSI) analyses, GE described the generic site conditions and their design
parameters used in the SSI analyses. GE characterized the site conditions in
terms .of (1) soil deposit depth above bedrock, (2) ground water level, and
(3) soil profile and properties, and GE also gave parameter variations in each
of these three areas for establishing generic site design envelopes,

1. GE accounted for the variations of soil deposit thickness by considering
three representative soil deposit depths: (1) shallow soil deposits (46 m
(150 ft)), (2) intermediate soil deposits (61 m (200 ft)), and (3) deep
soil deposits (92 m (300 ft)). It assumed a minimJm depth of embedment of
26 m (85 ft) for the case where the building will be supported directly by
rock.

Appendix 3D of the SSAR indicates that the SSI analyses were performed
with the same minimum embedment depths for the different site categories.
N ther the reactor building will be supported on rock or soil, the
minimum embedment depth will be 26 m (85 f t). GE stated that the ABWR
design does not allow for depths of embedment less than 26 m (85 ft) even
if competent rock will be available at a site at @pths much less than

|
'
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26 m (85 ft). SSAR Tables 3A.3-2 and 3A.3-6 indicate that a 26 m-(85 ft)
depth of embedment will be used in SSI analyses even when hard rock (HR)
and extra hard rock (EHR) are at ground surface.

2. GE evaluated the effects of water table location variations on structural
response by considering three water table locations: low, intermediate,
and high. It assumed the high water table will be located at 0.6 m (2 ft)
below grade, while the low water table will be located at 26 m (85 ft)
below grade at the base of the r2 actor building foundation basemat. -The
intermediate water table was assumed to be located at 12 m (40 ft) below -
grade, approximately at the midheight of the reactor building embedment.

3. GE considered a range of soil profiles based on the shear wave velocity '

profiles used in CESSAR II (NUREG-0979, April 1983) and selected eight
velocity profiles for the SSI analyses.

The first soil profile was assumed to consist of seven horizontal*

layers. The shear wave velocity, V of the soil at a depth, y,
below the ground surface is calculal,ed as a function of the effective
mean pressure at that depth and a modulus parameter.

The second through the sixth soil profiles were selected'on the basis*

of three generalized soil zones: a soil zone for the second profile-
(sands, silts, clays, and gravelly soils), a transition zone for
third and fourth profiles, and a soft rock and we',1-cemented soil
zone for the fifth and sixth profiles. Their velocity profiles are
smooth curves representative of the average variation of shear
mooolus with depth,

The seventh profile represents an HR site with a uniform V, of-a

15E5 m/s (5000 ft/s).

The eighth profile is for an EHR site with a cniform V, of 3050 m/s --

(10,000 ft/s).

GE considered the' variation of shear modulus and material damping of soil with~
shear strain for various soil profiles. It assumed the best-estimate values
of soil-shear modulus to be not less than 40 percent of their low-strain
values. GE limited the values of hysteretic soil damping- to a ~ maximum of
15 percent of critical as recommended by SRP Section 3.7.2. 'On the basis of
the above constraints, GE developed the shear-modulus reduction factors and

. damping ratios at various strain levels. The above assumptions are accept-
-able.

The COL applicant shall develop and submit to the NRC site-specific.geotechni-
cal data to demonstrate that they are comparable to the design-assumptions
concerning the soil-deposit depths, the soil profile and properties, and thel
ground water level. Particular attention-should be paid to the assumptions
for the depth of embedment in the case of rock and the three cases of soil-
deposit depths for which fixed values of depths were assumed. The COL
applicant shall demonstrate that the envelope of structural response with
fixed soil depth will cover completely the cases for which the soil deposit;
depths and properties are different from those assumed in the SSAR. This.is
CCL Action Item 2.5.4-1.

,
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2.5.4.1 Site and Facilities
.

The COL applicant will provide a detailed description of the sito conditions
and geologic features and demonstrate the site characteristics are enveloped-
by the 0.39-horizontal peak ground acceleration (PGA)' for the SSE. The
description will include site topographical features and the location.of
various seismic Category I structures and appur'.enances (pipelines, channels,
and so forth) with regard to the source of normal and emergency cooling water.
This is COL Action item 2.5.4.1-1.

2.5.4.2 Field Investigations

The COL applicant shall discuss the type, quantity, extent, and purpose of all e

field exploration. '.ags of all borings _and test pits should be provided.
Results of geophysical surveys should be presented in tables and profiles.
Records of field plate ioad tests, field permeability tests, and other special

'field tests (e.g., bore-hole extensometer or pressuremeter tests) should _also
be given. This is COL Action Item 2.5.4.2-1.

2.5.4.3 Laboratory Investigations

The COL applicant shall provide tables of the number and type of laboratory
tests and the location of samples and discuss the results of laboratory tests
on disturbed and undisturbed soll and rock samples obtained from field
investigations. This is COL Action Item 2.5.4.3-1.

2.5.4.4 Subsurface Conditions

The COL applicant shall investigate and define the subsurface conditions and
provide the engineering classifications and descriptions of soil and rock-
supporting the foundations. The information should include the history of
soil deposition and erosion, past and present ground water levels, glacial or
other preloading influences, rock weathering, and any rock or_ soil character-
istics that may present a hazard to plant safety. Profiles through the
seismic Category I structures should be provided that show the generalized-
subsurface features beneath these structures.

The COL applicant shall describe in detail the static and dynamic geotechnical.
angineering properties used for validating the design'and clearly explain-the
bases for the selection of these values (field and laboratory test.results and
published data). The possible ranges of the geotechnical property values
should be discussed and compared with the site-specific va?ues and the .ABWR
standard design values. This is COL Action item 2.5.4.4-1.

2.5.4.5 Excavation and Backfilling for Foundation Construction

The COL applicant shall provide site-specific soil thickness and properties
(if any) between the base of the foundation and-the underlying rock. The-
configuration, along with detailed longitudinal sections and cross. sections of
other safety-related structures of the plant, including the ultimate heat sink-
and seismic Category I buried pipes and electrical . ducts, should be provided.
The COL app 11. ant shall provide data concerning the extent (herizontally and .
vertically) of all seismic Category I excavations, fills, and slopes. The
locations, elevations, and grades for excavated slopes shall be described and
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shown on plot-plans and typical cross-sections. The COL applicant shall '

discuss, as appropriate. excavating and dewatering methods,' excavation depths
,

below grade, field inspection and testing of excavations,-protection of
foundation excavations from deterioration during cone.truction, and the.
foundation dental fill work, ihe sources, quantities, and static-and dynamic-
engineering properties of borrow materials shall be described.- The compaction-

requirements; results of test fills, and fill properties, such as moisture-
content, density, permeability, compressibility, and gradation also should be
provided. This is COL Action item 2.5.4.5-1.

2.5.4.6 Ground Water Level

The COL applicant shall analyze the ground water condition for the specific
site and demonstrate its comparability with the ABWR design assumptions. This-
demonstration should include the effect of the actuD ground water level on
such site geotechnical properties as total and effc Ive unit weights,
cohesion and angle of internal friction, and dynam; soil properties used in
dynamic response analysis. This is COL Action Item 5.4.6-1.

2.5.4.7 Liquefaction Potential

GE stated in response to NRC Staff Que* tion 241.lc that one of the eight
conditions described in Section 3A.1 of Appendix 3A of the SSAR requires that
no potential for liquefaction of soils shall exist at the plant as a conse-
quence of the OBE and the SSE as reviewed and concurred with by the NRC staff.
That condition further requires that the liquefaction potential of the
foundation and site soils be investigated and reported for a long duration,
New Madrid-type earthquake. GE clarified the statement regarding the New
Madrid-type earthquake by stating that the maximum ground motion will be the
same as the SSE and the actual duration of the earthquake _ chosen-for'a
specific site will be reviewed by- the NRC staff and approved at the time of
individual application. .GE further stated that, without knowing the exact
site location and its seismic hazard, it cannot specify the_ earthquake
magnitude and the number of strong motion cycles for the liquefaction evalua-
tion of a site.

The COL applicant shall justify the selection of the soil properties used in
the-liquefaction potential evaluation (e.g., laboratory tests, field tests,-
and published-data),- the magnitude and duration of the earthquake, and the
number of- cycles of earthquakes. This.is COL' Action Item 2.5.4.7-1.

2.5.4.8 Response.of Soil and Rock to Dynamic Loading

In Appendix 3A of.the SSAR, GE provides standard cur _ves showing the variation
of shear-modulus and material damping with shear strain for the various soil
and rock profiles (except for- EHR profile)' described at the beginning of 2.5.4-
of this report. 'Further, GE limits the reduced values of the soil shear -
modulus to not less than 40 percent of their low strain values and the values
of internal (hysteretic) soil. damping to a maximum of 15 percent -of critical,

-

as shown in SSAR Tables 3A 3.3' and 3A.3.4. For the HR and EHR profiles,
initial' shear modulus and a nominal material damping of 0.1 percent were used-
in-the SSI analyses.
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The COL applicant shall establish and document site-specific geotechnical
properties to demonstrate their comparability with the conditions used for the
seismic design envelope discussed in Section 3.7.2 of this report. This is
COL Action Item 2.5.4.8-1.

2.5.4.9 Maximum Soil-Bearing Pressures

In Appendix 3H of the SSAR, GE indicates a method of calculating maximum
bearing pressure under the reactor building foundation mat for three load
cases. Load Case I considers dead load, live load, and a combination of
horizontal and vertical SSE components with the vertical component acting
downward. Load Case 2 is the same as Load Case 1 except that the vertical
seismic component acts upward and the live load is omitted. Load Case 3 is
the same as Load Case 2 with the buoyancy effect added. Because the soil
bearing pressure based on static equilibrium in the case of uplift woulc be
very conservative, GE used the energy Lalance method. GE assumed a minimum

2(demand) bearing capacity of 0.72 MPa (15 kip /ft ) for the soil. The maximum
bearingpressure,whiphisduetodeadloadalone,ascalculatedbyGE,is
0.63 MPa (13.1 kip /f t ) . The COL applicant shall provide the site-specific
maximum soil pressures along with supporting calculations and compare them
with the allowable values. This is COL Action Item 2.5.4.9-1.

2.5.4.10 Earth Pressures

The COL applicant shall provide a discussion and evaluation of static and
dynamic lateral earth pressures and hydrostatic ground water pressures acting
on plant facilities to the extent necessary and demonstrate that these
pressures meet the design bases for the ABWR and to address all facilities
outside the ABWR scope. This is COL Action Item 2.5.4.10-1.

2.5.4.11 Soil Properties for Seismic Analysis of Buried Pipes

The COL applicant shall provide and justify the soil properties used for the
seismic analysis of seismic Category I buried pipes and electrical conduits.
This is COL Action Item 2.5.4.11-1,

2.5.4.12 Static and Dynamic Stability of Facilities

The COL applicant shall analyze all safety-related facilities to the extent
necessary to dem -trate that their stability meets the ABWR design bases and
to address all plhat facilities outside the ABWR scope. These analyses may
include foundation rebound, settlement, differential settlement, and bearing
capacity that will be addressed for design loads of fills and plant facili-
ties. Assumptions made in stability analyses shall be confirmed by as-built
data. This is COL Action item 2.5.4.12-1.

2.5.4.13 subsurface Instrumentation

The COL applicant shall describe instrumentation, if any, proposed for the
surveillance of the performance of the foundations for safety-related struc-
tures. The type, location, and purpose of each instrument and significant
details of installation methods will be provided. For example, the location
and the installation procedures for permanent benchmarks and markers required
for monitoring the settlement of Category I structures should be described.
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In the case of safety-related, water-control structures (such as dams, slopes,
canals), the details of installing instrumentation such as piezometers, slope
indicators, and settlement plates should be described. A schedule for
installing and reading all instruments and for interpreting the data should be
given. Limiting values for continued safety shall be identified. This is COL
Action item 2.5.4.13-1,

2.5.4.14 Stability of Slopes

The COL applicant shall provide information about the static and dynamic
stability of all soil and rock slopes, the failure of which could adversely
affect the safety of the plant. The staff will evaluate the stability of all

slopes at the site, using the state-of-the-art procedures available at the
time of application. This is COL Action item 2.5.4.14-1.

2.5.4.15 Embankments and Dams

The COL applicant shall provide information about the static and dynamic
stability of all embankments and dams that impound water required for safe
operation (and shutdown) of the ABWR plant design if embankments and dams are
used. This is COL Action Item 2.5.4.15-1.

2.6 Site Parameter Enveloce

The staff reviewed GE's analysis and evaluation of the ABWR design in terms
of the bounding site parameters provided in SSAR Table 2.0-1. The staff con-
cluded that the list of bounding site parameters in Table 2.0-1 should be com-
prehensive, including any additional items from Tier 1 of the Design Control
Document. Since this document is under development, GE should ensure that the
final list of site parameters in Table 5.0 of the Tier 1 Design Control Docu-
ment concurs with SSAR Table 2.0-1. Since GE adopted the bounding site para-
meters identified in the EPRI Evolutionary ALWR Requirements Document, GE
should adequately address the issues identified 5 Section 1.4 of the EPRI
Evolutionary Plant safety evaluation report (SER) when developing its final
list. This is Open item 2.6-1.

GE is required to address Open Item 2.6-1 for the staff to ccr:clude that the
effects of the site parameters identified in SSAR Table 2.0-1 are adequately
considered in the design.

In its revision to SSAR Table 2.0-1 and Table 5.0 of the Tier :. Design Control
Document, GE should make the following changes:

All units and dimensions used in this table should be in metric system.

with English units or dimensions provided in brackets.

Add the following information to the bounding site parameter for tornado:*

2
- Rate of pressure drop: 8.3 kPa (1.2 lb/in )

Add the following information for the seismology bounding site parameter:=

- Add Note No. (10) to the fourth bullet and modify it to re3d ""
Time History: Envelope SSE Response Spectra *"

1
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Note No. (9) should be changed as, "The ninimum bearing capacity:-

should be referred to the static bearing capacity."

The new Note No. (10) should read, "The response spectra of_the SSE-

time history to be used in the free field must envelop the free field
design response spectra for all damping values to be used in the
response analysis. In addition, the time history shnuld also be-

justified _ to show its adequacy by demonstrating sufficient energy at
the frequencies of interest through the generation of the power -
spectrum density (PSD) function, which is greater than the target PSD
function throughout the frequency range of significance."

2.6.1 Wind and Tornado Design Site Parameters

The staff review of the ABWR design for Wind and Tornado Loadings is contained I
in SER Section 3.3. The bounding site parameters that were considered in the i

staff's evaluation are as follows:

Basic Wind Speed: For the design of ABWR non-safety-related structures,.

the basic wind speed for a 50-year recurrence interval is 177 km/hr
(110 mph). For the design of safety-related structures, the basic wind

-

speed for a 100-year recurrence interval is 209 km/hr (130 mph). j

liaximum Tornado Wind Speed: 483 km/hr (300 mi/hr).

Trans1ational Velocitv: 97 km/hr_(60 mi/hr).

Radius of Maximum Rotational Speed: 46 m (150 ft).

Maximum Atmospheric Pressure Dron: 13.8 kPa (2.0 lb/in').

Missile Snectra: Per SRP 3.4.1.4 Spectrum 1*

2.6.2 Water Level (Flood) Design Site Parameters

The staff's review of the ABWR water level (flood) design is contained in SER
Section 3._4. The bounding site parameters that were considered in the staff's
evaluation are as follows:

Floods: The ABWR shall be located on the site so that the level associ-.

ated with the design-basis-flood will be no higher than 0.30 m (1 ft)-

below the plant grade.

Potential Dam Failures (Seismicallv-Induced): Failure of existing and*

potential upstream or downstream water control structures shall not
contribute to the water level exceeding 0.30 m (1 ft) below grade nor
compromise-the ultimate heat sink.

Probable Maximum Surae and Seiche-Floodina: The probable. maximum surge.

and seiche flooding shall be no higher than 0.30 m _(1 ft) below grade -
| .(see SSAR Table 2.1-1).

Probable Maximum Tsunami: The probable maximum tsunami flooding shall. be.

[ no higuer than 0.30 m (1 ft) below grade (see SSAR Table 2.1-1).

'ABWR DFSER 2-12 October 1992
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y
Ground Wateri GE states in the SSAR that the ABWR design is intended _to+

be compatible with ground water levels _ up to 0.6 m (2 ft) below plant
grade, j

2.6.3 Seismology Site Parameters

The staff's review of the seismic design of ABWR SSCs is contained in SER- -l
Section 3.7. The bounding site parameter that was considered in the staff's - 1

evaluation is as follows:
3

,

Vibratory Ground Motion: In SSAR Table 2.0-1, GE states the PGA value of I-

the SSE anchered to a 0.3g PGA response spectrum and an OBE anchored to a
0.109 PGA response spectrum. The SSE response spectra are constructed in
accordance with RG 1.60. The OBE- and SSE values are applied in the free-
field at plant grade elevation. While agreeing that the SSE PGA of 0.3g i

could generally be considered an adequate envelope for many sites in the
Central and Eastern United States, the NRC staff knows that localized
seismic activity exceeding this envelope cannot be ruled out categori-
cally. Therefore, the staff will require that site-specific geological,,

; geotechnical, and seismological factors be reviewed for each application
to ensure that no site-specific seismic hazard will cause exceedance of
the RG 1.60 spectrun anchored at 0.309 SSAR Appendix 3A describes eight'
conditions included in the ABWR seismic design bases that are-to be
satisfied by COL applications referencing the ABWR design.

2.6.4 Soil Properties Site Parameters

The staff's review of the soil properties considered in the seismic design of
ABWR SSCs is contained in SER Section 3.7. The bounding site parameters that-,

were considered in the staff's evaluation are as follows:l

Minimum Shear Wave Velocity: GE states in the SSAR that the minimum.

embedment depth for the reactor building shall be 85 ft. The minimum
shear wave velocity of soil shall be 305 m/s (1000 ft/s).

Liouefaction Potential: GE states in the SSAR that no liquefaction.

potential exists for soils under and around all seismic Category I .

structures,-including Category I buried pipelines and electrical ducts.
_

Minimum Bearino Capacity (demand): GE states in the SSAR that the.

z'minimum (demand) bearing capacity of-soil shall be 0.72 MPa (15 kip /ft ),

2.6.5 Precipitation (for Roof Design) Site Parameters

The staff's review of the ABWR SSCs to accommodate the precipitation site
parameters is contained in SER Section 3.8.4. As discussed, the roof design

-in terms of the precipitation site parameters was_not reviewed because
_

detailed _ calculations were not available during the staff's audits. This isi
identified as an open item in Section 3.8.4. The-bounding site parameters
that were considered in the staff's evaluation are as follows:

Maximum Rainfall Rate: 49 cm/hr (19.4 in/hr).

Maximum Snow load: 50 lbf/sq.ft..

ABWR DFSER 2-13 October 1992
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; 6.6 Design Temperature Site Parameters- !2

The staff's- review of the ABWR SSCs contained to accommodate the design . q
temperatureLbounding-site parameters is contained in SER Sections 9,4 and 9.5.

i
The bounding = cite parameters that were considered in the staff's evaluation
are as follows:

*' Ambient 1% Exceedance Values:

Maximum: 38 *C (100 'F) dry bulb /25 *C (77 'F) coincident wet bulb-

Minimum: -23 *C (-10 'F)
'

-

Ambient 0% Exceedance Values (Historical ' Limit):*

- Maximum: 46 *C (115 'F) dry bulb /28 *C (82 'F) coincident wet bulb
- Minimum: -40 *C (-40 'F)
Emeraency Coolina Water Inlet: 35 'C (95 'F)*

,

Condenser Coolina Water Inlet: 338 'C (s100 'F)*

;

l

!:

!

|:

_
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3 DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, COMPONENTS, EQUIPMENT, AND SYSTEMS
L

3.1 General

-The staff reviewed the information in Standard Safety Analpis Report (SSAR)
Section 3.1 to verify that the advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR) nuclear
island will be designed to meet the General Design Criteria (dDC) of Appen .
dix A to 10 CFR Part-50.

The staff's review of st:uctures, components, equipment, and systems relied
heavily on industry codes and standards that represent accepted industry
practice. The staff has reviewed and found acceptable those codes and
standards cited _in this report unless otherwise noted.

The staff is currently evaluating the use of a . single-earthquake design
(i.e., elimination of operating-basis earthquake (0BE)) for structure
systems, and components (SSCs).- Although implementation of the OBE is
included in applicable sections of the ABWR SSAR, in its recent' discussions
with the staff, General Electric (GE) has indicated that it may opt to use the
single-earthquake design approach. .In a letter to GE dated September 11,
1992, the staff provided preliminary guidance concerning what types of
analyses and information would be required in the SSAR for the staff to
approve design of SSCs for the ARWR without the OBE. The staff's final
evaluation of this issue will be submitted in the final safety evaluation
report (FSER). This is Open Item 3.1-1.

3.1.2.5.2 General Design Criterion 51 - Fracture Prevention of Containment
Boundary

The ABWR primary containment vessel will be a reinforced concrete-structure
with ferritic parts (the removable head, personnel. locks, equipment hatches,
and penetrations) made of. materials that will .have a nil-ductility transition
temperature (RT ,) of at least 1 *C (30 *F) below the minimum service temper-
ature. GDC 511s only applicable to parts of containment that are made of
ferritic materials.

The staff requested that GE clarify the applicability of GDC 51 because in
the original SSAR it seemed the intent was to apply GDC 51 to the concrete
parts of the containment (Question (Q) 251.12). GE responded that GDC 51 is
applicable to the removable drywell head, persennel . locks, equipment hatches,
and penetrations that are made of ferritic materials and revised SSAR Sec- ,
tion 3.1.2.5.2 to reflect this clarification. .The staff reviewed the revision
and concludes that the applicant has satisfactorily complied with the require-
ments of GDC 51 because ferritic parts in the concrete structure will be made-
of materials that will have RT of.at least 1 'C (30 'F) below the minimum
service. temperature. Thiswillgensure that the ferritic materials in the
containment structure will not undergo brittle fracture and the probability of
a rapidly propagating fracture will be minimized.

ABWR DFSER 3-1 October 1992
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3.2 Classification _of Structures. Systems, and Components
;

3.2.1 Seismic Classification

GDC 2 requires, in part, that nuclear power plant structures, systems, and
components important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of earth-
quakes without loss of capability to perform their safety functions. Certain
of these features that are safety-related are necessary to ensure (1) the
integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, (2) the capability to shut
down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, and (3) the
capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could
result in potential offsite exposures that are comparable to the guidelines i .
10 CFR Part 100. The earthquake for which these safety-related plant features
are designed is defined as the safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE) in Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 100. The SSE is based on an evaluation of the maximum earthquake
potential and is that earthquake tha'. produces the maximum vibratory ground

-

motion for which SSCs are designed to remain functional. Those plant features
that are designed to remain functional if an SSE occurs are designated seismic
Category 1 in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.29. In addition, regulatory Posi-
tion C.1 in RG 1.29 states that ti.e pertinent quality assurance requirements
of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 should be applied to all activities affecting
the safety-related functions of seismic Category I SSCs. The staff reviewed
the ABWR SSAR in accordance with Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 3.2.1,
which references RG 1.29.

The structures, systems, components, and equipment of the ABWR nuclear island
that are required to be designed to withstand the effects of an SSE and remain
functional are identified as seismic Category 1 in SSAR Table 3.2-1. In addi-
tion, piping and instrumentation diagrams (P& ids) in the SSAR identify the
interconnecting piping and valves and the boundary limits of each system
identified as seismic Categary I. In Section 3.2.1 of the draft safety

evaluation report (DSER), the staff reported that the seismic classifications
of the main steamline (MSL) between the seismic interface restraint and the
turbine stop valve and MSL branch lines up to and including the first valve in

~

the branch line were still under review. This was identified as Outstanding
Issue 3. The staff's review also included quality group (QG) and safety class
(SC) designations and quality arsurance (QA) requirements for these same
components. The relationship between QG and SC is discussed in Section 3.2.2
of this report. The resolution of Open Issue 3 is discussed below.

GE has eliminated the main steam isolation valve leakage control system for
the ABWR plant design. Instead, it proposes to rely on the use of an alter-
nate leakage path that takes advantage of the large volume and surface area in
the main steam piping, bypass line, and condenser to hold up and plate out the
release of fission products following core damage. In this manner, the main
steam piping, bypass line, and condtaser are used to mitigate the consequences
of an accident and are required to remain functional during and after an SSE.

For this reason, the staff position is that the main steam piping beyond the
second outermost isolation valve up to the seismic interface restraint and
connecting branch lines up to the first normally closed valve be classified as
QG B (SC 2) and seismic Category 1. The main steamline from the seismic
interface restraint up to but not including the turbine stop valve (including
branch lines to the first normally closed valve) shall be classified as QG B

ABWR OFSER 3-2 October 1992
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and-inspected in accordance with the applicable portions of American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section XI. This' portion of the steamline may;
be classified as non-seismic Category.1 if it has been analyzed using a
dynamic seismic analysis method-to demonstrate its structural integrity under
SSE loading conditions - However, all pertinent QA requirements of Appendix B,
10 CFR Part 50 are applicable to ensure that the quality of the piping
material-is commensurate with its importance to-safety during normal opera-
tional,. transient, and accident conditions. To ensure the integrity of the
remainder of GE's proposed alternate leakage path, the staff positionais that
(1) the main steam piping between the turbine stop valve and the-turbine
inlet, the turbine bypass line_ from the bypass- valve to the condenser, and the
main steam drain line from the first valve to the condenser are not required
to be classified as safety-related nor as seismic Category I, but should be H|analyzed usino a dynamic seismic analysis to demonstrate their structural

|integrity under SSE loading conditions, and (2) the condenser anchorage shall
be seismically analyzed to demonstrate that it is capable of sustaining the i

,

SSE Inading conditions without failure.
|
,

The seismic interface restraint shall provide a structural barrier between the !seismic Category I portion of the main steamline in the reactor building and '

the non-seismic Category I portions of the main steamline in the turbine
building. The seismic interface restraint shall be located inside the seismic- .

Category I building. The classification.of the main steamline in the turbine |building as non-seismic Category I is needed for consistency with.the classi- |fication of the turbine building. Therefore, the staff positions relative to I

the quality and safety guidelines imposed on the main steamline from the
outermost isolation valve up to the turbine stop valve are equivalent to the-
staff guidelines in SRP Section 3.2.2, Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, and
RG 1.29.

In response to staff requests for additional information relative to-this
issue, Amendment 20 to the ABWR SSAR, supplemented by further commitments in'a
letter dated April 1,1992, revised SSAR Table 3.2-1 to respond to the staff's
concerns. Table 3.2-1 currently contains the following classifications:

The MSL, including supports, from the outermost isolation valve to the*

seismic restraint, including branch lines up to the first valve is SC 2,
QG B, QA will be in accordance with Appendix B 10 CFR P.rt 50 and seismic
Category-1.

The MSL from the. seismic restraint to the turbine step valve, including*

branch lines up to the first valve is QG B, QA will be in accordar.ce
with Appendix _B to 10 CFR Part 50 and non-seismic Category I,-but dynami-
cally analyzed for. the SSE. Although not explicitly stated in SSAR
Table 3.P.-1, the commitment to QG B requires inservice inspections in

-

accordance with applicable portions of ASME Section XI.

The turbine-stop valve, the MSL from the turbine stop valve to the*

turbine,-the turbine bypass valve, the turbine bypass line from the
bypass valve to the condenser and the main steam drain line from the
first valve to the condenser,-are all non-safety class, non-seismic-
Category L but dynamically-analyzed for the SSE.

,

5
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The condenser is non-safety class, non-seismic Category I, but the*

condenser anchorage is seismically analyzed for the SSE. GE considers ,

piping inlets to the condenser to be anchor points.

The commitment to dynamically analyze the above components for the SSE is
contained in Note r of SSAR Table 3.2-1. The components are designed to
withstand the OBE and SSE design loads in combination with other appropriate
loads, within the limits specified for Class 2 pipe ASME Code Section III, by
use of appropriate dynamic seismic system analyses. The mathematical model
for the dynamic seismic analyses of the main steamlines and the branch line
piping includes the turbine stop valves and piping to the turbine casing. The
dynamic input loads for the design of the main steamlines are derived from a
time history model analysis or an equivalent method as described in SSAR
Secticn 3.7. It is the staff's understanding that the alternate equivalent
method is the static analysis described in SSAR Section 3.7.3.8.1.5 of the |
SSAR. As noted above, to demonstrate the structural integrity of the main- - !
steam piping under SSE loading conditions, a dynamic method of analysis must )
be used for this portion of the main steam piping. In addition, GE should I

discuss how the turbine building response spectra input to the main steam |

piping analysis will be generated when, as discussed in the paragraph below,
no dynamic analysis of the turbine building is proposed. The staff position :

'as delineated in SRP Section 3.7.2.5 for the generation of floor response
spectra is that the development of the floor response spectra is acceptable if
a time history approach is used. Alternatively, the methods used for diract
generation of floor response spectra shall be submitted to the staff for
review and approval on a case-by-case basis. If such an approach is to be
used, then it should be submitted to the-staff before final design approval
(FDA). The resolution of this item will be discussed in Section 3.'7.2 uf this
report. This is Open item 3.2.1-1.

Note f in SSAR Table 3.2-1 and SSAR Sections 3.7.2.8 and 3.7.3.13 states that
equipment, structures, and piping in the ABWR that are non-seismic Categcry I
but that could damage seismic Category I items if their structural integrity-

failed, are analyzed and designed to ensure their integrity is maintained
under seismic loading from the SSE. At the interface between seismic and
non-seismic Category I piping systems, the seismic Category [ dynamic _ analysis
will be extended to either the first anchor point in the non-seismic system or
to sufficient distance in the non-seismic syctem so as not to degrade the
validity of the seismic Category I analysis. The staff has concluded that
this commitment is in conformance with RG l~.29. However, as a part of the
resolution of this issue, the turbine building and any other applicable struc-
ture or equipment should be se_ismically analyzed for a peak ground accelera-
tion of 0.3g (RG 1.60) to ensure that an-earthquake will not adversely affect
the structural integrity of the main steam piping, bypass line, valves, and
instruments mounted on these pipes, and the main condenser. In a letter-dated >

January 22, 1992, . GE submitted a proposed revision to SSAR Section 3.7.3.15,
which describes an analysis for the turbine building that will be used in. lieu
of a dynamic analysis. This proposed analysis is' in accordance with the
Uniform Building Code (UBC) Zone 2A, and is substantially le.ss (0.159 static
coefficient) than the 0.39 SFE ground motion for which the main steam and
bypass lines must be analyzed. There must be a clear set of criteria to make
a safety conclusion that the turbine building, which is designed to UBC
criteria, will suffer no loss of function at the peak ground acceleration of
0.3g nor adversely affect safety-significant piping, pipe mounted equipment,
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or the condenser itself. The staff is reviewing the turbine building analysis
method to ensure that the turbine building can withstand an SSE and remain
functional. The, resolution of this issue will be discussed in Section 3.7.2:
of this report. This is Open Item 3.2.1-2.

The staff concludes that the above ABWR commitments, supplemented by staff-
positions, provi6s reasonable assurance that the-main steam piping from the
outermost isolation valve up to the turbine, including the turbine stop valve
and branch lines to the first normally closed valve,- the turbine bypass -line
up to the condenser, the main steam drain line from the first val /e to the
condenser, and~the condenser will retain their structural integrity during and
following'an SSE.

On the basis of its review of Table 3.2.1, applicable piping and instrumenta-
tion diagrams, and other ap)licable information in the SSAR, and subsequent to
acceptable commitments in tie SSAR to the staff positions relative to Open
issue 3, the staff concludes that the safety-related structures, systems, and
components of the ABWR are properly classified as seismic Category I in
accordance with RG 1.29. This constitutes an acceptable basis foi satisfying,
in part, GDC -2, and is acceptable.

3.2.1.1 ITAAC

The staff requires.that plant-specific walkdowns of-non-seismically designed
systems, structures, and components overhead, adjacent to, and attached to the
alternative leakage path (i.e., the main steam piping, the bypass line, -and
the main condenser) be conducted before commercial operation to assess poten-
tial failures. The walkdowns, which should identify potential failure modes,
will provide high confidence that the main steam piping, bypass. lines-to the
condenser, and the main condense'r in ABWRs can retain'their structural integ-
rity during and following an SSE.

The walkdowns should be performed as a part of the inspections, tests,
analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC) verification of non-seismic / seismic
interaction. Since GE has not provided an ITAAC for non-seismic /seisnile
interaction, this is Open Item 3.2.1-3.

-3.2.2 System Quality-Group Classification

GDC 1 requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems, and components
important to safety be designed, fabricated,-erected, and tested to quality
standards commensurate with the importance of the safety; function to be per-
formed. This requirement is applicable to both pressure-retaining and non :
pressure-retaining structures, systems, and components that are part of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). and other systems _important to
safety .when reliance is placed on these systems to (1) prevent or mitigate
the consequences of accidents and malfunctions originating within the RCPB,
(2) permit shutdown of the reactor and maintain it in a safe-shutdown condi-
tion, and (3) retain radioactive material.

In addition to the seismic classifications discussed in Se-tion 3.2.1 of this
report, SSAR Table 3.2-1 identifies the SC,--QG, and QA requirements neces-
sary to satisfy the requirements of GDC 1 for all safety-related systems,
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structures, components', and_ equipment. Applicable P& ids identify the classi-
.

'fication boundaries-of interconnecting piping and valves. The staff reviewed
Table 3.2-1 and the P& ids in'accordance with SRP Section 3.2.2, which-refer-
ences RG 1.26 (Rev. 3) 'as the principal document used in the staff review for
identifying on a-functional basis the pressure-retaining components of those
systems important to -safety as Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) QG A, B,-
C, or D. Conformance of ASME Code, Section III, Class 1 components that are
part of the RCPB to 10 CFR 50.55a is discussed in Section 5.2.1.1 of this
report. These RCPB components are designated in RG 1.26 as Quality Group A;
certain other RCPB components that meet the exclusion requirements of 10 CFR
50.55atc)(2) are classified Quality Group B.

GE used American Nuclear Society (ANS) SC 1, 2, 3, and non-nuclear safety
(NNS) as defined in American National Standards Institute (ANSI)/
ANS 52.1-1983, for the classification of system components as an alternative
method of meeting RG 1.26. SSAR Tables 3.2-2 and 3.2-3 provide a correlation
between (1) ABWR SC 1, 2, 3 and NNS,-(2) NRC QG A, B, C, and P in RG 1.26, and
(3) ASME Code Section III classes. The relationship between the three methods
of classification for pressure-retaining components in the SSAR is shown
below.

NRC OG ABWR SC SECTION 111
A 1 1

B 2 2

C 3 3
D NNS -

All pressure-retaining components classified as QG A, B, or C will be con-
structed in accordance with ASME Code, Section III, SC 1, 2, or 3 rules,
respectively. Construction as defined in ASME Code, Section III, Subsec-
tions NB/NC/NC-Ill0(a) and used herein is an all inclusive term comprising
materials, desigt., fabrication, examination, testing, inspection, and certifi-
cation required in the manufacture and installation of components. Components
classified as QG D will be designed to the applicable standards identified in
SSAR Table 3.2-3.

Because the staff has not endorsed ANSI /ANS 52.1-1983, it cannot: rely on those
safety classifications for determining the acceptability of non-pressure-
retaining structures, systems, and components. Therefore, in performing the
review of SSAR Table 3.2-1 for non-pressure-retaining components, the staff
concentrated on an evaluation of QA in accordance with Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50 and seismic classifications.

In Section 3.2.2 of the DSER, the staff reported a concern relative to the QA >

requirements of the new and spent fuel storage racks and the defective fuel
storage container identified as (Outstanding Issue 2). The staff's pod! ion
is that the new and spent fuel storage racks ~and the defective fuel storage
container are important to safety and,' as a minimum, should meet the applica-
ble QA requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 in addition to being clas-
sified as seismic Category I. This position is consistent with RG 1.29. In
Amendment 20 to the SSAR, Note e in Table 3.2-1 was revised to add a new QA
category E which is applicable to the new and spent fuel storage racks and
the defective fuel storage container. ' Category E states that elements of
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 are generally applied to these components,

i
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commensurate'with the importance of the component's function. This commitment
satisfies -the applicable guidelines in RG 1.29 -and is acceptable _ and this, ,

istue is resolved.
.

In Section 3.2.2 of the DSER, the staff reported a concern about the QG |
classification of_ the containment spray piping, including the_ spargers,
within the outermost containment isolation valve. This was identified as
Outstanding Issue 1. SSAR Table 3.2-1, item El.4, classifies this piping as
SC 2 and QG B. The staff agrees with these classifications. However, SSAR
Figure 5.4-10 classified this portion of piping as SC 3 and QG C. .In response
to a staff request, Amendment 15 to the SSAR revised Figure 5.4-10, Sheets 2
and 7, to agree with the classifications in Table 3.2-1. This response is
acceptable and this issue is resolved.

7Se reactor internal pump (RIP) recirculation motor cooling (RMC) subsystem is
c3assified by GE as SC 2 and seismic Category I. This subsystem is connected
to the RIP motor casing, which is classified as SC 1 and is part of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary. In response to a staff request for GE's
basis for the SC 2 classification, GE stated that in the event-of a postulated
failure of the RMC subsystem piping, the small annulus between the outside
diameter of the RIP-shaft and the inside diameter of the stretch tube in the-
RIP assembly acts as a flow restrictor to limit-the flow of water from the
reactor pressure vessel to a low level. The reactor can be shutdown and
cooled in an orderly manner, and reactor coolant makeup can be provided by a-
normal make up system (e.g., control rod drive (CRO) return or reactor core -
isolation cooling (RCIC) system). Therefore, per 10 CFR 50.55a(c)(2), the RMC
subsystem can be classified as SC 2. This basis is acceptable.

The staff concludes that the quality group classifications of all pressure- +

retaining and non-pressure-retaining structures, systems, and components
important to safety that are identified in SSAR Table 3.2-1 are -in- conformance
with RG 1.26, (Rev. 3) and with staff positions on previously licensed boiling
water reactor (BWR) plants and are acceptable. Table 3.2-1, in part, identi-
fies major components in fluid systems (such as pressure vessels, heat exchan-
gers, storage tanks, pumps, piping, and valves) and in mechanical systems
(such as cranes, refueling platforms, and other miscellaneous handling equip-
ment). In addition, SSAR P&lDs identify the classificat'on boundaries or
interconnecting piping and valves. All of the above structures, systems, and
components will be constructed in conformance with applicable ASME Code and
industry standards. Conformance to RG 1.26, previous staff positions, and.
applicable ASME Codes and industry standards-provides assurance that component
quality will be commensurate with the importance of the safety function of.
these systems. This constitutes the basis for-satisfying GDC 1 and is
acceptable.

3.3 Wind and Tornado loadinos

3.3.1 Wind Design Criteria

All seismic Category I structures within the ABWR standard plant that will be
exposed to wind forces are designed to withstand the effeets of'the design
wind which has a velocity of 210 km/hr (130 mi/hr) based on a recurrence '

period (as specified in the SRP) of 100 years.
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The procedures used to transform the wind velocity inth pressure loadings on
structures and the associhted vertical-distribution of wind pressures and gust -
factors are in accordance with ANSI A58.1 and American Society of Civil.
Ei.gineers (ASCE) Paper 3269 (1961).

GE has met the requirements of GDC 2 as implemented by compliance with SRP-

,

Section 3.3.1 by considering the wind forces using ANSI A58.1-and ASCE
Paper 3269 to transform the wind velocity into an effective pressure on.struc-
tures and to select pressure coefficients corresponding to the geometry and
physical configuration of the structure. '

GE designed the plant structures with sufficient margin to prevent structural
damage during the most severe wind loadings that were determined appropriate
for the wind velocities mentioned above. In addition, the design of seismic
Category I structures includes, in an acceptable manner, load combinations
that occur as a result of the most severe wind load and the loads resulting
from normal and accident conditions.

The procedures used to determine the loadings on structures induced by the
design wind specified for the plant are acceptable because they. meet the
requirements of GDC 2 and have been successfully used in the design of
conventional structures. The procedures, therefore, provide a conservative
basis that, together with other engineering design considerations, such as the
combination of wind load with other loads as indicated in Section 3.8.4 of
this report, ensures that the structures will withstand such environmental-
forces.

The use of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that, in the event
of design-basis winds, the structural integrity of the plant structures that
have to be designed for the design wind will not be impaired and, conse-
quently, safety-related systems and components located within these structures

- will be adequately protected and will perform their intended safety functions,
if needed. This is acceptable.

3.3.2 Tornado Design Criteria

In the DSER (SECY-91-153), the staff identified an open item related to the
maximum wind speed for the Design Basis Tornado (Outstanding Issue 3).

GE subsequently informed the staff that all seismic Category I structurcs
exposed to tornado forces and needed for the safe shutdown of the plant are
designed to resist a maximua tornado wind speed of 480 km/hr (300 mi/hr) and
97 km/hr (60 mi/hr) translational wind velocity. This also implies a maximum

rotational windspeed of 386 km/hr (240 mi/hr). :GE asp)umed the simultaneous-atmosphericpressuredroptobe13.8kPa(2.00lbf/in at tne rate of *

8.3 kPa/sec (1,20 lbf/in /sec) and the radius of maximum tornado -is 45.7 m
(150 ft). As discussed below, based on the evaluation in Section 2.3.1, and

-based on NUREG/CR-4661, this is acceptable and the issue is resolved.

The consideration of tornado loadings in the design.of seismic Categcry-I
structures is in accordance with Bechtel Topical Report EC-TOP-3, which NRC
approved as a reference in plant applications. The procedures used to trans-
form the tornado wind velocity into pressure loadings in BC-TOP-3 are similar
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- to tho~se used for the. design . wind _ loadings discussed in Section 3.3.1.of- this - H
~

' report. The effects of tornado missiles are determined using procedures dis->

cussed in Section 3.Siof this report.
,

The total effect;of the design tornado on seismic Category I structures is-

determined by_.. appropriate combinations of the-individual effects of the J-

tornado wind pressure, tornado wind drop, and tornado-associated missilesz "

GE will-meet SRP Section 3.3.2 by.using the maximum wind speed of 480 km/hr-- Y_,
'(300 mi/hr) and other associated. parameters, i

By using BC-TOP-3, GE will design tise plant structures _ with sufficient maro*n
to prevent structural damage during the most severe tornado loadings detera
mined to be appropriate for most sites. In addition, the design of seismic' '

Category I structures includes load combinations ' involving the most severe ,
,

tornado load and the loads resulting from normal plant operation and accident ;
conditions. ,

GE used ANSI A58.1 and ASCE-Paper 3269 to de.termine'the. loadings on structures
'

induced by the design-basis tornado._ These procedures have been used in the ;
design of conventional structures for the most severe winds and have proved to

-

provide a conservative basis, that together with other engineering-design con- -

siderations, as discussed in-SRP Section ~ B.4, ensure that the structures- -

will withstand such severe environmental (orces.
.,.

The use of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that,.in the' event-
of a design-basis tornado, the- structural integrity of the-plant structures -

that have to be designed for the tornadoes will not be? impaired +and, conse-
-

quently, safety-related systems and components located within.these structures '

will be adequately protected and will perform their_ intended safet,/. functions,
if needed.<

GE identified in SSAR Section- 3.3.3.3- that the COL applicant,is required to' 'i

ensure that the collapse of non-seismic Category I-structures, such as cooling-
towers or stacks outside the nuclear island, will not endanger seismic Cate-
gory I structures and that site-dependent effects of blast loads willhbe less e,
than those of design tornado' pressures 'or provide justification' forLany devia-

i tions. This requirement is specified_in SRP Section 3.3.2. This is COL aAction Item 3.3.2-1. '

3.4 . Water level (FloodF Desion

3. 4.1: Flood Protection i

The staff reviewed the ABWR flood design;in:accordance:with SRP 3.4.1 and-
3.4.2: to ensure conformance with the requirementscof GDC12 with regard to <

,

-protection against flooding. The review addressed the overall_ plant flood-
protection design,. including safety-related SSCs.whose failure-as a res' ult ofi

-flooding could' prevent safe _ shutdown of the plant or result 11n uncontrolled
release of significant radioactivity.

a

-In SSAR Section 3.4.1, GE discusses the flood protection measures that;are
'

applicable to the standard ABWR plant seismic Category.I SSC for both external-
flooding and postulated flooding |from: plant component failures. ' GE identified
the reactor, centrol, and radwaste buildings as. seismic Category I structures.

_
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The safety-related systems and components that must be protected against
flooding are identified in SSAR Table 3.4-1, and the flood levels and'condi- '

tions are described in SSAR Table 2.0-1. GE assumed maximum ground water and
flood levels to be 0.6 m (2 feet) and 0.3 m (1 foot) below grade, respec-
tively. GE did not consider dynmic fu,w as.a rnuP of flooding because the
design flood elevation is assumed to be below the phu finish grade. GE
considered only the hydrostatic pressure caused oy the design flood water
level, ground water, and soil pressures in its analysis of the seismic Cate-
gory I structures. GE identified exterior er access openings and penetrations 1

that will be below the design flood level in SSAR Table 6.2-9. '

Safety-related systems and components that may be affected by external floods
will be protected either because of tneir location above the design flood

-

level or because they will be enclosed in reinforced concrete seismic Cate-
gory I structures that have a wall thickness of not less than 0.6 m (2 ft) for
portions of the structures below the flood level, waterproof coating up to
8 cm (3 in) above the plant ground grade level, water stops ir all construc-
tion joints up to 8 cm (3 in) above the plant ground grade-level, and water-
tight doors and equipment hatches installed below design flood level. In the |
DSER (SECY-91-235) the staff identified an open item regarding the lack of
information on how safety-related buildings will withstand the effects of
standing water on the roofs (0 pen item 5). Subsequently, GE submitted SFAR
Amendment 18, which committed GE to meeting the guidelines of RG-1.102, " Flood i

Protection for Nuclear Power Plants," as it related to roof protection. The
staff finds this acceptable and this issue is resolved. On the basis of the
evaluation of the information provided in plant layout drawings in SSAR Sec-
tion 1.2, the staff concludes that all the safety-related systems and compo-
nents located inside seismic Category I structures (which have the hardened
protection approach described above) are protected from ground water seepage
and external flood and meet the requirements of SRP Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.

GE analyzed compartment flooding from postulated component or system failures
separately for the reactor, control, radwaste, and service buildings. GE
considered single failure of an active component for compartment flooding. GE
analyzed rupture of moderate-energy piping larger _ than 1-inch diameter in
accordance with ANSI /ANS 56.11 " Standard Design Criteria for Protection
Against the Effects of Compartment Flooding in Light Water Reactor Plants,"
and Crane Co. Technical Paper 410,1973, " Flow of Fluids Through Valves,
Fittings, and Pipe." GE conservatively, did not consider the effect of drain
sump pump operation. In the DSER,-the staff stated that high-energy line
breaks (HELBs) inside the main steam tunnel (MST) were excluded from evalua-
tion because this area will be instrumented for detection of leaks before a
line break occurred. In addition, the staff stated that a leak-before-break-
(LBB) analysis should use plant-specific data'such as piping geometry,
materials, fabrication procedures, and pipe support locations (LBB is dis-
cussed in Section 3.6.3 of this report). In a meeting with the staff on
May 5, 1992, GE_committec to removing references to LBB from the SSAR. This
is Confirmatory Item 3.4.1-1.

GE provided an analysis of a main steam line and main feedwater line pipe
rupture inside the MST in SSAR Section 6.2.3. The results of the staff's
review of this analysis are'found in Section 6.2.1.7 of this report. Features
to protect equipment from the effects of pipe ruptures are reviewed in Sec-
tions.3.6.1 and 3.6.2 of this report.
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GE :n:lyzed the worst ficoding as a result of pipe and tank failures and their
. consequences on a floor-by-floor basis within the reactor building to demon-
strate the safe shutdown of the reactor. Flooding in multiple divisions will
be prevented by watertight doors or sealad hatches. Flooding that may occur-
from fire fighting or from limited inventory sources will be restrained by -
raised sills and elevation differences. Leakage of water from large circulat --
ing water lines will be cantrolled by system isolation.

The evaluation of- control building flooding included events that may result
from the failure of the service water or fire fighting systems. Flow of_the
water to the control areas can be prevented by diverting the water to non-
critical areas by using elevation differences, raised sills, and system isola-
tion to avoid the reduction of plant load or reactor shutdown.

During meetings with the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards-(ACRS), -

concerns were raised regarding the protection of the control room from . ,

flooding as a result of a pipe break in the MST and as a result of a_ pipe
break in the reactor service water (RSW) system.

GE stated that the greatest flood hazard in the MST occurs as a result'of a
feedwater line break. The amount of water associated with the break will be
limited by closing the feedwater isolation valves. The water in the MST will
collect in the large cavity at the reactor building end of the tennel; any
overflow from the cavity will flow to the turbine building. There will be no
openings or penetrations between the MST and the control building to provide a
path for water to enter the control building from the MST. This information-
ensures that the_ control building will be protected from flooding as the-
result of pipe failures in the MST. This will be acceptable subject to inclu-
sion of this information in the SSAR. This is Confirmatory Item 3.4.1-2.

CE also addressed control building flooding as a result of an RSW failure.
It stated that three divisions of RSW, physically separated in rooms with
watertight doors, will be located on the -8200 mm (-323 in) level (first
floor) of the control building. Any flooding from sources above the first
floor that could possibly affect saf e shutdown equipment will be directed
through floor drains to the first floor. Each divisional' RCW/RSW- room is
equipped with a sump. pump and contains two sets of safety-grade 'evel sensors
in a two-out-of-four logic. The first set will be located 0.15 uieters (~6 in)
from the floor and will alert the control room operator of the presence of
water in the room. The second' set of sensors will be located-0.8 meters-

(~32 in) from the floor-and will inform the control room operator that a
serious flood situation exists in the RCW/RSW room. In addition, these high-
level sensors will trip the RSW pump and close the isolation valves for the
affected division. .The flood analysis assumed 2000 meters (~6600 ft) of

pipe between the ultimate heat sink fUHS) and the,)RCW/RSW divisional room.This length of piping contains 770 m (~27,000 ft of water that can drain -
to the RCW/RSW room following RSW pump trip and isolation valve closure. On

3a pipe break, 280 m (~10000 cubic ft) of water will enter the RCW/RSW room
before the high level sensor trips the RSW pumps and c
valves. ' This volume of water,.when added to the 770 m]oses the iso 1ation3

(~27,000 ft ) gf- waterthat drains from the_ piping, results in a total of 1050 m (~37,000 ft ) of
3

water inside the RCW/RSW divisional room. Each RCW/RSW room is ~1900 m
3(~67,000 ft ) and can contain all the water associated with the break. Water
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from the break cannot affect the safety-related equipment-_in the other divi-
sional rooms. This analysis demonstrates that the safety-related equipment is
adequately protected from the effects of a pipe break in the RSW system. This
is acceptable subject to inclusion of this information in the SSAR. This'is-

_

Confirmatory item 3.4.1-3. This is discussed as part of the RSW interface
requirements in Section 9.2.15 of Chapter of this report.

The radwaste building does not contain safety-related equipment and is iso-
lated from the other plant structures except through a pipe tunnel. If the
pipe or tank should fail, the building substructure serves as a large sump;
therefore, safe shutdown of the plant would not be. jeopardized. 1

The service building is a non-seismic concrete structure, does not house 'ny
safety-related SSC, and provides access tunnels to the control building. The
access tunnels will be lLated below plant grade and have watertight doors to
prevent seepage into the tunnels. The service building has fl,got drains and j
two sumps to collect and transfer flood water.

GE did not include an analysis of flooding in the turbine building and its ,

potential effects on safety-related equipment. GE should provide to the staff
an updated flood analysis which characterizes the nature of the hazard and the
design features to protect safety-related equipment from flooding in the
turbine building. This is Open Item 3.4.1-1.

In the DSER (SECY-91-235), the staff identified a need for an interface !

requirement to provide a flood analysis for structures outside the ABWR design i

scope that house safety-related equipment (0 pen Item 6). GE added this
requirement in SSAR Amendment 18. This issue is reclassified as a COL action
item and will be evaluated on a plant-specific basis. This is COL Action -J'
Item 3.4.1-1.

GE has provided the ITAAC for flood protection as part of the individual
building ITAACs. The results of the staff's review of these ITAACs will be
provided in the FSER. This is Open Item 3.4.1-2.

The staff concludes that subject to the resolution of the concerns identified
'above, the design provides adequate protection against floods and the effects,

|_ of floods, meets the requiremer.ts of SRP Section 3.4.1 and the requirements
for protection from flooding of GDC 2 and will be acceptable.'

:

i

j 3.4.2 Water Level (Flood) Design Procedure

GE identified the design-basis flood elevation is-up to 0.30 m (1 ft) below.
grade and the design-basis ground water level is up to 0.61 m (2 ft) below

,

grade for the ABWR standard plant structures. GE' performed calculations to
| determine the hydrostatic pressure and the hydrodynamic forces (as a result of '

|~ earthquakes) on the structures that would result from these levels in combina-
| tion with other loads as specified in the ABWR SSAR for structures. The staff

finds that GE's calculations were performed using load combinations that are
consistent with those specified in SRP'Section 3.4.2 and meet the requirements:
of GDC 2.

The staff concludes that the plant design on the basis of the specified water
level is acceptable.
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By limiting the design-basis flood elevation to 0.30 m (1 ft) below grade and.
the design-basis ground water level to 0.61 m (2 ft) below grade in the design
of plant structures, and employing the load combinations specified in SSAR
Sections 3.8.4.3 and 3.8.5.3, the ABWR design provides suf ficient margin to
prevent structural damage due to the most severe flood or ground water and the
associated dynamic effects that were determined appropriate for the flood
levels. In addition, the design of seismic Category I structures includes, in
an acceptable manner, load combinations that occu. as a result of the most
severe flood or ground-water related loads and the loads resulting from normal
and accident conditions.

Because the bounding flood elevation for the ABWR is below plant grade, only
the hydrostatic force was considered in determining the loadings on seismic
Category I structures. This method of calculating loads is consistent with
SRP Section 3.4.2 and provides a conservative basis that, together with other
engineering design consider ations, such as combination of flood loads with
other loads, and consideration of floatation as indicated in Section 3.8.5 of
this report, ensures that the structures will withstand such environmental
forces.

To meet the requirements of SRP Section 3.4.1, GDC 2, and Appendix A to 10 CFR
Part 100, the COL applicant must provide a specific description of its site
and the elevations for all safety-related structures, exterior accesses,
equipment, and systems, from the standpoint of hydrological considerations and
flood history (including date, level, peak discharge, and related information
for major historical floods in the region of the site). To determine water
level for the site, the COL applicant _must consider the following factors, if
applicable:

probable maximum precipitation*

runoff and stream-course models.

maximum flood flow.

coincident wind-wave activity.

The COL applicant must also demonstrate in its plant-site-unique application
that all the seismic Category I structures either will be protected against
flood damage or will not be subject to damage by flooding. Hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic effects of the flood shall be considered and described for all
postulated design flood levels for the conditions set for the future . site as
outlined above. This is COL Action Item 3.4.2-1.

The staff finds that the ABWR flood design provides reasonable assurance that,
in the event of floods or high ground water level, the structural integrity of
the plant seismic Category I structures will not be impaired and, conse-
quently, seismic Category I systems and components located within these struc-
tures will be adequately protected and will be expected to perform necessary
safety functions, as required.
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3.5 Missiles

3.5.1 Missile Selection and Description- I
~

i

3.5.1.1 Internally Generated Missiles (Outside Containment) -|

The staff reviewed the d"ign of the facility for protecting SSCs, important
to safety against interr. ely generated missiles outside the containment in.
accordance with SRP Section 3.5.1.1. Specifically, the review included the
missile-protection design-features for the SSCs whose failure could. prevent
safe shutdown of the facility or result in significant uncon%11ed release of
radioactivity. The SRP acceptance criteria specify that the design meet GDC 4
as it relates to protecting the SSCs outside the containment against the H
effects of missiles that can be internally generated during facility opera- '

tion, and RG 1.115. The staff's review of the internally generated missiles |
did not include turbine missiles; these are discussed in Section 3.5.1.3 of- i

this report. The review included all areas outside the containment that are
within the scope of the ABWR design. J

GE evaluated potential internally generated missiles resulting from failure of
the plant equipment within the nuclear island and located outside the contain-
ment. Potential missiles were categorized into two groups:

(1) potential missiles that could result from the failure of rotating
equipment such as the main turbine, reactor core isolation cooling
turbine, pumps, fans, blowers, diesel generators, and compressors

(2) pressurized high-energy fluid system components considered potential
missile sources, including valve bonnets, stems, pressure vessels,
thermowells, retaining bolts, and blowout panels

GE also performed probability calculations for certain rotating equipment and
pressurized components to identify qualifying missiles. Piping failures were
not included as sources of potential internally generated missiles because the
whipping section remains attached to the remainder of the pipe. The dynamic
effects associated with this type of break are addressed in Section 3.6'of
this report.

SSCs important to safety are protected from internally-generated missiles by

placing in individual missile-proof structures-

providing localized protective shields and barriers=

physically separating redundant components to prevent damage from a*

missile

orienting missile sources to prevent unacceptable consequences _of missilea

generation

The adequacy of structures, shields, and barriers provided for missile pro-
-tection is evaluated in Section 3.5.3 of this report.
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GE states that all rotating equipment such as pumps and fans will be ac
powered and their speeds governed by an ac power supply. Since the ac poder
supply frequency variation is limited to a carrow range, this rotating eqaip-
ment is unlikely to attain an overspeed condition. Fan blade casings are
designed with sufficient thickness so that a fan blade breaking off at reted
speed will not penetrate the fan casing. Valve bonnets have sufficient design
safety factars (based on the ultimate strength of the materials) to prevent
them from becoming credible missiles. Valve stems have design features such
as stem threads and backseats to prevent their ejection. Nuts, bolts, nut and
bolt combinations, and nut and stud combinations have insufficient stored
energy to require missile-protection analysis. GE analyzed the thermowells
and concluded that their maximum ejection velocity was insufficient to damage
safety-related systems. Blowout panels will be restrained by hinges to pre-
vent the panels from becoming credible missiles. Air bottles will be located,
oriented, and restrained so as to prevent them from becoming missiles.

GE states that adequate physical separation will be provided between redundant
trains for all safety-related systems. Further, each safety-related system
will be contained in its own room of a seismic Category I building. The
walls, floor, and ceiling of this room act as the missile barrier or shield
for the safety-related components in the room protecting these components from
missiles generated outside the room. Also, stored spent fuel is protected
from internally generated missiles since there are no high-energy piping
systems or rotating machinery in its vicinity.

In the DSER (SECY-91-153), the staff stated that GE did not describe the means
by which safety-related systems will be protected from missiles generated by
non-safety-related components (0 pen item 6).

To address the staff's concern, GE stated (in response Request for Additional
Information (RAI) Question (Q) 410.9) that no local barriers or shields
outside the containment will be used for mitigating missile effects. For non-
safety-related components, no local shields and barriers will be required.
Non-safety-related componencs are arranged in such a way that any missile-
generating component is in a separate room away from safety-related compo-
nents. Based on GE's responses, which describe the physical arrangement of
equipment, the staff considers the chance of safety-related systems being
struck by missiles generated by non-safety-related components to be extremely
low, and con !ders GE's resolution to the above concern is acceptable. This
issue is closed.

The COL applicant shall provide design details of all pressurized gas bottles
as well as details of missile protection features for structures, systems,
and components that are outside of the ABWR scope. The staff will review
these designs and features on a plant-specific basis. This is COL Action
Item 3.5.1.1-1.

GE has provided ITAAC regarding protection of structures, systems, and com-
ponents from internally generated missiles. The results of the staff's review
will-be provided in the FSER. This is Open Item 3.5.1.1-1.

In the DSER (SECY-91-153), the staff inadvertently identified Open Item 5
related to the use of induction motors. This item should be deleted.

|
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The staff concludes that, subject to resolution of the above issues, the ABWR
design for protecting SSCs from internally generated missiles outside the con-
tainment will meet the dynamic effect design bases of GDC 4.

3.5.1.2 Internally Generated Missiles (Inside Containment)

The staff reviewed the design of the facility for protecting SSCs important
to safety against internally generated missiles inside the containment in
accordance with SRP Section 3.5.1.2. Specifically, the review included
missile-protection design features for the SSCs whose failure could prevent
safe shutdown of the facility or ,esult in significant uncontrolled release of
radioactivity. The SRP acceptance criteria specify that the design must meet *

GDC 4.

GE evaluated potential internally generated missiles resulting from plant
equipment and component failures within the containment structure. The
potential missiles identified by this analysis were categorized into three
groups: missiles generated by rotating equipment (that is, pump impellers,
compressors, and fan blades), missiles generated by pressurized components
(that is, valve bonnets, thermowells, nuts, bolts, studs, valve stems, anri
accumulators), and gravitational missiles.

GE's analysis of failures of rotating equipment indicates that the equipment
design prevents such equipment from becoming a source of potential missiles.
Pumps are unlikely to achieve an overspeed condition. For example, all the
reactor internal pumps and motors are designed for deflection and high cycle-
fatigue to provide sufficient safety factors to prevent fracture and bursting
of the pump impellers and motor rotors as a result of the backward rotation of
the pumps during a loss-of-coolant accident or normal operation with one idle
pump. _ Additionally, the pumps have mechanical backstops that function -like a
one-way clutch and antirotation devic m at the bottom of the pump motors to
prevent reverse overspeed and consequunt generation of missiles. GE also-
performed a study of impeller missiles to demonstrate that even if missiles
are generated from impellers despite the above design-features, they will not
penetrate the reactor pressure vessel or the shroud walls.

GE stated in SSAR Section 3.5.1 that missiles generated by rotating equipment-
will be contained by the equipment housing. GE should provide design informa-

_

tion supporting this assertion or clearly state that this information will be
provided by the COL applicant. This is Open Item 3.5.1.2-1.

Pressurized. components and equipment such as valve bonnets, valve stems, nuts,
bolts, nut and bolt combinations, nut and stud combinations, thermowells, and
blowout panels inside the containment are not considered credible missiles for
the same reasons _ as stated in Section 3.5.1.1 of this report (for example,

i design features or insufficient stored energy). Automatic depressurization.
i system accumulators are moderate energy vessels and are not. considered as

credible missiles.'

Fine motion control rod drive mechanisms under the reactor vessel are not
credible missiles because the housings are designed to prevent any significant
nuclear transient in the event of a drive housing break. Specifically, the
pressure boundary containing the fine motion control rod drive mechanisms,
ir.uuding the bolted flange connections, will be stressed below the ASME Code!

!
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limits and will meet all. code requirements. Also, to prevent' control rod drop-
accidents, internal restraints will be provided to support the fine motion --

control rod drive housing in the event the housing-to-nozzle weld or- the ;
housing fails. i

GE evaluated the potential for gravitational missiles inside the containment.
Non-safety-related components will be seismically _ supported to prevent their
collapse during a SSE. These components include all cable trays for both
Class lE and non-Class IE circuits as well as non-Class IE conduits and

^non-safety-related piping that could be potential hazards to safety-related-
equipment. Also, equipment undergoing maintenance either will b_e removed
during operation or will be seismically restrained to prevent it from becoming
a missile.

The COL applicant shall provide procedures ensuring that equipment undergoing
maintenance will be removed from containment during operation or will be
seismically restrained to protect it from becoming a missile. This is COL
Action Item 3.5.1.2-1.

Containment walls,-floors, and slabs also will provide protection from
missiles generated by the failure of rotating equipment and pressurized
components. Penetration of these structures _by such missiles is not consi-
dered to be credible. The adequacy of these strcetures for missile protec-
tion is evaluated in safety evaluation report (SER) Section 3.5.3.

In the DSER (SECY-91-153), the staff stated that credible secondary missiles
(concrete fragments) resulting from the impact of primary missiles on contain-
ment structures should be addressed in an interface requirement (0 pen Item 7).
However, subsequent review of interface requirements leads the staff to con-
clude that this issue should be addressed as part of the TTAAC program.
Secondary missiles are discussed in Section 3.5.3 of this report.

Measures to protect safety-related equipment inside containment from inter-
nally generated missiles will be verified as part of the reactor building
ITAAC. GE has provided this ITAAC to the staff for review. The results of
the review will be provided in the FSER. This is Open Item 3.5.1.2-2.

The staff concludes that the ABWR design will conform to the dynamic effects
design bases of GDC 4 as it relates to protection against internally generated-
missiles inside the containment and is acceptable, subject to the resolution
of the items discussed above.

3.5.1.3 Turbine Missiles

The staff requested that GE provide additional information (Q251.13 and
Q251.14) on turbine missile generation. GE responded by revising SSAR
Section 3.5.1.1.1.3 to include a layout of the turbine-generator building
indicating the i 25 degree low-trajectory turbine missile ejection zone. The.
turbine-generator building will be favorably oriented with respect to the-
primary containment building so that any postulated turbine missile will not
strike the primary containment building. GE also committed to meet RG 1.115,
which specifies that the failure probability as a result of unacceptable
damage from turbine missiles be maintained to less than 10'' per reactor-year.
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The probability of unacceptable damage from turbine missiles is expressed as
the product of (1) the probability of turbine missile generation resulting in
the ejection of turbine dist (or internal structure) fragments through the
turbine casing (P ); (2) the probability of ejected missiles perforating

3

intervening barriers and striking safety-related structures, systems, or
components (P ); and (3) the probability of struck structures, systems, or

acomponents falling to perform their safety functions (P ).3

In previous reviews of the probability calculation, the staff found that the
mathematical models that were used to calculate P and P require numerous

,

2 3
approximations and simplifying assumptions in order to incorporate available
data in the analysis. As a result, the calculations of P and P were not

2 3
accurate; however, the calculation of P, is considered more accurate and
precise. Therefore, in recent years, the staff placed emphasis on reviewing
the probability of turbine missile generation (P ). The staff believes that

3

if P is controlled to a minimum, the final failure probability of unaccept-
3

able damage can be met. Consistent with the staff position taken in recently
licensed nuclear plants, the probability of turbine missile generation should

4be kept to no areater than 10 per reactor-year for an unfavorably oriented
turbine and 10" for a favorably oriented turbine. The staff also recommended
certain actions for situations when the probability does not meet the minimum
values required (see SER Table 3.1). The staff recommended in its DSER that
GE include the minimum requirement for the probability of turbine missile
generation in SSAR Table 3.1. (This was not identified as an open item.) GE
revised its SSAR accordingly and it is acceptable.

GE prepared a proprietary report in January 1984 entitled, " Probability of
Missile Generation in General Electric Nuclear Turbines." The staff reviewed
the report and found the methodology acceptable for calculating the probabi-
lity of turbine missile generation (NUREG-1048, Supplement 6). Various para-
meters are considered in the methodology that influence the outcome of the
turbine missile generation probability, such as turbine disk design, disk
material properties, turbine speed control systems, postulated crack growth
rate, and inspection intervals. On the basis of parametric variations, the
methodology can optimize turbine disk inspection intervals so that the turbine
missile generation probability will be kept to the allowable limit. The staff
believes that by placing emphasis on the turbine disk inspection program,
which includes a specified inspection interval, and on an effective turbine
control system maintenance program, the turbine will be operated in a safe
manner.

Consistent with the staff position taken in recently-licensed nuclear plants,
the COL applicant must submit for NRC approval, within 3 years of obtaining a
COL, a turbine system niaintenance program including probability calculations
of turbine missile generation based on the methodology approved by the NRC, or
ccmmit to volumetrically inspect all low-pressure turbine rotors at the second
refueling outage and every other (alternate) refueling outage thereafter until
a maintenance program is approved by the staff. In the DSER, the staff had
classified this item as an interface requirement. Upon furtn r review the
staff has reclassified this item as COL Action Item 3.5.1.3-1.
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Table 3.1 Criteria Pertaining to the Probability of Turbine Missile
Generation for a f avorably Oriented lurbine

Probability
Criterion yr.'' Required Licenseo Action

P, < 10'' This is the general, minimum reliability
requirement ior loading the turbine and
bringing the system on line.

10'' < P, < 10'3 If this condition i reached during opera-
tion, the turbine may be kept in service
until the next scheduled outage, at which
time the licensee is to take action to
reduce P, to meet the first criterion be-
tore returning the turbine to service.

410'3 < P, < 10 If this condition is reached during opera-
tion, the turbine is to be isolated from
the steam supply within 60 days, at which
time the licensee is to take action to
reduce P, to meet the first criterion be-
fore returning tbn turbine to service.

104 < P, If this condition is rea t d at any time

during operation woe i4.~fne is to M
isolated from tht s'ea3 wpoly withi' i
days, at which tiir.c the licenst; is
take action to reduct P to meet tht attcriterion before rett.cntng to service.

3 5.1.4 Missiles Generated by Natural Phenomena

The staff reviewed the design of the facility for protecting SSCs important to
safety from missiles generated by natural phenomena in accordance with SRP
Section 3.5.1.4. The SRP acceptance criteria specify that the design meet
GDC 2 and 4. GDC 2 requires that SSCs important to safety be protected from
the effects of natural phenomena, GDC 4 requires that SSCs important to safety
be designed to accommodate the effects of and to be compatible with the
environmental condittor, associated with normal operation, maintenance,
testing, and postulatcJ ac.: dents, including ass-of-coolant accidents.

(LOCAs). The design is considered to be in compliance with GDC 2 and 4 if it
meets RG 1.76, Positions C.1 and C.2, and RG 1.117, Positions C.1 through C.?.

GE considered tornado-generated missiles as the only limiting hazard resultizig
from natural phenomena in the design of SSCs important to safety, The staff
agrees this is a reasonable design basis for the standard plant. The missiles
considered in the ABWR design were taken from ANSI /ANS 3. They corresponded
to a design-basis tornado (DBT) with u maximum tornado wind speed of 416 km/hr
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i

(260 mph) for Region I and with a probability of occurrence of 10E-6 per year. !
As stated in the DSER (SECY-91-153), the staff did not agree with GE's choice '

4

of the DBT for the ABWR standard design and identified this us part of Open |i

Item 8.
;

The staff's position on the DBT is in accordance with the guidelines provided
in RG 1.76. For the eastern United States, the staff had proposed tornado >

parameters with probability of occur ence of 10E-7 per year at up to a
90-percent confidence level and maximum wind speeds in tangential and transla-
tional velocitiec of 600 and 120 km/hr (330 and 70 mph), respective 1v.
However, the regulatory position in RG 1.76 has been reevaluated recently by
'$e NRC contractor using more recent tornado data. The contractor's reevalua-
c.on is documented in NUREG/CR-4664, " Tornado Climatology of the Contiguous
United States," dated May 1, 1988. The contractor found that the tornado
strike probabilities range from near 10E-7 per year for much of the Western
United States to about 10E-3 per year in the central United States. The wind
speeds associated with a tornado having a strike probability of 10E-7 range
from less than 350 km/hr (153 mph) to 600 km/hr (332 mph). These wind speed
estimates are 54 to 180 km/hr (30 to 100 mph) lower than the speed est'., nates
presented in WASH-1300 and RG 1.76 for most of the United States. The con-
tractor concluded in its reaort that it would be reasonable to reduce DBT wind'-

speeds to 360 km/hr (200 mpa) for the United States west of the Rocky Moun-
tains and to 540 km/hr (300 mph) for the United States east of the Rocky .

*Mountains. The staff considered the revised tornado parameters, discussed in
.

Section 2.3.1 of this report to be acceptable. GE discussed this issue with
the itaff and agreed to change the DBT to 590 km/hr (300 mph) with a strike
probability of 10E-7 per year.

The design will withstand an 1800-kg (4000-lb) automobile, a 125-kg (280-1b),
20-cm (8-inch) armor piercing artillery shell, and a 2.54-cm (1-in) solid
steel sphere, all impacting at 35 percent of the maximum horizontal windspeed
of the DBT. GE identifies these missiles as Spectrum 1. GE's preliminary
evaluation of the design revealed that the reactor building superstructure and
roof will have to be thickened and the roof purlins strengthened. .In addi-
tion, the seismic model will have to be modified. The structural design

.

aspects of this issue are discussed in Section 3.8.4 of this report and are
' being tracked as Open item 3.8.4-3. As a result of these structural design

changes, several SSAR sections and appendices will be affected. The staff
expects GE's commitment to design the ABWR to withstand the aforementionad DBT:
and missile spectra acceptable. The staff will verify the changes to the SSAR
incorporating this-information. This is Confirmatory item 3.5.1.4-1.

In the DSER (SECY-91-153), the staff identified as part of Open item 8
regarding compliance with Positions C.1 through~C 3 of RG 1.117 " Tornado - ,

Design Classification." In a subsequent amendment, GE committed to comply
with Positions C.1- and C.2, GE subsequently stated that position C.3 of
RG 1.117 also would be met. This open 1ssue is resolved pending inclusion
of thir commitment in the SSAR. This is Confirmatory Item 3.5.1.4-2.

The COL applicant shall identify missiles generated by other site-specific
natural phenomena that may be more limiting than those considered in the ABWR
design and shall provide protection for the SSCs against such missiles. The
staff will review this information on a plant-specific basis. These are COL
Action items 3.5.1.4-1 and 3.5.1.4-2, respectively. .

|
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GE has provided the ITAAC regarding protection of SSCs from missiles generated 1
Ly natural ohenomena. The results of the staff's review will be provided in '

'the FSER. This is Open item 3.5.1.4-1.

The staff has reviewed the ABWR design and has concluded that the design will
meet GDC 2 and 4 regarding protection of SSCs from missiles generated by l
natural pher.omena, subject to the resolution of issues identified above. I

3.5.1.5 Site Proximity Missiles (Except Aircraft),

In the SSAR Section 3.5.1.5, GE states that " external missiles other than
thosegeneratedbytornadosarenotponsidereddesignbasis...,"sincetheresultant event probability is s 10' , SSAR Section 3.5.4.3 requires a .
utility applicant to provide an analysis which demonstrates that the probabil-
ity of missiles impacting the ABWR Standard Plar
greaterthan10CFRPart100guidelinesiss10'gtandcausingconsequences

*

The staff will determine.

the acceptability of such an analysis on a site specific batis. This is COL
Action item 3.5.1.5-1.

3.5.1.6 Aircraft Hazards

in the SSAR Section 3.5.1.6, GE states that " aircraft hazards a
basisevent...."sincetheresultanteventprobabilityisf10'genotadesignSSAR Sec-.

tion 3.5.4.3 requires a utility applicant to provide an analysis which demon-
strates that the probability of aircraft impacting the ABWR Standard
causingconsequencesgreaterthan10CFRPart100guidelinesiss10'f.lantandThe
staff will determine the acceptability of such an analysis on a site-specific
basis. This is COL Action item 3.5.1.6-1.

3.5.2 Structures, Systems, and Components To De Protected from Externally-
Generated Missiles

The staff reviewed the design of the facility for protecting SSCs important to
safety (within the ABWR design scope) against externally generated missiles in :i

accordance with SRP Section 3.5.2. The SRF acceptance criteria specify that
the design meet GDC 2 and 4. The design is considered to be in compliance
with the GDC 2 and 4 if it meets RG 1.13 " Spent fuel Storage facility Design
Basis," n it relates to the ct.pability of the spent fuel pool systems and

,structures to withstand the effects of externally generated missiles and
prevent missiles frort contacting stored fuel assemblies; RG 1.27. " Ultimate :

-Heat Sink for Nuclear Plants," as it relates to the capability-of the ultimate
heat sink and connecting conduits to withstand the effects of externally
generated mistiles; RG 1.115, as it relates to the protection of the SSCs .

important to safety from the effects of turbine missiles; and RG 1.117 as it
relates to the protection of SSCs important to safety from the effects of
tornado nissiles. Protection from low-trajectory turbine missiles, including.
compliance with RG 1.115, is discussed in Section 3.5.1.3 of this report.

GE identified safety-related SSCs in SSAR Table 3.2-1. It considered the
tornado-generated missiles as the limiting externally generated missiles for
the ABWR design. Therefore, all the safety-related systems and components
listed in the table will be located in tornado-resistant buildings or struc-
tures. The new and spent fuel storage systems will be located in the tornado- '

resistant reactor building.
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The ultimate heat. sink and the connecting conduits are not considered in this
section, GE identified these as being outside the scope of the ABWR design
and imposed them as an interface requirement for COL applicants referencing
the ABWR design.

In the DSER (SECY-91-153), GE identified an interface requirement regarding i
protection of safety-related equipment from failures of non-safety-related
SSCs not housed in tornado-resistant buildings or structures (0 pen item 9).
As a result of staff review of interface requirements, this issue has been
r%ssified as an ITAAC item and will be reviewed (and protection verified)

.

e t of the ITAAC program. This is Open item 3.5.2-1. |
4

<

The COL applicant shall design SSCs outside the ABWR design scope. Any
failure of these SSCs which may result in external missile generation shall
not prevent safety-related SSCs from performing their intended safety func-
tion. The staff will review the adequacy of these designs for external
missile protection on a plant-specific basis. This is COL Action
item 3.5.2-1.

In SSAR Section 3.5.1.4, GE states that the charcoal delay tanks will-be
located deep within the turbine building and consequently will be unlikely
to rupture as a result of a design basis tornado missile. In the DSER
(SECY-91-153), the staff stated that GE had not provided a list of the l

I design-basis tornado-generated missiles considered in the ABWR design. 1

| Subsequently, GE stated the ABWR design will withstand an 1800-kg (4000-lb)
automobile, a 125-kg (280-lb), 20-cm (8-in) armor piercing artillery shell,
and a 2.54-cm (1-in) solid steel sphere, all impacting at 35 percent of the
maximum horizontal windspeed of 540 km/hr 300 mph) of the DBT. These missiles
are identified as Spectrum I. As stated in the previous section of this

,report, the reactor building superstructure and roof will have to be thick-
ened, the roof purlins strengthened, and the seismic model will have to be
modified.

GE has provided the ITAAC regarding protection of SSCs from externally-
generated missiles. The results of the staff's review will be provided in
the FSER. This is Open item 3.5.2-2.

3.5.3 Barrier Design Procedures

Missile barriers and protection structures are designed to withstand and
absorb missile impact loads to prevent damage to safety-related SSCs ba;ed on
the relevant requirements of GDC 2 and 4. The staff reviewed the design of
seismic Category I structures, systems, and components to determine if they
will be shielded from, or designed for withstanding, various postulated
missiles using the; guidance of SRP Section 3.5.3. SSAR Section 3.S.3 contains ,

information on procedures used in the design of the structures, shields, and
barriers to resiss the effects of missiles.

For the prediction of local damage from missiles, GE provided information on
'

the procedures used in the design of concrete and steel structures. GE
. applied the modified Petry formula analytically for missile protection in
concrete. To prevent missile perforation, GE used a minimum concrete thick-
ness of 2.2 times the penetration thickness for an infinitely . thick concrete
slab. To preclude spalling or scabbing, a minimum concrete thickness of
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'3 times the penetration thickness was employed. GE indicated that the design
procedures used for concrete structures and Darrier 1 were substantiated by i

full-scale impact tests. The staff finds that use of the Petry formula, as
'verified by impact tests, and with the thickness equal to or greater than the

minimum required as specified in Table 1 of SRP Section 3.5.3 will result in
Jfficient coocrote barrier thickness t' prevent barrier perforation and, when '

necessary, prevent spalling or scabbing. ,

GE used the Stanford equations for missile penetration in steel. As discussed
in SRP 3.5.3, the staff finds the use of this formula to be acceptable. Com-
posite barriers are not used in the ABWR des'gn anti were therefore, not dis-
cussed.

Regarding overall damage prediction, GE assumed that missile impact is-plastic
and that all of the missile's initial momentum is transtarred to the structure
or barrier, with only a portion of the kinetic energy ab wrbed as strain
energy within the structure or barrier. GE evaluated the equivalent static
load on the impacted area using an analysis for rigid missiles similar to the
Williamson and Alvy analysis, " Impact Effect of Fragments Striking Structural
Elements," November 1973. As stated in SRP 3.5.3, the staff finds the assump-
tion of plastic collisions and use of the Williams and Alvy analytical pro-
cedure together with the use of the permissible ductility ratio as indicated
in Appendix A to SRP Section 3.5.3 to determine equivalent static loads, to be
acceptable.

The staff finds that the procedures used for determining the effects and.
loadings on seismic Category I structures and missile shields and barriers-
induced by design-basis missiles selected for the plant are acceptable because
they provide a conservative basis for engineering design to ensure that the
structures or barriers will adequately withstand the effects of such forces.

The use of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that if a design-
basis missile should strike seismic Category I structures or other missile
shields and barriers, the structures, shields, and barriers will not-be
impaired or degraded to an extent that will result in a loss of required
protection. Seismic Category I systems _and components protected by these
structures will, therefore, be adequately protected against the effects of
missiles capable of performing their intended safety functions. Conformance
with these procedures is an acceptable basis for satisfying, in part, the
requirements of GDC 2 and 4.

As discussed above, GE used acceptable procedures'in its barrier design.
Thus, the staff finds that the barrier design is acceptable and meets SRP
Section 3.5.3 and GDC 2 and 4 with respect to the capabilities of the struc-
tures, shields, and barriers to provide sufficient protection to structures,. >

systems, and. components that must withstand the effects of natural phenomena
(tornado missiles) and the environmental effects'of missiles, pipe whipping
and discharging fluids.

-In SSAR.Section 3.5.4, GE identified the responsibilities of the COL applicant
for the design of barriers and protective structures to withstand the impact-

of postulated missiles. The staff discusses these responsibilities in ;ER
Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.
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GE also identified an interface requirement for the barrier design of the
ultimate heat sink. For this interface requirement, COL applicants must meet
Positions C.2 and C.3 of RG 1.27, " Ultimate fient sink for Nuclear Power
Plants," by demonstrating that the ultimate heat sink and tht connecting
conduits be capable of withstanding the effects of externally generated
missiles. The ultimate heat sink is an aspect of the plant for which GE is
not seeking certification and is therefore, an acceptable interface require-
ment.

3.6 Protectirn AMul Dynamic Effects Associated With the Postulated Rypture
of Pipirg

3.6.1 Plant lesign for Protection Against Postulated Piping failure in Fluid
Systems Outside Containment

The staff reviewed the ABWR design for providing protection against postulated
piping failures in fluid systems outside the containment but within the ABWR
design scope in accordance with SRP Section 3.6.1. Specifically, the SRP
acceptance criteria specify that the design meet GDC 4 as it relates to accom-
modating the dynamic effects of postulated pipe rupture, including the effects
of pipe whipping and discharging fluids. The design is considercd to comply
with CDC 4 if it conforms to B1P ASB 3-1 with regard to high- and moderate-
energy fluid systems outside the containment.

The staff will evaluate protection against postulated piping failures outside
the containment for any SSCs not within the scope of the ABWR design for each
application referencing the ABWR design. It will evaluate on a case-by-case
basis systems or features added to the ABWR structures by these applications.

GE evaluated the effects of postulated pipe breaks in high-energy fluid
systems with regard to pipe whip, j..t impingement, flooding, room ?ressuriza-
tion, and such environmental parameters as temperature, pressure, lumidity,
and radiation. liowever, the staff stated in the DSER (SECY-91-153) that GE
excluded consideration of pipe breaks and the resulting dynamic effects in
the postulation of piping failures in main steam cnd feedwater systems. GE
justified the exclusion stating that the piping in these systems met the LBB
criterion. The staff expects that a bona fide LBB analysis should use plent-
specific data such as piping geometry, materials, fabrication procedures,
loads, degradation .nechanisms, and pipe support locations. In its evaluation
of the LBB exclusion, which is discussed in Section 3.6.3 of this report, the
staff concluded that LBB could not be considered in the analysis of pipe
failures. GE subsequently provided an analysis of a main steam line and a
main teedwater line pipe failure in SSAR Section 6.2.3; the staff's review of
this analysis is found in Section 6.2.1.7 of this report. In a meeting with
the staff, GE committed to removing references to LBB from the SSAR. The
staff will verify that the references to LBB have been removed in a future
SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory item 3.4.1-1, discussed in Section 3.4.1
of this chapter.

GE evaluated pipe '.eakage crack events involving moderate-energy fluid systems
for wetting from spray, flooding, and other environmental effects. GE

addressed the methods for protecting the systems against the effects of piping
failures. Physical separation will be used to the extent practicable to pre-
vent the loss of redundant essential systems (including auxiliary) systems as
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a result of any single )ostulated event. If the required spatial separation |
(based on specific brea(s) between redundant trains or systems cennot be main- |
tained, specific barriers, enclosures, shields, or restraints are provided, i
Protection also includes ensuring that the equipment and components important
to safety are environmentally qualified for the environment to which they may
be exposed as a resuit of postulated piping failures, as discussed in SSAR i

Appendix 31, " Equipment Qualification Environmental DesiFn Criteria." The
staff's evaluation of the protection provided against adverse environmental . :
effects resulting from postulated piping failures is discussed in Section 3.11 !

of this report.

GE provided lists of essential systems, components, and equipment both inside i

and outside the containment that would be arotected against the effects of
moderate- and high-energy piping failures )y the methods described above.

,

)GE stated that actual piping dimensions, material properties, and the equip-
ment and associated )iping stresses and regionalized environmental conditions
will be the responsi)ility of the referencing applicants and GE identified the
following as interface requirements for the COL applicant:

(1) a summary of the dynamic analyses applicable to high-energy piping !
systems, including sketches and data on calculated stress intensities,
cumulative usage factors, and stress ranges for selecting break locations

(2) descriptions showing how safety-related systems are protected from jets,
flooding, and other adverse environmental effects resulting from failures i

of moderate energy piping systems *

'

(3) identification of specific protective measures provided for protecting
cach of the systems listed in the ABWR SSAR tables

(4) details on protection provided against the effects of piping failures to
ensure main steam line isolation valve functional capability

(5) typical examples, if any, where protection for safety-related systems and -
components against dynamic effects of pipe failures includes enclosures
in suitably designed structures or compartments, drainage systems, and
equipment environmental qualifications

In the DSER (SECY-91-153), the staff stated that these requirements were
acceptable. -However, as a result of staff's review of interface requirements,
these have been reclassified as COL Action Items 3.6.1-1, 3.6.1-2, 3.6.1-3, -

3.6.1-4, and 3.6.1-5, respectively.

In Section 3.6.2 of this report, the staff reviewed the criteria and method-
ology proposed by-GE for the COL holder to use to analyze the effects that. t

breaks-in high-energy fluid systems would have on adjacent safety-related SSCs
.

with regard to pipe whip and-jet impingement loads. The criteria and method-
ology discussed in SER Section 3.6.2 shall be used by the-COL applicant to '

ensure adequate protection against the dynamic effects of postulated ruptures
of piping.in the ABWR standard design.
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The staff stated in the DSER (SECY-91-153) that it was unable to conclude that
the ABWR design for protection against postulated failures outside containment !

complies with GDC 4. The staff's concerns were identified as Open item 10 and,

consisted of the following concerns:

(1) The staff identified that SSAR Table 3.6-2 did not include all the
systems, components, and equipment that have to be protected against '

piping failures. for example, the reactor service water system and the
equipment and components used to supply reactor building cooling water
to the residual heat removal system, fuel pool cooling heat exchangers,
and the heating ventilation and air conditioning system emergency chilled
water system refrigerators were not included in the SSAR table. Also,'GE
had not explained why certain systems such as the high pressure core
flooder, the reactor core isolation cool;ng process sampling, and the
standby liquid control systems were not listed in the SSAR Table 3.6-4.
By Amendment 17 of the SSAR, GE revised these tables to include all of <

these systems. This is acceptable and this issue is resclved.

(2) In the DSER (SECY-91-153), the staff stated that GE had not provided the
results of an analysis of the postulated worst-case piping failure of a
moderate- or high-energy line (including total failure of non-seismic
Categ y I piping systems) for the reactor core isolation cooling com-
partment, equipment and valve room, and other applicable areas outside ,

the containment (e.g., residual heat removal piping areas). GE subse-
quently provided subcompartment pressure analyses for compartments inside
and outside of containment. The staff's review of these analyses is .

found in Section 6.2.1.7 of this report.
,

(3) As discussed above, the staff also identified that GE had not provided a
subcom3artment ahaiysis for the steam tunnel. The sicff was concernedL
that t1e main steam and feedwater lines would be routed in a tunnel
through the control building. A steam or feedwater line failure may
render the control room uninhabitable and compromise the safe-shutdown
capability. Further, postulated leakage cracks in the reactor building
cooling water system piping may aftersely affect the control room habit-;

ability systems. This was also identified as a special concern by the.

ACRS. GE provided subcompartment pressure analyses (including pipe|

| failures in the MST) in SSAR Section 6.2.3. Evaluation of the analysis
I can be found in Section 6.2.1.7 of this report. The vulnerability of the
| MCR as a result of flooding in the MST) and as a result.of the failure of

RSW piping in the Control Building basement was evaluated and the con -
clusions are discussed in Section 3.4.1 of this report. Other environ-
mental effects of pipe failures are discussed'in SSAR Section 3.11, and
the evaluation in Section 3.11 of this report. Based on'its review of
flood protection for the MCR included in Section 3.4.1 of this' report,

|- the staff concluded that the ABWR design provides adequate assurance that
the MCR can be protected from the adverse effects associated with a pipe
failure, This issue is resolved.

The ACRS expressed a. concern regarding the pressure values in SSAR
Table 31.3-15. The ACRS noted that_ the values appear to reflect the
zone pressures which result during accident conditions, assuming that the
blowout panels function preparly. A more_ conservative scenario would

-assume failure of the blowca panels. GE committed to modify the table-
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to ensure that it reflects the highest anticipated pressures resulting

{from accident conditions, assuming failure of the blowout panels. Revi- ,

sion of this table is Confirmatory item 3.6.1-2. '

Another concern expressed during meetings with the ACRS involved the
ABWR design's ability to provide adequate physical separation of safety-
related systems and equipment; safety-related systems must be protected
from the effects of fire, flood, missiles, pipe failures, and adverse
environments to ensure their ability to shutdown the reactor and mitigate
the consequences of an accident. Protection is normally ensured by aro- >

viding redundant safety-related systems and physical separation of tie
redundant systems. The ABWR provides physical separation by either
spacial separation or, to the extent possible, by housing redundant' train
of each safety-related system in a separate compartment. Each compart-
ment is designed to withstand the effects of the events identified above.
By providing adequate physical separation for each redundant safety-
related train, one train will be available to perform its safety-related
function assuming a single active failure in the other train. For those,

trains housed in a divisional space, that space (walls, doors, and all
penetraticas) must be able-to contain flood water, fire, smoke, jet
impingement loads, pipe whip, radiation, and high temperatures and pres-
sures which may occur as a result of a pipe or equipment failure so that
only one train is rendered inoperable at any one time. The ITAAC program
will ensure that each divisional space is designed and constructed to
withstand the effects of postulated piping failures. Such features as ,

3-hour fire barriers, watertight doors, pipe restraints and shields, and t

barriers will be used to ensure adequate protection of the divisional
space. The ITAAC will also ensure adequate scacial se
systems that may not be housed in a divisional space. paration for thoseGE has provided
for steff review, the ITAAC related to protection of safety-related
equipment from the effects of postulated piling failures. The results
of the staff's raview will be provided in t1e FSER. This is Open
item 3.6.1-1.

GE is required to resolve the issues identified above to ensure that the ABWR
design meets the requirements of GDC 4 as described in SRP 3.6.1 and provides
adequate guidance to protect safety-related systems from the effects of postu-
lated piping failures.

3.6.2 Determination of Rupture Locations and Dynamic Effects Associated With
the Postulated Rupture of Piping

'

GDC 4 requires that structures, systems, and components important to safety be
designed to be compatible with and to accommodate the effects of the environ- ,

mental conditions resulting from normal operations, maintenance, testing, and
postulated accidents, including loss-of-coolant accidents. -It also requires
that they be adequately protected against dynamic effects (induding the
effects of missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging fluids) that may result
from equipment failures and from events and conditions outside the nuclear
power plant. In accordance with'SRP Section 3.6.2, the staff reviewed GE's
proposed criteria and methodology for the COL applicant to use to analyze and-
ensure adequate protection against and the dynamic effects that breaks in
high-energy fluid systems would have on adjacent safety-related structures,
systems, or components with regard to pipe whip and jet impingement loadings.

.
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Pipe whip need only be considered for those high-energy piping systems having
fluid reservoirs with sufficient capacity to develop a jet stream. GE cor-
rectly used the criteria for determining high- and moderate-energy lines in
SRP Section 3.6.1, Branch Technical Position (BTP) ASB 3-1, in SSAR Sec-
tion 3.6.2.1. All high-energy systems are listed in SSAR Tables 3.6-3
and 3.6-4.

In the ABWR nuclear island, breaks are not postulated in those portions of
high-energy piping t etween the containment isolation valves outside and inside
the containment that are designed to meet ASME Code, Section III, Arti-
cle NE-1120, and the additional design guidelines in SRP Section 3.6.2,
including BTP MEB 3-1, (Rev. 2). These guidelines recommend that an augmented
inservice inspection program be implemented for those portions of piping
within the break exclusion region. GE has committed to perform a 100-percent
volumetric examination of circumferential and longitudinal pipe welds in the
break exclusion region during each inspection interval as defined in Arti-
cle IWA-2400, ASME Code, Section XI. The staff finds that the above commit-
ment for the design and examination of high-energy piping in the containment
penetration area meets SRP Section 3.6.2 and is acceptable.

In SSAR Section 3.6.2, for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 and non-seismic Cate-
gory I high- and moderate-energy lines that are not in the containment pene-
tration area, GE presented the criteria for determining postulated rupture and

,

crack locations and the methodology used to evaluate the dynamic effects of
pipe whip, jet thrust, and jet impingement that result from such becaks.

According to SRP Section 3.6.2, the staff finds that GE should include the
following in the SSAR:

sketches of applicable piping systems showing the location, size, and*

orientation of postulated pipe breaks and the location of pipe whip
restraints and jet impingement barriers

a ::ummary of the data developed to select postulated break locations,*

including calculated stress intensities, cumulative usage factors, and
stress ranges

In SSAR Section 3.6.4.1, Amendment 20. GE identifies the above information as-
a confirmatory-type interface that must be addressed by COL applicants that
reference the ABWR design. Since this issue involves portions of the plant
for which GE is seeking design certification, the staff concluded that it did-
not satisfy the requirements in 10 CFR 52.47(a)(1)(vii) and cannot be catego--
rized as an interface. As a result, GE developed design acceptance criteria
(DAC) as discussed in SECY-92-053 dated February 19, 1992, for reviewing and
approving designs. The staff's evaluation of the DAC and ITAAC for generic
piping design is in Section 14.1 of this report. /

During an audit of the high-energy piping criteria and sample calculations
performed at the offices of GE in San Jose, California, on March 23-27, 1992,
the staff found;that the description of the pipe whip analyses being performed

I and the design requirements for the piae whip restraints being considered for
| the ABWR were not in accordance with tie description and commitments in SSAR

Sections 3.6.2.2.2 and 3.6.2.3.3, respectively. Section 3.6.2.2.2 of the
SSAR states that the pipe whip analyses were performed using the PDA computer
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program. Section 3.6.2.3.3 identifies four types of pipe whip restraint
components and their associated material, inspection, and design limits. At
the-time of this audit, the representative pipe whip analyses for breaks in
the main steamline were not complete. Hawever, analyses were being performed
using the COMET and the ANSYS computer programs. These analyses also were

,intended to demonstrate that the stress limits in BTP MEB 3-1, Revision 2, ,

Section B.I.b.(1).(c) for the effects of pipe failure in ASME Code Class 1
piping in the containuent penetration areas were satisfied. The PDA computer 1

program is capable only of analyzing a straight uniform pipe that is fixed at
one end, restrained by an intermediate pipe whip restraint and subjected to a
time-dependent thrust force at the other end. Hence, it is not suitable for :
the ABWR pipe whip analyses,

in addition, the pipe whip restraints were not being designed in accordanceo .

with the criteria in SSAR Section 3.6.2.3.3 but were planned to be-selected
from standard GE Y-1000 restraints of U-rod type design.

Therefore, GE should revise its SSAR to describe the computer programs to
be used for pipe whip analyses and the design methodology for pipe whip re-
straints that are applicable to the ABWR plant design. This is Open
item 3.6.2-1.

In addition, the referenced edition of ANSI /ANS-58.2 in SSAR Section 3.6.2.2.1
was not current and the criteria in Section 3.6.2.3.1 for evaluating the
effects of fluid jets on essential structures, systems, and components were
not in complete agreement with the guidelines of SRP Section 3.6.2 and with
the ANSI /ANS-58.2, 1988 Edition. Accordingly, GE should revise SSAR Sec-
tion 3.6.2.2.1 to update its reference to the 1988 edition of the ANSI /
ANS-58.2 and revise the criteria in SSAR Section 3.6.2.3.1 to be consistent
with the Section 3.6.2 and ANSI /ANS-58.2 (1988). This is Open Item 3.6.2-2.

SRP Section 3.6.2 states that if a structure separates a high-energy line from
an essential component, that separating structure should be. designed to with-

,

stand the consequences of the pipe break in the high-energy line which (could)
produce the greatest effect at (to) the structure. This is irrespective of
the fact that the pipe rupture criteria in SRP Section 3.6.2 might not require
such a break location to be postulated.

For the ABWR, the structures are designed to withstand the dynamic effects of
pipe breaks where the pipe rupture criteria require break locations to be
postulated, in addition, for areas where physical. separation of redundant
trains is not practical, a high-energy line separation analysis (HELSA) is
performed to determine which high-energy lines meet the spatial separation
requirement and which lines require further protection. -for the HELSA evalua-

. tion, no particular break points are evaluated. Breaks are postulated at any
point in the piping system and any structure identified as necessary by the
HELSA evaluation are designed for worst case loads.

Using the above HELSA evaluation, the staff finds that an adequate level of
protection is provided to ensure that the safety-related function of compo-
nents, systems, and equipment will not be adversely impacted by a postulated
HELB. Plant arrangement provides physical separation to the extent practical
and the HELSA evaluation ensures that no more than one redundant train can be -

damaged. If damage could occur to more than one division of a redundant-
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safety-related system within 30 feet of any high-energy piping, other protec-
tion devices such as barriers,-shields, enclosures, deflectors, or pipe whip
restraints are used. When necessary, the protection requirement are met :
through the use of walls, floors, columns, abutments, and foundations. Thus,
the staff finds that the HELSA criteria satisfy the intent of the SRP 3.6.2 i

guideline by ensuring that structures are adequately designed to withstand the
consequences of a worst-case pipe break with no adverse impact on the safety-
related function of SSE and are acceptable. :

'!Contingent upon GE providing an acceptable revision to its SSAR addressing the
open items described above, the staff concludes that the criteria for postu-
lating pipe rupture and crack locations and the. methodology for evaluating the .

subsequent dynamic effects resulting from these ruptures comply with SRP Sec-
tion 3.6.2, and meet GDC 4. The staff's conclusion is based on the following.

The proposed pipe rupture locations will be adequately determined using the
above staff-approved criteria and guidelines. GE has sufficiently and *

adequately defined the design methods for high energy mitigation devices and
the measures to deal with the subsequent dynamic effects of pipe whip and jet
impingement to provide adequate assurance that, upon completion of the high-
energy line break analyses by the COL applicant, the ability of safety-related
structures, systems, and components to perform their safety functions will not
be impaired by the postulated pipe ruptures

,

The provisions for protection against the dynamic effects associated with pipe
ruptures of the RCPB inside the containment and the resulting discharging.
fluid provides adequate assurance that design-basis loss-of-coolant accidents
will not be aggravated by the sequential failures of safety-related piping and
that the performance of the emergency core cooling system will not be degraded
as a result of these dynamic effects.i

I

| The arrangement of piping and restraints and the final design considerations '
' for high- and moderate-energy fluid systems inside and outside the contain-

ment, including the RCPB, shall be the responsibility of the COL applicant.
The above staff-approved high-energy line break criteria and guidelines shall-
be used to provide the assurance that the structures, systems, and components
impcetant to safety that are in close proximity to the postulated oipe
rupturer will be-protected. GE has developed an ITAAC to verify tlat the
safety-of the plant will not be adversely -impacted by the dynamic effects
resulting from the postulated pipe break as discussed in Appendix 3 of this
report. Using the above criteria and guidelines will ensure that the conse-

,

quences of pipe ruptures will be adequately mitigated so that the reactor can
be safely shut down and be maintained in a safe shutdown condition in the
event of a postulated rupture of a high- or moderate-energy piping system
inside or outside the containment.

| ,

' 3.6.3 Leak-Before-Break Evaluation Procedures

This section of the ABWR SSAR describes the evaluation procedures of the LBB
methodology. The application of the LBB methodology to piping systems is
permitted by GDC 4, which states, in part:

... dynamic effects asso:iated with postulated pipe ruptures-in
nuclear power units may be excluded from the design basis when
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analyses reviewed and approved by the Commission demonstrate that
the probability of a fluid system piping rupture is extremely low
under conditions consistent with the design basis for the piping.

The analyses referred to in GDC 4 should be based on such plant-specific data
as piping geometry, materials, piping loads, and pipe support 14 ations. The .

Istaff must review the LBB analyses for specific 11 ping designs uefore an
applicant can exclude the dynamic effects from tic design basis for the piping
system.

!

COL applicants seeking app * oval of the leak-before-break approach for high- |
energy piping systems in the ABWR plant must submit an LBB plant-specific
analysis in accordance with GDC 4 and include information noted in the above-
discussion. This is COL Action item 3.6.3-1.

Although thn staff is currently using the methodology and acceptance criteria
provided in SRP tion 3.6.3 and NUREG-106), Volume 3, the staff recognizes
that the LBB technoiogy is continually evolving. Therefore, the staff will
review LBB recuests for the ABWR plant on a case-by-casc basis using the
staff's methocology and acceptance criteria in effect at the time of the
submittal . .|

3.7 Seismic Desian

The staff's review of SSAR Section 3.7 concerning the seismic design of the
.

1

ABWR standard plant was based on the staff's evaluation of the SSAR (up to and
including Amendment 20) and GE's responses to the DSER. In addition, the
staff conducted two design calculation audits at GE's office in San Jose,
California. The first design calculation audit, conducted on November 28
to 30, 1989, covered the design of the containment and reactor building, .The !

staff's audit findings and concerus from the first design aucHt and GE's
subsequent resolutions are contained in Appendix 3.7A to the USER. The second
design calculation audit, conducted on March 30 to A)ril 2, 1992, primarily
covered the design of the reactor building, control' auilding and radwaste
building substructure. The staff's audit findings and concerns from the ;

second design audit were docuuented in the audit report issued on May 15,
1992. The purpose of the design calculation audit was to determine if the
structures of the ABWR standard plant are adequately designed and if commit-
rnents documented in the SSAR are properly implemented. The details of the--
staff's review and audits are contained in the following sections.

3.7.1 Seismic Design Parameters

The input seismic design response spe:tra for the OBE and the SSE are defined
at plant grade in the free field. Thesa design spectra comply with the ground
motion response spectra recommended in RG 1.60, " Design Response Spectra for

' Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Pltnis.' The maximum horizontal as well as-
the' maximum vertical ground accelcration is 0.39 for the SSE. As stated in
Chapter 2 of the SSAR, the design basis OBE is specified as one-third of the
SSE-(i.e.,0.19). For the standard plant design, a more conservative 0BE that
is equal to one-half of the SSE (i.e., 0.15g), was employed to evaluate the
structural and component responses. To specify the OBE as-one-third of the :
SSE, .i.e., 0.19, instead of one-half of the SSE is not acceptable. The
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staff's evaluation and basis for the conclusion regarding the proposed design
ground motions (SSE and OBE) are discussed in Section 2.5 of this report. i

The three components of the synthetic OBE time history used for the seismic
analysis and design of the ABWR seismic Category I structures, systems, and
components are adjusted in amplitude and frequency to obtain response spectra
for damping ratios of 1, 2, 3, and 4 percent to envelop the OBE design
rosponse spectra at a sufficient number of frequency points as required by SRP
Section 3.7.1. The power spectral density function (PSDF) ri the synthetic
OBE time history envelops the target PSOf specified in SRP Section 3.7.1 for a |

frequency range of 0.3 to 24 Hz. In addition, the three components of cynthe-
tic time history are statistically independent of each other. Therefore, the '

proposed ground motion time history for OBE is acceptable. However, the
synthetic OBE time history does not meet the response spectrum enveloping
criterion for a damping ratio of 7 percent or higher. This deviation is t

acceptable for the OBE case because the highest structural damping ratio used
by GE is 4 percent in the ABWR seismic design. GE did not specifically
develop the synthetic SSE time history because GE calculated the SSE seismic
responses including floor response spectra (FRS) by multiplying the OBE
seismic responses by a factor of 2. The staff concludes that all three com-
ponents of the synthetic OBE time histary comply with the guidelines specified
in SRP Section 3.7.1 by meeting the enveloping criterion both for the OBE
ground response spectra for a damping ratio of 1, 2, 3, and 4 percent and for
the PSDF. However, when either GE or the COL applicant perform an SSE
analysis using the structural damping ratios specified in RG 1.61, the three
components of the ground motion time history to be used must satisfy the
response spectrum enveloping criterion for all damping ratios including
damping ratios higher than 4 percent.

To define the design ground motion (ground response spectra and-the associated
synthetic time history) at plant grade in the free field, according to the
SRP guidelines, is acceptable for the purpose of developing the envelope of, ,

seismic responses (both structural member forces and FRS) for the design of '

the standard plant. However, when confirming the adequacy of the standard
plant design for a specific shallow soil site, the COL applicants should
define the site-specific ground response spectra and associated design time
history as the free field motion at a level that complies with the guidelines
of SRP Section 3.7.1. The details of the staff's review of GE's compliance
with this requirement and the staff's conclusion are discussed under "Confir-
mation of Plant-Specific SeisVic Design Adequacy" in Section 3.7.2 below.'

GE's damping ratios in the analysis of the ABWR seismic Category I structures
comply with those specified in RG 1.61. For soils, damping values (soil
material damping and energy dissipation as a result of wave propagation) are
determined on the basis of the soil shear strains induced in the free field.

The ABWP seismic Category I structures will have concrete mat foundations
suppcrted on soil, rock, or compacted backfill. ' Amendment 4 of SSAR Appen~
dix 3G specifies the following embedment depth from the plant grade to the
bottom of the basemat for each seismic Category I structure:

,
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25.7 mete u [85 ftvessel, drywell, an)d reactor pedestal)for reactor building (shield building, containment
+

25.7 meters [85 ft) for control building+
.

Both buildings are designed to have independent foundations. GE told the -

staff during the second design calculation audit that it used the above values
of embedment for the seismic analysis to determine the seismic soil-structure
interaction (SSI) effects.

The staff concludes that GE met the relevant requirements of GDC 2 and Appen-
dix A to 10 CFR Part 100 by appropriate consideration of the most severe
earthquake to which the ABWR Category 1 structures, systems, and components
will be subjected, including appropriate margin and considerations for two
levels of earthquake: the SSE and the OBE. GE met these requirements by the
use of (1) seismic design response spectra (0BE and SSE) that comply with
RG 1.60, (2) synthetic ground motion time histories that comply with the
design response spectrum and PSDF enveloping criterion of SRP Section 3.7.1, t

and (3) specific percentage of critical damping value in the seismic analysis
of ABUR Category I structures, systems, and components that conforms to
RG 1.61. This ensures that the seismic inputs to the ABW'l Category I SSCs are.
adequately defined to form a reasonable basis for the desyn of such struc-
tures, systems, and components to withstand seismic loadingt

Egundina lite Parameters

The COL applicant will use the following bounding site c',nditions to confirm
the adequacy of the ABWR standard plant seismic design:

The site-specific peak ground acceleration is less than or equal tc 0.3g*

for the SSE and 0.15g for the OBE, as indicated in Section 2.5.2 of this
report. In addition, the site design ground response spectra are
enveloped by the RG 1.60 design response spectra normalized to 0.39 and
0.159 for the SSE and OBE, respectively. Because the peak. ground accel-
eration (PGA) of the design basis OBE accepted by the staff is 0.159, a
COL applicant referring this standard design shall anchor the site-
specific ground response spectra to this PGA for the ana'.fsis and design-
of the seismic Category I structures systems and components within the
scope of the plant design. This is COL Action Item 3.7.1-1.

For a shallow soil site, the site design ground response spectra and*

associated design time history should be specified as the free field
motion at a level that complies with the guidelines of SRP Section 3.7.1.

When a seismic SSI analysis is performed for the SSE case, the three*

components of the ground motion time history must satisfy the response
spectrum enveloping criterion of SRP Section 3.7.1 for all damping values
to be applied, including damping ratios higher than 4 percent, if the
RG 1.61 structurel damping ratios are to be used.

3.7.2 Seismic System Analysis

The scope.of the staff's review of the seismic system analysis includes the
seismic analysis methods and criteria for ABWR sei.;mic Category I structures

e
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and the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). 1he radwaste building, which is not a
seismic Category I structure and does not house any safety-related equipment
and systems, is included in the scope of this review because GE elected to
design this structure for the SSE seismic loads to ensure that the embedded
portion of the building maintains structural integrity during and after an SSE
and to prevent unacceptable leakage of the radwaste material outside the
building. The seismic analysis of the turbine building and the condenser,
which is inside the turbine building but has a separate foundation, also are
included in the scope of this review although these two structures are not '

seismic Category 1. The seismic analysis method for the turbine building and ;

condenser is within the scope of this review because, in SSAR Table 3.2-1,
footnote "r," GE committed to perfora a seismic analysis for a portion of the

,

MSL inside the turbine building and one end of this portion of MSL system and
branch linet is anchored at the turbine building and condenser,

for these structures including all seismic Category I structures, the staff
found the following to be acceptable: procedures used for structural model-
ing, seismic soil-structure interaction analysis, development of floor
response spectra (FRS), inclusion of the effects of variation in parameters on
FRS, inclusion of torsional effects, evaluation of dynamic stability of
buildings (such as overturning and sliding), and determination of composite
damping. The staff's review of the analysis and design for the turbine
building is discussed in detail in the building-specific evaluations below, i

GE perforced dynamic analyses of the seismic Category I structures to generate
the OBE responses (structural member forcas and FRS) on a linear elastic
basis, GE obtained the SSE responses of the structures by multiplying the
corresponding OBE responses by a factor of 2. The seismic analyses were per-
formed in the two horizontal directions and vertical direction. GE did not
use the technique of constant vertical static factors. GE's structural
damping ratios complied with the OBE values specified in RG 1.61. When the
structure consists of structural materials with different damping ratios and
when the modal response method of analysis was used, GE calculated a composite
modal damping ratio using the strain energy technique.

The modal response spectrum method and time history method formed the basis
for the dynamic analyses of all major seismic Category I structures. When the
modal response spectrum method was used. GE combined the modal responses by
the method delineated in RG 1.92. The co-directional responses of the struc-
ture to the three earthqtake components were combined using the square-root-
of-sum-of-squares (SRSS) rule according to the guidelines of RG l.92. GE
generated the FRS, which are to be-used as inputs for the seismic design and
test verifications of systems and components, from the time history method of
dynamic analysis. To account for variation in the structural frequencies as a
result of uncertainties in the material properties of the structures and in
the modeling and analysis techniques, the peaks of FRS were broadened. To
develop the FRS envelopes for the standard plant,.GE applied a peak broadening
of +10 percent in addition to enveloping the FRS of multiple site conditions
as well as enveloping the FRS in' the two horizontal directions. GE used this
value because, when the FR1 envelopes were generated, it considered a wide
range of soil properties in the SSI analyses and the +10 percent peak broaden-
ing was used only to cover the uncertainties in structural modeling and struc-
tural material properties. GE's process meets the guidelines of RG 1.122 andt

is acceptable.
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GE found the torsional effect resulting from the eccentricity between the
center of mass and center of rigidity of the seismic Category I structures
on the seismic responses is negligible because of the symmetry in the geomet-
rical layout of the buildings. The staff agrees for the seismic design of
structures, GE followed the SRP guidelines and applied an accidental eccen-
tricity equal to five percent of the maximum building dimension at each floor
when the seismic shear was distributed to the lateral load resisting structur-
al elements. GE evaluated the stability of the structure against seismic
overturning by requiring a minimum factor of safety of 1.5 between the
potential energy needed to overturn the structure and the maximum kinetic '

energy of the structure during the SSE. These approaches are acceptable. The
SSAR, however, did not describe the procedure for determining the stability of
the structure agairet seismic sliding. It is the staff's position that GE '

should perform an analysis against seismic sliding. This concern is Open
Item 3.7.2-1.

Pending a resolution of the procedure for evaluating the stability of struc-
tures against seismic sliding and the staff's structure-specific concerns as
discussed in the following, the staff concludes that the procedures used by
GE will comply with the guidelines of SRP Section 3.7.2 and the applicable
regulatory guides to combine the modal responses when using the modal response
spectrum method of analysis, combine the effects of the three earthquake com-
ponents, account for the effects of variation in parameters on FRS envelopes,
include torsional effect in the seismic design of structures, evaluate
stability of structures against seismic overturning, and determine composite
damping ratios for structures.

The staff's structure-specific evaluations for the seismic analyses and design
of the individual seismic Category I and other ABWR structures follows.

Reactor Buildina i

GE developed the seismic response envelopes for the reactor building. con-
'

sidering 14 generic site conditions with soil profile depths ranging from
25.7 meters (85 ft) to 91.4 meters (300 ft) and averaged soil layer shear wave-
velocities varying from 303 meters /second (994 ft/sec) to 3048 meters /second
(10,000 ft/sec). These site conditions represent a soft-soil site, medium-
soil site, stiff-soil site, and hard-rock site. The soil profile depths and-
the associated shear wave velocity profile along the soil depth for the
14 site conditions are listed in SSAR Table 3A 3-6. A total of 42 cases of
SSI analyses were performed using the SASSI computer code. These cases are
described in SSAR Table 3A.7-1. Mcst of the cases used a two-dimensional (20)
SSI model. These analyses covered 14 generic site conditions and parametric :

studies to evaluate the effect of ground water table, the difference between
2D and three-dimensional (30) SSI analyses, and the effect of structure-
structure interaction between adjacent buildings. Of the 42 cases, six cases
representing three soil site conditions were further analyzed using the
CLASSI/ASD computer code-(proprietary) to study the effect of alternate SSI
analysis method on soil-structure and structure-structure interaction. The
CLASSI/ASD computer program is based on the continuum impedance approach
consider.ing the soil medium as a semi-infinite half space. An additional
study was performed for the hard-rock site, using the computer code SASSI, to
evaluate the suitability of installing the seismic stabilizer between the
reactor shield wall (RSW) and reinforced concrete containment vessel (RCCV).
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for the input to the seismic analysis of the adjacent subsystems, GF obtained :
the final FRS by enveloping the two sets of TRS from the analyses with and '

without the stabilizer between the RSW and RCCV. GE also provided a valida-
tion package for the SASSI computer code including a set of benchmarking
problems and analysis results. Validation of the CLASSI/ASD computer code was
established through a qualitative comparison of the FRS obtained for the six
study cases in which both the SASSI and CLASSI/ASD analyses were performed.

For both the SASSI (finite element method) and the CLASSI/ASD (half-space
continuum ntthod) analyses, GE performed a SHAKE computer code analysis of the
free-field soil column to obtain the shear modulus and material damping of +

soils compatible with the seismic strains induced in the free field. In the
SSI analysis, the structural model of the reactor building (consisting of the
encicsure structure, RCCV, RPV pedestal, RPV, and internals) did not include
the eccentricity of the structure. GE compared the frequencies and modal
participating factors of the fixed-base reactor building model both with and
without the calculated eccentricity, and found that the effect of eccentricity
is negligible because of the symmetry of the building. GE also considered the

1effect of separation between the foundation soil and embedded wall on the
structural response. GE's modeling of the reactor building and supporting
soil medium and the SSI analysis methods comply with the guidelines of SRP
Section 3.7.2.

To determine the seismic loads for the structural design, the analysis results
of the 42 cases based on the computer code SASSI were enveloped to account for
the ef fects of the 14 site conditions and the uncertainties of the relevant !

parameters. GE further evaluated these enveloped seismic loads against the ;
analysis results from the six study casos using the CLASSI/ASD computer code,
to establish the seismic design loads that include the effects of different
SSI analysis method and structure-structure interaction. GE-has met the
guidelines of SRP Section 3.7.2 for developing the seismic design load
envelopes for the reactor building structure.

According te GE, the envelopes of FRS were originally established in a manner
similar to that used by GE for establishing the structural seismic load
envelopes, except that GE applied a frequency-dependent uncertainty factor to
further amplify the horizontal FRS envelopes. Because current SRP Sec-
tion 3.7.2 does not require the use of two different methods of SSI analysis
for the nuclear plant design, GE is revising the existing FRS envelopes by
removing the contributions from the six cases of SSI study while maintaining
the existing structural seismic design loads unchanged. Because the valida-

,

tion of SASSI computer code appears reasonable and the technique of SSI
analysis adopted in this computer code met the guidelines of SRP Sec-
tion 3.7.2, It-is acceptable to-exclude the contributions of the CLASSI/ASD
analyses from the FRS envelopes.

The SSAR did not provide a complete description of.the procedure to calculate
the FRS and develop the revised FRS envelopes. During the second design.
calculation audit, GE indicated that the revised FRS' envelopes were obtained
by enveloping the FRS from the 42 cases of SASSI analyses and_.then multiplying
an uncertainty Nctor of 1.33 and 1.0 to the horizontal and vertical FRS

, 1

envelopes, respectively. In order for the staff to reach a final conclusion
on the adequacy of the revised FRS envelopes, the SSAR should describe the 1

procedure to develop the FRS envelopes and provide the basis for applying
.

i

l
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these uncertainty factors. During the second design audit, the staff raised a
concern with the uncertainty factor of 1.0 for the vertical FRS because, when
computing the vertical FRS, GE did not consider the response of the rocking
mode of the strutture to the horizontal earthquake component. On the basis of
the staff's past review experience, the contribution of the rocking mode to
the vertical FRS could be significant for a soil site. GE agreed to include
in the SSAR a description of the procedure to generate the FRS and revised FRS
envelopes and to provide the basis for the uncertainty factors. GE also
agreed to include the sett,mic structural displacement profile in the SSAR.

,

This profile is needed in the seismic design of_ piping systems. The issue of
the procedure for FRS envelope generation, the basis for uncertainty factors,
and the seismic structural displacement profile are considered Confirmatory
items 3.7.2-1, 3.7.2-2, and 3.7.2-3, respectively. '

During the second design calculation audit, the staff identified a concern
with the high SSE spectral peak accelerations in the revised FRS envelopes at
certain locations in the reactor building. Some of these spectral peak accel-
erations are as high as 14g to 169 in both the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions. During the audit, the staff initially identified four potential causes
for these high spectral peak accelerations: (1) CE used a value of two times
the OBE FRS for the SSE FRS; (2) GE applied an uncertainty factor of 1.33 to
the horizontal FRS for all site conditions, including the hard rock and extra
hard rock site conditions; (3) GE increased the width of the horizontal
spectral peak at tho MSL nozzle on the RPV by enveloping the frequency shift
in spectral peak both with and without the seismic stabilizer between the RSW
and RCCV; and (4) GE conservatively inchtded the flexibility of the floor that
amplified the vertical spectral peak at certain floors. After a discussion
with GE and a preliminary assessment of these possible causes, the staff found
that the first two causes are the most probable reas. s for the high amplifi-
cations of the spectral peaks of the FRS envelopes. The first cause increased
the amplification for all SSE FRS because the structural damping ratio for SSE
(7. percent for reinforced concrete) is higher than the structural damping
ratio for OBE (4 percent for reinforced concrete). The second cause would
likely have overamplified the spectral peaks on those horizontal FRS generated
for the hard-rock and extra-hard-rock site condition because these two site
conditions dominated the spectral peak accelerations of the FRS enveh pas,
whereas a smaller uncertainty factor would be anticipated for such sites. To
use these highly amplified FRS envelopes in the design of such subsystems as'

piping and components might result in an excessive number of seismic re-
straints. As an alternative. GE or the COL applicant may group the 14 generic
site conditions into different generic categories of site condition (such as-

soft-soil site, medium-soil site, soft-rock site, hard-rock site, etc.) and-
develop the FRS envelopes for each generic category. The resulting FRS
envelope for the particular category of site condition most representative of
a specific site may be used for the subsystem design for this site. The staff
will review the development of the category-based FRS envelope and the site-
specific design of subsystems on a case-by-case basis,

in response to-SECY-91-153, GE increased the maximum tornado wind speed from
418 km/hr (260 mph) to 483 km/hr (300 mph) and adopted Missile Spectrum I for
the reactor building design per SRP Section 3.5.1.4. As a result, modifica-
tions might be needed for the existing seismic model and the design results
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contained in SSAR Chapter 3 because the roof and the superstructures will have'

i

to oe strengthened. The staf f's evaluation regarding this issue is discussed'

in Section 3.8.4 of this report.

From the review of the SSAR and the piping design audit conducted on March 23
through 27, 1992, the staf f found that GE did not consider the flexibility
of fcct of the drywell equipment and piping support structure (DEPSS) when
generati g the FRS for the seismic input to the design of subsystems supported
by the DEpSS. According to GE, the DEPSS was not included either in the
structural model of the reactor building for generating the FRS at subsystem
support locations or in the subsystem model as part of the supportino system.
GE indicated that the COL applicant should be responsible to account for the
dynamic effect of the DEPSS. Because of the exclusion of the DEPSS' flexibil-
ity effect, which might cause additional amplificatien of the FRSs the staff
believes that such subsystems supported on the DEPSS as piping and equipment
could be underdesigned based on the existing FRS. This is Open Item 3.7.2-2.

GE is required to resolve the issues identified above for the staff to con-
clude that the seismic load envelopes for the structural design of the reactor
building and the generation of the FRS envelopes are acceptable.

[ontrpl Buildinq

On the basis of the second seismic design audit, the staff found that the
modeling technique and analysis method used for the control building are
primarily the same as those applied to the reactor building. Therefore, the
staff considers the results obtained adequate provided GE satisf actorily
addresses the staff's concerns discussed below.

In the SSI analysis, GE did not consider the structure-structure interaction
effect between the control building and adjacent buildings such as the reactor
building and turbine building. The energy feedback from the adjacent build-
ings during an earthquake could siunificantly affect the seismic response of
the control building because these adjacent buildings are much heavier. GE

should consider the effect of structure-structure interaction in the SSI
analysis of the control building. This is Open item 3.7.2-3.

GE used a 2D SSI model to perform the SSI analysis. As shown in the SSAR,
GE's parametric studies for the reactor building indicated that the 20 SSI
analysis typically underestimated both the horizontal and vertical spectral
peak accelerations at higher elevations of the building for medium-stiff-soil
sites and hard-rock sites. During the second design calculation audit, the
staff raised this concern about the significance of the difference between
20 and 30 SSI analyses of the control building. This issue is Open
item 3.7.2-4.

GE considered three generic site conditions to generate the envelopes of
structural seismic loads and FRS. GE also applied uncertainty factors of 1.5
and 1.0, respectively, to the horizontal and vertical FRS envelopes of the
control huilding. During the second design calculation audit, GE said a part
of the uncertainty factor of 1.5 for the horizontal FRS envelope was to
account for the uncertainty resulting from using only three site conditions
in the standard design. The staff raised a concern with the basis of the
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uncertainty factors and with the-sufficiency of considering only three site I
conditions in the standard design. GE agreed to provide the basis for the !

uncertainty factors. This is Confirmatory item 3.7.2-4.

The SSAR did not describe the procedure to generate the FRS envelopes. GE
committed to document this procedure in the SSAR. This is Confirmatory
Item 3.7.2-5. 'l

from the review of Appendices 3A and 3G of SSAR Chapter 3 and GE's " Tier 1
Design Certification Material for the GE ABWR Design (Stage 2 Submittal),"
dated March 1992, the staff observed that the building dimensions are incon-
sistently specified in these documents. For example, the dimensions of the ~ 1

control building are specified to be 16 meters x 45 meters (52 ft x 147 ft) in !
plan and 12.2 meters (40 ft) in embedment depth according to SSAR Sec- '

tion 3A.2, 22 meters x 56 meters (72 ft x 184 ft) in plan and 25.7 meters l

(85 ft) in embedment depth according to SSAR Section 3G.3.1, and 24 meters x |
56 meters (79 ft x 184 ft) in plan and 23.1 meters (75 ft and 9 in) in |

embedmont depth according to the Tier 1 design certification miterial. GE
should verify the accuracy of all dimensions of the control building, includ- '

ing the embedment depth, used in the final seismic analysis of the seismic
Category I structures shown in the SSAR and the Tier 1 document. This concern
also applies to the dimension of all other seismic Category I building struc-
tures, including the reactor building. This is Open item 3.7.2-5.

.

Radwaste Buildina Substructure

During the second design calculation audit, GE indicated that the radwaste
building does not house any safety-related equipment and components and hence
there is no need to generate FRS for the subsystems. To ensure that the '

building maintains its structural integrity during and after an SSE and to
prevent unacceptable leakage of the radwaste material outside the embedded
portion of the building, GE elected to design the structure for the SSE seis-
mic loads computed by the modal response spectrum method of analysis.- The i

seismic analysis was performed using a fixed-base freestanding stick model to
represent the structure. This simplified analysis model exclude s the effects
of both the structural embednnt and site soil conditions. The resulting
fundamental horizontal frequency is within the frequency range of the maximum
amplification of the input ground response spectrum. This ensures that-the
resulting seismic loads for the design of the structure are sufficiently
conservative to preclude the need for considering the effects of structural
embedment and site soil conditions. -However, GE did not complete the'imple-
mentation of the _QA program for the seismic analysis of this building at the
time of the second design audit. in addition, the SSAR did not include the-
analysis results such as the. structural frequencies, seismic shear forces, and,
seismic moments. The staff considers the seismic' analysis method -and results.
acceptable provided GE completes the implementation of QA program and does not
identify any deficiencies with existing calculations. This is Confirmatory
item 3.7.2-6.

Turbine Buildina

in SSAR Table 3.2-1, footnote "r," GE i ommitted to perform a dy.amic analysis
for the portion of the MSL inside the turbine building. However, neither the
FRS for use as the reisnic input for the MSL analysis nor the pr_ocedure to
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generate the FRS was provided in the SSAR. During the second seismic design
,

audit and on the basis of SRP Sections 3.7.2 and 3.7.3, the staff requested GE !

to perform a dynamic analysis of the turbine building and condenser to gene-
rate'a set of FRS as the seismic input for the MSL analysis. According to GE, '

the FRS generated at the containment shell will be used as the input motion at *

the end of MSL anchored to the containment, and the ground motion response
spectrum multiplied by an amplification factor will be the input at the end of ,

MSL (including branch lines) anchored to the turbine building and condenser.
To use the containment TRS as the input at the containment side for the MSL
analysis is acceptable. The staff raised a concern regarding the adequacy of t

using the amplified ground response spectrum as the other input for the HSL
analysis. GE agreed to provide a basis for justifying the adequacy of the
amplified ground response spectrum for the MSL seismic analysis, the final FRS
and the procedure for the FRS generation to the staff for review.

In the revised SSAR Section 3.7.3.16, GE proposed to perform the seismic
design of the turbine building using the Uniform Building Code (VBC) approach
for seismic zone 2A. The staff is concerned that the VBC approach of seismic
design does not ensure that the turbine building will structurally withstand
an SSE to protect the safety function of the portion of the MSL inside the
turbine building. In its submittal dated May 21, 1992, GE provided a response
to this issue. The staff's evaluation will be included in the FSER.

The staff's concerns with the seismic input to the MSL analysis and the struc-
tural integrity of the turbine building to withstand the SSE loading are Open
items 3.7.2-6 and 3.7.2-7, respectively.

Confirmation of Plant-Specific Seismic Desian Adecuacy

To confirm the site-saecific design adequacy of the standard plant, SSAR Sec-
tion 2.3.1 requires tie COL applicant to demonstrate, according to the pro-
cr. dure specified therein, that it has satisfied the eight site-dependent
conditions specified in SSAR Section 3A.I. These eight site-dependent condi-
tions are described below.

(1) The peak ground acceleration is less than 0.30g SSE and 0.15g OBE.

(2) The site design response spectra are less than or equal to those given in
RG 1.60 normalized to the peak ground accelerations in Condition 1.

(3) There is no potential for liquefaction at the plant site as a result of
an OBE and SSE as reviewed and concurred with by the NRC staff (the
liquaWtion potential of the foundation and site soils will be investi-
gatet and reported for a long duration, New Madrid-type earthquake).

There is no potential for fault movement at the plant site as reviewed
and concurred with by the NRC staff.

(5) The embedment depth of the reactor building is 25.7 meters (85 ft). The

excavation tolerance is t15 centimeters (10.5 ft).

(6) The wera'ge shear wave velocity for the top 9 meters (30 ft) of soil is
'LOL ers/second (1000 ft/sec) minimum. The upper bound shear wave
R v is 3048 meters /second (10000 ft/sec).
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(7) for layered soil sites with parameters that have very abrupt variations
with depth, analysis with site-unique properties will be performed to
confirm the applicability of the generic analysis.

(8) The soil bearing capacity at the site is adequate to accc modate plant
design loads.

Through a letter dated August 19, 1991, GE proposed an evaluation procedure
for the site-specific confirmation of the seismic design adequacy of the AIMR
standard plant. In its evaluation on the August 19, 1991, submittal dated
April 26, 1992, the staff stated that GE's proposed confirmation procedure was
adequate if the following five staff positions were properly resolved:

,

(1) When a site-specific seismic SSI analysis is required, the site-specific
seismic responses (structural seismic loads and FRS) should be compared

3with the standard design responses at all locations, j

(2) When a site-specific seismic SSI analysis is performed, the adequacy of
the standard seismic design for subsystems (piping and equipment) should
be confirmed by comparing the peak-broadened, site-unique FRS with the
standard design envelope FRS.

(3) GE proposed that, if the site-specific responses exceed the standard
design reiponses, the design adequacy of equipment and piping of the
certified design would have to be confirmed by examining whether or not
the standard design responses are exceeded at major resonant frequencies
of the items. GE should clarify the manner in which the COL applicant
should evaluate the multiple frequencies of piping because the response i
of a system such as piping that has multiple supports may be governed by-
modes other than the fundamental mode.

(4) GE should specify the location of the free field input motion fer a
shallow-soil site in accordance with SRP Section 3.7.1 because it may not
be sufficient to specify the input motion at finished grade.

(5) GE should provide procedures for confirming site-specific conditions for
liquefaction potential, fault movement, and bearing capacity.

To address the five positions, GE revised the confirmation procedure in SSAR
Section 2.3.1.2 Amendment 18. The revised confirmation procedure satisfied
the five staff positions except for the concerns identified below. These
items should also be addressed in the SSAR.

(1) for a shallow soil site, to confirm that site-specific conditions 1 and 2
are satisfied and the standard plant design is adequate for the specific
site, the COL applicant may define the site-specific ground motion
(ground response spectra) at the ground surface in the free field if this
ground motion is developed from a statistical analysis of a sufficient
r. umber of recorded ground motions. These recorded ground motions must be-

-chosen based on their-similarity in source, t th, and site characteris-
tics as well as magnitude, fault type, and tectonic environment, and must
qualify as a site-specific (shallow soil site) surface ground motion. In
all cases the appropriate level of the sW-specific ground response
spectrum.for comparison with the design certification spectrum is the
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84th percentile of the statistical analysis of the recorded earthquake i

data. However, if the surface ciotion for the shallow-soll site cannot be !
developed according to this criteria, the COL applicant should follow the '

steps shown below to confirm the design adequacy of the standard plant:

develop the site-specific ground motion (ground response spectra) ]
*

define the site-specific ground motion as the free field motion at a*

level that complies with SRP Section 3.7.1 (e.g., at rock outcrop or
a hypothetic rock outcrop)

calculate the site-specific surface motion (ground response spectra)*

through soil layer amplification
,

compare the site-specific surface motion with the standard design*

ground motion (i.e., 0.39 RG 1.60 response spectra, which was
defined at ground surface in the free field for the standard plant
design)

determine if the site-specific surface motion exceeds the standarde
,

design ground motion

This is Open item 3.7.2-8. -i

(2) When a site-specific SSI analysis is performed for the SSE case, the
three components of the ground motion time history to be used must
satisfy not only the PSD enveloping criterion but also the response
spectrum enveloping criterion for all damping values to be applied
including the damping ratios higher than 4 percent. This is Confirmatory
Item 3.7.2-7.

(3) In its letter dated August 19, 1991, and the revised SSAR Soc-
tion 2.3.1.2, Amendment 18, GE. proposed that COL applicants consider
site-specific conditions 6 and 7 as two individual evaluation parameters'

when confirming-the adequacy of the standard plant design for a specific' -

site. The effect of soil layer depth was not considered or included in
the evaluation. The staff is concerned that to compare site-specific
conditions 6 and 7 with the site-specific design parameters separately is
not sufficient to confirm the design adequacy of the standard plant. It

is the staff's )osition that these two conditions should be considered
together with h e depth of soil layers, in addition, the site-specific
responses (structural member forces and FRS) should be compared with the-
response envelopes'used for the standard plant design unless it can be ,

demonstrated that the site-specific parameters (shear _ wave velocity,
number of soil layers, and depth of soil layers) are comparable to one of
the 14 generic site conditi"is.- This is Open item 3.7.2-9.

(4) In SSAR Section 2.3.1.2,-Amendment 18, GE proposes that the FRS compari-
son can be made for_one damping value only when confirming the seismic
design adequacy of piping and equipment. The staff's position, based on-
the guidelines provided in RG 1.61, is that the FRS comparison should be
performed for all damping values assigned to different piping systems and
equipment. GE agreed to address this concern. This is Confirmatory
item 3.7.2-8.

'
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GE is required to address the above concerns for the staff to conclude that
the seismic design of the ABWR structures meets the requirements of GDC 2,
Appendix A to 10 CfR Part 100, and 10 CFR 52.47,

3.7.3 Seismic Subsystem Analysis

The scope of the staff's review of the seismic subsystem analyses 4cluded
the seismic analysis methods for ABWR seismic Category I items (SSCs that
were not explicitly included in the structural models when seismic an)alyses of

|

i

the seismic Category I structures were performed. Such items include all :

seismic Category I cable trays and supports, conduit and supports, above- !

ground tanks, buried piping and tunnels, and structural elements that suppcrt |
_

other Category I items, the dynamic effects of which could affect the seismic
response of the supported items (e.g., the steel platforms, the radial steel
beams, and the DEPSS in the reactor building). Seismic qualification of
seismic Category 1 mechanical equipment and seismic qualification of seismic '

Category I instrumentation and electrical equipment is evaluated, respec-
tively, in Sections 3.9 and 3.10 of this report.

GE performed the subsystem analysis on a linear elastic basis. The modal L

response spectrum method and equivalent static load method formed the basis
,

for the analyses of all major ABWR seismic Category I subsyst 'ms in both the '

horizontal and vertical directions. When the modal response spectrum method
was used, the analysis model was established following the guidelines of the
SRP for dyt .c analyses and the modal responses are combined according to the ,

methods delineated in RG 1.92. The equivalent static load method was based on
techniques that represent typical industry practice used in licensing a,, plica-

,

tions for nuclear power plants. GE used the FRS envelopes obtained from the
time history analyses of the structures for the seismic input for the subsys-
:am analyses. GE considered torsional effects of eccentric masses. These
modeling techniques and analysis methods for the subsystems are acceptable.

Seismic Category I cable trays and conduit supports are analyzed using the
modal response spectrum method of analysis. The analysis procedure and design
criteria are described in more details in SSAR Section 3.10.3.2.2, and the
staff's evaluation is given in Section 3.10.3 of this report.

Buried seismic Category 1 piping systems and tunnels are analyzed using
techniques that account for the effects of seismic wave travel, differential
movements of pipe anchors, bent geometry and curvature changes, local soil
settlements or soil arching. The SSAR, however, did not describe in detail
the procedure for the analysis of buried piping and tunnels. Similarly, the
SSAR did not provide any description of the proceduro for the dynamic analysis
and evaluation of above-ground tanks. For the staff to draw the final con-
clusion, GE should include in the SSAR a description of the procedure for the
seismic analysis and evaluation of buried piping and tunnels and above-ground
tanks. This is Open item 3.7.3-1.

GE is required to address the open item identified above'for the staff to con-
clude that the design of the suasystems identified -at the beginning of this
report section is acceptable and meets GDC 2, Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100,
and 10.CFR 52.47 with regard to their capability to withstand the effects of

-the earthquakes.
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3.7.4 Seismic Instrumentation

The type, number, location, and use of strong-motion accelerometers to record
seismic events and to provide data on the amplitude, frequency, and phase
relationship of the earthtuake-induced ground motion, the response of the
containment structure, anc other structures shall comply with RG 1.12 (Rev.1)
and SRP Section 3.7.4.

GE met the requirements of 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A, and recommendations of
RG 1.12 (Rev. 1), by providing instrumentation that is capable of measuring
the effects of an earthquake. The inetallation of the spccified seismic
instrumentation as speci' led in SSAR Section 3.7.4.2 in the reactor contain-

,

ment structure, other ABM Category I structures, and the free field consti-
tutes an acceptable prom m for recording data on seismic ground motion as
well as data on the amp' .ude, frequency, and phase relationship of the
seismic response of it ,w structures and systems in the event of an earth-
quake. A readout of pertinent data from the various seismic instruments will
yield sufficient information to guide the operator on a timely basis to deter-
mine if the OBE has been exceeded. Data obtained from such installed seismic
instrumentation will be sufficient to ascertain that the seismic analysis
assumptions and the analytical models used in the seismic design of the ABWR
were adequate and that allowable stresses have not been exceeded under condi-
tions when continuity of operation is intended. The staff finds the design
fnr seismic instrumentation acceptable.

In view of the time and effort required to determine OBE exceedance on the
basis of the data obtained from the type of seismic instrumentation described
in the SSAR, COL applicants should establish plant operating procedures, .in
case of an earthquake, that define specifically what constitetes a significant
exceedance of the OBE. This is COL Action Item 3.7.4-1.

Because of the continuous enhancement in the state of the art of :eismic
instrumentation and the revisions to Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 100 and to

* RG 1.12 (Rev. 1) (currently in progress), conformity with instrumentation '

guidelines in existence at the time of an individual license application will
be required. This is COL Action item 3.7.4-2.

3.8 Desian of Seismic Cateoory 1 Structures

3.8.1 Concrete Containment

The contaiament is designed as a reinforced-concrete cylindrical shell struc-
ture with an internal steel liner made of carbon steel, except for wetted
surfaces where stainless steel or carbon steel with stainless steel cladding
will be used. It is divided by the diaphragm floor and the reactor pedestal
into an upper and a lower drywell chamber and a suppression chamber. The-
containment will be surrounded by and structurally integral with the reactor
building. The containment wall will be 2.0 meters (6 ft 7 in) thick with an,

| inside radius of 14.5 meters (47 ft- 7- in) and height of 29.5 meters (96 ft
; 9 in). The containment design pressure is 310.3 kPa [45 psig]. The contain-
! ment is designed to resist various combinations of dead loads; live loads;
|' environm mtal loads, including those result ig from wind, tornadoes, and

earthqua .es; normal operating loads; and loads _ generated by a postulated LOCA.
According to GE, the concrete containment has been designed, and will be
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fabricated, constructed, and tested, in accordance with Subsection CC of ASME
Code, Section Ill, Division 2. However, GE did not specify the edition of
ASME Code. This is Open item 3.8.1-1.

To verify the ultimate capacity of the concrete portion of the containment
structure, GE tested a 1/6-scale global model. Based on a 1-inch thick steel
drywell head, the test results demonstrated that the ABWR concrete containment
of a prototy)ical design will be capable of withstanding 620.5 kPa (90 psig)
(two times t le design pressure. without loss of structural integrity. GE j
tested the model <;thout simulation of high temperature. However, the pres- :

sure capacity of the concrete containment in combination with high temperatura !

is expected to be much higher than 620.5 kPa (90 psig). The ultimate capacity 1

of 620.5 kPa (90 psig) is governed by the pressure-resisting strength of the !

drywell head.

The major steel components of the concrete containment will consist of per- :

sonnel air locks, equiament hatches, and the drywell head. These components |
will be designed for t1e same loads and load combinations as those used in
the design of the concrete containment shell to which these components will
be attached. These components will be design'8, fabricated, and tested as
Class MC components in accordance with Subsection NE of ASME Codo, Sec-
tion III, Division 1. However, GE did not specify the edition of ASME Code.
This is Open item 3.8.1-2. See paragraph below for more dit:ussion of this ,

open item. ;

In SSAR Section 3.8.1.7.1, GE agreed that the COL applicant will nerform the
structural integrity test (SIT) of the ABWR containments in acce lance'with
the provisions of Article CC-6000 and Subarticle CC-6230 of t' ME Code,
Section Ill, Division 2. However, GE did not specify which es an of this
code is to be used for the design. This is also Open Item 3.8.2 2.

During the first design calculation audit, the staff reviewed the preliminary
design summary report for the containment and reactor buildings. During the-
second design calculation audit, the staff reviewed the final design summary-
report and found it acceptable. However, the detailed design calculations for
the containment shell were not available for review during the audit. GE
agreed to provide this design information to the staff for review. This is
Confirmatory item 3.8.1-1.

.

GE considers the first ABWR containment as a prototype and requires its SIT to
be performed as such. Therefore, the COL applicant is required to provide the
details of the test and the instrumentation as required for such a test to the
staff for review and approval. This is COL Action Item-3.8.1-1.

GE is required to address the issues identified above for the staff-to con-
clude that the design of the concrete containment and its associated steel
components meets the guidelines of SRP Sections 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 and the
relevant reoutrements of 10 CFR 52.47, and GDC 1, 2, 4, 16, and 50,

t

9
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3.8.2 Steel Containment (Not Applicable)

3.8.3 Concrete and Steel Internal Structures of St, cl or Concrete Containment

in the ABWR design, the internal structures inside the containment include the
reinforced-concrete diaphragm, the reactor pedestal, the reactor shield wall,
and other structural components. The diaphragm will separate the upper dry-
well from the suppression pon1. The reactor pedestal will consist of a ledge
on a cylindrical shell that will form the reactor cavity, extending from the
bottom of the diaphragm to the top of the containment foundation slab. The
space enclosed by the cylindrical shell under the reactor is the lower dry-
well, which will be connected to the suppression pool thro %h a series of
vertical and horizontal vents in the shell wall. A steel equipment platform
will be located in the lower drywell and accessible through a steel personnel
tunnel and a steel equipment tunnel from outside the containment. Other
internal structures will include the DEPSS, miscellaneous floors, and the
reactor shield wall stabilizer. T h major code used in the design of-concrete
internal structures is ACI 349. GE plans to use American National Standards
Institute /American Institute of Steel Construction (ANSI /AISC) N690 for the
design of all steel internal structures. However, NRC staff has not approved
ANSI /AISC N690, and its acceptability is conditional on a satisfactory resolu-
tion of this concern. This is Open item 3.8.3-1.

The containment concrete and steei internal structures are designed to resist
various combinations of dead and live loads, accident-induced loads (including
pressure and jet loads), and seismic loads. lhe load combinations used cover
those cases likely to occur and include all loads that may act simultaneously.
The containment internal structures are designed and proportioncd to remain
within the limits in accordance with SRP Section 3.8.3 for the various load
combinations. These limits are based on ASME Code, Section 111, Division 2,
and on ACI 349 and ANSl/AISC N690 for concrete and steel structures, respec-
tively, modified as appropriate for load combinations that are considered
extreme.

The design and analysis procedures used for the internal structures are
essentially the same as those approved for previous license applications and
are in accordar-) with procedures delineated in the codes mentioned above.

The materials of construction and their fabrication, construction, and_-instal-
lation are in accordance with ACI 349 and ANSI /AISC N690 for the concrete and
steel structures, respectively, with the exception of the concrete diaphragm
floors, for which ASME Code, Section III, Division 2, is used. However, GE
did not specify the edition of ASME Code. This is Open item 3.8.3-2. '

The criteria specified for the analysis, design, and construction of the con-
tainment internal structures to account for anticipated loadings and postu-
lated conditions that may be imposed on the. structures during their lifetime
conform to established criteria, codes, standards, and specifications accept-
able to the staff. These include meeting the requirements of RGs 1.94, 1.136, _
and 1.142.

The use-of these criteria as defined _by applicable codes, standards, guides, 1

and specificatior.s (on the loads and loading combinations,-the design and
analysis procedures, the structural acceptance criteria, the materials, _the
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quality control proorams, and the testing requirements) provides reasonable
assurance that, in .he event of earthquakes and various postulated accidents
occurring within the containment, the internal structures will witP'and the
specified design conditions without impairment of structural integ / or the
performance of required safety functio 1s.g

k During the first design calculation audit, the staff reviewed the preliminary
E design summary report for the containment ist arnal structures. During the

second design calculation audit, the staff reviewed the final design summary
5 report of +he containment internal structures and found it ac '1 bl e .

[ Hauer, the detailed design calculations for these structur. ; not

I available for review during the audit. GE committed to pros .ach design
information of the containment internal structures '.o the staff for review.
This is Confirmatory item 3.8.3-1.

GE is required to address the issues identified above for the staff to con-
clude that the design of the containment internal structures meets SRP
Section 3.8.3 and the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2, 4,
and 50.

'

'_ 3.8.4 Other Seismic Category 1 Structures

i Other seismic Category I structures within the ABWR design scope are the
balance of the reactor building, which is integral with the RCCV, and the

_
control building. Because GE elected to design the radwaste building sub-
structurc to remain structurally intact during an SSE to help contain liquid

r from a possibly ruptured tank, the radwaste building substructure also is
included in this safety evaluation although it does not house any safety- . ,

related systems and components and hence is not seisniic Category I.

As discussed in b tion 3.7.2 of'this report, the turbine building is not
seismic Category I but must be capable of withstanding the SSE so at not to
impair the safety furf k i nf the portion of the MSL and condenser (when used

- as an alternate leakuc tr ) housed within the turbine building. On May 21,
_

1992, GE submitted its j, sification for demonstrating that the turbine
building will not fail during and after an SSE. The staff's safety evalua-

@ tion of the turbine building will be included in the FSER. This is Open
- Item 3.8.4-1.

SSAR Section 3.8.4 describes the procedures and crii.eria for the design
of seismic Category I cable tray and conduit supports, and SSAR 5ec~
+ ion ' l0.3.2.2 provides a more detailed description of the method of dynamic
analysis, loads and load mmbinations, and design procedures. The staff's
safety evaluation of the . sign procedures and criteria for the seismic Cate-
gory I cable tray and ccr Jit supports is stated in Section 3.10.3 of this
report.

Seismic Category I structt. es within the ABWR design scope will be constructed
of structural steel or concrete, or F ?h. The structural components will con-
t. t of slebs, walls. beams, and colk 3. The major code used in the design
of concrete seismic Category I strt.;tures is ACI 349. For steel seismic Cate-
gorj i structures, AISC " Specification for Design, Fabrication, and Erection
of Structural Steel for Buildings," is used.

-
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~ The concrete and steel seismic Category I structures in the ABWR are designed
and proportioned to resist various combinations of dead loads; live _ loads;.
environmental loads including winds, tornadoes, 0BE, and SSE; and loads.
generated ay postulated ruptures of high-energy pipes-(such as reaction and
jet impingement forces, compartment pressures, and impact effects of whipping
pipes). GE performed static finite-element analyses of the structures to
determine the distribution of structural forces and moments for the various
loads ane ioad combinations. The design and analysis procedures used for
these seismic Category I structures are acceptable becsuse they are essen-
tially the same as those approved for previous license applications and are in
accordance with SRP Section 3.8.4.

According to SSAR : : tion 3.8.4.2, Amendment 6, the materials of construction
and their fabrication, c rstruction, and installation are in accordance with
ACI 349 and AISC, respect wely, for the reinforced concrete and structural
steel in the reactor building, control building, and radwaste building sub-
structure. The use of these codes complies with SRP Section 3.8.4 and is

3

acceptable.

In the SSAR, GE did not account for the effect of the hydrodynamic load on the
reactor building as a result of a safety relief valve (SRV) discharge or a
inrA in the containment. Since the reactor building encloses and is struc-
W. ''v integral with the containment shell, the effect of the hydrodynamic

the reactor building as a result of a SRV discharge or a LOCA in the.A m

ient should be factored into the design. This is Open Item 3.8.4-2.m
ation this effect for systems and couponents is discussed in SSAR, .

% 3.9.2...-

Ou m one second design calculation audit, the staff reviewed the static -
ana'.,, ,es which calculated the structural element forces and moments resulting
from the various loads and load combinations acting on_ the control bdiding
and radwaste building substructure. -The detailed design calculation., for the
reactor building, control building, and radwaste building substructure,
however, were not available to the staff for review. In addition, the: staff
found that GE did not complete the implementation of the QA programs for the
static analyses and detailed design calculations for both the control building
and radwaste building substructure. GE committed to provide the detailed
design calculations to the staff for review and-to complete the implementation
of th QA programs for the control building and radwaste building substruc- '

ture. These two issues are Confirmatory Items 3.8.4-1 and 3.8.4-2, respec-
tively.

Because the detailed design calcu%tions were unavail'able during the staff's
second design audit, the design of roof structures against severe weather
phenomena, such as heavy rainfall and snow loading was not reviewed by the
staff. Therefore, this is identified as Open Item 3.8.4-3.

'

The seismic Category I structures for the ABWR standard plant were initially-
designed to withstand a maximum tornado wind speed of 418 km/hr-[260 mph],
The staff expressed in the DSER its concern with the acceptance of this design
tornado wind speed (Outstanding Issues 4, 8, and 9). In response, GE_ agreed,

to increase the design tornado-wind speed to 483 km/hr [200 mph]. GE also
agreed to revise the tornado-generated missile spectrum, specified in
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ANSI /ANS 2.8, to the Spectrum I specified in SRP Section 3.5.1.4. On May 29,
1992, GE informed the staff that based on its preliminary evaluation of the
effect of the revised tornado loadings, the reactor building superstructure
and roof design will require additional thickness and the roof purlins will
require strengthening. These structural changes will affect the seismic model
and hence the seismic response of the reactor building. According to GE, the
revised tornado loadings will affect the seismic analysis and design resultso
contained in several sections and appendices in Chapter 3 of the SSAR. The
staff understands that GE is finalizing its evaluation of the reactor build-
ing and will inform the staff of the final structural modifications and the
effect on the existing seismic analysis and design results. This is Open
Item 3.8.4-4.

GE used the NASTRAN computer code to perform the static analysts of the con-
trol building and radwaste building to calculate the structural element forces
and moments in the structure subjected to the various loads and. load comuina-
tions. A finite element analysis model for each building was used in the
analysis. The load combinations for the reinforced concrete structures are in
accordance with ACI 349.

However, in the analysis of the control building, GE did not consider the
effects of winds, tornados, and tornado missiles and, in the analysis of the
radwaste building, GE did not consider the effect of winds and used incor-
rectly calculated soil pressure loads. GL ammitted to address these con-
cerns. These are Confirmatory Items 3.8.4-3 and 3.8.4-4, respeci .vely.

The method of the static analysis and the analysis results for the element
forces and moments for the control building and radwaste building will be
acceptable pending resolution of Confirmatory Items 3.8.4-3 and 3.8.4-4

According to SRP Section 3.8.4, a sufficient amount of descriptive and design
information for the seismic Category I structures should be provided in the
SSAR and this information should meet the minimum requirements set forth in
Section 3.8.4.1 of RG 1.70. This requirement typically includes such informa-
tion as the f'oor plans, roof plan, vertical sections, structural models used
in the static analysis to calculate element forces and moments, configurations
of major structural components, and arrangements of reinforcements in major
concrete structural members. For the rentor building structure, SSAR
Figures 3.8-1 through 3.8-9 and Section L.3 show the required design informa-
tion that meets the SRP guidelines. For the control building and radwaste
building substructure, however, the SSAR did not provide the required descrip-
tive and design information, as required by 10 CFR 52.47, similar to that pro-
vided for the reactor building. This is Open Item 3.8.4-5.

GE is required to resolve the above issues for the staff to conclude that the
design of the seismic Category I structures in the ABWR other than the con-
tainment and its internal structures meets SRP Section 3.8.4 and the relevant
requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, GDC 1, 2, 4, and 5, Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50 and 10 CFR 52.47.

The COL applicant is required to_ identif.y and describe any other seismic
Category I structures that are not withm the ABWR scope as a part of its COL
application. The staff will review its analysis and design on a case-by-case
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basis. In addition, the COL applicant should ensure that the settlement of
adjacent buildings will be such that the integrity of underground piping or
tunnel will not be jeopardized. This is COL Action item 3.8.4-1.

3.8.5 Foundations

In the ABWR design, GE employed separate reinforced-concrete mat foundations
for major seismic Category I structures. The reactor building foundation,
which is integral with the containment foundation, supports the containment
structure, reactor pedestal, other internal structures, and the balance of
reactor building structure. Even though the containment structure foundation
is integral with the reactor building foundation, GE defines it as the portion
of the foundation within the perimeter of the containment structure. There-
fore, the foundation was designed as a part of the containment boundary.
The concrete foundations were designed to resist various combinations of dead
loads, live loads, environmental loads (including winds, tornadoes, OBE, and
SSE), and loads generated by postulated ruptures of high-energy pipes.
Detailed design information such as the factor of safety against sliding,
overturning, and flotation (buoyancy) for the reactor building is calculated
and provided in SSAR Appendix 3H. However, no such information is given in
the SSAR fc - the control building and the radwaste building substructure.
This is Op u Item 3.8.5-1. In addition, if foundation waterproofing is used,
the COL applicant also must evaluate the capability of the foundations to
transfer seismic shear forces. This is COL Action Item 3.8.5-1.

The major code used in the design of concrete mat foundations is ACI 349,
except for the portion of the foundation within the containment boundary for
which ASME Code, Section III, Division 2, is used. The design and analysis
procedures, the materials of construction and their fabrication, construction
code, and installation used for the seismic Category I foundations, are in
accordance with the procedures in ACI 349 and ASME Code, Section III, Divi-
sion 2. The seismic Category I foundations were designed and proportioned to
remain within the limits of these design codes for the applicable load combi-
nations, including those that were considered extreme. GE did not specify the
edition of the ASME Code. This is Open Item 3.8.5-2.

During the first design calculation audit, the staff reviewed the preliminary
design summary report for the mat foundation supporting the containment,
internal structures, and reactor building. During the second design audit,
the staff found that the detailed design calculations for the foundations cf
all seismic Category I structures were not available for review. In addition,

the staff found that GE did not complete the implementation of the QA programs
for the design of the fr ,dations of the ccntrol building and radwaste build-
Ing substructure. Gr coznitted to complete the detailed design calculations
for the fouWtions :! all seismic Category I structures and to complete the
implementat'.on of the QA programs for the foundations of the control buildii
and radwaste building substructure. These are Confirmatory Items 3.8.5-1 at i
3.8.5-2.

'
GE is required to resolve the open items and confirmatory items listed above
for the staff-to conclude that the design of the seismic Category I structure
foundations in the ABWR meets SRP Section 3.8.5 and the relevant requirements
of 10 CFR 50.55a, and GDC 1, 2, 4, and 5.
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3.8.6 Design Certification Material |
.

,.

-The staff reviewed Sections 2.5.6, 2.11.9, 2.14.1 through 2.14.3, 2.15.1 j
through 2.15.3, 2.15.10 through 2.15.14, 2.16.1, and 5.0 of-GE's " Tier 1 '

Design Certification Material for the ABWR Design - Stage 3 Submittal," y

' dated May 30,:1992, which includes design-descriptions and ITAAC material
for the fuel storage facility, reactor servicewater system, prirary contain-
ment system, containment internal structures, reactor pressure _ vessel pedes- ~|

tal, foundations, turbine pedestal, cranes and hoists, reactor building, tur = i

.

-

bine building, control building, radwaste building, service building, stack '

system (yard structure), and site parameters. The staff's generic concerns
related to all ABWR buildings and building-specific findings as well as the

- concerns applied to the site parameters are summarized below.

The staff identified the following eleven generic ABWR concerns as Open
Item 3.8.6-1:

(1) Different measuring systems (British system and metric system) were used
separately in this document. For example, British system and metric
system were used at different locations in the primary containment-
system section. GE should either use dual system with British system in
the parenthesis or use the metric system alone in._this document.

-(2) Since the "sisual-inspection" approach is to be applied;for almost every
one of the safety related items to verity the as-built construction
complying with the- applicable design codes .and regulatory requirements,
GE should develop a set of procedures for conducting the " visual'inspec-
tien" and demonstrate to the staff its applicability. In adition,
inspection should not be limited to " visual inspection." Dimensional
measurements need also be performed and checking of- concrete cracking
should be required in the inspections.

>

(3) GE should explain how to confirm the as-built construction or installa-
tion conforms with the configuration for all items shown in-the figures

-if there are limited or no dimensions .shown in them such as Fig-
ures 2.14.1, 1.14.2a-and 2.14.lb.

(4) Some stiuctural elements shown in the figures of this document are
different from those shown in the SSAR figures. For example, the
cubicle wall layouts of this document are _different .from the layouts in
the SSAR and a removable masonry wall is shown at the reactor water
cleanup system heat exchanger cubicle in the reactor building,- but is
now-shown in Figures 2.10.10e and f. GE should verify the accuracy'of
these figures. -

(5) The purpose and scope of the so-called "nlant walk through" should be
.provided.

(6) Minimum thickness of roof and interior walls should be provided in addi-
tion to wall, floor, and-basemat thickness. The concrete pipe chase-
needs to be presented in appropriate figures.

(7) Minimum requirements for heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) damper tornado missile barriers need to be provided.
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(8). As discussed'in FSER Section 3.7.2, site-specific seismic evaluation-
needs to be performed if the site-specific soil . condition is not one of
the fourteen generic site conditions.

(9) GE should provide the concrete properties (e.g., crushing strength, .j
shear modulus, Poisson's ration, etc.) in this document because these i
properties are needed in developing the dynamic model for the seismic

|analysis.
|
;

(10) For each seismic Category I structure, GE should provide the environmen- '

tal design parameters, such as design pressure, design temperature,
humidity, radiation, and other environmental parameters that are neces-- !
sary to perform the environmental qualification of equipment located.
within the subcompartment.

(11) As a result of the second design calculation audit conducted on liarch 30
through April 3, 1992, the staff found that the implementation of the_QA
program for some of the design calculations was not completed. GE
should complete all QA implementation for all. seismic Category I struc-
tures and finalize the thickness of the walls and. floors shown in this
documents.

The staff's structure-specific concerns for the design descriptions and the
ITAAC of the individual seismic Category I and other ABWR structures including
the site parameters are listed below:

Reactor Service Water System - this is Open Item 3.8.6-2.

(1) ins ultimate heat sink pump house is classified as seismic Category I
structures. GE should treat the design results of this structure as
Tier 1 information and document them.

(2) The top paragraph on page 2 of Section 2.11.9 is not complete.

Primary Containment System - this is Open~1 tem _3.8.6-3.

Figures 2.14.la and b are mentioned in this document, but only Figure 2.14.1
is shown. Clarification is needed.

Containment Internal Structures - this is Open Item 3.8.6-4.

(1) The stabilizer truss' and a large opening between-the reactor shield wall
and the reinforced concrete containment vessel (RCCV) top slab are shown
in Figure 2,14.2a. . Based on the staff's review of the revised SSAR
drawings, it was determined that the shield wall height was raised to
approximately 6 inches below the RCCP top slab and that the stabilizer

~ truss had been eliminated. These modifications should be reflected in:
GE's associated SSAR documentation for consistancy and accuracy.

1

(2) For the certified design commitment in Item 12 of Table 2.14.2. that the-
upper drywell piping support structure is classified as a Seismic Cate-
gory I structure, GE should provide a design description.in this document-
and show the configuration and location in Figures 2.14.2a and 2.14.2b..

r
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Reactor Pressure Vessel Pedestal - this is Open _ Item 3.8.6-5.-
!

_(1) In Items No. I and -3 of Table 2.14.3, " Figure 2.14.3a" should read,-
" Figure 2.14.3.

q

(2) The elevations of the three rows of the 10 0.7 m diameter horizontal
vents shown in Figure 2.14.3 are different from those stated in Item-
No. 3 of Table 2.14,3. GE should verify the accuracy of these eleva-
tions.

(3) The statements made in Items 8 and 9 of-Table 2.14.3 are not complete.

Reactor Bjl ldina - this is Open Item 3.8.6-6.i

(1) The directions of the planar dimensions ( 59 m x 56 m)- specified in the
" Design Descriptions" are different from those specified in the " Major
Nominal Dimensions of Seismic Category I Structures." A resolution of
this discrepancy is needed.

(2) The directions _(0-180 degree direction and 90-270 degree direction)
specified in this document are inconsistent with the directions (N-S
direction and E-W direction) as specified in Amendment 6 of the SSAR.
GE should resolve this discrepancy.

(3) The thickness of the exterior walls at the first and third through eighth
levels are inconsistent with the exterior wall thickness shown in
Figures 2.15.10c through 2.15.10n.

(4) The exposed exterior walls and roofs of the reactor building as well as
the tornado dampers should be designed for a pressure drop of 13.8 kPa
[2.0 psi] as specified in the revised SSAR Section 3.3.2 and Table 2.0-1
instead of 10.1 kPa (1.46 psi].

(5) The divisional diesel generators and supporting equipment,_which are
located at grade level, should also be protected from the external
missiles such as aircraft, moving vehicle, etc.

(6) GE should revise the dimensions of the superstructures-and roof to-be
consistent with GE May 29, 1992, submittal. -

Control Buildina - this is Open Item 3.8.6-7.
'

(1) The planar dimensions and the soil embedment depth shown in Sections 3A.2
and 3G.3.2 of the SSAR and-in this document are inconsistent with each
other. This concern has previously been raised in Sections 3.7.2 and
3.8.4 of the FSER. GE should verify the accuracy of these dimensions.

.(2). The building directions referenced in this document are inconsistent with
those referenced-in Amendment 6 of the SSAR. GE should resolve this
discrepancy.
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(3) The thickness of the basemat should be considered as one of the major-
-

. nominal dimensions and shown in the design description section because
this dimension:is needed to develop the dynamic model for the seismic-

-analysis.

(4) The design basis tornado wind loads (maximum wind speed, pressure drop,
etc.) should be updated for consistency with those specified in the
revised SSAR Section 3.3.2 and Tuble 2.0-1.

Radwaste Buildina - this is Open Item 3.8.6-8.

(1) The planar dimensions of 54.2 m x 41.2 m [178 ft x 135 ft) as shown_ in
this document are different from the planar dimensions of 53 m x 40 m
[174 ft x 131 ft) as specified in Amendment 7 of the SSAR. GE should ~

verify the accuracy of these planar dimensions. 1

(2) GE should clarify if the building height of 13.8 m [45 ft) is measured
from the top of the basemat or from the bottom of the basemat to the
roof.

Yard Structure - Stack System - this is Open Item 3.8.6-9.

(1) GE should provide the analysis approach, input data, and design require-
ments in the SSAR prior to confirming that the design, fabrication, and
installation meet the design requirements. 4

(2) GE should take a measurement instead of visual inspection to verify tiiat
the stack height is 76 m [249 ft] above grade.

,

(3) GE should provide Tier 1 information for the field-erected tanks.if they
are classified as seismic Category I.

3.9 Mechanical Systems and Components
,

SRP Sections 3.9.1.through 3.9.6 address review of the structural integrity
_

and functional capability-of various. safety-related mechanical components.
The review is not limited to:ASME Code components and supports, but is
extended to other components such as control-rod drive mechanisms, certain:
reactor internals, and any safety-related piping designed'to industry-stan-
dards other than the ASME Code. The staff reviewed such issues as' load com-
binations, allowable stresses, methods of analysis, summary of results, and'
preoperational testing. The staff's evaluation focused on determining whether
there is adequate assurance _-of a mechanical component performing its safety -
related function under all postulated combinations of normal operating con-
ditions, system operating transients, postulated pipe breaks, and seismic-
events.

3.9.1 Special Topics for Mechanical Components

The staff reviewed the information in SSAR Section 3.9.1 relative to the-
design transients and methods of analysis used for all seismic Category I com-
ponents, component supports, core support structures, and reactor-internals
designated as Class 1,- 2, 3 and CS under ASME Code, Section III, and those' not
covered by the-Code. It reviewed the assumptions and procedures used for the
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inclusion'of transients in the design and fatigue evaluation of ASME Code
Class 1.and CS components. It also reviewed the computer programs used in the
design and analysis of seismic Category I components and their supports, as
wel_1 as experimenti.1 and inelastic analytical techniques.

.

In SSAR Table 3.9-1, GE lists the design transients for five plant operating
conditions and the number of either plant operating events or cycles for each:
of the design transients that will be used in the' design and fatigue analyses
of the reactor pressure vessel. Tht operating conditions are:

(1)- ASME Service Level A - normal conditions

(2) ASME Service Level B - upset conditions, incidents of moderate frequency

(3) ASPE Service Level C - emergency conditions, infrequent incidents

(4) ASME Service Level D - faulted conditions, low-probability postulated
events

(5) testing conditions

The list of transients in SSAR Table 3.9.1 appear to be based on a 40-year
life. For a design life of 60 years, the number of cycles for each transient
shall be increased by a factor of 1.5 and be applicable to all safety-related -
systems and components. GE should revise the table to reflect these changes.
This is Open Item 3.9.1-1.

GE used computer codes to analyze mechanical components. The computer pro-
grams used for static and dynamic analyses to determine the structural and
functional integrity of seismic Category I Code and non-seismic Category I
code items are included in SSAR Appendix 3D. Design control measures to-
verify the adequacy of the design of safety-related components are required by
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. In SSAR Section 3.9.1.2, GE states that the-
quality of the programs and the computer results are controlled either by GE
or by outside computer program developers. In addition, the programs are
verified by one or more of the methods recommended in-SPP Section 3.9.1.

The NRC staff is currently reviewing the adequacy of the GE computer program
used in the represer tative ABWR piping analyses that were audited by the: staff
on March 23-26, 1992, at GE's offices in San Jose, California. The staff is
performing an independent piping analysis to confirm the adequacy of those
provided by GE. This is Open Item 3.9.1-2.

In SSAR Section 3.9.1.3, GE identifies several components for which experimen-
tal stress analysis is performed in conjunction with analytical evaluation.
The experimental stress analysis methods are used in compliance with Appen--
dix II of the ASME Code, Section III. This commitment meets SRP Sec-
tion 3.9.1.

In SSAR Section 3.9.1.5, GE reports that inalastic analysis is only applied to
ABWR components to demonstrate the acceptability of three types of postulated
events.- Each event is an extremely low-probability occurrence and the. equip-
ment.affected by these events would not be reused. A discussion of each of
these three postulated events follows:
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(1) Dostulated Pipe Rupture

As discussed in Section 3.6.-2 of this report, ruptures are postulated in
-

certain piping systems in accordance with the conservative guidelines-in
SRP Section 3.6.2. For some full-diameter ruptures, pipe whip restraints
may be required to protect safety-related components or equipment from
the dynamic effects of a whipping pipe. Inelastic analyses are used in
tne design of such restraints' to ensure that they will withstand this low
probabihty loading without loss of structural integrity. In these-
analyses, metallic members of the restraint are limited to an: allowable
strain of 50 percent of the ultimate uniform strain of the impacted
material. This criterion, which is discussed in SSAR Section 3.6.2.3.3,
is consistent with the guidelines in SRP Section 3.6.2, and is accept-
able.

(2) Postulated Blowout of a RIP Motor Casing as a Result of Weld f ailure

This postulated esent is discussed in SSAR Section 5.4.1.5. Each RIP is
contained in an ASME Class 1 pressure boundary housing that is welded to
a stub tube in the reactor pressure vessel lower head. The following-
low-probability failure scenario is postulated and inelastic analysis is
used for the design of one item. SSAR Figure 5.4-1 provides a sketch of
the RIP cross section.

A guillotine failure of the ASME Class 1 weld is assumed. Subse--

quent to this event, the stretch tube, that normally functions to
hold the pump diffuser in place, is the first member to resist-
ejection of the pump housing. On the basis of an elastic analysis,
the stresses in the stretch tube are calculated to be 85 percent of '

its minimum specified ultim;te strength. The stretch tube could be
reasonably considered to mitigate this event without failure,

,

however, this f ailure scenario is continued as discussed below.

In the event that the stretch tube alsu fails subsequent to the weld*

failure, the RIP sha,'t and the thrust bearing are subjected to the
ejection load. The weakest link in this remaining load path is the
bearing-to-shaft bolt. -An elastic analysis of this bolt also-
results in. stresses that are less than its ultimate strength.
Therefore, this bolt would not be expected to fail,

If the weld, stretch tube, and bearing-to-shaft bolt all sequen-a

tially fail, then the external vertical restraints are subjected to-

the ejection loads. These restraints are stainless steel rods that'
run from lugs on the vessel to legs on the RIP motor cover. The
structural integrity of the attachment lugs, bolts, and rod clevises-
under this loading condition is demonstrated by elastic analysis.
The use of inelastic analysis methods-is limited to the middle
slender body of the rod. The allowable strain used in this analysis
is identical to that used for pipe whip restraints and is acceptable
as discussed in 1 above.

,

4

,

t
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.(3) Postulated Blowout of a CRD Housing as a Result of Weld Failure

This po'stulated event is discussed in SSAR Section 4.6.1.2.2.9.- A- !

schematic of the internal CRD blowout support is shown in Figure 4.6.7 'of I
the SSAR. This event begins with the postulated full diameter failure of- '!
the ASME Class I weld-that attaches the CRD housing to the stub tube in
the bottom head of the reactor pressure vessel (Point A in Figure 4.6.7).
In the unlikely event of such a failure, ejection of the CRD is prevented-
by the core support plate, the CRD guide tube, the CRD housing, and the
CRD outer tube. Each of these components was demonstrated to be capable
of sustaining this once-in-a-lifetime ejection load without failure.
This was demanstrated by use of elastic analyses in accordance with ASME
Section III, Appendix F, rules for all parts of these components with the
exception of-the cylindrical bodies of the guide tube, housing, and outer
tube. These cylindrical portions were analyzed by inelastic analysis
methods. The allowable strain used in these analyses is identical-to
that used for pipe whip restraints and is acceptable as discussed in 1-
above.

.

Subsequent to (1) receipt of an acceptable revision to SSAR Table 3.9.1 to
address a design life of 60 years and (2) completion of the staff's confirma-
tory piping analysis, the staff concludes that the design transients and
resulting load combinations with appropriate specific design and service
limits for mechanical components and supports meet the applicable portions of-
GDC 1, 2, 14, and 15; Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50; Appendix.A to 10 CFR
Part 100; and SRP Section 3.9.1.

GE met GDC 14 and 15 by demonstrating that the design transients and resulting
loads and load combinations with the appropriate specific design and service
limits for designing ASME Code, Class 1 and CS components and. supports and

-

reactor internals provide a complete basis for the design of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary for all conditions and events expected over the
service lifetime of the plant.

GE met GDC 2 and Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100, by including seismic events in
design transients that serve as the design basis for withstanding the effects
of natural phenomena.

GE met Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, and GDC 1 by submitting inforniation that
demonstrates the applicability and validity of the design methods and computer
programs used for the design and analysis of seismic Category I structures
designated as ASME Code, Class 1, 2, 3, and CS and thoseLnot covered by the
Code within the present state-of-the-art limits and by having design control
measures that are consistent with the applicable guidelines of SRP 3.9.1.-

This is acceptable for ensuring the quality of the computer- programs. If the
COL applicant opts to use computer programs different from those used by GE
for the design of any safety-related item with the exception of piping _
systems, the guidelines of SRP 3.9.1 must be met for such programs. The~
staff's review of the COL applicant's requirements for piping systems is
included in its evaluation of the DAC and ITAAC for generic piping designs in
SER Section 14.1.
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3.9.2 - Dynamic Testing and Analysis of Systems, Components, and Equipment ;

The staff reviewed the methodology, testing procedures, and dynamic analyses ,

that-GE used to ensure the structural integrity and functionality of piping
systems, mechanical equipment,- and their supports under vibratory loadings.
The -staff's review included (1) the piping vibration, thermal expansion, and
dynamic effects testing; (2) the seismic subsystem analysis methods; (3) the
dynamic responses of structural components in the reactor caused by steady-
state and operational flow transient conditions; (4) the flow-induced vibra-
tion testing of reactor internals to be conducted during the preoperational
and startup test program; and (5) the dynamic analysis methods used to confirm
the structural design adequacy and functional capability of the reactor
internals and piping attached to the reactor vessel when subjected to loads
from a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) in combination with a SSE.

3.9.2.1 Piping Preoperational Vibration and Dynamic Effects Testing _

Piping vibration, thermal expansion, and dynamic effects tes. ting will be con-
ducted during a preoperational testing program. The purpose of these tests is
to ensure that the piping vibrations are within acceptable limits and that the
piping system can expand thermally in a manner consistent with the: design in-
tent. During the plant's preoperational and startup testing program, which is
alse described in SSAR Section 14.2.12 of the SSAR, all ABWR plants will test
various piping systems for abnormal, steady-state, or transient vibration and
for restraint of thermal growth. Systems to be monitored will include
(1) ASME Code, Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems; (2) high-energy piping sys-
tems inside seismic Category I structures; (3) high-energy portions of systems
whose failure could reduce the functioning of seismic Category I plant fea-
tures to an unacceptable safety level; and (4) seismic Category I portions of
moderate-energy piping systems located outside the containment. Steady-state
vibration, whether flow induced or caused by nearby vibrating machinery, could
cause up to 10* cycles of stress in the pipe during the 60-year design life
of the plant. For this reason, the staff requires that the stresses asso-
ciated with steady-state vibration be minimized and limited to acceptable
levels. The test program will consist of a mixture of instrumented measure-_ _
ments and visual observations by qualified personnel. In SSAR Section 3.9.2.1
and Table 1.8-21, _GE indicates that detailed test specifications will be -
prepared in accordance ANSI /0M-1987, Part 3, and ANSI /0M-1986, Part 7.

,

The staff finds that these criteria will provide an acceptable level of safety
for a piping system to withstand-the effects of vibration and thermal expan-
sion during the plant's 60-year design life. This-conforms to the applicable
guidelines of SRP Section 3.9.2 and is acceptable.

The staff concludes that GE met GDC 14 and 15 with regard to the design and
testing of the RCPB. This provides reasonable assurance that rapidly propa-
gating-failure and gross rupture will not occur as a result of vibratory
loadings. In addition, the testing ensures that design conditions will not be-
exceeded during normal operation, including anticipated operational' occur-
rences, by having an acceptable vibration, thermal expansion, and ' dynamic
effects test program that will be conducted during startup and initial opera-
tion of specified high- and moderate-energy piping, including all associated
restraints and supports. The tests provide adequate assurance that the piping
and piping supports will be designed to withstand vibrational dynamic effects
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as-a result of valve.clusures, pump trips, and other operating modes associ-
ated with the design-basis flow conditions. In addition,--the tests provide |

assurance that adequate clearances and free movement of snubbers will exist . )jfor unrestrained hermal movement of piping and supports-during-normal system
heatup and cooldowh operations. For the planned tests, loads similar to those- !
experienced during trar.sient and normal reactor operations will_ be developed. '

3.9.2.2 Seismic Subsystem Analysis

The staff's review was performed in accordance with SRP 5ection 3.9.2 and !
consisted of an evaluation of SSAR Section 3.7.3. Areas reviewed were seismic
analyses methods, determination of the number of earthquake cycles, basis for
the seleccion of frequencies, the combination of model responses and spatial .
components of an earthquake, criteria used for damping, torsional-effects of- i

eccentric masses, interaction of other piping with seismic Category I piping, '

and buried seismic Category I piping systems.

The ABWR plant is designed for an SSE ground motion defined by a RG 1.60
response rpectrum anchored to a peak ground acceleration _of 0.39 Amplified
building _ response spectra are generated for the ABWR plant to account for-
varying soil properties in the United States by enveloping 14 site conditions.
GE proposes that the COL applicant use the enveloping amplified buildi_ng

,

response spectra provided in the SSAR to complete the design and analyses of
the ABWR piping systems.

The riaff recoqnizes that the enveloping amplified building response spectra
for the ABWR piant contain conservatisms that might be excessive for certain
specific site conditions. Accordingly, the staff's position is that when the
SSE response spectrum is defined by a RG 1.60' response spectrum anchored to a
peak ground acceleration of 0.3g, the site-specific soil properties may be
used to generate the amplified building response spectra. The method used to
generate the amplified building response spectra shall be consistent with the
method described in.the SSAR as approved by_the staff. The staff's evaluation
of the method-used by GE for generating the amplified building response
spectra is provided in Section 3.7.2 of this report.

GE performed the system and subsystem analyses on an ~ elastic basis. Modal
response spectrum, multidegree-of-freedom-and time history methods forn'ed the
basis for the analyses of all major seismic Category I systems and components.
When the response spectrum method was used, modal responses were combined by
theLSRSS rule. Closely spaced modes were combined using the criteria of
RG 1.92. GE considered all modes with frequencies below 33 Hz in computing-
equipment and component response for seismic loadings. For seismic analysis,
consideration-of high-frequency modes to preclude missing mass effects should

~also be included. The staff's' guidelines for this are provided Lin SRP Sec-'
tion 3.7.2, Revision 2, Appendix A. The SSAR-should be revised to reflect the
above staff position or, if an alternative method is used, then the details of
its1 basis should be submitted to the staff for review and approval before to
its use. This is Open Item 3.9.2.2-1.

For the analyses of vibratory loads (other than seismic) with significant high
frequency input (i.e., 33 to 100 Hz), the staff's positions are as follows:
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-(1) GE should use the guidelines in RG 1.92 to develop methodology for the
combination of high-frequency modal results. Use of other combination
methods such as the algebraic modal combination method for combining

,

high-frequency modes will _ require further justification and staff '

approval before their use,

(2) GE should submit a description of and justification for non-linear
analyses used to account for gaps between piping and its supports when ,

subjected to vibratory loads with significant high-frequency to the staff
for review-and approval before their use. '

For the dynamic analysis of seismic Category I piping, each system is ideal-
ized as a mathematical model consisting of lumped masses connected by elastic
members. The stiffness matrix for the piping sys em is determined using the -
elastic properties of the pipe. This includes the effects of torsional,
bending, shear, and axial deformations as well as change in stiffness as a
result of the curved members. Next, the mode shapes and the undamped natural
frequencies are obtained. The dynamic response of the system is calculated by
using the response spectrum method of analysis. For a piping system that is
supported at points with different dynamic excitations,-the response analysis
is performed using an enveloped response spectrum. As an alternative to the
enveloped response spectrum method, GE chose to use the multiple-support
excitation analysis method. When this method is used, the staff's position is
that the responses resulting from motions of supports between two or more >

different support groups may be combined by the SRSS method if a support group
is defined by supports that have the same time history input. This usually
means all supports located on the same floor, or portions of a floor in a *

structure. In response to RAI Q210.26 in Amendment 11 to the SSAR, GE com-
mitted to use this definition. The staff finds this alternative-to the

! enveloped response spectrum method acceptable. GE should change the SSAR to

| reflect this commitment. This is Confirmatory item 3.9.2,2-1.

! The staff reviewed the method for selecting the number of masses or degrees of
freedom in the mathematical piping model to determine its dynamic response.
On the basis of the staff's audit conducted March 23-26,'1992, of GE's inter-
nal documents, pipe and fluid masses are lumped at nodes that are selected to
coincide with the locations of large masses- (e.g., valves, pumps, and~ tanks)-,

| and with locations of significant geometric changes (e.g., pipe-elbows,.
| reducers, and tees). Additional mass-points are selected to' ensure that the

spacing between any two adjacent piping nodes and masses is no greater than.an
i idealized value. This value corresponds to the length of a simply supported

beam with a uniformly distributed mass whose undamped natural frequency is-
equal to the cut-off frequency. Because this approach, in effect, will
capture all modes up to the cut-off frequency, it is acceptable. However, the
SSAR should be revised- to reflect the above described approach. This is
Confirmatory Item 3.9.2.2-2.

The effect of pipe supports on the piping response-is considered in the
analytical model by including its actual stiffness properties. If default or
generic stiffnesses are used in the piping model, then justification should be

i developed to validate the stiffness values used -in the piping model. The
justification should include verification that the generic values are repre-
sentative of the types of pipe supports used in the piping system. This

| alternative approach to use generic stiffness values and its bases should be
!
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submitted to the staff for review and approval before its use. Additionally.
because the amplified response spectra hre generally specified at discrete

= building node points, any additional flexibility between these points and the
pipe su) port (e.g., supplementary steel) also should be addressed. The SSAR-
should 3e revised'to incorporate the above information. This.is Open
Item 3.9.2.2-2.

When piping terminates at non-rigid equipment (e.g., tanks, pumps, or heat
exchangers), the analytical piping model should consider the flexibility and
mass effects of the equipment. The SSAR should be revised to address how the

,

flexibility and masses of equipment attached to the piping are to be modeled.
This is Open Item 3.9.2.2-3.

,

When analyzing piping systems, the size of the mathematical model might exceed
the capacity of the computer program when large and small bore-piping are
included. Thus, the small bore branch lines are generally decoupled from the
large bore main piping. Currently, the SSAR does not provide any criter_ia for
the decoupling of the piping systems in the analysis model. However, in a
letter from P. Marriott (GE) to the NRC dated February 24, 1992, GE provided a
decoupling criteria in a GE draft document entitled "ABWR SSAR Main Steam,
feedwater and SRVDL Piping Systems Design Criteria and Analysis- Methods,"-
Revision 0, dated February 1992. In this document, GE stated that'when the
ratio between pipe diameters of the branch line to main line is less than one-
third, the branch line can be excluded from the piping model of the main line.
For GE to use this criterion for all piping systems in the ABWR plant, the-
basis for the 1:3 ratio will have to be to be reviewed by the staff. GE also
needs to define how the mass effect of the decoupled line is accounted for in
the model of the main line and how the frequency ratio effect (or resonant-
amplification of the main line) is accounted for in-the'modeling and analysis
of.the branch lina. GE should revise its SSAR to include this information for
the staff's review. This is Open Item 3.9.2.2-4.

GE has not provided the staff with any specific information aboJt the: method
to be used for the structural design of small-bore piping systems and instru-
mentation lines in the ABWR plant. This information must be included in the
SSAR for the staff to-reach a final safety determination on the adequacy of
the ABWR small-bore piping design. This is Open Item 3.9.2.2-5.

Although GE has not referenced the' Electric Power Research. Institute's
(EPRI's) " Procedure for Seismic Evaluation ~and Design of Small Bore Piping"-
(EPRI-6628 NCIG-14) in the ABWR SSAR, the staff notes that EPRI incorporates,

-

in part, the use of a seismic experience-based approach for the qualification
of safety-related piping. The staff has not accepted this experienced-based
approach for the design or qualification of safety-related piping in' nuclear
power plants at this time. Currently, the staff accepts a suitable dynamic:
analysis or a suitable. qualification test except when the 'use of.an equivalent
static analysis has been d .monstrated to be adequate for the design of piping
systems. Thus, the experience-based approach is not acceptable for-the design
of safety-related piping in-the ABWR plant.

RG 1.61, contains recommended values of damping. to be used in the seismic
^

analysis of structures, systems, and components. In addition, RG 1.84,
(Revision 25, May 1988) conditionally endorses ASME Code Case N-411-1. The
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,

damping values used_by GE are the same as those specified in either RG 1,61 or
ASME Code Case N-411-1 as permitted by RG 1.84. These criteria are accept-
a bl e .

The staff reviewed the issue of modal damping for composite structures during
the audit conducted on March 23-26, 1992, at GE's offices in San Jose,

. California.- The GE SSAR does not describe the application of modal damping
'

for composite structures in the analysis of piping systems. However, GE's
internal document entitled, " Piping Systems Design Criteria and Analysis
Methods" contained a table of damping values for various types of piping
supports. The damping values for the piping supports (e.g., snubbers and
struts) were higher than the damping values tabulated for the piping. GE
indicated that these values were presented because modal damping for composite
structures could be used in a response spectrum analysis as an option. If GE
plans to use the modal damping for composite structures as an option for
piping analysis, then a description and justification of the approach must_ be
provided in the SSAR for staff review and approval before its use. This is,

Open Item 3.9.2.2-6.

SSAR Section 3.7.3.12 outlines criteria that will be used in the analysis of
buried seismic Category I piping systems. These criteria conform to applica-
ble guidelines in SRP Section 3.9.2 and are acceptable. However, GE has not
provided any detailed information on how the criteria are to be applied in the
design of buried piping. Also, it is not clear if the buried piping within
the scope of design certification will be in contact with the soil or routed
in tunnels. This information is necessary in the SSAR for the staff to com-
plete its review. This is Open Item 3.9.2.2-7.

SSAR Section 3.9.2.2.1 states that the minimum cutoff frequency for dynamic
analysis of suppression pool hydrodynamic loads is 60 hz, based on a generic
study using the missing strain energy method for representative BWR equipment
under high-frequency input loadings. This cutoff frequency was previously
used in the hydrodynamic analyses for currently operating BWR plants. Because
the hydrodynamic load methodology used for the. ABWR is the.same as that used
for the operating BWR plants, the cutoff frequency also is appropriate for.the
ABWR and acceptable.

GE is required to address the open items and confirmatory items above to-
demonstrate the design adequacy of ABWR seismic Category I pi ing-systems,
components, and their supports to withstand earthquakes, and to provide
acceptable seismic analysis procedures and criteria that are consistent with
applicable guidelines in SRP Section 3.9.2.

3.9.2.3 Preoperational Flow-Induced Vibration Analysis and Testing of Reactor
Internals

SSAR Sections 3.9.2.3 through 3.9.2.6 and 3.9.7.1 provide information on-
vibration testing and analysis of reactor internals. In these sections, the
first ABWR plant is referred to as a " prototype plant." The staff concludes
that this characterization, although relevant to passive or other innovative
reactor designs, is inapplicable to evolutionary light water reactor _ design
certification applications as described in 10 CFR 52.47(b)(1). To address

p
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the staff's concern GE agreed to delete references to "arototype" from its
future revision to SSAR Sections 3.9.2.4 and 3.9.7.1. T11s is Confirmatory
item 3.9.2.3-1.

The configuration of' reactor internals in the ABWR is different from the
configuration in previous BWRs, therefore, the dynamic response of reactor
internals to flow induced vibration must be predicted analytically for the
ABWR before FDA, In addition, the staff's position is that the first ABWR-
plant will ba tested, in accordance with the guidelines in Positions C.1.1 and
C.2 of RG 1.20, to evaluate the dynamic responses of reactor internals to
steady-state conditions and operational flow transients. These tests will be
discussed in more detail below.

The dynamic responses of reactor internals to flow induced vibration must be
predicted for the ABWR design before FDA. One of the first steps ' involved in
this prediction is to determine the vibration forcing functions to be used in
the system and component dynamic analyses. In SSAR Section 3.9.2.3, GE out-
lines its approach for determining thes. forcing functions. Because of the
complexity of the flow conditions and structures involved, these loads are not
determined by detailed analysis. Instead, a combination of analytical methods
and predictions based on data from previously tested reactor internals of a
similar design is used. This information on forcing functions then is used in
a dynamic modal analysis to predict vibration amplitudes for each dominant
response mode of components in the prototype ABWR and for interpreting the
preoperational and initial startup test results. Modal stresses are calcu-
lated and relationships between vibration measurement sensor responses and
peak component stresses for each of the lower modes are obtained. -The
allowable amplitude in each mode is that which produces a peak stress ampli-

for cycles in excess of 10, stress is well below the allowable stress amplitude
tude of 110,000 psi. This

that is defined in the design fatigue' curves for
'

austenitic stainless stcals in Appendix I to ASME Code Section III.

By letter dated May 10, 1990 the staff documented a summary of this issue
which was addressed in an audit conducted at GE on February 10-12,-1992. As
noted in the summary, GE stated that Kashiwazaki Kariwa Unit 6 (K-6), which is
currently under construction in Japan, contains reactor interna;s that are
almost identical to those in the ABWR design. During the audit,.GE presented
a set of documents related to the flow-induced vibration assessment program
for the K-6 reactor internals. This information consists of an analysis for
vibration prediction, the basis and details of instrumentation for-vibration
monitoring, specifications for the installation and removal of the monitoring -
system, and specifications for conducting the preoperational and startup
tests. In addition, GE provided a description of a full-scale, 60-degree flow
test of the ABWR reactor internal pump system that was conducted in Japan.

For the vibration prediction analysis, GE took a statistical ' approach similar
to that described in the first paragraph above to estimate the range of
responses of major reactor pressure vessel internal components in their first
few fundamental modes, based on correlations of measured responses of a
selected group of existing BWRs with similar configurations. Parameters used
in the correlation equations to estimate sample responses consisted of flow,
power, stiffness, etc. As discussed above, the acceptance criteria are more
conservative than the applicable criteria in ASME Section III.-
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The staff requires that all of the GE commitments and applicable information
discussed in the staff's audit summary of May 10, 1992, be included in a
future revision to the SSAR. This is Confirmatory item 3.9,2.3-2.

In SSAR Section 3.9.2.4, GE states that a reactor internals flow-induced
vibration measurement and inspection program will be conducted on the first
ABWR plant in conformance with the guidelines of Positions C.l.1 and C.2 of
RG 1.20. These tests will be conducted in the following three phases:

(1) Dreonentional tests before fuel loadina - Steady-state test conditions
will include balanced recirculation system operation and unbalanced

; operation over the full range of flow rates up to rated flow. Transient
flow conditions will include single- and multiple-pump trips from rated

6flow. This will subject major components to a minimum of 10 cycles of
vibration at the anticipated dominant response frequency and at the
maximum response amplitudes. Vibration measurements will be obtained
during this test and a close visual inspection of internals will be
conducted before and after the test.

+
(2) Eretritical testina with fuel - This vibration measurement series will be

conducted with the reactor assembly complete but before reactor critical-
ity. Flow conditions will include balanced, unbalanced, and transient
conditions as for the first test series. The purpose of this series is
to verify the anticipated effect of the fuel on the vibration response of
internals.

(3) Initial startup testina - Vibration measurements will be made during
_

reactor startup at conditions up to 100 percent of rated flow and power.
Balanced, unbalanced, and transient conditions of recirculation system
operation will be evaluated. The primary purpose of this series is to
verify the anticipated effect of two-phase flow on the vibration response
of internals.

.-

Vibration sensors may include strain gages, displacement sensors (linear
variable transducers), and accelerometers. Accelerometers will be provided
with double-integration signal conditioning to give a displacement output.
Sensor locations will include the following:

top of shroud head, lateral acceleration (displacement)=

top of shroud, lateral displacement=

control rod drive housings, bending strain=

incore housings, bending strain=

core flooder internal piping, bending strain=

In addition to these components, vibration of the core flooder sparger will be
measured during preoperational testing.

Only the dynamic component of strain or displacement is recorded in all vibra-
tion measurements. Data will be recorded on magnetic tape and provision will
be made for selective on-line analysis to verify the overall quality and level
of the data. Interpretation of the data requires identification of the
dominant vibration modes of each component by the test engineer using fre-
quency, phase, and amplitude information from the component dynamic analyses,
which are discussed above. Comparison of measured vibration amplitudes to
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predicted and allowable amplitudes then will~be made on the basis of the
analytically obtained normal mode that best approximates the observed mode.-

4

The purpose of the visual inspections conducted before and following preopera-
tional testing is to detect evidence of vibration, wear, or loose parts. At
the completion of preoperational testing, the reactor vessel head and the
shroud head wil' be removed, the vessel drained -and major components in-

~

,

spected. The '' aections will cover the shroud, shroud head, core support
-

structures, ret..ulation internal pumps, peripheral control rod drive, and
in-core guide tubes. Access is provided to the. reactor lower plenum for these
inspections, j

The analysis and test program, discussed in SSAR Sections 3.9.2.3, 3.9.2.4,-
and 3.9.2.6 and summarized above, conforms to applicable portions of SRP-

Section 3.9.2 and is acceptable. With respect to the availability of test j

results, it is the staff's understanding that, because the design of the
i

reactor internals of K6 in Japan is almost identical to that of the ABWR,
the test data discussed above will be acquired during the preoperational i

flow-induced vibration tests of the K6. GE also indicated that these results j
will include information specified in Positions C.2,1, C.2.2, C.2.3, and C.2.4- '

of RG 1.20. The results of these tests must be submitted to the staff for
review as noted in Position C.2.5, " Schedule," of RG 1.20. If the K6 pre- ,

operational flow-induced test data proves insufficient for the RG 1.20
requirements, the COL applicant is required to develop a test plan to ensure l

that any additional data is obtained and submitted to the staff. This is COL
Action item 3.9.2.3-1. GE further states in SSAR Section 3.9.2.4 that ABWR-
plants constructed after the first plant that have similar reactor internals
will be tested in accordance with the applicable RG 1.20 positions. This is
acceptable.

The staff concludes that GE met GDC 1 and'4 with regard to the reactor inter-
nals being designed and tested to quality standards commensurate with the
importance of the safety functions being performed and being aapropriately
protected against dynamic effects (1) by meetPq RG 1.20 for tie conduct of
preoperational- vibration tests and (2) by havt.g a preoperational vibration
program planned for the reactor internals that provides an acceptable basis-
for verifying the. design adequacy of these internals under test loading con-
ditions comparable. to those that will be experienced during operation. . The '

combination- of predictive- analysis, pre-test _ inspections, tests, and post-test
inspections provides adequate assurance that the reactor internals will,
during their service life, withstand the flow-induced vibrations of the
reactor without loss of structural integrity. The integrity of the reactor
internals in service is essential for ensuring the-proper positioning:of
reactor fuel assemblies and the incore instrumentation' system to ensure safely
operation and shut down of the reactor.

3.9.2.3.1 Design Certification Material

The .ITAAC for RPV internals, which was revised in response to the staff's
audit on February 10-12, 1992,. contains the major design parameters and key
dimensions of the RPV and its internale in GE's Tier 1 Design Certification
Material Document, Sections 1.1.6 and 2.1.1. These criteria are acceptable.
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3.9.2.4 Dynamic System Analysis of Reactor Internals Under Faulted Conditions

GE performed dynamic system analyses to confirm the adequacy of the structural
design, with no loss of function, of the reactor internals and unbroken loops
of the reactor coolant piping to withstand the loads from a LOCA in combina-
tion with the SSE. SSAR Section 3.9.2.5 describas the methodology used in
developing the dynamic loads resulting from the following four significant
faulted events:

feedwater line break.

main steam line break.

SSE.

safety / relief valve discharge.

Analyses of other conditions existing during normal operation, abnormal opera-
tional transients, and postulated accidents show that the loads affecting
safety-related reactor internals from these other conditions are less severe
than the loads affecting reactor internals as a result of any of the above
four events.

The dynamic systems analyses methodology described in SSAR Section 3.9.2.5
conforms to applicable guidelines in SRP Section 3.9.2 and is acceptable. The
staff's evaluations of loading combinations and stress limits for reactor
internals are discussed in Sections 3.9.3.1 and 3.9.5, respectively, of this
report.

During an audit at GE on feoruary 10-12, 1992, which is briefly discussed in
Section 3.9.2.3 above, the staff reviewed dynamic system analyses of the K6
reactor internals under such postulated accidents as the main steamline break
at the RPV nozzle. In addition, the staff reviewed the subsequent analyses
which evaluated the reactor internals components response to the loads
resulting from the system analyses. The calculated pressure differentials
during such an event were of a non-dynamic nature (slow variation). GE's
assessment of the effects of these loads on the reactor internals is that
amplification of loads is unlikely and dynamic analyses are not required
because of the large separation of component structural frequencies from the
excitation frequencies. As a result of this audit,- the staff concluded that
the methodology implemented by GE in these analyses is consistent with that
described in SSAR Section 3.9.2.5 and is acceptable.

- The staff concludes that the ABWR dynamic system and component analysis meets
the applicable portions of GDC 2 and t and SRP Section 3.9.2. The analysis
accounts for the dynamic effects of the loads from four significant faulted

~~

events, and provides an acceptable basis for confirming the adequacy of the
structural design of the reactor internals and unbroken piping loops to
withstand the combined dynamic loads of a postulated LOCA (or applicable pipe
rupture) and an SSE. The analysis will provide adequate assurance that the
combined stresses and strains in the components of the reactor coolant system
and reactor internals will not exceed the allowable design stress and strain
limits for the materials of construction and that the resulting deflections or
displacements at any structural element of the reactor internals will not
distort the reactor internals geometry to the extent that core cooling may be
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impaired. The staff ' finds the meth'ods used for component analysis to be
| compatible with those used for the system analysis. The combination of-

component and system' analyses is acceptable.

3.9.3- ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 Components, Component Supports, and Core
Support Structures

The staff's. review under SRP Section 3.9.3 concerns the structural integrity _
and functional capability of pressure-retaining components, their supports,-

'

and core support structures that are designed in accordance with ASME Code,
Section III, or earlier inJustrial standards. The staff reviewed loading

I combinations and their respective stress limits, the design and installation-
of pressure-relief devices, and the design and structural integrity of ASME
Code, Class 1, 2, and 3 components and component supports.

3.9.3.1 Loading Combinations, Design Transients, and Stress Limits
'

GE evaluated all ASME Code, Class 1, 2, and 3 components, component supports,
core soonort components, control rod drive components, and other reactor
interr using the load combinations and stress limits given in.SSAR Sec- ;

l- tion 3.9.3.1. GE's methodology and selected allowable stress values conforms !

| te SRP Section 3.9.3 and are acceptable. Additional staff pc:itioas that are
| not explicitly addressed in SRP Section 3.9.3 are discussed below.
|

| The ASME Code, Section III, requires that the cumulative damage resulting from
| fatigue be evaluated for all ASME Code Class 1 piping. The cumulative fatigue

usage fcctor should take into consideration all cyclic effects caused by the
plant operating transients listed in SSAR Table 3.9-1. As noted in Sec-
tion 3.9.1 of this report, the ABWR is designed for a 60-year design' life.
Recent test data to address fatigue concerns indicates that the effects of the :
reactor environment could significantly reduce the fatigue resistance of ?

i

| certain materials. A comparison of the test data with the Code requirements
| indicates that the margins in the ASME Code fatigue design curves _might be

less than originally intended. The staff is currently developing an interim ;

position to account for the envirrnmental effects in the fatigue design of. the q
affected materials; it will be available at a later date. GE should include i

in its SSAR the proposed approach for accounting for the environmental effects
in its fatigue analysis for a 50-year lifetime. This-is Open Item 3.9.3.1-1. j

In-SSAR Section 3.9.3.1, GE states that the design life for the ABWR is' !

60 years. In response to a staff request, GE provided a commitment in SSAR
Sections 3.9.3.1 and 3.9-7.2 that COL applicants referencing the-ABWR design.

L will identify all ASME Code, Class 2, 3, and QG D components that will be sub-
i jected to loadings that could result in thermal or dynamic fatigue and provide

!the analyses required by ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NB (ASME Class 1).
These ar.alyses will include the appropriate operating vibration loads and will ;

account for the effects of mixing hot and cold fluids. -Examples of such - '

L piping components shall include, as a minimum, the SRV discharge piping in
; the wetwell airspace, the SRV quencher; devices, and the connection of the
| residual heat removal / reactor water cleanup piping to the main feedwater

piping outside containment. GE identified this issue as an interface item.
(- However, because it involves a portion of the plant for which GE is seeking
i

1
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design certification, the staff concludes that it'does not meet the require-
'ments in 10 CFR 52.47(a)(1)(vii) and cannot be categorized as an interface.

E This is COL Action item 3.9.3.1-1.

As stated earlier the staff believes the margins built in to the ASME fatigue
design curves might not be sutficient to account for variations in the origi-
nal fatigue test data as a result of various environmental effects. There-
fore, it is the staff's position that environmental effects should be consid-
ered in the fatigue analysis for ASME Code Class 2 and 3 piping. GE should
include in its SSAR the proposed approach for accounting for the environmental
effects in these fatigue analyses. This is part of Open item 3.9.3.1-1 for
ASME Class I components.

In RAI Q210.42, the staff asked GE to provide the design basis that will be
used to ensure the structural integrity of safety-related HVAC ductwork and
its supports, -In its response, GE stated that all of these components will be
designed in accordance with Section 8.2.1 of Chapter 9 of EPRI's " Advanced
Light Water Reactor (ALWR) Requirements Document." Section 8.2.1.2.1 of
Chapter 9 in Volume 11 of the Requirements Document states that all safety-
related HVAC systems in the ALWR will be designed to withstand an SSE and
will be capable of accomplishing their intended functions assumine a single
failure of an active component and a loss of preferred power (LOIN ,. Sec-
tion 8.2.1.2.7 of Chapter 9 in Volume II of the Requirements Document speci-
fies that the HVAC components and supports will be designed, constructed, and
installed in accordance with ANSI /ASME AG-1-1988, and ANSI /ASME N509. Por-
tions of ANSI /ASME AG-1-1988, including rules for the design of HVAC ductwork
are still under preparation. Therefore, the staff has not yet fully endorsed
this standard. Until this standard has been fully endorsed, the staff's
interim position is that Article AA-4000 in the 1988 revision of the AG-1
Standard provides acceptable minimum design requirements for the structural
design of HVAC equipment and supports. For HVAC ductwork, in Revision 2 to
RG 1.52, (March 1978), the. staff recommends that ductwork should be designed,
constructed, and tested in 'ccordance with the provisions of Section 5.10 of-
ANSI N509.

The staff concludes that the design criteria required in Volume II, Chapter 9,
Section 8.2.1, of the Requirements Document are consistent with current staff
positions and provide an acceptable minimum design basis for ensuring that -
HVAC components and supports will withstand the most adverse combination of
loading events without loss of structural integrity. However, the. staff will
continue to review-the acceptability of the detailed-HVAC design criteria that
are being developed for the AG-1 Standard.

In accordance with NRC-Bulletin 88-08, the staff is requesting that licensees
and applicants review systems connected to the reactor coolant system (RCS)
to determine if any sections of such piping that cannot be isolated can be
subjected to stresses from temperature stratification or temperature oscilla-
tions that could be induced by leaking. valves. In RAI Q210.50, the-staff
requested that GE review the ABWR design to determine if this phenomenon could
occur. In response to this request, GE stated that the ABWR systems connected
directly to the reactor coolant system or-the RPV are the nuclear boiler
system and the emergency core cooling systems. In the nuclear boiler system,
GE reviewed the feedwater subsystem that will supply makeup water to the RPV
to confirm design requirements for temperature stratifications of feedwater
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piping were- satisfactorily defined in system specifications and p'iping cycle
diagrams. -In the design of the- emergency core cooling :ystems, both the

,

residual heat removal (RHR)-system and high-pressure core flooder (HPCF) have-
piping that-will be directly connected to the RPV. In the unisolable sections
of RHR piping, leaking toward the RPV cannot occur because-the pressure will-
always be higher on the reactor side during normal plant operation when the
upstream pumps are not operating. In the HPCF system design, the only
unisolable piping connected to the RPV is the section of pipe between the-
reactor nozzle and the 'Jpstream isolation check valve. Cold water in this
system will be upstream of the injection valve (gate valve)-that is outside
the primary containment. The region upstream of the injection valve will
operate at a pressure lower than reactor pressure except when the HPCF safety
function is required.' Therefore, cold water will not flow to the unisolable *

pipe section and stratification will not be a problem in the HPCF system. The
staff concludes' that the ABWR design adequately addresses the potential
problems described in Bulletin 88-08. Further staff evaluations of thermal
stratification are discussed below.

Thermal stratification is a phenomenon that can occur in long runs of hori-
zontal piping when two streams of fluid at different temperatures flow in -

separate layers without appreciable mixing. Under such stratified flow condi-
tions, the top of the pipe may be at a much higher temperature than the
bottom. This thermal gradient produces pipe deflections, support loads, pipe
bending stresses, and local stresses that may not have been accounted for in-
the original piping design. The effects of thermal stratification have been
observed in both BWR and PWR feedwater piping as dis.ussed in NRC Information
Notice (IN) 84-87, and NRC IN 91-38.

During an audit conducted at GE offices in San Jose, California, on
March 23-26, 1992, the staff asked GE to explain and demonstrate how the
thermal stratification phenomenon was considered in the oBWR piping design.
In response, GE stated that thermal stratification is considered as a normal
design load in the ASME Code 1 stress and fatigue evaluation of the feedwater
piping. In addition, GE indicated that the feedwater line will be analyzed
for two thermal stratificat 4n load cases: (1) thermal stratification in the
piping at the RPV nozzle -anu (2) thermal stratification in the feedwater-

-

header piping, The loads will be included in the piping fatigue analysis and!
in the evaluations of the head fitting and RPV nozzles. The temperature
differences and locations- for the stratification loads were defined in the
feedwater-piping pressure / temperature cycle diagrams.

The staff reviewed and discussed the thermal stratification analysis method-
ology with the cognizant GE engineers and found it acceptable with the
exception of an apparent discrepancy in load application. GE defined the
stratified temperature profile in the pipe cross section as a constant hot
temperature in the top half and cold temperature in the ~ bottom half with:a -

-

step change in the temperature at the centerline. However, in the pipe stress
analysis, a linear top-to-bottom temperature profile was applied. The linear
temperature profile provides lower bending moments and stresses than the step
change profile. The staff asked GE to justify (1) the adequacy of the piping
analysis load input and (2) the' omission of the high-cycle fatio'Je effects
of thermal striping from the analysis. In addition, the staff ked GE to
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provide additionalLjustification for their methodology including test informa-
tion to support their thermal stratification load definition. GE should
provide this information-in the SSAR. This-is Open Item 3.9.3.1-2.

,

-GE has not provided information to the staff that would establish a minimum
temperature- at which an explicit piping thermal expansion analysis would be
required. . Without this information in the SSAR,'the staff requires that GE
perform thermal analyses for all temperature conditions above: ambient. This-
is-Open Item 3.9.3.1-3. '

In Note 6 to SSAR Table 3.9-2, GE states that all ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 .

piping systems that are essential for safe shutdown under the postulated
events are designed to meet the requirements of GE's topical report NED0-21985
dated September 1978. The NRC staff previously approved the topical report in
its evaluation dated July 17, 1980. Thus, the methodology for ensuring the
functional capability of essential piping systems is acceptable.

The ASME Code requires that a design specification be prepared for Class 1,
2, and 3 components such as pumps, valves, and piping systems. The design-
specification is intended to become a principal document governing the design
and construction of these components and should'specify loading combinations,
design data, and other design data inputs. The code also requires a design
report for ASME Code, Class 1, 2, and 3 piping and components. In~the ABWR
SSAR, GE committed to construct all safety-related components, such as ves-
sels, pumps, valves and piping systems,- to applicable requirements of the
ASME Code, Section III. During its review of the ABWR SSAR, the staff -

reviewed selected documents related to design specifications and design
reports. Those documents were not specifically for the-ABWR, but_were pro--
vided by.GE and reviewed by the staff as a demonstration of how design speci-
fications and design reports will be prepared for ABWR plants. The staff-
determined that the demonstration documents, with modifications, would meet
code requirenents. However, because the documents were not specifically for
the ABWR,- they will have to be modified before the staff can conclude that the
design specification and design report requirements in ASME Code, Section III,
Subsection NCA have been met. Therefore, the r'aff will audit plant-specific
design documentation for COL applicants referencing .the ABWR design. In SSAR
Section 3.9.7, GE states utility applicants referencing the ABWR design will
make design specifications available to the . staff and design reports required
by the ASME Code for vessels, pumps, valves, and piping systems for the -
purpose of audit. This is COL Action Item 3.9.3.1-2.

GE should provide an acceptable revision to the SSAR to. address the items
identified above for the staff to conclude that GE meets 10 CFR 50.55a and-

-GDC 1, 2, and 4 with respect to the design _and service load combinations and
associated stress and deformation limits specified for ASME Code, Class 1,.-2,
and 3 components.

3_.9.3.2 Design and Installation-of Pressure-Relief Devices

The staff reviewed SSAR Section 3.9.3.3 with regard to the design,-installa-
tion, and testing criteria applicable to the counting -of pressure-relief
devices used for the overpressure protection of ASME Code, Class 1, 2, and 3

_

components. This review, conducted in accordance with SRP Section 3.9.3,
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-included evaluation of the applicable loading combinations and stress crite- '|
ria. The design review extended to consideration of the means-provided to !

accommodate the rapidly applied reaction force when a SRV opens and the-
transient fluid-induced loads applied to the piping downstream of an SRV in a -
closed discharge piping system. The information-in SSAR Section 3.9.3.3,
meets the applicable guidelines of SRP Section 3.9.3 and is acceptable.

In accordance with TMI Action Item II.D.1 of NUREG-0737, pressurized water
,

reactor and BWR licensees and applicants are required to conduct testing to )
qualify the RCS SRVs and associated piping and. supports under expected .

!operating conditions for design-basis transients and accidents. GE's response
to Item 11.D.1 is briefly discussed in SSAR, Appendix 1A Section IA.2.9.- .This
section states that the SRV and models that will be used for ABWR plants have

'been tested under ABWR steam discharge conditions. It' further states that; if

the ABWR design should contain any SRV discharge piping that is not similar to ,

those that have teen tested, the valves will be tested in accordance with |

Item II.D.l. Thic commitment is acceptable. I

In performing the hydraulic transient piping analyses associated with the SRV
discharge, GE assumed a minimum rise time of 20 msec. Rise times faster than
this value could result in higMr loads than analytically predicted. The
assumed rise time is based on past SRV designs and existing test data. Con-
tingent upon the commitment described above to retest the SRVs if the COL
applicant should purchase any SRV or install its SRV piping in a configuration
that is not similar.to those that have been tested, this approach is accept-
able. The COL applicant should confirm that any SRVs or discharge piping
installed in the ABWR standard plant that is not similar to those that have
been tested will be tested in accordance with Item II.D.I. This is COL Action
Item-3.9.3.2-1.

The staff concludes that GE met 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2, and 3 with regard
to the criteria to be used for the design and . installation of ASME-Code,
Class 1, 2, and 3 overpressure-relief devices by ensuring that SRVs and their
installations will be designed to standards that are commensurate with their
safety functions and that they will accommodate the effects of discharge
caused by normal operation as well as postulated events such as- LOCAs and the
dynamic effects resulting from the SSE. GE also met GDC 14 and 15 with regard
to ensuring that the reactor coolant pressure boundary design limits for
normal operation, including anticipated operational . occurrences, will not be
exceeded. The criteria used by GE in the. design and installation of ASME
Code, Class 1, 2, and 3 SRVs provide adequate assurance that, under discharg-

-ing conditions, the resulting stresses will not exceed allowable stress and
strain limits for the materials of construction._ Limiting the stresses under
the loading combinations associated with the actuation of these pressure -
relief devices provides a conservative basis for the design and installation
of the devices for ensuring that the devices will withstand these loads
without loss of structural integrity or impairment of the overpressure-
protection function. '

3.9.3.3 Component Supports

The staff reviewed SSAR Sections 3.9.3.4 and 3.9.3.5 with regard to the meth--
odology used in the -design of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 component supports.
The review included an assessment of the design and structural integrity of
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the supports. It addressed three types of supports: plate and shell, linear,
and component standard types. All ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 component
supports for the ABWR plant will be constructed in accordance with ASME Code,
Section 111, Subsection NF. In addition, GE states in its SSAR that the
design is augmented by the application of Code Case N-476, Supplement 89.1,
which governs the design of single-angle members, if eccentric loads or other
torsional loads are not accommodated by designing the load to act through the
shear center, analyses will- be performed in accordance with such torsional
analysis methods such as " Torsional Analysis of Steel tiembers," AISC Publica-
tion T114-2/83. The staff position is that Subsection NF is an acceptable
code for the design of piping supports. However, the rules shall M augmented
by guidelines acceptable to the staff governing the design of singie-angle
members of supports and the methodology used to accommodate torsional loads.
At this time, although Code Case N-476 has not been endorsed by the staff. in
rtG 1.84, the staff finds that it provides adequate design rules for ths '

single-angle members. For torsional analysis of steel members, the staff
finds that GE-proposed documents provide sufficient technical guidelioes to
perform a torsional analyses of steel members and are acceptable.

In SSAR Section 3.9.3.4, GE commits to define the jurisdictional boundaries
between pipe supports and such interface attachment points as structural steel
in accordance with the ASME Code, Section Ill, Subsection NF, 1989 Edition.
The staff's review of the jurisdictional boundaries described in the 1989

| Edition finds that they are sufficiently defined to ensure a clear division
! betwcen the pipe support and the structural steel and are acceptable,

i In SSAR Section 3.9.3.4.1, GE states that the loading combinations for the
design of piping supports correspond to those used for the design of the
supported pipe. As discussed in Section 3.9.3.1 of this report, the staff has
concluded that the loading combinations used for the supported pipe are
consistent with SRP 3.9.3 and are acceptable. The stress limits for pipe
supports are in accordance with the ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NF and
Appendix F. The supports are generally designed or qualified by the-load
rating method as described in paragraph NF-3260 or by the stress limits-speci-
fied in paragraph NF-3231. These methods and limits as specified in the 1989
Edition of the ASME Code, fection III, are acceptable.

,

I

| In SSAR Section 3.9.3.4, GE provides design criteria for the design of pipe
L supports using supplementary steel. The building structure component supports
| are designed in accordance with the American Institute of Steel Construction,
i " Specification for the Design, Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel

for Buildings." -The use of this specification is standard industry-practice-
and has been proven to provide adequate design guidelines- for the design of-,

| structural steel for use as pipe supports and is acceptable,
i'
- In SSAR Section 3.9.3.4, GE states that concrete anchor bolts that will be

used for pipe support base plates will be designed to the applicable factors
of safety defined in NRC Office of Inspection and Enforc9 ment (IE) 'Bulle-
tin 79-02, (Revision _l,-June 21, 1979). Loading ' combinations for. component;

supports are discussed in Section 3.9.3.1 of this report. In general, the
,

l factors of safety for anchor bolts are acceptable. However, GE has not
discussed the use of specific types of anchor bolts to be used in the ABWR
plant. For' example, under-cut type anchor bolts behave in a ductile manner
but the staff's position is that the safety factors in iE Bulletin 79-02 shall
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still be applicable unless justification for alternative safety factors is.. I
provided. GE'has not provided any guidelines for use of under-cut-type. anchor--
bolts in the ABWR. piping systems. Therefore, the use of safety factors for.
anchor bolts other-than those provided in IE Bulletin 79-02_shall be justified- 1

and submit.ted to the staff for review and ' approval before their.use.. This is |

COL Action Item 3.9.3.3-1.

Irrespective of the type of concrete anchor bolt used for piping supports,f the 'j
action item in IE Bulletin 79 02 relative to pipe support _ base-plate flexibi-
lity shall be implemented.

GE has not provided to the staff with any details-regarding the specific
analysis methods or procedures to be used for the ABWR pipe support design.
For the staff to complete its review, GE should include the following addi-
tional details of the pipe support design in the SSAR:

(1) information that addressee the types of snubbers and their characteris-
tics (as delineated in SRP 3.9.3, Section II.3b) to be used in the ABWR.
standard plant.

(2) information that addresses the use of seismic restraints other than
snubbers and their modeling assumptions

(3)- information that addresses the pipe support stiffness values and support
deflection limits used in the piping analyses

(4) information that addresses how the seismic excitation of the pipe
supports (especially large frame-type structures) are to be considered
in the design of the pipe support anchorage

(5) information that addresses the hot and cold gaps to be used between the
pipe and the box-frame-type of support and the coefficient of friction to
be used for considering friction forces between the ripes and the steel
frames

,

%(6) criteria that will- ensure that the maximum deflections of the piping at-
support locations Lfor static and dynamic loadings are within an allowable
limit to preclude failure of the pipe supports and hangers,

The above items constitute Open Item 3.9.3.3-1.

GE has not provided the staff with any information on the design criteria for
the structural. design of-instrumentation line supports. The industry has
taken the position that ANS/AISC N-690 is useful in the-design of instrumen--
tation sensing line supports. Its use would have the effect of reducing the
QA recordkeeping requirements and code stamping required by Subsection NF of
ASME-Section III. The staff's: position on this issue is that for construction
of ASME component supports, ANS/AISC N-690 alone is not an acceptable stan-
dard; ASME Code, Section,III, Subsection NF, should be used. . However, the
staff is currently participating in the ASME effort to incorporate U-690 into
Subsection NF. Subsequent to a staff-endorsed version of NF-incorporating
N-690, Subsection NF will also.specify:the rules acceptable to the staff for
construction of ASME Class ' supports. .When this staff-approved version is
available, the COL applicant seeking to use it may submit a request to the=
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staff for; approval on a plant-specific basis. . However, for design certifica-
tion, GE should revise its SSAR to include the codes and standards to be used
for the. design of instrumentation-line supports. This is Open item 3.9.3.3-2.

GE is required to provide an acceptable revision to its SSAR to address'th)
above open issues to demonstrate that the ABWR meets 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1,
2, and 4 with regard to the design and service load combinations and asso-

-

ciated stress and deformation limits specified for ASME Ccde, Class 1, 2, and:
.

3 component supports.

The staff's evaluation of Class CS components is given in Section 3.9.5.

3.9.4 Control Rod Drive Systems

The staff's review under SRP Section 3.9.' included the control rod drive
system (CRDS) up to its interface with the control rods. Those components of-
the CRDS that are part of the primary pressure boundary are classified as-
SC 1, QG A, and are designed accurding to ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, Section III, Class 1 requirements. The CRDS will be capable of reliably -
controlling reactivity changes either under conditions of anticipated normal
plant operational occurrences or under postulated accident conditions. The
CRDS in the ABWR design consists of fine motion control rod drive mechanisms
- and the control rod drive hydraulic system. The staff reviewed the informa-
tion in SSAR Section 3.9.4 relative to the criteria used to ensure the struc-
tural integrity of this system during-normal operation and under accident con-
ditions. These criteria conform to SRP Section 3.9.4 and are acceptable.
Loading combinations for the CRDS are discussed in Section 3.9.3.1 of this
report. The functional des'gn and testing of these systems is discussed in
Section 4.6 of this report <

| The staff concludes that the design of the control- rod drive system is accept-
| able for the ABWR and meets GDC 1, 2, 14, 26, 27, and 29 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

L GE met GDC 1 and 10 CFR_5J.55a with regard to designing components important-
'

to safety to quality standards commensurate with the importance of the safety
functions to be performed. The-design procedures and criteria used for-the
control rod drive system conform to appropriate guidelines in'SRP-3.9.4.

GE met GDC 2,14, and 26 with regard to designing the control rod drive system
to withstand the effects.of earthquakes and-anticipated normal operation
occurrences with adequate margf as to ensure its structural integrity and _func-

i tional capability and with an extremely low probability _ of leakage or gross
,

! rupture of the reactor coolant pressure boundary. The staff'- evaluations of -
| the specified design transients, design and service loadings, 4:d combinations
L of loads, are discussed in Sections 3.9.1 and 3.9;3.1 of'this report. By-"

. limiting the stresses and deformations of-the CRDS:under such loading combina-
tions, the design: conforms to the appropriate guidelines.in SRP Sections.3.9.3

l' and 3.9.4.
1

L - 3.9.5 Reactor Pressure Vessel ' Internals

!- The staff reviewed, in accordance with SRP Section 3.9.5, the load combina-
tions, allowable stress and deformation limits, and other criteria used in the
design of the reactor internals. In SSAR Section 3.9.5.3.5, GE states that

!~
;
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the core support structu,es for the ABWR will be constructed in accordance
with ASME Code, Section lil, Subsection NG. This commitment conforms to SRP
Section 3.9.5 and is acceptable,

in SSAR Section 3.9.5.3.6, GE gives the design bases for safety ciass reactor
internals other than the core support structures. The design criteria,
loading conditions and a'ialyses that provide the basis for the design of these
components meet the guicelines of ASME Code, Section 111, Subsection NG-3000.
These components are constructed so as not to adversely affect the integrity
of the core support structures as required by ASME Code, Section 111, Subsec-
tion NG-ll22. These criteria conform to SRP Section 3.9.5 and are acceptable.

The staff concludes that the design of reactor internals for the ABWR is
acceptable and sw.s GDC 1, 2, 4, and 10 aM 10 CFR .0.55a.

GE met GDC 1 and 10 CFR 50.55a with regard to designing the reactor internals

to quality stan' ",?s commensurate with the importance of the safety functionsto be performed. ne design procedures and criteria used for the reactor
internals conform to Subsection NG of ASME Code, Section 111.

CE met GDC 2, 4, and 10 with respect to designing components important to
safety to withstand the effects of earthquakes and the effects of normal
operation, maintenance, testing, and postulated LOCAs 9.:th sufficient margin
to ensure that their capability to perform their safety functions is main-
tained and the specified fuul desig'1 limits are not exceeded.

The staff's evaluations of the specified design transients, design and service
loadings, and combinations of loading are discussed in Sections 3.9.1,
3.9.2.4, and 3.9.3.1 of this report. Implementation of this criteria to the
design of the reactor internal structures and components provides reasonable
assurance that, in the event of an earthquake or of a system transient during
normal plant operation, the resulting deflections and associ ,ted stresses
imposed on these structures and components will not exceed t ilowable stresses
and deformations under such loading combinations. This provides an acceptable
design basis for ensuring that these structures and components will withstand
the most adverse loading events that were postulated to occur during their
service lifetime without lor.s of structural integrity or impairment of
function.

3.9.6 Inservice Testing of pumps and Valves

SRP Section 3.9.6 provides guidance for review of inservice testing (1S1) of
certain safety-related pumps and valves typically designated as ASME Code
Class 1, 2, or 3. In Section 3.9.3 of this report, the staff discusses the
design of safety-related pumps and valves for the ABWR. The load combinations
and stress limits used in the design of pumps a,d valves ensure that the
integrity of the component pressure boundary will be maintained. in addition,
a licensee will periodically test the performance and measure performance
parameters of all safety-ri .ated pumps and valves in accordance with ASME Code
Section XI, as required by 10 CFR 50.55a(g). Periodic measurements of various
parameters will be compared to baseline measurements to detect long-term
degradation of the pump or valve performanca. The tests, measurements, and
comparisons will ensure the operational resdiness of these pumps and valves.
However, as discussed in SECY-90-016, the staff determined that ASME Code
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Section XI requirements do not as+ure the necessary level of component opera- i

bility that is desired for evolutionary light water reactor designs. There-
fore, to provide an adequate level of assurance of operability, the applicable '

components must bo designed and tested to meet the following additional
guidelines:

Piping design should incorporate provisions for full flow testing+

(maximum design flow) of pumps and check valves, i

Check valve testing should incorporate the use of advanced non-intrusive+

techniques to address degradation and performance characteristics.
'A program should be established to determine the frequency necessary for-*

disassembly and inspection of pumps and valves to detect unacceptable '

degradation which cannot be detected through the use of advanced non-
intrusive techniques.

,

Designs should incorporate provisions to test motor operated valves under*

.gn basis differential pressure.u

The staff's cvaluation of GE's responses to ASME Code Section XI issues,
,

including these additional guidelines, is discussed in the sections below.
,

in SSAR Section 3.9.6, GE states that IST of safety-related pumps and valves
will be performed in accordance with the requirements of ASME Code Section XI,
Subsections IWP and IWV. The staff recards this to be an acceptable commit-
ment regarding the staff's position that Code class and non-Code class safety-
related pumps and valves be tested in accordance with ASME Code Section XI.

.

In SSAR Table 1.8-21, GE indicates that the applicable code of record for the '

ABWR is the ASME Code 1989 edition. ASME/ ANSI Part 6 of Operations and Main-
tenance (OM), ' Inservice Testing of Pumps'," and Part 10. "Inservica Testing
of Valves," were referenced in Section XI, ASME Code 1989 Edition. As
discussed in ~Section 3.9.6.2.3 of inis report, this commitment is acceptable
provided the analysis of leakage rates and corrective action requirements of
OM Part 10, paragraph 4.2.2.3 are applied to containment isolation valve
testing.

In SSAR Table 3.9-8, GE lists the IST parameters and frequencies for safety-
related pumps and valves. This table was provided as part of the design
certification and contains the information that the staff used to review GE's
commitments regarding the ability to test pumps and valves in accordance with
the Code. The staff's assessment of the IST plan is contained in SER Sec-
tion 3.9.6.3. However, it should be noted that the developnent of a complete
plant specific IST program shall be the responsibility of tie COL applicant.
The comprehensive pump and valve IM program will provide. Uditional informa-
tion beyond that contained in the IST plan. The IST progr a will include the ,

tests performed on each pump and valve and the Code requirnent met by each
~

test; test parameters and frequency of the tests; the normal, safety, and
fail-safe position of each valve; component type for each pump -a-d valv and
PalD coordinates for each ) ump and valve.- In addition, any requests for
relief shall be' submitted >y the COL applicant ~ and will be reviewed by the NRC
staff, on the basis of the Code edition referenced in 10 CFR 50.55a(g), the
ABWR design, and the insenice testing methods available at the time of the
COL application.
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GE's description of the primary elements of the inservice testing plan for
design certification in SSAR Section 3.9.6 are discussed below.

3.9.6.1 Inservice Testing of Safety-Related Pumps

in response to the staff's concern regarding the adequacy of minimum-flow
systems for safety-related pumps, GE stated in SSAR Section 3.9.6.1 that
safety-related pumps and piping configurations can accommodate inservice
testing at a flow rate at least as large as the maximum design flow for the
pump. In addition, GE also stated in the SSAR that it would evaluate the
sizing of each minimum recirculation flow path to ensure that its use under
all s'ialyzeri conditions will not result in degradation of the pump and to
periodically measure the minimum recirculation flow rate to verify that it is
in accordance with the design specification. In response to another staff
request, GE stated in the same SSAR section that it would provide the safety-
related pumps with instrumentation to verify that the not positive suction c

head is greater than or equal to the NPSil required during all modes of pump
! operation. The staff finds these commitments to be acceptable because these

meet SRP 3.9.6 testeility requirements for safety related pumps.

In Section 3.9.6.1 of the DSER (SECY-91-235), the staff identified an open
item relating to disassembly and inspection of safety-related pumps (Outstand-
ing item 14). In its letter dated December 19, 1991, GE stated that the COL
applicant will develop a program to establish the frequency and the extent of
disassembly and inspection for all safety-related pumps, including the basis
for the frequency and the extent of each disassembly. GE further stated that
the program may be revised throughout the plant life to minimize disassembly,
based on past disassembly experience. GE further indicated that the SSAR will
be amended accordingly to specify the COL actions. The staff considers this
program to be the responsu ility of the COL applicant. This is COL Action
Item 3.9.6.1-1.

3.9.6.2 Inservice Testing of Safety-Related Valves

3.9.6.2.1 Check Valves

In response to the staff's concern regarding the full-flow testing of check
valves, GE stated that all ABWR safety-related piping systems will incorporate
provisions for testing to demonstrate the operability of the check valves
ander design-basis conditions. In res)onse to another staff request, GE
stated that advanced non-intrusive tec1niques will be used in the implementa-

-

;
\tion of inservice testing program tr periodically assess degradation and the

performance characteristics of check valves. This commitment is responsive to
the guidelines on this issue contained in SECY-90-016 and is therefore,
acceptable.

In Section 3.9.6.2.1 of the DSER, the staff identified an open item relating
to disassembly and inspection of safety-related check valves (Outstanding
item 15), in its letter dated December 19, 1991, GE stated that the COL
applicant referencing the ABWR design will develop a program to establish the
frequency and the extent of disassembly and inspection on the basis of
suspected degradation of all safety-related check valves, including the basis
for the frequency and the extent of each disassembly. GE also stated that the
program may be revised throughout the plant life to minimize disassembly basei
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on past disassembly experience. GE further indicated that the SSAR will be
amended accordingly to specify the COL applicant requirements. The staff
considers this to be the responsibility of the COL applicant, and resolves the
previous open item. This is COL Action item 3.9.6.2.1-1.

3.9.6.2.2 Motor-Operated Valves

in response to the staff's concern regarding the testing and inspection of
motor-operated valves (MOVs), GE stated that the results of either in situ or
prototype testing with full flow and pressure and/or full differential
pressure needs to be incorporated into the MOV equipment specifications to
verify the proper sizing and correct switch rettings of the valves. GE

further stated that the COL applicant referencing the ABWR design will provide
a study to determine the optimal frequency for valve stroking during inservice
testing to avoid unnecessary testing and valve damage. This is COL Action
item 3.9.6.2.2-1. 1

In the DSER, the staff identified an open item relating to justifying the
use of prototype testing of MOVs as an alternative to in situ testing (Out-
standing item 16). In response to the staff's concern GE anreed to revise
the SSAR to reference Generic letter (GL) 89-10, Supplement 1 Questions 22 and
24 through 28, which contains guidelines to justify prototype testing. The
staff regards thie as a CE commitment to follow this guidance. This is
Confirmatory item 9.6.2.2-1.

In response to the staff's concern regarding the periodic testing for MOVs,
GE stated that the SSAR will be revised to require the COL applicant to
periodically test MOVs. This testing would be conducted under adequate
differential pressure and flow conditions that allow a justifiable demonstra-
tion of continuing MOV capability for design-basis conditions, including
recovery from inadvertent valve mispositioning. This commitmer is satisfac-
tory provided the frequency and test conditions are sufficient u inmonstrate
continuing design-basis capability. The staff considers the 5 year interval
recommended in GL 89-10 as an appropriate starting point fer each valve for
determining the frequency of this periodic verification moreover, it is the
staff's position that MOVs in a safety-related system should either bo
designed to prevent mispositioning or be required to be subjected to quali-
fication testing to demonstrate capability to recover from mispositioning.
Hispositioning may occur through actions teken at any time locally (manual or
electrical) at a motor control center or in the control room and includes
deliberate changes of valve position for performing surveillance testing.
This is Confirmatory Item 3.9.6.2.2-2.

In the DSER, the staff identified an open item regarding disassembly and
inspection of safety-related MOVs (Outstanding item 17). In its letter dated-

December 19, 1991 GE stated that the COL applicant referencing the ABWR
desty will develop a program to establish the frequency and the extent of
disassembly and inspection based on suspected d u n dation of all safety-
related MOVs, including the basis for the fregr'y and the extent of each
disassembly, GE further stated that the program may be revised throughout the
plant life to minimize disassembly based on past disassembly experience. GE
further indicated the SSAR will be amended accordingly. This is COL Action
item 3.9.6.2.2-2.
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Finally, in SSAR Section 3.9.6.2.2, GE states that the inservice testing of
MOVs will rely on diagnostic techniques that are consistent with the state of
the art and that will permit an assessment of the performance of the valve
under actual loading cenditions. This commitment is responsive to the
guidelines on this issue contained in SECY-90-016 and is, therefore, accept-
able.

3.9.6.2.3 Design Certification Material

In SSf.R Section 3.9.7.3, GE made an interface commitment that the concerns and
issues identified in GL 89dt for MOVs will be addressed by the applicant
refe m cing the ABWR design before plant startup. The methods for assessing
the loads, sizing the actuator, and setting torque and limit switches will be
specifically addressed. However, the staff has determined that those concerns
and issues identified in GL 89-10 and its supplements that relate to test,
analysis, and acceptance criteria to determine the adequacy of valve design '

and to ensure the ability of MOVs to meet functional performance requirements
under all design-basis conditions, including recovery from inadvertent valve
mispositioning, must be addressed under a generic ITAAC rather than an inter-
face commitment. The development of an acceptable generic ITAAC for demon-
strating MOV capability is Open item 3.9.6.2.3-1. '

3.9.6.2.4 Isolation Valve Leak Tests

in response to the staff's concern regarding the leak-tight integrity of
isolation valves, GE agreed to verify the leak-tight integrity of each valve
relied on to provide a leak-tight function. These valves include (1) pressure
isolation valves that provide isolation of pressure differential from one part
of a system to another or between systems, (2) temperature isolation valves
those leakage may cause unacceptable thermal stress fatigue or stratification
in the piping and thermal loading on supports or whose leakage may cause steam
binding of pumps, and (3) containment isolation valves that perform a contain-
ment isolation function, including valves-that are not a part of the 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix J, Type C, testing program but whose leakage may cause loss
of water inventory of a suppression pool.

In the draft safety evaluation report (DSER), the staff reported a concern
regarding the scope of containment isolation valves (Outstanding item 18). In
response, GE stated that the scope of containment isolation valves will be in
accordance with GDC 54 and agreed to amend the SSAR accordingly. The staff
will verify that this change has been made in a future SSAR amendment. This
is Confirmatory item 3.9.6.2.4-1. It should be noted, however, that the
staff's evaluation of compliance with GDC 54 has been found to be acceptable
es discussed in Section 6.2.4 of this report.

In the DSER, the staff equested that GE comply with the analysis of leakage
rates and corrective action requirements of OM Part 10, paragraph 4.2.2.3, for
containment isolation valves (Outstanding item 19). In response, GE stated
that leakage rate testing of containment isolation valves will be in accord-
ar.ce with ASME Code Section XI. However, this is not completely acceptable.
OM Part 10, which is referenced in ASME Code Section XI, 1989 edition, only
requires containment isolation valves to be tested in accordance with A) pen--
dix J to 10 CFR Part 50 and does not require that corrective action be >ased
on exceeding individual-valve leakage limits. The staff's position is that
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the analysis of leakaue rates and corrective action requirements of para-
graph 4.2.2.3 in OM Part 10 are applicable to containment isolation valves.
GE must revise itt response in accordance with the staff's position. This is
Open item 3 J.6.2.*-1.

Several safety systems connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary
have design pressures below the rated RCS pressure. Also, some systems that
are rated at full reactor pressure on the discharge side of pumps have pump
suction below RCS pressure. 10 protect these systems from RCS pressure, two

,

or more isolation valves will be placed in series to form the interface '

between the high-pressure RCS and the low-pressure system. The leak tight '

integrity of these valves must be ensured by periodic leak testing to pre-
vent exceeding the design pressyra of the low-pressure systems. The staff
requested that GE commit to pF Id: *ar' A leak testing of all pressure
isolation valves in accordanct w W. ol>' ble sections of the technical ,

specifications (15) for recent i li W u e4 )1 ants. in response, GE '

stated that the periodic leak r, r.t a'
valves in Table 3.9-9 will be periorm q of d o RCS pressure isolationin accordance with the surveillance i

requirements of the ABWR TS. GE also Stated that the final proposed ABWR TS,
to be considered and a mroved under the certification program, will reflect
the relevant surveillance requirements of the new BWR Standard Technical
Specifications.

The staff will evaluate the surveillance requirements of the ABWR pressure
isolation valves when GE submits the ABWR TS for approval. This is Technical
Specification item 3.9.6.2.4-1. -

In the DSER, the staff reported that its review of T Wie 3.9-9 was incomplete
(Outstanding item 20). The staff reviewed the RCS pressure isolation valve
list provided in SSAR Table 3.9-9 and finds that inis list contains all of the
pumps and valves in the RCS and-is, therefore, acceptable. '

3.9.6.3 Review of SSAR Table 3.9-8, inservice Testing Plan
'

As discussed previously in Section 3.9.6 of this' report, GE has made certain
commitments regarding the ability to test all safety-related pumps and valves
in the ABWR design. In SSAR Section 3.9.6, GE states that Code testing flexi-
bility in the ASME/AhSI OM Part 6 and Part 10 produced no need for relief
requests. In SSAR Table 3.9-8, GE lists the inservice testing parameters and *

frequencies for safety-related pumps and valves. In the-DSER, the staff iden-
tified this as Outstanding item 13. The staff's review of SSAR Table 3.9-8, !

to ensure that GE's commitments regarding the ability to test pumps and valves <

can be met, 'resulted in a list of. questions transmitted to GE in a letter
dated May 4, 1992. In that letter, the staff identified several sigrJficant
weaknesses-in the ABWR IST Plan, including the items that are described below.

The IST plan scope may not be complete. Some pumps _and valves that are-
'

-*

not included-in the test plan appear to have safety-related functions.

The ABWR design features may not. allow IST.as described in SSAR Sec-+

tion 3,9.6. For example, some check valves are in series with no inter-
mediate test tap to allow for closure verification or leak testing of
each valve individually. For the power-operated valves that appear to be '

,

contiolled by the same single remote manual switch, it is not clear how
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individual valve testing will be accomplished. for the RCIC pump, it is
not clear on the system design figure provided by GE how full flow pump
testing can be accomplished.

The testing frequency for some pumps as described in the IST plan does.

not comply with the ASME Code requirement.

In its letter, the staff requested GE to address the issues in the list of
questions. The staff stated that those questions should not be used to deter-
mine a comprehensive list of problem areas in SSAR lable 3.9-8 and that GE
should systematically review and revise its ABWR IST plan, with emphasis on
the design configuration to provide assurance that its commitment regarding
the ability to test pumps and valves can be met. Subsequently, a meeting with
GE was held on June 8, 1992, in San Jose, California. As a result of that
meeting, GE made several commitments including addressing those questions
icentified in the staff's letter of May 4,1992; revising SSAR Table 3.9-8 as
well as the associated piping and instrumentation drawings (P&lDs); and per-
forming a systematic review of its IST plan. GE also indicated that some
exceptions to the Code requirements may be needed after it completes a
systematic review of the IST plan. For the staff review of any Code excep-
tions, GE has committed to identify the Code requirement, to provide a basis
to justify the need for relief, and to describe its proposed alternate testing
method. The development and submittal of an acceptable IST plan is Open
item 3.9.6.3-1.

The staff informed GE that it would be unacceptable to leave for the COL phase
certain aspects of the final design related to testability of pumps and
valves. Specifically, details of the piping configuration related to addi-
tional lines, valves, and instrumentation must be provided before FDA.
Because the comprehensive pump and valve design specifications are not avail-
able as part of the design certification, GE shall establish criteria to be
used by the COL applicant for developing its pump and valvo design specifi-
cations to ensure that the ASME Code testing requirements can be met. This is
Open item 3.9.6.3-2. ;
N nelly, SSAR Section 3.9.7.3 contains a commitment that the COL applicant
provide a detailed pump and valve IST plan. This plan will be more detailed
than the IST plan being finalized by GE and will be based on the actual pumps
and valves installed in the facility, lhe staff will review this plan to
verify consistency with the Code testing requirements. Changes in the Code
requirements could necessitate relief requests if the new requirements cannot
be met by the ABWR design. This plan and any relief requests will be re-
viewed by the NRC staff on the basis of the Code edition referenced in 10 CFR
50.55a(g), the ABWR design, and the IST methods available at the time of the
COL application. This is COL Action item 3.9.6.3-1,

3.9.6.4 Design Certificction Material

in Section 3.9.6.2 ?. of this report, the staff indicated that the MOV equip-
ment specifications require the incorporation of the results of either in-
situ or prototype testing with full flow and differential pressure to verify
the proper s''ing and switch settings of the valves. Similarly, in Sec-
tion 3.9.6.2.1 of this report, the staff indicated that all ABWR safety-
related piping systems incorporate provisions for testing to demc., strate
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the operability of check valves under desigr.-basis conditions. The staff
addressed these issues to ensure that these valves are verified to be capable
of performing their design-basis functions. GE has not provided a similar
commitment in the SSAR that the specifications for other power-operated valves
will incorporate the results of either in plant or prototype testing to verify
design-basis capability. On the basis of past experience with estimating
thrust and torque requirements and other parameters for valve operation, the
staff believes that this arsurance cannot be provided by analytical approaches
alone and will require that 3 roper sizing and adjustment of other power-
operated valves be verified ay a generic ITAAC. The development of an
acceptable generic ITAAC for demonstrating the capability of other power-
operated valves is Open item 3.9.6.4-1.

3.9.6.5 Conclusion

Contingent upon acceptable resolution, and SSAR revisions, to address the
issues discussed above, the staff concludes that GE's commitment to a pump and
valve IST program is acceptable and meets the requirements of GDC 37, 40, 43,
46, and 54 and 10 CFR 50.55a(g).

3.10 Seismic and Dynamic Oualification of Mechanical ani_. Electrical Eauipment

in SSAR Sections 3.9.2.2 and 3.10, GE provides information on the seismic and
dynamic qualification of safety-related mechanical and electrical equipment.
Section 3.9.3.2, also contains information relative to pump and valve opera-
bility assurance. This information includes

rationale used to determine if tests, analyses, or combinations of both*

will be performed

criteria used to define the seismic and other relevant dynamic load input*

motiont

the proposed demonstration of the adequacy of the qualification program*

'

CE will use the seismic qualification methodology in Section 4.4 of
NEDE-24326-1 (proprietary) f or both mechanical and electrical equipment. This
program conforms in Institute of Electrical and Electronks Engineers
(IEEE) 323 as modified and endorsed by RG 1.P'). The program also meets the
criteria in IEEE 344 as modified by RG 1.100. In SSAR Tables 1.8-20 and
1.8-21, GE agrees to use RG 1.100, Revision 2. June 1988, and IEEE 344, 1987.
It should be noted that Section 9 of IEEE 344, 1987 recognized the use of
" experience data" as a method for seismic qualification of equipment. As used
in IEEE 344, experience data includes both seismic experience and previous
qualifications. The staff has not accepted the use of seismic experience on
either evolutionary or passive plants. In accordance with RG 1.100, Revi-
sion 2, the method of qualification will be reviewed by the staff on a case-
by-case basis. The staff reviewed NEDE-24326-1 (proprietary) and approved the
qualification methodology therein in an SER sent to GE on October 23, 1983,
in response to the staff's request for information in Question 271.2, GE
stated that the methodology in NEDE-24326-1 (proprietary) also conforms to the
above commitments in Tables 1.8-20 and 1.8-21. This commitment is acceptable.

:
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The methodology in 11EDE-24326-1 (proprietary), supplemented by the information
in SSAR Sections 3.9.2.2 and 3.9.3.2, provides test and/or analysis criteria
used to demonstrate the operability of active pumps and valves (i.e., those
ASME Class 1, 2, or 3 components which must perform a mechanical motion to
shut down the plant or mitigate the consequences of a postulated event). The
criteria described are consistent with the guideline in SRP 3.10. In addi-
tion, consistent with staff positions on recently licensed plants. SSAR Sec-
tions 3.9.3.2.1.1, 3.9.3.2.3.1.4, and 3.9.3.2.5.1.2 provide commitments that
operability is further assured by limiting the stresses to the material
elastic limit when the component is subjected to (1) the combination of normal
operating loads, (2) SSE and other reactor building vibration loads, and ;

(3) dynamic system loads (LOCA). Specifically, the average membrane stress |
resulting from the above faulted condition (Service Level D) loads is limited i

to 75 percent of the material yield stress, and the maximum membrane plus !

bending stress is limited to 110 percent of the yield stress. Implementation
of such criteria will provide assurance that valv; bodies or pump cases will ,

not distort to the extent that operability of the component is impaired. |

tlEDE-24326-1 (proprietary) provides qualification methodology only and con-
tains no plant-specific information. Therefore, each COL applicant referenc-
ing this document must ensure that specific environmental parameters along
with seismic and dynamic input response spectra are properly defined and
enveloped in the methodology for its cpecific plant and implemented in its
equipment qualification program. In SSAR Sections 3.9.3.2 and 3.10, GE
commits the COL applicant to provide documentation of the results of both
the pump and valve operability and the seismic and dynamic qualification
programs. In addition, in accordance with the ITAAC discussed below, the
COL applicant will audit the files on the ABWR to review-the results of tests
and analyses that were performed to (1) ensure that the criteria ir. the SSAR-
were properly implemented, (2) ensure that adequate qualification was demon- '

strated for all equipment and their supports, and (3) verify that all applica- '

ble loads were properly defined and accounted for in the testing and analyses i

performed. In SSAR Section 3.10.5, GE commits that applicants referencing the
ABWR design will maintain in a permanent file equipment. qualification records ,

including reports described in SSAR Sections 3.10.2.1.4 and 3.10.2.2.3. In
addition, these records will be readily- available for audit. Since this issue ,

involves plant-specific information, the staff concludes that it does not meet '

the requirementi of 10 CFR 52.47(a)(1)(vii), and'therefore cannot be catego-
rized as an interface. This is COL Actica item 3.10-1.

The staff concludes that GE has defined appropriate seismic and dynamic quali-
fication of mechanical-and electrical equipment and pump and valve operability
programs. These programs meet applicable portiv. * # GDC 1, 2, 4,14, and 30,
Appendice= A and B to 10 CFR Part 50, 10 CFR Part 52.47, and Appendix A to

- 10 Cf3 Part 100 and are acceptable.

3.10.1 Design. Certification Material

By a letter dated April 6,1992, GE. submitted its report entitled " Tier 1
Design Certification Material for the GE ABWR Design - Stage 2 Submittal."-
A part of this report consists of ITAAC for equipment qualification that was-'

revised in response to the staff's audit on February 10-12, 1992. Subsequent

'
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to its review of Section 3.1 of this report, the staff concludes that the
following broad criteria relative to seismic qualification of mechanical and
electrical equipment will be confirmed as a part of this program:

1

The performance specifications under conditions existing during and+

following design-basis accidents will be confirmed.

The testing methods used to qualify the equipment will be determined to*

be in cor formance with applicable criteria in SSAR Section 3.10.

The results of the qualifications will be determined to be documented,*

provided in a qualification file, and available for audit.

The installed configuration of the eculpment will be determined to be*
;

bounded by the test configuration and conditions. ;

The staff concludes that the ITAAC described in Section 3.1 of the above
report and performed n summarized above will be adequate to demonstrate

,compliance with the equipment qualification commitments for the certified
!

design.

3.10.2 Methods and procedures of Analysis or Testing of Supports of |
Electrical Equipment and Instrumentation

SSAR Section 3.10.3 describes the procedures and criteria for the seismic
qualification and design of the NSSS clectrical equipment supports; seismic
Category I supports for battery racks, instrument racks, control consoles,
cabinets, and panels; seismic Category I electrical raceway (cable trays and
conduit) supports; seismic Category I local instrument sup,. arts; and seismic
Category I instrument tubing supports. This section of the report covers only ,

the staff's evaluation of the procedures and criteria for the design of the
seismic Category I electrical raceway supports.

,

SSAR Section 3.10.3.2.2 describes the procedures and criteria for the design-
of the seismic Category I electrical raceway supports. GE used the response
spectrum method to analyze the composite system of the electrical raceways and
supports to calculate the seismic loads and the reactor building vibration
(RBV) loads resulting from an SRV discharge or LOCA inside the containment.
The input to the dynamic analysis is the seismic and RBV floor response-
spectra (FRS) generated for the supporting floor. In case the supports are
attached to a wall or to two different locations, the input is the upper bound
FRS envelope obtained by superimposing the FRS of both floors or locations.
In addition, in many cases GE combined several FRS by superposition to
generate an upper bound FRS envelope as the input to facilitate the design.

According to SSAR Section 3.8.4.2.4, the design of seismic Category I electri-
cal raceway supports uses codes, standards, at specifications applicable to
the building structures to which they are atta med. These codes include
AISC Steel Construction Manual and AISI SG-673 -The supports are designed and
located to withstand the dynamic loads in =three directions by means of verti-
cal, transverse, and longitudinal support and bracing systems. The design
considers the dead loads, live loads, and seismic loads plus other RBV dynamic
loads. According to SSAR Section 3.10.3,2,2, the supports, including-those i
for the non-seismic Category I cable trays and conduits, are designed to meet
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'

seismic Category I requirements. These design criteria and procedures meet
the guidelines of SRP Section 3.8.4 and are acceptable. However, GE d H not
provide the design procedures and criteria for the seismic Category I cable
trays and condult. This is Open item 3.10.3-1.

GL is required to resolve the open item above for the staff to conclude that
the procedures and criteria for the design of seismic Category I raceway
supports are acceptable. |

|

3.11 Environmental Ou3lification of Mechanical and Electrical Eouinment
'

The staff reviewed the ABWR design environmental qualification requirements- |

for mechanical and electrical equipment in accordance with SRP Section 3.11, |
Revision 2. Equipment that is used to perform a necessary safety function

.

must be demonstrated to be capable of maintaining functional operability under
all service conditions postulated to occur during its installed life for the
time it is required to operate. This requirement, which is embodied in GDC 1
and 4 of Appendix A and Criteria 111 XI, and XVil of Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50, is applicable to equipment located inside as well as outside the
containment. More detailed requirements and guidance related to the methods
and procedures for demonstrating this capability for electrical equipment are-
set forth in 10 CFR 50.49, " Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment
important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants"; NUREG-0588, Revision 1
" Interim Staff Position on Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related
Electrical Equipment," which supplements IEEE 323 and various NRC regulatory
guides and industry standards, and RG 1.89, Revision 1. '

The NRC staff issued NUREG-0588 in December 1979 to promote a more orderly and
systematic implementation of equipment qualification programs by industry and
to provide guidance to the NRC staff for its use in ongoing licensing reviews.

,

The positions in the NUREG provide guidance on (1) how to establish environ
mental service conditiens,-(2) how to select methods that are considered
appropriate for qualifying equipment in different areas of the plant, and
(3) other areas such as margin, aging, and documentation. . A final rule on
environmental qualification of electrical equipment important to safety for

:
nuclear power plants became effective on February 22, 1983. This rule, 10 CFR
50.49, specifies the requirements to be met for demonstrating the environmen-
tal qualification of electrical equipment important to safety located in a
harsh environment. RG 1.89, Revision 1 (June 1984), identifies the guidelines
that have to be met for complying with the above rule. In conformance with
10 CFR 50.49, electrical eauipment for BWRs referencing the ABWR standard
design may be qualified according to the' criteria specified in Category I of
NUREG-0588, Revision 1 and RG-1.89, Revision 1.

The qualification requirements for mechanical equipment are principally con-
tained in Appendices A and B to 10 CFR Part 50. The qualification methods
defined in NUREG-0588 can also be applied to mechanical equipment.

To document the degree to which the environmental qualification program for
the ABWR complies with the NRC environmental qualification requirements and
criteria, GE provided SSAR Section 3.11 " Environmental Qualification of
Safety-Related Mechanical and Electrical Equipment," and SSAR Appendix 31
(proprietary), in a response dated January 13, 1989, to the staff's request-
for additional information dated September 12, 1988.
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3.11.1 Comp 1tteness of Qualification of Clectrical Equipment important to |
Safety I

I

The following three categories of electrical equipment important to safety
must be qualified in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.49(b)(1),
(b)(2), and (b)(3). |

safety-related electrical equipment (relied on to remain functional*

during and following desigr,-basis events)

non-safety-related electrical equipment whose failure under the postu-+

lated environmental conditions could prevent satisfactory accomplishment
of the safety functions by the safety-related equipment

certtin post-accident monitoring equipment (Category I and 11 accident-+

monitoring instrumentation as specified in RG 1.97)

GE stated that for the ABWR, all three categories of electrical equipment I

mentioned above that will be located in a harsh environment wili be environ- !
mentally qualified. GE identified an interface requirement that requires
COL applicants to list all electrical equipment within the scope of 10 CFR
50.49 in their plant-specific environmental qualification documents (EQDs).
GE's approach for selecting and identifying electrical equipment required
to be environmentally qualified for the ABWR is acceptable. However, follow-

| ing a review of interface requirements, the staff determined that this item
,

should be reclassified as a COL action item. The staff will review specific '

details provided by the COL applicant to demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR
50.49(b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3). The details will include a list of systems
and their components that are included in the plant environmental qualifica-
tion program and the design features for preventing the potential adverse
consequence identified in-IE Information Notica 79-22, " Qualification of ,

Control Systems." This is COL Action item 3.11.1-1.

L 3.11.2 Qualification Methods

3.11.2.1 Electrical Equipment in a Harsh Environment !

The environmental qualification program presented in GE Topical Report
NEDE-24326-1 (proprietary) outlines the metnodology GE used to-qualify nuclear
steam supply system safety-related electrical equipment subject to a harsh
environment. GE adopted this program for the ABWR (SSAR Section 3.11.2).;

On the basis of its review of the topical report, the staff finds ~ that the-
L . qualification methodology in the report conforms to 10 CFR 50.49 and its

.

; associated standards,-except for the position on time margin stated in the
'

report. NUREG-0588 states that the time margin for certain categories of
equipment (these categories are identified in the NUREG)'should_be a-mini-
mum of I bour. -The topical report has not addressed the.above requirement.

,

| While GE oddressed the time margin in Section 3.11.1 of SSAR Amendment.14, the
:taff found that there was no reference to the 1-hour requirement. It was not

j clear that the stated position-included-in the SSAR met the time margin
requirement. Therefore, the staff identified the time-margin issue as Open-

' Item 12 in the DSER (SECY-91-153) and required it to be resolved in accordance-
with NUREG-0588, Revision 1 or as amplified in RG 1.89, Revision 1..

|
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GE provided their revised position on time-margin in Section 3.11.1 of SSAR
Amendment 17. However, it is not clear that the intent is to comply with
the guidance of NUREG-0588, Revision 1, Category 1, paragraph 3, as ampli-
fled in RG 1.89, Revision 1, Regulatory Position C.4. Therefore, to resolve
this issue GE should confirm that SSAR Section 3.11.1 will be updated to
reflect compliance with the above cited guidance. This is Confirmatory
item 3.11.2.1-1. Resolution of this issue may also be applied to the unre-
solved time-margin issue for mechanical equipment below.

3.11.2.2 Safety-Related Mechanical Equipment in a Harsh Environment

Although no detailed requirements exist for mechanical equipment, GDC 1 and 4
and Criteria 111 and XVil to Appendix B to 10 CfR Part 50 contain the follow-
ing requirements related to equipment qualification:

Components shall be designed to be compatible with the postulated*

environmental conditions, including those associated with LOCAs.

Measures shall be established for the selection and review for the suit-*

ability of application of materials, parts, and equipment that are essen-
tial to safety-related functions.

Design control measures shall be established for verifying the adequacy*

of design.

Equipment qualification records shall be maintained and shall include the*

results of tests and materials analyses.

GE stated that the qualification program for safety-related mechanical equip-
ment for the ABWR design will include all safety-related mechanical equipment
identified in SSAR Section 3.2. GE further stated, the mechanical equipment
qualification program to be applied to the ABWR will use applicable portions
of the NRC-approved Topical Report NEDE-24326-1 (proprietary) and RG 1.89,
Revision 1, and r' 1 be consistent with the program for qualification of
mechanical equipment in a harsh environment described in the NRC-approved
GESSAR (General Electric Standard Safety Analysis Report) 11 design. The ABWR
program scope looks not only at the metallic components of-the equipment but
also the nonmetallic components. Metallic components that form a pressure
boundary are considered to be qualified by the nature of their pressure
retention capability as demonstrated by the application of_an ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel stamp. Nonmetallic components, such as greases, gaskets, and
lubricants, will be shown to be capable of performing their intended functions
under accident environments. The design of safety-related mechanical equip-
ment associated with the ABWR will be performed under the same internal proce-
dural controls as that used for the design of mechanical components associated
with the GESSAR 11 design. These controls ensure that components are designed
to be compatible with their postulated operating environments, that measures
are established for the selection and review of the suitability of application
of the material, parts, and equipment that are essential to safety-related
functions, and that there are design control measures for verifying the
adequacy of the design. As stated in NEDE-24326-1 (proprietary), a complete
set of qualification records are developed for each safety-related component.
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GE also identified interface requirements that require COL applicarts to pro- i

vide in their plant-specific EQDs (1) a list of all safety-relatei iechanical
equipment that will be located in harsh-environment plant zones ano (2) the
methodology that will be used to qualify the equipment located in harsh as
well as mild-environment plant zones. As a result of staff review of inter-
face items, this has been reclassified as COL Action item 3.11.2.2-1.

.

The staff concludes that the information provided by GE on the selection and
identification of mechanical equipment required to be environmentally quali-
fled and the qualification methods for the equipment for the ABWR standard
design will be acceptable, sebject to resolution of the time-margin issue as c

it applies to safety-related mechanical equipment.

3.11.3 Completeness of Information in Tables of SSAR Appendix 31

SSAR Section 3.11 defines all the environmental conditions (normal, abnormal,
test, accident, and post-accident) to which the applicable equipment may be
exposed during plant operstion. SSAR Appendix 31 contains 21 tables that
specify the design limits or time-based profile of thermal environmental para- i

meters (pressure, temperature, and relative humidity) and/or design limits for
radiation environmental parameters (gamma dose rate and total gamma integrated

,

'

dose) for each plant area or zone in the area under normal and/or abnormal and
accident environmental conditions. The tables also include the neutron flux
during normal operating conditions for different zones of the primary contain-
ment. The areas for which the environmental data are tabulated are the pri-
mary containment, secondary containment portion of the reactor building,
remaining portions of the reactor building, turbine building, control build-
ing, radwaste building, service building, and outdoor area. Except for the
radwaste building and the outdoor area, all other areas are further subdivided
into zones on the basis of thermal and radiation environmental conditions
determined for the zones. GE considers a postulated reactor coolant (steam or
water) pressure boundary pipe rupture as the limiting accident for calculating
the design limits or the time-based profile for thermal environmental parame-
ters during accident conditions for all zones. GE considers the design-basis
LOCA as the limiting accident for calculating the design limits for radiation
environmental parameters during accident conditions for all applicable zones.
GE computed the total normal and accident doses in a zone by integrating the
ambient dose rate in the zone over a 60-yer.r period and the accident dose rate
in the zone over a 6-month period, respectively.

GE states that the envircamental conditions ioentified in the tables in Appen-
dix _31 are upper-bound envelopes for these conditions in various areas or
zones to which the applicable equipment has to be designed and qualified. The
environmental parameters specified in these tables are for the upper-bound
envelopes. GE states that the parameters do not include margins needed to
satisfy equipment qualification requirements. GE further states that these
tables include-identification of significant enveloping abnormal conditions
and each enveloping accident event that affects the zone environment. GE has
provided these tables for use by COL applicants in developing their plant-
specific environmental qualification programs for equipment important to i

safety. The staff reviewed the tables in Appendix 31 and found a number of
-

deficiencies that were identified in the DSER (SECY-91-153) as Open item 13.

!
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in the DSER, the staff stated that the tables do not include the chemical
environmental conditions (chemical composition and the resulting Ph) to which "

the applicable t.quipment may be exposed during accident conditions. Gi :
responded thct reactor water quality characteristics for the design-basis '

loss-of-coolant accident (DBLOCA) are contained in SSAR Section 31.3.2.3. 'Additionally, by fax dated June 1, 1991 GE provided information indicating
that SSAR Section_31.3.2.3 would be updated to include information on water
quality characteristics for normal operations. The staff has reviewed Sec-
tion 31.3.2.3 and the proposed update and finds it acceptable to resolve this ;

issue. The staff will verify the above information has been included in a ,

future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory item 3.11.3-1.

In the DSER, the staff stated that the tables in_ Appendix 31 do not include
the beta radiation dose rate and the integrated beta dose for applicable
zones. Subsequently, GE stated that accurate radiation environments should -

include consideration of the source term and the design and location and
materials of construction of the equipment in the various environmental zones.
While the source term is known, the design, specific location, and materials
of construction of various pieces of equipment will be determined by the COL
applicant. GE also proposed an ITAAC for this issue (" Table 3.73.110: 1

Equipment Qualification for Radiation"). The staff reviewed the ITAAC and
determined that the acceptance criteria should be modified to state: "The
maximum expected lifetime exposure for each piece of ecuipment within the
scope of 10 CFR 50.49 shull not exceed the demonstratec qualified value as
determined in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49 paragraph (f)."
This is Open item 3.11.3-1.

In the DSER, the staff stated that the Appendix 31 tables do not identify
whether the subject zone is environmentally mild or harsh and also do not
list the typical equipment located in each zone. GE proposed a change to SSAR
Section 3.11.2 to state GE's definition of a mild environment as: Mild"

environment is that which, during or after a design basis event will at no i

time be significantly more severe than that existing during normal and
abnormal events." The NRC staff understands that inservice testing is
included as-a normal or abnormal condition (IST is not an environmental
qualification program requirement). This proposed definition is consistent
with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49, therefore this issue is resolved. The
staff will verify the above information has been included in a future SSAR
amendment. This is Confirmatory item 3.11.3-2. liowever, for current genera-
tion operating reactors, the staff's definition of what constitutes a mild
radiation environment for electronic components such as semi-conductors, or
any electronic component containing organic materials -is different from what
it is for other equipment. The staffs's position is that a mild radiation
environment for electronic equipment is a total integrated dose of < 10 Gy
(10E3 R). For other equipment it is < 100 Gy (10E4 R), With the expected
significant increase in the quantity and variety of electronic com)onents in
newer generation plants, the staff has increasing concerns about tie efforts
being made to ensure that these componentr are environmentally qualified and
the capability of the component to be environmentally qualified. GE should
confirm that its posit %n on the environmental qualification of electronic
components is consistent with the staff's. This is Open item 3.11.3-2.
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In addition, GE proposed changes to figures 31.3-1 through 31.3-22 that will
include references to p&lD and IED drawings that will identify typical equip-
ment for ear.h zone. The staff finds these proposed changes acceptable.
Incorporation of the changes into the SSAR is Confirmatory item 3.11.3-3.

In the DSER (SECY-19-153), the staff stated that the environmental conditions
during abnormal plant operational conditions were placed under abnormal /
accident conditions in the tables. Additionally, it was not clear whether in
d?veloping the environmental data for these tables for applicable zones, the
adverse environmental conditions resulting f rom abnormal events such as safety
relief valve discharges and loss of non-safety-related heating, ventilation,
and air conoitioning and their durations were considered. SSAR Amendment 14
revised the Appendix 31 tables to properly include these abnormal occurrences
in the normal plant operating conditions that are used for determining the
qualified life of the equipment required to be qualified. Therefore, this
issue is closed,

in the DSER, the staff stated that the Appendix 31 tables do not explicitly
identify the limiting accident (e.g., high-energy line break such as main
stecm line, reactor core isolation cooling, RHR, or reactor water cleanup line
break and DBLOCA inside the containment) for each zone (e.g., steam tunnel,
RHR pump room) that results in the most severe environment, particularly
thermal, in the zone. in SSAR Section 3.11.1, Amendment 17, GE stated: "The
environmental conditions shown in the Appendix 31 tables are upper-bound
envelopes used to establish the environmental design and qualification bases
of safety-related equipment. The upper-bound envelopes indicate that the zone
data reflects the worse case expected environment produced by a compendium of
accident conditions." This means that GE considered a spectrum of break sizes
and the mass and energy releases from the considered break sizes and thereby
developed the environmental qualification profiles based on the most limiting
combination of the cunsidered break sizes. Consequently, the staff finds this
acceptable to resolve this issue.

In the DSER, the staff stated that the Appendix 31 tables also do not contain |
information on the environmental conditions resulting from spray or sutr
gence, or the consequent wetting of equipment in applicable zones arist . . rom
piping failures, nor the duration of the spray or submergence. GE indicated
in SSAR Appendix 31, Section 31.3.2.3, that containment spray may continue up
to 100 days, in addition, GE proposed a modification to Appendix 31, Sec-
tion 31.3.2.3, which states that " equipment will be qualified for submergence
or will not be submerged except wL re submergence is mitigated by safety
function performed by 'arrier separated redundant equipment." During con-
struction, the COL applicant should ensure issues identified in Information
Notice (IN) 89-63 related to flooding above the flood level and equipment
wetting are addressed. This is COL Action item 3.11.3-1.

In the DSER, the staff stated that the Appendix 31 tables do not contain
(1) radiation environmental data under normal plant operating conditions for
the radwaste building, outdoor area, and control building zones; (2) thermal
environmental data under accident conditions for the radwaste building,
service building zones, and outdoor area; and (3) radiation environmental data
under accident conditions for the turbine building zones, radwaste building,
service building zones, and outdoor area, in the DSER, the staff indicated
that if some of the areas identified above are not expected to house any i
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equipment required to be qualified therefore not requiring environmental data,
this should be stated. GE identified the various environmental zones within '

the scope of 10 CFR 50.49. However, the radiation environment that would
result from normal operations and a design-basis accident have not been deter-
mined. GE informed the staff that an accurate determination of radiation*
1evels in the various harsh environmental zones requires consideration of
specific equipment design details such as geometry and materials of construc-
tion and equipment location within each zone; therefore, radiation dose and
dose rates should be determined by the COL applicant. This determination
should also include the radiation contribution from recirulation fluid lines
near the applicable areas. The NRC staff agrees with GE's position and will !

evaluate the relevant radiation zones on e plant-specific basis. This is COL
Action item 3.11.3-2.

In the DSER the staff stated that the Appendix 31 tables do not contain suffi-
cient information on thermal environmental conditions (e.g., duration of dif-
ferent conditions) in various zones under normal plant operating conditions to
develop a meaningful time-based thermal environmental profile for the zones.
GE provided a proposed table (Table 31.3-A) and a proposed amendment to all
the tables in Appendix 31 that contain thermodynamic environmental conditions
for both normal operating conditions and design basis accidents. The proposed
information is sufficient to developed time-based profiles for the various -

identifi J zones. This is Confirmatory item 3.11.3-4.
.

In the DSER, the staff idantified inconsistencies in the units used to specify
'

the pressures (e.g., kg/cm g, mm Aq). GE, in ABWR SSAR Amendment 17, provided
consistent units for pressure. This issue is resolved,

in the DSER, the staff noted that it was not clear what the statement "the
pressure will be ke)t negathe or positive" means (see Note 2 to Tables 31.3-3
through 31.3-7 .
various areas o)f the plant site such as the control building, the reactorT11s statement was subsequently interpreted to mean that in
buildingand_theprimarycontainmentbuildingwheretheatmosphericpressure
may be required to be negative it will be maintained below 0.0 kg/cm g
(0.0 psig) and if the atmosphyric pressure is required to be positive, it will
be maintained above 0.0 kg/cm g (0.0 psig).

The staff noted in the DSER that the integrated gamma accident dose in the
primarycontainrsntfortheABWRjsfivenas6x10 rads, which is less than
the typical value of about 2 x 10 radsquotedinthgsafetyanalysis. reports
of severgi operating reactors (e.g., Perry: rads; Nine Mile Point: 1.4 x 10,r Bend:

2.7 x 10 rads; Rive
1.7 x 10 rads; Clinton: 2 x 10 rads). It

is hot clear why the ABWR integrated gamma accident dose is lower than the
corresponding doses quoted for several operating reactors. - GE's position,
which was provided in Section 5.3.2.1.5 of SSAR Amendment 15, did not ade--
quately address this issue. To resolve this issue GE must fully explain why -
the ABWR integrated gamma accident dose is lower than the corresponding doses
quoted for several operating reactors. . This is Open Item 3.11.3-3.

On the basis of its review of the. tables in Appendix 31 discussed above, the
staff concludes that upon resolution of all the confirmatory items and the
open item in this section, the tables in Appendix 31 will be acceptable.
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3.11.4 Adequacy of Interface Requirements '

As a r64 ult of staff review of interface requirements, these requirements have
been reclassified-as 11AAC items that will be reviewed as part of the ITAAC |
program, in these instances COL applicants must-
environmental conditions and qualified conditions (1) present a summary of ,

for each applicable item of
equipment located in a harsh-environment zone in the system component evalua- ;

tion work sheets as described in Table 1-1 of GE Topical Report 11EDE-24326-1-P
|and compile these sheets in their plant-specific environmental qualification
!documents and (2) record and maintain in an auditable file the results of all ;qualification tests for applicable equipment. t
,

Additionally, although not identified as an interface requirement GE states
that COL applicants will develop a surveillance and maintenance program for ;

each applicable equipment item located in a mild-environment zone to ensure
its operability during its design life. GE also identifies a requirement for
the vendors of equipment located in a mild environment. It requires the '

vendors to submit a certificate of compliance certifying that the subject
equi) ment was qualified according to the requirements identified to ensure its
capa)ility to perform its safety-related function in its applicable environ- "

ment. This is COL Action item 3.11.3-4.

On the basis of the above, the staff finds the identified interface require-
ments for utility applicants referencing the ABWR design and other require- !
ments nientioned above should be reclassified as -ITAAC items and COL action ;

items, and are acceptable. ;

!,
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4 REACTOR |

'4.1 General
,

lhe reactor assembly consists of the reactor pressure vessel, pressure con- |
taining appurtenances that include control rod drive (CRD) housings, in-core '

instrumentation housing, and the head vent and spray assembly. The reactor
pressure vessel includes the reactor internal pump (RIP) caring and flow
restrictors in each of the steam outlet nozzles and the shroud support and
pump deck that form the partition between the RIP suction and discharge. The L

design and description of the reactor pressure vessel are discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3.

The major reactor internal components are the core (fuel, channels, control '

blades, and instrumentation), the core su) port structure (including the
shroud, top guide, and core plate), the siroud head and steam separator
assembly, the steam dryer assembly, the feedwater spargers, and core flooding
spargers. Except for the Zircaloy in the reactor core, these reactor inter-
nals are stainless steel or other corrosion-resistant alloys, The fuel
assemblies (includinn fuel rods and channel), control blades, shroud head and
steam separator assembly, and steam dryers and in-core instrumentation dry
tubes are removable when the reactor vessel is opened for refueling or main-

,

tenance.

A typical fuel and control rod design and core loading pattern was used as the
basis for the system rorponse for the staff's review. The actual fuel and
control rod designs and fuel loading pattern to be used at a reference plant
will meet criteria approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

A complete description of the ABWR reactor is provided in standard safety
analysis report (SSAR) Section 4.

4.2 fuel System Dg11gn
'

The staff reviewed the fuel system design in accordance with Standard Review
Plan (SRP) Section 4.2, which includes the acceptance criteria of general
design criterion (GDC) 10, 27, and 35 and the other requirements by reference
to fuel designs approved by the NRC or to fuel that meets acceptance-criteria
approved by the NRC for General Electric (GE) fuel.

The fuel for the ABWR is similar in design, including most geometrical and
material details, to the fuel commonly used for reloading most boiling water
reactor (BWR) cores. The fuel design bases, limits, analysis methodologies,
and evaluations for the ABWR also are the same as those used and approved for
initial loading and reloading of previous BWR cores. The ABWR fuel and core
design provides the basis for the representative-first cycle power distribu--
tions and rod patterns as presented in SSAR Appendix 4A and as used in the
safety analyses of SSAR Chapters 6 and 15. The ABWR Cycle 1 core design is a
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Tier 2 item while the fuel and control rod design criteria (see below) are
partially Tier 1 items involving inspection, test, analysis, and acceptance
criteria (11 A^.C) .

The specific Tier 2 fuel, control rod, and core designs presented in SSAR
Chapter 4 will constitute, based on this staff review and approval, an
approved design that may be used for the COL first cycle core loading, without
further NRC staff review. If any other design is requested at that time, or
in subsequent reload designs, the COL appilcant will be required to submit for
staff review that specific fuel, control rod, and core design analysis and
corresponding safety analysis as described in SSAR Chapters 6 and 15. The
review for the fuel, control rod, and core design will be based on the fuel
and control rod design criteria.

Although it is not specifically referenced in the SSAR, GE customarily
presents relevant generic information relating to core initial and reload
cycle designs and analyses, including methodology related to fuel and control
rod thermal-mechanical, nuclear, and thermal-hydraulic phenomena, in the
licensing topical report NEDE-240ll-P, " General Electric m .ndard Application
for Reactor Fuel" (GESTAR 11) (proprietary). Currently approved GE BWR fuel
designs are described in the GE report NEDE-31152P, " General Electric fuel
Bundle Designs Evaluated with GESTAR-Mechanical Analysis Bases" (proprietary).
GE indicates in the SSAR Section 4.3 that the reference core design uses
BP8x8R fuel. The BP8x8R is a standard fuel design frequently used in current
BWRs for cycle reloads. It uses an eight-by-eight array of prepressurized
fuel pins and uses a barrier coating on the inner surface of the fuel clad-
ding. A discussion and NRC staff approval of the pressurization and barrier
features of the fuel may be found in GESTAR 11, Supplement for United States,
Appendix C, NRC SERs Approvir.g Revisions 1 and 6 dated April 16, 1979, and
November 29, 1982. The fuel assembly descriptions are in NEDE-31152P. These
reviews covered all of the areas in SRP Section 4.2. This fuel 4 acceptable
for the ABWR.

GE provided the primary reference to acceptable fuel design for the ABWR in
Appendix B to SSAR Section 4. This appendix provides a set of acceptance
criteria to be satisfied by new fuel designs. These criteria are in response
to the NRC staff generic request that such acceptance criteria be established
by each fuel vendor. With the NRC approval of the criteria, new fuel designs
(or changes) satisfying the criteria would not require explicit staff review.

In response to the NRC staff generic request, GE submitted Amendment 22 to
GESTAR II, containing proposed fuel licensing acceptance criteria for current
BWRs. These criteria consider fuel thermalmechanical, nuclear, and thermal-
hydraulic aspects of design analyses, NRC staff and th Committee to Review
Generic Requirements reviewed these criteria and approved them. The staff
safety evaluation report (SER) accepting these criteria can be found in
GESTAR 11, Revision 10, Surple.mont for United States, Appendix C. In the
future, as for current BWRs, If a GE fuel design complies with these fuel
acceptance criteria it will be acceptable for licensing applications without
requS ing explicit staff review. However, the staff documented several def t-
ciencies in the generic fuel licensing criteria. In its audit summary, " Audit
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of GG 11 Fuel Design Compliance with NEDE-240ll-P-A," dated March 25, 1992, GE
agreed to incorporate acceptable SSAR revisions to its generic fuel licensing
criteria to address the deficiencies. This is Confirmatory item 4.2-1.

For the ABWR, GE has not c actly referenced GESTAR 11 or the fuel criteria
amendment. Instead GE has ,,rovided SSAR Appendix 4B which provides a similar
set of criteria for the ABWR. Appendix 4B criteria are essentially identical
to the criteria approved by the staff for GESTAR 11. Since they are similar
to the GESTAR 11 criteria, they are generally acceptable. However, some addi-
tions or restrictions are necessary. The staff review of the Appendix 4B
criteria and the staff audit of the generic criteria has indicated the
following restrictions are necessary for the long-term use of the criteri.u

NRC-approved analytical models and analysis procedures of General Crite- !a

ria (1) must be limited to those referenced in GESTAR 11, Revision 10, or I

previous revisions. Methods developed and approved in later GESTAR 11
revisions will not automatically apply to the ABWR and will have to be
specifically reviewed and approved for ABWR use.

Fuel burnup limits must be specified and justified based on material*

properties versus exposure data for each fuel type used in the ABWR and
may be extended only with NRC review and approval.

The majority of the criteria have been designated as Tier 1 and corresponding '

ITAACs have been provided. The remainder are Tier 2. These Tier 2 criteria
are the three general criteria 48.2 (1 through 3), that deal with approval
methods and fuel tests, 48,3.2.k and 48.4.8 that deal with- alternate vendor
fuel, and 48.6 through 4B.13 that deal with technical specification items,
transient analysis items, and stability, all of which are considered elsewhere
in the SSAR,

t

Similar to the presentation of the ABWR fuel design, GE has provided a speci-
fic design for the control rod. This design was used in the safety analyses
of SSAR Chapters 6 and 15. GE also proposed control rod design criteria,
similar in concept to those for the fuel designs, to be used as a basis for
future new design submittals and as a basis for the ITAAC for the control rods
used in the first cycle core design. Just as for the fuel des,ign, the speci-
fled control rod design used in the ABWR safety analyses will constitute,
based on the staff review and approval, an approved design that may be used by
the combined licer.se (COL) applicant for first cycle without further staff
review. If the C0t. applicant changes the design, the staff will require new
submirals for review and approval.

The ABWR control rod design has, for the most part, the same geometrical and
material design characteristics of those approved anj used for current
reactors for first cycle and for replacement, including current improvements
for corrosion cracking control. The ABWR design differs significantly from
current control rod designs only because it does not provide a velocity
limiter for the rod drop accident event. GE believes that this event is not
credible because blade-drive uncoupling signal informati' will be provided in
the new ABWR rod drive design. Nevertheless, a rod drop analysis is required
by the staff. However, the velocity limiter has become much less significant
with axial reactivity shaping Gadolinia burnable poison ir, the fuel than with

.
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the early fuel designs that required the velocity limiter. Because of the
burnable poison distribution or, later in cycle, burnup distribution, most of
the available nactivity increase from the dropped rod is inserted in a short
distance atd appears in the transient without significant dependance on the
velocity limiter action. NRC consultant analyses (Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL)-NVREG-36891, " Effects of Rod Worth and Drop Speed on the BWR
off-Center Rod Drop Accident," and ANS Transactions, November 1985) have shown
little significan6 sensitivity to drop velocity. Thus removal of the velocity
limiter is acceptable.

GE submitted, in Appendix C to SSAR Section 4, the set of control rod licens-
ing acceptance criteria for the ABWR. These criteria describe the safety-
related functional performance requirements for the control rods. The staff
reviewed GE's criteria in Appendix 4C and proposed additions and modifications
necessary to provide acceptable criteria. The changes which were provided in
the GE response (1) removed a statement from the General Criteria indicating
that a control rod design meeting the criteria did not require spec Uic NRC
review and (2) indicd ed that surveillance programs are to be imp 1 wented when
changes in design features could impact the control function. Also, added to
the bases for the criteria were (1) inclusion of irradiation effects to the
stress ind strain limits, (2) further details of inspection of lead depletion
rods with new design features and (3) inclusion of crudding, crevices, stress
corrosion effects upon control rod material. The GE responses were responsive
and satisfactory. These criteria, as revised, are acceptable. This is
Confirmatory item 4.2-2.

Currently, there are GE cnntrol rod designs that have been reviewed and
approved by the NRC which are suitably adaptable for the ABWR. These designs,
in current use in GE BWRs, have been documented in the GE Topical Report
NEDE-31756P, "GE Control Rod Designs," January 1990 (proprietary). Control
rods of these designs (suitably modified by the elimination of the velocity
limiter) that have been approved by the NRC are expected to be acceptable for
use in the ABWR, GE has agreed to provide a description of the reference
control rod blade design by reference to a specific design in NEDE-31756P.
However, GE has not officially issued and has not indicated the specific
design to be used in the ABWR. This was Open item 14 in the draf t safety
evaluation report (DSER), SECY-91-153. The control rod design is Confirmatory
item 4.2-3.

GE used the control rod design criteria to generate ITAAC for the control
rods, as was done for the fuel design. The first four general criteria of
Section 40.2 are Tier 1 items and were used as design criteria for ITAAC.
Section 4C.3 provides a basis for the general criteria and is a Tier 2 item.

The staff concludes that with approval of the specific fuel design type and of
the fuel licensing acceptance criteria of SSAR Section 4B, as indicated above,
and with the staff acceptance of the control rod design criteria in SSAR
Section 4C, the ABWR core design approach meets the requirements of SRP 4.2
and is acceptable.

GE used approved design criteria that are appropriate for inspections before
fuel loading for fuel and control rod ITAAC and did not use criteria that are
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more appropriate to technical specifications and SSAR safety analyses. The
11AAC provided as part of the Tier 1 Design certification Material for the
fuel and control rod design are, the Nfore, appropriate and acceptable.

4.3 Nuclear Desian

The staff reviewed the nuclear design in accordance with SRP Section 4.3. In
SSAR Section 4.3, GE describes how the ABWR meets GDC 10, 11, 12, 13, 20, 25,
26, 27, and 28 and the other requirements of SRP Section 4.3 by direct refer-
ence to the fuel licensing acceptance criteria provided in SSAR Appendix 4E.
Appendix 4B provides proposed criteria on fuel design and on related neutronic
and thermal-hydraulic aspects of the fuel design. As discussed in Section 4.2 ,

of this report, the staff conditionally approved these criteria in its staff j
review of the ABWR fuel system design. 1

As discussed in Section 4.2 of this report, GE used a specific core design for
the first cycle and for the ABWR system response analysis and provided spe-
cific designs of first core and reload core fuel assembly enrichment patterns
based on the core design. In SSAR Appendix 4/ , GE describes use of an example
control rod pattern throughout a cycle and the esulting power distributions
for the cycle. The core operating limits on process variables determined from
the reference core safety evaluation is incorporated in the core associated I

technical specifications. The ITAAC discussed in Section 4.2 will help to |
verify the capability of the initial core de .gn for the ABWR to satisfy the i

design acceptance criteria for fuel and control rods. SSAR Chapter 15 pro-
vides the analyses to satisfy the acceptance criteria for all design-basis
transients and accidents initiated from worst-case steady-state operating
conditions within technical specification operating limits for the design life
of the core.

The core design and control rod pattern operations are generally similar to
current BWR designs. They only differ in relatively small ways, in details of
the geometry and operating limits, which' result in small differences in
neutronic parameters and characteristics. These differences are generally in
a direction of a more conservative core neutronic design and operation than,
for example, a BWR/6. They are designed with slightly lower average power
densities. The ABWR control rod pitch will be slightly greater than current
designs and this will result in a six percent larger core water to U0, volume
ratio (a moderation ratio increase), which in turn will result in a smaller
(absolute magnitude) void reactivity coefficient throughout the range of power
operating conditions. Coth the lower average power density and smaller void
reactivity coetficient tend to improve core thermal hydraulic stability and
pressurization transient response. The moderation ratio increase tends to
make the end of cycle low power (low temperature) moderator temperature
reactivity coefficient less negative and possibly slightly positive. But the
increase is not sufficient to cause an operational problem during startup or
shutdown or reactivity insertion problem, even assuming the maximum potential
integrated positive reactivity is available for rapid insertion into the core.

In the operations examples, the ABWR control rods are withdrawn in patterns
that are generally similar to current reactor withdrawal patterns using the
banked position withdrawal sequence (BPWS). The primary difference is that,
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throughout the withdrawal patterns, multiple rods will be withdrawn simulta-
neously. Rather than [ulling rods individually to provide the step banked
patterns of BPWS, the rods in a group will be withdrawn simultaneously by the
electric-drive motor systems. Similar to current BPWS patterns, about 1/8 of
the 205 control rods in each of the four rod groups will be withdrawn to a
50-percent rod density checkerboard pattern (to about hot critical condi-
tions). Because of the rod distribution in the patterns, the total group
reactivity worths will not be very large (about two percent delta-K each for
groups 2, 3, and-4 withdrawal when criticality might be expected). Opera-
tional control with this reactivity magnitude, and its accompanying differen-
tial reactivity worth will be straightforward and not significantly different
from current operation. Groups 3 and 4 (covering cold to hot critical) will<

be operated in a jog mode to avoid any approach to period scram levels. I

Beyond 50-percent rod density, the groups will be divided into groups having |four or eight rods moved simultaneously, with patterns similar to BPWS and |
operation similar to BWR/6s. The simultaneous withdrawal for the first- i
50-percent groups will reduce the maximum reactivity worth, which could be |

associated with a (postulated) rod drop accident to insignificant levels. In
the power range, the ABWR examples use a " Control Cell Core" strategy, which,-
combined with axial zoning of fuel enrichment and burnable poison, will result
in very little movement of the control rods over most of the cycle in the

'normal power operation range. These various control rod operational.charac-
teristics are either very similar to current approved operation or are
improvements. The operation and characteristics are acceptable.

Design criteria for the core neutronics for the ABWR are included in the fuel
design presented in SSAR Appendix 48. These criteria were discussed in Sec-
tion 4 ' of this report in connection with the fuel design. The nuclear
criteria are 48.4, I through 8. The ITAAC contained in the Tier 1 Design ,

Certification Material are based on criteria 1 through 7, because criterion 8 '

deals with other vendor fuel, which is not applicable for the first cycle
design under review, as discussed in Section 4.2 of this report. These
criteria and ITAAC provide for fuel and moderator reactivity coefficients,
shutdown margin, and fuel storage reactivity. The criteria and the associated
ITAAC are acceptable,

,

The staff concludes that on the basis of (1) meeting the relevant fuel
licensing acceptance criteria of SSAR Appendix 48, (2) the general similarity
to current operating GE BWR cores, and (3) the additional conservatism rela-
tive to current BWRs in the area of power density and less. negative void
coeff' .at, the ABWR nuclear design meets the requirements of SRP Section 4.3
and 15 .cceptable. The ITAAC are derived from the approved nuclear design of-
S$AR Appendix 48 and are acceptable.

|

4.4 Thermal Hydraulic Desian

The NRC staf f reviewed the thermal-hydraulic design of the ABWR reactor core
in accordance with SRP Section 4.4. SSAR Section 4.4 describes how the ABWR

| meets General Design Criteria (GDC) 10 and the other requirements of SRP
l Section 4.4 by direct reference to the fuel licensing acceptance criteria-

provided_in SSAR Appendix 48. As discussed in Section 4.2 of this report,
SSAR| Appendix 4B provides enteria on fuel design and related neutronic and
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thermal-hydraulic aspects of the fuel design. The staff conditionally
approved these criteria after its review of the ABWR fuel system design.

GE provided a specific first cycle core design for the ABWR and used this
design for system response anaiysis. As discussed in Section 4.2 of this
report, the fuel used in this design is the same as currently approved fuel
used in existing BWRs and the core fuel arrangement is similar to current fuel
loadings. Alternate fuel loading designs for the first or subsequent cycles
will be verified by the !TAAC (discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of this
report) to be within the bounds of the reference core safety evaluation. The
fuel for ths:e cores either will be currently accepted fuel designs using

' current thermal. hydraulic data and correlations or will have to meet the
criteria of SSAR Appendix 48. These criteria provide the requirements for
providing new thermal-hydraulic data such as critical power ratio correlations
and limits on (<.1 stability charrcteristics.

The reference core design is generally similar to current BWR designs, it ,

only differs in relatively small ways in details of the geometry and operating
limits, and which result in small differences in neutronic and thermal-

hydraulic parameters and characteristics. These differences generally reflect
a more conservative core neutronic and thermal-hydraulic design and operation
than, for example a BWR/6. They are designed with slightly lower average
power densities. The fuel bundle and overall core parameters for this design
fall within the range of appih. ability of existing critical power correla-
tions.

The only significant new design feature of the recirculation flow system is
the use of the RIPS. This system is discussed in Section 5.4.1 of this
report. This change from current GE BWR design does not produce a signifi-
cantly different power / flow operation map for the ABWR than that produced by
current GE BWRs, although map parameters are slightly changed in some areas.
GE provided a power / flow map, corresponding to the core design (discussed in
SER Sections 4.2 and 4.3), to be used in systems response analyses. Each COL
applicant will be required to provide a plant-specific power / flow map at the
time of application and for core reloads. This is COL Action item 4.4-1.
Flow lines and control rod lines of the power / flow map generally will be
within the range of operation currently permitted for BWR/6s, although natural
circulation occurs at a slightly lower flow. The ABWR is expected to operate
with a minimum pump speed of 30 percent of nominal full-flow speed, oroviding
a minimum (all pumps operating) flow of about 40 percent. The ABWR design
replaces the usual cavitation restriction region with a steam separation limit
region to provide for acceptable moisture carryover. There is an interlock to
reduce RIP speed to prevent operation in this restricted region. The maximum
expected flow for the RIP system is about 115 percent of normal full flow.
For the submitted design power / flow map, GE did not consider operating above
the 102-percent power control rod line. These power / flow parameters generally
are within expected bounds and present an acceptab?e region for normal
operation.

In addition to the above boundaries of the power flow map, tiiere is a re -
stricted region in the low flow /high power u ees of the map that is intended
to eliminate possible problems with thertnal-i.ydraulic stability. (This is
Region 111 on the map, generally considered to be opproximately above the
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80-percent control rod line and below the 40-percent flow line.) Optration
will not be permitted in this region. Automatic startup logic will bt
programmed to block rod withdrawal in this region during low power and startup
operation an' to insert rods to withdraw from the region if entered inadver-
tently from higher power / flow regions.

In addition to this automatic control, the ABWR has several design features
intended to improve the stability status of the reactor that are not present
in current reactors. These features are (1) small m inlet orifices (loss
coefficient doubled) to increase single-phase pressure drop. (2) wider control
rod pitch tu increase flow area and increase the moderator / fuel ratio and
reduce the void reactivity coefficient, (3) more steam separators to reduce
the two-phase pressure drop, (4) multiple recirculation pumps on multip'e
power supplies along with minimum pump speed logic to reduce the likelihood of
significant flow loss, and (5) regional local power range monitor (LPRM) and
average power range monitor (APRM) neutron flux time histories available for
operator display to detect oscillations.

The control rod insertion to withdraw from Region 111 will be provided by the
selected control rod run-in (SCRRI) system. GE described this system in SSAR
Section 7.7 and in response to a staff question. Multiple control rods will
be automatically inserted (simultaneously) to move tc a stable region (e.g.,
from the 100-percent control rod line to below 26-percent power if two or more
RIPS will trip and flow is below the trip set po,nt). Set points for power
and flow will be adjustable and may be changed if stability analyses require
it.

The NRC, in parallel with work by the BWR Owners' Group (BWROG) stability sub-
committee, has for some time been reviewing generic questions relating to BWR
stability. This review is still in progress. Questions concerning the need
and the methods for improved stability control so as not to exceed core
thermal-hydraulic safety limits, and to understand and control, if necessary,
adverse affects of power oscillation during anticipated transient without
scram (ATWS) events are approaching completion but are as yet not fully
resolved. The ABWR design features indicated above are desirable for improv-
ing inherent stabilit) and the system for control rod blocking and insertion
to provide exclusion from region 111 are in line with some of the proposed
long term solutions for current BWRs. The BWROG has been working to develop
"Long-Terr Solutions" (LTS) for current operating reactors. They have
developed several options for LTS that are curreitly under review by the NRC.
The region exclusion system for the ABWR will be similar to the BWROG LTS
Option IA. In response to a staff question requesting review of the recent
LTS work and the possibility of its application to the ABWR, GE has stated
that, in addition to the exclusion system, the '3WROG Option 111 system, (the
oscillation power range monitor [0PRM) which is based upon the local power
range monitor [[PRM)) will be implemented in the ABWR design. These LTS have
been accepted in principle by the staff review as an acceptable approach, but
the detailed review is still under way. GE has, for example, indicated that
development and review of the Option 111 hardware and software will take
several years to complete. This review is discusseo in Section 7.2 of this
report. Currently, the ABWR regional exclution of Option 111 solution is
considered to be acceptable for the ABWR.

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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The analysis, review, and conclusions related in discussing ABWR instability I

during modified-ATWS transients, however, are not complete. The generic-
interaction of the NRC with the BWROG in this area is not completed and con-
clusions have not been agreed to. ATWS analyses submitted by GE for the ABWR
("GE Response to the Resolution of Outstanding is.ues 140 and 144 of ABWR DSER
SECY-91-355," April 24, 1992) do not explicitly address the issue. The staff
does not consider the methodology used in these analyses (REDYA, discussed in
Section 15.1 of this report) adequate to address the potential for large
oscillations which have been considered in the NRC and BWROG interaction. 1

furthermore, the feedwster runback action that GE indicated as being a
solution to the problem appears to be delayed too long (at least two minutes)
to ensure tin- y mitigation. Thus, the ATWS stability problem remains an open
item to be resolved either by generic demonstration or solution by the NRC and
BWROG interaction or by GE providing satisfactory analyses or solutions
directly related in the ABWR. This is Open item 4.4-1.

The ABWR design, as initially presented, did not include a loose-parts moni-
toring system (LPMS). However, in response to the staff position that an LPMS
is required, GE has provided an LPMS general description, including a design ,

basis, system description, system operation, safety evaluation, test, and i

inspection and application. This system is designed in conformance with '

Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.133. The system will include sensors (accelerometers '

located at natural loose parts collection regions, e.g., steam outlet nozzle,
feedwater inlet nozzle, control drive housings), signal conditioning, signal

,

'

analysis, alarms, and calibration. The sensitivity is such that a sensor will
be able to detect a metallic part between 0.1-14 kg (0.25 to 30 lbs) with a
kinetic energy of 0.7 Joule (0.5 ft-lb) on an inside surface within 1 m (3 ft)
of a sensor. There will be provisions for online channel checks and fune-
tional tests and offline calibration. The system is designcd to meet the
seismic and environmental operability recommendations of RG 1.133. GE has

'

provided an ITAAC for the LPMS as part of its Tier 1 Design Certification
Material submittal. It provides for design commitment for detector locations
and sensitivity with appropriate accompanying inspections, tests, and crite-
ria. The Certified Design Commitment 1 in the LPMS ITAAC should be expanded
to explicitly state that the LPMS design is consistent with the requirements
of RG 1.133. This is Open Item 4.4-2.

Core flow patterns are expected to be uniform at the core inlet in normal
operations as a result of flow distributions from the downtomer through the
RIPS, into the lower plenum, up through the orifices of the lower core plate,
and into the fuel assemblies. Technical specifications (TS) will require at
least 9 of the 10 RIPS to be in operation with the ABWR at 100-percent power
operation. With fewer pumps in operation, restrictions are required to be
compatible with transient and accident analyses (SSAR chapter 15), especially
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). TS will require lowering maximum power to
95 percent if 8 RIPS are in operation, and 90 percent for 7 pumps, reducing
power to 25 percent for 6 RIPS, and 5 percent for 5 RIPS, and shutting down
within 24 hours for 4 RIPS or fewer. This is Technical Specification
Item 4.4-1. GE asserts that, with the allowed number of RIPS inoperable, pump
operation will be close to normal and bounded by one recirculation loop

. operation in current jet pump BWRs (with, in effect, half the pumps out) for *

which there are no restrictions other than similar-tyr '.0CA power-density
restrictions. The staff, however, requested GE to prmae existing flow test
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results for operation of fewer than 10 Rips to demonstrate there are no
significant problems. The staff has not received this information. This is
Confirmatory item 4.4-1.

4.5 Reactor Materials

4.5.1 Control Rod Drive System Structural Materials

The SSAR states that the properties of the materials selected for the ABWR
!

control rod drive mechanism will be equivalent to those given in Appendix ! to j
Section 111 of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code,
Parts A, B, and C of Section 11 of the ASME Code, and RG 1.85, except that
cold-worked austenitic stainless steels will have a 0.2-percen' offset yield
strength no greater than 620,528 kilopascals (kPa) (90,000 pounds per square
inch (psi)). All materials used in this system will be selected for their
compatibility with the reactor coolant as described in Articles NB-2160 av'
NB-3120 of the ASME Code. The materials selected as identified in See-
tion 4.5.1 of the SSAR will be resistant to stress corrosion in a BWR environ-
ment. The controls imposed on the austenitic stainless steel of the control
rod drive mechanism conform to the recommendations of RGs 1.31, (Rev. 3) and r

1,44, (Rev. 0). .

All materials selected for app 1tcation in control rod drive mechanism compo-
nents will conform with the ASME Code Section 111 or RG 1.85. Fabrication
and heat treatment practices performed in accordance with the Code and >

regulatory guide provide added assurance that stress corrosion cracking will
not occur during the design life of the components. Both martensitic and
precipitation-hardening stainless steels will be given tecpering or aging
treatments in accordance with staff positions. Cleaning and clranliness
control will be in accordance with American Nationiil Standards Institute
(ANSI) Standard N 45.2.1-1973 and RG 1.37, Revision 0.

The information included in the SSAR meets the criteria included in SRP Sec-
tion 4.5.1. The staff concludes that the structural materials for the control
rod drive mechanism conform to the staff's regu atory guidance to ensure that
the requirements of GDC 1, 14, and 26 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 and the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a are satisfied. This is acceptable.

4.5.2 Reactor Internal Materials

The SSAR states that the requirements of GDC 1 and 10 CFR 50.55a will be met
with regard to ensuring tht the design, fabrication, and testing of the

,

>

materials used in the reat. tor internal and core support structures are of high
quality standards and adequate for structural integrity. The controls imposed
on components constructc/ ' austenitic stainless steel will satisfy the
recommendationc of RGs i.., uno 1.44.

The materials to be used for construction of components of the reactor
internals and core support. structures were identified in Section 4.5.2 of the
SSAR by specification and found to be in conformance with the requirements of
NG-2000 of Section 111-and Parts A, B, and C of Section 11 of-the ASME Code.
In addition, GE committed to meet the guidelines of RG 1.85 by using construc-
tion materials approved for'use by the ASME Code cases. Extensive tests and

-ABWR DFSER October 1992
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' satisfactory performance have shown that the specified materials are com-
patible with the BWR environment. The controls imposed on the reactor
coolant chemistry satisfy the chemistry limits specified in RG 1.56 " Main-
tenance of Water Purity in Boiling Watar Reactors," Revision 1 and EPRI
report NP-3589-SR-LD, April 1985, "BF Water Chemistry Guidelines." This wi 1
provide reasonable assurance that the uactor internal and the core support
structures will be adequately protected during operation from conditions that
could lead to stress corrosion, including irradiation-assisted stress corro-
sion cracking and loss of component structural integrity.

TL. materials selection, f abrication practices, examination and testing pro-
cedures, and control practices provide reasonable assurance that the materials
used for the reactor internal and core suppori. structures will be maintained
in a metallurgical condition to pree.lude inservice deterioration. Conformance
with requirements of the ASME Code and the recommendations of RG 1.85 consti-
tutes an acceptable basis for meeting, in part, the requirements of GDC 1 and
10 CFR 50.55a.

The staff finds that the information included in the SSAR related to reactor
internal materials meets the criteria of SRP Section 4.5.2 and is, therefore,
acceptable.

4.6 Fine-Motion Control Rod Dr .. : tem Desian

The staff reviewed the fine-motion control rod drive (FMCRD) syster % accord-
it ormedance with SRP Section 4.6. Conformance with the acceptance crit:

the basis for the staff's evaluation of the control rod drive system to meet

the applicable regulations of 10 CFR Part 50.

The ABWR design incorporates electric-hydraulic FMCRDs, that will provide
electric fine rod e.otion during normal operation and hydraulic pressure for
scram insertion. Fine motion during normal operation will be provided by a
ball screw nut and shaft driven by the electric stepper motor. In response to
a scram signal, the control rods will be inserted hydraulically by the stored
energy in the scram accumulator, similar to the current operating BWR CRDs. A
scram signal also will be given simultaneously to insert the WCRDs electri-
cally by the FMCRD motor drive. This diversity, hydraulic and electric
methods of scrcmming, provides a high degree of assurance of rod insertion on
demand

The FMCRD and recirculation flow control system (RFCS) are designed to control
reactivity during power operation. Reactivity is controlled in the event of
fast transiente by automatic rod insertion. During ATWS conditions, the
internal recirsulation pumps will be tripped automatically. In the event the
reactor cannot ba shut down with the control rods, the operator can actuate
the standby liquid control system (if not automatically started) that pumps a
solution of sodium pentaborate into the primary system. The evaluation of the
functional design of the standby liquid control system is addressed in Sec-
tion 9.3.5 of this report. This evaluation partially closed Open Item 15 from
the DSER (SECY-91-153). The ATWS rule compliance still remains open and is
discussed in Section 4.4-1 of this report.

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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Reactivity in the core will be controlled by the FMCRD by moving control rods
interspersed throughout the core. These rods will control the reactor's
overall power level and will provide the principal means of qui % and safely
shutting down the reactor.

GE submitted a proprietary failure modas and effects analysis (N f for the
FMCRD system. The single failure analysis of the FMCRD and nydraulic control
unit (HCU) components indicates that the system design is satisfactory. This
closed Open Item 17 from the DSER (SECY-91-153). A supply pump (with a spare
pump on standby) will provide the hydraulic control units with water from the
condensate treatment system and/or condensate storag's tank to supply CRD purge
water and to supply the purge water to the RIPS and reactor water cleanup
(RWCU) pumps. The supply pump also will provide watar to a scram accumulator
in each HCU to maintain the desired water inventory. When necessary, the
accumulator will force wate- into the drive system to scram the control rods
cennected to that HCU; the volume of water in the scram accumulator will be
sufficient to scram two rods. A single failure in an HCU would result in the -
failure of two rods only. The failed rods would not be adjacent; they would
be sufficiently separated so that the reactivity effect would essentially be
the same as for the failure of one rod in current BWRs. Therefore, adequate
shutdown margin exists with a single HCU failure even though the HCU is shared
by two drives.

The FMCRD is designed to permit periodic functional testing during power
operation with the capability to independently test individual scram channels
and motion of individual control rods. The FMCRD is designed so that failure
of all electrical power or instrument air will cause the control rods to
scram, thereby protecting the reactor. This satisfies the protection system
failure mode requirements of GDC 23.

Preoperational-tests of the control rod drive hydraulic system will be con-
ducted to verify the capability of the system. Startup tests will be con-
ducted over the-range of temperatures and pressures from shutdown to operating
conditions to determine compliance with applicable technical specifications.
Each rod that is partially or fully withdrawn during operation will be
exercised one notch at least once each week. After each refueling shutdown,
control rods will be tested for compliance with scram time criteria from the
fully withdrawn position.

The FMCRD is designed to control reactivity under normal operating conditions
and during anticipated operational occurrences. This capability is demon-
strated by the safety analyses discussed in SSAR Chapter 15 (including effects
of stuck rods). This control rod drive system also will be capable of holding
the core subcritical under cold shutdown conditions. The recirculation flow
control system will be capable of accommodating reactivity changes during
normal operating conditions. The standby liquid control system will be-
capable of- bringing the reactor subcritical under cold ' shutdown conditions in
the event the control rods cannot be inserted. These protection and reac-
tivity control systems, taken together, satisfy the redundancy and capability,
combined capability, and protections against anticipated operation occurrences
requirements r GDC 26, 27, and 29.

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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The control rod system design incorporates appropriate limits on the potential
|

amount and rate of reactivity increase. Control rod withdrawal sequences ar.d
patterns will be selected to achieve optimum core performance and low indi-
vidual rod worths. The rod pattern control system (RPCS) will reduce the
chances of withdrawal other than by the preselected rod withdrawal pattern.
The RPCS functica will assist the operator with an effective backup control
rod monitoring routine that enforces adherence to established control rod
procedures for startup, shutdown, and low-power-level op v ations.

A malfunction in the FMCP' 'ld result in a reactivity change. GE demon-
strated in SSAR Chapter 15 t, at the FMCRD system limits these postulated
transients to within acceptable fuel design limits, as required by GDC 25.

The control rod mechanical design incorporates a brake system and ball check
valve, which reduces the chances of rapid rod ejection. This engineered
safeguard will protect against a high reactivity insertion rate from a poten-
tial control rod ejection. Normal rod movement and the rod withdrawal rate
will be limited through the FMCRD.

GE adopted an internal CRD housing support to replace the support struudre of
beams, hanger rods, grids, and support bars used in current BWR designs. This
system will use the outer tube of the drive to provide support. This tube
will be welded to the drive middle flange and will attach by a bayonet lock to
the guide tube base. The guide tube, supported by the housing extension, will
prevent downward movement of the drive in the event of housing failure. The
CRD housing support is designed to prevent ejection of a CRD and attached
control rod.

The FMCRD is designed to detect separation of the control rod from the drive
mechanism. Two redundant and separate Class 1E switches will be provided to
detect the separation of either the control rod from the hollow p.ston or the
hollow piston from the ball nut. Actuation of either of these switches will
cause an immediate rod block and will initiate an alarm in the control room,
thereby reducing the chances of a rod drop accident. The ABWR control rod
design does not include a velocity limiter due to the design features de-
scribed. The design features of the reactivity control system will limit the
potential amount and rate of reactivity increase to ensure that GDC 28 is
satisfied for postulated reactivity accidents.

The safety concerns associated with a pipe break, given in NUREG-0803, " Safety
Concerns Associated With a P'pe Break in the BWR Scram System," are not appli-
cable for /PWR. The ABWR design does not include scram discharge volume
piping. Tha water displaced by the CRD during the scram will be routed to the
reactor pre :re vessel .

Nitrogen charge pressure for the CRD accumulator is substantially inc[ eased
The initial N charge presspe will be 150 kg/cmin the ABWR design. 2

(2134 psig) compared with a maximum of 105 kg/cm (1500 psig) of the operating
BWRs. GE's preliminary calcylations have verified that even with initial N2

charge pressure of 130 kg/cm (1850 psig), there is sufficient differgntial
pressure to drive the CRD fully with a reactor pressure of 96.7 kg/cm
(1375 psig). (The peak calculated reactor pressure for a main steam isolation

2'alve (MSIV) closure event during ATWS is less than 96.7 kg/cm (1375 psig).
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The calculations have shown that at 4.53 seconds, when the CRD is fully
2inserted, the accumulator Ng charge pressure is

(1526 psig) with reactor pressure at 96.7 kggcm, calculated as 107 kg/cm(1375 psig). There is a
remaining differential pressure of 106 kg/cm (151 psig), demonstrating that
accumulator pressure is more than adequate for the rod insertion.

GE suomitted the LaSalle test report on FMCRD in-plant test program by letter
dated October 12, 1989. This report is proprietary. The in-plant test
indicates that the basic design of the FMCRD is acceptable. There is signifi-
cant operating experience with the FMCRDs. In Europe, there are 2700 drives
in service with over 15,000 drive years cf experience. Thus, FMCRDs in BWRs,
are a proven technology. This closed Open Item 16 in this DSER (SECY-91-153).

The staff is reviewing the ITAAC for control rod drive system and will provide
its results in the final safety evaluation report (FSER). This is Open
Item 4.6-1.

Subject to the resolution of Open item 4.6-1 discussed above, the staff will
conclude that the functional design of the reactivity control system conforms
to the requirements of GDC 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 with regard to demon-
strating the ability to reliably control reactivity changes under normal
operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and accident conditions,
including single failures. The design of the reactivity control system
conforms to the applicable acceptance criteria of SRP Section 4.6.

_
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5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM AND CONNECTED SYSTEMS
1

5.1 Introduction )

This provides an overvic of the reactor coolant systems and connected-
subsystems.

5.2 Jntearity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary ,

5.2.1 Compliance With Code and Code Cases

The staff reviewed the measures used to provide and maintain *e integrity of- 1
the reactor coolant pressure boundary and other-pressure-retalning components
and their supports that are important to safety for the plant design lifetime.

5.2.1.1 Compliance With 10 CFR 50.55a

According to 10 CFR 50.55a components important to safety are subject to the
following:

(1) RCPB components must meet the requirements for Class 1 (Quality Group A)
components in American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code,
Section III, except for those components that meet _the exclusion require-
ments of 10 CFR 50.55a(c)(2).

(2) Components classified as Quality Groups B and C must meet the require-
ments for Class 2 and 3 components, respectively, in ASME Code, Sec- "

tion III..

Standard safety analysis report (SSAR) Table 3.2-1 demonstrated that General
Electric (GE) properly classified the. pressure-retaining components of 'the
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) as ASME Code, Section III, Class l'
components. These Class I components are designated' Quality Group A in
conformance with Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.26 Revision 3, " Quality Groups-
Classifications and Standards for Water , Steam ,and' Radioactive-Waste-,

Containing Components of Nuclear. Power Plants." - The staff reviewed the
Quality Group A RCPB components.in accordance with_ Standard Review Plan -(SRP)
Section 5.2.1.1 (NUREG-0800),.as discussed below in this section.

In addition to the Quality Group A components of the'RCPB,.certain lines
that perform -a safety function and that meet _ the.. exclusion requirements of
10 CFR 50.55a(c)(2) are classified as Quality Group B in accordance with
Position C.1 of RG 1.'26 Revision 3 and will be constructed:as ASME Code,
Section III, Class 2 components. The staff's review of these components and
other pressure-retaining components that are constructed to ASME Code,
Section III, Class 2 and Class 3, is discussed in Section 3.2.2 of this
report.

SRP Section 5.2.1.1 recommends that safety analysis reports for both con-
struction permits and operating licenses contain-a table identifying the ASME
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. component code, code edition, and applicable addenda for all ASME Code,
Section III, Class 1 and 2 pressure vessel components, piping, pumps, and
valves in the RCPB. The staff reviews this table to determine compliance with-
10 CFR 50.55a. In SSAR Section 5.2.1.1, GE states that the ASME Code edition,
applicable addenda, and component dates will be in accordance with 10 CFR
50.55a and that ASME Code Section III will be used for the design of ASME Code |

Class 1, 2, and 3 pressure retaining components and their supports. The
specific edition and addenda are provided in SSAR Tables 1.8-21 and 3.2-3.
The ASME Code is- considered Tier 1 information; however, the specific edition
and addenda is considered Tier 2 information. This is partly because of the
continually evolving technical nature associated with the design and construc-
tion practices (including inspection and examination techniques).of the Code. '

Fixing a specific edition and addenda during the design certification stage
m %ht result in inconsistencies between design and construction practices
during the detailed design and ccnstruction stages. The ASME Code innlves a
consensus process to reflect the evolving design and construction practices of
the industry. Although the reference to a specific edition of the Code for
the design of ASME Code Class components and their' supports is suitable to
reach a safety finding during the design certification stage (as reflected in
the discussion of the-reactor pressure vessel design in Section 5.2.4 below),
it is necessary that the construction practices and examination methods of an
updated Code that would be effective at the combined license (COL) stage be
consistent with the design practices established at the design certification
stage.

To avoid this potential inconsistency for the ABWR pressure retaining compo-
nents and their supports, it is appropriate that the ASME Code be speci' ad as
Tier 1 information and the specific edition and addenda as Tier 2 information
so that the COL applicant has the option to revise or supplement the refer-
enced Code edition with portions of the later Code editions and addenda and
still ensure consistency between the design and construction practices. _In
this manner, consistency with the latest design, construction, and examination
practices also.is ensured. However, the staff finds that there might be a
need to fix certain design parameters from a specific Code' edition or addenda
during its design certification review particularly when that information is
of importance to establish a significant aspect of the design or is used by
the. staff to reach its final safety determination. Such considerations, if
necessary, are reflected in the various sections of this report.

Therefore, all ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pressure _ retaining components and
their. supports shall be designed in.accordance with the requirements of the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, using thm specific edition
and addenda provided in the SSAR. The COL applicant shall ensure that the
design is consistent with the construction practices (including inspection and -

examination methods).of the ASME-Boiler and Pressure Vessel. Code edition and
addenda in effect, as endorsed in 10 CFR 50.55a. The portions.of the later-
Code editions and addenda shall be identified to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) staff for review and approval with the COL application.

Since the above position is not totally corsistent with ASME, Section III,
Subsection-NCA-1140, "Use of Code Editions, Addenda, and Cases," the following
comparison is provided:
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NCA-ll40 Rules Desian Certification Position

NCA-1140(a)(1) - Under the rules of (1) The specific Code edition and
this Section, the owner or it's addenda shall be specified by GE in
designee shall establish the Code the SSAR during design certifica-
edition and addenda to be included tion. The COL applicant may update
in the Design Specifications. All the Code edition or addenda (or
items of a nuclear power plant may portions thereof) referenced in the
be constructed to a single Code SSAR using a 10 CFR 50.59-like pro-
edition and addenda, or each item cess without prior NRC approval
may be constructed to individually unless the proposed change involves
specified Code editions and addenda. a change to the certified design or

to the supporting SSAR design infor-
mation. The COL applicant may up-
date the referenced edition or ad-
denda for all items of a nuclear
power plant os a specific item if
the construction practices (includ-
ing fabrication, inspection, and
examination methods) are not compat-
ible with the design requirements.
All changes to the referenced edi-
tion and addenda shall be documented
and maintained by the COL applicant
and available for audit.

NCA-1140(a)(2) - N no case shall (2) The specific Code edition and
the Code edition and addenda dates addenda are required to be estab-
established in the Design Specifica- lished during design certification
tions be earlier than 3 years prior except for Section XI requirements
to the date that the nuclear power related to preservice and inservice
plant construction permit applica- inspection, inservice testing, and
tion is docketed. system pressure tests, which shall

meet the requirements of 10 CFR
50.5Sa(g). Further discussions and
any exceptions to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)
are noted in Sections 5.2.4 and 6.6
of this report.

NCA-1140(b) - Code editions and (3) This is acceptable subject to
addenda later than those established the conditions noted in position
by (a) above may be used by mutual (1) above,
consent of the owner or it's
designee and certificate holder.
For Division 2 design and construc-
tion, the consent of the Designer
shall also be obtained. Specific
provisions within an edition or
addenda later than those established
in the design specifications may be
used, provided that all related
requirements are met.

l
|
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NCA-ll40(c) - Code cases are permis- (4) As discussed in Sec-
sible and may be used beginning with tion 5.2.1.2 of this report, only
the date of approval by the ASME those Code cases identified in
Council (and the American Concrete RG 1.84 Rev. 24 or 1.85 Rev. 24, as
Institute for Division 2 design and specified in the SSAR may be used.
construction). Oniy Code cases that The COL applicant may submit for
are specifically identified as being staff review and approval future
applicable to this Section may be Code cases that are endorsed in
used, future revisions of RG 1.84 and 1.85

with its COL application provided
these cases do not involve a change
to the certified design or to the
supporting SSAR design information.

NCA-ll40(d) - Code cases may be used (5) Code cases to be used in the
by mutual consent of the owner or design of the ABWR must be identi-
it's designee, and the certificate fied by GE in the SSAR during design
holder on or after the date permit- certification,
ted by (c) above. For Division 2
design and construction, the consent
of the designer shall also be ob-
tainea.

NCA-ll40(e) - Existing materials
previously produced and certifird
in accordance with Code editions
and addenda earlier than the one
specified for construction of an
item maybe used, provided all of
the following requirements are sat-
isfied.

(i) The material (NCA-1220) (6) Does not apply to design cer-
meets the applicable requirements of tification.
a material specification permitted
by paragraph 2121 of the applicable
subsection of the Section III edi-
tion and addenda specified for con-
struction.

(ii) The material meets all
the requirements of Article 2000 of
the. applicable Subsection of the
Section III Edition and addenda
specified for construction.

(iii) The material was pro-
duced under the provisions of a
Quality System Program that had been
accepted by the Society or qualified
by a party other than the Society
(NCA-3820), in accordance with the
requirements of the latest Sec-
tion III Edition and Addenda issued
at the time the material was pro-
duced. Material exempted from por-
tions of the provisions of NCA-3800
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by paragraph 2610-of the applicable
Subsection of Section III may be
used, provided the requirements of
(i) and (ii) above are met.

NCA-ll40(f) - Code editions, Cases used shall be reviewed by the
addenda (including the use of spe- owner or it's designee for accept-
cific provisions of editions addenda ability to the regulatory and en- 1

permitted by (b) and (e) above], and forcement authorities having juris-
diction at the nuclear power plant
site.

(7) The specific Code edition and
addenda shall be specified by GE in
the SSAR during design certifica-
tion. Use of later editions and
addenda (or portions thereof) and
Cases not approved during design-
certification shall be reviewed by
the COL applicant or its designee
for acceptability to the regulatory
and enforcement authorities having
jurisdiction at the nuclear power
plant site.

5.2.1.1.1 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the construction of all ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 com-
ponents and their supports will conform to the appropriate ASME Code editions
and addenda and the Commission's regulations and that component quality will
be commensurate with the importance of the safety function of all such com-
ponents and their supports. This constitutes an acceptable basis for satisfy-
ing general design criteria (GDC) I and is acceptable.

5.2.1.2 Applicable Code Cases

In SSAR Table 5.2-1 GE identifies specific ASME Code Cases that will be
applied.in the construction of pressure-retaining ASME Code, Section III,
Class 1, 2, and 3 components. The staff's review of this table is based on
the guidelines in RG 1.84, " Design and fabrication Code Case Acceptability -
ASME Section III, Division 1," and RG l.85, " Materials Code Case Acceptabi-
lity - ASME Section 111, Division 1." All ASME code cases that have been
either conditionally or unconditionally endorsed by the staff are discussed
in one of these RGs, as applicable. Table 5.2-1 SSAR Amendment 20, lists-
15 code cases that will be used-in the design of the advanced boiling water-
reactor (ABWR). All of these code cases have been endorsed by the staff.and
are included in one of the above RGs.

In SSAR Sections 3.9.3.4 and 3.9.3.5, Code Case N-476, " Class 1, 2, 3, and MC
linear Component Supports - Design Criteria for Single Angle-Members, Sec-
tion III, Division 1, Subsection NF," is referenced as augmenting ASME Sub-
section NF rules for the design of component supports. As stated in Sec-
tion 3.9.3.3 of this report, the staff finds this code case acceptable.
Therefore, it will be an acceptable addition to SSAR Table 5.2.1.
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The only acceptable ASME code cases that may- be used for the design of ASME
Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems in the ABWR standard plant are those
either conditionally or unconditionally approved in.RGs 1.84 and 1.85 in
effect at-the time of design certification. However, the Col applicant may
submit, with its COL application, future code cases that are endorsed in
RG 1.84 and 1.85 at the time of the applicant COL provided they do not alter
the staff's safety findings on the ABWR certified design, In addition, the

*

COL applicant should submit those code cases that are applicable to RG 1.147,
" Inservice Inspection Code Case Acceptability - ASME Section XI, Division 1."

The staff concludes that all of the code cases in SSAR Table 5.2-1 through
Amendment 20 either meet the guidelines of RGs 1.84 or 1.85, or have been ,

reviewed and endorsed by the staff and are acceptable for use on the ABWR
design. Compliance with the requirements of these code cases will result in a
component quality that is commensurate with the importance of the safety func-
tions of these-components and constitutes the basis for satisfying GDC 1 and
is acceptable.

5.2.2 Overpressure Protection

The staff evaluated overpressure protection in the ABWR in accordance with the
review guidelines and acceptance criteria of SRP Section 5.2.2. SRP Sec-
tion 5.2.2 states that the acceptance criteria also'are based on GDC 31 as it
relates to the fracture behavior of the RCPB. This review area is addressed
in Section 5.3.1 of this report.

The RCPB will be provided with a pressure relief system to

prevent the pressure in the RCPB from rising beyond 110 percent of thea

design value and,

provide automatic depressurization if small breaks in the nuclear systema

should occur together with failure of the high-pressure core flooder
(HPCF). (This depressurization will allow the operation of the low-
pressure flooder systems to protect the fuel barrier.)

To be acceptable, the pressure relief system must permit verification of its
operability and withstand adverse combinations of loadings ar.d forces result-
ing from normal, upset, emergency, and faulted conditions.

Overpressure protection in the ABWR will be provided using 18 safety relief
valves (SRVs). -The 18 SRVs will be divided-into six groups of nominal pres-
sure set points and mounted on the four main-steam lines between the reactor
-vessel and the first isolation valve-inside the drywell. The SRVs will
discharge through piping to the suppression pool. The ABWR pressure relief
system _ design is similar to that for boiling water reactor- (BWR) Class 4, 5,
and 6-plants.

The SRVs are classified as Quality Group A and seismic Category 1, as shown
in SSAR Table 3.2-1. The SRVs are designed to meet RGs 1.26, Revision 3,'and
1.29, Revision 3.

,

The nominal pressure set points of the SRVs will be distributed in six valve
groups with a minimum set point of 80.8 kg/cm2 (1149.2 psig) and a maximum of
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03.6_kg/cm2 (1189.0 psig) in-the_ safety mode of operation. The nominal
pressure spt points of the SRVs in the relief mode of operation will be
76.6 kg/cm (1089.5 psig) and 80.1 kg/cm3 (1139.2 psig). The SRVs can also-
be operated in the relief mode by remote-manual controls from the main control
room. The effects of flow induced SRV discharge line backpressure on the
performance of the SRV are addressed by sizing the line to ensure that the
steady state backpressure does not exceed 40 percent of the SRV inlet pres-
sure. This sizing criteria controls the effective backpressure buildup and
maintains the required force balance needed to keep the SRV open and to permit
proper blowdown,

Before the valves are installed, the SRV manufacturer will test the valves
hydrostatically for response set pressure and seat leakage to certify that
design and performance requirements have been met. During the preoperational
test program, specified manual and automatic actuation will be verified, as
recommended in RG 1.68, Revision 2, August 1978, (as shown in SSAR
Table 1.8-20). This 's COL Action Item 5.2.2-1.

GDC 15 defines the basis for overpressurization protection in a nuclear
reactor, it requires that the RCPB design conditions not be exceeded during
any condition of normal operation, including anticipated operational occur-
rences.

To satisfy this criterion, the overpressurization protection system for the
ABWR is designed in compliance with ASME Section III, which requires that the
maximum pressure reached during the most severe pressure transient be less
than110pgrcentofthedesignpressure. For the ABWR, that pressure limit is
96.7 kg/cm (1375.3 psig). GE analyzed a series of transients that would be
expected to require SRV actuation to prevent overpressurization. The analysis
was performed using the computer-simulation model 0 DYNA. 0 DYNA is the ABWR ;

L version of ODYN. ODYN is described in GE Topical Report NED0-24154. The
" staff reviewed the ODYN code and found it acceptable as documented-in " Safety

Evaluation for the General Electric Topical Report Qualification of the One-
Dimensional Core Transient Model for Boiling Water Reactors, NED0-24154 and
NE00-24154-P Volumes I, II, III, June 1980." The staff performed an audit of ,

ODYNA and found the changes to be acceptable. The results of the analyses, |

demonstrate that the' maximum pressure will remain below the 96.7 kg/cm
(1375.3 psig) limit. For the most severe transient (i.e., cloture of all main

vessel bottom pressure is calculated to be 89.6 kg/cmsteam isolatior valves (MSIV) with a high neutron fluy (scram),- the maximum1274.4 psig) when all
18 SRVs are assumed to operate in the safety mode. The analysis assumed the
plant was operating at 102.7 percent of rated steam flow 7844 T/hr (approxi-6mately 17 x 10 lb/hr) and a vessel dome pressure of 73.1 kg/cm (1040 psig).
This is consistent with the SRP Section 5.2.2 and acceptable.

GE based the sizing of the SRVs on the initiation of a reactor scram by the
high-neutron flux scram, which is the second safety-grade scram signal from
the reactor protection system following MSIV closure. The staff believes that
the qualification and redundance of reactor protection system equipment,
coupled with the ' fact that the rea: tor vessel pressure is limited to less than
110 percent of design pressure, provides adequate assurance that the reactor
vessel integrity will be maintained for the limiting transient event. Three
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Mile Island (TMI)-2. Action Items (NUREG-0737) included in 10 CFR 50.34(f),_-1

related to SRVs,!II.B.1,.II.K.3.16, II.D.3, II.K.3.28,'II.D.1, and are
z

Jdiscussed in Section 20.3 of this report..-

GE performed the overpressure protection analysis for a typical co_re load-
ing. pattern, -GE has submitted the proposed inspections, testsA analysis,

2

:and acceptance criteria (ITAACs) for SRVs and. fuel, which are under staff
review. The staff's evaluation will be included-in the FSER.- This -is Open. ' j;-

Item 5.2.2-1. ' j
,

-i
Subject to the' resolution of the open item noted above, the staff concludes |

that the pressure relief system, in conjunction with the reactor-protection- '

system, will provide adequate protection against overpressurization of'the y
RCPB and that the overpressurization system will be-acceptable and will meet _i
the relevant requirements of GDC 15.- -|

i

5.2.3 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials j
. 'l"

In the ABWR draft safety. evaluation report (DSER) the NRC staff st'ated that-- -q

the materials used for construction-of _ components of the RCPB have been- ]identified by specification and found these materials to be in conformance R,

with Section III of,the ASME Code:and NUREG-0313. However,.the staff- A
'

requested'that GE use_ Revision 2-(not Revision I as proposed by GE) of-
NUREG-0313. GE-revised its SSAR to_ reference NUREG-0313, Revision 2.,

_ ;

Compliance with the provisions of'the Code for material-. specifications and
conformance with NUREG-0313 Revision 2 -satisfies the quality. standards of:
GDC 1 and 30 and JG CFR 50.55a.

.

The-materials of construction of the RCPB that will-be exposed to the reactor
coolant have Deen identified and all of the 'naterials are_ compatible with the .
prit.ary coolant water, which will be chemically controlled in accordance with-~
appropriate technical specifications. This is . Technical . Specification ;

.

Item 5'.2.3-1 - This compatibility has been proven by extensive testing and
.

satisfactory performance. This-includes conformance with' the recommendations-

~ f RG 'l.44, " Control of Sensitized: Stainless Steel,"- Revision 3, dated May; Io.

1973, and with-the staff guidelines of NUREG-0313,: Revision 12. -For unclad .-

carbon:and low; alloy steel, GE.providtd corrosion; allowances for all' exposed ;
surfaces in accordance'with A!ME Section~III-.-- The: requirements-of GDCT4 havet
been satisfied as they relate to the compatibility of components with environ-.-
mental conditions.

- The main source of radiation buildup is cobalt-60,;which is- formed by neutron =
activation of cobalt-59. CE reduced the' cobalt content in alloys to be used '

.

in high-fluence-areas such as fuel assemblies and control rods. GE replaced
cobalt-base alloys,-used for pins = and rollers in control . rods, withinon-cobaltL

-

-

alloys. This will reduce cccupational exposure during operation and mainte .
nance of plant: components.

__

- The materials-to be used for the construction for the RCPB 'are compatible with? -

~

the thermal insulation used-in these' areas and conform to the-recommendations-
-

'

of RG 1.36, " Nonmetallic Thermal Insulation for Austenitic Stainless' Steels,"-

Revision 0,. and satisfies the requirements of GDC-14 and GDC:31 as:they relate.
to the prevention of failure of the RCPB.

.
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The ferritic steel tubular products and the tubular products fabricated from
austenitic stainless steel that GE proposes to use in ABWR have been found to
be acceptable by-nondestructive examinations-in accordance with the-provisions
of ASME Section III. This satisfies the quality standards of GDC 1 and 30 and
10 CFR 50.55a.

The fracture toughness tests, required by the ASME Code and augmented'by
Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50, provide _ reasonable assurance that adequate
safety margins against nonductile behavior cr rapidly propagating fracture can
be established for all pressure retaining components of the RCPB. The use of-
Appendix G to ASME Section III and the results of fracture toughness tests
performed in accordance with the ASME Code and NRC regulations in establishing
safe operating procedures provide adequate safety margins during operations, -

testing, maintenance, and postulated accident conditions. This satisfies the
requirements of GDC 31 and 10 CFR 50.55a regarding the prevention of the
fracture of the RCPB. The controls imposed on preheat temperatures for-
welding of ferritic steels conform to the recommendations of RG 1.50, " Control
of Preheat Temperature for Welding Low Alloy Steels," Revision 0, and provide
reasonable asourance that cracking of components magle from low alloy steels-
will not occur during fabrication. These controls also minimize the possibil-
ity of subsequent cracking due to residual . stresses being retained in the
weldment and satisfy the quality standards' requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and-

10 CFR 50.55a.

The controls imposed on electroslag welding of ferritic steels are not
necessary because the electroslag welding will not be used for RCPB compo-
nents.

The controls imposed on the welding of ferritic steels under conditions of
limited accessibility are in accordance with the recommendations of RG 1.71,
" Welder Qualification for Areas of Limited Accessibility,* Revision 0, and

L provide assurance that proper requalification of welders will be required in
accordence with the welding conditions. These controls also satisfy the
quality standards requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a. The con-
trols imposed on weld cladding of low alloy steel components by austenitic
stainless steel are in accordance with the recommendations of RG 1.43,
" Control of Stainless Steel Weld Cladding of Low-Alloy Steel Components,"
Revision 0. Low carbon type 30SL/316L/309L weld. filler metal with an average
of 8 percent (Fn) will be used for the austenitic stainless steel processes.
These controls provide assurance that practices that could result in' underclad-
cracking will be restricted and satisfy the quality standards requirements of
GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

The controls to avoid stress corrosion cracking in RCPB components constructed
of austenitic stainless steels limit yield strength of cold-worked austenitic
stainless stoels to 620.5 MPa -(90,000 psi) maximum and conform to the recom--
mendations of RGs 1.44 " Control of the Use of-Sensitized Stainless Steel,"
NUREG-0313,_ Revision 2, and 1.37, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning
of fluid Systems and Associated Componnts of Water Cooled Nuclear Plants."
The controls to be followed during material selection, fabrication, examina -
tion, and protection, in accordance with these recommendations, in order to
prevent excessive yield strength, sensitization, and contamination provide
reasonable assurance that the RCPB components of austenitic stainless steels
will be in a metallurgical condition that minimizes susceptibility to stress
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corrosion cracking during service. These contro's meet the requirements of
GDC 4 pertaining to the compatibility of components with environmental condi-
tions and the requirements of GDC 14 pertaining to the preventicn of leakage
and failure of the RCPB.

Hydrogen injection of less than 1 ppm in the feedwater also may be used as a '

counter measure for intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) of the
reactor iaternals in the ABWR. To suppress IGSCC, reactor coolant conduc- '

tivity must be maintained below 0.3 microstemens per centimeter and sufficient
hydrogen must be added to the feedwater to reduce the electrochemical poten- 4

tial below -0.23 volts (standard hydrogen electrode).

The staff concludes that the RCPB materials are acceptable because of the
above and meet the requirements of GDC 1, 4, 14, 30, and 31 of Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 50; the requirements of Appendices B and G to 10 CFR Part 50; and !

the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a.

5.2.4 Inservice Inspection and Testing _of the Reactor Coolant Pressure
* Boundary

SSAR Section 5.2.4 and Table 5.2-8 describe certain commitments and plans for
the preservice inspection (PSI) and inservice inspection (ISI) programs. GE-
discussed basic inspection concepts and general ASME Code provisions because
the requirement, of the NRC regulations may be controlled by the date of order
of each specific component subject to examination. The staff review to date-
was performed in accordance with SRP Section 5.2.4, except as explained below.

Throughout the service life of the plant, the COL holder has the overall
responsibility for the completion of the inservice inspection of the RCPB
although other organizations also contribute to the examination activity

| (e.g., the reactor vendor, the architect-engineer and the inspection agency),
" The NRC staff and GE representatives discussed the issue of ISI requirements

during meetings on March 25 and 26, 1992, as documented in an NRC " Summary of'
Meeting" dated April 28, 1992. It was determined that GE is responsible for
designing the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) for accessibility to perform PSI
and ISI. For all ASME Code Class 1, 2. and-3 components, the development of
the PSI and ISI programs is the responsibility of the COL applicant / holder.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(3), " Components which are classified as ASME Code
Class 1- shall .be designed and be provided with access to enable the perfor-
mance of inservice examination of such components- and shall meet the pre -
service examination requirements set fnrth in Section XI of editions of-the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and Addenda applied to the construction
of the particular component." The applicable construction code shall- be
determined by Paragraph NCA-ll40 of ASME Section III, but the construction
code that is selected must be incorporated by reference in 10 CFR 50.55a(b).

- All items of a' nuclear power plant may be constructed to a single' edition of
the ASME Code or each item may be constructed to individually specified code
editions and addenda. NCA-1140 states, in part.-that in no case shall the
ASME Code edition established in the design specification be earlier than
3 years-before the date that- the nuclear power plant construction permit
application is dot.keted. In addition, NCA-1140 permits the use of later Code
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editions by mutual consent of the Owner and Certificate Holder (i
organization holding a valid N, NV, NPT or NA Certificate of Authissued by the ASME). .e.,i

orization

Throughout the service life of a boiling or pressurized water
Code Class 1 shall meet the requirements set forth in ASME Se tipower facility, components (including supports) that are classifi d-cooled nuclear !

becoine effective subsequent to editions specified in 10 CFR 50 55 (
e as ASME

c on XI that
are incorporated by reference in 10 CFR 50.55a(b), to the extenta g)(2) and
within the limitations of design, geometry, and materials of const

.

practicalthe components.

initial 10-year interval shall comply with the requirements of thThe inservice examination of components conducted during thruction of

edition and addenda of ASME Section XI incorporated by reference i
e

e latest

50.55a(b) on the date 12 months before the date of issuance of thlicense. n 10 CFR

reference in 10 CFR 50.55a.each subsequent 10-year interval to comply with the ASME Code incoThe regulations also require that the ISI program be updat d fe operating
e or

rporated by

be based on commitments for or by the COL holderCompliance with the requirements of the regulations for the PSI and ISI must
design certification.for both design and inservice inspections might not be knownThe applicable ASME Code (s).

option to change to a newer edition of ASME Section XIIn addition, the regulation permits the COL holder theat the time of
| the construction of the plant.! , oy comoonent, duringj

The staff review of the information in the SSAR emphasized di

the use of effective nondestructive examination methodol
'

esign access and
rec airements are established and known at the time each compo

c ogy. Since the PSI10 CFR 50.55a(g
cal examination) requirements.does not have provisions for " relief requests" for impractinent is ordered,

ASME Section XI has provisions to use certain-shop and field examinations in lieu of the onsite preservice ex
Therefore, the COL holder must incorporate plans for NDE damination.
in order to meet all access requirements of the regulatio uring constructionAction Item 5.2.4-1. ns. This is COL

ASME Section XI indicates that the PSI should be conductedtechni

ISIS. ques equivalent to those that are expected to be used for subsequentwith equipment and

Improvements in the ultrasonic testing of RCPB components willthe near future, as indicated by ASME Section XI
,

Appendix VIII, " Performance Demonstration for Ultrasonic Eof Nondestructive Examination Personnel for Ultrasonic Examinati, Appendix VII, " Qualification
occur in

The NRC has referenced in 10 CFR 50.55a(b) the ASME Secti xamination Systems."
on," and

includes the published Appendix VII. on XI edition that
lished a technical contact to coordinate the implementatioIn addition, the NRC staff has estab-
Therefore, GE should include in its SSAR PSI program provi in of Appendix VIII.
sonic testing be performed in accordance with Appendices VII a d VIs ons that ultra-to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(3).

This is Open' Item 5.2.4-1. n II pursuant

The requirements for the initial ISI program will be det
Code in effect 1 year before issuance of combined operatiermined by the ASME
within the limitations of design, geometry and materials ofapplicant is required to meet the ISI requirements "to the ext

ng license.
The COL

ent practical
construction of
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1he regulations have provisions for the staff evaluation, determined by a licensee
the components."upon written request, of new ASME Code requirements|

to be impractical for its facility. 5.2.4. GE

The information in the SSAR addresses the topics in SRP Sectionnents

described the provisions for access for examination of the major compot and

for RCPB including *he reactor vessel, closure head, RPV studs, nu svalves and component

washers, reactor vessel support skirt, piping, pumps,GE stated that all items within the Class I boundary areSection XI, IWB-2500.
designed

to provide access for the examinations required by ASMESSAR Table 5.2-1 listssupports.

This closes Open Item 1 from the DSER (SECY-91-355).In a letter dated
the applicable code cases for the major RCPB corrponents.GE stated that the Code addenda requirements 55a except for the RPVfor the ABWR

plants will comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.
March 11, 1992, had not been

because as of that date the 1989 Edition of the ASME Codereferenced by the regulation, but as of the date of this repor ,As a result of a meeting on
t the 1989

Edition has been referenced by 10 CFR 50.55(a).it was determined the COL applicantME Code Class 1, 2, and
is responsible for

March 25 and 26, 1992,
the development of the PSI and ISI programs for all ASSince the applicabla ASME Code Edition for the PSI and ISI10 CFR 50.55(g), these
programs cannot be determined at this time pursuant to This closes OSER Open
3 components.

requirements for the ABWR are COL Action Item 5.2.4-2.The staff concludes that the SSAR andthe requirements of
Item 23 from the DSER (SECY-91-153).supporting documentation commits the COL applicant to meetRPV, which wi',1

the NRC regulations defined in 10 CFR 50.55a, except for thebe evaluated below as an individual component pursuant to 10 CFR Part 52.

This closes Open Item 1.20 from the DSER (SECY-91-153).i ents of the
GE proposed to design the RPV to perform PSI based on the requ remThis edition will be specified in the RPV

The RPV shell welds are designed for 100-percent accessibility forThe RPV nozzle-to-shell welds will be 100-percent accessi-ASME Section XI, 1989 Edition.
ible from theIT AAC .

ble for PSI but might have limited areas that will not be accessboth PSI and ISI. i tion
volumetric examination using current exam na h

outer surface for inservic:However, NRC staff will review the ISI program in accordance witilable at the time of
the ASME Code edition in effect and ISI techniques ava
techniques.

the COL application. i XI and

The NRC staff reviewed GE's use of the 1989 Edition of ASME Sect onl for NDE, and

evaluated the extent of examination, design access, methodo ogySubarticle IWB-2200 "Preservice Examinatior." of thets shall be
personnel qualifications.1989 Edition states that examinations required for Class 1 componenIn addition, these PSIs shall bet i ing welds in
completed before initial plant startup.
extended to include essentially 100 percent of the pressure re a nall Class 1 components except in those " components exempt from exaGE's proposal to use the 1989 Editica

mination" as

h the extent
defined by IWB-1220 (a), (b), or (c).of the Code for design of the RPV should not significantly c ange
of examination required by 10 CFR 50.55a(g). 100 percent

GE committed to design the RPV with accessibility of essentiallyThe RPV nozzle-to-shell, a different
0 percent accessi-

of the shell weld for both PSI and ISI.examination category defined by ASME Section XI, will be 10The NRC staff assumes that the PSI of the nozzle-to-shelli onstruction
regions will be accomplished by shop and field inspections dur ng cble for PSI.

|
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1

editions by mutual consent of the Owner and Certificate Holder (i.e., an-
ceganization holding a valid N, NV, NPT or NA Certificate of Authorization
issued by-the ASME).

1

- Throughout the service life of a boiling or pressurized water cooled nuclear. !
power facility, components (including supports) that are classified as ASME
Code Class I shall meet the requirements set forth in ASME Section XI that
become effective subsequent to editions specified in 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(2) and
are incorporated by reference in 10 CFR 50.55a(b), to the extent practical
within the limitations of design, geometry, and materiaJs of construction of
the components. The inservice examination of components conducted during the
initial 10-year interval shall comply with the requirements of the latest
edition and addenda of ASME Section XI incorporated by reference in 10 CFR
50.55a(b) on the date 12 months before the date of issuance of the operating +

license. The regulations also require that the ISI program be updated for
each subsequent 10-year interval to comply with the ASME Code incorporated by
reference in 10 CFR 50.55a.

Compliance with the requirements of the regulations for the PSI and ISI must
'be based on commitments for or by the COL holder. The applicable ASME Code (s)-

for both design and inservice inspections might not be known at the time of
design certification. In addition, the regulation permits the COL holder the
oation to change to a newer edition of ASME Section XI, hy_c.pmponent, during
t1e construction of the plant.

The staff review of the information in the SSAR emphasized design access and
the use of effective nondestruci,ive examination methodology. Since the PSI
requirements are established and known at the time each component is ordered,
10 CFR 50.55a(g) does not have provisions for " relief requests" for impracti-
cal examination requirements. ASME Section XI'has provisions to use certain
shop and field examinations in lieu of the onsite preservice examination.
Therefore, the COL holder must' incorporate plans for NDE during construction
in order to meet all access requirements of-the regulations. This is COL
Action Item 5.2.4-1.

ASME Section XI indicates that the PSI should be conducted with equipment and
techniques equivalent to those that are expected-to be used for subsequent
ISIS. Improvements in the ultrasonic testing of RCPB components will-occur in
the near future, as indicated by ASME Section XI, Appendix VII, " Qualification
of Nondestructive Examination Personnel for Ultrasonic Examination," and
Appendix VIII, " Performance Demonstration for Ultrasonic Examination Systems."
The NRC has referenced in 10 CFR 50.55a(b) the ASME Section XI edition that
includes the published Appendix VII. In addition, the NRC staff has estab-
lished a technical contact to coordinate the implementation of Appendix VIII.
Therefore, GE should include in its SSAR PSI program provisions that ultra-
sonic testing be~ performed in accordance with. Appendices VII and VIII-pursuant
to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(3). This is Open Item 5.2.4-1.

The requirements for the initial ISI program will be determined by the ASME
Code in effect I year before issuance of combined operating licens- .The. COL
applicant is required to meet the ISI requirements "to the extent ,xactical
within the limitations of design, geometry and materials of construction of
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the components." The regulations have provisions for the staff evaluation,
upon written request, of new ASME Code requirements determined by a licensee
to be impractical for its facility.

The information in the SSAR addresses the topics in SRP Section 5.2.4. GE
described the provisions for access for examination of the major components
for RCPB including the reactor vessel, closure head, RPV studs, nuts and
washers, reactor vessel support skirt, piping, pumps,- valves and component
supports. GE stated that all items within the Class 1 boundary are designed
to provide access for the examinations required by ASME Section XI, IWB-2500.
This closes Open Item 1 from the DSER (SECY-91-355). SSAR Table 5.2-1 lists
the applicable code cases for the major RCPB components. In a letter dated
March 11, 1992, GE stated that the Code addenda requirements for the ABWR
plants will comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a except for the RPV
because as of that date the 1989 Edition of the ASME Code had not been
referenced by the regulation, but as of the date of this report, the 1989
Edition has been referenced by 10 CFR 50.55(a). As a result of a meeting on
March 25 and 26, 1992, it was determined the COL applicant is responsible for
the development of the PSI and ISI programs for all ASME Code Class 1, 2, and
3 components. Since the applicable ASME Code Edition for the PSI and ISI
programs cannot be determined at this time pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55(g), these
requirements for the ABWR are COL Action Item 5.2.4-2. This closes DSER Open
Item 23 from the DSER (SECY-91-153). The staff concludes that the SSAR and
supporting documentation commits the COL applicant to meet the requirements of
the NRC regulations defined in 10 CFR 50.55a, except for the RPV, which will
be evaluated below as an individual component pursuant to 10 CFR Part 52.
This closes Open Item 1.20 from the DSER (SECY-91-153).

GE proposed to design the RPV to perform PSI based on the requirements of the
ASME Section XI, 1989 Edition. This edition will be specified in the RPV
ITAAC. The RPV shell welds are designed for 100-percent accessibility for
both PSI and ISI. The RPV nozzle-to-shell welds will be 100-percent accessi-
ble for PSI but might have limited areas that will not be accessible from the
outer surface for inservice volumetric examination using current examination
techniques. However, NRC staff will review the ISI program in accordance with
the ASME Code edition in effect and ISI techniques available at the time of
the COL application.

The NRC staff reviewed GE's use of the 1989 Edition of ASME Section XI and
evaluated the extent of examination, design access, methodology for NDE, and
personnel qualifications. Subarticle IWB-2200 "Preservice Examination" of the
1989 Edition states that _ examinations required for Class I components shall be
completed before initial-plant startup. In addition, these PSIs shall be
extended to include essentially 100 percent of the pressure retaining welds in
all Class I components except in those " components exempt from examination" as

-defined by IWB-1220 (a), (b), or (c). GE's proposal to use the 1989 Edition-
of the Code'for design of the RPV should not significantly change the extent-
of examination required by 10 CFR 50.55a(g).

GE committed to design the RPV with accessibility of essentially 100 percent
of the shell weld for both PSI and ISI. Tha RPV nozzle-to-shell, a different
examination category defined by ASME Secti XI, will be 100 percent accessi- )ble for PSI. The NRC staff assumes that the PSI of the nozzle-to-shell

; regions will be accomplished by shop and field inspections during construction
1

L
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as permitted by the Code. Although the RPV nozzle-to-shell welds might have-
limited areas that will not be accessible from the outer surface for inservice
volumetric examination using current examination techniques, the actual Code
edition for inservice inspection, as defined by 10 CFR 50.55a(g), cannot be
determined until the construction of the ABWR plant is essentially. complete.
Therefore, the NRC staff will address all examination limitations with the COL ~
applicant. This is acceotable because the concepts described above are
equivalent or superior to examinations performed on. existing operating BWRs.
However, the COL applicant must monitor the construction of structural sup-
ports around the RPV and the installation of auxiliary equipment to ensure
that the design access that will be provided is not adversely.affected. This
is COL Action Item 5.2.4-3.

The SSAR indicates that the ultrasonic testing of the reactor vessel welds
will bc performed in accordance with RG 1.150 " Ultrasonic Testing of Reactor
Vessel Welds During Preservice and Inservice Examinations," Revision 1. GE
revised the SSAR to state that personnel-performing ultrasonic examinations
shall be qualified in accordance with ASME Section XI, Appendix VII. Ultra- !
sonic examination systems shall be qualified in accordance with an industry- 1

accepted program for implementation of ASME Section XI,= Appendix VIII, GE !
does not consider the supplemental exauinations recommended in GE service '

information letters (SILs) and rapid communication service information letters
(RICSILs) for previous BWR designs applicable to the ABWR, The ABWR design
has either eliminated the components addressed by the- SIL or RICSIL (e.g., jet
pumps) or has eliminated the need for the examination by eliminating crevice
designs and using materials resistant to the known degradation mechanisms
(e.g., intergranular stress corrosion cracking) upon which the SIL and RICSIL
examinations were based. GE's proposed methodology for NDE'of the reactor
vessel and personnel qualifications are acceptable because the concepts
described above are superior to the requirements imposed on= existing operating
BWRs.

Periodic examinations and hydrostatic testing of pressure-retaining components
of the RCPB by the COL holder in accordance with the requirements of ASME
Section XI and 10 CFR Part 50 will provide reasonable assurance that struc-
tural degradation or loss of leaktight integrity.during service will be
detected in time to permit corrective action before the safety functions of a-
component are compromised. Compliance with the PSI and ISI required by the
ASME Code and by 10 CFR Part 50 constitutes an ecceptable basis for satisfying
GDC 32.

As a vendor-specific issue, GE designed the RPV based on the 1989 Edition of
the ASME Code, which is a national standard which has been referenced by
10 CFR 50.55a(b). The NRC staff reviewed the design of the RPV using the 1989
Edition of the ASME Code for its technical acceptability. The NRC staff-
reached the conclusion-that GE's proposal related to the-examination of the
RPV as discussed above will be technically acceptable, subject to written
confirmation in a revision to the SSAR and the-ITAAC. The revision to the-
SSAR will indicate the fact that GE has designed the RPV based on the 1989'

Edition of the ASME-Code and the PSI will be performed in accordance with that
same code edition, rather than the code in effect at the time of COL issuance
(as required by 10 CFR 50.55(g)). In a'ddition, GE will be adding-to the RPV
ITAAC and Tier I. design information, a discussion of the PSI and-the 1989
edition of the code. This is Confirmatory Item 5.2.4-1.
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5.2.5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection

The staff reviewed the RCPB leakage detection systems in accardance with SRP
Section 5.2.5. Conformance with the acceptance criteria f.rmed the basis for
the staff's evaluation of the RCPB leakage detection systen with respect to
the applicable regulations of 10 CFR Part 50.

A limited amount of leakage is to be expected from components forming the
- RCPB. Means are provided for identifying this leakage in accordance with

GDC 30, " Quality of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary." Leakage is classified
into two types, identified and unidentified. Components such as valve stem
packing, pump shaf t seals, and flanges will not be completely leak tight.
Because some leak %e is expected fro; them, it will be collected and moni-
tored. This leakage from the selected components is (1) considered identified

) leakage and (2) its total flow rate will be monitored separately from uniden-
tified leakage (which may be symptomatic of an unexpected failure of the
RCPB). Items (1) and (2) above are requirements of Position C.1 of RG 1.45,

tection Systems," Revision 0.
" Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Op/hr [1 gpm]) and leakage limitstection methods (0.23 mThe sensitivity of dp/hr [1 gpm] to 1.2 m /hr [5 gpm]) for unidentified3(ranging from 0.23 m
leakage will be selected to detect and correct potential through-wall flaws

j (cracks) in the RCPB before such cracks can grow sufficiently to threaten the
safety of the plant.

Reactor coolant leakage for the ABWR involves leakage within the drywell,
E leakage external to drywell (i.e., in the equipment areas in the reactor
- building, the main steam tunnel and the turbine building) and intersystem

leakage. These are discussed below.

(1) Leakaae Within the Drywell

Identi fielleakaae: Within the drywell, the drywell equipment drain sump
will collect leakage from the reactor vessel head flange inner seal, stem
inner packing for large remote power-operated valves, and other known
leakage sources. The sump will be equipped with two pumps, two timers,
and instrumentation for control room monitoring. The sump instrumenta-
tion and timers will monitor identified leakage by measuring the rate of
change in sump level and the sump's fill-up and pump-out times. The ABWR
design provides control room indication and alarm capabilities. The sump
level monitoring instrument and the fill-up and/or pump-out timer will

te an alarm in the control room when the total leak rate reaches
activp/hr (25 gpm).5.B m Different parameters will monitor leakage from
individual sources. The leakage from the head flange inner seal will be
monitored by means of a seal drain line pressure instrument. SRV leakage
will be monitored by a temperature sensor provided on each SRV discharge
line. These monitors will continuously indicate and/or record leakage in
the control room. In addition, the monitors will trip and activate an
alarm in the cor. trol room if leakage from the monitored components is
detected. The stems for large power-operated valves will be equipped
with drain lines to the sump. A remote-operated solenoid valve installed
in each drain line can be used during plant operation, in conjunction
with additional sump instrumentation, to identify leaking valve packino

,

and to isolate leakage flow from the valve stem's inner seal.
_
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[Lqidentified Leakaae: Within the drywell, the drywell floor drain sump
will collect unidentified leakage from_ sources such as control rod
drives, valve flanges, closed cooling water for reactor services (e.g.,

.

cooling of reactor internal pump (RIP) motor), condensate from the i

drywell atmospherc coolers, and other leakage not collected in the dry-
well equipment drain sump. The sump will be equipped with two pumps, two
timers, and instrumentation for control room monitoring. Sump fill-up
and pump-Jut times Will be monitored. The instrumentation Will activate |

an alarm in the control room when preset limits are reached. Continuous !
indicatlon of the rate of change in sump level will be provided in the I

control room. Other primary detection methods for small unidentified I

leaks will include increases in condensate flow rate from the drywell air I

coolers and increases in the radioactivity count level for noble gases,
iodines, and particulates in the drywell atmosphere. The flow rate for
condensate, which results from condensation of thermally hot leakage
inside the drywell, will be monitored by flow instrumentation provided on
the common drain line for the condensate from all the coolers. The
radioactivity r,ount levels will be monitored by drywell radiation
monitors. These variables will be continuously indicated and/or recorded
in the control room. The monitors will activate alarms in the control
room when their preset limits are reached. Thesensitjvityandresponse-
time for all these primary detection systems is 0.23 m /hr (1 gpm) or its
equivalent in less than I hour, thus satisfying Positions C.2 and 0.5 of
RG 1.45, Revision 0. Secondary detection methods will include monitoring
the drywell temperature and pressure for gross unidentified leakage.
These variables will be recorded in the control room and will activate
control room alarms when they are high. Excessive leakage inside the
drywell (e.g., during a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA)) will be detected
by high drywell pressure, low reactor vessel pressure, or high steamline
flow (for breaks downstream of the flow elements). The instrumentation
for these monitored variables will trip, activate alarms and isolate the
appropriate valves when their predetermined limits are exceeded. Posi-
tion C 3 of RG 1.45, Revision 0, states that at least three methods of
leak detection should be employed in the design. Position C.7 of
RG 1.45, Revision 0, states that indicators and alarms for each leakage
detection system should be provided in the main control room. Also, it
states that procedures for correcting various indications to a common-
leakage equivalent should be available to reactor operators. The leakage
detection methods described above meet Position C 3 of RG 1.45, Revi--
sion 0, and are acceptable. The instrumentation and alarms discussed in
the SSAR meet the indicator and alarms provisions of Position C.7 of
RG 1.45, Revision 0.

(2) Leakaae External to the Drywell

The areas designated as external to the drywell that are monitored for
reactor coolant leakage include the equipment areas in t: e reactor -
building, the main steam tunnel, and the turbine building. The process
piping for each monitored system is located in separate compartments or
rooms, where feasible, to facilitate the detection of the leak through
area temperature indications. Each leakage detection system has the
capability to detect leak rates that are less than the established limits

. ABWR DFSER 5-15 October 1992
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for identified and unidentified leakage from the RCPB. Many detection
and monitoring systems will be used t . detect leakage external to the
drywell.

Enuioment Areas in the Reretor Buildina.

leakage from unknown or unidentified sourc % , including shutdown
cooling system piping, reactor wa* &ng system (CVW) piping,
process instrumentation piping, and control rod drive hydraulic
control unit (HCU) piping is collected in several retetor ouilding
floor drain sumps. identified leakage from known sources such as
the following is collected in reactor building equipment drain
sumps:

- reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC), residual heat removal
(RHR), and HPCF pu.np shaft seal drains, pump seal sent and
suction vent discharges

- RHR heat exchanger drains

- valve stem packing drains via return from valve gland leakaoe
treatment system drain lines

- [rocess piping vent, leak tightness test and sample drain lines

- HCU equipment drains

- radioactive drain transfer system pump drain and vent lines and
filter drains and vents.

Pumps, timers, and. instrumentation used for processing and monitor-
ing the reactor building equipment and floor drain sumps will be the
same as those provided for the drywell equipment and floor drain
sumps. Sump levels and sump fill-up and pump-out times will be
monitored. Alarms will be initiated in the contral room when the
applicable setpoints'are reached.

Besides the above parameters (i.e., sump levels and sump fill-up and
pump-out times), other parameters also will be used for detecting
leakage. Equipment rooms that house the RCIC, RHR, and'CUW compo-
nents will be monitored by dual' element thermocouples that sense
high ambient temperature. These sensors will indicate reactor
coolant leaks in these areas. The high-temperature condition will
be indicated, alarmed, and recorded in the control room. In some
cases, a high temperature condition will provide isolation signals
to close appropriate va ves. These monitors will be suitable to
detect leakage of 5.8 m]/hr (25 gpm) or less into the monitored
areas. In addition to area temperature monitoring, leakage external
to the drywell originating from specific systems can be detected by
monitoring other parameters such as low steam pressure and high
steam flow in Rr,1C and main steam lin'es, high RCIC exhaust line
diaphragm pressure, and high differential flow between suction and
discharge lines of the CUW. These detection systems will activate

1
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valves when the preset limits for the corresponding parameters are
. Ialarms in the control room and/or initiate closure of applicable
j

reached. 1

Main Steam.Junnel.

Detection of leakage within the main steam tunnel will be achieved
by monitoring area temperatures and radiation. Main steamline area
temperature will be monitored by dual-element thermocouples located-
in the area of the main steam and RCIC pipelines. All temperature
elements will be located and shielded so that they will be sensitive 4

to ambient air temperature rather than the radiated heat from hot'
equipment. The monitors will alarm in the control. room and provide
isolation signals to appropriate control systems when setpoints are-
reachpd. These monitors will be suitable ;o detect leakage of
5.8 m /hr (25 gpm) or less into the monitored areas. Main steam-
line radiation will,be monitored by the process radiation monitoring
system (PRMS). The;PRMS trip functions will include isolation of
the MSIVs and reactor scram. Control room readouts and alarms will-

be provided by the PRMS.

Turbine Buildino*
.

Reactor coolant leakage in the turbine building will be detected by
monitoring main steamline pre *sure, ;.ain condenser vacuum, and
turbine building ambient temperature in areas traversed by the main
' steam lines. These mcnitors will alarm and indicate in the control
room, and in some cases,-~also wil' provide signals for isolating
appropriate systems.

Large leaks external to the drywell (or inside the drywell) can be
detected by monitoring main steam line flow rate, reactor vesnel
level, and RCIC steam line flow rate. Abrormal conditions from any
of the above monitors will alarm in the control room, and isolation
of appropriate system (s) will be initiated. *

The total leakage rate from the RCPB consists of all leakage, *

identified and unidentified, that flows into the drywelli floor drain:
and equipment prain sumps. GE proposes an identified leakage rate
limit of p.8 m /hr (25 gpm) and an unidentified leakage rate limit
of 0.23 m /hr (1 gpm) from the RCP8. GE also states that the total

leakap/hr (25 gpm).
e rate from both categories from the' RCPB will be limited to-

5.8 m

Position C.9 of RG 1.45, Revision 0, requires that tochnical speci-
fications include limiting conditions for identified and unidenti- . -

fied leakage and to address the availability of various instruments:
to assure adequate coverage.. Since the above limits are either
equal to or less than current BWR str.ndard technical specification
limits for RCPB leakage 'timits, the system meei.s position C.9 of
RG 1.45, Revision 0, and is acceptable. This.is Technical Specifi- ~

cation Item 5.E.5-1.

L
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(3)- Intersystem Leakaae

Position-C.4 of.RG 1.45, Revision 0,-indicates that provisions should be
-made in the design to monitor systems' connected to the RCPB for signs of
intersystem leakage.

The ABWR design provides for-monitoring.intersystem. leakages (i.e...
leakages from the reactor coolant system into other connected systems).
Detection of leakage into systems connected to the reactor coolant system;
is necessary because intersystem leakage could result in damage to those
systems. The systems of concern are:

high pressure core flooder (HPCF)*

reactor core isolation coolant (RCIC)=

residual heat removal (RHR) shutdown cooling (SDC)+

RHR low pressure core flooder (LPFL).

secondary side of RHR heat exchangers*

secondary side of reactor internal pump (RHR) heat exchangers i
*

secondary side of reactor water cleanup (CVW) system heat exchangers*

secondary side of fuel pool cooling heat exchangers-

In response to Question 430.2c, the applicant.provided information
regarding the detection of intersystem leakage for systems connected
directly to the RCS. This information should be incorporated into SSAR
Section 5.2.5. This is Confirmatory Item 5.2.5-1.

The ABWR high pressure safety injection system consists of two HPCF
systems, B and C, and the RCIC system. There is no connection between
the reactor coolant system (RCS) and the inlet suction of HPCF systems B w
and C. Both systems draw their suction flow from the condensate storage -
pool or suppression pool, and not from the RCS. The discharge lines of

|- the HPCF systems connect to the RCS through normally closed discharge
check valves and injection valves. -Substantial (potential) leakage'

L through the closed d'icharge check valves and closed injection valves
into either of the discharge lines would result.-in' pressuritation of both-

the discharge line and the HPCF pump suction lina which would. lead to a
control room alarm indicating high HPCF B (or C) suction: pressure.
Significnt pressurization-of the suction piping would be discharged to-
the suppmsion pool via a pressure relief valve.

There is no connect %n between the .RCS and the suction or discharge of
| the RCIC system. The system drau its suction flow from the condensate-

storage. pool or suppression pool, and not from the RCS. The discharge
line of_ RCIC connects to feedwater line B through normally closed
discharge check and injection valves and is not considered to be con-
nected to the reactor system pressure boundary. Therefore, the provi-
sions of SRP Section 5.2.5 are not applicable to the RCIC system.

Each of the three suction: lines for the shutdown cooling mode of the RHR
system connect to the RCS through a shutdown cooling line suction valve.
and through both an inboard and an outboard containment isolation-valve.
Substantial (potential) leahge through both of the closed containment-

| isolation valves intc any of the suction lines would be-detected by
i pressure sensors located between the outboard containment isolation valve
,

-
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l
and the key-locked closed RHR shutdown cooling mode suction valve. High I

pressure in this section of piping would result in a control room alarm.
Significant pressurization of this section of piping would be discharged
to the suppression pool via a pressure relief valve. ,

l

The LPFL mode of RHR draws its suction flow from the suppression pool :
through normally opened RHR pump suction' valves,- and not -from the RCS.

The RHR discharge lines are used by all three RHR subsystems to return
flow to the reactor for both the shutdown cooling mod 9 or LPFL mode of
operation. The discharge lines are normally kept fil.ed with water by
the RHR discharge line fill pumps. Only RHR subsystems B and C discharge ,

directly into the RPV; subsystem A discharge is to feedwater line A.
Therefore, intersystem leakage is only postulated to occur in RHR
subsystems B and C. The discharoe lines of RHR connect to the RPV-
through normally closed discharg Sheck valves and injection valves.
Substantial (potential) leakage t;, rough the ch .d discharge check valves
and closed injection valves into either of the otscharge lines would
result in pressurization of the discharge line which would lead to a
control room alarm. Significant prescurizttion of the discharge piping
would be discharged to the suppression pool via a pressure relief valve.

Radiation monitors will be used to detect reactor coolant leakage into-

the reactor t>uilding cooling water (RCW) system, which provides cooling
water to the RHR heat exchangers, the RIP heat exchangers, the CVW non-
regenerative heat exchangers, and the fuel pool cooling heat exchangers.
At least two (up to four) process radiation monitoring channels will
monitor leakage into each of the two common cooling water headers that
receive RCW return flow from the above heat exchangers. Each channel
will alarm on high-radiation conditions that indicate process leakage
into the CUW system.

The staff considers that other intersystem leakage applicable to the ABWR,
such as the RHR, HPCF, and RCIC systems, will be highly unlikely because it
would h;.ve to occur through closed check valves and/or closed containment
isolation valves. All potential intersystem leakage from the RCPB will-be
into clesed systems, normally filled with water. Therefore, indicators for
abnormal water levels or flows in the affected areas will not be used for
monitoring intersystem leakage. For these systems, high-pressure alarms will
ba used. Thus, the ABWR design satisfies the requirements of Position C.4 of-

RG 1.45, Revision 0, and is acceptable.

Position C.8 of RG 1.45, Revision 0, indicates that leakage detection systems
should be equipped with provisions to permit testing for operability and
calibration during plant operation.

The ABWR leakage-detection systems will be equipped with features to permit
operability testing and calibration during plant operation using the following
methods:

simulation of input signals into trip units.

comparison of methods (e.g., comparison of airborne particulate monitor-=

ing or air cooler condensate flow with sump fill-up rate)
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comparison of channels when more than one channel is used for any one.

detection method (e.g., area temperature monitoring)

These methods meet Position C.8 of RG 1.45, Revision 0, and are acceptable.

However, it will bc the responsibility of the COL applicant referencing the
ABWR design to provide information regarding the sensitivity of detection
methods and leakage limits for unidentified leakage and to provide procedures
and graphs for converting various indicators into a common leakage equivalent.
This will meet the procedures portion of Position C.7 of RG 1.45. This is COL
Action Item 5.2.5-1.

GE has provided the ITAAC regarding reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage
detection for staff review. The staff will provide the results of its evalua-
tion in the FSER. This is Open Item 5.2.5-1.

.C_onghsions

The leakage detection systems proposed for the ABWR design meet RG 1.45, Revi-
sion 0, Positions C.1 through C.5, C.6, and C.9. RG 1.29, Revision 3, indi-
cates in Positions C.1 and C.2 that systems required for monitoring systems
important to safety should be designed to seismic Category I standards and
should be designed to withstand the effects of the safe shutdown earthquake
(SSE) without failure. RG 1.45, Revision 0, indicates in Position C.6 that
the airborne particulate monitoring system should function subjected to an
SSE, and the leakage detection system should be capable of performing its
functions following seismic events not requiring shutdown. The ABWR leakage
detection systems are designed to remain functional following seismic events
that do not require plant shutdown. Specifically, the drywell airborne parti-
culate radioactivity monitoring system is designed to seismic Category I
standards. Failure of any system because of a SSE will not affect the partic-
ulate >adioactivity monitoring system. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2,
" Design Basis for Protection Against Natural Phenomena," and the guidelines
of RG 1.29, Revision 3, Positions C.1 and C.2, and RG 1.45, Revision 0, Posi-
tion C.6, are satisfied.

Indicators and alarms for each leakage detection system will be provided in
the control room. Level and flow from floor and equipment drain sumps, both
internal and external to the drywell, will be monitored for leakage. Conden-
sate flows from the drywell air cooler also will be monitored and will alarm
in the control room on high flow.

The staff concludes that the leakage detection systems provided to detect
leakage from components of the RCPB furnish reasonable assurance that struc-
tural degradation that may develop in pressure-retaining components will be
detected on a timely basis. Thus, corrective action can be taken before such
degradation becomes sufficiently severe to jeopardize the safety of the
system, or before the leakage increases to a level beyond the capability of
the makeup system to replenish the loss. The systems are in conformance with
the guidelines of RG 1.29, Revision 3, Positions C.1 and C.2, and RG 1.45,
Revision 0, Positions C 1 through C.9, and satisfy the requirements of GDC 2
and 30 and are acceptable. The RCPB leakage detection systems meet the
acceptance criteria of SRP Section 5.2.5.
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5.3 Reactor Vessel

.5,3.1 Reactor Vessel Materials

The materials used for construction of the reactor vessel and its appurte-
nances have been identified by specification and found t9 be in conformance
with Section III of the ASME Code. GE has identified special requirements
with regard to the control of residual elements that the staff considers
acceptable. Compliance with the provisions of the Code for material specifi-
cations satisfies GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

Ordinary processes will be used for the manufacture, fabrication, welding, and
NDE of the reactor vessel and its appurtenances. Fabrication processes and
NDEs will be performed in accordance with the requirements specified in the
ASME Code. Compliance with these ASME Code provisions meets GDC 1 and 30 and
10 CFR 50.55a.

The controls to be used during all stages of welding to prevent contamination
and sensitization that could cause stress corrosion cracking in austenitic
stainless steel conform with the recommendations of RGs 1.37, " Quality
Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and Associated Components
of Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 0, and 1.44, " Control of the
Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel," Revision 0, and NUREG 0313, Revision 2.
These controls will provide reasonable assurance (1) that austenitic stainless
steel components will be properly cleaned on site, thus satisfying Appendix B
to 10 CFR Part 50, and (2) that welded components will not bc contaminated or
excessively sensitized before or during the welding process, thus satisfying
GDC 1, 4, and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a. This closes the DSER (SECY-91-153) Open
Item 1.21.

When components of austenitic stainless steels are welded, ASME Code controls
will be supplc;ented by conformance with the recommendations of RG 1.31,
" Control of Ferrite Content in Stainless Steel Weld Metal," Revision 3, and
NUREG-0313, Revision 2. These controls will provide reasonable assurance that
the welds will not contain microcracks and will be resistant to IGSCC and
satisfy GDC 1,14, and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

When components of 'erritic steels are welded, Code controls will be supple-
mented by conformance-with the recommendations of RG 1.50, " Control of Preheat
Temperature for Welding of Low-Alloy Steel," Revision 0, which will provide
reasonable assurance that components made from low alloy steels will not crack
during fabrication and minimize the potential for sobsequent cracking,- and
RG 1.43, " Control of Stainless Steel Weld Cladding of Low-Alloy' Steel Compo-
nents," Revision 0, which will provide reasonable assurance that underclad
cracking will not occur during the weld cladding process. These controls
satisfy of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

Integrity of the reactor vessel studs and fasteners is ensured by conformance
with the recommendations of RG 1.65, " Materials and Inspections for Reactor
Vessel Closure Studs," Revision 0, dated October 1973, which satisfies GDC 1,
30, and 31 and 10 CFR 50.55a and the requirements of Appendix G to 10 CFR
Part 50.
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The staff reviewed the fracture toughness of the reactor vessel materials, and
the RCPB materials and the raterials surveillance program for the reactor
vessel beltline region according to the acceptance criteria and references in
SRP Section 5.3.1.

GDC 31, " Fracture Preventio' Tf Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," requires
that the RCPB be designed wisn sufficient margin to ensure that, when stressed
under operating, maintenancr., and test conditions, the boundary behaves in a
nonbrittle manner and the probability of rapidly propagating fracture is mini-
mized. GDC 32, " Inspection of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," requires
that the RCPB be designed to permit an appropriate material surveillance
program for the reactor pressure vessel. The fracture toughness requirements
for the ferritic materials of the RCPB are defined in Appendices G, " Fracture
Toughness Requirements," and H, " Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program
Requirements," to 10 CFR Part 50.

The edition and addenda of the ASME Code that are applicable to the design and
fabrication of the reactor vessel and RCPB components are specified in 10 CFR
50.55a. The ASME Code edition and addenda that are applicable to the ABWR are
specified in SSAR Tables 1.8-21 and 3.2-3.

The ABWR SSAR indicates that the reactor vessel will comply with the fracture
toughness requirements of Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50. However, to confirm
this conclusion, the COL applicant must provide fracture toughness data based
on the limiting reactor vessel materials. This is COL Action Item 5.3.1-1.

Appendix G, " Protection Against Non-Ductile Failures," to Section 111 of the
ASME Code will be used, together with the fracture toughness test results
required by Appendices G and H to 10 CFR Part 50, to calculate the pressure-
temperature limits for the ABWR reactor vessel. The fracture toughness tests
required by the ASME Code and Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50 provide reasonable
assurance that adequate safety margins against the possibility of nonductile
behavior or rapidly propagating fracture can be established for all pressure-
retaining components of the RCPB. These methods will provide adequate safety
margins during operating, testing, maintenance, and unticipated transient
conditions. Compliance with these Code provisions and NRC regulations is
acceptable and satisfies GDC 31.

The materials surveillance program will be used to monitor changes in the
fracture toughness propcrties of ferritic materials in the reactor vessel
beltline region resulting from exposure to neutron irradiation and the thermal
environment as required by GDC 32. The ABWR surveillance program, which must
comply with Appendix H to 10 CFR Part 50 and American Society for Tesiing and
Materials (ASTM) E-185-82, " Standard Recommended Practices for Surveillance
Tests for Nuclear Reactor Vessels," requires that fracture toughness data be
obtained from material specimens that are representative of the limiting base
welJ and heat-affected-zone materials in the beltline region. These data will
permit the determination of the conditions under which the vessel can be
operated with adequate margins of safety against fracture throughout its
service life.

GE indicates in the SSAR that the reactor vessel materials surveillance
program will comply with the requirements of Appendix H to 10 CFR Part 50 and
ASTM E-185-82. However, to confirm this conc 4sion, the COL applicant must

.
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provide details of its surveillance program including the spt.:ific materials
in each surveillance capsule, the capsule lead factors, the withdrawal
schedule for each capsule, the neutron fluence to be received b/ <ach c 4 fule
at the time of i++ withdrawal, and the vessel end-of-life peak neutron
fluence. This is COL Action item 5.3.1-2.

The materials surveillance program will provide information on the effects
of irradiation on material properties so that changes in the fracture tough-
ness of the material in the ABWR reactor vessel beltline region can be pro-
perly assessed and adeguate safety margins againct the possibility of vessel
failure can be providh. The surveillance progr..a must generate sufficient
information to permit the determination of conditions under which the reactor
vessel will be operated with an adequate margin against rapidly propagating
fract e throughout its service lifetime. Based on a 40-year design life,
A51M t-185-82 recommends three materials surveillance capsules be installed

-

in the reactor vessel beltline. However, for the ABWR, the design life is
expected to be increased to 60 years. Accordingly, the staff finds that a
need exists for GE to reassess the number of materials surveillance capsules
to be provided to account for the additional 20-year increase in the expected
life of the vessel. GE should revise its SSAR to address changes to the
material surveillance program for the ABWR reactor vessel to account for the
60-year design lif e of the plant. The number and location of the vessel sur- <

veillance capsules are considered to be open items that need to be resolved
prior to "9A. This is Open item 5.3.1-1.

Compliar tith Appendix H to 10 CFR Part 50 and ASTM E-185-82 ensures that
the survt iance program will be capable of monitoring radiation-induced
changes in the fracture toughness of the reactor vessel material and will
satisfy the requirements of GDC 32,

5.3.2 Pressure-Temperat. Limits

The acceptance criteria for reviewing the pressure-temperature limits are
given in SRP Section 5.3.2 and Appendices G and H to 10 CFR Part 50. Ap-
pendices G and H describe the operating conditions that require pressure- [
temperature limits and prov.de the bases for these limit;, specifically
requirin: that pressure-temperature limits provide safety margins at least as
great as those recommended in ASME Code, Section Ill, Appendix G. Appendix G
to 10 CFR Part 50 requires additional safety margins whenever the reactor core
is critical (except for low-level physics tests) for the materials in the
closure fiange and beltline regions.

The staff reviewed the pressure-temperature limits that will be imposed on the
RCPB during the operations and tests listed below to ensure that there will be
adequate safety margins against nonductile behavior or rapidly propagating
failure of ferritic components as required by GDC 31.

preservice hydrostatic testse

inservice leak and hydrostatic testse

heatup and cooldown operations*

core operation - criticality*

Appendices G and H to 10 CFR Part 50 require the applicant to predict the
amount of increase in reference temperature, RTm , resulting from neutron
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added to the initial RT , and th , resulting from neutron irradiation is then
irradiation. The increase in RT

e margin to establish the adjusted referencep
temperature. The staff s recommended method for calculating the increase in
RT resulting from neutron irradiation is contained in RG 1.99. " Effects of
ReEidual Element, on Predicted Radiation Damage to Reactor Vessel Materials,"
Revision 2. The relationships contair.ed in the guide were derived by statis-
tical analysis of 216 material data points that were reported from the testing
of irradiated materials.

These materials were contained in surveillance capsules and had been irradi-
ated inside U.S. commercial nuclear reactor vessels. As more surveillance
data become available, this guide may need additional revision, since the
relationship between the increase in RT and neutron fluence is empirically
derivedfromantlysisofmaterialsurveYllancedataonU.S.commercialnuclear
reactor vessels.

The pressure-temperature curves in SSAR Figure 5.3-1 are system hydrotest
limits with fuel in the vessel, non-nuclear heating limits, and nuclear (core
critical) limits. These three limits are different from the suggested limits
on preservice hydrostatic tests, inservice leak and hydrostatic tests, heatup
and cooldown operations, and c *e operation in SRP Section 5.3.2. The
pressure-temperature curves in the SSAR are generic and are not valid for any
specific effective full-power years. The staff finds that the general shape
of the curves is acceptable, but the curves should be used as a reference
only. For approval of any specific plant license, COL applicants must submit

plant-specific calculations of RT,3,in RG 1.99, Revision 2, and SRP Sec-
stress intensity factors..and pressure-

temperature curves similar to those
tion 5.3.2. This is COL Action Item 5.3.2-1.

In response to the starf's questions, GE submitted a calculation of the RT
; shift for the vessel plate and weld metal. The calculation followed RG 1.Id,

Revision 2, closely. The calculated RT was low (-22 'C for the weld metal
and -8.4 'C for the plate) because of tfe' low neutron fluence and the low
copper and nickel contents used in the calculation.

GE predicted the neutron fluence at end of life to be 6 x 10" n/cm , which2

is low in comparison to the existing BWR design. GE will have to. submit
additipal igformation during the final design approval review to show how
6 x 10 n/cm was predicted. This is Open Item 5.3.2-1.

The staff concludes that the pressure-temperature limits imposed on the
reactor coolant system for operating and testing conditions to ensure adequate
safety margins against nonductile or rapidly propagating failure will be in
conformance with the fracture toughness criteria of Appendix G to 10 CFR:
Part 50 and Section III, including Appendix G, of the ASME Code. The change
in fracture toughness requirements of the' pressure vessel _ during operation
will be determined by Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50. The use of operating
limits, based on the criteria in SRP Section 5.3.2, provides reasonable
assurance that nonductile or rapidly propagating failure will not occur and

,

constitutes an acceptable basis for satisfying the requirements of 10 CFRt

50.55a and GDC 1, 14, 31, and 32.

.
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5.3.3 Reactor Vessel Integrity

Although the staff reviews most areas separately in accordance with its review
plans, reactor vessel integrity is of such importance that a special summary

,

review of ali factors relating to reactor vessel integrity is warranted. The
staff reviewed the fracture toughness of the ferritic materials to be used for
the reactor vessel and the RCPB, the_ pressure-temperature limits for operation
of the reactor vessel, and the materials surveillance program for the reactor i

vessel beltline. The acceptance criteria and references that are the bases
for this evaluation are given in SRP Section 5.3.3.

The staff reviewed the information in each area to ensure that no inconsis-
tencies exist that would reduce the certainty of vessel integrity. The areas
reviewed and the sections of this report in which they are discussed are given
below.

RCPB materials design (Section 1.2.3)*

ISI and testing of RCPB (Section 5.2.4)+

reactor vessel materials fabrication methods (Section 5.3.1)+

pressure-temperature limits and operating conditions (Section 5.3.2)+
,

The staff concludes that the structural integrity of the reactor vessel is
accoptable and meets the requirements of GDC 1, 4, 14, 30, 31, and 32 of
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50; Appendices B, G, and H to 10 CFR Part '); and
10 CFR 50.55a.

5.4 Components and subsystem Desian

5.4.1 Reactor Recirculation System .

This system is not addressed in the SRP. However, since the ABWR reactor
recirculation system design is unique,.as compared to the present BWR designs, '

an evaluation of this system is provided.

A significant change in the ABdR from current BWR designs is the elimination
of the external loops and t'e incorporation of RIPS for reactor coolant.

recirculation. The containment volume will be reduced as a consequence of
using RIPS instead of external pumps because the external large )ipes of the
reactor recirculation system are eliminated. (Rupture of large-) ore external
pipes in the lower part of the reactor vessel is eliminated as the design-
basis accident.)- There will be no pipe larger than approximately 5 centime- .

ters (2 inches) below the core; thus, there will be no fuel uncovery during a
LOCA. This improves plant safety performance. The use of RIPS requires a-*

larger diameter vessel approximately 706 centimeters (278 inches) for pump
impeller removal. However, this provides reduced neutron flux at the vessel-
beltline and reduced reactor pressure rates during transients. Full-power
operation will be possible with one RIP out of service, improving the plant .

availability. -RIP maintenance,will be easier than current recirculation pumps
with less radiation exposure to plant personnel.

The-reactor recirculation system will consist of 10 RIPS with their impellers-
and diffusers internal to the reactor vessel. The RIPS will be mounted
vertically onto and through the pump nozzles that will be arranged in an
equally-spaced ring pattern on the bottom head of the reactor pressure vessel.
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The RIPS will be single stage, vertical pumps driven by variable speed induc- i

tion motors. ?he rm speed will be changeable by varying the voltage and
|frequency output fw individual pump motor electrical power supply. The

RIPS will provir- Aculation flow from the downtomers through the lower
plenum and up thr%gh the lower grid, the reactor core, and steam separators.

,

The flow rate will be variable over a range from minimum flow, established by
the pump characteristics, to above the maximum flow required to obtain rated
reactor power..

The RIP motors will be variable speed, four pole, ac induction wet-motor type. |
The o)erating speed of the pump motor will depend on the variable voltage,
variaale frequency output of the adjustable speed drives. The RIP motors will
be cooled by circulating water in the motor cavity through the shell side of
the recirculation motor heat exchanger. Hot water in the shell side 'f the
heat exchanger will be cooled by the reacte- building cooling water system. l

There will be one heat exchancer p r motor. A clean purge flow will be |
provided by the control rod drive system to inhibit reactor water from
entering the motor cavity region, thereby preventing any impurity buildup.
Also, anti-reverse rotation devices will be installed on the motor shaft to
prevent possible damage of motor due to reverse pump flow.

The staff discusses acceptability of the flow coastdown characteristics to
maintain fuel thermal margins during abnormal operational transients in
Chapter 15 of this report. The RIP inertia will be significantly less than
the pump inertia for operating BWRs (i.e., about 0.7 seconds inertia time
constant for ABWR versus about 3-5 seconds for operating BWRs). The ABWR
design also uses motor generator (MG) sets as pass-through energy devices on
6 of the 10 RIPS. The MG sets, will be poured from two serarate electrical
distribution-systems and used to lengthen the ce4st down of t? groups of
three RIPS, thus preventing the departure fro,'!r.ucleate boil ug on an all pump
trip. There are no new safety concerns associated with using-RIPS, as com-
pared to external recirculation loo)s. There is significant operating expe-
rience with the RIPS. In Europe, t1ere are nearly 100 aumps operating in
BWRs, approaching 600 pump-years of experience. There lave been few major
forced outages reported as a result of pump-related problems. Thus RIPS
operation in BWRs has considerable operation history and did not require the
development of new technology.

GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC for the recirculation flow control system.
The staff will review the GE submittal and will provide its evaluation in the
FSER. This is Open Item 5.4.1-1. .

Since the operating limits such as maximum critical power ratio have been
calculated in Chapter 15 of this report for abnormal -transients using RIP
coastdown, and have been found to be acceptable in Chapter 15 of this report,
the staff concludes that the ABWR reactor recirculation system will be
acceptable, subject to resolution of Open Item 5.4.1-1.

5.4.6 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System

The staff evaluated the RCIC system for conformance to SRP section 5.4.6.
Unlike current BWR designs, the RCIC ' system in the ABWR is a part of the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS). The initiation logic will be diversi-
fied by adding a high drywell pressure input as well as maintaining the-
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typical system initiation on RPV Level 2. In the ABWR design system, reli-
ability is improved by including a bypass line to the turbine sicam inlet
valve to provide for a smoother turbine start transient and reduce the
possibility of an overspeed trip. Since RCIC is a part of ECCS, full-flow
testing capability will be provided using the safety-related suction source j
(i.e., suppression pool).

The RCIC system is designed as a high-pressure reactor coolant makeup system I

that will start independent of ac power supply. All motor operated valves
will be dc operated, except the inboard stm isolation valvesc The steam
supply inboard isolation valve F035 and the inboard bypass valve F048 will be'

powered from ac power sources, valve F035 will be normally open and fail "as
is," therefore loss of ac power will not prevent RCIC operation. The inboard
bypass valve F048 will be closed during the system operation and hence loss of
ac power will not prevent RCIC operation. The system will provide sufficient
water to the reactor vessel to cool the core and to maintain the reactor in a
standby condition if the vessel becomes isolated from the main condenser and
experiences a loss of feedwater flow. The system also is designed to maintain
reactor water inventory, in the event of a loss of normal feedwater flow, '

while the vessel is depressurized to the point at which the RHR system can
function in the shutdown cooling mode.

The RCIC system will consist of a steam-driven turbine-pump unit and osso-
ciated valves and piping capable of delivering makeup water to the rentor
vessel through the feedwater system. The steatu supply to the RCIC turbine
will be taken from main steam line B at the upstream side of the inboard MSIV.
The steam supply to the RCIC turbine will be assured even if MSIVs are closed.
Fluid removed from the reactor vessel following a shutdown from power opera-
tion will be normally made up by the feedwater system and supplemented by
inleakage from the control rod drive system. If the feedwater system is
inoperable, the RCIC system will start automatically when the water level in
the reactor vessel reaches the level 2 (L2) trip set point or will be started
by the operator from the control room. The system will be capable of deliver-- .

ing rated flow within 30 seconds of initiation. Primary water-supply for the
RCIC system comes from the condensate storage tank, and a secondary supply
will come from the suppression pool.

The RCIC design operating parameters, as shown in SSAR Figure 5.4-9b, are
consistent with expected operational modes.

Essential components of the RCIC system will be designated seismic Category 1
(in accordance with RG 1.29) and Quality Group B (in accordance with RG 1.26),
is discussed in Section 3.2 of this report. The proposed initial test
programs are discussed in Chapter 14 of this report.

The RCIC system will be housed in the reactor building, which provides pro-
tection against wind, tornadoes, floods, and other weather phenomena. Com-
pliance with the requirements of GDC -2 is discussed in Section 3.8 of this
report. In addition, the system will be protected against pipe whip inside
and outside containment, as required by GDC 4 and as discussed in Section 3.6
of this report.

The HPCF and RCIC systems will be located in different rooms of the reactor
,

j building for additional protection against common-mode failures. Different
:
'
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energy sources will be used for pump motivation (steam turbine for RCIC pump,
electric power for HPCF pumps) and different power systems for contial power.
This diversity conforms to the requirements of SRP Section 5.4.6.

lTo protect the RCIC pump from overheating, the RCIC system will contain a
miniflow line that discharges into the suppression pool when the line to the
reactor vessel is isolated. When sufficient flow to the vessel is achieved, a
valve in the miniflow line will automatically close, thus directing all flow
to the reactor.

The makeup water system connection to the RCIC system will maintain the
pump discharge line in a filled condition up to the injection valve. The
makeup water system operation will eliminate the possibility of an RCIC pump
discharging into a dry pipe and minimize waterhammer effects. A high point
vent will be provided, and the system will be vented periodically in
accordance with the technical specifications to verify that the lines are
filled. The RCIC system will include a full-flow test line with water return
to the suppression pool for periodic testing. The periodic tests will be
performed according to ASME Section XI requirements as required by the
technical specifications. The staff requires for any ECCS system that the
technical specifications include a system functional test at least every
refueling outage, with siniulated automatic actuation and verification of
proper automatic valve position. The system functjonal test will verify that
the RCIC pump will develop a minimum flow of 182 m /hr (800 gpm). The verifi-
cation of the above is Technical Specification Item 5.4.6-1.

The suction piping of the RCIC system is designed for low pressure. A relief
valve, therefore, will be provided to protect against overpressurization of
the line from the high-pressure piping.

Suitable provisions will be provided for isolation of the RCIC system from the
reactor coolant system by one testable valve and a closed de-powered valve in
the RCIC system discharge line, and two normally open motor-operated valves
with appropriate closure signals to terminate the leakage of the pipe as a
result of a break outside containment. Inservice testing of pumps and valves
is discussed in Section 3.9.6 of this report.

The RCIC system will have controls that shut down the system if operating
conditions exceed certain limits. A leak-detection system will be provided to
detect leakage in the RCIC system.

The CST level transmitter will be supported and mounted in such a way that
automatic suction transfer to the suppression pool from the non-seismic tank
will take place without failure during a seismic event.

The staff evaluation of THI-2 Action Items (NUREG 073/) (including those in
10 CFR 50.34(f); II.K 3.13; and 24 related to the RCIC system are provided in
Section 20.3 of this report. The RCIC system design meets the guidelines of-

RG 1.1. DSER (SECY-91-153) Open item 1.24 is closed in Section 20.3 of this
report.

Testing of steam isolation valves (F035 and F036)l operating conditions such
leading to the RCIC turbines

in currently operating BWRs did not include actua
as differential pressure of about 7000 kPa (1000 psig) and temperature of
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286 *C (546 'F) expected during a steam pipe break downstream of the valves.
Thus, there is no verification that the isolation valves will close during a
break, due to dynamic steam flow forces. Generic issue (GI) -87, " Failure of
HPCI Steam Line Without Isolation " addresses this concern. Tests performed
as part of the NRC effort to resolve GI-87 have reinforced concerns for the
operability of MOVs under these design-basis conditions. The staff concerns
regarding operability of MOVs are given in Generic letter 89-10 (June 1989)
and its supplements. GE assumed closure of these valves in the steamline
break analysis. Therefore this functional requirement should be incorporated
into the RCIC ITAAC. The COL applicant referencing the ABWR design must
verify test data showing the steam isolation valves (F035 and F036) will
isolatejnactualoperatingconditionsofdifferentialpressuresatabout
70 kg/cm (1000 psig) and 286 *C (546 'F). This is COL Action item 5.4.6-1.

GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC for RCIC system. The staff will review
the GE submittal and provide an evaluation in a supplement to the F3ER and
will ensure that the above RCIC steam line isolation valve requirements are
included. This is Open item 5.4.6-1.

The RCIC system meets the requirements of GDC 4, 5, 29, 33, and 34 as identi-
fled in SRP Section 5.4.6. The RCIC system is part of the ECCS network. SRP
Section 6.3 states that GDC 2, 17, 27, 35, 36, and 37 must be met. The staff
concluded that the RCIC system meets GDC 17, 27, 35, 36, and 37. Conformance
with GDC 2 and 4 regarding protection against natural phenomena, environmental
huards, and potential missiles is discussed in Section 3.2 through 3.5 of
this report. Conformance with GDC 54, 55, and 56 regarding leak detection,
isolation capabilities and containment isolation is discussed in Section 6.2
of this report ~.

The staff concludes that the design of the RCIC system, subject to the above
issues, will conform to the Commission's regulations and to the applicable RGs
and will be acceptable.

5.4.7 Residual Heat Removal System

The staff evaluated the RHR system eccording to SRP Section 5.4.7. The RHR
system consists of three independent loops, subsystems A, B, and C, Each loop
contains a motor-driven pump, heat exchanger, piping, valves, instrumentation
and controls. Each loop will take suction from either the reactor pressure
vessel or the suppression pool and will be capable of discharging water to
either the reactor pressure vessel or back to the suppression pool through a
full-flow test line. Each shutdown cooling loo) will have its own heat
exchanger, which will be cooled by the reactor >uilding cooling water system.
RHR subsystems B and C can be used for wetwell and drywell sprays. The RHR
system will operate in the following modes:

(1)- shutdown cooling
(2) suppression pool cooling
(3) wetwell and drywell spray cooling
(4) low-pressure flooder mode ,

(5) fuel pool cooling
(6) ac independent water addition

ABWR DFSER. 5-29 October 1992
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All six modes of operation use the same major hardware components (e.g., RHR
pump, heat exchanger). Shutdown cooling, fuci pool cooling, wetwell spray
cooling, drywell spray cooling and ac independent water addition are all
started manually. Low-pressure flooder mode and suppression pool cooling mode
are started automatically. Modes (2), (3), and (4) are reviewed in Sec-
tions 6.2 and 6.3 of this report; Mode (5) is reviewed in Section 9.1.3 of
this report.

The normal operati.nal mode of the RHR system is the shutdown-cooling mode,.

which will be used to remove decay heat from the reactor core to achieve and
maintain a cold shutdown condition. Shutdown cooling will be started manually
when the RPV is depressurized to about 931 kPa (135 psig). The heat removed
in the RHR heat exchangers will be transported to the ultimate heat sink by
the reactor building cooling water system.

There will be three suction lines diret y from the RPV for shutdown cooling
rather than from the external reactor recirculation hop. This design is an
improvement over the present single suction line in current cperating BWRs
because the single line is more vulnerable to a loss of shutdown cooling by
single failure of valves in the line. RHR shutdown cooling return for RHR
subsystem A will be routed to the RPV through the feedwater system. RHR
shutdown cooling return for RHR subsystems B and C will be routed to the RPV
directly.

The RHR also will provide an ac-independent water addition subsystem that will
consist of piping and manual valves connecting the fire protection system to
the RHR pump discharge line on loop C downstream of the pump's discharge check
valve. This flow path will allow water to be injected into the reactor vessel
and the drywell spray during postulated beyond-design-basis conditions where
all ac power and all ECCS pumps are unavailable. Additionally, an external
hookup outside the reactor building will be provided so that a fire truck pump
can be connected as an alternative water source.

Branch Technical Position (BIP) RSB 5-1 recommends that the valves provided in
the suction (valves F012 and F013) and discharge (valves F047 and F099) of the
RHR system to isolate it from the RCS shall have indepenoent and diverse
interlocks to patect the RHR system. Independence and diversity of pressure
interlocks on motor-operated valves at the interface between the RCPB and RHR
system are discussed in Chapter 7 of this report.

GE investigated potential overpressurization transients when the RHR system
is not isolated from the RCS. GE also evaluated all the reactor nozzle
penetrations to determine if they could be a source of high pressure into
the RPV during shutdown. GE concluded that relatively cold water from the
feedwater (condensate pump) system could be injected into the RPV through
either of two valves in the feedwater line by inadvertent operater action or

by a vg/hr Lpm (13,000 gpm), which is one-third feedwater flow, with a shutoffThe condensate pumps will be rated for approximately
ive failing open.

2953 m
head of approximately 4208 kPa (600 psig). A pressure in the range of 2305 to
3506 kPa (400 to 500 psig) coul'1 occur upstream of the feedwater inlet valves
in the RPV by inadvertent operation of the condensate pumps. This high
pressure could lift the RHR pressure relief valve set at 2314 kPa (330 psig),
To 9rovide protection against this situation, which would cause an over-
pressure condition in the RHR low-pressure piping, a design change was made by
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GE that will trip the feedwater condensate pumps by a reactor water level (L8)
signal. The staff concludes that the pressure relief requirements of the RHR
system satisfy RSB BTP 5-1 and are acceptable. This closes DSER Open
item 2.31.

Inservice testing of pumps and valves is discussed in Section 3.9.6 of this
i

report. Relief valves will be provided in each of the low-pressure lines that !
interconnect with the RCS to protect against overpressurization from RCS j
leakage.

The RHR pumps will be motor-driven centrifugal pumps. The pumps will be sized
for the low-pressure flooder mode of operation. The available not positive ;

suction head for the RHR pumps will be adequate to prevent cavitation and to !ensure pump operability in accordance with RG 1.1, Long-term operability of I

the RHR pumps is discussed in Section 3.10 of this report.
!

Three discharge line fill pumps will be provided to maintain the RHR discharge )header full of water and pressurized to reduce waterhammer during system 1

initiation,

for the low-pressure flooder mode, flow is diverted to the miniflow line, with
the water discharging to the suppression pool, when low flow is sensed in the
injection line. The miniflow line is designed to prevent pump over-heating
when the valves in the injection line are closed because the reactor vessel
pressure is too high to permit injection. The valves in the miniflow lines
will be closed automatically when flow in the injection line is sufficient for
pump cooling, thus directing all flow to the reactor. Each train of the RHR
system will be tested during normal plant operation by pumping water from the
suppression pool-back into the pool. The staff will require the technical
specifications to include (1) verification of low-pressure flooder mode 1

operability, (2) demonstration of the ability to start each pump from the
control room, and (3) performance of a system functional test without requir-
ing coolant injection into the reactor vessal. This is Technical Specifica-
tion Item 5.4.7-1. The preoperational test program is discussed in Chapter 14
of this report.

The RHR system is designed to operate with or without offsite power. Control ,

of the RHR system will be accomplished from the control room.

The staff concludes that the RHR system has the capacity to bring the reactor
to cold shutdown conditions in a reasonable time (within 36 hours as specified
by SRP Section 5,4.7).

The RHR system is designed to the seismic Category I recommendations of-
RG 1.29,-as discussed in Section 3.2 of this report. It is housed in the
reactor building for protection against the effects of flooding, tornadoes,
hurricanes, and other natural phenomena. Compliance with GDC 2 is discussed
.in Section 3.8 of this report. Conformance with RG 1.26 regarding quality
group classifications is discussed in Section 3.2.2 of this report. The
containment isolation requirements of GDC 55, 56,- and 56 are discussed in
Section 6.2 of this report. The systems used for cooling the RHR system must
meet the requirements of GDC 44, 45 and 46, as discussed in Section 9.2 of -

this report. Those portions:of the RHR system that also are part of the ECCS
are designed to operate under both normal and accident conditions. The' system
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is protected against missiles and pipe whip as discussed in Sections 3.5 and
3.6 of this report, respectively. Since the ABWR is a single-unit plant,
GDC 5 is not applicable.

The staff reviewed the draft ITAAC for RHR system and sent its comments to GE.
The staff will review the GE final ITAAC submittal when available and provide
its evaluation in the FSER. This is Open item 5.4.7-1.

As a part of the high/ low pressure interface design review (Generic issue 105,
" Interfacing Systems LOCA at LWRs"), GE ha; proposed modification to the
design pressure of the RHR suction piping from 1402 to 2104 kPa (200 psig to
300 psig). GE is currently assessing other interfaces in the design. The
staff will evaluate the acceptability cf GE's resolution to G1105 and provide
its results in the FSER. This is Open item 5.4.7-2. *

The staff finds that the RHR system is designed to minimize the possibility of
an interfacing system LOCA in the following ways. The low pressure systems
directly interfacing with the RCS are designed with 2104 to 3507 kPa (300 to
500 psig) piping which provides for a rupture pressure of a least 7014 kPa
(1000 psig). In addi. ion, the high/ low-pressure motor-operated isolation
valves have safety-grade, redundant pressure interlocks. Also the motor-
operated valves will only be tested when the reactor is at low pressure. All
inboard check valves on the RHR system will be testable and have position
indication. The staff will confirm that appropriate SSAR revisions are made
to document the ircreases in RHR suction piping pressure.

RHR system vulnerabilities during shutdown and low-power operation are
addressed in Section 19.4 of this report.

The staff concludes that the design of the RHR system conforms to the Commis-
ston's regulations and to the applicable RGs and is acceptable, subject to
resolution of the above open items.

5.4.8 Reactor Water Cleanup System

The staff reviewed the reactor water cleanup systems (CVW) description and
piping and instrumentation diagrams in accordance with SRP Section 5.4.8.

The CVW will continuously remove solid and dissolved impurities from the
reactor water through filter demineralizers. The single loop has two parallel
pumps taking common suction through a regenerative heat exchanger and two
carallel non-regenerative heat excnangers (NRHXs) from both the single bottom
lead drain line and the B side of the shutdown cooling suction line of the RHR
system. The cooled effluent from the NRHXs will pass through the CVW pumps to
the two filter demineralizers for cleanup, and CVW discharge will split to
feedwater lines A and B. The CVW capacity has been increased in size from the
original 1-percent rated feedwater to 2 percent of rated feedwater.

The filter dem!neralizers will be of-the pressure precoat type using filter
aid and powriered mbd ion-syeange resins as a filter and an ion-exchange
medium. Spent tssird cacnet be regenerated and will be sluiced from the
filter dominerali7er unit to a backwash-receiving tank from which they will be
transferrM to thL radwnste system for processing and disposal. Resins will
be discarded on the oasis of filter-demineralizer performance, as indicated by
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monitored effluent conductivity, differential pressure across the unit, and
sample analysis. To prevent resins from entering the reactor coolant system
in the event of failure of a filter-demineralizer resin support, a strainer
will be installed in the offluent line of each filter demineralizer. Each
strainer and filter-demineralizer vessel will have a control room alarm that
will be energized by high differential pressure. If differential pressure ,

increases beyond the alarm point, the filter demineralizer will automatically j
isolate. '

GE has indicated that if the ABWR utilizes hydrogen water chemistry it will
comply with the guidelines contained in EPRI NP-4947-SR, "BWR Hydrogen Water
themistry Guidelines," 1987 Revision. This document also includes hydrogen ,

water chemistry limits, responses to out-of-specification water chemistry,
chemical analysis methods, data management and surveillance schemes, and ;

management philosophy required to establish and implement a successful vator
chemistry control program.

The reactor chemistry limits specified in RG 1.56, " Maintenance of Water
Purity in Boiling Water Reactors," Revisien 1, dated July 1978, and Electric
Power Research InstitM e (EPRI) report NP-3589-SR-LD, "BWR Water Chemistry
Guidelines" April 19Bb are satisfied by the CVW design.

The CUW design conforms to the following:

the requirements of GDC 1 by conforming to the guidelines of RG 1.26,.

" Quality Group Classifications and Standards for Water , Steam , and
Radioactive-Waste Containing Components of Nuclear Power Plants, Revi-
sion 3. for the portion of the CUW extending from the reactor vessel to
the outermost primary containment isolation valves to Quality Group A and
by taeeting Position C.2.c of RG 1.26, Revision 3, for the remainder of
the CVW outside the primary containment as Quality Group C

the requirements of GDC 2 by conforming to Positions C.1, 0.2, 0.3, and+

C.4 of RG 1.29, Revision 3, for the portion of the CUW system extending
from the reactor vessel to the outermost primary containment isolation.
valves which is seismic Category I

the requirements of GDC 14 by conforming to the positions of RG 1.56 in*

n'aintaining reactor water purity and material compatibility to reduce ,

corrosion potential, thus reducing the probability of RCPB failure

the requirements of GDC 60 and 61 by confining, venting, and collecting..

drainage from the CUW components through closed systems.

The staff conclude's that_the CUW design conforms to the relevant requirements
of GDC 1, 2, 14, 60, and 61 and RGs 1.26, Revision 3, 1.29, Revision 3, and
1.56 (Revision 1) and is acceptable.

ABWR OFSER S-33 October 1992
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6 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES j

6.1 Enaineered Safety Features Materials

6.1.1 Metallic Materials
, !

To meet the requirements of GDC 1, " Quality Standards and Records;" 14,
" Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary;" and 31, "Fractt.re Prevention of Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary;" of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 and 10 CFR 50.55a
and to ensure that the engineered safety features (ESF) materials perform the
necessary safety function, the ASME Code and industry standards should be
satisfied. Standard safety analysis report (SSAR) Table 5.2-4 lists the
pressure-retaining materials and materials specifications for the reactor
coolant pressure boundary components. SSAR Table 6.1-1 lists the pressure- '

retaining materials and materials specifications for the primary containment
system, emergency core cooling systems and their auxiliary systems, and the
standby liquid control system. In the draft safety evaluation report-(DSER)
the staff stated that the ESF materials should satisfy generic design criteria
(GDC) 1, 14, and 31 and 10 CFR 50.55a to ensure low probability of leakage,
rapidly propagating failure and gross rupture. To do so, the ESF materials
selected should satisfy Appendix ! to Section 111 of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code and Parts A, B, and C of Section 11 of the
Code. In its transmittal of October 9,1991, "GE Responses to tha Resolution
of Issues Related to advanced boiling water reactor (ABkR) safety evaluation
report (SER) Chapters 1, 6 and 17 (SECY-91-153)," GE addressed this item by
revising SSAR Section 6.1.1.1.1 to state that the ESF materials will-satisfy
Appendix ! to Section 111 of the ASME Code and Parts A, B, and C of Section 11
of the Code. This is acceptable and this resolves Open Item 35 from the DSER
(SECY-91-153).-

To meet the requirements of GDC 4, " Environmental and Dynamic Effects Design
Bases;".14, and 41, " Containment Atmosphere Cleanup;" the water used in the
ESF systems should be controlled to provide assurance that stress corrosion
cracking of unstabilized austenitic stainless steel components will not occur.
In the DSER (SECY-91-153) the staff made the following recommendations:

GE should follow Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) report, "BWR*

Water Chemistry Guidelines," NP-3589-SR-LO, April 1985, for the water
used for emergency core cooling systems and t, prey systems.

GE should follcw EPRI reports, " Guidelines for Permanent BWR Hydrogen*

Water Chemistry Installations - 1987 Revision," NP-5283-SR-A,- September-

,

1987, for the design, construction, and operation of hydrogen water
chemistry installations.

GE should follow EPRI, "BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Guidelines: 1987*

Revision," NP-4947-SR, October 1988, for_wtter chemistry limits,
responses to out-of-specification water chemistry, chemical analysis

ABWR DFSER 6-1 October 1992 -
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:
methods, and data management and surveillance and management philossphy
required to establish and implement a successful water chemistry control .

program.

In the DSER (SEC'-91-153), the staff also stated that SSAR Sections 6.1.1.1.2
and 6.1.1.2 should have adhered to the above recommendations (0 pen item 25).

In its lutter of March 11, 1992, GE responded to this item by revising SSAR
bection 9.3.9 to state that the hydrogen water chemistry system will utilize :
the guidelines given in EPRI 11P-5283-SR-A, " Guidelines for Permanent BWR
Hydrogen Water Chemistry" and EPRI report NP-4947-SR, "BWR Hydrogen Water-
Chemistry Guidelines: 1987 Revision," October 1988. This response is accept-
able; however, GE should commit to follow EPRI NP-3589-SR-LO, "BWR Water,

Chemistry Guidelines," April 1985. This is Confirmatory item 6.1.1-1.

SSAR Section 6.1.1.1.3 adheres to the materials specifications that satisfy
Appendix ! of Section 111 of the ASME Code, and Parts A, B, and C of Sec-
tion 11 of the Code; therefore, the staf f concludes that Section 6.1.1.1.3
satisfies GDC 4 and 14 and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.

The controls to be placed on concentrations of leachabic impurities in non--
metallic thermal insulation used on components of the ESF comply with the
guidelines of Ragulatory Guide (RG) 1.36, " Nonmetallic Thermal Insulation of '

Austenitic Stainless Steels." Therefore, the ESF thermal insulation specifi-
cations meet the requirements of GDC 1, 14, and 31.

GDC 1, 14, and 31, and 10 CFR 50.55a have been met H th respect to assuring an
,

extremely low probability of leakage, of rapidly propagating failure and of
gross rupture. This is shown since the materials selected for the ABWR engi-:

- neered safety features satisfy Appendix I of Section III of the ASME Code, and
- Parts A, B, and C of Section I! of the Code, and the staff position that the

yield strength of cold-worked stainless steels shall be less than 620,000 kPa
(90,000 psi). Fracture toughness of the ferritic materials meets the require-
ments of the Code. ,

The controls on the use and fabrication of the austenitic stainless steel of
the systems satisfy the requirements of RG 1.31, " Control of ferrite Content
of Stainless Steel Weld Metal," and RG 1.44, " Control of the Use of Sensitized
Stainless Steel." Fabrication and heat treatment practices performed in ,

accordance with these requirements provide added assurance that the probabi-
lity of stress corrosion cracking will be reduced during the postulated acci- .

dent time interval.
iConformance with the Codes and regulatory guides and with the staff positions

mentioned above, constitute an acceptable basis for meeting the requirements ,

of GDC 1, 4.14, 35, and 41; Appendix B to- 10 CFR Part 50, and 10 CFR 50.55a,
in which the systems are to be designed,_ fabricated, and erected so that the

,

1 systems can perform their function as required.

GDC 1, 14, iM 31 and Appendix B to CFR Part 50 have been met by GE with
respect to assuring that the A 'R reactor coolant boundary and associated

ABWR DFSER 6-2 October.1992
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auxiliary systems have an extremely low probability of leakage, of rapidly
propagating failures and of gross rupture. The controls placed on concentra- |

tions of leachable impurities in nonmetallic thermal insulation used on ccm- ;

ponents of the Engineered Safety Features are in accordance with the require- '

ments of RG 1 36, "Honmetallic Thermal Insulation for Austenitic Stainless
Steels." Compliance with the requirements of RG 1.36 form a basis for meeting !

the requirements of GDC 1, 14, and 31. I

The staff concludes that the ESF metallic materials satisfy the requirements
of GDC 1, 4,14, 31, 35, " Emergency Core Cooling;" and 41 and 10 CFR Part 50.

'

6.1.2 Protective Coating Systems (Paints) Organic Material

The staff performed its review in accordance with SRP Section 6.1.2. The k
staff conducted this evaluation to verify that the )rotective coatings that
will be applied inside the containment conform to t1e testing requirements
of ANSI N101.2-1972, " Protective Coatings (Paints) for Light Water Reactor
Containment facilities," and the quality assurance guidelines of RG 1.54, '

" Quality Assurance Requirements for Protective Coating Applied to Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants." This provides assurance that the protective coatings
will not fall under design-basis accident (DBA) .snditions and generate sig-
nificant quantities of solid debris that would adversely affect the perfor-
mance of the ESF.

GE indicated that the coating system materials to be used on the exposed sur-
faces within the drywell .,11 be qualified in accordance with American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) N101.2. The protective coating system for
the containment will be applied in accordance with RG 1,54 although GE has
indicated that relatively small areas within the drywell will not conform to
RG 1.54.

,

The staff concludes that the protective coating systems and their applications
are acceptable, since GE will meet quality assurance requirements of. Appen- :
dix B to 10 CFR Part 50 an-i since the containment coating systems have been
evaluated for suitability to withstand a postulated DBA environment.-

However, applicants referencing the ABWR must indicate the total amount of
protective coatings and organic materials used inside the containment that do
not meet the requirements of ANSI N101.2 (1972) and RG 1.54. This is COL
Action Item 6.1.2-1,

6.2- Containment Systems

The containment systems for the ABWR will include a containment structure as
the primary containment, a secondary containment (reactor bu'.1 ding) surround-
ing the primary containment and housing equipment essential to safe shutdown
of the reactor and fuel storage facilities, and supporting systems. The
primary contair. ment is designed to prevent the uncontrolled release of radio-
activity to the environment with a leakage rate of 0.5 percent by weight per
day at the calculated peak containment pressure related to the DBA. The
secondary containment is designed to confine the leakage of airborne = radio-
activa materials from the primary containment. SSAR Figure 6.2.1 shows-the
principal fectures of the ABWR containment. ,

ABWR DFSER 6-3 October 1992
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6.2.1 Primary Containment functional Design

The ABWR primary containmeu is designed with the following main features:

A drywell that will consist of two volumes: (1) an upper drywell (UD)*

volume surrounding the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and housing the
steam and feedwater lines and other connections of the reactor primary
coolant system, safety / relief valves, and the drywell heating, ventila-
tion, and air conditioning (HVAC) coolers, and (2) a lower drywell (LD)
volume housing the reactor internal pumps, control rod drives, and under
vessel components and servicing equipment.

The upper drywell will be a cylindrical steel-lined reinforced-concrete
,

structure with a removable steel head and a reinforced-concrete steel
diaphragm floor. The cylindrical RPV pedestal, which will be connected
rigidly to the steel diaphragm floor, will separate the lower drywell
from the wetwell. Ten UD to LD connecting vents (DCVs), approximately
1-m X 2-m (3.3 ft x 6.6 ft) in cross-section, will be built into the RPV
pedestal. The DCVs will extend downward through 1.2-m (4 ft) inside
diameter steel pipes, each of which will have three Forizontal vent
outlets into the suppression pool.

The drywell, which will have a net free volume of 7350-m' (259.563 ft ),3

is designed to withstand design pressure and temperature transients
,

following a loss of coulant accident (LOCA) and also the rapid reversal
in pressure when the steam in the drywell will be condensed by emergency
core cooling system (ECCS) flow during post-LOCA flooding of the RPV. A
wetwell-to-drywell vacuum relief system will prevent back-flooding of the
suppression pool water into the lower drywell and protect the integrity
of the steel diaphragm floor slab between the drywell and wetwell and the

L drywell structure and liner. The drywell design pressure and temperature
i are 310 kPa (45 psig) and 171 *C (340 *F), respectively. The design
'

drywell-to-wetwell differential pressures are +172.4 kPa (25 psig) and
-13.8 kPa (-2 psig). The desig drywell-to-reactor building negative
differential pressure-is -13.8_ kh- (-2 psig).

A system of drywell-to-wetwell vents that will channel blowdown from the.

drywell and discharge into the suppression pool following a LOCA. Therei

| will be 30 vents in the vertical section of the lower drywell below the
i suppression pool water level, each with a nominal diameter of 0.7-m

(2.3 ft). These vents will be arranged in 10 circumferential columns,.:

L each containing three vents. The three-vent centerlines in each column
will be located at 3.5-m (11.48 ft), 4.87-m (15.98 ft), and 6.24-m
(20.48 ft) below the suppression pool water level when the suppression
pool is at the low ,,ater-level.

A Wetwell, will consist of (an air volup)e and suppression pool, with a. net
*

free-ajr volume of 5960-m 210,475 ft and a minimum pool volume of
33580-m (126,427 ft ) at low water level.

The wetwell is designed for an internal pressure of 310 kPa (45 psig) and
a temperature of 103.9 *C (219 *F). The design wetwell-te reactor
building negative differential pressure is -13.8 kPa (-2 ; g). The
suppression pool, which will be located inside the wetwell annular region
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between the cylindrical RPV pedestal wall and the outer wall of the
wetwell, will be a large body of water that serves as a heat sink for

.

postulated transients and accidents and as a source of cooling water for '

the ECCS. In the case of transients that result in a loss of the ulti-
mate heat sink, energy will be transferred to the pool by the discharge
piping from the reactor system's safety / relief valves (SRVs), in the
ever t of a LOCA within the drywell, the drywell atmosphere will be vented
to the suppression' pool through the system of drywell-to-wetwell vents.

This primary containment design basically uses combined features of the
liark 11 and Mark til designs, with the exception that the drywell will consist

'

of upper and lower drywell volumes. The vents to the suppression pool will be
a combination of the vertical Mark 11 and horizontal liark III systems. The
wetwell design is similar to a Mark 11 wetwell. SSAR Table 6.2.1 provides a
comparison of the design parameters for Mark I, 11, III, and ABWR contain-
ments.

6.2.1.1 LOCA Chronology !

Following a postulated LOCA, the drywell pressure will increase as a result of
blowdown of the reactor coolant system. Pressurization of the drywell will
cause the water initially in the vent system to be accelerated into the' pool
until the vents are cleared of water. During this clearing process, the water ;
leaving the horizontal vents will form jets in the supiression pool and cause
water jet impingement loads on the structures within t1e suppression pool and
on the containment wall opposite the vents.

;

During the vent clearing transient, the drywell also will be subjected to a
pressure differential and the RPV pedestal wall will experience a ventclearing
reaction force.

Immediately following vent clearing, an air and steam bubble will form at the
exit of the vent. The bubble pressure initially will be assumed equal to the
existing drywell and wetwell differential pressure. This bubble will transmit
a pressure wave through the suppression pool water and result in a loading on-
the suppression pool boundaries and on equipment located in the suppression
pool.

.

As the air and steam flow from the drywell becomes established. in the vent
system, the initial vent exit bubble will expand to equalize the suppression
pool hydrostatic pressure. GE's-large-scale piessure suppression test faci-
lity (PSTF) tests show that the steam fraction of the flow will be condensed,
but continued injection of drywell air and expansion of the air bubble will ~

.

*

result in a rise of the suppression pool surface. During the early stages of. :this process, the pool will swell in a bulk node i.e., a slug of solid water'
will be accelerated upward by _the air pressure). (Structures close to the pool

.

;

surface will experience-loads as the rising pool surface impacts the lower
surface.of the structure. In addition to these initial impact loads. these

;me structures will experience drag loads as water flows past them. Equip-
ment in the suppression pool-also will experience drag loads.

|

Data from PSTF air tests indicate that after the pool surface has risen
approximately 1.6 times the initial submergence of the top vent (which
translates to 3.66-m (12 ft) above the initial pool surface for the Mark 111
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?

!

design, the thickness of the water ligament could be small as 0.61-m (2 ft) ,

or less, significantly reducing the impact loads. Th ; phase is referred to i
as " incipient breakthrough," i.e., the ligament begins to break up. To
account for possibh non-conservatism in the test facility arrangement and

'

instrumentation error bands, the staff has determined that the breakturough
height should be set at 5.5-m (18 ft) above the initial pool surface for the
Mark 111 design. The staf f's evaluation of the breakthrough height for ABWR
design is discussed in Section 6.2.1.6 of this SER.

,

As the drywell air flow through the horizontal vent system decreases and the '

air / water suppression pool mixture experiences gravity-induced phase separa-
tion, pool upward movement will stop and the fallback process start. During '

this process, floors and other flat structures sill experience downward
loading, and the containment wall theoretically can be subjected to a small
pressure increase. However, this pressure increase has not been observed
experimentally.

As the reactor blowdown proceeds, the primary system will be depleted of high- '

energy fluid inventory and the steam flow rate to the vent system will '

decrease. This reduced steam flow rate will lead to a reduction in the
drywell-to-wetwell pressure differential that, in turn, will result in a
sequential recovering of the horizontal vents. Suppression pool recovery of
a particular vent row will occur when the vent stagnation differential pres- .'

sure corresponds to the suppression pool hydrostatic pressure at that row of
vents.

Toward the end of the reactor blowdown, th. top row of vents will be capable
of condensing the reduced blowdown flow and the two lower rows will be totally
recovered. As the blowdown steam flow decreases to very low values, the water
in the to) row of vents will start to oscillate, causing what has become known
as vent caugging. This action will result in dynamic loads on the top vents
and on the RPV pedestal wall opposite the upper row of vents. In addition, an
oscillatory pressure loading condition can occur on the drywell and wetwell.

Because this phenomenon is dependent on a low steam p) ass flux (the chuggingthreshold appears to be in the range of 10 lb/sec/ft , it is expected to
occur for all break sizes. Ior smaller breaks, it may be the only made uf
condensation that the vent system will experience.

The staff's evaluation of these LOCA-related pool dynamic loads is discussed
in Section 6.2.1.6 of this SER. Shortly after onset of a DBA, the ECCS pumps
will automatically start and pump suppression pool water into the reactor
pressure vessel. This water will flood the reactor core and, the water will
start to cascade into the drywell from the break. When this occurs will
depend on the size and location of the break. Because the-drywell will be
full of steam at the time of vessel flooding, the sudden ~ introduction of cool
water will cause rapid steam condensation and drywell depressurization. When
the drywell pressure falls below the wetwell airspace pressure, air from the
wetwell will redistribute between the drywell and wetwell through the wetwell -
to-drywell vacuum relief system. Eventually enough air will return to
equalize the drywell and wetwell pressures; however, during this drywell
depressurization transient, there will be a period of negative-pressure on
the drywell structure. A negative load condition of -13.8 kPa (-2 psig) is,
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therefore, specified for drywell design. The staff's evaluation of this
dr/well-to-wetwell negative differential pressure is discussed in Sec-
tion 6.2.1.5.1 of the SER.

6.2.1.2 Containment Analysis

The staff's review of the containment design included the temperature and
pressure responses of the drywell and wetwell to a spectrum of LOCAs, the
capability of the containment to withstand the effects of steam bypass from
the drywell directly to the air region of the suppressicn pool, the external
pressure capability of the drywell and wetwell and the negative drywell-to-
wetwell differentid pressure. In addition, the staff considered GE's
proposed design bases and criteria for the containment, the analyses and test
data in support of the criteria and bases, and the loads resulting from pool
dynamic phenomena.

6.2.1.2.1 Containment Analytical Model

GE's calculation of the short-t rm and long-term containment pressure-
tcmperature response to postulated high-energy line breaks used the same
analytical models and conservative assumptions that were previously presented

,

and reviewed for the Mark III containment in GESSAR !!. The staff found ;
these to be acceptable, using independent confirmatory analyses with the .

CONTEMPT-LT28 computer code. These models and assumptions are discussed in
the ABWR SSAR and NED0-20533-P (proprietary) and its Supplement 1, "The G.E.
Mark 111 Pressure Suppression Containment Analytical Model." In response to :
the staff's request for additional information (RAI), GE stated that the
analytical models described in NED0-20533-P are appropriate to calculate the
ABWR containment responses to postulated accidents. Although originally
written for prediction of Mark 111 transients, these models, which simulate
the transient conditions in the containment, can be adapted for the ABWR
containment configuration. These models simulate the drywell, vent systems, <

and wetwell (suppression pool and airspace). They are, therefore, adaptable
to other containment configurations having the same basic components.

As indicated earlier, the ABWR containment design uses combined features of
Mark 11 and Mark III designs, with the exception of a unique feature of two
drywell volumes (upper and lower). The vent system is a combination of
vertical (Mark 11 design) and horizontal (Mark Ill design) drywell-to-wetwell
vent systems and the wetwell (suppression pool and airspace). is similar to a
Mark !!.

'

The stc.'f was unable to cooclude in the DSER that the assumptions and models
used to predict the containcent pressure and temperature transients following
a LOCA _in the ABWR containment are acceptable. . In the DSER (SECY-91-355), the e

staff identified the issue of containment pressure and temperature analysis in ;
Open Items 3 and 10. Specific concerns are discussed below:

,

As discussed in the DSER, GE had not provided a detailed discussion to
describe how the two ABWR drywell- volumes (0 pen Item 3) and the combination
vertical and horizontal vent system are modeled in the computer code to '

represent-the physical geometry of the containment, and how the air carryover -i

from the two drywell volumes to the wetwel1 ~is treated in the computer code..
The impact of any difference in the hydrodynamic force, caused by venting,
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between the Mark 111 design (vent annulus) and ABWR design (pipe vents) was
also uncicar. In addition, the staff required tests or analyses to verify
that following a LOCA, i

the combination of vertical and horizontal drywell-to-wetwell vent system+

will perform (to demonstrate venting clearing, condensation and chugging)
as predicted

the cor.tainment will perform (air carryover and containment pressure and i
*

temperature responses) as predicted by the analytical model

in a meeting held on May 6,1992, GE clarified its model assumed for drywell !volumes and the vent system. Similar to Mark !!! containment model, GE
assumed that the upper and lower drywell volumes act as a single node and the
drywell-to-wetwell vent system as a horizontal vent for its A5WR analysis, j
The contents of the lower drywell will start transferring to the wetwell as
soon as the pressure starts decreasing. GE assumed 50 percent of the lower
drywell contents is transferred into the wetwell. The staff raised questions'

about the validity of these assumptions because they do not reflect the actual
ABWR configuration. By a facsimile dated May 22, 1992, GE provided additional
information to justify the conservatism of those assumptions. GE calculated
the drywell pressure using a more realistic two-node drywell model and com-
pared it with the drywell pressare described in the SSAR using the single-node
drywell model. It shows that the single-node mndel results in a higher peak idrywell pressure. Therefore, the single-node model is acceptable in that-it ~ i
is more conservative. This closes out Open l'.ee 3, which was previously
identified in the DSER (SECY-91-355). Furtnermore, because the peak contain- t

ment pressure occurs substantially later in time, alter the vent clearing |process is complete, the slight geometrical differences are expected to result
in negligible effects on the containment peak pressure and overall vent
clearing process. GE's use of NED0-20533 for the AhWR is acceptable.

Regarding the test programs, GE indicated that the ABWR test program is
described in SSAR Appendix 38. The test program includes 24 tests of LOCA
condensation oscillation (CO) and chugging (CH) loads. These loads for ABWR
are identified to be pntentially different from those of MARK !!!. GE expects a
other test data that were developed for Mark 111 to be applicable for ABWR
because the total area ratio of the horizontal vents and vertical vents in
ABWR will be comparable with that in Mark 111. This was identified as Open
item 3 in the DSER (SECY-91-355) which is resolved. The hydrodynamic loads
described in Appendix 3B are evaluated in Section 6.2.1.6 of this SER. Open
Item 10 is dealt with in that section. The staff concludes that GE's assump-
tions and models for ABWR containment response analysis are acceptable, except
for the hydrodynamic loading assumptions.

6.2.1.3 Short-Term pressure Response
i

The maximum drywell-to-wetwell differential pressure will occur during the
blowdown phase (short-term) of a LOCA. GE has perfccmed analyses of various
postulated primary system breaks, including a double-ended rupture of the main
.feedwster line, a double-ended rupture of'the main steamline, and small break
accidents. Results of the analyses indicate that the main fecoenter line
break (FWLB) yields the limiting drywell-to-wetwell differential pressure and
peak drywell and wetwell pressure and is, therefore, the design-basis accident
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for the drywell and wetwell. The main steamline break (HStB) yields the
limiting drywell temperature. GE has provided comparative plots of drywell

and wetwpil short,-term presgure and j)emperature resppnses to d,esign t' asis,0.0465-m (0.5 f t ), 0.093-m (0.1 ft , and 0.0093-m (0.01 ft ) breaks in
both the main feedwater and main steamline piping inside the drywell. These
figures substantiate the large guillotine breaks resulting in the highest
drywell and wetwell pressure and temperature. However, in the DSER the staff
identified that these figures, comparing different size pipe breaks, did not
indicate the same value of peak drywell and wetwell pressure as reported in ,

:

55AR Table 6.2-1. The staff asked GE to clarify these discrepancies. !

In a facsimile dated May 22, 1992, GE compared the reported values in
Table 6.2-1 and the corresponding calculated values in SSAR figures 6.2-6,
6.2-0, 6.2-13, and 6.2-17. It demonstrated the consistency of the reported
values between the table and figures in the SSAR. This open item is resolved.
(This item was not tracked in the DSER as an open item.) :

Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 6.2.1.10, states that, for Mark III plants
at the construction permit stage, the containment design pressure should
provide at least a 15-percent margin :.bove the peak calculated containment !

pressure and the design differential pressure between drywell and containment
should provide at least a 30-percent margin above the peak calculated
d "ferential pressure. GE's calculated drywell peak pressure for the FWLB is
2( , kPa (39 psig) and maximum calculated temperature is 170 *C (338 'f)
resulting from the MSLB. 1he design pressure for the drywell is 310 kPa (45
psig), which arovides a margin of 15 percent above the peak calculated
pres:ure in t1e drywell and is equal to the margin recommended in the SRP.
Therefore, this design margin for containment pressure is acceptable.

The calculated wetwell peak pressure and maximum temperature are 179 kPa
(26 psig) and 97.2 'C (207 'f), which is 6.7 'C (12 'f) below the design
temperature of 103.9 'C (219 'f) resulting from the FWLB. The design
pressure for the wetwell is 310 kPa (45 psig), which provides a margin of
42 percent above the peak calculated pressure in the wetwell.

The calculated drywell-to-wetwell peak differential pressure is 110.3 kPa
(16 psig) and the design drywell-to-wetwell differential pressure is 172.3 kPa
(25 psig), which provides a design margin of 56 percent.

The staff concludes that the containment pressure and temperature transients
fcilowing a LOCA in the ABWR containment are consistent with SRP 6.2.1 and
therefore, are acceptable.

6.2.1.4 Long-Term Response

r llowing the short-t9rm blowdown phase of the accident, the suppression pool.o

temperature and containment pressure will continuously increase because of the
irput of decay heat and sensible energy into the containment. During this i

perivd, the LCCS pumps which will take suction from the suppression pool,
will reflood the reactor pressure vessel up to tne level ' ' the main steam .
nozzles. Subsequently, ECCS water will flow out of the b nak and fill the
drywell, establishing a recirculation flow path for the ECCS. The relatively
cold ECCS water will condense the steam in the drywell and rapidly bring' the
drywell pressure down. After approximately 10 minutes, the residual heat

.
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removal (RllR) heat exchangers will be automatically activated to remove energy
from the containment by using the RHR service water system for recirculation <

cooling of the suppression pool. This is a conservative assumption because '

the RiiR design permits automatic initiation of containment cooling well before
10 minutes. The containment spray also is conservatively assumed not to be
used.

In the long-term analysis, GE accounted for potential post-accident energy
sources, including decay heat, pump heat rate, sensible heat, and metal-water
reaction energy. GE's long-term model also assumed that the containment

iatmosphere would be saturated and equal to the suppression pool temperature at
any time. Therefore, the containment pressere is equal to the sum of the
partial pressure of air and the saturation pressure of water corresponding to
the pool temperature.

GE calculated a peak suppression pool temperature of 96.3 'C (206.46 'f). The ,

calculated long-term secondary peak containment drywell and wetwell pressures
are well below the calculated short term peak pressures. GE's analysis for
long-term response following a LOCA in the ABWR containment is acceptable in
accordance with SRP 6.2.1.1

-

6.2.1.5 Reverse Containment Pressurization

Certain events in the primary containment will cause depressurization tran-
sients that can create negative drywell-to-wetwell, drywell-to-reactor
building, or wetwell-to-reactor building pressure differentials. Therefore,
vacuum relief provisions may be necessary in order to limit these negative
pressure differentials within design values. The events that cause contain-
ment depressurization are

,

inadvertent drywell/wetwell spray actuation during normal operation*

post-LOCA drywell depressurization as a result of condensation of thea

steam by the spilled ECCS suocooled water

| wetwell spray actuation following a stuck open relief valve*

6.2.1.5.1 Drywell Depressurizatioa

| Drywell depressurization, which will create a negative drywell-to-wetwell
i pressure differential and/or a negative drywell-to-reactor building pressure

differential, is caused by two major events: ,

post-LOCA drywell depressurization as a result of condensation of the*

steam by the spilled ECCS subcooled water

inadvertent drywel'l spray actuation during normal operation*
,

GE indicates that drywell depressurization following a feedwater line break;

results in the most severe negative pressure transient in the drywell.
Without the provision of vacuum relief, this negative pressure transient may
create a drywell-to-wetwell negative pressure differential of -275.8 kPa
(-40 psig). This pressure differential is much greater than the design
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negative drywell-to-wetwell pressure difference of -13.8 kPa (-2 psig).
Therefore, this transient is used to determine the size and the number of
wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breakers.

On the basis of its analysis, GE further indicates that with a typical vacuum
breaker diameter of 50.8-cm (20 inches), a loss coefficient, K, of 3 and one
single failure, eight wetwell-tc-drywell vacuum breakers are required to
maintain the negative pressure differentials of drywell-to-wetwell and of
drywell-to-reactor building below the design negative pressure differentials
of -13.8 kPa (-2 psig).

In the DSER (SECY-91-355), the staff identified Open Item 4 regarding the
adequacy of the vacuum breaker design. Specifically, clarification was reeded
about the arrangement of vacuum breakers (e.g., lower drywell or upper dry-
well, two valves in series for bypass single failure protection) and the test
program that would demonstrate the performance of the vacuum breaker system,

in a telephone conversation on August 9, 1991, GE indicated that analyses were
performed using first principle analytical models. These analyses were simi- '

lar to analyses performed for other BWRs and assumed that the spray efficiency
was 100 percent. Subsequently, in a facsimile dated May 22, 1992, GE ex-
plained that there are eight vacuum breaker valves, which includes one valve
to meet the single-failure critorion.

Each penetration opening into the lower drywell will have one valve. These
50.8-cm (20-in) swing check valves will open passively on negative differen-
tial pressure and will require no external power to actuate them. They will
be installed horizontally in the wetwell airspace. Position locations of
these valves are shown in Figures 1.2-3C and 1.2-13K in the SSAR Amendment 6.
Also, vacuum breakers will be equipped with position switches facilitating
monitoring of valve position inside the control room. The design of the
wetwell-drywell vacuum breakers is acceptable.

Concerning the testing aspect of the DSER open item, the ABWR Technical
Specifications (TS) must require the periodic inspection and testing of
vacuum breakers during outage to ensure their operability. This is TS
Item 6.2.1.5.1-1. Such testing is included in the BWR Owners Group Standard
Technical Specifications which GE is adopting for the ABWR. (See-the discus-

.

sion in Chapter 16 of this report.)

Therefore, DSER Open Item 4 is resolved, because the design of the wetwell-
drywell vacuum breakers has been found to be acceptable in accordance with
SRP 6.2.1, and because the testing of the system will be accomplished via the
TS for the ABWR.

6.2.1.5.2 Wetwell Depressurization

Wetwell-depressurization, which will create a negative wetwcil-to-reactor-
building negative pressure differential, can be caused by the following
events:

inadvertent drywell and/or wetwell spray actuation during normal*

operation
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wetwell spray actuation subsequent to stuck open relief valve.

drywell and wetwell spray actuation following a LOCAe

GE indicates that the limiting nep tive pressure transient in the wetwell
corresponds to wetwell spray actuation following a stuck open relief valve.
The effect of relief valve discharge into the suppression pool will also heat
the wetwell airspace, thus increasing its pressure. When the pressure in the
wetwell becomes greater than the drywell pressure of 1.7 kPa (d .25 psig), the
wetwell-to-drywell vacuum relief system will allow the flow of air from the
wetwell to the drywell, thereby pressurizing both drywell volumes. Wetwell
pressure and temperature will peak when the reactor decay heat decreases below
the heat removal capability from continued pool cooling and wetwell spray.
Wetwell temperature and pressure will decrease, but the drywell pressure will
remain at its peak valuc. When the pressure difference between the two
volumes becomes greater thcn the hydrostatic head of water above the top vent,
air will flow back into the wetwell airspace, slowing down wetwell depressur-
ization. The pressure differential between the drywell and the wetwell will
be maintained constant at the hydrostatic head above the top row of horizontal
vents. The final pressure in the wetwell will be lower than the drywell pres-
sure because more air will be transferred to the drywell during wetwell pres-
surization than will be received during wetwell depressurization.

Inadvertent drywell or wetwell spray actrtion during normal operation can
cause depressurization of the sprayed volume due to the resultant condensation
of vapor present in the air space. However, the magnitude of this depressuri-
zation will be less than the post-LOCA or stuck open relief valve cases
because of the relatively smaller mass of condensable vapor present during
normal operation.

Calculation of the peak wetwell-to-reactor-building negative dif ferential
pressure is based on an energy balance of the containment atmosphere before
and af ter spray activation, assuming that the final air-vapor mixture is at
100-percent relative humidity and that there are no reactor-building-to-
wetwell vacuum breakers. Using these assumptions, the peak calculated
wetwell-to-reactor-building negative differential pressure was determined by
GE analysis assuming worse-accident conditions to be -12.2 kPa (-1.77 psig).
This is 10 percent less than the ABWR design value of -13.8 kPa (-2.0 psig). '

In a meeting with GE on May 6, 1992, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
staff questioned the appropriateness of the assumption of 20-percent initial
drywell relative humidity (RH) in the analysis. In response to the staff
concern, GE perfor'ned a sensitivity study assuming a conservative drywell
relative humidity of 60-percent RH and a minimum suppression pool temperature
of 75 'f for the postulated drywell and wetwell spray actuation during normal
operation. The resulting maximum negative differential pressure shown in a
facsimile dated June 10,1992, is -10.2 kPa (-1.48 psi), which is less
limiting than the case reported in the SSAR. The limiting case of wetwell
spray actuation subsequent to stuck open relief valve is independant of the
drywell humidity.

From their analysis performed in the SSAR, GE has concluded it .acuum relief
from the reactor building to the wetwell is not required. The ,ff ques-
tioned GE as to what is different in the design of ABWR from Mark 11 and III
plants that do require vacuum relief. GE stated that the wetwell spray system
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flow will be limited by design to a maximum flow of 1893 L/ min (500 gpm), I

which has the effect of limiting the negative piessure transient response to l

-12.2 kPa (-1.77 psig). Therefore, based on the above discussion the staff !
concludes that the limiting case reported in the SSAR is acceptable. The

Istaff has reviewed the initial conditions, assumptions, and the methodology l
used in the GE analysis and finds them acceptable, as discussed above, with no
need for vacuum relief from the reactor building to the wetwell. ;

6.2.1.6 Suppression Pool Dynamic Loads

GE submitted proprietary SSAR Appendix 3B to address the issues of suppression
pool dynamic loads for the ABWR. A pendix 3B encompasses the areas of SRV
actuation and LOCA phenomena, SRV discharge loads, LOCA loads, submerged
structure loads, and load combinations. Although similar to the Mark III
containment design, the ABWR has the following distinctive features that
affect suppression pool dynamic loads: wetwell airspace pressurization, a ,

lower drywell volume, a smaller number of horizontal vents (30 in the ABWR vs.
120 in the Mark 111), horizontal vent extension into the pool, vent submer-
gence, and suppression pool width.

SRV actuation and LOCAs are the events that can impose dynamic loads on the-
suppression pool. SRVs will discharge steam from the RPV through discharge
piping that will be routed into the suppression pool and fitted at the
suppression pool end with a quencher to enhance heat transfer between the -

hotter SRV discharge fluid (steam and air) and the cooler suporession pool
water.

SRV discharge into the suppression pool will consist of the following three
phases, which are listed in the order they occur: water clearing, air
clearing, and steam flow. The discharge pipe standing column of water first
will be pushed out, or cleared, into the pool by blowdown steam pressure.
Water clearing will crsate SRV pipe pressure and thermal loads, pipe reaction
forces, drag loads on structures submerged in the pool, and pool boundary-
loads. Following water clearing air clearing will occur as air above the
water column ~1n the pipe is forced out the pipe and into the pool. The air-
. clearing phase will generate expanding bubbles in:the pool that cause tran-
sient drag loads on submerged structures as a resul.t of both the. velocity and
acceleration fields and oscillating pressure loads or the pool boundary.
Finally, the steam-flow phase will create pipe reaction forces, quencher
thrust forces, structure thermal loads, and oscillating pool boundary loads-as
a result of steam jet condensation at the quencher.

For the ABWR, the FWLB and MSLB will cause. dynamic loads in the suppression
pool. As with the SRV discharge, these events can be characterized by several
phenomena that occur in the following order: -vent clearing, pool swell, high
steam flow, and chugging. After an FWLB or MSLB, sufficient pressurization of
the drywell, water in the vents will be forced out into the-pool. This vent
water clearing will cause submerged jet-induced loads on nearby structures and
the pool basemat. . After vent clearing, an air and steam bubble will flow out
the vents. The- air compenent, originating from the drywell air, will expand
in-the pool causing a rise in pool surface level called pool swell. Pool
swell will impose loads on submerged structures and pool boundaries. - After
pool swell, a period of high steam flow will occur and steam will be condensMi ,

in the pool vent exit area, imposing no significant loads on the pool system,
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Later, as vent steam flow decreases, the steam condensation process will cause
the steam bubble, which has been growing, to suddenly collapse, creating
oscillatory loads. This process is called chugging and imposes significant
vent and suppression pool boundary loads.

The ABWR SRV discharge will be directed to the suppression pool through ;

X-quenchers that GE has stated will be identical to the quenchers used for the
Mark 11 and Mark 111 designs. Therefore, 6E concluded that the hydrodynamic
load methodology, developed for the Mark 11 and 111 designs, is applicable for

,

both the ABWR suppression pool geometry and the X-quencher configuration.
However, in the DSER (SECY-91-355), the staff questioned how GE had addressed '

the SRV loads that would result from a secor.d opening of the SRV while the SRV
,

tailpipe is still hot from the initial SRV discharge (commonly referred to by
the staff as " subsequent actuation" or " consecutive actuation" in NUREG-0802,
" Safety / Relief Valve Quencher Loads: Evaluation," for BWR Mark 11 and til j

Containments") (0 pen item 5). A subsequent SRV valve actuation becomes a '

concern because following the first actuation of the SRV, the second actuation
could generate higher loads on the structure.

The water reentering the tailpipe (reflood) after the initial actuation of the
SRV has been found in experiments to be transitory because the water column
within the tailpipe does not reach equilibrium quickly. In addition, the -

tailpipe wall has not cooled to its initial temperature before the second
actuation of the SRV. If the reactor system pressure should rise again to

*greater than the SRV set point, the SRV would discharge. However, the noncon-
densable gas from the drywell atmosphere that reentered the tailpipe through
the vacuum breaker would have been heated by the tailpipe wall. This dis-
charge (commonly called SRV air-clearing loads) could produce hydrodynamic
wall pressures in the pool that may be significantly different from the
initial air clearing loads because of the higher noncondensable gas tempera '
ture in the tailpipe. As a result, the staff concluded that loads from both '

the initial and second actuation should be considered in the design of.the
system. GE stated in its submittal of June 1,1992, that both the first and
possible second actuation were considered and the structures will be analyzed
to accommodate these second actuation loads. GE stated that these analyses
are scheduled to be completed prior to final design approval. This is Open
item 6.2.1.6-1.

The staff also questioned, in the DSER, the acceptability of complete elimina-
tion of suppression pool temperature limits. GE had stated-in its earlier
submittal that cuppression pool temperature limits for steady-state steam .

condensation were no longer needed. The basis for this conclusion referenced
an analysis submitted to the staff by the (BWR) Owners Group. However, the
staff has not yet ccmpleted it's review of the Owners Group request for elimi-
nation of suppression pool temperature limits. This is Open Item 6 of the
DSER (SECY-91-355). In addition, the schedule for completion of.the staff's
review was shown to be very close to the date necessary for final closure of
all issues for the ABWR. In light of these uncertainties, GE documented in
its' submittal of June 1,1992, that ABWR will use the same suppression pool
temperature limits as used on current Mark I', II, and III plants to ensure
steady condensation of the SRV discharge. These criteria are documented in
NUREG-0783, " Suppression Pool Temperature Limits for BWR Conti.inments." ,
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As currently implemented in the Mark 1, II, and 111 designs, the suppression
pool temperature limits involve a three tier approach. The lowest temperature
threshold requires the operator to take such actions as activating pool
cooling to reduce the suppression pool temperature. The plant however, can
continue to operate at power during this time. The intent of this threshold
is to ensure that the operator will take action to reduce pool temperature.
This temperature is typically 95 'F. Operation can continue until the sup-
pression pool reaches 110 *F. At this temperature the plant technical speci-
fication requires a reactor scram and hot shutdown conditions to be main-
tained. Finally, if the pool reaches 120 'F, the technical specification
require depressurization of the reactor coolant system and initiation of cold
shutdown conditions. This is Technical Specification item 6.2.1.6-1.

This process ensures that suppression pool temperature limits for re&ctor
scram and reactor depressurization, as defined in NUREG-0783, will not be
reached. The staff finds acceptable GE's commitment to maintain current
suppression pool temperature limits until the staff approves changes to
NUREG-0783 operating pool temperature criteria. This part of Open Item 6 in
the DSER (SECY-91-355) is closed.

Another part of Open item 6 from DSER (SECY-91-355) was associated with the
justification used to establish the pool dynamic loads for the ABWR. The ABWR
suppression pool contains structures above and below the normal level of the
pool (such as SRV tailpipes, access tunnels to the lower drywell, and a walk-

way within the suppression sool)itial vent clearing and pool swell phenomena.
which would be subject to pool drag and pool

swell impact loads during t.1e in
The staff requested that GE provide the specific tests used to support the
methodology to establish the hydrodynamic loads for the ABWR. GE committed to
provide these tests in the SSAR. Since GE has identified the general data
base that will be used and methodology to develop the hydrodynamic loads, but
has not provided the submittal of the actual 3rimary or secondary loads (wall
pressure, thermal, drag, impact etc.) the metiodology for hydrodynamic load
definition is considered acceptable. This closes out both parts of Open
item 6,whichwasidentifiedintheDSER(SECY-91-355). This is Confirmatory
item 6.2.1.6-1. GE will provide the specific load definition design informa-
tion in a further SSAR amendment.

The ABWR configuration is similar to the Mark 11 containment design in that
the suppression pool volume of the ABWR wetwell is approximately equal to the -

Mark 11 and 111 suppression pool volumes. Also, the sizes of the drywell
volumes are quite similar. GEstatedinits.supmittalofJune1,1992,that
theABWRwetwellairspacevplumeis 210,000 ft as compared with a Mark 11
wetwell volume of 165,000 ft . Therefore, it considered the methodology used
to evaluate the bulk back-pressure due to suppression ' pool gas space compres- -

sion from pool swell for the Mark 11 design is equally applicable for ABWR.

The PICSM computer code, which models the transient behavior of suppression
pool- swell surface elevation, pressure in the wetwell air space, and. pool
surface velocity, is described in GE technical report NEDE-21544 (propri-
etary). GE validated using test data generated for the Mark 11 design;
however,;it was not reviewed and approved by the staff.

The staff identified Open item 10 from the DSER (SECY-91-355), related to
modeling assumptions used by GE. For ABWR applications, the PICSM code was
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used to compare Mark III suppression pool swell test data from the PSTf with i
analytical predictions from PICSM. The parameters that were compared were gas
back-pressure, water slug velocity, and water slug swell height. . GE has
concluded that the PICSM code is technically adequate to model the suppression
pool gas space pressure, however, the calculated water slug surface elevation j

required some modeling adjustments because of the horizontal vent configura- - l
tion of the Mark III. The nature of a horizontal vent configuration intro- !

duces an air bubble into the suppression pool that does not spread uniformly
across the entire suppres:: ion pool; therefore, it produces a swell that is not
radially uniform. The pool $well would have a higher rise on the inside
radius of the pool.

The Mark III vent design is quite similar to that of the ABWR. Because of
this similarity, GE felt that comparison with the Mark III data would be
sufficient to validate the program for use on the ABWR design. This type of
comparison also was necessary to determine if the difference in vent design
(such as submergence of the vent and number of vents) would sigrificantly
affect the calculated results using PICSM.

Because of the horizontal vents for both the ABWR and the Mark III, the air
bubble does not penetrate the entire width of the pool as was described above.
As a result, the suppression pool water slug is not a constant thickness. The.
PICSM code does not implicitly model th.. non-uniform pool swell elevation.
This non-uniform pool swell is different from the Mark 11 design where the-air
bubble would be uniformly distributed over the entire suppression pool. The
vertical Mark II downcomers would then distribute the air bubble throughout
the entire pool cross section. As a result, the air is injected into the pool
in an almost uniform manner yielding an almost constant water slug thickness.

Because of the 6 Uerence in vent configuration between Mark II (for which
PICSM would model accurately) and the Mark III horizontal vent configuration,
Gr found it necessary to develo) a correlation for the PICSM code to account

.

for the uneven pool slug rise o) served in the Mark III PSTF tests. GE states
tht by modeling 80 percent of the suppression pool borizontal surface area,
a achieved agreement between PICSM calculated 3001 swell velocity and eleva-
t Nn with the PSTF test results, dE provided tais comparison in its submittal
of June I,1992.

Gt showed that the PICSM code without the correction factor can correctly
predict the suppression poci air space pressure time histories resulting from
a reactor system blowdown in the drywell. By using a reduction factor of
80 percent for pool surface area, GE correctly predicted the swell elevation.
On the basis of these comparisons, GE believes that the PICSM code has been
validated for use on the ABWR.

.

GE also notes that the pool swell phenomenon is dependent a reactor system
blowdown into the drywell and that the largest postulated pipe break in the
ABWR is a feedwater line break. The Mark II and III designs must accommodate
a recirculation line break that GE has eliminated in the design of the ABWR.
A postulated feedwater line break into the ABWR drywell is calculated to-be a-

t lower pressurization event, causing less blowdown flow, because of the smaller -
pipe break size and energy-input than was cansidered for Mark II and III
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desig- Because of the lower mass and energy input into the drywell from a
feedwat er line break, the suppression pool response is expected to be less
severe.

GE also indicated tnat the pool-to-vent area ratio is larger for ABWR than for
the Mark 11 and 111 designs, for ABWR, the pool to vent area ratio is 38.5,
for Mark 11 the pool +n vent area ratio is typically 20.0, and for Mark Ill
the pool to vent are at b is typically 12.0. GE believes that the larcer
pool relative tc the v" area will cause the pooi hydrodynamic loads to be
reduced. This position is supported by NUREG-0808.

The statf documented its evaluation of the Mark 11 design containment hydrody-
namic load definition in NUREG-0808, " Mark 11 LOCA-Relatt, Hydrodynamic load
Definition". In the evaluation of the pool swell phenomena (discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1 of the NUREG), the staff relied on comparisons with a substantial

-

amount of test data conducted by both GE and Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute tests. These tests were directly applicable to the Mark 11 design.
The computer code used far these comparisons was a GE-develeped program called
PSAM (General Electric Topical Report NE00-21061, Revision 0, November 1975).
It was used as part of the Mark 11 hydrodynamic load evaluation program. The
staff has reviewed the Mark 11 hydrodynamic load evaluation program and
approved this methodology and the PSAM computer program in NUREG-0808.
However, the staff did not find GE's methodology within PSAM acceptable.
Rather, the staff based Se acceptance on the favorable comparisons with the
data base. As a result, th- use of the program for configurations other than
those encompassed by the test data would not be accepted without further
comparisons with applicable test data.

The PIr.SM code, which GE has referenced in its submittal of June 1,1992, has
not been previously reviewed by the staff. In addition, the use-of the 4

80-percent area reduction factor mn significantly alter the results of the
;rogram. GE's justification for use of an 80 percent reduction on pool sur-
face +rea to achieve correct swell heights is based on the comparison with
PSTr test heights for a Mark 111 type suppression pool. However, GE did not
discuss other such critical parameters of pool swell as water skg velocity

_

and how velocity is affected by the 80-percent reduction factor. In addition,

the 80-percent reduction factor also may affect such factors as gas back-
pressure effect on the water slug because of the reduced water slug surface
area exposed to the gas back-pressure and inertia of the water slug may be
affected by the reduced surface area. GE did not discuss these effects nor
the PICSM codes treatment of these effects in its submittal. PICSM is a newer
version of the PSAM computer code, however GE has not indicated the specific
differences between the codes.

The staff agrees that the ABWR suppression pool design is similar to the
Mark 111 design in terms of the water slug shape and that PSTF test data for
Mark Ill may have limited applicability to the ABWR. This closes out Open
item 18, which was identified in the DSER (SECY-91-355). However, since the
data base discussed in the submittal of June 1,1992, does not contain
specific test results of a ABWR geometry (actual vent size and configuration
was not used for ABWR specific tests), the staff must consider the uncertain-
ties of the test results and whether the ABWR design can tolerate these
uncertainties in the design.
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As a roult, the staff evaluated the ABWR design and the PICSM load predic- |tions to determine the degree of margin associated with each safety-related !component. At a height of 23 feet above the normal pool surface level, there
i

are nine drywell-to-wetwell vacuum breakers that will be mounted on the sup- |
pression pool wall and potentially subject to pool swell loads. The design I

indis (tes 23 feet from the normal liquid h in the suppression pool to the
bottom of the valve. The vents will be equally spaced around the circum-
ference of the suppression pool. Underneath the vacuum breakers a continuous
catwalk will sur_round the pedestal wall within the suppression pool at the
20-foot elevation, which is approximately 3 feet below the vacuum breakers.
The flooring is grating except for the area immediately below each vacuum
breaker. GE states that a solid steel plate will be used in this area to |

protect the valves from any direct effect of the pool swell water slug.

PICSM predicts liquid impact up to 21 feet and froth impact beyond 21 feet.
As a result, the design is based on the solid decking of the catwalk absorbing
100 percent of any possible liquid pool swell load. Additionally, the valves
are designed to withstand froth loads assuming no load reduction as a result
of the steel plate. This approach seems to be bounding in neture, and the
loadings assessed to the valves acceptable. However, GE has not specified
the method for calculating the load to which the steel plate will be designed-
or the specific load to which the plate will be subjected. This is Open
Item 6.2.1.6-2, which was not tracked in the DSER. Tier 1 design information
and inspections, tests, analysis, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC) are required
for pool swell impact load. GE has submitted proposed Tier 1 design informa-
tion and ITAAC which are under staff review.

The DSER ruised an issue concerning the modelling assumptions used for the
calculation of suppression pool boundary loads during the pocl-swell period
occurring frem a postulated hydrodynamic event caused by a LOCA. The question
was raised concerning the modeling assumptions used for conducting the tests
to determine the resultant pool loads.

GE stated in its submittal of June 1,1992, that it conducted a test program
for suppression pool hydrodynamic loads spet.ific- to the ABWR because of antic-
ipated differences in C0 and CH loads in the ABWR design when compared to the
Mark III design.

GEanticipatp}ddifferencesinloadsbecauseofamuchsmaller air space (210,000 f in the ABWR suppression pool than the
Mark III desion (1,140,000 ft}). This smaller wetwell airspace. volume'will
increase the pool back-pressure and may dampen pool response. Also, the lower
drywell in the ABWp may have an effect in that the total dry,well volume of
ABWR is 259,000 ft compared to Mark Ill which is 275,000 ft . However, the
lower drywell will be a physically separate volume from the' upper drywell and
connected to the upper drywell through the vent duct system as opposed to
Mark III where the drywell is one large volume. The ABWR also will have a
reduced number of horizontal vents (30) at-a deeper submergence of 11.48 feet
from the top vent relative to the Mark III which is 120 vents at- a submergence
of 7 feet. The suppression pool width for ABWR is also wider (24.6 feet) than
the Mark III which is 20.5 feet.

The staff identified an Open item 9 in the DSER (SECY-91-355) concerning the '

scaling laws used by GE for developing the ABWR load definition. GE conducted
24 simulated blowdown tests on a sinf.e cell model (a 36 degree sector of the
ABWR suppression pool) that represented a single vent pipe system. The test
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; facility used was scaled for two sizes of blowdown experiments. The sub-scale
(SS) tests represented the ABWR scaled by a reduction factor of 2.5 and a
scaled single vertical and single horizontal vent pipe system. The partial
full--scale (FS) tests were conducted with the same scale factor for pool
dimensions but a full-scale vertical and horizontal vent system and two hori-
zontal vent pipes into the pool. The ABWR has three horizontal vent pipes
into the suppression pcal.

Using the SS and is configuration in their test facility, GE ran 24 blowdown
tests tc obtain data on C0 and CH loads to produce wall pressure data to be

generate the load definition. Thirteen tests were conducted for C0
the SS test configuration and eleven were conducted for CH loads on.

tt <it configuration. For the SS tests, GE stated that linear dimensionss

ad but thermodynamic properties associated with steam condensation
ressure, temperature, and enthalpy were maintained at full-scale

. _ _

' f has evaluated the above approach, and concurs with GE that these
. .onal tests have added to the overall data base relative to pool conden-

sation loads. This closes Open Items 7, 8, and 9, respectively, as identified
in the DSER (SECY-91-355). However, GE has not nddressed the use in the ABWR
design of Mark 111 test data from the PSTF blowdowns that were conducted to
verify the GE methodology used on the Mark Ill load definition studies. These
tests were conducted and demonstrated the use of scaled tests, as reported in
NUREG-0978, which showed close agreement between 1/3 and 1/9 scaled tests.

'

The PSTF tests for Mark 111 on all scaled tests reported in NUREG-0978 were
conducted with full-scale vent lengths and all three horizontal vents.

(
However, GE has not demonstrated that the past condensation tests can or
should be neglected in the development of the load definition for the ABWR.
'1 addition, the staff is concerned with the adequacy of using only the SS and
FS tests that have one and two horizontal vent pipes into the pool instead of
the three vent pipes used in ABWR and the PSTF tests for Mark III.

Previous tests conducted for Mark 111 at PSTF used three horizontal vent pipes
that were full scale. For the ABWR SS tests, the vent system was scaled,
which the staff believes will effect the measured frequency spectrum. The use
of r.aled frequency responses for C0 has not been previously demonstrated, nor
ha there been any attempt to justify the approach on the ABWR docket. Re
Mark Ill tests for unstable C0 were conducted on a full size vent system,
which would not interfere with the frequency content of tne measured wall
pressures in the t ost facility.

Therefore, to resolve DSER Open Item 10, the staff concludes that GE should
address the differentes in load definition using the Mark III and Il test data
bases and determine the effect tructural response of possible differences
from frequency signatures for t C0 and CH loads. The use of the ABWR SS
and FS tests without correlatici to the Mark III test data base has not been
demonstrated to be s'afficient for modeling without full-scale vent pipe
configuration and is unacceptable. This is Open Item 6.2.1.6-3.
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6.2.1.7 Subcompartment Pressure Analysis

Internal structures within the drywell and wetwell will form subcompartments
.or restricted volumes that will be subjected to differential pressure subse-
quent to postulated _ pipe ruptures. In the drywell there will be two such
volumes: (1) the reactor pressure vessel annulus, which is the annular region
formed b, 'he reactor pressure vessel und the~ biological shield, and (2) the
drywell head, which is a cavity surrounding the reactor pressure vessel head.
There also will be a main steam tunnel located in the drywell.

-

The design of the containment subcompartments was based on the postulated
worst-case DBA occurring in each subcompartment. For each containment subcom-
partment in which high-energy lines will be routed, mass and energy release
data corresponding ta a postulated line break were calculated. All breaks
were considered to be full double-ended breaks.

"

In response to RAI Q430.17 regarding subcompartment-pressurization from high--
energy line breaks, GE submitted SSAR Tables 6.2-3, 6.2-4, and Figures-6.2-37a-
and 6.2-37b. These' tables and figures present subcompartuent node anu vent'
path initial conditions, break conditions, and physical characteristics as
well as a flow chart showing the- volume and junction connections between.each'

subcompartment. GE modelled a total of 23 subcompartments connected with
35 separate flow path vents for the subcompartment analysis. Most of the-
vents will be blowout panels that:have a characteristic opening pressure.and
time. The subcompartments will enclose some compartments of the RHR, (RCIC),
ECCS, reactor water cleanup (RWCU), main steam, and main turbine systems. GE-
presented the calculated peak differential pressure for each subcompartment ino

SSAR Table 6.2-3.

The staff evaluated the aforementioned information in accordance with the'

! requirements and guidance set forth in Regulatory Guide (RG)_ l.70- (Rev. 3) and
i SRP Section 6.2.1.2. The staff requested in Open Item 11 in the DSER

(SECY-91-355)_ the following additional information
.

mass and energy release rates. assumed for the subcompartment analyses*

methodology (i.e., computer codes), if any, used in calculatine subcom -*

phrtment-pressurization-

nodalization sensitivity studies for the individual subcompartments to*

justify the final model
1

j basis for. selecting subcampartment initial thermodynamic conditions*

! individual subcompartment desian pressure differential*

Within the limitations of the available information, the staff made the-
following additional observations in Open Item 12 in the DSER (SECY-91-355). :1

The selected subcompartment initial humidity specified in SRP 6.2.1.2 - R*

r - Section II.B.1:is 0 percent. Because of the ability of water vapor to
absorb more energy than dry air, a_ humidity level of 0-percent results in
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a maximum peak differential pressure during a high-energy line break in a-
subcompartment. In GE's analysis, a higher value for initial humidity is
used.

Based on subcompartment volume and relief vent properties, the trend of*

calculated peak differential pressure for rooms with the same pipe break
was analyzed. A number of calculated subcompartment peak pressures do
not follow the basic trend that is expected (i.e.,_for the same pipe
break, peak pressure should increase with smaller room volume and/or ;
smaller vent area). The subcompartments with questionable peak pressures
include: SA7, SA4, SR5, SR4, and SR9.

Using the COMPARE MODE 1A computer code, subcompartment and vent proper-*

ties from SSAR Tables 6,2-3 and 6.2-4 and main steamline break mass and
energy release data from SSAR Figures 6.2-24 and 6.2-25, the staff
performed a review calculation for the pressurization of rooms SS1 and
STI (steam tunnel and turbine building). This analysis resulted in sig-
nificantly different pressures for the steam tunnel and for the turbine
building than are reported in the SSAR.

These observations identified inconsistencies in subcompartment peak pressure
trends, subcompartment pressures, and analytical assumptions. These differ-
ences, when considered collectively, may result in a less conservative struc-
tural design of containment subcompartments.

In a facsimile dated May 22, 1992, GE identified that its proprietary computer
code, Subcompartment Analysis Method (SCAM), was used for the subcompartment
analyses. GE stated that the SCAM code was used for Mark III standard plant
and was benchmarked against 13 NRC-specified subcompartment standard problems.
GE has not submitted SCAM to the NRC for computer code. review and wproval.
SCAM calculates the transient thermal-hydraulic response of connected subcom-
partments to high-energy line breaks. Each volume is modeled as a homogenous
mixture with connecting flow paths using a self-choking compressible flow
model and the volume pressure and temperature calculated for each time step.
The vent flow model was extensively verified by experimental- comparison in
NED0-20533. SCAM treats air as an ideal gas and initializes the contents of
each volume as a homogeneous mixture of air and water vapor. -SCAM does not
include gravitational potential energy in its flow energy equation and does
not include the effects of heat transfer betwaen materials in the volumes and
the flowing fluid.

By a facsimile dated May 11, 1992, GE provided additional information of mass
and energy release rates assumed for-its subcompartment analyses. GE _calcu .

' lated the mass and energy release rate for main steam and RWCU line breaks by
including friction losses in.the pipe segment between the RPV and the postu-
lated break location as well ~as flow choking (i.e. critical flow) and inven-
tory depletion effects. Isolation valve closure determines the time for -
cessation of break flow. Friction losses included pipe length, fittings,
elbows,_ valves, and other equipment with a hydraulic resistance in the pipe
segment. This methodology resulted in different mass and energy release rates
being calculated for the same pipe type and size break in different subcom-
partments. GE indicated in a telephone conversation on May 19, 1992, that the
inconsistency identified in the DSER, may be explainable by using these mass
and energy release data. The pipe break mass and energy release data used by
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GE is based on estimated pipe lengths, fittings, elbows, valves, and other
hydraulic resistance components in the pipeline. This assumed. hydraulic-
resistance-(i.e., fl/D) constitutes part of the design basis for the ABWR and
must be confirmed and adhered to in the actual as-built plant since deviations "

in such parameters as pipe routing, av numbers and types.of valves could
affect the results of the subcompartment analysis. This should be included in
the ITAAC for ABWR Containment. GE has approved an ITAAC submittal which is
currently under staff review. The staff evaluation will be included in the
FSER. This Open Item 6.2.1.7-1.

The GE SCAM subcompartment model for the ABWR consisted of a total of
23 volumes and 35 flow junctions. Most of the flow junctions will be. blowout
panels that have a blowout pressure of 3.45 kPa (0.5 psig). Three different
types of double-ended pipe breaks were analyzed in the.subcompartment analy-
sis: 71.1-cm (28-in) main steam, 15.2-cm (6-in) main steam, and 20.3-cm
(8 in) RWCU. All blowdowns and corresponding peak subcompartment pressures -
occurred over a time. period of less than 1 minute. All subcompartments were
initialized at maximum expected air temperature and pressure and a humidity of
10 perce'it. Junctions were modeled with their flow area, forward and reverse *

loss coefficient and associated inertia based on flow length and area. The
SCAM analyses did not include any nodalization sensit','vity studies and relied
on internal time step selection routines.

As part of the review of the ABWR subcompartment analyses, the' staff- performed
independent audit calculations with the COMPARE M001A computer code, which is
a subcompartment analysis code developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory for
the United States' Nuclear Regulatory Commission and approved for this applica-
tion in SRP Section 6.2.1;2 (III). The staff developed a _ mod 11 of the ABWR
subcompartment volumes, junction vents, and mass and energy release data based
on the information provided by GE. Five of the pipe breaks were analyzed
using COMPARE. These five pipe breaks resulted in peak pressures for eight of
the 23 subcompartments in the ABWR, The results of the COMPARE calculations
in peak differential pressure were similar in magnitude and trend to those
reported by GE. In all cases, the GE calculated peak differential pressure
was -larger than that calculated by COMPARE. This is attributed to differences-
in modeling blowout panels and vent flow correlations between SCAM and
COMPARE. However, the SCAM results were all bounding. Based on the COMPARE
audit calculations, the-staff confirms that the results of the GE subcompartm-
ent pressure analyses are acceptable.

Review of the ABWR subcompartment analysis finds that the analysis was per-
formed in accordance with SRP Section 6-2.1.2. Independent check calculations,

with the COMPARE MODIA computer code confirmed both the' trends and magnitude--

of the peak subcomptrtment differential pressures reported by GE in the SSAR.

Although SRP Section'6.2.1.2 states that zero initial humidity should be
assumed for volumes, GC assumed.a 10-percent-humidity. .GE indicated that the
subcompartment initial thermodynamic conditions were those corresponding to

L plant normal operating conditions, as defined in SSAR Appendix 31. The
staff's COMPARE analyses confirm that the effect of the 10-percent initial
-humidity is insignificant,

l

Section II.B.2 of SRP Section 6.2.?.2 requires that an ar *opriate nodaliza-
tion scheme should be chosen and confirmed by sensitivity studies so that
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there is no substantial pressure gradient within a node. In a meeting of
May 6, 1992,-GE stated that based on its judgment of adequacy, no specific
nodalization sensitivity studies were performed.

Furthermore, in a conference call of May 19, 1992, and in a facsimile dated
May 22, 1991, GE has committed to, but has not yet provided, a revised SSAR
Table 6.2-2. This revised table will include the va' tes of design differen-
tial ' pressure for each subcompartment in order to c' irm that the margin i

between calculated and design peak differential pra tre of 40 percent
required by SRP Section 6.2.1.2 (II.B.5) is achiet for the ABWR. This'
40-percent design margin is acceptable subject to the SSAR revision to reflec'. !

this commitment. GE is to. provide the above design information 16. a future
SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory item 6,2.1.7-1.

The staff concludes GE's subcompartment analysis is acceptable, subject to
addressing the confirmatory item above. The previous DSER Open Items 11 and
12 are resolved.

Desian Certification Material

Tier 1 design information and ITAAC are required for the ABWR containment.
,

GE has submitted Tier 1 design information and ITAAC which are under staff
review. This is Open item 6.2.1.7-1,

6.2.2 Containment Heat Removal System

The containment heat' removal system, which is an integral part of the RHR
system, will consist of three redundant loops. Each loop is designed so that
a failure in one loop cannot cause a failure in another. In addition, each of'
the loops and associated equipment will be located in a separate protected
area _of the reactor building to minimize the potential for single failure,
includirg the loss of onsite or offsite power causing the loss of function of
the entire system. The system equipment, piping, and support structures are
designed to seismic Category I criteria.

The containment heat removal system encompasses-the following RHR operating-

modes:

Low-Pressure Flooder (LPFL) Mode*

' Following a LOCA, containment cooling will start as soon as the LPFL-
injection flow begins. During this mode, water from.the suppression pool
will be pumped through the RHR heat exchangers and injected-into the

'reactor vessel. The LPFL mode will be automatically' initiatt by. a low--
water level in the reactor vessel or high pressure in the drywell. In
addition, each loop. in the RHR system can also Le placed in operation by -
means of a manual initiation pushbutton switch.

Supprersion Pool Cooling Mode*

Fo'.f owing a LOCA, the suppression pool cooling subsystem will provide a-
means to remove heat released into the suppression pool. During this
mode of operation, water will be pumped from the suppress ~ ion pool through
the RHR heat exchangers and back to the suppression pool. This mode'will
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be automatically initiated, as needed, by closing the LPFL injection
valves and opening the suppression pool return valves. In response to an
RAI, GE indicated that the heat removal function will be initiated within
10 minutes following a LOCA. The staff found this to be sufficiently
conservative and adequate to achieve the necessary containment cooling
function.

Containment (Wetwell and Drywell) Spray Cooling Mode.

Two of the RHR loops will provide containment spray cooling subsystems.
Each subsystem will provide both wetwell and drywell spray cooling. This
subsystem will provide steam condensation and primary sontainment atmos-
pheric cooling following a LOCA by pumping water from the suppression
pool, through the RHR heat exchangers, ar.d into the wetwell and/or
drywell spray spargers in the primary containment. The drywell spray
mode will be initiated by operator action, as needed following a LOCA, to
close the LPFL injection valves and open the spray valves.

Provisions have been made to permit inservice inspection of the RHR system
components and functional testing of active components.

The location of suction and return lines in the suppression pool will facili-
tate mixing of the return water with the total pool inventory before the
return water becomes available to the suction lines.

RG 1.1, " Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency Core Coolia3 and Containment
Heat Removal System Sumps," prohibits design reliance on pressure or tempera-
ture transients expected during a LOCA for ensuring net positive suction head.
The ABWR net positive suction head design assumes 0-kPa (0-psig) containment
pressure and the m=vimum expected fluid temperatures resulting from a LOCA
and, therefore, is acceptable. The suppression pool makeup system will pro-
vide additional water from the condensate storage tank through the suppression
pool cleanup system to the suppression pool by gravity flow during normal con-
ditions. Following a LOCA, the ECCSs will take suction from the suppression
pool. The quantity of water will be sufficient to accourt for all conceivable
post-accident entrapment volumes (i.e., places where water can be stored while
maintaining long-term drywell vent water coverage).

The staff concludes that the containment heat removal systems satisfy SRP
Section 6.2.2, " Containment Heat Removal Systems," and RG 1.1, and are accept-
abl e .

6.2.3 Secondary Containment Functional Design

The ABWR secondary containment region will completely surround the primary
containment and is designed to remove fission products released from the
primary containment during a DBA to limit whole-body and thyroid doses within
the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100 and GDC 19. The components of the secondary
containment are designed to withstand missiles, pipe whip, post-accident
environments, seismic events, a single active failure, and a loss of offsite
power. The two systems that fulfill this function are the secondary contain-
ment HVAC system, and the standby gas treatment system (SGTS).

1
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The HVAC system will maintain a negative pressure within the secondary con-
tainment during normal operation to prevent any radioactivity from escaning to
the environment. The SGTS will provide post-accident filtration and removal
of airborne halogens and particulates from the secondary containment.- The
SGTS-is designed to maintain at least 0.06 kPa (-0.25 in water gauge) negative ;

pressure (secondary containment to environment) after any postulated accident. J

GE indicates that test)ng and inspection of the integrity of :ccondary con-
tainment will be part of the testing of _ the SGTS. The staff's evaluation of
the SGT3 is discussed in Section 6.5.3 of this SER.

SRP Section 6.2.3, " Secondary Containment Functional Design," indicates _ that
all openings, such as personnel doors and equipment hatches. should be under
administrative control. These ooenings should be provided with position
indicators and alarms having rendout and alarm capability in the main cort ol
room. The effect of open doors or hatches on the functional capability of the
depressurization and filtratier. systems should be evaluated. GE provided SSAR
Table 6.2-9 in response to RAI Q430.34, which lists all secondary containment
penetrations along with their elevation and diameter; however, GE did not
sufficiently address the staff concerns. The staff identified this issue as
Open Item 14 in the DSER (SECY-91-355). i

To address the staff's concern, GE revised SSAR Table 6.2-9 and provided notes
to the table, marking the applicable penetrations with an-asterisk. The notes
sthte that (i) the HVAC supply and exhaust openings will have safety-related
isolation valves with both local monitoring and remote (in control room) moni-
toring and (2) the doors for controlled access, equipment lock, and railroad
car will be monitored in the control room as per SSAR Section 13.6.3.4. The
staff concludes that GE's response is acceptable because the other penetra-
tions, not covered by the notes, are fluid piping systems that are designed
under containment isolation provisions. Therefore, Open Item 14 is closed.

Furthermore, RAI Q430.52 and Q430.34 requested information on the ability of-
SGTS to draw a negative pressure assuming that all lines that do not receive-
an isolation signal are open and assuming that the worst-case containment
isolation valve (CIV) fails to close. In addition, the staff asked GE to
identify the instrumentation used to ensure that the CIVs shut. GE's initial-

response did not specify the alarm capacity for these indicators and did not-
address alarms in the control room. The staff. diu not identify this as an

,

open item.

To further respoad to RAI Q430.32, GE revised SSAR Section 6.5.1.3.1 to state
that a secondary containment draw-down analysis will. be performed by the COL
applicant to demonstrate the capability of the SGTS to maintain the designed '

-

negative pressure following a LOCA, including in-leakage from the open, non-
isolated penetration lines identified during construction engineering and in
the postulated worst single failure of a secondary containment _ isolation valve
to close. GE also added SSAR Section 6.5.5.1 to state that the COL applicant
will perform c $9M Mw-down analysis in' accordance with SSAR Sec-
tion 6.5.1.3.I= hs is acceptable and is COL Action Item 6.2.3-1.

The staff concludes that_ the SGTS is' designed tc ensure that failure of any
active component, assuming loss of offsite power, cannot impair the ability of
the system to perform its safety function. The SGTS will be automatically
activated by a LOCA signal or high-radiation levels detected by the process

4
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radiation monitors in the secondary containmer.t or refueling floor ventilation
exhaust. The system also can be manually initiated from the control room when
needed. There are alarms and indicators for all LOCA and high radiation
mitigai. ion systcms.

6.2.3.1 Secondary Containment Bypass Leakage

Although the primary containment will be enclosed by tha secondary contain-
ment, there will be systems that penetrate both the primary and secondary
containment boundaries, creating potential paths through which radioactivity
in the primary containment could bypass the leakage collection and filtration
systems associated with the secondary containment. A number of the lines will
contain physical barriers or design prnvisions that can effectively eliminato
leakage, lhese include water seals, containment isolation provisions, and
vent return lines to controlled regions. The criteria by which potential
bypass leakage paths are determined has been set forth in Branch Technical
Position (BTP) CSB 6-3, " Determination of Bypass Leakage Paths in Dual
Containment Plants."

In RAI Q430.33, the staff requested that GE provide additional information to
justify the bypass leakage path barriers that are relied on to preclude bypass
flow. In its response, GE indicated that only valve leakage could bypass the
secondary containment and containment leakage test (Type C test) on the out-

board containment isolation valves will be performed to mp/hr (140 scfh) is
nitor this leakage.

In response to related RAI Q430.52c, GE stated that 4.2 m
considered to be the bvpass leakage rate through the MSIVs. The staff finds
that this leakage rate is acceptable. GE provided the information on poten-
tial bypass leakage paths for the containment isolation valves in accordance
with RG 1.70, Revision 3, in SSAR Table 6.2-10. In addition, GE, in response
to Q430.50a, specifically addressed the guidelines to determine bypass leakage
path in accordance with BTP CSB 6-3.

Desion Certification Material

Tier 1 design information and ITAAC are required for the functional design of
the secondary containment. GE has submitted the proposed Tier 1 design infor-
mattor. and ITAAC which are under staff review. The results of the staff's
review will be provided in a supplement to this SER. This is Open
Item 6.2.3.1-1.

Based on its review of the SSAR and GE's responses to the staff's RAl's, the
staff concludes that the design of containment isolation barriers to preclude
bypass leakage will be acceptable and that the secondary containment func-
tional design meets the requirements of GDC 19, 41, and 61, subject to the
resolution of the open item discussion above.

6.2.4 Containment Isolation System

The containment isolation system includes containment isolation barriers,
valves, and penetrations is designed to allow the normal or emergency passage
of fluids through the primary containment while preserving the ability to
prevent or limit the escape of fission product from containment boundary in
the event of a LOCA. The staff's review of this system considered the number
and location of isolation valves, valve actuation signals and valve control
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features, positions of the valves under various plant conditions, protection
afforded isolation valves from missiles and pipe whip, and environmental
design conditions specified in the design of components. The design require-
ments for the containment isolation system are provided in GDC 54, 55, 56, and
57.

The piping systems of the ABWR that penetrate containment can be classified '

into three areas:

(1) piping lines that meet the explicit requirements of GDC 54,-55, 56, and
57 regarding leak detection, isolation, and valve location and testing

,

(2) piping lines that do not meet the explicit requirements of GDC 54, 55,
56, and 57, but that meet the specific guidelines given in SRP 6.2.4,
which constitute acceptable alternative design provisions

(3) other lines that must be reviewed on a case-by-case basis to determine if
an acceptable alternative basis exists for allowing a deviation from the

,

explicit GDC on grounds not previously articulated in the SRP
,

During the course of its review, the staff requested GE to provide more
detailed information regarding the containment isolation system. RAI-Q430.31,
Q430.32, Q430.34, Q430.35, Q430.36, Q430.37, Q430.39, Q430.40, Q430.41,-
Q430.43, and Q430.44, all involve issues affecting the containment isolation
system design. GE has responded-to all of these questions except Q430.32.
GE's responses to these questions are accepi.able with the exception of 0430.34
and 030.36. In response to Q430.34, GE provided a new Table 6.2-9, which-
lists all the secondary containment openings, but GE did not present any
infermation on the instrumentation used to ensure closure of these openings
during a postulated DBA. For Q430.36, GE stated that all isolation valves are
within the scope of the ABWR standard plant, but did not address the staff'se
request for information regarding essential and non-essential system contain-
ment isolation requirements. GE did not satisfactorily answer-Q430.32,
Q430.34, and Q430.36. The staff identified this as Open Item 15 in the DSER
(SECY-91-355).

To further respond to RAI Q430.32, GE revised SSAR Section 6.5.1.3.1-to state
that a secondary containment draw-down analysis will be performed by the COL
applicant to demonstrate the capability of"the SGTS to maintain the designed ~
negative pressure following a LOCA. This capability will include overcoming
in . leakage from the oper, non-isolated penetration lines identified during
construction engineering.and the in-leakage resulting from the postulated
worst single failure of a secondary containment isolation valve to close. GE
also added SSAR Section 6.5.5.1 to state that the COL applicant will perform a
SGTS draw-down analysis in accordarce with Section 6.5.1.3.1. This closes
DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 15.

Desian Certification Material.

The staff expects that the SGTS draw-down analysis will be included in the
SGTS ITAAC. Th - Phase 3 ITAAC is currently under review. This is Open
Item 6.2.4.1-1.
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In its submittal of March 11, 1992, GE responded to RAI Q430.34 by stating
that instrumentation requirements for the secondary containment openings are
contained in SSAR Section 6.2.3.5. For RAI Q430.36, GE stated that the--
information on isolation valves is given on a system-by-system basis in the
Table 3.2-1 classification summary, which provides information on systems and
components that perform nuclear safety functions and conform to the quality
assurance reosirements of Appendix 8 to 10 CFR Part 50. SSAR Section 6.2.3.5
states that the electrical penetrations of secondary containment do not have
any instrumentation requirements. Piping and HVAC penetration instrumentation
are discussed as part of each system's description in the SSAR. Details of
the initiating signals for isolation are given in SSAR Section 7.3.1.1.10.
SSAR Table 3.2-1 specifies the systems, including the master parts designated
for the systems having a primary function that either is safety or non-safety
related.

RG 1.141 contains guidance on the classification of essential versus nonessen-
tial systems. Each nonessential penetration (except instrument lines) is
required to meet GDC 54, 55, 56, and 57 and shall be isolated automatically _by

-

the containment isolation signal. Essential systems, such as ESF-related
systems or systems needed for safe shutdown of the plant, may include remote-
manual containment isolation valves. GE has provided information on a system-
by-system basis with containment isolation provisions. GE did not classify
the systems into essential or nonessential to address the Three Mile Island
(TMI)-2 requirements (NUREG-0737, Item II.E.4.2;. This is Open Item 6.2.4-2.

Although GE specifically commits to the requirements of GDC 54, 55, 56, and
57, there is no commitment to GDC 1, 2, 4, and 16, in accordance with SRP
Section 6.2.4. The staff identified this as Open Item 16 in the DSER
(SECY-91-355). GE stated that the ABWR commitments to GDC 1, 2, 4, and 16 are

-

contained in SSAR Sections 3.1.2.1.1, 3.1.2.1.2, 3.1.2.1.4, and 3.1.2.2.7,
respectively. GDC 1 require.s that structures, systems, and components impor-
tant to safety shall be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to quality
standards commensurate with the importance of the safety functions to be per-
formed. GDC 2 require:, that structural, systems, and components important to
safety be protected from the effects of natural phenomena. GDC 4 requires
that these same plaat features be protected against dynamic effects. GDC 16
requires that reactor containment- and associated systems shall be provided to
establish an essentially leak-tight barrier against-the uncontrolled release
of radioactivity to the environment. GE complied with thest requirements in
the ABWR design. This part of Open Item 16 is closed.

In addition, in response to Q430.41, GE stated that instead of meeting the-
requirements of GDC 56 for the HPCS and RHR test. and pump miniflow bypassc

; lines, RCIC pump miniflow bypass line, RCIC turbine exhaust and pump miniflow
bypass lines, and suppression pool cleanup (SPCU) system suction and discharge
lines, the ABWR will use GE Safety' Standard-20, No. 8 to No. 9. In-the DSER
(SECY-91-355), the staff stated that these standards do not meet the require-
ments of GDC 56, but instead provide less conservative criteria for contain-
ment isolation and were not acceptable for the ABWR design. The ABWR design
must conform to GDC 56 unless a more detailed justification is provided for
this deviation. This is Open Item 6.2.4-3.

In response to Open Item 17. GE stated that GE Standard 20, Nos. 8_and 9,
provide GE's criteria to meet GDC 56 on another defined basis. GE Safety

|
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Standard 20, No. 8 is the criterion' applicable to a line that (1) penetrates
containment,- (2) connects to the suppression pool, (3) is not an instrument
line, and-(4) is not-a suppression pool effluent line. GE Safety Standard 20,-
No. 9, is--applicable to a suppression pool effluent line.

GE Safety Standard 20, No. 8, specifies that each of these lines shall be
provided with two isolation valves, at least one valve.shall be located- 4

outside of the containment, the other valve may be located either inside or i
outside the containment. Alternately, one isolation valve outside the:cen-- - |

tainment, which will be normally closed (or a' blind flange) and which will not |
receive a signal to open subsequent to an accident, may be ased. On influent
lines having two valves, one.may be a check valve, and the valve outside the-
containment must be capable of automatic or remote-manual closure, or should
be normally locked closed. On effluent lines or where a second valve-is not
provided on an influent line, these valves shall be capable of automatic and
remote manual clo:ure or should be normally locked closed. The valves shall
be located as close as practicable to the containment. GE Standard, No. 9,
specifies that suppression pool effluent lines'shall be provided with one
remote-manual valve outside containment that shall be located as close to
containment as practicable,

in response to Open Item 17 in the DSER (SECY-91-355), GF justified the appli-
cation of GE Safety Standard 20, RGs 8 and 9 for isolation valve arrangement
listed in SSAR Table 20. 3-4. To protect the RCIC pump from overheating, the
RCIC system contains a miniflow line that discharges into the suppression pool
when the line to the reactor vessel is isolated.~ When sufficient flow through
the pump to the vessel is achieved, a valve in the miniflow line will automat-
ic'lly close,'thus directing all flow to the reactor. The high pressure core.
HPCF and RHR _ test and pump miniflow bypass lines will have isolation
capabilities commensurate with the.importance to safety of isolating these

-lines. The RCIC pump miniflow bypass line t;ill- be isolated by a normally
closed, remote manually actuated valve outside containment. The RCIC turbine
exhaust-line that penetrates the containment and discharges to the-suppression
pool will be equipped with a normally open, motor-operated, remote-manually-
actuated gate valve. In addition, the _RHR and HPCF test and miniflow bypass
.ines, t.ie RCIC pump discharge, and the-SPCU suction and discharge lines ter-
ainate below the suppression pool water level and are sealed from the contain-
ment-atmosphere. Because of the specific-function of these system-lines, .
automatic isolation following an accident signal .is not appropriate.. The
staff finds that the isolation valve design and arrangement do not. degrade
containment isolation capability and conform with the system's function.
Therefore, these valve arrangements meet GDC 56 on another defined basis (GE-
Safety Standard 20, Nos. 8 and 9) and are acceptable. This part of Open--
Item 17 identified in the DSER (SECY-91-355) is closed.

During review of SSAR Table 6.2-7, which delineates containment isolation
valve information in response to _Q430.35, the staff identified some design
features that did not conform to SRP guidance for containment isolation. In
this table, GE only stated whether the normal position of each valve is "open"
or " closed." There was no way to determine if closed is the-same as locked
closed as it is stipulated in SRP Section 6.2.4. Also, GE did not justify the
isolation valve closure times of <30 seconds for drywell . atmosphere systems
with relatively large diameter penetrations (e.g., atmospheric control system
56-cm (22-in) valve f31-F004 and flammability control system 15-cm (6 in)
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valve T49-F006A). SRP Section 6.2.4 requires a technical basis for the selec-
tion of the drywell atmosphere closure times, based on radiological conse-
quences analysis for the DBA. In the DSER, the staff intended that GE should
provide information to clearly identify which valves are "open,'' " closed," and
" locked closed." It alsc- stated that GE should provide the technical basis
for drywell atmosphere closure times. This was identified as part of an Open
Item 17 in the DSER (SECY-91-355).,

The staff has reviewed the revised Table 6.2-7 and finds that GE still did not
identify which valves are locked closed. The staff also found a discrepancy
between SSAR Table 6.2-7 (p 6.2-50.39) and Figure 9.5-1 (p 9.5-11) in which
valve G51-F006 is not shown in Figure 9.5-1. GE stated that valve condition
is detsiled on system piping and instrumantation diagram (P&ID) as locked
open/ closed, normally open/ closed, and normally energized /de-energized. For
clarity, the staff determined that the valve closure condition also should be
specified in Table 6.2-7. -In discussions with the staff, GE has committed to
making the changc. This is Confirmatory Item 6.2.4-1. This will resolve part
of Open Item 17 identified in the DSER.

GE stated in its submittal of March 11, 1992, that atmospheric control system
isclation valves (T31-F001, -F002, -F004, -F006, and -F009) are 56-cm (22-in)
diameter butterfly valves with en air operator that can travel 90 degrees to
close. These valves will be normally closed because their main runction sup-
ports containment purging and nitrogen inerting when the reactor is at less
than 15-percent power. Smaller air-operated valves may be opened for short
periods during reactor operation to lower primary containment pressure or add
nitrogen to keep primary containment pressurized to prevent any air in-
leakage. These valves (T31-F005, -F039, -F040, and -F041) are all 5.1-cm
(2-in), air-operated globe valves that will close within 5 secondt. T31-F008
is a 25-cm (10-in) diameter, normally closed outboard air-operated butterfly
isolation valve that will be connected to SGTS and opened in series with
T31-F005. T31-F025 is a 41-cm (16-in) diameter, normally closed outboard
butterfly isolation valve that will be opened-only during initial inerting'-

_

of the primary containment when the reactor is below 15 percent power.
Open/close times of <30 seconds are planned for all except the 5.1-cm (2-in)
valves.

Flammability control system isolation valves (T49-F001, -F002, -F006, and
-F007) are 15-cm (6-in) gate valves and will be normally closed. These valves
may be. individually actuated for tests during reactor operation. Two of the
valves will be air- or nitrogen-operated and two valves motor-operated. This
system will not be activated for days following a LOCA and <30 seconds
opening / closing times are planned.

In the DSER, the staff identified a concern that closure times for these

valves, including instrumentation delay, should be . determined by demonstrating
compliance with 10 CFR Part 100 regarding offsite radiological consequences.
The 30-second closure time should be justified based on an analysis of the
radiological consequences t a LOCA. However, .GE did not explain how the
valve open/close times were determined, or that the radiological consequences
cf a LOCA meeting the requirements of 10 CFR Part 100. This is Open
Item 6.2.4-4, which was part of identified Open Item 17 in the DSER.

1
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6.2.1.1 Containment Purge System

RAI Q430.42 requested GE to provide the design features of the ABWR that show-
conformance with BTP CSB 6-4, " Containment Purging During Normal Plant Opera-
tions." In GE's initial response to this question, GE incorporated a new
proprietary SSAR Section 9.4.5.6, " Containment Supply / Exhaust System," and
provided additional information ir. SSAR Table 6.2-7,and Figure 6.2-39a.

The containment purge supply and exhaust Tines, connected to bo1h the drywell
and wetwell, will consist of one supply and one exhaust penetration each for
the drywell and wetwell . Both the purge supply and exhaust lines, each of
which will be connected to both the drywell and wetwell, have two parallel
isolation valves that will be located as close as possible outside of the
pr '. mary containment. One valve (56-cm [22-in] diameter) will be used for
high-volume inerting and purging while the other valves (5.1-cm [2-in] dia-
meter) will be used for necessar> anting for pressure control during opers-
tion. All isolation valves will be air operated and closed by high drywell
pressure or Level III low reactor vessel water level. They also fail in the
closed position. The large diameter valves will be butterfly-type valves with
a closure time of less than 30 seconds. The small diameter valves will be
globe type and will have closure times of less than 15 seconds. However, this
valve configuration does not comply with GDC 56, which requires one isolation
valve inside and oae isolation valve outside containment for each penetration.
This was identified as Open item 18 in the DSER (SECY-91-355).

GE stated that purge and vent valves in operating plants have both inboard and
outboard isolation valves located outside primary containment so that they
will not be exposed to the harsh environment of the wetwell and drywell and
will be accessible for inspection and testing during reactor operation. This
valve arrangement is shown in SSAR Figure 6.2-39.

The staff's position is that locating both isolation valves outside contain-
ment may be acceptt.ble if piping and valve design criteria are sufficiently
conservative to preclude a breach of integrity. In general, the isolation
barriers should be designed to engineered safety feature criteria and pro-
tected against missiles, pipe whip, and jet impingement. GDC 56 permits con-
tainment isolation provisions for lines penetrating-the prin,ary containment
boundary that differ from GDC 56, provided that the basis for acceptability is
defined. This proviso is typically invoked when establishing the containment
isolation requirements for safety-related systems or when there is a clear
improvement in safety. SRP 6.2.4, Item 11.3, presents guidelines for contain-
ment provisions that are found acceptable as anotner defined basis and there-
fore represent conformance with the GDC and do not constitute exceptions.

GE proposes to design the ABWR purge and-vent valves with both isolation
valves located outside the primary containment to avolo the hhrsh environment
of the wetwell and drywell and to remain accessible for inspection and testing
during reactor operation. The staff believes that thh arrangement will ,

'improve reactor operational safety. However, GE should still justify how the
isolation barrier design can prctect the containment integrity. GE has agreed
to provide the design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Open
Item 6.2.4.1-1.
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in the DSER, the staff identified a number of criteria which are delineated in
BTP CSB 6-4,-but that GE did-not address, including

radiological consequence analysis for a LOCA with the purge systema

initially ope.1 (BTP CSB 6-4, B.S.a)

system structural integrity design under LOCA thermal-hydraulic cc~di-+
,

tions (BTP CSB 6-4, B.5.b)

design provisions to ensure that isolation valve closure is not prevented+

by debris entrained in escaping air and steam (BTP CSB 6-4, B.I.9)

ECCS back-pressure containment pressure reduction analysis for a LOCA*

with an initia11y'open purge system (BTP CSB 6-4, B.5.c)
.

evaluatien of case-by-case purge isolation valve maximum allowable leak.

rate

technical justification for purge system isolation valve closure time> =

greater than 5 seconds (BTP CSS 5-4, B.I.f)

ensuring that simultaneous venting of the wetwell and drywell will not-

occur

In its submittal of March 11, 1992, GE addressed these criteria'as follows:

Radioicqical consequence analysis for LOCA with the purge system ini-*

tiallj spen relates to primary containment oxygen concentration as
addresse, in Chapter 16 of the SSAR Section 3.6.3.2. GE stated that
purging through the ACS 56-cm (22-in) purge isolation valves will be

. permitted only after reactor power is less than 15 percent and within
24 nours of reactor shutdown or startup. -The potential for LOCA et such
low rawer levels is negligible and site radiological limits will not.
exct ;he limits of 10 CFR Part 100.

Penetrations, piping, isolation valves, and rupture discs will maintain*

their structural integrity for all accident conditions. Periodic Type C.
tests of the isolation valves will tus conducted at the containment peak
pressure. The design meets seisnic ~ Category 1 and safety Class 2
requirements. Jsolation valves will be automatically' closed following
LOCA signals and fail closed on loss'of instrument air, . Purge system
isolation valves will be locked closed whenever the reactor is above-
15-percent power. Parge exhaust isolation valve A0-F005 will- be normally
closed and open only for 90 hours per year during the SGTS operation for
containment pressure control. Additions of nitrogen-to the primary
containment during reactor operation will be accomplished by opening
isolation valves A0-F0039 and A0-F0040 for the drywell and A0-F0039 and;

A0-F0041 for the wetwell.
'

Drywell and wetwell purge penetrations will hava seismic Category 1-

debris screens

:

(:

i.
:
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ECCS systems with suction'from the suppression pool will be designed with+

primary containment at atmospheric pressure and without credit to net
'

positive suction head (NPSH) for containment backpressure.

Case-by-case isolation va'Ive maximum allowable leakage rates wiil be.

based on valve size, type, and containment peak pressure for Type C
,

tests. These tests will be required by the technical specifications. 4

This is Technical Specification Item 6.2.4.1-1. Test connections will be j
provided. )

Purge system isolation valves A0-F005, A0-F040, and A0-F041 will be*

opened for short periods during reactor operation for containment
pressure control. These will be 5.1-cm (2-in) diameter valves and will
be capable of full closure within 5 seconds.

GE has provided adequate information to address the staff's concern with the
exception of t ;multaneous venting of the drywell and wetwell. BTP CSB 6-4
prohibits simultaneous venting of the drywell and wetwell. GE should show how
this will be ensured. Th_is is Open item 6.2.4.1-2.

GDC 54 requires redundancy in isolation systems for piping that penetrates
containment. However, SSAR Figure 6.2-39 (Amendment 20) shows common CIVs
for the containment purge supply-(T31-F001 from the reactor btilding HVAC,
T31-F025 from the 40-cm [16-in] nitrogen purge line, and T31- D38 from the
5-cm [2-in] nitrogen supply line) and exhaust (T31-F009 to the reactor
building HVAC and T31-F008 to SGTS), The staff talieves that this valve
arrangement leaves the system vulnerable to common-mode failures. Each purge
and exhaust line should hase redundant cud independent CIVs to comply with
GDC 54. This is Open Item 6.2.4.1-3, which was identified as part of Open
Item 18 of the DSER (SECY-91 355). ,

10 CFR 52.47, Item (ii) requires an applicai. ion for a standard design certifi-
cation to include a demonstration of compliance with any technically relevant
portions of the THI requirements identified in 10 CFR 50.34(f). In accordance
with 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xiv), GE has incorporated the following containment
isolation design characteristics:

the design ensures all nonessential systems are automatically isolated bya

the system.

the design provides each nonessential penetration (except instrumenta

lines) with two isolatien barriers in series. Where the system does not.
meet this requirement, GE-has provided sufficient justification for an
alternate valve arrangement.

the design allows resetting the isolation signal without automatically.

reopening the (,IVs. The ABWR system design ensures that resetting the
isolation signal will not result in the automatic reopening of the CIVs.
The reopening of any CIV is on a valve-by-valve basis once the isolation ~,

signal has cleared and following subsequent logic reset'.
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the design utilizes a containment setpoint pressure for initiating con-*

tainment isolation which is as low as compatible with normal operation.
Specifically, GE has committed to a high drywell pressure setpoint of
14 kPa (2 psig) to isolate nonessential penetrations.

the design includes automatic closing on a high' radiation siCnal for sll.

systems that provide a path to the environs. Specifically, the contain-
ment purge and vent isolation valves close on high radiation levels in-
the secondary containment HVAC air exhaust or in the fuel handling area
HVAC air exhaust.

Based on the design information provided, the staff finds that the ABWR con-
tainment isolation design meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xiv).

Desian Certification Material

GE has provided ITAAC for the containment isolation system. The results of
the staff's review will be provided in the final safety evaluation report.
This is Open Item 6.2.4.1-4.

The staff finds that the ABWR containment isolation system may satisfy SRP
Section 6.2.4 and will be acceptable subject to the resolution of the open
items identified above.

6.2.5 Cnshustible Gas Control in Containment

following a LOCA, hydrogen may accumulate within containment as a result of
the following phenomena: (1) metal-water reaction between the zirconium fuel
cladding and the reactor coolant, (2) radiolytic decomposition of the water in

.

the reactor core and containment, and (3) corrosion of metals by ' emergency
core cooling and containment spray solutions. If a sufficient amount of
hydrogen is generated, it may react with the oxyge present or generated in -
the containment following an accident. To monitor and control the buildup of
hydrogen and oxygen within the containment, GE has incorporated the following
systems and capabilities within the ABWR design:

(1) Atmospheric Control System (ACS)

The ACS is designed to maintain the primary containment oxygen concentra-
tion below the maximum permissible limit (3.5~ percent) in accordance with

-

RG 1.7 during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions to ensuretan
inert atmosphere. An inert containment atmosphere will be accomplished
with adequately-sized nitrogen storage tanks that are.provided with
makeup capability. The ACS is designed to withstand missiles, pipe whip,
flooding, tornadoes, a safe shutdown earthquake, LOCA environment,_ and a
single active failure. However, GE states that the ACS will be non-
safety grade, whereas the SRF Section 6.2.5 acceptance criteria regarding
GDC-41 states that the combustible gas control system design should be
safety-grade because this system is relied on to ensure that containment
integrity is maintained.following.an accident. The staff identified this
as Open Item 19 in the DSER (SECY-911355).
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GE clarified that the safety-related functions normally associated with:

| the ACS are performed by the safety-related high presst a nitrogen system
(HPlii) . The only portions of ACS which are safety-reltted are the con-
tainment penetrations and valves that isolate the ACS from the HPIN. The
staf f tvalt.ated the HPIN in Section 9.3.1 of this DFSER. The staff finds
this design acceptable and Open item 19 is resolved.

(2) Containment Atmosphere Monitoring System (CAMS)

The Containment Atmosphere Monitoring System (CAMS) is discussed in SSAR
Section 7.6. CAMS is a safety-grade, seismic Category 1 system designed
to meet GDC 41 by monitoring the drywell and suppression chamber for high
levels of hydrogen, oxygen, and radiation during accident conditions
(oxygen is monitored during normal operations by the Atmospheric Control
System, ACS). The system allows operators to confirm that containment is

--inerted so that containment nitrogen purging can be terminated and
verifit.s that deinerting is complete to allow personnel access into
containment.

CAMS is made up of 2 independent and redundant class IE divisions and is
electrically and physically independent to remain operable as a result of
a single active f ailure coincident with a loss of offsite power. The
system consists of a radiation monitoring subsystem and a hydrogen / oxygen
monitoring subrystem. The radiation monitoring subsystem contains
2 channels per division, one to monitor the drywell tnd the other to
nionitor the st.ppression chamtar. Each channel consists of an ionization
chamber, log rate meter, and recorder. Each channel ranges from 1 to
10 E7/R hr. Alarms are actuated in the control room on high radiation
level and system failure. This subsystem can be initiated automatically
on a LOCA signal or manually from the control room. The radiation moni-
tors do not provide any bypass or interlock capability.

The hydrogen / oxygen monitoring subsystem consists of 2 divisions which
take samples of drywell and wetwell and feeds it to monitors for measure-
ment, recording, and control room alarm. The piping is stainless steel ~

and continuous heat is trace' to remove moisture from the system during
measurements. Gas calibt atian racks are provided to perform equipment
calibrations during operating conditions. A thermal delay bypass feature
is provided to allow system testing during power operation. There are no
automatic isolation functions associsted with the system.

Power is provided by 120 VAC class lE instrument buses. This source also
provides power for heat tracing.

Based on staff review, CAMS provides adequate assurance that the contain-
ment atmosphere can be monitored for hydrogen / oxygen, thus satisfying
GDC 41 regarding containment atmosphere monitoring.

(3) Capability of Post-LOCA Purging of the Containment

Post-LCCA primary containment backup purging capability will be provided
in accordance with RG 1.7 and as an aid in containment atmosphere cleanup
following a LOCA. During normal plant operation, the purge line also
functions, in conjunction with the nitrogen purge line, to maintain
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rrimary containmen pressure at about 0.75 psig and oxygen concentration
below 4 percent-by volume. This will be accomplished by makeup _of the
required quantity of nitrogen in the primary containment -through the
makeup-line or relieving pressure through the purge line. Flow through
the bleed line will be directed through either the SGTS or the secondary
containment HVAC and will be monitored for radiation release. However,
GE provided neither the purge rate that would be_ required to maintain the
oxygen concentration below 4 percent by volume nor the radioactive con-
sequences analysis for the staff to review. This is Open Item 6.2.5-1,
which was identifica as Open item 20 in the DSER (SECY-91-355).

GE indicated that the analytical model described in GE report,
NED0-22155, "';eneration and Mitigation of Combustible Gas Mixtures in
Inerted BWR Mark I Containment," (non-proprietary) was used to compute
the hydrogen and oxygen generation from radiolysis. NED0-22155 was
reviewed by the staff for the EPRI requirements document certification
and found unacceptable. As a result, GE reperformed the hydrogen
generation analysis using the RG 1.7 methodology. The results of the-
analysis are provided in Appendix E of SSAR Chapter 19. The staff
concluded that based on GE's analysis using the RG 1.7 methodology, the
ABWR is able to withstand a 100-percent fuel-clad metal-water reaction.

F

(4) Flammability Control System (Hydrogen Recombiners)

GE stated that there will be two permanently installed recombiners in the
secondary containment. However, GE did not provide information on dedi-
cated redundant containment penetrations to demonstrate that the recom-
biners can perform their safety function assuming a single failure. The
staff identified this an Open Item 21 in the DSER (SECV-91-355).

In SSAR Amendment 20 GE indicated that redundant dedicated primary
containment penetrations are provided for each recombiner as shown in,

| SSAR Figure 6.2-40. The staff finds that the design of the flammability
control system is acceptable. This part of Open; Item 21 is closed,

in response to RAI Q430.254, GE committed to providing information
showing compliance with BTP CSB 6-_4, " Containment Purging During Normal
Plant Operation." However, GE has agreed to provide this design informa-
tion. This is Confirmatory Item 6.2.5-1, and was identified as part of,

Open Item 21 'n'the DSER (SECY-91-355),

10 CFR 52.47, Item (ii) requires an application for a standard design certifi-t

L cation to include a demonstration of compliance with any. technically relevant
| portions of the TMI requirements identified in 10 CFR 50.34(f). The'. staff's
' evaluation of TMI requirements related to hydrogen control is provided below.

(a) 10 CFR 50.34(f)(1)(xii), " Evaluation of Alternative Hydrogen Control
Systems," requires the applicant to. perform an evaluation of alternative

o hydrogen control systems- that would satisfy the requirements of_10 CFR
h 50.34(f)(2)(ix) (see-below). _As a minimum, consideration.should'be given

to:

a comparison _of costs and benefits of the alternative systems considered*
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analyses and test data to verify compliance with the requirements of+

10 CiR 50.34(f)(2)(ix) for the selected system:
4

preliminary design descriptions of equipment, function, and layout*

for the selected systems

GE has not provided cost and benefit information for alternative systems.
This information must be provided by the COL applicant, if alternative systems
are employed in the design. This is COL Action Item 6.2.5-1. GE has provided

'

information for the last two-items.

(b) 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(ix) " Hydrogen Control System PrJ11minary Design," j
requires provision for a hydrogen control system that can safely accomeo- '

date hydrogen generated by the equivalent of a 100-percent fuel-clad 1

'metal-water reaction. This system and any associated 3.vstems should
provide assurance that

_]

uniformly distributed hydrogen concentrations in the containment do=

not exceed 10 percent during and following an accident that releases
an amount of hydrogen equivalent to a 100-percent fuel-clad metal-
water reaction or that the post-accident atmosphere will net support
hydrogen combustion

combustible concentrations of hydrogen will not collect in areas=

where unintended combustion or detonation could cause loss of
containment integrity or loss of appropriate mitigating features-

equipment for achieving and maintaining safe shutdown of the plant*

and maintaining containment integrity will perform its safety
function during and after being exposed to the environmental condi-
tions attendant with -the release of hydrogen equivalent to that
generated by a 100-percent fuel-clad metal-water reaction, including
the environmental conditions created by the-actuation of the hydro-
gen control system

In SSAR Section 193.2.6, GE states that the ABWR containment will have an-
inert atmosphere and will be able to withstand the pressure.and energy
addition from 100-percent fuel-clad metal-water reaction. Ir.erted
containment and the provision for permanently installed hydrogen recombi-
ners are acceptable as hydrogen control measures and idequately address
this TMI issue.

(c) 10 CFR 50.34(f)(3)(iv), " Dedicated Containment Penetration Equivalent to
a Single 3' Diameter Opening," requires one or more dedicated containment
penetrations equivalent in size to a single 0.9-meter (3-foot) diameter
opening, in order not to preclude future-installation of systems to pre-
vent containment failure, such as a filtered vented containment system.-
This requirement is- a followsp of one of the requirements identified
under TMI Action Item II,B.8 of NUREG-0660.

The staff's review of SSAR Table 6.2-8, SSAR Section 19G,4, and SSAR
Figure 19G.4-1 indicates that the only primary containment penetration
that can be used during a severe accident situation-is a 56-cm (22-in)
opening in the wetwell vapor space associated with a 56-cm (22-in)
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wetwell purge exhaust / vent line. Containment venting.during a severe
accident (if needed) will be via a 36-cm (14-in) line to_ the plant stack

_

connected at -its other end to the 56-cm (22-in) wetwell purgo exhaust /
vent line upstream of the wetwell p;. Je exhaust system inboard isolation
valve. Additional di aussion of th' over-pressure protection system will i

be included in the FSER. The SSAR states that the containment penetra-
tion size for the ABWR does not comply with the explicit requirement-for
the size of the penetration that can be used for venting the enntainment
via the associated line during a severe accident situation. wever, the
staff conside.s that the overpressure protection system discussed above
provides the needed overpressure relief.for the primary containment to
prevent its uncontrollei ^ailure during any credible severe accident
situation. Based on the above, this TMI issue is not adequately resolved
for the ABWR. It is discussed in Chapter 20.3 as Open Item 20.3-9.

(d) 10 CFR 50.34(f)(3)(vi), " Dedicated Hydrogen Penetrations (Hydrogen -
Recombiners)," requires redundant dedicated containment penetrations for ;

plant designs with external hydrogen recombiners so that, assuming a
single active failure, the recombiner systems can be connected to the
containment atmosphere.

SSAR Fio' ire 6.2-40 shows redundant dedicated hydrogen recombiner penetra-
tions. This satisfies the intent of this TM1 issue. However, GE has
committed to provide the design information in.a future SSAR amendnient.
Information concerning the penetrations should be included in SSAR Sec-
tion 6.2.5.2.7. This is Confirmatory Item 6.2.5-2.

(e) 10 CFR-50.34(f)(2)(xv), " Containment Purging / Venting," requires provision-

for containment purging / venting capability to minimize purging time,
consistent with as low as reasonably achievable principles for oe upa-
tional exposure. It also requires assurance that the purge system will

| reliably isolate under accident conditions.

In SSAR Section 19A.2.27, GE states that during normal power operation,
all large valves in the containment ventilation lines will be closed and
only the 5.1-cm (2-in) nitrogen makeup valves will be open. These valves
are characterized as air-operated valves with fast closure times that
will prevent substantial releases from containment should containment '
isolation be required. However, SSAR Figure 6.2-39 shows that T31-F007>

and T31-F010 (36-cm (14-in] valves) also will be open during normal'

operation. The SSAR.should be amended to correct this discrepancy. GE-

has agreed to this amendment. GE will-provide this design information in
a future SSAR amendnent. This is Confirmatory Item 6.2.5-3.

,

GE also states in SSAR Section 19A.3.3 that the large ventilation valves
will-be tested on both a regular basis and after any valve maintenance to
ensure that closing times are.within allowable limits. These tests
should include valves -T31-F007= and T31-F010. Details of these terts

- should be provided by the' combined license (COL) applicant and thould be
identified as COL Action Item 6.2.5-1.

!
,

1
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In response to an RAI, GE agreed to anend the ABWR technical specifica-
tions to allow a 24-hour (rather t'an a 72-hour) window at the beginning -
and end of a fuel cycle, during whid the large diameter (56-cm (22-in])
purge lines can te open. GE has made this modification. This is Techni-
cal 5pecification item 6.2.5-1.

GE also states that the 5.1-cm (2-in) nitrogen bleed lines will be
sufficient to mamtain normal containment pressure during normal opera-
tion when used in conjunction with containment spray and the drywell
cooling system. Containment pressure control during severe accident
conditions will be accomplished using the passive containmerit overpres-
sure protection system which utilizes rupture disks to the plant stack.

The staff finds these methods of pressure control for design basis
accidents acceptable. The ABWR design will be adequate to meet the |
requirements of 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xv), subject to resolution of Open '

Items 20.3-5 and 20.3-6, as discussed in Chapter 20.3 of this'. report. |
|

Generic Letter 89-16, " Installation of Hardened Wetwell Vent," addressed the
'

need for modifications to BWR containment designs to reduce their vulnerabi-
lity to severe accident challenges. The ABWR design includes the overoressure
protection rystem mentioned above, which meets the intent of this gene ic
letter.

inree RAI questions on the combustible gas control system were transmitted to
GE (Q430.45, Q430.46, and Q430.47). These RAI questions dealt with the sub-
jects of scope and interface, compliance with RG 1.7, and BTP ASB 9-2 for
hydrogen and oxygen production and accumulation. GE has responded to all of
these questions and amended SSAR Section 6.2.5. GE states that the entire
combustible gas control system is within the scope of the ABWR and that there
are no outside system interfaces. GE also indicates that the LOCA hydrogen
and oxygen production and accumulation were calculated using the appropriate
section of RG 1.7, BTP ASB 9-2, and Section 6.2.5.3 of RG 1.70, Revision 3.
The staff concludes that GE's responses and SSAR amendments adequately
addressed the issues identified in the above-referenced RAls.

The combustible gas control ABWR design will meet the requirements in SRP Sec-
tion 6.2.4, subject to resolution of these Open Items 6.2.5-1, 20.3-5, and
20.3-6.

6.2.6 Containment Leakage Testing

The stafr reviewed GE's containment leakage testing program for compliance
with the containment leakage testing requirements in Appendix J to 10 CFR
Part 50. Such compliance provides adequate assurance that the containment
leaktight integrity can be verified-throughout the service lifetime of a
reactor. The leakage rates will'be checked periodically during service on a
timely basis to ensure that such leakage will be maintained within the
specified limits. Maintaining containment leakage rates within limits pro-

-vides reasonable assurance that, in the event of a design-basis radioactivity
release within the containment, the loss of the contatx,ent atmosphere through
potential leak paths will not exceed the limits specified for the site.
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The staff reviewed the containment leakage testing program to ensure that the
containment penetrations and system isolation valve arrangements are designed
to satisfy the containment integrated- and local-leakage rate testing require ,
ments of Appendix J.

Type-A Test

Preoperational integrated leakage rate Type A tests will be conducted in
accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J, after the primary reactor contain-
ment has been constructed and insta' led, and local leak rate tests (LLRTs) of
all mechanical, fluid, electrical, ed instrumentation systems penetrating the
containment pressure boundary have been performed.

The objectives of the preoperational integrated leakage rate tests (ILRTs) are
to:

verify that the integrated leakage rate does not exceed the containment*

design-basis-accident leakage rate, L,, which is 0.5 percent by weight of
the containment atmosphere in 24 hours, at peak containment accident
pressure, P,

establish a minimum allowable leakage rate ' reduced pressure, P,,. s

which will be used during subsequent ILRis

obtain data that may be used to develop the leakage rate characteristics=

and history of the containment system

The preoperational ILRT will be performed at both the reduced pressure, P*,
and the peak containment accident pressure, P,. P will be chosen so that it
will be greater than 0.5 P,. After the preoperati,onal ILRT test, a set of
three Type A tests will be performed at approximately equal intervals during
each 10-year service period. The third test of each set will coincide with
the end of each 10-year major inservice inspection shutdown. The total
measured leakage rate, L , at reduced pressure P, shall . exceed 0.75 L, as
established by the initiD ILRT.

In conducting the Type A containment ILRT, certain systems that may operate
under post-accident conditions and that normally will be filled with water
need not be vented to the containment atmosphere. In addition, systems
required to function during the Type A test shall be operable in their normal
mode and need not be vented; however, the LLRT results for such systems should
be added to the Type A test results. GE has confirmed that the LLRT results
will be added. All other piping lines will be vented and drained for the
Type A test. However, during its initial review, the staff found GE's Type A
test program acceptable except that GE had not identified the systems or the
reasons why these systems would not be vented or drained during the ILRT.
This issue was identified as Open Item 27 in the DSER (SECY-91-153).

GE stated that it had addressed this issue in SSAR Section 6.2.6.1.3. The
additional criteria for Type A test in this section of the SSAR has addressed
the systems to be opened or vented prior or during the Type A test. The
criteria for venting or not venting the systems are acceptable. This part of
Open Item 27 is closed.
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: Type-B Tests- !

Containment penetrations whose designs . incorporate resilient seals, gaskets, j

or sealant compounds; piping penetrations fitted with expansion bellows 1

serving as the containment boundary; air-lock door seals; equipment-and access
doors with resilient seals; and other testable penetrations will be Type 3 R;

tested during preoperational testing and thereafter a'. porlodic intervals
during the lifetime of the unit in accordance with Appendix J:to 10 CFR
Part 50. The leak test will be performed to ensure the continuing integrity
of the penetrations.

To facilitate local leak testing, GE has proposed a permanently installed
system consisting of a pressurized gas source (nitrogen or air) and the
manifolding and valving necessary to subdivide the testable penetrations into
groups of two to five. Each group would then be pressurized, and if any-
leakage is detected (by pressure decay or flow meter), individual penetrations

,

will be isolatea and tested until the source and nature of the leak is deter-
ained.

The combined leakage rate of all components subject to Type B and Type C tes 3
(described in subsequent paragraphs) shall not exceed 60 percent of L '
Type B tests shall be performed at peak containment accident pressure during
each reactor shutcawn for_ major fuel reloading, but-in no case at intervals
greater than 2 years. Air locks will be tested at initial fuel loading and at
least once every 6 months thereafter. Additionally, whenever they are opened
during periods when containment integrity is required, they will be tested
within 3 days of opening in accordance with Appendix J. These tests will be
performed for the air locks since they contain inflatable seals.

Because the intent of the Appendix J testing program has,never been to require
a forced reactor shutdown just to conduct these_ tests within preset test
intervals, GE will either (1) clarify whether provisions for conducting all
Type B tests-'at poder exist in the ABWR design or (2) request an exemption
from the requiremer.t for conducting Type B tests at 2-year intervals and
provide a justification for the request. Also, GE has not provided (1) the
acceptance criteria for testing the air locks, (2) a list of all containment
penetrations that will' be subject to ' Type B tests; and (3) a list 'of all pene -
trations that will be excluded from Type B tests, if any, and the rationale
for such exclusions. In the DSER, the staff stated that it could not conclude
that the proposed Type B testing program for the ABWR was acceptable. -These
issues were identified as part of Open Item 27 in the DSER=(SECY-91-153).

GE subsequently provided information on Type B test criteria-and listed all
containment penetrations in SSAR Table 6.2-8. The staff findr that Sec-,

tion 6.2.6 of the SSAR requires that the containment-penetration leakage rate
test (Type B test) will comply with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J.and GDC 52, 53,
and 54. SSAR Section 6.2.6.2 specifies that contai_nment penetrations whose
designs incorporate resilient seals, bellows, gaskets, or sealant compounds,
airlocks and lock door seals, equipment and access hatch seals, and electric
canisters, and other such penetrations will be leak tested during preopera-
tional testing and at periodic intervals thereafter in conformance to' Type B
leakage rate tests defined in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J. Based on the above,
the' staff reviewed SSAR.Section 6.2.6 and Table 6.2-8 and finds GE Type B test
requirements acceptable. These parts of DSER Open Item 27 are closed.
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I|voe-C Tests' '

All primary containment isolation valves whose stats will be exposed to the
containment atmosphere after an LOCA accident will be Type C tested pneumati-
cally aith ai or nitrogen at P . Valves that will be sealed by water will: be
leak tested with water as the test medium. The test pressure will be applied -
in the same direction as when the valve is required to perform its safety

_

function, unless it can be shown that results from tests with pressure applied
in a different direction- are equivalent or more conservative. Type C_ tests
will be perftrmed by local pressurization, using eitner the pressure decay 1
method (for pneumatic testing) or the flowmeter method (both for pneumatic
testing and testing with water).

In SSAR Section 6.2.6.3.], GE states that the Type C tests will be performed
on all containment isolation valves required by Appendix J. -All testing is
performed pneumatically, except hydraulic testing may be performed on isola-
tion valve Type C tests using water as a sealant provided that the valves will
be demonstrated to exhibit leakage rates that do not exceed those in the ABWR
standard technical specification. However, it should be noted that Type C
testing with water is permissible only if the system line for the valve is not
a potential containment atmosphere leak path. GE should provide.the above
design information in a future SSAR amendment. -This is Open Item 6.2.6-1,

.

which is part of Open Item 27 in the DSER (SECY-91-153).

The staff found that GE did not-provide adequate responses to the staff's RAI
of July 7, 1988, on a number of issues. These issues included Type C test
intervals; test pressure for raain steam isolation valves; testing methodology
for emergency core cooling' system isolation valves; testing procedures for
valves not covered by Appendix J procedures a'nd a list of such valves _; and
lists:of (1) all primary containment isolation valves that will be Type C leak-*
tested, (2) all valves that will be hydrostatically tested and the test pres-
sure, and (3) all valves that will-be tested in the' reverse direction-and the
Justification for such testing. Further, it was not clear whether lines that:

-

contain valves that da not-have 30-day water leg seals will be drained and the
valves then pneumatically tested as required. These were identified as part
of Open Item 27 in the DSER.

GE's response and the staff's evaluation of these issues are addressed as
follows:

(1) SSAR Section 6.2.6.4 specifies that Type C tests may be' conducted at- any
time during normal plant operations cr during shutdown periods, as long
as the test interval for any individual test does not exceed 2 years. GE'
has specified the Type C test interval. .This part of Open Item 27 is
closed. '

(2) SSAR Section 6.2.6.3.1 specifies that the MSIVs and isol'ation valves
isolated from a sealing system will be tested at a pressure of at least

th. Since Appendix J specifies: test pressure P , the staff finds thatThis part of bpen Item 27, identified
P

e test _ pressure is acceptable.-

in the DSER, is closed.
.
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(3)- GE did not address test methodology for ECCS isolation valves. SSAR .;
Section 6.2.6.3 does not mention this issue. GE will provide the above i

design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is-Open !
Item 6.2.6-2. )

!

(4) GE did not provide test procedures for valves not covered by Appendix J. !

GE will provide the above design information in a future SSAR amendment.
This is Open item 6.2.6-3.

(5) GE listed all containment isolation valves that require Type C test in
SSAR Table 6.2 7. Based on staff review, the test provisions and values
provided it, the table are found acceptable in accordance with Appendix J
requirements. This part of Open Item 27 is closed.

(6) GE did not list all the valves that will be hydrostatically tested as
addressed in SSAR Section 6.2.6.3.1. This is Open Item 6.2.6-4, which is
part of Open Item 27 in the DSER (SECY-91-153).

(7) SSAR Table 6.2-7, at footnote (e), provides the criterion for valves to
be tested in the reverse direction. Based on-staff review, this crite-
rion is acceptable. This part of Open Item 27 in the DSER (SECY-91-153)
meets the requirements of Appendix J and is, therefore, closed.

_

(8) GE did not specify whether lines that contain valves that do not have
30-day water-leg seals will be drained before pneumatically testing the
valves. This is Open Item 6.2.6-5, which is part of Open Item 27 in the
DSER (SECY-91-153). GE will provide the above design information in a
future SSAR amendment.

During its review of containment leakage testing addressed in SSAR Sec-
tion 6.2.6, the staff also identified the following open items in the DSER
(SECY-91-153).

(1) GE did not-indicate whether the test, vent, and drain connections used to
facilitate ILRTs and LLRTs will be kept closed and under administrative
control during normal plant operations and whether they will be subject
to periodic surveillance testing.to ensure their integrity aad to verify
the effectiveness of administrative controls. The staff finds that SSAR
Section 6.2.6.3.1 did not address the staff's concern. This is Open
Item 6.2.6-6. GE will provide the above design information in a future-
SSAR amendment.

(2) GE relies on closed loops outside the containment as containment isola-
tion barriers for some ESF system containment penetrations. The staff's-
position is that a closed loop outside containment that meets the
criteria of Section 3.6 of ANSI /American Nuclear Society (ANS) 56.2-1976
can-be considered a second containment isolation barrier, thereby-
eliminating the need for a second containment isolation valve at the
penetration. However, each barrier (i.e., the single isolation valve at
each penetration and closed piping loop outside the containment) is
subject to leak rate testing. Inclusion of this position in the SSAR-is
Open Item 6.2.6-7. GE will provide the above design information in a'
future SSAR amendment.
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(3) GE ~provided information in response to the staff's request, of July 7,
1988, on secondary containment in-leakage and potential bypass paths.
Howevt., GE did not indicate whether' the bypass leakage paths will be
leak tested as specified in BIP CSB 6-3, " Determination of Bypass Leakage
Paths in Odal Containment Plants (NUREG 0800).' The staff finds that
SSAR Table 6.2-10, Table 6.5-2, and Section 6.5.1.3.2 did not address
this issue _ adequately. Clarification of this item is Open Item 6.2.6-8.
GE will provide the above design information la a future SSAR amendment.

(4) GE did not provide procedures for factoring potential contributions from
the hydrogen recombiners into the ILRT results. However,-the staff
considers this to be a COL Action item. The staff will ensure that ^.0L
holders factor the potential contributions from the hydrogen recombiners
into the ILRT test in accordance with SRP Section 6.2.6. This is COL
Action item 6.2.6-1.

Bulletin 82-04 " Deficiencies in Primary Containment Electrical Penetration,

Assemblies," was identified as a candi..te operating experience issue. This
bulletin addresses potential generic ,afety concerns related to. electrical
penetration assemblies supplied by the Bunker Ramo company. However, the
assemblies are no longer manufactured by Bunker Ramo and the ABWR design does
not utilize these assemblies. Therefore, this operating experience issue is
not applicable.

Desian Certification Material

GE has provided for staff review, the ITAAC regarding containment leakage
testing. The results of the staff's review will be provided in a supplement.
to this SER. This is Open Item 6.2.6-9.

The staff will conclude that the ABWR design relcted to containment leakage
testing meets the requirements of SRP 6.2.6, subject to resolution of the open
items identified above.

,

6.2.7 Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundary

The primary containment vessel of the ABWR is a reinforced concretc structure
with ferritic' parts-(the removable head, personnel locks, equipment hatches
and penetrations), which are-made of material that has a nil-ductility transi-

tion temperature, RT,3", Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundary,"of at least -1 *C (30 *F) below the minimum service
tempc~ature. GDC 51,
of 10 CFR Part 50 is only applicable to parts of containment that are to be
made of ferritic materials. GDC 51 states in part that "the reactor contain- :,

ment boundary shall be designed with sufficient margin to assure that under' '

r
operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated accident conditions (1) its
ferritic materials behave in a nonbrittle manner and (2)- the probability of
rapidly propagating fracture is minimized."

|

The staff requested that GE clarify the applicability of GDC 51 because it
appeared that GE intended that GDC 51 be applied to the concrete portion of i

the containment (Q251.12). GE responded that GDC 51 is applicable to the
removable drywell head, personnel locks, equipment- hatches and-penetrations
that are made of ferritic materials. GE satisfactorily' responded to the

L

!
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staff's request and revised SSAR Section 3.1.2.5.2.2 accordingly. Therefore,
GE's commitment to GDC 51 for the items listed above in the containment design
meets the SRP requirement and is acceptabic.

6.2.8 Severe Accident Considerations

CE addresses containment performance in se cre accidents in SSAR Chapter 19,
and the staff's review is documented in the corresponding chapter of the SER.

6.3 Emeroency Core Coolina System

The staff performed its evaluation of the ECCS in conformance with the review
guidelines and acceptance criteria of SRP Section 6.3.

The ECCS is designed to provide coolant inventory to the reactor coolant
system in the event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) in the pressure
boundary. The ECCS capability extends to failures as large as a double-ended
rupture of the largest piping carrying water or steam, and spurious safety /
relief valve operation.

6.3.1 System Description

The ECCS consists of the following:

reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system*

high-pressure core-flooder (HPCF) system*

automath-depressut ization system (ADS)*

low-pre .ure flochr (LffL) system*
,

Unlike current BWR designs, the RCIC system in an ABWR design is a part of the
ECCS. The initiation logic is diversified by adding a high drywell pressure
irut as well as inaintaining the typical system initiation on RPV level 2.

The RCIC system is a high-pressure reactor coolant makeup system that will
start inde >endent of ac power supply. The system will provide sufficient
water to tie reactor vessel to cool the core and to maintain the reactor in a
standby condition if the vessel becomes isolated from the main condenser and
experiences a loss of feedwater flow. The system also is designed to maintain
reactor water inventory, in the event of a loss of normal feedwater flow,
whilethevesselisdepressurizedtotheppintwheretheRHRsystemcanfunc-
tion in the shutdown cooling mode 11 kg/cm (about 150 psig)-

The RCIC system will consist of a steam- M ven tbrbintepump unit and associ-
ated valves and piping canable of delive-ing makeup water 3028 Lpm (800 gam)
to the reactor vessel +' :gh the feedwater system. Fluid removed from tie
reactor vessel followi v &n from power operation normally will be madem
up by the feedwater system ano splemented by inleakar from the control rod
drive system. If the feedwater system becomes ino>erabie, the RCIC system
will start automatically when the water level in tie reactor vessel reaches
the level 2 (L2) trip-set point or dryv. ell pressure reaches the high drywell
pressure trip set point. 1he RCIC system also can be started by the operator
from the control roem. The system is capable of delivering rated flow within
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30 seconds of initiation. Primary water supply for the RCIC system will be
from the condens ae storage tank and a secondary supply will be from the ,

suppression pool.

A detailed evaleation of the RCIC system is given in Section 5.4.6 of this
report.,

The HPCF system will maintain the reactor vessel water level above the top of -

the active core in tha event of pipe breaks of 2.54 centimeters (1-inch)
diameter or smaller and will provide cooling for large pipe breaks. Actuation

,

of the HPCf will not require the depressurization of the reactor vessel. The
HPCF will have two HPCf loops. Each loop will include a single motor-driven
centrifugal pump that takes suction from the condensate storage tank or the
primary-containment suppression pool. There will be an automatic switching
feature based on indication of low condensate storage tank level. HPCF flow
will be dependent on the reactor pressure. The SSAR indicates that the rated |

HPCF flow 12,113 Lam (3200 gpm) will be attained at a reactor pressure of
approximately 689 (Pa (100 psig), which is consistent with accident-analysis
assumptions. The HPCF system is designed to operate from normal offsite
auxiliary ac power or from the emergency diesel generators. Each HPCF pump
will be powered from a different diesel generator. The system will initiate .

automatically by either low water level 1.5 or high drywell pressure signals.
The system also can be placed in operation manually from the main control room
and the remote shutdown panel,

if the RCIC and HPCF do not maintain the reactor water level, the ADS will
reduce the reactor pressure so that flow from the RHR system, which will be
operating in the low pressure flooder mode, 6 'll enter the reactor vessel in
time to cool the core and limit fuel cladding temperature.

IOf the total 18 nuclear system pressure relief valves, the ADS will use 8 to
relieve high-pressure steam to the suppression pool. The evaluation of the
pressure relief valves is discussed in detail in Section 5.2.2 of this report.
ADS will be actuated when the following conditions are satisfied: (1) drywell
high pressure, (2) reactor low water level (level-1), (3) a permissive signal
of RHR or HPCF pump discharge pressure high. A time delay of 29 seconds will
be used to confirm that low water level-1 signal is present and is consistent
with the ECCS pump startup time. The instrumentation and controls for ADS are
discussed in Chapter 7 of this report.

The LPFL system will replace reactor vessel wata inventory following large
pipe breaks. The system.is part of the residual heat removal (RHR) system,
which consist of three independent loops (A,-B, and C). Each loca has a
motor-driven pump 15,900 Lpm (4200 gpm).that takes suction from tie suppres-
sion pool _ and supplies water to the reactor vessel. All three RHR loops will
have heat exchangers that are cooled by the RHR reactor building cooling water
system and will be used to transfer the decay heat from the reactor core *o
the ultimate heat sink. The-three LPFL (RHR) pumps will be powered f ac
power buses that-have standby backup sources of power. RHR pumps A. ind C
receive emergency power from the three separate diesel generators. RHR
system valve logic will require LPFL system alignment in the event s LOCA.
The LOCA event will take precedence over other RHR system functional mo_ des.
The system will initiate actomatically by either low water level 1 or high
drywell pressure signals. The reactor must be depressurized below the reactor

_
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low pressure permissive before !PFL actuation occurs. Each of the'two high- i

pressure core flooding loops and two of the three low-pressure flooding loops '

will discharge water into the core through a separate overhead flooder -

sparger. Low-pressure flooding loop A will discharge into the RFV througa.the
feedwater system. Internal vessel piping will connect each sparger to the

_

vessel nozzle. The ABWR flooder design and relative location will result in '

reduced potential personnel radiation exposure as compared to the current BWR
core spray design because the peripheral location of the flooder will minimize
the need for work over the fuel during inservice inspection. Core spray dis- t

tribution in the core is not critical since there is no core uncovery during a
LOCA.

6.3.2 Evaluation of Single Failures

The staff reviewed the system description and piping / instrument drawings to
ensure that abundant core cooling will be previoed during the injection phase
with and without offsite power and assuming a limiting single failure as
required by GDC 35. A low reactor vessel water level and/or high containment

_

>

pressure signal will be re4stred to start pumps and open discharge valves. .

y

GE provided in SSAR Section 6.3.3 an analysis to demonstrate that the most
limiting b-9ak size, break location, and single failure had been. considered
for the ABWR. The most limiting combinations are given in Table 6.1 of this
report. The staff found the SSAR information supports the ability of the
system to meet the single failure criterion.

!

Table 6.1 Single Failure Evaluation

Assumed Failure Statems Remaining

Emergency diesel generator A All ADS, RCIC, 2 HPCF, 2 RHR/LPFL-
,

Emergency diesal 8 or C All ADS, RCIC, I HPCF, 2 RHR/LPFL

RCIC injection valve ' All ADS, 2 HPCF, 3 RHR/LPFL .

One IDS valve All ADS minus one, RCIC, 2 HPCF, 3 RHR/LPFL.
.

6.3.3 Qualification of Emergency Core Cooling System

The ECCS is designed to meet seismic Category I requirements in compliance
with RG 1.29, as discussed'in Section 3.2 of thisireport. -The ECCS will De:
housed in structures designed to withstand seismic events, tornadoes, floods,
and other phenomena, in accordance with the requirements of GDC 2, as' dis-
cussed in Chapter-3 of this report. ECCS equipment is das!cned in compliance
with RG 1.26, as discussed in Section 3.2 of this report.

Protecting the ECCS against pipe whip and against dischargingLfluids. in
compliance with the requirements of GDC 4.and RG -1.46, -is discussed inSSec- 4

tion 3.6 of this report. Evaluation of the instrumentation and controls for.
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the ECCS is discussed in Section 7.3 of this report. Compliance with the
inservice inspection requirements of GDC 36 is discussed in Section 6.6 of
this report.

Environmental qualification of the ECCS equipment for operation under normal
and accident conditiont, as required by GDC 4, is discussed in Section 3.11 of
this report.

The available net positive suction head for the pumps in the ECCS as reflected
in calculations <ubmitted by GE will have adequate margin to prevent cavita-
tion and ensure pump operability in accordance with RG 1.1. Actual plant-

specific installed pump head and NPSH requirements are included in ITAAC for
verification by the COL.

The LpFL system is not designed to withstand normal reactor orerating pres-
sure. Each of the low-pressure lines that discharges into the reactor conlant
system will have a testable check valve inside primary containment backe. up
by a normally closed motor-operated gate valve outside of containment. Relief
valves in the low-pressure lines will protect against leakage from the reactor
coolant system. An inttrlock on the motor-operated valves will prevent their
opening until the reactor coolant pressure is below the low-pressure ECCS
design pressure.

Containment isolation in 6.ccordance with the requirements of GDC 55 is dis-
cussed in Section 6.2 of this report. The periodic testing and leak-rate
criteria for those valves that will isolate the reactor system from the ECCS
are discussed in Section 3.9.6 of this report. The detection of leaks from
those portions os the ECCS within the primary coolant pressure boundary is
discussed in Section 5.2.5 of this report.

To protect the pumps from overheating, all the ECCS pumps will have set lines
to permit a limited amount of flow if an isolation valve between the reactor
coolant system and the ECCS is closed for any reason. When flow in the
injection lines is sufficient for pump cooling, valves in the set lines will
automatically shut, diverting all flow to the pressure vessel. Each LPFL pump
suction line from the suppression pool will have an open motor-operated valve

,

outside of containment. The suction of the HPCF from the suppression pool
will contain a closed motor-operated valve so the HPCF initially will draw
water from the condensate storage tank (CST). When the CST water b
exhausted, the suppression pool suction valve will open automatit .ly.
Isolation of the suppression pool from the reactor building in accordance with
GDC 56 is discussed in Section 6.2 of this report.

As a backup to the HPCF systems, the ADS will be used to depressurize the
system and allow the low-pressure cooling systems to function in the event of
a small break. The nitrogen supply to the valves of the ADS will be from
seismically qualified accumulators.

One of the design requirements of the ECCS is that cooling-water flow M pro-
vided rapijly following the initiation signal. By always keeping the LLCS
pump discharge lines full, the lag time bet.veu the signal for pump start had
the initiation of flow into the reactor pressure vessel can be minimized. In
addition, full discharge lines will reduce potentially damaging water hammer
occurrences on system startup. The RHR systems will have three jockey pumps,
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one in each loop (discharge line fill pump). Maintenance of the filled status
of the system will be ensured by continuous indication of pump operation end
pump discharge pressure. The makeup water system connections to the RCIC and
HPCF systems maintains the pump disenarge line in a filled condition up to the
injection valve.

The capability of the ECCS pumps to operate for an exF nded period of time
during the long-term recirculation phase following a loss-of-coolant accident

.]is discussed in Section 3.10 of this report.

SRV operability will be demonstrated during the power ascension phase of the
plant startup test program by manually actuating each SRV (including the ADS
valves) one at a time to measure discharge capacity and to demonstrate that no
blockage exists in the valve discharge line. After commercial turnover, all
of the SRVs will be tested in acc9rdance with Section XI Article IWV, of the
ASME Code. Linear variable differential transformers and thermocouples will
be installed in the discharge line of each SRV to monitor valve position and
SRV leakage per 1MI-2 Action item II.D.3 (NUREG-0737) and is discussed in
Chapter 7 of this report. Environmental qualification of the SRVs is dis-
cussed in Section L U of this report.

The ADS time delay will be set at 29 secs rather than 120 secs (as in present
BWRs) to satisfy the design goal of no LOCA cera uncovery. ADS most likely

;

will not be initiated because of the availability of three high-pressure core
injection systems. There are two instances in which the ABWR Emergency Proco-
dures Guidelines (EPG) (which are submitted in SSAR Chapter 18) indicate that
the operator will be allowed to prevent ADS actuation. The first is during an
anticipated transient without scram event. Because the ABWR design incorpor-
ates an automatic ADS inhibit signal following an ATWS, operator action will
be to verify the automatic ADS inhibit signal as addressed in SSAR Chapter 18
(EPG). The second case is when the operator believes that the reactor water
level may go below reactor low water level one set point but will remain above
the top of the active fuel (TAF) without ADS _ actuation. Since no ADS timer is
provided for LOCAs within containment where high drywell pressure accurs,
operator intervention would not be a factor in responding to this event.
However, in outside containment LOCAs or LOCAs which do not result in a high
drywell pressure signal, an 8-minute timer is initiated and the EPGs allow the
operator to assess whether the level will be maintained above TAF. If the
high-pressure ECCS cannot control the reactor water level. it is prudent to
allow the ADS actuaticq to occur and quickly depressurize the vessel te gain
the additional reflooding capacity of the low-pressure ECCS. The-EPGs provide
sufficient guidance to ensure that operating procedurer will reflect the

,

importance of allowing ADS when high-pressure makeup systems-are not avail-
able.

For transient and accident events that do not directly produce a high drywell
~.

pressure signal (e.g., stuck olen relief valve or steam line break outside
containment) and that are furtier complicated by the loss of all high-pressure
ECCS systems, manual activation of the ADS was originally required to provide
adequate core cooling. However, NUREG-0737 THI-2 Action-Item II.l.18 requires
ADS logic modification to eliminate operator action. . GE's proposed design
modification is consistent with Option 4 of the BWR owner's group response to
NUREG-0737 THI-2 Action Item II.K.3.18 This option nquires the addition of
a timer that bypasses the high drywell pressure permissive if the reactor
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water level is low f or a sustained period and addition of a manual inhibit
switch. An 8-minute high drywell pressure bypass timer has been added to the
ABWR ADS initiation logic. (An analysis was performed to evaluate the arie-
quacy of the 8-minute bypass timer.) This timer will initiate on a low water
level-1 signal. When the timer runs out, it will bypass the need for a high
drywell pressure signal to initiate the standard ADS initiation logic. The
bypass timer will be tested periodically. This test will be required by the'

' technical specifications. This is Technical Specif; cation item 6.3.3-1. This
tim;r can be bypassed as indicated in the ABWR EPGs if the operator determines
that water level can be maintained above TAF. The proposed GE modification to
ADS logic is consistent with the staff approved solution to ll.K.3.18 and is
acceptable because it assures the initiation of AD$ and low-pressure injection
systems when high drywell pressure does not occur, in the DSER (SECY-91-153)
the staff 'dentified concern about the ADS in Open item 28. The above
discussion on bypass timers reflects that Open Item 28 has been resolved.
Assurance that the proposed modification to the ADS logic is Confirmatory
item 6.3.3-1.

6.3.4 Testing

GE states that ECCS operability will be demonstrated by preoperaticnal end
periodic testing, as required by RG 1.68 and GDC 37.

6.3.4.1 Preoperati,onal Tests

Preoperational asts will ensure proper functioning of controls, instrumenta-
tion, pumps, piping, and valves. Pressure dif ferentials and flow rates will
be measured for later use in determining acc.'ptable performance in periodic
tests. GE commits to conform to the guidelines of RG 1.68 for preoperational
and initial startup testing of the ECCS, as noted in Chapter 14 of this
report.

6.3.4.2 Periodic Component Tests
-

The staf f will require in the technical specifications that the COL appli-
cant to test the ECC" subsystems (except for the ADS) periodicnlly to show
that specified flow rates are attained. This is Technical Specification
item 6.3.4.2-1. Also, the staff will require that the COL applicant perform
a test every refueling in which all subsystems are actuated through the

"emergency operating seauence. This is COL action item 6.3.4.2-1.

6.3.5 Performance Evaluation

GE's ABWR-specific LOCA analysis is to demonstrate that the fuel design will
meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 and is based on a typical initial core.
The fuel de:ign criteria and appropriateness of this analyses is included in
ITo.AC for verification.

The exposure dependent maximum average planar linear heat generation rate will
be provided in the technical specifications (TS). This is Technical Specifi-
cation item 6.3.5-1. As discussed in Section 4.2 of this report, the ABWR
will have a specific fuel and core design described for the analyses of SSAR
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Sections 6 and 15. There also are fuel design criterin, which serve as a
basis for fuel and core ITAACs which specify requirements for any alternate
fuel that 'nay be used by the COL applicant in reload cycles.

The information in the SSAR. the results of the LOCA analyses, along with the
results of the review of each ECCS system, are used to verify that the pro-
posed ECCS meets the performance criteria in 10 CFR 50.46. Compliance with the
first three criteria is demonstrated analytPally. Coolable geometry is main-
tained if the first two criteria are met.

Long-term cooling capability is verified by the composite review of the ECCSs
and the various support systems. The five acceptance criteria for the ECCS, -|
at specified in 10 CFR 50.46, are:

(1) The calculated maximum peak cladding temperature-(PCT) shall not exceed
1204 *C (2200 *F).

(2) The calculated total oxidation of the cladding shall nowhere exceed
O.17 times the total cladding thickness before oxidation.'

(3) The calculated total amount of hydrogen generated from the chemical
reaction of the cladding with water or steam shall not excced 0.01 times
the hypothetical amount that would be generated if all of the metal in
the cladding cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding
surrounding plenum volume, were to react.

(4) Calculated changes in core geometry shall be such that the core remains
amenable to cooling.

(5) The calculated core tem)erature shall be maintained at an acceptably low
value, and decay heat siall be removed for the extended period of time
required by the long-lived radioactivity remaining in the core after any
calculated successful initial operation of the ECCS.

GE has demonstrated compliance with the first three of these criteria as shown
in Table 6.2 of this report.

Table 6.2 Deaunstration of Compliance with ECC5 Criteria

Maximum-

From Break
Criterion Analyses Allowable - i

Peak cladding tempera +are (PCT), *C (*F) 621 (1149) 1204 (2200)
Maximum claddino aidation,'y, 0.03_ 17 1

Max but total hydrogen generation, % 0.03 1

A coolable geometry is demonstrated by the compliance witn the criteria for
the PCT and the maximum cladding oxidation as discussed in NED0-20566,
" Analytical Model for loss-of-Cociant Analysis in Accordance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix K," Proprietary Document, November 1975.
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Because there are no jet pumps in the ABWR, the core flow pattorn is similar
to BWR/2 plants that do not use jet purcps (e.g., Oyster Creek, NMP-1). The GE,

thermal hydraulic code SAFER, which was approved for DWR/2 plants without jet
pumps (NEDE-30996A-P) was used to perform LOCA analysis for the ABWR. The
SAFER code is used to calculate long-term thermal-hydraulic behavior of the
coolant in the vessel during a LOCA. Some important system parameters calcu-
lated by SAFER are vessel pressure, vessel water level, and ECCS flow rates.
The SAFER code also calculates peak cladding temperature (PCT) and local
maximum oxidation. The staff's SER (dated February 19, 1987) of NEDE 30996A-P
documents agreement between SAFER predictions and test results from the ABWR
full integral simulation test (FIST) facility. GE made some modifications to
FIST for the ABWR and conducted additional tests. The jet pumps were elimi-
nated and reactor internal pumps (RIPS) were used for simulation of recircula-
tion flow. GE also modified ECCS capacities, break sizes, and locations.
SAFER code comparisons were made to TRACG-P (proprietary) for the ABWR plant.

ABWR-specific data based on tests for the RIP coastdown time following a pump
trip and flow area and pressure losses through the RIPS were used as input to
the SAFER model.

1

The following GE computer codes LAMB, SCAT, and GFSTR were used for the ABWR
|LOCA analysis.

The LAMB code is used to analyze the short-term thermodynamic and thermal- $
hydraulic behavior of the coolant in the vessel during a postulated LOCA. In
particular, LAMB predicts the core flow, core inlet enthalpy, and core pres- '

sure during the initial phase of the LOCA event (i.e., the first 5 seconds).
GE used the LAMB computer model (documentM in NEDE 20566p-A and approved by
the staff) to perform analyses presented in the ABWR SSAR. 1he ABWR input to
the LAMB computer model is the saue as operating plants except for the recir-

| culation system modeling. Because the ABWR has RIPS instead of jet pumps, the
recirculation system is modeled assuming no induced flow from a jet pump,,

l ,lhus, the drive flow from the recirculation pumas is set equal to the total -

recirculation flow. Ten RIPS are modeled for t1e twenty jet pumps in LAMB.

The SCAT code is used to evaluate the short-term thermal-hydraulic response of ;

the coolant in the core during a postulated LOC.. Using the LAMB results as '

input, SCAT analyzes the convective heht transfer 3rocess in the t.1ermally '

limiting fuel bundle during the initial phase of tie LOCA event. In particu-
lar, SCAT predicts the departure from nucleate boiling at any one of the
24 axial nodes within the fuel bundle. GE useo-the SCAT computer model (docu-
mented in NEDE 20066P-A and approved by the staff) to perform anslyses
presented in the ABWR SSAR. GE used SCAT to determine the transient thermal-

t hydraulic conditions within a bundle and predict the time when the loss of
nucleate ! iling occurs. The SCAT program only models thi. hot bundle and sets.
the bouncary conditions based on LAMB results. The ABWR core design is based
on a GE standard fuel that is similar to BPEa8R with two water rods. This >

type of fuel has already been analyzed with SCAT for operating BWRs. There-;

|- fore, the differences in the ABWR from previous BWRs does not represent any-
| special application of the SCAT model.

I The GESTR code is. used to provide best-estimate predictions of the thermal
performance of GE nuclear fuel rods experiencing variable power histories.!

I -For. LOCA analysis, the GESTR code is used to initialize the fuel stored energy
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|

and fuel rod fission gas inventory at the onset of a postulited LOCA. riE used
the GESTR computer model (documented in NEDE 30996P-A and approved by the
staff) to perform LOCA analyses presented in the ABWR SSAR. GE used the
results from GESTR to establish the initial conditions (i.e., stored energy i

and rod internal vessure) at the start of the LOC % within each fuel rod. As !
stated above, GE aased its ABWR core design on a GE standard fuel, which also |

has been analyzed with GESTR for operating BWRs. The differences in the ABWR l,

from previocs BWRs does not affect the fuel thermal-mechanical performance q
predicted by the GESTR model. Therefore, the use of GESTR for ABWR does not
represent any special application of the GESTR model.

No model changes were made to any of the GE codes used in the LOCA analysis,
only input data was changed for ABWR-specific design features.

,

TheGEanalyspsincludedbreaksizesrangingfromabottomheaddrainline.
i

break .0020 m f 0.0218 ft ) to the main steam line break outside containment.39 m2 (4.24 f t ). (bince the bottom head drain line will tie into the
RHR/ cleanup system lines, the total treak flow for the maximum bottom head
drain line break includes flow from the vessel through the bottom heed drain
line penetration as well as through the RHR/ cleanup system lines.) GE
analyzed different break sizes in conjunotion with ECCS failure combinations.
The cases were evaluated to establish the trend of PCT curves (Appendix k to
10 CFR Part 50 and bounding values) versus break size. Eight break sizes are
summarized in SSAR Table 6.3-4. The most limiting break is the main steam
line break outside containment, which results in a peak cladding temperature
of 621 *C (1149 'F). This is well below the 1204 *C (2200 'F) acceptance
criteria. Because there will be no large pipe below the top of. the core and
no core uncovery for any size LOCA, the calculated PCT 3149 'F is low compared
to the PCT cf current Isins.a

The staff confirmed that the LOCA analysis methodology used by GE for the ABWR
is consistent with and bounded by the staff's generically ap) roved use of LOCA
analysis methodology. The ataff concluded that the PCT, pea ( local oxidation,
end core wide metal-water reaction values are well below staff acceptance
criteria. Thus, the analyses and results are in accordance with NRC require-
monts and GE demonstrated conformance with the ECCS acceptance criteria of
10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50.

Long-term cooling is ensured by the use of redundant systems that have ade-
quate water sources available to remove the decay heat generated within the
reactor core and transfer the heat to the ultimate heat sink. GE identified

,

no single failure that would prevent the ECCS from meeting this criterion.
The systems are designed to prevent any core uncovery.

The LPFL flow is diverted manually to welwell spray cooling for. containment
pressure control. The ABWR en.ergency procedures will contain adequate
cautions to deter the operator from premature flow diversion. These proce-
dures, which will be based on guidelines accepted by the staff (NUREG-0737
Action Item I.C.1, discussed in Section 13 of this report), caution the
operator against diversior, unless adequate core cooling is ensured. LPFL
diversion will be identified in the procedure as secondary to core cooling
requirements, except in those instances outside the design envelope involving
multiple failures for which maintenance of catainment integrity is required
to minimize risk to the environment.
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6.3.6 Design Certification Material >

GE submitted the ITAAC for the HPCF system for staff review. The staff
reviewed the GE submittal, provided comments to GE, and will provide supple-
mental SER input after GE submits the final ITAAC version. This ITAAC is
Open item 6.3.6-1. The ITAAC for SRVs, RCIC, and RHR are addressed in Sec-
tiens 5.2.2, 5.4.6 and 5.4.7 of this report.

6.3.7 Conclusions

The staf f finds the design of the ECC3 acceptable, subject to the open liAAC
review discussed above. The FCCS conforms to the pertinent RGs and SRP sec-
tions, and the GDC meets the performance criteria specified in the 10 CFR
50.46,

6.4 D ntrol Room l#bitability Systems

The staff t W ed the control room habitability systems in accordance with
SRP Section 6.4. Conformance wi'sh the acceptance criteria formed the basis
for the staff's evaluation of the control room habitability systems with
respect to the applicable regulatwns of 10 CFR Part 50. Specifically, the
SRP acceptance criteria require the design to meet GDC 4 " Environmental and
Dynamic Effects Design Cases," as it relates to accommedating the effects of

.

and being compatible with postulated accidents, including the effects of the
release of toxic gases; GDC 19, " Control Room," as it relates to maintaining
the control room in a safe, habitable condition under accident conditions by
providing adequate protection against radiation and toxic gases; additional
TMl requirement 50.34(f)(2)(xxviii), as it relates to evaluation potential
)athways for radioactivity and radiation that may lead to control room habita-
)llity problems; and TMI action plan item Ill.D.3.4 (NUREG-0737) requirements '

as they relate to providing protection against the effects of release of toxic '

substances, either on or off the site. Since the ABWR design is applicable
only for a single unit, GDC 5, " Sharing of Structures, Systems and Compo-
nents," is not applicable to the design.

The control room habitability systems will provide (1) missile protection,
(2) radiation shielding, (3) radiation monitoring, (4) air filtration and
ventilation .(5) lighting, (6)-personnel and administrative support, and
(7) fire protection. The control building heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) system and components will be located in a seismic
Category I structure that will be protected from tornado, missile, pressura
and flood damage. The HVAC ducting will be engineered safety fet.tures (ESF)
grade. HVAC hangers are designed to seismic Category.I. standards. The HVAC
system will maintain the control room atmosphere temperature at a" habitable
level to permit prolonged personnel occupancy throughout postulated design-
basis-accidents. Tha system design provides for control room pressurization
and filtered intake during accident situations and for purging of' smoke and
toxic cases The system is capable of automatic transfer from its normal
operating mo.de to its emergency or isolation modes on detection of adverse ;

conditions-(e.g., high radiation, smoke . The system has sufficient redun-
dancy to ensure operation under emergenc)y conditions, assumingLthe single
failure of any one active component. Backup power sources are:provided for
the essential ~ components -of the HVAC system. Section 9.4.1 of this re) ort
provides more information on the control room HVAC system. The habita)ility
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systems provide the capability to detect and limit the introduction of radio-
active material and smoke into the control room. The ABWR design relies on ;

noncombustible construction and heat- and flame-resistant materials-throughout i

the plant to minimize the likelihood of fire and consequent fouling of the i
atmosphere with smoke or noxious vapor. Further, a sufficient numaer of
individual respirators (subject to periodic operational testing) are provided
to protect against intrusion of toxic gases into the control room. Non-
seismic pipe, ductwork for kitchen and sanitary facilities, and other nones-
sential components in the control building are designed to ensure that their
failure during a safe shutdown earthquake will not adversely affect essential
components. Potential sources of danger such as pressure vessels and carbon
dioxide fire-fighting containers will be located outside the control room and ,

'

the compartments containing control building life support systems. There are
no high-energy lines near the control room; therefore, the habitability

1systems will be protected against dynamic effects that may result from possi- '

ble failures of such lines. Section 3.6.1180 of this report addresse.,
protection of safety-related equipment from the effects of pipe breaks. On
the basis of the above, the staff concludes that the control room habitability
systems satisfy GDC 4.

By letter dated July 7, 1988, the staff requested additional information on a
number of issues regarding tha design features provided for compliance with
GDC 19. This was identified as Open Item 29 in the 05ER (SECi-91 153).

GE has provided the requested information in subsequent submittals. The staff
has reviewed the information on control room habitability systems compliance
and finds it acceptable. The Open item discussed above is resolved.

The ABWR main control room is physically integrated with the reactor building
and turbine building and is located between these two structures. During the
and following a LOCA, which is the controlling DBA for the radiological con-
sequences to the control room operators, radiation exp9sure to the operators
will consist of contributions from airborne fission products entrained into
the control room ventilation system and direct gamma radiation from the sur-,

rounding buildings and process equipment.

General Design Criterion 19 requires that the. control room be designed to
permit personnel to occupy it under accident. conditions. The applicant.has
proposed that this requirement be met by incorporating shielding and emergency
ventilation systems into the untrol room design, and by tuo roof mounted and
automatically controlled room air intakes. The applicant has stated that the
structure housing the control room is designed snd will be constructed to meet
seismic Category I criteria, at 'is the emergency ventilation system, and this
system is also designed to meet the single-failure criterion.

The ap)licant has provided for the radiation protection of control room occu-
pants )y the use of shielding wal_1s and by the installation of redundant
safety grade cmergency ventilation systems. The inhabited portions of the>

ABWR control room are physir: ally located underground (4.3 meters [14 feet]
below grade). A distance of more than 11.3 meters (37 feet) (including-two.
meters [6.5 feet) of concrete shielding and 0.46 meter (1.5 feet) of floor)
separates the control room and steam linet. The applicant stated that the-
expected radiation exposure rates in the control room due to direct gamma
radiation during plant normal operation and following an accident is less than
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0.16 C/kg-br (0.6 mR/hr). The staff accepted the applicant's estimate of
direct gamma radiation to be less than 0.16 C/kg-hr (0.6 mR/hr) after an
accident due to the decay of short-lived isotopes and immediate closure of the
main steam isolation valves that are upstream of the pipes above the main
control room.

In the event that the significant concentration of aiiborne radioactive
materials are detected at the normal control room ventilation system air
intake, the air intake would be automatically isolated. Automatic control
room pressurization would immediately occur with filtered air taken in by
either of twa separate emergency ventiletion systems. Each emergency ventila-
tion system consists of a 5.1 cm (two-inch) thick charcoal adsorber for
removal of icdines. The intakes for these systems would be separated from
each other and from the plant stack, it is less likely that both air intakes
would simultaneously admit equivalent levels of radioactive contaminated air.
Radiation detectors at each intake, combined with meteorological instrumenta-
tion, would permit automatic selection of the most favorable air intake.

The viability of the dual inlet concept depends upor whether or not the
placement of the inlets assures that airborne radienuclide concentrations in
one inlet will always be relatively low. The ability to assure that this
condition exists at an inlet depends in part upon building wake effects, site
specific terrain, and the 90ssibility of wind stagnation or reversal. For the
ABWR design, the inlets are located at the extreme edges of the control
building. However, the staff finds that it is possible, under certain low
probability conditions, for both inlets to be drawing air from the same source
of radioactive materials, and that the locatien of the air inlets is less than
ideal, since they are not on opposite sides (180') of potential radiation
release points.

The applicant claimed a factor of 4 reductinn in estimate of the atmospheric
dispersion parameter for the control room to account for dilution effects
associated with the ABWR air inlet configurctions and the ABWR specific
building arrangement. SRP Section 6.4 allows a factor or 10 for reduction of
the parameters for dual air intake design with automatic selection centrol
features and with the inlets placed on plant structures on opposite sides.
Therefore, the staff fiads that the applicant's proposed reduction factor
of 4 (instead of 10) is reasonable and acceptable because the lower reduction
factor consecutively accounts for air inlets not being on oppcsite (180')
sides of potential indication release points.

The staff has estimated the control room operator doses using the design basis
loss-of-coolant accident described in Section 15.3.1 of this report. The
staff assumptions and dose estimates are listed in Table 15.10. The staff
concludes that the calculated doses meet the radiological consequence values
of General Design Criterion 19 and TMI Action item Ill.D.3.4, " Control Room
Habitability." The staff further concledes that the ABWR control room design
provides an acceptable maans of maintaining the control room in a safe and
habitable condition by providing adequate protection under accident conditions
in accordance with TM1 requirement,10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xxviii).
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Desian Certifical_ ion Materid

GE identified the interface requiremtat described below for the applicants
referencing the ABWR design. However, as a result of further review of all
interface items, GE has committed to revise the SSAR to reclassify this item
as a COL ITAAC item.

In accordance with TMI Action Plant Itch. III.D.3.4, utility applicants refer-
encing the ABWR design will be required to demonstrate that control room
operators are adequately protected against the effects of the release of toxic
substances, either on or off the site, and that the plant can be safely
operated or shut down under conditions created by design-basis accidents. The
amounts and locations of any possible sources of toxic substances in each.
plant vicinity will have to be identified following the methods outlined in
RGs 1.78 (Rev. 0) and 1.95 (Rev. 1). Specific detectors to permit automatic
control room isolation will have to be provided, where necessary. The need
for site-specific toxic gas protection will be reviewed to ensure that the -

control room operators are protected against releases of hazardous material.

The following needs to be included in ITAAC. The COL applicant will new
verify that the as-built design; the operating, maintenance, and emergency
procedures and training; and the performance characteristics of the Control
Room Habitability system are consistent with the lice.. sing basis documenta-
tion. The COL applicant will also need to verify that the technical specifi-
cations and surveillance procedures are consistent with the licensing basis
documentation. This ITAAC is Open item C.4-1.

The staff has reviewed the ITAAC for the Control Building HVAC system
(Table 2.15.5b, certified Design Commitments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7) and the
Control Building (Table 2.15.12, certified Design Commitments 1,. 2, 3, 4, and
5) as they relate to control room habitability and have found them to be '
acceptable with the following exception:

.

Table 2.15.12, Cert;fied Design Commitment 2, concerning internal flooding,-
should identify protective features to prevent control room flooding due.to a
rupture of reactor service water piping in the Control Building basement. -In
addition, the Control Building ITAAC does not address several features related
to control room habitability. The Control Building _-ITAAC should address:

1. general fire protection features, including noncumbustible construc-
tion and the use of heat- and flame-resistant materials throughout <

the building.

2. the fact that sprinklers are not installed in the building-(fire in
the control room will be addressed in SER Section 9.5.1.).

3. features that will protect the control room from the failure of
nonessential components.

4. ensure potential hazards are not located inside the control room or
compartments containing control building life support systems'.

5. the fact that non high-energy lines are located near the control
room..
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| In addition, Section 2.15.5, Control Room Habitability Area HVAC System,
should include a statement that the radiC ion monitors at the control room
emergency air intakes will permit automatic selection of "less-contaminated
air," rather than "non-contaminated air" as stated, in addition, this section
should clarify that the redundant control room habitability area HVAC system
consists of two systems; (1) the control-building recirculation unit (CBRU)
and (2) the control-building emergency recirculation unit (CBERU). It should
further clarify that each CBRU will consist of " redundant supply fans, pre-
filters, 80 percent efficiency filter..." as stated, and that each CBERU will
consist of, among other things, redundar'. HEPA filters and a 5.1 cm (2-inch)
' hick charcoal absorber with 95 percent iodine removal efficiency.,

Also, lable 2.15.5b (page 2.15-14) should include the following ITAAC items as
ced.ified design commitments:

1. Control room is physically located underground with a sufficient
distance from the main steam lines to provide an acceptable direct
gamma radiation exposure to the control room operators during and
following an accident.

2. In the event that significant concentrations of air radioactivity or
toxic chemicals are detected at the normal cor, trol room HVAC system
air intake, it would be automatically isolated and automatic control
room pressurization would immediately occur with filtered air taken
in by either of two separate air intakes.

3. Each CBERU will consist of redundant HEPA filters and a 5.1 cm
(2-inch) thick charcoal absorber with 95 percent iodine removal
efficiency.

4. Two control room emergency air intakes are widaly separated with
redundant radiation monitoring.

5. Radiation monitors at emergency air intakes would permit automatic _

selection of less-contaminated air at either intake.
,

G. The CBERU is designed to meet single-failure criterion.

Until the above identified issues are resolved, the staff cannot conclude that
the ITAAC provide adequate assurance that the plant will be built in accord-
ance with the certified design. lhis ITAAC is Open item 6.4-2,

6.5 Fissionfroduct Removal and Control Systems

6.5.1 Engineered Safety Features Atmosphere Cleanup Systems

The staff reviewed the ESF atmosphere cleanup systems in accordance with SRP
Section 6.5.1. It performed an audit of each area in the " Areas of Review"
portion of this SRP section according to the guidelines in the " Review
Procedures" of the section. Conformance with the acceptance criteria fermed
the basis for the staff'.s evaluation of the ESF atmosphere cleanup systems
with respect to the applicable regulations of 10 CFR Pcrt 50.
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!

The ABWR design has two (SF filter systems: the amergency recirculation mode ,

-of the control rcom equipment HVAC and the standby gas treatment systeais.

SRP Section J.5.1 acceptance criteria applicable for the emergency recircula- .

tion mode of the control room equipment HVAC are GDC 19 as it relates to the
system being designed for habitability of the controi room under accident and
LOCA conditions and GDC 61 as it reiates to the design of the system for
radioactivity control under normal and postulated accident conditions. As
concluded in Section 6.4 of this report, the system, which is one of the
control room habitability systems, complies with GDC 19 radiation exposure
limits for the control room operators. The SRP states that the specified
acceptance criteria are met by conforming with the guidelines of RG 1.52,
" Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident Engineered-
Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units e

of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants;" RG 1.52 compliance evaluation is
,

discussed in SER Section 9.4.1 and this section for control room habitability
system and the SGTS, respectively. Therefore, the staff has used the RG 1.52 |
guidelines as the basis for concluding that the ESF filter system complies -

with the applicable GDCs and consequently the applicable SRP acceptance |
criteria and, is therefore, acceptable. :

SRP Section 6.5.1 acceptance criteria applicable for the SGTS are GDC 41 as it
relates to the design of the system to be used for containment atmosphere -

cleanup following postulated accidents and to control releases to the environ-
ment, GDCs 42 and 43 as they relate to the inspection and testing of the SGTS,
GDC 61 (r.ee the above paragraph) and GDC 64 as it relates to monitoring radio-
active releases under normal, anticipated operation occurrences and postulated
accident conditions from the SGTS. As concluded in Section 11.5 of this
report, the system complies with GDC 64. The SRP states that the specified
acceptance criteria are met by conforming with the guidelines of RG 1.52.
Therefor 2, the staff has used RG 1.52 guidelines as the basis for concluding
that the system complies with applicable GDCs and consequently with the
applicable acceptance criteria and is, therefore, acceptable as described
below.

[ontrol Room Equipment HVAC System The function of this system is to supply
filtered outside air to the-control building after a DBA and to pressurize the
control room. Evaluation of this system is included in Section.9.4.1 of this
report. In the SSAR and DSER for this section, the emergency recirculation
mode of the Control Building HVAC system was identified as the Control
Building Outdoor Air Cleanup (CB0AC) System. GE has corrected this previous

-

error in the SSAR (Amendment 20).

Signdby Gas Treatment System The primary function of the SGTS is to filter
:

and thereby reduce offs!te airborne releases of radiciodine and particulates -

following a DBA (e.g.,- LOCA, fuel-handling accident, fuel cask. drop accident).-
This will be accomplished by automatic isolation of the secondary containment
from its normal HVAC air paths and automatic actuation of the SGTS on receipt
of:a LOCA signal or upon detection of high radiation levels in the secondary
containment normal HVAC exhaust or in the refueling ficor exhaust. The system
can also be manually initiates from the control roon to -reduce airborne
radioactive iodine and particulate releases when the primary containment is
(1) vented during startup for pressure control, (2) purged or deinerted during
normal plant operation, or (3) purged before personnel access to the primary
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containment during plant shutdovn for refueliag. The system will maintain the
secondary containment at a sligatly negative pressure (i.e., -0.6 kPa (60 *f)
[-0.25 inch water gauge]) with respect to the environs and process the
effluent gases througu a filter train to remove airborne iodines and particu-
lates. The system consists of two identical, parallel, physically separated,
100-percent capacity subsystems with associated piping and ducts, vslves,
dampers and controls, and a common single filter train as per original design.
Eachsubfystemhasadryertrainconsistingofamoistureseparatorforaflow
of 113 m / min. (4000 f t.3/ain.),anelectricprocessheaterenjanexhaust

ream of the heater designed fer an air flow of 113 m / nin.
f an downs}/ min. ).Eachfiltertraindownsgreamoftheexhustfansis(4000 ft.
designed for an air flow capacity of 113 m / min. (4000 ft p/ min. and consists
of a prefilter (one bank of two filters), a high-efficiency particulate air
(HEPA) filter, t 15cm (6-inch) deep charcoal adsorber, a downstream HEPA
filter, and space heaters. The system i:; designed to seismic Category I
requirements and will be housed in a teismic Category I structure.

The DSER stated that Appendix 6A to Chapter 6 of the ABWR SSAR demonstrates
the :ystem's compliance with each of the regulatory positions in RG 1.52,
Revision 2, except one relating to the requirement for redundancy in filter
train. Originally, the SGTS design included only a single filter train. The
DSER (SECY-91-IS3) identified the use of a tingle filter train in the SGTS as
an open item (#30). By submittal dated February 13, 1992, GE provided P&lD's
for a number of systems including the SGTS. The SGTS P&lD shows provisions of
two filter trains for the system. Therefore, this issue is resolved, subject
to revision of: SSAR Section 6.S.1; Table 6.5.1-1; SSAR Appendices 6A and 6B
to reflect the two filter trains in the system; and layout of drawings to
reflect appropriate location and space requirements for the two filter trains.
This is Confirmatory item 6.5.1-1.

Appendix 6B to Chapter 6 of the ABWR SSAR addresses the compliance status of
the instrumentation provided for the SGTS with the requirements identified in
Tabic 6.5.1-1 of SRP Section 6.5.1. In Appendix 6B, GE has identified devia-
tions from the instrumentation requirements listec in the table and has
explained that such deviations were in part due to the single filter train
proposed for the SGTS. However, the staff is still concerned with deviations
from the minin.um instrumentation identified in SRP Table 6.5.1-1, that will
not be addressed by the addition of a second filter train. As stated above,
the staff requires GE to revise the Appendix 6B to reflect the redundant
filter trains and justify any remaining deviat. .;s from SRP Table 6.5.1-1.
This is Open item 6.5.1-1.

During its meeting with the staff on May 5, 1992, GE committed to provide an
analysis to demonstrate that the use of the system during the inerting,
deinerting, pressure control, or purging of the primary containment during
normal plant operation will not impair its functional capability during a DBA.
This is Open item 6.5.1-2.

Subject to the staff's approval of the above analysis to be provided, revision
of SSAR portions mentioned above, ant resolution of the concern relating to
system instrumentation requirements described above, the staff concludes that
the SGTS adequate design meets the acceptance criteria ir. SRP Section 6.5.1.

1
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6.5.2 Containment Spray System

SRP Section 6.5.2 does not apply to the ABWR plant.

6.5.3 Fission Product Control Systems and Structures 1

The staff reviewed fission product control systems and structures in accord- '

ance with SRP Section 6.5.3. GE provided two fission product control systems
and structures. These are the primary containment, which includas the sup-
pression pool with scrubbing and retention capability, and the secondary can-
tainment, which includes the standby gas treatment system witn filtration
capability.

Primary Containmerd The primary containment is a cylindrical steel-lined
reinforced concrete structure that forms a limited leakage boundary for -

fission products released to the containment atmosphere following a LOCA or
any other accident that releases lesser amounts of fission products. The ,

structure is divided by a reinforced concrete diaphragm floor and the reactor -

vessel pedestal into upper and lower drywell, and a suppression chamber '

(wetwell). The diaphragm floor is rigidly attached to the reactor pedestal
and the containment wall. Tne diaphragm floor includes a liner to prevent
steam bypass from the upper drywell to the suppression chamber air space
during any accident. The primary containment will be totally enclosed within
the reactor building, a portion of which will form the secondary containment.
GE has assumed a design leak rate of 1.5 percent per day of the free contain-
cent volume at design pressure. A test program will be implemented to confirm
leak integrity of the primary containment structure (See Section 6.2.6 of this
report). The arimary containment will provide a passive barrier to limit
leakage of atraorne radioactive material following a LOCA by immediate closure ,

of cor,tainment isolation valves except for those necessary for ECCS and ESF
functions, information on the primary containment design, its isolation
metnods, and isolation times will be provided in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.4 of
this report. This inforna
bypass leakage area .0046m} ion includes an evaluation of the suppression pool2(0.05 ft | assumed by GE. GE originally assumed a
decor,tamination factor (DF) of 10 for the elemental and particulate forms of
iodine ru ulting from scrubbing and retention in the suppression pool. The
staff conservatively assumed in its radiological consequence analysis, a
decontamination factor of 2 (equivalent to suppression pool steam-bypass of '

,

50 percent).

GE has assumed a primary containment leak rate of 0.25 percent per day of free
containment volume 24 hours after a LOCA occurs. GE's evaluation of the pri-
mary cort 41nment pressure following a design basis LOCA indicated that it

- would be reduced by more than a facter of 2 from its peak value by 12 hours
and, consequently, the driving force for leakage would be correspondingly by
reduced. The staff agrees with GE's avaluation of the reduction in pressure
and driving force for leakage ani finds the assumed containment leak rate
24 hrs after a LOCA acceptable, Also, the staff finds the assumed pool DF of
2 for elemental and particulate forms of radioactive iodine meets the regula-
tory position identified in 3RP Section 6.5.5_" Pressure Suppression Pool as a
Fission Product Cleanup System" and is accepsable as discussed in Section 15.3
of this report. Tt.erefore, the staff concludes that the design features of.

the primary containment discussed in this SER section are acceptable _ for
controlling iission product release during an accident,
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Secondary Containw nt Ihe secondary containmer.t is a reinforced concrete
building that will form an envelope surrounding the primary containment above
the basemat. It will enclose the penetrations through the arimary containment
and all those systems external to the primary containment talt could become a
potential source of radioactive release after an accident. Following an acci-

i dent, the secondary containment normal HVAC paths will be secured, and the
; SGTS will actuate and maintain the secondary containment at a slightly nega-

tive pressure -0.06 kPa (60 'F) [-0.25-inch water gauge:I with respect to the''

adjacent areas. GE has assumed a drawdown ti of 20 m< nutes for achieving
this negative pressure in its LOCA dose evaluation. The SGTS will filter
airborne fission products (iodines and particulates) leaking from the primary ,

containment before their release to the environs GF assumed an inleakage i

rate of 50 percent of tile secondary containment free volume per day at a j

differential pressure of -0.06 kPa (60 'F) {-0.25-inch water gauge) with
respect to the adjacent areas. The secondary containment design is discussed
in Section 6.2.3 of this report. The design of the SGTS is discussed in
Section 6.5.1 of this report.

Based on the above information and concerns identified in Section 6.5.1 of |
this report, the staff concludes that GE i.as demonstrated the 99 percent |

| removal efficiency assumed for the SGTS filter train for all forms of ;odine |
'

based on compliance with RG 1.52 guidelines, and further concludes that the i

, fission product control system provided in the form of the SGTS for the ABWR
! design has the capability to reduce the DBA doses to within 10 CFR Part 100

limits subject to the acceptable resolutions of the Open Items 6.5.1-1 and
6.5.1-2 in Section 6.5.1 of this report.

6.5.4 Ice Condenser at a Fission Product Cleanup System

SRP Section 6.5.4 does not apply to the ABWR plan +.
.

!

6.5.5 Pressure Suppression Pool as a fission Product Cleanup System

See Section 15.6.5.5.1 of this report.

6.6 . lait,rvice Inspection of Class 2 and 3 Comoone. h
I

! (See SER Section 5.2.4 for the staff evaluatita of the inservice inspection of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary.).

The staff's evaluation of SSAR Section 6.6 was not complete in the DSER
(SECY-91-153) and was therefore identified as Open item 31. SSAR Section 6.6

| and Table 6.6-1 describe certain commitments and plans for the preservice
i inspection-(PSI) and inservice inspection E31) programs for ASME Code Class 2

ard 3 componants. GE discussed basic inspection concepts and general ASME'

Code provisions because the re:;uiremr.ts of the NRC regulations may be con-
trolled by the date of order of each specific component subject to.exainina-
tion. The staff review to date was cerformed in accordance with SRP Sec- i

tion 6.6, except as explained below.''

Throughout the service life of the plant, the COL applicant has the overall
responsibility for the completion of the ISI of the Class 2 and ; components.
However, other organizations also contribute to the examinati0n activity,
including the reactor vendor and the architect-engineer. The NRC staff and GE

L
-
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discussed the issue of 151 requirements on March 25 and 26, 1992, and decided-
that the COL applicant is responsible for the development of the PSI and 151
programs for all ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3 components. This is COL Action
item 6.6-1,

6.6.1 Requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a " Codes and Standards"

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(3) ASME Code Class 2 and 2 components shall be
designed and be provided with access to enable the performance of inservice
examination of such components and shall meet the preservice examination
requirements set forth in ASME Section '(I applied to the construction of the
particular component. The applicable construction code shall be determined by
Paragraph NCA-ll40 of ASME Section III, but the construction code that is
selected must be intorporated by reference in 10 CFR 50.55a(b).

All items of a nuclear power plant may be con,tructed to a single edition of
the ASME Code or each item may be constructed to Individually specified code
editions and addenda. NCA-ll40 states, in put; that in no case shall the
ASME Code edition established in the design specification be earlier than
3 years oefore the date that the nuclear power plant construction permit
application is docketed, in addition, NCA-1140 permits the use of later code
editions by mutual consent of the Owner and Certificate Holder, that is, an
organization holding a valid N, NV, HPT or HA Certificate of Authorization
issued by the ASME.

Throughout the service life of a boiling or pressurized water-cooled nucicar o
power facility, components (including supports) that are classified as ASME '

Code Class 2 and 3 shall meet the reouirements, except design and access *

provisions and preservice examination reautrements,-set forth in ASME Sec-
tion XI that become effective subsequent to editions specified in 10 CFR ,

50.55a(g)(3) and are incorporated by reference.in 10 CFR 50.45a(b), to the
extent practical within the limitations of. design, geometry, and materials of
construction of the components. The inservice examination of components'

conducted during the initial 10-year interval shall comply with the require-
ments of the latest edition and- addenda of ASME. Section XI incorporated by
reterence in 10 CFR 50.55a(b) on the date'12 months before the date of ;

issuance.of the operating license. The regulatio.is also rec ire that the ISI
program be updated for each subsequent 10 year interval to comply with the
ASME Ccde incorporated by reference in the " Codes and Standards" rule.

'

6.6.2 Application of the Codes end Standards Rule to Standard Design-
Cestifications-

,

Compliance with the requirements of the regulations for PSI and ISI must be
based on commitmonts for or by the COL applicant. The applicable ASME Code (s)
for 30th cesign and inservice inspections may not be known at the time of the-
design certification application. In addition, the regulation peraits the COL-
applicant the option to change to a newer edition of ASME Section XI, bv co:rr
genent, during the construction of the plant. *

The staff review of the information in the SSAR emphasized design access and
the use of effective nondestructive examination (NDE) methodology. Because
PSI requirements are established and known at the time each component is
ordered, 10 CFR 50.55a(g) does not have provisions for relief requests for
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impractical examination requirements. ASME Section X' does have provisions toi
use certain shop and field examinations in lieu of the onsite preservice
examination. Therefore, the COL applicant must incorporate plans for flDE
during design and construction in order to meet all access requirements of the
regulations. This is COL Action item 6.6.2-1.

ASME Section XI indicates that the preservice examination should be conducted
with equipment and techniques equivalent to those that are expected to be used i

for subsequent inservice examinations. Improvements in the ultrasonic testing
of Class 2 and 3 components will occur in the near future. The ASME has
published in ASME Section XI, Appendix Vil, " Qualification of flondestructive
Examination Personnel for Ultrasonic Examination," and Appendix Vlli, "Perfor-
mance Demonstration for Ultrase ic Examination Systems." The f1RC has pub-
lished in the Federal Register its intent to reference in 10 CFR 50.55a(b) the
ASME Section XI editior, that includes the published Appendix Vll. In addi-
tion, the fiRC staf f has established a technical contact to coordinate the
implementation of Appenoix Vill. Therefore, the PSI program in ABWR should
include provisions that ultrasonic testing be performed in accordance with
Appendices Vil and Vill pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(3).

The requirements for the initial inservice inspection program will be dater-
mined by the ASME Code in effect 1 year before the issuance of an operating
license. The COL applicant is required to meet the ISI requirements "to the
extent practical within the limitations of design, geometry and materials of
construction of the components." The regulations have provisions for the
staff evaluation, upon written request, of new ASME Code requirements deter-
mined by a licensee to be impractical for its facility.

6.6.3 Staff Evaluation

A PSI program and an ISI program will be prepared for each ABWR plant. GE
states that provisions have been made in the design and layout of Code Class 2
and 3 systems to allow for access for the examination requirements contained
in ASME Section XI, Articles IWC-2000 and IWD-2000, and as defined in the 151
program. As a result of a meeting between GE and the f4RL staff on March 25
and 26, 1992 it was determined that the COL applicant is responsible for the
development of the PSI and 151 programs for all ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3
components. The f1RC staff reviewed the above information regarding design
access for the preservice enmination and finds the information pertaining to
planning adequate. The bases for the staff's determination is that the SSAR
and supporting documentation commit the COL applicant to meet the requirements
of the f1RC regulations defined in 10 CFR 50.55a.

The SSAR states that the examination techniques to be used for ISI will
include radiographic, ultrasonic, magnetic particle, liquid penetrant, eddy
current, and visual examination methods. For all examinations, both remote
and manual, specific procedures will be prepared describing the equipment,
inspection technique, operator qualifications, calibration standards, flaw
evaluation, and records. These techniques and procedures will meet the
requirements of Articles IWC-2000 and IWD-2000 in the ASME Section XI edition
in effect as stated in 10 CFR 50.55a The SSAR has been revised to statethat personnel performing ultrasonic,(g).examinations shall be qualified in
accordance with ASME Section XI, Appendix VII. Ultrasonic examination systems
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shall be qualified in accordance with an industry accepted program for imple-
mentation of ASME Section XI, Appendix Vill. GE corsidered the supplemental
examinations recommended in GE service information letters (Sils) and rapid
comunication service information letters (RICSils) for previous BWR designs '

as not applicable to the ABWR. The ABWR design has either climinated the
components addressed by the Sils or RICSils ur has eliminated the need for the
examination by eliminating crevice designs and using materials resistant to
the known degradation mechanisms, such as intergranular stress enrrosion
cracking, upon which the Sits and RICSils examinatioas were based. The steff
finds these commitments acceptable.

6.7 Main Steam isolation Valve leakane Control %, stem

The ABWR does not use an MSIV leakage control system since credit is given to
both the main steamline piping and turbine condenser for deposition of fission
products. This is discussed in Section 10.3 of this SER.

6.8 llich-Pressure Nitronen Gas Supply System

The ABWR design includes four compressed air systems: the instrument air
system the service air system, the high pressure nitrogen (HPIN) gas supply
system, and the atmosphere control system. In SSAR Section 6.8, GE provides
information on the design of the HPIN system. The staff reviewed the informa-
tion in accordance with SRP Section 9.3.1, " Compressed Air System.'

The HPIN system will consist of both non-essential (i.e., non-safety related) '

~

and essential systems. A single non-essential system will provide continuous
nitrogen supply to all pneumatically operated components in the primary con-
tainment during normal operation. As noted in Section 6.5.2, during normal c

operation, the HP!N system is supplied fror, the nitregen gas evaporator /
storage tank <1a the makeup line to the ACS.

The essential system will have two independent divisions. Each division will
'contain a safety-related emergency stored nitrogen supply capable of supplying

~

100 percent of the requirements of the division being serviced. Nitrogen gas
for the essential system will be surplied from high pressure nitrogen gas
storage bottles. There are tielines betweer the non-essential and each divi-
sion of the essential system. Each tieline has a motor-operated shutoff
valve.

Because the HPIN system is one of the four systems that perform functions
addressed in SRP Section 9.3.1, the review of this system was performed as
p'rt of an integrated review of the ABWR compressed air systems. The results
of this review are given in bection 9.3.1 of this SER.
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7 INSTRUMENTATI0il AND CONTROLS

7.1 Jatroduction :

The staff has reviewed the instrumentation and control (I&C) design documented :
in standard safety analysis report (SSAR) Chapter 7 and associated reference '

material. A draf t safety evaluation report (DSER) was issued on September 18,
.

1991 (SECY-91-29i), " Draft Safety Evaluation Report on the General Electric '

Bolling Water Reactor Design Covering Chapter 7 of the Standard Safety
Analysis Report." The applicant retponded to the open issues identified in
the DSER by -letter dated February 3.1992. A copy of the DSER was also
provided to the Advisory Comruittee on Reactor Safeguards. The following
sections describe the staff's safety evaluation findings as of the date of
this report. This report addresses the SSAR submittals through Amendment 20,-
dated April 8, 1992. This report also describes design certification items
that will be included in the Tier 1 design description and inspectionc, tests,
analyses and acceptance criteria and design acceptance criteria (ITAAC and
DAC). See Chapter 14.1 for additional discussion about DAC. References to
previously reviewed plant desigas or topical reports are provided, where
applicable.

7.1.1 Acceptance Criteria

The acceptance criteria used as the basis for this review are set forth in *

NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports
far Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition" (SRP) and 10 CFR Part 52. Additional
Commission review guidance was provided in staff requirements memoranda (SRM),
dated June 26, 1990, and February 15, 1991, SECY-90 016, " Evolutionary Light
Water Reactor Certification issues and Their Relationship to Current Regula-
tory Requirements," and SECY-90-377, " Requirements for Design Certification
under 10 CFR Part 52," respectively.

The staff developed other acceptance criteria because the SRP does not
presently address design certification or the newer digital technology used in
the advanced boiling water reactor It WR) I&C systems. The additional accep-
tance criteria and conformance to tv *iRP are discussed in the applicable '

sections cf this report.

7.1.2 Method of Review

This review primarily concentrated on re:olving the open issues ider,tified in
the DSER including' systems which have had significant design changes relative -

to previously reviewed designs, the appropricte level of detail necessary for
design certification, and design issues for which the staff needed more .

information in order to assess acceptability.

The staff also visited GE Nuclear Energy's (GE's) offices and reviewed
relevant documentation including the Tier 1 Design Certification descriptions
and ITAAC and DAC. In addition, the staff engaged in numerous meetings and
phone conversations with GE, in order to clarify certain design issues.

-ABWR DFSER- 7-1 October 1992
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i

7.1.3 General findings
,

in accordance with Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.70, Revision 3. " Standard format
i

and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants (November i

1978)," SSAR Section-7 identifies the l&C systems that are important to
safety. For each of these systems, GE has also dcveloped a Tier 1 description |

and ITAAC and DAC. The staff has completed a preliminary review of a few |

selected systems and has provided comments to GE in public meetings. GE
submitted a large number of the ITAAC and DAC at too late a date for the staff
to complete its review for this report. The ITAAC and DAC are very important ;

to determining the safety of the I&C rystems and must be completed and i

accepted before design certification. These Tier 1 design descriptions and |associated ITAAC and DAC are open items discussed below in this report. j

The staff has concluded that the ABWR I&C systems differ significantly from !

I&C systems used in previously approved designs. The staff has previously -

reviewed designs using digital equioment similar to that proposed for the !
ABWR, but the ABWR design significantly extends the quantity and scope of the' '

digital microprocessor applicatio.,s. The ABWR design also requires a unique
review in conjunction with the design certification process. This review is
not directly comparable with any past licensing review. The primary differ-
ences (detailed in this report) result from using a digital, microprocessor-
based I&C system with multiplexed data links rather than the analog electron-
ics, relay logic, and hard-wired systems previously approved by the staff.
Because of the significant differences involved with implementing an I&C
design using digital ecuipment, the comparison between the ABWR I&C design,
ar.d previously acceptec designs in SSAR Table 7.1-1 does not provid a basis
for acceptance. Instead, the staff relied on SRP criteria, Commis31on
guidance, approved guidance in the "ALWR Utility Requirements Document,"
dpplicable regulatory guides and standards, and new staff developed review
criteria.. These precipitated GE's development of DAC for the 1&C Systems as
discussed below. The combination of these will enable the staff-to make itr
safety findings.

7.1.3.1 Standard Review Plan Criteria

Table 7-1 correlates the acceptance criteria identified in the SRP and
Commission regulations with the ABWR SSAR chapter (s) in which they are cited.
1he request for additional '.nformation (RAI) designation in the tables refers
to standatds to which GE has conrnitted in response to Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) requests fcr additional information or other docketed
submittals. This table does not consider the degree to rhich the ABWR design.
conforms with the requirements or the method used in the SSAR to 1mplement the.
required standards. SSAR Table 7.1-2 provides a similar matriy, which
correlat s the SRP criteria with systems rather than SSAR sections.

As shown by these tables, GE has committed to meet the SRP criteria with few
exceptions. The exceptions,-noted in SSAR Chapter 1.8, and the applicable
sections of this report discuss GE's conformance and exceptions to the
standards.
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Table 7-1 '

SRP Acceptance Criteria
i

|SRPCRITERIA ABWR SSAR CHAPTER 7 -

I
GDC 7.I 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.6 RAI

10 CFR 50.55A X X X X X X X
'

10 CFR 50, AppB X X X X X X X X +

GDC (GENERIC) X i

GDC 1 X X X X X X X X >

GDC 2 X X X X X X X

GDC 4 X X X X X X X

GDC 10 X X X

GDC 13 X X X X X X X X

GDC 15 X X X X X X X

GDC 16 X X X X X

GDC 19 X X X X X X- X X

GDC 20 X X X X X
;

GDC 21 X X X X

GDC 22 X X X X t

GDC 23 X .1 X X

GDC 24 X X X X

GDC 25 X X X X

GDC 28 X X X

.GDC 29 X X X X

GDC 33 X X X X X

GDC 34 X X X X

GDC 35 X X X- X
GDC 38 X. X X
GDC 41 X X X
GCC 44 -X X X

IEEE-
STANDARDS

279-1971 X X- X X X X X X

308-1971 X

317-1972 X

323-1974 X X X

336-1971
338-1971 X X |X X X X X

379-1972 X X- X '

384-1974 X X X X X X X X

:
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OTHER ABWR SSAR CHAPTER 7
GUIDANCE

IN SRP 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.A RAI

ANSI /ANS 4.5 X

ANSI N41.15 X X X X X

ISA 67.02 X X X X X X X

NUREG-0694 X X

NUREG-0696 X X X X X X X X

NUREG-0718 X X X X' X

;NUREG-0737 X X X X X X X X

_
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I

Table 7-1 I
lSRP Acceptance Criteria (cont.)

REGULATORY ABWR SSAR CHAPTER 7 !
GUIDES

IIN SRP 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 ' A RAI

RG 1.22 X X X X X
RG 1,47 X X X X X X ;

RG 1.53 X X X X X X i
RG 1.62 X X X X X X X l

RG 1.75 X X X X X,X X X X l

RG 1.89 X X X X X X X |
RG 1.97 X X X X X i

RG 1.105 X X X X X X i

RG 1.118 X X X X X X

RG 1.151 X X X X ,

i_ _ . _ _

BRANCH

TECHNICAL ABWR SSAR CHAPTER 7
POSITION

IN SRP 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.A RAI

BTP ICSB 3 X X X

BTP ICSB 4 N0" APPLIChBLE
BTP ICSB 12 X X|
BTP ICSB 13 N0" APPLICABLE
BTP ICSB-14 NOT APPLICABLE
BTP ICSB 16 del.ETED
BTP ICSB 20 X X

BTP ICSB 21 X X X X

BTP ICSB 22 X X X X

BTP ICSB 26 X X

THI ABWR SSAR SECTION 7
ACTION. PLAN
ITEMS IN SRP 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.A RAI

II.D.3 X X X o
II.E.1.2 N0" APPLICABLE
II.E.4.2 X X

II.F.1 X X X

II.F.3 X X X X

II.K.1 X X X X <

II.K.2 N0" APPLICABLE
II.K.3 X X X X

.
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SSAR iable 7.1-2 lists the applicable general design criteria (GDCs) for the
I&C chapter. SSAR Section 3.1 discusses each GDC generally and lists referen-
ces to other SSAR sections for specific system application of the CDC. GDC 3,
26, 27, 30, 37, 42, 43, 55, and 56 are listed in the SSAR Chapter 3 as being
included in Chapter 7. In the Chapter 7 GDC listings, however, these GDCs do
not appear but should. In addition, GDC 2, 15, 38, are listed in SSAR
Chapter 7, but there is o corresponding reference to Chapter 7 in the
Chapter 3 discussions. These discrepancies need to be corrected in an
amendment to the SMR. This is Open item 7.1.3.1-1.

The specific standards to which GE has committed are considered Tier 2
requirements and are appropriately listed in the SSAR. The most important
aspects or key characteristics of the specific standards, which will be
included in design certification by rulemaking, are included in the Tier 1
design information by GE, and are discussed in this report.

7.1.3.2 EPRI Requirements Document

To define technical requirements applicable to the design of advanced light
water reactor (ALWR) power plants, including the ABWR, the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) prepared the "ALWR Utility Requirements Document
(ALWR RD)," Volume II, " Evolutionary Plant," which specifically applies to the
ABWR design. Requirements pertaining to the I&C systems are primarily
contained in Chapter 10. " Man-Machine Interface Systems," of this EPRI
Pequirements Document. In a letter dated June 12, 1990, GE compared the ALWR
L aiutionary Plant RD and the ABWR SSAR. GE's letter concluded that a
detailed comparison showed that the ABWR SSAR complies with all but a few EPRI
ALWR requirements.

Table 7-2 lists the criteria identified in the EPRI RD which are not listed in
the SRP, and identifies the ABWR SSAR section(s) that discuss each require-
ment. As shown in Table 7-2, SSAR Chapter 7 provides little or no discussion
concerning many of the EPRI ALWR requirements. Because EPRI RD, Volume 11,
Chapter 10 includes topics other than those usually included in an SSAR, some
items may not be applicable. This table only lists the sections of the SSAR
or report if these items are listed. The staff did not compare the require-
ments listed to the entire AINR design for appilcability. In addition, many
requirements described in the EPRI RD do not reference a corresponding
published standard. There are also many requirements in the EPRI ALWR RD
which allow the vendor to implement different options or provide a caveat
indicating that the requirement should be implemented to the extent practical.

The statf has issued the final safety evaluation report (FSER) for the EPRI
Evolutionary Plant RD and has requested that GE provide clear, detailed
documentation as to how the ABWR design differs from the EPRI ALWR Evolution-
ary Plant RD, and how the design complies with the EPRI requirements. This is
also discussed in Chapter 1 of this report as Open Item 1.1-1. This was
identified in SECY-91-294 as DSER Open Item 4.

.
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Table 7-2
EPRI ALWR Requirementt

_-

ABWR SSAR CHAPTER 7
EPRI -

i

REQUIREMENT 7.1 7.2,7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.A RAI

i X XRG 1.152
RG 1.106
RG 1.33

lGL 83-08 X

10CFR50.62 X |
GDC 3
GDC 17
3DC 26

'IEEE 730 X
.

'

IEEE 829
IEEE 472 X X X

IEEE 7-4.3.2 X X X

BTPCMEB9.5-1
IEEE 603 X X

ISA WG67-15
RG 1.153 X

ANSI C96.1
NEMA PB1
D00 263
IPCEA 561402
NUREG 0493 X

NUREG CR4640
NUREG 0993
NUREG CR3958
NUREG CR4385
NUREG CR4386
NUREG CR4387
NUREG 0572
NUREG 0977
NUREG 1000
NUREG 1154

;NUREG 985 ,

__
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Table 7-2
EPRI-ALWR Requirt.ments (cont.)

_.

EPRI ABWR SSAR CHAPTER 7-
REQUIREMENT --

(Continued) 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.A RAI -

NSAC-39
EPRI 2184-7
MILSPEC 338
MILSPEC 217E X X

MILSPEC 781 i

MILSPEC 472
EPRI NP3659
EPRI NP6209

~

EPRI 5693P
EPRI f&3448
EPRI NP3701
EPRI NP3659
EPRI RP27057

;e

!
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7.1.3.3 Additional Criteria

Table 7-3 lists criteria and standards which are discussed in either the ABWR
SSAR or the staff's safety evaluation, or both, but are not included in
Tables 7-1 or 7-2. Some of these standards are referenced from standards
included in the previous tables and, therefore, could also be considered as
part of the EPRI or SRP listings. They are listed in this table for conve-
nience. This table includes standards and criteria which GE has committed to
use since the DSER was issued. This report also comments on future standards
that may become applicable to the ABWR design.

Table 7-3
Chapter 7 Additional Requirements

ABWR SSAR CHAPTER 7

CRITERIA /
I

STANDARD 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.A RAI

GDC 54 X

GDC 55 X

GDr. 56 X

GDC 57 X

RG 1.26 X

RG 1.28 X X | X X X X

RG 1.30 X X X X X X X

RG 1.32 X X X X X X X

RG 1.38 X X X X X X X

RG 1.58 X

RG 1.64 X X X X X X iX
RG 1.70 X X X X X X X X X X

RG 1.74 X

RG 1.88 X X X X X X X
-

RG 1.100 X X X X X X X

RG 1.123 X X X X X X X X

RG 1.144 X X X X X X X

RG 1.152 X X X C X X X X

RG 1.153 X X X X Y X X X
'

IEC 801-2 X X X X Xi X X X

IEEE 344 X X X X X,y

IEEE 352 X X X

IEEE 472 X X X X X X X X

IEEE 518 X X

IEEE 603 X X X X X X X X

IEEE 7-4.3.2 X X X X X X X X

IEEE 802.2 X X X X X X X X

IEEE 802.5 X X X X X X X X

ABWR DFSER 7-9 October 1992
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Table 7-3 continued
Chapter:7 Additional Requirements

-

_

- - ABWR SSAR CHAPTER 7
CRITERIA /

-STANDARD 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.A RAI

IEEE 828 X X X X X X X X:
IEEE 829 X X' X X 'X X X -X~
IEEE 830 X X X X X- X X X

~

IEEE 1012 X X X X X X X X

IEEE 1053 X X X X X X X X
NEMA 4 X X

NEDO 24708 X

ANS 4.5 X

NUREG 0493 X X X X X X X X X 1(
NUREG 0588 X

NUREG CR3453 X
NUREG -0308 X
NUREG -0491 X
ISA 67.04 X X X X 'X X X
10CFR21 X X X X X X X
MIL HDBK 251 X r. . X X X X X
MIL HDBK 217E X X X X X X X
MIL STD 2167 X- X X X X X
MIL STD 461C X X X X X X. X
MIL STD 462 X X X X X X X
10CFR50.49 X X X X X X X
10CFR50.62 X X
GL 83-08 X
GL 84-23 'X
ISO 7498 X X X
ANSI C37.90.2 X X X X X X X X
ANSI C62.41 X X X X X X X X
ANSI C62.45 X X X -X X X- LX' X
ANSI C63'.12 X X X X X X X- X

''

ANSI X3T9.5 X X X X X X- X X

SSAR_ Table 7.1-2,1dentifies the requirements applicable-to.the fBWR I&C
systems. However, this table does not explicitly identify, requirements
related to the safety system logic and control:(SSLC) and essential.
multiplexing. system (EMS). The staff-noted that GE ha:-defined the " reactor
protecticn (trip) system (RPS)" as a system that provides sensor signals and
reactor trip outputs,-and.uses the:SSLC as the means for~ implementing trip-
logic. The SSLC, in-turn, uses the EMS as the means:for-interfacing with
sensorsLand actuated equipment, except:where the devices are-hardwired. Thus,
the RPS design commitment'to-SRP criteria-implies anLSSLC and-EMS design
commitment to SRP criLeria. The staff concludes thatlGE's commitment to the.
SRP standards, Las shown in SSAR Table 7.1-2, includes the SSLC and EMS and is
acceptable.

,
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In th4 DSER, the staff concluded that SSAR Table'7.:-2 provides adequate
. l

commitments to the acceptance criteria prescribed by the SRP-with one_excep- '

tion. Specifically, the table did not expiicitly commit to 10 CFR Part 50,
GDC 1, " Quality Standards and Records." GDC 1 requires that systems and-
components important to safety be designed, fabricated, and tested to quality
standards commensurate with the importance of the safety functions- to be
performed. This criterion also requires that GE -identify and evaluate
applicability, adequacy, and sufficiency of generally remgnized codes and
standards.

In the DSER, the staff concluded that acceptance criteria for software-based,
digital 1&C systems were not addressed in sufficient detail by the regulatory
positions and industry standards referenced by GE in the SSAR. GE-did not
idenu fy any_ standards-regarding electromagnetic compatibility,_ local area .

networks, communications protocols, and. software design. While GDC 1 is I
addressed elsewhere in the SSAR, the staff believed that Chapter 7 should i
include an explicit commitment, and the DSER identified this as an open item. !

GE has amended SSAR Appendix 7A to include a substantial number of industry
,

standards in these areas. The staff concludes that the ABWR design now '

conforms with CDC-I by committing to use the appropriate industry standards
for the type of equipment intended.for use _in implementations of the ABWR
design. Thus, this DSER Open Item 5 is resolved.

SRP Appendix 7-B, " General Agenda, Station Site Visits," includes the follow-
ing statement:

An important part of the review at the operating license stage is
a site visit. It is preferable to_have the site visit sometime
before the completion of the drawing review. The purpose of the
site visit is to_ supplement the review of the design based on the-

j drawings and to evaluate the actual implementation of the design
as installed at the site. The NRC Regional Office having juris-
diction over the plant 'under consideration should -be notified
ahead of time of the visit so that the regional inspectors-can
become familiar on a first-hand basis with findings that may-
require followup action. Since proper implementation = of design is
the ultimate goal-of the technical review process, the importar.ce
of a site visit-is self-evident.

SRP Appendix 7-B provides a general agenda for the ~ station site visit,
including veri _fication of layouts, separation and isolation provisions, test
features, and potential for damage from fire, flcoding, and other events.
Because the design certification will be . issued before a construction site is
selected, this SRP review item cannot be completed. The ITAAC and'DAC-process
will be used to accomplish this necessary inspection task for design certifi-
cation. All items described in SRP Appendix 7-B.will be included in the ITAAC '
and DAC, as described in this r yort.

Because the ABWR has been _ submitted for design certification,- 10 CFR Part 52
applies in addition to the 10 CFR Part 50 regulations. The 10 CFR Part 52
rule requires a level of design detail beyond a s.mple statement of- confor-'

mance to the existing requiremnts. Specifically,10 CFR 52.47(a)(2) requires
the following:
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The application must contain a level of design information suffi-
cient to enable the Conmission to judge the applicant's proposed
mean of assuring that construction conforms to the design and to
reach a final conclusion on all safety questions associated with
the design before the certification is granted. The information
submitted for a design certification must include performance
requirements and design information sufficiently detailed to
permit the preparation of acceptance and inspecticn requirements
by the NRC, and procurement specifications and construction and
installation specifications by an applicant. The Commission will
require, prior to design certification, that information normally
contained in certain procurement specification and construction
and installation specifications be completed and available for
audit if scch information is necessary for the Commission to make
its safety determinatian.

In addition, 10 CFR 52.47(b)(1) states that, "...this rule nust provide an
essentially complete nuclear power plant design except for site-specific
elements," such as the switchguard and service water intake structure.

The remaining sections of this chapter describe the information provided by GE
and the staff's conclusions concerning monformance of the ABWP design with-the
SRP requirements and 10 CFR Part 52. In the DSER, the staff concluded that GE
had adequately committed to the SRP requirements, but had not provided design
information detailed enough for the staff to conc.ude that the plant will be
built in accordance with those stendards. This wts identified as DSER Open
item 1. GE has resolved this open item by committing to include design
acceptance criteria as part of the ITAAC. The ITAAC and DAC will describe the
process to be followed during the design of the I&C hardware and software.
The staff has determined that ap,oroval of the DAC process and the requirement
for the NRC to evaluate the adequacy of the process implementation will allow
the staff to make its safety determination.

ITAAC and DAC PROCESS

The following description of the ITAAC and DAC process and the NRC staff
involvement is a key consideration in the final safety determination cf the
I&C system, lherefore, this description must be included in the design
certification rule for the ABWR. This is a critical feature of the ITAAC and
DAC discussion, which is necessary for staff acceptance of the ABWR IAC for
certification without substantial design detail. The staff has proposed that
this design process description be included in the Tier 1 design (- criptions.

For the microprocessor and digital control technology aspects of the instru-
mentation and control system design of the ABWR, the staff has determined that
it is premature to complete the final design details before the combined
license (COL) is issued. Becau:e the technology in this area is rapidly
evolving, it is important that the certified design description and ITAAC and
DAC do not " lock in" a design which would be obsolete at the time of construc-
tion. The approach that wi'i be used is to " lock in" a design process and the
specific acceptance criteria which, if met, would result in a design which is

.
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Meanwhile, the functional ' ystem description, cwited to stan-acceptable. s

dards, and commitment to a structured design process (IT E and DAC) must be '

sufficient for_ the staff to make their final safety determination at this
time.

Because GE has not finalized the hardware and software design for the ABWR
instrumentation and control systems, the staff ,till use the two-part approach
stated in SECY-92-053, "Use of Design Acceptance Criteria during 10 CFR
Part 52 Design Certification Reviews." In reviewing the instrumentation and
control systems, the first part of this approach involves a detailed func- :
tional review at the available block diagram level. GE has appropriately
implemented the Commission's requirements related to- post'ilated single
fai!ures, common mode failures, appropriate signal isolation, and other
aspects that are typical of a corresponding analog contrcl system review.
This review also establishes the detailed functional requirements for the
instrumentation and control systems.

The second part addresses the adequacy of the digital control systems imple-
mentation with respect to the functional system requirements. This review"

upon a formal design implementation process with phased ITAAC and DAC (i.e., a
series of sequential design criteria that must be met for process completion)
for design development.

This report document the staff's review of the ABWR instrumentation and
control systems at the functional block diagram level (the fir;t of the two-
part approach documented in SECY-92-053).

The Tier 1 design descriptions _and the ITAAC and DAC were not submitted as
part of the original design certification application. Instead, GE submitted
this information for a small group of systems as a pilot program in an attempt
to reach agreement on the general scope of the descriptions and ITAAC and DAC.

The staff reviewed the RPS_ Tier 1 description and-ITAAC and DAC as represen-
tative of the I&C systems, and provided comments during meetings and under
separate documentation, which were incorporated into GE's ITAAr; and DAC docu-
ments. The staff believes'that the RPS description and ITAAC and DAC are near-
completion and are expected to be acceptable. The staff has also reviewed'the
software ITAAC and DAC and has provided a substantial number of comments which
are still in the process of being resolved. The staff also believes that
significant revisions will be required in the areas of electromagnetic~s,
interference.(EMI) and setpoint methodology. The-other ITAAC and DAC are
under review and will be discussed in the FSER. -In general, the descriptions
and ITAAC and DAC that GE proposed were neither as detailed nor as complete as
the staff expected.

Desian Certification Material-

Because the. design detail for the ABWR is not available, the staff has
concluded that it is necessary to review both the SSAR and the ITAAC and DAC
to reach design certification material safety conclusion. Because the ITAAC
and DAC are still under review (r.s a result of their late submittal), the -
development of the I&C generic ITAAC (which include Instrurunt Setpoint
Methodology, Equipment Qualification, Safety System and Logic Control,-and-
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Computer Development), and development of the DAC'(which include Software
Management, Configuration Management, and Verification and Validation) is,
considered Open Item 7.1.3.3-1 which must be resolved before the staff can
reach its final safety determination.

Computer Development DAC
'

The follnwing discussion of the computer (software and hardware) development
DAC illustrates the implementation of the ITAAC and DAC and the NRC staff
involvement. The primary function of the software is to implement.the-
functional instrumentation and control requirements described in the design
descriptions, ITAAC and DAC, and SSAR for the systems composing the ABWR. A
structured design process (described below) will be used to assign these
functional system (including the SSLC, RPS, and alternate rod insertion (ARI),
among others) requirements to the specific hardware and software components
that accomplish the various tasks.- 1

The design certification will inciude the description of the design process to
be followed for software development; the inspections, tests, and analyses to
be performed; and the appropriate acceptance criteria. The software-related
ITAAC ana DAC differ somewhat from most system ITAACs in that they include
acceptance criteria for the certified design process, referred to as design
acceptance criteria (DAC). The DAC describe attributes of the software
development process, as well as some specific attributes of the final software
product. The ITAAC and DAC will include the following design stages (the
software life cycle), which are necessary for development of both safety-
related and non-safety-related software:

planninga

requirementsa

design*

implementation*

integration*

validation-

installation*

operstion and maintenance*

The NRC will perform audits and inspections at each phase. The ITAAC and DAC
will include criteria describing the method to be used:to develop plans and
-procedures that will guide the design process throughout the life cycle
stages:

'

The Software Management Plan will establish the organizatica and*
,

authority: for the design, the procedures to be used, and the . inter-
relationships between major activities.

The Software Configuration Management-Plan will provide the means to*

identify software products, control and implement changes, and record
and report change -implementation status.

The Software Development Plan will describe the development process,*

tools, documentation, and products developed according to the software
life cycle.

ABWR DFSER 7-14 October 1992 ';
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The -Software Quality Assurance (QA) Plan (required by 10_CFR Part- 50,.

Appendix B) will describe the softwar& specific activities to be
performed and controlled in addition to the approved QA plan that will
be used to control the total ABWR design.

The Sof tware Verification and Validation Plan will describe the method.

that will be used to ensure that the requirements of each phase are
fully and accurately implemented into the next phase.

4

The Software Safety Plan will describe the safety and hazards analyses-

that must be performed.
..

The Software Operations and Maintenance ilan will include the procedures- ;.

required to ensure that the software will bee operated correctly and i

that the quality of the software will be maintained.

The ITAAC will be inspected by the iiRC to verify conformance with the require-
~

ments at several phases or sequential stages during the safety-related digital ;

control system design process. The documents which demonstrate satisfactory
implementation of the ITAAC will be available for inspection at the completion
of each of the abovo stages. The stages or phases are shown in Figure 7.1-1.
The COL holder will be required 'to satisfactorily complete each ITAAC phase
prior to proceeding to the next phase of the design development. Failure to
successfully complete a stage in an ITAAC and DAC may require repeating an
earlier stage and/or changing the system design. The NRC staff will. issue an-
inspection report. for each phased ITAAC and identify any open issues which
requiro resolution. Significant open issues which are not resolved could
result in the NRC staff concluding that the ITAAC had not been satisfactorily-

completed. At each phased ITAAC, the design development must be-vertfled to
be in accordance with the certified design process and that the detailed
design developed (through that stage) meets the certified design. Upon.
completion ~of each phased ITAAC, the COL holder will certify to the NRC. that
the stage has been completed and the design'and construction completed up
through that stage-is in compliance with the certified design. The COL holder
will also provide a~ description of. the next phase of design development-and
associated testing, analyses, and acceptance criteria, in enough. detail that
the NRC staff can determine whether or not the proposed design development and
testing is consistent with the certified design process and next-ITAAC. This
phTsed process will continue until all ITAAC steps for all the safety-related
software are complete.
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The certified design description and' design development process continue for
the lifetime of the plant. The COL holder will- be required to use an approved
Software Change Procedure based upon the certified design development process
for the operation stage of the. life cycle. This will be a requirement of the
COL and is r.ot-includ:d in the design certification DAC.

The Tier 2 commitments described in the SSAR and related (docketed) documents
provide methods and descriptinns of the implementation of the Tier 1 require-
ments. The determination that the plant has been constructed in accordance
with the design certification will require the use of the information con-
tained in both the Tier 1 and lier 2 documents. The Tier 2 commitments are
based on postulations of how tne design will be implemented which may change
when detailed design begins; therefore, the Tier 2 commitments may have to be
changed. As proposed by the staff, the Tier 2 ccmmitments that effect the
technical design of the I&C systems including the design process, design
implementation, and the NRC staff review, as described in the FSER, when
changed, must t'e submitted to the NRC for review prior to implementation. For
example, GE has committed that the ABWR diesel generator load sequencers will
be implemented using relay logic. If a decision is made after design certifi-
cation to implement the logic using programmable logic controllers, the staft
considers that to be a significant change to the Tier.2 design and would
require that the design requirements be submitted for review prior to imple-
mentation. The Tier 2 change process is also discussed in Chapter 14 of this
report.

The process to be used for software development and implementation will be in
full compliance with the regulatory requirements and specified industrial
standards gcVerning those activities. Tne requirements of 10 CFR Fart 50 will
be met, in addition to the requirements listed in this description and ITAAC
and DAC. In particular, the vendor implementation and the NRC evaluation of
the sof tware QA program will be accomplished under a 10 CFR Part 50, Appen-
dix B program.

Prototvoina

Included as part of the level-of-detail open issue, the staff stated that it
expected to require prototype tetting of new technology. -Such testing would
confirm expected safety performar.ce, reveal unforeseen systems interactions,
and allow the staff to reach its safety determination on systems which may not
have extensive operating experience. With .the limited design information
currently available, the staff has concluded that prototypes will be needed to
cemonstrate-acceptable perfcrmance of the interconnected RPS, emergency safety
features actuation system,-EMS, and SSLC systems.

Using the SSAR Appendix 18E design process description as a reference point,
the staff identified several points that have at times been referred tc by'
various parties, including the NRC, as " prototypes." In addition to those
discussed in the following paragraphs, there are probably other points that
could be referred to as prototype points, but the staff believes that these
examples clarify the issue.

_

The first prototype point, which occurs before design certification, is a
demonstration .of the basic technology or an example of a possible implementa-
tion. For instance, the GE Nuclear Measurement Analysti and Control line
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demonstrates that microprocessors can be used to perform functions similar to
those that will be required for the ACWR design, such as neutron monitoring
which require data transmission, comparison to set points, and logic deci-
sions. The staff has considered the previous demonstrations of digital
technology and does not require further demonstration of the feasibility of
digital implementation * the I&C design. The staff also does not oelieve
that there is any need to put any acceptance cciteria into the ITAAC and DAC
for this prototype point. The design process description and the assessment
of pro'!en technology required in the equipment selection process will be ade-
quate.

The second prototype point identified in SSAR Appendix 18E occurs during the
selection of the equipment vendors, when prototyping may be used to demon-
strate capcbilities or compatibility with the rest of the design. The staff
does not believe that this point is necessory to make a safety determination
Therefore, this prototype need not be included as an item in the ITAAC and
DAC.

The third point (probably occurring several times during the design implemen-
tation process) involves the development prototyping. For example, this may
include breadboarding (mock-up testing of a computerboard), testing specific
components, and evaluating the use of different software languages to imple-
ment the neutron monitoring algorithms. The staff doe: not believe that this
type of prototyping needs to be described in the ITAAC and DAC because the
process or cumponent eventually selected will be assessed, and there is no
need to assess methods that are not selected.

The fourth point could be either the prototype development and testing blocks
identified in SSAR Appendix 182, or the point identified in the design process
as " perform hardware / software integration testing." The staff has concluded
that either of these is an appropriate point to audit and as part of the
verification that the design has been implemented correctly. Therefore, one
of these events needs to be included in the ITAAC and DAC. At a minitum, the
following items should be included in the ITAAC and DAC:

Development of the test and evaluation procedures as the design.

commitment

Inspections to verify that the procedures are being used correctly as.

the inspection activity

Completion of the testing, documentation of the results, and the.

feedback of the results to the design process as the acceptance criteria

The' staff believes that the inclusion of this fourth prototype point in the
ITAAC and DAC would serve two primary purposes. First, this prototype would
verify that the design is being implemer.tej as certified and that the previous
requirements have been met. Second, this prototype would establish the more
detailed acceptance criteria fcr the next step (described below). At a
minimum, the staff believes that this prototype should have on? full channel
of the SSLC using hardware and software similar to the intendal final product.
However, the staff has not concluded which specific system or generic ITAAC
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and DAC this prototype step would be included in, since the ITAAC and DAC are
.still being developed and evaluated. This item is included as part of the
Open Issue 7.1.3.3-1 discussed above on the ITAAC and DAC.

The fifth point (not usually referred to as a prototype) would be a final
factcry acceptance test. The staff believes that this test should be included
in the ITAAC and DAC. This prototype should be similar to the fourth point
(described above), except that this test would involve the final software and
hardware to be installed in the plant and would include all channels.

The last point (also not usually referred to as prototype) to be included in
the ITAAC and DAC is the final test and inspection, before fuel 1 id, as
installed in the plant. The acceptance criterion would be a successful
demonstration that all original design certification criteria have been met.

GE has agreed with . . of prototypes, and these will be included in the
ITAAC and DAC. The r_ c . ed testing is (or will be) described in the ITAAC
and DAC and is discussed |n m 3 report or will be discussed in the FSER. In-
addition, the ITAAC and DAC should not include a series of tests that will be
perf ormed following fuel load under the gJidelines of 10 CFR Part 50.

7.1.4 Specific Findings

In a number of areas, GE'has committed to make changes or to provide addi-
tional documentation to address concerns raised by the staff dur mg its'
review. These issues are addressed in each relevant section of this report.

The DSER (SECY-91-294) identified (in Section 7.4.1.2) as Open Item 7, the
lack of automatic initiation capability for the standby liquid control system
(SLCS). GE has since committed ir the SSAR Chapter 9 to provide automatic
initiation for this system, and has included this capability as a Tier 1

'
design certification requirement th6t +1 be verified during the ITAAC and,

DAC process. However, SSAR Sectior, 7.1.1.4,2 has not yet been revised to
reflect this change. Therefore, this is Confirmatory. Item 7.1.4-1.

In response to NRC Bulletin 88-07, " Power Oscillations in Boiling Water
Reactors," (June 15,1988), GE committed to implement the Boiling Water
Reactors Owners Group (BWROG) resolution, which includes- the-installation of
an oscillation power range monitor (0PRM) system. However, SSAR Sec =
tion.7.1.1.6.1.has not yet been revised to reflect this change. This confir-
matory_ item is discussed further in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.6 of this rcport.

D_gsion Certification- Material

The TTAAC and DAC and Tier 1 description for the neutron monitoring system .
(NMS), including the OPRM, have not been submitted for review. Therefore, thL .

N M ITAAC and DAC and Tier I description is Open Item 7.1.4-1.

The OPRM also has_ not been included in the draft RPS ABWR technical specifica-
tions (TS).. -Therefore, this is Techt.ical Specification-Item 7.1.4-1.
Additional discussion of TS is provided in Chapter 16 of this report.

SSAR Section 7.1.2.1.6 describes an integrated self-test provision beilt into
.the microprocessors. The SSAR described this feature as safety-associated and

h
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the DSER (SECY-91-294) identified this as Open item 7. GE committed to
qualify the " elf-test features as Class IE for microprocessors performing
safety-related functions and has revised the SSAR to reflect this commitment.

' .This DSER (SECY-91-294) Open Item is resolved.

In an SRM dated February 15, 1991, the Commission directed the staff to
develop regulatory guidance for the formulation of an inspection, test,
analysif, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC and DAC) program. The contents of
the ITAAC and SAC program for the ABWR will be the basis for confirmation that
the physical arrangements ana installation of the IAC eauipment comply with
the design criteria and descriptive information reviewed by the staff.

7.2 Reactor Protection System

7.2.1 General System Description i

The RPS is descrioed in Section 7.2 of the SSAR, and certain aspects of the
design are alsn d"cused in SSAR Appendix 7A. The RPS will also t tve a
Tier 1 design dest.. iption and associated ITAAC and DAC. This system includes 1
those power sources, sensors, communication links. software, initiation ;

circuits, logic matrices, bypasses, interlocks, racks, panels and control ;

boards, and actuation and actuated devices that are required to initiate |

reactor trip. The RPS is designed to automaticslly initiate the rapid
insertion of the control rods of the reactivity control system to ensure that
the specified acceptabla fuel design limits are not exceeded. The RPS also
provides status information to the operator, as well as status and control
signals to other systems and annunciators. The RPS is qualified as a Class IE
safety system and will be environmentally and seismically qualified. The ARI
by the fine motion rod control drive is discussed in Section 7.4 of this
report.

The RFS is an open loop system having four major functions: Sense, Command,
Execute, and-Display. In the highest level functional description, the ABWR
RPS is similar to the RPS previously reviewed and accepted for the GESSAR II
design. The primary difference in the I&C portion of the design is the-
technology of the digital, microprocessor-based logic and multiplexed communi-
cation systems which are now used for most of the I&C design in the ABWR RP?.

In the ABWR, the RPS is implemented using the .SSLC system, which is shared
with the main steamline isolation valves (MSIVs) and the engineered safety
features (ESF) systems. ESF systems that will share the SSLC include the
high-pressure core flooder (HPCF) system, the residual heat .emoval (RHR)
system, the automatic depressurization-system (ADS), the leak detection and
isolation system, and the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system; The-

followly descriptions generally apply to those ESF systems as well as the
RPS. Differences are discussed in Section 7.3-of this report, which specifi-
cally addresses ESF systems.

A primary function of the SSLC is to sense the condition of the plant and
provide accurate information to the command (calculation and comparison)
section of the RPS which in turn will initiate _ a reactor trip (scram) when
any one of the following predetermined conditions occurs:

neutron monitoring system conditions exceed acceptable limitsa

.
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#

hhh reactor pressure
_

+

low eactor water level (level 3)=
.

- high drywell pressure+

main steamline isolationa

low control rod charging header pressure+

high main steamline radiationa

turbine stop valve closure- +

-turbine control valve closure.

manual scram+

Sections 7.2.7 and 7.11 of this report discuss the specific setpoints at which
a trip dactsion is reached.

SSAR Section 7.2.1.1.4.2 lists the initiating RPS circuits, which include the
conditions listed above, as wcll as a reactor trip on high seismic activity.
GE has stated that the latter was inadvertently included and will be deleted.
GE must also make the necessary revisions to remove the seismic trip from SSAR-
Figures 7.2-9a, 7.2-101 through 7.2-10n, 7.2-10ai through 7.2-10al, 7.2-10au
through 7.2-10az, 7.2-10ba, and 7.2-10bb (all in SSAR Amendment 5), as well _as
several additional sections throughout SSAR Section 7.2. This is Confirmatory
Item 7.2.1-1.

The NMS provides separate, isolated, bistable source range neutrnn monitor
(SRNM) and average power range monitor (APRM) trip s:gnals directly to the
four divi 4 'enal trip logic units (TLUs)_of the RPS. The NMS monitors from a
sous ce rai ' of 1.E+3 ne to 125 percent of rated power. It provides ti:o
signals fer SRNM upscale, SRNM short period, SRNM and APRM inoperative, APRM
rapid flow decrease (reactor internal pump trip), and APRM upscale (flux and
thermal power). The NMS does not use the. EMS to transmit its data, and it
does not use the aigital trip modules (DTMs) to determine tripped or non-
tripped status.

The staff concludes that the SSAR states commitments _ concerning compliance
with Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 279-1971 for the
NHS. In addition, in response to NRC Bulletin 88-07, " Power Oscillations in
Boiling Water Reactors", GE committed to implement the BWROG-solution of
installing an OPRM system.- This is Confirmatory _ Item 7.2.1-2. The NM and
the OPRM are described in more detail in Section 7.6 of this report.

The second primary function of the RPS is the command function, which is
implemented using the logic of the SSLC. The RPS automatically initiates
rapid insertion of the control. rods to shut down (scram) the reactor when
warranted by any one of the predetermined conditions (listed above). The
scram is initiated by means of_ four redundant divisions of sensor channels,
trip logic, and trip actuators, and two divisions of manual scram controls and
se m. logic circuitry. In most instances, the EMS (described in Sec-
tion 7.2.2.1) encodes the analog sensor' channel output. signal or contact
position into a digital message, then transmits the message via an optical
data link to a central decoder, which presents the signal ~ to the DTM. In this
manner, the EMS trunsmits data to the DTM (described in Section 7.2.2.2)-_from
the reactor pressure transducer, reactor water level (level 3) transducer,
drywell pressure sensor, and low control rod-drive charging header pressure
sensor. The exceptions to this EMS-to-DTM pathway include the manual scrcal,
which bypasses both the EMS and DTM, since it is hard-wired frcm 'he main
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control panel directly to the TLU. Other exceptions include. the main steam
isolation valve position witches, which are hard wired to the DTM, as are the
main steamline radiation monitors, tu-bine stop valve closure, and turbine
control valve fast closure inputs. (That is, they transmit their input
directly to the OTM, without using the EMS.) The SSAR text and figures

<

currently indicate that the turbine inputs are multiplexed, and GE will revise
the information accordingly. This is Confirmatory Item 7.2.1-3.

The DTM compares the sensor data (either received directly from the sensor or
via the EMS) to a preestablished setpoint and determines if the individual
sensor is in a tripped or non-tripped state. The data link between ti,e

sensors and the DTM is accomplished by means of Tiber distributed data
interface (FDDI), a bi-directio,al, fiber optic link in which two redundant8

token ring networks provide the data path protocols. Each sencor input is
multiplexed through each of tne two links, so that the loss of a single
direction of a channel EMS will not prevent the 3SLC from receiving the sensor --

information.

The RP5 is a four-division system in which each parameter is monitored by four [
instrumeat channels (one in each civision). Fome of the sensed parameters
have more than the four sensors. For example, the SRNM has 10 channels that-

feed into the four RPS channels. The MSIV position and turbine control valve
~

fast closure each provide eight inputs. Trip signals and NMS input from the
four DTil channels form four two-out-of-four coincidence logic matrices (One
fcr each division of trip logic). A trip output from a DTM also indicates the
parameter that exceeded its setpoint. The two-out-of-four comparison is

'accomplished in the trip logic unit, and the voting is local coincidence logic
which requires that the two tripped signal inputs originates from the same
parameter. (The TLU is described in S ttion 7.2.2.3 of this rep ;t.) Trip
signals from the division TLU go to the RPS OLU. Tne OLU hard logic (not
sof twart. or firmware) ur.it, similar in ccncept to the GESSAR II design,
connects the divisional two-out-of-four TLU trip signals to the control rod
scram pilot valves. (The OLU is described in Section 7.2.2 A of this report.)
Each final scram logic provides four output signals, each of which operates a

-

load driver. A scram occurs when TLus f om two divisions are tripped. I r.-

'

effect, the two-out-of-four vote occurs twice. The first vote occurs at the
TLUs with a vote between the DTM (or NMS) inputs, and the second vote occurs
at the load drivers.

The RPS interfaces with each cnntrol rod drive through its own pair of*

solenoid scrim pilot valves to perform the execute function. A rod scram is
initia ud when both (two-out-of-two) solenoids of a scram pilot valve are
de-energized.

'
The scram pilot valve vents the air that nolds the scram valve closed.
Opening scram valve allows cor. trol rod water to act on the drive piston,
resulting in the rapid insertion of the ro6 . With this arrangement, a scram ;
of all rods is initiated if any two of the four divisional TLUs are tripped

-

The OLO output is also used as input to the two backup scram logic circuits.
The energize-to-scram backup logic arrangemeat is powered by 125 Vdt, rather
than the 120 Vac that powers the scram pilot valves, which de-energize to
scram as discussed above. When the backup logic relays are tripped, the relay
contacts energize the air header dump vahe solenoids and initiate the scram.
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In case of off-normal ccnditions, the ARI function can also automatically .

. insert the control rods using the fine motion control rods or tho' ARI scram "

valves. (This ARI function is discussed in Section 7.4.of this report.) The
St.CS (discueed in Section 7.4.1.2) can also automatically shut down the
reactor.

For manual scram, four- push-button switches art provided (one for each divi-
sional trip logic). Additionally, hard-wired manual scram ability is provided
by two pushbuttons to the power supplies for the pilot scram solenoids.
Actuation of any two of the four divisional switches will scram the reactor
using the load drivers provided for automatic scram. Tne reactor can also be
scrammed by setting the mode switch to the "shutdowr" position.

The RPS display function is accomplished using a combination of Class 1E fixed
mimic displays and Class IE divisional visual display units. The displays and |rela.ed staff conclusions are addressed in Chapter 18 of the SSAR an1 of this '

report.
.

SSAR Table 18F-1, lists t|,c dMplays required to execute an EPG step, the
alarms required to perform the step, and the displays to judge that *hs action
has been initiated or accomplished. All of the parameters that prJ M scram-
inputs for the RPS are displayed and alarmed. Initiation and accomp whment

-

of the scrum function is also displayed. '

The reactor protection system periodically will be tested during plant
operatior- as defined by the TS, discussed in Section 7.13 of this report' In.

addition to this standard, manually-initiated surveillance, the safety system
logic portion of the RPS will be tested continuously and automatically by the
self-test subsystem (STS). Section 7.2.2.5 of this report provides a more-
complete description of this softvare-based self-diagnostic system.

Complete electrical and physical separation must be maintained between the
four divisions of the RPS. This Tier I requirement will be verified during

-the implementation of the ITAAC and DAC. Because of the extensive use of
multiplexors and software, the staff concluded in the DSER that the design
must also address information (error handling). This aspect of the multi-
plexors is discussed in Section 7.2.2.1 of this report. .

A trip of any channel is annunciated and causes that channel to_ lock in the
trip mode until manually reset. The RPS also is fai*l-safe, since a loss of

_

power to a channel results in that channel going to the tripped condition.

The design of the ABWR RPS is significantly different than previous designs.in
the method of implementing the high-level functional design. . The : staff
reviewed the SSAR and concluded that, in conjunction with GE's responses to
the RAls, the SSAR provides a conceptual- design description to a functional
block diagam level of detail. The staff's review revealed that the h;,cdware
design documentation for the SSLC did not state details such as the fcllowing:

bus protocol.-

bus data capacity=

hardware level interrupts provided fora

the size of the memory-

the speed and size of the nicroprocessor 'a
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,

the format of the status panel*
-

hardware-ba:ed interlocks+

type of display needia+

Thu higher level block diagram of the safety-related signal paths is simple
cnd direct. However, in a microprocessor-based system, the software implied
in the blocks of the system diagran can mask much of the safety system's
design complexity. Several of the significant issues involving the use of
these systems have been presented to the Commission in SECY-91-292, " Digital
Computer Systems for Advanced Light Water Reactors," dated September 16, 1991.
The staff concluded in the DSER tFat the SSLC design was not essentially
complete as required. (For example, data about the TLU trip status were not
listed as output to the operator.) The staff found that the design descrip-
tion ,.crat.9 d for the SSLC was ambiguous because the design material pre-
sented was OsperW '%uabout the submittal and often self-contradictory.

,

The staff re$ iewed the SSLC System Design Specificatiec (SDS), which GE ,

described a' a procurement-level document. Tne ste.ff considered the documen-
tation prer ented for the SSLC to be inadequate for design evaluation and not
in conformance with the requirements fcr level of detail. In the DSER
(SECY-91-294), the staff concluded that the software design and development
aspects of the SSLC constitute an open issue because the details of the design
were not adequately disclosed to reach a final conclusinn on the design. This
was Open item I in the DSER (SECY-91-294).

Since the DSER (SECY-91-294) was written, GE has provided some additional
detail, committed to a greater number of industry standards, and submitted the
ITAAC and DAC which will include the DAC design process. The staff now
concludes that the improved level of design detail presented for the: RPS by GE
will be sufficient to pernit a final safety conclusion, when evaluated in;

"

combination with the commitments to standards, and the ITAAC and DAC process
discussed above (which will require extensive NRC auditing during design
imolementation). Therefero, this DSER (SECY-91-294) Open Item I is now part,

| of Open Item 7.1.3.3-1. (Note that the safety determination will be made
after all ITAAC and DAC have been reviewed and approved.)

E lhe staff also reviewed the SSAR for ccnformance to iEEE 279-1971 and ancil-
lary requirements for single-failure criterion, indepacdence, control and

L protection system interaction (isolation), capability for testing, bynass and
|- bypass indication (including removal of bypass), and manual initiation. The

RPS' description and-drawings in the SSAR described _a clear commitment to those
requirements. This commitment to the requirements (though not the-specific
standards) is a Tier 1 requirement and will be verified during the ITAAC and
DAC inspections. The standards may change over' time and are considered Tier 2
information.

L In the DSER, the staff noted that the SSAR did not present a detailed failure-
L modes and effects analysis (FMEA) to ensure that all postulated failures
| result in a'known safe' state if the RPS experiences-conditions such as
y di.; connection of the system, loss of energy or a postulated adverse environ-
|- ment. Therefore, the staff could not evaluate GE's conformance to $DF ?.3,

" Protection System Failure Modes," and this was Open Item 3 in the DSL..
(SECY-91-294). Open Item 3-has since been resolved by FMEAs submitted by GE
and studies performed by contractors to the staff. However, these-studies
indicate that some aspects of thh ): sue relate to the issue of potential-

|
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common mode. failures. This FMEA issue:is closed, but the potential common
mode failure issue', and the- required redundancy and diversity are Open kj
ltems 7.2.6-1 and 7.2.6-2, respectively, are discussed in Section 7.2.6 of -|

this report. ;

1
!The figures provided in SSAR Section 7.2 have many indications of "later"

where-specific details have not yet been filled in. This is Confirmatory
item 7.2.1-4 and will be resolved as the drawings are finalized.-

'

7.2.2 Safety System Logic and Control.and-Specific Subsystem Descriptions

The SRP and SSAR format are established along functional system boundaries;
however, the ABWR I&C system does not follow the discrete system boundaries,
since the SSLC serves both the RPS and ESF systems. Tne following sections
describe some of the common SSLC elements which are used for the RPS.- This

'. discussion includes the EMS, because it is inherently interconnected with_the
SSLC, even though GE does not consider this system-to be part of the SSLC.

The SSLC Tier 1 design description, ITAAC, and_DAC, in addition-to the RPS
description, are part of Open Item 7.1.3.3-1. The SSLC configuration for the
RPS and MSIV initiation from the Tier 1 design description-is included as
Figure 7.2-1. Figure-7.2-2 is the Tier 1 SSLC logic and control block diagram
which shows the interconnection of the RPS and ESF system:.

,

..
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The staff reviewed r.ome of the master parts lists (MPLs), which were prepared
_

for the lokyo Electric Power Company, Inc., Mashiwazaki.Kariwa Nuclear-Power
Generation Station, Units'6 cnd 7. These occuments list applicable Japanese
laws, regulations, and standards, in addition, the MPLs list the U.S.
standards which are either specifically accepted or referenced as guidelines
in the MPL documents. For example, MPL C71-4010, " Reactor Potection System
Design Specification" (Revision 1,- dated July 2,1990) states acceptance of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A IGDr -), but refers to_ IEEE -279, IEEE- 603, and
RG 1.152 as stanJards that tvem a part of the document or are listed as ref-
erences without a specific statenient of acceptance or conformance. Several
items in the MPLc are specific to the Japanese design and must be revised if
these documents are actually used in the ABWR design. For example, the MPLs
specify that the RPS ures a 50-Hz 120 Vac power supply (instead of 60 Hz).
The MPLs also include the seismic scram function. The staff has not listed
all such minor discrepancies in this report. The verification process in the
ITAAC hnd V" will verify that the design documents, when developed, are in-
accordance with the SSAR and design-certification. Where necessary, the staff
has requested that GE clarify the standards commitments for the ABWR. Those
commitments are discussed throughout this report.

MPL ABBE-4080, " EMS /SSLC Interface Requirements, Requirements Specification"
(Revision 0 dated April 25,1990), states that system timing will be
asynchronous between the EMS and the SSLC. The interconnection between any
one channel of the EMS and the corresponding channel of the SSLC may- be either
hard-wired or fiber optic cable. The SSLC will determine which of the two EMS
channels in each division to select the information from, based upon data
quality checks. These data quality checks may include checksums, parity
checks, rate limiting, and de-bouncing of digital inputs. The DTM will
perform these quality check-functions except for the display functions which
are taken directly to the displays from the control room multiplexing unit
(CMU). MPL ABBE-4080 presents typical data formats with some options that may
be selected, depending on the final design input and output parameters.
The staff also reviewed MPL A32-4080, " Safety System Lonic and: Control (Jesign
Specification" (Revision 1, dated-April 24,1990). The. staff concludes that
this-document generally conforms with the SSAR and Tier 1 design certification
description but does not add a significant amount of design information abo;it
the SSLC. Many of the design ,nrocedures are described as items to be devel-
oped later, and this document provides a list of topics to be considered when
they are developed. Consequently, this document'is similar in content to the
Tier 1 SSLC design description and ITAAC and DAC.

7.2.2.1 Essential Multiplexing System

As described in SSAR Section 7.2, the EMS is used as part of the RFS system to
transmit data to the SSLC from the sensors that are not hard-wired or part of
the NMS. SSAR Appendix 7A provides a discussion..of the EMS system, and
additional information is included in SSAR Appendix 19N and the MPL documents
discussed below.

Data-multiplexing-is an integral part of the ABWR design. Multiplexing
systems are to be used as.the data highway between sensors and actuation
control devices distributed throughout~ the plant and the logical processing

'
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units in the control-room. The multiplexing system applications. procedure
-(MPL All-4120) and the SSAR define two multiplexor subsystems; the multi-
plexing system tasks are divided between the non-essential multiplexing system
(ilEMS) and.the essential multiplexing system (EMS).

The S' . states that the NEMS will be used in the control systems and is not
considered a safety system. The NEMS is discussed further in Sectior. 7.7 of
this yeport.

The EMS receives input only from safety systems, and any output to non. <afety
systems is isolated. The EMS is not listed-as a separate safet/ system in
SSAR Table 7.1-2; rather, GE considers the EMS part of each safety system for
which it provides communications. The EMS is qualified to the same quality
standards as the RPS and SSLC, and it is powered from the Class lE 125 Vdc
buses. The EMS has a Tier I description, ITAAC, and DAC, in addition _to the
RPS and SSLC Tier 1 descriptions, ITAAC, and DAC.

As previously noted, the EMS interfaces with the RPS and the ESF systems. The
EMS transmits approximateN 1517 signals, either from the sensors to the SSLC,
or from the SSLC to the acteated equipment (for the ESF functions only)-

The EMS is comprised of four independent', divisional multiplexing systems,
each of which is redundant within the channel. In the DSER, the staff
concluded that GE had not committed to appropriate' industry standards _for
certain aspects of the design, including multiplexors. GE has since committed
in the SSAR to a deterministic, dual-redundant, fiber optic ring structure
which will follow the requirements of American Nationai Standards Institute
(ANSI) ASC X3T9.5 (1988). As noted in previous GE responses to staff requests
for additional information, the design is not specifically constrained to the
FDDI format prescribed by this standard. The SSAR also allows the IEEE 802.5
(1985) token ring access method and physical layer protocols,-if a lower
throughput of information 'is acceptable. Both options conform to the Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) data link and physical layer specifications of-
International Standardization Organization (IS0) 7498 (1984). IEEE 802.2
(1985) will-be used to define the logical link control protocols necessary to
move data to the higher layers of the ISO model.

The layers referred to are part of the seven-layer, . hierarchical -0SI model to
which the FDDI protocol conforms. The seven OSI layers are application,
presentation, session, transport, network, data link -(including logical 1 ink
control and media access contrcl), and physical (including physical and -
physical medium dependent). The FDDI standard also requires a station
management function at each station to supervise sublayer and ring management
operations.

The descriptions that GE preser:ted in the SSAR with the caveat that this is
one possible implementation generally conform to the standards to the level of-
detail available. These standards are supported by the industry, and vendors
currently offer chip sets to implement the FDDI sublayers as well as complete
systems that conform to the standards. FDDI controllers are available with
several different computer buses. The staff believes that GE is committed to
using proven technology in the EMS. Therefore, no additional prototypes are
required to demonstrate the feasibility of the design. Although the prototype
requirements described in Section 7.1 of this report still apply, the capacity
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of FDDI should be capable of handling the input and output quantities at the
rates necessary for the SSLC. This will be verified by testing during the-
ITAAC and DAC phase;

further, the staff has concluded that GE has committed in the SSAR to appro-
priate standards for this level of the ABWR design. . Therefore, DSER
(SECY-91-294) Open Item 5 is closed. The implementation of the design in
accordance with the specifiad standards and the other ABWR requirements will
be verified during the ITAAC and DAC process. As with the remainder of the
ABWR I&C design, staff review will be required before implementation of any
change to the Tier 2 requirements. For example, if a new ANSI FDDI standard
is developed which uses a shorter wavelength than the current standard, GE
will need to demonstrate to the staff that the dispersion will still be small
enough to meet FDDI's bit error rate.

As a data highway, the EMS multiplexes data from the sensors to the control
room logic units, and multiplexes commands from the control room computers to
the appropriate actuation control devices (for the ESF actuation only). The- |

RPS (and MSIV initiation) does not use the EMS for output of the SSLC data to '

the scram pilot valve initiation. With the exception of hard-wired connec- 1
tions (turbine stop valve closed, turbine control valve fast closure, and
manual scram) and the NMS input, all RPS sensor input will be processed by the
EMS.

1

The hardware architecture of the EMS will most likely use fiber ootics as the
communications medium and microprocessors for the node controllers. The SSAR
also states that the ABWR EMS may use copper coaxial cable or twisted-pair
connections as the communications medium. -If copper wire is used in place of
the fiber optic cable, electrical isolation must still be maintained-(and

L demonstrated by testing of the-devices, in accordance with the Licensing
i Review Bases, Appendix B) and may require additional isolation devices. Fiber
L optic cable is an inherently excellent electrical isolator and should be used
|

to the extent practical.

The major components of the EMS are the remote multiplexing units -(RMUs), the
control room multiplexing units.(CMUs), and the fiber optic (or copper)
cabies. Each RMU and CMU will contain transmission line interface circuits,
processors, memories, signal conditioning circuitry, analog-to-digital.
converters, and watchdog timers. All of these compone.us are identified as,

Class IE.'

The RMUs will be located in mild environment areas throughout the plant, near
| the sensors and actuation control devices with which they interface. The

,

! specific number of RMUs has not been determined. The only requirement within
| a given RPS division is that the wide-range and narrow-range reactor water

level sensors must be processed by different RMUs. At the RMU, input. sensor,

interfacing is provided to switch contacts, 4-20 mA current-loops,
L thermocouples . resistance temperature detector devices, pulse inputs, and

voltage inputs. The RMU output interface (which is not used for RPS func-
tions) connects to relays, solenoids, voltage-to-current converters, p:nel

| meters, and indicator lights. All equipment will be rack mounted and operr.ted
from the divisional 125 Vdc Class IE power sources.i

L

|
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The RMUs' and CMUs will be connected to the fiber optic cable. Together, these
-units will control transmission to assign which RMU or CMU t.ansmits or
receives signals _ The RMUs will multiplex:and send data messages to the
control room via the fiber optic cable.- In the control room,- the CMU will
demultiplex the message and send it to the DTM of the SS!C.- The_DTM will use
a data quality check to select which of the redundant CMU signals it will use.
Control iignals from the safety logic unit for the SSLC ESF functions.will be
sent to the CMU, which in turn will relay these control signals to the appro-
priate RMU.

The EMS design concept identifies the RMUs and CMUs as sharing-a modular,
microprocessor-based, bus-oriented architecture. The RMU and CMU use similar
modules, but are configurea 2oniewhat d|fferently, with the CMU having addi-
tional communications modules instead of input arid output modules. The-
typical RMU or CMU will comprise the following -functional modules:

Input - will acquire analog and digital data from the sensors..

Output - will transmit control signals to equipment actuation control+

devices (ESF function only).

CPU - the microprocessor that will process the signal data, coordinate+

I/O and communications, and perform calibration and diagnostics.

Memory - will contain the stored program executed by the microprocessor.

and store intermediate data.

Communications - will format and multiplex data sent via the serial*

optical link.

Front Panel Interface - will permit techni' san access to calibration and.

diagnostic functions. 5

GE stated that the RMU failure mode will depend on the sensors that are
connected to it, either fail-safe (negative or low) or fail-as-is (last read-
ing). For the RPS, the RMU failure state will be fail-safe; this will be
verified during the ITAAC and DAC phase.

GE also stated that the EtC includes self-test software that detects malfunc-
tionr. -in the hardware modules 'and provides nlanns in the control room. ^ GE has
not presented specific information on the types of malfunctions that will be
tested for, or the reaction to each malfunction (for example, restart, alarm,
fail-safe, or fail-as-is);: however, GE has provided a listing of typical
parameters that are monitored. These include the status of the' central
processing unit (CPU), parity checks, data plausibility checks, watchdog
timers, memory checks, voltage level checks, and data range:and boundary
checks. These'self-tests provide-the capability for internal testing and:
error checking. In additicn, the EHS will include the normai surveillance-
checks required by the TS. The simplified FMEA-in SSAR Section 15.B.4 states
that the EMS will-reject ccrrupted signals in the transmission, yet the_ SSAR
provides no specific information as to how this is to be done.

The material presented did not address the selection of hardware for the RMS.
The top-level specification documents referenced the required design control
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and hardware reliability standards and criteria required. In response to
staff questions (Q420.92), GE indicated conformance to the reliability and
thermal effects standards of MIL-HDBK-251- and MIL-STD-217E. In the DSER, the
staff expressed a concern that commen-mode failure from effects such as
electromagnetic interference / electromagnetic compatibility (EMI/EMC) could
cause the loss of EMS in more than one division, in response, GE performed an
assessment of the ABWR loss of all four divisions of the EMS. That assessment
concluded that the plant could safely be shut down from the remote shutdown
system. This was Open Item 10 in the DSER (SECY-91-294). The issues of
EMI/EMC, reliability, and thermal effects have been resolved, as discussed in
Section 7.2.8 of this report. The potential common-mode failure of the EMS
Imd ether equipment) remains an open issue anu is addressed in Section 7.2.6'
of tqis report.

The SSAR defined the top-level hardware architecture for the EMS, but pre-
sented limited information for the software that runs in the Ei4S microproces-
sars. GE stated the following high-level design goals for the EMS software:

real-time executive kernela

hierarchical task structure*

si w modules+

= oh ue alibration with bypass
self- w as background process+

*automatic ecovery-

The ABWR EMS uses microprocessors to control the movement of data from the
sensors to the SSLC, between the individual components of the EMS, and from
the SSLC logic to the actuated devices (for the ESF syttems). The high-level
block diagrams of the data signal paths are simple and direct. However, in a
microprocessor-based system, the software implied in the blocks of the system
diagram can mask much of the safety system's design complexity. Moreover, in
a microprocessor-based data transport system, the software is an essential
line element in the execution of the safety system functions. For this
reason, the staff concluded in the DSER that the EMS design did not provide
the appropriate level of detail essential to the staff's review. This was
identified as an Open item 1 in the DSER (SECY-91-294). GE has since commit-
ted to use several additional software development standards in the SSAR.
This commitment, in conjunction with the proposed ITAAC and DAC for Computer
Development (0 pen Item 7.1.3.3-1), resolves this issue. The software is
addressed further in Section 7.2.8 of this report.

In the DSER, the staff noted that the SSAR did not present a software archi-
tecture, and GE did not demonstrate how the decision logic, which is a
parallel process in an analog design, would be implemented by the software,
which is usually a serial proce ,s. In the DSER, the staff considered this an
open issue related to level of detail. GE responded by providing the timing
requirements for each stage of the process from sensor to scram initlation,
and demonstrating that the scram time requirements (50 m sec) can be' met with
the EMS and the SSLC. The timing requirements will also be demonstrated in
the ITAAC and DAC phase. This is acceptable, and the issue of serial'versus
parallel processing is resolved.

The following :s a list of software elements that process a signal as it moves
from the sensor, through the EMS, to the SSLC control logic of the RPS:
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remote multiplexer unit input
operating system / executive-

signal. acquisition-

signal conditioning-

analog-to-digital conversion-

- prepare digitized signal data for transmission
- transmit digitized data on fiber optic link

control room multiplexer unit input=

- operating system / executive
- receive digitized data from fiber optic link

prepare data for SSLC/DTM-

i - transmit data to SSLC/DTM
, - control multiplexed data transfer

transmit display information-

processing by SSLC software modules of the DTM*

A basic design parameter of a local area network is whether to use synchronous
or asynchronous transmission. The staff raised cuestions about this issue in
the DSER, and in particular was concerned about the use of synchronization
across channels, wnich could violate the requirements of IEEE 279/603. GE
responded that the EMS will run asynchronously, and there will be no common
clock shared between channels. The inherent time r,kew in the logic processing
that will result from not synchronizing the channels will be controlled by
maintaining a significant'ly high samnle rate and storing the last four
validated variabics in each TLU for each vote. In addition, there will be r.
common clock within a division; however, the RMUs will append timing informa-
tion 'to the sensor information to be multiplexed to the CMUs, The staff finds .
this acceptable, and the DSER issue " synchronization is closed.

Although the detailed design of the EMS unends on the hardware that is
selected, the functional requirements for the EMS as part of the ABWR safety
systems are not hardware dependent. Because~the detailed design was not
provided this was Open Item I in the DSER (SECY-91-294). In addition, Open
Item 2 identified the need for design-information about the isolation of
ccrrupted data in mitiplexers and isolation. GE has defined the high-level
functional requirements of the EMS, the major parameters that define the ' data
transmission attributes, and some of the criteria for selecting the data
transmission hardware. Among the functional requirements for the EMS, GE
stated the following:

The EMS will be implemented such that any single failure or single*

channel removal within the system will ~not prevent proper action of the-
RPS at the system level.

The EMS in each divisi' will be independent, and physically-and electri-*

cally separated, from the other divisions to preclude failures in one EMS
from propagating to another division.

Non-safety-related system failures also will be isolated from the safety=

systems.

The capability for testing during power oper:tions will be provided*
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The' EMS will satisfy all environmental operability requirements (seismic,=

temperature, humidity, radiation level).

The EMS will have adequate capability to withstand surges in accordance*

with IEEE 472.

The EMS will have a designated temperature range of 10 to 40 *C, and a.

relative humidity of 10 to 60 percent for the CMU and 10 to 90 percent
for the RMU.

The staff concludes that the combination of additional information concerning
information transmittal, commitment to additionai standards concerning
multiplexing and error handling, and the proposed ITAAC and DAC for the EMS
(part of Open Item 7.1.3.3-1) provides sufficient information. Therefore,
DSER Open item 2 is closed.

The receiving fiber optic interface designates the two loops of the network as
"naster" and " standby." The designation of the " master" loop is based on
transmission errors, checksum errors, and other self-diagnostic tests. The
hardware diagrams that the staff reviewed in the DSER showed that each DTM in
the SSLC has two fiber optic interfaces. In the DSEP., the staff noted that it
was not clear how these two fiber optic units arbitrate among themselves "hich
is to be the " master" loop. GE had stated that the decision will be based
upon a data validity check at the DTN, but CE had not providea the specifics
of what will be valid data for each parameter. This designation also applies
at the RMU level, where ESF equipment actuation commands are received. This
was Open Item 6 in the DSER (SECY-91-294). GE's subsequent commitment to the
FDDI standard resolves this issue. The correct implementation and demonstra-
tion of the master / slave switch will be verified by ITAAC. This closes DSER
(SECY-91-294) Open Item 6.

MPL DMH-4270, " Essential Multiplexing System Design Specification" (Revi-
sion 2, dated February 3, 1989), states that the bit error rate "theoreti-
cally" shall be less than .10*. This is consistent with the FDDI require-
ments, and is also an ITAAC and DAC co:nmitment. This document also states
that the RMU ar.d CMU shall have the capability tn transmit the data at the

'

rate of 1 megabit /sec (Mb, .. The FDDI standard is essentially a 100-Mbps
system. This is an example of an MPL revision that must be required and will
be verified during the ITAAC and DAC phase. The EMS will be capable of
sampling a sensor with a 10-msec sampling rate, but the actual sampling rate
for each sensor has not yet been determined. The maximum transmission
distance for any single multiplexing station will be 500 meters (approximately
1640 ft). The ITAAC and DAC must verify the maximum distance, and this is
Confirmatory Item 7.2.2.1-1. The common-mode noise rejection must be 40 dB or
greater, and the analog to digital (A/D) conversion will be with a minimum of
12-bit resolution for both the input and output. The overall accuracy of both
the input and output shall be less than 1.4 percent full scale. This accuracy
must be included in the setpoint methodology ITAAC and DAC and is Confirmatory
Item 7.2.2.1-2.

Consistent with the SSAR, MPL A32-4080, * EMS /SSLC Interface Requirements,
Requirements Specification" (Revision 0, dated Aoril 25, 1990), requires that
the four channels of the EMS be asynchronous. The MPL also requires a fixed
fonnat for'both the messages and the sequence of tiie messages. This also is
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consistent with the general GE comiltment to use a detsrministic EMS. In
,

addition, the MPL notes that the RMUs will provide appropriate filtering, but
does not define what is appropriate.

The EMS design of the ABWR uses microprocessors and their concomitant software
throughout the safety systerrs. While promising improvements in performance
and reliability, this advanced technology also can introduce problems and
f ailure modes that were not addressed in earlier reactor safety system
designs. Several of the communications coi,teol functions performad within the
L'15 are implemented by sof tware. RG 1.152, which endorses IEEr 7-4.3.2, has
been promulgated as the standard for developing software for safety systems;
however, as the staff noted in the DSER, GE's commitment to this standard was
equivocal. There was no evidence that the EMS software development would
entirely comply with ILLE 7-4.3.2, and this was an open item in the_DSER. GE

has since removed the ambiguity and added additional requirements which are
discussed in Section 7.2.8 ot' this report,

"

In Section 7.2 of the SSAR, GE must clarify thh .ensors will use the EMS.
For examp'e, SSAR Section 7.2.1.1.4.2(6) describes the turbine stop valve ;

closuie input as using the EMS; this is not consistent with other information f
provided by GE. GE has committed to revising the SSAR to snow the correct i'd
list of sensors which use the EMS. This is Confirmatory item 7.2.2.1-3. ''

GE has committed in the SSAR that the EMS design will meet the relevant SRP
criteria and current indt.stry standards for multiplexing. GE also has agreed
to commit to additional hardwarr and sof tware criteria beyond those contained
in the SRP. The staff concludes that, with the exceptions noted above, the i

EMS design will be capable of implementing the RPS requirements.

7.2.2.2 Digital Trip Module -

The DTM is a microprocessor-based unit which compares sensor input to prees- '

tablished setpoints and provides a trip or no-trip r?put for earb parameter,
'for the RPS, there is one DTM for each sensor channei. (Refer to fig-

ures 7.2-1 and 7.2-2 in this report.) The DTMs for the ESF functic-s are i

separate and are not shared (as was the EMS). Like all components of the
SSL , the DTM is classified as Class IE. The RPS DTM ' fail-safe; that is, a
loss of power to the D1H will result in a trip signal to each of the TLUs
until it is placed in bypass. The hardware and sof tware requirements for the
DTM are included in Section 7.2.8 of this report.

The DTM will rc:eive input from both the EMS and the directly wired sources.
The di tctly wired sources include both the traditional hard-wired inputs and
the process radiation monitor (PRM) system, which provides the main steamline
high radiation input. The only RPS scram signals which are not processed
through the DTM are from the manual operator contrels and t,1e NMS.

The DTM will output a trip or no-trip sigital for each of the parameters to
each of the four 1LUs. The D1H also will provide data to the Class IE
divisional display units, Llass IE mimic board, and isolated outputs to the
plant computer and non-Liass IE alarms and annunciators.

'
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}/p'
GE described the following functions:

operating system / executive=

check setpoint+

transmit trip decision if setpoint exceededa

send strial data to all divisions

y for the multiplexed items both multiplexor loops and the identical sensor
information contained on Doth are available to the DTM. As described in the
previous section, the DTM will perform a data validity check and select which
CMU it will receive the information from,

As part of the data checking, the DTM will also verify that it is receivingi

the correct parameter and will ignore any other signal (such as those destined-

for the ESF DTMs). Thn DTM also will perform a data validity chd on the
hcn-EMS inputs and provide alarms if the check fail'

_

figure 7. A.2-1 in SSAR Appmdix 7A shows all sensor signals sent via the EE.
J GE nust revise this drawing to make it consistent with the distribution of .ae

sensor inputs to the DTM, as described above. GE has committed to revising
the SSAR to reflect the accurate listing of sensors which use the EMS. This
is Confirmatory Item 7.2.2.2-;

MPL A32-4080, " EMS /SSLC Interface Requirements, Requirements Specification"
' Revision 0, dated April 25,1990), requires that the DTM permit inanual trip
of individual plant data inputs when an inoperable condition is detected in
the incoming EMS data. This is consistent with the SRP criteria for a manual '

trip.

MPL C71-4010, " Reactor Protection System, Hardware / Software System Specifica-
tion" (Reviaion 0, dated May 18 1990), lists the 11 sensor inputs and
34 outpu'.s to the TLUs (if seismic inputs / outputs are not used) for each DTH.
In addition to the sensor status (tripped o* not-tripped), the DTM output will
include the mode switch main steamline isolation trip bypass permissive to the

_

TLU in its own channel.

The DTMs in each of the four RPS divisions, will be essentially identhal,
with the exception of sensor identificatic and small timing differences.
These DTMs are also similar to the DTMs of the ESF functions. The two groups
of DTMs will have significantly different eftware algorithms, but the
operating system, self-diagnostics, and ini Et/ output will be identical.
Consequently, the statf is concerned that the DTMs could be vulnerable to a
potential common-mode software failure. This is Open item 10 and is discussed ,further in Sections 7.2.6 ar.d 7.2.8 of this report.

7.2.2.3 T:1p Logic Unit

Each of the four RPS channels has one TLU, and the TLUs do not share any
functions with the ESFs. Each TLU is a Class lE, microprocessor-based unit
which performs the first two-cut-of-four coincideace logic calculation cased
upon the signals it receives from the four DTMs and the HMS. The TLUs also
receive *,hc manual, opurator division scram inputs and the sen r channel
bypass command. The primary TLU output is to the HSIV and RPS OLUs. The TLUs
also output data to the Class IE displays and send isolated outputs to the. !

|
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non-Class lE displays and annunciators, hPL C71-4010, " Reactor Protection
System, Hardware / Software System Specification" (Revisivn 0, dated May 18,
1990), lists the approximately 106 inputs and outputs for each lLU.

MPL A32-4080, " EMS /SSLC Interface Requiren.ents, Requirementr. Specification"
(Revision 0, dated April 25, ;990), requires that the TLU include a watchdog
timer function on all outputs to ensure constant updating. Time-out will
cause outputs to assume predetermined safe states. GE has not presented these
predetermined states. Therefore, these must be included in the ITAAC and DAC
verifications. This is Open item 7.2.2.3-1.

GE's SSAR lists the operating system / executive and the func+.ional software as
the '.w; elements of the TLU. In addition, the TLU configuration is character-
ized by the following nine I/O interface boards that connect to the central
bus, with a total of 21 input channels and 9 ot.cout channels physically

-

connected to the TLO:

Four fiber optic com..iunications interf ace boards handle the following*

data channel =:

- bypass c.ontrol inputs - 4 channels
DTM inputs (other divisions) - 3 channels-

- NMS inputs (other divisions) - 3 channels
- recirculating pump trip output - I channel
- data output to plant computer - 1 channel

Two signal interface boards h:melo the following data channels:.

- DTM input (own division)
- NMS input (own division)

operator control input-

TLU control output (adjacent division)-

Two logic-level interface boards handle the following data channels:*

MSIV input - 4 channels-

- automatic reactor trip output - I channel
automatic MSIV closure output - I channel-

MSIV test close output - 4 channels-

One contact input interface board handles the f ollowing data channels*

fram the SSLC panel switches:

nontoincidental trip disable input - I channel-

- main condenser vacuur bypass input - I channel
- automatic trip test input - I channel
- automitic isolation test input - I channel

The TLUs in each of the four RPS division, are essentially identical, with
tha exception of identification ano small timing differences. The TLUs are
also s'milar to the safety system logic units (SLUs) of the ESF functions.
The TLUs will have significantly different software algorithms, but the
epr ' +.ing system, the self-diagnostics, and the input / output will de identi-
cat. Consequently, the staff is concerned that the TLUs could 1 vulnerable
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to a potential common-mode software failure similar to the DTMs. This i- Open
item 7.2.6-1 in thii report and is discussed further in Sections 7.2.6
and 7.2.8.

7.2.2.4 Output Logic Unit

The OLU is a Class lE, solid-state electronic device (non-micropiecessor
based) which receives signals from the TLU within its own division. Each OLU
also receives the division bypass commands. The OLUs output is to the MSIV
and RPS load drivers which provide a division-level, two-cut-of-four vote (in
addition to the separate two-out-of-four sensor vote which c". ors in the TLU).
The MSIV and RpS initiation functions have distinct OLUs.

MPL C71-4010, " Reactor Protection System, Hardware / Software System Specifica-
tion" (Revision 0, dated May 18, 1990), lists the 6 inputs and 12 outputs for
each OLU.

7.2.2.5 Self-Test System

SSAR Section 7.1.2.6 describes the STS of the SSLC, which includes both the
RpS and ESF functions of the SSLC. GE originally presented the STS as an

"overlay testing and surveillance system which continually and automatically
perfnrms end-to-end testing of all active circuitry in the SSLC using short
test pulses similar to the Clinton nuclear safety protection system design.
Since the DSER was issued, GE has substantially revised the description to '

tailor the STS for a r,ultiplexed, microprocessor-based design.

GE originally classified the STS as ::afety-associated and stated that Class lE
equipment would be used wherever the STS interfaced with safety equipment.
The staff was concerned that the test features were not classified as Class IE
and identified this as an open item in the DSER. The staff was also concerned
about the master / slave configuration and the potential that the STS would
cause substantial problems with the SSLC and possibly violate the separation
requirements of the SRP. The revised design is now substantially integrated

-into the SSLC, and GE has committed that all STS equipment will be qutlified
as part of the SSLC. The revi:ed description has also resolved the other
issues raised in the DSER. This .s accertable and the DSER open item is
closed. The STS for all safety systems other than the SSLC must also be
Class IE. This has not been explicitly stated and is Confirmatory
item 7.2.2.5-1.

The protection system in-service testability comprises a set of six separate
tests, which together constitute a complete system test:

1. A manual scram test will de-energize one set of scram pilot valve sole- -

noids at a time. This test will also verify the indications in the main
control room and the plant computer input.

2. Verify the calibration of the NMS.

3. The single rod scram test will include a physics review performed before
to each rod insertion.
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?

L Ct.rcL the calibration of the analog sensor inputs at the inputs to the i
'

RMUs. Thir test will inject calibrated sensor signals in place of the i

normal sensor inputs and monitor the SSLC control room panels for
linearity, accuracy, fault response, and downscale and tpscale responses.
This test will be accompli.hed by placing a division of sensors in bypass.-

5. Check sensor operation, if the test requires disconnecting the sensor
from the system, an out-of-sorvice alarm will be given in the main-control
room.

6. Run self-diagnostics of the SSLC equipment. The self-diagnostic software
within each logic processing unit will monitor critical circuit nodes and
timing functions, as well as states of registers, memory locations, and
program flow and timing. These monitoring functions are designed to
detect both internal problems and certain external problems such as ;

corrupted data input. The self-diagnostics will include the hardware i
'techniques such as watchdog timers.
i

The capabilities to perform online protection system testing is'a Tier 1
,

requirement. The specific impicaentation is a Tier 2 requiremant. Specifics
of design are not available. The !TAAC and DAC process will verify that these -

tests can be accomplished.

One significant feature of the testing described by GE is the elimination of ,

the need to lift leads and ins'.all jumpers to perform testing. This has been
a significant problem area at operating plants. This is a design feature
which GE has committed to include in the Tier 1 requirements. This is ;

Confirmatory item 7.2.2.5-2s

7.2.3 Indication of Bypass or inoperable Status

PPL C71-5030, " Reactor Protection System Verification and Validation Criteria. i

Design Specification" (Revision 0, dated-April 23, 1990), requires that only
one sensor channel may be bypassed at a given time. In contrast,

MPL 471-4010, " Reactor Protection System Design Specification" (Ruision'1,
dated July 2,1990), states that one sensor channel may be bypassed, and the ;

coincidence will go to a two-out-of-three logic at the TLU. This bypass will
be implemented at the input to the TLU.- Bypass of one division of output
logic at the OLU will result in a two-out-of-three coincidence logic. This i
bypass will be implemented at the input te the OLU. This document also
requires that bypass status will be rea % y apparent to the operator and under
the operator's direct control.

When any part of the RPS or supporting systems is bypassed or made inoperable, i

this condition must be continuously displayed in the main control room. SSAR
Section 7.2.2.2.1 meets this requirement with individual indicator lights
grouped near the affected equipment. In addition,' the following alarms and- ,

annunciators are provided for the RPS bypass and inoperable. status:

RPV level 3 scram bypassed*

RPV pressure high scram bypassed*

drywell-pressure high scram bypassed-

neutron flux high scram bypassed*

MSIV closure stram bypassed*
4
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t

CRD charging water pressure low scram bypassed !.

main :.teamline radiation high scram bypassed.
;

RPV water level invalid - te

Each of the lasted alarms and annunciators is qualified as Class lE, with the
exception of the invalid RPV water level indicator. GE has also committed [that all bypasses will be annunciated, however, GE prepared this control room

,

alarm and annunciator inventory based upon the list of the Class IE alarms in
the EPGs. Because the inventory focuses on emergency mitigation, it does not
include the non-Class IE alarms that would be required for the ABWR entry
conditions into the EPGs.

.

The staff reviewed ABWR SSAR for coneaitments to RG 4.47. Position C.2, which
requires that the bypassed and inoperable status of RPS auxiliary or support- '

ing systems be automatically indicateo in the main control room. The descrip-
tion in the SSAR indicates that adequate indication and annunciation for these
systems will be provided in the main control room. The indication will be
automatic at the system level when the system loses power or when it is out of

t

service. A switch will be provided for manual initiatior, of bypass indication
for out-of-service conditions that could not automatically be annunciated.
The staff concludes that GE provides adequate commitment to RG 1.47. Veri fi -
cation that all bypasses are appropriately annunciated will be included in the
ITA%C and DAC. This is Confirmatory Itc.* 7.2.3-1,

7.2.4 Alarms and Annunciators

The RPS channel trips will initiate an annunciation and identify the variable
that caused the trip. Lost of annunciator events at operating plants has
demonstrated that this information is important for operator control. The
ABWR design has a set of Class IE alarms and annunciators which are not

-

typically qualified as Class IE in operating reactors. For the ABWR, the most
significant change from past practice la that many of the alarms are now
Class IE and, as such, will be powe ed from the divisional Class lE power
sources. These Class lE alarms are distributed between the fixed display
(fixed alarm tiles above the nimic section) and the divisional visual display
units (VDUs). (See the description in SSAR Chapter 18 and the corresponding
SER section for the human factors discussion and evaluat %n of the displays.)- i

GE has committed to use uninterruptable power' supplies for the ABWR annuncia-
tors, including the non-Class IE annunciators not identified in the Class lE
list. The staff does not have details concerning the distribution of the non-
Class IE power loads. Without any information to the contrary, the staff
assun,es-that a loss of the non-Class IE power will disable the non-Class IE
alarms, but the Class lE alarms would remain available.

Compared to operating plants, GE has significantly reduced the number of fixed
position alarm tiles in the control room through the use of alarm prioritiza-

,

tion and filtering, in the ABWR, the fixed alarm tiles will only be used for
important plant-level- alarm conditions that potentially affect plant avail -
ability or safety, or indicate the need for immediate operator action. GE has
stated that the large display panel will aiso include a few non-Class IE,
tystem-level alarms. Less critical alarms will be presented on the operator
console VDUs. The ABWR will use alarm prioritizing and filtering,-

,
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The fixed displays primarily will be alarm tiles located near (either to the
side or above) the large fixed mimic. VDUu will be -ither cathode ray tubes'

or plasma screens. There will t'e several VDUs and all the alarms will not
necessarily appear on one screen. The following list provides a general
unde-standing of the quantity of alarms that will now be Class lE:

The docketed Class li alarms that indicate RPS information include:*

'

RPV water level (fixed)
- Drywell pressure high (fixed)
- Drywell pressure high (VDU)

RPV water level 3 (fixed)-

- RPV water level 3 (VDU)
RPV pressure high (fixed)-

- RPV pressure high (VDU)
- Neutron flux high (fixed)
- fleutron flux high (VDU)
- MSIV closure (fixed)
- MSIV closure (VDU)

CRD charging water pressure low (fixed)-

- CRD charging prese,ure low (VDU)
- Main turbine stop valve closure (VDU)
- Main turbine control valve fast closure (VDU)
- Main steamline radiation high (fixed)

Main steamline radiation high (VDU)
- RPS Div 1 trip (VDU)
- RPS Div 11 trip (VDU)
- RPC Div 111 trip (VDU)

RPS Div IV trip (VDU)-

pPS Div 1 manual trip (VDU)-

- RPS Div 11 manual trip (VDU)
RPS Div 111 manual trip (VDU)-

- RPS Div IV manual trip (VDU)
- Manual scram (A) initiated (VDU)

Manual scram (B) initiated (VDU)-

Reactor scram (fixed)-

- Reactor period short (fixed)
- SRNM neutron flux upscale rod block (VD9)

SRitti neutron flux upscale reactor trip (VDU)-

At this time, no single inventory lists all of the non-Class lE alarms*

and annunciators. SSAR Section 7.7 lists alarms in the system-specific
discussions and logic diagrams. The known non-Class lE alarmt shown on
the inveni.ory for the RPS include:

Drywell pressure high (fixed)-

- RPV pressure high (fixed)

plant computer access and operator displays will albw the control room
operator to identify the specific sensor (s) that uned the channel trip. The
plant computer will also maintain a log of the sequence event:. This log will
contain inputs from both the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) and the
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balance of plant. The plant computer is not part of the safety systems and GE
takes no credit for this system in meeting SRP acceptance criteria. The plant
computer is described in Section 7.7.1.5 of this report.

7.2.5 Support Systems

The support systems addressed in this section include the line power supplie:,
and the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.

SSAR Chapter 8 and the correspording SER section discuss the plant station
power. For the SSLC, the power is supplied by four independent and separate
Class lE, 120 Vac sources, which are each backed up with a Class lE, 125 Vdc
battery source through an invertor. Divisions 1 and 4 are supplied from the
same 480 Vac source, as indicated by SSAR Figure 8.3-6. GE must revise SSAR
Figure 7.2-1 to reflect the power supply design, since that figure incorrectly
shows a fourth division of 480 Vac power. GE has committed to revising
Chapter 7 of the SSAR to reflect the electrical distribution as described in
Chapter 8 of the SSAR. This is Confirmatory item 7.2.5-1.

MPL C71-4010, " Reactor Protection System Design Specification" (Revistun 1,
dated July 2, 1990), is consistent with the SSAD. in that it uses four
Class lE,120 Vac systems, but the MPL only uses two 125 Vdc systems. The
Tier 1 commitment and the ITAAC and DAC will be verified to ensure that four
125 Vdc systems provided.

The scram pilot valve solenoids are powered from the Divisions 2 and 3 120 Vac
SSLC buses.

A pr.ential 6.9-KV/480 Vac transformer failure world disable two channels of
the SSLC. This potential failure would be capable of disabling the inverters
and, therefore, the 125 Vdc supply to the SSLC in addition to the 120 Vac
supply. This issue will be addressed in two ways. First, a technical
specification requirement will limit bypass of SSLC channels. This is part of
Open item 16-2 and is discussed further in Chapter 16 of this report. Second,
electrical protection assemblies (EPAs) will be included between the SSLC and
the power sources. These EPAs will provide an additional level of protection
to the SSLC power supplies. Each assembly will consist of a circuit breaker
with a trip coil driven by logic circuitry wnich senses 'ine voltage and
frequency and trips the circuit breaker open on conditions of overvoltage,
undcrvoltage, and underfrequency.

The inclusion of the EPAs will minimize two possibla problems. First, the

EPAs will mitigate the possible unrestorable loss of both SSLC ac and de power
by detecting a spectrum of degraded conditions. Under such conditions, the
EPAs may open the power supply line in time to prevent serinus damage that
would take significant time to repair.

Second, the EPAs will reduce the possibility that the scram pilot solenoid
valves will stick as a result of damage by insufficient voi. age supply to the
solenoid coils. The ABWR design requires both coils to disengage when power
is removed to initiate a scram. The EPAs will detect an undervoltage condi-
tion and should remove the power cleanly before the coils are damaged. Normal
voltage drop between the EPAs and the solenaid coils must be included in the
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design considerations. The ITAAC and DAC for the EPA must include a verifi-
cation that the wiring to the solenoid valves is sized so that normal voltage
drop in the cables will not result in insufficient voltage being supplied to
the solenoid coils. The ITAAC and DAC also must include a verification that
the neutral leads of the scram pilot solenoid valve coil windings are config-
ured so that credible faults (such as hot shorts) will not prevent the valves
from performing their safety function. riE has verbally committed to include
the EPAs in the ABWR design. These hsues are Confirmatory item 7.2.5-2.

The second support system is the HVAC system for the specific areas in which
RPS and SSLC c mponents are located. The four primary SSLC cabinets will be
installed in the main control roor Other portions of the RPS and SSLC will
be distributed in mild environmen- locations :uch as the control bJilding
equipment rooms. All SSLC equipment is qualified to the environment of the
room in which it is located. The RPS I&C sensors and cabling, equipment which
are designed for harsh environments, and the sensors and cabling in contain-
ment are also qualified to 10 CFR 50.49. Section 7.2.8 of this report
describes the hardware and software qualification.

7.2.6 Redundancy and Diversity

The SSLC modules will be implemented according to microprocessor-based
designs, with identical or similar hardware and software used in all four RPS
divisions. Because of this similarity, the staff is concerned about the
potential for a common-mode error, particularly in the software which could
simultaneously disable all four of the safety channels. lhe staff considers a
common-mode software error to be a credible failure.

The staff considers SSL software to be of special concern for several
reasons:

Because of the common timing between channels, an error in one channei*

is expected to occur in all identical channels and equipment within a
few milliseconds of each other. This is substantially different from
most common-mode design errors in analog systems, in which the failures
are distributed in time.

The possibility exists that the initiating event will create the set of*

circumstances that reveals the software error, in most software
applications, it is not possible to include a 100-percent test of all
software inputs. Consequently, the staff contends that the system
models used to develop the test sets may not contain all possible inputs
for all situations and, therefore, all potential situations may not
adequately be tested.

There is no general consensus concerning a method to assess and demon-.

strate a specific, quantitative measurement of software reliability or
proof of correctness _ Some assumptions cannot be demonstrated with-
current software metrics and are unrea estically low.8 For Example, GE's
ABWR probabilistic risk assessment assumes 4.25 x IV failures / demand
for the EMS, but some studies have shown that software which is common
across tpe four channels cannot be shown to have a failure rate better
than 10' .
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' '

Software redundancy does not increase reliability or availability of the.

overall systems as it does in analog systems. The essential failure
modes of.a software-based system are fundamentally different from those
of an analog system.

Self-diagnostics and normal surveillance significantly reduce, but do+

not eliminate, the possibility of undetected failures. The improved
self-diagnostics of digital systems do not resolve the common-mode r

failure issue.,

.

Because of these concerns, which were expressed early in the preliminary
reviews of the ABWR design, the staff requested and GE accepted a licensing
review basis agreement (1987) under which GE will prepare an analysis based
upon NUREG-0493, "A Defense-in-Depth and Diversity Assessment of the reference

r

safety analysis report (RESAR)-414 Integrated Protection System ~(1979)." The
staff censiders common-mode software errors to be a special case of single
failure from which the ABWR must be protected. The staff continues to believe
that diversity is necessary to defend against those potential common-mode
sof tware errors so that necessary safety functions can reliably be performed.

Diversity may take various forms related to signals, equipment, aspects, and !ipent a. and each form offers certain protections against common-mode errors:

Signal diversity includes the use of different signals to initiate*
,

action, such as neutron flux and reactor temperature rise. The ABWR
uses several examples of this, including the ARI which provides an
alternative to RPS equipment.

Equipment diversity involves using different kinds of equipment to*

perform a function. Examples of this include using relay rather than -
solid-state logic. The ABWR includes some equipment diversity in that|

i the remote shutdown station (RSS) is a hard-wired analog device,
different from the microprocessor-based SSLC. This category also

.

-includes the use of diverse software languages.
,

Aspect diversity includes using different logic levels. For example,*

the ABWR uses functional algorithm diversity between the JTM functions
within a channel. '

People diversity refers to using different groups of people to design or*

maintain different equipment. 'The only people diversity specifically
required in the ABWR design is the QA function and the requirement for

L the software verifier to be independent from the software designer.
t

It is difficult to define how much safety improvement results from a given \kind or degree of diversity. For a microprocessor-based design, this is
especially ditficult because there is no industry consensus on a method to
quantify software reliability and availability.

.

L GDC 22 requires that design techniques, such as functional diversity or
L diversity in component design and principles of operation, be used to the.
| extent practical to prevent loss of the protection function. NUREG-0493'

provides further discussion. Although GE' performed some studies during the ,

design process, no analyses have been presented to the staff to demonstrate
,
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how the SSLC design complies with flVREG-0493 to prevent or mitigate potential
common-mode failure. GE also did not present hardware design controls which
conform to current criteria and standards (in particular, for hardware !

diversity). The common-mode failure is complicated by the fact that GE has |
not yet provided the design details that would allow the staff to indepen- I

dently assess the diversity and defense-in-depth of the design (discussed |
below as Open item 7.2.6-2). As previously discussed, this is expected, given '

the evolution of this technology. The staff concludes that GE has not
adequately addressed the common-mode failure potential of the ABWR software. |
This was Open item 10 in the DSER (SECY 91-294) and is now Open item 7.2.6-1 '

[ in this report. After determinino that the ABWR SSAR and related documenta- -
'

tion do not adequately address this concern, the staff completed a common-mode
failure assessment of the ABWR based upon the guidance of NUREG-0493. This
assessment resulted in some additional considerations to the original
NUREG-0493 approach, such as consideration of information available to the
operator, the time available for systems actuation, and the use of non-
Class lE systems to provide a diverse means of- accomplishing the primary
safety function if the safety system fails.

1 awrence Livermore National Laboratory Diversity Study
.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) performed an assessment, under
contract to the staff, cf the diversity and defense-in-depth capabilities of'

the ABWR design. The results of this LLNL diversity study were made available
to GE. The staff requested that GE review the study and inform the staff of
any factual errors in the design assessment. GE is also reviewing this study
for proprietary information.

The LLNL diversity study evaluated all of the events identified in SSAR
Chapter 15. The staff deemed this set of events to be a sufficiently complete
set of initiators from which to assess this issue. The study evaluated each
event in conjunction with a set of postulated common-mode failures. Two
specific events were selected for detailed study in the prcliminary stages of
the review: (1) generator load rejection with normal bypass and (2) steam .
system piping break outside containment. During the review, the staff and
LLNL marie many assumptions which were documented in the study. One aspect

'

which inis study did not specifically evaluate was the assumption of antici-
pated operator actions. At the time of this report, the operations staff and
human factors review of this study had not yet been factored in.,

The LLNL diversity study identified several areas of concern. Two significant
concerns involved the shared use of' the EMS for the RPS, ESF, and operator
information displays, as well as the common elements shared with the DTMs and
TLUs. The study identified that the ABWR design provides information and.
controls to mitigate each of the transients investigated. However, as thert
was limited infonnation_ available, the staff is concerne 4 tSat there may not
be time and information to manually complete the mitigation, and the use of
the remote shutown station may not be acceptable. This is an Open *

Item 7.2.6-3.

Because the EMS is so important to the proper operation of both the RPS-and
ESF functions, a common-mode failure of the EMS hes been a significant staff
concern in this issue. - According to the SSAR, identified EMS modules will be
implemerded using microprocessor-based designs, with similar hardware-useo in
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all fout RPS divisions. MPL All-4121, " Multiplexing System Application
Procedu e, Design Procedure" (preliminary Revisicn A, dated January 19,1988),
specif cally states that the individual moltiplexing systcms shall be designed
with a high degree of standardization.

The DTM, TLU, and SLU components of the SSLC share common software design
feitures, which would reeult in a failure of all four channels in the event of
a software error. Intending to reveal any other potential common-mode failure
points, the LLNL diversity study demanstrated the following key features in
the ABWR design, which provide defense against potential software errors. (GE
had previously presented several of these attributes as solutions to the
potential common-mode software error concern.)

Because the turbine inputs to the RPS are hard wired (do not use the*

EMS), an EMS ccmmon-mode failure would not dis,able these inputs. The '

NMS and PRM inputs use microprocessors, but are directly wired to the
S5tC and do not use the EMS.

Manual scram functions and manual MSIV actuation are hard-wired from the+
,
'

control room, do not use the EhS, and are not dependent upon micropro-
cessors.

The ARI f':nction, which is part of the anticipated transient without
scram (AiWS) systen, is independent of the EMS. The ARI system is a
non-Class IE system that is distinct from the RPS.

The NEMS is diverse in both hardware and software from the EMS. As the*

name implies, the NEMS is a non-Cless lE system.

The RSS is conventionally hard-wired from the statior :e the actuation ;*

devices (does not use the EMS) and does not use microprocessors. The
| RSS is outside the main control room, as required for the primary design

function of shutting down the reactor upon abandoning the main control-
room. The RSS is a two-channel station which contains most of the CSF'

capabilities.

Final display to the operator involves diversity between the Class IE.

' fixed mimic display and the Class IE divisional VDUs. The alarms and
parameter information are also available on the non-Class IE VDUs and

1

i plant computer.
l

The NMS signals bypass the DTM and are input directly to the TLU ' A*

common DTM failure will not cause the NMS : cram function'to fail. The
j ARI also bypasses the DTM, because the ARI is not part of the SSLC.

The DTMs, TLUs, and-SLUs have a significant level of functional diver--

sity bett;een the RPS and ESF functions and between portions of the ESF,
As shown in figures 7.2-1 and 7.2-2 of this report, each SSLC channel
has three DTMs, one TLU,'and two SLUs. The algorithms are functionally
diverse between the functions as a-result of the equipment to be~ tripped'
or actuated.

|- GE has stated that the reiative simplicity of the SSLC software will*

result in a high degree of assurance that the required testing will 1

!
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reveal virtually all of the errors. in addition, GE has stated that the
EMS software is even simpler than the SSLC software. However, GE has '

not yet provided any supporting analyses to support these statements.
This.is Open item 7.2.6-4. The staff concludes that software, even that
which has been verified and validated with a high r,uality program, may
still have undetected errors.

For the two examples reviewed in detail by LLNL, the staff, and GE, the LLNL
diversity study concluded that some postulated failures in the SSLC (and EMS) :
will disable the indication and control of the ESF systems from the main
control room. Some postuleted failures will also result in the loss of '

significant amounts of information available to the operator. The study
concluded that it will be necessary to access the RSS to initiate the ESF
equipment in order to mitigate the event. For the events reviewed, display
and mitigation.will remain available for any postulated failure. (The mitiga-
tion occasionally was at the RSS or a non-Class IE system.) This study gave
credit for the ability of non-Class IE systems to mitigate an event if the
systems were reasonably expected to be available. Normal control systems
(such as feedwater) were included, while systems not normally used (such as
manually valving in a fire water system for water injection) were not.

Draft Commission Paper - Issue A

While this study was being ev i ,ted, the staff prepared a generic position
paper entitled, " Design Certit ution and Licensing Policy Issues Pertaining
to Passive and Evolutionary Advanced Light Water Reactor Designs," on defense-
in-depth for consideration by the Commission. 'In this paper, the staff
recommends that the Commission approve the following approach for assessing
defense-in-depth, as well as the following requirements for a' Lackup system
which is not based on software and which is used for system-1: vel actuation '

and displays: '

l. .The applicant will assess the defense-in-depth and diversity of the
proposed instrumentation and control system to demonstrate that vulnera-
bilities to common mode failures have been adequately addressed. The
staff considers software design errors to be a credible common-mode
failure which must specifically be included in the evaluation. . An accept-
able method of performing analyses is described in NUREG-0493. "A Defense-
In-Depth ana Diversity Assessment of the RESAR-414 Integrated Protection
System," Harch 1979. Other methods proposed by an applicant will be
reviewed individually.

2. In performing t'.e assessment of defense in depth and diversity, the vendor
or applicant will analyze each postulated common-mode failuro for each
event evaluated in the accident analysis section of the safety analysis
report (SAR). The vendor or applicant will demonstrate adequate diversity.
within the design f:r each of these events.

3. If a postulated common-mode failnre could disable a safety function, an
alternative.(or diverse) means, with a documented basis that the diverse.
means is unlikely to be subject to the same common-mode failure, will be
required to perform either the same function or a different safety
function that provides equivaler+. protection. The alternative or. diverse
safety function nay De performed by a non-safety system if the system is
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of sufficient quality tc perform the necessary function under the associ-
i.ted event conditions. Diverse digital or non-digital systems are
acceptable : mans. Manual actions from the control room are acceptable if
adequate tine and information are available to the operators. The amount
and types of diversity may vary among designs and will be evaluated
individually.

4. A set of safety-grade displays and controls, independent of the computer
system (s) and located in the main control room, will be provided for
manual, system-icvel actuation and monitoring of critical safety fuactions
and parameters. The displays and controls will be conventionally hard-
wired in the system architecture to as low a level as practical. The
specific set of equipment required will be evaluated on an inoividual
basis.

The hard-wired, system-level controls and displays provide the plant
operators with unambiguous information and control capt.bilities. Tiese
hard-wired controls and displays must be located in the main control ror -
in order to enable the operators to expeditiously mitigate the effects of
the postulated common-mode failure of the digital I&C system. The control
room would be the center of activities to safely cope with the event,
which would also involve the initiation and implementation of the plant
emergency plan. The design of the plant should not require operators to
leave the control room for such an event. For the longer term recovery
operations, credit may be taken for actions frem outside the main control
room, when the emergency response organization is fully briefed and in
place to t ake such actions.

The results of the LLNL defense-in-depth study and the recommended staff
position h>ve been presented to GE. The recommended staff position reflects
the stiff s feur primary concerns arising out of the review. The staff
concludes that the response to the initiating event must be confined to the
@ control room, analysis of the time available for manual operator actions
is incorrplete, there is a lack of necessary system-level actuation from the
control room far the ESF functions, and there is a lack of necessary Class lE
variables displayed in the main control room. The staff reouested that Gi
complete its review of the LLNL diversity study and respond to the concerns
identified in the staff position as described in the draft Commission paper.
This has not been completed and is part of Open Item 7.2.6-1 concerning
common-mode failure (discussed above). The staff also requested that GE
prepare a list of conventionally hard-wired equipment in accordance with
requirement 4 listed above. GE has completed its review using events that GE
believes envelope the events identified in Chapter 15. GE has stated that
they disagree with the position that the staff has taken on this issue and
currently propo:e that the staff reconsider. GE has stated t%t they have
adequate defense-in-depth and diversity and the staff position should consider
the likelihood of the events in conjunction with the postulated common-mode
f ailures and allow credit for the ability of the RSS to mitigate the event.
This is part of Open item 7.2.6-2.

The staff prepared a list of the equipment which it believes could bri'ig the
AB8 design into accordance with the proposed positions. liipreparing this
list, the staff used a functional, symptom-based approach to ensure that
adequate reactivity control, core cooling, reactor coolant system integr,ty,
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''and primary containment integrity are maintained for all evants. The staff
also baserl this list upon a review of the EPGs and the safety functions of |
RG 1.97 The resulting list reflects the staff's belief that'the follcwing
indicators and controls may need to be conventionally hard-wired in the main
control room: i

:

'

Indicators*

RPV water level-

RPV pressure--

primary containment press 9re-

neutron flux *
-

drywell temperature-

suppression puol level '
-

suppression pool temperatui '

priinary containment n- and 0, concer;trations ;-

Controls*

manual scram-
4

manual isolations (MSIV and primary containment isolation)-

- HPCF contral
SRV control-

- RHR controls
emergency diesel cenerator (EDG) controls-

combustion gas controls-

RCIC control-

Status Indicators*

- HPCF flow - .
t

condensate tank level :-

RHR flow-

7.2.7 Setpoints

fhe RPS setpoints will be listed in the RPS TS. The general requirement is '

that the settings be high enough to preclude-inadvertent actuation, but: low
enough to ensure that a significant margin is maintained in tne setpoint
determination. GE did not submit the RPS TS in time for the staff to include4

a review in this report. This is part of Open-Item 16-1 and is discussed
further. in Chapters .16 and 7 -(Section 7.11) of this- report.

In Table 7.1.-2 in the SSAR, GE commits to meeting the requirements of:
RG 1.105, which govern instrument setpoints. Essentially, this regulatory
guide endorses ISA S67.04-1982, "Setpoints for Nuclear S,:ety-Related Instru -.

mentation Used in Power flants." This is accepte le sincu it defines a struc- .

tured analy$is to determine specific'setpoints that adequately cor. sider
inaccuracies. -This standard is currently undergoing significant revision,
which is expected to be issued soon as Part 11 of the standard.

~GE submitted Tier 1 design description, ITAAC, and DAC for setpoirt method-
ology in Chapter 3.2 of the damage control measure (DCM) which are under. staff-

;

review. The results of the staff's retfew will be provided in the FSER.- This-
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|

is part of Open item 7.1.3.3-1, discussed eerlier in this chaoter, lhe ITAAC
for setpoints will require a plant-specific setpoint aralysis, in accordance
with RG 1.105, which details the procedure and :stabb shes specific setpoints.

' lhe flRC will audit and approve this analysis on a plant-specific basis.

7.2.8 Hardware and Sof tware Qualification

The RPS will be qualified as a clas IE system. It will also be environmen-
tally and seismically qualified. The SSAR describes GE's commitments to
the SRP qualification criteria. The staff reviewed these commitments and
has cr.ncluded that, for tFe topics that are addressed by the SRP, the commit-
rnents are adequate. However, the staff identified three significant qualifi-
cation areas in SSAR Appendix 7A that are r.ot adequately addressed in the
SRP: (1) sof tware qualificatior., (2) electromagnetic sus:eptibility, and
(3) environmental (nild) qualification. These issues were identified in the
DSER (SECY-91-294) as Open item 8, and are discussed in the following para-

._

grrphs.

hf1 ware Qua'ification

The ABWR SSLC depends upon the proper functioning of the software to perform
the safety functions. The current sof t:.,are-sper ific is standard Af151/IEEE
Af15-7-4.3.2 (1982) which the staff formally enJorsed in RG 1.152. AtlSI/IEEE -

ANS 7-4.3.2 is a high-level description of a verification and validation (VaV) ,

process. Since it was published in 1982, several other standards have been
3issued which provide batter guidance for V5V. In addition, sof tware qualifi-

cation involves several aspects other than 'i&V. ASfH/IEEE ANS 7-4.3.2 is
currently undergoing significant revisier, and is expected to be reissued soon.

.

The ABWR SSAR stated that sof tware development will generally follow this
standard. The staff considered this statement to be equivocal, and requested
that GE provide a clear commitment to the software development process. This

le also relates to the GDC 1 issue, (closed in Section 7.1.3.2 of this
art) concerning commitments to industry standards. In addition, this issue<

part of Open item 1 from the DSER (SECY-91-294) concerning level of+

tail. Because the SSLC ';oftware has not yet been developed, the staff has
_

.a available method to verify that the sof tware will conform with ANSI /IEEE
ANS 7-4.3.2. TM s is part of Open item 7.1.3.3-1 discussed earlier in -

Section 7.1.3.3 of this chapter.

In addition to the quality assurance requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appen-
dix B, GE has committed in the SSAR to software development, documertation,
and verification, in accordince with the following standards which the staff
finds acceptable:

IEEE C28-1983, "lEEE Standard for Software Configuration Management*

Plans"

IEEE 829-1983, "lEEE Standard for Software Test Documentation"a

IEEE 830 1.184, "IEEE Standard for Software Requirements Specifi'ations"-

IEEE 1012-1986, "IEEE Star.dard for Sofware Verification and Validation*

Plans"

ABWR DFSER 7-50 October 1992
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IEEE 1033-1985, "lEEE Recommended Practice of Application of IEEE.

Standard 828 to fluclear Power Generation Stations"

GE submitted in Chapter 3.2 of the DCM Tier 1 description, ITAAC and DAC for
the ABWR computer developm(nt. The results of the staff's review will be
provided in the FSER. This is part of Open Item 7.1.3.3-1 discussed earlier
in Section 7.1.3.3 of this chapter,

I
In addition to the standards listed above, GE has committed in the SSAR to i

several software development methods and features, including the use of formal
methods for the SSLC when they are sufficiently developed. Formal methods '

entail a mathematical or graphical specification, rather than a natural '

language specification, and prodcce outputs that may be verified mathwat-
Ically. The staff agrees with GE that it is prenature to commit to a 7a.ticu- J

-

1ar formal nethod in the SSAR. Therefore, the staff finds GE's commitment (to :
!use the accepted industry software design practices at the time that the

softwu e is developed) to be appropriate. |

GE has agreed to provide a safety and hazards analysis, a sneak circuit
analysis, and a timing analysis. In addition, the staff has requested that GE
provide a (lescription of the specifics of these analyses in the-SSAR. These- ;
analyser will also be included in the enmputer development-ITAAC and DAC.
This is Open iterr 7.2.8-1.

GE has also commie ad in the SSAR to the use of software metrics to track
error rates during development. laclusion of this into Tier 1 ITAAC is
Confirwatory item 7.2.8-1. However, GE has not specified a particular
software metric, since this will probably be selected by the finti software
vendor and is an area that may change over the itfetime of the design certifi-
cation. This is COL Action item 7.2.8-1.

1

GE stated in the SSAR the intent to use " proven technology" [as defined in the .

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR)
Utility Requirements Document) in the design and development of the ABWR I&C
systems. This definition states that 3 years of successful experience in an
application (nuclear or non-nuclear) very similar to the nuclear power plant-
application is adequate. The staff agrees with this and-finds this accept-
able. The stated goal, to which both the staff and GE agree, is to use the
best of the available technologies without using unproven designs..

GE has committed in the S!AR to simple, modular programs that follow th '

guidance of D0D-STD-2167. . The staff agrees that safety systems should have
simple, modular programs and finds this-acceptable. GE has.not specifically
committed to follow D0D-STD-2167 for any other design requirements.

One area of software dengn which has not adequately been addressed in either
the SSAR or the DCM concerns the commercial dedication of software for use in
a s'afety systerr. This issue involves several concerns which need to be
addressed. GE has stated a verbal commitment to these items, which are
disc u ed belos. The specific wording is to be included in the SSAR and is
Confiricatory Item 7.2.8-2.

The first aspect of the commercial dedication issue is the use _of well-.

-developed operatinisystems in the development of plant-specific systems "
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such as the SS10. The staff agrees with GE that it is not necessary for
the SSLC dev;1oper to perform a formal V&V of the operating system.
However, it U essential that the SSLC developer ensure that the
operating system was developed under strict guidelines and has the
quality necessary for a safety system.

The second anect of the commercial dedication issue is the use of a*

complete component, st.ch as a programmable logic controller, where most
of the software has been dev91oped before the decision to use it in a
nuclear application. As with the operating systems described above, the

ideveloper must verify that the equipment selected is of sufficiently
high quality for use in a safety system. It is not necessary for the
final developer to repeat the V&V activities, but it is necessary for j
the developer to verify that the original equipment designer followed
equivalent criteria.

The flPL documents do not add substantially to the available information..

MPL C71-4010, " Reactor Protection System, Hardware / Software System
Specification" (Revision 0, dated May 18,1990) lists the inputs and
outputs for the dim, TLU, BPU, and OLU, but does not provide any other
hardware or software descriptions or specifications. ='

The commercial dedication issue also includes qualification of the.

automated tools and design support software. The developer must verify
that the tools used in the design are accurate and of sufficiently high '

quality.

A related issue involves the staff's concern that errors discovered in thc
suppliers' tools or software are identified to the end user. This is similar
to the process requi sd by the 10 CFR Part 21 for Class IE vendors. GE hasr

agreed to add a method for identifying these errors to the end user that will
be included in the ITAAC and DAC. This is Confirmatory Item 7.2.8-3.

Electromacnetic Susceotibility

The second aspect of software design which has not adequately been addressed '

L in the SSAR or DCM was part of.0 pen Item 8 in the DSER (SECY-91-294). This '

issue concerns the qualification of the RPS and cther I&C equipment for the,

'
electromagnetic environment in which it will be' installed. This issue

.

t

includes EMI, . surge-withstand capability, electrostatic discharge (ESD), radio
l- ' frequency interference, and electromagnetic comparability (EMC). Electromag-- .

netic pulse protection is not required. In the SSAR, GE noted that one of the
most significant deterences to-a failure associated with EMI effects is the !

redundancy and separation of the divisions of the SSLC, and committed to the
following standards which resolves this part of the DSER Open Item 8:t

t

ANSI .IEEE C63.12-1987, "American National- Standard for Electromagnetic
'*

= Comparability Limits - Recommended Practice"

ANSI /IEEE C37.90.2-1987, "lEEE Trial - Us Standard, Withstand Capa-*

bility of Relay Systems to Rhdiated Electromagnetic Interference from '

Transceivers"

i
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ANSI /IEEE C62.41 (1980), " Guide for Surge Voltages in Low-Voltage ac.

Power Circuits"

ANSI /IEEE C62.45 (1987), " Guide on Surge Testing for Equipment Connected+

to Low-Voltage ac Power Circuits"

MIL-STD-461C (1987), Electromagnetic Emission and Susceptibility+

Requirements for the Contrcl of Electromag mtic Interference"

MIL-STD-462 (1987), " Measurement of Electromagnetic Interference Charac-.

teristics"

IEC 801-2, " Electromagnetic Comparability for Industrial-Process*

Mearurement and C(ntrol Equipment, Part 2: Eioctrostatic Discharge
Requirements"

IEEE 518 (1982), " Guide fcr the Installation of Electrical Equipmeit to*

Minimize Electrical Noise inputs to Controllers from External Sourca"
|

The COL applicant will select specific test categories from within the |
standards. The appropriate selection will be verified by the ITAAC. EMI will ;
either be listed as part of a generic environmentally qualified (EQ) ITAAC or I

will have its own :pecific ITAAC. One specific feature that GE agreed wili be
included as a Tier i requirement is t ht the equipment will be tested for the
low range of the EMI spectrum, as well as the middle to upper ranges. This is
Confirmatory item 7.2.8-4. |

fnvironmental 00alification (Mild)

The third aspect of software design which has not adequately been addressed in
the SSAR or DCM primarily concerns the qualification of the SSLC equipment for
the temperature profiles that may occur.- In particular, one issue concer.ed
local hot spots that may occur as a result of higher current densities when
usirg digital chip designs. GE has committed in the SSAR to maintain a-
temperature rise in the SSLC of 15 'C (27 *F). This is part of Confirmatory
item 7.2.8-5. For qualification, the panel will be-cooled with natural
convection only, fans may be used to improve long-term reliability, but no
credit will be given for thermal qualification.

'GE has statea that the SSLC will be constructed from electronic components
pure.hased to military specifications and qualified by testing to a higher-
temperature than required in the SSAR for a given room environment. The staff
agrees that it-is desirable to have this additional argin built into the
design. .GE is evaluating the specific temperature t...t will be listed in the
SSAR. This is part of Confirmatory Item 7.2.8-5. (See the preceding para-
graph further discussion of this confirmatory item.)

-

MPL DMH-4270, " Essential Multip%xing Systea Design Specification" (Revi-
sion 2, dated February 3,1989) lists the CMU and RMU environmental require-
ments as 10 to 40 *C, a relative humidity of 10 to 60 percent, and seismic.
qualification.
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7.2.9 RPS findings and Conclusions

The staff evaluated GE's ABWR derign jescription to determine GE's commitments
to the SRP and the applicable regulatory guides, industry codes, and stan-
dards. This review concerned the trip sensors, EMS, SSLC, and protection
actuation circuits. Reghrding the sensor and protection activation circultr.

1

the staff concludes that the SSAR committed to the appropriate SRP criteria.
The RPS includes systems and components that GE has committed will be designed
to survive the effects of earthquakes, othsr natural phenomena, abnormal
environments, and missiles. The staff Also finds that GE has committed to GDC .

2 (regarding protection against natural phenomena) and 4 (regarding protection '

against environmental and dynamic effects of a pipe rupture), and the staff
concludes that GE is committed to the RPS-related design basis requirements of
IEEE 279 and GDC 20 (regarding provisions to sense accident conditions and
initiate reactor shutdown consistent with SSAR Chapter 15 accident analysis). :

Pariodic testing of the system, as described in the SSAR should conform to
RG 1.22 and IEEE 338, as supplemented by RG 1.118. The staff concludes that
GE has committed the RPS to the requirements of IEEE 279 and GDC 21, with
regard to system reliabi.lity and testability.

;

As defined by GE, the RPS uill conform to IEEE 384 ("!EEE Standard Criteria '

for Independence of Class lE Equipment and Circuit"), as supplemented by
RG 1.75, for protection system independence with the exceptions noted in SSAR-

Table 1.8-7 and discussed in the SSAR. Therefore, the staff concludes that GE
has committed in the SSAR to meeting the requirements of GDC 22 (regarding RPS
independence and redundancy).

f

in summary, the staff will conclude that the design of the RPS, as defined by
GE and subject to resolution of the open and confirmatory items, will meet the
relevant requirements of GDC 2, 4, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 and
10 CFR 50.55a(h) concerning protection systems.

4

7.3 Enaineered Safety Features Systems

7.3.1 System Lescription

This section discusses the I&C for equipment in the various ESF systems
described in SSAR Chapter 6. These ESF systems include:

emergency core cooling system (ECCS)*

leak detection and isolation system*

wetwell and drywell spray mode of the RHR system*

s"ppression pool cooling mode of RHR*

standby gas treatment system (SGTS)*

cmergency diesel-generator support systems*

reactor building cooling water system*

essential HVAC systemsa

HVAC emergency cooling water system*
,

high-pressure nitrogen gas supply system
'

*

This section reviews the design basis-information identified within IEEE 279;

and the various new technology criteria requirements identified by RG 1.152
Pevision 0, M! REG-0493, and the requirements for ABWR design certification.

L
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In the ABWR design, the ESF systems share the SSLC with-the RPS. Fig-
ures 7.3-1 and 7.3-2 of this report provide an overview of the ESF imple-

_ mentation with the SSLC. (Section'7,2 of this report discusses the components '

'- of the SSLC.) The following section discusses the differences between the RPS
implementation and-tbo E.if design. The open items identified in Section 7.2
of this report apply to the ESF systems as well, as do the cdditior.al' require-
ments listed in Section 7.2 for software and Eril. qualification.

|
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The ECCS instrumentation and controls sense the need for ECCS action and
actuate appropriate equipment, as required. The ECCS consists of the
following systems:

HPCF system*

the RCIC system.

the low-pressure flooder (LPFL) mode of the RHR system*

the ADS, which includes safety / relief valve (SRV) electrical actuation*

logic

The systems used in the ABWR to provide the ESF functions are similar to those
used in other BWR desig.1s previously reviewed by the staff. As with the RPS,
the primary differences arise in the method of implementation. This review
focused on the addition of the EMS and the S5LC system.

7.3.1.1 High-Pressure Core Flooder System

four reactor 'evel transmitters (one for each division) provide input to the
SSLC logic, and four additional pressure transmitters monitor drywell pres-
sure. Either logi: signal activates the high-pressure core flooder (HPCF)
system upon a two-out-of-four coincidence vote. This logic arrangement also
permits online testing. After activation, the two HPCF pumps reach rated flow
within 36 seconds. These HPCF pumps automatically stop on reactor high-water
level, or they can manually be shut down The HPCF pumps are interlocked to
prevent starting if a suction path from the condensate storage tank or
suppression pool is not open.

Separation within the HPCF is such that no single failure can prevent the
system actuation. The system is also designed so that no single failure
should result in a spurious actuatien.

While the initiating logic is a four channel system, the actuated system is a
two-channel system. The HPCF control is powered by channels 2 and 3 of the
SSLC, as shown in figure 7.3-2 of this report. Divisional separation is main-
tained on both the input to the logic and the output control.

7.3.1.2 Automatic Depressurization System

The main steamlines inside the drywell have a total of 18 safety / relief valves
which discharge to the suppression pool. Eight of these valves are designated s
for use as the ADS. The initiation signal is reactor low-water level (L1) and 1high drywell pressure. Both parameters must be met before the ADS is initia- v
ted. The ADS SRVs are interlocked with the HPCF and RHR discharge pressure y
indications to ensure tLt a pump is running before depressurization begins. /

There is also a delay (29 sec) between the completion of the logic voting and
the initiation signal. This delay allows for the HPCF or RCIC systems to
restore the water level (if they are available) before depressurizai.lon
begins. Manual initiation is also available.

The sensor information is input through the four-channel SSLC. The ADS output
to the valves is achieved through channels 1 and 2 of the SSLC. The SSLC uses
eight reactor-level sensors so that the four sensors used to initiate chan-
nel 1 of.the ADS are different from the four used f.r channel 2. Both
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channels are routed to each of the cight valves. Each valve has two solenoid
pilot valves (ou for each channel), either of which can initiate opening of
the ADS valve.

7.3.1.3 Reactor Cora Isolation Cooling System
.

1

The RCIC system is a single-train high-pressure injection system which uses a !
steam-driven ptmp. This system is initiated by either high drywell pressure
or low reactor water level. Each parameter has four sensors, to which data
are input through the SSLC and EMS. The output is achieved through Division i
of the SSLC.1

ihe turbine autor;,atically shuts down on turbine overspeed, high turbine
exhaust pressure, RCIC auto-isolation signal, low pump suction pressure, high
reactor water level (L8), or manual trip if the initiation signal is not

lpresent.-
|

The RCIC system is neither redundant nor diverse, since the HPCF system is |considered functionally redundant to this system. Some turbine valve indica-- -

tions are Division 11 components, and appropriate separation of these devices -

and circuits must be maintained. System annunciation and performance indica-
tors will be provided in the control room. System tests will be accomplished ' 4

with one division in bypass. Online signal verification will be-accomplished
by the SSLC.

7.3.1.4 Low-Pressure Flooder System

The LPFL system is initiated automatically frem reactor low-water level (L1)
signals from the nuclear boiling system (NBS) (eight transmitters) from the
four divisions. Four transmitters provide signals to RHR Divisions I and III,
while the other four supply signals to RHR Division II.,

t

The LPFL system'is also initiated by high drywell pressure, which is monitcred .

by fcur transmitters (one from each division) from the NBS. Two-out-o? Rur '

logic is used with fiber ' optic isolators to provide isolation and prevent a
single failure from disabling initiation of the system.- The RHR/LPFL is-
redundant with, functional diversity supplied by the HPCF and RCIC systems.
The SSLC automatically tests the instrumentation and verifies the output
signals. System annunciation and performance indicators are provided in the
control room. The equipment will be environmentally qualified in accordance
with'the requirements of its location.

7.3.1.5 Leak Detection and Isolation System

The instrumentation and controls fe tv M k detection and-isolation system.

-(LDS) consist- of the temperature, pressurt *adiation, and flow sensors to
detect, indicate, and. alarm leakage from.the reactor primary pressure boun-
dary. Manual contro? is provided-in the control- room to allow system level ' '

isolation. Each power-operated isolation valve is also. provided with a _
.

- i

separate manual control switch in the control room, which is independent of
the automatic and system-level manual logic. All isolation valves is actuated
with deenergize-to-isolate logic. r
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The LDS system has several isolation capabilities, as follows: |

Containment isolation is initiated on high drywell pressure, low reactor*

water level (L1, Ll.5, L2, L3), manual operator initiation, isolation
logic reset, and signal from the PRM.

Reactor water cleanup is isolated on differential flow and equipment*

area temperature.
i

RHR shutdown cooling suction lines is isolated on reactor low-water*

level (L3) snd high ambient temperature.

RCIC is isolated on high ambient temperature and high turbine exhaust*

pressure.

The main steamline is isolated on low reactor water level (LI.5),-*
|

dit ferential pressure, high radiation, high tunnel ambient temperature, o

high main tteamline area temperature in the turbine building, low main '

condenser vacuum, or low upstream pressure.

7.3.1.6 Wetwell and Drywell Spray Cooling

An operitional mode of the RHR syrtem, wetwell and drywell spray cooling, uses
RHR pumps A and B. Wetwell and drywell spray cooling-is manually initiated
from the control room, with drywell pretsure providing permissive interlock
from NBS sensors and EMS and SSLC system functions. The sensor circuits and'
logic is provided with separation, redundancy, and testability, in accordance.
with the other ESF circeits described in this section. The manual initiating
sequence begins with the LPFL initiation signal (low reactor water level)e If
high drywell pressure or high wetwell pressute are present, the operator will

,

L manually close the injection valves and open the spray valves, if low water
( level occurs.again, the system automatically realigns to the injection mode.
1

7.3.1.7 Suppression Pool Cooling Mode

The suppression pool cooling mode of the RH3. system uses the same instrumenta-
tion and controls previously described for the LPFL. Redundancy is provided
by the three separate logic divisions; however, unlike the LPFL, no functional
or equipment diversity is identified for the suppression pool cooling mode.
This mode is manually initiated. Annunciators and indicators for an operation-
of this~ mode are non-safety-related and available in the control room.

7.3.1.8 Standby Gas Troatment System

The SGTS is automatically initiated upon the detection of high drywell
preswre, low reactor water level, or high radiation in the fuel handling area
or secondary containment HVAC exhaust air. Manual initiation .is also. avail- - 1
able. .Two logic divisions are powered from sparate ESF buses. The Divi-
sion I and H emergency power supplies supply , swer to the SGTS instrumenta-
tion and contpols. Both electrical and physical separation must be-main->
tained. Testability can be performed by signal insertion. Non-s'afety-related
indicators and annunciators are provided in the control root The SSAR states
that all equipment will conform to the environmental conditions where it will
be installed.
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7.3.1.9 Emergency Diesel Generator Support Systems

The three emergency diesel generators (EDGs) supply and are controlled by
Divisions 1, 2, and 3 of the Class IE power supplies. The EDG support systems
are described in SSAR Chapter 9 and the assotiated section of this report.
The support systems include the jacket water system, starting air system, lube
oil system, and fuel transfer system. Although not specifically mentioned in
the SSAR, the support systems also include the EDG HVAC system. The results
of the staff's review of these support systems are provided in Chapter 9 of
this report, j

7.3.1.10 Reactor Building Cooling Water System !

The I&C systems for the reactor building cooling water system are initiated by
two-out-of-four logic in response to reactor low-water-level or Hgh drywell
pressure signals. The instrumentation system's output to the aci.uated
equipment is separated into three divisions, so that no single failure can

,disable this system. The non-safety portions of the system include the- |

annunciators and indicators for operator information. !
i

7.3.1.11 Essential Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning |

The essential HVAC systems comprise two divisions, each containing two
50-percent refrigeraiors and chilled water pumps. Division I and Il power
buses will supply output from the systems' instrumentation and controls to the i

actuated equipment.

The SSAR describes the HVAC systems as being mechanically and electrically
separate. Each refrigerator is interlocked to automatically start the other
when one unit is shut down for any reason. The systems will be tested
manually and designed to the environmental requirements where they are
located.

!.

As described in the SSAR, the HVAC systems represent the traditional cooling
designs provided for earlier BWR designs evaluated by the staff. These
designs meet the requirements of GDC 3 and 21 (concerning system reliability
and testability) for analog systems. However, some additional analysis may be
required to determine'whether the application of the ABWR computer-based
technology requires adelitional cooling to limit hot spots resulting frnm
higher current-densities within the digital chip designs than those present in jthe previous transistor designs.

4

Additional controls and direct cooling may be required and a design limit for
the equipment designs c9nsistent with the life expectancies 1; required to
complete the design documentation. As discussed in Chapter 9 of this report,

M the ITAAC will' verify that the chillers are appropriately sized for the heat
loads of the roon. . In addition, the I&C equipment' will;be qualified for its
particular environment,'as described in Section 7.2 of'.this report. The
environmental qualification of the cquipment is also described in the generic c
equipment qualification ITAAC in Chapter 3.1 of the DCM. The' staff expects
that the COL applicant will include as_part of its test procedure, cooling
temperature profiles for the racks with the HVAC configurations possible 4r
various a.:ident. events requiring ESF. This is COL Action Item I.3.1.11-1.

. 1,
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Proper performance of the esstntial HVAC will be verified by ITAAC after
design certification as described in Section 7.1.3.3 of this report. This
closes this part of DSER (SECY-91-294) Open item 8.

GE has submitted in the DCH, Tier 1 design des (ription, ITAAC and DAC for
equipment qualification. This is part of Open item 7 1.3.3-1 discussed
earlitr in Section 7.1.3.3 of this chapter. The results of the staff's review
will be piovided in the FSER,

7.3.1.12 HVAC Emergency Cooling Water System and High Pressure Nitrogen Gas
Eupply System

The SSAR describes the ABWR HVAC emergency cooling water system and high-
pressure nitrogen gas supply systems as being similar to those previously
reviewed and approved by the NRC.

The cooling water system is a two-train system, in which each train contains
two 50-percent refrigerators and pumps. Divisions 1 and 2 of the essential
power systems power both trains of this system. The HVAC emergency cooling
water system is initiated autom .ically upon activation of any HVAC systerr. in
the control room or diesel generator areas.

Ine high-pressure nitrogen gas supply system provides compressed nitrogen to
the ADS safety / relief valves, the MSIVs (for testing only), and other instru-
ments and valves. This system supports both safety- and non-safety-related
portions of the plant. The safety-related portion of the design is a two-
train system, which automatically isolates upon low nitrogen pressure to the
ADS tccumulators.

7.3.2 Safety System Logic and Control and Specific Subsystem Descriptions

This section discusses the differences between the ESF sectinns of the SSLC
and the RPS sections discussed in Section 7.2 of this report. The primary
difference is the use of SLUs in the ESFs, in place of the RPS TLUs. As shown
in Figure 7.3-2, the ESF SSLC includes a total of 12 SLUs with four in each of
the three divisions. The actuated equipment controlled from the SLUs may be
single, redundant, or triplicated systems. The equipment is divided between

'
SLU 1 and 2 logic functions to provide functional diversity in case of a
failure. For example, the HPCF and RCIC high-pressure injection functions are
on different Slus than the RHR low-pressure function.

The SLU architecture is arranged so that each SLU function has a dual SLU
perfunaing the same function. The component shown as SLU 1 in Division I on
figure 7.3-2 actually comprises two SLUs. Both SLUs receive the same input
from the DTM, manual controls, and bypasses. Both SLUs must agree before the
initiation signal is processed to the actuated equipment. This two-out-of-two
voting arrangement occurs at the remote m.iltiplexing unit. A single failure
of an SLU or EMS will not initiate an ESF function. With the exception of the
containment isolation signals, the ESF system logic is a fail-as-is condition.
Figure 1 of MPL A32-4080, " EMS /SSLC Interfacr o quirements, Requirementse

Specification" (Revision 0, dated April 25, Mr J), uses the term auxiliary
supporting features logic for part of the safety system logic eit SSLC. The
SSAR and Tier 1 description use the term SLU for the same device. GE has
committed to esolve this discrepancy. and this is Cor.firmatory item 7.3.2-1.
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7.3.3 ESF Findings and Conclusions

The general ESF design and arrangements meet ne guidelines of the SRP,
although detaQ, information was not availabia for review. In general, most
f ' .e RPS-relihd issues identified by the staff (in Section 7.2 uf this

~ 'ri :1s0 apply to the E3F eg's.pment. Specific bues are identified
.

:
SER (SECY-91-T94; noted an open issue (0 pen Item 1) cancerning the leveli T

N .4tsii provided for the ESF systems. The staff finds the level of Otail
allable for review without appropriate ll AAC and DAC, remains inadequate.

ibmitted in the DCM, Tier 1 design description, ITAAC and Di{ for the"
.

The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER. Thise . .

a h iart of Open item 7.1.3.F1, discussed earlier in Section 7.1.3.3 of this
chspter. This clo:,es DSER Open Item 1.: ;

'f

The potential for commen-mode software problems may also exist with the Ei-
syste s. This was Open Item 10 in the 95ER (SECY-91-294). In the DSER, 1 $
staff noted that GE had not wided a detailed FMEA for thesc actuation C
systems to complete the conf tce to the IEEE ? cquirements and the M
NUREG-0493 defense-in-depth ysis. Thi was ice <r.ified as Open Item 3 in 'd
the DSER, and is now includeo in Open Itet i 2 h I ' scussed previously in

< failures.this report, concerning the potential for commen-
# cr has cv4 c. in the SSAR to satisfy the requirements of IEEE 279 concer-

t .g the ESP octuation systems. The systems include the provisic s to sense
.:cident conditions anu Poticipated occurrences and to initiate ESi operation.
GL bas alst committed that the ESF systems will meet the requirements of
GDC 20, regarding the ability to sense accident conditions and respond
accocdingly.

The ESF actuation systems adequately comply with the guidance for p-riodic
testing in P.G 1.22 Revision 0, and IEEE 338, as supplemented by RG 1.118
Revision 2. The bypassed and inoperable status design commitment: follow the
guidance of RG 1.47. GE has stated in the SSAR that the FSF actuation system
design commitments conform to the guidance of IEEE 379, as supplemented by
RG 1.53 (eegarding single failure criteria). GE has also committed .the
SSAp to the systems reliability and testability requirements 01 IEEE 272 and,
therefore, GDC 21 concerning the ability system reliability and to perform
periodic testing.

The SSAR identifies the EsF system design as meeting the guidance provided by
'IEEE 384, and supplemented by RG'l.75, for systm independence. The staff
identified.further design commitments to IEEE 279 (therefore to the require-
ments of GDC 22) concerning system indeoendence.

The staff agrees that GE his provided design commitments in the SSAR to meet
the requirements of GDC 23 concerning consideration of safe #ailure modes in
the system design, with the exception of the postulated common-mode software
failures which require confirmatory analyses.

The isolation provided to the signals shared with the cca mol system conforms
to IEEE 279. Corfequently, the ESF systems design commi m.W satisfy GDC 24
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concerning separation of protection and control systems. The staff concludes
that the design will meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a(h), with regard to
IEEE 279 (concerning central and protection system interaction).

As described above and subject to the satisfactory resolutions of Open Items
7.2.6-1, 7.2.6-2, 7.2.8-1, and 7.1.3.3-1; and Confirmatory Items 7.2.8-1,
7.2.8-2, 7.2.8-3, 7.2.8-4, and 7.2.8.5, the staff will conclude that GE has
provided adequate design commitnients for the ESF actuation systems to conform
to the relevant requirements (cescribed in the preceding paragraphs) of GDC 2,
4, 20-24, 34, 35, 38, 41, as well as 10 CFR 50.5Sa(h).

7. Systems Recuired for Safe Shutdown

7.4.1 System Description

The SSAR identifies the following systems as being required for safe shutdown &'q of the reactor: j

ARI function.

*

SLCS- +

reactor shutdown coc?ing mode of the RHR system*

RSS*

a
This section d!scusses the I&C aspects of these systems. This section also
reviews the interface effects between these systems and the RPS, EMS, and
SSLC.

GE submitted in the DCM, Tier 1 design description and ITAAC for all of the
systems discussed in this section for staff review. -The results of the
staff's review will be provided in the FSER. This is Open item 7.4.1-1.

7.4.1.1 Alternate Rod Insertion System

The ARI function is accomplished by the rod control and information "., stem
.

(RCIS), reactor flow control (RFC) system and fine mation control rod dr.ive
(FMCRD). Tha ARI system permits insertion of all rods by an aiternative,
diverse meti.od from the RPS. This function involves receiving reactor high
dome pressure and low water level (Level 2) signals, and generating an ATWF
signal .

The RCIS is not classified as a safety-related system, but it is described as
a single-failure-proof, high-reliability, and high-availability design. The
level 2 reactor > rssel water level signal is provided throu0h the<ESF portion
oC the SSLC and the sensors are, therefore, classified as Class IE. The SSLC
shares the EMS with the RPS; however, the ARI description provided by GE in
the SSAR does not clarify that tM RPV level 2 inputs to the SSLC are hard-
wired and, th efore, would not .iare common equipment with the RPS input. GE
has committed to clearly statino this configuration in the SSAR. This is
Confirmatory ~ Item 7.4.1.1-1. (he non-safety-related sy' stems used for the ARI
are discussed in-SSAR Chapter 7.7 and the staff's review is discussed in
Section 7.7 of this report.

10 CFR 50.62 defines tir. requirement for' a reactor shutdown system to provide
operatt'nal transients. In addition, GE has submitted a proprietary topical-
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report (NEDE-31096-A), which the staff approved for previous, operating BWR
designs. -In response to the staff's questions, GE has stated its intent that
the ABWR design fully conform to NEDE 31096-A. This is Confirmatory
item 7.4.1.1-2.

The sensor trip points are set beyond the RPS settings to allow the RPS trips
to occur first. The RPS-level trir is set at level 3 ano the dome pressure
trip is set higher than the RPS reactor nressure t Manual actuation of
the rod insertion is provided by two manual actions avoid inadvertent
actuation of the rod trips. As described in tha SSAR, the logic for the ARI
furcticn is designed so that no single failure will result in the failure to
inserc more than one operable control rod when the ARI is actuated.

The RPV level 2 from the SSLC will be input to each of the three redundant RFC
controllers, where a two-out-o;-four vote will be taken. Similarly, the three

dome pressure inputs frca the steam bypass and pressure control system will be
input to each of the RFC controllers, where a two-out-of-three-vote will be
taken. The manual ARI initiation will be input to the same controllers, where
a two-out-of-two vote will be taken. Any cf these three signals will initiate
the ARI function.

The output (trip or no-trip decision) from each of the RfC controllers will be
input to the redundant RCIS controllers where, a t.vo-out-of-three vote will be
taken to initiate FMCRD run-in. The RCIS will also receive the scram follow
input. The output of the two RCIS cha-iels also will be voted upon in a two-
out-of-two logic that determines whether to actual' initiate r-d insertion.
The outputs f.?m the RfC controllers also will be voteo upon in a two-out-of- ')
three logic as input to ti:e ARI valves (which are the redundant scram air
header exhaust valves requieed by 10 CFR 50.62). This s.vstem also will
initiate a recircu'1 tion pum,' trip, which is described in Section 7.7 of this
report. ,

As stated hbove, GE has submitted for staff review, Tier 1 design description
and ITAAC for the ARI system. The results of the staff's review will be

"

provided in the FSER. Thi.s is part of Open Item 7.4.1-1.

Subject to the resolution of Open Item 7.4.1-1 and Confirmatory Items
7.4.1.1-1 and 7.4.1.1-2 discussed above, GE has committed that the ARI design
will conform with 10 CFR 50.62. This design will be acceptable to the staff.

7.4.1.2 Standby Liquid Control System

The SLCS instrumentation will be designed to initiate and continue the 3

injection of a liquid neutron absorber (borated water) into the reactor. The
SLCS is a two-train system, with one pump for each train. The instrumentation
will be designed to withstand seismic Category I earthquake loads, and all
equipment will be mounted in qualifie" panels. The Class IE instrument bus
powers the instrumentation. The system will be designed with many safety
system features far a high degree of reliability, but it is not classified as

-

a safety-related system. In response to Q4'0.125, GE stated that-the SLCS is
hard-wired and does not interface with the E 2. Consequently, the SLCS does
not share any components with the RPS.
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Pressure and tank-level sensing equipment used determines whether the liquid
is being pumped into the reactor. Demineralized water may be pumped into the
reactor vessel to permit the system testing while the plant is operational.
Indicators, controls, and annunciators are located in the control room.
Indicators are proviacd at the local panel to indicate system oper.. tion, and
indicators and alarms are also provided to monitor the beren solution tank and
maintain preparedness while in normal standby.

GE initially stated that the SLCS is manually initiated, and the SSAR did not
describe any automatic initiation capability. GE has since modified the SSAR
to indicate that the SLCS automatically starts, as required by the ATWS rule
of 10 CFR 50.62. This modific:ticr indicates that the two SLCS numps and
associated valves are initiated upon the ATWS initiation signa!. This signal
may arise from high RPV pressure and average power range monitor (APRM) not
down-scale for 3 minutes or low RPV level and APRM not down-scale for 3
minutes. If the control rods have been inserted by the RPS or ARI (automatic ~

or manual), the APRM should read down-s ' ale before 3 minutes, thereby preven-
ting the SLCS from initiating. The staif finds this to be acceptable and in
conformance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.62.

7.4.1.3 Reactor Shutdown Cooling Mode of the RHR System

Operator action initiates the reactor shutdown cooling mode of the RHR system,
with interlocks of the valves used to ensure correct cooling mode alignment.
The LPFL is the only automatically initiated operating mode of the RHR system.
The RHR *.hutdown mode consists of both normal and emergency shutdown. Normal *

shutdown, accomplished with all three of the RHR trains, will bring the ,

reactor to approximately 51.6 *C (125 *F) within 20 hours. Emergency shutdowr,
will a" low the reactor to be brought to cold shutdown (less than 100 *C or
212 *F) with two pumps within 36 tours. The RHR equipment is classified as d
Class lE and will be seismically and environmentally qualified for the loca-
tion in which it will be installed. All controls are located in the control
room. The staff finds this design acceptable.

7.4.1.4 Remote Shutdown System
~

The remc. shutdown system (RSS) provides a means to carry out the reactor
shutdown functions from outside the main control room, in order to bring the
reactor to cold shutdown. The RSS does not include reactor scram or complete
control cf ESF systems. i.'1 design assumes that the operator w'11 scram the
raac4.or from the main control room before going to the RSS, and that there
will be r.o coincident design-basis accident. Two panels are provided at
separate locations to permit admi '-trative and procedural control. The
remote shutdown controls are irov,Jed with manual switches to transfer control
from the control room, and provide transfer-related alarms to the control
room.

in Q420.15, the staff requested that GE provide additional clarification of
the intended use of the LSS and the degree of its isolation and independence
from the SSLC and EMS. In its respense, GE stated that the RSS is totally
separate and independent fron. the SSLC and EMS b::ause it is hard-wired and
does not use multiplexed signal interfaces. Inclusion of this clarification
ti to the SSAR is Confirmatory Item 7.4.1.4-1. These panels play a role in the
common-mode failure, which is discussed in Section 7.2.6 ci this report.
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Division _1 and 2, Class IE power supplies will power the remote shutdown
stations. The equipment controlled from incse panels will 'oe in the same
divisions as when -normally controlled from the SSLC ~ The remote shutdown
stations will include one HPCF train, two RHR trains, two RCW trains, two
trains of the. reactor sea water system, two trains of the electrical power
distribution system, the flammability control syttem, and two of the emergency
diesel' generators. Indication will be provided for these fa::tions to
initiate and verify completion of the shutdown.

;A2 Findings and Conclusions

The ARI function and SLCS instrumentation are considered part of the resolu-
tion to the potential common-mode failure of the EMS and SSLC systems as a
result of EMI effects, software operational problems, or other such effects.
The analysis to resolve this issue also must consider the operation of these
systems during the events discussed in SSAR Chaptei 15, in combination with
postulated safety system failures. In addition, the analysis may also need to
reconsider how the systems described in this section will nperate. Specifi-
cally, RSS operation may require a reconsideration of the equipment involved.
Thu is part of the common-mode failure anlysis, which is an Open
Item 7.2.6-1 discussed in_Section 7.2.6 of this report.

SSAR describes the remote sh.taown panel functional capabilities, but it does '

not permit operational details of how these two panels, which will Le located
in adjacent areas that can be separated, can be operated simultaneously or'in
a master / slave arrangement.

The staff also was unable to determine hos the transfer of the ser.;or trans-

mitter outputs will occur without the loss of the calibration data updates
stored in the SSLC system microprocessors (which would presumably be discon-

,_ nected from the readouts). The information required to address these ques-
L tions was part of Open Item I in the DSER (SECY-91-294). GE provided clarifi-

cation that.when the sensor outp 2 transferred to the RSS,-the 4-20-ma
outputs will be routed directly to ue RSO, the automatis calibration function
in the remote multiple:. ig; units _will no longer be part of-the input. During

'- the use of the ksS, the automatic calibration function will:not'be available. *

Conventional, manual calibration will still be available if required by the
length of RSS operation. This-i_s acceptable to the staff,-and this part of
DSER Open_ Item I is resolved.

The review of theLinteraction between the systems required for safe shutdown
included the sensors, circuitry, redundancy features, and actuated devices.
that. provide the instrumentation and control __ function to prevent;the ' reactor.

fror returning to criticality and provide a means for idequate residual heat
removal. The reviewers examined the design 'nformatter submitted in the SSAR'
to assess its conformance to the quidelines identified in SSAR Section 7.1,
NUREG-0493, and the NRR licensing review bases. .The review also addressed the-
interaction between the safe shutdown system and the RPS.

The reviewers ide'tified the instrumentation e.nd controls that-permit actions
intended to maintain the reactoi in a safe condition during shutdrwr.. The
ABWR . design provides for equipment outside the control room to enable shutdown
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'to cold shutdown conditions. Use of the remote shutdown station for addi-
tional events _is under staff review, and the results will be provided inL the
FSER. This is Open Item 7.4.2-1.

The review of I&C required for safe shutdown included conformance to the
requirements of testability, operability with onsite and offsite electrical
power, and single failures consistent with the general criteria applicable to
safe shutdown systems. The staff concludes that GE has provided a derign
commitment in the SSAR that these systems will be testable and operabie with|
onsite or offsite power, and that the RSS controls will be independent and
will satisfy equipmer:t single failure criteria.

In summary, the staff concludes that GE has provided design commitments in.the-
SSAR that the systems required for safe shutdown will conform to the require-
ments of GDC 2 (concerning protection against natural phenomena), 4 (concer-
ning protection from environmental and dynamic effect of pipe failure),-
13 (concerning the ability to measure and control variables and systems during-
all modes of operation),19 (concerning the provision tc provide'a control
room from which actions can be taken to operate a nuclear power plant during
all condition:,), 34 (concerning suitabla redundancy in RHR to assure the
system safety Tunction can be accomplished assuming a single failure),
35 (concerning suitable redundancy in ECCS to assure the safety function can
be accomplished assuming a single failure), and 38 (concerning suitable
redundancy in contair, ment heat rerrnval to assure the safety function assuming
a single failure), as w'll as the applicable regulatory guides.

7.5 Safety-Related Disolav Instrumentation

7.5.1 System Description $

Safety-related display systems are these which provide information for,

L manually initiated and controlled safety functions. These systems indicate
that the plant's safety functiens are being accoinplished, anti they provide

.information from which appropriate action can be taken to mitigate the
consequences of anticipated opcrational occurrences and accidents. The SSAR
identifies the following systems as.information systems irrportant to safety:

safety parameter display system*
,

'

information systems associated with emergency response facilities.

nuclear data linka

This section addresses the staff's evaluation of the I&C aspects of the
information systems. This review emphasizes the interfaces between these- '

systems and the SSLC and EMS, as well as the application of advanced techno -
logy to processing and display of data important to srfety. The ~ plant's site
emergancy response cer.ter and communications links with the NRC emergency-
response center are the responsibili v of the COL applicant and areinot
addressed in this section.;

In the SSAR, GE presented a comprehensive list of variables that are consid-
L

~

SSAR also provided explicit tables of conformance and specific exceptions- to_-
ered essential for providing safety-related information to the operators. The

|

RG 1.97 (Rev. 3), and the process system descriptions in the SSAR provided;
n
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functional requirements for display.of data. One.significant differcuce
between the ABWR and past designs is the incorporation in the ABWR of.a
Class IE neutron monitorir.g system that conforms with RG 1.97.

In the DSER (SECY-91-294), the staff noted that the SSAR did not describe the
manner in which the. required data are processed and displayed, or the depen-
denc|es on supporting hardware and software._ The DSER identified this as an 4

open item concerning level of detail. The details of the displays will be ;

determined by the COL applicant during the implementation of the hu an factors j
. design commitmeni.s. GE has provided design comm"ments in the SSAR that the -|
fixed mimic panel will include displays of the seismic Category 1 parameters i

specified by RG 1.97. These parameters also will be, available at the
. 1

operator's console. SSAR Chapter 18, Table 18F-1, lists the parameters and igeneral locations of other displays. The supporting I&C' equipment is '

described in Section 7.2 of this report.

Neither the- S5AR nor the regulatory guide addresres the accuracy of the
1- RG 1.97 displays. The EPGs imply the accuracy required in the displays. For '

'

example, 4- primary containment control guideline (Ref. SSAR 18A.5) has an
entri condition when the suppression pool-water level is above 7.1 meters or
below 7.0 meters. The technical specifications also will have similar
accuracy requirements. This is part of Item 16-2 and is discussed in Chap--
ter 16 of this repen The staff does not expect that the accuracy require-
ments will be difficuit to meet with the expected equipment; however,-because
the equipment has not yet been selected, this will be confirmed by ITAAC.

NUREG-0737, Item I.D.2, requires that a safety parameter display system (SPDS).
be installed that displays to operating personnel a minimum set of parameters-
which define the safety status of the plant. This can be attoined through
continuous-indication of direct and derived variables, as necessary, to assess-
plant safety status. Many of the operating reactors that have_ implemented the-
S*"'S use_ a stand-alone design. The ABWR is significantly different,- in that
ti.e SPDS parameters cill be integrated into the overall design of the nain
control room, as are the RG 1.97 parameters. The staff considers this to-be
the preferred-method, and . finds this approach acceptable because it satisfies
the guidelines of NUREG-0737, I.D.2.

7.5.2 . Findings and Conclusions

- Information important to safety-provides the operator with the status of the
plant to allow the or > tor to perform manual :afety_ actions, when- necessary..

.

The staff's review int aded an assessment of the proposed application of. the
EMS'and SSLC to' support operator _ displays important to safety. GE.did not
make available:other documentation normally reviewed for information systems
(suc' s component states,. functional control diagrams, electrical and.

physical layout drawings,.and descriptive information). The staff considered
applicable criteria, guidelines, and design bases, including those concerning

L indication of bypassed or inoperable safety systems.

The staff also_ examined the information submitted for this desQn to assess
its conformance to the guidelines identified in SSAR Sectici 7.1, NUREG-0493,
and the NRC': ABWR licensing review bases. The review focused on the inter-
faces between the safety-related information systems and the safety systems

. (such as the RPS.-LDS, and ECCS).
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Among the manual action variables reqJired for reactor shutdown from outside
the control room, SSAR Table 7.5-7 lists drywell pressure. However, the
parameters listed in SSAR Section 7.4 for display on the remote shutdown panel
do n 4 include this parameter. GE has stated that this parameter is not
required for shutdown using the RSS without a design-basis event, and it
should, therefore, not 3e listed in the table. This is Confirmatory
item 7.5.2-1.

The information providad to the operator with these safe shutdown displays
derives from the SSLC and EMS. Additional information is provided with the
non-essential systems. These inputs are also part of the issue concerning
potential cormon mode failures addressed in Sectiot 7.2 of this report.
Assessment of the effects of common-mode fai!ure in conjunction with an event
must consider the information available to the operator.

The staff concludes that GE appears ta be comprehensively addressing the
requirements of RG 1.97 and the SPDS, with several exceptions for which
justification has been provided. However, GE's SSAR did not identify any
other significant design detail on processing and display of information
important to safety. This information will be developed by the COL applicant
and reviewed during the ITAAC and DAC process.

7.6 Interlock Systems Imoortant to Safety

7 6.1 System Description

This section addresses the following instrumentation systems which are
required for safety, but are not discussed in Sections 7.2 through 7.5 of this
report:

neutron monitoring system (SRNM, LPRM, and APRM)a

process radiation monitoring system-

high-pressure / low-pressure interlocks=

fuel pool cooling and cleanup systema

drywell vacuum relief system=

containment atmosphere monitoring system*

supprassion pool temperature monitoring system-

GE has submitted for staff review in the DCM, Tier 1 design descriptions,
ITAAC and DAC for the interlock s/ stems important to safety. The results of
the staff's review will be provided in the FSER. This is Open Item 7.6.1-1,

7.6.1.1 Neutron Monitoring Syrtem

The safety-related subsystems of the neutron monitoring system (NMS)- comprise
the SRNM subsystem, local power range monitor (LPRM), and average power range
monitor (APRM) subsystem. Togethar, the LPRM and APRM are referred to as the
power range neutron monitor (PRNM). Section 7.7 of this report discusses the
non-safety-related portions of the NMS, which include the automatic traversing
in-core probe (ATIP) and multi-channel rod block monitor (MRBM).

The SRNM monitors neutron flux from the source range (1.E+3nv) to 15 percent
of rated power. The SRNM subsystem has 10 SRNM channels, with each channel
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- _having I fixed, in-core, regenerative fission chamber sensor. ThefSRNM' pre-
amplifier signals are transmitted to the SRNM digital measurement and control
(DMC)-units--in 3he main control room. The DMC-units contain the software used
to implement the algorithm for signal processing, flux, .and power calcula-
tions. GE has described the SRNM as being functionally _the same'as the
previously reviewed wide range neutron monitoring system. The SRNM provides'

trip signals to the RPS, and rod block signals to the rod control. Each of
the-four trip channels receives input signals from a different set of SRNM-
channels. Unlike the other sensor inputs to the SSLC, the NMS provides a
' trip /non-trio decision directly to the TLU withont using the DTM to process
tho sensor data. Three SRNM channels are used for input to each of SSLC
channels 1 and 3, and two SRNM channels are used as input to each of SSLC

~

channels 2 and 4. The 10 SRNM channels are divided into. 3 -bypass gr6ups. A
total of_three SRNM channelt can be bypassed, with no more than one per SSLC
channel. No additional divisional bypass is allowed. If two or three of the.

SRNMs are out of service in an SSLC channel, one channel of the RPS will be
tripped.

The PRNM consist of the LPRM and APRM subsystems. The LPRM monitors power in
the power range, and it provides signals to the APRM and the plant computer.
The LPRM consists of 52 detector assemblies, each with 4 fission chamber

'detectors. The LPRM channels provide trip signals when an LPRM is up scale,
down-scale, or bypassed.

The APRMs consist of four DMC APRM channels, each of which receivc,, the*

52 LPRM signals as input. The APPM digita' measurement and control units
average the inputs to provide a core average neutron flux, which corresponds
to the core average powar. Eech APRM channel is associated with a single RPS
trip channel. The APRM also provides rod block functions.

GDC 12 requires that the reactor core and associated coolant, control, and
j protection systes::s be dasigned to ensure that power oscillations which result
! in conditions exceeding specified acceptable fuel. design limits are not

possible or can reliably and readily be detected and suppressed.

NRC Bulletin No. 88-07 requested that boiling water reactor (BWR) licensees-
take actions to prevent the occurrence of uncontrolled power oscillations
during all modes of BWR operation. The NRC also-requested that the BWROG-,

perform generic evaluaticns of the CWR plant response to core thermal hyurau-
lic instabilities, and provide long-term solutions to prevent or quickly-
mitigate oscillations or' operation in potentially unstable power / flow regions.
The BWROG committee on thermal hydraulic stability has developed a long-term-
stability solution, presented in a licensing topical report (NEDO-31960).
BWROG has submitted this methodology for NRC review-and approval. This
topical report lists several op'. ions from which utilities may' choose.

' Licensing topical report NED0-31960 (proprietary)-has been submitted for staff
review. NED0-31960 states that the OPRM that also uses the LPRM input is a'.

Class lE protection system which conforms to all apflicable requirements of.
IEEE-279-1971. There are four OPRM channels, which provide .nputs to trip
logic.to-initiate an AST. The OPRM functions in parallel with,-and indepen-
dent of, the existing Class lE -and non-Class IE functions of 11 c power range

4
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neutron monitoring system. The 0?RM does not affect the design bases for the.
existing power range monitoring components, their calibration, or their -
separation schemes.

In response to NRC Q440.187, GE stated in Chapter 20 cf the SSAR'that a
microprocessor-based protection system will be implemented in the ABWR design,
when the NRC approves 0PRM design. This implementation will meet the s~a-
bility design requirements specified in the ALWR Utility Requirements Docu-
ment, Option III. <

The OPRM system will use r.icroprocessors to monitor groups of local power
range monitor signals. Upon identifying neutron flux oscillations character-
istic of a thermal-hydraulic instability, the system will initiate an auto-
matic suppression function (ASF) to supprcss an oscillation before safety
limits are exceeded.

The OPRM function provides input to an ASF, which suppresses oscillations
before they exceed the plant's minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) safety
limit. -The OPRM function is-installed and maintained as a RPS function-or for
a select rod insert (SRI) function. The SRI function is intended to reduce
core power to less than the turbine bypass capac cy, so ' bat the unit avoids a
scram during a load rejection event. For implementation as an RFS function,
four GPRM channels will provide four separate inputs, one for each RPS trip
channe). For a a 'id-state RPS logic plant, the four OPRM channels will
provide input to Ihe two-out-of-four divisional logic. Any two tripped
:hannels will result in a raactor scram.

The staff finds that the Option III LPRM-based oscillation power range monitor
sy: tem is the preferr2d method of addressing stability. The OPRM system
satisfies the guideilnes specified in the EPRI ALWR Utility Require;nents Docu-
ment. Subject to final approval of NEDO-31P'] discussed above, the staff i

finds that GE's-SSAR design commitment to implement the NRC-approved OPRM
system in the ABWR design will be acceptable. This is Confirmatory
item 7.2.1-2 and is discussed in Section 7.2.1 of this report.

GE has submitted in Section 2.2.5 of the DCM, Tier 1 design description and
ITAAC for the HMS. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the
FSERs Thi: is part of Open item 7.6.1-1 described above.

7.6.1.2 Process Radiation Monitoring Syster

The ABWR design provides radiation mtnitoring on a number of process lines,-
HVAC ducts, and vents. Specifically, the following equipment: and systems are-
monitored for radiation:

main ste i tre tunnel-a

reacto b 11 ding ventilation system (including fuel exchange area)*

liquid radiation monitoring-

off-gas monitoring-

gland steam condenser and mechanical vacuum pump off-gas monitoringa

stack*

off-gas system area exhaust-

* - standby gas treatment ventilation system
drywell draina

1
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The four main steamline tunnei monitors are Class lE inputs to the-RPS, and
are al;o input to the DTMs for their respective channels.

Reactor building ventilation monitoring incluoes the four exhaust air radia-
tion monitors, four fuel handling area exhaust radiatic.i monitors, and eight
control building air intake radiation monitors. The exhaust air and fuel area
provide input Lo the leak detection system ano will trip the ventilation
systems upon detection of high radiation levels. The contial building air
intake will isolate the HVAC for the control room upon detected high radia-
tion. These systems are designated Class lE. The remaining monitors are non-
Class lE and provide alarms, information for operations, and calibration
information.

GE has submitted in Section 2.3.1 of the DCM, Tier 1 design description and
ITAAC for the process radiation monitoring system. The results of the staff's
review will be provided in the FSER. This is part of Open Item 7.6.1-1
described cbove.

7.6.1.3 High-Pressure / Low-Pressure Systems Interlock Protection Functions 6

The only high- and low-pressure interf aces in the reactor lessel invohe the " '

low-pressure modes of the RHR system. ine logic for the pressure and level
sensor inputs which provide the isolation valve closure signals is a two-out-
of-four, high-pressure or low-level signal.

Separate electrical divisions power tne inboaru and outboard containment and
pressure isolation valves for each of the three RHR trains. The valves use
vermissive logic, which prevents them ' rom being opened when reactor pres.ure
is greater than RhR design pressure, or when reactor level is less than
level 3. These signals are provided by four divisional sensors in a two-out-
of-four logic algorithm. These valves also receive a signal to close when the
reactor vessel pressure is high or the reactor level is above level 3. The
descriptien of this interlock in SSAR S2ction 7.6 includes an inconsistency
concerning the water level, which GE has committed to correcting. This is
Confirmatory item 7.6.1.3-1. An additional interlock is provided from the RHR .

area embient temperature, and relief valves are provided to protect against
overpressurizing the RHR system.

7.6.1.4 Fuel Pool Cool,,9 and Cleanup System

Tne fuel pool cooling portion of the cleanup system is safety grade, while the
filter a.id demineralizer portion of the system is non-Class 1E. The cooling
portion of the system is redundar,t and is powered from Class IE power. The

-RHR system can also be used for fuel pool cooling if required.

GE submitted in Section 2.6.2 of the DCM, Tier 1 design description and IlAAC
for the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system. The results of the staff's
review will be provided ir, the FSER. m - is part of Open item 7.6.1-1
described above.

7.6.1.5 Wetwell-to-Drywell Vacuum Breaker System

The ACWR design does not permit direct control of the wetwell-to-drywell
vacuum breaker, but the open and closed positions of the vacuum breaker valves
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is monitored.- SSAR-Section 6.2.1.7 Mescribes the related instrL nentation,
which indicates proper function- of the breaker. This description includes the:
open and closed position indicatcrs for the wetwell-to-drywell breaker vc'ves~

and the wetwell-to-drywell differential pressure.

7.6'.l.6 Containment Atmosphere Monitoring System

The containment | atmosphere monitoring system (CAMS) is a microprocessor-based '

two-train, Class lE system. Each CAMS division monitors the total gamma-ray.
dose ar+c and concentration of hydrogen and oxygen-in.the drywell and tha -

suppression chamber. The JAMS provides measurement, recording, and alarms for
-operator information, but it has no automatic control features. >

t

GE submitted in Section 2.3.4 of 4 5e DCM, Tier 1 design description and ITAAC
for CAMS. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.
The is part of Open Item 7.6.1-1 described above.

7.6.1.7 Suppression Pool Temperature Monitoring system

The two-train suppression pool temperature monitoring (SPTM) system has six
sensors located around the circumference of the pool. .Each of the six-loca-
tions~has a group of sensors for each of the two trains. ~A microprocessor
performs the sigr.al processing for the SPTM, and the SPTM provides information .

for the operator, but has no automatic control functions.

GE submitted in Section 2.4.9 of the DCM, Tier-1 design description and ITAAC
for the.SPIM system. The ~results cf the staff's review will be providad'in
the.FSER. This is part of Open Item 7.6.1-1 described above.

7.6.2 Specific findings and Conclusions--

The SSAR lists the applicable GDCs, regulatory guides and branch technical
positions, and states that -the systems confurm with all applicable standards.
The staff finds that the SSAR commits to the appropriate standards. The
additional SSLC qualification raquirements listed in Sections 7.I' and 7.2 of
this report also . apply to the safety-grade portions of these -systems.

7.7 Control Systems -

7.7.1 System Description

This section of the report discusses the following systems, which:GE does notJ
consider essential for the safety of the plant:~ -

.-

nuclear boiler system, reactor vessel instrumentation=

'+ control and information system*

= 'u irculation flow control system
0 dwater control-system*

peccess computer. system and power. generation control system-=

neutron monitoring system, ATIP'and HRBM subsystems*

automatic power regulator systema

steam bypass and ' pressure control _ system.

non-essential multiplexing system*
>

. fire-protection system*
,

~
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drywell cooling systema

instrument air system-

makeup water system=

atmospheric control. system-*

These .;ystems primarily use microprocessor-based equipment and transmit
information using non-essential multiplevors. Although these systems do not
directly contribute to the performance or safety-related functions, their
oparation is important to the reliability of the plant. -These_non-safety-
rei ted systems must be designed so that they will not prevent the operation '

of the safety systems. These systems also must be of sufficiently high
quality to minimize the challenges to safety system functions. The codes and
standards required for the safety systems are not specifically required for
these systems.

,

GE submitted in the DCM Tier 1 design description and ITAAC for the above
listed systems. The results of the staff's review will be provided iri the
FSER. This is Open Item 7.7.1-1.

7.7.1.1 Nuclear Boiler System and Reactor Vessel in:trumentation

This section addresses only the non-safety-related portion of the NBS that
provides monitoring and control input for the following operation variables
during plant operations:

reactor vessel temperature-

reactor vessel water level (shutdown, narrow, wide, and fuel zonea

ranges)

7
reactor ccre differential pressure=

,

1

| reactor vessel pressure=

safety / relief valve seal leak detection*

feedwater tempcraturea

These sensors share the sensing lines with the rafety system sensors.
Separation and isolation will be maintained in acceptance with the standards
of IEEE 384, as supplemented by RG 1.75.

7.7.1.2 Rod Control and Information System

The rod control and information system (RCIS) provides the operator with the
information necessary to make changes in nuclear reactivity so that reactor
power level and power distribution can be controlled by maaipulating the
control rods. This system includes those interlocks which inhibit rod
movement (rod block) under certain conditions. This system is also used to
implement the ARI control rod insertion function. It also implements a backep i

scram follow function. In other words, this system is initiatea upon an RPS
scram, and starts the motor-driven fine motion control rod drives, which
follow the RPS hydraulic scram of the rods.
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The RCIS is a non-safety-related system, which consists of two independent
channels for normal monitoring and control rod positioning. Disagreement
between the two channels results in rod block. The RCIS is designed as a
single-failure-proof system. The control rod drive (CRD) components which are
required for plant shutdown of which fiilure can result in gross fuel damage
are designed to meet the requiremeats of a safety-related system.

The two RCIS cabinets contain the rod worth minimizer and rod block functions.
This system receives the :, cram follow command from the RPS. It also receives
the selected control rod run-in signal from the recirculation flow control
system and the automatic Dower regulator system. lhe RCIS also provides the
signals to the recircuiation flow control system to reduce flow when the RCIS
inserts the rods fully as the resuit of an ARI initiation or scram follow.

The RCIS allows the operator to completely bypass up to eight control rods by
declaring them inoperable and placing them in bypass. In addition, the

-

operator can substitute a position for the bypassed rod into the RCIS. This
system will have a dedica+.ed control interface in the main t'ntrol room.

7.7.1 3 Recirculation Flow Control System

The recircula; on flow control system (RFCS) provides each of the two :hanne^ s
oi the RCIS with separate isolated trip signals indicating the need for
selected rod run-in upon trip or run-back of the recirculation pumps. This . a

system receives reference power level signals from the te1S and compares the
ref erence power level signals with the puwer level setpoint. The primary d
purpose of this system is to control the speed of the 10 internal recircula-
tion pumps.

This system provides each of the two RCIS channels with trip signals indicat-
ing tbr need for automatic selacted control rod run-in. The signals provided
represant the validated total core flow.

In the OSER, the staff discussed a concern about GE's request to change the
normal classificatica of a loss of all forced circulation from a moderate ,

freqtancy event to an event ,et expected to occur in the lifetime of the
pl an t . The staff discussed the reasons that it did not agree with GE's
po;ition, including the concern that a potential common-mode software error
could result in a loss of all forced circulation. GE presented information
concerning the reliability of this system and the poteroial failures that had '

been reviewed- The failures whicn GE has addressed include sensors, control
modules, power supplies, multiplexor links, and speed controllers. GE has
alsa addressed other failure mechanisms (such as incorrect operator action, or
maintenance and common mode software e rors) to reduce their likelihood, but
such mechanisms remain possible causes of simultaneous reactor internal pump
(RIP) trip.

The staff concludes that GE has improved the recirculation system of the ABL
as describea in the SSAR, as compared to operating plants; however, the staff
considers the simultaneous trip of all of the RIPS to be a credible result of
a common-mode failure. Such a trip is expected to occur in the lifetime of
the plant and, therefore, must be defended against or analyzed to verify that
the cone.equences are acceptable. This event is discussed in the report
section of this report relatcd to SSAR Chapter 15.
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7.7.1.4 Feed' water Control System b

The feedwater control system (FDWC) is a three-train system that controls the H

flow of feedwater into :the RPV. The I&C control pechanism for_the FDWC1 system
= involves- a _ triplicated system which will be single-failure-proof. The-

feedwater system can be_ controlled manually, .or it can be controlled automati-
.

cally, either by reac5r water level (when steam flow is very low) or.with--

measurements of reactor Nater level, main feedwater linc: flow, :and feedpump
suction flow. SSAR Figu e 7.8 depicts the control system algorithm.

,

i

1.7.1.5 Proccss Computer System and Power Generation Com.rol System

The process computer is intended to determine core thermal performance, and to
improve data reduction, accounting, and logging functions.

The power generation control system (PGCS) monitors the overall pint condi-
tion, issues control commands, and adjusts setpoints of lower-level control-
1ers to support automation of the normal plant startup, shutdown, and power.
range operations. The PGCS also issues command signals to the turbine master -
controller.

GE has provided a design commitment in the SSAR that the plant procc:s
compute will have the capabil'ty to detect trends in ai: safety-related
sansor readir.gs. This will provide the capability to detect problems which -

have occurred with oil-filled transmitters at operating plants, lhis resolves
the operating experience concern discussed in Bulletin 90-01.

The staff has reviewed MPL C71-4010, " Reactor Protection System Design
Specification" '(Revision 1, dated Juiy 2,1990), which requires that the
process computer log both the tripped and reset conditions of the RPS-related
sens.or instrument channels and the RPS automatic or manual trip systems.
According to this MPL, the computer must identify the specific trip variable,:

divisional channel idertity, and specific automatic or manual trip system for
all conditions that cause a reactor trip. GE has. agreed-to add this require-
mert to the Tier 1 description, ITAAC and DAC for the process computer. .This-
is Confirmatory Item 7.7.1.5-1.

7.7.1.6. Neutron Monitoring System, ATIP, and HRBM-

The automatic traversing in-core probe (ATIP) subsystem of the NMS is.' composed
of three TIP. machines, each with a neutron sensor. attached to a flexible-
cable. .The system also includes the associated-driva mechanisms and guide

. tubes.

'The system is used' to obtain flux readings along the axial length of the core.
The MRBM subsystem logic issues a rod block signal to the RCIS. This micro-
processor-based system receives input signals from the LPRMs and APRMs, core
flow data- from the NMS, and control rod status to determine when rod. block
signals are required.

-7.7.1.7 Automatic Power Regulator System

The automatic power regulator (APR) system controls reactor power by issuing-
commands to the RCIS related to-rod position or reactor recirculation flow.
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The APR' receives-input from the plant process computer,-power generation
control system',' steam bypass and pressure control system,.and the operator's~ se
control ' console. The APR logic is performed by redundant microproceJsors.

7.7.1.8 -Steam Bypass and Pressure Control System
.

The steam bypass and pressure control system regulates the reactor' system.
pressure. This system commands the regulation of the turbine control and the
steam bypass valves.

.

7.7.1.9 Non-Essential Multiplexing System

The non-essential multiplex *ng system (NEMS) is seoarate from the FMS, but is
similar in function. The NEMS supports communication between the non-safety-
related systems. The NEMS is diver se from the EMS 'in both-hardware and
software).

7.7.1.10 Fire protection System

The fire protaction system consists of detection and suppression functions.
This system is autematically be actua+;a t y smoke, infrared, or temperature
detectors. The staff's review is providea in Chapter 9'of this report.

.

7.7.1.11 Drywell Cooling System

The drywell cooling system is used to limit the temperatures of the various
drywell zones within ranges dictated by the equipment requirem nts.

7.7.1.12 Instrument Air-System

| The instrument air system is described in Section 9.3.6 of the SSAR, and the'

staff's review is provided in Chapter 9 of this report.

7.7 1.13 Makeup Water System

The makeup water system is described-in Section 9.2.3 of the SSAR, and the
staff's review is provided in Chapter 9 cf.this report.,

7.7.1.14 Atmospheric Control System

The atmospheric control. system is discussed in rection 6.2.5 of the SSAR and
is not discussed in-this section.

7.7.l.15 Communications System

; .The communications system consists of a power-actuated paging facility and a
separate network of cables and jacks to facilitate-the use of sound-powered
telephones for maintenance and repair. The paging system is primarily used.
for intraplant communication during plant operation, and it is designed to:;

permit mutual communication and simultaneous broadcasting within the plant.
'

'

Handsets -and speakers will be installed in the following areas:
-

main control room| *

. - electrical equipment roow=

<
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fuel replacement area*

turbino. operation areaa

periphery of control rod hydraulic unitse

feedwater pump roor..e

elevators.

exteriors of plant buildingse

In addition to the basic paging function, the ccmmunication system equipment
can be used for automatic surveillance of the main amplifier and manual
switching to a pre amplifier, as necessary.

The paging equipment will produce an emergency signal (siren) upon actuation
of an emergency push-be .on. Tb circuita from the main paging eauipment to
each junction box will be wired .ver separate routes. Wiring will be roulad
in existin;; cable trays for control cables.

.

There is a provision in the SSAR for a separate telephone communication system
using portable, sound-powered telephones to be designed also will b6 provided.
This is the responsibility of the COL Applicant and is COL Action
Item 7.7.1.15-1 This system provides communication between b ards in the
main control room, between the main control room and field stations, and
betwe n field stations during fuel transfer, testing, inspections, calibra-
tion, and maintenance.

GE did not identify the communication systems as having a safety-related func-
tion, however these systems are used during emergrncies. If the tcmmunication
systems are to be used when the plent is under control of the RSS, GE must
demonstrate the Ivailabilit) of the communications systems, assuming a main *

contrni room fire. This is Open Item 7.7.1.15-1.

GE also did not identify the EMI radiation levels or frequency range for the
communication trans:'itters and receivers which may be installed in the plant.
In addition, GE did not define the sensitivity of the safety-related computer
systems, with regard to the electromagnetic fields. Therefore, a test program
with field measurements and operational descripticns is required to be

-

included in the ITAAC in order to avoid spurious effects upon safety-rDated
equipment. This is Open Item 7.7.1.15-2.

The staff has reviewed commitments in the SSAR concerning the design criteria
and design bases for the communication systems. Provided they meet the ITAAC -

and DAC requirements, these commitments satisfy staff positions and industry
standards, and will er.able the systems to provide communict.tions to plant
personnel during accidents or incident conditions.

Subject to the resolution of the Open Items 7.7.1.15-1 and 7.7.1.15-2 and COL
Action Item 7.7.1.15-1, the staff concludes that the design of the paging
communication system will conform to all applicable guidelines oad staff posi-
tions.

7.7.2 ' Specific Findings and Conclusions

GE has committed to meet the applicable codes and standards for the systems
discussed in Sections 7.7.1.1 through 7.7.1.14 of this chapter. These-
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commitaants are acceptable. The open issue from the DSER concerning loss of-

all forced recirculation is closed, based on discussions -in Section 7.7.1.3 of
this chapter and Chapter 15 of this report.

7.8 System Interfaces -

Section 7.8 of the SSAR a briefly discusses the following topics, which are
not included in the SRP but are important to th ABWR's safet|'-related
equipment:

effects of station blackout on HVAC and the subsequent effects of elec-*

tronics

electrostatic discharge effects on exposed equipment components*

localized high-heat spots in semiconductor materials for computing*

devices

interfaces bet'.een the safety systems and systems outside the scope of+

the ABWR design certification

In RAI Q420.014, the staff requested that GE ahess the effects of station
blackout on the HVAC system required to maintain functional electronics. GE.
responded that this will be addressed as an interface requirement ~for the
performance of a heat-rise analysis for the station blackout (assuming no
HVAC) scenario using the environmental temperatures for the specific plant
location. The staff has determined tbt this will be the-responsibility of
the COL applicant and is noa COL Action Item 7.8-1. This will be acceptable
subject to the resolution of the above COL Action Item 7.8.1.

|- In RAI Q420.90, the staff requi ned that GE address the possible effects of
electrostatic discharge (ESD) at keyboards, keyed switches, and other exposea
equipment components. GE's response described the potential damage to
components which may result from ESD. The response also described the steps
used in to_ protect modern equipment from ESD, and >recautions that should be
used.in installation. The equipment design standards and installation-and
maintenance procedures will be included in the EMI 1.rAAC and DAC.

In RAI Q420.92, Q120.94, and Q420.95, the staff requested that GE address the
equipment reliability effects of localized hot spots in the semiconductor
materials, which might possibly result from high current densities. GE's
response described the requirement for a thermal analysis accordino to the
methods specified it. MIL-HDBK-217 and MIL-HDBK-251. Because the. worst case
analysis will involve station blackout (no HVAC) and will require plant-

.

specific information, the staff agrees that this will be addressed as part of'._
the ITAAC and DAC process.

GE performed a study of each of the I&C systems included in SSAR _ Chapter 7 and
determined that there are no safety-related electrical signal interfaces
between safety systems and site-specific systems beyond those already

_ addressed by the requirements _ discussed in the preceding s9ctions. Therefore,
,

no_ additional interface requirements exist. The SSAR did not specifically.
address non-safety-related information interfaces that m:y exist. If there is
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any- information transfer involving- equipment outside the scope of- the SSAR,
the existing-isolation requirements apply _and will be verified during the-
ITAAC and DAC phase.-

'

' 7.9 SSAR Annendix 7A: Deflan Response to Accendix B of ABWR Licensina-Reviey - I
Bases

Appendix B to the GE ABWR Licensing Review Bases (LRB),_ dated August 1987,
noted that the SRP does not provide standards and criteria for review of

,

state-of-the-art fiber optic s, multiplexors, and computer controls. LRB - 1
Appendix B included a series of questions from the staff, which were intended '

to solicit additional information from GE beycnd that normally provided in .. isafety analysis reports. GE provided their responses to these questions in ~

ISSAR Appendix 7A.

GE's responses provided a level of design infdrmation similar to that "r-
nished in the SSAR and responses to other requests for additional infon..ation
(RAls). The information provided is not sufficiently detailed. to indepen-
dently enable the staff to reach its safety conclusions. For example, GE's
response to liRC request number 11 (page 7A.2-5)' includes the statement that,
" software development will, in general, follow Regulatory Guide 1.152..." The-
staff concludes that the response in Appendix 7A commits GE to address the
issues involving digital design, as requested in the LRB. Appendix B request; *

however, the rcsponse does not present a design which demonstrates how GE will
meet the commitments. Following the DSER, GE revised the Appandix 7A to
include the additional standards listed in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 of this
report. Confirmation that the design conforms with- these commitments will be
verified by ITAAC and DAC.

In addition to the hardware and software aspects of the design (discussed
previously in the SER), SSAR Appendix 7A states GE's commitment to RG 1.153,
which endorses IEEE 603. For asnects of the. ABWR _ design related to the
instrumentation and control systems, IEEE 603 is similar to IEEE 270 GE- . .

stated that the ABWR design ct.. forms with IEEE 603, and the impleme,tition of
the design will be verified during the'ITAAC and DAC phase.of the design.

7.10 Unresolved and Generic Safety issues and Operatina Experience

7.10.1 Unresolved and Generic Safety Issues

10 CFR 52.47(IV) requires proposed resolutions'for unresolved safety issues'
and medium-_and-high-priority, generic safety issues (GSIs) that are technic-
ally relevant to the design. _A preliminary staff review identified inconsis- -

tencies and lack of necesscry detail in the SSAR. The M f provided comments
to GE and requested that GE submit a revised description of the resolutions;
These ve discussed in Chapter 20 of this report.

- 7.10.2 Operating Experience

The EPRI Requirements Document-generally. describes the operating experience-
necessary before equipment should be considered for use in nuclear power -
plants. The general guideline is approximately three years of successful

~

.

experience in applicatiote similar (but not necessarily. nuclear) to the
intended nuclear power p' ant installation. Failu' to satisfy this guideline.
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results in increased prototyping requirements. GE has committed to the EPRI
guidelines and the staff finds this acceptable. Confirmation t V t weae
guidelines have been incorporated into the SSAR and ITAAC is C # patory
item 7.10.2-1.

To ensure that the ABWR review prccess incorporates operating experience, and
to identify possible instrumentation and control issues, the staff reviewed
the following list of the bt 1etins (IEBs) and generic letters (GLs) which1

have been issued since 1980:

IEB 80-01 (January 11,1980), " Operability of ADS Valve Pneumatic*

Supply. " This bulletin is rat applicable to review of SSAR Chapter 7 and
|i was transferred to another discipline for consideration.
'

IEB 80-06 (March 13, 1980), " Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) Reset Con-*

trols." This bulletin listed three actions to be taken by the licensee:

! 1) The licensee must revicw the schematics to determine that the safety-'

related equipment remains in its emergency mode upon reset of an ESF
actuation signal. For the ABWR, the ESF systems are reset indivi-
dually and manually. this is acceptable.

2) The licensee must verify that the as-built configuration conforms
with the sehe.matics, inis will be verified by ITAAC.

, _ 3) The third requirement pertains tn co-rective actions in operating'

plants and does not affect the ACWR, The ABWR design adequately
|

addresses this bulletin's concerns. |

| IE3 80-20 (Jaly 31, 1980), " Failures of Westirghouse Type W-2 Spring*

Return to Neutral Control Switches." Baseo on the information supplied
by GE, this type of switch wiil not be used in the ABWR; therefore, this

| bulletin is not applicable.

IEB 88-07 (June 15, 1988), " Power useillations in Goiling Water Reac-*
i

. tors." This bulletin is applicable to the ABUR design and is within the-
! scope of the SSAR Chapter 7 review. This topic is addressed in Sec-:
L tions 7.2 and 7.6 of this report.

IEB 90-01 (March 9,1990), " Loss of _ Fill Oil in- Transmitters Manufactured*

L Jy Rosemount." GE has committed in the SSAR that the ABWR will-not use
| the transmitters identified in this bulletin, which were built before
? July 1989. In addition, the plant computer for the ABWR'wili have the~

capability to assess trends in all s4fety-related transmitters. Thi
; trending will detect the type of problem described in this bul?etir
| This is acceptable.

GL-83-27 (July 6, 1983), " Surveillance Intervals in Standard Technical, =

! Specifications." This GL is not applicable _to review of SSAR Chapter 7-
will be addressed in Chapter 16 of the FSER. This GL reiterated the -

bases for the specified surveillance intert als of 12- and IS-month fuel
cycles. . The technical specifications for the ABWR have notLyet been
completed by GE or evaiuated by the staff. This open issue is discussed
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in Chapters 16 and 7 (Section 7.11) of this report. The ABWR technical
specifications will provide _ a basis far the surveillance intervals.

GL-91-09 (June 27,1991), " Modification of Surveillance Interval....

Electrical Protection Assemblies in Power Supplies... Reactor Protection
System." This will- be revleued as part of the technical specifications
cvaluation in Chapter 16 of the FSER.

Operating experience at Grand Gulf Station (revealed during testing) demon-
strated that the coils on scram pilot valves can be damaged by undervoltage in
a manner that prevents the scram function. This issue was also raised during
the previous licensing review of Hatch 2. The concern at Hatch 2 included
possible damage to any of the RPS equipment, not just the solenoid coils.
Section 7.2.5 of this report addresses this concern.

One significant feature of the testing described by GE in Chapter 7 (Sec- I

tion 7.1) of the SSAR is the elimination of the need to lift leads and install
jumpers to perform testing. This has been a significant problem area at
operating plants. This feature should be included as a Tier 1 requirement,
and is Confirmatory Item 7.2.2.5-2, as discussed in Section 7.2.2.5 of this- =)
report.

7.11 Technical Specifications

1

LE submitted the I&C sections of the ABWR TS too late for the staff to l

complete its review and discussion of them in this FSER. The staff performed 1

a cursory review of the draft TS that GE has provided. This review indicates
that GE may need to resolve substantial _ questions, some of which are discussed
below .-befoa the staff will find the ABWR TS acceptable. All of the follow-
ing issues, are considered as one open item in Chapter 16 of this report. The,

i staff expects that the preparation of acceptable TS will-require substantial
effort by the staff and GE.

The ABWR I&C design is substantially different from that used in the earlier
BWR designs. As a result, the standard BWR TS for the I&C sections will not
readily apply to the ABWR.

In addition, there is no specific equipment history that can be used to assess
the surveillance intervals. The specific I&C equipment and vendors have not
yet been selected, and are not required to be selected until after the COL is
issued. The specific self-diagnostics capabilities of-the equipment that is
eventually selected may need to be considered in assessing the TS surveillanie

-intervals, even though GE has-' not claimed that .the self-diagnostics -meet any
particular TS requirements ~.

MPL C71-5030, " Reactor Protection System Verification and Velidation -Criteria
Design Specification" (Revision 0, dated April 23,1930), states that the

! fi .ld installation and validation tests for the RPS will be performed with the
mu'.tiplexing loops for each RPS division operational. The possibility of a

. .multiplexor loop being out of service must be addressed. It appears to the
! staff thr.t the draft RPS TS allows 5 of the 8 EMS loops to be out of service-
[ without any required TS action.

|
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MPL C71-4010, " Reactor Protection System Design Specification"r(Revision.1,
dated-July 2, 1990) states tl.at one sensor channel may be bypassed and the--

coincidence will go to a two-out-of-three logic. -This bypass is implemented
at the input to the TLU. Bypass of one division of| output logic will result
in a two-out-of-three coincidence logic. This bypass is implemented at the
input to the OLU. There it nothing in this document to indicate if both
bypasses are allowed at the same'cime. The draft RPS TS refers toLchannel- :

calibration, functional tests, operability, and other characteristics. The ;
'staff will require a description of how these attributes are meant to be

implernented on the ABWR. A functional channel test also should be defined. !
(Is it a sensor channel through the EMS and DTM to the TLU, or is'it-TLU
output from the coincidence logic through the OLU and load drivers to the
scram pilot solenoid valves, or both?)

The I&C sections of the ABWR TS must also consider power supply failures. One
channel of SSLC power disables one channel of ser. sors and one channel of.
. coincidence logic, but it also disables one-fourth of the inputs to the other ithree coincidence logic configurations. The staff contends that GE must
review the TS considering each of the credible equipment failures and the
specific TS action that it invokes, if any.

The dr aft TS indicate that an indefinite bypass (with no repair required until
the next refueling outage) is requested for a channel out of service.
However, GE has provided no basis to justify this request. The staff notes
that a potential single failure of the 6.9 kV/480 Vac transformer in Divi- '

sion -1 could disable the Division 1 and 4 SSLC, perhaps without scram. If a
Division.2 or 3 SSLC channel is in bypass, this could result in the total loss
of RPS function. GE needs to address this concern and also further explore
the specific _ aspects of the digital technology being used. For example, with
the extensive use of scftware in the ABWR, the appropriate TS must be estab-
11sned for other-systems, if a failure can ce attributed to a software trror .

The TS being prepared for design certification must include a_ description of
the setpoints that will be used in the final TS when plant-specific setpoints
are developed under the ITAAC and DAC process.

The requirement to complete technical specifications for I&C of the' ABWR
design is discussed in Chapter 16 of this report as Open Item 16-2.

.

1
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8 ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

8.1 Introduction

The staff reviewed the advanced boiling water reactor.(ABWR) design.descrip-
tions and commitments documented in Chapter 8 of GE Nuclear Energy's (GE's)
standard safety analysis report (SSAR) through Amendment 17. The staff also
reviewed GE's S$AR draft revision of April 3, 1992, which has been docketed
but has nat yet been incorporated into the SSAR. The bases for evaluating the
adequacy of ABWR electric power systems presented in SSAR Chapter 8 were the |

acceptance criteria and guidelines for electric power systems contained in |
Standard Rev ew Plar. (SRP) Chapter 8 and Regulatory Guides (RGs) 1.153
(Rev. 0), "Critoria for Power, Instrum .tation, and Control Porticns of Safety ;

Systems," and 1.155 (Rev. 0), " Station Blackout." The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) approved these regulatory guides following the issuance of
SRP Revision 3, and they apply to the ABWR electric power system design.

All conclusions in this section of this report require that the staff verify
GE's-commitment to amend the SSAR as required (including incorporating infor-
mation, design commitments, and modifications discussed in this report). The
staff will then reevaluate SSAR Chapter 6 and discuss it in the final safety
evaluation report.

~

This design certification material sections included in this chapter reflect
the fact that GE has submitted Tier 1 and inspectiom., tests, analyses, and
acceptance criteria (ITAAC) but the staff has not completed its review as of
the date of the input to this report. Thus, the staff has reflected open
items for each area where it expects ITAAC and Tier 1 information to be
provided by GE.

The staff's initial findings were ' included in the draft safety evaluation
report (DSER), SECY-91-355. Oper items from that document have been refer-
enced in the discussions below in this report.

-8.2 Offsite Electric Power System

The offsite electric power system is commonly called the " preferred" power
system. The staff's evaluatian of this system focused on the system's impor-
tance as the preferred supplier of electric. power'for the onsite power system
(that is, the Class IE ac-distribution system), which supplies the safety-
related equipment.

For the ABWR, the preferred power system comprisos the following circuits:

normal preferred power circuit - a back-feed circuit from the transmis-a

sion network to the input terminals of each.of the three redundant,
onsite Class IE ac-distribution systems through the main transformer and
three unit auxiliary transformers

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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alternate preferred power circuit - from the transmission network itrough.

one reserve auxiliary tro. ..crmer to the input terminals of each ca the
three redundant, onsite Class IE ac-distribution systems

Because GE shares the ABWR design responsibility for this system with the
cnmbined license (COL) applicants, those parts that are outside the scope of
design of the ABWR standard plant, and those parts that are within the scope
of design of the ABWR standard plant are described and evaluated as follows.

8.2.1 Preferred Offsite Circuits Outside the ABWR Scope of Design

:he following portions of the preferred power circuits are outside the scope
of design of the ABWR standard plant:

normal preferred power circuit from the transmission network through the
_

=

main power transformer to the low-voltage terminals of the main trans-
former, and

alternate preferred power circuit from the transmission network to the-

high-voltage termina.s of the reserve auxiliary transformer7

8.2.1.1 Scope of GE Design of Offsite Preferred Circuits

Section 3.1.2.2.8.2.2 and, Sections 8.2.1, 8.2.2, and 8.2.3 of SSAR Amend- i

ments 7 and 10 was inconsistent with regard to which parts of the ofisite
system are within (or outside) the ABWR standard design scope (DSER
(SECY-91-355) Open Item 22). It is the staff's understanding, based on
discussions with GE, that GE committed to revise Section 3.1.2.2.8.2.2 of SSAR
Amendment 7 so that it is consistent with the above defined scope of design.
This is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE ha; included appropriate
changes i.o the SSAR in a future amendment to reflect the above information.
This is Confirmatory Item 8.2.1.1-1.

8.2.1.2 Definition of Offsite System ,

GE's draft SSAR submittal of April 3,1992, indicated ti. ,t the offsite power
system begins at the terminals on the transmission network side of the circuit

"breakers connecting the switching stations to the offsite transmission system.
That draft also indicated that the offsite ,ower system ends at the terminals
of the plant's main generator and at the circuit breaker input tenninals of
the medium-voltage (6.9 kV) switchgear. This description is not consistent
with the NRC SRP definition of an offsite system (DSER SECY-91-355 Open
Item 27). Specifically, GE's definition appears.to exclude the transmission ,

system, as well as the plant's main generator and gas turbine generator. It

is the staff's understanding, based on discussions with GE, that GE will
revise the SSAR in a future amendment to be consistent with the NRC SRP
definition of an offsite system. This is acceptable. The staff will verify
that GE has included appropriate changes in the SSAR in a future amendment to
reflect the above information. This is Confirmatory item 8.2.1.2-1.

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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8.2.1.3 Offsite Power System Interfaces

In the draft SSAR submittal dated April 3, 1992, GE tesponded to Open Item 24
from the DSER-(ftCY-91-355) by defining interface requirements for the offsite
circuits outside the scope of design of me A3WR standard flant. Based on
discussion with GE, the staff unt rstands that GE will document-similar inter-
faces in the SSAR in a future amendment and the staff will verify this. This
is Confirmatory item 8.2.1.3-1.

Section 8.2.3.1 of GE's draft SSAR submittal of April 3,1992, indicated that
- a COL applicant "should" meet tne interface requirements defined in Sec-

tion 8.2.3 of the ABWR SSAR. Apolicants who reference the ABWR design will be
required to meet all interface requirements. Baseo on discussions with GE,
the staff understands that GE will revise the SSAR in a future amendment to
indicate that interface requirements "shall" be met by the applicant. The
staff will verify this. This is Confirmatory Item 8.2.1.3-2.

The staff also understands, based on discussions with GE, that GE will revise
in a future anendment the SSAR section on i terface requirements to include an
listing of the regulatory requirements and associated regulatory and industry
guidance, which a COL applicant must address in its design scope as part of
the COL application. For the offsite system, these should include, as a
minimum, the requirements of General Design Criterion (GDC) 17 and 18 of

s

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A as well as the guidelines of IEEE 765-1983. The
staff will verify that GE has provided the above design information in a
future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8.2.1.3-3.

Interface requirement (2) in Section 8.2.3.1 of C"s draft SSAR submittal
dated April 3, 1992, indicated that a COL applicant who references the ABWR
design is expected to establish the size of the unit auxiliary transformers to
ensure a voltage dip of no more than 20 percent during motor starting. It is
the staff's understanding, based on discussions with GE, that the sizing of
the unit auxiliary transformers is within the ABUR scope of design respon-
sibility. The staff further understands that GE will revise the SSAR in a
future amendment to reflect the above as part of GE's scope. This is accept-
abl e . The staff will verify that GE has revised the SSAR in a future amend-
ment to reflect the JSoue information. This is Confirmatory Item 8.2.1.3-4.

Interface require"" (4) in Section 8.2.3.1 of GE's draft S' AR submittal
dated April 3,19L, indicated that it is acceptable and recommended to
normally power all three divisions of the Class 1E ac-distribut'on system from
the n.. mal preferred power source. This interface requirement is not consis-
tent with design commitments that are currently documented in ather sections
of-the SSAR (see Section 8.2.3.5 of this report). Based on d'scussions with
GE, the staff understands that GE will delete this requireme' t (specifically,
the second sentence of interface requirement (4) in Section 8.2.3.1 of the
draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992) when the SSAR is revised in the
future. This is Confirmatory Item 8.2.1.3-5.

Interface requirement (5) in Section 8.2.3.1 of GE's draft SSAR submittal
dated April 3, 1992, indicated that the two offsite circuits will be connected
to different transmission systems. It is the staff's understanding, based on
discussions with GE, that there is only one transmission system. The staff

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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further understands that GE will clarify the interface requirement in a C.sture
amendment to indicate that the main and reserve offsite power circuits will be.
connected to different transmission circuits or lines (rather than systems)
and that the transmission circuits or. lines will be independent and separate.
The staff will verify that GE has provided the above design information in a
futura SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory item 8,2.1.3-6.

Section '.2.3.1 of GE's draft SSAR submittal dated April 3,1992, did not
include additional interface rewirements defining what is required of the COL
applicant in order to have independent and separate transmission circuits and

-switching stations. Based on discussions with GE, the staff understands-that
GE will include in the SSAR in a future amendment explicit interface require-
ments defining independence and separation of trar.smission lines and switching
stations or switchyards. The staff will verify that GE has revised the SSAR
to reflect' as a minimum the following design commitments in a future amend--
ment. This is Confirmatory item 8.2.1.3-7. )

i
The two designated preferred power circuits will not have a common.

takeoff structure or use common structures for support.

The two lines from the tra..smission system that are designated as the*

preferred power circuits will be designed to minimize their simultaneous
loss as a result of failure of any transmission tower or failure from
crossing lines.

The preferred power circuits originating from the transmission system*

will be designed to minimize their simultaneots failure as a result of
failure of a single breaker, switchyard bus, si-;tchgear bus, or cable,

System studies will be performed to demonstrate _that the preferr% powera

supply will not degrade below a level consistent with the availability
goals of the plant as a result of contingencies such as loss of any of
the following elements:

- nuclear power generating unit
- largest generating unit
- most critical transmission circuit or intertie

largest load-

The interconnection between the transmission system and the switchyard-

, will consist of a minimum of two transmission lines that are designated
| as the preferred power supply circuits. Where more than two lines are

available from the transmission system, any cor.bination of two lines may!

)_ be designated anc used.as the preferred power supply circuits, provided
that eaca combination of two circuits meets the offsite system interfacet

requirements.

Switchyard equipment will be designed to adequately withstand stresses=

from the worst-case faults.

The physical design of the switchyards will minimize the probability _that.

a single equipment failure will cause the simultaneous or subsequent loss
of both preferred power supply circuits.

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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IInterface' requirement (4) in Section 8.2.3.1 of GE's draft SSAR submittal
of April 3,1992, indicated that the COL applicant will analyze incoming'.
transmission lines' to ensure-that their expected availability =is as good ~as

. assumed in performing the_ plant's probability risk analysis:(PRA)._ Based on
discussinns with:GE, the staff contends that the assumptions made in perform-
ing the plant's PRA are within the scope-of the'ABWR design. .The staff

L understands that-GE will explicitly state as part of this interface-require-
h ment, the expected availability of incoming transmission. lines-in a future _ '

amendment. The staff will verify that GE has provided_the above design-
information_in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory item 8.2.1.3-8.

L__
Design commitments documented in the SSAR indicated that the conceptual design
of the ABWR offsite preferred power system will include two separate and inde-
pendent switching stations (or switchyards'. Given that there will be two
separate and independent switchyards, the interface requirements within indi-
vidual switchyards presented in GE's draft submittal of April 3,1992, go ,

beyond industry-recommended practice for offsite preferred circuits'. The
staff understands that GE will revise the SSAR as needed to describe the parts
of the offsite system switchyard not subject to interface requirements speci-
fied in Section 8.2,3 of the draft submittal of April 3,1992, in a- future
amendment. The staff will verify that GE has provided the above design infor-
mation in a future SSAR amendment'. This is Confirmatory Item 8.2.1.3-9. This
resolves DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 24.i

.

!
| 8.2.1.4 Design Certification Material

10 CFR Part 52.47(a)(1)(viii) requires that interface requirements shall be-
- verifiable through inspections, tests, or analyses and that the method to be;

t' used for this verification be included as part of the ITAAC. The Design
Certification Material for the GE ABWR Design Stage 2 Submittal, transmitted
by letter dated April 6,1992, did nct specify the appropriate interface-
related ITAAC material for the offs'.te systems outside the ABWR scope of
design. ITAAC must oodress this interface area. This is Open Item 8.2.1.4-1.

: 8.2.2 Preferred-0ffsite Circuits Within the ABWR Scope of Design

The following portions of the preferred power circuits are within the serpe-of
design of the ABWR standard __ plant:

L preferred power circuit from the-low-voltage terminals of_ the main*

transformer through the three unit auxiliary transformers to the input
terminals of each of. the three redundant, onsite_ Class _1E ac distribution
systems, and -

alternate preferred power circuit 'from the h.igh-voltage _ terminals. of the -a

'.
reserve auxiliary transformer to the .i put terminals of each of the thre'e
redundant, onsite Class IE_ac distribution systems

_
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c 8.2.2.1 Physical Separation (Transformers and Circuits)

Physical Separation of Transformers

By its draft submittal dated April 3,.1992, GE revised the SSAR to indicate
that the reserve auxiliary transformer will be separated from the uriit
auxiliary transformers by a minimum distance of 15 meters (50 ft) and that
each transformer will be provided with an oil collection pit and drain to a
safe disposal area. In addition, Design Certification Material for the GE
ABWR Design Stage 2 Submittal, transmitted by letter dated April 6,1992,
indicated that the reserve auxiliary transformer and its input feeders will be
separated from the main power transformer and its input feeders and from the
unit auxiliary transformers by a minimum of 15 meters (50 ft). Section 9A 4.6
of SSAR Amendmen: 14 also indicated that the main, unit auxiliary, and reserve
transformers will have oil collection pits and that each of these transformers
will have automatic deluge water spray systems.

The staff concludes that the 15 meters (50 ft) separation between the-normal
and alternate preferred power circuit transformers, together with each trans-
former's oil collection pit and automatic deluge water spray system, will
minimize to the extent feasible the likelihood of simultaneous failure of both
normal and alternate offsite preferred power circuits under operating and
postulated accident and environmental conditions. Consequently, these
specifications meet the independence requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A, and are acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has incorpo-
rated the transformer separation information discussed above into a future
Chapter 8.0 SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8.2.2.1-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the physical separation of transformers should|

be included in the Standard Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has
provided the Phase 3 submittal including proposed ITAAC, which is under staff--
review. This is Open Item 8.2.2.1-1.

Physical Seoaration of Circuits

By its draft submittal dated April 3,1992, GE revised the SSAR to indicate
that separation of the normal and alternate preferred power feeds within the
turbine, control, and reactor buildings will be accomplished by floors and
walls except within the switchgear rooms where they must be routed to_the same
switchgear lineups. Based on discussions with GE, the staff understands that
normal and alternate circuits in the switchgear rooms will be separated to_ the
maximum extent feasible; that is, the circuits will be routed on_ opposite
sides of the room and will be' connected to the switchgear lineup on opposite -

| ends. Also, based on discussions with GE, the staff understands that the
isoi sted phase bus duct and/or cables located outside the turbine, control,o

and reactor buildings and associated with the normal preferred power circuits
will be parated by a minimum of 15 meters-(50 ft) from the reserve auxiliary
transfo:mer. Likewise, the isolated phase bus duct and/or cables located
outside ~the turbine, control, and reactor buildings and associated with the
alternate preferred offsite circuit will be separated by a minimum of
15 meters (50 ft) from the unit auxiliary and main transformers.

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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-The staff concludes that the 15 meters (50 ft) of separation'between the
transformers -and the normal and alternate- preferred power circuits will
minimize to the extent feasible the likelihood of: simultaneous failure-of -
both circuits under operating and postulated _ accident'and environmental

. ,

conditions. Consequently, these specifications meet the independence require-
ments of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and are acceptable. The staff
w:ll verify that GE has included appropriate changes to the SSAR in a future
amendment to reflect the above information. This is Confirmatory
Item 8.2.2.1-2.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the physical separation for circuit should be
included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has.
submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 information, which are under staff
review. This is Open Item 8.2.2.1-2.

8.2.2.2 Physical Separation of Power, Instrumentation, and Control for the
Offsite Power System

Based on GE's draft submittal dated April 3, 1992, and discussions with GE,
the staff understands that instrumentation and control cables associated with
the normal and -alternate preferred offsite circuits will- be separated as
follows:

The cables associated with the instrumentation and control circuits -for*

the normal preferred offsite circuit will be routed in solid, metal-
enclosed raceways corresponding to the load group of their power source.

The cables asscciated with the instrumentation and control circuits for-

the alternate preferred offsite circuit will be routed in dedicated
raceways.- The alternate preferred offsite instrumentation and control
circuit. cables will not share raceways with any other cables.

The separation betweep the normal and alternate preferred offsite 'instru-.

mentation and control cables will be the same as the separation between
the normal and alternate preferred offsite power circuits (that is,
floors, walls, or 15 meters (50 ft) of physical separation).

_

The . staff concludes that these provisions for isolating the instrumentation-
and control circuits will- minimize to the extent feasible the likelihood of
simultaneous failure of both ' normal -and alternate offsite! preferred power *

; circuits under operating and postulated accident and environmental conditions.
Consequently, these. provisions meet the independence requirements _of GDC 17 of
10-CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and'are acceptable. The staff will verify that GE

'

has provided the above information in a future SSAR amendment. This_ resolves
Open Item 23 of the DSER (SECY-91-355). This is Confirmatory Item 8.2.2.2-1.

-Desian Certification Material

Design commi_tments relating to the physical separation of power, instrumenta-
tion, and control for the offsite. power system should be included in the

,

!
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~

Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted proposed
ITAAC and Tier 1 information, which are under staff review. This is Open-
Item 8.2.2.2-1.

8.2.2.3 Electrical Independence

Based on GE's draf t SSAR submittal dated April 3,1992, and discussions with- ;

GE, the staff understands that there will be no electrical interconnections |

between the normal and alternate preferred power, instrumentation, and control
circuits except where the power circuits connect to common Class IE and non-
Class IE switchgear lineups. At the commen switchgear, one open and one
closed circuit breaker will maintain the electrical independence. These
circuit breaker's will be interlocked so that the closed breaker must be opened
before the open breaker can be closed. Transfer from normal to alternate (oralternate to normal) preferred power circuits will be manual. Instrumentation
and control circuits (including their power supply? associated with the normal |
preferred offsite circuit will be electrically independent from (that is, they<

will have no electrical interconnection with) the instrumentation and control
circuits including their power supply associated with the alternate preferred
power supply.

The staff concludes that these provisions for electrical independence of |

power, instrumentation, and control circuits will minimize to the extent
feasible the likelihood of simultaneous failure of both normal and alternate
offsite preferred power circuits under operating and postulated accident and
environmental conditions. These provisions meet the independence requirements
of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and are acceptable. The staff will
verify that GE has provided the above design information in a future SSAR

j amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8.2.2.3-1.

Desian Certification Material

| Design comnitments relating to electrical independence should be included in
the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the
proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 information, which are under staff review. :This is
Open Item 8.2.2.3-1.

8.2.2.4 Testing for the Offsite Power System

This section addresses DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 25.

Based on GE's draft submittal dated April 3, 1992, and discussions with GE,
the staff understands that all systems, equipment, and components associated
with the normal and alternate offsite preferred power circuits within the_GE
scope of design, except generator breakers, will have the capability to be

i tested periodically during normal plant operation. Based on this commitment,
the staff understands that -the design will permit verification of the follow-
ing offsite power system capabilities:

I The generator breaker can open on demand.-

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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;

The instrumentation, control, and protection systems, equipment, and*

components associated with the normal and alternate offsite preferred-
circuits are properly calibrated and perform their required functions.

+. The instrumentation and control systems, equipment, and components
associated with the system used-to prevent incorrect synchronization are
properly calibrated and perform their required functions.

All required Class lE and non-Class IE loads can be powered from their.

designated preferred power supply within the capacity r capability
margins specified in the SSAR for the offsite system ckcuits.

The loss of the offsite preferred power supply can be detected.*

Transfer between preferred power supplies can be accompl. 9 L*

The batteries and chargers associated with the preferred power system can*

meet the requirements of their design loads.

In addition, the staff understands that the design of high- and medium-voltage
bus ducts and cables provides ready access for regularly inspecting, cleaning,-
and tightening terminals, and for inspecting and cleaning insulators. The bus
duct design also includes provisions for excluding debris and fluids, and for
draining condensate.

The staff concludes that these testability requirements will ensure that
electric power systems, equipment, and components-important to safety are,

designed to permit appropriate periodic inspection and. testing of important
areas and features. Consequently, these provisions meet the testing-require-
ments of GDC 18 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and are acceptable. The staff
will verify that GE has provided the above design.information in a future SSAR
amendment. This resolves DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 25 and is Confirmatory
Item 8.2.2.4-1.

With regard to periodic testing of the systems, equipment, and components,-the
staff has the following understandings: ~

Periodic-verification will ensure that the normal and alternate offsite-=

; power circuits are energized-and connected to the appropriate Class IE
distribution system division at least once every 12 hours.,

o
.

Tests and inspections will be performed at appropriately _ scheduled..

intervals for each of the items highlighted'above.

The test and inspection intervals will be established and maintained .-.

according to the guidelines of IEEE 338-1977,1 Section 6.5. -(

Based on these understandings, the staff concludes that electrical systems and
-components important to safety 1will be appropriately tested. Consequently,
'these tests meet the testing-requirements of.GDC 18 of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix'A,'and are therefore acceptable. The COL applicant must include the
specified periodic tests and inspections in I.ppropriate plant procedures.
This is COL Action Item 8.2.2.4-1.

_
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Desian Certification Material

The design committents related to testing for the offsite-power system should
be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has
submitted the p4oposed ITAAC and Tier 1 information, which are under staff
review, lhis is Open item 8.2.2.2.4-1.

8.2.2.5 Generator Breaker

The low-voltage generator breaker must open on a turbine trip to maintain the
normal preferred power supply to the safety buses. The generator breaker
cannot be tested during normal plant operation without tripping the main
turbine generator.

Based on discussions with GE, the staff understands that the opening of the
generator breaker to establish the normal offsite preferred power circuit to
safety buses will be verified each time the reactor is shutdown (at refueling
intervals in accordance with the plant's technical specifications). This is
Technical Specification item 8.2.2.5-1. In addition, baseJ on information
presented in the draft SSAR submittal of April 3,1992, the staff understands
that the generator breaker will open on command with a reliability of 99.67
percent.

The draft SSAR submittal of April 3,1992, also indicates that during all
modes of plant operation (including shutdown, refueling, startup, and run),
the normal preferred power supply will be connected to two of the three safety
buses, and the alternate preferred power supply will be connected to one of
the three safety buses. If the normal preferred supply is lost because the
generator breaker fails to open, offsite power will still be available immedi-
ately through the alternate preferred power supply to one of the three safety
buses and on a delayed basis (within minutes by manual action from the control
room)-to the two other safety buses through the alternate preferred power-
supply.

Despite the inability to verify the generator breaker function during power-
operation, the staff concludes that the once per refueling test frequency, the
reliability of the-generator breaker, and-the availability of the alternate

_

preferred offsite power supply, will minimize to the extent feasible the
likelihood of simultaneous failure of both normal- and alternate offsite-
preferred power circuits under operating and postulated accident and environ-
mental conditions. Consequently, the design meets the independence require-
ments of GDC'17 of 10 CFR Part 50.- Appendix A, and is acceptable. The COL
applicant must include surveillance requirements for generator breakers in
appropriate plant procedures. This is COL Action Item 8.2.2.5-1.

8.2.2.6 Capacity and Capability of the Offsite Power System

Based on discussions with GE and-information presented in.the April 3, 1992,
draft submittal of SSAR Chapter 8.0, the staff understands that the offsite
power system will be designed to' provide the.following capacity and capabili-
ties:.

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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Each circuit of the preferred power supply will be designed to provide:.

sufficient capacity and capability to power equipment required to ensure
that:

Fuel design limits and design conditions of the reactor coolant-

pressure boundary will not be exceeded as a result of anticipated
operational occurrences.

- In the event of plant. design-basis accidents, the core will be
cooled, and containment integrity and other vital functions will be
maintained.

When used for normal operation, each preferred power supply will be sized.

to supply the max expected coincident Class IE and non-Class IE
loads.

The secondary winding of the reserve auxiliary transformer, which.

supplies the Class IE load groups, will have an oil / air rating greater
than or equG to the combined load of the three Class lE load groups.

The norral and alternate offsite preferred power circuits will be.

desigr.ed with sufficient capacity anJ capability to limit variations of-
the aperating voltage of the onsite power distribution system to a range
appropriate to ensure

normal and safe steady-state operation of all plant loads,-

- starting and acceleration of the limiting drive system with- the
remainder of the loads in service, and

- reliable operation of the control and protection systems under
conditions of degraded voltage

| Specifically, when measured at the load terminals, the voltage variation
at any voltage level will not exceed the following limits:

plus or minus 10 percent of the load-rated voltage during all- modes-,-

of steady-state operation
-

minus 20 percent of the motor-rated voltage during motor starting-

Voltage levels at the low-voltage terminals of the auxiliary and reserve*

i transformers will be analyzed to determine the maximum and minimum load
L conditions that are expected throughout the anticipated range of voltage
| variations of the-offsite transmission system and the main generator.

Separate analyses will be performed for each possible circuit config-
uration of the offsite power supply system.

During their operation, normal and alternate preferred power circuits:are*

subject to environmental conditions (such as, wind,-ice, snow, lightning,
temperature variations, or flood). These circuits will be designed in

-

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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|
|

accordance with industry-recommended practice in order to minimize the
likelihood that they will fail while operating under the environmental
conditions to which they are subject.

During their operation, normal and alternate preferred power circuits can*

be subjected to the transmission system'4 steady-st;te and transient
conditions (such as switching and lightt mg surge 3, maximum and minimum
voltage ranges for heavy and light load conditions, frequ;ncy variatior,
or stability limits). The preferred power circuits will be designed such
that these conditions will not subject the onsite Class lE systeme,
equipment, and components to conditions that are beyond thc limits for
which they are designed and qualified. These design considerations apply
to all onsite Class lE loads and systems that use the services of the
preferred power supply during start up, normal operation, safe shutdown,
accident, and post-accident ope"asion.

-

Performance and operating characteristics of the normal and alternate*

preferred power circuits will be required '; meet operability and design-
basis requirements. These requirements include, but are not limited to,
the ability to withstand short-circuits, equipment capacity, voltage and
frequency transient response, voltage regulation limits, step load
capability, coordination of protective relaying, and groundir.g. -

The generator circuit breaker will be designed to withstand the maxinium*

root mean squared and crest momentary currents. Further, the breaker
will be designed to interrupt the maximum asymmetrical and symmetrical
currents determined to be produced by a three-phase fault at the location

_

that results in the maximum fault currents.

The main step-up transformers and the unit auxiliary and reserve trans-*

formers will be designed and constructed to withstand the mechanical and
thermal stresses produced by external short circuits. In addition, these
transformers will meet the corresponding requirements of the latest
revisions of ANSI Standard C57.1:.00, " General Requirements for Liquid-

-

Immersed Distribution, Power, and Regulating Transformers."

Circuit breakers and disconnecting switches will be sized and designed-

according to the latest revision of ANSI Standard C37.06, " Preferred
Ratings-and Related Capabilities for ac High-Voltage Circuit Breakers
Rated on a Symmetrical Current Basis."

Based on these above considerations, the staff concludes that the normal and
alternate preferred offsite circuits within GE's design scope will have suffi-
cient capacity and capability to ensure that:

Specified acceptable fuel design limits and design conditions of the*

reactor coolant pressure boundary will not be exceeded as a result of
anticipated operational occurrences.

The core will be cooled, and containment integrity and other vital*

functions will be maintained in the event of postulated accidents.

I
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Therefore, the normal and alternate preferred offsite circuits meet the
.

requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and are acceptable. The
; staff will verify that GE has provided the noted design information in a
: future SSAR amendment. Providing the design information resolves DSER
' 'SECY-91-355) Open item 26 and is Confirmatory Item 8.2.2.6-1.

In addition, based on GE's commitments regarding plant operation, the staff
understands that the following operational restrictions will apply:

Operational restrictions will require the reserve auxiliary transformer*

to supply one of three Class lE load groups during normal plant opera-
tion.

Operational restrictions will prohibit the reserve auxiliry transformer.

from supplying more than one load group during normal p'. ant operation,
including when one of the three unit auxiliary transformers is out of --

service.

On the reserve auxiliary transformer that supplies the non-Class IE load*

groups, operational restrictions will prohibit the secondary winding from
supplying loads greater than the winding's oil / air rating.

When the reserve auxiliary transformer is supplying non-Class IE loads*

normally supplied by the unit auxiliary transformers, electrical and
physical independence will be maintained between power, instrumentation,
and control circuits associated with the normal and alternate preferred-
power supplies.

During normal operation, when all three unit auxiliary transformers are*

operable, operational restrictions will prohibit the load on the unit
auxiliary transformers from supplying loads greater than the oil / air
rating of the transformer or its windings.

During normal operation, when one of three unit auxiliary transformers is b*

inoperable operational restrictions will prohibit the load on the unit -

auxiliary transformers from supplying loads greater than two-thirds of
the forced oil / air rating of the transformer.

Continued plant operation will be appropriately limited when one of the-

three unit auxiliary transformers is inoperable (that is, when one of the
three safety buses will not have access to both normal and preferred
offsite circuits).
Continued plant operation will be appropriately limited when the reserve-

auxiliary transformer is inoperable.

Based on these operational considerations, the staff concludes that the normal
and alternate preferred offsite circuits will have sufficient capacity and
capability to ensure that

Specified acceptable fuel design limits and design conditions of the=

reactor coolant pressure boundary will not be exceeded as a result of
anticipated operational occurrences.

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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ine core will be cooled, and containment integrity and other vital-+

functions will be maintained in the event of postulated accidents.

Therefore, the normal and alternate preferred Offsite circuits meet __the above
requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFH Part 50, Appendix A, and are acceptable. The ;

staff will. verify that GE had included the above commitments in appropriate i
procedures. This is COL Action Item 8.2.2.6-1. l

|
Desian Certification Material )

Design commitments relating to the capacity and capability of the-offsite
power system should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1
information. GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC, which are under staff
review. This is Open Item 8.2.2.6-1.

8.2.2.7 Grounding and Lightning Protection

The ACRS, in an April 13, 1992, letter to the staff discussed a concern that
the SSAR Chapter 8 did not discuss any requirements or design considerations
for station grounding. -Based on discussions with GE, it is the staff's
understanding that GE will meet the following Electric Power Research Insti-
tute (EPRI) plant grounding guidelines:

A station grounding grid, consisting of bare copper cables, will be*

provided that will limit step-and-touch potentials to safe values _under
all fault conditions.

Bare copper risers will be furnished for all underground electrical ducts*

and equipment, and for connections to the grounding systems within
buildings.

The_ design and analysis of the grounding system will follow the proce-.

dures and recommendations specified by the latest revision of IEEE 665,
" Guide for Generation Station Grounding."

Each building will be equipped with grounding systems connected to the*

station grounding grid. - As a minimum, every other steel column:of the-
building perimeter will connect directly to the grounding grid.

The plant's main generator will be graunded with c neutral grounding=
4

device. The impedance of that device will limit the maximum phsse
current under short-circuit conditions to a value not greater than_that
for a three-phase fault at its terminals.

-Provisions _will be included to ensure proper grounding of the isophase-=

buses when the generator is disconnected.

The onsite, medium-voltage ac distribution system will be resistance*

. grounded at the neutral point of the low-voltage windings of the unit-
auxiliary and reserve transformers.

.
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The neutral point of the generator windings of the onsite, standby.

power supply units safety- and non-safety-related, will be through
distribution-type transformers and loading resistors, sized for con-
tinuous operation in the event of a ground fault.

The neutral point of the low-voltage ac distribution systems will be.

either solidly or impedance grounded, as necessary, to ensure proper
coordination of ground fault protection.

The de systems will be left ungrounded..

Each major piece of equipment, metal structure, or metallic tank will be*

equipped with two ground connections diagonally opposite each other.

The ground bus of all switchgear assemblies, motor control centers, and*

control cabinets will be connected to the station ground grid through at
least two parallel paths.

One bare copper cable will be installed with each underground electrical.

duct run, and all metallic hardware in each manhole will be connected to
this cable.

Plant instrumentation will be grounded through separate radial grounding.

systems consisting of isolated instrumentation ground buses and insulated
cables. The instrumentation grounding systems will be connected to the
station grounding grid at only one point and will be insulated from all
other grounding circuits.

Separate instrumentation grounding systems shall be provided for plant.

analog and digital instrumentation systems.

A lightning protection system will be provided for each major plant.

structure, including the containment enclosure building. The design and
installation of these systems will comply with the National Fire Protec-
tion Association's Lightning Protection Code, NFPA-78, and the Nuclear

_

Energy Property Insurance Association's (NEPIA's) " Basic Fire Protection
for Nuclear Power Plants" document.

Lightning irresters will be provided in each phase of all tie lines.

connecting the plant electrical systems to the switching stati(n(s) and
offsite transmission system. These arresters will be connected to the
high-voltage terminals of the main step-up and reserve transformers.

Plant instrumentation and monitoring equipment located outdoors or*

connected to cabling that runs outdoors will be equipped with built-in
surge suppression devices to protect the equipment from lightning-induced

,

surges.

The staff concludes that plant structures, systems, and equipment will be
appropriately grounded and protected from lightning and, therefore, they are
accept abl e. The staff will verify that GE included the above design informa-
_ ion in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8.2.2.7-1.
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. Desian Cartification Material

-Design' commitments relating to the grounding and lightning protection should-
be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has
submitted the proposed ITAAC, which are under staff review, lhis is Open
Item 8.2.2.7-1.

8.2.3 Independence Between Offsite and Onsite Power Systems, Equipment, and
Components

The preferred power supply furnishes electric power from the offsite system's
transmission network (a common source of electric power) to redundant, onsite
Class 1E systems, equipment, and components that are used for safe: shutdown
and operation of engineered safety features. This common source of electric
power may be used during all modes of plant operation to supply power to
redundant Class IF load groups. Because redundant load groups are powered
from a common power source, they can be subjected to conditions _which may-
cause their common failure due to single events or failures of this single
source of electric power. This section of the staff's evaluation, . Indepen-
dence Between Offsite and Onsite Power Systems, Equipment, and Components,
addresses ABWR design provisions for minimizing the probability of (1) common
mode failure of redundant onsite Class IE systems due to single' events or
failures of this common source of electric' power and (2) failure of the
onsite system from causing loss of the offsite system in accordance with
the requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A.

The following sections discuss the areas addressed in the staff's evaluation
of ABWR design provisions intended to ensure an adequate level of independence
between offsite and onsite systems.

8.2.3.1 Independence Between Offsite Circuits and'0nsite Class IE dc Systems

DC control, protection, and instrumentation power for offsite circuits,
originally proposed for the ABWR design,. were derived from the Class _lE dc
system through de to dc converters that GE considered _ isolation devices.- By

p the draft SSAR revision of April 3,1992, GE eliminated all electrical inter-
-

connections tietween the- offsite ' control, protection, and instrumatationE

[ circuits and the onsite Class IE de systems, equipment,-and components.
.

From this,.the staff _ concludes that the offsite system circuits will derive;
their control, protection, and instrumentation power from a non-Class IE de
system that is inoependent of the onsite Class lE dc- system. The staff also

i concludes that this design will ensure that failure in the offsite lystem will'
| neifAer challenge nor possibly cause the loss of redundant, onsite Class ~1E de

~

syskms. Similarly, the design _will ensure that any single failure in thei

Class IE de system will-not cause loss of offsite power to redundant load
groups. - The staff further concludes that this design will_ minimize common- >

cause. failure between offsite and onsite power sources associated with a:
single load-group. It will also minimize the. probability of-losing electric
power from any of the remaining supplies'as a result of,-or coincident with,
the loss of power generated by the nuclear power unit, the loss of power from-
the transmission network, or the loss of power'from the onsite electric power
supplies. Therefore, the design meets the independence requirements of GDC 17

ABWR DfSER October 1992-
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of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and is ; acceptable. The '.laff will' verify that
'GE.has provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This

~

-

resolves DSER- (SECY-91-355) Open Item 28 and is Confirmatory Item 8.2.3.1-l=.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the electrical independence between offsite
circuits and onsite class lE DC system should be included in the Station-
Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the proposed-ITAAC
and Tier 1 design information, which ere under staff review. This-is Open ;
Item 8.2.3.1-1.

8.2.3.2 Independence During Loss of Degraded Offsite Voltage

The ABWR design incorporates two distinct levels of protection to' ensure the
independence of offsite and onsite systems during loss of or degraded voltage
conditions:

(1)' - Loss of Offsite Voltage (First level of Protection)
| In the draft SSAR revision of April 3, 1992, Section 8.3.1.1.7(1)_

indicated that the onsite Class lE systems will be normally energized
from the offsite normal and alternate preferred power system. . Should the
voltage on the Class IE bus decay to less than 70 percent of ils nominal
rated value for a predetermined time, a bus transfer will be initiated.
As a_ result of this transfer, the onsite Class lE buses will be trans-
ferred so that they are powered by the-onsite standby diesel generators-
(rather than the offsite normal and alternate preferred power systems).
Upon initiation of a bus transfer, a signal will be ger,erated to open the

j offsite supply breaker to the Class IE bus.

In the draft' SSAR revision of April 3,1992, the first paragraph of-
Section 8.3.1.1.7 indicated that the time delay for bus transfer initia-
tion will change from 3 to 0.4 seconds if a loss-of-coolant accident

-

(LOCA) signal is present when -a loss of_ preferred power (LOPP) occurs.
Discussions with GE confirmed that the proposed ABWR design will include

! a time delay relay _ to establish.the predetermined time before bus trans-
fer initiation. When only a LOPP signal is present, the time. delay relay
will be set for 3 seconds. When both'LOPP_and LOCA signa _1s are present, -
the time delay relay will be setifor 0.4 seconds. The purpose of the ,

| time delay is to reduce unnecessary transfer from offsite to onsite
| sources during offsite power system transients. If voltage on the
j - offsite system drops below 70 percent for less than 3 seconds (or ..

|L 0.4 seconds when both LOCA and a LOPP signals are present), both the
LOPP and time delay relay will reset' after voltage recovery and transfer
will not be initiated.

,

(2) Degraded Offsite Voltage (Second Level of Protection)
L.

In -the draft SSAR revision of April 3,1992, Section 8.3.1.1.7(8) ind_i-i

| cated that when the bus voltage degrades to 90 percent or less -of_ its
rated value and remains degraded throughout a time delay, an undervol_tage
condition will be annunciated in the control room. Simultaneously, a

o ABWR DFSER October 1992
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!

5-minute timer will be started, allowing the operator to take necessary. '

corrective action. After 5 minutes, the feeder breaker affected by
the degraded voltage will be tripped. Should a LOCA occur during the
5-minute time delay, the affected feeder breaker will be tripped.
immediately.

In ine draft SSAR submittal of April 3,1992, Section 8.3.1.2.l(3)(d)
indicated that the design for degraded offsite. voltage will meet the
guidelines of Branch Technical Position Power Supply Branch 1.

For both the first and second levels of protection, the ABWR electric system
design will comply with the requirements of IEEE 308-1980 and IEEE 603-1980,
as specified by Section 8.3.1.2.l(2)(c) of the April 3, 1992, draft SSAR
revision and Section 1.8.2 (Tables 1.8-20 and 1.8-21) of-SSAR Amendment 17.
Because both levels of protection are required to support safety-related
systems, the staff concludes that GE's commitment to IEEE standards indicates
that the electric system design will meet the requirements of Section 5.2 of'

IEEE 308-1980. The staff also concludes that i:tems, equipment, and compo-
nents included in the des gn for both the first and second levels of voltage
protection will meet all .~equirements of IEEE 603-1980.

'
GE's expressed commitment to IEEE Standards also applies to safety related-
equipment (including the reactor trip system, engineered safety features,
auxiliary supporting features, and other auxiliary features equipment) that
requires ac power from the offsite system to perform safety functions. Speci-
fically, the staff understands that such safety related equipment will be
designed and qualified (by type test, previous operating experience, analysis,

,

or any combination of these three methods) to be capable of performing
required safety functions before, during, and after the following dasign basis
operating conditions:

voltages at the load at either +10 percent or -10 percent of the nominal=

voltage rating

for 5 minutes with voltages at the load at 70 percent of the nominal*

voltage rating

for 3 seconds with voltages at the load below 70 percent (e.g for+

3 seconds at 35 percent) of the nominal voltage rating

Based on these commitments, the staff concludes that the proposed design will
er.sure indepeadence of offsite and onsite systems during-loss of or degraded
voltage conditions. The staff also concludes ~ that the design will minimize
the probabi?ity of losing electric power from any of the remaining supplies as
a reselt of, or coincident with, the loss of power generated by the nuclear
power unit or the loss of-power from the transmission network. This design
meets the-indegndence requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part.50,- Appendix A,
for|offsite and onsite power systems,-equipment, and components and is

" acceptable. The~ staff will verify that GE has provided the above ' design
information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8.2.3.2-1.

.ABWR DFSER October 1992
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The staff also imderstands that both first- and second-level voltage protec--
tion will be tested periodically, and that these periodic tests will be
included in_ appropriate plant procedures by the COL applicant. This is-COL-
Action Item 8;2.3.2-1.

Resion Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the electrical independence during loss of, or
degraded, offsite voltage should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC
and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1-design
information, which are under staff review. This is Open item 8.2.3.2-1.

8.2.3.3 Independence During Parallel Operation of the Offsite and Onsite
Systems During Periodic load Tests of the Diesel Generator

'

(1) LOCA During Parallel Operation

Section 8.3.1.1.7(4) of SSAR Amendment 4 states that if a LOCA occurs when
the diesel generator is being operated in parallel with the preferred power
source during testing, and the test is being conducted from the local control
panel, control must be returned to the main control room or the test operator imust trip the diesel generator breaker. GE subsequently revised Sec-
tion 8.3.1.1.7(4) of SSAR Amendment 4 in Section 8.3.1.1.7(5) of the draft
SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992 (see the response to question 435.19).
Through that revision, GE changed the design commitment to indicate that if a
LOCA occurs when the diesel generator is being operated in parallel with the
offsite system,- the diesel generator will automatically be disconnected from
the 6.9 kV emergency bus, regardless of whether the test is being conducted
from the local control panel or the main control room.

In addition, Section 8.3.1.1.8.8 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3,
L 1992, indicated that the ABWR design will include interlocks to the LOCA and

LOPP_ sensing circuits, in order to terminate parallel operation and cause the
diesel generator to automatically revert to its standby mode if either a LOCA
or a LOPP signal appears during a test. The staff further understands that,

the interlock design will have the capability to be tested periodically.

The staff cencludes that th_e ABWR design will include provisions for automatic,

switchover from system test mode to operating mode in case of either an acci-
dent signal or a loss of preferred offsite power signal, regardless:of whether-
the test is being conducted from the local control panel or the main control
room. -Therefore, the staff concludes that the. design meets the requirements
of Section 6.2.6(2) of IEEE 308-1980, will minimize the probability of losing
electric power from offsite and onsite sources due to' loss-of- power from the<

nuclear power unit due to a LOCA, meets the independence requirements of
GDC- 17 of 10 CiR Part 50, Appendix A, and is acceptable. The staff will
verify that GE has provided the above design information in a-future SSAR
amendment. This is Confirmatory item 8.2.3.3-1.

The staff also understands-that the interlock design (which terminates
parallel operation and causes the diesel generator to automatically revert to
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-its standby mode) will_ periodically be tested, and' that the COL enplicant will-

include these periodic tests in appropriate plant procedures. This is COL-
Action item 8.-2.3.3-1.

Dniqn Certification Material

Design commitments relating to LOCA during pt.rallel operation should be
included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has
submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under
staff review. This is Open Item 8.2.3.3-1.

(2) LOPP During Parallel Operation

In Section 8.3.1.1.7(6) of the draft SSAR revision.dateu April 3 1992, GE
indicated that the diesel generator circuit breaker will automatically trip on
overcurrent if the offsite power supply is lost during the diesel generator-
paralleling test. In addition, Section 8.3.1.1.8.8 of that revision indicated
that interlocks to the LOPP sensing circuits will terminate a parallel opera-- <

tion test, causing the diesel generator to automatically revert to its standby
mode if a LOPP signal appears during a test.

When a standby power supply is being operated in parallel witi; the preferred
power supply, Section 5.1.4.3 of IEEE 741-1986 requires that pt tection be
provided to separate the two supplies if either degrades to an . unacceptable.

level. However, this protection shall neither. lock out nor prevent the
availability of the power supply that is not degraded. In addition, Sec-
tion 6.2.4.6.3 of IEEE 308-1992 requires provisions to detect a LOPP during-
testing, when the standby generator is connected to the offsite-power source.

The staff concludes that a design complying with these industry-recommended-
IEEE practices will minimize the probability of losing electric power from any
of the remaining supplies as a result of, or coincident with, the loss of
power from the transmission network. Consequently, this design meets the

-

independence requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and is
therefore considered acceptable.

Based on GE's design commitment that interlocks to the LOPP sensing circuits
'

will be included in the ABWR design to terminate a parallel operation' test and
cause the diesel generator to automatically revert to its'st'andby mode if LOPP
signal appears during a test, the staff concludes that the ABWR design meets -

the industry-recommended interlock practice as stated in Section 8.3.1.1.8.8
of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992. Therefore, the_ design is
acceptable. The staff.will verify that GE has provided the above design-
information in a future SSAR amendment. .This is-Confirmatory Item 8.2.3.3-2.

.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to LOPP during parallel operation should be ^

included in:the Station Electrical. ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has-
submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which.are under
staff review. This is Onen Item 8.2.3.3-2.

ABWR DFSER -October 1992
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(3) Duration of Parallel Operation

Table.l.8-21-of SSAR Amendment 17 and Section 1.8.2 of SSAR Amendment 12
indicated that the ABWR design complies with IEEE 308-1980. ~ Based'on this
statement of compliance, the staff understands that the ABWR design will

,

satisfy Section.6.1.3 of IEEE 308-1980, which requires that the design
- minimize the duration of the connection between the preferred and standby
power supplies. In addition, Section 8.3.1.1.8.1 of the draft SSAR revision
dated April 3, 1992, indicated that the ABWR design requires that each diesel

.

generator set be operated independently of the other sets and be connected to; ,

the ytility power system only by manual control during testing or for bus
transfer.

The staff concludes that these commitments will minimize the probability bf
losing electric power from any of the remaining supplies as a result of, or
coincident with, the icss of power generated by the nuclear power unit, the
loss of power from the transniission network, or the loss of-power from the
onsite electric power supplies. Consequently, this design meets the.indepen-
dence requirements of GDC 11 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, ano ' acceptable.
The COL applicant must include the above commitments in appropriate plant
procedures. This is a COL Action item 8.2.3.3-2.

(4) Diesel Generator Protective Relaying with the Diesel Generator Operating
in Parallel with the Offsite System

Section S.3.1.1.6.4 of the draf t SSAR revision dated April 3,1992, indicated
that protective relaying of toe diesel generator (generator differential,
engir, overspeed, low Jacket water pressure, loss of excitation, antimotoring
(reverse power) overcurrent voltage restraint, high jacket water temperature,-.
and low lube oil pressure) will be used to protect the machine when it is
operated in parallel with the normal power system during periodic tests. In
addition, Section 8.3.1.1.6.2 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992,
indicated that each diesel generator will be high-resistance grounded to
maximize availability.

g
c

| Section 8.3.1.2.l(2)(c) of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, and
| Sectinn ?. 8.2 (Tables 1.8-20 and 1.8-21) of SSAR Amendment 17 indicated that'

the AbWit electric system design will comply with the requirements.of
IEEE 308-1980 and IEEE 603-1980. This commitment to these IEEE-standards
leads ~the staff to understand that the electric-system design Will satisfy the;

| requirements of Section 5.2 of IEEE 308-1980, and that systems, equipment, and
components included in the design for protective relaying will satisfy allf

requirements of IEEE 603-1980. Because the protective relaying is required to
-minimize the likelihood of simultaneous loss of both offsite and onsite
sources during testing, these measures are required to satisfy all require-
ments of IEEE 603-1980 during parallel operation of offsite and onsite power
supplies.

L The' staff concludes"that the protective relaying design will minimize the i
' probability of losing electric power fro'n any of the remaining supplies as a

result of, or coincident with, the loss of power generated by the. nuclear '

power unit, the loss of power from the transmission networP, or the loss of
power from the onsite electric power supplies during parallel operation of

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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offsite and onsit'e supplies for testing. Consequently, this design meets the
independence requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A,.and-is
acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has provided the above design
information-in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8.2.3.3-3.

The staff also understands that prctective relaying of the diesel generator
will be tested periodically, and that these periodic tests will be included in-

,

appropriate plant procedures. This is COL Action Item 8.2.3.3-3.

Desian Certification M derial

Design commitments relating to the diesel generator protective relaying when j
the diesel generator is operating in parallel with the offsite system should
be included in the Station L,actrical ITAAC cnd Tier 1 information. GE has
submitted the proposed ITAAC, which are under staff review. This is Open
item 8.2.3.3-4. -)
(5) Synchronizing Interlocks

Based on discussions with GE, the staff understands that the ABWR design will
meet the guidelines of Section.5.1.4.2 of IEEE 741-1986 by including synchro-
nizing interlocks to prevent incorrect synchronization V.enever a standby
power source is required to operate in parallel with the preferred power
supply. The staff also understands that the synchronizing interlocks will
have the capability to be tested periodically.

The staff concludes that a design complying with these industry-recommended-
IEEE practices will minimi.:e the probability of losing electric power from any
of the remaining supplies as a result of, or coincident with, the loss of
power generated by the nuclear power unit, the loss of power from the trans-
mission network, or the loss of power from the onsite electric power supplies.E

Consequently, this design tnects the independence requirements of GDC 17 of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and is acceptable. . The staff will verify that GE
has provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is
Confirmatory Item 8.2.3.3-3.

The staff also understands that synchronizing interlocks will be tested
periodically, and that the COL applicant will include these periodic tests in
appropriate plant procedures. This is COL Action. Item 8.2.3.3-4.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitmats relating to the synchronizing interlocks should be included ~
in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. .GE has submitted the-
proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review.
This is Open Item 8.2.3.3-4.

8.2.3.4 Independence of Safety Systems During Operation or Failure of Non-
Safety-Related Loads

The A6WR design must minimize the effects that operation or failure of non-
safety-related loads may have on' safety-related systems. To achieve this'

.

design objective, the staff took the position that the: Class IE system should-
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be connected directly to.a winding of the offsite power system's transformers j
that is separate from the winding that feeds the non-Class lE loads. In other

-words, Class _ lE and non-Class 1E loads should not be powered from the same- '

-transformer winding.

The initial. design proposed by GE for the ABWR offsite preferred power system
satisfied this staff position. However, by the draft SSAR revision dated - :

April 3, 1992, GE changed the design to use a single transformer winding to
~

supply-power to both Class lE and non-Class 1E loads. As a result, the staff
became concerned that operation or failure of non-safety-related loads could
adversely affect operation and thus the independence of Class lE systems.

Based on discussions with GE, the staff understands that any single failure of
a non-safety-related load or load group will affect only one of the-three-
Class IE load groups. The ABWR design will consist of three independent, non-
safety-related system load groups, as well as three safety related system load
groups and three transformers. Each of the three non-safety-related system
load groups will be associated with only one of the three safety-related
system loads groups by being powered from the same offsite power system
transfermer winding. Thus, failure of any one of three transformers due to
failure of non-safety-related loads can affect only one of the three safety
related system loads.

In addition, GE has indicated during discussions with the staff that the ABWR
design will include provisions-to limit the harmonic effect on the safety
related system load group power supply to less than 6 percent for operation or
failure of reactor internal pumps and other non-safety-related loads.

T L stafi concludes that the ABWR design minimizes the effect, of non-safety-
related systems causing loss of electric power to safety related systems.
Consequently, this design meets the independence requirements of'GDC 17 of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix-A, and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE
has provided the above design information'in a future SSAR amendment. This is
Confirmatory item 8.2.3 4-1.

Desian Certification Material-

Desion commitments relating to the independence of safety-related systems from
the influences of non-safety load during operation and/or failure, should-be
included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has
submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under
staff review. This is Open Item 8.2.3.4-1.

8.2.3.5 Physical Separation Between Offsite and Onsite Cla'ss lE Circuits

Based on discussions with GE and information presented in Section 8.2.1.3 of-
the April-3, 1992, draft _ revision to the SSAR, it is the staff _'s understanding _
that the offsite circuits will be physically separated from any Class 1E.-

systems, equipment, . components, cables, or loads by floors or walls 'up to the-

point where the offsite circuits enter the reactor building. From the point
- where the alternate preferred circuit enters the. Division 2 side of the t

reactor building to the Class lE switchgear rooms, and-from the point where
the normal preferred circuit enters the Division 1 and Division 3 side.of the

-

.
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reactor building to the Class IE switchgear rooms, GE has indicated that by
their commitment to IEEE 384 that the offsite circuits will be physically
separated from circuits of the Class lE systems by a minimum physical _ separa--

tion distan;e of_ .9 meters -(3 ft) horizontal-- and by 1.5 meters (5 f t) verti-
cal. In addition, GE has indicated that safety systems whose failure could

-

potentially i4 %ct the operation of an offsite circuit will not- be located in
the same- room > vith the normal or alternate offsite circuits, or barriers will H

be instal'ed to preclude possible interaction between of fsite and onsite '

systems.
_

The staff concludes that the proposed ABWR design for ensuring physical:
independence between offsite and onsite circuits minimizes the probability of

- losing electric power from any of the remaining supplies as a result of, or
coincident with, the loss of power generated by the nuclear power unit, the

,

loss of power from the transmission network, or the loss of power from the
onsite phctric power supplies. Consequently, tMs design meets the indepen-
dence requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and .is' acceptable.
The staff will verify that_-GE has provided the above design information in a
future SCAR amendment. This is Confirmatory item 8.2.3.4-2.

In addition, figure 8.3.1 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3,1992,
indicated that the-offsite power connection from the reserve auxiliary
transformer is normally supplied through the Division 2 Class lE. equipment

,areas to the Division 3 load group. Similarly, GE has indicated that'the
offsite connection from the unit auxiliary transformers is normally supplied ,

through the Division 1 and Division 3 Class-lE. equipment areas-to the Divi. =
sion 1 and Division 2. load groups. To further minimize _the likelihood of_-
interaction between the offsite and onsite systems, the staff contends that

-

the normal configuration for the connection of the offsitc circuit _ to the
onsite' Class lE distribution system shou'Id be configured with the reserve:

~auxiliary transformer normally connected to the Division 2 load group and the -
unit auxiliary transformers normally connected to the' Division 1 and Divi-
sion 3 load groups. This is Open item 8.2.3.4-2.

Desian Certification Material
'

Design commitments relating to the physical separation between offsite and
onsite class IE circuits should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC-
- and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design
- information, which are under staff review. This:is Open~ Item 8.2.3.4-3.

_

s

8.2.4 Operating Restrictions on the Offsite Preferred Power Circuits <

Section 8.3.1.1.1 of the draft SSAR revision _ dated April 3, 1992, indicated-
that during normal operation (which includes: . shutdown, refueling, startup,"

and run modes of plant operation), the normal preferred power supply feeds two
of the three Class IF load groups. The remaining load group _is fed from the
alternate power source. :SSAR Section 8.3.4.9 specifies that COL applicants-
that . implement the ABWR design must include in their operating procedures the
requirement that one of the three divisional buses must be fed by the~ alter-
nate power source during normal operation. The intent of this provision is to
arrange the offsite power supply circuits to the Class IE buses so that'ali
three Class IE divisional buses are not simultaneously deenergized or. the loss ~

'
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of only one-of the~offsite povar supplies. In addition, the staff understands
that appropriate limiting conditions for plant oneration will apply when this
operating procedural requirement cannot be met. Such conditions might include
limiting the allowed outage . time to 72 hours when the reserve auxiliary-
transformer is inoperable. .

This operating procedural requirement minimizes the probability of losing all
,

Class lE buses as a result of, or coincident with, the loss nf pmwer generated
by the nuclear power unit or the loss of power from the transmission network.
Consequently, this operating procedure meets the independence requirements of
GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and is acceptable. The COL applicant4

must include the above operating design commitment in appropriate COL proce-
dures. This is COL Action item 8.2.4-1.

8.2.5 Power Supply for the Reactor Internal Pumps

Section 15.3.1.1.1 of SSAR Amendment 10 stated that, since four buses are used
to supply power to the ten reactor internal pumps (RIPS), the worst single
failure can only cause three RIPS to trip. In addition. tne response to ques-
tion 435.4 of SSAR Amendment 10 states that the probability of any additional

4RIP trips is low (less than 10 per year). Therefore, the simultaneous trip
of more than three RIPS was classified by GE as a limiting fault. This was
discussed in the staff's DSER (SECY-91-355) as Open Item 29.

The staff subsequently classified this postulated event in the special
category of anticipated transients involving a common-mode software failure,
and developad special acceptance criteria for _the radiological dose calcula-
tion. The staff's evaluation of this postulated event in a special category
is addressed in Se: tion 15.2 of this report.

8.3 Onsite Class lE Power System

Based on discussions with GE and information presented in the diaft SSAR
revision dated April 3, 1992, the stsff understands that the ABWR design of
the onsite Class lE power system cons'sts of the following systems:

Class lE Alternatina Current (ac) System*

| The Class IE ac power system will consist of three independent ;id ^

redundant Class lE power systems. Each of thesc three ac power systems
| will include an associated Class lE diesel . generator power supply and

Class IE ac distribution system. Each of the three Class'IE diesel'

i generator power supplies will consist of all components from the stored-
| energy (fuel) to= the connection to the distribution system's supply

circuit breaker. Each Class lE ac distribution system will consist of
the following Class lE ac distribution systems and their load group:

| 6.9 kV medium voltage -.

" 480-volt low-voltage.

120/240-volt low-voltage=

120-volt I&C=
g

|
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Each of the three C1 ass IE 6.9-kV ac distribution systems will consist of
all-equipment-in the: distribution circuit, from the power side of the
of fsite and onsite power supply. breakers to the 6.9 kV loads. Equipment

~
in each of the-three Class lE 6 9 kV ac distribution circuits will-
include one 6.9 kV Class IE ac switchgear, connections to one or more
6.9 kV safety system loads, connections to two Class lE 480-volt ac
distribution systems, and connections through the-C' ass IE 480-volt ac
distribution system to each of the following. systems:

one Class IE 120-volt ac !&C distribution system,*

one or more Class IE 120/240-volt ac distribution systems,.

the Class lE de power system, and+

one or two Class IE vital 120-volt ac I&C power systems.+

Each of the six Class lE 480-volt ac distribution systems, (two per
division) will consist of all equipment in the distribution circuit', from
the 6.9 kV side of the 6.9 kV/480-volt transformer to the 480-volt loads.
Equipment in each of the six Class 1E 480-volt ac distribution circuits
will include one Class 1E 6.0 kVi rolt transformer, one Class IE
480-volt load center, connections one or more 480-volt safety system
loah, and connections to one or fuore Class lE 480-volt ac motor control
centers and their associated 480-volt safety system loads.-

Each of the three 120-volt Class lE ac I&C distribution systems will
consist of all equipment in the distribution circuit from the 480-volt
side of the 480/120-volt transformer to the 120-volt I&C loads. Equip- <

ment in each of the three Class IE ac I&C distribution circuits will-
include one Class IE 480/120-volt transformer, one or more Class IE
120-volt ac distribution panels, and connection to 120-volt safety system
I&C loads.

lach of the Class IE 120/240-volt ac distribution systems will consist of
all equipment in the distribution circuit from the 480-volt side of the-
Class lE 480/120/240-volt transt armer to safety system loads. Equipment
in each of the Class IE 120/240-volt-distribution circuits-will include
one Class 1E 480/120/240-volt transformer, one or more Class-lE
120/240-volt ac distribution panels, connection to 120- and 240-volt-
safety system loads, and connection to Class-IE 120-volt ac receptacles.

Direct Current (dci-Class IE System*

The Class IE de power system will consist of four independent and redun-
dant 125-volt Class 1E de power systems (one each for Divisions:1,-II,
-III, and.IV). Each of these-four de power systems will include an
associated Class 1E battery and battery charger power supply,;125-volt.de
Class lE distribution system, and load group. Each of the four C_ lass IE'-
battery power supplies will consist of-storage cells, connectors, and
connections to the distribution system supply circuit interrupting
device. Each of the four Class -lE. battery charger power supplies will
. consist of all equipment from the connection to the 480-volt;ac distribu--

h tion system to its distribution system's supply breaker. Each of the-
four Class 1E 125-volt dc distribution systems-will consist of all equip-
ment in the distribution circuit, from the power side of the battery-
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interrupting device and the battery charger supply breaker to the
125-volt de safety system loads.. Equipment in each of the four distribu-
tion circuits will include one or more Class IE distribution panels and
connections to 125-volt de safety system loads.

Division II'and Division III of the 480-volt ac distribution system will
feed tha Division 11 and Ill battery charger power supplies, respec-
tively. Division I of the 480-volt ac distribution system will feed the
Division ! and Division IV battery charger power supplies.

Class lE Vital 120-volt ac Instrwnentation and Control (150) System.

The Class IE vital 120-volt ac I&C power supply will consist of four
independent and redundant vital 120-volt Class IE ac 1&C power systems
(one each for Divisions I, II, Ill, and IV). Each of these four ac I&C
power systems will include an associated Class 1E Constant Voltage
Constant Frequency (CVCF) power supply,120-volt Class lE ac distribution
system, and load group. Each of the four CVCF power supplies will con-
sist of the power source (including the static inverter, oc and de static
transfer switches, and a regulating step down transformer as an alternate
ac power supply) and its connection to the distribution supply circuit
interrupting device. Each of the four Class IE vital 120-volt ac 1&C
distribution systems will consist of all equipment in the distribution
circuit from the power side of the constant voltage constant frequency
power supply breaker to safety system I&C loads. Equipment in each of
the four Class lE vital 120-volt ac distribution circuits will include
one or more 120-volt ac distribution panels and connections to vital
120-volt safety system I&C loads.

Each divisional CVCF power supply will be _ fed from its associated divi-
sional de power system. (For example, the Division I CVCF power supply
will be fed from Division I 125-volt de distribution system.) In addi-
tion, Division II and III of the 480 volt ac di.tribution system will
feed the Division II and III CVCF power supplies, respectively. Simi-
larly, Division I of the 480-volt ac distribution system will feed the
Division I and Division IV CVCF power supplies.

-

| The staff concludes that the above design meets the guidelines of
| IEEE 308-1980, and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has provided

the above design information_in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory
Item 8.3-1.

In addition, the staff understands that operational- restrictions will apply to
the use of Class lE receptacles which are powered from each of the Class IE
120/240-volt distribution systems. These operational restrictions will be
included in appropriate procedures to ensure compliance with the capacity,
independence, and protection provisions required by GDC 2, 4,-17, and 18 of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A for Class IE power systems. This-is COL Action
Item 8.3-1.

,
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Desian Certification Material

Design ecmmitments relating to the onsite Class lE power system design should
be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 Information. - GE has -
submitted proposed Tier I design information and ITAAC, which are under staff
review. This is Open Item 8.3-1.

To ensure that the ABWR design incorporates sufficient capacity, capability,
independence, redundancy, and testability of onsite Class IE power systems,
the staff's evaluation also addressed the areas discussed in the following '

sections.

8.3.1 Compliance with General Design Cri'=ria

Item (1)(b) of Section 8.3.1.2.1 of SSAR Amendment 10 indicated that the
Class lE ac power system complies with GDC 2, 4, 17, and 18 in part or as a !whole, as applicable. GE's response to Question 435.26 (alto of Amendment 10) |
provided clarification that there are no non-compliances, but also indicated
that some' portions of the GDC do not apply at this level (for example, the
statement in GDC 17 about two physically independent circuits from the trans-
mission network). Based on the it. formation pres nted, the staff could not
ascertain which parts of these GDC GE considered not applicable to the CVCF
power supplies.

In discussions with the staff and in draft submittal dated September 4,1991,
CE proposed modifying the response to Question 435,26 and Section 8.3.1.2.1
to indicate full compliance with the GDC. The proposed modification would
delete (1)-certain conflicting statements in the SSAR, (2) the example.of non-
applicability to GDC 17, and (3) the phase "the substance and intent of" from
Section 8.3.1,4.2.1. In addition, GE agreed to revise Item 11 of Sec-

L tion 1.2.1.1.2 of- SSAR Amendment I to clarify the systems or components to
'

which IEEE 279, " Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations" (1971) applies and to correct inconsistencies concerning applicable
SRP criteria within Table 8.1-1 and between Table 8.1-1 and Section 8.1.3.1.2.

The staff concludes that the- ABWR electrical system design will comply with
GDC 17 requirements discussed above and is acceptable. The staff will verify
that GE har, provided the above design intormation in a future SSAR amendment.
This is Confirmatory Item 8.3.1-1 and re alves DSER (SECY-91-355) Open

! Item 30.

! 8.3.1.1 Compliance with-IEEE Standards

In the draft SSAR submittal da'ed September 4, 1991, GE indicated that there
will be no limitation on- the use of IEEE 384-1981 "IEEi: Standard Criteria for
Independence of Class IE Equipment and Circuits,"- for separation in the ABWR
design. The NRC staff has not formally reviewed and accepted the changes .u

I between the 1974 and '781 versions of this standarci. Also,.IEEE_384 is not
the only standard in tMs classification for which the NRC has not completed
its ' formal-evaluation and regulatory guide endorsement of the newer version of
the standard. Thus, to allow the use of an updated IEEE standard which the-
NRC staff has-not formally endorsed, each difference between the old and new
standard needed te be identified, jus 'fied, and approved for use. The staff

''
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st:ted that_ in any case in which the staff has not completed its formal-
evaluation of the newer version of IEEE standard being referenced by GE in the
SSAR, the differences would have to be identified, justified, and approved for
use on the ABWR. . Such review is required in order to ensure'that the design
criteria of the new standards are equally conservative as those included in
the standards currently approved by the staff. This was Open Item.41 in the
DSER (SECY-91-355).

In order to identify, justify, and approve the differences between the old and
new standards for use on the ABWR and also complete the evaluation of tiie
electrical system design for the ABWR, the staff evaluated the guidelinas in
two of the newer standards with respect to the intent of criteria and guide-
lines contained in the SRP and existing regulatory guides. The staff belie'.es
that these two standards provide the majority of the basic criteria for the
electrical power systems. The electrical design proposed for the ABWR was
then evaluated using the newer standards.

The newer standards were modified to be consistent with IEEE 603-1980.- The |
newer standards involved primariiy clarification and amplification of guide-
lines contained in prior standards and were thus considered the more relevant
base from which to evaluate the ABWR design. The newer standards included:

IEEE 308-1980, "IEEE Standard Critgria for Class IE Power Systems for*

Nuclear Power Generating Stations

IEEE-384-1981 "IEEE Standard Criteria for Independence of Class ~1E.

Equipment Circuits"
i

-|In additior:, IEEE has developed and issued other companion standards to
E provide additional guidance for certain arent These standards include:

IEEE 741-1986, " Standard Criteria for the Protection of Class 1E Power.

Systems and Equipmera in Nuclear Pnwer Generating Stations"

IEEE 765-1983, " Standard for Preferred Power Supply for Nuclear Power; *

._
Generating Stations"

|

| IEEE 485-1983, " Recommended Practice for Sizing Large-Lead Storage.

Batteries for Generating Stations and Substations" '

!
IEEE 946-1985, " Recommended Practice for the Design of Safety-Related de.

Auxiliary Power Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

Like the two standards cited above, these other comparison standards have not
been endorsed by NRC regulatory-guide. However, the staff concluded that
these . standards were developed to be used with IEEE 308-1983 and that they-
clarify and amplify current SRP criteria and guidelines. The staff therefore

- considered these standards the more relevant base-from which to evaluate the
ABWR design.

..

1 This standard was specifically revised to be consistent with
_IEEE 603-1980, which was endorsed by the NRC staff in-RG 1.53 in 1985.
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In some cases, GE has not referenced these other standards in the ABWR SSAR.
The staff proceeded with its review with the understanding that GE intends to
use these other standards.

The staff understands that GE will address the ABWR conformance to these
standards in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8.3.1.1-1.

8.3.1.2 Compliance with GDC 2 and 4

ABWR SSAR Chapter 8 was modified in response to DSER (SECY-91-355) Open
item 31 a..J 63 by the oraft revision dated April 3, 1992, to include the
following statements relateo to the compliance of the electrical system design
to the requirements of GDC 2, " Design Bates for Protection Against Natural
Phenomena," and GDC 4, "Env., onmental and Missiles Design Bases," of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix A.

" Electrical equipment and wiring for the Class IE systems which are-

segregated into separate divisions are separated so that no design basis
event is capable of disabling more than one division of any engineered
safety features (ESF) total function."

" Redundant parts of the system are physically separated and independent*

to the extent that in any design basis event with any resulting loss of
equipment, the plant can still be shut down with either of the remaining
two divisions."

" Class AE electric equipment and wiring is segregated into separate*

divisions so that no single credible event is capable of disabling enough'
equipment to tinder reactor shutdown i.nd removal of decay heat by either
of two u3affected divisional load groups or prevent isolation of the
containment in the event of an accident.'

" Equipment arrangement and/or protective barriers are provided such that-

no locally generated force or missile can destroy any redundant reactor
protection system (RPS), nuclear steam supply system, crergency core
cooling system, or ESF functions. In addition, arrange:nent and/or

a separation barriers are provided to ensure that such disturbances do not
af fect both high pressure core flooder (HPCF) and reactor core isolation
cooling (RCIC) systems."

" Containment penetrations will be so arranged that no design-basis event=

can disable cabling in more than one division."4

"The protection system and ESF ontrol logic, and instrument panels / racks=

shall be located in a safety; css structure in which there are no poten-
tial sources of missiles or - breaks that could jeopardize redundant
cabinets and raceways."

ihe standby at power system is capable of providing the required powe-=

to safely shutdown the reactor after LOPP and/or LOCA or to maintain the
safe shutdown condition and operate the Class lE auxiliaries necessary
for plant safety during and after shutdown with any one of the three
power load groups,"

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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Based on the stated capability to safely shut down lith one division of
electrical equipment, other SSAR commitments regarding physical protection of
ele rical divisions, and discussions with GE, the staff understands that
th will be a limited number of design-basis events (such as a design-basis
event fire) for which Class IE systems, equipment, and components will be
protected by the capability to maintain safe plant shut down with any one of
the three load groups. The capability of maintaining safe plant shutdown with
any one of the three load groups for these limited number of design basis
events is addressed in Chapter 15 of this report.

Therefore, the staff concludes that the electrical design meets the protection
requirements of GDC 2 and 4 and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE
has provided the above design information ir, a future SSAR amendment. This is
Confirmatory item 8.3.1.2-1.

Desian Certification Material r

Design commitments relating to the capability of performing a safe shutdown
with one d'.lsion should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and
Tier 1 Information. GE has submitted proposed Tier 1 design information and
ITAAC, which are under staff review. This is Open item 8.3.1.2-1.

8.3.2 Physical Independence

8.3.2.1 Conduits to Open Tray Separation (Scram Cables)2

Section 8.3.1.4.2.3.1 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, docu-
mented the following design commitments in response to DSER (SECY-91-355)
Open Item 32:

The reactor protective system scram solenoid circuits, from the actuation*

devices to the solenoids of the scram pilot v > ves of the control rod
y drive (CRD) hydraulic control units, will be run in grounded steel

conduits, containing no other wiring.
_

Separate grounded steel condu!'s will be provided for the scram solenoid*

wiring for each of four scram groups.

Separate grounded steel conduits vill also be provided for both the A and*

B solenoid wiring circuits of the 4:me : cram greup.

Scram group conduits will have unique identification and will be sepa-*

rately route? As Division 11 and Division III conduits for the A and B
solenoids o' the scram pilot valves, respectively. This correspoLJs to
the divisic.,' assignment of their power sources.

Con 6ts containing the circuits for the A solenoids of the scram pilot*

valves will be separated from their B solenoid counterpart by a minimum

2 The need for separation between scram groups and between scram cables
and other cables is addressed in Chapter 7 of this SSAR.
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separation distance of 2.54 cm (1 in), in accordance with divisional I
separation requirements. The scram group conduits will not be routed
within the confines of any other tray or raceway system, j

The conduits containing the scram solenoid group wiring of any one scram+

group will also be physically separated by a minimum distanco of 2.54 cm
(1 in) from the conduit-of any other scram group, and from conduits or
metal-enclosed raceways associated with any of the four safety-related
electrical divisions or any non-safety-related (non-divisional) circuits.

The conduits containing the scram solenoid group wiring of any one scram*

group will also be physically separated from non-coclosed raceways asso-
ciated with any of the four safety related electrical divisions or any
non-safety-related (non-divisional) circuits in accordance with IEEE 384 !

' 'and RG 1.75, Revision 2.

Separation "in accordance with IEEE 384" means that conduits containing+

scram solenoid group circuit wiring will be separated from any non-
enclosed raceway containing either safety or non-safety-related_ circuits.
Specifically, the vertical separation distance will be 1.5 or more meters

,

(5 or more ft) and the horizontal separation distance will be .9 or more
meters (3 or more ft).

Based on the above design commitments, the staff concludes that the physical [
independence of the reactor protection system scram solenoid circuits meets
the guidelines of RG 1.75, as well as the independence and protection require-
ments of GDC 4 and 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. Consequently, this
independence is acciptable. The staff will verify that GE has provided the
above desia information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory
item 8.3.2.1-1.

,

Resian Certification Material

The design commitments--relating to separation between scram and other cables
should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE
has submitted the propcsed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are
under staff review. This is Open Item 8.3.2.1-1.

38.3.2.2 Separation of Neutron Monitoring Raceways

Section 8.3.1.3.1.3 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, indicated
that neutron monitoring cables will be routed in their own divisional conduits
and cable trays, separate from all other power, instrumentation, and control ;

cables.

Based on this commitment and discussions with GE, the staff understands that
neutron monitoring cables will be routed in their own dedicated raceways from
termination to termination. These dedicated raceways will be separated from

3 The need for separate / dedicated raceways for Neutron Monitoring cables
is addressed in Chapter 7 of this SER.
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raceways containing all other Class lE or non Class lE power, instrumentation, ]
and control cables by the same separation provided between scram and other
cables described in Section 8.3.2.1 of this report.

The staff concludes that the physical independence of the neutron monitoring i

circuits meets the guidelines of RG 1.75, as well as the independence and I

protection requirements of GDC 4 and 17 of 10 CFR part 50, Appendix A. Con-
sequently, this independence is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has
provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is
Confirmatory item 8.3.2.2-1.

Desian Certification Materia.1

Design commitments relating to the separation of neutron monitoring raceways
should be included in tne Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE
has submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are
under staff review. This is Open item 8.3.I.2-1.

8.3.2.3 Separation of dc Emergency Lighting Raceways

in Section 9.5.3 of the draf t SSAR revision dated Apr" 3,1992 GE indicated
that de emergency lighting cables will be routed in ineir own divisional
conduits and cable trays, separate from all other power, instrumentation, and
control cables. This commitment will ensure independence between safety- 1
related standby and de emergency lighting systems that are powered from the i

same electrical system division. j

Based on the above commitment and discussions with GE, the staff understands
that the de emergency lighting cables will be routed in their own dedicated
raceways from termination to termination. These dedicated raceways will be
separated from raceways containing all other Class IE or non-Class 1E power
and I&C cables by the same separation provided between scram and other cables,
as descrlDed in Section 8.3.2.1 of this report. |

The staff concludes that the physical independence of the de emergency |
~

lighting circuits meets the guidelines of RG 1.75 (Rev. 2), as well as the ,

independence and protection requirements of GDC 4 and 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, '

Appendix A. Consequently, this independence is acceptable. The staff will
verify that GE has provided the above design information in a future SSAR
amtndment. This is Confirmatory item 8.3.2.3-1.

,

.

| Dfsian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the separation of DC emergency lighting race-
ways should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 informa- !

tion. GE has submitted _the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information,
which are under staff review.~ This is Open Item 8.3.2.3-1.

:.

| - ,

|
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8.3.2.4 Separation of Containment Electrical Penetrations
,

leparquMLjttween Clan.J[ltnqlGlLOAL01lndMldt0LDlYhitul
: ltem (7) of Section 8.3.1.4,1.2 of S$AR Amendment 10 indicated that electric

penetration assemblies of dif ferent Class 10 divisions will be separated by
distance, barriers, and/or location in separate rooms on/or separate floors.
The use of barriers and/or location in separate rooms or on separate floors
exceeds separation guidelines for penetrations and are acceptable approaches.
!cparation by distance may also meet separation guidelines; however, SSAR
Amendment 10 did not clearly define what constitutes the minimum allowable
distance between penetrations. (DSER SECY-91-355 Open item 33).

In the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, item (7) of Sec-
tion 8.3.1.4.1.2 similarly indicated that electrical penetration assemblies of
different Class lE divisions will be separated by 3-hour fire-rated-barriers
(that is locations in separate rooms or on separate floors). Separation by
distance (without barriers) will be allowed only within the inerted contain-
ment. Section 8.3.1. ',5.1 of the April draf t revision further indicated that
penetration assemblies will be located around the periphery of the containment-
and at different elevations to facilitate reasonably direct routing of cables

j to and from the equipment.

| The staff concludes that the proposed design for separation of penetration
assemblies of different Class lE divisions meets the guidelines of Section 6.5
of IEEE 384-1981, the independence requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A. Consequently, this design is acceptable. The staff will verify
that GE has provided the a9ove design information in a future. SSAR amendment.
This is Confirmatory item 8.3.2.4-1 and resolves DSER (SECY-91-355) Open
item 33.

Design Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the separation between Class IE penetrations of
independent divisions should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and
Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design
information, which are under staff review. This is Open item 8.3.2.4-1.

l itD1 ration of Class lE from Non-Class 1E Pengtrations
;

|

This was addressed as DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 34.

Section 8.3.1.4.1.2 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, indicated
that separation between penetrations containing non-Class IE circuits and-
those containing Class IE or associated Class IE circuits will be in accord-
ance with IEEE 384. Based on discussions with GE, the staff understands that
" separation in accordance with !EEE 384" means a vertical separation of 1.5 or
more meters (5 or more feet) and a horizontal = separation distance of .9 or -

more raeters (3 or more feet).

The staff concludes that the proposed separation of penetration assemblies
containing non-Class IE circuits frem those containing Class IE or associated
Class IE circuits meets'the protection anJ independence requirements of GDC 4
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and 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. lherefore, this design is acceptable.
i

The staff will verify that GE has provided the above design information in a'

future SSAR amendment, lhis is Confirmatory item 8.3.2.4-2.

Desian Certifiration Materialm

Design commitments relating to the separation between Class If and non-
Class lE penetrations should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and
lier 1 information. GE has submitted the proposed liAAC and Tier 1 design
information, which are under staff review. This is Open item 8.3.2.4-2.

EsparA11on of Class __lLP1ngtrations from Non-Class lE Cables or Other Divi-
lignal CaAln

DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 35 addressed this subject.

Based on discussions with GE, the staff understands that penetrations contain-
ing Class lE circuits will be separated from other divisional cables by
routing through separate rooms and/or different floors outsido containment and
by maintaining a minimum separation of ,9 meters (3 ft) horizontal and
1.5 meters (5 ft) vertical distance inside the inerted containment. In addi-
tion, the staff understands that separatior between penetrations containing ,

Class lE circuits and non-divisional cables will be maintained at a minimum
horizontal distance of .9 meters (3 ft) and a vertical distance of 1.5 meters
(5 ft) both inside and outside of containment.

The staff concludes that the proposed separation between penetrations contain-
ing Class lE circuits and other divisional or non-divisional cables meets the
protection and independence requirements of GDC 4 and 17 of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A. Consequently, this design is acceptable. The staff will verify

that GE has provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment.
This is Confirmatory item 8.3.2.4-3.

Design Certification Material _

Design commitments relating to the separation between Class lE penetrations to
non-Class lE cables or to other divisional cables should be included in the
Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the pro-
posed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review. This
is Open item 8.3.2.4-3.

8.3.2.5 Separation and Protection of Cables located Outside Cabinets and
Panels

Section 8.3.1.1.5.1 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, documents
the following design commitments related to separation of Class lE cables in
response to DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 36.

1. Enclosed solid metal raceways are required for separation between safety-
related or associated cables of different safety divisions and between
safety-related or associated cables and non-safety-related cables, if the
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ctical separation is less than 1.5 meters (5 ft), the horizontal separa-

- t ion dist arice is less than .9 meters (3 f t), and the cables are located in
the same fire area;

2. Both groupings of cables requiring separation (as specified in item 1)
must be enclosed in solid metal raceways.

Based on the above design commitments and discussions with GE, the staff
understands that all power, control, and instrumentation cables (including
fiber optic cables) located outside cabinets and panels throughout the plant
will be supported in raceways in accordance with IEEE-recommended practice for
support of cable systems. When Class lE (or Class lE associated) cables of
different safety divisinns are separated from each other or from non-Class lE
cables by less than 1.5 meters (5 f t) vertical or .9 meters (3 f t) horizontal,

i
the cables will be supported in enclosed solid metal raceways (such as rigid
or flexible metal conduits or totally enclosed cable trays). _

In addition, Section 8.3.1.2.l(2)(f) of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, t

1992, and Section 1.8.2 (lable 1.8-21) of SSAR / endment 17 indicated that
the ADWR electric system design will comply with the requirements of
IEEE 384-1981. Based on this statement, the staff understands that the
separation distance will be at least 2.54 cm. (1 in.) between solid metal
raceways containing Class lE (or Class lE associated) cables of differenti

safety divisions or between solid metal raceways containing Class IL (or
Class 11 associated) cables and ron-Class lE cables.

The staf f concludes that this separation reasonably ensures that f ailure of
Class lE (or Class IE associated) cables in any one division (located outside

'

of cat.inets and panels and in any single raceway) will not cause failure of
Class IE (or Class Il associated) cables in a dif ferent safety division.
Similarly failure of non-Class lE cables (located outside of cabinets and
panels and in any single raceway) will not adversely affect Class lE (or
Class lE associated) cables. Conscquently, the staff concludes that the
design meets the independence and protection requirements of GDC 4 and 17 of

_

10 CfR part 50, Appendix A, and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE
has provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This isConfirmatory item 8.3.2.5-1.

[1 shn Certifiration MaterialL m

Design commitments relating to the separation / protection of cables located
outside cabinets / panels should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and
Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC and lier I design
information, which are under staff review. This is Open Item 8.3.2.5-1.

8.3.2.6 Separation of Cables inside Cabinets and panels

in response to DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 37, Sections 8.3.1.4.1,
8.3.1.4.1.2, 8.3.1.4.2, 8.3.1.3.1.3, and 8.3.1.4.2.2.3 of Amendment 10 to the
SSAR and the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, document the following
design commitments related to separation of power, control, and instrumenta-
tion cables inside panels, racks, cabinets, and other enclosures located in
the main control room and other areas of the plant:
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Single panels or instrument rscks will not contain circuits or devices ofe

the redundant protection or ESF systems, except under the following
conditions:

- Certain operator interf ace control panels may have operational con-
siderations which dictate that redundant protection system or ESF
system circuits or devices must be located in a single panel. lhese

ecuits and devices will be separated horizontally and vertically
by a minimum distance of 15.2 cm. (6 in.) or by steel barriers or
enclosures.

- The input and output circuits of isolation devices will be separated
horizontally and vertically by a minimum distance of 15.2 cm.
(6 in.) or by steel barriers or enclosures.

Class 1E circuits and devic s will also be separated from the non-*

Class lE circuits and devices whi n are present inside a panel. These
circuits and devices will be sepat ated from each other horizontally and
vertically by a minimum distance of 15.2 cm. 'S in.) or by steel barriers
or enclosures.

'If two panels containing circuits of different separation divisions are+

less than .9 meters (3 f t) apart, there will be a steel barrier between
the two panels. Panel ends closed by steel end plates will be considered
to be acceptable barriers provided that terminal boards and wireways are
spaced a minimum of 2.5 cm. (1 in.) from the end plate.

Penetration of separation barriers within a subdivided panel will ba*

permitted, provided that such penetrations are sealed or otherwise y -treated so that fire generated by an electrical fault could not reason
ably propagate from one section to the other and disable a protective
function.

Based on GE's commitment to meet the guidelines of IEEE 384-1781 and RG 1.75,
Revision 2, the staff further understands that C? ass IE or non-Class IE power
circuits located inside panels and cabinets will~ be limited to those required
to operate systems, equipment, or components located inside the panels and
cabinets. Power cables will not be permitted to traverse from one side of a
panel or cabinet to the other without being terminated inside the panel. In
addition, these circuits will be routed inside rigid or flexible conduits that
will be physically separated from instrumentation and control cables by
minimum horizontal and vertical distances of 15.2 cm. (6 in.) or by steel
barriers or additional enclosures.

The staff concludes that these commitments reasonably ensure that failure of
Class lE (or Class 1E associated) cables in any one division (located inside
of cabinets or panels) will not cause failure of Class lE (or Class IE
associated) cables in a different safety division. Similarly failure of non-
Class IE cables (located inside cabinets or panels) will not adversely affect
Class IE (or Class IE associated) cables. The design therefore meets the
independence requirements of GDC 4 and 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and
is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has provided the above design
information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8.3.2.6-1.
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,

1

Design Certification Materia _1
,

Design commitments relating to the separation of cables inside cabinets / panels
si,ould be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE
has submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are
under staff review. This is Open item 8.3.2.6-1.

8.3.2.7 Separation of Cables Approaching and/or Exiting Cabinets / Panels

The response to Question 435.30 in SSAR Amendment 10, DSER (SECY-91-355) Open
Item 40, stated that cable spreading areas do not apply to the ABWR and are,

not included in the plant layout because the majority of the I&C signals will
be multiplexed to the control room, lhis response implied that-the .3 meter
(1 ft) by .9 meter (3 ft) separation guidelines allowed by Section 5.1.3 of
IEEE 384-1974 (Section 6.1.3 of IFEE 384-1981) will not apply to the ABWR.
The guidelines of Position C12 of RG 1.75 Revision 2, also will be irrelevant.
The ABWR SSAR did not clearly address the criteria for the separation and
protection of cables approaching or exiting cabinets and panels,

,

Based on discussions with GE and information subsequently presented in Sec-
tion 8.3.1.4 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3,1992, the staff
understands that the following design commitments apply:

I&C and optical cables (including metallic and fiber-optic cables) will*

be treated the same with respect to separation and protection throughout
the plant,

each division of Class IE power, instrumentation, and control cables will+

be routed to the control room complex through a cable chase or other
means, so that redundant division areas will be separated by a 3-hour
fire-rated barrier,

each cable chase will be ventilated,*

separation between Class IE and non-Class lE cables within the cablee -

chase will be the same as separation of cables located outside cabinets
and panels as described in Section 8.3.2.4 of this report,

Class IE, Class IE associated, or non-Class IE power circuits routed in aa

I cable chase or the control room area will be limited to those required to
operate systems, equipment, or components located in the control room
area -(power cables will be not be permitted to travm se through from one
side of the control room area to tie other without being terminated-in
the control room area),

Class 1E, Class lE associated, or non-Class IE power circuits routed in*

a cable chase or the control room area will be routed -inside rigid or
flexible conduits that will be physically separated horizontally and
vertically by a minimum distance of 15.2 cm. (6 in.) or by steel barriers
or additional enclosures from any 180 cables,

,

power cables may be routed in flexible metallic conduit under the raised+

floor of the control room,
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separation between redundant Class lE and between Class lE and non-.

Class lE power, instrumentation, and control cables within the control
room area will be separated in the same way as cables located outside
cabinets and panels as described in Section 8.3.2.5 of this report,

redundant Class lE power, instrumentation, and control cables will entera

cabinets and panels through separate apertures,

Class lE and non-Class lE power, instrumentation, and control cables will.

enter cabinets or panels through separate apertures,

cable chases and the control room area will be non hazard areas (asa

defined in Section 6.1.3 of IEEE 384-1981),

cable chases and the control room area will not contain potential hazards
~~

e

such as high energy switchgear, power distribution panels, transformers,
or rotating equipment; potential sources of missiles; pipe failure
hazards, or fire hazards.

The staff concludes that these commitments reasonably ensure that failure of
Class lE (or Class lE associated) cables in any one division (located in a
cable chase or the control room area) will not cause f ailure of Class IE (or
Class lE associated) cables 'n a different safety division. Similarly failure
of non-Class lE cables (located in a cable chase or the control room area)
will not adversely affect Class lE (or Class IE associated) cables. The
design therefore meets the independence requirements of GDC 4 and 17 of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix A, and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has
provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is
Confirmatory item 8.3.2.7-1.

In addition, based on GE's design commitment to meet the guidelines of
IEEE 384-1981, the staff understands, that administrative control of opera-
tions and maintenance activities will control and limit introduction of
potential hazards into cable chases and the control room area. These admin- _

istrative controls will be included in appropriate plant procedures. This is
COL Action item 8.3.2.7-1.

Qujsn Certification Material

The design commitments relating to the separation of cables approaching and/or
exiting cabinets / panels should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and
Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design
information, which are under staff review. This is Open item 8.3.2.7-1.

8.3.2.8 Independence and Physical Separation of Equipment

This discussion addresses DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 36.

Based on discussions with GE and information presented in the draft SSAR revi-
sion dated April 3,1992, the staff understands that all redundant Class lE
electrical power supply and distribution systems, equipment, and components
from the power supply through the power distribution panels will be separated
by a 3-hour rated fire and missile barrier. Such separation will ensure that
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,

any failure of or within one division of the Class 1E power system or its
associated load group will not cause a loss of function in another division of
the Class IE power system.

The staff concludes that the ABWR design w!11 provide an adequate level of
independence between redundant Class lE systems, equipment, and components and
their associated load groups. This design meets the independence requirements
of CDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and is acceptable. The staff will
verifythatGEhasprovidedtheabovedesigninfprmationinafutureSSAR
amendment. This is Confirmatory item 8.3.2.8-1

QLsion Certification Miterial

Design commitments relating to the independence / physical separation of equip-
ment should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 informa-
tion. GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC, and Tier 1 design information,
which are under staff review. This is Open item 8.3.2.8-1.

8.3.2.9 Equipment, Cable, and Raceway Identification

This section addresses DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 39.

Identification of Power. Instrumentation, and Control Eouipment. Cables, and
BMWan

Based on information presented in Section 8.3.1.3 of the draft SSAR revision
dated April 3, 1992, the staff understands that the ABWR electrical system
design related to identification of power, control, and instrumentation
systems, equipment, and components will meet the following commitments:

The background of the nameplate for a division's equipment will be theI *
!

l
same color as the electrical cable jacket markers and the cable raceway
markers associated with that division.

All-exposed Class IE and associated circuit-raceways will be-marked with*-

the division color at 4.5 meter (15 ft) intervals _on straight sections,
at turning points, at points of entry to and exit from rooms and enclosed
areas, at discontinuities, at pull boxes, and at origins and destinations ;
of equipment.

|' Class IE and associated circuit cable raceways will be marked before*

their cables are installed.

Before or during installation of all cables for Class lE systems and*

associated circuits each will be marked with the division color at
intervals of approximately 1.5 meters (5 ft).

' Section 8 3.3.5 of this report addresses acceptable redundant circuits.

independence and protection from distribution system power panels to connected
equipment loads which are not separated by fire and/or missile barriers.
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During installation cables for Class IE systems and associated circuits .
+

that are routed in conduits will be marked with the division color at
points of entrance to and exit from conduits, at pull boxes, equipment,
or enclosures where cables will or can be exposed. Such cables may not
be marked at 1.5 meter (5 ft) intervals inside conduits.

I

All equipment, cables, and raceways will be_ marked in a manner of suffi- )+

cient durability to be legible throughout the life of the plant and to
facilitate initial verification that the installation conforms with the
design separation criteria.

All cables will be tagged with a permanent marker at each end with a*

unique identifying number (cable number) in accordance with the design
drawings or cable schedule.

The method used for identification will readily distinguish between |+

redundant Class lE systems, between Class IE and non-Class IE systems, |
and between associated cables of different redundant Class lE systems.

,

Associated cables will be uniquely identified as such by a longitudinal*

stripe or other color-coded method.

The color of the cable marker for associated cables will be the same+

color as the related Class IE cable.

Individual conductors (located inside panels or cabinets) exposed by+

stripping the jacket will be color coded or color-tagged at intervals not
to exceed 3 meters (1 ft) such that their division will still be discern-
able. Exceptions are permitted for individual conductors within cabinets
or panels where all wiring is unique to a single division. Any non-
divisional cable within such cabinets will be marked appropriately to
distinguish it from the divisional cables.

Class IE wire bundles or cables will be identified in a distinct perma-*

nent manner at a sufficient number of points to readily distinguish
between redundant Class lE wiring and between Class IE and non-Class IE
wiring.

For a cabinet or compartment containing only Class lE wiring of a single*

division, no distinctive identification will be required.

The staff concludes that the ABWR proposed identification of raceways and
cables meets the guidelines of Section 6.1.2 of IEEE 384-1981. The design
will ensure that cables will be installed in their associated raceways in|

! accordance with design-basis protection and independence requirements.
Consequently, the design is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has
provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is
Confirmatory Item 8.3.2.9-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design. commitments relating to the identification of power, instrumentation,
and control equipment, cables, and raceways should be included in the Station

|
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Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC,
and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review. This is Open
item 8.3.2.9-1.

jdentification of Neutron-Manitoring. Scram Solenoid. and dc Emeroency |

Liahtina Cables / Raceways

Section 8.3.1.3 of SSAR Amendment 10 indicated that cables of the Neutron-
monitoring system will be run in their own divisional conduits and cable trays
separate from all other power, instrumentation, and control cables. Scram
solenoid and dc emergency lighting cables will be similarly routed in their,

own conduits or cable trays separate from other cables. In addition, scram
solenoid cables will be run in separate conduits for each rod scram group.

The following unique voltage class designations and markings will be used to
help distinguish the neutron-monitoring and scram solenoid cables from other
cable types

Neutron monitoring cables will be marked with a VN designation..

Scram solenoid cables will be nrked with a VS designation..

The staff concludes that the proposed identification of raceways and cables
does not meet the guidelines of Section 6.1.2 of IEEE 384-1981 and position
C10 of RG 1.75 (Rev. 2). The design does not include permanent, color raceway
and cable markings to ensure that neutron monitoring, scram solenoid, and_dc
lighting cables will be installed in their associated raceways in accordance-
with design basis protection and independence requirements. This is Open
item 8.3.2.9-2.

'

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the identification of neutron-monitoring, scram
solenoid, and DC emergency lighting cables / raceways should be included in the
Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the pro-
posed ITAAC, and Tier 1 design information, which are-under staff review.
This is Open item 8.3.2.9-3.

8.3.3 Protection of Electrical Systems, Equipment, and Components5

8.3.3.1 Protection of Electric Penetration's
;

This section addresses DSER-(SECY-91-355) Open Item 43.

Item 7 of Section 8.3.1.4.1.2 of SSAR Amendment 10 indicated that power cir-
cuits passing through-electric penetration assemblies are protected against
overcurrent by redundant interrupting devices. In addition, GE's response to-
Question 435.31(b) of_SSAR Amendment 10 indicated that the ABWR design'

.

'

5
Protection of Class lE cable systems from non-Class IE cable systems by

spatial separation or barrier is addressed as part of Section 8.3.2 of this -
report. Protection of Class IE cable systems by isolation devices is addressed-
in Section 8.3.4 of this report.
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requires that redundant interrupting devices be provided for electrical
circuits passing through containment penetrations, if the maximum available jfault current (including failure of upstream devices) is greater than the
continuous current rating of the penetration.

,

1

Based on these design requirements, it appears that the proposed design will |

include redundant interrupting devices on all I&C circuits as well as power
circuits that pass through containe nt. In addition, current limiting devices
will not be used in the calculatic unen calculating maximum available fault
current at the p netration. The wo ut case failure or shorting of the up-
stream y current limiting devices will be assumed as a given in the calcula-
tion. Based on this interpretation, the staff concluded that the proposed
design meets RG 1.63 (Rev. 3).

Based on the a o,e, discussions with GE, and information presented in Sec-
tion 8.3.4.4 J rne draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, the staff under- '

stands that the following design :ommitments apply:

the thermal capability of all electrical conductors within containment*

penetrations will be preserved and protected by two independent devices
which meet requirements of IEEE 603-1980,

the two independent devices will be located in separate panels or will be+

separated by barriers,

the two independent devices will be independent such that failure of onee

will not adversely affect the other,

the two independent devices will not depend on the same powar supply to+

accomplish their safety related function of protecting the containment
penetration,

,

analysis will demonstrate that the maximum available fault current in the*

event of failure of either of two devices (that is.short-or open between
input and output of a current limiting device or protective device fails-
open or closed) will be less than the maximum continuous current capacity
of the conductor within the penetration and the maximum continuous
current capacity rating of the penetration,

fault current clearing-time curves of the electrical penetrations'e

primary and second1ry current interrupting devices plotted against the
ithermal capability (l t) curve of the penetration will show proper

coordination.

a simplified, one-line diagram will be available showing the location of*

the protactive or current limiting devices in the penetration circuit,
the ma .um available fault current of the circuit, and specific identi-
fication and location of power supplies used to provide external control
power for tripping primary and backup electrical penetration breakers (if
utilized),and

the devices.will be capable of being functionally tested and calibrated.*

.
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|

|

The staff concludes that the proposed design for protection of containment ;

electrical penetrations meets the guidelines of RG 1.63 (Revision 3), as well
as the containment penetration requirements of GDC 50 of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A, and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has provided the
above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory
item 8.3.3.1-1.

In addition, the staff understands that the protective and/or current limiting
,

devices will periodically be tested to demonstrate their functional capability
to perform their required safety functions and that these periodic tests will
be included in appropriate procedures. This is COL Action item 8.3.3.1-1.

,

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the protection of electric penetrations should
be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has
submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under
staff review. This is Open Item 8.3.3.1-1. *

8.3.3.2 Design / Qualification of Electrical Equipment

This section addresses CSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 45.

Sectian 8.3.1.2.4 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, indicated
that all Class 1E equipment is designed to operate in its normal service
environment as well as during and after any design basis event, in the acci-
dent environment expected in the area in which it is located. In addition,-by
committing to meet the guidelines of IEEE 308-1980 (Table 1.8-21 of SSAR
Amendment 17), GE indicated that all class IE power system equipment will be'

qualified in accordance with IEEE 323-1974 to substantiate that it will be
I capable of meeting the performance requirements specified in the design basis.

Based on this commitment and discussions with GE, the staff understands that
each type of Class IE equipa nt will be:

qualified by analysis, successful use under similar conditions, or by*

actual test to demonstrate its ability to perform its function under
normal and design basis event environmental and operational conditions,

designed and qualified to survive the combined effects of temperature,*

humidity, radiation, and other conditions associated with a LOCA or other
design-basis event environments at the end of-their qualified and/or-
design life,

qualified to IEEE 344-1987, " Recommended Practices for Seismic Qualifica-*

tions of Class lE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"

qualified by test and/or analyzed to demonstrate its ability to meet its-*

performance requirements during and following the design-basis seismic
event,

located in seismic Category I structures,e
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|

seismically supported.*

designed and qualified without exception to operate in a normal, acci-.

dent, and post accident environments for any design basis event, and

designed and qualified to operate within allowable design basis limitsa

(for example, able to operate for 5 minutes when subject to voltage below
90 percent, to operate for a predetermined time when voltage is below
70 percent, or to operate continuously when subjected to voltage varia-
tions of i 10 percent of nominal).

All structures, systems, equipment, components, pipes and loads that are not "

Class lE and whose failure could possibly prevent Class.lE systems, equipment. '

components, and circuits including connected loads from performing their
required safety function will be appropriately designed and qualified to not
fail in the normal and design basis event environment for which the struc-
tures, sy .ns, equipment, components, pipes and loads will be expected to
function. In addition, variations of voltage, frequency, and waveform in the-

Class IE power systems during any mode of plant operation.will not degrade the
performance of any safety-related system load below an acceptable level. The
de system equipment and loads will be designed and qualified tc perform their
required safety-related function while operating with voltages between 100 to
140 volts at the de system's 125-volt distribution panels.

The staff concludes that Class lE systems, equipment, and components will be
protected from design-basis events. The electrical system design therefore
meets the design basis requirements of GDC 2 and the design bases requirements
for environmental and dynamic effects of GDC 4 and is acceptable. The staff .
will verify that GE has provided the above design information in a future SSAR
amendment, This is Confirmatory item 8.3.3.2-1.

Desian _ ertification MaterialC

Design commitments relating to the design / qualification of Class IE electrical
equipment should be _ included in the Station Electrical or in the equipment
qualification ITAAC, ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the pro-
posed ITAAC, and Tier 1 design information. which are under staff review.
This is Open item 8.3.3.2-1.,

8.3.3.3 Seismic Qualification of Light Bulbs

in response to.GER (SECY-91-355) Open item 45, GE provided draft SSAR
revision dated April 3, 1992. Section 8.3.2.2.2, identifying an exception to
the requirement that all Class IE equipment is seismically qualified. GE
indicated that safety-related de standby lighting system circuits and the
power source to the lighting fixtures are Class IE circuits and will be routed
in seismic Category I raceways. The lighting fixtures themselves will not be
seismically qualified, but will be seismically supported. The bulbs cannot be
seismically qualified.

To justify this exception, GE indicated that bulbs can only fail open, and i

therefore do not represent a hazard to the Class IE power source.
,
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Based on discussions with CE, the staff understands that lighting fixtures
will be se unically qualified. The light bulb may fail during ard/or follow-
ing a seismic event thereby extinguishing the light; however, the light bulb
will be replaceable, n addition, the bulb will not fail in a manner that
could cause f ailure of other safety-related systems and will not become a
hazard to personnel or safety-related equipment during or following a seismic
event.

The staf f concludes that Class lE systems will be adequately protected f rom
failure of the non-seismically qualified light bulbs. Consequently, the
design meets the protection requirements of CDC 4 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appen-
dix A, and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has provided the
above design information in a future S3AR amendment. This is Confirmatory
item 8.3.3.3-1. (lighting systems are addressed in Section 8.3.5 of this
report.)

_

DMign_ipLtif._intign_tia_1gla1

Design commitments relating to the seismic qualification of light bulbs
should be included in the Station Electrical 11AAC and Tier 1 information.
GE has submitted the proposed llAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are
under staff review. This is Open item 8.3.3.3-1.

8.3.3.4 Submergence

item (6) of Section 8.3.1.4.2.3.2 of SSAR Amendment 10 states that any RPS or
ESF electrical equipment and/or raceway located in the suppression pool level
swell zone will be designed to satisfactorily complete its function before
being rendered inoperable due to exposure to the environment created by the
level phenomena. in response to staff Question 435.36 of SSAR Amendment 10,
GE identified electrical equipment that may be submerged as a result of
suppression pool level swell phenomena or as a result nf a LOCA. GE further
indicated that the design specifications associated with this electric
equipment would require that electrical terminations be sealed such that
equipment operation would not be impaired by submersion. However, GE did not
specifically address the qualification of this equipment in accordance with
the guidelines of Section 4.7 of IEEE 308-1974.

Based on information presented, it appeared that electrical equipment sboject
to submergence was not qualified and only partially designed for submergence.
This conclusion contradicted Section 8.3.1.2.1 of Amendment 10 to the SSAR
which stated that all Class lE equipment is qualified.

The staff was concerned that equipment failure due to submergence could
adversely affect the safe operation of the plant and could adversely affect
Class lE power sources serving this equipment. This was DSER (SECY-91-355)
Open item 46.

E indicated in Section 8.3.1.4.2.3.2 of the draft SSAR revision dated
April 3, 1992, that the only Class lE equipment located in the suppression
pool level swell zone will be suppression pool temperature monitors, which
have their terminations scaled such that their operation will not be impaired
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by submersion due to pool swell or a LOCA. Consistent with their Class lE
status, these devices will also be qualified to the requiraments of IEEE 323
for the environment in which they are located.

Based on discussions with GE, the staff understands that all Class lE equip-
ment subject to submergence in the suppression pool level swell zone will
either be designed and qualified to perform its required safety function
without failing while submerged or will be appropriately protected from
submergence and will be appropriately designed and qualified to perform its
required safety function without failing in the normal and design basis event
environment for which the equipment is expected to operate.

The staff concludes that the proposed design of Class lE equipment subject to
submergence meets the protection and independence requirements of GDC 4 and 17
of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and is acceptable. The staff will verify that
GE has provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This
is Confirmatory item 8.3.3.4-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to tt a submergence of Class IE electrical equip- <

ment in the suppression pool swell zone should be included in the Station
Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC
and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review. This is Open
Item 8.3.3.4-1.

8.3.3.5 Redundant Class IL Systems Subject to Common Design Basis Environ-
ments

Section 8.3.3.1 of SSAR Amendment 10 stated that the electrical cable instal-
lation is such that direct impingement of fire suppressant will not prevent
safe reactor shutdown. It was not clear whether impingement of fire suppres-
sant would or would not cause failure of cable systems. The staff was con-
cerned that cables and other electric equipment might not be designed and
qualified to perform their safety function while being subjected to the direct
impingement of fire suppressant.

The draft information provided by GE on September 4, 1991, indicated that
cables and other electric equipment will not be designed and qualified to
perform their safety function while being subjected to the direct. impingement
of fire suppressant. In justifying this lack of design and qualification, GE -
indicated that redundant divisions are provided. In the event that the cable
system or equipment in one division fails due to fire suppressant impingement,
and single failure occurs in a second division, safe shutdown of the plant can
be achieved by the third division. This is DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 47.

In the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, GE indicated that where fire
suppressant impinged on cables of more than one division, each case had been
analyzed and found to be acceptable for the worst case failure mode.

Af ter reviewing information presented in Chapter 8 of the draft SSAR revision
dated April 3, 1992, and Section 9A.5 through Amendment 20 to the SSAR, the-
staf f is unable to reach conclusions as to the acceptability of the level of'
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protection to be afforded Class lE power systems due to failure of redundant
Class lE components that can te subjected to environments of the same design
basis event (including fire, fire suppressant, and non-seismic structures) for
which they may not be designed or qualified. Information and design commit-
ments presented in Chapter 8 and Section 9A.5 are inconsistent. This is Open
item 8.3.3.5-1.

'

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the protection of redundant Class IE systems
subject to common design basis environments should be included in the Station '

Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC
and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review. This is Ovan
Item 8.3.3.5-2.

8.3.3.6 Associated Circuits

Based on discussions with GE and information presented in Section 8.3.1.1.5.1
of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, the staff understands that the
ABWR electrical system design related to associated circuits will meet the
following commitments:

Associated cables will remain with or be physically separated in the same.

manner as those Class lE circuits with which they are associated;

or

Associated cables will remain with or be physically separated in the same
manner as those Class IE circuits with which they are associated, from
the Class IE equipment to and including an isolation device.

.

|- Associated circuits (including their isolation devices or their ccr.nected*

loads without isolation devices) will be subject to all requirementsi

placed on Class IE circuits.

Associated power circuits will be limited to power circuits related to*

the fine motion control rod drive motors.

The staff also understands that if the ABWR design includes additional asso-
clated power circuits they will meet the following staff position.

Non-Class lE circuits that are powered from a Class IE power supply divi-
sion and are considered isolated through isolation devices described in

| IEEE 384 (such as fuses, breakers, and power packs) shall be physically
and electrically independent of non Class lE circuits that are powered
through.an IEEE 384 isolation device from a different Class IE power
supply division.

The staff concludes that Class IE systems, equipment, and components will be|

adequately protected from associated circuits and/or non-Class IE circuits
powered through an isolation device-from a Class lE power supply. In adJi--
tion sufficient independence will be maintained between redundant Class' lE -

.
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systems, equipment, and components. The design therefore m.ets the indepen-
dence and protection requirements of GDC 4 and 17 of 10 CFR part 50, Appen-
dix A, and is acceptable. The staff will vesify and that GE has provided the
above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory
item 8.3.3.6-1 and resolves DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 38.

Relign Certificatirn Material

Design commitments relating to associated circuits should be included in the
'

Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. CE has submitted the
.

proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review.
This is Open item 8.3.3.6-1.

8.3.3.7 Diesel Generator Protective Relaying Bypass

Section 8.3.1.1.6.4 of SSAR Amendment 10 indicated that protective relaying
will trip the diesel generator and will be retained under accident conditions.
This relaying included the generator differential, bus differential, engine

' over speed, low diesel cooling water pressure (two out of two sensors), and
low differential pressure of secondary cooling water (two out of two sensors).
Other protective trips wil'. be bypassed during LOCA conditions.

GE responded to DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 49 in Section 8.3.1.1.6.4 of.the
draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, where they indicated that only the
generator differential relays and engine overspeed trip would be retained
under accident conditions. Other protective relays, such as loss of excita-
tion, antimotoring (reverse power) overcurrent voltage restraint, low Jacket
water pressure, high jacket water temperature, and low lube oil pressure are
automatically removed from the tripping circuits during LOCA conditions.

Based.on the above commitment and the ccmmitment to meet the guidelines of
Position C7 of RG 1.9 (Rev. 2) and Section 5.2 of IEEE 308-1980 contained in
Section 8.3.1.2.l(2)(b) of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3,1992, andi

Table 1.8-21 of SSAR Amendment 17, the staff understands the following:

the design of the bypsss circuitry will meet all the requirements-of*

IEEE 603-1930,

abnormal values of all bypassed parameters will be alarmed in the control*

room so that the control room operator can react appropriately to the
abnormal condition on the diesel generator unit.

the trip bypass function will be capable of being reset manually (cap-*

ability for automatic reset is not acceptabic), and
'

the protective relaying and its bypass circuitry will have the capability'*

to be tested periodically.

The staff concludes tnat there is reasonable assurance that the protective
relaying (to be installed on Class lE diesel generators to protect the diese!
generator f ro.n failure) will be bypassed during accident conditions so that
the diesal generator will not be prevented from performing its required safety
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|

fedton under accident conditions due to operation or f ailure of the protec-
' tive schtme. Consequently, this design meets the guidelines of position C7 of

RG 1.9 (Rey, 2) and is acceptable, lhe staff will verify that GE has provided
the ebwe etign Information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory
item 0.3 ' l.

In a6 on, the staff understands that the protective relays and their bypass
cire; m ., will be periodically 'ested and that these periodic tests and
expectcd operator actions foliv..tng an abnormal diesei generator alarm will be
included in appropriate pl W procedures. This is COL Action item B.3.3.7-1.

D nian Certn 1[Etion Materlal

Design couitmems q',ating ta the diesel generator protective relaying bypass
should be included in the Station Electrical llAAC and Tier 7 information. GF

has submitted the proposed liAAC and Tier 1 design informat' <.. which are
under staff riview. This is Open item 8.3.3.7-1.

8.3.3.8 lhormal Overloads

GL's response to Questica 435.60 in SSAR Amendment 10 indicated that thermal
overload protection for Class IE motor operated valves (MOVs) is in effect
only when tr,e MOVs are in test mode. The thermal overload protection is
bypassec all other times by means of closed contacts in parallel with the
thermal overload contacts.

GE responded to DSER (SECY-9)-355) Open Item 50, in Section 8.3.1.2.l(2)(g)
and Section 8.3.2.2.2(2)(f) of the draf t SSAR revision dated April 3,1992,
wh?re they indicated that the thermal overload protection for Class IE MOVs
will be in effect during normal plant operation but the overloads will be
bypassed under accident conditions as specified by position 1.(b) of RG 1.106
(Rev. 1).

Based on GE's design cw;nitment to meet the guidelines of RG 1.106 (Rev.1)
and to meet Section 5.2 of-IEEE 308-1980 as stated in the draft SSAR revision
dated April 3, 1992, the staff understands that the bypass initiation system
circuitry will meet all of the requirements of IEEE 603-1980. In addition,
the staff understands tht.t the thermal overload and its bypass circuitry will
have the capability to be tested periodically.

The staff concludes that there will be reasonable assurance that the thermal
overload protection te t,e installed on Class lE motor operated valves will be
bypassed during accident conditions so that the Class lE valve motor will not
be prevented from performing its required safety function under accident con-
ditions due to operetion or failure of the thermal overload devices. Conse-
quently, the design r,icets the guidelines of RG 1.106 (Rev.1) and is accept-
able The staff will verify that GE has provided the above design information
in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8.3.3.8-1.

In addition, the staff understands that the thermal overloads and their bypass
circuitry will periodically be tested and that these periodic tests will be
included in appropriate plant procedure. This is COL Action item 8.3.3.8-1.
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Desian Certification Material !

Design commitmeats relating to the thermal overloads should be included in the
Station Electrical ITAAC and lier 1 information. GE has submitted the
proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design informati%, which are under staff review. '

'This is Open item 8.3.3.8-1.

8.3.3.9 Breaker Coordination

Section 8.3.1.1.2.1 of SSAR Amendment 10 states that tripping of the Class lE ,

bus feeder breaker is normal for faults that occur on its Class IE loads. The
'staff disagrees with this statement. Class lE load breakers should be coordi-

neted >!th the Class IE bus feeder breaker so that faults which occur on its '

Class 1E loads will, to the extent possible, not cause the bus feeder breaker
to trip. L desian which utilizes coordinated breakers minimizes the potential

'.

for loss of sa?cty-relatert equipment. This was DSER (SECY-91-255) Open
item 51. '

;

The draft information provided by GE on Seatember 4,1991, revised the SSAR to
revise the statement that tripping of the aus supply breaker is normal for
faults that occur on its Class IE loads. In discussions with the staff, GE .

indicated that the Class 1E load and bus supply breakers are coordinated.
This design commitment is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has
provided the needed clarification in a future SSAR amendment. This is '

Confirmatory item 8.3.3.9-1.

8.3.3.10 Protective Relaying '

This section addresses DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 52.

Experience with protective relay applications has estab1;shed that relay trip
set points will drift with conventional relays. Set point drift at nuclear
power plants has resulted in premature tripping of redundant, safety-related
pump motors wh2n they were required to be operative. While the staff recog-
nizes the basic need for proper fault protection for feeders and equipment
(and while such protection may be required for some design-basis events such
as fire), the total non-availability of redundant safety systems due to

; spurious trips of protective relays is not acceptable. . GE in response to this
I concern (Question 435.58 of SSAR Amendment 10) indicated that loads, such as
| motors, will be designed with sufficient current carrying capability or
| overload margins so that set points of protective devices can be set suffi-

ciently above the operating current point of loads to allow for set point
drift. The use of loads, such as motors, with sufficient overload margins
resolves the staff's concern if one assumes the following:

Specific design parameters clearly define the overload margin require-*

ments with respect to protective device trip set points, the n.4rgin
between the trip set point and uperating current point of loads, set
point drift, and the margin between the trip set point and-overload
rating of loads.i.

"ne protective device trip set point is periodically verified and cali-*

' ated.--
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The protective device is periodically subjecte. to a iunctional test toe

demonstrate that it does not trip at its desio rating (the normal
operating current of load plus margin) and th4 it does trip when
subjected to a fault current. |

|

The staff was concerned that the ABWR design may not satisfy the above
assumptions.

Based on GE's design commitment to meet the guidelines of RG 1.153 stated in-
Sections 8.3.1.2.l(2)(j) and 8.3.2.2.2(2)(j) of the draft SSAR revision dated
April 3, 1992, the staff understands that

protective relaying design will meet the above defined assumptions (that+

is, there will be protective device trip set point margin and capability
to functionally test and calibrate the protective relaying), )
protective relaying as well as all other components, equipment, and+

systems within the Class IE power system (that have no direct safety-

function and are only provided to increase the availability or reliabi- i
lity of the Class IE power systems) including the diesel generator
protective relaying and thermal overload protective devices which are
bypassed during accident conditions, will meet those requirements of'

- IEEE 603-1980 that assure that the consequences of any operation or
failure is acceptable to the Class IE power system, and

.

an analysis will be performed that demonstrates that the consequences of+
,

any operation or failure of protective relaying or other components,
equipment, and systems (which have no direct safety function) is accept-
able to the Class lE power system, i

The staff concludes that when these compunents, equipment or systems are used
their operation nr failure will not significantly redere tie capability of the
Class IE power system to perform its safety function when .cquired. The pro-
posed design therefore meets the protection requirements of GDC 4 and 17 of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE
provided the above design -information in a future SSAR amendment. This is

,

Confirmatory Item 8.3.3.10-1.

In addition, the staff understands that the protective relaying will periodi-
callu be tested and that these periodic tests will be included in appropriate
plant procedures. This is COL. Action ! tem 8.3.3.10-1.

r

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments reiating to the protective relaying should be included in
the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the <

proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review.-
This is Open item 8.3.3.10-1.

8.3.3.11 Fault Interrupting Capacity

This discussion addresses DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 53,
,
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Section 8.3.1.1.5.2(4) of SSAR Amendment 10 stated that the interrupting capa-
city of switchgear, load centers, motor control centers, and distribution
)anels is compatible with the short-circuit current available at the Class 10
)uses. It was not clear that the interrupting capacity of this equipment
would be equal to or greater than the maximum available fault current to which
it would be exposed for all modes of operation (for example, with the diesel
generator operating in parallel with the grid).

Section 8.3.1.1.5.2(4) of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, indi- ,

cated that the interrupting capacity of switchgear, load centers, motor con-
trol centers, and distribution panels will be equal to_or greater than the
maximum available fault current to which the equipmtat is exposed under all
modes of operation.

The staff concludes that these design commitments will provide reasonable
assurarce that Class IE equipment will have sufficient capacity and capability
to interrupt the worst case fault and are acceptable. The staff will verify
that GE has provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment.
1his is Confirmatory item 8.3.3.11-1.

Desian Certifj16 tion Material

Design commitments reinting to the fault interrupting capacity should be
included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has
submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under
staff review. This is Open item 8.3.3.11-1.

8.3.3.17 Control of Design Parameters for Motor Operated Valves
,

Valve problems such as excess friction which may be caused by excessively
tight packing can result in an operational condition where the current drawn
will exceed the design rating or capability of the insulation system used in
the valve motor winding. Operating experience has shown that excessive
current, if urdetected during operation, can cause premature or unexpected
failure when the valve is next operated. The ABWR SSAR did not present
methods, design provisions, alarms, or procedures to ensure that the valve
motor will not be operated with excessive currents without operator knowledge
(or will always be operated within their design limits).

The draft information provided by GE on September 4, 1991, indicated that
thermal everloads will provide protection at all times for non-Class IE MOVs
and will provide protection during testing or maintenance for Class IE MOVs.
At all other times, the Class IE MOVs will not be protected. The staff was
concerned by this lack of protection for Class lE HOVs. This was DSER
GECY-91-355) Open Item 54.

Section 8.3.1.2.l(2)(g) of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, indi-
cated that Class IE HOVs which are required to open and/or close to satisfy
their safety function, will have the thermal overload protective device on the
valves' motor in force during normal plant operation. The thermal overload
protective device for these valves will be bypassed under accident conditions
per Regulatory Position l.(b) of Revision 1 of RG 1.106.
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The staff concludes that the proposed ABWR design, which keeps the thermal
overload in force during normal plant operation as well as during test and
maintenance, will provide reasonable assurance that the MOV will not be
operated with excessive currents without operator knowledge (or will be
operated within their design limits) and is acceptable. The staff will verify
that GE has provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment.
This is Confirmatory item 8.3.3.12-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the control of design parameters for MOVs
should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE

has submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 information, which are under staff
review. This is open item 8.3.3.12-1.

B.3.3.13 Fire Protection of Cable Syst. ems

Section 8.3.3.2 of SSAR Amendment 10 indicated that spatial separation is used
as a method of preventing the spread of fire between adjacent cable trays of
different divisions (for example, inside primary containment). The design
objective should be to separate cable trays of different divisions with struc-'

tural fire barriers such as floors, ceilings, and walls. Where such barriers
are not possible, divisional trays should be separated spatially by .9 meters-
(3 ft) horizontally and 1.5 meters (5 ft) vertically. Where this .9 by
1.5 meter (3 by 5 ft) spatial separation is not possible, fire rated barriers
are used to separate divisional cable trays.

for a fire initiated by a cable fault within one division, these separation,

9 strategies are acceptable, since they meet the separation and independence
guidelines of RG 1.75 (Rev. 2) and will provide reasonable assurance that a
fire in one division will not propagate to a redundant division. This was
DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 24.

In the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, GE revised Section 8.3.3.2 of
SSAR Amendment 10 to indicate that separation is achieved by using totally
enclosed raceways when spacial separation is less than .9 by 1.5 meter
(3 by 5 ft). The use of totally encloseu raceways when spacial separation is
less than .9 by 1.5 meters (3 by 5 ft) meets the separation guidelines of
RG 1.75 (Rev. 2) and will provide reasonable assurance that a fire initiated
inonedivisionwillnotpropagatetoaredundantdivision. Consequently,
this design is acceptable . The staff will verify that GE has provided the
above design information in a future SSAR amendment. _This is Confirmatory
item 8.3.3.13-1.

' For design basis event exposure fires, the adequacy of the design to
prevent the spread of fire between redundant systems is addressed in the
Section 9.5.1 of this SER.
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Design commitments relating to separation of raceways should be included in !
the station electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 Information. GE has submitted ;

proposed Tier 1 design information and ITAAC, which are under staff review, '

This is Open item 8.3.3.13-1.

8.3.3.14
Electrical Protection')for Scram and MSIV solenoids (Electricalprotection Assemblies

A generic letter issued to all operating BWRs on September 24, 1980, requires
two independent electrical protection assemblies (EPAs) on the output of RPS
power supplies. Two EPAs are required to satisfy the single-failure criterion !

for non-fail-safe type failures, which may be caused by under-voltage, over-
voltage, and under-frequency conditions.

GE's response to question 435.7 included in SSAR Amandment 10 indicated that
EPAs will not be used in the ABWR design because of special design features.
These special features include voltage and frequency monitoring, automatic
transfer of power supply input sources when the voltage or frequency exceeds
preestablished limits, control room alarm for abnormal conditions, operator
action in response to alarm of abnormality, and design and qualification of
equipment to preclude failure after operation for a period of time under the
allowable abnormality of voltage and frequency.

The staff's review of these special features has determined that they should
provide reasonable assurance that any abnormality in voltage and frequency
(which can cause failure of fail-safe-type equipment) will be promptly
disconnected by alarms and operator action. The special features, however, do
not meet the single failure criterion, failure of the special features to
alarm or failure of the operator to take prompt appropriate action are single
failures which may cause a non-fail-safe type failure. The capability to
scram the reactor could thus be compromised. This was DSER (SECY-91-355) Open
item 55.

Based on discussions with GE, the staff understands that one EPA will be
installed in each of the distribution circuits between the CVCF power supply
and the RPS scram and main steam isolation valve (MSIV) solenoid valves (the
fail-safe-type equipment). The CVCF abnormality in voltage or frequency alarm
will be a Class IE circuit and the CVCf alarm systerr and EPAs will be designed
with the capatility of being tested periodically.

The staff concludes that single failure of the EPA or the Class IE CVCF power
supply will not cause a non-fail-safe type failure of RPS scram or MSlV
solenoid valves and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has provided
the above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory
item 8.3.3.14-1.

7 The need for EPAs was established as part of the staff's evaluation of
Instrumentation and Control (I & C) Systems. 1 & C Systems are addressed in
Chapter 7 of this SER.
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in addition, the staff understands that the CVCf alarm system and the EPA's
will be tested periodically, lhese periodic tests and the required merator
responses to the CVCf alarms will be included in appropriate plant rencedures.
This is C0t Action item 8.3.3.14-1.

Dnign Certifi.c31 in Material

Design commitments relating to the electrical protection for scram and MSIV
solenoids should be included in the Station Electrical 11AAC and Tier 1
information. GE has submitted the proposed IlAAC and Tier 1 design informa-
tion, which are under staff review. This is Open item 8.3 3.14-1.

8.3.3.15 Safety Bus Grounding

On every bus shown in figure 8.3-1 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3,
1992, there is shown or.e circuit connected to ground through a circuit
breaker. The circuit breaker or bus grounding device provides a safety ground
on buses during maintenance operations. The bus grounding device includes the
f ollowing interlocks:

Under-voltage relays must be actuated..

Related breakers must be in the disconnect position..

Voltage for bus instrumentation must be available..

The staff feels that the proposed grounding device should be included in the
design because it may be an importarit protection enhancement for personnel
performing maintenance on safety-related buses; the staff was concerned that
the proposed interlocks may not be sufficient to prevent inadvertent closing
of tne device during non-maintenance operation. This was DSER (SECY-91-355)
Open item 44.

The staff understands that annunciation will be provided in the design to
alarm in the control room whenever the breakers are racked in for service.
The staff concludes that the proposed interlocks together with administrative
control and annunciation of the bus grounding system will be sufficient to
prevent inadvertent actuation of the grounding system. Consequently, this
design is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has provided the above
design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory
item 8.3.3.15-1.

In addition, the staff understands that there will be administrative controls

to keep these circuit breakers racked out (that is in the disconnect position)
whenever corresponding buse: are energized, and that these administrative
controls will be included in appropriate plant procedares. This is C01. Action
item 8.3.3.15-1.

Design Certificathn Material

Design commitments relating to safety bus grounding should be included in the
Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the pro-
posed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review. This
is Open item 8.3.3.15-1.
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8.3.3.16 Control of Access to Class lE Power Equipment

Based on GE's design commitment to meet the requirements of IEEE 308-1980, the
staff understands that Class IE power system power supplies and distribution
equipment (including diesel generators, batteries, battery chargers, CVCF
oower supplies, 6.9 kV switchgear, 480-volt load centers, and 480-volt motor
control centers) will be located in areas with acco,s doors that can be admin-
istratively controlled. In addition, ac and de distribution panels will be
located in the same or similar areas as Class IE power supplies and distribu-

,

tion equipment, or the distribution panels will be designed to be locked so
that access to circuit breakers located inside the panel can be administra-
tively controlled. The plant physical design of the ABWR will permit the +

administrative control of access to Class lE power equipment areas.

The staff concludes therefore that controlled access to Class lE equipment
will be included in the ABWR design in accordance with the requirements of
IEEE 308-1980 and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE provided the
above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory
item 8.3.3.16-1.

In addition, the staff understands that there will be administrative control
of access to Class IE power equipment areas and/or distribution panels and
that these administrative controls will be included in appropriate plant
procedures.' This is COL Action item 8.3.3.16-1.

Desian Certification Macerial

Design commitments relating to control of access to Class IE power equipment
should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE
has submitted proposed Tier 1 design information and ITAAC, which are under
staff review. This is Open Item 8.3.3.16-1.

8.3.4 Electrical Independence

Based on discussions with GE and information included in the draft SSAR
revision dated April 3,1992, the staff has the following understandings with
respect to electrical independence:

The protective actions (that is operation of equipment for_the purpose of*

accomplishing a safety function) of each load group will be independent
of the protective actions provided by redundant load groups,

i There will be no provision for auto.;atically transferring loads from one*

| Class IE ac power supply (for example,-the diesel generator) to a
redundant supply. ;

Each onsite Class IE pawer supply (for example, the diesel generator)*
,

I will have provisions for automatic connection to one Class lE load group,
but will have no automatic connection to any other redundant load group.
If nonautomatic (manual) interconnecting means are furnished, provisions
that arevent paralleling of the redundant onsite Class IE power supplies
will 3e-included.

,
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The ABWR electrical system design will not include provisions for-

the manual connection of the onsite Class IE power supply associated
with one load group to any other redundant load group (except for
the spare battery chargers)

The ABWR design will include provisions to allow one spare+

battery charger to be connected to either of two divisions and
another f. pare battery charger to be connected to either of two ,

other divisions.

+ The spare chargers for the de power supply may be manually con-
nected to either of two designated divisions, but only when
their loads are switched to the same division. Key interlocks
will mechanically ensure that these standby chargers can only
be used in one division at a time.

+ GE modified the ABWR design to eliminate the capability to
power non-Class IE loads fro.i more than one Class lE division.
There will be no loads in the ABWR design which can accept
source power from more than ora Class IE division.

The ABWR electrical system design will not have interconnections-

between redundant divisions except as noted in Sections 8.2.2.3 and
8.3.4.1 of this report.

- The divisional battery charger will normally be fed from its divi-
sional 480-volt motor control center bus.

Each standby power system division includes the diesel generator, its*

auxiliary systems, and the distribution of power to various Class lE
loads through the 6.9-kV and 480-volt systems. Each of these divisions
will be segregated and separated from the other divisions. No automatic
interconnection will be provided between the Class IE divisions. Each
diesel generator set will operate independently of the other sets.

Control power (for the 480-volt auxiliaries) will be from the Class lE*

125-volt de power system of the same division.

Each de system load group will have its own battery charger with no-*

provision for automatic interconnection with other redundant load groups.

There will be no provision for automatically interconnecting redundant de*

system load groups.

No provision will be made for automatically or manually tran* ferring*

leads between Class IE de power sources.

The ABWR design will r.9t have interconnections between redundant divi-*

sions of the de system.

Each battery power supply will be independent of other redundant battery*

supplies.

;
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Each battery charger will be independent of other redundant battery.

chargers.

The ac and de switchgear power circuit breakers in each division will+

receive control power from their respective load groups to-provide the
following assurances:

- Loss of one 125-volt de system will not jeopardize the Class IE
power supply to the Class IE buses of the other load groups.

- The differential relays in one division and all the interlocks
associated with these relays will be from one 125-volt de system.
There will be no cross connections between the redundant de systems
through protective relaying.

The staff concludes that the ABWR design of redundant :vstems meets the elec-
trical independence requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Nrt 50, Appendix A and
is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has provided the above design
information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory item 8.3.4-1.;

In addition, the staff understands th?t the keys for the above described
interlocks will be administratively controlled by the COL applicant and these
administrative controls will be included in appropriate procedures. This is
COL Action Item 8.3.4-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to electrical independence should be included in -
the Station Electrical ITAAC-and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted pro-

| posed Tier 1 design information and ITAAC, which are under staff review. This
| 1s Open Item 8.3.4-1.

e8.3.4.1 Interconnections

! Figure 8.3-8 of SSAR Amendment 10 showed two interconnections between redun-
dant safety divisions:

1. Inc Division III 480-volt bus is connected to'the Division I 480-volt bus
through circuit breakers and a mechanical interlock. Section 8.3.2.1 of
SSAR Amendment 10 indicates that this interconnection is used to transfer

| the 250-volt de normal battery charger between Division I and Division III
L load centers.
|

|- 2. The Division III 480-V motor control certer (MCC) is connected to Divi-
| sion I 480 V MCC -through battery chargers, braakers, and key interlocked
p

i

L

e Chapter 7 of this SER addresses design requirements for I&C system-
isolation devices. These devices are to be used tu maintain independence
between Class IE and non-Class IE circuits (such annunciators or data loggers

L and coniputer circuits) and between redundant Class IE trip channels.
I

1
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breakers. Section 8.3.2.1 of SSAR Amendment 10 indicates that this
interconnection is used for selection of the normal or standby battery--
chargers.

This was DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 56.

In Section 8.3.2.1.4 and Figure 8.3-7 of the draft SSAR revision dated
April 3, 1992, GE eliminated the interconnection between Division III and '

Division I (item 1 above), which was to be used to transfer the 250-volt de
battery charger between Class lE divis~ons. In the new proposed design, power.

for the non-safety-related 250-volt dc battery charger is supplied from either
the non-safety-related load group A or C turbine building load centers. With
the elimination of the interconnection, this item is considered resolved,
subject to GE providing the above design information in an SSAR amendment.
This is part of Confirmatory Item 8.3.4-1.

In regar to the interconnection described in item 2 above, Section 8.3.2.1.2
and Figure 8.3-7 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, indicate that
electrical interconnections will continue to exist between Division I and
Division II and Letween Division I and Division III, so that two redundant
divisions can share one standby charger. Incorporation of this revision into
the SSAR is part of Confirmatory Item 8.3.4.1-1. Similarly, Division I and
Division 11, Division III and Division IV, and Division I and Division III can
be interconnected through the standby charger.

With respect to electrical interconnection between redundant safety divisions,
it is the staff position that two independent open disconnect-links, locked
open breakers, tr other equivalent open devices shall be maintained between
the redundant divisions. Accordingly, the staff understands that key inter-
locks will be installed which will muhanically ensure that two open devices

| are always mai,tained between redundant divisions in accordance with the above
staff position. (Alsc see Section 8.3.4 of this report.)

The staff concludes that the proposed design for interconnecting redundant
divisions will maintain independence between redundant divisions-by using two
open devices. Failure of one device will not challenge or cause failure of
the remaining redundant divisions. Therefore, this design meets the indepen-
dence requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and is acceptable.
Re staff will verify that GE has provided the above design information in a
future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8.3.4.1-1 as described
above.

In addition, the COL applicant / holder must administratively control the keys
for the interlock described ateve and include-these administrative controls in
appropriate procedures. This is COL Action Item 8.3.4.1-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to interconnections between redundant divisions
should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE
his submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are ;

under staff review. This is Open Item 8.3.4.1-1. -|
i

'

1
,
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8.3.4.? Constant Voltage Constant frequency Power Supplies

Section 8.3.1.1.4.2 of SSAR Amendment 10 indicated that each of the four
independent trip systems of the reactor protection logic and control system
are powered by four CVCF control power buses (one each for Divisions I,_11,
III, and IV). This section also stated that each of these buses is indepen-
dently supplied from an invertor which, in turn is supplied from one of four
independent and redundant ac and dc power supplies. Subsequent sections and
Figure 8.3-6_of SSAR Amendment 10, however, indicate that the ac supply for-
Division I and Division IV originates from a single 480-volt motor control
center (Cl4). A single 480-volt motor control center is not " independent and
redundant" as stated in Section 8.3.1.1.4.2. This was DSER (SECY-91-355) Open
item 57.

'

Based on discussions w.th GE and draft information provided by GE on Septem-
ber 4, 1991, November 26, 1991, and April 3, 1992, the staff understands that
ac power to Divisions I and IV is supplied from the 6.9-kV Division I bus
through a single 6.9-kV to 480-V ac transformer and motor control center to'

the vital at system's CVCF power supplies and the de system's battery charger
power supplies for Division I and IV. Division I and IV at and de systems may
be subject to a single comnion failure of the 6.9-kV to 480-V transformer. The
staff's evaluation of this lack of independencc between Divisions I and IV of
I&C equipment is addressed in Chapter 7 of-this SER. In addition, GE will
revise the SSAR to indicate that there are four independent and redundant de
systems and three (versus four) independent and redundant ac systems. The
staff will verify that GE has provided the above design information in a
future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8.3.4.2-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to constant voltage, constant frequency power
supplies should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1
information. GE has submitted proposed Tier 1 design information and ITAAC,
which are under staff review. This is Open Item 8.3.4.2-1.

8.3.4.3 Power Supply Circuits for Safety / Relief Valves

ction 19E.2.1.2.2.2 of SSAR Amendment 10 indicated that pLrtions of each
sty relief valve (SRV) control circuit use non-safety grade power. This

power is taken from the Class IE de system through de to de converters or
isolation devices connected to each of the four redundant and independent
Class IE de system buses. Section 19E.2.1.2.2.2 implied that control power
for each SRV comes from a minimum of two different Class IE power source
divisions. One source directly frc7 the Class lE dc bus,_and the.other from
a different Class lE de bus through the dc-to-dc converter. -The staff was
concerned that the proposed design for powering the SRV may not provide suffi-
cient independence between the redundant de power sources, as required by
GDC 17. This was DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 58.

Draft information provided by GE on September 4, 1991, modified SSAR Sec-
tion 19E.2.1.2.2.2 to delete reference to the use of non-safety grade power
taken from safety grade batteries for a portion of each SRV control circuit.

|

|
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In addition, the information indicated that n'on-divisional power is not
utilized in either the SRV or the automatic depressurization system (ADS)
functions. ,

The staff understands that SRVs ;!ill be powered only from Class lE sources
and that there will be no electrical interconnection between power supplies.

.This design will ensure electrical independence between the redundant power
supplies, and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has provided the
above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory
Item 8.3.4.3-1.

8.3.4.4 Isolation Between Safety Buses and Non-Safety Loads

Section 8.3.1.1.2.1 of SSAR Amendment 10 indicateJ that isolation breakers
will be provided between the Class IE and non-Class IE buses. In addition
zone-selective interlocking was provided between each :olation breaker and
its upstream Class 1E bus feeder breaker. Section 8. .2.1 of SSAR Amend-
ment 10 indicated that even though the isolation breaU is only fault current
actuated and does not meet the guidelines of Position 1 of RG 1.75 (Rev. 2),
the zone selective interlocking technique met the intent of this RG. GE
therefore concluded that this design met the recommendations of RG 1.75
(Rev. 2).

With respect to protecting Class lE systems from failure of non-Class IE
systems and components, the staff agrees with GE that coordinated breakers
with zone selective interlocking met the intent of Position 1 of RG 1.75
(Rev. 2), as well as the protection requirements of GDC 2 and 4. .However,
with respect to the independence requirement of GDC 17, the staff disagreed
with GE's assessment (DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 48). Figure 8.3-5 of SSAR
Amendment 10 showed non-safety-related computers and transient recorder loads
with provisions included in their power supply design for automatically
transferring these loads from Class 1E Division I to Division III and-from
Class lE Division 11 to Division III. In addition, it appeared that the power
supply design may have included provision for automatic transfer of loads
between Divisions I and Division II. This design did not meet the guidelines
of RG 1.6 or the intent of Position 1 of RG 1.75 (Rev. 2).

Subsequently, . in Section 8.3.1.1.1 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3,
1992, GE eliminated automatic transfer of loads between redundant divisions
by indicating that only Class 1E Division I will have a non-safety-related
load and this is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has provided the
above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory
Item 8.3.4.4-1.

In regard to the new design described in Section 8.3.1.1.1 of the craft.SSAR
revision, dated April 3, 1992, GE indicated that this non-Class IE Division I
load will be a power center that supplies power to the fine motion control rod
drive motors that are considered non-safety related but important to safety
because of their backup scram function. The non-Class IE' Division I load will
also be isolated from Class lE systems by a Class lE fault-actuated breaker, a
zone-selective interlock, a power center transformer, and a design requirement
that the circuits associated with the fine motion control rod drive motors on
the load side of the power transformer must be cla:sified non-safety-related
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(so that they can never be routed as associated with cables of any safety
related division). Upon loss of power from the safety-related source, the
non-Class IE Division I load will automatically be transferred between the
Class lE Division I power supply and a non-Class 1E power supply. This load
will only be manually transferred from the non-Class IE to the Class lE power
supply.

Based on discussions with GE and information presented in Section 8.3.1.1.1 of
the draft SSAR dated April 3, 1992, the staff understands the following:

the fault interrupt capability of breakers supplying Class lE loads,.

including the Division I non-Class lE load, will be coordinated with the
fault interrupting capability of each load's upstream supply breaker so
that failure of a greater part of the Class lE division due to the single
failure of a load will be minimized to the extent feasible,

_

the non-safety load will have zone selective interlocks to provide addi-.

tional assurance that failure of a portion of a Class lE division due to
the failure of the non-Class lE load will be minimized to the extent
practical,

the circuits associated with the fine motion control rod dri mot s.

from the output of the load center transformer will be classified o non-
safety and will be physically and electrically independent of all safety-
related circuits (that is the circuit cables will not be routed in the
same raceway with cables of any safety-related division or in the same
raceway with cables that are considered isolated from a safety-related
division by devices defined in Section 7.2.2.2 of IEEE 384-1981),

the fault interrupt capability of all Class 1E breakers, fault interrupt.

coordination between the supply and load breakers for each Class IE load
and the Division 1 non-Class lE load, and the zone selective interlock
feature of the breaker for the non Class lE load will have the capability
of being tested, _

except for the fine motion control rod drive motor load connected to.

Division 1, non-safety loads will not be powered from any Class lE ac,
dc, or vital l&C ac power systems,

the Division 1 onsite and offsite power supplies will have sufficient.

capacity and cc ability with margin to supply all Class lE loads and the
additional non-safety loads during all modes of plant operation, and

analysis will demonstrate that failure of the fine rod CRD motors and/or-

failure of the system that isolates it from the Class IE power system
will not degrade the Class lE power system below and acceptable level.

The staff therefore concludes that this design adequately protects safety
systems from the failure of the non-safety-related rod control loads, the
Class IE power system has sufficient capability and capacity to supply
Class 1E loads in addition to the non safety rod control loads, and sufficient
independence has been provided between redundant divisions in accordance with
the capacity, capability, and independence requirements of GDC 4 and 17 of
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10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. The proposed ABWR design for isolating the non-
safety fine motion control rod drive motor loads from the Class lE power
system meets the intent of IEEE 603-1980, 308-1980, and 384-1981 and is
acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has provided the above design
information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory item 8.3.4.4-2.

In addition, the staff understands that the design permits periodic calibra-
tion and testing of the fault interrupt capability of all C1sss lE breakers,
fault interrupt coordination between the supply and load breakers for each
Class lE load and the Division 1 non-Class IE load, and the zone selective
interlock feature of the breaker for the non-Class 1E load. These periodic
calibrations and functional tests will be included by the COL applicant in
appropriate plant procedures. This is COL Action item 8.3.4.4-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the isolation between safety buses and non-
safety loads should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1
information. GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design informa-
tion, which are under staff review. This is Open item 8.3.4.4-1.

8.3.5 Lighting Systems

in its DSER (SECY-91-355), the staff identified 17 concerns in Open item 59.
GE provided a response in the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992. The
staff understands that there will be four lighting systems: the normal ac
lighting system, the standby ac lighting system, the emergency de lighting
system, and the guide lamp lighting system.

The normal ac lighting system will be used to provide up to 50 percent of the
lighting needed for operation, inspection, and repairs during normal plant
operation. Normal lighting will be installed throughout the plant in nones-
sential equipment areas. Normal lighting will not be installed in passageways
and stairwells. The normal lighting system will be c art of the plant's non-
safety-related system and as such will be supplied by the non-safety-related
power system buses and will be energized as long as power from an offsite
power source is available. Normal lighting will not be available following a
LOPP event. In addition, as a non-safety-related system the normal lighting
system will not be expected to be designed and qualified to seismic Category I
requirements. As such, it will not be expected to provide light following a
seismic event.

The standby ac lighting system will be provided for the operation and mainte-
nance of equipment during the loss of the normal lighting system. This
standby system will be installed in both essential and nonessential plant
areas and will be comprised of both non-safety-related and safety-related ac
standby lighting systems.

The non-safety-related ac standby lighting system will be comprised of
lighting powered from three nonessential load groups. Each nonessential load
group will be supplied from a different plant investment protection bus, which
can be connected to the nonessential standby power supply combustion turbine
generator. The nor.-safety-related standby lighting system will supply a
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minimum of 50 percent of the lighting needs of the nonessential equipment
areas. It will also supply 100 percent (50 percent from each of two non-
essential load groups) of the lighting needs in passageways and stairwells
leading to nonessential equipment areas and up to 50 percent of the lighting
needs in essential equipinent areas and in passageways and stairwells leading
to essential equipment areas. In addition, the non-safety-related standby
lighting system will supply 100 percent (50 percent from each of two nonessen-
tial load groups) of the lighting needs for plant security lighting. The non-
safety-related lighting in the essential equipment areas and the passageways
and stairwells leading to them will be supplied from the same nonessential
load group as the essential load group in the same area.'

The safety-related ac standby lighting system will be comprised of lighting
from three essential safety divisions. The Class 1E divisional bus will
supply power to each lighting system in its respective division. Each safety-
raiated standby lighting system will supply a minimum of 50 percent of the
lighting needs of the essential equipment areas in its respective division. ,

This system will also supply 50 percent of the lighting in passageways and
stairwells leading to essential equipment areas in its respective equipment
areas. In addition, the Division I safety-related standby lighting system
will supply a minimum of 50 percent of the lighting needs of Division IV
essential equipment areas (including the Division IV battery room and other
Division IV I&C areas). The Division 11 and Division Ill safety related
standby lighting systems will each supply a minimum of 50 percent of the
lighting needs of the main control room. The safety-related standby lighting
system circuits from their power source to the lighting fixtures will be
Class IE and will be routed in seismic Category I raceways. The lighting
fixtures will also be qualified seismically. The light bulb may fail during
or following a seismic event thereby extinguishing the light. However, the
bulb will be replaceable following a seismic event. The bulb also will not
fail in a manner that might possibly cause other safety-related systems to
fail and will not become a hazard to personnel or safety equipment during or
following a seismic event. (See also Section 8.3.3.3 of this report.)

The dc emergency lighting system will provide dc-powered backup lighting to
prevent total blackout in areas which are or may be occupied during periods
when ac lighting is lost until the normal or standby lighting systems are
energized. The de emergency lighting system will consist of safety-related
and non-safety related dc emergency lighting systems.

The safety-related de emergency lighting system will provide the emergency
lighting needed in the main control room, the remote shutdown panel room, the
emergency diesel generator areas and control rooms, and the essential electri-
cal equipment rooms. Lighting power for these essential areas is supplied
from the Class lE 125-volt de system in the same division as the area. The
lighting power for the main control room will be supplied from the Division Il

' Each unit auxiliary transformer can supply an essential and nonessen-
tial distribution system and load group. For example, the unit auxiliary
transformer that supplies power to Division I of the Class 1E system and its
essential distribution system and load group will also supply a nonessential
distribution system and load group.
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and Ill Class lE 125-volt de systems. The safety-related de emergency
lighting system circuits from their power supplies to the lighting fixtures

-

will be Class lE, will be routed in seismic Category I raceways, and will be
routed separately from all other cables. The lighting fixtures will also be
seismically qualified. The light bulb may fail during or following a seismic-
event, thus extinguishing the light. However, the light bulb will be- replace-
able following a seismic event. The bulb will also not fail in a manner that
may possibly cause other safety systems to fail. The bulb will also not fail
in a manner that may possibly cause other safety systems to fail and will not
become a hazard to personnel or safety-related equipment during or following a
seismic event.

The non-safety-related dc emergency lighting system will provide the emergency
lighting needs to the radwaste building control room, the combustion turbine
generator area and control room, the non-essential electrical equipment areas,
and the lighting needed for plant security. Lighting power for the radwaste
building control room will be supplied from the nonessential 250-volt de
system. Lighting power for the nonessential electrical equipment rooms will
be supplied from the nonessential 125-volt de system in the same nonessential
load group as the equipment in the room. Lighting power for the nonessential.
combustion turbine generator area and control room will be supplied from one
of the nonessential 125-volt de systems. The non-safety-related dc emergency
lighting sys tem circuits wi;l be classified as non Class 1E and may be routed
in non seismic raceways. Lighting power for plant security will be supplied
from one or more of the nonessential 125-volt de systems, in order to maintain
continued operation of the security lighting system for at least 30 minutes in
the event of an of ac power interruption.

The guide lamp light system will illuminate stairways, exit routes, and major
control areas such as the main control room and remote shutdown panel areas.
Each guide lamp will have a self-contained battery pack unit containing a
rechargeable battery with an 8-hour capacity. Each unit will also contain a
charger and an initiating switch, which energizes the fixture from the battery
in the event of loss of the ac power supply and de-energizes the fixture upon
return of ac power to the standby light following a time delay of:15 minutes.
The guide lamps will be supplied ac power from the same power. source that
supplies the standby lighting system in the area in which they are located.
The guide lamp light system will be seismically qualified in safety-related
areas.

GE has provided information pertaining to the design of the normal, standby,
emergency, and guide lamp lighting systems to demonstrate that the lighting is
adequate in essential plant areas as well as passageways to and from these
areas. The staff understands that the ABWR design for each of these iigntir.g
systems will meet or exceed the lighting level requirements of the Illuminat-
ing Engineering Society Lighting Handbook and will have the capability of
being functionally tested on a periodic basis.

The staff concludes that these systems will provide adequate levels of light
to permit required operation and maintenance of equipment in essential equip-
ment areas and passageways to and from these essentiol areas under normal
operating conditions. This design will be acceptable subject to resolution of
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the open item discussed belcw. The staff will verify that GE has provided the
above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory
item 8.3.5-1.

In addition, the <taff understands that the normal, standby, emergency, and
guide lamp lighting systems installed in essential areas and in passageways
leading to and from these areas will be tested periodically, in addition
light bulbs will be replaced when their expected design life has been
exceeded. This periodic testing and replacement of light bulbs will be
included by the COL applicant in appropriate plant procedures. This is COL
Action item 8.3.5-1.

For other off-normal conditions, it is not clear that the design adequately
considers lighting needs for essential areas and for passageways to and from
these essential areas where plant operations are or may be required by emer-
gency procedures. For example, under certain failures, it appears that the
main control room may have only a portion (50 percent) of its lighting.
Therefore, GE needs to further address the adequacy of the lighting in
essential areas under postulated design basis event conditions. This is Open
Item 8.3.5-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the lighting system should be included in the
Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the
proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review.
This is Open Item 8.3.5-2.

8.3.6 Design Control

8.3.6.1 Control of the Electrical Design Process

Recently, a number of problems have been identified with the electrical system
design at nuclear power plants. Although the majority of these prcblems arose
as a result of modifications performed after plant licensing, some were (and
all could have been) the result of poor original design. Generic Letter 88-15
dated September 12, 1988, addressed a number of these problems that have
occurred primarily as a result of inadequate control over the design process.
These problems have occurred in areas of electrical system design which have
historically well-established, comprehensive design criteria and guidelines
available for the design engineer such as circuit breaker coordination and
fault current interruption capability. The adequacy of the design is a func-
tion of the designers proper cxercise of the well-established design criteria
and guidelines.

Based on information presented in Sections 8.3.4.17 and 8.3.5 in the draft
SSAR revision dated April 3,1992, the staff understands that purchase speci-
fication for both safety and non-safety related equipment will contain a list
of appropriate common industrial standards to ensure quality manufacturing.
Based on this commitment, the staff concludes that this concern (DSER
SECY-91-355 Open Item 60) is resolved. The staff will verify that GE has
provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is
Confirmatory Item 8.3.6.1-1.
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Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the control of the electrical design process
should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GEs

has submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are
under staff review. This is Open item 8.3.6.1-1.

8.3.6.2 Control of the Electrical Design Bases

The design bases described and presented in the ABWR SSAR should, for the most
part, be useable as the bases by which the NRC issues a plant combined
operating license. However, a review of the bases presented in Chapter 8 and
other related chapters, revealed numerous inconsistencies as noted in DSER
(SECY-91-355) Open item 61. Consequently, it appears that GE used a deficient
process to control the design bases presented in the ABWR SSAR.

GE has indicated that a formal engineering review and update of the SSAR is
in progress to identify and correct inconsistencies within and between
sections of the SSAR. The staff will verify that GE has revised the design
bases in a future SSAR amendment. All conclusions in Section 8 of this report
require the elimination of conflicting information. This is Confirmatory
item 8.3.6.2-1.

8.3.7 Testing and Surveillance>

This subject was addressed by DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 62.

Based on discussions with GE and GE's design commitment that the ABWR elec-
trical system design meets IEEE 308-1980 guidelines, the staff understands the
following:

|
The ABWR electrical system design will provide controls and indicators in| *

the main control room,'

-

The design will include provisions for control and indication outside the*

main control room for:

(-) Circuit breakers that-switch Class IE buses between the preferred
and the standby power supply,

(~) The standby power supply, and

l' (-) Circuit breakers, conductors, and other equipment as required for
safety systems that must function to bring the plant-to a safe
shutdown condition,

Operational status information will be provided for Class lE power=

systems,

Class lE power systems required to be controlled'from outside the main*

control room will also have operational status .information providedt

[ outside the central control room at the equipment itself, at its power
|- supply, and at an alternate central location,
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The operator will be provided with accurate, complete, and timely*

information pertinent to the status of the execute features in the
control room,

Indication will be provided in the control room of protective actions and*

execute features unavailability,

Electric power systems and equipment will have the capability of being*

periodically tested,

Testability of electrical systems and equipment will not be so burdensome-*

operationally that required testing at intervals of 1, 2, or 3 months
cannot be included in the technical specifications if deemed necessary. j

Except as noted below tne staff concludes, that the electr1 cal system design
will permit sufficient testability in accordance with the testing requirements
of GDC 17 and 18 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. This design is acceptable.
The staff will verify that GE has provided the above design information in a
future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory item 8.3.7-1. !

l
In addition, the staff understands that the electrical systems and equipment
will periodically be tested in accordance with the guidelines of Section 7 of
IEEE 308-1980 and that these tests will be included in appropriate plant
procedures. This is COL Action Item 8.3.7-1.

Section 8.3.1.1.5.3, of SSAR Amendment 10 indicated that the ABWR design of
Class IE equipment permits periodic testing of the chain of system elements-
from sensing devices through driven equipment. This testing ensures that
Class lE equipment is functioning according to design requirements. This
section also implies that the requirements of the single-failure criterion
described in IEEE 379-1977, " Standard Application of the Single Failure
Criterion to Nuclear Power Generating Station Safety Systems," will be met
with respect to testing of Class IE equipment.

The staff interpreted these statements to mean that one complete electrical
system division may be taken out of service for maintenance, testing, and/or
repair during any mode of plant cperation-and still leave the remaining elec-
trical systems in compliance with the single-failure criterion. The staff,
therefore, concluded that the design provision for testability of electrical
systems (as interpreted) meets the sufficient testability requirement of
GDC 17 and is acceptable.

To confirm this interpretation, the staff further evaluated the capability of
the electric. power system to be tested during normal plant operation while
meeting single failure requirements with remaining systems for any design
basis event.

Based on discussions with GE and the design commitment indicating that the
L ABWR design will meet Section 5(4) of IEEE 338-1975 which is endorsed by

- RG 1.118 (Rev. 2), the staff understands'the following:

Online testing will be greatly enhanced by the design which utilizes*

three independent divisions. These divisions can safely shut down the
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plant. The electrical system design will meet the single-failure
criterion with respect to safe shutdown _ capability. However, the design
will Eqt meet the single-failure criterion with respect to all required
safety-related systems for all design-basis events with one of the three
electrical system divisions out of service.

An acceptable level of reliability for the remaining operable safety.

systeme will exist when one train is taken out of service for a specified
period 9f time for preplanned or unplanned maintenance while the single-
feature criterion is not met.

An acceptable level of reliability will be established by GE for the*

remaining operable safety systems by a probability risk analysis.

Based on this information presented in the ABWR SSAR, the staff was unable to
determine what constitutes an acceptable level of reliability based on results
of a probability risk analysis. This is Open item 8.3.7-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the testing and surveillance should be included
in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the
proposed ITAAC, which are under staff review. This is Open item 8.3.7-2.

8.3.8 Capacity and Capability

8.3.8.1 Non-Safety DC Power Systems

In response to DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 64, regarding interaction between
safety and non-safety-related systems, GE provided in Sections 8.3.2.1.3 and
8.3.2.1.4 of the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992, a description of the-
non-Class IE 125-and 250-volt de systems. The 125-volt dc non-Class lE system
will provide power to non-safety-related switchgear, valves, converters,
transducers, controls, and instrumentation. The non-Class IE 125-volt dc
system will h've three load groups with one battery, charger, and bus.per load
group. The 250-volt de non-Class lE system will provide power for non-safety-
related computers and the turbine turning gear motor. The 125- and 250-volt
dc systems will provide power only to non-safety-related loads and will be
physically and electrically independent of the Class lE ac and de systems.

Based on the design information included in the draft SSAR revision, staff
concerns relating to interactions between safety and non-safety-related
systems associated with the previously proposed common de power supply have
been resolved. The staff will verify that GE has provided the above design
information in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8.3.8.1-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the independence between safety.and non-safety
de power systems should be included in the Station Electrical ITAAC ahd Tier 1
information. GE has submitted the proposed-ITAAC and Tier 1 design informa-
tion, which are under staff review. This is Open Item 8.3.8.1-1.
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8.3,8.2 - Capacity of = the Class lE 125-volt de Battery Supply

This section addresses DSER Open item 65.

Based on discussions with GE and information presented in Section 8.3.2.1.3.2
of the-draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992. The staff understands that
each of the four Class lE 125-volt batteries will

be' capable of starting and operating its required steady state and*

transient loads,

be immediately available during both normal operations and following the*

loss of power from the alternating current system,

have sufficient stored energy to provide an adequate source of power for.-

starting.and operating all required LOCA and/or LOPP loads and circuit
breakers for two hours with no ac power,

have sufficient stored energy to provide power in excess of the capacity*

of the battery charger when needed during all modes of plant operation
and when the battery is being restored to its fully charged state
following restoration of alternating cerrent to the battery charger,

be sized in accordance with industry recommended practice defined in*
-

IEEE 485-1983,

have a capacity design margin of 5 to 15 percent to allow for less than*

optimum operating conditions,

have a 25-percent capacity design margin to compensate for battery aging,a

have a 4-percent capacity design margin to allow for the lowest expecteda

electrolyte temperature of 21 *C '(70 'F),

have a number of battery cells- that matches the battery-to-system voltage-*

limitations (that is, the number of cells should be 58),

base -the first minute of the batteries' duty cycle on the sum of all*

momentary, continuous, and noncontinuous loads that can be expected'to
operate during the one minute following a LOCA and/or LOPP,

be installed in accordance with industry recommended practice defined ina

IEEE 484-1987,

meet the recommendations of Section 5 of IEEE 946-1985, and*

be designed so that each battery's capacity can periodically be verified.*

In addition, to having sufficient stored energy to operate all required LOCA. ,

and/or LOPP loads and circuit- breakers for 2 hours, the staff understands that
the Division'l battery will have sufficient stored energy to provide an

.
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adequate source of power to start and operate all required loads' and circuit
breakers for 8 hours with no ac power. Further the heating / ventilation system
will maintain battery electrolytt temperature above 21 *C (70 *F) ,

The staff concludes that the Class IE batteries will have sufficient capacity
to supply required loads following a LOCA and/or LOPP and a station blackout
event. The design therefore meets the capacity requirements of GDC 17 of.
10 CFR Part- 50, Appendix A, and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE
has provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is
Confirmatory Item 8.3.8.2-1.

In addition, the staff understands that the capacity and capability of the de
system batteries and the capability of the batteries to supply power to their
connected loads will periodically be tested in accordance with the recommenda-
tion of IEEE 450-1985. These periodic tests will be included in appropriate
plant procedures. This is COL Action item 8.3.8.2-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the capacity of the Class IE 125-volt dc
battery supply design parameters for motor operated valves should be included
in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the-
proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review.
This is Open Item 8,3.8.2-1.

8.3.8.3 Use of Silicon Diode in the dc System

Figure 8.3-7 and GE's response to Question 435.51 in SSAR Amendment 10-inds-
cated that a silicon diode would be installed in series with the output of the
battery and battery chargers to create a voltage drop of 10 volts. During

|
normal operation (that is, when battery charger output voltage is set at

i 140 volts to equalize the charge of battery cells) the switch in parallel with
' the silicon diode will be open so thAt the voltage from the battery charger to

the dc bus will- remain at 130 volts (140 volts minus the 10-volt drop across-
the silicon diode), while 140 volts is supplied to the battery to equalize the
charge of battery cells.

In response to DSER.(SECY-91-355) Open Item 66, GE provided the draft SSAR
revision dated April 3,1992, which removed the use of the silicon diode from
the ABWR design and restated the commitment to design the de system distribu-
tion equipment, component, and loads to function at 140 volts during equaliza-
tion charge.

This item is therefore considered resolved. The staff will verify -that GE has-
revised the SSAR in a future amendment, indicating the removal of the silicon
diode from the ABWR design. This is Confirmatory Item 8.3.8.3-1.

* The capability of the heating and ventilation _ system to maintain a
battery electrolyte temperature of 21 *C (70 *F) is addressed in Chapter 11 of
this SER.
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8.3.8.4 Class IE ac Standby Power System (Diesel Generator)

Based on discussions with GE and information prosente'd in the draft SSAR
-

revision dated April 3,1992, the staff understands that each standby (diesel
generator)-power source will

+- be capable 01 onergizing or starting and accelerating to rated speed, in
the required sequence, all the required safety system loads,

be capable of attaining rated frequency and voltage within 20 seconds-

=

after rJceipt of a start signal,

have a continuous load rating of 6.25 MVA 0 0.8 power factor,+

have a short time rating" of 110 percent of the continuous load rating*

for a 2-hour period out of any 24-hour period, without exceeding the
manufacturer's design limits and without reducing the maintenance
interval established for the continuous rating,

be available following the loss of the preferred power supply within a.

time consiste.nt with the requirements of the safety function under normal
and accident conditions,

have stored energy (fuel) at the site in its own storage tank with the+

capacity to operate the standby diesel generator power supply, while
supplying post-accident power requirements to a unit for seven days,

have stored-energy (fuel) at the site in its own day tank with the.

capacity to operate the standby diesel generator power supply while
supplying post accident power requirements for 8 hours, 3

have a fuel transfer system with the capability of automatically replen-*

ishing the day tank from the storage tank such that the 8-hour fuel
capacity of the day tank is maintained.

be capable of operating in its service environment during and after any..

design basis event, without support from the preferred power supply,

be capable of starting, accelerating, and being loaded with the design*

load, within an acceptable time

- from the diesel engine's normal standby condition,

with no cooling-available, for a time equivalent to that required to-

bring the cooling equipment into service-with energy from the diesel
generator unit,

i
- on a restart with an initial engine temperature equal to the con-

tinuous rating full load engine temperature,

i " Operation at this rating does not limit the use of the diesel genera-
tor unit at its continuous rating.
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be capable of accepting design load following operation at light or no*

load for a period of 4 hours,

be capable of maintaining voltage and frequency at the generator termi-+

nals within limits that will not degrade the performance of any of the
loads comprising the design load below their minimum requirements,
including the duration of transients caused by load application or load
removal,

be capable of carrying its continuous load rating for 22 hours followeda

by 2 hours of operation at its short time rating,

start from each automatic and remote manual signal and then accelerate to*

rated voltage and frequency, and then properly sequence its loads if
there is no offsite power available or operate at no load if offsite
power is available,

start but not sequence its loads by a local manual start signal,a

be capable of being manually started without ac or de external electrica

power,
,

be capable of automatic acceleration to rated voltage and frequency.

without ac and dc external electric power and,

be capable of allowing the bus to be manually energized without ac or de.

external electric power.

The staff also understands the following:

The maximum loads expected to occur for each division (according to.

nameplate ratings) will not exceed 90 percent of the continuous power
output rating of the diesel generator.

_

Each diesel generator's air receiver tanks will have sufficient capacity+

for five starts without recharging.

Following one successful manual start of the diesel generator without ac.

or de external power, each diesel generator's air receiver tanks will
have sufficient air remaining for four more starts.

Following one unsuccessful manual or automatic start of the diesel.

generator with and without ac or dc external power, each diesel
generator's air receiver tanks will have sufficient air remaining for
three more successful starts without recharging.

Automatic load sequence will begin at s 20 seconds and will end at
s 65 seconds.

Following application of each load during load sequencing, voltage will-

not drop more than 25 percent from nominal voltage measured at the bus.
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Following application of each load during load sequencing frequency will*

not_ drop more than 5 percent from nominal frequency measured at the bus.

Frequency will be restored to within 2 percent of nominal, and voltage*

will be restored to within 10 percent of nominal within 60 percent of
each load sequence time interval, i

|

During recovery from transients caused by step load increases or result-*

ing from the disconnection of the largest single load, _the speed of the
diesel generator unit will not exceed the nominal speed plus 75 percent
of the difference between nominal speed cnd the overspeed trip setpoint
or 115 percent' of nominal, whichever is lower.

The transient following the complete loss of load will not cause the*

apeed of the unit to attain the overspeed trip setpoint. ,

Bus voltage and frequency will recover to 6.9 kV 10-percent at*

60 2-percent Hz within 10 seconds following trip and restart of the1
largest load.

Each of the above design commitments will have the capability of being*

periodically-verified.

The staff concludes that the diesel generators and their load sequencers meet
the capacity, capability, and testability requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR
Part 50 Appendix A. This design is therefore acceptable and resolves DSER
(SECY-91-355) Open item 67. The staff will verify that GE has revised the
SSAR to include above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This is
Confirmatory Item 8.3.8.4-1.

The staff also understands that each of the above design commitments will be
verified periodically and that testing or analysis will be performed periodi-
cally to demonstrate the capability of the diesel generator to supply the
actual full design basis load current for each sequenced load step. The COL
applicant must include periodic verification, testing and analysis _ in appro-
priate plant procedures. This is COL Action Item 8.3.8.4-1.

In addition, the staff's review of the standby power system proposed in
the ABWR SSAR, identified inconsistencies between Sections 8.3.1.1.8.2 and
8.3.1.1.8.3 of SSAR Amendment 10 with regard to the design capability of the
diesel generator to start and attain rated voltage and frequency. Sec-
tion 8.3.1.1.8.2 of SSAR Amendment 10 indicated a 13-second design capability,
while Section 8.3.1.1.8.3 indicated a 20-second capability.

SSAR Amendment 17 corrected the inconsistency by changing the 13-seconds start
time for the diesel-generator to 20 seconds, with the sequence start-times for
loads changing accordingly. GE indicated that this change was made to be con-
sistent with EPRI/ advanced light water reactor (ALWR) requirements,

in Section 8.3.1.1.8(4) of draft SSAR revision dated the Apr | 3,1992, GE
indicated that the accident analysis requires the RHR and HPCF injection
valves to be open 36 seconds after the receipt of a high drywell or low
reactor vessel level signal. Since the motor operated valves are not tripped
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off the buses, tney start to open, if requested to do so by their controls,
when power is restored to the bus at 20 seconds. This gives them an allowable
travel time of 16 seconds.

By changing the a'llowable start time for the diesel generator from 13 to
20 seconds has changed the allowable travel time for the RHR and HPCF injec-
tion valves to move from the close to open position from 23 to 16 seconds.
The capability of these valves to open in 16 seconds under the operating
conditions that can be expected during accident conditions, and the accept-
ability of the reduced valve opening time, are discussed in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6 of this report.

Qgsion Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the Class IE at standby power system should be
included in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has
submitted the proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under
staff review. This is Open Item 8.3.8.4-1.

8.3.8.5 Constant Voltage Constant Frequency Power Supply Capacity

Based on GE's commitment that the ABWR design will meet the guidelines of
IEEE 308, information presented in the draft SSAR revision dated April 3,
1992, and discussions with GE, the staff understands that each of the four
redundant Class IE CVCF power supplies will have a capacity based on the
largest combined demands of the various continuous loads, plus the largest
combination of noncontinuous loads that would likely be connected to the power
supply simultaneously during normal or accident plant operation, whichever is
higher, The design will also permit periodic verification of this capacity
for each of the CVCF power supplies.

The staff concludes that the ABWR design for the CVCF power supply will have
sufficient capacity to supply required loads and will be testable. This
design therefore meets the capacity, capability, and testability requirements
of GDC 17'of'10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and is acceptable. The staff will
verify that GE has provided tha above design information in a future SSAR
amendment. This is Confirmatory Item 8,3.8.5-1.

The staff also understands that the above capacity commitment for the CVCF
power supplies will periodically be verified. This verification will be
included in appropriate plant procedures. This is COL Action Item 8.3.8.5-1.

Desian Certification Material

The capacity of the CVCF power supplies should be included in the Station
Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the proposed ITAAC
and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review This is Open
Item 8.3.8.5-1.

8.3.8.6 Battery Charger

Based on GE's commitment that tiie ABWR design will meet the guidelines of IEEE
Std 308, information presented in the draft SSAR revision dated April 3, 1992,
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- and discussions with GE,-the staff understands that each of the four redundant
-

Class lE de battery chargers will have a capacity based on the largest com-
- bined demands of the various continuous steady-state loads, plus charging
capacity to restore the battery from the design minimum charge state to the
fully charged state within the time stated in the design-basis,_ regardless of
the status of the plant during which these demands occur. The de battery-
chargers will have a disconnecting device in the incoming ac power feed and in
its de-power output circuit for isolating the charger._ The dc-batter charges
will be designed to prevent the ac power supply from becoming a load on the
battery. The de battery chargers wil: also have provisions to isolate tran- '

sients from the ac system from affecting the de system and conversely provi-
sions will be included to isolate tr.insients from the de system from affecting
the ac system. The de battery charger system will be sized in accordance with
the guidelines of IEEE 946-1985. The design of the de system will' include the-
capability to periodically verify the required capacity for each of the
battery charger power supplies.

The staff therefore concludes that the ABWR design for the de system battery
chargers will have sufficient capacity to supply required loads and will be
testable. The design therefore meets the capacity, capability, and testa-
bility requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Par' 50, Appendix A, and is accept-
able. The staff will verify that GF has pr. aided the above design information
in a future SSAR amendment. This is Confirmatory item 8.3.8.6-1.

The staff also understands that the above capacity commitment for the battery
charger power supplies will periodically be verified and that this verifica-
tion will be included in appropriate plant prueedures. This is COL Action
Item 8.3.8.6-1.

Desion Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the battery charger should be included in the
Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the
proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review.
This is Open Item 8.3.8.6-1.

8.3.8.7 Distribution Systems

Based on GE's commitment that the ABWR design will meet the guidelines of
IEEE 308, information presented in the draft SSAR revision dated April 3,
1992, and discussions with GE. The staff understands that aach Class IE

i distribution circuit will be capable of transmitting sufficient energy to
start and operate all required loads in that circuit for all plant conditions
described in the design basis and the design will also permit periodic
verification of this required capacity for each distribution circuit.

The staff concludes that the ABWR design for the Class IE distribution systems
I will be capable of suppl'/ing sufficient energy to safety-related system loads

for their operation, and will be capable of being tested. This design meets
the capacity, capability, and testability requirement of GDC 17 of 10 CFR

| Part 50, Appendix A, and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has
provided the above design information in a future SSAR amendment. This isI

,

Confirmatory Item 8.3.8.7-1.
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The staff also understands that the above capacity commitment for each dis-
tribution circuit will _ periodically.be verified and that this verification
will be included _in appropriate p~lant-procedures. This is COL Action
Item 8.3.8.7-1.

D1sigtLCertification Material

The design commitments relating to distributions systems should be included-in ,

the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the-
proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under. staff review.
This is Open item 8.3.8.7-1.

'

8.3.9 Station Blackout

On July 21, 1988, 10 CFR Part 50, was amended to include a new Section 50.63,
entitled " Loss of All Alternating Current Power" (Station Blackout). The
Station Blackout (SBO) rale requires that each light-water-cooled nuclear
power plant be able to withstand and recover-from an SB0 of a specified
duration. Guidance for conformance to the SB0 rule is provided by RG 1.155
(Rev. 0), " Station Blackout," the Nuclear Management and Resources Council,
Inc. (NUMARC) 87-00, " Guidelines and Technical Bases for NUMARC Initiativos
Addressing Station Blackout at Light Water Reactors," and NUMARC 87-00
" Supplemental Questions / Answers and Major Assumptions" dated December 27,-19B9 -

(issued to the industry by NUMARC on January 4, 1990).

Also, the NRC Policy Issue, SECY-90-016, dated January 12, 1990, was approved
by the Commission on June 26, 1990. This policy requires that the evolu-
tionary ALWRs meet the SB0 rule by including an alternative ac power source
(combustion turbine generator) of diverse design, capable of powering at-least
one complete set of shutdown loads. EPRI has also included-a requirement that
the evol_utionary ALWR design include a large-capacity, diverse alternativa ac..
power source (combustion turbine generator) with the capacity to power one
complete set of normel safe shutdown loads and to back up the diesel genera-
tor.

For SB0, the staff has reviewed Section 19E.2.1.2.2 of SSAR Amendment.10 and
GE's submittals dated November 26, 1991,- and Marchtl3, 1992. SB0 was also -
addressed by DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 6B. GE.has resolved _this item as
discussed-below.

8.3.9.1 Reestablishment of ac Power to the Class IE Distribution System

-The staff understands that-

Any one of the ,three divisions of RHR will be sufficient to safely shut-*

down the plant'

12 The capability of the RHR system to safely shut down the plant is
addressed in Chapter 5 of this report.
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Restoration of ac power to any one division at the end of the 8-hour*

coping period will (with margin) be capable of maintaining the plant
within required design limits and to permit completion of plant shutdown.

The three independent diesel generators will_be designed with bypass*

valves for their de solenoids such that each can be stuted manually
without de power (that is, assuming the dc_ batteries are discharged
following 8 hours of coping).

The combustion turbine generator will be able to be started by a smaller-

self-contained diesel with its own battery.

Ac power from any one of the three_ diesel generators will be capable of*

being manually connected to required loads within its associated division
.

without de control power. |

Ac power from the'offsite preferred system or from the combustion turbine*

generator will be capable of being manually connected to required loads
within each of the three Class lE ac divisions without de control power.

The staff therefore concludes that the ABWR design for reestablishing ac power
meets the SB0 rule and is acceptable. The staff will verify that GE has
revised the SSAR to include the above design information. This is Confirma-
tory Item 8.3.9.1-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating-to re-establishment of ac power should be included
in the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 design information. GE has sub-
mitted proposed Tier 1 design information and ITAAC, which are under staff
review. This is Open Item 8.3.9.1-1.

8.3.9.2 Coping Capability

In addition to providing an AAC source for 580, the ABWR will include the
capability-to cope with an SB0 for 8 hours.

The staff understands that

the plant design is to be such that specified temperature limits will*

not be exceeded in the RCIC or control rooms for at least eight hours
following station blackout,

equipment required for the SB0 event located in the RCIC room will be*

designed and qualified to a temperature.in excess of 151 *F (66 *C) (the
specified temperature limit),

equipment. required for the SB0 event located in the control room will bea

designed and qualified to a temperature in excess.of 122 *F (the speci-
fied temperature-limit),
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the initial temperature in the heat-up calculations of 104 'F (40 *C) for.

the RCIC Room will prevent the equipment from reaching the design
temperature of 151 'F (66 *C) for at least 8 hours,

the initial temperature in the heat-up calculations of 79 'F (26 *C) fore

the Main Control Room will prevent the equipment from reaching the design
temperature of 122 'F (50 'C) for at least 8 hours,

environments expected during and following the 8-hour coping time.

throughout the plant for the station blackout event will not exceed the
environment for which equipment is designed and qualified,

the Division I battery will be sized with sufficient capacity to supt .,.

all required SB0 loads without load shedding, and

the RCIC systems will have sufficient capacity and capability to maintain.

the plant in a safe shutdown condition for 8 hours,

in addition, the staff understands that administrative controls will be
included to assure that Division !!, Division III, and Division IV battery
system loads will be shutdown assuming Division I battery system instrumenta-
tion loads are functioning properly. These administrative controls will be
included in the appropriate plant specific emergency operation procedure for
station blackout. This is COL Action item 8.3.9-1.

-

The staff concludes that the ABWR design will be capable of coping with the
580 event. The staff will verify that GE has revised the SSAR in a future
amendment to include the above design information. This Confirmatory
item 8.3.9.2-1.

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the SB0 coping capability should be included in
the Station Electrical ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the
proposed ITAAC and Tier 1 design information, which are under staff review.
This is Open item 8.3.9.2-1.

8.3.9.3 Combustion Turbine Generator

The staff understands that the ABWR design will include a fully qualified
alternative ac power source. The staff understands that this alternate'ac
power source will

-be a combustion turbine generator,.

be provided with a fuel supply that is separate from the fuel supply for.

the onsite_ emergency ac power system (that is, a separate day tank
supplied from a common storage tank),-

be provided with a fuel. supply tha; is sampled and analyzed consistent.

with applicant standards,

ABWR DFSER October 1992
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I

be capable of operating during and after a station blackout without any.

'ac support systems powered from the preferred power supply or the
Class IE power _ sources affected by the event,

be designed to power all the normal and/or Class lE' shutdown . loads+

necessary within I hour or less of the onset of the station blackout,
such that the plant is capable of maintaining core cooling and contain-
ment integrity,

be protected from design basis weather events (except seismic and+

missiles) to the extent that there will be no common mode failures- . !

between offsite preferred sources and the combustion turbine generator
power source,

j

be subject to quality assurance guidelines commensurate with its impor-e

tance to safety. !

have sufficient capa;ity and capability to supply one divisich of*

Class lE loads, j

have sufficient capacity'and capability to supply the normal non-Class IE.

loads used for safe shutdown,
,

undergo factory testing similar to those required for the Class .lE diesel.

generator,

not supply power to nuclear safety related equipment except on condition=

of complete failure of the emergency diesel generators and all offsite
power,

not be a single point vulnerability with onsite emergency ac powera

sources, and

be subject to site acceptance testing, periodic preventative maintenance,a

inspections, etc.

The staff concludes that the ABWR design for the Alternate ac power. supply
will comply with RG 1.155 and meets the SB0 rule. The staff will verify that
GE has revised the SSAR in a future amendment to include the above design
information. This is Confirmatory Item 8.3.9.3-1. "

Desian Certification Material

Design commitments relating to the AAC should be included in the Station
-

Electrical' ITAAC and Tier 1 information. GE has submitted the proposed
ITAAC and Tier 1 information, which are under staff review.. This is Open-
Item 8.3.9.3-1.

ABWR DFSER- October 1992
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9 AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

Introduction

- For some systems listed in the Standard Review Plan (SRP), the functions in
the advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR) design will be performed by one or i

more different systems. For example, the functions of the closed cooling
water system also will be performed by the reactor building cooling water

-

system, the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) normal cooling
water system, the HVAC emergency cooling water system, and the turbine build-
ing cooling water system.

|
l

9.1 Fuel Storace and Handlina |

9.1.1 New Fuel Storage

The staff reviewed the new fuel storage capability in accordance with SRP
Section 9.1.1.

.

New fuel storage will be provided in the new fuel storage vault located in the
reactor building. The vault will contain storage racks for up to 40 percent
of one full core fuel load. New fuel normally will be in dry storage;
however, the storage racks can be used in either.a wet or dry mode. The
storage racks, vault, and the reactor building that will house the facilities
are designed to seismic Category I criteria. The reactor building also is
designed to provide protection against flooding and tornado missiles. There-
fore, the design satisfies the requirements of General Design Criteria (GDC) 2
and the guidelines of Position C.l. of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.29. The new
fuel storage vault will not be located in the vicinity of any moderate- or
high-energy lines, or rotating machinery. Separation from such potential
missile sources-will protect the new fuel from internally generated missiles
and the effects of pipe breaks.

The design doe' not include shared equipment, structures, or components
important to safety; therefore, it meets the GDC 5 requirements.

The facility is designed to store unirradiated,- low emission fuel assemblies.
-

Accidental damage to the fuel would release relatively minor amounts of radio-
activity. These. amounts would be accommodated by the standby gas treatment
system (SGTS) which will prevent any possible release of radioactivity from a
fuel handling accident. Thus, the design meets the requirements of GDC 61
regarding appropriate containment, confinement, and filtering systems.

A' fuel array of loaded-new fuel racks will be designed to ensure that km
does not exceed 0.95 under all normal and abnormal- conditions. General
Electric -(GE) states that the new fuel storage racks will be purchased equip-
ment.

ABWR DFSER- 9-1 October 1992
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In the draft safety evaluation renort (DSER) (SECY-91-235), the staff stated
as interface requirements that the combined license (COL) applicant's purchase
specification for new fuel storage racks must require the vendor to provide:

An analysis of design details that prevent inadvertent placement of a*

fuel assembly i other than prescribed locations.

Confirmatory dynamic and impact analyses. The input excitation for ti.ese*

analyses should utilize the horizontal and vertical response spectra
provided in Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR) Figures 9.1-15 and
9.1-16.

An analysis showing that the design of the new fuel storage racks will be*

such that k,,, will not exceed 0.98 with a fuel load of the highest an-
ticipated reactivity, assuming optimum moderator conditions (foam, small
droplets, spray, or fogging), as described in SRP Section 9.1.1.

These were identified in Section 1.10 of the DSER (SECY-91-235) as interface
Information Items 28 and 29. As a result of its review of the ABWR interface
requirements, the staff has determined that this information is required to
be included in the inspections, tests, analysis, and acceptance criteria
(ITAAC) for the fuel storage facility. This is Open item 9.1.1-1.

Desian Certification Material

GE has submitted proposed Tier 1 design information and fuel storage facility
ITAAC in Section 2.5.6 of " Tier 1 Design Certification Material for the
GE ABWR," (DCM) which are under staff review. The results of the staff's
review will be provided in the final safety evaluation report (FSER). This is
identified as an open item in Section ! 2 of this report.

The staff concludes that, pending the resolution of the open item identified
above, the new fuel storage facility will meet the requirements of GDC 2 and
61, as they relate to protection of the new fuel against natural phenomena,
missiles, and radiation, and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.1, as it
relates to the seismic classification.

9.1.2 Spent Fuel Storage

The staff reviewed the spent fuel storage capability of the ABWR in accordance
with the guidelines of SRP Section 9.1.2.

The spent fuel storage facility will consist of fuel storage racks contained
in the spent fuel storage pool in the reactor building. The spent fuel pool
will contain space for the storage of 270-percent of one full core load, in
accordance with American Nuclear Society (ANS) 57.2 for the capacity of a
single-unit facility.

The reactor building housing the facility is designed to seismic Category I
criteria, as are the storage racks and other fuel storage facilities, includ-
ing the gates between the spent fuel pool and other pools. Section 1.8 of the
DSER (SECY-91-?35) states that the lac.k of information in the SSAR regarding
the seismic classification of the spent fuel pool liner is Open Item 44. GE
revised Table 3.2-1 in SSAR Amendment 18 and referred to this table in Safety
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Analysis Report (SAR) Section 9.1.2, which states that the liner will be seis-
mic Category 1, These revisions meet the requirements of SRP Section 9.l~.2
and close DSER-(SECY-91-235) Open Item 44.

The reactor building also is designed _ to provide protection against flooding
and tornadn missiles. Therefore, the design satisfies the requirements _ of_-
GDC 2 regarding protection of safety-related systems, structures, and compo-
nents from natural phenomena and the guidelines cf Position .C.3 of RG 1.13,
Positions C.] and C.2 of RG 1.29, and Positions C.1 through C.3 of RG 1.117.

The spent fuel pool is not located in the vicinity of any high-energy lines or
rotating machinery and thus is protected from internally generated missiles
and the effects of pipe breaks by physical separation. The reactor building
provides protection against tornado missiles. Therefore, the design of the
spent fuel facility satisfies GDC 4 and Positions C.1 through C.3 of RG 1.117.

1

The design does not include shared equipment, structures, or components impor-
'

tant to safety. Therefore, it meets the requirements of GDC 5 regarding the -|
sharing of structures, systems, and components among nuclear units. |

l

The fuel storage racks will be designed to meet derign requirements specifying

that the fuel assemblies will be stored in an array that limits k , fuelto-0.95' I
'

or less under all normal and abnormal conditions such as a _droppeIl i

assembly earthquake, or stuck fuel assembly. GE specifies the design !

requirements,.but not the design details. !

In the DSER (SECY-91-235), the staff stated as interface requirements that the
COL applicant's purchase specification for the spent fuel storage racks must
require the vendor to provide:

Confirmatory criticality analysis, including the uncertainty value and*

associated probability and confidence level for the k,,, value determined
by the analysis.

!

Confirmatory load drop analysis, including the free fall of a fuel*

assembly from a height of 6 feet.

These were identified as~ Interface Information Item 30 in Section 1.10 of the
DSER (SECY-91-235). As a result of its review of the ABWR interface require-
ments, the staff has determined that analyses are required to be included _in
the fuel storage facility ITAAC._ This is Open Item 9.1.2-1.

In the DSER, the staff determined that the design of the storage pool includes
the provision of radiation monitoring systems described-in SSAR Section;11.5-
that satisfy in part the requirements of GDC 63 regarding the monitoring of
spent fuel. In Section 1.8 of the DSER the staff' identified as Open -Item 45
lack of information regarding pool level-indication. In SSAR Amendments 17,,

i- -18, and _20, GE provided information that indicates that the pool level will be~
| monitored and alarmed (on high and low level) locally and.in the control room.

Leakage flow detectors in the pool- drains and pool liners are also provided
and alarmed in the control room. These revisions provide rufficient informa-

| tion to close DSER (SECY-91-235) Open Item 45.

|
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Desian Certification M,3terial

GE has submitted in Section 2.5.6 of the DCM proposed Tier 1 design informa-
tion and fuel storage facility ITAAC in Section 2.5.6 of the DCM, which are
under staff review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the
FSER. This is Open Item 9.1.2-2. (See also Section 9.1.1 of this report).

The staff concludes that, pending the resolution of the open item identified
above, the spent fuel storage design will meet the requirements of GDC 4- and
the applicable portions of RG 1.13; 1.115, and 1.117 pertaining to environmen-
tal and missile protection and the requirements of GDC 2, 61, 62, and 63
regarding seismic classification, fuel storage and criticality and radioactiv-
ity control, and monitoring.

9.1.3 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System

The staff reviewed the spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPC) system in
accordance with SRP Section 9.1,3. To do this review the staff audited each
of the areas listed in the " Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section as it
relates to the cooling portion of the system according to the guidelines pro-
vided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance with
the acceptance criteria for the cooling portion of the system formed the basis
for the staff's evaluation of the FPC system cooling portion with respect to
the applicable regulations of 10 CFR Part 50. The staff's evaluation of the

,

cleanup portion of the system is provided separately below.

The FPC system is designed to remove decay heat generated by-spent fuel assem-
blies in the pool, to maintain water quality and clarity and to remove corro-

-

sion products, fission prnducts, and other impurities from the- spent fuel pcal-
water. The system will consist of all components and piping from the system
inlet at the fuel pool to the system outlet at the fuel. pool, piping used to-
carry the fuel pool makeup water, and the cleanup filter /demineralizers to the
point of discharge to the radwaste system. Specifically, the system will
include two 50-percent, flow-rated, circulating pumps, two 50-percent capacity

- heat exchangers, two filter /demineralizers, one post-demineralizer strainer,
two skimmer surge tanks, piping, valves, controls, and instrumentation. The-
pool water will be circulated by means of overflow through skimmers around the
periphery of the pool and a scupper at the end of the transfer canal; the
overflow will be collected in the surge tanks. Two circulating pumps will
draw water from these tanks and discharge it through a-common header to two
- filter /demineralizers located in parallel. System flow will then pass through
two heat exchangers in parallel, cooled by water from the reactor building -

cooling water (RCW) system,.and returns to the fuel storage pool. A bypass
line will be provided around the cleanup portion of the system (the filter /
demineralizes). Circulating pumps can be powered from the diesel generators
if normal power is not available.

The FPC system will be housed in the reactor building (secondary containment
arsa), a seismic- Category 1, flood-protected and tornado-missile-protected
structure. Thus, the systeu meets Position C.2 of RG 1.13, with regard to
protection of this support system for the fuel stcrm facility from tornado
winds and missiles generated by these winds.

| ABWR DFSER 9-4 Octoke 1992
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Normal makeup water will be supplied to the storage pool by the non-safety- |
related makeup water (condensate) system. Backup to the normal makeup will

.

also be available from the non-safety-related suppression pool cleanup (SPCU) i

system. Additionally, an emergency safety-related water makeup (seis.,iic
Category I) to the spent fuel pool will be provided by FPC connection to the ;

residual heat removal (RHR) system, which draws water from a safety-related i
water source, +. hat is, the suppression pool. FPC system piping from the spent '

f uel pool to the RHR system is designed to seismic Category I standards. By '

letter dated July 23, 1990, GE stated that the TPC syster, piping from the pool <

to the system heat exchangers outlet valves, including the outlet valves and i

other valves on the line, the SPCU system piping from the outer isolation
v>'ve (i.e., isolating the safety-related portion of the FPC system from the

.

non-safety-related SPCU system) to the safety-related portion of the FPC ;

system, and the FPC system isolation valves on the line, are all designed to
seismic Category I Quality Group C standards. The rest of the FPC system is
not designed to seismic Category I standards; the filter demineralizer portion
of the system is the only portion not designed to seismic Category 1, Quality -

Croup C standards.- However, as indicated in SSAR Table 3.2-1, the non-safety-
.related portions of the system that could affect any structures, systems, or '

components important to safety if they failed during a seismic event are
designed to ensure their integrity under seismic loading. 1hus, the system
meets Positions C.1 and C.2 of RG 1.29 with respect to the seismic design of
the safety-related and non-safety-related portions of the system, respec- >

tively. The staff notes, however, the entire cooling portion of the system
does not meet Position C.1 of RG 1.29. As discussed below, this is acceptable
provided certain requirements are met. No connections are provided to the
spent fuel pool that may cause the pool water to be drain ~d below a safe
shielding leval. All lines that connect to the pool and extend below the safe
level of the pool water are equipped with siphon breakers, check sives, or
other tuttable devices to prevent inadvertent pool drain hq. I m rconnected
drainagt paths are provided behind the liner welds. No L M ag Gnnections
penetrate the fuel pool liner to the fue) storage pool below the bottom of t
fuel transfer canal. Leakage through the pool liner is colle-t.ed in a drait,
system and transferred to an equipment drain tank. The FPC system is designed
so that no single failure or malfunction or misoperation of the active compo-
nents will uncover the stored fuel. Thus, the system meets Position C.6 of
RG 1.13.

As mentioned above, the system includes a seismic Category I makeup water '

system that uses a safety-related aiping segment cf the FPC system return
line. The FPC system includes bac(-flow protection in the form of check

,

valves in the return lines that lead to the submerged FPC water return
diffusers. Also, as stated above, the system includes redundant safety
related isolation devices to facilitate isolation of the safety-related makeup
portion of the system from the non-safety-related SPCU system. Responding tx
the staf f's request, GE sta+A (June 2,1989 submi+tal, response to request
for additional information (RAi; 401.37) that firo hoses will be available to ;
provide backup makeup water to the pool. Also, the SPCU system makeup uses
the same FPC system safety-related pipir.g segment that the RHR makeun uses,
and is, therefore, equally vulnerable to a passive failure. Furthermore, the
DSER (SECY-91-235) notes that such a failure will also affect the decay heat
removal capability of both the FPC and the RHR systems (subsequently dis-
cussed) because both of these use the same safety-related piping segment of ,

the FPC system return line. GE has indicat id that the pipe segments are ;
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?

I

protected from the effects of the failure of other components and systems and !
has also provided the results of an analysis that show that given a failure of .

this pipe segment, alternative cooling and makeup capabilities m ist that will
maintain the pool level and temperature within acceptable limits. The GE
response to this issue, as identified in the DSER, is subsequently discussed
in nnre detail. 1he staff concludes that the FPC system design meets the ,

Position C.8 of RG 1.13.

Acceptance Criteria ll.l.a and b of SRP 5ection 9.1.3, state that GDC 2 and 4
need not apply to the TPC system design if the design provides a safety-,

1

related ma(eup water system including its source and a safety-related fuel +

pool area ventilation and filtration system designed in accordance with the i

guinlines of RG 1.S2. As noted above, a major portion of the FPC system is
not safety related and, therefore, does not meet Position C.1 of RG 1.13. The
design relies instead on the existence of a safety-related ventilation hnd
filtration system,-that is, the SG15, for the fuel pool area, and the provi-
sio* of a safety-related makeup water system. As concluded in Section 6.5.1
of the DSER (SECY-91-235), the design of the SG15 was identified as an open
item , because GE had not demonstrated its compliance with all the applicable
positions of RG 1.52 (e.g., redundancy of filters in the SGTS). The staff
stated its concerns about safety-related makeup capability for the fu 1 pool

,

and the SGTS design in the DSER (SECY-91-235) as part of Open Item 46

CE has subsequently committed to revise the design of the SGTS to include a
.

'

second redundant filter train. Because the safety-related makeup for the pool
,

is not totally independent but relies on the safety-related portion of the FPC
system, GDC 2 and 4 are applicable for that portion of the FPC system. As '

stated above, the system is protected against the effects of adverse natural
phenomena by virtue of its location in thc- reactor building. Also, SSAR Sec-
tions 3.5.1 and 3.6.1 and SSAR Table 3.6-2 include spent fuel pool cooling for
protection against the effects of missiles (including those internally gener-
ated) and piping failures. GE's submittal dated June 2, 1989, further states
that the major components of the FPC system are located in separately shielded ,

rooms and that barriers, restraints, equipment compartments and the like pro-
tect fuel pool cooling components against failure of high-energy piping ;
systems. The DSER (SECY-91-235) identified as part of Open item 46 the need '

for GE to confirm that the safety-related portion of the system is pru ected
t rom moderate-energy piping failures in the vicinity. (With confirmation of
this item, the system would meet the requirements of GDC 2 and 4.) In SSAR
Amendments 18 and 20. GE provided information indicating that the safety-
related portions of the system are indeed protected from moderate-energy pipe -

,

breaks. This information resolves this part of DSER (SECY-91-235) Open
Item 46. As noted in the preceding paragraph, GE has also committed to modify
the design of the SGTS. This modification will resolve the part uf DSER
(SECY-91-235) Open Item 46 associated with the SGTS design and provide the
required ventilation and filtration system required as an alternative to

' SECY-91-153 listed this as DSER Open Item 30,

3 Section 1.8 of the DSER (SECY-91-E35) grouped 4 concerns of DSER Sec-
tion 9.1.3 as.0 pen item 46.

.
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designing the entire fuel pool cooling and makeup system as a safety grada
system. Incorporation of the identified changes to the SGTS into the SSAR is
Conti.watory item 9.1.3-1.

The staff based its evaluation of the capability of 'he FPC system to handle
the decay heat load in the fuel pool on the guidelines provided in SRP Sec-
tion 9.1.3, parac aphs ll.l.d (4) ang Ill.l.b. Each of the two FPC system

6heat exchangers is rated at 6.9 x 10 kJ/hr (6.55 X 10 B10/hr) at the design
terperature of 52 *C (125 'f). Based on an independent calculation of the
scent fuel heat load using Branch lechnical Position (BTP) ASB 9-2, the
.naximum pormal heat load pt 150 hours af ter shutdown is approximately
1. 8 x 10 kJ/hr (1.7 x 10 DTV/hr). This heat load is based on the decay heat
generated by one refueling load (35 percent of the core) at equilibrium condi-
tions 150 hours af ter shutdown, plus a refueling load at 365 days, and one at
400 days after shutdown because the fuel pool capacity (270 percent of a core)
is greater than 1.3 cores. The FPC heat exchangers are inadequately sized to
handie the decay heat load in the fuel pool at 150 hours af ter shutdown as
required by SRP Section 9.1.3, paragraphs ll.l.d.(4) and Ill.l.h, to meet
CDC 44. The heat load beyond the FPC heat exchanger capacity is to be handled
by the RHR system. The RHR system uses a segment of the non-safety-related
*uction portion piping of the FPC system and a safety-related piping segment
of the IPC system return line for performing its decay heat removal function,
(The RHR system is also used to supplement the FPC system ca > abilities to
maintain pool water temperrture below 66 *C (150 'f) under tie maximum
abnormal heat load, that is, a full core unload.) GE has based the FPC heat
exchanger design on the heat load at 21 days after shutdown, the time at which
the fuel transfer canal can he closed. Independent calculatiops of the heat
load at thjs time confirm the GE-calculated value of 1.25 x 10 kJ/hr
(1.18 x 10 BTV/hr). At this time after shutdown, the FPC system is ade-
quately sized to handle the decay heat load of the fuel pool,

lhe DSER (SECY-91-235) stated that the FPC system design does not appear to
accommodate any single active failures. (for example, the failure of a single
diesel generator during a loss of offsite power results in the failure of the

~

heat removal capability of.one FPC heat exchanger owing to the f ailure of one
train of the reactor building cooling water system.) A single heat exchanger
has insufficient heat removal capability to maintain the fuel pool temperature
et .r. neertable level at all times. GE indicated that for some active single
failures, _ sing the RHR system may be necessary to limit the temperature of
the fuel poel to less than 60 'C (140 'f). However, GE has not explained how
the RHR system can be used for the maximum normal heat load removal without
violating the technical specification requirements for availability of the
system for other purposes in Mode 5 (refueling mode), in addition to this
concern, the DSEL (SECY-91-235) identified as part of Open item 46 the staff
concern with the apparent undersizing of the FPC heat exchangers for the ABWR.
The staff identified as a concern sole reliance on the RHR system to supple-
ment the FPC system's normal maximum spent fuel heat load removal capability
during certain situations (e.g., al? times preceding 21 days after shutdown
and after 21 days when there is a single active failure coincident with a loss
of all offsite power). To address this concern, GE provided additional com-
mitments regarding the design of the RHR connection and alternative makeup
capabilities. The connection will be protected from the effects of high-
energy and moderate-energy pipe breaks and any other hazards to limit the
likelihood of failure of the SPCU and RHR spent fuel pool makeup and cooling
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capability. SSAR Amendments 18 and 20 incorporated this information. GE also
addressed the capability to provide alternative makeup within an acceptable
time limit. fire water m Keup to the spent fuel pool will be available within |
30 minutes af ter the failure of the fuel pool cooling capability. GE per- !

formed analyses to show that the spent fuel pool would not 4each 60 'C ;

(140 'f) under the maximum normal heat load at 21 days in less than this time. -

The GE analysis concluded that over 6 hours would be required for the pool to >

heat up to this level. (Under conditions of a full core off-load at 21 days ;

after shutdown, the time to reach boiling was estimated to be over 16 hours.)
The staff's independent calculations verify that the results are representa-
tiv / the times available to provide additional makeup. The available time
to M 'gn the fire water system appears to be more than sufficient to make
the wnfiguration changes. Incorporation of this information into the SSAR
is Confirmatory item 9.1.3-2. The information provided by GE adequately
addresses the part of DSER Open item 46 (SECY-91-235) regarding the use of the
RHR system as an integral part of the FPC system from 150 hours af ter shutdown
to 21 days after shutdown and under the conditions of a loss of offsite power
end a single active failure. This part of DSER Open-Item 46 (SECY-91-235) is i

resolved, and the staff concludes that the IPC system design complies with
CDC 44 regarding the system's ability to transfer heat from systems important
to safety under both normal and accident conditions.

The pumps, heat exchangers, and the filter /demineralizers are each located in
separate shleided rooms within the secondary containment portion of the
reactor building. Individual components can be isolated from the rest of- the
system during operation. The system design allow for isolation of components
and the accessibility of the components. One of the FPC system pumps and both
of the system heat exchangers are normally in operation. The second pump is
operated periodically to ensure its operability or to allow the eperating pump
to be removed from service. Periodically, the FPC system components will be
visually inspected. From this discussion, the staff concludes that the
requirements of GDC 45 and GDC 46 regarding the inspection and testing of
cooling water systems are satisfied by the components in the safety-related
portion of the FPC system. (

l The system design characteristics needed to meet the requirements of GDC 61-
have been described in the preceding paragraphs. The components of the FPC
system are accessible and can be isolated to allow for periodic testing. The
FPC system is located within the secondary containment portion of the reactor
building, thus providing adequate containment. The-FPC system contains design
tratures to prevent reduction in fuel' storage coolant inventory under eccident
conditions in accordance with Position C.6 of RG 1.13. The decay heat removal

; capabilities of the FPC system are designed to meet the heat load requirements
of the fuel pool at 21 days after shutdown, not the requirements at 150 hours
after shutdown. Use of the RHR system is required to meet the heat load
requirenents of'the FPC system during the period between 150 hours and 21 days
after shutdown. Additionally, as -identified in the DSER, the FPC- system is -
not capable of handling the decay heat load assuming both a loss of offsite-

power and a single active failure. Again the RRR system,-in conjunction with
the operable portions of the FPC system, is the system used to meet the heat-

load requirements. As indicated previously, GE has provided information
justifying this system arrangement, The design includes measures to ensure
RHR system operability in the spent fuel cooling mode and alternative makeup
and cooling capabilities. The staff earlier identified incorporation of this

<
,

I
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information into the SSAR as Confirmatory item 9.1.3-2. Subject to confirma-
tion of the incorporation of this information in the SSAR, the staff will con- '

clude that GE has provided sufficient information to >atisfactorily address
the-issues identified in the DSER (SECY-91-235), and that the FPC system will
meet the requirements of GDC 61.

The fuel pool level and temperature are monitored in the control room, as are
area radiation monitors for the fuel storage and handling areas. liigh and low
fuel pool level and high-radiation alarms are air o in the control room.
Interconnected drainage paths behind the liner welds provide liner leak detec-
tion and measurement. Several FPC system parameters are also displayed and
recorded in the contret room as well as locally. These include pump suction
pressure and pump flow and system water discharge temperature. 1he pump suc-
tion pressure and flow are also alarmed in the control room. These monitoring
devices, including the alarm provisions, facilitate initiation of appropriate

;safety actions (e.g., erection of temporary shields to reduo radiation,
:|supply of makeup water to the pool through a remotely operated valve) in a i

timely manner. Thus, the system instrumentation meets the requirements of j
GDC 63 regarding the monitoring of fuel storage facilities and the initiation
of appropriate safety actions.

,

Based on its review, the staff concludes the following:

(1) Designing the FPC system for the ABWR as a non-safety-related system
except for some portions identified in the preceding paragraphs meets the
applicable acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.1.3.

(2) The cooling portion of the FPC system complies with GDC 44 and 61 with
respect to decay heat removal, inspection and testing, containment and
confinement of stored fuel, maintenance of fuel storage coolant inven-
tory, and shielding requirements.

(3) The safety-related portion of the FPC system complies with GDC 4 as it-
relates to its protection from the effects of missiles and high- and
moderate-energy piping failures in the vicinity.

(4) The safety-related portion of the FPC system complies with GDC 2 with
regard to its protection from the effects of adverse natural phenomena, i

(5) The cooling portion of the FPC system complies with GDC 45, 46, and 63,
with respect to inspection, testing, and monitoring requirements.

in the DSER
above) would(SECY-91-235), the staff noted that conclusions 1, 2, and 3 (givenbe subject to confirmation, submittal of information, or resolu- i

tion of the two following issues:
7

(1) GE's confirmation of protection of the system's safety-related portions
from the effects of moderatn-energy piping failures in the vicinity. As
diset.ssed previously, GE has subsequently modified the SSAR-(Amend-
ments:18 and 20) to-include information showing that this requirement is
met, therefore, this issue is resolved.

;

,
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(2) Resolution of the staff's concerns relating to (a) the system's decay
heat removal capability, and (b) the SGTS design as it pertains to the
requirement for redundant filters.

As discussed previously, the information provided by GE addressing the capa- |
bility of the operators to align the fire water system to provide pool makeup j
and cooling and the temperature response of the pool water following the loss
of all cooling adequately addresses the staff's concern about the system's
decay heat removal capability.

As discussed i4 the p eceding paragraph, GE's commitment to modify the design
of the SGTS to incorporate two filter trains adequately addresses the staff's
concern about the SGTS design, as it pertains to the need for redundant
filters. flowever, incorporation of the information into the SSAR is Confirma- l

tory item 9.1.3-3. ;

In' the DSER discussion of the system's decay heat removal capability, the
staf f raised the issue of the technical specifica, ion implications of the use
of the RHR system as an integral part of the FPC system. The information pro-
vided by GE in response to the concerns identified in this part of DSER Open
Item 46 (SECY-91-235) did not specifically address this concern. This is Open
ltem 9.1.3-1.

()fsion Certification Material

GE has submitted in Section 2.6.2 of the DCM proposed Tier 1 design informa-
tion and fuel pool cooling and cleanup system ITAAC, which are under staff
review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER. This
is Open item 9.1.3-2.

The design of the cooling portion of the FPC system for the ABWR will meet the
acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.1.3, subject to resolution of the confir -
matory and open issues identified above.

9.1.4 Light load Handling. System (Related to Refueling)

The fuel handling system provides the means of transporting, handling and -

storing fuel (both new and spent fuel) in the reactor building.- The staff
reviewed the fuel handling system, in accordance with the guioelines of SRP
Section 9.1.4.

The transfer of new fuel assemblies between the uncrating area and the new
fuel inspection stand and/or the new fuel storage vault is accomplished using
a 4500 Kg (5-ton) auxiliary hook on the reactor building crane equipped with a
suitable grapple. A 450 Kg (1000 lb) auxiliary hoist on the reactor building
crane is used with an auxiliary fuel grapple to transfer new fuel from the new
fuel vault to the fuel storage pool. From there, the fuel is handled by the

,

telescoping grapples on the refueling platform or auxiliary hoists.

The refueling platform is a gantry crane which-is used t'o transport fuel and
reactor components to and from pool storage and the reactor vessel. The plat-
form spans the fuel storage and vessel pools. A telescoping mast and grapple
suspended from a trolley system is used to lift and orient fuel bundles'for
placement in the core or storage ~ rack. The fuel grapple hoist has a redundant
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load path so that no single component failure can result in a fuel bundle |

drop. Interlocks on the platform (1) prevent hoisting a fuel assembly over i
the vessel with a control rod removed, (2) prevent collision with fuel pool
walls or other structures, (3) limit travel on the fuel grapple, (4) interlock
grapple hook engagement with hoist load and hoist up power, and (5) ensure !

correct sequencing of the transfer operation in the automatic or manual mode. |

1he refueling platform clso has two 480 kg (1070 lb.) auxiliary hoir.ts. The
hoists can be normally used with appropriate grapples to handle control rods,
guide tubes, fuel support pieces, sources, and other internals of the core. I

lhe refueling platform is designed to seismic Category I standards and the
entire system is housed within the reactor building, which is a seismic Cate-
gory 1, flood-protected and tornado-protected structure.

The DSER (SECY-91-235) identified as Open item 47 the impact of the failure of
the fuel inspection stand during an safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE) because the
stand is not classified as s9ismic Category I and the radiological and criti-
cality impact of the fall cf the new fuel stand was not satisfactorily
addressed in the SSAR. 55AR Amendment 20 provided a requirement that calls !for the new fuel inspection stand to be firmly attached to a wall so that it -i
doet, nct fall or dump personnel into the fuel pool during an earthquake. The '

incorporation of this requirement closes DSER Open item 47.

The de-ign meets the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of positions C.1
and C.6 of RG 1.13, and positions C.1 and C.2 of RG 1.29, relating to the
protection of safety-related equipment and spent fuel from the effects of i

earthquakes. 1

The reactor building crane main hook is used to move the spent fuel cask, and
,

the auxiliary hook is used to move new fuel from the new fuel vault to the -
I spent fuel storage pool. Interlocks and procedures prevent the main hook of
l the reactor building crane from traversing over the spent fuel pool or the new :

fuel storage vault while carrying a heavy load. '

The' design does not include shared equipment and components.important.to
safety, therefore, the GDC 5 requirements are not applicable,

in Section 9.1.2 of DSER (SECY-91-235) the staff highlighted an interface
requirement, requiring the COL applicant's purchase specification to require
the vendor to provide a confirmatory analysis which would consider the con-
sequences of dropping a fuel assembly and its associated handling tool from
above the spent fuel storage racks. As discussed in Section 9.1.2 of this
report, the staff has determined that this analysis is required to be included
in the fuel storage facility ITAAC.

Desian Certification Material

GE has submitted in Sections 2.5.1, 2.5.5, and-2.15.3 of the DCM Tier 1 design
information and ITAAC for refueling equipment, including the light load han-
dling system, which is under staff review. The results of.the staff's review
will.be provided in the FSER. This is Open item 9.1.4-1.

,
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lhe staff concludes that the light load handling system design related to
ref ueling, will meet the requirements of CDC 2 (protection from natural
phenomena), 5 (sharing of structures, systems and components), 61 (fuel
storage handling and radioactivity control), and 62 (protection of criticality
in f uel storage handling) subject to the resolution of open item.

9.1.5 Overhead Heavy Load Handling S stem/

Inadvertent operations and equipment malfunctions caused by load drop during
critical load handling operations could cause (1) a release of radioactivity
to the environment above acceptable limits, (2) a criticality accident,
(3) the inability to cool fuel within the reactor vessel or spent fuel pool,
or (4) the inability to achieve safe shutdown of the reactor when needed.
Therefore, critical load handling equipment and eperations are required to
prevent these problems by built-in design features and operating procedures.
Additionally, safe handling of loads includes design considerations for main-
taining occupational radiation exposures as low as practicable during trans-
portation and handling. The overhead heavy load handling system (OHLHS)
consists of all components and equipment used in moving all heavy loads, that
is, loads weighing more than one fuel assembly and its associated handling
device. The staff reviewed the system, in accordance with SRP Section 9.1.5.
The acceptance criteria in SRP Section 9.1.5, except as noted below, provided
the basis for the staff's evaluation of the system. The acceptance criteria
for the OHLHS includes meeting the guidelines of ANS 57.1, " Design Require-
ments for Light Water Reactor fuel Handling System, and 57.2, " Design Objec-
tives for Light Water Reactor Spent fuel Storage facilities at Nuclear Power
Plants." In lieu of these guidelines, the staff used the guidelines contained
in the SRP section titled " Review Procedures" and in NUREG-0612.

Tne OHLHS includes equinn.t necessary for safe disassembly and reassembly of
the reactor vessel head and internals during refueling operations and for the
safe handling of the spent fuel cask. The reactor building crane is used for
handling heavy loads in the containment and fuel handling area of the reactor

,building. The single-failure-proof crane is used to handle the reactor vessel
_

head, shroud head, steam separator, steam <iryer, pool gates, new fuel from the
reactor building entry hatch to new fuel storage, spent fuel shipping cask,
and some reactor internal pump (RIP) components during pump servicing. Addi-
tionally, the OHLHS includes a single-failure-proof refueling platform crane
and associated equipment, which are used to (1) perform fuel shuffling opera-
tions, (2) transport spent fuel from the core to the spent fuel pool (SFP) and
place it in the SFP storage rack, (3) transport new fuel from its storage area
to the reactor core and place it in the core, and (4) handle control rod com
ponents and neutron monitor sensors for servicing. Also, the OHLHS includes
reactor servicing equipment, upper and lower drywell servicing equipment, and
main steam tunnel area servicing equipment, which are used for safe handling
of main steam isolation valves (MSIVs), safety / relief valves (SRVs), RIP
motors, heat exchangers and pump components, control rod blades and guide
tubes, and fine motion control rod drive components during their removal and
reinstallation or replacement. This servicing equipment includes among other
things, monorail and its hoist, transportation carts, equipment hatchway
hoist, steam tunnel crane and its hoist, servicing platform, refueling plat-
form, equipment platform, and lower drywell RIP hoist.
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The OHLHS equipment described above is housed in the reactor building and the
associated heavy load handling operations i..e performed in the reactor
building. The building is a flood-protected and tornado-protected structure
and thus the OHLHS described above is protected against the effects of adverse
natural phenomena. The spent fuel storage facility and the new fuel storage
vault are seismic Category 1. Also, as stated in Section 9.1.3 of this

report, the spent fuel storage facility meets Position C.6 of RG 1.13. " Spent
f uel Storage f acility Design Basis." The system equipment and components are

;

not seismic Category ! except for the upper and lower drywell servicing equip- i

ment, refueling platform, equipment platform, and reactor service platform. |Though the load handling equipment need not be seismic Category 1, the non- i
seismic Category I equipment that can adversely impact structures, systems,
and components (SSC) important to safety, should they fail during a seismic
event have to meet Position C.2 of RG 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification,"
SSAR Table 3.2-1 states that the reactor building and refueling platform
cranes are designed to operating-basis earthquake (OBE) requirements and to-
hold their positions during a SSE. The table further indicates that the
nonseismic Category I system equipment that can adversely impact safety- )related SSC during an SSE are dcsigned to ensure their integrity under seis-

,

mic loading resulting from an SSE. ThystaffidentifiedintheDSER i
(SECY-91-235), as part of Open item 48 several concerns pertaining to |
compliance of the OHLHS with GDC 2, as it relates to protection of safety- |

related equipment from the effects of adverse natural phenomena:

(1) In the DSER, the staff stated that Note x for SSAR Table 3.2-1 needed to
'

be clarified to show that the reactor building and refueling platform
cranes will hold their loads under the dynamic effects of an SSE.

Note x of Table 3.2-1 (SSAR Amendment 20) indicates that the cranos are
capable of holding their loads under OBE conditions but does not address
the SSE. This part of DSER Open Item 48 is not resolved and is now Open
item 9.1.5-1.,

,
,

(2) In the DSER, the staff noted that the above criterion should be applied
for all other applicable (i.e , affecting safe shutdown equipment) non-
seismic Category I load handling equipment.

The use of the steam tunnel handling equi > ment is limited to times when
the reactor is shutdown. Failure of the landling equipment at this time
would not result in the loss of safety functions (identified in SSAR
Amendment 17). The rationale for r.ot requiring this equipment to have
the capability of holding its loads during an SSE is acceptable. How-
ever, sufficient justification for the lack of the application of.a
seismic criterion such as that identified.in item 1 above has not been
provided for the remaining devices in the control building, secondary-
containment, and clean zone of the reactor building. This part of DSER ,

Open Item 48 is not resolved and is now Open item 9.1.5-2.

3 Section 1.8 of the DSER grouped 8 concerns of DSER Section 9.1.5 as Open
Item 48. Five are addressed directly below. The remaining 3 are addressed in

*subsequent paragraphs.
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(3) In the DSER, the staff identified different terms (such as " refueling
bridge crane," " automatic refueling rnachine," and " spent fuel handling
crane"), which were used in the SSAR to represent possibly the same load

,

handling device. They also noted in the DSER that it was not clear '

whether the ABWR has a jib crane and a fuel handling platform different |
from the refueling platform, further, SSAR Tables 3.2-1 and 9.1-2 give i

different seismic classifications for the refueling platform crane (auto-
matic refueling machine) and the jib crane.

Many of the discrepancies identified in the DSER appear to have been
corrected. However, neither the jib crane nor the refueling platform ,

crane are referred to in the text of SSAR Section 9.1, although both are
listed in SSAR Table 3.2-1. Also, the term " Refueling Bridge," is used Ionly in Table 3.2-1. Throughout all of Section 9,1, the term " Refueling |

,

Platform," is used. The text of Section 9.1 appears to be consistent
within itself. References to a refueling platform are used consistently
to refer to the fuel handling equipment. The remaining discrepancies'in
the nomenclature used in Tables 3.2-1 and Section 9.1 require clarifica-
tion. This part of DSER Open item 48 is not resolved and is now Open i

Item 9.1.5-3.'

(4) The staff noted in the DSER that SSAR Section 9.1.5.2.1 implies that the
load handling equipment for steam tunnel servicing (MSIVs and SRVs) is
housed in the reactor building, while SSAR Table 3.2-1 shows the equip-
ment to be located in "any other location." 1 hey further noted that the
localicn of the subject equipment should be corrected as appropriate and
if the location is "any other location," GE should clarify why housing
the equipment in a nonseismic Category I structure is acceptable.

SSAR Section 9.1.5.2.2.3 (Amendment 17) states that the mainsteam tunnel
servicing equipment is a permanently installed monorail system. tY e c
in SSAR Table 3.2-1, which indicates the mainsteam tunnel servicing.
cranes and hoists art |n "any other location" is interpreted to mean that
the mcnorail is not in any of the locations specifically identified in
Hote c, and is not necessarily contradictory to the statement in Sec-
tion 9.1.5. The additional clarification shows that the equipment will -;
be housed in a seismic category I structure and resolves this part of
DSER Open Item 48.

(5) The staff stated in the DSER that SSAR Table 3.2-1 shows that some
special service rooms' load handling equipment is housed in-nonseismic

i Category I radwaste and turbine buildings and that GE needed to clarify
.

'

why.such locations are acceptable.

GE has indicated that the load handling equipment located in nonseismic-
structures is intended to handle the equipment'lccated in that structure
(the radwaste building and-the turbine building). Incorporation of_this
information in a future amendment to the SSAR-will resolve this part of
DSER Open item 48. This is Confirmatory-Item-9.1.5-1.

Subject-'to the satisfactory resolution of the open items-and confirmatory item
identified above, the OHLHS will meet Positions C.1 and C.2 of RG 1.29, and

p

1
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positions C.1 and 0.6 of RG 1.13 for spent fuel storage f acility and there-
fore, complies with GDC ? with regard to protection of the system from the
ef fects of adverse natural phenomena.

The cpent fuel cask pool is separated from the spent fuel storage pool by a
. water-tight gate. Redundant safety interlocks and limit switches in the
i reactor building crane prevent transport of any heavy load, including the
! spent fuel cask, over the spent fuel pool. Administrative control or a

coverage area prevent transport of any heavy load over the new fuel storage'

'

vault. A dropped cask cannot, therefore, result in any fuel damage. Addi-
tionally, as mentioned above, the reactor building crane and the refuelingJ

platform crane are single-failure-proof cranes. The staff in the DSER
(SECY-91-235) identified several concerns pertaining to compliance of the
OHLHS with CDC 4 as it relates to protection of safety-related equipment from
the of fects of internally generated missiles (i.e., dropped loads) during load
handling operations:

(1) 1he staff indicated in the USER that SSAR Section 9.1.4.3 incorrectly
stated that the spent fuel handling crane's lifting height for the spent
fuel cask is limited to 30 feet on the operating floor and that this
should be corrected to refer to the reactor building crane,

The SSAR Amendment 16 indicates that the cask will never exceed the 30-ft
drop design criteria. GE has eliminated reference to the spent fuel han-
dling crane from SSAR Section 9.1.4.3 (see earlier discussion regarding
inconsistent terminology). 1his modification resolves this part of DSER
Open item 48.i

(2) The staff stated in the DSER that SSAR Amendment 7 (response to
RAI 410.43) gives contradictory statements: "While carrying heavy loads,
such as the s)ent fuel cask, the reactor building crane is prohibited
from moving t1e heavy load over the spent fuel pool," and "No other heavy
loads other than the spent fuel cask, need to be carried above the~ top of
the spent fuel storage pool." The staff indicated that GE should correct|

-this as appropriate.
' GE has committed to revising the response to RAI 410.43 to eliminate the

contradictory statements regarding movement of the spent fuel cask. The
text of SSAR Section 9.1.5.2.1 states that the reactor building crane,

will be interlocked to prevent movement over the spent fuel pool while
carrying heavy loads. Eliminating the contradictory statements will
resolve this part of DSER Open item 48. Incorporation of the revisions
to the response to RAI 410.43 is Confirmatory item 9.1.5-2.

(3) The staff stated in the DSER that GE had not identified how safety-
related equipment would be protected during all heavy load handling
operations involving non-single-failure proof load. lif ting devn.es
(e.g., MSIVs, SRVs, RIP motors and hoists, load handling operations' in
control, radwaste, and turbine buildings).

SSAR Amendment 20 identifies the criteria used to assess the safety
impact of the failure of the load handling devices. The lower drywell
equipment does not carry loads over safety-related equipment. The
failure of the upper drywell equipment, used only during maintenance at

,
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shutdown, can affect only the one division of emergency core cooling
system (ECCS), Safe shutdown conditions can be maintained with the
failure of the one ECCS division. The main steam tunnel equipment is
used only during shutdown and its failure will not impact any safety-
related equipment needed to maintain shutdown conditions. Load handling
equipment in the turbine and radwaste buildings are not used in the
vicinity of safety-related equipment as they are restricted to use in
these structures. The use of heavy load handling equipment in the
control building was not addressed in this SSAR amendment. Of the items
identified in this part of DSER Open Item 48, all are resolved with the
information provided by SSAR Amendment 20 except for the concern regard-
ing the control building. Identification of how safety-related equipment
would be protected during all heavy load handling operations involving
non-single-failures-proof load lifting devices in the control building is
Open item 9.1.5-4.

_

Subject to the satisf actory resolution of the open and confirmatory items
identified above, the staff concludes that the OHLHS design will meet the
guidelines of positions C 3 and C.5 af RG 1.13 and GDC 61 with respect to
protection of the spent fuel storage facility from the effects of internally
generated missiles and safe handling and storage of fuel and f urther concludes
that safety-related equipment is protected from the effects of internally
generated missiles during load handling operations. Therefore, subject to
resolution of these concerns, the OHLHS design for the ABWR will comply with
GDC 4 as it relates to protection of safety-related equipment from internally
generated missiles.

As mentioned above, the reactor building and refueling platform cranes are
single-failure-proof cranes. SSAR Section 9.1.5.3 further states that all the
cranes, hoists, and related lifting devices for handling heavy loads either
satisfy the single-failure-proof guidelines of NUREG-0612, Section 5.1.6,
including NUREG-0554, or evaluations are made to demonstrate compliance with
guidelines of NUREG-0612 Section 5.1, including Sections 5.1.4 and 5.1.5..
Also, GE has indicated that the applicable components of the OHLHS will comply

_

with-the requirements of the following industry standards: ANSI N14.6,
ANSI B30.9, ANSI B30.10, ANSI B30.2, ANSI B30.16, ANSI B30.ll, and Crane
Manufacturers Association of America (CMAA) Specification 70. NUREG-0554 and
NUREG-0612 recommend the standards specified in ANSI N14.6, ANSI B30.2,
ANSI B30.9, and CMAA 70 for the design and performance of a nuclear power
plant OHLHS. Additionally, GE states that the design of special lifting
devices and slings will comply with NUREG-0612, Sections 5.1,1(4) and 5.1.l(5)
requirements.

GE has provided a general description of the inspection, operation,. mainte-
nance, service, and test requirements for the OHLHS equipment. The COL -
applicant is responsible for providing heavy load handling equipment compo-
nents (e.g., cranes, hoists, refueling platform) with operating, maintenance,
and-test procedures and instruction manuals that will comply with NUREG-0612
Sections 5.1.l(2) and 5.1.1(6). In accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR
Part 50 Appendix B, the COL applicant will subject the OHLHS equipment to
qualification load and performance tests, dimensional inspection, and nonde-
structive examination before its acceptance by the applicant's Quality Assur-
ante group. The applicant will'also ensure that lifting. equipment components
are appropriately inspected and tested before shipment, after receipt at the
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site, before use, and at periodic intervals. The tests will be conducted i

in accordance with the requirements of ANSI B30.2 and NUREG-0612, Sec- |
tion 5.1.l(6), for Lach iten of equipment requiring servicing, the applicant i

will develop an interface control diagram (ICD) delineating the space around |
the equipment required for servicing. The ICD will include pull spam for
internal parts and access space for tools, handling equipment, and at ignment
requirements, further, it will specify the weights of large removable parts,
show the locations of their centers of gravity, and describe installed lifting
accommodations such as eyes and trunnions. Also, the applicant will develop
safe load paths and routing plans for each heavy load to be handled, which
will show, among other things, frequency of transportation and usage of the
route. The safe load paths / routing will comply with NUREG-0612, Sec-
tion 5.1.l(1), guidelines. As a result of the its review of the ABWR inter-
face requirements, the staff is determined that these items are COL Action
item 9.1.5-1 and will reviet em on a plant-specific basis.

The staff found in the DSER (SEC-91-235) that the information provided in SSAR
Section 9.1.5 (also Section 9.1.4, which is cross-referenced in Section 9.1.5)
lacked details with respect to OHLHS compliance with the applicable guidelines
of NUREG-0612. The staff's concerns identified as DSER Open Item 49' in this ')regard are as follows:

(1) In the DSER, the staff identified that GE had not identified all the
hoists for the reactor building, refueling platform, and steam tunnel
cranes and any other crane, nor the load handling ca]acity for all the

,

hoists, including the monorail hoist, equipment hatcaway hoist, equipment '

platform / lower drywell RIP hoist. GE has not provided this information,
therefore, this part of DSER Open item 49 is not resolved and is now Open
item 9.1.5-5.

(2) In the DSER, the staff noted that GE had not identified whicL of the
hoists and related lifting devices associated with all heavy load han-
dling systems meet single-failure-proc.f criteria and which of these com- ,

ponents meet the alternative criter'.a specified in applicable sections of
NUREG-0612.- They indicated that GE should identify the specific alterna-
tive criterion applicable to the chosen heavy load handling device or if
neither of the above criteria is applicable for some heavy load handling
devices (because they do not affect required safetj-related equipment),
GE should so state with justification for such a conclusion for the
applicable devices.

As previously noted, SSAR Amendment 20 identified the criteria to be
applied to each heavy load handling system with the exception of those in
the control building. With the exce'; tion of this area, discussed sepa-
rately in item (4) below, this information resolves this part of DSER
Open item 49.

(3) In the DSER, the staff-noted that GE had not identified- the-specific
limit and safety devices (e.g., interlocks, limit switches) provided for
automatic and manual operation of all the heavy load handling equipment

' Section 1.8 of the DSER grouped 4 concerns of DSER 5ection 9.1.5 as Open
Item 49.

, ,
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(within ABWR scope) under both normal and emergency conditions. Further,
they noted that GL had not provided a failure modes and effects analysis
for the OHlHS instrument and control system to demonstrate that the
control system will adequately limit the loads or limit the crane load
novement assuming c single failure, without affecting the function of
essential equipn,ent or causing the release of radioactivity.

Section 9.1.5.5 of SSAR Amendment 20 states that the limit m tches and
safety interlocks are provided to prevent transporting heavy loads over
any spent fuel. However, the level of detail requested by the staf f in
the DSER has not been provided in the SSAR, nor does it specifically
identify this information as the responsibility of the COL applicant,
lhe staff expects that GL will either provide this information or desig-
nate this as the responsibility of the COL applicant. This part of DSER
Open item 49 is not resolved and is now Open item 9.1.5-6.

_

(4) 1he staf f identified in the DSER that GE had not indicated the heavy load
handling operations which may involve areas other than the reactor build-
ing which are within ABWR scope (e.g., control building). Specifically,
GL had not identified the heavy load handling equipment, their handling
capacity, the load required to be handled, when such operations have to
be performed, and how safety-related equipment is protected during such
operations.

GE has not provided the information identified in the DSER, therefore,
this part of DSER Open Item 49 is not resolved. GE also has not identi-
fied requirements for load lif ting systems outside the scope of the ABWR
(e.g., the RSW pump house). This information should include the identi-
fication of the load handling systems, the system characteristics, and
the ability to meet the requiremnnis of I4UREG-0612. The provision of
the previously identified information and the identification of the
requirements for load lifting systems outside the ABWR scope is Open
ltem 9.1.5-7.

Subject to resolution of the open items identified above, the staff finds that
the OHLHS for ABWR will meet fiUREG-0612 guidelines.

D.ciignlert i fic athdlat eri al

GE has submitted in the DCM Tier 1 design information and ITAAC for the over-
head heavy load handling systems which are under staff review. The results of
the staff's review will be included in the FSER. This is Open item 9.1.5-8.

The staf f concludes that the design of the OHLHS f or the ABWR will conform
with the requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 61 as related to protection against
natural phenomena, protection of safety-related equipment from the effects of
internal missiles, and safe handling and storage of the fuel, and the guide-
lines positions C.1, C.3, C.5, and C.6 of RG 1.13 and positions C.1 and C.2 of
RG 1.29, subject to resolution of all the concerns identified in the preceding
paragraphs. The staff further concludes that the OHLHS equipment will conform
with the guidelines of f4UREG-0612 with regard to GDC for such equipment sub-
ject to resolution of the concerns relating to details of compliance as
identified above, However, since a major portion of t4UREG-0612 does not apply
to ABWR Standard design (the part which deals with crane operation, operator
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training, operating and maintenance procedures, and physical marking of safe
load paths) the staff will review the specifics of compliance and final imple- ;

mentation of NUREG-0612 guidelines on a plant-specific basis. This is COL
Action item 9.1.5-2. The staff's plant-specific review will include evalua-,

tion of (1) implementation of the requirements identified above, including
maintenance procedures for detecting and correcting component degradation, ,

(2) built-in safety margins for all heavy load handling equipment, (3) demon-
stration of the compatibility of the OHLHS design with load handling and !
movement requirements by comparing the size, shape, and-dimensions of the
potentially most damaging load, its weight and center of gravity, lif ting ;

points, stability and handling speeds with the performance specifications of
the OHLHS components, and (4) heavy load handling operations in plant areas
outside the ABWR scope and its effect on safety-related equipment.

,

The OHLHS design for the ABWR will meet the acceptance criteria of SRP Sec-
tion 9.1.5 subject to resolution of all the open items previously identified
in this section.

9.2 Water Systems

9.2.1 Station Service Water System

See Section 9.2.15, " Reactor Service Water" of this report.

9.2.2 Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Water System

See Sections 9.2.11 " Reactor Building Cooling Water System.' and 9.2.12. "HVAC
Normal Cooling Water Systems" of this report.

9.2.3 Demineralized Water Makeup System

See Sections 9.2.8, " Makeup Water System (Preparation)," 9.2.9, " Makeup Water
(Condensate) System," and 9.2.10 " Makeup Water System (Purified)" of this
report.

9.2.4 Potable and Sanitary Water System

The staff reviewed the design requirements for the potable and sanitary water
system in accordance with SRP Section 9.2.4.

GE has proposed that the potable and sanitary water system be designated an
interface, and that this system design be provided by the applicant referenc-
ing the ABWR design. The staff is reviewing the GE proposed interface. This
is Open item 9.2.4-1.

!
GE has provided interface requirements to ensure that there are no intercon-
nections with systems having the potential _for containing radioactive material

| and that, where necessary, air gaps will-provide protection. These-interface-
requirements when implemented, will meet the intent of GDC 60 regarding con-
trol of the release of radioactive material to the environment,

f
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b sinn Certification Material '

GE has provided in Section 4.3 of the DCM, potable and sanitary water system
Tier 1 information, interface requirements, and ITAAC which are under staff '

review. The staff expects these ITAAC to include GE's proposal and interface
verification method as required by 10 CFR Part 52. The results of the staff's
review will be provided in the FSER. This is Open item 9.2.4-2.

9.2.5 Ultimate Heat Sink

The staff reviewed the design interface requirements for the ultimate heat '

sink (VHS) in accordance with SRP Section 9.2.5.

GE designated the UHS as being outside the scope of the ABWR design. GE has
provided interface criteria to allow a plant-specific UHS design to be capable
of dissipating reactor decay heat and essential cooling loads after a normal
reactor shutdown or a shutdown following an accident, including a loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA). The UHS will be designed to accept the heat loads of
the reactor service water system (Section 9.2.15 of this report), which in
turn accepts the heat loads of the reactor building cooling water system (Sec- ,

tion 9.2.11 of this report).

GE has provided a conceptual design for the VHS. The UHS will consist of a
seismic Category I spray pond from which the reactor service water (RSW)
system will receive cooling water. The spray pond will be excavated below
grade and contain adequate water volume to pruide 30 days cooling under
design basis conditions. four spray networks, two functioning during normal
operation, will be provided to cool the RSW return water. The spray nozzles
may be bypassed during cold weather conditions allowing RSW return water to be
returned directly to the pond. RSW pumps will be located in the spay porid
pump structure, each pump being located in its own bay. The pond will also >

have a seismic Category I overflow weir to accommodate normal level fluctua-
tions. Makeup to the spray pond will be from the power cycle heat sink
through a dedicated makeup line.

The structures and components of the UHS will be designed to seismic Cate-
gory I requirements and will-be designed to withstand the effects of floods
and tornadoes. The system design should ensure that the UHS can perform its
safety function given the occurrence of any of the following: (1) the most
severe natural phenomena appropriate with site conditions, (2) site-related
events that have historically occurred, (3) reasonable combinations of natural
phenomena and site-related events, and (4) a single failure of man-made struc-
tures. These interface criteria will allow a utility applicant to design a

,

UHS that meets the requirements of GDC 2 regarding protection from natural
phenomena and RGs 1.27 " Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power Plants," and 1.29
" Seismic Design Classification."

The UHS design will provide means to ensure that safety-related portions of-
the system are protected from spraying, steam ima'ingement, pipe whip, jet
forces, missiles, fire, internal. flooding, and tie effects of failure of

| non-seismic Category I equipment. Thus, the requirements of GDC 4 regarding
' protection of systems from the environmental and dynamic effects associated

with equipment failures, have been incorporated into the interface require-
ments.

L ABWR DFSER 9-20 October 1992
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The plant design is for a single-unit site and, therefore, the requirements of
GDC 5 regarding the sharing of structures, systems, and components between ;
units, are met.

The VHS must have the capability to transfer heat loads from safety-related
structures and systems during normal and emergency conditions and suitable
redundancy so that it will function given a single failure coincident with a
loss of offsite power. The UHS will provide cooling capability for 30 days.

The requirements of RG 1.72, " Spray Pond Piping Made from fiberglass-
Reinforced Thermosetting hesin," are applicable to the design of a spray pond '

as an UHS, but were not refernced in the information available prior to
completion of the DSER (SECY-91-235). SSAR Amendment 20 incorporated RG 1,72
design criteria as interface requirements for a spray pond when used as the
VHS. This closes Open item (50) from the DSER (SECY-91-235).

Desion Certification Material

GC has provided in Section 4.1 of the DCM, UHS Tier 1 information, interface
requirements, and ITAAC, which are under staff review. The staff expects
these ITAAC to include GE's proposed interface verification method as required
by 10 CfR Part 50. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the -
TSER. This is Open Item 9.2.5-1.

,

,

The interface requirements provided for the UHS provide adequate guidelines to
ensure that the plant-specific design can meet GDC 2, 4, 5 and 44 with respect
to protection against natural phenomena and missile and environmental effects.
The system will be designed to allow periodic inspections and tests and will,
therefore, meet GDC 45 and 46-with respect to inspection and testing require-
ments for cooling water systems. Use of the interface criteria provided in
the ABWR SSAR should allow a plant-specific applicant to-design an acceptable
VHS, subject to resolution of the open item identified above.

9.2.6 Condensate Storage facility

See Section 9.2.9, " Makeup' Water (Condensate System)," of this report.

9.2.7 Chilled Water Systems

See Sections 9.2.12 "HVAC Normal Cooling Water System," and 9.2.13 "HVAC
Emergency Cooling Water System," of this report.

9.2.8_ Makeup Water System (Preparation)

The staff reviewed the requirements for the makeup water system (preparation)
(MWP) in accordance with_SRP Section 9.2.3, The MWP supplies a source of
water.for the makeup water system (purified) (MUWP) and is beyond the scope of-

|
the GE ABWR design. System requirements established for the MWP include a
requjrement for two system divisions, each of which are capable of producing,

i 45 m (hr (200 gpm) of demineralized water and each'with a storage capacity of.
758 m (200,000 gallons).

.

.
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GE has provided a conceptual design for the MWP as required by 10 CfR Part 52.
This design information provides sufficient detail to ensure that the system
can be designed and built to meet the applicable regulatory requirements.

The MWP system will be located in a building that does not contain any safety-
related components, systems, or structures. Any failure of the system
(including failures that could cause flooding) will not result in the failure
of any safety-related structures, systems, or components.

Desian Certification Ma_terial

GE submitted in Section 4.6 of the DCM, Tier 1 design information, interface
requirements, and ITAAC which are under staff review. The staff expects these
ITAAC to include the GE proposed interface verification method, as required by
10 CFR Part $2. The results of this review will be provided in the FSER.
This is Open Item 9.2.8-1.

The staff concludes that GE has provided sufficient interface requirements to
ensure that a plant-specific applicant can design a MWP that will meet the
requirements of Position C.2 of RG 1.29, and GDC 2 with regard to the ability
of the non-safety portions of the system to withstand the effects of earth-
quakes without af f ecting safety-relhted systems, and will meet the applicable
requirements of SRP Section 9.2.3, subject to resolution of the open item
identified above.

'9.2.9 Makeup Water (Condensate) System4

The staff reviewed the makeup water (condensate) (MUWC) system (the condensate
storage and transfer system) in accordance with SRP Section 9.2.6. The entire
MUWC system is within the scope of the ABWR.

The function of the MVWC system is to provide a source of condensate quality
water and a 1)ing distribution system from the source to the components

3that require tais water during normal and emergency operations. A 2200-m
(557,000 gall _on) condensate storage tank (CST) located outdoors adjacent
to thy turbine building holds the water for this system. The CST reserves
600-m (150,000) gallons of this capacity for decay heat removal by the ac-
independent reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system for 8 hours following
a station blackout. The CST is constructed of concrete and has a stainless
steel lining. The CST also serves as the surge volume for the condensate
system. . Level-sensing instruments and transmitters automatically switch over
the high pressure core flooder (HPCF) and RCIC pumps from the preferred CST to
the safety-related suppression pool when the CST water level is low. .The tank
is also a suction source for the control rod drive supply pump (the preferred
water source being the con'iensate treatment system) and the suppression pool--

.

cleanup (SPCU) pump,.which is used for filling the fuel pool makeup line when-
required. The MUWC system normally provides water via 3 system transfer pumps
for charging, . flushing, pump sealing, surveillance testing, room decontamina-
tion, and makeup, as appropriate, for a number o. systems including RHR, HPCF,
RCIC, fuel pool skimmer surge tanks, and the main condenser hotwell.

The MUWC system is not safety related except as noted below because it does
not affect the capability of the reactor coolant system pressure-boundary to
achieve and maintain safe shutdown or the capability to prevent or mitigate

,
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the consequences of accidents, which could result in unacceptable offsite i

radiological exposures. Therefore, compliance with GDC 44, GDC 45, and '

GDC 46, identified as acceptance criteria in SRp Section 9.2.6, is not appli- ,

'cable to the system. Also, compliance with GDC 5, identified as an acceptance
criterion in SRP Section 9.2.fi, is not applicable to the system because the i

ABWR design _ is limited to a single unit. Although it is not safety related,
this system is designed to provide adequate pump flow, CST overflow / drainage
diversion to the radwaste system, material corrosion resistance, CSl water
level, control room instrumentation, outdoor piping freezing protection, and

,

to allow testing of air-operated valves. !
'

As stated in SSAR Table 3.2-1. for the M9WC, RCIC, and HPCF systems, certain
parts of MUWC system piping, including supports and valves, are designed to
seismic Category I and Quality Group B standards and are located in seismic
Category 1, flood-protected and tornado-missile-protected structures. The
safety-related portions include those forming part of the containment boundary
as well as system piping portions that interface with the safety-related RCIC
and HPCF systems, including the isolation / suction valves for the systems from ,

the CST. The non-safety-related portions of the system that could affect any i

structures, systems, or components important to safety should they fail during
a seismic event are designed to ensure their integrity under seismic loading
resulting from a SSE. The level instruments that f acilitate the automatic !

switchover of the HPCf and RCIC pump suction from the CST to the suppression
pool and their power supplics are safety related. The switchover of the sup-
pression pool cleanup pumps is manual. Tht staff determined that safety- ,

related and non-safety-related portions this system meet Positions C.1 and C.2
| of RG 1.29.

'

The staff indicated in the OSER (SECY-91-235) that GE had not provided the
analysis for potential flooding resulting from possible failure of the non-

,

safety-related MUWC system, including the CST and for how safety-related,

i structures, systems, and components are protected from such flooding. SSAR
Amendment 20 indicates that GE has performed a flooding analysis the results
of which are presented in S$AR Section 3.4.1.1.1. Safety-related structures,
systems, and_ components are protected from external floods-(including tb
failure of-the CST), using the protective features discussed in Section 3.4.1
of this report, The' piping analysis does not specifically identify MUWC pipe
failures in the results of the internal flood analysis, but worst case pipe :
rupture flood analysis is used to bound the flood protection requirements end
protective features. On the basis of this information, the system meets the
requirements of GDC 2 as it relates to the protection of the system from the
effects of flooding. Therefore, DSER Open item 51 is closed.

Normal alignment for removal of decay heat is with the CST. Water for RCIC.

operation is taken from either the CST or the suppression pool as described
in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines of SSAR Appendix 18A.- The volume of
water in these two sources is sufficient to permit core cooling during station
blackout for a duration of 8 hours. The switchover from the CST to the sup-
pression pool (or the reverse) is performed using station de power and is not
dependent upon either offsite ac power and systems or onsite emergency power
systems. Therefore, the MUWC system complies with the applicable guidance of
RG 1.155.
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Rt119!1 Cert ificA110.rLJittnial

GE has submitted in Section 2.11.2 of the DCM proposed Tier 1 design informa-
tion and ITAAC for MUWC system which are under staff review. The results of
the staff's review will be provided in the FSCR. This is Open item 9.2.9-l'.

As previo" sly discu sed, the MUWC system will comply with Positions C.1 and
C.2 of RG 1.29. GDC 2, and the applicable guidance of RG 1.155 and, therefore,
with the applicable acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.2.6, subject to '

resolution of the open item identified above,
t

9.2.10 Makeup Water System (Purified)

The staff reviewed the MUWP (purified) in accordance with SRP Section 9.P.3.
That portion of the MUWP system which is inside the reactor building is within
the scope of the AUWR. The portions of the system that involve domineralized
makeup water preparation, storage, and transport to the reactor building are
within the sccpe of the applicants referencing the ABWR design. The MUWP
system, including the purified or demineralized water storage tank, is not '

safety related, except as noted below.

The function of the MUWP system is to provide a source of domineralized makeup
quality water and a piping distribution system from the source to the compo-
nonts that require this water. A storage tank for purified water, which is
not part of the CE scope of the ABWR, is the source of deminerali?.ed water
for this system. The MUWP system normally provides domineralized water via

3two system transfer pumps at a maximum flow rate of approximately 136 m /hr
(600 gpm) and within a temperature range of.10 'C to 38 .*C (50 'f to 100 'F)
for flushing, sealing, surveillance testing, area decontamination, sampling,
and makeup as appropriate. A number of systems-are supplied makeup water,
which include the MUWC system, RCW system, turbine building cooling water
system (TCW), diesel generator cooling water system, liquid radwaste system,
standby liquid control (SLC) system, and other plant auxiliary systems.
Protection from flooding for safety-related structures, systems, and compo-
nents resulting from failure of the MUWP system is discussed in Section 3.4.1
of this report.

The MUWP system is not safety related except as noted below because it does
not affect the capability of the reactor coolant system pressure boundary,
capability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown or the capability to prevent
or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could result in unacceptable
offsite radiological exposures. The MUWP system line enters the primary con-
tainment through one penetration. The system piping through this penetration
has a locked-closed manual valve outside the containment and a check valve
inside the containment. The portions of the system penetrating the contain-
ment (including these two. valves) are designed to seismic Category I require-
ments in accordance with Position C.1 of RG 1.29.

| Although it is not-safety related, this system is designed to prevent any [radioactive contamination of the purified water. SSAR Table 9.2-2a presents
'

chemistry requirements for the purified makeup water.

The applicant referencing the ABWR design.will be requit ed to provide the
following design features:- testing ca'pability for air-operated valves;
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adequate pump net positive suction head (NPSH), purified water storage tank i
overflow / drainage diversion to the radwaste system; material corrosion resis- !

tance; adequate distribution piping, valves, irstruments, and controls; con- ;

trol room instrumentation that indicates the water level in the purified water
storage tank; outdoor piping freeze protection; and adequate diking and other
means to control spill and leakage from the demineralized water storage tank

,

i

that will be located outdoors. 1he staff will review these features on a
plant-specific basis. This is a COL Action item 9.2.10-1. ;

The DSER (SECY-91-235) stated that it was not clear whethe, the non-safety-
related portions of the system, which upon their failure during a seismic
event can adversely impact structures, systems, or components important to

,

safety, will be designed to ensure their integrity under seismic loading. . i
resulting from a SSE SSAR. GE revised its SSAR and in Amendment 20 specifi- '

cally stated that the portions of the MUWP whose failure can impact safety- ;

related structures, systems, or components will be designed to ensure their
integrity under seismic loading resulting from an SSE. Therefore, the design
of the MUWp system complies with Positions C.1 and 0.2 of RG 1.29 for the
safety-related and non-safety-related portions of the system and GDC ? for
protection against natural phenomena. This information retolves this part of

5DSER Open item 52 .

The DSER (SECY-91-235) also stated that is was not clear whether the portions
of the MUWP system in buildings other than the reactor building (e.g., turbine
building) and transport of the demineralized water to these buildings were
within GE's scope or the scope of the applicants referencing the ABWR design.
GE avised the SSAR to state that the interfaces between the MUWP system and
safety related systems are located in the control building or reactor building
which are seismic Category 1, tornado-missile resistant and flood protected
structures. On this basis the MUWP system complies with Positions C.1 and C.2
of RG 1.29 and with GDC 2 and, therefore, with the applicable acceptance
criteria of SRP Section 9.2.3, This part of DSER Open issue 52 for Chapter 9-
of the ABWR SSAR is also resolved.

Desian Certification Material

GE has submitted in Section 2.11.1 of the DCM proposed Tier 1 design infor-
mation and ITAAC for the MUWP system which are under staff review. The
results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER. This 13 Open
item 9.2.10-2.

Subject to the satisfactory resolution of the open items discussed above, the
staff concludes that the MUWP system will comply with Positions C.1 and 0.2 of
RG 1.29 and with GDC 2 and, therefore, with the applicable acceptance criteria
of SRP Section 9.2.3.

5 Section 1.8 of the DSER (SECY-91-235) grouped 2 concerns of DSER Sec-
tion 9.2.10 as Open Item 52. The other part is addressed in the following
paragraph.
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9.2.11 Reactor Building Cooling Water System

The staff reviewed the RCW system in accordance with SRP Section 9.2. The
function of the RCW system is to remove heat from plant auxiliaries (some of
which are required for safe shutdown) during normal operation and following a
LOCA. The RCW system is required to operate at normal power, reactor shut-
down, hot standby, both with and without preferred ac power available, and
after a postulated LOCA has occurred. The RCW system is a closed cooling
water system that provides cooling water to the following essential systems
and components: RHR and FPC heat exchangers; mechanical seals and motor
bearings for RHR and HPCF pumps; air conditioning units for pump rooms (RHR,
HPCF, FPC, and RCIC) :ad system rooms (SGTS, containment atmospheric monitor-
ing, and flammability control); jacket water coolers and filtered water and
lubricating oil coolers for diesel generators; and HVAC emergency cooling
water (HECW) system refrigerators. AJditionally, the RCW system supplies
cooling water to the non-essential RIP motor coolers and motor generator sets,
drywell coolers, reactor water cleanup (RWCU) pump coolers, instrument and
service air (IA and SA) system coolers, RWCU non-regenerative heat exchangers,
control rod drive (CRD) pump oil coolers, and other non-essential auxiliary
components in the reactor, turbine, and radwaste buildings (e.g., radwaste
components, condenser offgas, and reactor building and turbine building
sampling coolers).

The RCW system supplies cooling water, which picks up heat from the plant aux-
iliaries it serves and rejects the heat through the RCW system heat exchangers
to the RSW system. The RSW system, in turn, rejects the heat to an UHS that
will be designed by the COL applicants. The GE scope of the RCW system in-
cludes all the piping, valves, pumps, heat exchangers, instrumentation, and
controls from the RCW system heat exchangers to their loads in the reactor,
turbine, and radwaste buildings. GE has specified the total heat removal

'

rate, total flow rate, temperature drop, and pressure drop at the RCW system
heat exchangers for all modes of operation identified above. These parameters

5

provide the heat removal requirements for the referencing applicant to design
the plant-specific UHS system that would be connected to the RSW system.
Additionally, GE has specified the inlet and outlet temperatures during appli-
cable-modes of operation for components serviced by the RCW system.

The RCW system consists of 3 mechanically and electrically independent divi-
sions. Each division consists of its own separate piping (including supply
and return headers), two pumps, three heat exchangers, valves, and instrumen-
tation. Each division of the RCW system is powered by a different division of
the enwcy sefety features (ESF) power system. Each division of the RCW
sp i % Slies roviing water to the auxiliaries of a separate emergency
dte# + ratoe, RHR heat exchanger, RHR pump room air conditioning unit, RHR
po- and seal coolers and HECW refrigerators. Other safety loads and
now. # etal cooling loads are distributed among the 3 divisions; two divi-
sions eare the loads for systems with redundant components (e.g., HPCF and
SGTS). Each division has one isolable train for non-essential loads.

Each division of the RCW system is equipped with a surge tank, which GE states
is designed to accommodate 30 days of system design leakage without makeup-
water (GE res R t dated March 7, 1989). Also, the system is designed to

' detect sytts ~ d age by associated level monitors, to provide adequate pres-
sure for pett ion, and to allow for changes in system water volume without
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significant pressure variations. The system is initially filled with dominer-
alized water from the makeup water (purified) system. Each division is

,

>

further eq91pped with a chemical addition tank to add chemicals to the RCW
system to protect it from corrosion or organic fouling.

The system is pi.. acted from waterhammer by the use of high point vents in
isolable portions of the system and operational procedures requiring filling
and venting of any sections of the system before operation. Non-essential

'

RCW system cooling loads are automatically isolated by applicable valve '

closure in the event of a LOCA with the exception of system cooling loads to
IA and SA system coolers, CRD pump oil coolers, and RWCU pump coolers; these
are isolated by the operator, if so desired. Level switches provided for the
surge tank fr.cilitate automatic isolation of non-essential cooling loads in
the event of significant system leak resulting from piping failures in the
non-safety-related portions of the system. One valve on each supply and dis-
charge line, with suitable power and controls from applicable divisicnal
sources, ensures isolation in the event of a single active component failure. .

Howeu r, this isolation will not affect the supply of coolina wMer to essen-
tial cooling loads from other divisions. GE has described the detailed pro-
cedures for determining whether the system leakage occurs in the non-essential '

portion of the system. A falling surge tank level would indicate such leak-
age. Radiation monitors located downstream of the RCW system pumps and heat
exchangers indic t e that radiation has leaked into that division. The ABWR
design provides remote manual isolation capability for any division. The two
remaining operable divisions will be sufficient to meet the total essential
cooling load.

The RCW system consists of safety-related and non-safety-related ]ortions.
Portions of the system piping (including valves forming part of tae primary
containment boundary and other safety-related portions of the system piping up
to and including the isolation valves that isolate the system from its non-
safety-related portions) are designed to seismic Category 1, Quality Group B
or C, and 10 CFR Part 50 (Appendix B) requirements. .The safety-related por-
tions include the RCW system pumps, heat exchangers, surge tanks, and the
division isolation valves.. Instrumentation and controls performing safety-
related functions -(e.g., surge tank level switches)-are located in the safety-
related portions of. the system. Electric modules (e.g., sensors, power
supplies, signal processors) and cables performing safety-related functions
are all designed to seismic Category I and Quality Group B requirements. Non-
safety-related portions of the system that can adversely impact safety-related
structures, systems, or components should they fall during a seismic event are
designed to ensure their integrity under seismic loading resulting from an
SSE. The safety-related portions are located in seismic Category 1, flood-
protected and tornado-missile protected structures. GE committed in a Novem-
ber 1989 conversation with the staff to provide confirmatory information that
the safety-related electric modules and safety-related cables are located in
seismic Category 1, flood-protected, and tornado-protected structures. This
information has been incorporated in SSAR Amendment P and closes the unnum-;

j bered DSER (SECY-91-235) confirmatory item. The stat. finds that the design
| of the RCW system complies with GDC 2 with respect to its protection from nat-

ural phenomena and meets Positions C.1- and C.2 of RG 1,29, with respect to its
seismic requirements for the safety-related and r, safety-related portions.
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GE stated in the SSAR that both the mechanical equipment and piping and elec-
trical equipment, including instrvnentation and controls of the redundant
divisions of the RCW system are sutficiently separated and protected to ensure
availability of the needed equipment to shut the reactor down in the event of
any of the following occurrences: pipe rupture or equipment-failure-induced
flooding, spraying or steam release; pipe whip and jet forces from a postu-'

lated nearby high-energy pipeline break; missiles from equipment failure;
fire; non-seismic-Category 1 equipment failure; or a single active component
failure in the system. CE has performed a failure analysis of the RCW system
and presented the results in the ABWR SSAR to demonstrate that a single active
or applicable passive component failure will not compromise the ability of the
RCW system to transfer heat loads from safety-related components to the RSW
under all applicable modes of operation. Also, GE has provided design char-
acteristics for RCW system components (e.g., pump design flow rate; heat
exchanger heat removal capacity) to show that the system is capable of trans-
ferring the expected heat loads to the reactor service water under all
operating conditions,

from its review, the staff identified in Section 1.8 of the DSER (SECY-91-235) j
the fallowing 3 concerns of DSER Section 9.2.11 as Open item 53. '

(1) In the DSER, the staff indicated that an RCW system heat exchanger heat
removal design capacity may be inadequate based on heat load required to '

be removed during suppression pool cooling following a LOCA when the
d post-LOCA pool temperature reaches 97 'C. They stated that a reactor

shutdown at 4 hours after a blowdown to the main condenser may be the;

bounding case, which may require a greater heat removal rate and, conse-'

quently, a higher design capacity than that currently stated for the heat
exchangers (see GE's response to RAI 440.73).

GE has not addressed this concern, therefore, this part of D5ER Open
: Item 53 is not resolved and is now Open item 9.2.11-1.

(2) The staff identified in the DSER that the projected heat loads and flow
rates for hot standby. conditions with a loss of ac power indicate that
both RCW pumps and all 3 heat exchangers in a division are required. '

They also stated that this will also be the case for shutdown at 4 hours.

SSAR Amendment 18 has incorporated data into Table 9.2-4 that clearly
indicate that this is the required equipment for successful operation of
each division for this mode of operation. This modification resolves

| this part of DSER ltem 53.
i

(3) The staff questioned in-the DSER whether the loss of an-RCW system divi-i

sion during normal operation vould result in plant shutdown or operation|
,

at reduced power,
,

SSAR Amendment 20 indicates that the loss of one division of RCW to the.
| drywell coolers will not impact plant operation. The loss of cooling to
| the Rip coolers will cause-a reduction in plant power output, but will
' not result in a reactor trip. This information resolves this:part of

DSER Open item 53.
.
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Subject to the satisfactory resolution of the open item identified above, the '

staff finds that the safety-related portions of the RCW system will comply
I with GDC 4 with respect to protection against dynamic effects resulting from

:

postulated piping f ailures and internally and externally generated missiles |
'

and with GDC 44 with respect to the provisions of a system to transfer heat
,

from structures, systems, and components important to safety to an ultimate !
heat sink, - l

i

All 3 divisions of the RCW system will have at least one RCW system pump I

operating. This configuration ensures the immediate availability of the RCW
system for plant shutdown in the event of a 10CA. A loss of offsite power
concurrent with a LOCA will result in a temporary loss of pumping until the
automatically sequenced restart of RCW system pumps from the emergency diesel
generator loading sequence. Upon the occurrence of a LOCA,.most non-safety-

.|related RCW system loads are automatically isolated as stated above, the
second RCW system pump started, and the third heat exchanger in each division
is placed in service.

As stated earlier, GE has provided interface requirements for an applicant to
design the VHS. The RCW system water quality requirements are established by )
the MUWp because this system provides the makeup water for the RtW system,<

i

This system is discussed separately in Section 9.2.10 of this report. All
,

3 divisions of +he RCW system are designed to allow periodic inservice inspec-
tion of all ths .ystem components. This testing capability consists of struc- j

tural and leak-tightness visual inspection, entire system operability, and '

system component operability and aerformance. Testing will be conducted to
simulate as closely as possible t1e entire operational sequence of the RCW
sys%m for reactor shutdown and LOCA. The system design also incorporates
pro usions for accessibility to permit inservice inspection as required. On
this basis, the staff finds that the system complies with GDC 45 and 46 with

,

-

respect to inspection and testing requirements for cooling water systems. ,

Desian Certification Material

GE submitted in Section 211.3 of the DCM proposed Tier 1 design information
and ITAAC for the RCW system which are'under staff review. The results of the
staff's review will be provided in a subsequent revision to the FSER. This is
Open item 9.2.11-2. '

The staff concludes that the design of the RCW system will comply with GDC 2,
45, and 46 with respect to protection against natural-phenomena and inservice
inspection and testing requirements, for its safety-related portions. The
staff also concludes that the system design meets the guidelines of. Post-
tions C.1 and C.2 of RG-1.29 with respect to seismic requirements for-the l.

safety-related and applicable non-safety-related portions of the system. Tur-
ther, the staff concludes that the system design will comply with GDC 4 and 44 '

with respect to cooling water requirements and protection against internally
and externally generated missiles and dynamic effects resulting from postu-
-lated piping failures, subject to satisfactory resolution-of the open itam
identified above. The system design will meet the applicable acceptance :

1criteria of SRP Section 9.2.2 subject to satisfactory resolution of Open .

Items 9.2.11-1 and 9.2.11-2 identified above.
;
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9.2.12 ilVAC Normal Conling Water System !

The staff reviewed the llVAC normal cooling water (HNCW) system in accordance
'ith SRP Section 9.2.2. The entire HNCW system is within the scope of the
3WR. With the exception of portions of the system that penetrate the primary

containment, the portions of the system that are part of the secondary con-
tainment boundary, and the associated isolation valves, the HNCW system is not
safety related.

The function of the llNCW system is to p avide chilled water to the drywell
cooler cooling coils and c oling coils of other non-safety-related air con-
ditioners, primarily, in t! reactor, control, radwaste, and service build-
ings. The llNCW system is 7 t safety related because it is not required to !
ensure the RCS pressure b* dary capability to achieve and maintain safe
shutdown and the abillt, w prevent or mitigate offsite radiological exposures
during accidents. Therefore, GDC 44, 45, and 46, identified as acceptance
criteria in SRP Section 9.2.2 for safety-related portions of cooling water
systems are not applicable to the HNCW system. The HNCW system joins the
primary containment through two penetrations: one for the supply line and the
other for the return line. The supply line penetration has one motor-operated ,'isolation valve outside the containment and a check (isolation) valve inside
.he containment. The return line penetration has two motor-operated isolation '

valves, one inside and one outside the containment. Isolation valves and
piping for the primary containment penetrations are safety-related and are ;

,

designed to seismic Category 1, Quality Group 0, and 10 CFR Part 50 (Appen- -

dix B) standards. Piping for penetrations for secondary containment is
designed to seismic Category I and 10 CFR Part 50 (Appendix B) standards. '

The rest of the system is not safety-related, as stated above, and is designed
to non-seismic Category .I standards. However, the non-safety-related portions
of the system whose failure during a seismic event could affect any structure,
system, or component important to safety, are designed to ensure their integ-
rity under seismic loadings resulting from a SSE. Subject to GE's confirma-
tion that the safety-related portions include the isolation valves for the
secondary containment penetrations, the staff finds that the design of the
llNCW system will meet Positions C.1 and C.2 of RG.1.29, as addressed by the i,

SRP Section 9.2.2 acceptance criterion with respect to the seismic require-
ments for the safety-related and non-safety-related portions of the system.
This was identified as Confirmatory item 6 in Section 1.9 of the DSER
(SECY-Ci-235), and is now Confirmatory Item 9.2.12-1.

By virtue of tbir location in seismic Category I, tornado-missile-protected
and flood-protected structures, the safety-related portions of the system are
protected against damage from adverse natural phenomena. .Further, as con-
cluded in Section 3.4.1 of this report, all safety-related systems are pro-
tected against flooding that may result in the event of system failure.
Therefore, the staff finds that the system complies with GDC 2 with respect to
p9tection of its safety-related portions against natural phenomena and pro- '

tection of other safety-related systems against the consequences of failure'of
the non-seismic portions of the system, as required by the SRP Section 9.2.2
acceptance -riterion.

Although it is not safety related, this system is designed-to allow periodic .

testing and inspection of major components. Appropriate American Society of '
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'Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning (ASHRAE), ASME, Tank Equipment
Manufacturers Association (TEMA), and Hydraulic Institute standards are used
for all tests. The major components of the HNCW system consist of five 25-
percent-capacity chillers (one standby), each with an HNCW pump (one standby)
and the associl' ed piping, valves. and instrumentation. The system is also
provided with a chemical feed tank and vents at high points, the latter to
eliminate water-hammer. Cool''ig water to the chiller-condenser is supplied by '

the turbine build ng cooling water (TCW) system.

Makeup water to the system is supplied by the TCW system surge tank which, in
,

turn, receives water from the MUWp system. The MUWP system and the TCW
systems are evaluated in Sections 9.2.10 and 9.2.14 of this report, respec-
tively. CE has provided the design characteristics for the system (e.g.,
cooling capacity of the chillers, pump design flow rate, chilled water supply
temperature) and the heat loads required to be removed from the components
served by the system. These characteristics indicate that the system is capa-
ble of meeting the cooling water needs of the components it serves during
normal plant operation and refueling shutdown The chiller units are con-
trolled individually by remote manual switc!.. ,. The containment isolation
valves for the system close automatically on a LOCA signal. These valves can
also be operated manually by remote means. . In the DSER (SE'Y-91-235), the
staff identified a discrepancy regarding the number of HNCW pumps and chill-
ers. GE has subsequently provided in Amendment 20 of the SSAR an updated
piping and instrumentation diagram (P&lD) which correctly shows 5 HNCW pumps
and chillers. This closes DSER Open item 54.

Desian Certification Material

GE has submitted in Section 2.11.5 of the DCM proposed Tier 1 de>ign infor-
mation and ITAAC for the HNCW system which are under staff review. The
results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER. This is Open
Item 9.2.12-1.

Subject to resolutions of Confirmatory item 9.2.12-1 (previously discussed)
relating to the seismic de, sign of the system isolation va'.ves for the second-
ary containment penetrations, the staff concludes that the HNCW system will
meet the applicable acceptance criteria 'f SRP Section 9.2.2.

9.2.13 HVAC Emergency Cooling Water System

The staff reviewed the HVAC HECW system in accordance with SRP Section 9.2.2.
,

The HECW is a closed cooling water system whose function it to provide cooling
water to the main control room air conditioners, diesel generator zone
coolers, and control building essential electrical equipment room coolers.
The HECW system is required to operate at normal power, reactor shutdown, and
after any postulated abnormal reactor conditions including a LOCA. The HECW
system has no primary or secondary containment penetrations. GE ststes that
the entire HECW system is safety related. The entire system is within the
scope of the ABWR design. Specifically, the GE scope of the HECW system
includes all piping, valves, pumps, chillers, instrumentation, and controls
f rom the HECW system chillers to their cooling loads. There is no interface
requirement for this system for the ABWR design referencing applicants because

.
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it interfaces with systems that are also part of ti GE scope of the ABWR
design (e J., the MUWP and RCW systems, which are oiscussed in Sections 9.2.10
and 9.2.11, respettively, of this report) .

The HECW system consists of 3 mechanically and electrically independent and
completely redundant divisions. HECW Division "A" serves Division "A" diesel
generator (DG) zone coolers and ontrol building essential electrical equip-
ment room coolers. Division "A" consists of one refrigerator and pump, a j
surge tank (shared with the corresponding division of RCW), piping, valves,

i
and instrumentation. Divisions "B" and "C" serve their retoective DG zone :

coolers, control building essential electrical equipment room coolers, and I

main control room (MCR) air conditioners. Each division consists of 2 refrig-
,

erators and 2 pumps, a surge tank, and separate piping, valves and instrumen-
tation. Each refrigeration unit includes a condenser, an evaporator, a cen-
trifugal compressor, refrigerant, piping, and package chiller controls.
Cooling water is supplied to the cu.densers by the corresponding RCW system
divisions. Each HECW system division is powered by a different division of
the ESF power system. The system also has a chemical feed tank to add
chemicals to each division to protect the system components from fouling.

The HECW system, as well as the cooling water lines from th* RCW system, is
designed to seismic Category 1, F CFR part 50 (Appendix B), and Quality
Group C requirements. Thus, the system meets Position C.1 of RG 1.29, with
regard to seismic classification for safety-related systems. By virtue of its
location in the control building, a seismic Category 1, flood-protected and
tornado-missile-protected structure, the system complies with GOC 2 with
regard to protection of safety-related systems against adverse natural i

phenomena.

Each HECW system division is equipped with a surge tank that GE states is,

j designed to accommodate more than 100 days' system leakage without makeup
water during an emergency. The surge tank 's connected to the MUWP system,.

'

which provides normal makeup water. The tank includes level switches to
detect system leakage and to facilitate supply of makeup water to the tank
when required, These switches actuste the makeup water supply valves (open or
closed on low (/ high tank water level, respectively) and provide annunciation
of control room alarms (high-high or low-low tank water levels). (See SSAR ,

Section 7.3.1.1.9.)

The design of the HECW system includes sufficient separation for both mechani-
cal and electrical components of the redundant trains and protection for the
system to perform its function under all reactor conditions, including a LOCA,
loss of normal ac power, or a single active component failure in the system,
or any combination of the above. GE performed a-f ailure-analysis of the HECW
system and presented the results in the SSAR to demonstrate that failure of a
single active component, failure of all power to a single Class 1E power
system bus, or a failure of refrigerator signal will not compromise the
ability of the system to perform its function.--With the system ccntrols set
for-automatic operation, the system is automatically initiated whenever the
HVAC systems in the control building or diesel generator areas are started.
The system can also be manually started from the control room. Interlocks
provided for the chillers automatically start the redundant division whenever
there is failure of the operating division (e.g., high temperature of the
returned cooling water, inadequate chilled water flow). The syste.n flow

|

'
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switches prevent the chiller from operating unless sufficient water is flowing
through both the evaporator and the condenser. The chiller units can be con-
trolled individually 1 om the control room by remote-manual switches. The
system includes instrumentation and controls for .onitoring and contr ing
system parameters, such as chilled water flow and temperature, conder. water
flow, and evaporator discharge flow and temperature. Since the system is not
exoected to contain any significant level of radioactivity, it has no radia-
tion monitors. GE has provided the design chae cteristics for the system
components (e.g., capacity of the ;iECW system afrigeration units, chilled
water pump flow rate, chilled water and condenser water supply t moeratures). -

GE ha also roovided the heat removal and flow requirements for ndividual-

systen, components. This information ind; cates that any single on of the
system is by itself capable of rejecting the total he*t from t1, .omponents
the system serves via the refrigerant to the PCW cool..ig water under all
reactor conditions. _

From its initial review, the staff identified in Section 1.8 of the DSER

(SECY-91-235) the following 3 concerns of DSER Section 9.2.12 as Open item 55:

(1) In the DSER, the staff stated that SSAR Table 9 2-9 did not indicate that
a single HECW system pump by itself could delivar the required total
chilled water flow rate. They noted that the statement in SSAR Sec-
tion 9.2.13.2 that each division contained two 100-percent capacity pumps
was contradictory.

GE has committed to provide information to reflect that Divisions "B" &
"C" consist of two 50-percent capacity pumps and that Division "A" con-
sists of one pump capable of meeting the hydraulic requirements of the
train, which would be consistent with the information provided in revised
SSAR Table 9.2-9. Incorporation of this information into the SSAR is now
Confirmatory item 9.2.13-1 and will resolve this part of Open Item 55.

'

(?) The staff noted in the DSER that it was not clear whether the single
chemical feed tank A ad for the system is safety-related. They also -

noted that GE had n9 .:ated whether the associated isolation valve'

and its piping are sa N.y-re hted, nor whether any r.on-safety-related
po'rtions of the system are isolated from the system if isolation is a
warranted.

GE has indicated that the only non-s:fety portions af the HECW divisions
are the chemical addition 'ank and the piping from the tank to the

,

safetv-related vaives which isolate the tank from the safety-related
por ..ans of the system. GE is to incorporate this information into the
SSAR in a future amentir , t. This modification will resolve this part of
OSER Open Item 55. Ste verification that the P&lDs are appropriately
updated a!.d the above i 'ormation is incorporated into the system
description in a futurc SAR amendment is Confirmatory item 9.2.13-2.

(3) in the DSER, the staff s.ated that it was not clear which division of the
M cW supplies chilled water to the in Zone C. They also stated that
ASAP Figure 9.4-4 and SSAR Section 9.c.13 were inconsistent in showing
the numbar of divisions for the system.
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GE has revised SSAR Section 9.2.13 (Amendment 17) to reflect the 3 divi-
sions of the HECW system. Divisions A, B, and C-provide support for
Diesel Generator areas A, B, and C, respectively, which eliminates the
discrepancy identified in the DSER. This information resolves this part
of DSER Open item 55.

'

Subject to resolution of Confirmatory Items 9.2.12-1 and 9.2.12-2 identified
above, the etaff finds that the HECW system will comply with GDC 4 regarding
protection 6r the system against dynamic effects resulting from postulated
piping failures and internally and externally generated issiles and with
GDC 44 regarding the applicable requirements for this cooling water system.

The HECW system water .4uality requirements are established by the makeup water
system (purified) bec ase this system provides the water for the HECW system
surge tanks. (See Section " 2.10 of this report.)

The design of the HECW system includes provisions to allow periodic inservice
inspection of all-the system components to ensure the integrity of the system
and its capability to perform its intended function. Local display devices
are provided to indicate vital parameters required in testing and inspections.
For example, chilled water flow rate and temperature of the system can be
checked by readout of locally mounted pressure and temperature gauges at the
mai ontrol panel. In conversation with the staff on February 26,1990, GE
st ' 'at the system also includes provisions to permit periodic testing of
si m mponents as well as the system as a whole. Specifically, GE stated

,t m. testino capability would include structural and leak-tightness
m>pectici entire system operability, and system component operability,

at c- n mance. This information has been incorporated into the SSAR. The
stu f f a s that the system complies with GDC 45 and 46 with respect to the
req m . ;nts for inspection and testing of safety-related cooling water
system .

,

As a result of further staff review, an additional concern was identified-
regarding the HECW system. Because of the-properties of the refrigerant used
in the HECW cniller units,. unique problems may arise in the attempt to recover
the units-following a station blackout. GE should provide an analysis
regarding the HECW system's ability to recover following a postulated station

- blackout condition. This is Open Item 9.2.13-1.
.

Desian certification Material
i

GE has submitted in Section-2.ll.6 of the DCM proposed Tier l_ design informa-
tion and HECW system ITAAC which are under staff review. The-results of the
staff's' review will be provided in Oe FSER. This is Open Item 9.2.13-2.

The staff concludes that the design of the ABWR HECW system meets the require-
-

e mts of GDC 2, 45, and 46 with respect to its protection against natural
phenomena and with respect-to requirements for inservice inspection and func-
tional testing. The-HECW system also meets the guidelines of Position C.1 of

]RG 1.29 with respect to its seismic classification. Further, the staff will
4

conclude that the system design complies with GDC 4 and 44 with respect toe

protection against internally and externally generated missiles and dynamic
effects resulting from postt, lated piping failures and cooling water require-'

ments, subject to satisfactory resolution of the confirmatory items identified
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above. The system design will meet the applicable acceptance criteria of SRP -
!- 'Section 9.2.2 subject to satisfactory resolution of the open and confirmatory --

items identified above and appropriate revision of SSAR Eection 9.2.13 of-the-:

SSAR. -
,

9.2.14 Turbine Building Cooling Water System

The staff revien d the non-safety-related TCW system in accordance with appli-
cable portions of SRP Section 9.2.2.

The TCW system is a non-safety-related system designed to provide heat removal
capability for various turbine isla.J auxiliary equipment. The TCW is a

!. closed loop system consisting of three 50-percent pumps, three_50-percent heat
; exchangers, a surge tank, and associated piping, valves and instrumentation.

In the Section 9.2.14, DSER (SECY-91-235), the staff noted that the descrip-
tion of the TCW SSAR Section 9.2.14 contained several inconsistencies. They
noted that the component and system descriptions of SSAR Section 9.2.14.2.3,
and of SSAR Figure 9.2-6a did not agree with the descriptions of SSAR Sec-
tions 9.2.14.2.1, and 9.2.14.2.2, and GE's responses to RAls. The discrep-
ancies (in particular, number of-heat exchangers and pump capacities) required
correction. GE has subsequently provided information and has committed to-
updatetheSSAR,whichwilleliminatethediscrepangiesbetweenthefigures j
and the text and resolves part of DSER Open Item 56. The new'information ,

provided to the staff indicates that the syst = will be a 3 train system and {
the staff has incorporated this system descrip6 on into this report ,ending :it

its inclusion in the SSAR. Incorporation of the corrected and new information !

into the SSAR is Confirmatory Item 9.2.14-1.

GE has provided pump flow requirements, . heat exchanger capacity, and turbine
.

service water temperature limits for TCW operation. Demineralized water is '

added automatically based on surge tank level indications. Dur.ing normal
i operation, 2 pumps are in operation and the third is:in standby. The third
j pump automatically starts on low pump discharge pressure. There are no con--

nections between the TCW and safety-related water systems and the TCW system'

is designed in accordance with Quality Group D standards.

The TCW is located in and.near the turbine building, away from safety-related
systems. In response to RAls 430.206 and 430.207, GE_ stated that failure of |

_

any TCW components, including the atmospherb surge' tank,- would not cause any {
safety-related equipment to fail. From equipment layout diagrams reviewed at 1
the DSER stage, this statement appears to be true for-all equipment shown on ;

I the diagrams. However, the atmospheric surge tank did not-appear _on these
i diagrams and the staff verification that' failure of this component ~ would not
L affect safety-related systems was not possible. SSAR Amendment 20 identifies- a

the surge tank as being located-above the TCW pumps in the' turbine building. -l
-

This location would-place the tank in aa area away from safety-related compo-
nents _and failure of the tank would not affect = any' safety-related components.| .

|~ This description meets the requirements of SRP 9.2.2 and closes the other part
of DSER Open Item 56.

|
,

' Section 1.8 of the DSER (SECY-91-235) groged 2 concerns of DSER Sec-
tion 9.2.14 as Open item 56. The other concern is addressed in a subsequent 1

I paragraph.
!

| I
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Desian Certification Material

GE submitted in Section 2.11.4 of the DCri TCW system Tier 1 design information
and ITAAC which are under staff review. The results of the staff's review
will be provided in the FSER. This is Open item 9.2.14-1.

,

Subject to satisfactory resolution of the open item identified above, the
staff finds that the TCW will meet the requirements of Position C.2 of
RG 1.29, pertaining to seismic requirements for non-saf'ty related systems
and components and, therefore, will meet the requirements of GDC 2.

Because the TCW system is non-safety related and does not interface witn a
safety system, the remaining requirements (GDC 4, 44, 45, and 46) of SRP Sec-
tion 9.2.2 do not apply.

Subject to satisfactory _ resolution of Open item 9.2.14-1 and Confirmatory
item 9.2.14-1 identified above, the TCW system will meet the requirements of
SRP Section 9.2.2.

9.2.15 Reactor Service Water

The staff review the RSW system was reviewed in accordance with SRP Sec-
tion 9.2.1.

The function of the RSW is to provide cooling water for the RCW system
(reviewed in Section 9.2.11 of this report) which in turn supplies cooling
water to several essential and non-essential loads. The RSW is required to
operate at normal power, reactor shutdown, hot standby, and after a postulated
8.0CA has occurred. Under each of these condition;, the RSW is required to
function both with and without preferred ac power available.

The RSW is sn open cycle system that provides cooling water to the RCW heat
exchangers. The RSW system supports no other heat loads. The RSW system
picks up heat from the RCW heat exchangers and rejects.the_ heat to the UHS,
which is to be designed by, individual applicants referencing the ABWR design.
The GE scopa of the RSW includes all the piping, valves, heat exchangers,
instrumentation, and controls within the control building. All other equip-
ment outside the control building, including the RSW pumps, are designated as
interface items and are the responsibility of the COL applicant. Although the
total heat rate, total flow rate, temperature drop and pressure drep e tr.e
RCW heat exchangers for all identified modes of operatioc eers pv'ovided for
the RCW system, similar parameters for the RSW systes (including identifica-
tion of sufficient net positive sucticn head at pump suction locations consid-
ering low water levels) were m t provided prior to DSER completion.7 This was
identified in Section 1.8 <f tne DSER (SECY-91-235) as Open Item 57 . GE

| subsequently prov:ced -infurmation and committed to update the SSAR, identify-
ing these parameters as requirements for the COL applicant. This is COL
Action Item 9.2.15-1.

7
Section -1.8 of the DSER (SECY-91-235) grouped several concerns of DSER

Section 9.2.15 as Open Item 57. The other parts are addressed in subsequent
paragraphs.
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The RSW system is composed of three mechanically and electrically independent
divisions. Each division consists of its own separate piping _from intake to
discharge, two pumps, two' strainers, valves and instrumentation. -Each RSW _|
division supplies cooling water to one division of the RCW system. -1

'

In the SSAR, GE stated that the RSW system will be able to perform its func-
tion during abnormally low or high water levels and that steps'are taken to
prevent organic fouling that may degrade system performance. Proposed steps
include trash racks, biocide (or non- blocide where biocide treatment is not
allowed) treatment, and thermal backwash capabilities. Selection of appropri-

,

|ate measures is sito specific and, therefore, the responsibility of the COL '

applicant. This is COL Action Item 9.2.15-2. The staff will review those
measures on a plant-specific basis. Staff review of the interface criteria-in-
the SSAR and the DCM is Open Item 9.2.15 '.

Systen. protection from water hammer is achieved through the use of high' point
vents and operational procedures' requiring filling and venting of any sections -
of the system prior to operation. These procedures will be supplied by the
COL applicant. This is COL Action Item 9.2.15-3.

All portions of the RSW system are designed to seismic Category I Quality
Group C requirements. According to Table 3.2-1 of the SSAR, the RSW pumps are-
located in the structures associated with the ultimate heht sink and, there-
fore, all portions of the system are located in seismic Category I, flood and
missile protected structures. Based on the above, the design of the RSW

_

system complies with GDC 2 with respect to its protection from natural phenom-
ena and meets Position C.1 of RG 1,29 with respect to its seismic require-
ments.

GE stated that both the mechanical equipment and piping and electrical equip-
ment including instrumentation and controls of the redundant divisions of the
RSW system are sufficiently separated and protected to ensure availability of
the needed equipmcat to perform-reactor shutdowa-in the event of any of the
following occurrences: pipe rupture or equipment failure induced flooding,
spraying steam release; pipe whip; and-jet forces from a postulated nearby high
energy line break; missiles from equipment failure; fire; non-Category I
equipment failure; or a single active component failure in the system.

However, insufficient detail has been provided to ensure that this design
criteria can be met. Specifically, location and-design features for the
RSW- pump and associated equipment had not been specified prior _ to DSER
(SECY-91-235) completion. This was identified in Section 1.8 of the DSER

_

(SECY-91-235) as Open Item 57. GE has subsequently identified this informa-
tica as an interface requirement and has established interface criteria to
assure an appropriate design. Adequate guidance has been provided to insure
that the RSW.will comply with GDC 4 with respect to protection from dynamic-
effects resulting from postulated piping failens and internally ano exter-
nally generated missiles. This closes the second part of DSER Open Item 57.-
Incorporauen of this information into the SSAR is Confirmatory Item 9.2.15-1.
Compliance will be reviewed'on a plant-specific basis.

-In addition to the_ interface criteria identified above, the portion of the RSW
system within the scope of the COL applicant must meet the following interface
requirements:
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the system will be' sized to remove the heat associated with the worst--

case condition identified in Table 9.2-4 in the SSAR.

RSW piping length will not exceed 2000 m (-6600 ft) and redundant system.

isolation capability will be provided to ensure that flooding in .the
control building due to the failure of RSW piping is within the bounds of
the flood analysis. This is discussed in Section 3.4.1 of this report.

All three divisions of the RSW system will have a least one RSW pump operat-
ing. This configuration ensures immediate availability of tue RSW system for
plant shutdo.m in the event of a LOCA. A loss of offsite power concurrent
with a LOCA will result in a temporary loss of pumping until the automatically
sequenced restart of RSW pumps from the emergency diesel generator loading
sequence. Upon the occurrence of a LOCA, the second'RSW pump starts and the
third heat exchanger in each division is placed in service. The design
criteria for the RSW include the requirement that a single active or applica-
ble passive component failure will not compromise the ability of the RSW
system to transfer heat loads from the RCW system to the ultimate heat sink.

Protection from adverse environmental conditions, specifically freezing and
icing, ar,d potential biofouling concerns are addressed as part of GE's
response to Generic Issue 51, USI B-32 and USI B-29. The adequacy of the ABWR
design provisions and interface requirements are discussed in Chapter 20.1 to
this report.

All three divisions of the RSW system are designed to allow periodic inservice
inspection of all the system components. This testing capability consists of
structural and leak-tightness visual inspection, entire system operability,
and sys+2m component operability and performance. Testing will be conducted
to simulate as closely as possible the entire operational sequence of the RSW
system from reactor shutdown to LOCA. The system design also incorporates
provisions for accessibility to permit inservice inspection as required.
Therefore, the system complies with GDC 45 and GDC 46 with respect to inspec-
tion and testing requirements for cooling water systems.

Desian Certification Mater'ial

GE has provided in Sections 2.11.9 and 4.5 of the DCM, Tier 1 design descrip-
tion, interface requirements, and ITAAC for the RSW system which are under
staff review. Tne results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.
This is Open Item 9.2.15-2.

Based on the above, the design of the RSW system complies with GDC 2, 45, and
46 with respect to inservice inspection and testing requirements and protec-
tion against natural phenomena for its safety-related portions. The system
design meets the guidelines.of Positions C.1 of RG 1.29 with respect to
seismic requirements for the safety-related and applicable non-safety-related
portions of the system. The system complies with GDC 5 with respect to the
sharing of system components between units. Further, the system design will
comply with GDC 4 and 44 with respect to cooling water requirements and pro-
tection against internally and externally generated missiles and dynesiiic
effects resulting from postulated piping failures, subject to satisfactory
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resolutions of all open and confirmatory items identified above. The system
design will meet the applicable acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.2.1
subject to satisfactory resolutions of all open and confirmatory items identi--

fled above.

| 9.2.16 Turbine Service Water System

The non-safety related TSW system was redewed in accordance with cpplicable
portions of SRP Section 9.2.1 " Station Service Water System."

The TSW system-is a non-safety related system designed to transfer heat from
the TCW heat exchangers to the turbine plant heat sink. The TSW includes two
100-percent capacity pumps, two 100-percent capacity duplex strainers and
associated piping, valves, and instrumentation. In the DSER, (SECY-91-235)-
the staff stated that GE did not provide system parameters (pump flow require-
ments, system operating pressure) but did provide a requirement that water
supplied to the TCW heat exchangers be at a temperature not to exceed 40 *C
(100 'f). GE has more recently provided additional information, and committed
to update the SSAR, concerning the design of the TSW system. This is Confir-
matory item 9.2.16-1. The pump flow requirements and system operating pres-
sure have been provided. However, contradictory information was provided
concerning.the number of pumps in the system. The text of Section 9.2.16
still refers to two pumps and two duplex strainers, The revised Figure 9.2-8
and Table 9.2.17 both show three 50 percent capacity-pumps. Resolution of
this discrepancy is Open Item 9.2.16-1. During normal operation one pump is
operating and the second is in standby. The standby pump starts automatically
if the operating pump trips or pump discharge pressure drcps below a prese-
lected limit.

The TSW is located in the intake structure (the power cycle heat sink pump|

| house) and the turbine building. The system does not appear to have any
! connections with safety-related systems. The applicant must demonstrate that

all safety related components, systcas, and structures are protected from
flooding in the event of a pipeline break in the TSW system in order to meet

i position C.2 of RG 1.29 and thus comply with GDC 2. Due to the site specific
nature of the location of some TSW components, the DSER (SECY-91-235) indi-
cated that this requirement may need to be expressed as an interface require-
ment. This was identified in Section 1.8 of the DSER as Open item 58. GE has
subsequently identified the need to provide flood protection for safety-
related structures, systems, and components from TSW component failures as an
interface requirement. Incorporation of this requirement in the SSAR and the
DCM will close DSER Open item 58, but remains as Confirmatory item 9.2.16-2.
The establishment of an interface requirement for the TSW system to meet
RG 1.29 Position C.2-demonstrates-that GDC 2 can be met.

-Because the TCW system is non-safety-related and has no connections to safety-
related systems,-the remaining requirements of SRP Section 9.2.1 (GDC 4, 44,
45, and 46) are not applicable.
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Qesian Certification Material

GE has provided in Sections 2.11.10 and 4.4 of the DCM, Tier 1 design descrip-
tion and ITAAC for the TSW system which are under staff review. The results
of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER. This is Open
Item 9.2.16-2.

Subject to the resolution of Confirmatory items 9.2.16-1 and 9.2.16-2 identi-
fied above, the TSW system will meet the requirements of SRP Section 9.2.1.

9.2.17 Interfaces

GE provided in SSAR Section 9.2.17 a discussion of the interfaces established
for the plant-specific designs for the VHS, the potable and sanitary water
systems, and the makeup water systems (preparation). These interface require-
ments have been addressed in the relevant system reviews of Sections 9.2.4,
" Potable and Sanitary Water Systems;" 9.2.5, " Ultimate Heat Sink;" and 9.2.8,
" Makeup Water System (Preparation)" of this report.

9.3 Process Auxiliaries

9.3.1 Compressed Air Systems

The designs of the compressed air (CA) systems were reviewed in accordance
with SRP Section 9.3.1. The review of the CA systems involved a review of
information in the SSAR and GE's responses to staff RAls. The acceptance
criteria for the safety-related portions of the CA systems includes compliance
with GDC 1, which is addressed in Section 3.2 of this report.

The CA system is comprised of four subsystems: (1) the atmospheric control
system (ACS); (2) the high pressure nitrogen gas supply system (HPIN); (3) the
IA system; and, (4) the SA system. These systems provide compressed gas
(either air or nitrogen) to operate safety-related equipment relied upon to
mitigate the consequences of design basis events and plant equipment used for
normal facility operation.. The non-safety-related portions of the system are
interconnected with the safety-related portions of the system; the designs of
the four subsystems are summarized below.

The ACS establishes and maintains an inert atmosphere within the primary con-
tainment during all plant operating modes except (1) during shutdown for
refueling or equipment maintenance and (2) during limited periods of time to
permit access for inspection at low reactor power. The ACS is non-safety
class except as necessary to ensure primary containment integrity (e.g.,
penetrations and isolation valves). The ACS includes nitrogen storage tanks,
vaporizers, valves and piping carrying nitrogen to the containment, valves and
piping from the containment to the SGTS and HVAC exhaust line, non-safety
oxygen monitoring, and all related instruments and controls. The ACS provides
nitrogen from the nitrogen evaporator to the HPIN System during normal
operation.

The HPIN System comprises both non-essential (i.e., non-safety-related) and
essential systems. A single non-essential system provides a continuous
nitrogen supply to all pneumatically operated components in the primary
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-containment during normal operation. As noted earlier, during normal opera-
tion, the HPIN system is supplied from the nitrogen gas evaporator / storage
tank via the makeup line to the ACS.

,

The essential system consists of 2 independent divisions; each division con-
tains' a safety-related emergency-stored nitrogen supply capable of supplying
100-percent of tSe requirements of the division being serviced. Nitrogen gas
for the essential system is supplied from high-pressure nitrogen gas storage
bottles. Tielines are between the non-etsential and each division of the
essential system. Each tieline has a mot or-operated shutof f valve. 3

The IA system provides dry, oil-free, compressed ai_r for valve actuators and -
for non-safety-related instrument control functions and for general instrumen-
tation and valve services outside the containment. (All instrumentation and
control systnms located inside the containment are supplied with nitrogen gas
during normal plant operation.) The primary containment penetrations of the
lA system are of seismic Category I design and are equipped with sufficient
isolation valves to satisfy single failure criteria. in GE's response to
RAI 430.215, the staff noted in the DSER (SECY-91-355) as an unnumbered con-
firmatory issue that the reference to ". . . containment penetrations and drywell
penetrations of the instrument air system..." in SSAR Section 9.3.6.1.1 should
be revised to reference primary containment penetrations only. 'The correction
of the SSAR text is Confirmatory item 9.3.1-1.

The SA system is designed to provide compressed air of suitable quality for
non-safety-related functions. The SA system provides compressed air for
services requiring air of lower quality than that provided by the lA system.
The containment penetrations and drywell penetrations of the SA system are of
seismic Category I design and-are equipped with sufficient isolation valves to
satisfy single failure criteria. Because the SA system does not directly
interface with the HPIN system and does not provide any safety-related func-
tion, this system will not be addressed further in this section.

|
As noted earlier, only the HPIN system provides compressed gas to safety -'

related components. However, both the ACS and the IA system directly inter-
face with the HPIN system and could affect the reliability of safety-related
components relied upon to mitigate the consequences of design basis events.
Therefore, in assessing the adequacy of the CA systems, in accordance with
acceptance criteria-in SLP Section 9.3.1, these three systems are reviewed.

The staff reviewed tiie SSAR to identify the safety-related portions of the CA
system and stated _in the DSER (SECY-91-355) that the text and figures in-SSAR
Section 6.7 did not clearly identify which portions of the-HPIN system are
safety related. However, the response to an RAI and valve and instrument
numbers reflected on a draft revision to SSAR Figure 6.7-1 provides informa-
tion that identifies which portions of the system are safety related. Thesei

portions include nitrogen storage bottles and their headers up to and includ-:

ing F002A through F0020; piping and valves from F002 (A through D) to the
accumulators for the ADS valves; and piping from the cross-tie valves F012A
and B to the piping identified previously. Additional safety-related piping
in the IA and AC systems include piping and valves from F200 to F209, inclu-
sive. (The staff noted an inconsistency in the designation of the inboard
isolation valve in that, GE refers to as F209 in all drawings and as F208 in
responses to RAls. In DSER Table 9.3.1-1, the staff identified (DSER Open-
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Item 69) additio'nal numbering inconsistencies, including' valve numbers and
valve operator type. Also, the staff noted (DSER Oper; Item 70) that informa-
tion related to the safety classification of components had not been fully
incorporated into the SSAR text and-figures prior to DSER completion. While
the information provided in respor.re to requests for information is accept-
able, the DSER (SECY-91-355) noted that this information should be fully
incorporated into'the SSAR. The inconsistencies and lack of information noted
in the DSER were addressed in revised figures to be incorporated into the
SSAR, This infcrmation closes DSER Open items 69 and 70, however, incorpora-
tion of this information into the SSAR-is Confirmatory item 9.3.1-2. >

Contrary to the guidelines of the SRP, the SSAR does not indicate the failure
L mode for the valves in the HPIN system. Except as noted below and assuming

that the MOVs fail "as-is," the system configuration is acceptable. In the-
DSER. (SECY-91-355) the staff noted as Open item 71 of the DSER (SECY-91-355)
that information related to the failure mode of components should be incorpo-
rated into the SSAR text and drawings. GE has indicated in a letter dated
March 11, 1992, that the n.otor operated valves in the air systems fail as-is;
air-operated valves fail open (unless otherwise indicated) in the HPIN, IA,
and SA systems and fail closed in the ACS. This information resolves DSER
Open item 71, nowever, identification of the failure modes of the valves in
the CA systems (i.e., confirmation of the failure states) in the SSAR is
Confirmatory Item 9.3.1-3.

In the DSER, the staff noted that Valves A0 F018A & B in SSAR Figure 6.7-1 are
indicated as "NC. F0." (i.e., normally closed and fail open) and that this was
inconsistent with the text of Section 19E.2.1.2.2.2(2)(b), which indicates
that upon a loss of power, the operator will have to manually open these
valves. The staff noted that this is also inconsistent with a design which
should protect the storage battles from inadvertent depressurization due to a
postulated line break. Confirmation that these valves do not fail in the open
position was identified as DSER (SECY-91-355)-Open Item 72. In a letter dated
March 11, 1992, GE changed these valves to motor-operated valves that are nor-
mally locked closed and as such they will fail as is, closed. This closes the-
DSER Open Item 72. Incorporation of this information into the SSAR is Con-i

; firmatory item 9.3.1-4.
L The vessels, piping, and fittings of the safety-related portions of thet

| HPIN system (except penetrations) are designed to seismic Category I, ASME
L Code Section III, Class 3, Quality Group C and Quality Assurance B require-

ments. In addition, the SSAR indicates that the cross-tie valves (i.e.,
F012A & B)-that connect the safety-related portions of the HPIN system to
the non-safety-related portions are safety-related (and by implication are
seismically qualified). While 2 isolation valves are not provided on-the non-

u essential / essential interface within the HPIN system, the system is deemed
L adequate in accordance with information GE provided in the response to

RAI 430.211. One isolation valve is provided between each division of the
safety-related HPIN system and the non-essential portion of the system.
Additionally, check valves are provided to prevent backflow of nitrogen from
the accumulators-through any possible break in the non-essential portian of
the system. The inboard isolation valves are check valves and each safety-
related accumulator is downstream of a separate check valve. The accumula-
tors are sized to perform their function several times without requiring
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recharging. The combination of. isolation valves, check valves, and the sizing
of-the accumulators ensures that the system would fulfill its function in the
event of a rupture in the non-essential portion of the piping.

The piping and valves for the containment and drywell penetrations for the
HPIN and IA systems are designed to seismic Category I, ASME Code Section Ill,
Class 2, Quality Group B and Quality Assurance B requirements. The isolation-
provisions for the ACS primary containment penetrations include 2 isolation-
valves that are both located outside the primary containment, not strictly in
conformance with GDC 56. However, the penetrations do not extend insidt the !
containment and (as described by GE in the response to RAI 430.209), an
inboard isolation valve would not be practical. An inboard isolation valve
for the ACS would be exposed to a more severe environment and would not be
easily accessible for inspection, surveillance, and maintenance. .A similar i

design was approved in the staff review of the GESSAR 11 BWR/6 SER. There- i
fore, the staff has determined that the ABWR design is acceptable, i

The accumulator design is considered adequate to provide the necessary time
for operator action to manually actuate any valves required to replenish the
accumulators. Therefore, the CA system complies with Positions C.1 and C.2 of
RG 1.29.

The safety-related portions of the HPIN system are located within the reactor
building. The reactor building is designed to withstand and protect equipment
from tornadoes, externally generated missiles, floods, and other natural
phenomena. In addition, the safety-related portions of the HPIN system will
retain their function during LOCA and seismic events in which non-safety-
related parts may be damaged. SSAR Section 6.7.3 further indicates that the
pipe routing of Divisions 1 and 2 of nitrogen gas is kept separated by enough
space so that a strike by a single high-energy whipping pipe, the jet force
from a single broken pipe, or an internally generated missile cannot prevent

t the other division from accomplishing its safety function. Thus, the system
satisfies GDC 2 regarding protection of the system from natural phenomena.

The safety-related operation of the automatic depressurization system (ADS)
valves relies on a compressed gas supply that will be provided by the HPIN
under most conditions. (See Chapter 20.2 of this report for discussion of TMI
item.) This nitrogen is supplied during normal operation from the ACS nitro-
gen storage tank. During design basis events, nitrogen is supplied by accumu-
lators charged by either the ACS, during normal operation, or by nitrogen-
bottles during periods when the ACS is unavailable. In addition, stored
nitrogen can be used to replenish the accumulators-or to supplement their
operation. In these system line-ups, unfiltered nitrogen is supplied to the
accumulators and ADS /SRV valve components. As. discussed in DSER Open Item 73
(SECY-91-355), this does not comply with the guidance of ANSI MC 11.1-1976,
which requires clean, dry, oil-free air (or nitrogen) to safety-related compo-
nents. In response to this_ issue, GE has indicated that the filters in the
HPIN system will be able to remove particles larger than 5 microns from the -
system. Additionally, the nitrogen supply subsystem will provide oil-free
nitrogen with a moisture content of less than 2.5 ppm. The 5-micron capacity
of the filters is not in compliance with the requirements of AUI MC 11.1-1976
and GE has not provided sufficient justification for the staff to allow devia-
tien from the 3-micron criterion. GE should either commit to tne 3-micron
requirement of the standard or should provide a commitment to use equipment
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demonstrate <i to be unaffected by the use of nitrogen-containing particulates
of the larger size. Compliance of the nitrogen supply system with the
requirements of AftSi MC 11.1-1976 remains an open item. DSER Open item 73
(SECY-91-355) is now Open Item 9.3.1-1.

The staff stated in the DSER (SECY-91-355), that SSAR Section 9.3.6.1.2
indicates that the non-safety-related IA System is also used as a backup to
the nitrogen system when, during normal operation, the nitrogen gas supply
pressure drops below a specified setpoint. The staff noted that this con-
flicts with GE's earlier response to RAI 430.218 dated March 11, 1992, which
states: " Instrument air system does not serve as a backup to HPIN system
during normal operation.. The resolution of this discrepancy was identi-"

fied as Open item 74. In a letter dated March 11, 1992, GE committed to
revise the response to RAI 430.218 to indicate that the IA system can be used
as a backup to HPill system in the event that nitrogen pressure drops below the
system low pressure set point and recovery efforts have failed. lA would be
used until the HPlti repairs could be completed. This information resolves
DSER Open item 74, however, incorporation of this information into the SSAR is
Confirmatory item 9.3.1-5.

In evaluating the 1 A system as a potential backup to the HPiti system, the
staff stated in the DSER (SECY-91-355) that it had found that the system
complier with all aspects of the ANSI MC 11.1-1976 criteria with the exception
of particulate size. The ABWR design proposes a 5-micron criteria for partic-
ulate size that is contrary to the 3-micron criterion of the ANSI standard.
This was identified as DSER Open Item 75. GE has not justified this aspect
of the CA system design, therefore, the lA system's compliance with the
requirements of GDC 1 remains an open item. DSER Open item 75 is now Open
Item 9.3.1-2.

The review of the preoperational testing of the CA systems and compliance with
RG 1.68.3 is addressed in Section 14 of this report.

The unresolved issues concerning compressed air systems identified by the
_

staff in the DSER (SECY-91-355) and discussed above are summarized below:

(1) Confirmatory Item 9.3.1-1 (unnumbered in DSER Section 9.3.1): lA system
containment penetration references need to be corrected in the SSAR.

(2) Confirmatory item 9.3.1-2 (formerly DSER Open item 69 and 70): The SSAR
does not clearly identify which portions of the HPIN system are safety-
related. Although this information has been provided in response to
RAls, it has not been completely incorporated into the SSAR.

(3) Confirmatory item 9.3.1-3 (formerly DSER Open item 71): The SSAR does
not discuss the failure mode of motor- and air / nitrogen-operated valves.

(4) Confirmatory Item 9.3.1-4 (formerly DSER Open Item 71): Conflicting
information has been supplied regarding the failure position of valves

p F018A and B.

(5) Open item 9.3.1-1 (formerly DSER Open Item 73): The ability of the
safety-related air supply systems to meet the air quality requirements of
ANSI MC 11.1-1976 has not been demonstrated in the SSAR.
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.

(6) Confirmatory item 9.3.1-1 (formerly DSER Open item 74): An additional
inconsistency involves whther or not the IA system is available as a
backup to the HPIN system.

(7) Open item 9,3.1-2 (formerly Open Item 75): Compliance of the IA system
(as a potential backup to the HPIN system) with the requirements of GDC 1
regarding air quality has not been demonstrated.

Desian Certification Material

GE has provided in Sections 2.11.11, 2.11.12, and 2.11.13 of the DCM Tier I
design descriptions and ITAAC for the compressed air systems (ACS, SA, IA, and
HPIN) which are under staff review. The results of the staff's review will be
provided in the FSER. This is Open Item 9.3.1-3.

4

Based on the above review and subject to the resolution of the open and con-
firmatory items identified above, the CA systems will comply witn the require-
ments of GDC 1 and 2 and the applicable portions of RG 1.29 and 1.68.3 ANSI
MC 11.1-1976.

'

!

9.3.2 Process and Post-Accident Sampling Systems

9.3.2.1 Process Sampling System

The process sampling system (PSS) is designed to collect water and gaseous
samples _ antained in the reactor coolant system and associated auxiliary
system procesr streams during all normal modes of operation. Provtsions are
made to ensure that representative samples (except from gaseous streams) are
obtained from well-mixed streams or volumes of effluent by the proper selec-
tion of sampling equipment, sampling points, and sampling procedures. Addi-
tionally, grab samples are obtained for confirmatory analyses and to test for
ether chemicals. The reactor coolant sample lines penetrating the containment
are each equipped with two normally closed, isolation valves- which if open,
automatically close on a containment isolation actuation signal. '

In DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 98, the NRC staff determined that SSAR Sec-
tion 9.3.2.1 contained insufficient information for the staff to evaluate
conformance with SRP Section 9.3.2 in the following areas:

(1) Under SRP Section 9.3.2, the PSS should include the capability to obtain
samples from at least the following points: main condenser evacuation
system off gas, standby liquid control' system tank, and sumps inside,

'

containment and other locations given in SRP Section 11.5 in addition to -
those specified in the~ SSAR.

'

(2) The guidelines in Position C.2 of RG 1.21, and positions of RG 1.56,
should be used to meet'the requirements of GDC 13, 14, 26, 63, and 64
unless otherwise acceptable alternatives were proposed. The SSAR did not
indicate conformance with these guidelines.

(3) In accordance with ANSI N13.1-1969 provisions _ should be made to ensure
that representative samples are taken from gaseous process streams and
tanks. This needed to be addressed in the design.
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(4) To meet 10 CFR 20.1(c) in keeping radiation exposures as low as reason- ..,

ably achievable and the requirement of GDC 60 to control the release of
radioactive materials to the environment, passive flow restrictions to :.
limit reactor coolant loss from a rupture of the sample line should be
provided.

(5) To meet the requirements of GDC 1 and 2, the seismic design and quality
group classification of sampling lines for the PSS should conferm to the
classification of the system to which each sampling line and component is
connected.

GE responded in its March 11, 1992, letter entitled "GE Responses to the
Resolution of Issues Related to ABWR DSER Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10,

4

12, 13, 14, and 15 (SECY-91-355)". In an attachment to this letter (Response
to Outstanding Issue 98) GE stated that a capability is provided to obtain
samples from the main condenser evacuation off gas, standby liquid control
system tank, sumps inside containment, liquid radwaste system process lines,
and liquid radwaste system collection and sampling tanks. They said that the
guidelines of RG 1.21, RG 1.56, and ANSI N13.1969 will be used, except that ,

passive flow restrictors t e not provided in reactor sampling lines to control
the release of radioactive materials from a ruptured sample line. These
devices become crud traps during normal operation and overly restrict sampling
flow rate during shutdowns when the reactor is at low pressure. They stated <

that each reactor water sampling line is provided with two remotely operable
isolation valves to limit reactor water loss from a sample line rupture. They
also indicated that the seismic design and group classification of sampling
lines and their components will conform to the classification of the system ,

into which they are connected. The staff finds that this response is accept-
able and, therefore, DSER Open item 98 is closed.

Desian Certification Material

GE has submitted proposed ITAAC and the Tier 1 design description in Sec-
tion 2.11.20 of the DCM for the process sampling system which are under staff
review. The results of the. staff's review will be provided in the FSER. This

1

is Open Item 9.3.2.1-1.

Subject to resolution of the open item identified above, the staff concludes
that the system will meet the cited requirements and guidance and is, there-
fore, acceptable.

9.3.2.2 Post-Accident Sampling System

After the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2, the staff recognized the
need for an improved post-accident sampling system (PASS) to determine the
extent of core degradation following a severe reactor accident. Criteria for
an acceptable sampling and analysis system are specified in Item II.B.3
of NUREG-0737. According to this document, the PASS should have the capabi-
lity to obtain and quantitatively analyze reactor coolant and containment
atmosphere samples without exposing any individual to radiation exceeding
5-rem to the whole body or 75-rem to the extremities (GDC 19) during and
following an accident in which there is core degradation. Materials to be
analyzed and quantified include certain radionuclides that are indicators of.
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the suority of core damage (e.g., noble gases, isotones of iodine and cesium,
and nonvolatile isotopes), hydrcgen in the containment atmosphere, and total-
dissolved gases, boron, and chloride in reactor coolant samples.

In DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 99, the NRC staff determined that the PASS
design as described in SSAR Section 9.3.2.1.1 was not adequate. The staff

,

stated that GE needed to address the item 11.B.3 of NUREG-0737 and indicate
the PASS provisions required to satisfy each of the 11 specified criteria.
The staff said that the upper limit for activity levels in liquid samples of
1 Ci/cm in GE's PASS design (SSAR Section 9.3.2.3.1)~was not justified.'

Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737 Criterion 9, and RG 1.97, specify reactor-coolant
and sump gross activity sampling capability in the 1 Ci/mi to 10 Ci/ml range.
Delaying sampling until the PASS sampie radioactivity decays to 1 Ci/mi is

-

unacceptable because inordinate and unjustified delay in obtaining sample
radioactivity results. All PASS systems in operating reactor plants are
presently designed with the capability to sample liquids with up to 10 Ci/ml
radioactivity.

GE responded (March 11, 1992 letter) explaining that the ABWR PASS has been
designed to meet the 11 requirements listed in NUREG-0737. GE also identified
several exceptions to some of the requirements of NUREG-0737. The NRC staff
reviewed this information and finds it acceptable, subject to revising the
SSAR to include the following design features:

(1) SSAR Section 9.3.2.3.1 indicatef that PASS is designed for upper limit
for activity samples of I Ci/cm . All PASS systems in operating reactor
plants are designed with capability of sampling liquids up to 10 Ci/ml
radio:ctivity. GE needs to design PASS with the capability of sampling
liquids up to 10 C1/ml. This is Open Item 9.3.2.2-1. .

(2) The ABWR PASS does not have capability to obtain pressurized or unpressu-
rized reactor water samples for dissolved gas analysis. GE needs to
design PASS to be capable of obtaining reactor water samples 24 hours
after the end of power generation in order to evaluate concentrations of
dissolved gases and chlorides in the reactor coolant. The information on
the amounts of dissolved hydrogen, oxygen and chlorides in the reactor
coolant. The information on the amounts of dissolved hydrogen, oxygen-
and chlorides in the reactor coolant is an important factor in evaluating
post-accident conditions existing in the reactor vessel. This is Open
Item 9.3.2.2-2.

The staff finds that, subject to the resolution of Open Items 9.3.2.2-1 and
9.3.2.2-2 described above, GE will have adequately described the ABWR PASS in
its response to DSER Open Item 99.

Desian Certification Material

GE has proposed ITAAC and included Tier I design description of the post-
accident sampling system as a part of the process sampling system in Sec-
tion 2.11.20 of the DCH. The results of the staff's review of the PASS ITAAC
and Tier 1 design description will be provided in the FSER. This is Open
Item 9.3.2.2-3.

__
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9.3.3 Equipment and Floor Drainage System

The equipment and floor drair age systems are designated as being non-safety-
related and are designed to transfer both effluents that are radioactive or-
potentially radioactive and those that are not radioactive or potentially
radioactive. The radioactive drain transfer systers are discussed in SSAR
Section 9.3.8. Non-radioactive drainage systems are not considered part of

~the ABWR design. GE has established an interface requirement that has been
reclassified as COL Action Item 9.3.3-1 requiring that there should be no
interconnections between the radioactive drain transfer system and the non-
radioactive drain transfer system. This COL action item provides sufficient
guidance to a COL applicant to allow for the design of a non-radioactive
drain transfer system that will meet the applicable requirements of SRP Sec-
tion 9.3.3.

9.3.4 Chemical and Volume Control System

This syst. m is not applicable to a BWR.

9.3.5 Standby Liquid Control System

The standby liquid control system was reviewed in accordance with SRP Sec-
tion 9.3.5 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the
" Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the
guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP. Confor-
mance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for our evaluation of the
standby liquid control system with respect to the applicable regulttions of
10 CFR Part 50.

The standby liquid control system (SLCS) is a reactivity control system. Its
purpose is to inject sodium pentaborate solution into the reactor coolant to
provide an independent means for shutting down the reactor. The SLCS can
bring.the reactor from rated power to cold shutdown any time during core life
should the normal reactivity control system become inoperable. Thus, together
with the control rod system, it satisfies the reactivity control systems
redundancy and capability requirements of GDC 26. (Refer to Section 4.6 of
this report for a discussion _of reactivity control.)

The system consists of a storage tank, a test tank, and two posisive displace-
ment pumps with a motor operated injection valve at each pump discharge, a
motor-operated valve at each pump suct' ion, piping, and controls.

All of the SLCS is located within the secondary containment. The maximum
temperature at which the solid material would precipitate from solution is
59 'F;-the room in which the equipment containing the horated solution is kept
at.a temperature of about 100 *F. An electrical resistance heating system
maintains the solution between 75 and 85 *F to prevent precipitation of the
sodium pentaborate solution during storage. Both the high and low' liquid
level 'and temperature in the tank are alarmed in the control room. The two
pumps in parallel trains take suction on the storage tank via separate suction
lines and discharge it into the reactor vessel via a common injection line.-

The liquid is piped into the reactor through the high pressure core flooder
(HPCF) line downstream of the HPCF inboard check valve. The discharge from
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each pump is_ provided with a check valve- (to prevent backflow) and a-crossover
-line. . Similarly, the piping at the pump suction is also connected by a cross-
over line. To meet the_10 CFR 50.62 requirements for poison injection, the
system is designed for both pumps to start and simultaneously inject 100 GPM
pentaborate solution,

in the ABWR SLCS design, the Squib activated (explosive) injection valves
present in current boiling water reactors (BWRs), are replaced by motor
operated ac valves. On earlier BWR plants, the SLCS piping was not completely 1

isolated from the SLCS storage tank and it was possible-for boron to be -!
present in the SLCS piping. Consequently, GE decided to provide leak proof
explosive valves so that boron would not leak into the reactor during SLCS
testing. In the ABWR SLCS design, the boron storage tank is'provided with
normally closed isolation valves and a suction pipe keep fill system to
prevent the boron solution from entering the SLCS piping. Because of this
design change, GE concluded that the leak-tight explosive valves are not :

required in the ABWR pump discharge piping,
i
'Cach pump and its associated valves are powered from a redundant emergency

power supply. They are arranged so that failure of a single pump or valve
will not prevent adequate amounts of sodium pentaborate solution from entering
the reactor vessel to effect shutdown.

The SLCS is automatically initiated after receiving an Anticipated Transient
Without Scram (ATWS) signal or can be manually actuated by either of two
keylocked spring-return switches on the control room. Since the SLCS pumps
are started automatically as required by the ATWS rule, the SLCS system meets
the ATWS rule-10 CFR 50.62 (See Section 15.8 of this report). The staff
considers this item resolved. (Originally, SLCS was started manually and it
was identified as an open item in the DSER).

| The ATWS initiation signals for SLCS automatic start are high RPV pressure or
low RPV water level, and aver .ge power rank monitor (APRM) not down scale fori

3 minutes. The time delay of 3 minutes is provided to allow completion of
electric scram which will take about 2 minutes. When the SLCS is automati-
cally initiated to inject _the boron into the reactor, the two injection valves
and two storage tank discharge valves are opened, and the two injection pumps
are started and both the pumps are run simultaneously. The= reactor water
cleanup isolation valves are closed automatically to prevent a loss of the
sodium pentaborate from the vessel.

Changing either key-locked switches in the control panel switch status to
"run" starts an injection pump, opens one motor operated injection valve on
the pump discharge, opens a pump suction valve (which is also the tank outlet
valve), and closes the reactor cleanup system isolation valves to prevent loss
or dilution of boron. Should the instrumentation provided indicate that the
solution is not entering the reactor vessel, the operator can turn the other
key-operated switch to the "run" position to actuate the alternate train.

The SLCS is located in =a compartment within the seismic Category 1, flood- and
- tornado-protected secondary containment building outside of the drywell and

-

below the refueling floor. All portions of the SLCS necessary for injection ;

of sodium pentaborate solution-into the reactor are seismic Category I,
Qu:lity Croup B (or Quality Group A if they are part of the reactor coolant
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pressure boundary). Thus, the SLCS meets the requirements of GDC 2, " Design
Basis for. Protection Against Natural Phenomena," and the guidelines of-
RG 1.29 " Seismic Design Classification," Position C.l.

The secondary containment in which the system is located provides protection
against external or internally generated missiles. The SLCS is separated from
nonseismic system components and from the effects of breaks in other high and
moderate-energy piping systems (see Section 3.5.1.2 and 3.6.1 of this report).

Thus, the SLCS meets the requirements of GDC 4, " Environmental and Missile
Design Bases."

To assure the availability of the SLCS, two sets of the components required to
actuate the system (pumps and injection valves) are provided in parallel
redundancy. The injection portion of the system can be functionally tested by
injecting demineralized water from a test tank into the reactor. Because of
the importance of valve reliability for the storage tank discharge valves, the
staff requires GE to confirm that the valves will have adequate testing
requirements and the valves be incorporated into the Reliability Assurance
Program. This issue is Confirmatory item 9.3.5-1.

Desian Certification Material

GE has submitted in Section 2.2.4 of the DCM, design description and ITAAC for
SLCS which are under staf f review. The results of the staff's review will be
provided in the FSER. This is Open Item 9.3.5-1.

The SLCS meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Secticn 9.3.5. Subject to
resolution of the open items identified above, the staff will conclude that
the SLCS meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.62 and GDC 2, 4, 26, and 27_ as

,

-

they relate to protected against natural phenomena, system function and redun-
dancy, and testability, and the guidelines of Position C.I. of RG 1.29, as
related to seismic classification of the system, and is, therefore, accept-
able.

9.3.6 Instrument Air System

Because the IA system is-one of the four systems that perform functions
addressed in SRP Section 9.3.1, the staff reviewed this system as part of an
-integrated review of the ABWR CA systems. The results of this review are
presented in Section 9.3.1 of this report.

9.3.7 Service Air. System-

Because the SA system is one of the four systems that performs functions
addressed in SRP Section 9.3.1, the staff reviewed this system as part of an
integrated review of the ABWR CA systems. The results of this review are-

-presented in_Section 9.3.1 of this report.

-9.3.8 Radioactive Drain Transfer System

The staff reviewed the radioactive drain transfer system in accordance with
SRP'Section 9.3.3.
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-GE_ designated the radioactive drain transfer system as non-safety-related and
designed it-to. collect radioactive or potentially radioactive ef fluents in
equipment or floor sumps and then transfer the effluents to the liquid rad-
waste system for processing. The radioactive drain transfer system is par-
tially within the scope of the ABWR design certification and partially-the
responsibility of the COL applicant, The portions of the system within the
ABWR design includ the sumps, sump pumps (2 per sump, each 100-percent
capacity), sump ir. amentation, and piping and valves from the-sumps to the
radwaste system. Floor drains and drain lines from the equipment to the
equipment sumps are outside the scope the ABWR design certification.

GE classified the piping, pumps, instrumentation, and valves of the radio-
active drain transfer system as non-nuclear safety-related with the exception
of the containment (drywell) penetrations and containment isolation valves,
which are safety Class 2, designed in accordance with seismic Category I-and
Quality Group B criteria and the reactor building penetrations that meet ASME
Code 111, Section 3, requirements. In (SECY-91-355) DSER Open Item 76, the
staff noted a discrepancy in the identification of these containment isolation
valves, between Figure 11-2 and Table 6.2-7. Figure 11-2 identified these
valves as air-operated valves, while Table 6.2-7 shows these valves as motor-
operated valves. In SSAR Amendment 20, Figure 11-2 was modified to indicate
that these valves are indeed motor-operated valves. This modification closes
DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 76.

All system piping is designed to remain intact following a seismic event. The i

drain system is not the only method of leak detection available for any of the- |
areas served by the system and this method is not considered in the facility i

flood analysis. The designation of most of the system as non-nuclear safety- 1

related is appropriate, However, the staff indicated in DSER (SECY-91-355) ;

Open Item 77 that the check valves that provide backflow protection for sumps
in the ECCS equipment rooms should be classified as Safety Class 3 and
designed to seismic Category I and Quality Group C criteria. GE has committed
to revise SSAR Table 3.2-1 and Figure 11-2 to include the designation of these,

'

valves as being Safety Class 3, and designed to s. smic Category I and Quality
Group C criteria. This information resolves DSER Open Item 77, however,
incorporation of the information into the SSAR is Confirmatory Item 9.3.8-1.

In the DSER (SECY-91-355), the staff identified = two additional items in its
review of the systems and components shown in SSAR Figures 11.2-1 and 11.2-2.
First, Figure ll.2.la showed the shower facility discharging into the high
conductivity waste collector tank. In all other figures and in the text the
shower facility discharges to the hot shower drain receiver tank. Second, GE

-

did not identify the points at which changes in component qualification-

requirements occur, for example, for the containment isolat On valves des-
cribed in the preceding paragraph. The DSER identified resolution of the
discrepancy in Figure 11.2-la and tre addition of component qualification
requirements to the figures as Open Item 78.

SSAR Amendment 20 revised the-figure to show the shower facility discharging _i-

into the HSD receiver tank. This closes the part of Open Item 78 relating to
the shower facility. As previously noted, GE has committed to modify Fig-
ure 11.2 to indicate that the check valves in the ECCS room sump discharge
lines will be Safety Class 3. This information resolves the part of Open

!
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Item 78 pertaining to component qualification requirements, incorporation'in
the SSAR figures, however, is covered in Confirmatory item 9.3.8-1 discussed

- above.

The staff noted in the DSER (SECY-91-355) that a GE interface requirement in
the SSAR prevents connections between radioactive and non-radioactive systems,
As a result of staff review of the ABWR interface requirements, the staff has

' determined that plant-specific design requirements shall be addressed by the
COL applicant. The staff will review these requirements on a plant-specific-
basis. This is COL Action item 9.3.8-1.

The staff also noted in the DSER (SECY-91-355), a GE interface requirement for
monitoring the effluent from non-radioactive systems before discharge to
ensure that no unacceptable (radioactive) effluents are discharged from
the non-radioactive drain systems. This requirement for monitoring non-
radioactive effluents will allow the COL applicant to design an equipment and
floor drainage system that will satisfy the requirements of GCC 60. This is
COL Action Item 9.3.8-2.

The staff noted in the DSER (SECY-91-355) that SSAR Section 9.3.8.2 inaccu-
rately refers to SSAR Section 9.3.9.1, when the interface requirements dis-
cussed in SSAR Section 9.3.12 would be the appropriate reference. Also, the
staff indicated that GE should revise the first design basis discussed in SSAR
Section 9.3.8.1 to clearly indicate, consistent with the staff's dialogue with
GE, that only portions of the drain system are considered safety-related.
Correction of the SSAR reference and revision of SSAR Section 9.3.8.1 will
resolve DSER Open Item 79. Incorporation of'the revisions in the SSAR is Con-
firmatory item 9.3.8-2.

,

Desian Certification Material .

GE submitted, in Sections 2.9 and 2.15.7 of the DCM, Tier 1 design information
and ITAAC for the portions of the radioactive drain transfer system within the
ABWR scope which are under staff review. The results of the staff's review
will be provided in a supplement to this report. This is-Open Item 9.3.8-1.

Based on the above review and contingent upon resolution of the open, confir-
matory, and COL action items identified above, the radioactive drain transfer
system will meet GDC 2, 4,- and 60, with regard- to protection against natural
phenomena,- environmental conditions, missiles, and the release of. radioactiv-

|_ ity to the environment, and to Positions '.4 and C.2 of RG 1.29 concerning
seismic classification of the system. Therefore, except as noted, the system
will meet the criteria of SRP 9.3.3.

9.3.9- Hydrogen Water Chemistry System

Hydrogen water chemistry (HWC) reduces intergranular stress corrosion crack-
'

ing (IGSCC) by-.using feedwater additions of hydrogen to decrease the oxidiz-
,

ing power of water and reduce its aggressiveness toward plant material. To1

- suppress 1GSCC, reactor coolant conductivity must.be maintained below
!- 0.3 micro-Siemens per centimeter and sufficient-hydrogen must be added
! to the feedwater to reduce the electro-chemical potential below -0.23 volts

(Standard Hydrogen-Electrode). These conditions are specified in EPRI ,
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Report NP-4947-SR, = "BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Guidelines: 1987: Revision," ;

October 1988.' Section 9.3.9 of the SSAR references this report and commits to
use-its guidelines for design and operation'of the HWC system.

Section 9.3.9 of the SSAR also addresses the means of' storing and handling of
hydrogen. These operations will be performed in accordance with the recommen-
dations of EPRI Report NP-5283 SR-A, " Guidelines for Permanent BWR Hydrogen
Water Chemistry Installations."

The staff finds that the EPRI guidelines presented in'these_ reports provide a. -

satisfactory means for storing and handling of hydrogen for the ABWR, and the
GE commitments in the SSAR to the EPRI guidelines are thus acceptable. Based'
on the above review, the staff concludes that DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 100
is closed.

Desian Certification Ma_tgrial

GE has proposed ITAAC and included Tier 1 design description of the hydrogen -
,

water cht ,try system in Section 2,11,17 of the DCM, The results of the
staff's review of these ITAAC and Tier 1 design description will be provided'

in the FSER. This is Open Item 9.3.9-1.

9.3.10 0xygen Injection System

The oxygen injection system is designed to add sufficient oxygen-(20 to.
50 ppb) to suppress erosion / corrosion, general corrosion and corrosion product
release in the. condensate and feedwater systems. The requirements for. design,
operation, maintenance, surveillance, and testing of the oxygen storage.facil-
it.v are specified-in EPRI Report NP-5283-SR-A, " Guidelines for Permanent BWR

| Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installations". The staff finds that~the EPRI-guide-
| lines provide a satisfactory means for storing and handling of oxygen for the
| ABWR, and are thus acceptable. Section 9.3.10 of-the SSAR references this
[ report and commits to use these guidelines.

Based on the above finding, the staff concludes that DSER-(SECY-91-355)'Open
Item 101 is closed.

Offian Certification Material

GE has not proposed ITAAC nor a Tier 1 design description of the oxygen injec-
tion system in Section 2.11.7 of the DCH. This is Open Item 9.3.10-1.

9.3.11 Zinc' Injection System

! 'The control of build-up of radiation in reactor systems has been- of.- concern in
BWR plants. GE found that operating BWR plants having' 5 to 15 ppb of soluble

L zine in the reactor water had-lower piping dose rates than plants that had'
'

only trace amounts of zinc.

Laboratory tests confirmed that Co-60 deposition is greatly reduced in both
normal and hydrogen water chemistry with the presence of soluble zinc. Zinc
injection into the feedwater system to provide reactor water concentrations of
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10 to 15 ppb zinc during initial conditioning and 5 to 10 ppb over the fuel
cycle will help keep radiation levels as low as possible; thereby, reducing
personnel exposure especially during outages.

Based on the foregoing, the statf concludes that Section 9.3.11 of the ABWR
SSAR is acceptable.

{Lesian Certification Material

GE has not proposed ITAAC nor a Tier 1 design description of the zinc injec-
tion system in Section 2.11.18 of the DCM. The results of the staff's review
will be provided in FSER. This is Open item 9.3.11-1.

9.4 Heatina. Ventilation. and Air Conditionina Systems

Desian Certification Malrial -

GE submitted in Sections 2.11.5 and 2.11.6, of the DCM Tier 1 design informa-
tion and ITAAC for HVAC systems which are under staff review. The results of
the staff's review will be provided in the FSr.R. This is Open Item 0,4-1.

9.4.1 Control Building Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning System

The staf f reviewed the control building HVAC systems in accordance with SRP
Section 9.4.1. The system is composed of two separate ventilation systems;
a system for the main control room and control room equipment, and a system
for essential electrical and heat exchanger equipment. These systems are
described in Sections 9.4.1-1 and 9.4.1.2, respectively, of this report,
respectively, and are evaluated for compliance with the SRP acceptance
criteria.

9.4.1.1 Control Room Equipment Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
System

The control room equipment HVAC system serves the control building envelope
containing the control room proper (including the critical document file),
computer room, control equipment room, upper and lower corridors, elevator s

shaft and stairwells, office and chart room, kitchen and lunch rooms, instru-
ment repair room, sleeping area, men's lavatory, women's lavatory and lounge,
and HVAC mechanical equipment rooms, as described in SSAR Section 6.4.2.1.
The m tem consists of two fully redundant trains of equipment, including
ductwork, filters, cooling and heating coils, control dampers, isolation
dampers, and recirculation loop and fans. As described in SSAR Sec-
tion 9.4.1.1.3, each train also incorporates an emergency recirculation unit
(an engineered safety feature) comprised of pre-filters, high efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filters, heating coils, charcoal adsorbers 5.1 cm
(2 inches) deep, post-HEPA filters, and fans. Chilled water to the cooling-
coils is supplied by the HVAC emergency cooling water (HECW) system. The HVAC
system is designed to maintain a controlled temperature environment under
normal anu accident conditions and provides for detection and filtration of
smoke and radioactive material. The system is operable during a loss of the
offsite power supply.
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During normal operation, the control room HVAC provides ventilation, using a
combination =of filtered outdoor air and recirculated indoor air. The com-
bined air stream is passed through a normal recirculation unit, which consists Iof a medium-grade filter, a chilled-water cooling coil, an electric heating '

coil, and a humidifier. Two parallel,100-percent capacity supply f ans draw
air through the recirculation unit and deliver it to the areas described
above. Two parallel, 100-percent exhaust fans draw air from the areas and
exhaust it to the environment. The supply and return ducts have manual

,

balancing dampers that are locked in place after the system is balanced. The i

supply and return ducts also have modulating dampers that are used to maintain
the required positive pressure. The controller is located in the electrical
equipment area. Sufficient air is provided to pressurize the control room
equipment HVAC envelope identified in this section. As described in SSAR Sec-
tion 6.4.2.1, all these areas, except the HVAC mechanical equipment rooms,
are maintained at a positive pressure of 0.03 kPa to 0.13 kPa at 15.6 *C

i

(+0.125 inch to +0.5 inch water gauge at 60 *F) with respect to adjacent ai 0 '

at all times; the mechanical equipment rooms are maintained at +0.0 kPa at i
15.6 *C (+0.0 inch water gauge at 60 *F) to +0.124 kPa at 15.6 *C (+0.5 inch I

water gauge at 60 'F) with respect to adjacent areas. Nominal design condi-
tions for the control room are 23.9 *C (75 "F) and 50-percent relative
humidity with outside temperatures ranging from 4.44 to 46.11 *C (-40 to
115 'F).

The control room HVAC system and components are located in a seismic Cate-
gory I building that is protected against tornado missile, and floods and are
operable during loss of offsite power. All essential control room HVAC equip-
ment, including ductwork, is of seismic Category I design. Applicable non--
essential portions (i.e., the portions which by their failure during a seismic
event can affect safety-related-portions) of the system are designed in
accordance with Position C.2 of RG 1,29 as stated in SSAR Tab:e 3.2-1. Out-
side air intake valves are protected against freezing and other environmental
conditions, and the intake vents are provided with tornado missile barriers.
The control room equipment HVAC system meets the requirements of GDC 2 by
complying with the provisions of nosition C.1 of RG 1,29 for the essential,

portions and Position C.2 for the applicable non-essential portions..

SSAR Figures 1.2-15 and 1.2-21 show that the redundant control room equipment
HVAC trains are located in separate rooms. In SSAR Amendment 7, GE stated
that the walls, floor, and ceiling of the room that houses each safety-related
system act as missile barriers or shields from missiles generated outside the
room. In SSAR Amendment 17, GE stated that non-safety-related components are
arranged in such a way that any missile-generating component is in a separate

. room away from safety-related components. For these reasons, the staff con -
'

cludes that the redundant control room equipment HVAC trains are protected
against internally generated missiles. The control room equipment HVAC system
complies with GDC 4 with respect to protection of the system against environ-

'

mental and dynamic effects as discussed in Section 3.6.1 of this report
-

|
|-
I,

!
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regarding the effect of postulated piping failures outside the containment on
i8the system. Therefore, the part of DSER Open item 60 relative to compliance

of this system with the requirements of GDC 4 is resolved.

Smoke detectors in the control room and the control equipment room activate an
alarm on detection of smoke. Atmospheric exhaust of 100-percent of condi-
tiened air is provided by manual activation of a switch, which closes return
dampers and opens exhaust dampers. In the DSER (SECY-91-325) the staff stated
that this system design meets the control room habitability requirements of
TM1 Action Item 111.D.3,4 of NUREG-0737 with regard to smoke removal, contin-
gent upon GE providing revised P&lDs showing smoke detection capability. The
P&lDs for the control room and the control equipment room currently do not
include smoke detectors at the air intakes. However, GE has committed to pro-
viding smoke detectors at the air intakes that will cause the control room
HVAC system to shift to the recirculation mode in the event smoke is detected
in the air supply. This commitment satisfies the second part of DSER Open
Item 60, however, incorporation of the commitment in the SSAR is Confirmatory
item 9.4.1.1-1.

The evaluation of requirements for prciection against hazardous chemical
releases will be site specific. COL applicants referencing the ABWR design
will need to provide further information regarding compliance with RG 1.78,
" Assumptions for_ Evaluating the Habitability of a Nuclear Power Plant Control
Room During a Postulated Hazardous Chemical Release," and RG 1.95, " Protection
of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Operators Against an Accidental Chlorine
Release " In its review, the COL applicants will be required to identify
plant design features that will automatically isolate the control room from
the outside_when necessary, and thus protect the control room operators from
toxic substances in the plant vicinity. This is a COL Action item 9.4.1.1-1.

The control raom HVAC system includes redundant radiation monitors in the
common outside air intake ducts to monitor the radiation level in the intake
air. On -a high radiation signal, the redundant normal outside air intake
dampers and exhaust dampers _close, the emergenc; outside makeup air intake
dampers open, and the emergency recirculation unit starts automatically.
Also, the emergency recirculation mode can be started manually. In the emer-
gency recirculation mode, the makeup air and part of the return air pass
through the ESF-grade filter train, which filters the radioactive particles
and iodine to keep the control room operator exposures below the GDC 19 limit
of 5 rem whole body or its equivalent for the duration of a design-basis acci-
dent (DBA). The control room equipment HVAC system thus meets the require-
ments of GDC 19 regarding protection of the control room. For further infor-
mation on system compliance with GDC 19 limits, see Section 6.4 of this
report. Radioactivity monitors at the inlets allow operator selection of
inlet vent. Discharge from the emergency recirculation unit enters the pri-
mary recirculation unit. Connections are provided for testing the HEPA and
charcoal filters' pressure drop and radiciodine removal efficiency. A differ-
ential pressure switch across_the emergency recirculation system alarms on

a Section 1.8 of the DSER (SECY-91-235) grouped 2 concerns of DSER Sec-
tion 9,4.1.1 as Open item 60. The other part is discussed in a subsequent
paragraph.
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high pressure and a limit switch will alarm if high temperature air leaves the
-recirculation unit. A flow switch in the exhaust fan discharge alarms-if- the
fan fails and automatically starts the back-up system.

After the May 5.1992, meeting between the NRC and GE, in a telephone conver-
sation on May 12, 1992, GE committed to provide SSAR appendices identifying
the compliance of (1) the ESF-grade filter train in the system with RG 1.52
guidelines and (2)-the minimum instrum?ntation requirements listed in SRP
Table 6.5.1-1. These apper. dices are to be similar to those provided for the
SGTS. In this context, the staff finds that SSAR Figure 9.4-1 does not show !

electric heaters as part of the ESF-grade filter trains as described in SSAR
Subsection 9.4.1.1.3. The staff considers that these heaters are essential to i
maintain proper humidity conditions (less than 70-percent) to ensure proper
operation of the charcoal adsorbers. This is Open item 9.4.1.1-1.

Contingent upon resoiution of the open items identified in this section (pro- )tection against the effects of postulated piping failures outside containment, q

provisions of smoke detection capability at the air intakes, and assessment of !

compliance with RG 1.52, including provisions for electric heaters in the
filter trains and SRP Table 6.5.1 ' instrumentation and the open item identi-
fled in Section 9.4 of this report (9.4-1), the staff concludes that the con-
trol room equipment HVAC system will comply with GDC 2, 4, 19, and 60 as they
relate to protection against natural phenomena, maintaining proper environmen-
tal limits for equipment operation, and protection to permit access for occu-
pancy of the control room under accidental- radioactive releases; and with the
guidelines of RGs 1.29 and 1.52 relating to the system seismic classification
and system capability for atmospheric cleanup by filtration of radioactive -

particulate and adsorption of radiciodine during emergency operation, and is,
therefore, acceptable.

9.4.1.2 Essential Electrical and Reactor Building Cooling Water Equipment
HVAC System

The ABWR design provides for 3 similar but independent HVAC systems to service
the essential electrical and heat exchanger equipment of Divisions A, B, and.C
of the essential electrical system. Safety-related areas serviced by each
system include battery rooms, an essential chiller room, a reactor building
cooling water pump and heat exchanger room, and a safety-related electrical-
equipment room. The systems differ with regard to safety-related areas
serviced in that the system serving Division B includes 2 safety-related
battery rooms while the systems serving Divisions A and C include one safety-
related battery room each. Each system serves non-safety-related paseages and
HVAC rooms. In addition, Division A serves a non-essential battery room,'and
a non-essential electrical equipment room. Additionally, Division B includes
the remote shutdown panel room while Division C serves the motor-driven sets.
Each system draws outside air through a normal recirculation unit and the,

serviced areas using two 100-perce.c capacity supply fans. Each system con-
tains two 100-percent capacity return / exhaust fans, which are started manually
to exhaust the air to the atmosphere as needed (1.e., hydrogen and smoke
removal). Each recirculation unit consists of a medium-grade bag filter and a
cooling coil. The smoke removal mode of the HVAC systems is covered under
Section 9.5.1 of this -report. SSAR Figure 9.4-1, Sheets 3, 4, and 5, show
radiation monitors for supply / return air and return / exhaust air for each
subsystem.
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The HVAC subsystems and components are located in a. seismic Category 1
structure that is tornado missile protected and flood protected. The essen-
tial components of each system are of seismic Category. I . design. Tornado.
missile barriers-are provided for air intake and exhaust vents. Applicable 1
non-essential portions (i.e., portions which by'their failure during a
seismic event can effect safety-related portions) of the system are designed
in accordance with Position C.2 of RG ).29, and as stated in the SSAR '

Table 3.2-1. The systems meet the requirements of.GDC 2 regarding protection-
from natural phenomena by complying with the provisions of Positions C.1 of
RG 1.29 for the es:ential portions and Position C.2 for the applicab1 nones-
sential portions.

Each system is designed to maintain hydrogen concentration below 2 percent by
volume in the battery rooms, and temperature controllers regulate heatino and

. cooling to maintain conditions within pre-set limits. SSAR Figures 1.2 '5 and
1.2-21 show that the 3 essential electrical equipment HVAC systems are 'ocated
in separate rooms, in SSAR Amendment 7. GE stated that the walls, fl> c, and
ceiling of the room that houses each safety-related system act as missile
barriers or shields from missiles generated outside the room. -In SSAP, Amend-
ment 17, GE stated that non-safety-related components are arranged in such a
way thr.t any missile-generating component is in a separate room away from
:,afety-related components. For these ceasons, the staff concludes that the
redundant essential electrical equipment HVAC systems are protected against
internally generated missiles. The essential electrical equipment- HVAC
systems comply with GDC 4 with respect to protection of the system against

.

,

environmental and dynamic effects as discussed in Section 3.6.1 of this report
regarding the effect of postulated piping failures outside the containment on
the system.

In the DSER (SECY-91-235), the staff identified that the RCW pump rooms are
located in the secondary containment and that the design of the HVAC system as ,

constituted did not account for the potential for radioactivity contamination
following an accident. Consequently, the.DSER (SECY-91-235) identified this
as Open Item 61. The staff has re-examined-this issue and finds that SSAR.
Figure 1.2-15 shows that the subject rooms serviced by ;he.HVAC system are in
the control. building and are unlikely to be contaminated to the extent-that.
the exhaust from the subject areas has to be filtered. This closes DSER Open

-

Item 61.

Subject to the resolution of Open Item 9.4-1 of this report, the system com-
plies with GDC 2, 4, and 60 as they relate:to protection against natural
phenomena and maintaining proper environmental limits for equipment operation,.
and with the guidelines of RG 1.29 relating to the system seismic classifica-
tion.

-i rooms served by this system are not occupied under accfdent conditions and
the system is not reviewed against the requirements of GDC 19 regarding pro-
tection-of the control room and the provisions of RG 1.78 and RG 1.95.

9.4.2 Spent Fuel Pool Area Ventilation System

The spent fuel pool area ventilation system is part of the reactor building-.

ventilation system. The evaluation of the ret.ctor building ventilation system
is provided in Section 9.4.5 of this report.
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9.4.3 Auxiliary Area Ventilation System

lhe auxiliary area ventilation system is part of the reactor buildirig ventila-
'

tion system. The evaluation of the reactor building ventilation system is
crovided in Section 9.4.5 of this report.

9.4.'4 Turbine Island Ventilation System

The staff reviewed the turbine island ventilation system in accordance with
SRP Section 9.4.4. The system consists of the turbine building ventilation
system (TBVS) and the electrical building ventilation system (EBVS). The
TBVS and EBVS supply filtered and tempered air to all turbine island spaces
during normal, plant startup, and shutdown operations. The TBVS and EBVS do
not serve or support any safety function and have no safety design basis.
The system description and figures are given in SSAR Section 9.4.4 and Fig-
ures 9.4-2a, 2b, and 2c. Failure of the system does not compromise the
operation of essential systems, the ability to shut down the reactor, or
result in unacceptable releases of ndioactivity. Both the TBVS and the EBVS
comply with GDC 2 because the aopi1 cable non-essential portions of the systems-
are designed in accordance with Position C.2 of RG 1.29 as stated in SSAR
Table 3.2-1. The requirements of GDC 60 for control of releases of radioac-
tive materials to the environment does not apply because the ventilation
exhausts of these systems do not include HEPAs or charcoal adsorbers. The
TBVS exhausts, including turbine building compartment exhaust and lube oil
areas exhaust (SSAR Figures 9.4-2a and 2b), are monitored at the plant vent.
The EBVS exhausts directly to the atmosphere (for additional information on
effluent monitoring, see _ Section 11.5 of this report). The staff concludes,
subject to the resolution of Open item 9.4-1, that the turbine island ventila-
tion system will meet the applicable acceptance criteria of SRP- Section 9.4.4.

9.4.5 Reactor tluilding Ventilation System

The reactor building ventilation system (RBVS) consists of 8 subsystems:
(1) the secondary containment, (9) the essential equipment, (3) the non-
essential equipment, (4) the essential electrical equipment,- (5) the essential
diesel generator, (6) the primary containment (containment purge supply /
exhaust), (7) the main steam /feedwater tunnel, and (8) the RIP control panel
room HVAC systems.

The RBVS provides cooling for all areas in the reactor building = serviced by
these subsystems except the area serviced by the primary containment HVAC
system (cooling for the subject area is evaluated in Section 9.4.9 of this
report). Additionally, certain subsystems-including the secondary containment-
HVAC system essential electrical equipment HVAC system, essential diesel
generator HVAC ;ystem and the primary containment-purge system provide outside
air intake and air exhaust from the areas serviced by these subsystems. The-
HVAC systems are reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 9.4.5 as applicable

| for engineered safety feature ventilation systems. Essential equipment HVAC
| system is additionally reviewed in accordance with SRP Section '9.4.2 since one
L of the areas serviced by the subject HVAC system is the spent fuel pool area.

|

|
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9.4,5.1 Secondary Containment HVAC System -

In the DSER (SECY-91-235), the staff provided only 1 partial evaluation of the
system stating that the evaluation would be completed on receipt of the-system
P&lDs and interface descriptions. GE has provided these in revised SSAR Sec-
tion- 9.4.5.1, Figure 9.4-3, and Tables 9,4-3, 9.4-4, 11.5-1, and 11.5-2. The
staff's evaluation of this information is given in the following paragraphs
of this section. The interaction between the system and smoke control system
for the second ry containment is provided in SSAR_Section 9.5.1.0.6. Sec-
tion 9.5.1.4.4 of this report provides the staff's evaluation of the HVAC
system design for-smoke control in the secondary containment.

The secondary containment HVAC system provides the HVAC__needs of the secondary-
containment area of the reactor building, which includes essential equipment
areas, during normal operation. The system is a once-thi ugh type. Outdoor
air is filtered (bag-tyra filter), tempered, and delivered to the secondary
containment areas. The exhaust air from all the areas serviced by the system
is filtered (bag-type) and discharged to the monitored plant vent. The system
includes radiation monitnrs for i.ir exhaust through the refueling floor area
ducting and the common secondary containment area ducting which provide input
signals to process radiation monitoring system. Isolation dampers automati-
cally isolate the system and the SGTS is initiated on-(l) secondary contain-
ment high radiation signal, (2) refueling floor high radiation signal,
(3) LOCA signal, or (4) loss of secondary containment HVAC supply / exhaust fans
signal. (For_SGTS evaluation, see Section 6.5.1 of this report). The second-
ary containment is maintained at a negative pressure with respect to the
adjacent areas during normal operation by the system and is maintained during
accident conditions by the safety-related SGlS.

| The secondary containment HVAC contains no equipment needed to maintain the
| integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary or to ensure the safe shut-
L down of the reactor. The interface of the secondary containment HVAC system

with the SGTS, which provides radioactivity filtering capability for contain-
| ment releases, does include components (e.g., isolation devices and monitors)
| whose function is required, to maintain releases below acceptable levels.

The system is located in the seismic Category 1, flood- and missile-protected
; reactor building. The system is non-safety-related.- However, from.SSAR
| Table 3.2-1, the staff concludes that the radiation monitors and dampers'that
i facilitate the isolation 'of the system under situations identified above are

designed to seismic Category I requirements and. that the applicable nca-
essential portions are designed in 'accordance with Position CJ sf RG 1.29.
Thus, the. system complies with GDC 2 by-meeting Position C.1 of RG 1.29 for
the essential portions and Position C.2 for the non-essential portions.

-

-Essential components are' protected against damage from internally generated
missiles by. separation of redundant equipment and are also protected against-
piping failures. Thus, the essential' components of_ the system comply.with -
GDC 4 regarding protection from the environment and dynamic effects associated
vith equipment failures. GDC 17'is not applicable to the system. The system|

complies-with GDC 60 regarding the control of releases of radioactive materi-
| als to the environment because under certain situations, the system is auto-

matically isolated to prevent significant radioactivity release to the
environment by facilitating filtered release to the environment via-the SGTS.
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for these reasons, the staff antludes that the system complies with applica-
ble SRp Section 9.4.5 acceptance criteria, and, theref ore, will be acceptable,
subject to resolution of Open item 9.4-1 of this report, lhls closes DSER
Open item 62 (SECY-91-235).

9.4.5.2 lssential fquipment HVAC System

lhe secondary containment HVfC system provides cooling to the areas enveloped
under this system during normal conditions. The system initiates automati-
cally and provides cooling to secondary containment areas containing (1) RHR,
HPCf, and RCIC water pump rooms once these punps start, and (2) flammability
control system (ICS) equipment rooms, fpC equipment room, SGIS equipment, and
coniainment atmospheric monitoring system (CAMS) equipment rooms upon receiv-
ing EST signals. The vstem is designed to provide a controlled temperature
environment in the rooms for which the equipment located in the rooms are

-environmentally qualified. Separate fan coil units, one for each room, serve
the 14 rooms that hote the redundant components of the 6 systems mentioned
and the RCIC system ' onents, lhe 53AR states that all components of the
essential equipment hvAC system are designed to ESF requirements. All compo-
nents of the system are essential. The units are open-ended and continuously
recirculate cooling air within the space served, once the system is initiated.
Divisional RCW is used as the cooling medium for the associated cooling coils,
lhe units are f ed f rom the same divisional power as that for the equipment
being served,

increased and reliable cooling of these rooms will be required during accident
conditions when the equipn. ant in the rooms operate. The fan coil units in the
rooms housin] the FCS equipment are initiated automatically upon a (1) high
radiation signal, (2) LOCA signal, or (3) FCS start signal. The fan coil
units in the rooms housing the FPC, SGTS or CAMS equipment are init iated auto-
matically upon a (1) high iadiation signal or (2) LOCA signal. 1he design of
the f an coil units includes remote as well as local manual override of the
syst?m controls. The system description, figure, and tables are arovided in
SSAn Section 9.4.5.2, figure 9.4-3, and Tables 9.4-3 and 9.4-4, i mpectively.

All components of the essential equipment HVAC system (including associated
cables) serving safety-related function are located in seismic Category I
tornado-missile- and flood-protected structures. The conponents of this
safety-related system are designed to seismic Category requ1rements as
follows from SSAR Table 3.2-1. Thus, the system meets Position C.1 of
RG 1.29, and consequently complies with CDC 2 regarding protection from
natural phenomena.

In the DSER (SECY-91-235), the staff provided only a partial evaluation of the
system with regard to its compliance with GDC 4 as it relates to protection of
the system against internally generated missiles and piping failures. The
DSER stated that the system evaluation will be compiated on receipt of system
P&lDs and snme clarifying information on system compliance with GDC 4. GE has
provided these in Amendment 20 of this SSAR. The staff finds that the design
satisfies the requirements of CsC 4 for protection against the effects of
piping failures and internally generated missiles by compartmentalization and
separation. (For additional information, see Section 3.6.1 of this report,
SSAR Section 3.6.4 and it.ble 3.6-2). This closes DSER Open item 63.
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1

As previously discussed, the system is an internally retirculating HVAC
cooling system with no supply air fram the outside or exhaust air from the
equipment areas to the outside when the system operates. The system operates1

only af ter the secondary containment HVAC system is isolated. The normal
secondary containment HVAC system air intake is filtered. Therefore, the
system meets GDC 17 as it relates to protection of the electrical components

i of the system against accumulation of dust and particulates. The system does
not include any HEpA filters or charcoal adsorbers. Therefore, GDC 60, which
pertains to the control of radioactive material released to the outside, is
not applicable to the system. Position C.4 of RG 1.13, (an acceptance crite-,

rion for SRP Section 9.4.2), which deals with the ventilation and filtration,

basis for the release of radioactive materials to the environment from the
spent f uel storage fa 'lity, is not applicable to that part of the essential
equipment HVAC system that services the fuel pool cooling equipment rooms,,

in-this context, the staff notes that the SGTS that serves the fuel pool area
during a DBA, including the fuel handling accident, meets Position C.4 of
RG 1.13 and, therefore, complies with GDC 61. for further information, see
Section 6.5.1 of this report.

,

'The stat- .oncludes that the system complies with applicable 300 referenced in
SRP Section 9.4.5 and consequently with the subject SRP acceptance criteria.
Additionally, the part of the system that services the spent fuel pool area
complies with the applicable (GDC 2 and 4) referenced in SRP Section 9.4.2 and
consequently with tha subject SRP acceptance criteria. lherefore, the staff
concludes that the essential equipment HVAC system will be acceptable, subject
to the resolution of Open item 9.4-1 of this report.

9.4.5.3 Non-Essential Equipment HVAC System, Mainsteam/Icedwater Tunnel HVAC i

System, and Reactor Internal Pump Control Panel Room HVAC System
'

DSER (SECY-91-235) Sections 9.4.5.3, 9.4.5.7 and 9.4.5.8 are consolidated in
this section as part of this report.

The non-essential equipment HVAC system consists of 9 fan coil units. Each
fan coil unit ccols the associated roon during normal conditions in conjunc-
tion with the secondary containment ventilation system. lhe nine 9 individual
rooms are identified in SSAR Section 9.4.5.3.2. The units are open ended and
continuously recirculate cooling air within the space served. This system is 3

manually started. The system description, figure, and component description
are given in ABWR SSAR Section 9.4.5.3, Figure 9.4-3, and Table 9.4-4, respec-
tively,

'
a

The mainsteam/feedwater tunnel HVAC system consists of 2 closeii-loop fan-coil
,

i recirculation units that remove heat from the tunnel area. Each fan-coil unit
: consists of a cooling coil and 2 fans. one of which operates viile the other

is in standby. A flow switch provided in the operating fan d'scharge ductwork.
automatically starts the standby fan on -indication of operati m fan failure.
The system description, figure, and component description'are given in SSAR
Section 9.4.5.7, Figure 9.4-3, and Table 9.4-4, respectively. '

The Division 1 and 2 RIP control panel room HVAC systems are identical. Each
division consists of 2 supply. fans (one standby), 2-cooling coils and a.I

closed-loop system that cools the associated panel ronm. The systems ara ;
' started manually from the ccmrol room and air flow failure sensed by the flow' '
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switch automatically starts the standby fan and activates an alarm in the con-
trol room to indicate the fan failure. The system description, figure, and
component description are given in SSAR Section 9.4.5.8, figure 9.4-5, and
Table 9.4-4, respectively.

|

The 3 separate HVAC systems are not safety-related and are not required to
maintain reactor coolant pressure boundary or to achieve and maintain safe
sht.tdown conditions. These HVAC systems include features that provide
reliability over the full range of normal plant operation such as redundant
components for the main steam /feedwater tunnel HVAC system and RIP control
panel room HVAC system. HVAC normal cooling water is the cooling medium
for these systems. These 3 systems comply with GDC 2 regarditg protection
from natural pnenomena because the ap?licable non-essential portions.of the
system are designed in accordance wita Position C.2 of RG 1.29 as per SSAR
Table 3.2-1. The requirements of GDC 60 regarding control of releases of'
radioactive materials to the environment are not applicable because these

~ !
'

systems are recirculation type systems and do not contain any HEPA filters or
charcoal adsorbers. Further, because the systems do not perform any safety '

function and are not used during an accident, CDC 4 and 17 are not applicable.
The staff concludes thn the non-essential equipment HVAC system, main steam /
feedwater tunnel HVAC system, and RIP control panel room HVAC system will meet ;

the applicable acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.4.5, subject to the
resolution of Open item 9.4-1 of this report.

9.4.5.4 Essential Electrical Equipment HVAC System

The system provides air supply, air exhaust, and heat removal (cooling func-
tion) to provide controlled temperature environments to ensure the continued
operation of safety-related components (in the areas serviced by the system)_
under accident conditions. The system consists of 3 divisions, each serving
5 areas. The 5 areas are the day tank, diesel generator, diesel generator
control panel, electrical equipment, and HVAC equipment rooms. The staff
evaluated these systems in accordance with SRP Section 9.4.5.

Each of the 3 essential electrical equipment HVAC systems consists of a recir-
cLlation unit and redundant, 100-percent capacity supply and exhaust fans.
Each recirculation unit includes a medium-grade filter and an essential
chilled water cooling coll. Chilled water is supplied by the divisional HECW
system. Each room is maintained at positive pressure with respect to the
environment under normal and accident conditions. Each divisional. system is
stcted manually from a remote location. The system includes temperature
control features. The system and components are-located in the seismic Cate-

-

gory I tornado-missile- and fload-protected reactor building. All components
are rated seismic Category I, and air intake and exhaust structures are pro-
tected against tornado missiles. Thus, the system meets the Position C.1 of
RG 1,29 and. thereby, complies with the requirements of GDC 2 as it relates to
protection from natural phenomena. '

The power supply to the essential electrical equipment HVAC divisional systems
are uninterrupted during loss of offsite power. All 3 divisions of the HVAC '.

system are provided with medium-grade bag-type filter as stated above to
remove dust and particulate matter from air intake (supply air). In response-
to RAl-430.236, GE stated that intake louvers are located more than 9.23 m
(30 ft) above grade, thereby meeting the guidance of item 2, Subsection A, of
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NUREG/CR-0660. Therefore, the essential electrical equipment HVAC system
meets the pertinent requirements of GDC 17 relating to the protection of
essential electrical components from failure as a result of accumulation of
dust and particulate material.

in the DSER (SECY-91-235), the staff stated that evaluation of the system's
compliance with GDC 4 regarding protection from the environmental and dynar",
effects associated with equipment failures would be provided on receipt of

isystem P&lDs and clarifying information on compliance with the GDC. GE has 1

provided this information in revised SSAR Section 9.4.5.4, SSAR figure 9.4-4,
and component description Tables 9.4-3 and 9.4-4. from this information, the
reactor building arrangement plan drawings, Section 3.6.1 of this report, and
SSAR Section 3.6.4 and Table 3.6-2, the staff finds that the system components
are protected against the effects of piping failures and internally generated
missiles by compartmentalization and separation, thereby satisfying the
requirements of GDC 4. This closes the open item in DSER Section 9.4.5.4 of
the DSER (this item was unnumbered and not listed in Section 1.8 of the DSER).

In the DSER (SECY-91-235), the staff indicated that evaluation of system com-
pliance with GDC 60 regarding the monitoring of the exhaust from the areas
served by the HVAC system will be provided on receipt of additional system
description by GE, which GE has provided as stated previously. The staff has
reviewed the information, as well as revised SSAR Section 11.5.2.2.4, and
finds that the aret serviced by the essential electrical HVAC system contair,
no radioactive syst s. These areas are at positive pressure with respect -

to the environment (supply ian flow rate exceeds exhaust fan flow rate) and
potentially contaminated adjoining areas. Because radioactive releases
through exhausts from these areas to the environment are only from what would
have to be brought first into these areas by their own supply fans, the
exhaust from these areas are not monitored. Also, no HEPA filters or charcoal
adsorbers are provided to control releases from these areas to tH environ-
ment. Therefore, GDC 60 is not applicable to the system and DS% Jnterface
Information Item 32 in no longer necessary.

The staff concludes that the essential electrical equipment HVAC system will
comply with applicable GDC referenced in of SRP Section 9.4.5 and, therefore,
will be acceptable subject to resolution of Open item 9.4-1 of this report.

9.4.5.5 Essential Diesel Generator HVAC System -

The essential diesel generator HVAC system consists of 3 independent and
identical once-through HVAC systems, each of which services one of the
3 diesel generators. The systems provide fresh air to ensure the continued
operation of the safety-related diesels under accident conditions. The staff
reviewed the system in accordance with SRP Section 9.4.5.

Each esential diesel generator HVAC system cons'ists of an intake louver,
medium grade inlet air filter, 2 supply fans, dur M rk, and exhaust louvers.
Both fans.of each system draw air from outside, i n'.er it, and distribute it
to the respective diesel generator. Each system is interlocked with the
associated diesel generator starting system, but remote manual override capa-
bility is provided for the system fans. The systems are designed to facili-
tate inspection. The air intake louvers are located at 11.5 m (37.7 ft) and
exhaust louvers at 6.1 m (20 ft) above grade, thereby meeting the guidelines
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of item 2, Subsection A, of NUREG ICR-0600. Therefore, the systems meet the
pertinent requirements of GEC 17 for protection of the essential electrical
components of the systems against dust accumulation and particulate material.
The power supply to each of the systems allows uninterrupted operation during
loss of offsite power.

from its review of SSAR Table 3.2-1, the staff concludes that each essential
diesel generator llVAC system is composed of seismic Category I components.
The air intake and exhaust structures are protected against tornad missiles.
Each system, by virtue of its location in the seismic Category I flood- and
tornado-missile-protected reactor building, is protected from the effects of
earthquakes, tornadoes and floMs. Censequently, the safety-related systems
meet position C.1 of RG 1.29, and, thereby, comply with the requirements of
GDC 2.

In the DSER (SECY-91-235), the staf f provided a partial evaluation of system
compliance with GDC 4. Subsequent to the DSER issuance, GE revised SSAR
Section 9.4.5.5 and provided SSAR figure 9.4-4 and component description
Tables 9.4-3 and 9.4-4. From this information, reactor building arrangement
drawings, and SSAR figure 9.4-6, the staff finds that the system components
are protected against the effects of piping failures and internally generated
missiles by locating them in adequately separated and dedicated diesel gener-
ator rooms, thereby satisfying GDC 4 regarding protection from environmental
and dynamic effects associated with equipment failures. This resolves DSER
Open item 64.

The staff stated in the DSER (SECY-91-235) that evaluation of system compli-
ance GDC 60 (control of releases of radioactive materials to the environment)
will be provided on receipt of system P&lDs and additional system information,
which GE has provided as described previously. The staff has reviewed this
infcrmation, as well as the revised SSAR Section 11.5.2.2.4 and finds that
the areas serviced by the system contain no radioactive systems. The subject
areas are at positive pressure with respect to the environment (supply fan
flow rates exceed exhaust fan flow rates) and potentially contaminated adjoin -

~

ing areas. Because radioactivity releases from these areas to the environment
are only from what would have to be brought first into these areas by their
own supply fans, the system exhaust is not monitored. Also, no llEPA filters
or charcoal adsorbers are provided to control releases from the system to the
environment. Therefore, GDC 60 is not applicable to the system and DSER
Interface Information item 33 is not necessary. The cooling function of the
system and smoke removal aspects are separately addressed in Sections 9.4.5.4
and 9.5.1.4.4 of this report.

The staff concludes that the essential diesel generator llVAC system will com-
ply with applicable GDr of SRP Section 9.4.5 and, therefore, will be accept-
a' ,, subject to the resolu+ ion of Open Item 9.4-1 of this report.

9.4.5.6 Primary Containment (Containment Purge Supply / Exhaust) HVAC System

The system ventilates the primary containment, using supply from, and exhaust
to, the secondary containment liVAC system. The staff reviewed operation of
the system in accordance with SRP Section 9.4.5.

,
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The system has no safety-related function and is not required to maintain the
reactor c elant pressure boundary or to achieve and maintain safe shutdown
conditions. The co''tainment purge / supply system comprises a purge supply fan,
a HEPA filter, a pu.Je exhaust fan, duct work, and controls. The containment

3purge system has the capability to purge the drywell as well as wetwell, if
required. When in use and the air not radioactive, the system discharges to
the secondary containment HVAC system for filtering and exhausting to the
plant vent stack. However, if the air is radioactive, it is discharged
through the SGTS system. A high radiation signal actuates an alarm and closes

,

'

the isolation valves in the exhaust duct and initiates the SGTS (for evalua-
tion of SGTS, see Section 6.5.1.2.2 of this report). The system description,
P&lD, and component description are provided in SSAR Subsection 9.4.5.6,
figure 9.4-3, and Table 9.4-3, respectively.

Additionally, SSAR Section 6.2. * .h N tr use of the primary containment
purge system during the long-te n Nrt ; a n; leanup operation and the
deinerting operation (shutdown) 'wiw wb ' m system provides air to the
drywell and wetwell through the ps m v M/. Corr.erning the above int,:r-
faces and compliance with Branch Technh al Position CSB 6-4, refer to Sec-
tion 6.2.4.1 of this report-

When needed for purging and associated operations, the system air supply to
the ACS is filtered twice, first by a bag-type filter (secondary containment
HVAC system) and then by a system HEPA filter. The non-radioactive ACS
exhaust is filtered through a bag-type filter (secondary containment HVAC
system) before discharge through the monitored plant vent. Radioactive ACS
exhaust is routed through the safety-related SGTS before release via the
monitored plant vent. The purge air supply has an isolaNn damper downstream
of the system HEPA, and the ACS exhaust has. redundant isolation dampers in
either flow path through the secondary containment PVAC system or safety-
related SGTS.

The system is located in the seismic Category I flood and missile-protected
reactor building. The syste.n is- non-safety-related. However, from its review
of SSAR Table 3.2-1, the staff concludes that the radiation monitors and
dampers that facilitate the isolation of the system are designed to seismic
Category I requirements and that the applicable non-essential positions are
designed in accordance with Position C.2 of RG 1.29. Thus, the system com-
plies with GDC 2 regarding protection from natural phenomena by meeting Posi-
tion C.1 of RG 1.29 for the essential portions and Position C.2~ for the non-
essential portions. Essential interface components (SGTS and secondary con-
tainment HVAC system) are protected against damage from internally generated
missiles by separation of redundant equipment and are also protected against
piping failures. Thus, the essential components comply with the GDC 4 as it
relates to protection from the environmental and dynamic effects of_ equipment
failures. This resolves DSER (SECY-91-235) Open Item 65. GDC 17 is not
applicable to the system. -The system complies with GDC 60 regarding control
of releases of radioactive materials to the environment because under certain
situations, the system is automatically isolated to prevent significant radio-
activity release to the environment and f acilitates the filtered release to
the environment via the SGTS. The staff concludes that the' system will comply
with applicable acceptance criteria referenced in SRP Section 9.4.5 and,
therefore, will be acceptable subject to the resolution of Open Item 9.4-1 of

_

this report.
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9.4.5.7 Mainsteam/feedwater Tunnel HVAC System

See Section 9.4.5.3 of this report.

9.4.5.8 Reactor Internal Pump Control Panel Room HVAC System

See Section 9.4.5.3 of this report.

9.4.6 Radwaste Building HVAC System

The staff reviewed the radwaste building ventilation system in accordance with
SRP Section 9.4.3. The system consists of the ventilation system for the rad -
waste control room and for the balance of the radwaste building (i.e., rad-
waste building work areas). These provide an environment with controlled
temperature and air flow patterns to ensure both the comfort and- safety of
alant personnel and the integrity of equipment and components. The radwaste
auilding exhaust discharges to the monitored plant vent. Additionally, the
exhaust air from the silo, waste filter rooms, oil separator room, and the
mixing and filling station will be separately monitored. - The design includes |
features to_ isolate affected spaces. The exhaust from the radwaste control
room will be monitored prior to release to the atmosphere. The radwaste con- 1

,

trol room and the balance of the radwaste building HVAC systems do not serve '

or support any safety-related function. The system description is given in
SSAR Section 9.4.6.

The radwaste building ventilation system complies with CDC 2 regarding protec-
tion from natural phenomena since the applicable non-essential portions of the
system are designed in accordance with Position C.2 of RG 1.29, as per SSAR '

Table 3.2-1. The design meets the requirements of GDC 60 (regarding control
of releases of radioactive materials to the environment) for select areas in ,

the radwaste building work areas by isolating the affected areas. Since the t

design of the system does not include HEPAs or charcoal adsorbers, the system
is not required to meet RG 1.140 guidelines. The staff, however, finds that-
GE has not, to date, provided the P&lDs, flow diagrams, and component descrip-
tion tables for the radwaste control room HVAC and the balance of the radwaste
building HVAC system as committed in its letter dated August 22, 1990 (re-
sponse to RAI 430.258). This 1s Open Item 9.4.6-1. Subject to satisfactory
resolution of this open item and Open Item 9.4-1 of this report, the staffi

concludes that the radwaste building ventilation system will meet the applica-
ble acceptance criteria of Section 9.4.3.

9.4.7 Diesel _ Generator Area Ventilation System

The diesel generator building ventilation system is part of the reactor
building ventilation system which is reviewed in Section 9.4.5.5 of this
report.

9.4.8 Service Building Ventilation System ;

The staff reviewed the service building ventilation system in accordance with
SRP Section 9.4.3. The system serves all areas within the service building

' and operates dL-ing all normal. conditions. . The system provides an environment
with controlled temperature and air flow patterns to ensure both the-comfort i

and safety of plant personnel and the integrity of equipment and cot.ponents.
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The system provides filtered outdoor air to purge any possible particulate .!
contamination. The system ventilation exhaust is processed through dust
collectors, profilters, and HEPA filters (as required) before its to discharge
to the common monitored plant vent. The system does not serve or support any
safety-related function. The system description and figure are given in SSAR
Section 9.4.8 and figure 9.4-7.

1he service building ventilation system complies with GDC 2 regarding protec-
tion from natural phenomena because the applicable non-essential portions of

;

the system are designed in accordance with Position C.2 of RG 1.29, as per i

SSAR 1able 3.2-1. )

By letter dated August 22, 1990 (response to RAI 430 262), GE stated that
additional details on the system (P&lDs and component description tables, and
compliance with applicable guidelines of RG 1.140, for the system exhaust)
will be handled by the applicant referencing the ABWR design. The staff
agrees with this approach since this information involves a non-safety-related
building ventilation system and the need to provide HEPA filters is site
dependent. This is COL Action item 9.4.8-1.

The staff concludes that the service building ventilation system will meet the
applicable acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.4.3, subject to resolution of
the Open item 9.4-1 of this report.,

9.4.9 Drywell Cooling System

The staff reviewed the~drywell cooling system in accordance with SRP Sec-
tion 9.4.5. The system is not designed to ensure the reactor coolant pressure
t Indary or to achieve and maintain safe shutdown conditions. However, the
system provides features to include redundant components to provide reliabil-
ity over the full range of normal plant operation. The system provides con-
ditioned air / nitrogen distribution to cool equipment and to maintain tempera-
ture within limits as specified in SSAR Section 3.11 during normal operation
and in the areas consisting-of the drywell head area, upper and lower drywell,
shield wall annulus, and the wet-well air space.

Ncrmally, 2 of the 3 fan coil units are in operation. Each fan coil unit con-
sists of 2 cooling coils arranged in series, a drain pan, and a centrifuga1'
fan. The return air passes over the first- coil, 'vhich is cooled by RCW. Part
of the cooled air is subsequently cooled by the second coil, which is cooled =
by HNCW. .The twice-cooled air is mixed with the air that bypasses the-second-

cooling coil. During loss-of offsite power (when no LOCA signal exists). the- 1

fan coil units start automatically, provided power is available from the
diesel _ generators. 'During such a situation, only RCW.-coils will provide
cooling. The system description, figure, and table are provided in ABWR SSAR
Section 9.4.9, figure 9.4-8,-and Table 9.4-1, respectively.

The drywell cooling system complies with GDC 2 regarding protection from
natural phenomena because the applicable non-essential. portions of the ' system; r

'

are designed in accordance with Position C.2 of RG 1,29 as stated in SSAR
| Table 3.2-1. The requirements of GDC 60 regarding control of releases of.
L radioactive materials to the environment- are not applicable because-the system

is only a recirculation system and, further, does not contain any HEPA filters
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or charcoal adsorbers. Additionally, since the system does not perform or I
support any safety function, and the system is not used during an accident, |

GDC 4 and 17 are not applicable. |

!
The staff concludes that the drywell cooling system will meet the applicable |acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.4.5, subject to resolution of the Open '

Item 9.4-1.

9.5 Other Auxiliary System j
!

9.5.1 Fire Protection System -'

Fire protection requirements for nuclear power plants are established in GDC 3
and of 10 CFR 50.48. GDC 3 governed fire protection for nuclear power plants
until the Browns Ferry fire of March 22, 1975, which was the most serious fire
to date at a commercial domestic (U.S.) nuclear power Flant. A committee was
formed to investigate the fire and make recommendations based on their
findings. One of their recommendations was that specific fire protection
guidance should be developed that would supplement the general requirements 1

contained in GDC 3.
1
1

That specific guidance (for new plants docketed after July 1, 1976) was |
published in May 1976 as Branch Technical Position (BTP) APCSB 9.5-1 as a i
May 1,1976 revision of Section 9.5.1 of NUREG-75/087. Following publication i
of that detailed fire protection guidance, the staff developed Appendu A to
BTP APCSB 9.5-1 (published in August 1976) to provide specific fire protection
guidance for those plants docketed for a construction permit before July 1,
1976. All licensees of operating plants and applicants of plants in various
stages of design and construction were requested to review their plants
against the guidance contained in Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1 and to
identify areas of compliance and noncompliance. For those identified items of
noncompliance, each licensee and applicant was to propose modifications to
achieve compliance or show why compliance was not required.

,

;

By mid-1979, most plants had complied with most of the provisions of Appen-
dix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1. However, 10 open items existed in various combina-
tions at a total of 33 operating plants. The staff then developed 10 CFR
50.48 and Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 (published on November 19,-1980 and ;

became effective February 17,1981) as a means of resolving the remaining
15 open items (reduced from the criginal 18 open items) at plants licensed to
operate before January 1, 1979. In addition, the Commission considered 3 sec-
tions of Appendix R so important that those provisions were required for all
plants even if the staff had previously approved the 9:6n in those areas.
The 3 sections of Appendix R that applied to all plants were 111.G (fire
protection 01 safe shutdown capability), Ill.J (emergency lighting), and
-111.0 (oil collection system for reactor coolant pump).

Following publication of 10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, BTP
APCSB 9.5-1 was revised (in July 1981 as part of the SRP) to include provi-
sions of Appendix R and to give additional guidance to those applicants who -'

.

had docketed their application for a construction permit before July 1,1976,
and were still completing and pteparing for operating licenses.

'
,

i
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1his subsequent fire prctection guidance for operating plants, as well as for'

plants still being constructed, is derived from and represents deviations from
the original guidance (BTP APCSB 9.5-1, May 1, 1976) developed for new plants,
the category of plants that the GE ABWR design represents. f4RC's intention
has always been that when any advanced reactor design was proposed, fire pro-
tection would be provided on the basis of the best technology available, not
on the basis of methods allowed for plants already operating or in advanced
stages of design and construction. On this basis, the staff has evaluated the
fire protection ristem of the ABWR against the criteria of SRP Section 9.5.1
(BTP APCSB 9.5-1, May 1, 1976). Fire protection guidance applicable to
advanced reactor also is contained in supplemental guidance documents that
have been issued. Two examples of such supplemental guidance are the infor-
mation pertaining to safe shutdown methodology in Generic Letter 81-12
(45 FR 76602, tiovember 19, 1950)," dated February 20, 1981, and technical
information, such as conformance with flational Fire Protection Association
codes and standards in Generic Letter 86-10, dated April 24, 1986.

|The Commission has concluried that fire protection issues that have been raised
through operating experience and through the External Events Program must be
resolved for the ABWR. To minimize fire as a significant contributor to the
likelihood of severe accidents for the ABWR, the staff concludes that current
f1RC guidance must be enhanced. As indicated in SECY-90-016, " Evolutionary
Light Water Reactor (LWR) Certification issues and Their Relationship to
current Regulatory Requirements," dated January 12, 1990, the ABWR design must
ensure that safe shutdown can be achieved, assuming that all equipment in any
one fire area will be rendered inoperable by fire and that re-entry into the
fire area for repairs and operator actions is not possible. Because of its
physical configuration, the control room is excluded from this approach, pro-
vided an independent alternative shutdown capability that is Sysically and
electrically independent of the control room is included in tie design. The
ABWR must provide _ fire protection for redundant shutdown systems in the

,

reactor containment building that will ensure, to the extent practicable, that
one shutdown division will be free of fire damage. Additionally, the ABWR
designers shall ensure that smoke, hot _ gases, or the fire suppressant will not
migrate into other fire areas to the extent that they could adversely affect
safe-shutdown capabilities, including operator actions.

The staff has reviewed Section 9,5.1 and Appendix 9A of the SSAR in accordance
with the guidelines discussed above.

9.5.1.1 General Evaluation Fire Protection Program

GE has generally followed the t1RC's concept of defense in depth for fire pro-
tection as described in the SSAR. The 3 steps of defense in depth-and GE's
implementation of these steps follow.

(1) To reduce the possibility of fire starting i she plant, GE-used fire-
resistant and fire-retardant materials in it. Jesign of the ABWR to
minimize 6nd isolate fire hazards. GE used low-voltage multiplexed
circuits and fiber-optic circuits in its design to eliminate the need for
cable spreading rooms and the substantially reduce the amount of combus-
tible cable insulation and higher voltage ignition sources in the control
room.
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(2) To promptly detect and suppress fire GE has provided adequate automatic
detection and a suitable mix of automatic and manual fire suppression
capability in the ABWR design.

(3) To ensure that any fire that might occur will not prevent safe shutdown
of the plant even if fire detection and suppression efforts should fail,
GE provided a fire protection program in its application. !

The fire protection program described in Section 9.5.1 of the SSAR, including
the fire Hazards Analysis in SSAR Appendix 9A, is intended to protect safe
shutdown capability, prevert release of radioactive materials, minimize '

property damage, and protect personnel from injury as a result of fire, j
|

In addition to the 3 aspects of defense in depth, GE also considered such |features of general plant arrangement as. !

;

access and egress routes*

equipment locations+

structural design features separating or isolating redundant safety-a

related systems

floor drains*

I ventilation+

construction materialsa

The SSAR reflects the use of applicable National fire Protection Associa-
tion codes and standards in design and layout of the ABWR. In the DSER
(SECY-91-355), the staff identified as Open item 102, the need for GE to
identify any deviations from those codes and standards and to describe in
the Fire Hazards Analysis the measures taken to ensure that equivalent
protection is provided. GE subsequently identified in Appendix 6 to SSAR-
Appendix 9A three deviations from the fire codes:- (1) exceptions to penetra- !

tion requirements (9A.3.5),- (2) wall deviations (9A.3.6), and (3)- door-
deviations (9A.3.7). In each case, GE explains what the deviation was, why it
is required, and how the underlying fire protection requirements will be
satisfied.- The staff finds the GE explanations acceptable. Therefore, this
close: DSER Open Item 102.

9.5.1.2 Specific features of Protection
,

'

9.5.1.2.1 Protection of Safe Shutdown Equipment

The ABWR design relies on 3-hour-rated fire barriers to separate safe _ shutdown
equipment from the remainder of the plant and from redundant systems and. com-

| ponents outside of primary containment. The use of 3-hour-rated fire barriers
| exclusively for separation of safety-related equipment in the nuclear = power-
; block (NPB) areas outside containment is in accordance with the review

criteria and is acceptable.o

|-
.

b
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lhe staff recognizes the need for open communication between compartments
inside containment in order to be able to relieve and equalize pressure

: following a high-energy line break. GE has stated in the SSAR that the safety
'

divisions will be widely separated around containment so that a single fire
will not be able to fail any combination of active components that could
prevent safe shutdown. lhe staff finds that this meets the fire protection
requirements of SfCY-91-016. SRP Section 9.5.1, and 10 CfR part 50, Appen-

i dix R, and is acceptable. In addition, the ABWR containment will be inerted
with nitrogen during power operation, which will prevent propagation of any

,

potential fire inside containment. In B1P EMCB 9.5-1 Section 7.a., the staff
determined that an inerted containment is an acceptable means of preventing
oxygen accumulation beyond safe levels inside containment. GE has committed
to an inerted containment in the SSAR. Therefore, the staff finds that this !

fire suppression feature meets the guidelines of B1P EMCB 9.5-1, Section 7.a.,.

and is acceptoole. Therefore, the use of structural walls inside containment1

as fire barriers to separate safety-related systems (cabling, components, and
equipment), even though such walls may not fully enclose the equipment,

requiring separation, is acceptable.

GE identified 2 areas outside containment and one inside containment that ,

will not conform to the 3-hour-rated fire barrier separation criteria. Thee

3 exceptions discussed below were well justified by GE and are acceptable to
the staff.4

.

(1) The main steam tunnel (MSI) is an exception to separation of redundant
safety-related components outside containment.

GE stated in Section 9A.4.1.4.26(9) of the SSAR that all valves in the
MS1 are designed to fail with acceptable consequences, for example,
power-operated valves are backed up with air-operated valves not subject
to damage from the same fire, or redundant valves are located in another
fire area.

(2) The main control room (MCR) is an exception to seoaration of redundant
safety-related components outside containment.

GE has described in Section 9.5.1.0.2 of the SSAR alternative shutdown
capability that is spatially remote from, and electrically isolated from,
the MCR. In the event of fire in the MCR, control room operators will
have full safe shutdown capability available at this alternative shutdown,

station. '

(3) Inside containment is an exception to separation of redundant safety-
related components.

The entire containment is one fire area. As described in Sec-
tion 9.5.1.0.2 of the SSAR, the shutdown trains enter containment widely
spaced around the perimeter. This spacing ensures that no single fire
will be able to damage any combination of active components that would
prevent safe shutdown- In addition, the ABWR containment will be inerted
with nitrogen during power operation, which ensures that any potential
ignition / fire hazards inside containment will not propagate, in BTP
EMCB 9.5-1, Section 7.a., the staff determined that an inerted contain-
ment is an acceptable means of preventing oxygen: accumulation beyond safe

a
_
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levels inside containment. GE has committed to an inerted containment in
the SSAR. Therefore, the staff finds that this fire suppression feature
meets the guidelines of B1p LMCB 9.5-1, Section 7.a., and is acceptable.

9.5.1.2.2 Passive fire Protection features
.

Passive fire protection features for the ABWR design consist of building
assemblies (such as walls, phetitions, floor-ceiling assemblies, columns,
beams, and doors) and insulating materials (such as cable wraas and heat
resistant coatings). Penetrations through the building assem> lies, such as
doorways, hoistways, stairways, and cable trays and conduits are protected by
appropriate fire-rated doors, dampers, plugs, and seals. GE stated in Sec-
tion 9.5.1.0.3 of the SSAR that it intends to select passive fire protection
components of proven design, which have previously been tested and are listed
by nationally recognized testing laboratories.

SECY-90-016 requires separatien by 3 hour fire-barriers for redundant trains
of all safety-related equipment, not just safe-shutdown equipment. Therefore,
the staff reviewed the lack of 3-hour barriers between redundant trains of 4
separate systems: (1) SLCS, (2) SG15, (3) FCS, and (4) spent fuel pool
cooling system (fPC). The staff evaluations for these systems are provided
below:

(1) The SLCS is the alternative to the control rod diive system (CRDS), and
the two systems are separated from each other by 3-hour-fire-rated
barriers. This arrangement satisfies the SECY-90-016 requirements and
is, therefore, acceptable.

(2) During a meeting with the staff on May 5, 1992, GE committed to move one
train of the SGTS to an available space on a mezzanine level directly
above the location presently shown (SSAR figure 9A.4-6). These 2 areas
will be completely separated from each other by 3-hour fire-rated

-

barriers. This arrangement satisfies the staff's concern. Pending
revision of the S",R to include this change, this is a Confirmatory
item 9.5.1.2.2-1.

(3) GE changed their drawings (SSAR figure 9A.4-4) to show a 3-hour fire-
rated barrier separating the redundant trains of the FCS. This arrange-
ment satisfies the staff's concern and is, therefore, acceptable.;

(4) The FPC system is not a safety-related system. If the fPC is lost
because of fire, the fuel pool will slowly heat up and eventually boil.
GE has calculated that boiling would occur in about 16 hours under the
most adverse conditions of decay heat load from a recently off-loaded
full-core with no emergency makeup water supplied to the pool. However,
emergency makeup water can be supplied to the fuel pool within 30 minutes
from (1) the RHR system, (2) the SPCU system, (3) MUWC system, or (4) the'
fire protection water system by means of hoses. The staff finds that the
fPC is-not required to prevent off-site releases and-is not a safety-
related system. Therefore, this staff concern is resolved.

For staff review of DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 103 relating to use' of the
HVAC system for smoke removal in the event of a fire see Section 9.5.1.4.4 of
this report.
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9.5.1.3 fire Protection System Description
l

{lg.sinn Certification Material 1

GE provided in Section 2.15.6 of the DCM, Tier 1 design description and ITAAC
for the fire protection system. The results of the staff's review will be
provided in the FSER. This is Open item 9.5.1.3-1.

9.5.1.3.1 fire Detection Systems

As stated in the SSAR, the ABWR automatic fire detection systems, designed and
installed in accordance with liational fire Protection Association (fifPA)
Standards 72D and 72E, will-be provided for all significant hazards and safe-
shutdown components. (iiote: 11FPA 72A, 728, 720, and 72E have been incorpo-
rated into lifPA 72, and no longer exist as separate standards. Therefore, all
references to f1FPA'72D and 72E should be changed to lifPA 72. This is Open
item 9.5.1.3.1-1. Detection capability will be provided _for_ major cable
concentrations, safe-shutdown-related major punps, switchgear, motor-control
centers, battery and inverter areas, relay rooms, fuel areas, and all other <

areas containing appreciable in-situ or potentially transient combustibles.
Detector devices will be selected on the basis of the type of anticipated fire
and located on the basis of ventilation, ceiling height, ambient conditions,
and burning characteristics of the involved materials. Detection systems will
alarm and be annunciated in the control room and will give a distinctive
audible and, if necessary (to facilitate fire brigade identification of fire
location), visual local alarm.

Desian Certification Material

As stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE has provided Tier 1 '

design description and ITAAC for the fire protection system which are under
staff review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.
(This is Open item 9.5.1.3-1.)

The staff will conclude that the automatic fire detection capability provided
for the ABWR meets the guidelines of Section IV.C.1 of BTP APCSB 9.5-1 and
will be acceptable, subject to the resolution of Open items 9.5.1.3-1 and
9.5,1.3.1-1.

9.5.1.3.2 fire Protection Water Supply System
:

The dedicated fire protection water supply and distribution system is designed
and will be installed in accordance with fifPA Standards 11, 13, 14, 15, 20,
and 24 to meet the anticipated needs for fixed water suppression systems and
manual hose stations.

'

The sprinkler systems in the reactor building and the wet standpipe systems in
the reactor and control buildings are designed in compliance with ANSI B31.1
and analyzed to remain functional following a SSE - A portion of the water
supply system, including a tank, a pump, and part of the yard supply main, are
designed to these requirements also. The remainder of the water systems are
designed to the appropriate fire protection standards. During normal opera-
tion, the seismically designed and non-seismically designed systems are
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I separated by normally closed valves and a check valve so that a break in the
non-seismically analyzed portion of the system cannot impair the operation of
the seismically designed portion of the system.

The water supply system is required to be a fresh water system, filtered if
necessary to remove silt and debris. Two sources with a minimum capacity of
1,136,000 liters (300,000 gallons) for each source are provided. If the
primary source is a volume-limited supply such as a tank, a minimum of
455,000 liters (120,000 gallons) must be passively reserved for use by the
seismically designed portion of the fire suppression system. This reserve
will supply 2 manual hose reels for 2 hours. A motor driven pump in the train
is designed to remain functional following the SSE. Its power is supplied
from a non-Class IE bus, which is fed by one of the diesel generators, and a
jockey pump keeps the system pressurized.

The turbine building will have modified Class 111 standpipes, hose reels, and
ABC portable extinguishers throughout the building. In addition, the follow-

ing fire suppression systems will provide primary fire suppression capability
to the following areas:

Automatic closed head sprinkler systems are provided in the open grating.

area of the 3 floors under the turbine.

Deluge foam-water sprinkler systems are provided in the lube oil condi-*

tioning area and the lube oil reservoir area.

A deluge sprinkler system is provided in the hydrogen seal oil unit area..

A preaction sprinkler system is provided in the auxiliary boiler area.*

The turbine building fire suppression systems receive water from the portion
of the supply system that is not required to be seismically analyzed for SSE.

The main power, unit auxiliary, and reserve transformers will have deluge
water spray suppression sy.tems. The systems are automatically actuated bys

flame or temperature detectors. An oil and water collection pit is beneath
each transformer. Drains away from buildings and transformers are provided
for each pit. Shadow-type fire-barrier walls are provided between adjacent
transformers.

Alarm systems, both manual and automatic, will be in all areas of the plant as
passive systems. They alarm without controlling an extinguishing function.

The 2 fire pumps are located in separate fire areas, separated from each other
and from the rest of the plant by 3-hour-rated fire barriers.

The fire-main loop in the yard will be designed and installed with sectional
control valves that will deliver total fire low to all automatic and manual
fire suppression systems and manual hose stations even if the shortest portion
of the water distributic piping is out of service.
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Desion Certification Material

As stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE provided Tier 1 design
description and ITAAC for the fire protection system which are under staff
review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.
(This is Open Item 9.5.1.3-1.)

On the basis that the fire water supply and distribution system conforms to
the applicable f1FPA standards mentioned above, the staff concludes that the
system will meet the guidelines of Section IV.C.2 of BTP APCSB 9.5-1 and will
be acceptable. subject to the resolution of Open item 9.5.1.3-1 identified
above.

9.5.1.3.3 Water fire Suppression Systems

As stated in the SSAR, automatic water and foam fire suppres> ion systems will !

be installed over major fire hazards identified by the fire hazards analysis.
# Each system will be designed and installed in accordance with fifPA 11, 13,

or 15.

Standpipe and hose stations will be installed throughout the plant on the
basis of needs identified in the fire hazards analysis. The standpipe systems
will be designed and installed in accordance with lifPA 14. . Each hose station
will be equipped with a maximum of 30 meters (100 feet) of 3.8 cm (14-inch)
hose and an adjustable on/off spray nozzle listed or approved by a nationally
recognized testing laboratory.

Pressure-reducing orifices will be installed ot each hose station as required,
,

to ensure that excessive pressures are not delivered to the nozzle.

Exterior hydrants and hose houses will be provided according to needs identi-
fied in the fire hazards analysis. They will be designed and equipped in
accordance with fifPA 24.

Control and sectionalizing valves in the fire water system will be elect'
cally supervised and will be indicated in the main control room.

The ABWR will not include floor penetrations that are susceptible to the
potential of channeling water from fire extinguishing operations in one redun-
dant fire area to an adjacent fire . area. floor penetrations vill only be used
for interconnections within one train of safe-shutdown equipment.

Desian_ Certification-Material

As stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE provided Tier 1 design
description and ITAAC for the fire protection system which are under staff
review. The results of the staff's review will be provided i_n the_ FSER.
(This is Open Item 9.5.1.3-1.)

Subject to rotolution of Open item 9.5.1.3-1 identified above, these detail's
for the fire protection water distribution and extinguishing systems will
conform to the guidelines contained in Sections IV.C.2 and 3 of BTP
APCSB 9.5-1 and will be acceptable. This resolves DSER (SECY-91-355) Open
Item 104.
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9.5.1.3.4 Gaseous Fire Suppression Systems >

GE has specified an automatic foam sprinkler fire suppression system for ,

protection of the Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs). The automatic foam !
system, in addition to providing appropriate fire prctection for the EDGs, I

will permit continued operation of the diesels in the event of operation of
the foam sprinkler system.

!Desian Certification Material

As stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE provided Tier I design
description and ITAAC for the fire protection system which are under staff i

review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.
(This is Open item 9.5.1.3-1.)

Subject to the resolution of Open item 9.5.1.3-1 identified above, details of . ,

the automatic foam sprinkler system will be consistent with the guidelines in !

Section IV.D.9 of BTP APCSB 9.5-1 and will be acceptaole,
r

9.5.1.3.5 Fire Extinguishers

Portab.4 fire extinguishers will be provided in areas with in-situ or poten- ,

tially transient combustibles. They will be chosen on the basis of the antic-
ipated type of fire in the area and the effect of the extinguishing agent on .

'

equipment in the area. The portable extinguishers will be selected, instal-
lated, and maintained in accordance with the requirements, for portable fire
extinguishers, NFPA 10.

Desian Certification Material

As stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE 3rovided Tier 1 design i

i description and ITAAC for the fire protection system watch are under staff'
I review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.

(This is Open item 9.5.1.3-1.) -

Subject to the resolution of Open item 9.5.1.3-1 identified above, portable
fire extinguishers will conform to the guidelines of Section IV.C.6 of lip
APCSB 9.5-1 and will be acceptable.

.

9.5.1.4 Fire Protection Support Systems

Design Certification Material

As stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE provided Tier 1 descrip-
tion and ITAAC for the fire protection system which are under staff review.
The results of:the staff's review will be provided in the FSER. (This is Open
item 9.5.1.3-1.) <

.

9.5.1.4.1 Emergency Communication and Lighting

portable radio communications will-be provided for fire brigade and plant i
operations personnel during a fire incident. This communication system will
have a distinct and separate frequency so that plant security force communica-
tions and actuation of protection relays will not be affected. The portable-'

i
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j

radio communication system will use fixed repeaters, as necessary, to ensure
communicrtions capability with any location in the station from the control
room. The fixed repeaters will be arranged and protected 50 that exposure to
fire damage will not disable the entire sy> tem. i

!

Scaled-beam emergency lights with individual 8-hour battery supplies will be |
provided in areas that must be occppied for safe shutdown and in routes used
for access and egress to these locations. The lighted areas will include
areas where operator actions occur if the control room is evacuated. In
addition to the sealed beam 8-hour emergency lights, portable sealed-beam
battery-powered hand-held lights will be provided for use by fire brigade and
plant operations personnel during a fire incident.

In response to staff questions about battery-powered emergency lights located
in harsh (extreme high or low temperature) environments GE states the follow-
ing in SSAR Section 9.5.3.1.l(5):

(f) Non-essential battery pack lamps shall be self-contained units suitable
for the environment in which they are located.

(g) The light fixtures for essential battery packs may 5e located remotely |from the battery if the environment at the lamp is not within the
qualified range of the battery. Alternatively, lamps powered from the
station batteries may be provided.

D_esinn Certification Material

As stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE provided Tier 1 design
description and ITAAC for the fire protection system which are under staff
review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.
(This is Open item 9.5.1.3-1.)

Subject to resolution of Open item 9.5.1.3-1 identified above, these details '

will conform to the guidelines of Section IV.B.5 of BTP APCSB 9.5-1 and will
- be acceptable.

,

9.5.1.4.2 Emergency Breathing Air

Emergency breathing air will be provided for fire brigade end control room
personnel. The breathing air will be delivered by a self-ccMained apparatus

,

or a storage reservoir. Full-face positive-pressure masks approved by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health wil_1 be used by all
personnel required to use emergency breathing air.

A minimum of 10 self-contained breathing units will be provided for fire
brigade use. Each unit will be provided with 2 extra air bottles located on
site. The rated service life for the self-contained units will be a minimum
of-1/2 hour. In addition to the 2 extra bottles for each self-contained unit,
compressors will be provided so that exhausted air bottles may be_ quickly
replenished. The compressors will operate in areas free of dust and contami-
nants and will be powered from a vital power bus so that breathing air is
available if offsite power is lost.
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Dnign Certification 11alertal
'

t.s stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE provided Tier I design
description and ITAAC for the fire protection system which are under staff j
review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the fSER. i

(This is Open item 9.5.1.3-1.) i

Subject to resolution of the Open item 9.5.1.3-1 Identified above, these
provisions for emergency breathing air will conform to the guidelines con- .

'tained in Section IV.B.4 of BTP APCSB 9.5-1 and will be acceptable.

9.5.1 4.3 Curbs and Drains

floor drains and curbs that are sized to remove expected fire fighting water
flow will be provided in areas protected by fixed-water fire-suppression
systems or hand-held hose lines if water accumulation will cause unacceptable
damage to safety-related equipment. Water drained from areas that may contain
radioactivity will be properly collected, analyzed, and treated before being
discharged to the environment,

floor drains located in areas containing combustible liquids will be designed !

so that these liquids cannot flow back into safety-related areas through the
drainage system.

Desian Certification Meerial

As stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE has provided Tier 1
design description and ITAAC for the fire protection system which are under-
staff review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.
(This is Open Item 9.5.1 5 1.)

Subject to resolution of the Open Item 9.5.1.3-1 identified above, these
provisions for curbs and drains will conform to the guidelines contained in
Section IV.B.1 of BTP APCSB 9.5-1 and will be acceptable.

9.5.1.4.4 Smoke Control

Smoke will be removed from each area by the normal ventilation systems.
Release of smoke that may contain radioactive materials will be monitored to
ensure compliance with applicable guidelines and regulations.

The general arrangement of the ABWR design of safe-shutdown trains features a
high degree of separation with no piping and minimal- cabling interconnections.
With such a physical arrangement, the ventilation system can become the most
likely pathway for fire aropagation-and smoke dispersal. Outside primary and
secondary containment, tie ABWR employs separate, dedicated HVAC systems for.
each fire area containing safe-shutdown equipment. This arrangement of the
ventilation systems serving- the areas containing safe-shutdown equipment.-
facilitates the venting of smoke originating in one area containing safe
shutdown equipment.and preclude spreading of this smoke to'the redundant area-

containing-safe-shutdown equipment. This arrangement also means that ventila-
tion _ air-supply, return, and exhaust for any fire area is independent of all '

other fire areas and that HVAC ducting-does not penetrate the 3-hour-rated '

fire barriers separating fire areas. Therefore, fire dampers are eliminated.
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i
Ifrom the ABWR design outside of the secondary containment. This simplifies

not only design of the ABWR HVAC systems, but also installation and mainte-
,nance of the system throughout the life of the plant. :
,

| GE utilizes the HVAC system for smoke removal in the event of fire, for all
systems, except the secondary containment and diesel generator rooms, placing !

a HVAC system in the smoke-removal mode causes a damper in the return line to .

close and a much larger exhaust damper to atmosphere to open so that the
system becomes a no-return, flow-through system with the large exhaust plenum

,

vented directly to atmosphere, lhe pressure in the fire area with the fire '

drops to atmospheric pressure and the pressure in other fire zones remains at
their normal positive pressure of approximately 0.06 Kpa (1/4 of an inch of

,

water). Since the primary containment is inerted with nitrogen during plant
operation, separation of HVAC systems inside primary containment is not an '

Issue. i
,

Secondary containment has 3 HVAC systems that share common supply and exhaust
ducts. The supply and exhaust for each system is controllr by the operation
of each system's fans and dampers, both for normal operation and for smoke.

i control / removal in the event of a fire, in the event of_ fire in the secondary
containment, all exhaust fans are started and the exhaust dampers to the
common exhaust duct are throttled down, but not closed, for the fire areas t

without a fire. Therefore, while all fire areas remain negative with respect
to atmosphere, the fire area experiencing the fire becomes more negative than4

the fire areas without a fire.

GE has also committed to install smoke detectors in the fresh air intakes for >

the ABWR secondary containment and the control building. In the event of
smoke entering the fresh air supply for these HVAC systern, they will isolate e

from the outside supply and start operating in the 100-percent recirculation
| mode.

For the diesel generator room, the once-through supply faps for the room start
and purge the room through the large exhaust opening [4 m (about 43 ft ]).i

Desian Certification Mater'ial

As stated above in section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE provided Tier l_ design
description and ITAAC for the fire protection system which are under staff
review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.

; (This is Open item 9.5.1.3-1.)

Subject to resolution of the Open item 9.5.1.3-1 identified above, the staff
concludes that the design of the ABWR HVAC systems in the smoke-removal mode,

of operation will be in accordance with the review criteria and will be
,

acceptable. This resolves DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 103. (See also Sec-tion 9.5.1.2.2 of this report.)
i

9.5.1.4.5 Access / Egress Routes ~

Clearly marked fire exit routes will be provided for each fire area. These
routes will be designed to comply with applicable-life safety codes and
standards. Subject to resolution of the Open item 9.5.1.3-1-identified above,
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the provisions for access an egress routes will conform to the guidelines
contained in Section IV.B4(f) of BTP APCSB 9.5-1 and Section !!1.G of Appen-
dix R to 10 CTR Part 50 and r il be accentable.

Ogsian Certification MateriJ.

As stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE provided Tier 1 design i
description and ITAAC for the fire protection system which are under staff j
review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.
(This is Open item 9.5.1.3-1.)

9.5.1.4.6 Construction Materials and Combustible Contents

CE has defined noncombustible materials used for interior wall and structural
components, thermal insulation, radiation shielding, soundproofing, interior
finishes, and suspended ceilings in Section 9A.2.3(4) of SSAR Appendix 9A. GE
also states acceptance criteria for surface finishes in Section 9A.2.4(6) of
SSAR Appendix 9A. Both the definition and the acceptance criteria are N sed
on the technical cequirements of ASTM-E84/NfPA 255 and are acceptable to the -)
staff. 1

With regard to noncombustible liquid-insulated transformers, the staff ident'- |
fled in Section 9.5.1.4.6 of the DSER (SECY-91-355), an interface requirement i

involving consideration of the potentially unacceptable health hazards-in the '

event of the release of material from these transformers. '

As a result of staff review of interface requirements, GE clarified in their
letter dated March 11, 1992, that transformers located within fire areas
containing safety-related equipment will be of the drytype only. for those-
areas utilizing liquid-insulated transformers, the COL applicant shall provide
features to prevent the insulating liquid from becoming an unacceptable health
hazard to employees in the event of release of the material to the building
environment, The staff will review these features on a plant-specific basis.
This is COL Action item 9.5.1.4.6-1. -

Desian Certification Mater'ial
,.

As stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE provided-Tier 1 design
description and iTAAC for the fire protection, system wM ch are under staff :
review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.
(This is Open Item 9.5.1.3-1.)

Subject to acceptable resolution of Open item 9.5.1.3 1 identified above,=
these provisions will comply with the intent of the guidelines contained in
Sections IV.B.I.(d) and (g) of BTP APCSB 9.5-1 to use only noncombustible
materials for interior finish and will be acceptable.

1

9.5.1.4.7 Interaction with Other_ Systems-
.

With 3 trains of safe-shutdown capability provided, and give. the ABWR design-
.

'assumption of separate fire areas for each shutdown train; which can survive
total loss of all equipment in-any fire area, the question of vulnerability. of r

safe shutdown equipment to fire protection water is not applit.able. Safe

v
,
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shutdown equipment in the ABWR design requires no special protection from the
ef fects of failures of the fire protection water suppression systems.
However, GE his provided such protection although assumed no credit for it.

,

Pipe rupture criteria will be used to ensure that the flood inventory in fire
protection piping will not cause damage to safety-related equipment. Drains
and sumps in the NPC will be sized to control maximum flood inventory of fire l
protection piping.

Desian Certification Material |

As stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE provided Tier 1 design
description and ITAAC for the fire protection system which are under staff
review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.
(This is Open item 9.5.1.3-1.) |

These provisions will O mply with the guidelines of Section IV.C.3 an~
IV.B.l(i) of BTP APCSB 9.5-1 and will be acceptable, subject to resolution of
Open item 9.5.1.3-1 identified above.

9.5.1.4.8 Preoperational Testing

All of the active components of the entire plant fire protection systems are
required to pass a preoperational acceptance test in accordance with the

,

appropriate NFPA standard governing design and installation of the system. ~'

Components ar,s systems subject to passing the preoperational testing before
being placed in service inciude the following:

fire pumps - controls, flow volume and pressure*

water distribution - flush and hydrostatic*

!

control valves=

fire detection and alarm systems, including electronic supervision for-*

other fire detection and fire suppression systems

water fire suppression systems*

emergency radio communication systemsa

emergency lights=

emergency breathing air systems and components*

Desian Certification Material

As stated.above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE provided Tier 1 design
descHption and ITAAC for the fire protection system which are under staff
review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.

|
(This is Open item 9.5.1.3-1.)

:
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9.5.1.5 Administrative Controls i

The description of administrative controls that will be established to govern
various details of operations of the plant conform to guidelines of BTP
APCSB 9.5-1 are acceptable. However, a detailed review and acceptance of the
administrative controls will be performed during the plant-specific licensing
process of a COL application referencing the GE ABWR design. Items of
interest under the administrative controls review will include but not be
limited to:

control of combustible materials such as combustible / flammable liquids*

and gases, fire retardant treated wood, plastic materials, and dry icn
exchange resins j

1

transient combustible materials and general housekeeping, including*

health physics materials

open-flame and hot-work permits and cutting a-? welding operations ie

quality assurance with respect to fire protection systems components,*

installation, maintenance, and operation

qualification of fire protection engineerint lersonnel, fire brigade*

members, and fire protection systems maintenai ce and testing personnel

instruction, training, and drills provided to fire brigade members+

This is COL Action item 9.5.1.5-1.

Desian Certification Material

As stated above in Section 9.5.1.3 of this report, GE arovided Tier 1 design
description and ITAAC for the fire protection system wiich are under staff
review. The results of the staff's review will be provided in the FSER.
(This is Open item 9.5.1.3.-l.)

9.5.1.6 Summary ,

The staff finds that the fire protection design for the ABWR will be accept-
able upon approval of ITAAC. Most of the fire protection features. described
in SSAR Section 9.5.1 and SSAR. Appendix 9A (Fire Hazards Analysis) of the ABWR
application conform to the applicable sections of APCSD BTP 9.5-1. However,
three' exceptions to such conformance exist in (1)=the main steam tunnel,
(2) the' main control room, and (3) inside containment, in each of these three
instances, the exceptions were fully justified by GE as previously discussed.
and found acceptable by the staff.

Fi;; ally, as discussed in Section 9.5.1.5 of this report the administrative
controls will be the responsibility of the-COL applicant.

9.5.2 Communications Systems

This topic ik discussed in Section 7.7.15 of this report.
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9.5.3 Lighting Systems

This topic is discussed in Section 8.3.5 of this report.

9.5.4 Diesel Generator fuel Oil Storage and 1ransfer System

This topic is discussed in general in Section 9.5.4.1 of this report and in
detail in Section 9.5.4.2 of this report.

9.5.4.1 Diesel Generator Auxiliary Support Systems (General)

There are 3 standby (emergency) diesel generators in the ABWR design. Each |
diesel engine has the following auxiliary systems, which are addressed in
detail in the systems indicated: (1) fuel oil storage and transfer (Sec-
tion 9.5.4.2); (2) cooling water (Section 9.5.5); (3) starting air (Sec-
tion 9.5.6); (4) lubrication (Section 9.5.7); and (5) combustion air-intake
and exhaust (Section 9.5.8). This section applies to all of these systems.

The diesel engine vendor has not been selected, therefore, the interaction
between the diesel engine and the support (auxiliary) systems cannot be fully
defined. GE needs to include the applicable component parameter (tank size,
pump capacity, etc.) in the ITAAC for the various auxi_liary systems. The staff
will evaluate the COL applicant's design of specific diesel engine support
systems on a plant-specific basis.

; Most components of the diesel generators and their auxiliary support systems
are located in the seismic Category I reactor building structure that provides
protection f rom the effects of tornadoes, missiles, and floods. The diesel
generator exhaust silencer is located on top of the reactor building, well
above the probable maximum flood level and designed to be able to function
during design basis events such as seismic vibrations, wind, hail, tornadoes,
rain, and snow storms. Fuel oil storage tanks, pump motors, valves, and
piping are located underground and are of seismic Category I ccnstruction.

-

The only portions of the fuel oil storage and transfer system located above
ground are the fill, sample, and vent lines. In.the DSER (SECY-91-355), the
staff concluded that GE should provide additional information inat describes
provisions to minimize the effect of tornado missiles for these exposed
components. (The DSER referred to DSER Section 3.5.1.4 discussion of design
basis tornado for information on the staff's assessment of designed protection
from tornar issiles.) In SSAR Section 9.5.4,=GE states that the fuel oil
storage ant. .,ansfer system is protected from damage by flying debris carried
by tornadoes. Subject to confirmation that the fill, vent, and sample
connections are adequately protected from tornado missiles, the system designs-
meet the requirement of GDC 2 and-4, and RG 1.115, and RG 1.117. This was-
DSER Open item 80 and is now Open item 9.5.4.1-1.

Each diesel generator has separate and independent auxiliary systems. The
- ABWR design assumes a single unit site, therefore, GDC 5 regarding-the sharing
of the structures, systems, and components between' units is not applicable.

The evaluation of the design ~ of t;,e diesel generator support (auxiliary)
systems with respect to the effects of postulated pipe failures is addressed
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in Section 3.6 of this report. The adequacy of the fire protection for diesel :

generators and the associated auxiliary suppor' systems is addressed in Sec-
tion 9.5.1 of this report. !

The staff has also reviewed the designs of the diesel generator auxiliary :
systems with respect to the recommendations of fiUREG/CR-0660-which made !
specific recommendations on increasing the reliability of nuclear plant >

emergency diesel generators. Table 9.1 of this report summarizes compliance
of the ABWR auxiliary systems with the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660.

NUREG/CR-0660 recommends that, as a minimum, operations and maintenance
personnel rective training that is provided by the vendor, or is equivalent to
vendor training because a lack of proper training has been a contributor to :
degradation of C 1sel generator reliability. -Increased attention to investi-
gative testing, replacement, and adjustments as part of preventive maintenance. ;

and increased root-cause analysis of system (component) failures are also
'

recommended to improve diesel generator reliability. Programs to achieve
these goals are the responsibility of the COL applicant and will need to be

,

addressed as part of the COL application. This is COL Action item 9.5.4.1-1.

Test intervals for the diesel generator auxiliary systems have been provided
in the 15 contained in SSAR Chapter 16. Mcst auxiliary systems are tested-

,

during diesel generator start /run tests as required by RG 1.108. Additional
tests are prescribed in the TS for the fuel oil transfer system. The incorpo- '

ration of these tests in the TS will resolve the o]en item identified in DSER
8Section 9.5.4.1 regarding the test frequency. Th's is TS Compliance

item 9.5.4.1-1.

Provisions to reduce the effect of dust and dirt on diesel generator opera-
tion and reliability will be verified as part of the ITAAC program, instru-
mentation is to be located in dust tight steel cabinets with gasketed doors /
openings and filtered louvers where ventilation is required. Ventilation is
to be taken from a location high in the reactor building, approximately
30 feet above grade. Construction-related activity will be required to use
appropriate dust control techniques. Concrete flooring is to be painted with
concrete or masonry paint.

The vibration concerns expressed in NUREG/CR-0660 are addressed by locating
free-standing control panels on the floor above the diesel generator. All
instruments and sensors that must be-mounted on process equipment are to be
protected against the effects of vibration.

Desian Certification Material

GE has provided Tier 1 design information and ITAAC for the fuel oil storage
and transfer system in_ Section 2.16.2 of the OCH. The remaining diesel
generator auxiliaries are included as part of the Emergency Dksel' Generator
Tier 1 and ITAAC (DCM Section 2.12.13). Thi= informatien b currently under '

staff review. The results of this review will be presented in the FSER.- This
is Open item 9.5.4.1-2.

,

a Although' identified in DSER Section 9.5.4.1 as an Open item, this item was
unnumbered and not included in the DSER Section 1.8 listing of open items.

:
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Assurance of diesel generator reliability will require the resolution Open
items 9.5.4.1-1 and 9.5.4.1-2; COL Action item 9.5,4.1-1; and TS Compliance t

item 9.5.4.1 1 identified above.

9.5.4.2 Diesel Generator fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System,

)
Ilhe design function of the fuel oil storage and transfer system is to provide,

! a separate and independent fuel oil supply train ft, each diesel generator. !

Minimum storage capability for full-load operation of each diesel generator
for 7 days without replenishment of fuel is provided. GE has identified the
acceptance criteria of the diesel generator support systems. Verification of
compliance with the acceptance criteria will be addressed as part of the ITAAC

.

program.

This review is based on the descriptive information and system diagrams
supplied in the SSAR (primarily Chapters 8 and 9) and in subsequent GE
s ubm'. t t al s . The staff performed this review in accordance with SRP Sec-
tion 9.5.4.

I <

There are 3 standby diesel generators in the ABWR design. Each diesel engine
f uel oil and transfer system consists of a day tank with sufficient capacity
to supply fuel oil to power the diesel for 8 hours; a fuel oil storage tank
with a capacity sufficient to power the diesel 7 days; 2 fuel oil transfer,

pumps, an engine-driven and a redundant dc driven fuel oil pump, both gravity
'

f ed, supplying fuel from the day tank to the engine fuel manifold; and
associated piping, valves, instrumentation, and controls. Each fuel oil '

storage and transfer system is independent and physically separated from the
other 2 systems, and each system is located in a separate quadrant of the
reactor building. Thus, a single failure within any one of the systems will
affect only the associated diesel generator.

,

GE '.dentified in the SSAR that selection of the fuel oil transfer pump is an
interface requirement. As a result of its review of the ABWR interface
requirements, the staff has determined that this information is the responsi-
bility of the COL applicant and is, therefore, reclassified as COL Action
item 9,5.4.2-1. The staff will review this information on a plant-specific
basis as part of the COL review. The staff noted as DSER (SELY-91-355) Open
item 81, tb t the type of motive power (required 1.o be available during a loss
of offsite power) should be provided in the SSAR. .GE amended the SSAR to
identify the motive source for the pump as Class IE bus power from its respec-
tive diesel generator. This closes DSER Open item 81.

All fuel oil storage and transfer system piping and components up to the
diesel engine interface are designed to seismic Category I requirements.- All
piping and components, including these engine mounted, meet RG'l.29, and will
be designed, fabricated, and installed in accordance with ASME Code Sec- ;

tion Ill, Class 3, requirements.
,

Instrumentation provided for the fuel oil storage and transfer system includes
level indication for the day tank -temperature sensors at -the intake and|

discharge of the day tank, and pressure indication for the suction of the
engine-mounted and de-driven fuel oil pumps, in the DSER (SECY-91-355), the-

|

,
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Table 9.1 Conformance to fiUREG/CR-0660 Recommendations
to the Diesel Generator Auxiliary Support Systems

Recommendation Conformance DFSER Section

1. Moisture in air starting system Yes 9.5.6

2. Dust and dirt in diesel generator room Yes 9.5.4.1

3. Not applicable to support systems

4. Personnel training COL responsibility 9.5.4.1

5. Automatic prelube Yes 9.5.7

6. Testing, test loading, and preventive COL responsibility 9.5.4.1
maintenance

7. Improve the identification of root
cause of failures COL responsibility 9.5.4-1.

8. Diesel generator ventilation and
combustion air systems Yes 9.5.8

9. Fuel storage and handling Yes 9.5.4.2

10. liigh temperature insulation * 9.5.4.1

11. Engine cooling water Yes 9.5.5

12. Concrete dust control (design) Yes 9.5.4.1
| (programmatic) COL responsibility 9.5.4.1
i

13. Vibration of instruments Yes 9.5.4.1

* Explicit conformance is considered unnecessary by the staff in view of the
equivalent reliability provided by the design, margin, and' qualification
testing requirements that are normally applied to emergency standby diesel
generators.
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staff indicated as part of DSI.R Open item 83' that the sensor on the tank
,
; discharge did not appear on the fuel oil system p&lD. GE has provided a

revised figure showing this temperature sensor, which resolves this part of
DSER Open item 83. However, incorporation of the revised figure in the SSAR
is Confirmatory item 9.5.4.2-1.

Level sensors p. ovide signals to start the fuel oil transfer pumps, one starts
on low level, a second on low-low level. At the low 'evel, a 60-minute supply
(at full diesel generator load) of fuel oil is available for diesel generator
operation, from the information GE provided it is unclear whether storage
tank level instrumentation is provided. In describing its commitment for a >

stick gauge provision, GE stated that level switches are prov M d to monitor
tank level. In the DSER (SECY-91-355), the staff identified iracusistencies
in the listing of these level switches between parts of SAR Sections 9.5.4 and
8.3. GE has committed to include the level switches and the stick gauge
provision in the appropriate parts of SSAR Section 9.5.4, Section 8.3.1.1.8.5,
and the referenced figures. This commitment resolves DSER Open item 82, -

however, incorporation of this information into the SSAR is Confirmatory
item 9.5.4.2-2.

The fuel oil storage tanks are located in 3 separate areas adjacent to the
reactor building. The interior and exterior of both tanks and buried piping
will have a protective waterproof coating. Also, the design will use an
impressed current-type cathodic protection to control corrosion of_ underground '

piping.

SSAR Figure 9.5-6 depicts the standby diesel generator fuel oil system. From
review of this figure, the staff concluded in the DSER (SECY-91-355),-that the
fuel storage tanks and associated instrumentation should be added to the
figure. The staff noted discrepancies between the text and figure 9.5-6,
regarding the optional characterization of the electric fuel oil pump. Also,
GE's response to RAI 430.273 stated, in part, that "two local fuel oil
temperature indicators are provided (one in the suction line and one in the
discharge line) from-the day tank." Figure 9.|,-6, however, identifies only
one temperature sensor. GE has committed to include a revised figure 9.5-6 .-

in the SSAR that will include the fuel storage tanks and-their associated
instrumentation. This commitment resolves the other part of DSER Open
item 83. However, incorporation of these revisions into the SSAR is Confirma-
tory item 9.5.4.2-3. (See also Confirmatory Iter 9.5.4.2-1 discussed previ-i

ously.)

Section 111.5 of SRP Section 9.5.4 addresses the need to minimize the creation
of sediment turbulence at the bottom of the fuel oil storage tank during
refueling. To ensure cor ;ous operation of the diesel generator while*

refueling, the ABWR des h . ,elies on duplex filters and strainers _between the
storage tank and the d , tank and at the fuel oil pum) suction to remove any
sediment. The SSAR suggests that refueling would pro > ably occur while the day ,

tank is full, which would allow time for sediment to settle before fuel is
transferred from the storage tank to the day tank.

" In DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item C3 the staff identified two concerns. The
second part of Open item 83 is addressed in a subsequent paragraph.
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In the DSER (SECY-91-355), the staff noted that refueling procedures should be
tablished as an interface requirement to verify that the day tank is full

before refilling, thereby miaimizing the likelihood of sediment obstruction of
fuel lines and any deleterious impacts on diesel generator operation. This
was identified as DSER Open Item 84. As a result of its review of the ABWR
irterf ace requirements, the staff reclass ;ied this concern as COL Actior.
Item 9.5.4.2-2 and will review it on a plara-specific basis.

GE has described a program to ensure that the diesel fuel oil is tested and
maintained according to the appropriate ASTM and ANSI requirements. Fuel oil
is to be sampled and tested monthly for quality and contaminants. New fuel
will b' visually inspected before adding it to the storage tank, and it will
be analyzed within 2 weeks for other required properties. Fuel oil not
meeting all requirements will be replaced within t week. The system will be
tested as part of the required diesel generator tests and hydrostatically
tested before startup. Each fuel storage tank will be tested to ASME require- -

1 ments every 10 years. The system design fuel cil quality and tests meet the
requirements of RG 1.137.

Desian Certification Material

As discussed above in Section 9.5.4.1 of this report, GE submitted proposed
Tier 1 desio- information and ITAAr c , the oil storage and transfer system,
which are under staff review. The ,_ of the staff revlew will be
presented in the FSER. (This is Open Item 9.5.4.1-2.)

Subject to resolution of the open, confirmatory, and COL action itemr JF .i-
fied above, the design of the fuel oil storage and transfer system win i ret
the requt.'ements of GDC 17, as related to the capability of the fuel oil
system to meet independence and redundancy requirements, RG 1.9 " Selection
Design, and Qualification of Diesel-Generated Units Used as Standby (0nsite)
Electric Pcwer Systems at Nuclear Power Plants," and RG 1.137. The design
i so incorporates the reccmmendations of NUREG/CR-0660, and the appropriate

~industry standards, i.e., ANSI N195-1976 and IEEE Standard 387.
_

9.5.5 Diesel Generator Cooling Water System
'The function of the diesel generator cooling water system is to maintain the

terperature of the diesel engine within a safe operating range under all load
conditions and to maintain the engine coolant preheated during standby condi-
tions. Tht system shoald be desig:ad to meet the requirements of GDC 2
(protection against natural phenomena), 4 (protection from environmental and
dynamic effects of equipment failure), 5 (sharing of structures, systems, and
components between units), 17 (availability of electric power systems), 44
(provision for coot .ng systems), 45 (inspection of cooling systems), and 46
(testing of cooling systems). The ability of the ABWR diesel generator
cooling water system to meet GDC 2, 4, and 5 is discussed in Section 9.5.4.1
of this report.

This review is based on the descriptive informatic. and system diagrams
supplied in the SSAR (primarily Chapters 8 and 9) and in subsequent GE
submi ttal s.
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The diesel generator cooling water system is a closed-loop system that cools
the engine jacket water, lube oil, and combustion air. The major components
of-this system include a jacket water heat exchanger, lube oil heat exchanger,
combustion air heat exchangers (air intercooler and exhaust manifrW an
expansion tank, two jacket water circulating pumps, a" electric i' wr . ,n
heater, a jacket water keep-warm system, a 3-way temperature contM n eve,
and the required controls, alarms, instrumentation, piping, and v6ve,. Heat
generated during diesel generator operation is rejected to the reactor cooling
water system through the jacket water heat exchanger. All system piping and
components are designated ASME Code Section Ill, Class 3, designed to seismic
Category I requirements, anti will be procured according to the requirements of
10 CFR Part 50 (Anpendix B).

There are 3 standby diesel generators in the ABWR design. Each diesel
generator has a physically separate and independent engine cooling water
system, as described in the pr1 ceding paragraph. -Eaci cooling water system is
powend from the respective diesel generator's safety-related Class IE motor
control center. Therefore, the systems meet the redundancy and single failure
criteria requirements of GDC 17.

During operation of the diesel generators, the temperature of the diesel
engine cooling water is regulated through the action of 3-way temperature
Fontrol valves. When the standby diesel generators are idle, the cooling
water is heated by an electric heater and maintained at 49 *C (120 *F)
assuming ambient temper 3re of 16 *C (60 'F).

In the DSER (SECY-91-355), the staff indicated that, according to GE, specific
information regarding the design and capability of the cooling water system
and the keep-warm system were interface requirements and included the follow-
ing:

(1) jacket water circulating pump characteristics (NPSH and motive power
source, i.e., shaft, engine, etc.)

(2) the keep-warm system description (design may or may not include provision
for a keep-warm pump)

(3) temperature sensor selection (Amot type or equivalent)

(4) heat removal capability of system (to be based on maximum permissible
diesel engine overload output)

(5) expansion tank size
,

(6) expected water loss over 7-day period and system volume capacity (needed
to ensure adequate volume is available to maintain system water level and
pump NPSH without refill).

The staff reviewed these ABWR interface requirements and determined that this
-information is required to be included in the ITAAC for the diesel generator

_

and its auxiliary systens. This is Open Item 9.5.5-1.

In the DSER (SECY-91-355), the staff noted a discrepancy between the text of
SSAR Section 9.5.5 and Figure 9.5-7 regarding the circulating water pump.
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Section 9.5.5 identifies the jacket circulating water pumps as engine- and-
motor-driven while-figure 9.5-7. identifies both as being motor-driven. (This-
discrepancy was considered part of DSER Open item 85.)_ Additionally, the
interface criteria of Section 9.5.13.6 stated that t e se ect on of the motiveh l i
power for these pumps ~was an interface _ requirement. This implication dis-

-

agrees with the text of Section 9.5.5 and Figure 9.5-7, wherein motive power
for the pumps, although inconsistent, was clearly specified by GE. (This was
the other part of DSER Open item 85.) GE has committed to_ provide consistent
information regarding the power source for the jacket cooling water pumps.
The references to specific power sources are to be removed, and the selection
of the power supply is to be . _ porated as COL Action Iten. 9.5.5-1. These
changes close DSER Open Item 85, .iowever, incorporation of these changes into
the SSAR is Confirmatory Item 9.5.5-1.

Also for item 3 above, the selection of an Amot +ype or equivalent valve was
not specifically identified as part of the interrace criteria for the selec-
tion of this valve. The staff concluded in DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 86
that GE should include this selection information as COL Action Item 9.5.5-1
for temperature sensor selection. GE has co..aitted to incorporate the
reference to an Amot-type temperature sensor, or equivalent into the SSA..
Therefore, DSER Open item 86 is resolved, however, incorporation of this
reference into the SSAR is Confirmatory Item 9.5.5-2.

The diesel engine'is also identified as having the capability to operate at
full load for 2 minutes without secondary cooling. This will ensure that the
diesel engine can operate at full load in excess of the time required to
restore cooling water (reactor service water and reactor cooling water), which
are sequenced onto the emergency power supply within 1 minute following a loss
of offsite power,

,

l
! The diesel generater cooling water system conforms with Position C.7 cc RG 1.9

as it relates to engine cooling water protective interlocks. All trips are
| bypassed during LOCA conditions except low cooling water pcessure and low
' differential pressure of secondary cooling water Both of these trips are

2-out-of-2 logic trips (the diesel generator system protective interlocks-are
discussed _in Section 8.3.3.6 of this report). The cooling water system is
provided with an expansion tank and expansion tank vent line, both of which

L are to be located above the system piping and pump location. A static-head
will ensure that the pumps and piping are filled with_ water.

GE stated in the SSAR that the operating procedures for the diesel generator
will require the loading of the e.igine up to a minimum of 40-percent of full-
load (or lower rur manufacturers recommendation) for 1 hour-after up to - _
8 hours of conti mus no-load or-light-load operation. . Such no-load or light-
load conditions . ald exist for a LOCA with offsite power available. Proce-
dures utilizing this criteria will meet the requirements of Item III- of SRP.p

Section 9.5.5.t

The components of the diesel engine cooling water system can be periodically
inspected through surveillance testing and monitoring instrumentation for
pressure, temperature, and level. The system cooling water would be analyzed ,

periodically to ensure that adequate quality is maintained. In addition, the
diesel generator would be tested in accordance .;ith the requirements of
RG 1.:08. These characteristics meet the inspection and functional testing
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requirements of GDC 45 and 46 On the basis of resolution of DSER
(SECY-91-355) Open Items 85 ana 86, the system meets the requirements of
GbC 44 regarding the provision for cooling systems.

The design criteria and bases for the diesel engine cooling water system will
conform to CDC 17 and 44 regarding redundancy and physical independence, and
CDC 45 and 46 regarding inspection and testability of the system. The design
also will meet the cited RGs and industry codes and standards, will accommo-
date the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660, and will include the capability to
maintain stable diesel engine cooling water temperature under all load
conditions. The design will meet the requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 5,
regarding the protect ion of equipment from e..vironmental ef f ects and sharing
of system components. The system will meet the requirements of GDC 45 and 46,
regarding inspection and testability. The design of the diesel generator
cooling water system will meet the requirements of GDC 44 for system operabil-
ity. These conclusions are subject to the satisfactory resolution of Open -

Items 9.5.5-1 and 9.5.4.1-2, Confirmatory items 9.5.5-1 and 9.5.5-2, and COL
Action Item 9.5.5-1 identified above.

9.5.6 Diesel Generator Starting Air System

The design function of the diesel generator starting air system is to provide
a supply of compressed air for starting the emergency diesel generator engines
without external power. The air storage system is to perform its function in
a manner that ensures that the time interval between a diesel engine start
signal and a " ready-to-load" status is less than 20 seconds. The system is to
be designed to meet the requirements of GDC 2 (protection from natural
phenomena), 4 (protection from the environmental and dynamic effects of equip-
ment failure), 5 (sharing of structures, systems, and components between
units), and 17 (availability of electric power systems). The meeting of the
requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 5 is discussed in Section 9.5.4.1.

This review is based on the descriptive information and system diagrams
supplied in the SSAR (primarily Chapters 8 an'' 9) and in subsequent GE

-submittals.

There are 3 emergency diesel generators in the ABWR design. Each diesel
generator has its own starting air system, separate and independent of the
starting air systems for the other two diesel generators. Each starting air
system consists of two 100-percent capacity sections (that is, each section is
capable of supplyii.g sufficient air for 5 automatic or manual start attempts
without recharging the air receiver tanks). The starting air system consists
of 2 air compressors, 2 air receisers, 4 air admission valves (two redundant
air admission valves on each of two engine starting air manifolds), and
associated piping and valves to connect system components.

One section of a diesel generator starting air system consists of one compres-
sor and one air receiver. Controls are provided to automatically start and
stop each air compressor to Trintain the required pressure in each air-
receiver. Each compressor caa be manually started to restore pressure in the
air receivers if needed. E,.ch starting air system is equipped with an air-
receiver low-pressure alarm, which is indicated locally and displayed in the
control room as part of a diesel generator alarm / annunciation refresh unit.
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Each starting air system is equipped with a blowdown connection at the bottom
of the receiver, which would be used periodically to manually blowdown the
receiver to remove any accumulated water from the tank,

in Amendment 16 of the SSAR, GE responded to Q430.285, stating that each air
dryer system be provided with an air dryer equipped with pre-filters and
after-filters. SSAR Figure 9.5-8 does not specifically identify pre-filters
and af ter-filters for the air dryers. Addition of these filters to the P&lD
(or a statement specifically identifying the filters as an integral part of
the air dryer component) was identified as DSER (SECY-91-355), Open Item 88.
GE has committed to revise SSAR Figure 9.5-8 to incorporate the pre- and
after-filters into the design. This modification will resolve DSER Open
item 88. However, incorporation of the modification into the SSAR is Confir-
matory item 9.5.6-1. Each diesel generator is completely separate and
independent of the others so that a malfunction or failure in one starting air
system does not impair the starting capability of the other riiesel generators.
Therefore, the design meets the independence and redundancy c 5irements of
GDC 17.

GE identified several design parameters as future interface requirements to be
determined once a diesel generator vendor has been selected. Interface
requirements to be specified included the devices to crank the engine, air
start requirements with regard to the duration of the cranking cycle, and the
number of engine revolutions per start attempt. These interface requirements
would dictate design parameters such as the volume and design pressure of the
air receivers (sufficient for 5 start cycles per receiver) and compressor size
(cufficient discharge flow to recharge the system in under 30 minutes). The
staff believed, that once established, these interface criteria would provide
an adequate basis for the selection of component capacities. This was
identified as DSER (SECY-91-355), Open item 89. As a result of its review of
the ABWR interface requirements, the staff reclassified these items to fall
within the design certification scope. GE has committed to providing two
requirements: one addressing the number of starts possible from the air
receivers, and a second on the time needed to recharge the air receivers. The
staff will verify system compliance with these requirements as part of the

~

ITAAC program. This resolves DSER Open Item 89, however, incorporation of the
modifications into the SSAR is Confirmatory item 9.5.6-2.

The air compressor's air storage tanks and valves and piping (up to the first
connection on the engine skid) are designed in accordance with the require-
ments of ASME Code Section III, Class 3, requirements and are seismic Cate-
gory 1. No other components of the starting air system are classified.

The starting air system description does not include a reference to coolers
at the discharge of the air compressors, although SSAR Figure 9.5-8 includes
after-coolers located downstream of the starting air compressors. This
discrepancy was identified as DSER (SECY-91-355) Open item 90. GE has com-
mitted to incorporate the coolers into the description of the starting air
system. This modification resolves DSER Open item 90, however, incorporation
of the modifications into the SSAR is Confirmatory item 9.5.6-3. The SSAR
also states that the starting air quality would comply with the diesel engine
manufacturer's recommendation regarding dew point, as opposed to the require-
ments stated in SRP Section 9.5.6 II.4.j. The staff will determine whether
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the' system's air quality compiles with SRP Section 9.5.6.11.4.j on a plant-
specific basis. The staff concludes that the diesel generator starting air
system meets the requirements of GDC 2 (protection from natural phenomena),
4 (protection from environmental and dynamic. effects of equipment failure),
5 (sharing of structures, systems, and components between units), and
17 (availability of electric power), the guidance of the RGs cited in SRP |

Section 9.5.6, and the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660. The starting air
,

system design, therefore, will be acceptable subject to the resolution of '

Confirmatory Items 9.5.6-1, 9.5.6-2, and 9.5.6-3 and Open Item 9.5.4.1-2
identified above.

!
9.5.7 Diesel Generator Lubrication System j
The d2 sign safety function of the diesel generator lubrication system is to i

prov;de a supply of filtered lubrication oil to the various moving parts of
the diesel engine (including pistons and bearings) during engine operati n'and
during periods of standby to enhance first-try-start reliability. The ability

.

of the system design to meet the requirements of GDC 2 (protection from
natural phenomena), 4 (protection from environmental and dynamic effects of
equipment failure), and 5 (sharing of structures, systems and components
between units) is discussed in Section 9.5.4.1 of this report.

This review consisted of the descriptive information and system diagrams
supplied in the SSAR (primarily Chapters 8 and 9) and in subsequent GE
submittals. The basis for acceptance in the review was conformance of the
design to GDC 17, regarding redundancy and physical independence, the guidance
and additional acceptance criteria of SRP 9.5.7, and the recommendations of
NUREG/CR-0660.

The major components of the lubrication system include the engine lube oil
pump-(within the engine frame), an engine-driven pump, an oil cooler, a
generator shaft lube oil cooler, an electric lube oil heater, a keep-warm
circulating pump, oil filter, and strainer. Local alarms signal low oil
pressure, high oil- temperature, and low oil level. . These signals are part of
a general diesel generator. trouble alarm located in the control' room. Low oil
level alarms are described in SSAR Section 8.3.1.1.8.5 and refill is described
in-SSAR Section 9.5.7~ as being performed on the indication of low level (a
lube oil-supply pump actuated by'a low level indication in the engine sump).
In DSER (SECY-91-355).0 pen Item 91, the staff noted that SSAR Figure 9.5-9 did
not show any level indication for the lube oil system.- GE has subsequently
committed to correct the figure to include the level instrumentation, which
had been mistakenly identified as a flow transmitter. This correction will
resolve DSER Open Item 91, however, incorporation of the modifications into
the SSAR is a Confirmatory Item 9.5.7-1.

Each of the diesel generator _ lubrication systems is completely independent of.
the other two systems and is dedicated to the support of a single diesel
generator. A malfunction in one lubrication system will not impair the opera-
tional capability of the remaining lubrication systems or diesel generators.
This meets the requirements of GDC 17 for system-independence and the single-
failure criteria.
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in DSER_(SECY-91-355) Open;ltem 92, the staff requested:that GE provide the
following -specific design criteria; pump flows, operating pr assure, -tempera-
ture differentials, cooling system heat removal ca) abilities and electric-

- heater characteristics - for the ' diesel generator lu)rication system. In
response'to this request, GE stated that the " lubrication system designL
criteria will be furnished as an interface criteria after selection of the

i

diesel vendor is finalized." As a result of staff review of interface ;
requirements the staff has determined that this information is required to

,

perform the ITAAC for the diesel generator and its auxiliary systems and. '

therefore, these criteria have been reclassified as COL Action Item 9.5.7-1
and will be reviewed on a plant-specific basis.

GE also stated that the protective features to prevent crankcase explosions
and features to mitigate the consequences of such an event (such as relief
ports) are vendor specific and would also be included as interface criteria
after selection of a diesel engine vendor. As a result of staff review of-
interface requirements, these protective features have been reclassified as
ITAAC items and will be verified as part of the ITAAC progra.n. -Inclusion of-
these design criteria was as Open item 92 in the DSER (SECY-91-355). GE has
committed to incorporate the above identified system design characteristics
into the SSAR for use when the diesel vendor is selected. The means to
protect the. diesel generator from crankcase explosions are: .the use of vacuum

.

blowers to maintain the crankcase at negative pressure and the diesel will'be '

shutdown on high pressure conditions unless a LOCA signal.is present. :This
information is to be incorporated into Section 9.5.8 of the SSAR and will'

close DSER Open item 92. Incorporation of the modifications into the SSAR'
remains Confirmatory item 9.5.7-2.

The diesel generators are designed to maintain lubrication oil temperature and
circulate heated lubrication oil undei pressure to the moving parts of _the-
diesel engine while the engine is in the standby mode. A lube oil priming '

pump will. operate intermittently to keep the lube oil piping _ pressurized.
This same pump is used in conjunction with the lube oil heater to maintain
system temperature. On low lube oil temperature, both the heater and priming
pump will autom?tically start thereby circulating heated oil- throughout the
system. The priming pump discharge pressure switch is class 1E. The diesel
generator lubrication system conforms to the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660,
for enhancing-diesel engine starting reliability.

All diesel . generator lubrication system piping and components _ will be designed
in accordance with ASME Code Section III,. Class 3 requirements _ or ANSI B31.1,
guidance and will be seismic Category I. The diesel engine interface.for the

. lubrication system has not been-identified (a diesel engine vendor-specific
definition) and, therefore, the components to be designated __to meet ASME-
requirements, have not been separately identified from those-required to meet
the ANSI standard. To meet-NRC requirements, all__ components up to the diesel
engine interface must meet the ASME requirements. The NRC : staff has, iithe .
past, . accepted.the ANSI classification of engine-mounted components provided
they are pressure tested to 1.5 times design pressure and-information to that-

L effect is documented. Recognizing that the keep-warm heater and the priming
| pump' do not have to be nuclear safety-grade, the staff identified classifica-

tion of components in the lubrication. system as Open Item 93 in the DSER-
(SECY.91-355). The staff noted that identification of components that meet
the ASME requirements and those that meet the ANSI requirements with the
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pressure testing provision was Open item 94. GE has subsequently committed
to revise the response to RAI 430.271 to clearly indicate which components are
to meet the ASME requirements and which are to meet the ANSI requirements.
Engine-mounted components are to be designed to the ANSI standards, all
others, except the keep warm-heater and the priming pump, are to meet the-

-ASME standard.- The proposed modification will resolve DSER Open Items 93 and
94, however, incorporation of the changes into the SSAR is Confirmatory
item 9.5.7-3.

The diesel generator lubrication system conforms to Position C.7 of RG 1.9, as-
it relates to the protective interlocks for the diesel engine lubrication
system. All trips associated with the lubrication system are bypassed during
LOCA conditions. The diesel generator system protective interlocks are
discussed in Section_8.3 of this report.

The quality of the lubrication oil is maintained through periodic sampling and
analysis of the lubrication oil. Access to the lubrication system is con-
trolled. The system is located in locked diesel generator rooms, thereby
limiting the possibility of contamination.

The staff concludes that the design of the diesel generator lubrication system
meets GDC 2 (protection from natural phenomena), 4 (protection from environ-

.

mental and dynamic effects of equipment failure), and 17 (availability of
electric power), the cited RGs, SRP Section 9.5.7, and the recommendations of
N MEG /CR-0660 (GDC 5 is not applicable to the ABWR design because it is a
single-unit design). The system design, therefore will be acceptable, subject !

to resolution of COL Action item 9.5.7-1, Confirmatory items 9.5.7-1, 9.5.7-2,
and-9.5.7-3, and Open item 9.5.4.1-2 identified above.

9.5.8 Diesel. Generator Combestion Air Intake -and Exhaust System '

The design function of the diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust
system is to supply filtered air for combustion-to the engine and to dispose .

'

of the engine exhaust to the atmosphere, The compliance-of the system design
with the requirements of GDC 2 (protection from natural: phenomena), 4 (protec--
tion from environmental and dynamic effects of equipment failure), and
5 (sharing of structures, systems and components between units) is discussed
in Section 9.5.4.1 of this raport.

The staff review consisted of the descriptive information and system diagrams
supplied in the-SSAR (primarily Chapters 8 and 9)-and in subsequent GE suo-
mittals. The bases for the acceptance in the review were conformance of--the
. design to GDC 17, regarding redundancy and physical independence, the SRP-
Section 9.5.8, cited RGs, SRP 9.5.8, NUREG/CR-0660, and industry codes and--

standards. The system was also assessed regarding_its ability to provide
sufficient combustion air and release of exhaust gases to enable the emergency
diesel generator to perform on demand.

Combustion air for each diesel generator is taken f,iom-the associated inlet
air cubicle above the diesel generator room and passed through floor grates
into the combustion air inlet plenum,_ duct work, intake silencer, turbocharger
and air intercooler. The exhaust gas passes through the turbocharger and the
exhaust ducting to the exhaust silencer located on the roof of the reactor
building. Each of the three diesel generators is provided with a separate and
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independent comb'ustion air intake and exhaust system. There are no active
components (such as louvers) that can fail and obstruct the inlet or outlet-
air flow paths. Thus, the system's independence, redundancy, and single
failure criteria meet the requirements of GDC 17. System design air-flow
capacity has not been specified in the SSAR. As with the other diesel
generator auxiliary systems, this design characteristic will be dependent on
selection of a diesel generator vendor.

Selection of a combustion air flow capacity sufficient to ensure complete
combustion was designated by the staff as an interface requirement and was
identified as Open item 95 in the DSER (SECY-91-355). As a result of staff
review of interface requirements the staff has determined that this informa-
tion is required to perform the ITAAC for diesel generator and.its auxiliary
systems and, therefore, this design requirement was r hiassified as COL Action i

Item 9.5.8-1. This modification will close Open Item 95, 1

The diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust system conforms to
Position C.7 of RG 1.9, " Selection Design, and Qualification of Diesel-'

Generator Units Used as Standby (Onsite) Electric Power Systems at Nuclear-
Power Plants," as it relates to system protective interlocks. All diesel !
engine combustion air intake and exhaust system piping and components are |
designed to seismic Category I and ASME Code Section III, Class 3 require- )ments. Engine-mounted piping and components beyond the engine interface are i
considered part of the engine assembly and are seismic Category I'as part of ;
the diesel engine package.

The combustion air intakes are located on the side of the reactor building and-

are protected (by vertical gr_ ills) from tornado missiles. The intakes are
located 11.5 m (37.7 ft) above grade and are designed to minimize any effects
from dust and debris through the use of vertical grills set-into the reactor

-

building. wall with filters located behind the grills. The intakes are pro-
tected from flooding by their location. The diesel generator exhausts are
partly housed within the reactor building with the exhaust silencer located on
the roof of the reactor building. The design basis for the silencer requires-
that it be seismically qualified and able to withstand the effects of torna-
does. In DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 96, the staff noted that=the means of
protection from tornado missiles-had not been adequately-discussed. GE-has--

committed-to update the SSAR to indicate that the silencers are seismically
mounted and_ bolted in a horizontal positian. However, this-design change.does
not| adequately address protection of the silencers from tornado missiles.
Therefore, this issue remains as Open Item 9.5.8-1. In SSAR Section 9.5.8, GE
committed to housing the system in a seismic Category I structure.to provide
tornado-missile protection. This resolves DSER Open Item 96, however, confir-
n.ation_that the SSAR has been updated is Confirmatory Item 9.5.8-1. Subject
to resolution of Open Item 9.5.8-1 and Confirmatory Item 9.5.8-1, the system-
will meet'the requirements of GDC 4, RG 1.ll5 and RG~1.ll7, and:the recommen-
dations of NUREG/CR-0660.

Combustion air is not taken from the diesel generator room. Combustion-air-
and ventilation air enter the reactor. building through common filters into the
air inlet cubicle. Before the air enters the diesel generator room, it,is
directed into separate inlet plenums for ventilation and combustion air. This-
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' design meets the intent of the recommendations of f1VREG/CR-0660 regarding com--
bustion air and dust and dirt control in the portion of the reactor building
housing the diesel 9enerators.

'

The-SSAR provides no information on the design of the diesel generator
combustion air intake and exhaust system which extends from the crankcase-
vacuum blowers to the outside environment. DSER Open Item 97-(SECY-91-355),
requested additional information regarding this area, identified in SSAR
Figure 9.5-6. GE has committed to modify the response to RAI 430,294 to
indicate that this part of the. system consists of piping only. This informa-
tion resolves DSER Open item 97, however, incorporation of the modification
into -the SSAR is Confirmatory item 9.5.8-2. On the basis of this review, the
emergency diesel engine air intake and exhaust system meets GDC 2 (protection
from natural phenomena), 4 (protection from the environmental and-dynamic
effects of equipment failure), and 17 (availability of electric power); *

UUREG/CR-0660; the cited RGs; SRP 9.5.8; and industry codes and standards.
It, therefore, will be acceptable subject to resolution of Confirmatory
Items 9.5.8.1 and 9.5.8-2 and the Open items 9.5.4.1-2 and 9.5.8-1 identified
above.

9.5.9 Suppression Pool Cleanup System

(See Section 9.1.3, " Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System," for a
discussion of the spent fuel pool cleanup system.)

The SPCU purifies water in the suppression pool, fills the upper pools from
the suppression pool before a refueling outage, and serves as a backup source
of makeup water to both the fuel pool and the RCW system surge tanks when-
normal makeup from the condensate system is not available. Suppression pool
water is pumped to the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system where the water is
cleaned and purified, using a filter-demineralizer, and-is then returned to
the SPCU system.

The system is isolated from containment on a LOCA signal (low reactor water
level and high drywell pressure). The power for the system's containment
isolation valves is supplied by Class lE power buses.

The applicant stated in the SSAR that the system will be tested in'accordance
with ASME Section III, Class 2 and 3, requirements. The-containment isolation
valves will be manually tested periodically to ensure operability.

The SPCU system serves no safety-related function. Failure of the system does
not compromise any safety-related system nor does it prevent safe reactor-
shutdown.
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10 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

10.1 Summary Description

The steam and power conversion system is designed to remove heat energy from
the reactor and to generate electric power in the turbine generator. After
the steam passes through the high- and low-pressure turbines, the main con-
densers will condense and deaerate the low-pressure turbine exhaust and trans-
fer the rejected heat to the circulating water system, which, in turn, will
reject the heat to the power cycle _ heat sink (cooling tower basin, where-
appl icable) . The condensate will be reheated and returned as feedwater to the
reactor, The entire system is designed for the maximum expected energy from
the nuclear steam supply system.

A turbine steam bypass system will be provided to discharge directly to the
condenser up to 33 percent of the reactor's design steam flow during certain
transient conditions.

10.2 Turbine Generator

10.2.1 Turbine Generator System

The 1800-rpm turbine generator unit will be a compound type with one double-
flow high-pressure turbine and three double-flow low-pressure turbines, in
tandem, coupled directly to a generator with a nominal rating of approximately
1400 MWe, Each low-pressure turbine will exhaust to a multipressure three-
shell, single-pass surface condenser.

The turbine generator will be equipped with an electrohydraulic control system
that performs two basic functions: (1) turbine speed control for a variety of

. operating load conditions .for which a digital control and monitoring system
| will be used and (2) turbine overspeed protection.. The design functions of
! the turbine speed control system are (1) to control turbine speed throughout
| the normal range _ of load conditions and ensure that a full-load turbine trip -
I will not cause the turbine to overspeed beyond its design overspeed and (2) to-

provide turbine overspeed protection to minimize the probability of the
generation of turbine missiles, in accordance with General Design Criteria-'

(GDC) 4. The turbine control system is, therefore, important to the overall
safe operation of the plant.

L The turbine will be equipped with four turbine stop valves and four turbine
| control valves, and six combined intermediate valves. The turbine stop valves
( and turbine control valves will be located upstream of the high pressure tur-

bine steam inlet. The combined intermediate valves will be-located between
the moisture separators and the steam inlets to the three low-pressure tur-
bines. The combined intermediate valves will consist of an intermediate stop
valve and an intercept valve in a single casing; each will have separate
operating mechanisms and controls. The turbine stop valves ~and the intermedi-
ate stop valves will be in the full-open position during normal operation.

|-
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The control valves are designed to modulate with load on the turbine genera- I
tor. The intercept valves will modulate, as required, to control turbine
speed following a load rejection. All of these valves will be capable of
closing in approximately 0.2 second.

The speed control unit is designed to provide a speed error signal input to a
load control unit on the basis of differences between actual turbine speed and
fixed speed and between acceleration and acceleration references. The load
control unit will combine the speed error signal with a load reference to
determine desired steam flow signals. These steam flow signals will go to a
valve-flow-control unit that will provide positioning signals to the hydraulic
operating mechanisms of the control valves. These, in turn, will operate to
open or close the valve, as required, to maintain desired turbine steam flow,
in the case of a generator load rejection up to and including full load
followed by an increase in turbine speed, the speed-control unit will close
both the control and intercept valves to limit turbine overspeed as follows:
(1) the control and intercept valves will start to close at approximately
101 percent of rated speed and (2) the control and intercept valves will be

'

fully closed by the time the turbine reaches approximately 104-percent of
rated speed.

The turbine overspeed protection system will consist of two overspeed control
systems. The mechanical overspeed trip system will have a steel ring mounted
on the turbine shaft and held concentric with the turbine shaft by a spring.
At a predetermined speed (110 percent of rated speed), centrifugal force
ar ing on the ring will exceed the sprinn force and move the ring to an eccen-
tr c position where it will strike a trip lever, causing the loss of hydraulic
pressure to the associated turbine steam admission valve actuators, thus clos-
ing the turbine steam admission valves. The electrical overspeed trip system
will back up the mechanical overspeed trip. The electrical overspeed trip
system w'll consist of three independent (separate from the load speed control,

| unit) speed transducers, two 24-V de solenoids, and an electrical trip valve.
At a predetermined speed (111 percent of rated speed), the 24-V dc solenoidsE

will be deenergized. This, in turn, will actuate the electrical trip valve to
release hydraulic pressure, to the associated turbine steam admissior. valve
actuators, thus closing the turbine steam admission valves. The electrical
overspeed signal also will energize a 125-V de solenoid that will actuate the
mechanical trip valve described above. Following a trip, all turbine valve
actuators will remain closed until the trips are reset and the operator takes
action to reopen the turbine valves.

A number of turbine generator electrical and mechanical parameters will be
monitored during operation. An abnormal condition, as described in SSAR Sec-
tion 10.2.2.5, in these monitored parameters also will cause a trip of turbine
steam admission valves. These emergency trips will further reduce the possi-
bility of a turbine missile by shutting down the turbine before overspeed or
mechanical failures can occur. Some parameters that will be monitored include
power / load imbalance, vibration, various temperatures and water levels, con-
denser vacuum, reverse power, lube oil pressure, and thrust bearing wear.

The turbine steam admission valves can be manually tripped and will automati-
cally trip on loss of power to the hydraulic and control systems, or on loss
of both speed control signals.
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An inservice inspection program for the main steam stop and control valves and
combined intermediate valves will be provided and will include: (1) dis-
mantling and inspection of at least one main steam stop valve, one' main steam j

control valve, one stop valve, and one intercept valve at approximately |
3-1/3-year intervals during refueling or maintenance shutdowns coinciding with
the inservice inspection schedule and (2) testing at least once a week the
main steam stop valves, the control valves, the combined intermediate and the
extraction steam nonreturn valves. At least once per month, closure of each
main stop valve, control valve. and combined intermediate valve will be veri-
fied by direct observation of the valve motion. GE has included preopera-
tional and startup tests of the turbine generator in accordance with Regula-
tory Guide (RG) 1.68, " Initial Test Programs for Water Cooled Power Plants,"
(Rev. 2). Testing is discussed in Section 10,2,3.6 of the SSAR. The adequacy
of the test program is evaluated in Chapter 14.2 of this report.

.,

l

GE has committed to provide the turbine generator equipment shielding and |

access control for all areas of the turbine building that will meet the dose i
criteria required by 10 CFR Part 20 for operating personnel. This will be '

.

evaluated as part of the radiation protection design acceptance criteria (DAC)
discussed in Chapter 12 of this report.

The low-pressure turbine exhaust and the main condenser will be connected by a I

stainless steel expansion joint. Since there will be no safety-related equip-
ment located in the turbine area, failure of this joint will cause no adverse
effect on safety-related equipment.

The turbine generator system meets Branch Technical Positions ASB.3-1,-
" Protection.Against Postulated Piping failures in fluid Systems Outside Con-
tainment," and MEB 3-1, " Postulated Break and Leakage Locations in Fluid
Systems Outside Containment." Evaluation of protection against dynamic.
effects associated with the postulated pipe system failure is covered in
Section 3,6 of this report.

The staff reviewed descriptive information in standard safety analysis report
(SSAR) Section 10.2, flow charts, and diagrams associated with the turbine
generator system. The staff's basis for acceptance was conformance of the
design criteria and ba_ses and design of the turbine-generator system to GDC 4
with regard to the prevention of the generation of turbine missiles the

| additional guidance of Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 10.2, and industry
codes and standards.

I

GE has submitted the inspections, tests, analysis, and acceptance criteria
(ITAAC) for the turbine generator. The results of this review will be
included in the final safety evaluation report (FSER). This is Open
Item 10.2.1-1.

The staff concludes that the design of the turbine generater system meets
GDC 4 and SRP Section 10.2, and can perform its design function, and is
acceptable.

10.2.2 Turbine Disk Integrity

As discussed in the SSAR Section 10.2.3, GE ABWR turbine rotors and parts
will be made from vacuum-melted or vacuum-degassed Ni-Cr-Mo-V alloy steel by
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processes-that minimize flaw occurrence and provide cdequate fracture tough- H
ness. The fracture appearance transition temperature (50 percent fracture l

appearance transition temperature (FATT)), as obtained from Charp) tests, will
be no higher than -18 *C (0 'f) for low-pressure turbine disks. The Charpy
V-notch energy at the minimum operating temperature of low-pressure disks in

,

the tangential direction will be at least 81.35 Joules (60 ft-lbs).

The ratio of fracture toughness (Kic) of the disk material to the maximum
tangential stress at speeds from normal to 115 percent of rated speed will be
at least 2.2 Mpa square root meters (2 ksi square root inches). However, K iwill be used only on materials that exhibit a well-defined Charpy energy and
FATT curve and are strain-rate insensitive.

An applicant or licensee referencing the advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR)
standard plant design must submit the turbine disk test data and the calcu-
lated toughness curve to the NRC staff for review. This requirement will be
included in the turbine ITAAC. This is Open item 10.2.2-1. Sufficient warmup
time and adequate metal temperature must be specified by the combined license
(COL) applicant in the turbine operating instruction to ensure that tough. ness
will be adequate to prevent brittle fracture during startup. This is COL
Action Item 10.2.2-1.

The turbine rotor design will be a solid forged monoblock rotor rather than
one with shrunk-on disks. A forged rotor will not be as susceptible to stress
corrosion cracking as experienced in the shrunk-on disks. The combined
stresses of low-pressure turbine disk at design overspeed resulting from
centrifugal forces, interference fit, and thermal gradients will not exceed
75 percent of the minimum speciff ed yield strength of the material. lhe
design overspeed of the turbine will be 5 percent above the highest antici-
pated speed resulting from a loss of load. The applicant or licensee refer-,

I encing the ABWR standard plant design must provide the basis for the turbine
design overspeed to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission-(NRC). This requirement
will be included in the turbine ITAAC. This is Open Item 10.2.2-2.

3

The ABWR inservice inspection (ISI) for the turbine assembly will include the
high- and low-pressure turbine rotor, low-pressure turbine buckets, turbine
shaf ts, couplings, and coupling bolts. During plant shutdown, coinciding with
the ISI schedule for ASME Section 111 components,; turbine inspection will be
performed in sections so that a complete turbine inspection will be performed
at least once every 10 years. The low-pressure turbines in currently operat-

| ing nuclear plants are inspected on an average of once every 5 operating
years. However, most of these turbines are of shrunk-on design which is more
susceptible to stress corrosion cracking than the forged monoblock rotor in
the ABWR turbine. Thus, the extended inspection interval for the ABWR is

,

acceptable.

The one-piece rotor design requires stringent part-machining inspections.
|- Therefore, the applicant referencing the ABWR design must submit inspection
! requirements for a one-piece rotor to the NRC staff for review and approval
'

before plant operation. Further, the applicant must submit an actual turbine
inspection schedule following the third refueling outage. The actual turbine
inspection schedule should be based on a probability calculation of turbine
missile generation. The calculated probability for turbine missile generation
should be less than or equal to 1.0E-4 = for a favorably oriented turbine and
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less than or equal to 1.0E-5 for an unfavorably oriented turbine. The NRC
approved methodology is discussed in NUREG-1048 (Supplement 6, July 1986).
This is COL Action Item 10.2.2-1.

The staff concludes that the integrity of the turbine disk is acceptable and
meets the relevant requirements of GDC 4 of 10_CFR Part 50. GE has met the
requirements of GDC 4-of 10 CFR Par'. 50 with respect to the commitment to
use material with acceptable fracture toughness and elevated temperature
properties, adequate design, and the requirements for preservice and inservice
inspections. GE has also described its program for assuring the integrity of
low-pressure turbine disks through the use of suitable materials of adequate
fracture toughness and conservative design practices. Ti.e GE program will-
provide reasonable assurance that the probability of failure with missile
generation is low during normal operation, including transients where the
turbine speed may reach its design overspeed.

10.3 Main Steam Supply System

10.3.1 System Description and Operation

The main steam supply system is designed to supply the required amount of
steam at the required pressure and temperature to the turbine, reheaters,
condenser evacuation system, turbine gland seal system, and the offgas system.

The main steam supply system will extend from the reactor to the turbine stop
valves and, additionally, will include connected piping up to and including
the first shutoff valve on the connected lines. The safety-relief valves,
whicn will be mounted on the main steamlines upstream of the containment iso-
lation valves for the system, are evaluated separately in Section 5.2.2 of
this report. The main steam supply system was reviewed in accordance with SRP
Section 10.3 (NUREG-0800). The acceptance criteria, therein, provided the
basis for the staff's evaluation of the system. The acceptance criteria for
the main steam supply system include meeting the guidelines of RG 1.115
" Protection Against Low-Trajectory Turbine Missiles." Compliance with the
guidelines of the regulatory guide are evaluated separately in Section 3.5.1.3
of this repert.

The steam generated in the reactor vessel will be routed to the turbine and
power cycle auxiliary equipment via four 71-cm (28-inch) main steamlines.
Each main steamline will be equipped with a flow restrictor and two main steam
isolation valves (MSIVs), thus ensuring main steamline isolation in the event
of a steamline break outside the containment and a concurrent failure of an
MSIV. One MSIV will be located immediately inside the drywell and the other
immediately outside the drywell. The MSIVs are designed to provide positive
isolation against steam flow associated with a main steamline- break. They
will be pneumatic or spring-operated (to close), fast-closing (3-4.5 seconds),
Y-pattern, globe valves. Operating fluid (such as, nitrogen) will be supplied
to the valves from the nitrogen supply system. Nitrogen accumulators-will
supply backup operating nitrogen for the MSIVs In the event of loss of the
normal nitrogen supply system. Open Item 66 from the DSER (SECY-91-235)
required GE to clarify whether the backup nitrogen accumulators are seismic
Category I. Subsequently, in a meeting with the staff on May 5, 1992, GE
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clarified that these accumulators are seismic Category I as shown on the
nuclear hoiler system piping and instrumentation diagrams, ABWR figure 5.1-3,
page 3 of 11. Therefore, this open item is closed.

Downstream of the outboard MSIVs and upstream of the turbine stop valves, the
main steamlines that will be routed to the turbine contain no other shutoff
valves, from the main steamline header, in addition to the four steamlines to
the turbine, two stea-lines will supply steam to the power cycle auxiliary
equipment. One of the branch steamlines will supply steam to the turbine
gland seal system and to two reheaters. lhe other branch line will supply
steam to the offgas system, the steam jet air ejectors, the condenser sparger,
and two other reheaters. Each of these steamlines will contain a power-
operated gate shutoff valve. These valves will be 41-cm (16-inch) diameter,
Quality Group D, will meet the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
B16.1 design code, will have a closure time of approximately 2 seconds, and
will be equipped with air operators and spring closure mechanisms. ~

SSAR Section 5.4.9 and Table 3.2-1 indicate that the main steamlines from the
reactor vessel, out to and including the outboard MSIVs, are designed to
Quality Group A. ftom the outboard MSIVs to the turbine stop valves, the
steamlines and associated equipment are designed to Qua'.ity Group B. The main
steamlines that will extend from the reactor vessel up to and including the
seismic interface restraint (located in the reactor building which will be
downstream of the outboard MSIVs) will be seismic Category I. Downstream of
the seismic interf ace restraints, the main steam piping and equipment will be
classified as non-nuclear safety-related. This will include the shutoff
valves on the two branch steamlines (inside the turbine building) that will
supply steam to the power cycle auxiliary equipment (Quality Group D).

SSAR Table 3.2.1, Footnote R, however, states that the main steamlines from
the containment outboard isolation valves, up to and including the turbine
stop valves and all branch lines 6.3 cm (2.5 in) and larger and up to and
including the first valve and its supports, will be designed using an appro-
priate dynamic seismic system analysis to withstand the operating basis earth-
quake and the safe shutdown eartnTeake (SSE) design loads in combination with

_

appropriate loads within the limits specified for Class 2 pipe in the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code)
Section III. In the DSER (SECY-91-235), the staff stated that design for the
main steamlines downstream of the outboard MSIVs up to the turbine stop
valves, the connecting lines up to the turbine bypass valves, and all other
connecting lines up to and including the first shutoff valves, did not comply
with the staff's requirement for seismic and quality group classifications as
stated in SRP Section 10.3, Criterion Ill.3.b. That criterion requires that
the subject portions of the main steam supply system be designed to seismic
Category I and Quality Group B requirements. Therefore, the staff identified
the lack of seismic Category I classification of the subject portions as an
open item in the DSER. Although the subject piping portions will not be
seismic Category I, by letter dated April 1,1992, GE committed to apply the
quality assurance criteria of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, to these portions.
The combination of appropriate dynamic seismic system analysis, Quality
Group B classification, and application of the Appendix B criteria to these
portions is adequate and acceptable. Therefore, this open item is resolved
(this issue is further discussed in Section 3.2.1 of this report).
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In addition to meeting the acceptance critoria of SRP Section 10.3, the main
steam system for the ABWR must also be capable of mitigating the radiological
consequences of an accident that could result in potential offsite exposures
comparable to the dose reference values specified in 10 CFR Part 100. Most of
the currently licensed BWRs rely on the MSIV leakage control system to miti-
gate the radiological-consequences of MSIV leakage-following a design-basis
LOCA and to stay within 10 CFR Part 100 limits if tpa MSIV leakaexceeded the technical specification limit of 0.3 m /hr (11.5 f t,ge rate/hr). The
ABWR will not have a MSIV leakage control system and, therefore, will rely on
the main steam system coupled with the main condenser to contain MSIV leakage
allowing plateout and holdup of radioactive iodine and limiting the radiologi-
cal consequences to within 10 CFR Part 100 limits.

In order to take credit for the main steam system and main condenser to con-
tain and holdup MSIV leakage, the main steam system and. the main condenser and
connections from the main steamlines to the condenser must be capable of main- 1taining their integrity during and following an SSE. To process the MSIV I
leakage through the main condenser, a leakage path must be ensured either i

through the main steam drain line to the condenser or through the turbine l
bypass system to the condenser. For whichever of these two paths is chosen, )reliable power sources must be available so that a control operator can estab- .

lish the flow path assuming a single active failure. The staff will review
this on a case-by-case basis for each ABWR COL applicant. The amount of
allowable MSIV leakage will also be reviewed for each ABWR COL. This is COL
Action -Iteni 10.3.1-1. Sections 3.2.1 and 15.3.1.2 of this report contain

.

I

detailed evaluations of the seismic and radiological analysis of the main
steam and condenser systems' capability to perform this post-LOCA function.

The steamlines in the reactor building (including the containment and some
portion of the steam tunnel) and in the steam tunnel portion in the control
building, will be located in seismic Category 1, flood-protected and tornado-
protected structures. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of
RG 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification," (Rev. 3) Positions C.1 and C.2, are
met for these portions of the mainsteam supply system.

SSAR Appendix 3F indicates' that since the safety-related portions of the4

condensate and feedwater system (CFS) and the main steam supply system (from
the reactor up to and including the seismic intet face restraints) are quali-
. fied for the leak-before-break (LBB) criterion, a high-energy pipe break does
r.ot need to be considered in these portions of the above systems solely for
considering the local dynamic effects associated with such breaks. GE has
provided generic LBB evaluation procedures and methodology for the systems in
SSAR Appendix 3F to support this claim.- As stated in Section 3.6.3 of this
report, the staff expects that a bona fide LBB analysisishould use plant-
specific data such as piping geometry, materials, fabrication procedures,
loads, degradation mechanisms, and pipe support locations. Therefore, the
staff will evaluate the acceptability of the above LBB claim on a plant-
specific basis to determine if the essential portion of the main steam supply
system will be adequately protected against dynamic effects associated with
high-energy' pipe breaks. In a meeting with the staff on May 5, 1992, ?E
committed to. remove references to LBB from the SSAR. This is Confirm wry
Item 10.3.1-1. GE has provided, in SSAR Section 6.2.3, an analysis of a main
steamline and main feedwater line pipe failure inside the main- steam tunnel
(MST). The results of the staff's review of this analysis are contained in-
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Section 6.2.1.7 of this report, features to protect the MSIVs from the l

ef fects of a pipe failure inside the MST are evaluated in Section 3.6.1 of
this report.

Regarding the other aspect of GDC 4, which deals with the environmental design
basis for systems, structures, and components important to safety, in SSAR
Appendix 31,- GE irdicates that the essential equipment of the system is envi-
ronmentally qualified to function following a postulated high-energy pipe
break. Specifically, this means that the MSIVs will be required to function
to ensure main steam isolation and will be qualified to function in the
expected steam environment resulting from a steamline break. Further, GE
identified an interface requirement for a COL applicant that requires the COL
applicant to explain how the MSIV functional capability will be protected
against the effects of postulated pipe failures. Following its review of
all interface items, GE committed to revise the SSAR and include an ITAAC
requirement to address this issue as discussed below. This is Confirmatory
item 10.3.1-2.

GE has addressed the issue of steam hammer and relief valve discharge loads
(submittal dated February 28, 1990) and states that the system design accommo-
dates steam hammer and relief valve discharge loads. The staff will require
the COL applicant or licensee to have operating and maintenance procedures
that include adequate precautions to avoid steam hammer and relief valve
dischargo loads. This is COL Action Item 10.3.1-2.

The system design includes drains to protect against water entrainment. The
essential equipment of the system will be located in tornado-missile-protected
structures (as stated above) and will be separated from the effects of inter-
nally generated missiles. The appendix to RG 1,117, " Tornado Design Classifi-
cation," (Rev.1) specifies structures, systems, and components of light-
water-cooled reactors that should be protected against tornados. On this
basis, the staff finds that-the. safety-related portion of the system meets the
requirements of GDC 4 and the guidelines of RG 1.117, (Rev.1), Appendix Posi-
tion 4.

,

GE has submitted ITAAC for'the main steam supply system. .The results of this
review will be included in the FSER. This is Open Item 10.3.1-1.

The staff concludes that the main steam supply system for the ABWR from the
reactor to the turbine building satisfies the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 and

|
the guidelines of RG I.29 (Rev. 3), Positions C.1 and C.2, and RG 1.117
(Rev. 1), Appendix Position 4, and meets SRP Section 10.3 acceptance criteria
and is acceptable.

10.3.2 Steam and Feedwater System Materials

L The Class 2 materials specified in the SSAR for the main steam and feedwater -
'

. system satisfy the requirements specified in Appendix I-to Section ill of the
ASME Code, and Parts A, B, and C of Section II of the Code. The fracture
toughness properties-of the materials meet the requirements of NC-2300 of ASME
Code Section III and RG 1.26, " Quality Group-Classifications and-Standards for

! Water , Steam , and Radioactive Waste-Contai og Components of Nuclear Power
P1 ants," (Rev. 3).
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The materials. selection and fabrication follow RG 1.71, " Welder Qualification
for ' Areas of Limit Accessibility," (Original), RG 1.85, " Materials Code Case-
Acceptability-ASME Section III, Division 1," (Rev. 28), _ RG 1.37, " Quality
Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and Associated Components
of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," (Original) and ANSI N45.2.1. The non-
destructive examination of the steam and feedwater piping meets the acceptance
criteria in NC-2550 through -2570 of ASME Code Section 111.

The staff concludes that the main steam and feedwater system materials are
acceptable and will meet the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, CDC 1 and
35, and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.

10.4 Other Features i

10.4.1 Main Condenser 4

The main condenser is designed to function as a steam cycle heat sink. The
main condenser will receive, condense, and deaerate the turbine exhaust steam
and the turbine bypass steam. The main condenser will also collect miscella-
neous steam cycle drains and vents. The main condenser will transfer heat to-
the circulating water system, which, in turn, will reject the heat to the
power cycle heat sink.

I
'he main condenser will not be required to serve or support any reactor safety !

iunction. However, in the absence of an MSIV leakage control system, the main |
steamlines and condenser will be used to collect MSIV leakage following.a y
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). Therefore, the main condenser must be i

capable of maintaining its integrity following an SSE. (Sections- 3.2.1, 10.3,
and 15.3.1.2 of this report contain additional discussion and evaluation of
the main condenser to meet this requirement.) The main condenser will consist
of three multipressure, two-tube bundle, single-pass shells. Each of the
shells will be located under its respective low-pressure turbine.i

The main condenser hotwell is sized and designed to retain all condensate for-
-

4 minutes from the time it. enters the hotwell until it is removed by the' con-
densate pumps. Condensate will be retained in the condenser for a minimum of--

2 minutes to permit radioactive decay, primarily of nitrogen -16, before it.
enters the condensate system. Offgas from the main condenser will--be pro-
cessed in the gaseous radioactive system, which is described in Section 11.3
of this report. The main condenser is designed to-(1) deaerate the conden-
sate, (2) remove a_ir and noncondensable gases, and (3) remove hydrogen and
oxygen formed in the steam.

<

Circulating water on-the tube side of the main condenser will be treated with'
chemicals to limit algae growth and to minimize long-term corrosion of the
tubes. Corrosion on the shell side of the condenser will be controlled by
adhering to strict water quality. The construction materials used for the-
main condenser will be chosen so that corrosion as a result of- galvanic and-
other effects can be kept to a minimum.

Condenser. leakage will be inleakage since' the main condenser normally will be
operated under vacuum. Tube leakage will be monitored by measuring the con-
ductivity of water samples taken beneath the tube bundles. Additionally,
since the condensate will be monitored at the condensate pump discharge, any
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tube leakage also will be detected at this monitoring point. Conductivity of
'the condensate will- be continuously monitored at selected locat tons in_ the
condenser. Condenser. vacuum also will be munitored. The lo n of-the main
condenser vacuum will cause a turbine trip and main steam istA tion valve
closure. Bypass valve closure will be at -41 kPa at 0 *C (l? inches Hg-vacuum
at 30 'f), and main steam-isolation valve closure occurs at -24 to -34 kPa at
0 "C (7 to 10 inches Hg vacuum at 32 'f). High condenser pressure' turbine
trip occurs at -75 kPa at 0 *C (22 inches Hg vacuum at 30 'f), and alarm at
-81 kPa at 0 *C (24 inches Hg vacuum at 30 'f).

The-condenser is designed to condense up to 33 percent of the full-rated tur-
bine steam flow as b,, ass steam. The main condenser will be designed with
provisions to preclude direct impingement of bypass steam on the condenser
tubes. Typical provisions will consist of a horizontal, perforated, steam-

'

distribution pipe enclosed in a perforated guard pipe.

SSAR Section 11.4 provides radioactivity monitoring requirements for the off-
gases from the main condenser. Also, the circulating water decant _line will ,

be periodically sampled for radioactivity. Thus, the main condenser complies
with GDC 60 with regard to control of releases of radioactive materials to the
environment. I

:

GE has submitted the ITAAC for the main condenser. The results of the
staff's review will be included in the FSER. This is Open item 10.4.1-1.

The staff concludes that the design of the main condenser is in conformance ;
with SRP Section 10.4.1, can perform its design function, and is acceptable, i

10.4.2 Main Condenser Evacuation System

The staff reviewed the main condenser evacuation system (MCES) in accordance
with the acceptance criteria in SRP Section 10.4.2, and guidelines contained
in RG 1.26, " Quality Group Classifications and Standards for Water ,-Steam ,

-and Radioactive Waste-Containing Components of Nuclear Power Plants,"
(Rev. 3); RG 1.33 " Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operation),"
(Rev. 2); and in the Heat Exchanger Institute's " Standards for Steam Surface

.

Condensers," 6th Edition (1970).

The MCES is designed to establish and maintain condenser vacuum by removing !

noncondensable gases from the main condenser and directing them to the offgas
system for processing before their release, through the plant stack, during
normal. plant operation. The MCES will not perform or support any safety-
function.

The MCES will consist of a mechanical vacuum pump for uso during startup, and 1
two-100-percent capacity, double stage, steam jet air ejector-(SJAE) units
(complete with intercondenser) for normal operating conditions. During
startup, the mechanical vacuum pump will be used to establish a vacuum in the- '

main condenser and the exhaust gas will be vented to the turbine building-
compartment exhaust system. High radioactivity in the main steamline will

-trip the mechanical = vacuum pump. The turbine building compartment exhaust
will pass through a medium efficiency filter and be monitored for radioac-
tivity before discharge to the' plant vent.

|
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. After the mechanical vacuum pump creates an absolute pressure of about 34 to
50_kPa at 0 'C (10 to 15 in:hes Hg at 32 'F) in the main condenser and ade-

_

quate nuclear steam pressure is available, one of the two SJAEs will be put in
service to remove noncondensable gases from the condenser. Steam supply to
the~ second1 stage .of the SJAE will be kept at a minimum predetermined flow to
help ensure adequate dilution of hydrogen to limit the hydrogen offgas from
reaching a flammable concentration. The hydrogen concentration of the outlet
of the second stage air ejector will be maintained below 4 percent by volume
by the dilution steam. The offgas portion of the MCES-downstream of the
second stage of the SJAEs and interconnecting piping is designed to withstand
the effects of hydrogen detonation. Also, low-flow of the dilution steam will
result in automatic isolation of the main condenser from the offgas system.
Two independent hydrogen analyzers will monitor hydrogen concentration in the
offgas steam downstream of each offgas condenser, and the signals will be
indicated, recorded, and alarmed in the main control room. The. hydrogen
analyzers also are designed to withstand a hydrogen detonation.

The MCES is designed to Quality Group D in accordance with RG 1.26. The SSAR
also provides assurance that the MCES will be designed to meet the quality 1

assurance requirements for design, construction, and operation as outlined in
RG 1.33.

GE has submitted the ITAAC for the MCES. The results of the staff's review
will be included in the FSER. This is Open Item 10.4.2-1.

GDC 60 specifies design requirements to control the release of radioactive
materials to the environment. _ GDC 64 specifies-design requirements for
monitoring the release of radioactivity. The staff concludes that the MCES
design meets the requirements of GDC 60 and GDC 64 and thus SRP Sec-
tion 10.4.2. The SSAR provides assurance that the MCES design also will

,

conform to the guidelines given in RGs 1.26 and 1.33. This is acceptable. 1

10.4.3 Turbine Gland Sealing System

The staff reviewed the turbine gland sealing system (TGSS) in accordance with
SRP Section-10,4.3.

The TGSS is designed to prevent release of radioactive steam from the-turbine
shaft / casing penetrations and valve stems to-the turbine: building and to pre-
vent air leakage into the steam cycle via the subatmospheric turbine glands.
This will be accomplished by providing a continuous supply of fairly clean
(i.e., radioactivity free) sealing steam to the turbine shaft seals and the
steam packings-of stop valves, control valves, and combined intermediate and
bypass valves. The TGSS will not perform or support any safety function. The
TGSS will consist of a sealing steam pressure regulator, a sealing steam
header, a gland steam condenser, and two 100-percent capacity, motor-driven
blowers.

The annular space between the turbine shaf t and the casing will be sealed with
sealing steam supplied to the shaft seals. At all gland seals, the vent
annulus will be kept under a slight vacuum condition and also will ' receive

i outside air as inleakage. The steam mixture from the vent annulus then will
i be pulled to the gland steam condenser, which will be operated under a slight
! vacuum condition created by one of the two exhaust blowers. The steam mixture
|

|
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will be condensed in the gland steam condenser and the condensate will be
returned to the main condenser. The blower is designed to discharge the air

'inleakage and the noncondensable gases to the turbine building compartment
exhaust system, which eventually will discharge to the plant vent. As cen-

-tiened above, the IGSS also is designed to provide sealing-steam to the tur-
bine stop and control valve, and combined intermediate vr.lve packings. -The

-

-

staff stated Open item 67 in the DSER (SECY-91-235) t M SSAR Table 11.5-2 did
not indicate any separate process radiatior .anitoring solely for. turbine
gland sealing system exhaust. GE addressed this issue by including monitoring
and sampling provisions for the tcrbine gland seal exhausts in SSAd Amend-
ments 17 and 18, Tables 11.5-1 and 11.5-7. This issue is resolved.

During startup, sealing steam will be provided from the main steam line or the
plant auxiliary steam header. Plant auxiliary steam, which will be " clean
steam," (i.e., radioactivity free) will be supplied by a conventional plant
startup package boiler. The use of main steam as sealing steam will not-pose

_

a significant long-term average release of radioactive material to the envi-
ronment because the startup time will be relatively short and plant startup
radioactivity is relatively low. If the main steam sealing steam supply has
an abnormally high radioactivity content, the sealing steam supply can be
switched to the auxiliary steam system, which provides clean steam.

During normal operation (above approximately 50 percent load), process steam
will be used for tia sealing steam supply. The high-pressure heater drain
tank vent header, w. itch is elaborately designed to provide relatively high-
purity steam (i.e., practically free of radioactivity) for turbine gland
sealing, will provide the process steam. Again, if this normal . source of
sealing steam is observed to have high radioactivity content, the source for
the sealing rystem will be switched to the plant auxiliary steam system, which

,

provides 100 percent backup capability. Thus, the long-term average amount of
i radioactive material released to the environment should be minimal. In the
| DSER (SECY-91-235), the staff agreed with this approach for providing sealing
| steam, subject to the identification of an interface requirement to provide

procedures for the switchover to the plant auxiliary steam.

In response to the DSER (S'ECY-91-235) issue, GE identified an interfac_e in'
SSAR Section 10.4.10 (Amendment 17), which required COL applicants to provide
the necessary procedures for switchover to the auxiliary steam system if moni-
tored radiation level in the gland sealing system exhaust exceeded an accept-
able preset level. The staff agreed with GE's approach for providing-sealing
steam for the turbine gland seals. This is COL Action Item-10.4.3-1.

L GE has submitted the ITAAC for the TGSS. The results of the staff's review
L will be included in the.FSER. This is Open Item 10.4.3-1.

The TGSS is designed to Quality Group D as outlined in RG 1.26. GE provides
, assurance in the SSAR that the TGSS will conform to the_ quality assurance
| requirements for design, construction, and operation according to the guidance -

, of RG 1.33. This is acceptable,
l

| GDC 60 specifies design requirements to control the release of radioactive
materials to the environment. GDC 64 specifies design requirements for
monitoring the release of radioactivity.

!
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The staff concludes that the TGSS design for the ABWR meets the requirements-
of GDC 60 and 64 with regard to the monitoring and control of radioactive
material released to the environment, and the-guidelines of RG 1.26 with
regard to quality group classification for the TGSS components.

10.4.4 Turbine Bypass System

The staff reviewed the turbine bypass system (TBS) ir. accordance with SRP
Section 10.4.4 and approved industry standards. The TBS is designed to bypass
33 percent of the rated main steam flow to the main condenser. It also is {designed to bypass steam to the main condenser during plant startup and to

- 1

permit a normal manual cooldown of the reactor coolant system from a hot
shutdown to the point at which the residual heat removal function can be
placed in service. In addition, during a power operatio. transient (i.e.,
when steam produced by the reactor cannot be entirely used by the turbine), 1

the TBS, in conjunction with the reactor system, will allow a step load ;

reduction up to 40 percent of the turbine generator rated electrical load
without causing a reactor trip. It will also allow a turbine trip or a full
load rejection from 100 percent with reactor trip, without lifting the main
steam relief and safety valves. Thus, the TBS minimizes step-load reduction
transient effects on tne reactor coolant system.

The TBS will consist of three control valves that are housed in a common valve
chest that is connected to the main steam lines up tremm of the turbine stop
valves and three dump lines that separately connect each regulating valve out-
let to one condenser shell. Each bypass valve will be a 9-inch globe-type
valve operated by hydraulic fluid pressure with oring action to close. The
valve chest assembly will include hydraulic supply and drain piping, hydraulic
accumulators, servo valves, fast-acting servo valves, and position transmit-
ters. The bypass valves will be equipped with a separate hydraulic fluid -

power unit.

|' The turbine bypass valves are designed to close on loss of main condenser
vacuum, loss of electrical power, or loss of hydraulic system pressure. The
bypass valves are designed.to open whenever the actual steam pressure exceeds
the preset steam pressure. Fast-acting servo valves will be used to allow the
bypass valves to open rapidly in case a turbine trip or generator load rejec-
tion occurs.

The TBS is designed to be tested during operation. Periodic inspections will
be performed on a rotating basis within a preventive maintenance program
recommended by the manufacturer. As stated in GE's submittal dated Febru-
ary 28, 1990, the detailed design of the bypass valves will follow standard
industry practice and reduce the bypassed steam pressure sequentially through
orifices before entering the condenser.

The TBS will not serve or support any safety function. No safety-related
equipment will-be-located inside the turbine building. All high-energy lines
associated with the TBS will be located in the turbine building. Therefore,
failure of the TBS will not affect any safety-related equipment or hamper the
capability for safe shutdown of the plant.

However, the TBS may have a post-LOCA function for the ABWR. As part of the >

flow path between the main steam system and main condenser, the TBS may be

L
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required to maintain its integrity and leaktightness following the SSE to
collect-MSIV leakage following a design-basis LOCA, (Sections 3.2.1, 10,34
and 15.3.1.2 of= this report contain additional discussion and evaluation ~ of
the. TBS to perform this function.)

Gi has submitted the ITAAC for the TBS. The results of the staff's review
will be included in the fSER. This is Open Item 10.4.4-1,

GDC 4 specifies design requirements for structures, systems, and components-
important to safety to accommodate environmental' and dynamic effects of normal
operation, maintenance, testing, and postulated accidents. GDC 34 specifies
design requirements for residual heat removal. The staft concludes that the '

18S is acceptable since it meets the requirements of GDC 4, because failure of
the IBS and its dynamic-effects will not adversely affect essential systems or
components and meets-the requirements of GDC 34 because_the TBS can be used
for removing residual heat during plant shutdowns and its design is accept-
able,

10.4.5 Circulating Water System

The staff reviewed the circulating water system (CWS) for the ABWR in accord-
ance with SRP Section 10.4.5.

The CWS is designed to remove the power cycle water heat from the main con-
denser and transfer this heat to the power cycle heat sink. The CWS will not
be required to maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition or support
any safety-related systems or components. The system will be non-seismic,

Category I and is Quality Group D.

The CWS will consist of three fixed-speed, motor-driven pumps for circulating
I_ water throughout the system, screenhouse and intake screens, condenser water
| boxes and piping and valves, water box fill and drain subsystem, and general
| support facilities. A chemi.al additive subsystem also will be provided to

minimize biological buildup and chemical deposits within the system.

The CWS p/hr (200,000 umps will be vertical, wet pit-type, capable of-delivering about45,425 m gpm) per pump. The discharge line of.each pump will be
equipped with a >. tterfly valve to allow isolation and maintenance'of any one
pump while the others are in operation. The CWS pumps will be tripped and the
pump and the condenser isolation valves closed on a high-high level condenser
pit signal. A condenser pit high-level clarm will be-placed in the control
room.

' The power cycle heat sink is designed to maintain the temperature of the water
entering the CWS within the range of 0 "C to 38 *C (32 *F to 100 *F). The CWS
is designed to deliver water to the main condenser within a temperature range
of 4 "C to-38 *C (40 *F.to 100 *F). The 4 *C (40 *F) minimum temperature will
be maintained by recirculating warm water from the discharge side of the con-
denser back=to-the'screenhouse.

L The analysis of a complete rupture of a single expansion joint in the CWS
indicates that the CWS and associated facilities are designed so that all
credible spillage inside the turbine building will remain inside the condenser,

pit. No safety-related equipment will be located inside the turbine building.|
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The staff identified Open Item 68 in_ the DSER (SECY-91-235) regarding pro-
tection of systems, structures, and components important--to safety located in
the reactor building (RB) against flooding in the turbine building (TB). -The
staff had identified some access openings and penetrations below design flood
level between the RB and TB in an earlier version of- SSAR Table 3.4-2. GE
deleted this table in -SSAR Amendment 16 and modified-Table 3.4-1 in SSAR
Amendment 20. The revised Table 3.4-1 still includes access openings below
design flood level. However, in Footnotes 1 and 2 of the Table 3.4-1, GE
states that watertight doors (bulkhead type) will.be provided and watertight
penetrations will be provided for all RB and control building access ways and
penetrations that are below grade. This resolves the staff's concern and this
issue is closed,- contingent upon satisfactory retolution of the Turbine
Building Flooding open issut identified in Section 3.4.1 of this report.

CWS performance will be monitored by tem: ature-and pressure indicators in
the main control room. CWS-related valve positions alt. will be indicated in
'he control room. I

I
GE has submitted the ITAAC for the CWS. The results of the staff's review
will be included in the FaER. This is Open Item 10.4.5-1,

1

GDC 4 specifies design requirements for structures, systems, and components -l
important to safety to accommodate environmental and dynamic effects. The l

staff concludes that the CWS for the ABWR meets GDC 4 with regard to protec-
tion of safety-related systems or components from failures of non-safety-
related CWS components and is acceptable.

10.4.6 Condensate Cleanup System

The condensate cleanup system (CCS) will remove dissolved and suspended solids
from the condensate to maintain a high quality-of feedwater to the reactor
under all normal plant conditions (startup, shutdown, hot standby, and power

L operation). This will be accomplished by directing the full flow of conden-
sate to five of the six polishing vessels, which will be piped in parallel.
The sixth polisher will be.on standby or in the process of being cleaned,
emptied, or refilled. The six polishing vessels will contain mixed bed ion '

exchange resin with a strainer installed downstream of each vessel. The
strainers will be used to prevent gross resin leakage into the feed system in
the event of vessel underdrain failure and to minimize resin fine leakage.
The CCS will include all components:and equipment needed to remove dissolved
and suspended impurities present in the condensate.

The staff-has reviewed-the design of_the sampling equipment, sampling-loca-
tions, and instrumentation to monitor and control and the CCS parameters and
finds it acceptable. However, in'the DSER (SECY-91-355), the staff identified
that SSAR Section 10.4.6 contained insufficient information for the staff to
evaluate conformance with SRP 10.4.6 in the following areas:

Under SRP Section 3.6.1, the effects of high and moderate energy piping.

failures to assure that other safety-related systems are not rendered
inoperable must be evaluated.

Under SRP Section 12.2, the adequacy of the shielding design of the CCS*

polisher vessels must be evaluated.
.

'
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Although the SSAR indicates conformance with RG 1.56, " Maintenance 'of I*

Water Purity in Boiling Water Reactors," to meet the requirements of
GDC 14 and to-mitigate the potential of intergranular stress corrosion
cracking, GE should indicate conformance with EPRI NP-4947-SR, "BWR ;

nydrogen Water Chemistry Guidelines," (1987 Revision, October 1988).

GE should indicate that the CCS removes condensate system corrosion pro-*

ducts and impurities from condenser leakage in addition to radioactive
material, activated corrosion products, and-fission products that are
carried over from the reactor.

The staff concluded in the DSER that the adequac,, of the condensate cleanup
system was an open item.

The effects of high and moderate energy piping failures on safety-related
equipment are discussed in Section 3.6.1 of this report. However, as previ-
ously stated, the turbine building contains no safety-related equipment and
therefore safety-related systems should not be affected by a condensate
cleanup system piping failure. This item is closed.

The adequacy of the shielding design of the CCS polisher vessels will be
evaluated as part of the radiation protection DAC discussed in Chapter 12
of this report. This item is closed.

GE responded to the last two parts of this open item in its letter of
March 11, 1992, GE revised SSAR Section 10.4.6.3 to state that condensate
system corrosion products and impurities from condenser leakage also will
be removed and that the condensate cleanup system will comply with EPRI
NP-4947-SR. The NRC staff finds this response acceptable and; therefore, this
DSER (SECY-91-355) issue number 105 is closed. The staff concludes that the
design e' the CCS and its supporting systems conforms to staff guidelines and
is acce,1 able..

10.4.7 Condensate and feedwater System

The staff reviewed the con'ensate and feedwater system (CFS) in accordanced

with SRP Section 10.4.7.

The CFS will const:t of the piping, valves, pumps, heat exchangers, and asso-
ciated controls and instrumentation that will extend from the main condenser
outlet to the reactor and to the heater crain system. The system is designed
to receive condensate from main condenser hotwells; supply condensate to the
condensate cleanup system; supply cooling water to the gland steam exhauster, ~

steam jet air ejector, and offgas recombiner coolers; and deliver high-purity
feedwater to the reactor,| at the required flow rate, pressure, and tempera-
ture. 'The major equipment in the CFS will include: (1) four identical-fixed-
speed, motor-driven condensate pumps, of which three are normally operating
and one is on standby; (2) three identical and independent, 33-50 percent
capacity variable speed motor-driven reactor feed pumps; (3) three parallel
and independent trains of four closed, low-pressure feedwater heaters; (4) two
parallel and independent trains of two high-pressure feedwater heaters;
(5) tu haater drain tanks; and (6) two independent, motor-driven heater drain
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pumps that will take suction from a heater drain tank and discharge into the i

suction side of the feedwater pumps. The CFS is described in SSAR Sec- 1

tions 5.4.9 and 10.4.7.

The CF5 flow will begin at the main condenser hotwell. Three normally i

operated condensate pumps will take a suction from the condenser and pump '

condensate through the condensate filters and demineralizers. The condensate
will be discharged into a common header that feeds five parallel auxiliary

-condenser coolers (one gland steam exhauster condenser, two steam jet air
ejector condensers, and two offgas recombiner coolers). The condensate then
will feed to three parallel trains of-low-pressure feedwater heaters that will
discharge into a common header that will be routed to three reactor feedwater
pumps arranged in parallel. The reactor feedwater pumps will then discharge
into two parallel high-pressure feedwater heater trains. Downstream of the !
high-pressure feedwater heaters, the feedwater will be combined into a common j
header that will discharge into the reactor through two parallel 56-cm !

(22-inch) diameter feedwater lines, as stated in SSAR Section 5.4.9.3. l

On each of the feedwater lines from the common feedwater header te the
reactor, there will be a seismic interface restraint. A remote manual motor-
operated gate valve powered by a non-safety-grade bus will serve as a feed-
water shutoff valve. Downstream of inis motor-operated gate valve, there will
be a spring-closing check valve that will be held open by air and serve as the
outboard containment isolation valve. On the other side of the containment, a
check valve will serve as the inboard containment isolation valve, and down-
stream of this check valve will be a manual maintenance valve. However, the
staff identified in Open Item 69 in the DSER (SECY-91-235) that the provision
of a non-safety-grade power source for, the remote manual shutoff gate valve
was inappropriate because the valve and the portion of piping in which it will
be located are designed as seismic Category I and the valve will serve as a
long-term isola * ion for containment. In a meeting with the staff on May 5,
1992, GE stated that insights from the probabilistic risk assessment (Chap-
ter 19 of the SSAR) indicate that the ability to open the valve using diverse
non-safety-grade on-site power instead of safety-related power to initiate
feedwater flow reduces the risk. This valve is not relied upon as a long-term
leakage barrier. Instead, GE has provided high reliability check valves.
Additionally, the spring-closing check valves will be testable and a provide
positive means of isolation. Therefore, the use of diverse non-safety-grade
power for the manual shutoff gate valve will be acceptable subject to GE
providing documentation of the information discussed in the May 5-meeting.
This is Confirmatory Item 10.4.7-1.

As indicated in SSAR Section 5.4.9 and Table-3.2-1, the feedwater piping will-

be Quality Group A from the reactor pressure vessel out to and including the
-

outboard isolation valve, Quality Group B from the outboard isolation valve up
to and including the seismic interface restraint, and Quality Group D beyond
the shutoff valve. The feedwater piping and all connected piping 6.3 cm
(2-1/2 inches) or larger nominal' size will be seismic Category I from the
reactor pressure vessel out to and including the seismic interface restraint..
SSAR Table 3.2-1 indicates that piping beyond the seismic interface restraint
is Quality Group D. The essential equipment will be separated from the
effects of internally generated missiles. The staff concludes that the design
of- the CFS meets the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29,
Positions C.1-and C.2.
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in a meeting with the staff (n May 5, 1992, GE committed to emove references i

to LBB from the SSAR. This is Confirmatory Item 10.3.1-1 in Section 10.3.1 of
this report. GE has provided, in SSAR Section 6.2.3 an analysis of a main-
steamline and main feedwater line pipe failure inside the MST. The results of
the staff's review of this at 'ysis are found in Section 6.2.1.7 of this
report.

Regarding the other aspect of GDC 4, which deals with the environmental design "

basis for systems, structures, and components important to safety, SSAR Appen-
dix 3I indicates that the essential equipment of the system will be environ-
mentally qualified to function following a postulated high-energy pipe break.
GE has also addressed the issue of water-hammer loads as a result of hydraulic
transients that can be caused by feedwater control valves rapidly interrupting
feedwater flow / submittal dated February 28,1990). GE plans to use a modi-
fied CFS design that will have only a low feedwater flow control valve speci-
fically designed to minimize cycling in feedwater nozzles. The valve will be
used only at low-power operating conditions. During normal power operations,
feedwater flow will be varied as needed by usino adjustable speed, motor-
driven feed pumps, thus eliminating the need for any flow control valve. On
this basis, the staff finds that the CFS design complies with GDC 4. Protec-
tion of safety-related equipment from flooding in the TB is discussed in
Section 3.4.1 of this report.

The feedwater system is not required to transfer heat under accident condi-
tions; therefore, GDC 44, 45, and 46 are not applicable.

As discussed in Section 10.3.1 of this report, the staff will require COL
applicants to provide operating and maintenance procedures to-ensure that
water hammer (steam, CFS) and its effects are. avoided or minimized.

GE has submitted the ITAAC for the CFS. The results of_ the staff's review
will be included in the FSER. This is Open item 10.4.7-1.

The staff concludes that the CFS for the ABWR meets the requirements of GDC 2
and 4 with regard to protection against natural phenomena and missiles and is
acceptable.

,

2-
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11 RADI0 ACTIVE WASir MANAGEMENT

The advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR) design has three radioactive waste
management systems: the liquid waste management system, the gaseous waste
management system, and the solid waste management system. The ABWR radioac-
tive waste management systems are designed to provide for the controlled
handling and treatment of liquid, gaseous, and solid wastes. 1he liquid
radioactive waste system H11 collect and process lyid wastes from equipment
and floor drains; sampling, decontamination and laboratory wastes; reactor
water cleanup decant wastes; chemical wastes; and detergent wastes. The
gaseous w"te system will provide (1) catalytic recombiners to reduce the
yaume os offgases from the main condenser air ejector, (2) holdup capacity in
the form of r.harcoal delay beds to allow decay of short-lived noble gases from
the main condenser air ejector and to adsorb radiciodires, and (3) high- -

efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters to retain particulates present in
the offgas stream. Thus, the system controls the release of gaseous radioac-
tive efhuents to the site environs so as to maintain the exposure of persons
in unrestricted areas to as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) in accordance
with 10 CFR Part 20, 10 CfR 50.34a, and Appendix 1 to 10 CFR Part 50. The
solid waste system provides for packaging spent resins and backwash slurries,
solidifyinq mncentrator bottoms, incinerating and packaging combustible dry
radioactivt 'erials, compacting and packaging noncombustible materials, and
providing s Je space for processed solid wastes before their shipment off
site to a li sed facility for burial.

In addition, the radioactive waste management review area includes the process
and effluent radiological monHoring and sampling systems provided for the
octection and measurement of ' ioactive materials in plant process and
effluent streams.

The staff reviewed the applicant's design, design criteria, and design bases
for the radioactive waste man gement systems for the ABWR design. The

|
acceptance criteria used as the basis for this evaluation arc set forth in
Section II o~ Standard Review Plan (SRP) Sections 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, and|

l 11.5, which includes the applicable general design criteria of Appendix A to
' 10 CFR Part 50 and 10 CFR 20.106.

Because speci,ic compliance with Appendix ! to 10 CFR 50 and the guidelines
given in ANSI Std. N13.1, " Guide to Sampling Airborne Radioactive Materials in
Nuclear facilities," Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.21, " Measuring and Reporting
Radioactivity in Solid Wastes and Releases of Radioactive Materials in Liquid
and Gaseous Effluents from Light-Water-cooled Nuclear Power Plants," and
RG 4.15, " Qual +,y Assurance for Radiological Monitoring Programs (Normal
Operation)--Effluent Streams and the Environment," is not within the scope of
ABWR design, the staff will review individual combined license (COL) applica-
tions for the ABWR design to ensure their conformance with these documents.

| This is COL Action Item 11.0-1,
1
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Desian Certification Material .

Tier 1 design informt.. ion and inspections, tests, analyses, and accept nce
criteria (ITAAC) are required for the radwaste system. GE has submitted the
Radwaste System ITAAC for staff review. The results of this review will be
included in the final safety evaluation report (FSER). This is Open
item 11.0-1.

11.1 Source Terms

GE calculated the estimated releases of radioacti"e materials in gaseous
effluents using the boiling water reactor (BWR) GALE Code methodology de-
scribed in NUREG-0016, Revision 1. January 1979. The calculations in the
code for estimating the liquid and gaseous effluents during normal plant
operation, including anticipated operational occurrences, are based on

"

(1) data from operating reactors, (2) field and laboratory tests, (3) stan-
dardized coolant activities derived from ANS 18.1 working group recommenda-
tions, (4) release and transport mechanisms that result in the appearance of
radioactive material in liquid streams, and (5) the plant's radwaste system
design features used to reduce the quantities of radioactive materials
ultimately released to the environs. The principal parameters used in these
calculations and the gaseous sourc- terms are given in Table 11.1 and Ta-
ble 11.2, respectively, of this re: art. Capacities of principal components of
the liquid and gaseous waste management systems for a single-unit plant are
listed in Table 11.3 of this report. The liquid effluent source terms will be
reviewed on a plant-specific basis as discussed below.

11.2 Liauld Waste Manaaement Systa

11.2.1 System Description and Review Discussion

The liquid radioactive waste management system will consist of process equip-
ment and instrumentation recessary to collect, process, monitor, and recycle
or discharge the processeo radioactive liquid wastes. Treatment of liquid
waste is dependent on the . source, activity, and composition of the particular *

liquid waste and on the intended disposal procedure. The liquid wastes gener-
ated during operation will be collected and processed in three major liquid
radwaste management subsystems and miscellaneous supporting subsystems. -The
three major subsystems are (1) the low-conductivity waste (LCW) (high purity)

- subsystem, (2) the high-conductivity waste (HCW) (low purity) subsystem, and
(3) the detergent waste subsystem. These systems-are described in detail in

_

'SSAR Section 11.2. 'The ABWR will use hollow fiber filters in the LCW subsys-
tem that require less backwash water than the precoat filters that are used in
current designs. Also, the LCW subsystem will not have recirculation pumps or
associated valves and will not re enerate the deep bed condensate domineral-
iters or use ultrasonic resin cleaning. For these reasons, the staff expects
less generation of waste in the LCW subsystem than in the systems of older
BWRs and no condensate demineralizer regeneration waste.

.The liquid radwaste treatment systems are designed to permit complete recy-
cling of processed liquids from the LCW and HCW subsystems during nornral
operation. Processed liquids will be handled on a batch basis to permit-
optimum control and release of radioactive materials from the LCW, HCW, and
detergent waste subsystems. Discharge of processed LCW or HCW water will be
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Table 11.1 Principa. Darameters Used in the Calculation i

of Gaseous and Liquid Effluents from ABWR '

Parameter Value

Thermal Power 3926
6Total steam flow rate (10 lb/hr) 16.8

Mass of water, reactor coolant system (10' lb) 0.674
Steam / water concentration, reactor vessel

,

1

Halogens 0.015
Particulate 0.001

'

RWC demineralizer flow rate (10' lb/hr) 0.334
Fraction of FW through condensate demineralizer 0.67 |
Reactor building iodine release fraction 1.0
Reactor building particulate release frution 1.0
Radwaste building iodine release fractiv,. 1.0
Radwaste building particulate release fraction 1.0 l
Turbine building iodine release fraction 1.0 i

Turbine building particulate release _ fraction 1.0 -|
Mechanical vacuum pump iodine release fraction 1.0 I
Charcoal delay system !

Kr dynamic adsorption coefficient (cm /g) 16.0
Xe dynamic adsorption coefficient (cm /g) 260.0
Ar dynamic adsorptiop coefficient (cm /g) 6.4
Mass of charcoal (10 lb) 250.0

Detergent waste decontamination factor (DF) 1.0
Liquid waste inputs

High purity (low conductivity) subsystem
Waste collection rate-(gpd) 15,200
Reactor coolart activity fraction 0.23
Collection, process time (days) 5.98, 0.96
DFs for halogens an( Cs and R 1,000.-100 ;

DF for others* 1,000
Fraction discharged 0.01 .

Low purity (high conductivity) subsystem **
Waste collection rate (gpd) 6300
Reactor coolant activity fraction 0.0028
Collection, process time (days) 1.52,-0.67
DF for halogens 10,000- -

DF for others * 100,000
Fraction discharged 0.1.

L Detergent wastes-
'

DF for all radionuclides 1.0
;- Fraction discharged 1.0-

| Excludes dissolved noble gases and tritium.*

** Includes chemical. wastes.,

L
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solely governed by the plant water balance considerations. Before being
released, samples will be analyzed to determine the types and amounts of
radioactivity pretan i the basis of the results of the analyses, the waste
from the HCW and LC! m L. stems will be recycled for eventual reuse in the
plant, retained for ' er processing, or released under controlled condi- i

'

tions to the environ % nt through the liquid pathway. All detergent wastes are )expected to be released. A common radiation monitor in the discharge line {will automatically terminate liquid waste discharges to the discharge canal
from the LCW, HCW, or the detergent waste subsystem if radiation measurements i

exceed a predetermined level set by the COL applicant in order to meet 10 CFR
Part 20, Appendix D. Table 2, Column 2 in the applicable subsystem. This is
COL Action Item 11.2.1-1.

The LCW subsystem collects and processes clean wastes such as those from
equipment drains (from the drywell, reactor, radwaste, and turbine buil a gs)
and spent resin backwash transfer water. The Lastes will be collected in one
or two parallel LCW collector tanks, illtered in one or two parallel hollow
fiber filters (for the normal waste generation rate, one collector tank and
one filter are used) for removal of insolubles and demineralized in a mixed-
bed demineralizer and a backup polishing demineralizer. Conductivity instru-
mentation on the domineralizer discharge will route the effluent either to the
LCW sample tanks or back to the LCW collector tanks for reprocessing. From
the sample tanks, the liquid stream will normally be routed to the conoensate fstorage tank for reuse. However, a small fraction of the processed waste may I
be discharged from one of the sample tanks should plant water balance consid- '

erations dictate such a discharge. The staff estimates that approximately
1 percent of the procesced LCW will be discharged. Thestaffestimatefthat
the normal waste generation ratp/ day ( 4,530 gpd).for the LCW system will be about 58 m / day(15,200 gpd); GE estimates 55 m The capacity if the
limiting processing equipment is 720 m{/ day (190,080 gpd).The s 'ference
between the expected normal waste generation rate and the design process flow
rate provides adequate reserve for processing a surge in LCW generation rate.
The HCW subsystem collects and processes water of relatively high conductivity
and solid content, such as the wastes from the floor drains (from drywell,
reactor, radwaste, turbine, and service buildings). Additionally, it will
collect and process chemical wastes (wastes from chemical laboratories and
laboratory drains). The wastes will be collected in one of two parallel HCW
collector tanks; they will be chemically adjusted to a suitable Ph for evapo-
ration and concentrated in one of two parallel forced-circulation concentra-
tors or evaporators to reduce the volume of water and decontaminate the
distillate. The distillate will be demineralized in the HCW domineralizer and
normally will be routed to the LCW system upstream of the polishing demineral-
izer. During normal processing, the LCW polishing demineralizer will be by-
passed and the processed HCW will be directed to the LCW sample tanks. The
processed stream will then be routed to the condensate storage tank for reuse.
A small fraction of tne processed HCW may be discharged from one of the LCW
sample tanks should plant water balance dictate such a discharge. The staff
estimates that approximately 10 percent of the processed HCW will be dis-
charged. The distillate from the HCW demineralizer also can be routed to an
HCW distillate tank to be reprocessed by the HCW demineralizer, if required.
The concentrated waste from the evaporatt,r will be routed to the concentrated
waste storage tank for further processing by the solid waste system. The --
staff estimates that he normal waste generation rate fo the HCW system will
be approximately 24 m}/ day (6300 gpd); GE estimates 15 m[/ day (4000 gpd).The
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3ca acity of the limiting processing equipment in this system is 142 m / days
(37,440 gpd). This provides adequate reserve for processing a surge in the
HCW generation rate.

The detergent waste subsystem will collect and process detergent wastes from
personnel showers and laundry operations. Detergent wastes will be collected
in the single hot shower drain (HSD) receiver tank, processed through one or
two HSD filters, and routed to the HSD sample tank before discharge. GE

estig/ day (3000 gpd); the staff's estimate is 4 m / day (1000 gpd).ates that the normal generation of detergent waste will be approximately311 m GE further
stated (June 7,1990, submittal)thatifstor6irainsarpincluded,thewaste
generation for this subsystem will be approxinately 31 m / day (8300 gpd). The
storm drain water will be normally nonradioactive, but can become radioactive
on contact with radioactive liquids. 1he storm drain water will be collected
in one of the two HSD sample tanks and discharged after processing by the HSD |
filters, if needed. The staff estimates that all of the detergent wastes and '

storm drains will be discharged. 3 The capacity of the limiting processing
equipment in this system is 284 m / day (75,000 gpd). This in combination with
the tanks provided in the system ensures adequate margin to collect and pro- i
cess any surge in the waste generation in this system.

, i

The liquid radwaste system will provide one discharge line to the canal. for I

the release of liquid waste. Radiation-monitoring equipment will be placed on
this line to measure the activity discharged. At any one time, this line can
be fed only by one HSD sampic tank or one of the two LCW sample tanks. GE
estimated the total plant release per year to be C.1 Ci, excluding tritiun.
The staff estimates a total annual release of about 7400 MBq (0.2 C1) for the
liquid wastes, primarily as a result of 3330 MBq (0.09 Ci) of untreated d6ter-
gent wastes and 3700 MBq (0.1 Ci) because of adjustment,for anticipated opera-
tional occurrences such as operator error, and 2.2 x 10 MBq (59 Ci) for.

,tritium. The estimated discharge of 0.2 Ci/yr is acceptable based on the'
!

design objectives set forth in Appendix 1 to 10 CFR Part 50, and consequently
GE's estimate of 0.1 Ci/yr is acceptable.

Administrative controls for meeting GE's commitment to limit the liquid wastes
to 3700 MBq/yr (0.1 Ci/yr) are not within the scope of the ABWR design, but
will be the responsibility of the COL applicant. The staff will evaluate the
acceptability of such specific administrative controls and liquid effluent
source terms on a plant-specific basis. This is COL Action Item 11.2.1-2.

The tanks containing spent resin, filter /demineralizer, and filter sludges are
part of the liquid radwaste management system. Separation of filter sludges
and filter /demineralizer sludges from process and transfer water will take
place in phase separator decant tanks. The decantate from the separator tanks
will be routed to the LCW collector tanks. The spent resins from the conden-
sate polishing system (i.e., part of the condensate /feedwater system) LCW and
HCW demineralizers will be collected in a spent resin tank. The sludges from
the separator tank, remaining after decant, and the spent resins from the
spent resin tank will be. treated either by a thin film dryer or by vendor-
supplied mobile dewatering systems. The water will be routed to the LCW
collector tank and the slurry will be loaded in high-integrity containers
(HICs) for eventual shipment.
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11.2.2 Conclusion )
;

in its evaluation of the liquid radleactive waste management system, the staff
; considered (1) the capability of the system to maintain releases below the

limits in 10 CFR Part 20 during periods of fission-product leakage at design
levels from the fuel, (2) the capability of the system to meet the processing
demands of the station during anticipated operational occurrences, (3) the
quality group and seismic design classification applied to the equipment, com-:

ponents, and structures housing the system, and (4) the design features that
are incorporated to control the release of radioactive materials in accordance
with general design criteria (GDC) 60. The staff reviewed all applicable
information provided in the ABWR SSAR up to and including Amendment 20 and GE
submittals dated June 7 and 29, 1990, and August 2, 1991, in response to the
staff's request for additional information.

The staff concludes that the liquid radwaste system includes the equipment
necessary to control the releases of radioactive materials in liquid effluents
in accordance with GDC 60 and radwaste system aspects of GDC 61 and that the
design of the liquid waste management system is acceptable and meets the
requirements of 10 CFR 20.106 and GDC 60 and the applicable portion of GDC 61
for control of releases of radioactive material to the environment.

The staff further concludes there is reasonable assurance that a COL applicant ,

will be capable of meeting the Appendix ! to 10 CFR Part 50 dose guidelines'

for radioactive materials released through 11guld effluents with regard to the
3minimum discharge canal flow rate of 360 m /hr (1500 gpm) and the additional

dilution credit of at least a factor of 5 between the point of release and the
region in the unrestricted area where the water is used. The staff considers
that procedures for demonstration of compliance with 10 CFR Part 50 (Appen-
dix !) Sections 11 and !!I, is within the scope of the COL applicant and
consequently the staff will evaluate this compliance individually for each
license application. This is COL Action item 11.2.2-1.

The staff's conclusions are based on the following findings:

(1) On the basis of ABWR parameters that govern reactor coolant system con-
centrations of radionuclides and design of the liquid radwaste treatment
systems, as stated in Section 11.2.1 of this report, the staff estimates
that the total of radioactive wastes discharged via the liquid effluent
during plant operation including anticipated operational occurrences will
be.no more than 7400 MBq/yr (0.2 Ci/yr) (excluding tritium) and 2.2 x
10' liBq/yr (59 Ci/yr) for tritium. 3This finding, in conjunction with a
minimum dilution flow rate of 360 m /hr (1500 gpm) and at least an addi-
tional credit of a factor of 5 (as stated in the ABWR SSAR Section 11)
between the point of discharge and the region in the unrestricted area
where water is used, provides reasnnable assurance that the ABWR liquid
waste management system will meet the applicable Appendix ! dose guide-
lines for liquid effluents.

(2) GE has met the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 with the ApWR design that
will have the minimum discharge canal flow rate of 360 m /hr (1500 gpm)
and for which liquid waste can only be discharged-from either the HSD
sample tank or the LCW sample tank. The staff has considered the poten-
tial consequences resulting from reactor operation and has determined

|
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I

that the concentrations of radioactive materials in liquid effluent
averaged over a year as permitted by 10 CFR 20.106 for the above case
will be well below the limits in 10 CFR part 20, Appendix B. Table 11,
Column 2. Instantaneous discharge concentrations of the radionuclides in
liquid effluents to an unrestricted area also will be within these limits
because GE has indicated (by a submittal dated November 5,1990) that the
discharge rate via the single discharge line will be administrative 1y
controlled to conform to these limits.

The staff will review the administrative controls to limit the instanta-
neous discharge concentrations of the radionuclides in liquid effluents
to an unrestricted area to within the limits in 10 CFR part 20, Appen-
dix B, Table 11 Column 2, on a plant-specific basis for the COL appli-
cants. This is COL Action Item 11.2.2-2.

(3) GE has met the requirements of GDC 60 and 61 with respect to system
|design for controlling releases of radioactive materials to the environ-
,

ment. The staff considered the capabilities of the proposed liquid "

radwaste treatment system to meet the demands of the plant resulting
from anticipated operational occurrences and has concluded that the

,system capacity and design flexioility are adequate to meet the antici- '

pated needs of the plant as discussed in Section 11.2.1, System Descrip-
tion and Review Discussion, of this report. The staff also reviewed GE's
quality group classifications which are used for the system components-
and the seismic design applied to structures housing these systems. The
quality assurance (operations) provisions of the liquid radwaste systems
will be reviewed individually for each COL application referencing the
ABWR. This is COL Action item 11.2.2-3.

The design of the systems and structures housing these systems also meets
the applicable criteria given in RG 1.143, Revision 1. In the draft
safety evaluation report (DSER) (SECY-91-235), the staff reviewed the
provisions _ incorporated in GE's design to control the release of radioac-
tive materials in liquids resulting from inadvertent tank overflow and
concluded that the measures proposed by GE were consistent with the
criteria given in RG 1.143 except for the lack of a local alarm capabi-
lity for the condensate storage tank -(CST). This was identified as Open
item 70.

GE responded in Amendment 20 to SSAR Section 9.2.9.2,_ Item (9), by
stating: " Instrumentation shall be provided to indicate CST water level
in the main control room. High water level will be alarmed both locally
and in the main control room." This satisfies the staff concern regard-
ing RG 1.143 requirements for a local high-level alarm for CSTs. This
item is closed. This was also identified the DSER (SECY-91-235) as Open
Item 70.

!

IE Bulletin 80-05 identified an issue concerning.the release of radioac-
tive material or other detrimental effects as a result of-low vacuum

) ' conditions causing tank buckling. The low vacuum condition is created by
cooling hot water in the low-pressure tank, per fax dated May 21, 1992,
GE stated that several low-pressure tanks that could contain primary sys-
tem water have vents to prevent the development of a low vacuum condi-
tion. This will satisfy the tank failure concern in IE Bulletin 80-05,
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subject to confirmation of the above information in the SSAR. This is
Confirmatory item 11.2.2-1. CE will provide the above design information
in a future standard safety analysis report (SSAR) amendment.

11.3 Op gous Wute Manaqofent Svile"j

11.3.1 System Description and Review Discussion

The gaseous radioactive waste processing and plant ventilation systems are
designed to collect, store, process, monitor, and discharge potentially radio-
active gaseous wastes that will be generated during normal operation of the
plant, including anticipated operational occurrences. The systems will con-
sist of equipment and instrumentation necessary to reduce release of radio-
active gases and particulates to the environment.

The principal sources of gaseous wastes 11. '1e plant will be tne effluents
~

f rom the of fgas system, condenser mechanicai vacuum pump, turbine gland seal
system, and ventilation exhausts from the radwaste building, containment
purge. reactor building, drywell, and turbine building. All these effluents
will oe routed into the plant stack either directly or indirectly (turbine
gland scal system and mechanical vacuum pump) and monitored continuously.

The trajor source of gaseous radwaste during normal plant operation before
trea6ent will be the of f gases f rom the main condenser air ejector. These
will contain principally hydrogen and oxygen from the radiolytic decomposition
of water, air from condenser in-leakage, fission and activation gases, and
water vapor. To treat this effluent, the ABWR design uses an offgas process-
ing system consisting of redundant catalytic hydrogen-oxygen recombiners,
charcoal adsorber delay beds, and a HEPA filter operating at ambient condi-
tions.

The of f gases will be diluted with sufficient steam in the last stage of the
air ejector to reduce the hydrogen concentration to less than 4 percent by
volume upstream of the recombiner. The off gases will be preheated in the

_

first stage of the recombiners to approximately 177 *C (350 *F) to remove
moisture before recombination and reduced in hydrogen concentration to less
than 1 percent by volume by the recombiner(s). The recombiner effluent sub-
sequently will be W ied to between 57 *C (135 *F) and 68 *C (154 *F) by the
offgas condenser. The of fgas condenser also will include baffles to reduce
moisture entrainment. The offgas stream will be further cooled to 18 *C
(65 *F) by the cooler condenser. The pressure boundary of the system will be
detonation resistant, with a design pressure of 2412 kPa (350 psig). Redun-
dant, nonigniting, detonation-resistant hydrogen analyzers monitor hydrogen
concentration downstream of the recombiners and alarm both locally and in the
control room when appropriate.

Fission and activation gases will be held for decay in the charcoal adsorber
system downstream from the offgas condensers. Before entering the delay beds,
these gases decay for 2.5 minutes during their transit from the main condenser
to the delay beds. The charcoal adsorber beds consist of one guard bed
adsorber followed by four parallel trains of two adsorber beds in series.
lhe total mass of charcoal is 114,000 Kg (250,000 lb). The offgas system is
also designed to prevent, monitor, and suppress the potential ignition and
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combustion propagation of charcoal in the charcoal adsorber tanks with neces-
sary temperature elements in the charcoal tanks and necessary connections
provided for nitrogen purge and blanketing, ,

Before discharge, the effluent will pass through a HEPA filter assembly
I to remove aarticulate from the offgas system effluent stream. The holdup
! times in tie ambient offgas treatment system charcoal beds (38 *C) (100 'F),

dew point 18 *C (65 'F) were calculated according to the methodology of
NUREG-0016, Revision 1, and GE proprietary report NED0-10751. The staff
estimates these times to be approximately 30 days for xenon, and 44 hours for i

krypton, and 18 hours for argon; GE estimates 42 days for xenon and 46 hours
ifor krypton. These beds also remove iodines from the treatment system i

ef fluent by adsorption. j

The venti 16 tion exhausts from all such plant areas as the reactor building I

(which includes primary containment when it is vented or purged, fuel handling !

area, the area housing the emergency core cooling system equipment, other
, areas (e.g.. SGTS rooms, fuel pool cooling system equipment rooms, areas
'

housing nonessential equipment), the service building, the radwaste building, i

and the turbine building, will be directed to the plant vent and monitored !
continuously before their release to the environs. The reactor building areas
mentioned above will be serviced either directly or indirectly (for the pri-
mary containment purging or venting) by the secondary containment ventilation
system during normal plant operation. However, ventilation exhausts from !
reactor building areas serviced by the essential electrical equipment heating, '

ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) subsystem, essential diesel generator !
HVAC subsystem, and the turbine island services by the electrical building |
ventilation system will be discharged directly to the environs unmonitored. '

I The lack of monitoring for the exhaust from these areas is evaluated in Sec-
tion 11.5 of this report which concludes that this is acceptable. Although
in SSAR Section 9.4.8.1.2, GE indicates that the-service building ventilation.
exhaust will be monitored before its release, SSAR Table 11.5.1 does not indi-
cate.any monitoring provision for the subject exhaust. Therefore, the staff
concluded in the DSER (SECY-91-235) that this discharge will not be monitored
(0 pen item 71). In its response of December 19, 1991, to issues raised-in the
DSER, GE stated: "The service building ventilation exhaust is sent to the
plant release point where the offgases are monitored and sampled during
release " Therefore, the issue of service building ventilation exhaust moni-
toring is resolved. This Open item 71, identified in the DSER (SECY-91-235),
is closed. .

|
In the DSER (SECY-91-235 , the staff found that neither the mechanical vacuum
pump exhaust nor any bui ding norcal ventilation exhaust system included-
charcoal adsorbers and/or HEPA filters to remove elemental and organic forms ,

of iodine and particulate from the applicable effluent stream. The-staff,
therefore, assumed in its independent analysis of release values that these
exhausts will be-discharged to the environs untreated (0 pen Item 72). In its-

! response to staff questions of December 19, 1991, GE confirmed that neither
the mechanical vacuum pump exhaust nor the turbine building normal ventilation '

exhaust will be filtered,-thus confirming the staff's_ assumption. Therefore,
L the issue of lack of charcoal adsorbers and filters is resolved. This

assumption did not effect the overall conclusion on the acceptability dis-,

cussed in Section 11.3.2. This closes DSER (SECY-91-235) Open Item 72...

|

|
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The calculated release values for iodines and particulate in Table 11.2 of
this report reflect the above assumption of non-treated exhaust from the
mechanical vacuum pump and the turbine building. SSAR Section 9.4.5.1.3
states that, if high radiation is detected in the secondary containment
exhaust or in the refueling floor atmosphere, the secondary containment normal
ventilation system will be secured and the exhaust discharged through the
saf ety-related SGTS, which will consist of charcoal adsorbers and HEPA
filters. The SG15 exhaust also will go through the plant vent, which will be
monitored before release (as stated above).

The plant stack and the major streams feeding the plant stack (offgas system
and building ventilation systems) will be monitored to facilitate appropriate
corrective action in a timely manner to prevent offsite release exceeding
applicable limits. Additionally, the offgas treatment system will include an
automatic control feature to terminate the post-treatment release if it
exceeds a preset radiation level in the effluent. However, the DSER stated ~

that it was not clear whether the monitors provided for monitoring the
secondary containment exhaust will be sufficiently sensitive to detect a high-
radiation level in the primary containment purge exhaust (0 pen item 73) as
required by Branch Techni al Position (BTP) CSB 6-4, " Containment Purging
During Normal Plant Operations." In Amendment 18 to the SSAR, Page 11.5-3, GE
confirmed the sensitivity of these monitors to detect a high-radiation level
in the primary containment purge exhaust. This part of Open Item 73 from the
DSER (SECY-91-235) is resolved.

Additionally, in the DSER, the staff noted that while SSAR Section 9.4.4.2.1.1
states that the turbine building ventilation exhaust will be monitored before
its discharge to the monitored plant vent, SSAR Table 11.5-2 did not indicate
any such process monitoring provision for that exhaust (0 pen item 73). GE
changed Table 11.5-2 in SSAR Amendment 18, to indicate that the turbine
building compartment exhaust will be monitored. This part of Open item 73 is
resolved. Both parts of Open Item 73, identified in DSER (SECY-91-235), are
therefore, closed.

As stated above, airborne radioactivity releases except for the mechanical
~

vacuum pump and the normal building vent will be through the plant vent. The
plant vent is located on the reactor building at 76 meters above grade and is
the tallest point on the site,

11.3.2 Conclusion

In its evaluation of the gaseous radwaste management system, the staff used
the SRP criteria pertaining to (1) the capability of the system to maintain
releases below the limits in 10 CFil Part 20 during periods of fission-product
leakage at design levels from the fuel, (2) the capability of the system to
meet the processing demands of the station during anticipated operational
occurrences, (3) the quality group and seismic design classification applied
to the equipment and to components and structures housing the system, (A) the
design features that are incorporated to control the releases of radioactive
materials in accorsnce nita GDC 60, and (5) the potential for gaseous
releases result;ng from hydrogen n plosion in the gaseous radwaste system.
The staff also rsviewed the capability of the offgas system to limit the dose
to 500 mrem for an ird'vidual exposure of 2 hours at the nearest exclusion
area boundary Nsulting troa radioactive releases from offgas system leak or
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i

|

; fallere as stated in B1P E1SB 11-5, Revision 0, July 1981. The staff reviewed
all the applicable information provided in the SSAR up to and including Amend-

.

ment 15, as well at GE's submittals dated June 29. September 14, and Octo-1

ber 26, 1990.

The staff concludes that the gaseous radioactive waste management system
design for the ABWR meets the applicable requirements of 10 CFR 20.106 and
GDC 3, 60, and 61 with regard to radioactivity in gaseous effluents released
to unrestricted areas, fire protection, control of releases of radioactive
materials, and radioactivity control in the gaseous waste management system
and ventilation system associated with fuel storage and handling areas.'

'

The staff considers that an operational demonstration of the system design
: compliance with Appendix 1 to 10 CFR Part 50 numerical guidelines for offsite-

radiation doses as a result of gaseous or airborne radioactive effluents I
during normal plcnt operation, including anticipated operational occur- i

rences, lies within the scope of the COL applicant. Therefore, the staff I

will evaluate compliance on a plant-specific basis. This is COL Action
item 11.3.2-1.

tionetheless, the staff has evaluated the ABWR design to determine if there is
reasonable assurance that the COL applicant will be capable of meeting the
Appendix I dose guidelines for design objectives. The ingestion, inhalation,
and external irradiation of ground contamination pathway doses to applicable
organs resulting from release of radioactive iodines, radioactive material in-

particulate form, and tritium and carbon-14 via airborne effluents depend on a
number of site-dependent parameters. Also, the population exposures (person-
rem) and associated cost-benefit analysis are site dependent. Therefore, the
staff only considered if the standard design for the gaseous waste management
system complies with Appendix I guidelines for external doses to any indivi-
dual in an unrestricted area as a result of noble gas radionuclides in gaseous ,

ef fluents. The staff concludes that there is reasonable assurance'that ABWRs
'

at sites that pave an. atmospheric dispersion factor (X/Q) equal to or less
than 9.8 x 10' sec/ meter will meet the above dose guidelines (5 mrem to the
total body).

t

The staff also concludes that the ABWR offgas system design complies with BTP

8.9 x 10', for all sites that have a 0-2-hour X/Q of equal to or less thanETSB 11-5
sec/ meter at the nearest exclusion area boundary. The limiting y/Q

value given above corresponds to a total- body exposure of 5 mSv (500 mrem) and-

thus meets the acceptance criterion for dose at the nearest exclusion boundary
specified in the BTP, This will also be-verified as discussed in COL Action
item 11.3.2-1. The conclusions referred to above are based on the following
findings:

(1) The ABWR meets the requirements of GDC 60 and 61_ by ensuring that the-
design of the gaseous waste management system includes the equipment and
instruments necessary to detect and control the release of radioactive
materials in gaseous effluents.

. (2) The staff determined the releases of radioactive materials (noble gases,
iodines, particulate, tritium and carbon-14) in gaseous effluents re-
sulting from normal operation, including anticipated operational occur-
rences, on the basis of expected radwaste inputs over the life of the
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plant, it used the calculated releases for noble gases
this report) to determine the bounding value for y/Q and(Table 11.2 ofassumed a
4-minute decay of the noble gas radionuclides during transit from the
release point to the unrestricted area. The staff used the dose models
and values for parameters given in RG 1.109 to evaluate compliance with

~,

Appendix 1 to 10 CfR Part 50. To calculate the external dose of noble
gas radionuclides, the staff assumed a semi-infinite cloud model for the
gaseous effluents. For the bounding y/0 value quoted above, the staf f
calculated a total body dose (the limiting external dose) of 0.05 Msv/yr4

(5 mrom/yr), which meets the applicable Appendix 1 dose guideline.

(3) The ABWR design meets the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 because
the staff has considered the potential consequences resulting from
reactor operation with a postulated fission product release r
consistent with an offgas noble gas release rate of 3.7 x 10' ateBq/MWt-sec
(100 #Ci/MWt-sec) at 30 minutes decay for a BWR and estimated that, under
these conditions, the concentration of radioncclides in gaseous effluents

i

in unrestricted areas with a value of X/Q that is equal to or less than '

69.8 x 10 sec/ meter will be well below the concentration limits speci-,

fied in 10 CfR Part 20, Appendix B, lable 11, Column 1.

(4) The staff has considered the capabliity of the proposed gaseous waste
management system to meet the anticipated demands of the plant resulting
from anticipated operational occurrences and concludes that the system
capacity and design flexibility are adequate to meet the anticipated

' needs of the plant. (See item 3 above.)

(5) The staff reviewed the design criteria including the quality group
classifications used for the gaseous waste management system components
and the structures housing the radwaste system and concludes that the
design of the system and the structures meets the applicable criteria '

specifiedinRG1.143.

(6) The staff reviewed the provisions incorporated in the ABWR design to
control releases resulting from hydrogen explosions in the gasecus waste
management system (SSAR Section 11.3, GE submittal dated June 29,1990).
The staff concludes that the features _ built into the design are adequate
to prevent the occurrence of an explosion or to withstand the effects of
an explosion in accordance with GDC 3. (See Section 11.3.1 of this
report regarding hydrogen recombiners and hydrogen analyzers.)

The staff concludes that the gaseous waste management system for the ABWR
meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 11.3 and is acceptable.

11.4 Solid Waste Manaaement System

1.4.1 System Description and Review Discussion

The solid radioactive waste management system will consist of the equipment
and instrumentation necessary to collect.. solidify, incinerate, package, and,

store radioactive wastes resulting from the operation of the reactor water
cleanup system, the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system, the suppression pool
cleanup system, the condensate polishing system, the liquid radwaste system, '

the building ventilation systems, the standby gas treatment system, the offgas
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: system, and miscellaneous solid wastes (e.g., paper, rags, contaminated
clothing, gloves, shoe coverings) arising from the operation and maintenance
of the plant. The solid radwaste management system will be located in the
radwaste building.

The ABWR solid waste system is designed to process two general types of solid
wastes: wet solid wastes, which require solidification before being shipped
off site, and dry solid wastes, which require incineration and compaction
and/or packaging before being shipped. Combustible dry wastes (e.g., rags,
uniforms, paper) will be burned in an incinerator and discharged to an ash
storage drum. The off gas from the incinerator will be passed through two
cet amic filters in series and a HEPA filter before being released into the
atmosphere through the main plant vent. On the basis of GE's submittal dated
June 29, 1990, the staff estimates this release to be 592 MBq/yr (0.016 Ci/yr)
and to be in particulate form. Incinerated ash will be discharged to an ash
storage drum by ash discharge equipment located on the bottom of the incinera- -

tor. The COL applicant should provide a description of the incinerator to be
used complete with the source of incinerator heat. The heat source storage
facility and specific fire protection features to prevent any undue fire
hazard resulting from incineration should also be discussed. This is COL
Action item 11.4.1-1. Noncombustible dry solid wastes will be compacted and
placed in dry active waste drums for shipment.

There will be two forms of wet wastes: (1) slurries associated with spent
resins and sludges associated with filter and backwash of filter domineralizer
and (2) concentrated wastes from the HCW conctntrators of the liquid radwaste
trcatment system. As stated in Section 11.2.1 of this report, the spent
resins and the sludges will be dewatered and the resulting slurry will be
loaded in HICs for eventual shipment.

The concentrated waste from the HCW concentrators will be routed through a
thin-flim dryer that will dewater the concentrate. The water from this opera-
tion will be routed back to the HCW collector tanks. Air will be exhausted
through the radwaste building HVAC exhaust. The dewatered. powdered waste
will be pelletized, and the pellets will be mixed with a solidifying agent
(cement glass) in drums for eventual offsite shipping. Air from the pelletiz-
ing and solidification process will be routed to the radwaste building HVAC
exhaust via a particle filter and a HEPA filter.

In the SSAR Interface Requirement 11.4.3.1, GE stated that the first COL *

applicant referencing the ABWR design should provide detailed information to
demonstrate that the wet waste solidification process will result in a product
that complies with 10 CFR 61.56. In the DSER (SECY-91-235), the staff indi-
cated that the interface item should be modified to indicate that all COL
applicants are required to provide this information (0 pen Item 74). As a
result of its re-review of all interface items, GE decided to revise the SSAR
to reclassify this item as a COL action item to demonstrate that the wet waste
solidification process will result in a product that complies with 10 CFR
61.56. This SSAR commitnent is acceptable. This is COL Action item 11.4.1-2.
This closes Open Item 74, identified in the DSER (SECY-91-235).

On the basis of the Electric Power Research Institute report EPRI-NP-5528,
Volume 1 and NUREG/CR-2907 (annual reports for 1986 and 1987, Volumes 7 and 8,
only BWRs were conside,ed), the staff estimates the processed wet wastes
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3 3requiring shipmpnt to be about 390 m /yr (3000 f t /yr) containing approxi- imately 4.4 x 10 MBq (1200 C1). The spent resin and filter and filter /
domineralizersludgeslurrieswillbestoredinyICsbeforeshipment. The
solidified concentrates will be stored in 0.21-m (55-gal) drums before ship-
ment. On the basis of lWREG/CR-2907 and GE's submittal dated June 29, 1990,

360 m}/yr (12,000 f t 'yr) containing approximately 4.4 x 10thesaffestimatestheprocesseddrywastesrequiringshipmenttobeabout3
MBq (12 Ci).

However, with incip/yr (12,0g0 f t}bustible dry wastes, the shipment volume will
eration of corr

be less than 360 m /yr). The processed dry wastes will be
stored in boxes or in 0.21-m (55-gal) drums.

Because the establishment and implementation of a process control program
(PCP) for solidifying the evapc:ator concentrates, using an approved solidifi-
cation agent, and the dewatering the process of the spent resins and filter

i

sludges are outside the scope of the ABWR standard design, the staff will
review the PCP and the dewatering process for each referencing applicant.
This is COL Action item 11.4.1-3.

11.4.2 Conclusion

in its evaluation of the solid radioactive waste management system, the staff t

considered (1) system design objectives in terms of expected types, volumes,
and activities of wastes processed for offsite shipment; (2) provisions for
onsite storage of processed solid wastes before shipment; (3) procedures for
disposal of incir.erated waste; (4) system design tc meet acceptance criteria
of SRP Section 11.4; and (5) piping and instrumentation diagrams for the .

system.

On the basis of its ,eview of SSAR Section 11.4 and GE submittals dated
June 7 June 29, October 26, and November 5, 1990, and August 2, 1991, the
staff concludes that the solid waste management system design meets the
requirements of 10 CFR 20.106, 10 CFR 20.302(a), 10 CFR 50.34(a), 10 CFR
61.56, 10 CFR Part 71, and GDC 60, 63, and 64, except as noted below. This
conclusion is based on the following findings:

(1) The design includes equipment and instrumentation for processing, pack-
aging, and storage of radioactive solid wastes before shipment off site.
Dedicatedradwastestgrageroomsintheradwastebuildingaccommodate
storage of 385 0.21-m (55-gal
storage of approximately 120 m} drums and 15 boxes corresponding to(4000 cubic feet) of processed wet and
dry solid wastes. Further, in its submittal dated October 26, 1990, GE
indicated that, if needed, additional space in the rooms can be easily
provided to accommodate storage of more processed wastes. However, as an
open item in the DSER (0 pen Item 75), the staff identified that.GE had
not specified the capacity and the maxiinum number of HICs that will be
temporarily stored and shielded in the truck area. This waste is clas-.

sified as Type B per-10 CFR 61.55 and--is not intended to be processed to
a stable form; it has to be placed in HICs to comply with the require-
ments of 10 CFR 61.56 and 10 CFR Pe 71. This closes Open item 75,
identified it, the DSER'(SECY-91-235)

During a meeting May 6,1992, GE confirmed that there will be ample
storage area for over 6 months of solid waste. The storage room marked
" HIC" will not be for storage of high integrity containers, but rather

ABWR DFSER 11-14 October 1992
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will be used to store concentrated waste destined for HICs. GE docu-
mented this as an insert to SSAR Section 11.4.2.3.5 submitted May 18,
1992. Therefore, the staff concludes that the available storage space'

for the dry wastes (one full offsite waste shipment) and the processed
wet wastes (30 days of waste generation at normal generation rate) meet
the applicable criteria for storage of the wastes as identified in BTP

| ETSB 11-3, Positions B.111.2 and 3. Also, the capacities of tanks
accumulating spent resins and filter sludges meet BTP Position B.11.1.

(2) The system will have the capability to process the types and volumes of
wastes expected during normal plant operation, including anticipated
operational occurrences, in accordance with GDC 60. Provisions for |
handling wastes meet the requirements of 10 CFR Parts 20 and 71 and I
applicable Department of Transportation regulations within the ABWR |scope, Specifically, the staff has determined that the off gases 1

(resulting from incineration of combustible wastes) that will be iexhausted through ceramic filters and a HEPA filter to the monitored ;

plant vent will have minimal effect on compliance with 10 CFR 20.106(b)
relating to concentrations of radionuclides in gaseous or airborne
effluents in unrestricted areas for sites wi ' a y/Q equal to or less

4than 9.8 x 10 sec/ meter. As stated in Section 11.3.2(3) of this
report, the staff c.oncludes that the subject concentrations will be well
below the applicable regulatory limit. By identifying the type, the
expected quantity, the Curie content, and the manner of disposal of the
combustible wastes that will be incinerated, GE complies with 10 CFR
20.302 within the ABWR .: ope.

(3) The system for monitoring radiation levels and leakage complies with
10 CFR 50.34(a) and GDL 63 and 64. Radiation monitors are placed at the
end of a drum conveyor to monitor the radiation resulting from mixture in
the drums and surface contamination of the drums. Such devices as posi-
tion switches, weight elements, and level sensors will be used to prevent
spillage while filling, pouring (solidification of vapor concentrates),
and overfilling the dru)s. Additionally, safety interlocks provided for
the solidification prp ess system ensure that solidification.is performed

, only when certain conditions are met (these conditions are identified in
SSAR Section 11.4.2.3.4). In addition, the effluents resulting from the'

system inputs to the liquid radwaste and gaseous radwaste management
i systems are monitored by the respective monitors for the liquid and

gaseous waste management systems (in conjunction with other effluents
from the systems).

L (4) SSAR Section 11.4.1.2 and GE submittals dated June 7 and 29, 1990, indi-
cate that the quality group classification, seismic design, and other
design features (e.g., heat tracing of concentrate piping and tanks,

I flushing connections _for all components and piping that contain slurries)
meet the guidelines of RG 1.143 and BTP ETSB 11-3, Position 8,V._

5)_ The staff finds the proposed dewatering method for spent resin and filter
sludges, namely, treatment by a thin-film dryer or by a vendor-supplied
mobile dewatering system, that will result in a product that complies
with 10 CFR 61.56 to be acceptable. However, as stated in Section 11.3.1

| ABWR DFSER- 11-15 October 1992
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of this report, the staf f will review the details demonstrating compli-
ante of the dewatering p ocess and solidification process with applicable '

positions of BTP ETSB 11-3 on a plant-specific basis.

(6) In the DSER, the staff stated that GE should identify the specific fire _|
protection features available in the applicable area to prevent any '

undue fire hazard resulting from incineration (0 pen item 76 from DSER
3

[SECY-91-235]). GE addressed this in Amendment 20 to Section 11.4.2.2.6, i
'

by referencing SSAR Subsection 9A.4.5 and figures 9A.4-28 through
9A.4-32, which provide the fire protection features for the radwaste
building. This item is resolved. This closes part of Open item 76,
identified in the DSER (SECY-91-235).

(7) In the DSER, the staff stated that SSAR Section 11.4.2.3.5 (last para- [graph), Table 31.4 2, and response to Question 430.171 were inconsistent
and confusing. For example, the section stated that Table 11.4-2 repre-
sents the shipped volume of salid wastes and that Table 11.4-3 gives the
corresponding Curie content; however, the two tables could not be corre-'

latad since Table 11.4-2 gave the shipped volume only for the solidified
_,

concentrates (not the total volume of all solid wastes) and Tabic 11.4-3
'

gave Curie content for the spent resin and filter sludges. Therefore,
the staff requested that GE correct the section and Table 11.4-2 (0 pen
item 76). GE revised Table 11.4-2 in Amendment 20, providing the volumes
of various kinds of solid wastes expected to be shipped annually and
their corresponding total Curie content. This item is resolved. This
part of Open item 76, identified in the DSER (SECY-91-235), is closed.
Therefore, and the paragraph above discussion, this closes both identi-
fled parts of Open Item 76. j

Per telecon on May 20, 1992, GE indicated that onsite storage of low-level
waste beyond that discussed above will be addressed by the COL applicant. The
staff will evaluate this additional storage on a case-by-case basis. This is
COL Action item 11.4.2-1.

On the basis of these findings, the staff concludes that the solid radwaste
management system design for the ABWR meets the acceptance criteria of SRP
Section 11.4 and complies with the applicable requirements of 10 CFR 61.56 and

_is acceptable. '

11.5 Process and Effluent Radioloaical Monitorina and Samplina Systems
'

11.5.1 System Description and Review Discussion

The process and effluent r?iological monitoring systems are designed to pro-
vide information concerning radioactivity levels in systems throughout the
plant, indicate radioactive leakage between systems, monitor equipment per-
formance, and monitor.and control radioactivity levels in plant discharges to
the environs.

In its submittal dated' June 2,1989, GE stated that all airborne radioactive
i releases from the plant to the environment will be exhausted throunh the plant

vent._ The major sources that will be combined and routed to the , nt vent,

| are the offgas exhaust, the radwaste building exhaust, the radwast building
i control room and unit substation exhaust, the reactor building (secondary

L ABWR DFSER 11-16' October 1992
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containment) exhaust, the service building exhaust, and the turbine building
exhaust, which includes the gland seal system and the mechanical vacuum pump
exhausts. A radiation-monitoring system will monitor the plant vent discharge
for gross radiation level and collect halogen and particulate saples,

in addition to the main plant vent gaseous effluent monitor and samplers, as
indicated in ABWR SSAR Table 11.5-1, radiation monitors will be provided for
monitoring the offgas post-treatment exhaust, the reactor building (secondary
containment) exhaust, the radwaste building vent exhaust, and the radwaste
building control room, unit substation exhaust, and turbine building compart-
ment exhaust. These monitors will be used to identify sources of airborne
activity before mixing in the main plant vent. Gaseous process stream moni-
turing will include the offgas pretreatment radiation-monitoring system (RMS),
and the carbon bed vault RMS and control rod drive maintenance area exhaust
RMS,

_

The liquid ef fluent and process monitoring systems include the liquid radwaste
effluent and the reactor building closed cooling water system RMS.

The RMSs, which will monitor the discharges from the gaseous and liquid
radwaste treatment systems (i.e., offgas post treatment effluent, processed
liquid radwaste effluent), are designed to alarm and initiate automatic
closure of the waste discharge valve of the affected treatment system before
exceeding the normal operation limits to be specified in the ABWR radiological
technical specifications (TS). This is Technical Specification item 11.5.1-1.
Before being discharged from the radwaste treatment systems, liquid in the
tanks will be sampled and analyzed. Release and dilution rates will be
specified on the basis of the results of these analyses.

In addition to the gaseous and liquid effluent and processing RMSs, there are
systems required to initiate appropriate protective action in case of postu-
lated accidents. These include the main steam line RMS, the feci area (of the
reactor building) ventilation exhaust RMS, the control building HVAC RMS, the
standby gas treatment system RMS (the exhaust from this system goes to the
plant stack), and the containment space-refueling mode RMS.

~

The ABWR design includes provisions for grab sampling and analysis of liquid
sources (e.g., reactor coolant crud and filtrate, liquid radwaste system
tanks, condensate storage tank, reactor water cleanup system) and both liquid
and gaseous effluent and process streams, including the circulating water
system decant line for determination of gross radiation level and identity and
quantity of specific radionuclides in the applicable stream or source. The
stream or the source sampled, the parameters analyzed, the analysis frequency,
and the sensitivity for analysis are listed in SSAR Tables 11.5-4 through
11.5-7.

The ABWR design includes accident monitoring instrumentation for monitoring
noble gases, iodines, and particulate in gaseous or airborne effluent streams
dui.ng an accident. As stated in SSAR Sections 1.A.2.15 and Section 7.5, GE
considers that such instrumentation provided for the ABWR is generally in
accordance with RG 1.97, Revision 3, and therefore, meets the guidelines of
NUREG-0737, Action Item II.F.1, Attachments 1 and 2. See detailed discussion
of this item is Chapter 20.3.
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11.5.2 Conclusion;

>

lhe staff reviewed tFe SSAR up to and including Amendment 20 and GE submittals
dated June 2, 1989, iebruary 28, 1990, and December 19, 1991, with regird to
the process and effluent radiological monitoring and sampling systems for the
ABWR. The review included piping and instrumentation diagrams for the liquid
and gaseous radwaste systems; SSAR Tables 11.5-1 through 11.5-7, which list :

the liquid and gaseous process and effluent RMSs and summaries of radiological '

analysis for liquid and gaseous process and effluent stream samples; informa-
tion provided in SSAR Section 7.5.1.1 and Tables 7.5-1 and 7.5-2 (i.e. , tables
comparing ABWR design provisions for monitoring radioactive gaseous effluents
during an accident with applicable RG 1.97 guidelines); and descriptions of

i the various building ventilation systems, the main condenser evacuation
system, and the turbine gland sealing system insofar as they relate to the<

,

radiation-monitoring provisions for these systems. However, in the DSER the
staff stated it could not review the location of the monitoring points rela-
tive to the ef fluent release points in the gaseous effluent streams bect Jse GE

,

had not provided the corresponding piping and~ instrumentation diagrams (P&lDs) ;

(0 pen item 77). Subsequently, GE submitted P&lDs that identify the location
of monitoring points relative to the effluent release points. This issue is
resolved. Open item 77, identified in the DSER (SECY-91-235), is closed.

'

As stated at the beginning of Section 11 of this report, the staff will review
specific compliance of the COL sampling program and quality assurance for

. radiological monitoring programs with ANSI N13.1 and RGs 1.21 and 4.15 on a
plant-specific basis. Therefore, the staff's review of the sampling and
analysis program for the ABWR standard design was limited to the identifica-
tion of the streams required to be sampled monitored and controlled. i

lhe staff concludes that the design of the ABWR process and effluent radiolog-
ical monitoring and sampling systems complies with the criteria in 10 CFR
20.106 relating to radioactivity monitoring of effluents to unrestricted
areas, criteria in GDC 60 relating to radioactive waste management systems
being designed to control release of radioactive materials to the environment,
and criteria in GDC 63 and 64 -elating to radioactive waste management systems
being designed to monitor radiation levels and leakage. The staff's conclu-
sion is based on the following findings:

(1) The design includes monitoring the radioactivity of effluents to unre-
stricted areas. The exhausts from certain areas of the reactor building
(serviced by the essential electrical equipment and essential diesel
generators HVAC subsystems) and the turbine island (serviced by the
electrical building ventilation system) will be directly released to the
environs unmonitored. In addition to the above areas, the staff stated
in the DSER that the exhausts from the battery rooms and lube oil area
in the turbine island and the reactor internal pump (RIP) control panel
room in the reactor building were unmonitored (DSER Open item 78).
However, Amendment 16 of the ABWR SSAR shows the lube oil exhaust being
monitored at the plant vent and does not show a battery room.in the tur-
bine island.(Figures 9.4-2a and 2b). Amendment 20 shows the RIP control

. panel room HVAC subsystem as a closed cooling HVAC subsystem with no
i outside air supply to the room or exhaust from the room to the environs

(Figure 9.4-5). Further, by telefax dated June 9, 1992, GE proposed a
revision to SSAR Subsection 41.5.2.2.4 that states that the exhausts from

,
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the areas serviced by the HVAC systems mentioned above are not monitored
since the subject areas do not contain any radioactive systems and that
the only releases to the environment by these systems would first have to
be brought into the areas by their own HVAC system's supply fans. This
lack of monitoring effluents is acceptable since GDC 60 does not require
the monitoring of pathways with no potential for radiation. Therefore,
this part of DSER (SECY-91-235) Open item 78 is resolved pending revi-
sion of the SSAR. This .s Confirmatory item 11.5.2-1. GE will provide
the above design information in a future SSAR amendment.

1he staff further stated in the DSER that GE had not provided sufficient
inf ormation in its submittal dated April 26, 1991, to clarify that the
service building ventilation system exhaust will be routed through the
plant vent where radiation monitoring occurs (0 pen Item 78). In its
submittal dated December 19, 1991, GE clarified that the service building
ventilation system exhaust will be routed through the plant vent, where
radiation monitoring occurs. 1his part of DSER (SECY-91-235) Open
item 78 is resolved. SSAR fiqure 9-4-26 (Amendment 16) shows that lube
d i area exhaust is routed to the monitored plant vent exhaust.

(2) The design includes provisions for monitoring process streams (e.g.,
offgas post-treatment exhaust, secondary containment exhaust, reactor
building cooling water system) and provisions for initiating appropriate
action in case of postulated accidents. Automatic control features
include termination of liquid effluent release or the offgas system
release as appropriate when the preset radiation level for the applicable
stream is exceeded, lhe automatic control features also include securing
the normal secondary containment ventilation system and initiation of the
SGTS under certain conditions identified in the SSAR. Also, since there
will be a single monitor for the gland seal exhausts and normally totally
clean steam will not be supplied for sealing the turbine gland seals, the
staff required in the DSER that plant procedures include manual switch-
over to the backup clean steam source whenever the monitor indicates that
the exhaust stream concent ation exceeds a preset level. As discussed in
Section 10.4.3 of this report, GE has committed to provide a COL action -

item which requires that utility applicants who reference the ABWR design
provide the necessary procedures for switchover to the auxiliary steam
system when monitored radiation level in the gland sealing system exhaust
exceeds an acceptable preset level. This is COL Action item 11.5.2-1.
The staff agrees with GE's approach for providing sealing steam for the
turbine pland seals. This part of DSER (SECY-91-235) Open item 78 is
resolved.

In the DSER (0 pen item 78), the staff questioned whether the secondary
containment ventilation exhiust monitor will be sufficiently sensitive to
detect high-radiation level in the primary containment purge exhaust. GE
has revised Section 11.5.2.1.2, in SSAR Amendment 17, to state that the
detectors in the secondary containment ventilation exhaust will be sensi-
tive enough to detect high-radiation levels during primary containment
purge to alert the operator and initiate appropriate measures, This part
of Open Item 78 is resolved.

(3) As stated earlier in this section, the design includes provisions for
sampling and analysis of radiciodines, particulates, and tritium in the
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process and effluent streams (for tritium only in the effluent stream).
However, in the D5ER the staff noted that SSAR lable 11.5-5 did not
include grab sartpling and analysis provisions for the gland seal process
stream (0 pen item 78), in SSAR Amendment 17, GE added the sanpling and
analysis of the gland steam condenser exhaust discharge to Table 11.5-7.
This part of Open item 78 is resolved.

(4) 55AR lables 7.5-1 and 7.5-2 provide design and qualification criteria for
accident-monitoring instrumentation and the concentratior ranges covered
by the instrumentation. The staff finds that the design complies with
RG 1.97 with regard to ranges and design and qualification criteria.
However, in the DSER (0pon Item 78), the staff stated that neither these
tables nor SSAR Section 11.5 contained sufficient information and that
the following information was to be provided:

type of instrumentation to be used, their calibration frequency and*

technique

monitoring locations (or points of sampling), including descriptiona

of trethods used to ensure representative measurements and background
correction (the p&lDs for building ventilation systems had not been
provided to determine monitoring locations relative to the applica-

,

ble release points for the gaseous ef fluent streams)

location of instrument readout (s) and method of recording, including*

description of the method or procedure for transmitting or dissemi-
nating the data

assurance of capability to obtain readings at least every 15 minutese

during and following an accident

description of procedures or calculational methods to be used for-

converting instrument readings to release rates per unit time, based
on exhaust air flow and considering radionuclide spectrum distri-
bution as a function of time after shutdown ~

description of the sampling system design, including the sampling, a

media to demonstrate how the design meets with the requirements
identified in Clarification 2 of NUREG-0737, page ll.F.1-7

description of the sampling technique to be used under accident+

conditions to demonstrate how the technique meets the requirements
identified in Clarification 3 of NUREG-0737, pages ll.f.1-7 and
ll.f.1-8

description of the sampling technique to ensure the system capa-=

bility to collect and analyze or measure repre entative samples of
radioactive iodines and particulate in plant pseous effluents
during and following an accident as identifica in Table II.F.1-2 of
NUREG-0737, page ll.f.1-9

GE provided the requested information in Attachment A to their December 19,
1991 submittal. In addition, as a result of the meeting between GE and the

,
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staff on May 6, 1992, GE's response of May 15, 1992, to the questions dis-
cussed in the meeting contained an example of the methodology for the conver-
sion of instrument readings to release rates. GE further stated in the
response that the radiation protection ITAAC (3.7) will ensure shielding is
provided to meet the requirements identified in Clarification 2 of NUREG-0737,

- page ll.f.1-7. This is discussed in Chapter 12 of this report. This is
acceptable and this part of Open item 73 is resolved. Therefore, all parts of
Open item 78, identified in DSER (SECY-91-235), are closed.

On the basis of these findings, the staff concludes that the design of the
ABWR process and effluent radiological monitoring and sampling systems meets
the acceptance .riteria of SRP Section 11.5 and is acceptable subject to GE's
adequate response to the confirmatory items noted above.

.

.-
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Table 11.2 Calculated Releases of Radioactive Materials
in Caseous Effluents from ABWR'(Ci/yr-Unit) ;

Nuclide Building Gland Mechanical Offgas Total
Vents * Seal vacuum System

Pump ;

AR-41 1.5El 0.0** 0.0 1.0 1.6El
KR-63M 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 '

KR-85H 2.9El 7.0 0.0 8.5El 1.2E2
KR-85 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7E2 2.7E2
KR-87 6.3El 2.4El 0.0 0.0 8.7El
KR-88 9.5El 2.4El 0.0 6.0 1.3E2
KR 89 6.lE2 1.3E2 0.0 0.0 7.4E2
XE-13]M 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6El 3.6El
XE-133M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
XE-133 4.8E2 9.0 1.3E3 2.3E3 4.lE3
XE-135M 9.9E2 2.9El 0.0 0.0 1.0E3 |
XE-135 7.4E2 2.6El 5.2E2 0.0 1.3E3 '

.

XE-137 1.3E3 1.5E2 0.0 0.0 1.4E3
XE-138 1.0E3 9.5El 0.0 0.0 1.lE3
1-131 1.6E-1 1.6E-3 8.8E-2 0.0 2.5E-1
1-133 2.3 5.8E-3 9.7E-1 0.0 3.3

,

C-14 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.5 9.5 ^

H-3 5.9El 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.9El
CR-51 2.7E-3 0.0 1.0E-6 0.0 2.7E-3
MN-54 6.0E-3 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0E-3
C0-58 1.5E-3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5E-3

,

FE-59 7,9E-4 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.9E-4
-C0-60 1.3E-2 0.0 1.0E-6 0.0- 1.3E-2
ZN-65 1.lE-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.lE-2
SR-89 6.lE-3. 0.0 0.0 0.0 6 lE-3
SR-90 3.0E-5 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0E-5
NB-95 1.0E-2 0.0 5.6E-7 0.0 1.0E-2
ZR-95 1.8E-3 0.0 3.4E-7 0.0 1.8E-3 ,

M0-99 6.8E-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.8E-2
RU-103 4.3E 3- 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.3E-3
AG-110M 2.4E 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2.4E-6
50-124 2.2E-4 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2E-4
CS-134 7.3E-3 -0.0 3.2E-6 .0.0 7.3E-3
CS-136 6.0E-4 0.0 1.9E-6 0.0 6.0E-4
CS-137 1.lE-2 0.0 8.9E-6 :0.0 |1.lE-2
BA-140 3.2E-2 0.0 1.lE-5 0.0 3.2E-2
CE-141 1.lE-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.lE-2

Does not include the HEPA filtered off gases resulting-from
'

*
;

incineration of certain types of dry wastes. The total
release is expected to be 0.016 Ci/yr in particulate form.

** For noble gases and C-14, 0.0 means less than 1 Ci/yr. For
others, it means that .the release is a negligible fraction. of

,

the total release- for the = isotope. - *
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!Table 11,3 Design Capacities of Principal Components
in the liquid and Gaseous Radwaste Treatment

Systems for ADWR Single Unit

Componertt 16 Capacitv__and/or
flow rate

LLquid Systems *

liigh purity (lew conductivity) subsystem
Low conducti,ity (collection) tank 2 114,000 gal :

Waste hollow fiber filter 2 66 gpm
Waste demineralizer (mixed bed) 2 130,100 gpm
Sample tank ** 2 114,000 gal ,

low purity (high conductivity) subsystem
High conductivity (collection tank) 2 12,000 :

Waste evaporator 2 13 gpm .

Distillate domineralizer 1 26 gpm
'.Sample tank ** 2 114,000 gal

Distillate tank 1 4200 gal

Detergent waste subsystem
flot shower drain receiver 1 8700 gal
Hot shower drain sample tank 2 55,500 gal

Detergent filter 2 26 gpm

Gaseous Systems * ,
.,

Ambient temperature RECHAR system 2 350 psig***
i- Catalytic recombiner -450 'Ft '

'

1 350 psig, tube side ***
Condenser 900 *ft

9 350 psig***
Charcoal adsorber beds 40 'T to 250 'ft
125 tons of activated charcoal

i

In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.143,-*

Shared by high and low conductivity subsystems.- Acts as a**

surge tank for both systems when condensate storage of the
processed-liquids is unavailable. In addition, serves as a
sample tank for the high conductivity or low conductivity '

-subsystem from where discharge to the environment can occur.

*** Design pressure and design temperature.

|

; -. -

L

L
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12 RADIA11011 PROTECT 10ft

Standard safety analysis report (SSAR) Chapter 12 provides information on the
radiation protection features and estimated occupation exposure associated
with the advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR) design. The radiation protec-
tion measures for the ABWR are intended to ensure that internal and external
occupational radiation exposures to plant personnel, contractors, and the
general population, as a result of plant operations, including shutdown
periods and anticipated operational occurrences (A00s), will be within appli-
cable limits of regulatory criteria and will be as low as is reasonably
achievable (ALARA). The staff reviewed the SSAR for completeness against the
guidelines of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.70 (Rev. 3) and against the criteria of
applicable sections of the Standard Review Plan (SRP).

The staff reviewed GE's SSAR and supplemental information to determine if the
AB u design is sufficient to permit plant operations while maintaining radia-
tion doses to personnel within the limits of 10 CTR Part 20, and if the design
features are consistent with the guidelines of RG 8.8 (Rev. 3) "Information-
Relevant to Ensuring that Occupational Radiation Exposures at Nuclear Power
Stations will be As low As is Reasonably Achievable." On May 21,.1991, the
Commission issued a revision of 10 CFR Part 20 that changed the system of
tadiation dose limitation. The occupational dose limits for whole-body
radiation exposure changed slightly from (a) 12.5 mSv (1.25 rem) per quarter
year with- a provision to extend to 120 mSv (12 rem) per year to (b) 50 mSv
(5 rem) per year with a provision to extend to 100 mSv (10 rem) per year. The
previous 10 CFR Part 20 contained limits to control doses from licensed radio-
active material insido ths body (deposited through injection, absorption,
ingestion, or inhalation) separate from the dose-limits for exposure to
licensed sources--outside of the bodv. The new Part 20 limits the sum of the
external whole-body dose and the committed effective equivalent doses result-
ing from radioactive material deposited'inside the body. In addition, the new
Part 20 requires the total effective dose equivalent to be maintained ALARA
for each individual. These changes to the regulation de not affect the
acceptance criteria used by the staff to review the ABWR design. The SRP,

acceptance criteria provide assurance that the radiation doses resulting from
exposure to licensed radioactive sources outside the body and inside the body
can each be maintained well within the limits of 10 CFR Part 20. The balanc-

-ing of internal and external exposure necessary to ensure that their sum is
ALARA is an operational concet n that will be reviewed in conjunction with a
combined license (COL) application. The Part 20, as amended, contains a

~

number of new programmatic requirements that do not affect-plant design. As
discussed below, programmatic and operational radiation protection concerns
will_ be addressed by an applicant seeking _ a COL. -

As discussed in Sections 12,1.2 and 12.3.2, GE did not provide sufficient
information to conclude that the radiation protection measures incorporated-in -

the design will provide reasonable assurance that occupational doses will be
maintained ALARA and below the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 during all plant
operations.
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The staft's review consisted of en:aring that GE had either committed to
following the criteria cf the RGs and staff positions referenced in SRP
Section 12.1 or provided acceptable alternatives.

12.1.1 policy Considerations

SSAR Section 12.1.1 describes GE's policies to ensu.e that ALARA consider-
ations are factored into each stage of the ABWR design process. GE provided a
management cor,mitment to ensure that the ABWR will be designed and constructed
in a manner consistent with RG 8.8, (Rev. 3). The ALARA philosophy was
applied through detailed enginceiing reviews and design modifications to
ensure that the resulting plant design can maintain radiation exposures ALARA.

_

These policy considerations are consistent with the guidelines of RG 8.8 and
are acceptable.

The policy considerations regarding plant operations contained in RG 8.8
(Rev. 3), RG 1.8 (Rev. 2) " Qualification and Training of Personnel for
fluclear Power Plants," and RG 8.10 (Rev.1; " Operating Philosophy for Main-
taining Occupational Radiation Exposures As low As is Reasonably Achievable,"
are outside the scope of this review of the ABWR design. COL applicants
referencing the ABWR design will be required to address these operational
policy considerations to ensure radiation doses are ALARA. This is COL Action

.*
Item 12.1.1-1. l

12.1.2 Design Considerations

An objective of the ABWR design is to minimize the costs, both in terms of l

maintenance time and radiation exposure, associated with plant operation. The
AGWR design employs features that will (1) eliminate the need for certain
maintenance, (2) facilitate the required maintenance, and (3) minimize the
sources of radiation exposure in the plant.

_

Several design features consistent with the guidelines in RG 8.8 (Rev. 3) are
provided in the ABWR design. The )lant layout will provide shielded roons or
cubicles for components that are tie source of high radiation levels. Com-
ponents in redundant systems will be located in separate shicided rooms or
cubicles such that radiation levels associated with an operating train of

4 equipment will not significantly contribute to the radiological hazards asso-
ciated with performing maintenance on the redundant train. Shielded rooms or
cubicles will be prov'.ded with labyrinth design accets to reduce scattered
radiation in areas outside the cubicle. Removable shielded walls or hatches"
will be provided if space limitations in a room or cubicle prevent an adequate
laydown area for maintenance. Appropriate use of remote operators and instru-
mentation will minimize the need to enter shielded rooms or cubicles. The

-

L remote back-flushing capability for plant filters and demineralizers will use
gravity drains and piping that slope toward the backwash tank to minimize
traps that would become radiation hot spots. Grafoil valve stem packing will

1 be used to reduce leakage of contaminated water from reactor systems and will
minimize the need to re-pack the stems of these valves. These design features
are consistent with the guidance in RG 8.8 (Rev. 3).

ABWR DFSER 12-2 October 1992
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In addition to the specific design features noted above, operational experi-
ence with previous boiling water reactor (BWR) designs has been factored into
the ABWR design in several areas. Many unique ABWR features, designed to
eliminate dif ficulties encountered in operating current BWRs, should also
reduce occupational radiation exposure. An example of this is the elimination
of reactor coolant recirculation piping inside primary containment. Several
BWRs have experienced significant stress corrosion cracking, requiring
replacement of this piping at the cost of thousands of person-rom radiation
dose. Eliminating the coolant recirculation piping from the ABWR reactor not
only eliminates the radiation exposure associated with recirculation pipe
inspection and replacement but should also reduce the source of radiation
(thus reducing exposure to personnel associated with other maintenance
activities) in the drywell areas of the primary containment.

Other examples of design features that will reduce radiation exposure include
-

the control rod drive (CRD) mechanism, layout of the lower drywell, and steam
relief valve (SRV) design and layout. Current BWRs have external restraints
on CRDs to prevent a rod ejection in the event of a CRD housing failure, which
have to be cleared out of the way during CRD maintenance. The internal CRD
restraint feature in the ABWR design will allow easier CRD removal and reduce
radiation exposure associated with CRD maintenance. The arrangement of the
lower dryuell also will contribute to lower radiation exposures during CRD
maintenance because it will allow easy access to the lower reactnr vessel head
for CRD and primary internal pump (PIP) removal. A transport sys.em also will
be provided to remove CRDs and PIPS from the drywell so that maintenance can
be performed in a lower radiation area. Also, direct-action SRVs that require
less maintenance than current pilot-operated valves are placed around the
circumference of the reactor vessel with a dedicated hoist to facilitate
maintenance.

However, as stated in the draft safety evaluation report (DSER) (SECY-91-355),
GE did not adequately address some areas in the ABWR design. These areas are
the dose rates in the upper drywell during the transfer of irradiated (spent)
fuel assemblies (SFA) (0 pen item 112), and exposures resulting from a complete
withdrawal of the traversing incore probe (TIP) (0 pen Item 106).

-

GE provided a draft revision to the SSAR (dated March 26, 1992) that includes
additional information concerning the radiation protection design features of
the ABWR TlP system. These features include a shielded room for the TIP drive
units with a separate shielded room for the parked TIP. Additional shielding
will be provided for the parked TIP probe and its drive cable to allow person-
nel to enter this room with the TIP out of the reactor. Also the TIP drive
units will have an electro-mechanical switch that cuts power to the drive

'

spooler to prevent the activated portions of the TIP from being completely
withdrawn into the drive housings. These features are designed such that
radiation exposurss resulting form TIP operations, and related abnormal A00s,
can be maintained ALARA. Therefore, they are acceptable to the staff,
however, GE is required to amend its SSAR accordingly. This is Confirmatory
item 12.1.2-1.

The potential for creating extremely high dose rates in the upper drywell from
dropping an SFA onto the reactor vessel flange, was also identified in the
DSER (0 pen item 112) as an area where current BWR experience was not ade-
quately accounted for in the ABWR design. Individuals in the upper drywell
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could receive potentially lethal radiation doses before they could evacuate
the area. GE acknowledged that current BWR designs are inadequate to ensure
radiation protection during this A00 and recommended the use of a shielded

,

bridge arrangement (also known as a cattle chute) to resolve the problem. GE !

issued two generic information letters on this subject in 1973 and 1980. When
f1RC became' concerned about BWR licensees' inadequate implementation of GE's
recommended solution, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) augmented its |
inspection program in 1987 to direct inspectors attention to this area. |Although NRC accepted this sc?ution for existing BWRs. it only reduced the

jprobability of high dose rates during this A00 and did not completely elimi- '

'nate the possibility. This is an open item and is discussed further in
Section 12.3.2 of this report.

12.1.3 Operational Consideration

Operational considerations reg 2rding the implementation of a rad'ation pro-
tectiun program are outside the scope of this design certification review.
COL applicants referencing the ABWR design are required to address these
operational considerations to the level of detail provided in RG 1.70
(Rev. 3). This is COL Action item 12.1.3-1.

12.1.4 Interfaces

Section 12.1.4 of the SSAR identifies three issues concerning compliance with
RGs 8.10 (Rev. 1) and 1.8 (Rev. 2), and procedures for keeping occupational
exposures ALARA, as interfaces, it is the staff's position that these issues
are operational issues outside of the scope of this review and must be '

addressed by the COL Applicant. During a conference call following a Febru-
ary 27, 1992, meedng on plant interfaces, GE agreed to amend the SSAR to
properly characterize these issues. This is COL Action item 12.1.4-1.

12.2 Radiation Sources

The staff has audited the contained source terms and airborne radioactive
material source terms provided in Section 12.2 and Chapter 11 of the ABWR SSAR
for completeness 2 gainst the guidelines in- RG 1.70, " Standard Format and
Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," (Rev. 3), and
against the criteria set forth in Section 12.2 of NUREG-0800 (SRP). The
contained source terms are used as the basis for designing radiation protec-
tion features (including radiation shielding calculations) and for personnel
dose assessment. Airborne radioactive source terms are used in the design of
ventilation systems and personnel dose assessment. The staff's review con-
sisted of ensuring that GE had either committed to following the criteria of

.

RGs and staff positions contained in SRP Section 12.2 or provided acceptable
alternatives. In addition, the staff selectively compared source terms for '

specific systems against those used for plants of similar design. The staff's
-review indicates that source term descriptions in the SSAR are not adequate to-
meet'the criteria of RG 1.70 (Rev.-3) and NUREG-0800.

At the current stage in the ABWR design, GE does not have the specifications
for the "as-built" systems nor the "as-procured" hardware that would be-

available for a completed plant. Therefore, GE cannot describe the radioac-
tive system components, which will be significant in-' plant radiation sources,
to the level-of detail specified in RG 1.70 and the SRP. Although these

!
'
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details, s# as radioactivity content. source geometry and plant location, i
are needed D r the staff to verify the adequacy of the radiation shielding
provided, tu staf f has determined that providing this information goes beyond
the design requirements specified in 10 CFR Part 52. As an alternative, GE
has provided Tables 12.2-7 through 12,2-30 in the SSAR that list the radioac-
tivity (or source terms) for typical plant components. These source terms are
based.on the assumed component geometry and locations listed in Table 12.2-5.
In addition, GE has provied design acceptance criteria (DAC) in Table 3.7.A
of the Design Control Mat al to ensure that the adequacy of the plant
shielding, as-built, is e n d by the COL holder befo.e fuel is loaded in
the reactor. This DAC specifics the methods and assumptions for determining ,

the actual source terms and shielding calculational methods to be used. The 1
methods and assumptions used to calculate the source terms in Section 12.2 and
the methods and assumptions specified in the DAC are consister, with the SRP
acceptance criteria and will ensure that an ABWR plant meets the relevant'
requirements of 10 CFR Part 20, 10 CFR 50.34(f), and general design criteria
(GDC) 61. This is acceptable to the staff (pending the final acceptance of
the DAC as discussed in Section 12.3.5 of this report).

12.2.1 Contained Sources and Airborne Radioactive Material Sources

GE's description of radioactive sources in the ABWR-design are contained in
SSAR Chapters 11 and 12. Section 11.1 provides information on the radioactive
source terms in reactor water and steam. Section 12.2 provides descriptions
of plant components that beco' significant sources of radiation during plant
operations, including shutdcwn, ind sources of airborne radioactive material.

During power operations, the greatest potential for personnel radiation dose
is inside the primary containment drywell from nitrogen-16,- noble gases,
reactor neutrons, and prompt gammas. The steam and condensate systems outside
of the drywell also are significant sources of radiation because of the
nitrogen-16 generated during power oparti'ans. In other areas outside of the
drywe!1, and inside the drywell after shutdown, the primary sources of person-
nel radiation exposure are the fission products in the coolant from fuel
cladding defects and from the activation products that are-transported _to and
deposited in plant systems and components. The estimates of fission nd-
activation products concentrations in the ABWR systems containing reactor

-

water are based on ANSI /ANS-18.1 "Ra61oactive Source Term for Normal Operation-
of LWR's" (1984), and the estimates wil.1 be adjusted using the assumptions'in
RG 1.112 (Rev. 0) _" Calculation of Releases of Radioactive-Materials in Gaseous -
and Liquid Effluents from Light-Water-Cooled Power Reactors." Allowances arei

i included for the buildup of activation products resulting from corrosion and
I wear- on the basis of operating experience of reactors of similar design.
L Neutron-and prompt gamma source terms are based on reactor core physics calcu--

-lations. The source terms used to determine in-plant-post-accident radiation
'

levels are based on the assumptions in NUREG-0737, Item II.B.2.
'

In the DSER (SECY-91-355), the staff identified several deficiencies (0 pen-
Item 107) in GE's description of the contained radioactive source terms-for
the ABWR: sources-inside the drywell and in the turbine building were
omitted, sources in vital ateas after an accident were not described, and
source characterization was insufficient. GE amended SSAR Section.12.3.5 to
indicate that the post-accident sources of concern in plant vital areas are
limited to gamma radiation shine from-the reactor building and the radioactive

| ABWR DFSER 12-5 October 1992
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'mterial "ntained in the post-accident coolant and ef fluent monitoring sys-
tems. GE aiso amended the tables of source _ terms in Section 12.2 to include
sources inside the drywell and turbine building. GE provided tables of
nominal source strengths on the basis of expected system configuration and
approximate component geometry. As discussed in Section 12.2.2.of this
report, the actual source strengths for contaminated reactor system components
is depenunt on as-built specifications; there) the source terms used in
confirmatory shielding calculations will be determined as part of the shield-

'

ing DAC. The staff considers this item resolved.

Almost all of the airborne radioactivity within the plant results from equip-
ment leakage. As discussed below, the leakage of contaminated fluids from
system components cannot be quantified at this stage in the ABWR design. GE
has proposed a DAC to determine the airborne source terms in each room and
operating area of.the plant. The lack of airborne source term description 'in .
the SSAR was also identified as Open item 107 in the DSER. Based on the
following discussion of DAC, the staff considers this item resolved.

12.2.2 Design Certification Material

The level of design detail in the SSAR does not provide system layouts within
rooms or cubicles or information about the type and size of components in
these systems. Without this "as-built" or "as-procured" information, source.

term parameters needed to calculate radiation shielding for these systems or
the concentratiens of airborne radioactive material in the rooms cannot~be
provided as specified in the SRP. As an alternPtive, GE provided DAC that
require the COL applicant to determine source term parameters that will be
ver_ified by the inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC)
during plant construction. DAC are discussed in Section 12.3.5 of this.
report.. DAC describing the bases for the source term are consistent with the
SRP acceptance criteria. Compliance with DAC, supplemented with the informat-
ion in- SSAR-Sections 12.2 and 12.3 will demonstrate that the ABWR-design can
meet the related requirements of 10 CFR Part 20, 10 CFR Part 50, including
GDC 61 as supplemented by the guidance of RG 1.112 (Rev. 0), NUREG-073'',- and

- ANSI /ANS 18.1. This is acceptable.

12.2.3- Interfaces-

SSAR 'Section- 12.2.3 identifies two issues as plant interfaces: (1) the com-
pliance with 10 CFR Parts 20 and 50, and (2) the determination of gamma shine
from the turbine building, it is the staff's position that these issues are
incorporated in the DAC discussed in Section 12.2.2 above-and should not be
identified as interfaces. During a conference call following the meeting of
February 27, 1992, on plant interfaces, GE agreed to amend the SSAR and
appropriately characterize these-issues. This is Confirmatory -Item 12.2.3-1
pending a review of the amended SSAR.

12.3 Radiation Protection Desinn

The staff has audited the facility design features, shielding, ventilation,
and radiation and airborne monitoring instrumentation contained in the~ABWR
SSAR for completeness against the guidelines in RG 1.70 (Rev. 3) and against
the criteria set forth in NUREG-0800, Section 12.3. The staff review
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consisted of ensuring that GE had either committed to' following the criteria
of RGs and staff positions referenced in SRP Section 12.3, or provided: accept-
able alternatives.

.The staff concludes that GE has not demonstrated that the ABWR design can m'eet
the relevant requirements of 10 CFR Part 20,10 CFR Part 50, and GDC 19 and 61
in all areas of the plant, as set forth below. |

12.3.1 . Facility Design Features

CE included several features in the ABWR design to help maintain radiation
r' -iated with tasks, such as maintenance, refueling, radioactive
n , 41ing, in-service inspection, decommissioning, and accident- !

'A (see Section 12.1.2 of this report). These features willrecovi *
fac" .ess to work areas, reduce or allow the reduction of radioactive

Itv, reduce the occupancy requirements in high radiation fields, i

or portable shielding, and remote-operation and instrumentation '

e systems. These ABWR features are consistent with the guidance
.cv. 3) and the SRP and are acceptable.

GE's drawings of the plant layout indicate six radiation zones that provide a
basis for classifying occupancy and access restricticns for various areas I

within the plant during normal operations and accident conditions. Maximum
design dose rates are established for each zone ano are used as the basis for

. shielding of the respective zones. This method of plant zoning is consistent
with the guidance in RG 1.70 (Rev. 3) and the SRP and is acceptable.

In the DSER, the staff identified several deficiencies (0 pen Items 108 through
110) with SSAR Chapter 12 Figures 12.3-1 through 12.3-73, which depict plant
radiation zones (during normal operations, normal shutdown, and accident con-

.

ditions) and area radiation monitor locations. GE has amended the SSAR-to[
-

| pro' ' le more legible figures for the reactor, control, and radwaste buildings.
'

These updated figures also indicate the normal controlled and uncontrolled
access routes to the plant as well as the access and egress routes to plant
vital areas under accident, conditions. In response-to a staff question, the
radiation' zone designation above~the spent fuel. pool (from greater than-
1.0 mSv (100 mrem)/hr) was found to be in error. The radiation zone designa-
tion for-tnis area was revised to less than 0.05 mSv (5 mrem)/hr). These dose
levels Gr above the spent fuel pool are consistent with industry experience,
and th refore are acceptable to the staff. The staff considers this resolved.
On April 13 and May 1,1992, GE-provided draft revised copies of the reactor

' and turbine building figures. The' revised figures resolved the inconsisten-
cies between the turbine building figures noted in the DSER. This is-Confir-

L matory Item 12.3.1-1 pending a review of a corresponding amendment to the
! SSAR.
|

The buildup of activation products corrosion and wear is a major contri- '

butor to occupational radiation dos features in the ABWR design to mini-
mize exposure sources include a reducuon of cobalt-bearing components used in

| reactor systems (activateo cobalt is a major contributor to plant radiation
levels) and prefilming (establishing a corrosion resistant layer on internal
surfaces) of reactor systems before plant operation to minimize activated
material deposition on system interior surfaces. Main condenser tubes and
tube sheets will be made of titanium alloys to minimize the introduction of
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foreign material-(which become activated and/or promote corrosion) into the .

reactor system as a result of condenser tube leakagc. Other features, such as
the use of seamless piping, straight-through valve design wherever possible,
butt-welded piping connections, and back-flushing connections on instrument
lines, minimize buildup of radioactivity in plant piping systems.

The DSER (CEcY-91-355) contained Open item 111 concerning the provision in the
ABWR design , facilitate chemical decontamination of heat exchangers in
systems that carry radioactive water. On April 9, 1992, GE provided a draft
SSAR amendment that indicates that separate decontamination connections are
provided on the reactor water cleanup non-regenerative and regenerative heat
exchangers. Heat exchangers in the residual heat removal (RHR) system and the
heat exchangers for reactor internal pump (RIP) cooling will be provided with
fittings that allow flushing with clean water. GE's corrosion product control
features are consistent with the guidance in RG 8.8 (Rev. 3) and the SRP and
are acceptable. This is Confirmatory item 12.3.1--2 pending a review of the
SSAR amendment.

The ABWR is designed so that operation will not require alternate high-
radiation area controls (per 10 CFR 20.203(c)(5)), as used in current operat-
ing BWRs. All high radiation areas (greater than 1.0 mSv (100 mrem /hr)) will
be maintained locked to control unauthorized access and no credit is taken for
the relief provided in Section 12.6 of the BWR Standard Technical Specifica-
tions (i.e., locked area at 10.0 mSv (1000 mrem /hr)). This design position
meets the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and is acceptable.

12.3.2 Shielding

Radiation shielding will be provided to protect personnel against radiation
exposure inside and outside the plant during normal operation, including A00s,
and during reactor accidents. All radioactive sources will be provided with
shielding on the basis of access and exposure level requirements consistent

; with the designed radiation zoning. Concrete used for radiation shielding
meets the design guidance provided in RG 1.69 " Concrete Radiation Shields for.
Nuclear Power Plants," (Rev. 0). GE performed shielding calculations with the
QAD-F, GGG, and DOT.4 computer codes. These are commonly accepted shielding
calculational-codes referenced in the SRP and are acceptable.

GE has not provided the thickness of specific radiation shields in accordance
with the guidance of RG 1.70 (Rev. 3) cnd the acceptancc criteria of the SRP.
GE's position.is that,- because the system layouts and the physical dimensions
of the as-procured radioactive system components are not known, the. shielding-

-requirements for these systems cannot be provided at this stage of the ABWR
design. Therefore the staff cannot conduct confirmatory calculations of
shielding effectiveness. As an alternative method, GE has provided DAC to
verify the adequacy of the ABWR shielding design. The staff's review of these
DAC is discussed in Section 12.3.5.1 below. This alternative is acceptable
and the staff considers this item resolved.

The adequacy of the shielding in the upper drywell was identified as an Open
i: Item 112 in the DSER-(SECY-91-355). The biological shield surrounding the

reactor vessel (depicted in SSAR figures 12.3-23 and 12.3-24) does not cover
a significant partion of the top of the reactor vessel. As noted in Sec-
tion 12.1 of this report, a fuel handling mishap resulting in dropping an SFA
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across the reactor flange is a significant radiological hazard in DWRs. In
addition to the radiological hazard presented by this A00, it appears that
raising an irradiated fuel bundle in proximity of the vessel wall could result
in significant radiation dose rates in the uppar drywell. On July 29, 1991,
GE provided details of a proposed design change to the shielding in the upper
d rywell . This design change would raise the biological shield to within
4 inches of the upper drywell ceiling. The staff's evaluation of this pro-
posal indicated that the revised design would provide sufficient shielding
during the normal withdrawal of SFAs from the reactor. However, a dropped SFA
resting across the reactor flange would still produce significant radiation
streaming into the upper drywell. Personnel in the upper drywell during this
A00 could receive lethal radiation doses before they could escape. The staff
concludes that the ABWR design as described in the SSAR and revised by the
memorandum of July 29, 1991, is inadequate to ensure radiation protection
during this event and is not acceptable. In addition, GE has not provided an

-update to the seismic or containment analysis to reflect the impact of this
design change. During a management meeting held on March 25 and 26, 1992, in
San Jose, California, GE committed to revise the upper drywell shielding to
resolve this issue. This remains an open item pending a review of the revised
desigr.. This is Confirmatory item 12.3.2-1.

The shielding of the TIP system was identified as an Open item (106) in the
DSER (SECY-91-355). As discussed in Sectic, 12.1.2 of this report, TIP drive'
and storage are located in separate shielded rooms. However, the conduit that
guides the TIP from the reactor to its storage is virtually unshielded. This
conduit shares the primary containment penetration with the lower drywell
personnel access. Personnel located at the lower drywell access hatch, or in
the access tunnel, would be exposed to the unshielded activated TIP and drive
cable as they are retracted from the reactor core. On March 26, 1992, GE
provided a draft SSAR amendment that discusses the radiation design features
associated with the TIP system. This amendment notes that the lower 1rywell
access will be located in a separate shielded room that can be locked to
prevent access to these areas while the TIP is being withdrawn from the core.
In addition, flashing alarms at the door to this room and at the lower drywell :
access hatch will be provided to warn personnel when power is applied to the
TIP drives. Also, the TIP system will operate so that the TIP is withdrawn
in the high speed mode, which will minimize the transit time of the activated
components through the unshielded portions of the system. These features
ensure that the personnel radiation exposures resulting from the operation of
the TIP system can be maintained ALARA and are acceptable. This is Confir-
matory Item 12.3.2-2.

12.3.3 Ventilation

The ABWR ventilation systems are designed to protect personnel and equipment
from extreme environmental conditions and to ensure that plant personnel are
not inadverter,tly exposed to airborne contaminants exceeding the concentration
limits given in 10 CFR Part 20. Design features intended to maintain person-
nel exposures ALARA include

Airflow between areas potentially having airbcrne contamination will-

always be from the area of lower potential contamination to the area of
higher potential contamination.
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il
Negative or positive pressure will be used in areas to prevent exfiltra- !

.

tion or infiltration of possible airborne contamination, respectively. !

A dual fresh air intake system for the control room ventilation is+

designed so that at least one intake cill be free of contamination i
following a loss-of-coolant accident,

,

These design features are in accordance with the guidelines of RG 8.8 (Rev. 3)
and are acceptable. However, as noted in Section 12.2 of this resort, the
expected leakage of radiocctive fluids from plant systems cannot ye determined
at this stage'of the ABWR design. Without this source term, GE is not able to
provide the concentrations of airborne contamination in cubicles, rooms, and '

corridors as specified in the SRP (SECY-91-355) Open Item 113. Therefore, the
staff cannot verify that the plant ventilation system design meets the
criteria in the SRP. As an alternative, GE provided DAC that require the COL
applicant to calculate the expected concentrations of airborne radionuclides,
consistent with the.SRP, to verify that adequate ventilation is provided.
Section 12.3.5.2 of this report contains the staff's evaluation of this DAC.
In addition, on May 1, 1992, GE provided a draft proposed appendix to-SSAR
Chapter 12 that describes the calculational methods and assumptions that will

,

be used to satisfy the DAC (3.7b). These calculational methods and assump-
tions are consistent with provisions of the SRP and are acceptable subject to
the above information being included in a SSAR amendment. This is Confirma-
tory Item 12.3.3-1,

12.3.4 Area Radiation and Airborne Radioactive Monitoring Instrumentation
,

In the DSER, the staff identified the description of the ABWR area radiation
monitoring system as Open item 114. GE revised the SSAR with the following
information. The area radiation monitoring system consists of 25 gamma sensi-
tive detectors and their associated digital monitors. The detectors will'be,

'

provided in key locations of the plant and will have operating ranges (sensi-
-tivity) commensurate with the expected radiation levels in the areas. Moni-
tored radiation levels will be recorded and indication will-be-provided in'the
control room. These area monitors will be powered from the non-lE vital
120-Vac bus. The monitors will have adjustable alarm settings-(both up-scale
and down-scale) with local audible alarms to warn personnel of abnormal condi--
tions such as higher-than-normal radiation levels or detector failure.
Although the RHR equipment areas are not vital areas, as specified in
NUREc-0737, high-range monitors that meet the criteria of RG 1.97 "Instrumen--
tation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to- Assess Plant and
Environs' Conditions During and following an Accident" (Rev.-3) will be pro-
vided in the unlikely event that personnel have to enter these areas under
accident conditions. In addition, four high-range gamma sensitive ion

.

chamberswillgeprovidedinthecontainmentthatcanmeasureupto0.72c/Kg
-

per second (10 R/hr) for assessing the magnitude of the release of radioac-
tive material from the core during an accident. The staff concludes that the
area radiation monitoring system meets the applicable criteria in RG 8.8
(Rev. 3), RG 1.97 (Rev. 3), and the provisions in Item II.F.1.3 of NUREG-0737

L identified by 10 CFR 50.34f(2)(xvii) and is acceptable. COL applicants will
i be required to address the operational considerations, such as monitor alarm
I set points, listed in RG 1.70 (Rev. 3) Section 12.3.4. This is COL Action

item 12.3.4-1.

l
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The staff noted in the DSER that criticality accident monitors were not pro-
vided in the ABWR design to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 70.24 as provided
in the SRP. In response to the staff's request, GE amended the SSAR to indi- |

.

cate that these monitors are not necessary because the ABWR is designed to
,

ensure subcritical coaditions during fuel handling and storage. Several
licensees of operating BWRs with similar design features and fuel handling
procedures, have received a license condition exempting them from this 10 CFR :
70.24 requirement. The requirements of 10 CFR Part 70 e outside the scope
of this review. COL applicants will bt: required to pr de information |,

? showing that their plant meets the requirements of 10 d 70.24 or request an |
X exemption. This is COL Action item 12.3.4-2.

c>

A Monitoring of airborne radioactive materials in nuclear power plants typically |is provided by fixed continuous air monitors. These monitors sample the '

gk ventilation air exhausted from plant areas having the highest potential for
radioactivity releaso. Movable continuous air monitors are positioned in
plant areas that have a potential for airborne radioactivity release during
certain operating modes (i.e., an area where a radioactive system is opened
during maintenance) to supplement the fixed monitors. GE has not provided a
description of the airborne monitoring for the ABWR design. As discussed in
Section 12.3.3 of this report, the expected concentrations of airborne radio-
nuclides cannot be determined at the current level of the ABWR design detail.
As an alternative, GE has provided DAC that would require the COL applicant to
verify that airborne monitors provided in the final ABWR design meet the
criteria of the SRP. The staff's review of these DAC is in Section 12.3.5
below. The COL applicant will be required to address the operational consid-
erations (such as the procedures for operation and calibration of the monitors
as well as the placement of the movable monitors) in the license application.
This is COL Action Item 12.3.4-3. On the basis of the above, the DSER open
item is resolved.

12.3.5 Design Certification Material ""

The staff's review initially identified three areas where the level of design
detail in the SSAR did not. allow the staff to conclude that the ABWR design
meets the acceptance criteria in Chapter 12 of the SRP. These areas are the
adequacy of the plant radiation shielding, the adequacy of the plant ventila-
tion system, and the adequacy of the plant airborne radionuclide monitoring
system. As an alternative, GE provided DAC requiring the COL applicant to
perform shielding analysis and airborne radionuclide concentration calcula-
tions that will be verified by the ITAAC during plant construction to verify
that the final ABWR design is acceptable. Details of the staff's review of
these DAC follow.

12.3.5.1 Plant Shielding DAC

Chapter 12 of the SSAR contains layout drawings of the plant that indicate the
designed maximum radiation levels (or zones) for each room, equipment cubicle,
and operating space during normal power operations, shutdown operations and
accident conditions. As discussed in Section 12.2 above, the piping layout
and component selection have not been set for the ABWR systems; therefore,

| parameters (such as source strength and geome+ry) needed to verify the ade-
quacy of the radiation shields around these systems are not available. In

| addition, nitrogen-16 gammas from the plant can be a significant contributor
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to offsite dose rates. The adequacy of the plant shielding needed to comply
with the public dose limits of 40 CFR Part 190 cannot be verified since the
turbine design and site-specific parameters (such as distance to the site
boundary) are unknown.

On April 6,1992, GE submitted the DAC for plant shielding in Table 3.7.a of
the " Tier 1 Design Certification Material for the GE ABWR Design Stage 2
Submittal." This DAC requires the COL applicant or licensee to verify the
adequacy of (1) the shielding around rooms and spaces during normal operations
and shutdown conditions, (2) the shielding and temporary shield _ space provided
between plant systems during maintenance attivities, (3) the shielding pro-
vided around vital plant areas during accident conditions (Thr e Mile Island
(lMI) Action Plan item II.B.2), and (4) the plant shielding needed to limit
public dose. The staff's review indicates that the analysis assumptions,
methods, and acceptance criteria in this DAC are consistent with the criteria
in the SRP. Therefore, the staff concludes that compliance with these DAC, as -

supplemented by the information contained in SSAR Section 12.3.2, is accept-
able to adequately address the relevant requirements of 10 CfR Part 20,
10 CFR Part 50, and CDC 19 and 61, as supplemented by the guidance of RG 8.8
(Rev. 3) and NUREG-0737 Item II.B.2. This is acceptable,

12.3.5.2 Ventilation and Airborne Monitoring DAC

The level of detail in the current ABWR desigr. is not sufficient to provide
the expected airborne concentrations in rooms and operating are?' within the
plant as specified in RG 1.70 (Rev. 3). Therefore, GE has not ,..'ovided a *

description of the airborne monitoring system consistent with the criteria in
the SRP.

On April 6, 1992, CE submitted the DAC for ventilation and airborne monitoring
in Table 3.7.b of the " Tier 1 Design Certification Material for the GE ABWR
Design Stage 2 Submittal ." This DAC requires the COL applicant or liceasee to
calculate the expected concentrations of airborne radioactivity in each equip-
ment cubicle, corridor, and operating area that require personnel access, it

further requires analysis to identify those areas of the plant that require ~

continuous monitoring of airborne radioactive materials. The staff's review
indicates that the assumptions and acceptance criteria in these DAC are con-
sistent with the criteria in NUREG-0800. Therefore, the staff concludes that
compliance with these DAC, as supplemented by the information in SSAR Sec-
tions 12.3.3 and 12.3.4 and Appendix 12A, will meet the requirements in 10 CFR
Part 20,10 CFR Part 50, and GDC 61, with respect to the control of exposure
to airborne radioactive materials, the provisions for maintaining personnel
exposure to airborne radionuclides ALARA in RG 8.8 (Rev. 3), and the require-
ments in 10 CFP, Part 20,10 CFR Part 50, and GDC 64 related to in-plant
monitoring during normal operations. Based on the above, the combination of
the level of detail and DAC are acceptable for this area.

12.3.5.3 Radiation Design Features

In addition to the radiation protection features addressed in the DAC above,
SSAR Chapter 12 describes several features that are incorporated into the ABWR
design to ensure that radiation doses to operators and the public are within
the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 and are ALARA. These features include the
limited use of cobalt bearing components in the reactor w ter systems; the use
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of titanium main condenser tubing; remote back-flushing capability on all
filter-demineralizers; the use of seamless piping, butt-welds, and straight-
through valves, where practicable, to eliminate crud traps; the use of an F

electro-mechanical switch on the TIP drive and the TIP warning alarm at the
lower drywell access; and the fittings on the RWCV, RHR, and RIP heat
exchangers to facilitate decontamination. GE has not completed its submittal
of the ABWR Tier 1 design description and ITAAC. Therefore, the staff cannot
verify that these features are included in this Tier 1 documentation. This is
an open item pending a satisfactory review of the completed ABWR Tier 1 docu-
mentation. This is Open item 12.3.5.3-1.

12.3.6 10 CFR 50.34(f): TMI-Related items

SSAR Section 12.3 addresses two items from the TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0600).
Item II.F.1.3 requires high-range radiation accident monitors be provided in
the containment and II.B.2 requires the capability to access vital areas
during accident conditions. Item II.F.1.3 specifies
monitors.arecapableofdetectingooseratesupto10}hatthehigh-range ,

rads per hour. l

NUREG-0737mopifiedthispositiontospecifygammasensitivemonitorsthat
read up to 10 R per hour. As discussed in Section 12.3.4 of this report, the
ABWR design provides four monitors (two in the drywell and two in the suppres-
sion chamber) that meet the provisions of item II.F.1.3. Item II.B.2 speci-
fies that radiation shielding be provided such that operators can access vital
equipment in the plant during an accident without receiving excessive radia-
tion dose. As discussed in Saction 12.3.5.1 of this report, the DAC 3.7.a

i

requires the COL applicant to demonstrate compliance with Item II.B.2, as part i

of the analysis to verify the adequacy of the plant's radiation shielding.

Compliance with II.B.2 is demonstrated by the COL because the final hardware
and system design inputs to r.hielding calculations are available at that point
in time.

12.4 Dose Assessment

The staff has audited GE's. dose assessment for the ABWR design for complete-
ness against the guidelines in RG 1.70 (Rev. 3) and against the criteria set
forth in SRP Section 12.3. This review consisted of ensuring that GE had
either committed to following the criteria of RGs and staff positions in
Section 12.3 of NUREG-0800, or provided acceptable alternatives. In addition,
the staff selectively compared the dose assessment made by GE for specific
functions against the experience of operating BWRs. Details of the review
foll ow.

In SSAR Section 12.4, GE provided an assessment of the radiation dose that
would be received by operatirig a plant of the ABWR design. Estimated person-
rem doses for major work within areas of the plant during maintenance and
refueling periods and.for power operations are given in SSAR Table 12.4-1 and
result in an estimated total annual dose of 0.999 person sievert (99.9 person-
rem).

In the DSER (SECY-91-355), the staff- identified several deficiencies (0 pen
Item 115) in GE's dose assessment including mathematical errors, inconsisten-
cies between text and tables, a lack of bases for assumptions, and a level of
detail that was not consistent with the guidance in RG 8.19 " Occupational
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Radiation Dose Assessment in Light-Water Reactor Power Plants--Design Stage
Man-Rem Estimates" (Rev. 1). GE amended the-SSAR to correct the math errors
and inconsistencies noted. Also, additional information has been provided -
giving the bases for the assumptiont and values used in the assessment.

>

In the dose assessment, GE used stay times and frequencies for each task based
on a detailed task analysis of maintenance activities in a BWR with a similar
containment design (MARK 111 containment) and average dose rates based on past
experiences for similar tasks. These values were then-adjusted to account for
ABWR design features to obtain the expected doses. The cumulative annual dose
of 0.999 person-sievert (99 person-rem)-for operating an ABWR plant is con--
-sistent_with the Electric Power Research Institute design guideline of
1.0 person-sievert (100 person-rem) per year and compares favorably with the
average current BWR cxperience (which is more than twice the ABWR projected
dose). Although this assessment is not-in the format specified in RG 8.19, it

-is'a detailed dose assessment that meets the intent of RG 8.19 and is' accept-
abl e . The staff considers this item resolved. ,

,

12.5 Oraanization .

The Organization required to implement an effective health physics program and
ensure that radiation exposures are within the limits of 10 CFR Part'20- and
are ALARA is outside the scope of this review. COL applicants seeking an.
operating license by referencing the-ABWR certified design will be required to
address this concern to the level of detail discussed in RG 1.70 (Rev. 3).This is_ COL Action item 12,5-1.

d 12.5.1 10 CFR 50.34(f): THI-Related Items

Paragraph 50.34(f)(2)(xxvii) of 10 CFR Part 50, requires in-plant and airborne
radioactivity monitoring in accordance with Item Ill.D.3.3 of the TMl Action-
Plan. Item III.D 3.3 requires operating reactors to have the capability to
accurately measure ~ radio-iodine concentrations in plant areas under accident
conditions. The NUREG-0737 clarification _of-Item III.D.3.3 specifies that

_

this- capability be provided using portable instruments and includes require-
ments'for training and procedures on the use of these instruments. .These
programmatic-requirements are outside the scope 1of this review. GE has
identifit.d this item as an interface. It is the staff's position that_this is
not an interface, as used in 10 CFR Part 52, but rather an item to-be ad -
dressed by the COL applicant. Therefore, COL applicants will be required to -
address compliance with_50.34(f)(xxvii) and NUREG-0737 Item III.D.3.3 as part-
of their COL application. This is COL Action item 12.5.1-1.
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13 CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

13.1 Oraanizational Structure of Annlicants

The staff has completed its-_ review of standard safety review plan (SSAR)
Section 13.1, " Organizational Structure of Applicants," and finds this section
to be adequate. The staff agrees that the information related.to the combined
license (COL) applicant's organizational structure in this area is outside the
scope of the advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR) standard plant design.
This information will be the responsibility of the COL applicant referencing
the ABWR design at the combined licente phase described in 10 CFR 52.79(b).

13.2 Trainino

The staff has completed its review of SSAR Section 13.2, " Training," which
is provided in Section 3.1, " Preliminary Review and DSER issues," draft safety
evaluation report (DSER) Item 18.22, " Training Materials" and the discussion
of this section is included in Chapter 18 of this report.

13.3 Emeroency Plannina

In Section 13.3 of the SSAR, GE indicated that emergency planning is not
within the scope of the ABWR design. The staff agrees that the requirement to
provide emergency plans in accordance with Section 50.47 is the responsibility
of the utility applicant referencing the ABWR design and will significantly
depend upon both plant and site specific characteristics. This is COL Action
item 13.3-1.

Nevertheless, GE also acknowledges that there are design features, facilities,I

l f unctions, and equipment necessary for emergency planning that must be con--
sidered in .the design basis of a standard plant. These are addressed in SSAR
Table 13.3-1, "ABWR Design Considerations for Emergency Planning Require-
ments," which specifies a Technical' Support Center (TSC) that complies with
all of the TSC design' requirements and will be "of sufficient size to supportL

20 people" located in the service building adjacent to the control room.. (The
TSC is shown in SSAR Figure 1.2-19, " Control and Service Building, Arrangement

| Plan at Elevation TMSL 7900 mm.") GE further states-that the-TSC will contain
the necessary facilities and equipment called for in Section 2 of NUREG-0696
(" Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities," U.S. NRC, February
1981).

The staff performed its review in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR
50.47(b), Appendix E to Part 50, Section 50.34(f)(2)(xxv), which requires an
onsite TSC, an onsite Operational Support Center (OSC), and e nearsite Emer-
gency Operations Facility (EOF). The staff's review also considered the
guidance provided in NUREG-0654 and NUREG-0096. It is the staff's. position
that the facilities a s equipment for the ABWR standard plant TSC should be
compatible with the control room and meet the applicable criteria of
NUREG-0696. In this regard the-staff notes that whereas GE specifies a TSC
to support 20 people, NUREG-0696 specifies the following:
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i

The TSC working space shall be-sized for a minimum of 25 persons,
including 20 persons designated by the licensee and five NRC person-
nel. -This minimum. size shall be increased if the maximum staffing
level specified by the licensee's emergency plan exceeds 20 persons.

Therefore, the TSC for the ABWR standard plant should be sized for 25 persons
and be compatible with the control room in order to meet the criteria of
NUREG-0696. This is Open Item 13.3-1.

The ABWR stande.rd plant design also includes provisions -for decontamination of-

onsite individuals in the service building adjacent to the main change rooms
as shown in Figure 1.2-20 of the SSAR.. The staff finds these design provi-
sions for an onsite decontamination facility acceptable for meeting the-
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, IV.E.3.

GE considers other facilities that support emergency planning to be outside
the scope of tSe AEWR standard plant. These include: (1) an onsite OSC
(assembly area) separate from the control room and TSC where licensee opera-
tions support personnel report in an emergency, and (2) an of_fsite EOF for the
management of overall licensee emergency response, including coordination with
Federal, State and local officials. The staff agrees that the EOF is not
within the scope of the ABWR standard plant design, but must be addressed by
an applicant referencing the ABWR standard plant design. This is COL Action
Item 13.3-2. However, an OSC should be provided as part of the ABWR standard
plant design. This is Open item 13.3-2.

Resian Certification Material

The requirements for the TSC and OSC are not covered in the Tier 1 design
descriptions or inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC).
This is Open Item 13.3-3.

13.4 Operational Revieg

This is-not within the scope of the ABWR standard plant design.

13.5 -Plant Procedures

The staff has completed its review of SSAR Section 13.5, " Plant Procedures,",

which is provided in: (1) Section 4.6, " Emergency ~ Procedure Guidelines";
(2) Sect. ion 4.7, " Design Process"; (3) Section 4.7.2.2.7, " Plant and Emergency
Operating Procedures"; and (4) Issue 18.21, " Procedure Development." The
discussion of this section is included in Chapter 18 of this report.

13.6 Physical Security

s

13.6.1 Preliminary Planning

SSAR.Section 13.6 states that preliminary planning is not required because the
security plan will be the responsibility of COL applicants.who reference the
ABWR standard plant design. The staff agrees. Since the rol will include a
physical security plan, safegu:rds contingency plan, cnd a guard qualification
and training plan, a preliminary planning submittal is not necessary for the-
COL.

.
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13.6.2 Security Plan

The SSAR statt: that this is beyond the scope of the ABWR standard plant
design. The statf agrees. In addition to the action items listed in Sec-
tion 13.6.3 of the SSAR, the utility applicant must provide site-specific
security, contingency, and guard training plans in accordance with 10 CFR
50.34, and 10 CFR Part 73. This is COL Action Item 13.6.2-1.

The staff requires that at least 60 days before loading fuel, a COL holder
will confirm that security systems and programs described in its physical
security plan, safeguards contingency plan, and guard qualification and
training plan have achieved operational status and are available for the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection. Operational status means
that the security systems and programs are functioning in entirety as they
would when the reactor is operating and will remain so. The COL holder's
determination that operational status has been achieved must be based on tests --

conducted under realistic operating conditions of Sufficient duration to
demonstrate (1) that the equipment is properly operating and capable of long-
term, reliable operation; (2) that procedures have been developed, approved,
and implemented; and (3) that personnel responsible for security operations
and maintenance have been appropriately trained and have demonstrated their
capability of performing their assigned duties and responsibilities. This is
COL Action Item 13.6.2 2.

13.6.3 Control of Access to Areas Containing Vital Equipment

Section 13.6.3 of the SSAR identifies a number of interfaces between the ABWR
standar( plant design and the remainder of the plant that must be addressed by
COL applicants who reference the ABWR standard plant design.

The staff reviewed the interfaces and determined that these are not interfaces
as described in 10 CFR 52.47 but instead are actions to be accomplished as
part of the COL application. The staff finds them to be acceptable as COL
action items subject to the addition of the requirement that the applicant
prov'de plant-specific security, contingency, and guard training plans in

-

accor c.nce with 10 CFR 50.34 and Part 73. This is COL Action Item 13.6.3-1,

13.6.3.1 Introduction

This section of the SSAR states that SSAR Section 13.6.3 is concerned with the
control of access to areas containing vital equipment.

13.6.3.2 Design Bases

This section of the SSAR states that security functions described in Sec-
tion 13.6.3 are incorporated into the overall ABWR design so that the plant
is in compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 73.

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Advanced Light Water Reactor
(ALWR) Requirements Document (Volume II, Revision 1, Chapter 11, Sec-
tion 8.4.1) specifically requires the protected area lighting to be powered
from an uninterruptible power source. GE's response to request for additional
information (RAI) Q910,18 identified a site security load on the non-Class lE
vital (uninterruptible) load list (SSAR Table 20B-1), but the staff considered
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the description of this interconnection to be insufficiently defined. In
response to staff comments, GE added SSAR Section 198.3.12, which clarified
the connection between the security system uninterruptible power requirements
(to be later so determined-by the plant-specific security _ system designer as
to meet required security system performance) and the non-Class IE vital power
supply capacity. SSAR Section 193.3.12 al'ows the protected area lighting to

,be powered from an interruptible power sot. ce,-whica conflicts with the !
lighting guidelines in the EPRI ALWR Requirements Document. -This is part of f

Open Item 1.1-1 discussed in Chapter 1 of this report.
i

NRC Information Notice 83-83 suggested that new plant designs that make !
extensive use of solid-state devices in instrument and control circuits may !

experience reactor system malfunctions and spurious actuations as a *esult of
portable communication devices in their vicinity. In.RAls Question (Q)910.10
and Q910.17, the staff asked that radio frequency-interference design criteria
be established to ensure that security personnel within the reactor and
control building could maintain radio communication without adversely affect-
ing plant operation. GE's response to Q910.17 referenced discussions of
system tolerance to electromagnetic interference. The staff considers the
plant security systems criteria in SSAR Section 9.5.13.11 and the amendment to
SSAR Appendix 7A, in response to a concern raised in the DSER Section 7.1.3.3,
to adequately resolve staff's concern. '

!13.6.3.3 Vital Areas

This section of the SSAR itemizes by location the-plant equipment to be con-
sidered vital equipment in the sense of 10 CFR 73.2 and the vital areas con-
taining that equipment.- SSAR Figures 13.6-1 through 13.6-14 outline the vital
areas.

RAls 0910.9, Q910.ll, and Q910.20 addressed the completeness of the list of
vital equipment in SSAR Section 13.6.3.3. Additional clarification was docu-
mented by GE on February 22, 1991,- following discussions with staff. :The
staff is satisfied that the list of vital equipment includes all active and i

passive plant equipment essential to safe shutdown of the reactor, including
necessary support systems, the reactor vessel and the remainder of the reactor
coolant system pressure boundary within primary containment, the suppression
pool, spent fuel in the fuel pool, and any associated piping, equipment, and
controls whose failure could result in an offsite release in excess of 10 CFR
Part 100 limits. The staff finds this to be compatible with NRC Review Guide-
line'17.(January 23, 1978, memorandum from R. Clark to safeguards licensing
staff).

Prior to issuance of a COL, the staff's review of the designation of equiptreret
as vital in plant-specific applications will focus on plant support equipment
outside the scope of the certified ABWR design'. In addition, 10 CFR 73.55(e)
requires the central alarm station'to be considered a vital area and secondary
power supply systems for alarm annunciator equipment and non-portable communi-
cations equipment to be locatec M vital areas. The secondary alarm station
also .s typically on site and treated as a vital area. Vital area classifica-
tion of the central and secondary alarm stations is COL Action Item 13.6.3.3-1
that will be addressed at the time of the plant-specific security plan review.

!
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The staff expects that _ at least 60 days before loadingifuel, ~ a licensee shall
have confirmed that no portion of as-built vital systems are located outside
of designated- vital _ areas or can be prevented from performing their safety
functions from outside the vital areas (e.g., by reach-rod valve manipula-

.

tion). This verification should include piping, valves, and motor control |

centers that are required for boundary integrity, for performance of safe
,

reactor shutdown cooling function, and to isolate safety-related equipment i

from non-safety-related equipment. This is COL Action Ite:n 13.6.3.3-2.
,

i

The plant-specific licensing review of the security and contingency response q

plan also will-include an evaluation of whether the security response force
capability to interdict the violent external assault postulated in 10 CFR

| 73.l(a)(1)(i) properly accounts for the-minimum penetration delay provided by- j
the vital area barriers and doors. This is COL Action Item 13.6.3.3-3.

13.6.3.4 Methods of Access Control i
l

|13.6.3.5 Access Control and Security Measures Through Exterior Doors to the
Nuclear Island ;

,

.!t

SSAR Section 13.6.3.4 describes, in general terms, the types of door controls |
that will be used to control access to vital areas. In response to RAls
Q910.12, Q910.21, and Q910.22, staterents were added to the SSAR that all

, doors and hatches connecting vital to non-vital areas are to be alarmed and
| emergency egress will not require keys or card readers. Section 13.6,3.5

describes the spe;ific security measures at portals into the reactor and
control buildings from exterior areas and facilities of the remainder of the
plant,

j The types of door controls specified in SSAR Section 13.6.3.4 are generally '
acceptable, but insufficient detail is provided to determine compatibility
with RG 5.12, Revision 0. This description of access control methods also

i does not address the positive control requirement of 10 CFR 73.55(d)(7)(1)(B)
| and the record-keeping requirement of 10 CFR 73.70(d), which requires lo.gging
| individuals' times of entry to and exit from each vital area. This issue

will be considered during review of the plant-specific security plan. This
was identified as DSER (SECY-91-235) Open Item 36. This is COL Action.
Item 13.6.3.5-1.

In RAI Q910.19, the staff asked why the parameters for environmental condi-
tions in SSAR Appendix 3I should~ not apply to the design and qualification of

| security access contrci components. TMI Action Item II B.2 (NOREG-0737)
l identifies areas for which environmental qualification of equipment 'necessary
I to ensure post-accident access may need to be considered. Although the

" security center" is not safety related, it is included in NUREG-0737 because
access to it may be necessary to give access to the rest of the plant. 'NRC
Information Notice 86-106, Supplement 2, discussed an event at the Surry-power

! Station in which-condensed steam saturated a security _carJ reader and caused a
| short circuit in the card reader system for the entire plant. As a result,
j- key cards would not open doors controlled by the security system. In the'same

event, the performance of a security communications system radio repeater was
I temporarily degraded as a result of a thick layer of ice formed on it from

actuation of a carbon dioxide discharge nozzle. In response to RAI Q910.19,
GE stated that (1) this equipment is not safety related and is not required to

!
|-
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operate under accident conditions, (2) the card rcader design is required to
preclude the possibility of f ailure of one card reader affecting the operation
of any other card reader, (3) card reader doors are required to have a key-
operated override, and (4) emergency exics are required to be provided for
exiting without using keys or card readers- lhe staff considers this response
to be consistent with currently accepted industry practice and is N refore
acceptable.

Furthermore, SSAR Chapter 19, Appendix 198.3.10, requires a COL applicant to
evaluate the effects of the security system on required operator actions
during all emergency modes of operation. The staff's position is that this
analysis should include consideration of an emergency requiring evacuation of
the control room in the control building to the remote shutdown panel in the
reactor building. This was identified as DSER (SECY-91-235) Open Item 37.
Evaluation of compliance with the vital equipment prompt access requirements
of 10 CFR 73.55(d)(7)(ii) is COL Action Item 13.6.3.5-2 that will be resolved
during review of the plant-specific security plan.

13.6.3.6 Bullet-Resisting Walls and Doors, Security Grills, and Screens

SSAR Section 13.6.3.6 discusses bullet-resistant walls and doors and security
grills and screens incorporated into the building design, with the stated
intent of minimizing forcible access to'the control room. Responses tc
RAls Q910.13, Q910.23, Q910.24 did not resolve staff uncertainty as to the
adequacy of barriers in all man-sized openings in physical barriers that
separate other vital from non-vital areas. Also, the staff position on the
effectivenesr f the ventilation system barriers described in SSAR Sec-
tion 13.6.3.6 remained as described in RAI Q910.13; that is, consideration
may need to be given to how accessible, isclated, and hidden from view these
barriers will be, as well as whether they can be penetrated with hand tools-

' available on site. While SMR Section 13.6.3.6 only addresses the main
control room heating, ver.tilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) ducting and
exterior ait xhaust systems, SSAR Chapter 19, Appendix 19B.2.4(13) was
changed to iude EPRI ALWR requirements on utility port openings.(e.g.,
HVAC, cool' s, and piping).through all vital or protected area boundaries,
in accordance with EPRI Evolutionary Requirements Document Chapter 9, Sec-
tion 5.2.5.1, Revision 0. Specifically, the SSAR indicates that the ABWR-
design will minimize the use of utility port openings through all' vital or
protected area boundaries and will provide security access control of these
utility ports. GE's change.in Appendix 198.2.4, which clarifies that the ABWR
design will comply with the at,ove ALWR requirements, satisfactorily resolves
this issue.

Desian Certification Material

The staff expects that at least 60 days before loading fuel, a COL licensee
referencing the ABWR design shall have confirmed that the as-built bullet-
resistant feature of walls and doors and the penetration-resistant feature of
barriers in HVAC ducting and exhausts, committed to in SSAR Section~13.6.3.6,
have been installed in G locations required by the commitment. This inspec-
tion requirement shoulo .>e included in appropriate building ITAAC and is Open

| Item 13.6.3.6-1.
|
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13.6.3.7 Compatibility With the Remainder of the Plant

Section 13.6.3.7 states that access control for the remainder of plant
buildings, including the turbine building side of the main steam tunnel, must
be compatible with the site-specific physical security program. The staff
agrees and notes that an acceptable security barrier to bar anauthorized
access from the turbine building into the steam tunnel must also permit
venting of steam into the turbine building in accordance with SSAR Sec-
tion 9A.3.2 of Appendix A to Chapter 9.

_

-
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14 VERIFICATION PROGRAMS

14.1 Inspections. Tests. Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria-(ITAAC)

14.1.1 Introduction

14.1.1.1 Part 52 Design heview and Certification Process

The staff has reviewed the advanced boiling water reactor (ABMR) under
Subpart B of 10 CFR Part 52 A summary of this review process is provided in-
Section 1.5 of this report. Under the 10 CFR Part 52 process, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) must be able to make all- findings related to a
facility design before initiation of construction. In contrast, the plants
currently operating were licensed under the "two-step" licensing process under
10 CFR Part 50, whereby the NRC would first grant a utility a construction
permit to build a facility and would then issue the utility a license to
operate the facility after it was built. Under the Part 52 process, the NRC
issues a combined license (COL) for a facility to be both built and operated
and then makes a finding to authorize fuel loading after the ITAAC have been
met.

The concept of ITAAC was developed to confirm that tne facility was built in
accordance with the approved design and applicable regulations prior to its
actual operation. ITAAC consist of various inspections, tests, and analyses
which the utility performs for significant aspects of the facility, which are
then measured against prescribed acceptance' criteria. For example, if the
flow rate of a pump has particular safety significau.e for the design, the COL
licensee would perform various inspections, tests, or analyses and compare the
results to acceptance criteria in order to verify the flow rate. Prior to
fuel loading, the ITAAC provide the basis for the Commission to confirm that
the plant was built and will operate in accordance with the approved design
and the applicable regulations.

14.1.1.2 Tier 1 Design Certification Material

Tier _1 material is the portion of the design-related information in the Design-
Control Document (DCD) that-constitutes the certified standard design. This
information is contained in the DCD and identifies the scope of the standard

-design. The DCD is described in SECY-92-287, " Form and Content for a Design
Certification Rule," dated August 18,-1992. The DCD consists of the Tier 1
design descriptions, the ITAAC, the site parameters, and the interface
requireraents. Tier 2 is the remainder of the design-related information-
contained in the DCD and it is supportive of the certified standard design.
Although Tier 2 information is~ not certified, it is approved and is designated
-to be "those matters resolved in connection with the issuance or renewal of a -

design certification" within the meaning of 10 CFR 52.63(a)(4).

GE has developed a format for the design certification information in order to
meet the requirements of 10 CFR 52.47 for the contents of the application for
design certification, including enveloping the design parameters for_ siting of
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the standard design, the design descriptions and correspondir ITAAC and the
interface requirements for the design. This information will oe incorporated
into the rule certifying the design as part of the DCD, the master document
that controls the information that is referenced by the rule. The format for
this design material is listed below.

A. Introduction - Philosophy of development, discussion of applicability of
material to facility applicant, responsibilities for implement Ttion,
interaction of system and generic ITAAC.

B. D_esian Descriptions and System ITAAC - The actual descriptions and ITAAC
for systems.

C. Generic ITAAC and Desian Acceptance Criteria (DAC) - Issues that must be
verified in ITAAC that are applicable to many systems, and are more easily
cddressed in a generic manner. Also, DAC for selected areas of the design
are in this section because they have generic applicability to many
systems.

D. Interface Reauirements - Requirements of the design that interface with
site-specific elements that are dependent on characteristics of the site,
such as the design of the ultimate heat sink. This section will also
identify the scope of the design to be certified.

E. Sito Parameters - Parameters of the design used in establishing enveloping
site characteristics. Design will be evaluated using these parameters. A
site must be enveloped by these parameters, or an exemption must be
granted by the 11RC and the design must be reevaluated in terms of these
parameters.

14.1.1.3 Purpose of Design Descriptions and ITAAC

The purpose of ITAAC is to verify that the as-built plant conforms to the
approved plant design and that there is reasonable assurance that the plant
will operate in conformity with the combined license, the Atomic Energy Act,
and applicable regulations. The rt 4uirement to provide ITAAC for a design
certification application is set forth in Section 52.47(a)(1)(vi). The
requirement to provide ITAAC for a combined license application is set forth
in Section 52.79(c). If the applicant for a combined license references a
certified design, then the application must adopt the ITAAC for the certified
portion of the design.

Altnough the two sections of the rule cited above are applicable to different
stages in the Part 52 process, their basic intent is the same. Both sections
require that the applicant prepose a set of ITAAC (verification activities)
that will demonstrate that the facility has been properly constructed in
accordance with the design and will operate in conformity with applicable
requirements. The use of verification activities is not unique to the Part 52
licensing process. In the 10 CFR Part 50 licensing process, the applicant
(and later the licensee) was required by license condition, and final safety
analysis report commitments to perform a wide range of tests and inspections
before the f1RC issued a full power license. What is new, however, is that
under the Part 52 process these verification activities and their associated
acceptance criteria will be specified in the design certification rule, and
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later the combined license. The benefits to the early designation of these
ver'fication requirements include an up-front agreement to requirements and
acceptance criteria, and the consolidation of requirements into a single
document prior to commencement of construction activities.

The verification requirements (ITAAC) associated with a specific facility will
be generated in a two step process. First, the ITAAC that are included in the
certified design application and published as part of the certified design
rule will address the verification activities associated with the scope of ti.
certified design. Then, a combined license applicant will supply the site-
specific design information and the verification requirements associated with
that portion of the design. The ITAAC at combined license issuance (COL
ITAAC) will consist of the combination of the certified design ITAAC plus the
ITAAC associated with site-specific design information. The COL ITAAC will be
incorporated into the combined license in a manner similar to the way techni-
cal specifications are incorporated into licenses under the Part 50 licensing
process. Because certified verification requirements will appear in a
certified design rule, a combined license applicant or licensee that desires
to propose alternate certified verification activities or acceptance criteria
may request an exemption under 10 CFR 52.63(b). The site-specific design-
related verification activities specified in the COL ITAAC can be modified
through an NRC-approved license amendment following issuance of the combined
license.

Tier 1 verification requirements consist of those ITAAC that are specified in
the certified design rule and referenced in the combined license. These
requirements are relatively general in nature and address the design at a
system functional performance level of detail. Numeric acceptance criterion
values are specified when failure to meet the stated acceptance criteria would
clearly indicate a failure to properly implement the design. The Tier 1
verification requirements are at a level of detail corresponding to the Tier 1
design descriptions in the certified design rule. The staff does not believe
that it is necessary for every element of the Tier 1 design descriptions to
have a corresponding Tier 1 verification requirement. The ITAAC portion of
the design certification rule and combined license will specify the important
design elements that are to be verified through inspections, tests, or
analyses.

The implementation of a construction verification program, including ITAAC,
and other licensee programs, is the responsibility of the licensee. The COL
ITAAC constitutes those activities that are necessary and sufficient ta
provide reasonable assurance that, if the tests, inspections, and analyses are
performed and the acceptance criteria met, the facility has been constructed
and will operate in conformity with the combined license, the Atomic Energy
Act, and the Commission's regulations. Therefore, in accordance with Sec-
tion 52.103(c), the successful completion of the COL ITAAC will constitute the
basis for the NRC's determination to allow fuel loading for the facility.
Since power ascension testing cannot be performed until fuel loading and power
operation are authorized, these tests will be conditions to the COL.

The licensee's construction verification programs (including ITAAC) will be
conducted as construction proceeds, up to the point of readiness for commer-
cial operation. As portions of these programs are completed, the licensee
will periodically submit completion reports to the NRC that document the
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licensc-e's review of the associated activities. These completion reports will
document the basis by which the licensee assures the satisfactory completion
of construction activities, At a minimum, completion reports will include the
results of ITAAC requirements. After NRC review and acceptance of the .
completion reports and the completion of applicable NRC inspections, the NRC '

will publish in the Federal Register, in accordance with the Section 52.99,
notices of the successful completion of the tests, inspections, and analyses
and satisfaction of the acceptance criteria.

The staff plans to include a sign-as-you-go process in the inspection program ,

for combined license facilities. This program will be similar to the sign-as-
you-go process that was tested during the later stages of Vogtle Unit l's con-
struction and will be based on the COL ITAAC. There are significant benefits
to the sign-as-you-go process including an early common undersunding of .
commitments, the sequential ccceptance of major construction activities, the
early identification and resolution of deficiencies, and the more timely
resolution of unresolved inspection findings. An assessment of the Vogtle
experience can be found in NUREG-1278, "Vogtle' Unit 1 Readiness Review."

p -The readiness review program was found to be an overall success but the
concept could not- be fully evaluated since construction of Vogtle Unit I was
75 percent complete at the time of program initiation. The cerent NRC
inspection program will require modification to incorporate the sign-as-you-go
concept.

The Tier I design descriptions will serve as a facility lifetime commitment.
Once completion of ITAAC and the supporting design information demonstrate

,

that the facility has been properly constructed, it then becomes the function
of existing traditional programs such as technical specifications, in-service
. inspection, and in-service testing as well as the reliability assurance
program, to demonstrate that the facility continues to opera.te in accordance
with the certified design and the license, Nevertheless', the Tier 1 design
descriptions will remain in effect throughout the plant life to assure that
the plant remains faithful to the-certified design.

14.1.1.4 Types of Design pescriptions and ITAAC-

GE Nuclear Energy (GE) has developed several types of design. descriptions and
ITAAC for the ABWR. ITAAC were developed for approximately 85 of the approxi-

,

'
,

mately 140 systems of the ABWR design. Examples of these "r ; tem" ITAAC are
the ITAAC requirements for systems such as the residual hea removal system
and the reactor protection system. GE also has developed " generic" ITAAC for
issues that apply to many systems, such as those for the environmental-
qualification of key components. GE has identified several areas as design
interfaces with the rest of the facility. These include site-specific
elements such as the service water intake structure and the ultimate heat
sink. A utility referencing the design will be required to. meet these
interface requirements-by submitting " facility" ITAAC that will be provioed in
the application for a 00L.

;

Since the ITAAC are primarily system oriented, the staff is considering
additional-ITAAC to be developed during the COL review and proceeding which,
in combination with the design certification ITAAC,.would meet the necessary
and sufficient standard to provide reasonable assurance that the facility has
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been constructed and will operate in conf ormity with the license, the provi,-
sions of the Atomic Energy Act, and the Cnmmission's regulations that tre
necessary to support fuel loadina. These COL ifAAC will verify implementationr

- of both hardware (that is, site ,pecific des y. features) and licensee-
specific " soft" procedural requirements (such as training). The staff will
t.de the results of its construction and preoperational inspection programs to
independently verify that both design certification and COL ITAAC have b*en
met. The staff is working with the Office of the General Counsel on th,
development of both des;gn certification and COL ITAAC.

An area of the review which requi 6 unique treatment in ITAAC are the inter-
face requirements between the plant design specified in the certification and I

the site-dependent design features which will be developed at the combined
license application stage. Interface requirements for the design are required
by 10 CFR 52.47(a)(1)(vii-ix), which includes a stipulation that the method to
be used for verification of the interface requirements be included in the
ITAAC submittal. GE has identified several design elements for the site-
specific portion of a f acility, and is developing the information to meet the
interface requirements.

Another area of tha review which required unique treatment in ITAAC are DAC.
A more detailed discussion of the DAC are provided in the Section 14.1.6 of
this report. GE is developing DAC for certain areas of the design because
they are areas of rapidly changing technology or because they require as-built
or as-procured-information. These areas include piping aesign, radiation
shielding and airborne concentrations, instrumentation and control systems,
and control room design details. The use of DAC was described in SECY-92-053,
"l"e of Design Acceptance Criteria During 10 CFR Part 52 Design Certification
t .iews," and SECY-92-196, " Development of DAC for the ASWR." Tha DAC for
piping design are evaluated in Section 14.1.3.3 of Chapter 14-of this report,
the DAC for radiation protection and airborne concentrations are evaluated in
Chapter 12 of this report, the DAC for instrumentation and. control systems are
discussed in Chapter 7 of this report, and the DAC for control room design
(human factors) are evaluated in Chapter 18 of this report.

14.1.1.5 Review Issues

14.1.1.5.1 Extent of Standardization and Issue Resolution-

The level of detail in the certified design and the ITAAC will greatly affect
the extent of standardization-in facilities referencing the certified design.
The rule certifying a design vill contain a sufficient-level of design _ detail-
to achieve the benefits of a standardized design and provide for early
resolution of design-issues, while allowing the flexibility to accommodate
-necessary changes to a-facility during its construction and operating life-,

time. inus, the rule will only certify a selected portion of the information
(called Tier 1 information)' submitted by the designer. This portion of the:
design information would be verified by the ITAAC and will have very high
thresholds for changes. The remainder of the design information, typically.
that contained in the standard safety analysis report (SSAR), will be con-
trolled by a change process which will be described in the design certifica-
tion rule for the ABWR. The staff's proposed Tier 2 change process is
described in SECY-92-287, which is under consideration by the Commission.

ABWR DFSER 14-5 October 1992
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14.1.1.5.2 Treatment of Non-Traditional 5 m> in ITAAC

GE is incorporating into the SSAR any insights'into the design that were ob--
tained from non-traditional items such as probabilistic risk-assessment (PRA)
and severe accident issue resolutions. The staff has followed the Commis-
sion's guidance in its review of the evolutionary designs for- the resolution
of non-traditional issues such as those discussed in SECY-90-016, " Evolution-
ary Light Water Reactor Certification Issues and Their Relationships to
Current Regulatory Requirements." In 10 CFR 52.47, the Commission specified '

that the ITAAC must provide reasonable assurance that "a plant which refer-
ences the design is built and will operate in accordance with the design
certification." Therefore, by verifying key aspects and features of the
design, the ITAAC implicitly confirm the implementation of these non - >

traditional items and the safety findings contained in the safety evaluation-
report.

.

The staff has requested GE to develop a cross reference of key aspects,
analyses, and features of the design from the SSAR to the ITAAC in order
to document how these issues have been incorporated into the ITAAC.
Specifically, the cross reference will show how key aspects of the accidant
analyses, PRA, and severe accident issue resolutions are included in ITA' '

.

This is Open item 14.1.1.5.2-1.

14...l.5.3 Relationship of the Design Description to'the ITAAC

The two-tiered design descriptions in the DCD will constitute the portion of
the design that will be incorporated into the design certification rule. The
certified design description will control proposed changes to that portion of
the facility throughout its lifetime in accordance with 10 CFR Section 52.63.
The ITAAC will only be used for the fuel load decision and to aid in deter-
mining if subsequent modifications to the facility have caused a change in the
certified design.

GE has proposed that certain systems could have Tier 1 design descriptions,
but may not require any corresponding ITAAC to verify the design for those
systems. Examples of these systems are the fuel service equipment, the
internal pump maintenance facility, and the fuel cask cleaning facility. The
staff is-reviewing this proposal. This is Open Item 14 J .l.5.3-1.

14.1.1.5.4 Regulatory Requirements not in ITAAC

Some regulatory requirements must be met after fuel loading, but prior to
L operation. These requirements will not be covered by ITAAC because the
| results of ITAAC must be determined prior to fuel loading. Examples of these
t - requirements are those associated with the Initial Test Program for start-up -

testing, low power testing, and power ascension testing. The test programs
.

involve verification of fuel, control rod,. and core characteristics, as well-
as system and integrated plant operating characteristics.

~

Section 52.103(c) does not_ address requirements such as those identified in
; the preceding paragraph that are not covered in ITAAC. However,- treatment of

these issues will be similar to their treatment at facilities licensed under
Part 50, where the test programs occurred after the issuance of an operating

- license.(OL). Under Part 50, these test programs were reviewed and approved
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as part of:the application for an OL. Verification of the satisfactory
completion of these requirements was a condition of-the license. Any changes
to the requirements'in the OL required a license smendment.

Under Part 52, the process will operate in a corresponding manner, by |
incorporation of a requirement for successful completion of the test programs
into the COL as a condition of the license. Section 52.97(b) states that "any Imodification to, addition to, or deletion from the terms of a combined
license,...is a proposed amendment to such license "

14.1.4.6 Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC)

The Tier 1 Design Certification Material contains the DAC proposed by GE for
the ABWR. The staff's draft final safety evaluation report (DFSER)_ includes
open it .ms and-staff positions that include the necessary changes to the GE
DAC. The staff expects to receive additional GE submittals to close these
open items.

Design and eng'ineering information for some areas of the design at a level of
detail customarily reviewed by- the staff in making a -final safety determina-
tion was not available from GE. GE provided less dd m t information in- i

these areas either because they are areas of rapidly changing technology and '

it would be detrimental to freeze the details of the design many-years before '

an actual plant is ready to be constructed, or because they are area _s for
which GE does not have -sufficient as-built or as-procured information to
complete the final design. These areas include (1) piping design', (2) radia-
tion shielding and airborne concentrations, (3) control room design, and I

(4) advanced i_nstrumentation and controls.

The DAC are sufficiently detailed to provide an adequate basis for the _ staff
to make a final safety determination regarding the design, subject only to
~ satisfactory design implementation and verification by the COL applicant or

censee, through appropriate inspections, tests, analyses, , acceptance
eriteria (ITAAC). The DAC are a set of prescribed limits. .ameters, proce-
dures, and attributes upon.which the NRC relies, in a lim).ud number of
technical areas, in making a final safety determination in support of the ABWR
design certification. The acceptance criteria for the DAC areas.are objec-
tive; .that is,- they are inspectable, testable, or subject to analysis using
pre-approved methods, and must be verified as a part of the ITAAC performed to-
demonstrate that the as-built facility conforms to the certified design.-

Thus, the acceptance criteria for DAC are specified together with the related
.

ITAAC in the Tier 1 material, and both are part:of the design certification.
The DAC, when met, would ensure the completed design and as-constructed plant
conforms to the design certification. The SSAR includes, as appropriate,-
sample calculations or_ other supporting -information to illustrate methods _that

-

are acceptable to the staff for meeting Tier 1 DAC commitments.

Each' DAC area consists of three parts: the Tier 1 Design Description, the
corresponding _ITAAC, and the Tier 2 supporting information in the SSAR-for the
DAC. This format is consistent with the format of other ITAAC for which DAC
are not needed for the-staff to reach a final safety decision. The staff has
based its safety findings for the DAC on the Tier 2 information specified in-
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the SSAR and the Tier 1 design information, including applicable me'thodolo-
s

gies, specified in the Tier-1 Design' Description and the corresponding ITAAC. 1

GE has provided'a cross reference showing where GE has pronosed that the-

acceptance criteria for the DAC apply to the ABWR systems.
-

For the two DAC that are areas of rapidly changing technology, control room
design (human factors) and instrumentation and controls (l&C)_ design, the DAC
delineate the process and requirements that a COL applicant or licensee must
implement to develop the design information required in each area. Confor-
mance review points _are specified to assess the development process at various
stages of detailed design and subsequent construction and testing. The COL
applicant or licensee is required to develop the procedures and test programs
necessary to demonstrate that the DAC requirements are met at-each conformance
review point. Upon completion of each stage, the COL applicant or licensee
will certify to the NRC that the design (through that stage) is -in compliance
with the certified design. The NRC will review and inspect the work to con-
firm that the COL applicant 'or licensee has adequately implemented the

,

commitments of the DAC at these review points.' The process is referred to a;
a phased ITAAC-because it consists of a set of sequential steps or stages thtt-
require successful completion. Failure to successfully complete a phased
ITAAC would require repeating an earlier phased ITAAC and changing the system
design.

14.1.1.7 Summary

GE has developed ITAAC for the lead design being considered for standardized
design certification under 10 CFR Part 52. The ITAAC provide-the basis to
confirm that key aspects of a facility licensed under Part 52 are built and
will operate in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act and the Commission's
regulations. The ITAAC implement many issues associated with the review of
the ABWR standard design under Part 52.

The staff has provided preliminary comments to GE on the review of_ the Tier 1
design certification material for the ABWR submitted-by GE -in " Tier 1' Design
Certification Material for, the GE ABWR Design - Stage 2 Submittal", dated4

March 31, 1992. The_ comments are provided in the applicable sections of this
DFSER. GE provided a more complete version of the Tier 1 material in its
submittal " Tier 1 Design Certification Material for the GE ABWR," dtted
June 1,1992, and provided a supplement in a letter dated June 17, 1992.
The staff has continued its review of these follow-on submittals, _and has ..

provided detailed comments on the complete Tier 1 information in a letter to
GE dated August 12, 1992. 'These later comments have included, and in some
cases have superseded, the ccmments provided in this report. Thu , prelimi-
nary comments'are provided in this report to' discuss the philosophy of

.

development of the Tier 1 design certification material, to establish early _
staff positions on the material, and to provide an indication of the status of
development of the material. The final staff conclusions on the Tier'l design
certification material will be provided-in the final safety evaluation report
(FSER).

|

!
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-14.1.2 Evaluatioa of_ System Design Descriptions and ITAAC

The system ITAAC information provided in the Tier I design certification-
material is undar staff review, and the evalution will be provided in the -
FSER. This is Open Item 14.1.2-1.

14.1.3 Generic ITAAC Evaluation

14.1.3.1 Equipment Qualification (EQ)

lhe staff's evaluation of. generic ITAAC for EQ will be provided in the FSER.
This is Open Item 14.1.3.1-1.

14.1.3.2 Instrument Setpoint Methodology

The DAC proposed by GE for the 1&C area ara contained-in the Tier 1 design
certification material. Supporting information for the I&C area is contained
in Chapter 7 of the SSAR, " Instrumentation and Control Systems." GE did not
submit complete design information in the instrumentation end controls -area
prior to design certification because this is an area of rapidly changing
technology. The DAC are implemented in the Tier 1 design information in_one
system and three generic ITAAC: essential multiplexing system, instrument i

setpoint methodology, safety system logic and control, and sof tware devel-
opment. The generic ITAAC are cross referenced for applicability to systems-
such as the reactor protection system in the Tier 1 information. The staff's
evaluation of the I&C DAC, including instrument setpoint methodology, is
provided in Chapter 7 of this report.

Table 7.1-1 of Chapter 7 of this report has been prepared by the staff to
depict the process that the COL applicant or licensee will use in developing
the design for the computer development process of the I&C area. The DFSER ,

describes this process, and includes detailed information on implementation of
the process. GE must incorporate this information into the DAC area and
resolve the open items discussed in the draft FSER. This phased process of-
DAC would be applicable to.all the safety-related instrumentation and controls
for the design. The COL applicant or licensee will prepare. plans and proce-
dures which describe the methods and standards that will be- used during each
of eight. stages of a hardware and software lifecycle. At each stage, the COL
applicant or licensee will certify that the design developed through that
stage conforms to the certified design, and will provide a description of the
next stage of.' design development and associated testing, analyses, and

.

acceptance criteria in enough detail that the NRC staff can determine whether
or not the design development and testing is consistent with the certified
design. process and the next ITAAC.

The Tier 2 commitments described in the SSAR and related (docketed) documents
provide methods and descriptions of the implementation of the Tier 1 require--
ments. The determination that the plant has been constructed in accordance
with the design certification will require the use of the information con-
tained in both-the Tier 1 and Tier 2' documents. The Tier 2. commitments
det : ribe how the designs will be implemented. It is.the staff's position that

:the Tier 2 commitments which are changed that affect the' staff's review-as=
described in the.FSER, must be submitted to the NRC for review prior to imple-
mentation.
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14.1.3.3 Piping Design

14.1 3.3.1 Introduction

This section provides the staff's safety evaluation of GE's proposed DAC.
approach for the ABWR piping design. The staff used the Standard Review Plan
(SRP) guidelines to evaluate the piping design information in the ABWR SSAR
and performed a detailed audit of the piping design criteria, including sample
calculations. The staff evaluated the adequacy of the -structural integrity
and functional capability of safety-related piping systems. The review was
not limited to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping and supports, but included
buried piping, instrumentation lines, the interaction of non-Category I piping
with category I piping, and any safety-related piping designed to industry
standards other than the ASME Code. The staff's evaluation of the adequacy of
the ABWR piping design analysis methods, design procedures, acceptance
criteria, and related ITAAC that are to be used for the completion and
verification of the ABWR piping design is provided in the following sections
of this report. The staff's evaluation includes:

applicable codes and standards*

analysis methods to be used for completing the piping design.

modeling techniques.

pipe stress analyses criteriaa

pipe support design criteriaa

high-energy line break criteria*

leak-before-break (LBB) approach applicable to the ABWR=

generic. piping design ITAAC-

The staff must arrive at a final safety determination that, if the COL appli-|

! cant or licensee successfully completes the piping design and analyses and the
l ITAAC as required by 10 CFR Part 52 using the design methods and acceptance

_

criteria discussed herein, there will be adequate assurance that the piping
systems will perform their safety-related functions under all postulated
combinations of normal operating conditions, system operating transients, pos-
tulated pipe breaks, and seismic events.

It should be noted that there are open items in the staff's report and-

positions taken by the staff which are being addressed by GE. The-staff
expects additional GE submittals to close these open items, _ and in some cases
GE will agree to staff positions. With respect to dynamic analysis of piping
to assure pipe stress is within allowable values, the DAC is essentially
complete. In this area, GE cannot have final stress analyses before design
certification because this information is dependent on as-built, as-procured
data. Much of the-staff's report is based upon the staff's audit of the main
steam, feedwater, and the safety-relief valve discharge piping analysis.

14.1.3.3.2 ~ Codes and Standards

14.1.3.3.2.1- ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code *

For the ABWR design certification, GE has established that the ASME' Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, will be used for the design of ASME Code
Class-1, 2, and 3 pressure retaining components and their supports. The

-ABWR DFSER 14-10 October 1992



specific edition and addenda are provided in SSAR Tables 1.8-21 and 3.2-3.
The ASME Coce is considered Tier 1 information; hownver, the specific edition
and addenda is considered Tier-2 information. The specific edition and
addenda is considered as Tier 2 information because of the continually
evolving technical nature associated with the design and construction prac-
tices (including inspection and examination techniqcM) of the Code. Fixing a

. specific edition and addenda during the design certification stage might
result in inconsistencies between design and construction practices-during the
detailed design and construction stages. The ASME Code involves a consensus
process to reficct the evolving design and construction practices of the
industry. Although the reference to a specific edition of the Code for tnt
design of ASME Code class components and their supports is suitable to reach a
safety finding during the design certification stage, it is necessary that the
construction practices and examination methods of an updated Code that would
be effective at the COL stage be consistent with the design practices estab-
lished at the design certification stage

The staff finds that the specification of the ASME Code as Tier 1 information
and the specific editien and addenda as Tier 2 information is appropriate
because it would provide the_ means for the COL applicant to revise or supple-
ment the referenced Code edition with portions of the later Code editions and-
addenda needed to ensure consistency between the design for the ABWR pressure
retaining components and thier supports and construction practices, in this
manner, the updated reference Code to be used at the time of the COL applica-
tion is ensured to be consistent with the latest design, construction, and
examination practices at that time, However, where the staff finds that there
might be a need to specify certain design parameters from a specific Code
edition or addenda during its design certification review, particularly when
that information is of importance to establish a significant aspect of the
design or is used by the staff to reach its final safety determination, such
considerations, if-necessary, are reflected in the various sections of this
safety evaluation.

Therefore, all ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3 pressure retaining components and
their supports shall be designed in accordance with the requirements of ASME
Section Ill using the specific edition and addenda provided in the ABWR SSAR.
The COL applicant shall ensure that the design is. consistent with the con-
struction practices (including inspection and examination methods) of the ASME
Code edition and addenda as endorsed in 10 CFR 50.55a in effect at the time of
appli(' tion. The portions of the latter Code editions and addenda shall be
identified to the NRC staff-for review and approval with the COL application.
This is COL Action Item 14.1.3.3.2.1-1.

14.1.3.3.2.2 ASME Code Cases

The only acceptable ASME code cases that may be used for the design of ASME -
Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems in the ABWR standard plant are those
either conditionally or unconditionally approved in Regulatory Guides >

(RGs)_ l.84_and 1.85 in effect at the time of design certification as listed
_

below. However, the COL-applicant may submit with its COL application for-
staff review and approval future code cases that are endorsed in RG 1.84 and
1.85 at the time of COL provided they do not alter the staff's safety findings,

on the ABWR certified design.
8
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in RG 1.84, the staff has conditionally endorsed ASME Cede Case N-397,e

" Alternative Rules to the Spectral Broadening Procedure," for use on a
case-by-case basis only. This code case has not been requested for use
and is not applicable for the ABWR.

1r, RG 1.84, the staff has conriitionally endorsed ASME Code Case N-41),*

" Alternative Damping Values for Response Spectra Analysis of Classes 1,
2, and 3 Piping, Section 111, Division 1." This code case is acceptable
for the ABWR. The acceptability of the code case and its application is
further discussed in Section 14.1.3.3.5.4 of this report

'

other ASMF code cases requested by GE that are applicable to the ABWR piping
and support desicn are listed below.(

ASME Code Case N-?l-15, " Additional Materials for Subsection NF,
__

*

Classes 1, 2, 3, and MC Component Supports Fabricated be Welding, Sec-
tion 111, Division 1." This code case has been endorsed by the staff in
RG 1.85.

ASME Code Case N-122, " Stress Indices for Structure Attachments,*

Class 1, Section 111, Division 1." This code case has been endorsed by
the staff in RG 1.84.

ASME Code Case N-247, " Certified Design Report Summary for Component*

Standard Supports, Section 111, Division 1, Classes 1, 2, 3 and MC."
This code case has been endorsed by the staff in RG 1.84.

ASME Code Car i N-249-9, " Additional Material for Jubsection NF,*

Classes 1, 2. 3 and MC Component Supports fabricated Without Welding,
Section 111, Division 1." This code case has been endorsed by the staff
in RG 1.85.

^"'E Code Case N-309-1, * Identification of Materials for Componenti *
.

Supports, Section 111, Division 1." This a case has been endorsed by
the staff in RG 1.84

ASME Code Case N-313, " Alternate Rules for Half-Coupling Branch Connec-*

tions, Section Ill, Division 1." This code casa has been endorsed by
the staff in RG 1.84.

"
ASME Code Case N-316. " Alternate Rules for fillet Weld Dimensions for*

Socket Welded fittings, Section Ill, Division 1, Class 1, 2, 3." This
code case has been endorsed by the staff in RG 1.84.

ASME Code Case N-318-3, "arocedure for Evaluation of the Design.
,of Rectangular Cross T . a Attachment', on Class 2 or 3 Piping,

Section 111, Division . F de case has been conditionally
endorsed by the staff in RG 1.R and is discussed furtu r in
Section 14.1.3.3.5.lb of this report.

ASME Code Case N-319, " Alternate Procedure for Evaluation of Stress in*

Butt Weld Elbows in Class 1 Piping, Section Ill, Division 1." This code
case has been endorsed by the staff in RG 1.84.

ABWR DFSER 14-12 October 1992
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;

ASME Code Case th391, " procedure ior Evaluation of the Design of Hollow*
,

Circular Cross Section Welded Attachments on Class 1 Piping, Sec- -,

tion Ill, Division 1 " This code case has been endorsed by the staff in l
RG 1.84.

ASME Code Case 14392 " procedure for Evaluation of the Design of Hollow*

Circular Cross Section Welded Attachments on Classes 2 and C Piping,
Section 111, Division 1." 1his code case has been endorsed t'y the staff
in RG 1.84.

ASME Code Case N-393, " Repair Welding Structural Steel Rolled Shaped and*

Plates for Component Supports, Section 111. Division 1." This code caso !

has been endorsed by the staff in RG 1.84. 1

|r

ASME Code Case th414. " Tack Welds for Class 1, 2, 3 and MC Components |
.

and Piping Supports." This code case has been endorsed by the staff in |

RG 1.84. '

ASME Code Case N-430, " Requirements for Welding Workmanship and Visual+ -

Acceptance Criteria for Class 1, 2, 3 and MC Linear-Type and Standard
Supports." This code case has been endorsed by the staff in RG 1.84.

14.1.3.3.2.3 Design Specifications

ASME Section ill requires that a design specification-be prepared for Class 1,
2, and 3 components such as pumns, valves, ud piping systems. lhe design
specificatim is intended to become a principal document governing the design
and construction of these components and should specify loading combinations,
design data, and other design data inputr. The C de also requires a design
report fcr ASME Code, Class 1, 2, and 3 piping and components. in the SSAR,
GE committ-i to construct all safety-related components, such as vessels,
pumps, valves and piping systems, to applicable requirements of the ASME
Section Ill. During its review of the SSAR, the staff reviewed selected
documents related to design specifications and design reports. Those docu-
ments were not specifically for the ABWR, but were provided by GE and reviewed
by the staff as a demonstration of how design specifications and design
reports will be prepared for ABWR plants. The staff determined that the
demonstration documents, with modifications, would meet Code requirements.
However, because the documents were not specifically for the ABWR, they will
have to be modified before the staff can conclude that the design specifica--
tion and design report requirements in ASME Code, Section 111, Subsection NCA
have been met, in order for the staff to reach this conclusion, it will be
necessary for the COL applicant to submit representative design documents .

(e.g., design st,ecifications)_ for NRC staff review as _part of the COL applica-
tion, in SSAR Section 3.9.7, GE states that COL applicants or licensees
referencing the ABWR design will make available to the staff design specifica-
tions and design reports required by the ASME Code for vessels, pumps, valves,
and piping systems. This is COL Action Item 14.1.3.3.2.3-1.

14.1.3.3.2.4 Conclusions

(he staff finds that in SSAR Section 3.9.3.1,-GE met the_ requirements fo. a
commitments _ to the applicable codes and standards contained in 10 CFR 50.55a
and General Design Criteria (GDC) I as they pertain to the codes and standards

'ABWR-DFSER 14-13 October 1992
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i
specified for ASME Code, Class 1, 2, and 3 components, by ensuring that
systems and components important to safety are designed to quality standards
commensurate with their importance to safety.

;

14.1.3.3.3 Analysis Methods

The staff reviewed the information in SSAR 3cction 3.9.1 relative to the
design transients and methods of analysis us:d for all seismic Category I
piping and pipe supports designated ar ASME Code Cless 1, 2, and 3 under ASME i

Section Ill, as well as those not covered by the Code. It reviewed the
assumptions and procedures used for the inclusion of transients in the design
and fatigue evaluation of ASME Code Class 1 and core support components. It
also reviewed the computer prograus used in the design and analysis of seismic
Category I components and their supports, as well as experimental and inelas-
tic analytical techniques.

14.1.3.3.3.1 Experimental Stress Analysis

in SSAR Section 3.9.1.3, GE idatified several components for which experimen-
tal stress analysis is performed in conjunction with analytical evnluation.
Such components in the piping area include the piping seismic snubbers and '

pipe whip restraints. The staff's evaluation of the analysis methods used to
qualify these components are discussed further in Sections 14.1.3.3.6 and
14.1.3.3.7 of this report. The staff's position is that experimental stress
analysis methods shall be in compliance with Appendix 11 of ASME Section Ill.

,

14.1.3.3.3.2 Modal Response Spectrum Method

GE performed the system and subsystem analyses on an elastic basis. Modal
response spectrum and time history methods form the basis for the analyses of
all major seismic Category I piping systems and components. In a response
spectrum method of analysis, the mode shapes and the natural fraquencies are !

calculated first. The dynamic response of the system is then calculated for
each mode using the floor response spectrum as the input to the analysis. For-
a piping system that is supported at points with different dynamic excita-
tions, the response analysis is usually performed using an enveloped response
spectrum.

Three components of earthquake motion should be considered in the analysis.
The maximun response caused by each of the three components should be combined
by the squarc-root-of-the-sum-of-squares (SRSS) of the maximum codirectional

-

responses caused by each of the three components of earthquake motion. For
other dynamic events, the SRSS method can be used provided it can be demon- 7

strated that there is no phase relationship between-the three perpendicular- *

excitction directions.

14.1.3.3.3.3 Indep adent Support Motion Method

As an alternative to the envelo)ed response spectrum method, the meltiple-
support excitation analysis m?tiod may be used. When this method is used, the
staff's position is that the_ responses caused by motions of supports between
two or more different support groups may be combined by the SRSS' method if a
support group is defined by supports that have the same time history input.

,
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This usually means all supports located on t,.a same floor, or positions cf a
floor, of a structure. In SSAR Amendment l', GE committed to use this
definition for the design of ABWR piping systems.

|
This alternative to the enveloped response spectrum method is acceptable. 1

This method should be implemented in accordance with the information and
reconnendations in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of NUREG-106), Volume 4.

la.l.3.3.3.4 Time-History Method
,

A time history analysis is performed using either the direct integration or
modal superposition method. Based on the GE documents reviewed by the staf f
during its audit at_GE's offices on March 23-26, 1992 (reference the results
in correspondence list), only the direct integration method is addressed. GE
primarily uses this method of analysis for systems subjected to short duration
and high frequency excitation, such as those systems in the su p ression pool |

directly subjected to the loads from a safety-relief valve (SRV) f ailure a

loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The loadings may be applied either as an
;

cxternal load onto the pipe or as an internal fluid hydraulic transient load. >

An appropriate integration time step, At, should be selected to ensure stable
integration. This is generally achieved when smaller time steps introduce no
more than a 10-percent error in the total dynamic response. In addition,
consideration should be given in the analysis of expected variations of piping
properties, damping, and loadings - comparable to the peak broadening in
developing seismic floor response spectra.

The method for co ' .ning the three-dimensional effects may utilize the
approach described in Section 14.1.3.3.3.2 of this report or may be combined
algebraically at each time step.

14.1.3.3.3.5 Inelastic Analysis Method

GE has not provided any information on the use of inelastic analysis methods
for the ABWR piping analyses. If inelastic methods are to be used in any ABWR
piping analyses, then the staff requires that the details of the inelastic
method ard its acceptance criteria, as well as the scope and extent of its
application, be submitted to the staff _for approval prior to its use by a COL
applicant.

14.1.3.3.3.6 Small-Bore Piping Method

At this time, GE has not provided the staff any specific information regarding ;

the method to be used for the structural design of small-bore piping systems
and instrumentation lines in the ABWR standard plant. This information must
be included in the SSAR. This is Open Item 14.1.3.3.3.6-1.

The staff has not accepted the use of EPRI-6628 (NCIG-14), which incorporates,
in part,.the use of a seismic experience-based approach for the qualification
of safety-r -lated piping, for the design or qualification of safety-reLed
piping in nuclear power plants. Currently, the staff accepts a suitable
dynamic analysis or a suitable qualification test unless the use of an
equivalent static analysis has been demonstrated to be adequate for the design

ABWR DFSER 14-15. October 1992
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of piping systems. Therefore, the staff's position is that the NClG-14
approach is not acceptable for the design of safety-related small-bore piping
in the AbWR standard plant.

14.1.3.3.3.7 Non-Selsmic/ Seismic Interaction (11/l)

All non-seismic Category I piping (or other systems and components) should be ,

isolated from Category I piping. This may be achieved by designing a seismic i
constraint or barrier or by locating the two sufficiently apart to preclude |
any interaction. If-it is impractical to isolate the Category I piping

,

system, the adjacent no.> seismic Category I system should be evaluated to the ;

same criteria as the Category 1. system. The use of other methods should be
submitted to the staff for review and approval before use.

for non-seismic Category I piping systems attached to seismic Category I
piping systout, the dynamic effects of the non-seismic Category I system

,

should be considered in the analysis of the Category I piping. In addition, -

the non-seismic Category 1 piping from the attachment point to the first i

anchor should be evaluated to ensure that, under all loading conditions, it
will not cause a failurr of the seismic Category 1 piping system.

14.1.3.3.3.8 Main Steamline and Bypass Line in the Turbine Building

for the ABWR. plant design, GE proposes to eliminate the main steam isolation
valve leakage control system and to rely on the use of an alternate leakage
path that takes advantage of the large volume and surface area in the main
steam piping, bypass line, and condenser to hold up and plate out the release ,

of fission products following core damage. in this manner, the main steam
piping, bypass line, and condenser will be used to mitigate the consequences
of an accident and will be required to remain functional during and after a
s:fe shutdown earthquake (SSE),

' For this reason, the staff's position is that the main steam piping beyond the i

second outermost isolation valve up to the seismic interface restraint and
_

connecting branch lines up.to the first normally closed valve be classified as
Quality Group B (Safety Class I) and seismic Category 1. The main steamline
from the seismic interface restraint up to but not including the turbine stop-
valve (including branch lines to the first normally-closed valve) should be-
classified as Quality Group B and inspected in accordance with the applicable
portions of ASME Section XI, but may be classified as non-seismic Category I
if it has-been analyzed using a dynamic seismic analysis meL d to' demonstrate.

its structural integrity under SSE loading conditions. However, all pertinent
quality assurance requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR part 50 are applicable
to ensure that the quality of the piping material is commensurate with its
importance to safety.during normal operational, transient, and accident,

conditions. To ensure the integrity of the main steam bypass line from the
_

first valve to the main condenser hot well, although it is not required to be
classified'as safety-related or as Seismic Category 1, the' main steam bypassi

line from the first valve.up to the condenser. inlet anJ the main steam piping
between the turbine stop valve and the turbine inlet should be analyzed using
a dynamic seismic analysis to demonstrate its structural integrity under SSE
loading conditions. This is Confirmatory item 14,1.3.3.3.8-1.

,
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Lastly, the main steam piping and bypass line in the turbine building should )
be protected from the collapse of any non-seismic Category I structure in the '

event of an SSE. As a final confirmatory measure, the staff requires that a |

plant-specific walkdown be performed before operation to assess the potential
failures of non-seismically designed systems, structures, and components
overhead, adjacent to, and attached to the altarnate leakage path (i.e., the
main steam piping, by-pass line, and the main condenser). This walkdown
should be performed es a part of the ITAAC verification of non-seismic / seismic
interaction. This is Confirmatory item 14.1.3.3.3.8-2.

GE has proposed to revise the SSAR to reflect the above staff position. Con-
tingent on the SSAR revision incorporating the staff's position, the staff
finus that the methods of analyses described above to be used to ensure the
structural integrity of the alternate leakage path provides an acceptable
methodology tr ensure the structural integrity-of the main steam piping and
bypass line in the turbine building during and following an SSE.

14.1.3.3.3.9 Buried Piping

in SSAR Sectior. 3.7.3.12, GE outlines criteria that will be used in the
analysis of buried seismic Category I piping systems. These criteria conferm
to the applicable guidelines in SRp Section 3.9.2. However, GE has not,

provided any detailed information on how the criteria are to be applied in the
design of buried piping. Specifically, GE should address, as a minimum,
(1) the maximum bearing loads, (2) the categorization of seismic stresses in
the Code rvaluation, and (3) the allowable stress limits for the piping. This
information must be included in the SSAR. This is Open item 14.1.3.3.3.9-1.

14.1.3.3.3.10 ASME Section !!!, Appendix N

The staff has not endorsed the use of ASME Code, Section III, Appendix N,
which is a non-mandatory appendix that is still evolving and does not cur-
rently agree'with some regulatory positions . Therefore, for the ABWR piping
design, if the methodology in Ap.nendix N is not consistent with regulatory
positions discussed herein, the regulatory positions shall be used.

14.1.3.3.3.11 Conclusio.es

Contingent on GE providing an acceptable revision to its SSAR that addresses
the open and confirmatory items identified above, the staff will conclude that
the analysis methods to be used-for all seismic Category !_ piping systems as
well as non-seismic Category I piping systems that are important to safety are
acceptable. The analysis methods utilize piping > sign practices _that are
commonly used in the industry and provide an adequate margin of safety to
withstand the loadings as.a result of normal operating, transient, and
accident conditions.-

14.1 2.3.4 Piping Modeling

14.1.3.3.4.1 Computer Codes

This section addresses'the computer codes to be used to analyze piping systems .

in the ABWR design. GE included all computer programs it used for static and '

dynamic analyses to determine the structural and functional integrity of
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l Leismic Category 1 and non-seismic Category I items in S$tR Appendix 3D. De-
sign contrrl measures to verify the adequacy of the design of safety-related
components are required by Appendix B to 10 CFR part 50, in SSAR Sec-
tion 3.9.1.2, GE stated that the quality of the programs and the computer
results are conti slied either by CE or by outside computer program developers,'

in addition, the programs are verified by one or more of the roethods recom- jmended in SRp Section 3.9.1.
,

The staff is currently performing an indeper. dent confirmatory pipir.g stress4

analysis of representative piping systems in the A!JWR standard plant. The
purpose of these analyses is to verify the adequacy of the GE computer program .

used to generate the sample piping analyses that were audited by the staff on
March 23-26, 1992, at GE's offices in San Jose, California. The results of
the confirmatory analysis will be included in the FSER. This is Open .

Item 14.1.3.3.4.1-1.
.

14.1.3.3.4.2 Dynamic piping Model

for the dynamic analysis of seismic Category 1 piping, each system is ideal-
ized as a mathematical model consisting of lumped masses connected by clastic
members. The stiffness matrix for the piping system is determined using the
elastic properties of the pipe. This includes the effects of torsional,
bending, shear, and axial deformations as well as change in stiffness as a
result of curved members.

The staf f reviewed the method for selecting the number of masses or degrees of
freedom in the mathematical piping model to determine its dynamic response.
GE's internal documents that were audited by the staff on March 23-26,_1992,
showed pipe and fluid masses are lumped at nodes that are selected to coincide
with the locations of large masses (e.g., valves, pumps, and tanks) and with
locations of significant geometric changes (e.g., pipe elbows, reducers, and
tees). Additional mass points are selected to ensure that the spacing between !

i

any two adjacent pipfng nodes and masses is no greater than an idealized . _ "

value. This value corresponds to the length of a simply supported beam with a
uniformally distributed mass whose undamped natural frequency is equal to the
cutoff frequency. Since this approach in effect would capture all modes up to
the cutoff frequency, the staff finds that the ABWR method for locating mass
points is acceptable. The SSAR should be revised to reflect tiie above
described approach. This is Confirmatory item 14.1.3.3.4.2-1.,

The effect of pipe supports on the piping response shall be considered in the
. analytical model by including its actual stiffness properties, if default or,

generic stiffnesses are used in the piping model, then justification should be|

developed to validate;the s'.iffness values used in the piping model. The
L

ju;tification should inchde verification that the generic values are repre-
sent,.tive of the tynt of pipe supports used in the piping system. This ,

| alterndive an,%ach to use generic stiffness values and its bases should be
submitted to the staff for review and approval before use. This is COL Actioni

Item 14.1.3.3.4.2-1.
.

Additionally, because the amplified response spectra are generally specified
.at discrete-building. node points, any additional flexibility between these t

'
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points and the pipe support (e.g., supplementary steel) also should be ad-;

dressed. The SSAR should be revised to incorporate tne above information.
This is Confirmatory item 14.1.3.3.4.2-2.

In piping terminates at non-rigid equipment (e.g., tanks, pumps, or heat
exchangers), the analytical piping model should consider the flexibility and
mass effects of this equipment. 1he SSAR should be revised to address how the
flexibility and masses of equipment attached to the piping are to be modeled.
This is Confirmatory item 14.1.3.3.4.2-3.

14.1.3.3.4.3 piping Benchmark program

lhe 11RC staff is currently reviewing the adequacy of the GE computer program
used in the representative ABWR piping analyses that were audited by the staff
on March 23-26, 1992, at CE's offices in San Jose, California. The staff is
perf orming an independent confirmatory piping analysis and will compare the (---
results of its analysis with those provided by GE. Contingent on an accept-
able resolution of this confirmatory analysis, the staff will conclude that
the computer program used by GE for the ABWR piping analysis is adequate.
This is Open item 14.1.3.3.4.2-1.

To verify the adequacy of the computer program used by the COL applicant or
licensee to complete the ABWR piping system design and analysos, mathematical
models of representative piping systems in the ABWR standardized plant will be
established by the f1RC staff to be used in a bencnmark program. The mathe-
matical models are based on the dynamic piping .aodel and on the piping stress
analysis criteria described in Section 14.1.3.3.4.2 and Section 14.1.3.3.5,
respectively, of this report. The benchmark program verifies the adequacy of
linear-clastic, dynamic piping analysis methods using the enveloped response
spectrum method, multiple response spectrum method, and time-history method of
analyses.

,

The benchmark program essentially consists of constructing mtthematical models
of the ABl!R feedwater piping system inside containment and a SRV discharge

-line inside the suppression pool wetwell area using the COL applicant's or
licensee's computer program. The piping configuration for the piping models
are described in the piping benchmark program (curr- tly under preparation by
the NRC staff) and include piping dimensions, pipe sizes, materials, vi.lve
weights, support and anchor stiffnesses, and support locations. The piping
input parameters for the benchmark analyses also are specified in the piping
benchmark program and include damping values, loading definitions, and load
combinations.
When the COL applicant's or licensee's dynamic piping analyses are completed,
the results of the analyses shall be compared with the results of the bench-
mark problems m vided in the piping benchmark program. The piping results to
be compared ud evaluated include the system modal frequencies, the maximum
pipe moments, the maximum support loads and equipment reactions, and the
maximum pipe deflections. The acceptance criteria or range of acceptable
values are specified in the piping benchmark program and shall be satisfied.
Any deviations from these values as well as the justification for such
deviations shall be documented and submitted by a COL applicant or l'.censee to
the NRC staff for review and approval before initiating final certified piping
analyses. This is COL Action item 14.1.3.3.4.3-1.
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The benchmark program provides assurance that the computer program used to
complete the ABWR piping design and analyses produces results that are |
consistent with results considered acceptable to the liRC staf f,

14,1.3.3.4.4 Decoupling Criteria

When analyzing piping systems, the size of the mathematical model might exceed
4

the capacity of the computer program if large and small bore piping are i

included. Thus, the small bore branch lines are generally decoupled from the |
large bore main piping. Currently, the SSAR does not provide any criteria for '

the decoupling of the piping systems in the analysis ~ model. However, in a
letter from P. Marriott (GE) to the IJRC dated February 24, 1992, GE provided a
decoupling criteria in a GE document entitled, "ABWR SSAR Main Steam, Feed-
water and SRVDL Piping Systems Design Criteria and Analysis Methods," (draft),
Revision 0, dated february 1992. This document states that if the ratio
hetween pipe diameters of the branch line to main line is less than one-third,
the branch line can be excluded from the piping model of the main line,

if GE plans to use this criteria for all ABWR piping systems, it should i

provide th9 basis for the one-third ratto for staff review. GE also needs to u
define how the mass of fect of the decoupled line is accounted for in the modal ;

of the main line and how the frequency ratio effect (or resonant amplification j
ef the main line) is accounted for in the modeling and analysis of the branch
line. GE should revise its SSAR to include this information. This is Open

,

item 14.1.3.3.4.4-1.

14.1.3.3.4.5 Conclusions 1

Contingent on GE providing an acceptable revision to its SSAh that reflects
the staff's positions as indicated above, the staff will conclude that GE met ;

Appendix B to 10 CfR Part 50 and GDC 1 by submitting information that demon-
strates the applicability and validity of the design methods and computer i

programs used for the design and analysis of seismic Category I piping.
designated as ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 and those not covered by the Code
within the present state-of-the-art limits and by having design control mea-
sures that are acceptable for ensuring the quality-of its computer programs.
Although COL applicants or licensees referencing the ABWR design are not
required to use the GE r.omputer programs, the staff will require that computer
programs used by the COL applicant or licensee to couplete its analyses of the
ABWR piping systems be validated using the piping benchmark program discussed
herein.

14.1.3.3.5 Pipe Stress Analysis Criteria*

14.1.3.3.5.1 Seismic Input (Envelope Vs. Site-Specific Soil Properties)
,

The ABWR standardized plant is designed for an SSE ground motion defined by a,

RG 1.60 response spectrum anchored to a peak ground acceleration of 0.3g.>

Amplified building response spectra are generated for the ABWR star.dard plant
' to account for varying soil properties in the United States by enveloping

14 site conditions. GE has proposed that the COL applicant or licensee use
these enveloping amplified building response spectra provided in the SSAR to
complete the design and analyses of the ABWR pipir; systems.

.
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The staff recognizes that the enveloping amplified building response spectra
for the ABWR plant contain conservatisms that might be excessive for certain

,

specific site conditions. Accordingly, the staff's position is that if the i
SSE response spectrum is defined by a RG 1.60 response spectrum anchored to a
peak ground acceleration of 0.39, the type of soil properties app'licable to
the site may be considered in generating the amplified building response
spectra. The method used to generate the amplified building response spectra
should be consistent with the method described in the SSAR as approved by the
staff. If amplified building response spectra are germrated using site-
dependent properties, then the approach and method used shall be submitted to i

the staff for review and approval as part of the COL application. This is COL
Action item 14.1.3.3.5.1-1.

14.1.3.3.5.2 Design Transients

IIn SSAR Table 3.9-1, GE lists the design transients for five plant operating
conditions and the numba- of either plant operating events or cycles for each
of the design trar % s that will be used in the design and fatigue analyses
of the ASME Code Class 1 piping systems.

The operating conditions are

ASME Service level A - normal conditions*

ASME Service Level B - upset conditions - incidents of moderate*

frequency

ASME Service Level C - emergency conditions - infrequent incidents-

ASME Service Level D - faulted conditions - low-probability postulated*

events

testing conditionsa

However, for a design life, of 60 years, the number of cycles for each tran-
sient should be increased by a factor of 1.5. The SSAR should be revised to
reflect this factor. This is Open item 14.1.3.3.5.2-1.

The. number of events or--cycles resulting from-each of the listed design tran-
sients that are applicable to other Ast!E Code Class piping systems is to be

,

documented by the COL applicant or licensee in its design specification and/or
stress report for each component. 'This is COL Action item 14.'l.3.3.5.2-1.
14.1.3.3.5.3 Loadings and Load Combinations

The staff reviewed the methodology used for load combinations and the selected
values of allowable stress limits. GE provided the design criteria for all
ASME Code, Class 1, 2, and 3 piping and piping supports using the load combi--
nations and stress limits given in SSAR Section 3.9.3.1. GE stated that the
method used-in the combination of dynamic responses of piping loadings shall
be in accordance with NUREG-0484, Revision 1.

The staff reviewed this information and concludes that appropriate combina-
tions of normal,: operating transients, and accident loadings-is specified to:
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|

I

provide a conservative design envelope for the design of piping systems. The i

load combinations are consistent with the guidelines provided in SRP Sec- |
tion 3.9.3 and are acceptable, j

14.1.3.3.5.4 Damping Values

RG 1.61 contains recommended values of damping to be used in the seismic anal-
ysis of structures, systems, and components. In addition, RG 1,84, Revi-
sion 25, conditionally endorses ASME Coda Case N-411-1. The damping values
used by CE are the same as those specified in either RG 1.61 or those speci-

,

fied in ASME Code Case N-411-1 as permitted by RC 1.84, and, therefore, the
staff finds these criteria to be acceptable.

GE proposed to use the damping values specified in ASME Code Case N-411 with '

the independent support motion (ISM) methad of response spectrum analysis.
The staff's position on the application of N-411 damping values to the ISH
method of analysis is that it is acceptable when the ISM method is used in
accordance with the information and recommendations in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of
NUREG-1061, Volume 4, This is Confirmatory Item 14.1.3.3.5.4-1.

The staff's position on the use of N-411 damping values with ASME Code
Case N-420 is that the two code cases may only be used in separatr analyses-
as a further cundition of RG 1.84 because the damping values estNiished

' in Code Case N-411 might not be entirely appropriate for the danging charac-
teristics of the linear energy absorbing supports. Therefore, the two code.

cases are nat to be used in the same analysis. This is Confirmatory ,

Item 14.1.3.3.5.4-2.

14.1.3.3.5.5 Combination of Modal Responses

For the response spectrum-method of analysis, the modal responses are combined
by SRSS method. Closely spaced modes are combined using the criteria of
RG 1.92. GE considers all modes with frequencies below 33 Hz in computing ,

equipment-and component response for scismic loadings. The staff finds that
this method is consistent with the applicable guidelines of SRP Section 3.9.2
and is acceptable.

14.1.3.3.5,6 High-Frequency Modes
'

for seismic analysis, consideration of high-frequency modes to preclude
missing mass effects shall be included. The staff's guidelines for this-are'

provided in SRP Section 3.7.2, Appendix A.

For the analyses of vibratory loads (other than seismic) with significant
high-frecuency input (i.e., 33 to 100 Hz), the staff's positlons are as
follows:

(1) GE should address the methodology for the combination of high-frequency
modal results. The staff's position is that the high-frequency modes
shall be combined using the guidelines provided in RG 1.92. llse of
other combination methods, such as the algabraic modal combination

' method for combining high-frequency moda, will require further justifi-
cation and staff approval before use.
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(2) GE should address non-linear analyses used to account for gaps between
the pipe and its supports 1, hen subjected to vibratory loads with
significant high-frequency. The staff 90sition is that the description
of and justification for such analyses must be submitted to the staff 1

for review and approval before use.

The SSAR should be revised to reflect the above staff positions or if an
alternative method is used, then the details of its basis shall be submitted
to the staff for review and approval before use. This is Confirmatory |
Item 14.1.3.3.5.6-1.

14.1.3.3.5.7 Fatigue Evaluation f or ASME Code Class 1 Piping

ASME Section III requires that the cumulative damage from fatigue be evaluated
for all ASME Code Class 1 piping. The cumulative fatigue usage factor should
take into consideration all cyclic effects caused by the plant operating-
transients listed in SSAR Table 3.0-1. For a 60-year design life, the number
of cycles for each transient listed in Table 3.9-1 shall be multiplied by a
factor of 1.5. However, recent test data indicates that the effects of the

reactor environment could significantly reduce the fatigue resistance of
certain materials. A comparison of the test data with the Code requirements
indicates that the margins in fhe ASME Code fatigue design curves might be
less than originally intended. The staff is currently developing an interim
position-to account for the environmental effects in the fatigue design of the
affected materials that will be available at a later date. This is Open
item 14.1.3.3.5.7-1.

For the ABWR, GE discussed with the staff its tentative procedure that it is
currently using for a foreign boiling water reactor (BWR) plant design. The
information was provided to the staff during an audit held at the GE offices

,

in S n Jose, California, on March 23-26, 1992. The specified material for the
ASME Code Class 1 piping in the ABWR is carbon steel. Using the GE position,
additional fatigue evaluations would not be required when certain conditions
are met, such as when the fluid temperature is below 245.*C, the oxygen
content is below 0.3 ppm, or the tensile stress hold time does not exceed
10 seconds. The exemption rules also extend to piping elbows and tees and
valve bodies when these components are conservatively designed and analyzed
using the stress index method. Thus, only the circumferential girth butt
welds in piping are considered to be critical by GE and are evaluated for
environmental effects. The approach used by GE to account for the environmen-
tal effects on the girth butt welds is to modify the local ieak stress through
(1) the notch factor, (2) the mean stress factor, (3) the environmental
correction factor, and (4) the butt-weld strength reduction factor.
The staff is currently reviewing the approach used by GE for accounting
for the environmental effects on the fatiguo life of the ASME Code Class I
components. The results of the staff's review will be included in the
FSER. GE should include in its SSAR the propcsed approach for accounting
for the environmental effects in its fatigue analyses. -This is Open
item 14.1.3.3.5.7-2.

I

14.1.3.3.5.8_ Fatigue Evaluation of ASME Class 2 and 3 Piping

! In SSAR Section 3.9.3.1, GE states that the design life for. the ABWR is
| 60 years. In response-to a staff request, GE revised SSAR Sections 3.9.3.1
!
|-
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and 3.9.7.2 to require COL applicants or 'tcensees to identify all ASME Code
Class 2, 3, and Quality Group D components that will be subjected to loadings
that could result in thermal or dynamic fatigue and to provide the analyses :
required by ASME Code, Section 111, Subsection NB (ASME Class 1). These,

analyses will include the appropriate operating vibration loads and will
account for the effects of mixing hot and cold fluius. Examples of such
piping components shall include, as a minimum, the SRV discharge piping in the
wetwell airspace, the SRV quencher devices, and the connection of the residual
heat removal / reactor water cleanup piping to the main feedwater piping outside
containment. This is acceptable. This is COL Action item 14.1.3.3.5.841.- :

On the basis of current data, the staff is of the opinion that the margins
built in to the ASME fatigue design curves might not be sufficient to account
for variations in the original fatigue test data because of various environ-
mental effects. Therefore, consistent with the stat f position discussed in
Section 14.3.3.5.7 above, the staff's position for ASME Code Class 2 and 3
piping for which a fatigue analysis is performed is that the environmental
effects shall be considered in the f atigue analysis. This is Open

_ltem 14.1.3.3.5.8-1. >

14.1.3.3.5.9 Thermal Oscillations in Piping Connected to the Reactor Coolant
System

in accordance with NRC Bulletin 88-08. the staff is requesting that licensees
and applicants review systems connected to the reactor coolant system to
determine whether any ;ections of such piping that cannot be isolated can be
subjected to temperature oscillations that could be induced by leaking valves.

In the design of the ABWR emergency core cooling systems, both the residual '

heat removal (RHR) system and high-pressure core flooder (HPCF) have piping
that will be directly connected to the reactor pressure vessel (P.PV). In the,

'

unisolable sections ef RHR piping,-leaking toward the RPV cannot occur because
the pressure will always be higher on the reactor side during normal plant
operation when the upstream pumps are not operating. In the HPCF system
desis,n, the only unisolable ;.iping connected to the RPV will be the section of
pipe between the reactor nozzle ~and the upstream isolation check valve. Cold
water in this system will be upstream of the injection valve (gate valve) that
is'outside the primary containment. The region upstream of the injection
valve will operate at a pressure icwer than teactor. pressere except when the
HPCF safety function is required. Therefore, cold water will not- flow to the
unisolable pipe section and stratification will not be a problem in the HPCF
system.

The staff concludes that the GE adequately a:! dresses the potential problems
described in Bulletin 88-08.

14.1.3.3.5.10 Thermal Stratification

The mal stratification is a phenomenon which can occur in long runs of
horizontal piping when two streams of fluid at different temperatures flow in

-

separate layers without- appreciable mixing, t)nder such stratified flow-
conditions, the top of the pipe may be at a much higher temperature than the
bottom. This thermal gradient produces pipe deflections, support loads,- pipe
bending stresses and local stresses that may not have been accounted for in
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the original piping design. The effects of tHrmal stratification have been
observed in both BWR and PWR feedwater piping es discussed in NRC Information 1

Notice (!N) 84-87-and NRC IN 91-38.

During an audit conducted at GE's offices in San Jose, California, on |

March 23-26, 1992, the staff asked GE to explain and demonstrate how the
thermal stratification phenomenon was considerco in the ABWR piping design.
In response, GE stated that thermal stratification will be considered as a
normal design load in the ASME Code Class 1 stress and fatigue evaluation of
the feedwater piping. The ABWR sample probleh criteria document states that

. )the feedwater line will be analyzed for two thermal stratification load cases:
(1) thermal stratification in the piping at the RPV nozzle and (2) thermal
stratification in the feedwater header piping. The loads will be included in
the piping fatigue analysis and in the evaluations of the head fitting and RPV
nozzles. The temperature differences and locations for the stratification |

|loads were defined in the feedwater piping pressure / temperature cycle dia-
grams. This is COL Action item 14.1.3.3.5.10-1.

The analysis methodology was reviewed and discussed with the cognizant GE
engineers. The staff found the analysis method acceptable with the exception
of an apparent discrepancy in load applicaticn. GE defined the stratified
temperature profile in the pipe cross section as a constant hot temperature in
the top half and cold temperature in the bottom half with a step change in,

temperature at the centerline. However, in the pipe stress analysis, a linear
top-to-bottom temperature profile was applied. The linear temperature profile
provides lower bending moments and stresses than the step change _ profile. GE
was asked to justify the adequacy of the piping analysis load input, in
addition, GE could not readily explain why potential high-cycle fatigue
effects resulting from the: mal striping should not be considered in the-
analysis. The staff asked GE to provide additional justification for their
nethodology including test information to support their thermal stratification >

load definition. GE should provide this information in the SSAR. This is
Open item 14.1.3.3.5.10-1.

Contingent on acceptable resolution of the concerns described above, the staff
will conclude that GE has provided a technical approach to adequately address
the-issue of thermal stratification in the ABWR feedwater piping systems.

,

14.1.3.3.5.11 Safety-Relief Valve Design, Installation, and Testing

SSAR Section 3.9.3.3 contains the design, installation, and. testing criteria
applicable to the mounting of pressure relief devices used for the over-
pressure protection of ASME Code, Class 1, 2, and 3 components. The staff
reviewed this information in accordance with SRP Section 3.9.3, including an
evaluation of the applicable loading combinations and stress criteria. The
review extended to consideration of the means provided to accommodate the
rapidly applied reaction force when a safety valve or relief valve opens and
the transient fluid-induced loads applied to the piping downstream of a safety
valve or relief valve in a closed discharge piping system. The information in
Section 3.9,3,3, SSAR Amendment 3 is acceptable.

,

- In accordance with Action item II.D.1 of NUREG-0737, both pressurized water
reactor and boiling water reactor licensees and applicants are required _to
conduct testing to qualify the reactor coolant system relief and_ safety valves ,
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and associated piping and supports under expected operating conditions for
design-basis transients and accidents. CE's response to litm II.D.1 is
briefly discussed in SSAR Section lA.2.9. This section states that the
safety-rclief valve models that will be used for ABWR plants have been tested
under ABWR steam discharge conditions. It further states that if the ABWR
design should contain any safety-relief '.alves or discharge piping that is not
similar to those that have been tested, the COL applicant will test the valves
in accordance with item 11.D.1. This is acceptable. This is COL Action
item 14.1.3.3.S.11-1.

In pcrforming the hydraulic transient piping analyses associated with the SRV
discharge, GE assumed a minimum rise time of 20 msec. Rise times faster than
this value could result in higher loads than analytically predicted. The
assumed rise time is based on past SRV designs and existing test data. The
COL applicant or licensee must retest the SRVs if it should purchase any SRV

_

or install its SRV piping in a configuration that is not similar to those that
have been tested.

The COL applicant or licensee should confirm that any SRVs or discharge piping
installed in the ABWR standard plant that is not similar to those that have
been tested, will have been tested in accordance with HUREG-0737, item 11.D.1. '

14.1.3.3.S.12 functional Capability

In Note 6 to SSAR lable 3.9-2, CE states that all ASME Code Class 1, 2, and
3 piping systems that are essential for safe shutdown under the postulated

,

events are designed to meet the requirements of GE's topical report
NEDO-21485. The staff approved the topical report in its evaluation dated
July 17, 1980. In no case shall the piping stress exceed the limits desig-
nated for Service level D in the ASME Code, Section 111. The Service level D
limits are 3.0 Sm (not to exceed 2.0 Sy) for ASME Code Class 1 piping and
3.0 Sh (not to exceed 2.0 Sy) for Class 2 and 3 piping. Through dynamic '

testing conducted by the Electric power Research Institute (EPRI), the General
Llectric Company, and the NRC, it has been established that these stress
levels do not result in a loss of piping functional capability. Thus, the
staff finds the methodolegy and stress levels for ensuring the functional
capability of piping systems are acceptable.

14.1.3.3.5.13 Combination of inertial and Seismic Motion Effects

The piping analyses thall consider the effects caused by the relative building
movements at supports and anchors (seismic anchor motion) as well as the
seismic inertial loads. This is necessary when piping is supported at
multiple locations within a single structure or is attached to two separate
structures.

The ef fects of relative displacements at support points shall be evaluated by
imposing the maximum support displacements in the most unfavorable combina-
tion. This can be performed using a static analysis procedure. Relative
displacements of equipment supports (e.g., pumps or tank: shall be included
in the analysis along with the building support movements.
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When required for certain evaluations, such as support design, the responses
due to the inertia effect and relative displacement effect should be combined
by the absolute sum method.

In lieu of the above method, time histories of upport excitations may be
used, in which case both inertial and relative displacement ef fects are
already included. Consideration of these effects and analyses is Open
item 4.1.3.3.5.13-1.

14.1.3.3.6.14 Cutoff frequency for Hydrodynamic Loadings

SSAR Section 3.9.2.2.1 states that the minimum cutoff frequency for dynamic
analysis of suppression pool hydrodynamic loadt is 50 Hz, based on a generic
study using the m',ssing strain energy method for representative BWR equipment
ndec high .'requency input loadings. This cutoff frequency was previously

used ir the hydrodynamic analyses for currently operating BWR plants. Because
the hydrodynamic load methodology used for the ABWR is the same as that used
for the operating BWR plants, the cutoff frequency is acceptable for the ABWR.

14.1.3.3.5.15 OBE as a Design Load

The NRC staff is currently proposing rulemaking to revise Appendix A to 10 CFR
part 100 to decouple the operating basis earthquake (OBE) from the SSE or y

possibly eliminate the OBE from design altogether for advanced light water
reactors. for the ABWR, GE proposed that the OBE be equal to one-third of the
SSE. The staff is currently discussing the details with GE of the necessary
actions that will be required for decoupling or possibly eliminating the OBE
from the design of systems, structures, and components tri the ABWR. The
staf f's evaluation of using a single-earthquake design based on only the safe- *

shutdown earthquake will be addressed in the final FSER. In this report, the
staff's evaluation is based on the OBE remaining in the design basis with the
ABWR plant components evaluated using the maximum OBE ground motion equal to
one-half of the maximum SSE ground motion. This is Open item 14.1.3.3.5.15-1.

14.1.3.3.5.16 Welded Attachments
~

for the analysis of local stresses at welded attachments to piping (e.g.,
lugs, trunnions, or stanchions), GE proposed in its SSAR to use several ASME
code cases. Code Case N-318-3 is acceptable to the staff and is endorsed in
RG 1.84. However, it should be noted that the cooe case is conditionally
approved in RG 1.84 on the basis tid the applicant specify (1) the method of
lug attachment, (2) the piping system isvolved, and (3) the location in the
system where the case is to be applied. The staff finds that for the ASWR ,

design certification, this information is not needed to reach a safety
conclusion and therefore is not required.

Code Cases N-391 and N-392 are endorsed by the staff in RG 1.84 and are
acceptable.

14.1.3.3.5.17 Modal Damping for Composite Structures

The staff reviewed the issue of modal damping for comp"ite structures during
its audit on March 23-26, 1992, at GE's offices in San Jose, California. The
GE SSAR does not describe the application of modal damping for composite
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structures in the analysis of piping systems. However, a review of a GE
internal document entitled. * piping Systems Design Criteria and Analysis
Methods," contained a table of damping values for various types of piping
supports, lhe camping values for the piping supports (e.g., snubbers and
struts) were higher than the damping values tabulated for the piping.

GC indicated that these values were presented because modal damping for
composite structures could be used in a response spectrum analysis as an
option, i f GE plans to use the modal damping for t.omposite structures as an
option for piping analysis, then a description and justification, of the

iaplroach must be provided in the SSAR. This is Open item 14.1.3.3.5.17-1.,

14.1.3.3.5.18 Minimum Temperature for Thermal Analyses

CC has not provided the staff any information that would establish a-minimum
temperature at which an exp.icit piping thermal expansion analysis would be
required. Unless GE provides this information in the SSAR, the staff requires
that thermal analyses will be performed for all temperature conditions above
ambient. This is Open Item 14.1.3.3.5.18-1.

14.1.3.3.5.19 Intersystem LOCA
,

In SECY-90-016 dated January 12, 1990, the NRC staf f discussed the resolutien
of the intersystem LOCA issue for advanced light water reactor plants by
requiring that loepressure piping systems that interf ace with the reactor
cocdant pressure boundary be designed to withstand full reactor coolant system
(RCS) pressure to the extent practicable, for the ABWR, GE has not yet

.

submitted the details of the piping design for the full RCS pressure. This'isopen item 14.1.3.3.5.19-1.

14.1.3.3.5.20 Conclusions '

>

Contingent on GE providing an acceptable revision to its SSAR that addresses;

the lack of informatioa identified above and reflects the staff's positions as
indicated, the staff will conclude that: *,

The design transients and resulting load combinations with appropriate*

specific design and service limits for mechanical components and,

'

supports are acceptable and meet the applicable portions of GDC 1, 2
14, and 15; Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50; Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100; ,

and SRP Section 3.9.1.

GE met GDC-2 with regard to ensuring the design adequacy of all seismic*

-

Category 1 piping systems and their supports to withstand earthquakes by
meeting. the positinns of RGs _1.61 and 1.92 or acceptable alternatives
and by_providing acceptable seismic analysis procedures and criteria-
that are consistent with applicable guidelines in'SRP Section 3.9.2.

GE met GDC 1, 2, and 3 with regard to the criteria to be used for. the*
_

design and installation' of ASME Code, Claa 1, 2, and 3. overpressure-
l relief devices ad GDC 14 and 15 with regard to ensuring that the

reactor coolant pressure boundary design limits for normal _ uperation,
including anticipated operational occurrences, will not be exceeded.
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GE met GDC 2 and 4 with regard to the design and service load combina- Ie

tions and associated stress and deformation limits specified for ASME |

Code, Class 1, 2, and 3 components by ensuring that these systems and
3

components can accommodate the effects of normal operation as well as
postulated events such as LOCAs and the dynamic effects resulting from ;

earthquakes. ;

14.1.3.3.6 pipe Support Criteria
!

14.1.3.3.6.1 Applicable Codes

The staff reviewed the methodology usej in the design of ASME Code Class 1, 2,
and 3 component supports as descrioed in SSAR Sections 3.9.3.4 and 3.9.3.5. -

The staf f also assessed the design and structural integrity of three types of ,

supports: plate and shell, linear, and component standard types. All ASME '

Code Class 1, 2, and 3 component supports for. the ABdR standard plant will be ,

constructed in accordance with ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NF. In ,

addition, GE states in the SSAR that the design is augmented by the applica- 1
'

tion of Code Case N-476, Supplement 89.1, whdch governs the design of single-
angle members. It further states that if eccentric loads or other torsin ul"

loads are not 1ccommodated by designing the load to act through the shear-
center analyses will be performed in accordance with such torsional analysis
methods as " Torsional Analysis of Steel Members," AISC publication 11142/83.

,

Although Code Case N-476 has not been endorsed by the staff in RG-1.84, the
,

staff tlnds that it provides adequate design rules for the single-angle
members. The staff finds that GE's proposed' documents provide sufficient
technical guide'.ines to perform a torsional analysis of steel members and are
acceptable..

The staff finds Subsection NI acceptable for the design of piping supports. -

The staff has not endorsed the ur,e of ANSI /AISC N-690, "Spe,:1fication for the
Design, Fabrication and Erection of Steel Safety-Related Structures for
Nuclear Facilities " in lieu of Subsection:NF (see Section 14.LL3.6.12 of
this report for more information). +

14.1.3.3.6.2 Jurisdictional Boundar.es

in SSAR Section 3.9.3.4, GE committed to define the jurisdictional boundaries - .

'between pipe supports and interface attachment points, such as structural
steel, in accordance with the ASME Code Section 111. Subsection NF, 1989
Edition. The staff's-review of.the jurisdictional boundaries described in the
1989 Edition finds that they are sufficiently defined to ensure a clear

,
-

division between the pipe support arid the str"" ural steel and are acceptable.
.

L 14.1.3.3.6.3 Loads and Load Combinations
i

in SSAR Section 3.9.3.4.1, GE states that the loading combinations for the
-

design of-piping supports correspond to those use:1 for the design of the
L supported pipe. The staff's evaluation of the load combinations for the

,

| supported pipe is' contained in Section 14.1.3,3.5.3 of this report'. The-

i stress limits for pipe supports are in accordance with the ASME Code, Sec-
' tion 111, Subsection NF and Appendix F (1989 Edition). The supports are
generally designed or_ qualified by the load rating method as described in

.NF-3260 or by the stress-limits specified in NF-323'. This is acceptable.-
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14.1.3.3.6.4 pipe Support Baseplate and Anchor Bolt Design

in SSAR Section 3.9.3.4, GE states that concrete anchor bolts that will be
used for pipe support base plates will be designed to the applicable factors
of safety defined in Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) Bulletin 79-02, |

Revision 1. Loading combinations for component supports are discussed in the
section above. The factors of safety for anchor bolts are acceptable.

However, GE has not discussed the use of specific types of aachor bolts to be
used in the ABWR standard plant, for example, under-cut-type anchor bolts
behave in a ductile manner, but the staff's position is tiiat the safety
factors in IE Bulletin 79-02 shall still be applicable unless justifbation
for alternative safety factors is provided. GE has not provided any guide-
lines for use of under-cut-type anchor bolts in the ABWR piping systems.
Therefore, the use of safety factors for anchor bolts other than those
provided in IE Bulletin 79-02 shall be justified by the COL applicant or
licensee and submitted to the staff for review and approval before their use.
This is COL Action item 14.1.3.3.6.4-1. i

irrespective of the type of concrete anchor bolt used for piping supports, the
action item in IE Bulletin 79-02 relative to pipe support baseplate flexi-
bility shall be implemented by the COL applicant or licensee. This is COL '

Action item 14.1.3.3.6.4-2,

14.1.3 3.6.5 Use of Energy Absorbers
'

GE has not provided the specific analysis methods or procedures to be used for
i the ABWR pipe support design. GE should address in tha JSAR the use of

seismic restraints other than snubbers and their modeling assumptions. This
is Open item 14.1.3.3.6-1.:

I

j 14.1.3.3.6.6 Use of Snubbers
,

GE has not provided the specific analysis methods or 3rocedures to be used for'

the f.BWR pipe support design. GE should address in t1e SSAR the types of
snubbers to be used in the ABWR standard plant and it' ir charnceristics.
Inis is Open item 14.1.3.3.6-1.

14.1.3.3.6.7 pipe support Stiffnesses

GE has not provided the specific analysis mcthods or procedures to be used for
the ABWR pipe support design. GE should address in the SSAR, the pipe support,

i stiffness values and support deflection limits used in the piping analyses.
| This is Open item 14.1.3.3.6-1,
!

14.l.3.3.6.8 Seismic Self-Weight Excitation
.

| .

GE.has not provided the: specific analysis methods or procedures to be used for
the ABWR pipe support design. GE should address in the:SSAR, the seismic
excitation of the pipe supports (especially large frame-type structures) in
the design of the pipe support anchorage. This is Open-Item 14.1.3.3.6-1. |

| '

1

i
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14.1.3.3.6.9 Design of Supplementary Steel

l
i-

in SSAR Section 3.9.3.4, GE provides its design critaria for the design of
pipe supports using supplementary steel. Supplementary steel for pipe
supports are designed in accordance with ASME Section 111, Subsection NF. The'

use of Subst.ction NF is standard industry practice and has been proven to
provide adequate design guidelines for the design of structural steel for use
as pipe supports. This is acceptable.

.

14.1.3.3.6.10 Consideration of friction forces
i

CE has not provided the specific analysis methods or procedures to be used for )the ABWR pipe support design. GE should include in the SSAR .he coefficient
of friction to be used for r>nsidering friction forces between the pipe and -

the steel frames. This is Open item 14.1.3.3.6-1. i

14.1.3.3.6.11 Pipe Support Gaps and Clearances
,

GE has not provided the specific analysis methods or procedures to be used for i

the ABWR pipe support design. GE shou!d address the hot and cold gaps-to be ;

used between the pipe and the box-frame-type of support. This is Open
,

item 14.1.3.3.6-1.
. _

14.1.3.3.6.12 Instrumentation Line Support Criteria
,

GE has not provided any information on the design criteria for the structura'l
design of instrumentation line suppo ts. This should be included in the S$AR. *

This is Open item 14.1.3.3.6-1.
!

The industry has taken the position that ANS/AISC N-690 is useful in the
design of ins'rumentation sensing line supports and has recommended that the
industry be allowed to use it. Its use would have the effect of reducing thet

QA recordkeeping requirements and Code stamping required by Section NF of ASME-
Section III. The staff believes that ANS/AISC N-690 alone_is not an accept-
able standard for_ construction of. ASME component supports, ASME Code,

i

Section Ill, Subsection NF, should be used. However, the staff is currently
participating in the ASME effort to incorporate N-690 into Subsection NF.
Subsequent to a staff-endorsed version of NF incorporating N-690, Subsec-
. tion NF will specify the rules acceptable to the staff for construction of
ASME Clas.s supports. When this staff-approved version is available, the COL

.

applicant. seeking its use may submit a request to the staff f- approval on.a
1plant-specific basis. This is COL Action item 14.1.3.3.6.12-1. ,

14.1.3.3.6.13 Pipe Deflection Limits

CE has not-provided the specific analysis methods or procedures to be used for >

the ABWR pipe suppnrt design. GE should include in-the SSAR design criteria- - -

that will ensure that the maximum deflections of the piping at support
locations for static.and dynamic loadings are within an allowable limit to
preclude failure-of the pipe supports ar.d hangers. . This is-Open

.

Item 14.1.3.3.6-1. -
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14.1.3.3.6.14- Conclusions

GE must provide acceptable revisions to the SSAR to address the above issues
and positions, before the staff can find that GE met 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1,
2, and 4 with regard to the design and service load combinations and asso-
ciated stress and deformation limits specified for ASME Code, Class 1, 2, and
3 component supports by ensuring (1) that component supports important to '

safety will be designed to quality standards commensurate with their impor-
.

tance to safety and (2) that these supports will accommodate the effects of I
normal operation as well as postulated events such as LOCAs and the dynamic I
effects resulting from the SSE.

14.1.3.3.7 High-Energy Line-Break Criteria

GDC 4 requires that structures, systems, and components important to safety be
designed to be compatible with and to accommodate the effects of the environ-
mental conditions resulting from normal operations, maintenance, testing, and
postulated accidents, including LOCAs. It also requires that they be ade-
quately protected against dynamic effects (including the effects of missiles, I

pipe whipping, and discharging fluids) that may result from equipment failures j
and from events and conditions outside the nuclear power plant.

In accordance with SRP Section 3.6.2, Revision 2, the staff reviewed GE's
proposed criteria and methodology to postulate pipe breaks and leakage r. racks
and to analyze the effects of breaks in high-energy fluid systems on adjacent <

safety-related structures, systems, or components with regards tn pipe whip i

and jet impingement loadings. The COL applicant or licensee will use these
criteria and methodology to postulate locations of pipe breaks and leakage ;

cracks to ensure adequate protection against the dynamic effects of postulated '

ruptures of piping in the ABWR standard design. This is COL Action
Item 14.1.3.3.7-1.

In addition, the criteria of ANS 58.2, " Design Basis for Protection of Light
Water Nuclear Power Plants Against the Ef fects-of Pipe Rupture," (1988) will
be used for evaluating the. effects of the postulated pipe breaks and leakage
cracks. The staff found that the reference edition of ANSI /ANS-58.2 in SSAR
Section 3.6.2.2.1 was not current and that the criteria in SSAR Sec-
ticn 3.6.2.3.1 for evaluating the effects of fluid jets on essential struc-
tures, systems, and components were not in complete agreement with the
guidelines of SRP Section 3.6.2 and with ANSI /ANS-58.2, 1988 Edition. GE
should revise its SSAR accordingly to ensure that the SSAR is consistent ,

'witn SRP Section 3.6.2 and ANSI //1S-58.2, 1988 Edition. This is Open
Item 14.1.3.3.7-1.

l$.I.3.3.7.1 High-Energy Piping Systems

Pipe whip need only be' considered for those high-energy piping systems having .

fluid reservoirs with sufficient capacity to develop a jet stream. The crite- '

ria for determining high- and moderate-energy lines in SRP Section 3.6.1,
Branch Technical Position (BTP) ASB 3-1, were adequately defined by GE in SSAR
Section 3.6.2.1. All high-energy systems are listed in SSAR Tables 3.6-3 and i
3.6-4.

,
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14.1.3.3.7.2 Pipe Break Criteria Within the Containment Penetration Areas

Breaks are t.ot postulated in the ABWR design for those portions of high-energy
piping between the isolat'on valves outside and inside the containment that 1
are designed to meet ASME Code, Section 111, Article NE-ll20, and the addi- !

tional design guidelines in SRP Section 3.6.2, including BTP MEB 3-1, Revi-
sion 2, June 1987. These guidelines recommend that an augmented inservice
inspection program be implemented for those portions of piping within the,

t:reak-exclusion region. The COL applicant or licensee must perform a
100-percent volumetric examination of circumferential and longitudinal pipe
welds in the break-exclusion region during each inspection interval as
defined in Article IWA-2400, ASME Code, Section XI. This is COL Action
item 14.1.3.3.7.2-1. i

i

14.1.3.3.7.3 Pipe Break Criteria Outside the Containment Penetration Areas ]
,

for ASME Code, Class 1, 2, and 3, and non-ASME seismic Category I high- and |moderate-energy lines that are not in the containment penetration nea, GE i

provides the criteria in SSAR Section 3.6.2 for determining pA"ated rupture '

and crack locations and the methodology used to evaluate the dynamic effects j

of pipe whip, jet thrust, and jet impingement that result from such breaks. i

in SRP Section 3.6.2, the staff guidelines state that if a structure separates
a high-energy line from an essential component, that separating structure
should be designed to withstand the consequences of the pipe break in the
high-energy line which produces the greatest effect at the structure irrespec-
tive of the fact that the pipe rupture criteria in SRP Section 3.6.2 might not
require such a break location to be postulated.

,

for the ABWR, the structures are designed to withstand the dynamic effects of
pipe breaks where the pipe rupture criteria require break locations to be
postulated. In addition, for areas where phy:,1 cal separation of redundanti

trains is not practical, a high-energy line separation analysis (HELSA) will
be performed by the COL applicant or licensee to determine which high-energy
lines meet the spatial separation requirements and which lines require further
protection. For the HELSA evaluation no particular break points are eval-
uated. Breaks are postulated at any point in the piping system and any
structure identified as necessary by the HELSA evaluation are designed fcr '

worst-case loads. This is COL Action item 14.1.3.3.7.3-1.

Using the above HELSA evaluation, the staff finds that an adequate level of i
protection is provided to ensure that the safety-related function of compo-
nents, systems, and equipment will not be adversely impacted by a postulated
high-energy _line break. Plant arrangement provides physical separation to the '

extent prartical and the HELSA evaluation ensures that no more than one
redundant train can be damaged. If damage could occur to more than one .

division of a redundant safety-related system withi_n 30 feet of any high-
energy' piping, other protection devices such as barriers, shields, enclosures,
deflectors, or pipe whip restraints are used. When necessary, the protection
requirement are met through the use of walls, floors, columns, abutments, and
foundations. Thus, the staff finds that the HELSA criteria satisfy the intent
of the SRP 3.6.2 guideline by ensuring that structures are adequately designed

,
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to withstand the consequences of a worst :ase pipe break with no adverse
impact on the safety-related function of systems, components, and equipment

1and are acceptable.

14.1.3.3.7.4 Conclusions
i

Contingent on GE providing an acceptable revision to its SSAR addressing the
above inconsistencies, the staff will conclude that the criteria for postu-
lating pipe rupture and crack locations and the methodology for evaluating the
subsequent dynamic effects resulting from these ruptures comply with SRP Sec-
tion 3.6.2, meet GDC 4 and, therefore, will be acceptable. The staff's
conclusion is based on the following.

The proposed pipe rupture locations will be adequately determined using the
above staff-approved criteria an6 guidelines. The design methods for high-
energy mitigation devices and the measures to deal with the subsequent dynamic
effects of pipe whip and jet impingement have been sufficiently and adequately
defined by GE to provide adequate assurance that upon completion of the high-
energy line break ana1yses by 1he COL. applicant or licensee, the ability of
safety-related structures, systems, and components to perform their safety
functions will not be impaired by the postulated pipe ruptures.

The provisions for protection against the dynamic effects associated with pipe
ruptures of the reactor coolant pressure bsundary inside the containment and
the resulting discharging fluid provides adequate assurance that design-basis
LOCAs will not be aggravated by the sequential failures of safety-related
piping and that the performance of the emergency core cooling system will not -
be aegraded as a result of these dynamic effects. >

The arrangement of piping and restra(nts.and the fimi design considerations
for high- and moderate-energy fluid systems inside and eutside the.contain-
ment, including the reactor coolant pressure boundary, shall be the res)onsi-
bility of the COL applicant or licensee to complete and shall use the a)ove
staff-approved high-energy line break criteria and guidelines to provide the
assurante that the structures, systems, and components imoortant to safety
that are in close proximity to the postulated pipe ruptures will be protected.
This will ensure that the consequences of pipe ruptures will be. adequately
:tigated so that the reactor can be s W shut down and be maintained in a

safe-shutdawn condition in the event of t , astulated rupture of a high- or
moderate-energy piping system inside or outside the containment.

14.1.3.3.8 Leak-Before-Break Criteria

In e letter dated february 3,1992, GE committed to provide in a future
amendment to SSAR Section 3.6.3 and Appendix 3E, a description of the evalua-
tion procedures for an LBB rtethodology. The use of the LBB approach has not.
been pre-approved by the staff in the ABdR design certification phase.
Rather, it is a design option for the COL applicant.to consider in lieu of
performing high energy line break analyses as discussed in Section 14.1.3.3.7
at:ove.

GDC 4 permits the application of the LEB methdology to piping systems. It

states, in part, that " dynamic effects associated with postulated pipe
_

ruptures in nucicar power units may be excluded from the design basis when
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antlyses reviewed and approved by the Commission demonstrate that the proba-,

bility of fluid system piping rupture is extremely low under conditions'

consistent with the design basis for the piping " The analyses referred to in
GDC 4 (ffderal Resisler, Vol. 52, No. 207, October 27, 1987, 41288-41295)4

should be based on specific plant data, such as piping geometry, materials,
piping loads, and pipe support locations. The staff must review the LBB
analyses for specific piping designs before the applicant can exclude the
dynamic eifects from the design basis for the piping system.

The staff finds that COL applicants seeking approval of the leak-before-break
approach for high-energy piping systems in the ABWR standardized plant shall
submit to the NRC staff an LBB plant-specific analysis in accordance with
CDC 4. The staff recognizes that the LBB technology is continually evolvi.,g,
therefore, the staff will review LBB requests for the ABWR plant on a case-by-
case basis using the staff's methodology and acceptance criteria in effect at
the time of the submittal.

14.1.3.3.9 Ceneric Piping Design ITAAC
'

In Section 3.3 of the " Tier 1 Design Certificetion Material for the GE ABWR,"-

dated June 17, 1992, GE provided its ITAAC for piping design. Table 3.3
therein identifies 12 certified design commitments (design elements) for the
ABWR piping design and the corresponding ITAAC.

The staff's evaluation of the 12 certified design commitments and ITAAC is
given in the fo? lowing sections.

14.1.3.3.9.1 Fatigue

GE provided a certified design commitment that the piping will be designed for 3

a Tetique life of 60 years. The COL applicant or licensee will perform a'

fatigue analysis for ASME Code Class 1 piping systems in accordance with the
applicable requirements of ASME Code, Section Ill. Section til rules will be
followed for ASME Code Class 2 and 3 piping, using a stress range reduction
factor of 1.0 for those piping systems expected to experience less than
7000 thermal cycles in their 60-year design life.

The COL applicant or licensee wlP. be required to enture that the fatigue
analysis meets the ASME Code requirements for the 60-year design life through
an inspection of the certified stress report.

The acceptance criteria for the fatigue design of ASME Code Class 1 piping
shall be that the cumulative usage factor is less.than 1.0.

The staff rinue that a fatigue analysis of safety-related piping is a neces -
sary certified design-commitment to ensure the integrity of the reactor-
coolant pressure boundary and the ability of the piping systems- to perform
their safety function for a 60-year design life. The design acceptance
criterion for a cumulative usage factor to be less than -1.0 is-consistent with

, current ASME Code requirements for fatigue evaluation as stated _in Subpara-
graph NB-3222.4. The COL 5pplicant should consider in its fatigue analysis
the environmental effecte as discussed in Section 14.1.3.3.5.7 of this report.
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The inspection to be performed by the COL applicant or licensee ensures that
the ASME Code requirements for fatigue will be satisfied upon completion of
the Code-required stress report. However, an additional certified design
commitment is needed for any ASME Code Class 2 and 3 piping system that is
expected to experience 7000 or more thermal stress cycles in its 60-year
design life. for any such piping, the COL applicant should nse a stress
reduction factor of less than 1.0 as required by Subparagraph NC/ lid-3611.2 of
the ASME Code, Section 111. In additior., if an ASME Code Slass 1 fatigue
evaluation is required for ASME Code Class 2 and 3 piping systems, as dis-
cussed in Section 14.1.3.3.5.8 of this report, a cumulative usage factor of
1.0 should be met and environmental offects should be considered. This is
Open item 14.1.3.3.9.1-1.

Coatingent on GE providing an acceptable revision to the SSAR addressing the
above open item, the staff will conclude that there is reasonable assurance
that the design of the ABWR piping systems will be adequately evaluated for -

fatigue offects.

14.1.3.3.9.2 pipe-Mounted Equipment Allowable loads

GE provided a certified design commitment that the loads imposed by the piping
system on pipe-mounted equipment and attachment interfaces will meet the
vendor allowable loads. The COL applicant must inspect the design documents
and document that the as-designed interf ace loads meet the vendor's specified
allowable loads. This is COL Action item 14.1.3.3.9.2-1.

The staff finds that it is necessary to ensure that the calculated loads
imposed by the piping on the i:luipment nozzles and other attachment interfaces
are within the vendor's recommended allowable values. This verification will
ensure that the equipment and supports will function as intended under normal
operating, transient, and accident conditions.

Based on the above commitments for a COL applicant or licensee to verify that
the calculated piping loads are within the equipment and interface allowable

-

-

loads, the staff concludes that there is reasonable assurance that the ABWR
pipe-mounted equipment and piping attachment interfaces will adequately
satisfy the vendor interface allowable limits to ensure that the equipment can
perform its intended safety functions under normal, operating, transient, and
accident loading conditions. "

14.1.3.3.9.3 Piping Analysis Methods

GE provided a certified design commitment in the ITAAC that would require the
analytical methods and component stress analyses be specified in a certified
design specification. The COL applicant will use a suitable dynamic method or
an equivalent static load method in the analysis of the piping system.

An inspection of the certified design specification and certified stress
report will verify that the piping method used is in compliance with the
regulatory requirements.

The staff position is that the analytical methods to be used to complete the
ABWR piping design shall ensure the pressure integrity, structural integrity,
and the functional capability of the piping system under normal operating and
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accident loading conditions and shall use a suitable dynamic analysis or an
equivalent static analysis method at approved by the staff. The analysis
methods approved by the staff for the ABWR piping design are discussed in
Section 14.1.3.3.3 of thh report. The key analysis input parameters approved
by the staff for the ABWR piping analysis are discussed in Section 14.1.3.3.5
of this report.

Based on the above enmmitments for a COL applicant or licensee to verify that J

the ABWR piping analyses used the above staff-approved analysis methods and |input parameters, the staff concludes that there is reasonable assurance that '

the ABWR analysis methods are adequate to ensure the pressure integrity,
structural integrity, and functional capability of the piping.

14.1.3.3.9.4 High-Energy Line Break Analysis
.

GE provided a certified design commitment that would require an analysis
demonstrating that safety-related systems, components, and structures are
protected gainst the dynamic effects associated with the postulated rupture
of high-energy piping sy;tems.

The COL licensee will perform an inspection of a pipe rupture analysis report
or an LBB analysis report to verify that tha safety of the plant will not be
adversely affected by the dynamic effects resulting from the postulated pipe
breaks. For those impacted components needed to safely shutdown the plant,
the ASME Code requirements for faulted plant conditior.s and sparability limits
shall be met, pipe rupture mitigation devices (e.g., pipe whip restraints and
jet impingement shields) shall be used to restrain the whipping pipe and
deflect the blowdown loads.

The staff position is that a aipe rupture analysis shall be completed by the
COL licensee to demonstrate t1at safety-related systems, structures, and #

components will be protected against the dynamic effects of a postulated pipe
break using the methods described in Section 14.1.3.3.7 of this report. As an
alternative, the COL licensee may submit a request for staff approval to
eliminate breaks using an LBB approach as discussed in Section 14.1.3.3.8 of
this report.

Based on the above commitments for a COL applicant or licensee to verify that
the high-energy line break analysis used the staft-approved analysis methods
discussed above, the staff concludes that there is reasonable assurance that
the safety-related systems, structures, and components in the ABWR will be
adequately protected against the dynamic effects of postulated high-energy
line breaks.

14.1,3,3.9.5 Functional Capability

GE identified a certified design commitment that all ASME Code Class 1, 2, and-
3 piping systems essential for the safe shutdown of the plant shall be
designed to-ensure that they will maintain sufficient dimensional stability to
perform their required function under all loading conditions. . In Sec- >

tion 14.1.3.3.5.12 of this report, the staff evaluated the stress limits
proposed by GE to ensure the functional capability of safety-related piping -
systems. In no case shall the piping stress exceed the primary stress limits
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designated for Service Level D in the ASME Code, Section 111. The Service
Level D limits are 3.0 Sm (not to exceed 2.0 Sy) for ASME Code Class 1 piping
and 3.0 Sh (not to exceed 2.0 Sy) for Class 2 and 3 piping.

An inspection of the certified stress report by the COL applicant or licensee
will be conducted in conjunction with 11AAC to assure t< t the functional
capability limits have been satisfied.

The staff finds that the limits specified by GE to ensure functional capabi-'

'ity of piping as discussed in Section 14.1.3.3.5.12 of this safety evaluation
. port (SER) are acceptable. The use of Service Level D limits (not to exceed

2.0 Sy) are consistent with the staf f recc mendations based on high-level
dynamic tests sponsorea by the EPRI and the NRC staff.

Based on the above commitments for a COL applicant or licensee to verify that
the piping stresses in the certified stress report satisfy the design accept-
ante critoria discussed above, the staff concludes that there is reasonable
assurance that the piping will be capable of performing its safety t' unction
under all normal operating, transient, and accident conditinns.

14.1.3.3.9.6 Analytical Modeling of Piping

GE identified a certified design commitment to verify the piping analysis
model for the computer code to be u*ed by the COL licensee to complete its
piping stress analyses. The piping analvsis model must address the key
parameters needed to ensure adequate static ano -unamic characteristics of the
piping system. The key parameters for the piping model are discussed in
Section 14.1.3.3.4.2 of this report. The computer program and the modeling
techniques shall be evaluated using the NRC benchmark program discussed in
Section 14.1.3.3.4.3 of this report.

The COL applicant or licensee will verify the sufficiency of the computer code
and modeling techniques in conjunction with the ITAAC.

Based on the above commitments for a COL applicant or licensee to verify that
the piping benchmark results are within the acceptable range of values
specified in the benchmark program, the staff concludes that there is reason-
able assurance that the computer code and analytical niodeling techniques to be
used to complete the ABWR piping design and analyses are adequate.

14.1.3.3.9.7 ASME Code Stamp

GE identified a certified design commitment that the ABWR piping, its appurte-
nances, and its supports shall sati;,fy the ASME Cofe class, seismic category,
and quality group requirements commensurate with their classification. The
COL applicant will compare the ASME Code-required design documents and
installed components to verify the completion of a c::rtified stress report and
related Code-required documents and that the installed component has received
an appropriate ASME Code stamp.

Based on the above commitments for a COL applicant or licensee to verify the
existence of Code-required documents and Code stamp, the staff concludes there
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I

!
is reasonable assurance that the piping and its subcomponents will be ade- |

quately designed, fabricated, and examined in accordance with the applicable i

ASME Code requirements. !

14.1.3.3.9.8 Fracture Toughness
l

GE provided a certified design commitment that the piping systems made of
ferritic material shall not be susceptible to brittle fracture. Only intrin-
sically tough grades of ferritic materials shall be used. The COL applic at
or licensee will perform fracture toughness tests in accordance with the
requirements of 11e ASME Code, Section Ill.

|

Based on the above commitments for a COL applicant or licensee to verify that
ferritic materials satisfy the requirements of ASME Section 111, the staff

'' concludes that there is reasonable assurance that the material for piping
systems will be adequately specified to preclude brittle fracture under
pressure loadings for the expected service conditions.

14.1.3.3.9.9 Cracking in Stainless Steel Piping

GE provided a certified design commitment that the fabrication process for
piping systems made of austenitic stainless steel will be selected to minimize
the possibility of cracking during their 60-year design life. Special
chemical, fabrication, handling, welding, and examination requirements will be
atisfied to minimize the potential for cracking. The COL applicant or
iicensee will inspect the ASME Code-required docutents and other related
records to verify that these requircments have been satisfied.

The staff position is that the guidelines in NUREG-0313, Revision 2, should be
followed.

Based on the above commitments for a COL applicant or licensee to verify that
the material and processes satisfy the ASME Code and special requirements, the
staff concludes that there is reasonable assurance that the austenitic
stainless steel piping systems will be adequately fabricated to minimize the
potential for cracking during service.

14.1.3.3.9.10 As-Built Piping Verification

GE identified a certified design commitment that the as-built piping system
shall be consistent with the as-designed piping. The COL licensee will
perform an inspection to verliy the pipe ? outing configurations, as well as
the location. . size, and orientation of piping supports, valves, and equipment,
and to identify deviations from the as-designed condition. The piping
configuration and component location, size, and orientation will be within the
specified tolerances. Deviations (outside the tolerances) will be evaluated
to ensure that the' vendor-allowable loads and ASME Section III stress limits -
are satisfied.-

The staff position on the tolerances to be used for the reconciliation of the
as-built installation of piping systems is that the EPRI report, " Guidelines
for Piping System Reconciliation (NCIG-05, Revision 1)," NP-5639 dated

,

Hay 1988, shall be followed. The staff's acceptance of this approach is'

documented in a letter from G. Arlotto (NRC) to W. Weber (Nuclear Construction;

!
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:ssues Group) dated February 3, 1988. The staff's endorsement of the EPRI
report is subject to the restriction that (1) the acceptable as-buut piping
tolerances not be increased beyond those stated in NN 5639 and (2) they be
limited to the piping systems analyzed using linear 41astic methods and
qualif ted on the basis of the staff-approved design criteria specified in this
safety evaluation report.

Based on the above commitments for a C0L applicant or '.icensee to verify that
the installation tolerances have been satisfied and that all deviations have
been reconciled using the staff-approved methods and design acceptance
c-iteria discussed in this report, the staff cencludes that there is reason-
able assurance that the ABWR piping systems will be constructed in accordance
with the design documents.

14.1.3.3.9.11 Pressure Integrity

GE identified a certified design commitment that the ASME Code Class 1, 2, and
3 piping will retain its pressure integrity for its 60-year design life. The
piping systems will be designed to the requirements of ASME Section Ill, as
discussed in Section 14.1.3.3.2.1 of this repe.rt.

'The COL applicant or licensee will inspect the ASME Code-required d" ments to
verify that ASME Section 111 requirements have been satisfied for Code
Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems. The COL applicant or licensee t erforme
hydrostatic pressure tests of the ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 piping in ccordance
with the ASME Code requirements. In addition, the COL applicant or licensee
will inspect the design specifications to ensure that the low-pressure piping
systems that interface with the reactor coolant system pressure are adequately
designed to withstand full RCS pressure in the event of an intersystem LOCA as
discussed in Section 14.1.3.3 L.19 of this SER.

Based on the above commitgan.s for a COL applicant or licensee to verify the
inspections and tests, the staff concludes that the ASME Code Class 1, 2, and
3 piping systems will be designed, constructed, and tested to ci.sure their

_

nressure integri+y in service under normit operating, testing, transient, and
accident conditions.

14.1.3.3.9.12 Interferences

GE identid ad a certified design commitment that piping will be designed with
;dequate dearances to preelede interferences with nearby systems, structures,
tnd components resulting from piping displacements.

The COL applicant or licensee will inspect to verify that the maximum calcu-
lated pipe deflections under narmal operating, transient, and accident
conditions do not exceed the minimum specified clearances between the piping
and nearby systems, structures, and components. Alternatively, a field
inspection will be performed to verify that the maximum calculated pipe
deflectior. will nnt impact nearby systems, structures, and components.

B: sed on the above commitments for a Ch applicant or 'icensee to verify that
maximum calculated pipe deflections are within the min; mum specified clear-
mces or do not impact nearby systems, structures, or components, the staff
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- concludes that there is reasonable' assurance that the piping deflections under
normal operating, transient, and accident conditions will not cause inter-
ferences with nearby systems, structures, and components. '

14.1.3.3.9.13 Conclusions

GE should revise Tier 1 design certification material for piping design to
ensure that all its certified design commitments in Table . 3 are included in -

the design description. This is Open item 14.1.3.3.9.13-1.
,

Contingent upon CE resolving the issues discus;ed in '- report, the staff
will conclude that the ABWR application incorporates the laff's approved
piping design criteria and analysis methods for ener that the piping.y

systems will be adequately desis md ill perfo' . tneer safety-related
functions for all postulated combinacions of normal operating, operating
transient, and accident conditions, and will meet 10 CFR 52.47(a)(vi).

14.1.3.3.10 Overall Conclusions

Contingent on GE supplementing its SSAR with the requested information and
staff positions dircussed above, the staff will conclude that the applicant
has satisfied 10 CFR 52.47 by providing sufficient information to reach a
final safety conclusion on all safety questions associated with the AP/R
piping design. The staff further concludes that GE has satisfied the applica-
ble cequirements of 10 CFR Parts 50, 52, and 100 by providing reasonable
assurance that the piping systems will be designed and built in accordance
with the certified design and will perform their. safety-related functions
under all postulated combinations of normal operating conditions, system-
operating transients, postulated pipe breaks, and seismic events. The staff's
conclusion is based on GE's commitments to pre-approved piping analysis
methodology as a part of the design acceptance criteria which must be-used by
the COL applicant or licensee to complete the design and analyses of the ABWR

. piping systems. The implementation of these pre-approved methods cnd satis-
faction of the acceptance criteria will be verified through the perfcraance of
the ITAAC by the licensee to ensure that the final as-built piping stress
analyses and high energy line break analyses as well as the as-coi 'ected-
piping systems are in accordance with the certified design commitne ..s.

14.1.3.4 Safety Syster .ogic and Control

Refer to discussion in Section 14.1.3.2 of this report.

14.1.3.5 Software development

Refer to discuss 1;n in Section 14.1.3.2 of chis report.

14.1.3.6 Human Factors Engineering

The DAC for the control room design (human factors) area provided in the -
Tier 1 design certification material ers evaluated in the staff's DFSER for
Chapter 18 of the SSAR, " Human Factors," and a Human Factors Engineering (HFE)
Program Review Model: developed by the staff. GE did not develop a final-
control room design before design certification because this is an area of-
rapidly changing technology. Therefore, complete detailed humar.-system

,
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interface '(HSI) design information was not available for staff review._ The *

staff's- certification review in the contiel room design area was based on a
design and ' implementation process plan. The implementation of the process-and
the design will be the responsibility of the COL applicant or licensee.

,

The staff developed the HFE Program Review Model to serve as a technical basis
for the review of the design process and DAC proposed by GE for certification
of the ABWR control room and remote shutdown station design. The HFE Program

-Review Model is (1) based upon currently accepted HFE practices, (2) well-
defined, and (3) validated through experience with the development of complex,
high-reliability systems in other industrial and military applications. The
review model identifies the important HFE elements in a system development, '

design, and evaluation process that are necessary and sufficient requisites to '

successful integration of human factors in complex systems. The review model
also identifies aspects of each HFE element that are key to a safety review,
and describes acceptance criteria by which the HFE elements can be evaluated
at the designated conformance review points.

Table 18.3 of Chapter 18 of this report has been prepared by the staff to
depict the five conformance review points for the control room design (human
factors) DAC. General acceptance criteria are specified in the Tier 1 DAC-
material for each of the eight program elements shown at the review points in
the appendix, along with specific criteria for submittal of several licensee
technical reports. The general criteria are derived from accepted !!FE prac-
tices. The Tier 2 SSAR material cono ins more detailed guidelines and applic-
able guidance documents for the deve > ment of the material for each of the
eignt program elements, and discusses the relationship of each element to the
Tier 1 material. Any Tier 2 SSAR material changes that affect the staff's
positions as described in the FSER, must be submitted to the NRC for review

; prior to implementation,

j 14.1.3.7 Radiation Protection

The DAC for radiation protection and airborne concentration provided in the
Tier 1 design certification material are evaluated in the staff's DFSER for,

Chapter 12 " Radiation Protection." GE cannot provide the complete design
information in this design area before d9 sign certification because the radia-
tion shielding design and the calculated airborne concentrations are dependent
upon as-built, as-procured information. Se generic ITAAC in the Tier-1>

'

information address the verification of the pbnt radiation shielding design
and the plant airborne c_oncentrations of radicr f ve materials (e.g., the
ventilation system and airborne monitoring syst.x designs). =

14.1.3.8 Reliability Assurance Program

The staff's evaluation of the generic ITAAC for the reliability assurance
prcgram will be provided in the- FSER. This is q en Item 14.1.3.8-1.j

14.1.3.9 Welding
'

The staff is currently reviewing Section 3.9, " Welding," of " Tier 1 Design
Certification Material for the GE ABWR." This is Open Item 14.1.3.9-1.

,

|
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14.1.4 Evaluation of Tier 1 Interface Requirements

The -information provided in the Tier 1 design certification material is under
staff. review, and will be provided in the FSER. This is C,en Item 14.1.4-1.

14.1.5 Evaluation of Tier 1 Site Parameters

The information provided in the Tier 1 design certification material is under
staf f review, and will be provided in the FSER. This is Open item 14.1.5-1.

14.2 Initial Plant Test Procrams

1NTRODUCT104

Chapter 14, Section 14.2 of the ABWR SSAR describes the plant initial test
program (ITP) for the ABWR. The GE ABWR ITP consists of a series of tests
categorized as construction, preoperational, or initial startup tests. The
construction acceptance tests determine installation and functional operabi-
lity of equipment. Preoperational tests are those tests normally conducted
prior to fuel loading to demonstrate the capability of plant systems to meet
performance requirements. Initial startup tests begin with fuel loading and
demonstrate the capability of the integrated plant to meet perfurmance
requirements. This report documents the staff's evaluation of the SE ABWR
ITP, including the GE responses (dated March 11, 1992) to the resolution of
issues related to the ABWR DSER SECY-91-355 with associated markups obtained
after the March 11, 1992 letter.

The staff performs reviews of plant initial test programs in accordance with
Section 14.2, of NUREG-0800, the SRP. The staff reviews eight areas relating
to initial plant test programs, described in Chapter 14 of the SSAR, submitted

u by GE as part of its design certification application. These areas of review
'

are: (1) Summary of the Test Program and Objectives; (2) Test Procedures;
(3) Test Programs' t.onformance with RGs; (4) Utilization of Reactor Operating
and Testing Experiences in the Development of the Test Program; (5) Trial Use
of Plut Operating and Emergency Procedures; (6) Initial Fuel Loading and
Initial Criticality; (7) Test Program Schedule and Sequence-and; (8) Individ-
ual Test Descriptions. The acceptaice criteria used by the staff for this
review are contained in SRP Section 14.2, Subsection 11.

BACKGROUND

A meeting was held with GE, on May 7,1991, in order to-discuss a list of
questions, comments, and errata information generated by the staff's initial
review of the SSAR and GEs potential responses to these items. Subsequently a
draft SSAR amendment was submitted by GE via letter dated May 20, 1991 from
R. C. Mitchell (GE) to C, L. Miller (NRC) in response to these items.

The DSER, dated November 5, 1991, consisting of acceptable and open items was
subsequently forwarded to GE for ti.s use in further revising its SSAR. GE
formally amt.ded ' Chapter 14 of the SSAR in October 1991 and subsequently
submitted a response to the DSER open items via-letter dated March 11, 1992
from R. C. Mitchell (GE) to R. C. Pierson (NRC) with associated markups
obtainrd after the March 11, 1992 letter.
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The staff has reviewed General Electric's _ Chapter 14.2 " Specific Information
to be included in Final Safety Analysis Reports" submittal for the GE ABWR-
standard plant design through Amendment 20,'in accordance with SRP Sec-
tion 14.2. The staff has concluded-that, although the described p;ogram is
generally comprehensive and_ covers most areas of_ the staff's concerns, the
initial test program (ITP) described does not provide sufficient detail with
respect to all systems and test descriptions to enable the staff to determine
the adequacy of GE's commitments and tests described. .

Staff has reviewed the GE ABWR ITP in accordance with SRP Section 14.2. This
evaluation includes information included in st aff requests for additional

,

information (RAls) following its earlier review, GE's response to the RAls in
the staff's letter of May 20, 1991, and the staff's findings regarding each-
response. The staff also evaluated GE's responses to DSER open-items as
contained in its letter of March 11, 1992. This evaluation also includes all'
other information supplied to the staff as docketed markups to the SSAR before
June 2, 1992. This evaluation for the ABWR includes open items, confirmatory
items, and resolution of those sections of the SSAR that the staff initially
found to need modification or additional information. Once GE-has modified
individual test abstracts in response to the staff's findings, the staff will-
re-evaluate Chaptar 14, including the open and confirmatory items, and include
the results in the FSER.

14.2.1 Summary of Test Program and Objectives

As stated in SSAR Section 14.21, the objectives of the initial test program
will be to

ensure that construction is completed and acceptable*

demonstrate the caoability of structures, components, and systems toa

meet performance requirements

- effect fuel loading in a safe manner*

demonstrate, where practical, that the plant-is capable of withstanding*

anticipated transients and postulated accidents

evaluate and demonstrate, to the extent possible, that plant operating-

procedures provide assurance that the operating group is knowledgeable
about the plant and procedures and fully _ prepared to operate the
facility in a safe manner

bring the plant to rated capacity and sustaineo power operationa

14.2.1.1 Construction Test Objectives

SSAR Section 14.2.1.1 states that anstruction tests will be performed te
demonstrate that components and systems are correctly installed and opera-
tional. These tests will include, but will nct be timited to, flushing and
cleaning, hydrostatic testing, initial c;libration of instrumentation, checks
of electrical wiring and equipment, valve testing,- a1 initial energization
and operation of equipment and systems. Completion of this phase will ensure
that systems are ready for preoperaticnal testing.
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14.2.1.2 Preoperational Test Objectives

SSAR Section 14.2.1.2 states that preoperational tests will be conducted-
before fuel loading to verify that plant systems are capable of operating in a
safe and efficient manner compatible with the system design bases. The
general objectives of the preoperational test phase will be to:

ersure that design specification and test acceptance criteria are_ met+

provide documentation of the performance and safety of equipment and*

systems

provide baseline test and operating data on equipment and systems for*

future referencc-

run-in new equipment for a sufficient period so that any design,*

manufacturing, or installation defects can be detected and corrected

ensure that plant systems operate together on an integrated basis to the=

extent possible

give maximum opportunity to the perman.nt plant operating staff toa

obtain practical experier.ce in the operation and maintenance of equip-
ment and systems

help demonstrate safe and efficient system operating and surveillancea

testing procedures to the extent possible

demonstrate that systems and safety equipment are operational and that.

t it is possible to proceed to fuel loading and to the startup phase

14.2.1.3 Startup Test Objectives

SSAR Section 14.2.1.3 states that after the preoperational test phase has been
completed, the startup phase will begin with fuel loading and extend to com-
mercial operation. The tests conducted during the startup phase consist of
major and minor plant-transients, steady-state tests, and process control-
system tests. These tests will be directed toward demonstrating correct
performance of the nuclear boiler and the various plant syctems while at power
and the validation of analytical models used in the design.

The general objectives of the startup phase will be to

achieve an orderly and safe initial core loading=

accomplish all testing and measurements necessary to ensure that the i*

approach to initial criticality and subsequent power ascension is; safe -
and orderly -

conduct low-power physics asts sufficient to ensure that test accept-=

ance criteria have been met

conduct initial heatup and hot functional testing so.that hot integrateda

operation _of all systems is shown to meet test acceptance criteria
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conduct an orderly.and safe power ascension program, with requisite '.

physics and systems testing, to ensure that integrated plant operatione
at power meets test acceptance criteria

-_ demonstrate, to the extent possible, the adequacy of various component,+

system, and plant procedures

conduct a successful warranty demonstrationa

14.2.1.4 Conclusion

The staff finds the objectives for the initial test program meet the accept-
ance criteria in SRP Section 14.2 and are acceptable.

14.2.2 Organization and Staffing

14.2.2.1 Normal Plant Staff

SSAR Section 14.2.2.1 states that the normal plant- staff responsibilities,
authorities, and qualification are given in SSAR Chaoter 13. This statement
is incorrect, since SSAR Chapter 13 indicates that such information is out of -

scope of the ABWR. This is Confirmatory item 14.2.2.1-1.

14.2.2.2 Startup Group

SSAR Sectior.14.2.2.2 states that the startup group will.be an ad hoc organi-
zation created to ensure that the initial test program is conducted in an
efficient, safe, and _ timely manner. The startup group will be responsible for
planning, executing. and documenting all startup and testing activities that
occur between the completion of the construction phase and commencement of -
commercial operation of the plant. Upon-completion of the startup program,

- the startup group will be dissolved and the: normal plant staff will- assurr.e--

complete responsibility for the plant. The normal plant staff will be
. included in as many aspects of the test programs as is practicable, consider-
ing their normal duties -in the operation and maintenance of the plant.

14.2.2.3 General Electric Company

SSAR Section 14.2.2.3 states that (GE) will-be the supplier of the _BWR nuclear
steam supply system and responsible-for generic and specific BWR designs.
During the construction and testing phases-of the plant ' cycle, GE personnel
will be on' site to 9ffer consultation and technical direction with regard-to
GE-supplied systems and equipment.

14.2.2.4 .0thers

SSAR Section 14.2.2.4 states that other concerned parties outside the plant
staff erganization, such as the architect-engineer, the constructor, the ;
turbine-generator supplier, and vendors of other equipment, will be involved-

!
-

in the' testing program to various degrees. R
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14.2.2.5 Interrelationships and Interfaces

SSAR Section 14.2.2.5 states that the effective coordination betw3en the
various site organizations involved in the test program wi'll be achieved
throuoh the startup coordinating group (SCG) that wil', be composed of repre-
sentatives of the plant owner / operator, GE, and others. The duties of the SCG
will be to review and approve project testing schedules and to effect timely
changes to constructior, or testing in order to facilitate execution of the
preoperational and initial startup test programs.

14.2.2.6 Conclusion

The staff finds the organization and staffing plan meets the acceptance
criteria in SRP Section 14.2 and is acceptable.

14.2.3 Test Procedures
--

SSAR Section 14.2.3 states that testing during all phases or the initiai test-

1program will be conducted using detailed, step-by-step written procedures to
control the conduct of each test. Such test procedures will specify testing
prerequisites, describe desired initial conditions, include appropriate
methods to direct and control test performance (including the sequencing of
testing), specify acceptance criteria by which the test will be evaluated, and
provide for or specify the format by which data or observations will be
recorded. The procedures will be developed and reviewed by personnal with
appropriate technical backgrounds and experience. This will include partici-
pation of principal design organizations in the establishment of test perfor-
mance requirements and acceptance criteria. GE will provide the COL applicant
with scoping documents (i.e., preoperatior,al and startup test specifications)
containing testing objectives and acceptance criteria applicable to its scope
of design responsibility. Such documents also will include, as appropriate,
delineation of specific plant operational conditions at which tests will be
conducted, testing methodologies to be used, specific data to be collected,
and acceptable data reduction techniques as well as any reconciliation methods
needed to account for test. conditions, methods, or results if testing i'

-

.

performed at ennditions other than representative design operating conditions.
Available inioin.ation on operating and testing experiences of operating power
reactors will be factored into test procedures as appropriate.

The staff finds that the content, development, and review of test procedures
meet the criteria in SRP Section 14.2 and are acceptable. However, a COL
ap,ilicant will need to provide the following for staff review:

the scoping documents (i.e., preoperational and startup test specifica-*

tions) containing testing objectives and acceptance criteria applicable
to its scope of design responsibility. This is COL Action Item
14.2.3-1.

the startup administrative manual (procedures) and any other documents=

which delineate plant operational conditions at which tests are to be
conducted, testing methodologies to be utilized, specific data to be
collected, and acceptable data reduction techniques to be reviewed by
the staff at the time of combined operating license. This is COL Action
Item 14.2,3-2.
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any reconciliation methods needed to account for test conditions,+

method:. or results if testing is performed at conditions other than
representative design operating conditions. This is COL Action item
14.2.3-3.

the approved preoperational and startup test procedures approximately+

60 days before their intended use. This is COL Action item 14.2.3-4.

These are COL action items.

14.2.4 Conduct o' Test Program

SSAR Section 34.2.4 states that the initial test p:wgram will be conducted by
the startup group in accordance with the startup administrative manual. This
manual will contain the administrative procedures and requirements that govern
the activities of the startup group and their interfaces with other organiza-
tions. The startup administrative manual will receive the same level of
review and approval as do other plant administrative- procedures. It will
define the specific format and content of preoperational and startup test
procedures as well as the review and approval process for both initial pro-
cedures and subsequent revisions or changes. The startup manual also will
specify the process for review and approval of test results and for resolution
of failures to meet acceptance criteria ar.d of other operational problems or
design deficiencies. It will describe the various phases of the initial test
program and establish the requirements for progressing from one phase to the
next as well as those for moving beyond selected hold pints or milestones
within a given phase. It will also describe the controls in place that will
ensure the as-tested status of each system is known and track modifications,
including retest requirements,-deemed necessary for systems undergoing or
already having completed specified testing. Additionally, the startup manual
will delineate the qualifications and responsibilities of the different posi-
tions within the startup group.

Staff Evaluation of-OSER Items

In the DSER, the staff determined.that GE should specify whose approval must
be obtained before increasing power to the next higher test plateau. (This
was incorrectly identified as an interface requirement in Section 14.2.5). GE
indicated that such speci'ics will be a function of the plant owner /
operator's unique organizational structure and detailed plant administrative
procedures and thus left to the COL-applicant. GE revised SSAR Sec-
tion 14.2.13 to reflect that the COL applicant shoulo specify whose approval
is needed to proceed to the next testing plateau. This is acceptable.

The staff finds the conduct of test program meets the acceptance criteria in
SRP Section 14.2 and-is acceptable. however, a COL applicant will need to
provide a startup administrative manual (procedures) and any other documents
that delineate the conduct of the test program to be reviewed by the staff.at
time of combined operating license. This is COL Action Item 14.2.4-1.

14.2.5__ Review, Evaluation, and Approval of Test Results

SSAR Section 14.2.5 states that individual test results will be evaluated and
reviewed by cognizant members of the startup group. Test exceptions or '
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:

acceptance' criteria violations will be communicated to the affected and |
responsible organizations who will help resolve the issues by suggesting I

corrective actions, design modifications, and retests. GE and others outside
3the plant staff organization, as appropriate, will have the opportunity to i

review the results for _conformance to predictions and _ exceptions. Test !
results, including final resolutions, then will be reviewed and approved by |designated startup group supervisory personnel. !

|

Staff Evaluation of DSER Items = I

In the DSER, the staff determined that GE should specify whose approval must
be obtained before increasing power to the next higher test plateau. GE
indicated that such specifics will be a function of the plant owner / operator's
unique organizational structure and detailed plant administrative procedures '

and are thus will be lef t to the COL applicant.. GE revised SSAR Sec-
tion 14.2.13 to reflect that +he COL applicant should specify whose the
approval is needed to proceed to the next testirg plateau.- This item is
acceptable.

The staff finds the process for review, evaluation, and approval of test
results meets the acceptance criteria described in SRP Section 14.2 and is
acceptable. However, a COL applicant will need to provide a startup adminis-
trative manual (procedures) and any other documents that delineate the review,
evaluation, and approval of test results for staff review. This is COL Action
Item 14.2.5-1.

14.2.6 Test Records

SSAR Section 14.2.6 states that the initial test program results will be <

compiled and traintained a: cording to the startup manual, plant administrative
procedures, and applicable regulatory requirements. Test records that
demonstrate the adequacy of safety-related components, systems, and structures
will be retained for-the life of the plant. Retention periods for other test

i records will be based on consideration of their usefulness in documenting
initial plant performance characteristics.

LThe staff finds the test records compilation, maintenance, and retention
program meets the acceptance criteria in SRP Section 14.2 and is acceptable.

14.2.7- Conformance of Test Program With Regulatory Guides

SSAR Section 14.2.7 lists the NRC regulatory guides that- will be used in the
development of the initial test program and states that the applicable tests

- will comply with these guides. The applicable revisions to these regulatory
. guides are listed in SSAR Table 1.8-20.

In the DSER, the staff determined that GE needed to add additional references
to Table 1.8-20. In its letter of May 20, 1991, GE agreed to amend the SSAR
to include RGs 1.95 (Rev.1) and 1.139 (Rev. 0) and to document the applicable
revision number of each regulatory guides-listed in SSAR Section 14.2.7 or
to amend the section to reference Table 1.8-20 for the applicable revision
numbers of the listed guide. GE made these to Amendment 18 of the SSAR.
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GE further agreed to correct the reference to RG 1.68.3 contained in SSAR-
.

'

Table 1.8-20 or Section 14.2.7, as appropriate,- to Revision 0,. issue date of-

April 1982._ ;

GE indicated this-change by markup submitted on March-11, 1992. This is
acceptable subject .to incorporation of GE's proposed change into a future SSAR
revision. This closes DSER Open Item 6.C, as related to DSER Section 14.2.10.
This is Confirmatory Item 14.2.7-l'.

14.2.8 Utilization of Reactor Operating and'_ Testing Experience in the
Development of Test Program-

SSAR Section-14.2.8 states that since every reactor / plant in a GE BWR product
line is an evolutionary development of the previous plant in the product line
it is' evident that the ABWR plants will benefit from the experience acquired
with the successful and safe startup of more than 30 previous BWR/1/2/3/4/5/6
plants. The operaticnal experience and knowledge gained from these plants and
other reactor types have been factored into the design and test specifications
of GE-supplied systems and equipment that will be demonstrated during the pre .
operational-and startup test programs. Additionally, reactor operating and- '|

testing experience of similar. nuclear power plants obtained from NRC licensee
eveut-reports and through other industry sources will be used to the; extent
practicable in developing and carrying out the initial test-program.

The use of reactor operating and testing experience in the development of the -
test program meets the acceptance criteric in SRP Section.14.2 and-is accept-
able.

14.2.9 Trial Use of Plant Operating and Emergency Procedures-

SSAR Section ~14.2.9 states that, to the extent practicable, throughout the,

'

preoperational and initial startup test program, operating,' emergency, and
abnormal-procedures will be incorporated, where applicable, in the performance

.

o f. tests. lhe use of these procedures is-intended to-

prove the adequacy of the specific procedure-or illustrate changes that--*

may be required

provide training of plant personnel in the use of these procedures-a

increase the level of knowledge of plant personnel on the-systems being=

tested

GE further_ indicated, that to meet the above goals, test- procedures will
actually reference or extract . steps from_ operating, emergency, or abnormal
procedures.

The staff finds the method. of incorporating- operating, emergency, or abnormal-
procedures into the. test program meets the acceptance criteria in SRP Sec-

-

i

L tion 14.2, and-is acceptable. 'However, a COL applicant will need to prcvide ~

the approved preoperational_' and startup test procedures approximately 60 days
before their intended use. This was identified as a COL action item in SER
Section 14.2.3.

. -
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14.2.10 Initial-fuel Loading and Initial Criticality

SSAR Section 14.2.10 states that the fuel loading and initial criticality will
be conducted in a very controlled manner in accordance with specific written ;.

procedures as part of the'startup test phase. The NRC approves fuel loading
after it has_ verified that prere Jisite-testing has b~n satisfactorily
completed or af ter the COL applicant provides appropriate justification to
proceed with fuel loading and complete the preoperational testing after fuel |

loading. I

14.2.10.1 Pre-Fuel Load Checks

SSAR Section 14.2.10.1 states that once the plant has been declared ready to I
load fuel, there are a number of specific checks 'that must be made before |

proceeding. These include a final review of the preoperational test results )
and the status of any design changes, work packages, and/or retests that were ;

initiated as a result of exceptions noted during .this phase. Also, the H

teciinical specifications (TS) surveillance program requirements, as described |

in the ABWR TS Chapter 16, will be instituted at this time to assure the I

operability of systems required for fuel loading. Just prior to the initia-
tion of fuel loading the proper vessel water level and chemistry will be
verified and the calibration and response of the nuclear instruments will be-
checked. This is Technical Specification Item 14.2.10.1-1.

14.2.10.2 Initial f uel Loading

SSAR Section.14.2.10.2 states that fuel loading will require the movement of
the full core complement of assemblies from the fuel pool to the core, with
each assembly being identified by rumber before being placed in the correct
coordinate position. The procedure controlling this movement will specify
that shut down margin and subcritical checks be made at predetermined-inter-
vals throughout the loading, thus ensurinq safe loading increments. In-vessel
neutron monitors will provide-continuous indication of the core flux level as

"

each assembly is added. A complete check will. be made of the fully loaded
core to ascertain that all. assemblies are oroperly inswiled, correctly
oriented, and occupying their: designated positions.

14.2.10.3 Pre-Criticality Testing

SSAR Section 14.2.10.3 states that before initial criticality, the shutdown
margin shall be verified for the fully loaded core. The control rods shall

-

be verified functional-and scram tested with the fuel in place. The post-
. fuel-load flow test of the reactor internals vibration assessment program, if-
- applicable, will be conducted at this time. Additionally, _-a final verifica-
tion will be made that the required technical specification surveillances have
been performed.

14.2.10.4 Initial . Criticality
3,

SSAR Section 14.2.10.4 states that initial criticality shall be achieved in an
orderly, controlled fashion following specific detailed procedures in an
approved rod withdrawal sequence. Core neutron flux shall be continuously-
monitored during the approach to criticality and periodically compared to-
predictions to allow early detection and evaluation of potential anomalies.
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GE's intent is that all preop 9 rational tests sball be completed and the
results obtained and approved before fuel loading. liowever, there may be
unforeseen circumst'ances that arise that would prevent this from occurring,
but that wuld not necessarily justify the delay of fuel loading.

|
14.2.10.5 Staff Evaluation of DSER ltems ;

In the DSER, the staff stated that SSAR Section 14.2.10.should address the i

completion of preoperational testing (including the r.sview and approval of the-
test results) required before fuel loading. If portions of any preoperational
tests are intended to be conducted or their results approved af ter fuel
loading, GE should provide the flRC with the following: (1) a list of tach
test, (2) a stateme.' ~ * which portions of each test will be delayed until
after fuel loading, ch.,ical justification for delaying these portions,
and (4) a statement of an each test will be completed and the results
approved.

GE revised SSAR Section 14.2.10 in Amendment 18 to require that the above
conditions be met should the COL applicant design decide to request flRC
permission to proceed with fuel loading under such circumstances. The staff
finds the methods of controlling pre-fuel-load checks, initial fuel loading,
precritical testing, and initial criticality meet the acceptance criteria in
SRP Section 14.2, and are acceptable. This closes DSER tonfirmatory Item 6.C,
as related to DSER Section 14.2.10. However, a COL applicant will neej to
provide a startup administrative manual (procedures) and_ any other documents
that delineate the methods of contrelling pre-fuel-load checks, initial fuel
loading, precritical testing and initial criticality for staff review. This
is COL Action item 14.2.10.4-1.

14.2.11 Test Program Schedule>

SSAR Section 14.2.11 states that the schedoie, relative to the initial fuel

load date, for conducting each major phr.se of the. initial test program will be
provided by the COL applicant. This ircludes the time table for generation,
review, and approval of procedures as well as the actual testing and analysis
of results. As a minimum, at least 9 months before the fuel loading .date
should be allowed for conducting-the preoperational phase and at least 3
months should be allowed for conducting the startup and power ascension
testing that commences with fuel loading. To allow for NRC review,- test
procedure preparation for power ascension will ~ bet scheduled so that approved.
procedures are available approximately-60. days prior to fuel load. .Although
there will be considerable flexibility available in the sequencing of testing-
within a given phase, testing should be performed as system turnover'from-
co.,struction allows. However, the-interdependency of systems also should be-

considerd so that common support systems, such as electrical power distribu-
tion, service-and instrument air, and the various makeup water and cooling
water systems, will be tested as early as possible. Sequencing of testing
'during the startup phase will depend primarily on specified power and flow
conditions and intersystem prerequisites. To the extent practicable, the
scnedule should establish that, before exceeding 25 percent power, the test
requirements will be met for those plant structures, systems, and components

|- that are relied on to prevent, limit, or mitigate the consequences of postu
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lated accidents. Additionally,-testing will be sequenced so that the safety
of the plant is never totally Jependent on untested systems, components, or
features.

-

Sjaff Evaluation of DSER ltem_1 H

l
In the DSER, the staff determined that SSAR Section 14.7. 11 should be modified i
to include the following

.

A figure that illustrates the power-flow operating' map*

A table that lists the startup tests and states at which test condi- 1
+

tion (s) each test is to be conducted

The staff stated in the DSER (0 pen Items 6.116 and 6.117) that SSAR Fig-
ure 4.4-1 did not provide sufficient detail regarding test condition identifi-
cation to determine that eac1 startup test will be conducted at appropriate
power-flow condition. In a.cordance with RG 1.68, Appendix A.5. In aduition,
the SSAR did not contain a table of startup tests.

GE subsequently submitted a power-flow operating map, Figure 14.2-1, that
provides an appropriate indication of test conditions and a table of startup
tests, Table-14.2-1. This will be acceptable subject to incorporation into a '

future SSAR revision and staff review. This is Confirmatory Item 14.2.11-1.

GE has indicated that it will revise SSAR Section 14.2.11 to include the
following additional information on the test program schedule. _ Power ascen-
sion testing will be conducted in essentially three phases, (1) initial fuel
loading and open vessel testing, (2) testing during nuclear heatup_to rated
temperature and pressure, and (3) power operation testing from 5-percent to
100-percent rated power. . Further, power operation testing will be divided

-into thiee sequential testing plateaus as shown on Figure 14.2-1. .The testing
plateaus consist of low power testing at less than 25-percent power, mid power
testing up to 75-percent power between approximately the 50-percent and
75-percent roel lines, and high-power testing along the 100 percent rod line up
to rated power. Thus there will be a total of five different testing plateaus
designated as described on Figure 14.2-i. Table 14.2-1 indicates in which
testing plateaus the various; power ascention tests will be-performed.

- Although the order of testing within a given plateau will be somewhat flexi-
ble, the normal- recommended sequence of Lests will be: (1) core performance
analysis, (2) steady state tests, (3) control system tuning (4) s: stem
transient tests and (5) major plant transients (including trips). Also, for a
given testing plateau, testing at 1cwer power. levels generally should be per-
formed before that at higher power levels. The detailed testing schedule will-
be generated by the COL applicant and will' be made available to the NRC before
actual implementation. The schedule then will be maintained to reflect actual
progress and subsequent revised prcjections.

The information discussed above-is acceptable subject to the incorporation of
it into a future SSAR revision. This is Confirmatory Item 14.2.11-2. ,

Additionally, a COL applicant will need to provide a startup administrative
manual (procedures) and any other documents that delineate the test program
schedule for staff review. This is COL Action Item 14.2.11-1.

.
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14.2.12 Ins"vidual Test Descriptions

14.2.12.1 Preoperational Test Procedures

SSAR Section 14.2.12.1 states that the follo.;ing general descriptions relate
the objectives of each preoperational test. During the final construction ,

phase, it may be necessary to modify the preoperational test methods as
operating and preoperational test procedures are developed. Consequently,
methods in the following descriptions are general, not specific.

Specific testing to be performed and the applicable acceptance criteria for
each preoperational test will be documented in detailed test procedures to be
made available to the NRC approximately 60 days before their intended use.
Preoperational testing will be in accordance with the detailed system specifi-
cations and associated equipment specifications for equipment in those systems

~

(provided as part of scoping documents to be supplied by GE and'others as
described in SSAR Subsection 14.2.3). The tests will demonstrate that the in-
stalled equipment and systems will perform within the limits of these specifi-
cations. To allow for verification that the detailed test procedures were '

developed in accordance with established methods and appropriate acceptance
criteria. the plant and system preoperational test specifications also will be
mede available to the flRC.

The preoperational tests anticipated for the ABWR standard plant design are
listed and de ribed in the SSAR Subsection 14.2.12.1. The staff finds thr*
the scope of n aoperational tests described in SSAR Subsectinn 14.2.12.1 meets
with acceptance criteria of SRP Section 14.2 and is acceptable. Testing of
systems beyond the scope of the SSAR are discussed in SSAR Section 14.2.13
aiong with other COL information related to the initial test program,

14.2.12.2 General Discussion of Startup Tests

SSAR Section 14.2.12.2 discusses those tests prnposed and expected to comprise [
the startup test phase. For each test a genercl description is provided for

_

test purpose, test prerequisites, test description, and test acceptance .

criteria, where applicable. Because changes will occur as the test program is
developed and implemented,- the descriptions remain general in _ scope. He 'er, .

an attempt is made in describing a test to idea'ify those operating and
safety-orier.ted characteristics of the plant design that are being explored ,

and evaluated.

Where applicable, the relevant acceptance criteria for the test are discussed.
Some of the criteria relate to the value of process variables assigned in the
design or analysis of the plant, component systems, and associated equipment-.

If . criterion of this nature is not satisfied, the plant will be placed in a
suitable hold condition until resolution is obtained. Tests compatible with
this hold condition may be continued. Following resolution, applicable tests
may be repeated to verify that the requirements of the criterion are ultima-
tely satisfied. Other criteria may be associated with expectations relating
to the performance of systems. If this- type of criterion is not satisfied,
operating and testing plans would not necessarily be altered. However,
investigations of the measurements and.of the analytical techniques used -for

,

e
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the predictions would be started. Specific actions for dealing with criteria
f ailures and other testing exceptions or anomalies will be described in the
startup administrative manual.

The specifics of the startup tests relating to test methodology, plant pre-
requisites, initial conditions, acceptance criteria, analysis techniques, and
so forth will come from the appropriate design and engineering organizations
of the COL applicant in the form of piant, system, and component performance
and testing specifications. The COL applicant shall provide test documents
for the Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) review as discussed in SRP Sec-
tion 14.2.3.

14.2.12.3 Staff Evaluation of DSER ltems

Jn tne DSER the staff determined that testing of systems outside the scope of
the ABWR standard plant design should be included or referenced in SSAR Sec-
tion 14.2.12. (This was not tracked as a separate open item.)

GE revised Section 14.2.12.1 in SSAR Ar.endment 18 to state that testing of
systems outside tSe scope of the ABWR standard plant design are discdssed in
S SR Sectio, 14.2.13. This is acceptable.

In the DSER, the staff determined that SSAR Section 14.2.12 test abstracts
should be modified to address the following concerns:

(1) Several preoperational and startup test prerequisites include the
requirement that interfacing support systems will be available.

The staff asked GE to idcntify which support systems will be required for
each test and specify which individuals or grcups will be authorized to
make this determination. (This was incorrectly identified as an inter-
face requirement.)

GE has stated that the interfacing support system requirements will be
specified in the detailed test procedures (and operating and maintenance
procedures, if appropriate) that are required by RG 1.68 to be made
available to NRC personnel at least 60 days before their intended use.
Additionally, the startup manual and applicable plant administrative
procedures will delineate how such determinations of oper:Dility and
availability w:ll be authorized. Thus, these details are the responsi-
bility of the COL applicant. This is COL Action Item 14.2.12.3-1.

The staf f determined that the level of detail in the test abstracts is
insufficient to determine conformance with RG 1.68, Position C.2. (0 pen
Item 6.118.) The individual test abstracts in SSAR Fections 14.2.12.1.1,
14.2.12.1.7, 14.2.12.1.11, 14.2.12.1.12, 14.2.12.1.13, 14.2.12.1.18,
14.2.12.1.21. 14.2.12.1.22, 14.2.12.1.43, 14.2.12.1.45.1, 14.2.12.1.45.2,
14.2.12.1.45.3, 14.2.12.1.45.4, 14.2.'.i.l.b3, 14.2.12.1.59, 14.2.12.1.67,
1A.2.12.1.68, and 14.2.12.1.69 do not specify basic systems required to
be available, interface systems, or criteria required as prerequisite or
initial conditions for the preoperational tests. GE should address
specific prerequisites in these individual test abstracts. This remains
Open Item 14.2.12.3-1.
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(2) The use cf the word "st.ould" in most, if not all test abstracts, is not a *

-commitment by the COL applicant to perform certain tasks. It should,
therefore, be reevaluated and revised accordingly (i.e., "will," "must").

,

(0 pen Item 6.119.)

The staff verified that GE incorporated the e rd cnange from "should" to
either "will" or "shall" into most test abstracts. This will be accept-
able subject to incorporation into a future SSAR revision. This is
Contirmatory Item 14.2.12.3-1.

(3) Several preoperational and startup test abstracts include imprecise
acceptance criteria (e.g., "applicatfie intervals," " applicable design
specifications," "specified amounts," "specified tolerances," " perform as-

specified," and " function properly") (Optn-Item 6.120.)
"

The staff determined that GE should address in the individual t'es4
abstracts the bases for determining acceptable system and component
performance. Acceptabla criteria includes specific references to regula-
tory guides, technical specifications, assumptions used in the safety
analysis, other ABWR SSAR sections, and applicable codes and starw:Is .

GE indicated that SSAR Chapter 14 was written primarily to document c:s "

appropriate testing commitments contained in RG 1,68. GE indicated that
precise acceptance criteria would be provided as part of the ITAAC effort
in its May 20, 1991, submittal. However. GE has not proviaed this
informdion in either ITAAC or in SSAR Chapter 14. This remains Open
Item 14.2.12.3-2.

(4) SSAR Section 14.2.12.2 states that failure to satisfy some acceptance
criteria (e.g., those related to values of process variables important to
plant design) will result in the plant being placed in a-suitable hold
position until resolution is obtained, while failure to satisfy other
acceptance criteria (e.g., expectations relating to system performance)
may only result in the need for further-data analysis-(0 pen Item 6.121).

The distinction between these types of acceptance criteria is unclear.
GE should clearly address the various types of acceptance criteria and
the _ resultant actions for each type if unsatisfactory test results are
obtaincd.

SSAR Section' 14.2.12.2 as modified by GE, states: " Specific actions for
dealing with criteria failures and other testing exceptions or anomalies
will be described in the startup administrative manual."

This response to the staff's open item -is not acceptable. Of 35 individ-
ual test abstracts in SSAR Section 14.2.12.2, 33 do not specify the
requirt.J actions or precautions for dealing with criteria failures and
other testing exceptions or anomalies.- GE has not adequately modified
Section 14.2.12.2 or the individual test abstracts to address the subject -
acceptance criteria or actions. This remains Open Item 14.2'12.3-3.

GE should identify startup tests listed in SSAR Section 14.2.12.2 that
are not essential to the demonstration of conformance with design
requirements for structures, systems, components and design features that
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will be used- for safe shutdown and cooldown of the reactor under -.

normal nlant conditiens and for maintaining the reactor.in a safe
condition for an extended shutdown period

will be used for safe shutdown and cooldown of the reactor __ under tran-*

sient (infrequent or moderately frequent events) conditions and
postulated accident conditions a;.d for maintaining the reactor in a
safe condition far an extended shutdown period following such +.ondi-
tions

will be used for establishing conformance with safety limits or*

limiting conditions for operation that will be included in the faci-
. . c TI'

are clas .ified as engineered safety features or will be used to.

support or ensure the operations of engineered safety features within
desion limits

are assumed to function or for which credit is taken in the accident.

analysis for the facility, as described in the SSAR

will be used to process, store, control, or limit the release of+

radioactive materials

GE stated that the test abstracts contained in SSAR Section 14.2.12.2 are
intended to meet the requirements of RG 1.68, updated and/or modified as'

necessary to reflect the actual ABWR design. In the DSER it was stated that a
required screening will be pcrformed by GE to identify and document any
testing that is currently specified for systems that are not essential for
demonstrating conformance with the aforementioned criteria (0 pen Item 6.122).

GE revised SSAR Section 14.2.13 (in draft) to state that criteria contained in
the RG 1.68, Position C.1, will be used to determine if any testing is
currently specified for systems that are not essential for demonstrating
conformance with the aforementioned criteria. .The staff will find this item
acceptable subject to incorporation into a future SSAR rcvision. This is

- - - Confirmatory item 14-.2.12.3-2.

14.2.12.4 Conformance cf the A8WR with RG 1.68, Revision 2

The staff's review of the preoperationci and startup test phase descriptions
disclosed that the operability of several of the systems and components listed
in RG 1.68 may not~be adequately demonstrated by the tests described in the
SSAR.' Each item was-evaluated separately below. This evaluation closes DSER
Open Item 6.123. *

Staff Evaluation of DSER Items

The staff determined that GE should either expand the test descriptions *?
address the following items, insert cross-references in SSAR Section 14.i.12
if complete test descriptions for the-following items are provided elsewhere
in the:SSAR, or modify SSAR Section 14.2.7 or Table 1.8-20 of the SSAR, as-
appropriate, to provide technical jw i'' cation for any exception to RG 1.68,
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(Rev. 2). It was stated in the DSER that'the following items-should be
reflected in a subsequent amendment to the SSAR. (Note: Each item is
numbered in accordance with RG 1,68 Revision 2).

1.a.(2)(d) Suocorts and restraints for discharae Dioina of Saiety Religf*

Valve (SRVs).

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that a statement had been added to
SSAR Section 14.2.12.1.1 indicating that testing of SRV discharge piping
supports and restraints is spacifically covered by that testing described in
SSAR Section 14.2.12.1.51.

GE incorporated into SSAR Section 14.2.12.1.51 cross-references to SSAR
Sections 3.9.2.1 and 5.4.14.4. These references were evaluated in the report
in Chapters 3 and 5, respectively. This will be acceptable subject to
incorporation into a future SSAR revision. This is Confirmatory item
14.2.12.4-1.

1.a.(4) Pressure bounda.fv intearity tests.*

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that integrity tests of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary are specified in SSAR Section 5.2.4 6.2.

The staff verified this and the staff also determined that a cross-reference
to Section 5.2.4.6.2 was incorporated into Subsection 14.2.12.1.1 in SSAR
Amendment 18. The staff evaluated this reference in Chapter 5 of the report.
This item is acceptable,

1.c Protection of facility for anticioated transients without a scranja

(ATW R.

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that ATWS protection functions will
be tested as part of the respective systems that perform such functions
(i.e., standby liquid control system, rod control and infortration system
(RCIS), fine motion control rod system, recirculation flow control system).
For the purpose of more explicitly demonstrating compliance with RG 1.68,'GE
revised (SSAR Amendment 18) the appropriate parts of Section 14.2.12.1 as
shown below to more specifically indicate where ATWS-related testing require-
ments at e being fulfilled, particularly those related to the alternate rod
insertion function.

-

- 14.2.12.1.3(3)(a) - Recirculation Flow Control
14.2.12.1.6(3)(b) - CRD (Control Rod Drive) System-

14.2.12.1.7(3)(b) - RCl"i-

This is acceptable.

1.h.(4) Dem901tration that containment hydrnoen monitorina is functional+

without the operation of the hydroaen recombiner.

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that in the ABWR design, contain-
ment hyarogen monitoring is accomplished separately from the hydrogen
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recombiners. Therefore, the specific test described in RG 1.68 is not
applicable. Proper functioning of containment hydrogen monitors is verified
by the testing described in SSAR Section 14.2.12.1.26. This is acceptable.

1.h.(9) Demonstration that containment recirculation fans can onerate in*

EE9IdADce wilh desian reqyltements at the containment desian Deak
accident pressure.

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that the ABWR design does not use f
containment recirculation fans during normal operation or accident conditions.
Therefore, the specific te:.t described in RG 1.68 is not applicable. This-is
acceptable, j

1.1.(1) Containment dosion over oressure structural tests (and vacuum+
;

testr). ;

i

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that containment structural j
integrity testing requirements are specified in SSAR Section 3.8.1.7.1. GE |

also incorporated into Section 14.2.12.1.40.2 in SSAR Amendment 18 a cross- i

reference to Section 3.8.1.7.1. This n ference was evaluated in SER Chap-
ter 3. This item is acceptable.

1. .i . ( 12 ) Failed fuel detection system*

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that the ABWR design failed fuel
detection function will be perfomad by the leak detection and isolation
system and the process radiation monitoring system. In particular, gross fuel
failure would be detected first by the main steamline radiation monitors and
then by the offgas pre-treatment' radiation monitors. In addition, the normal
reactor water sampling system will allow for identification of trends indica-
tive of possible fuel failure. Testing of the applicable features of the'

essociated systems, as described in SSAR Sections 14.2.12.1.13 and
.

14.2.12.1.23, will ensure proper operation of the failea fael. detection
function.

GE revised Section 14.2.12.2.1 in SSAR Amendment 18 to include specific
reference.to proper operation of failed -fuel detection functions. This item
is acceptabic.

1.i.(15) Autpfatic dispatcher control systems*

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that automatic-load following will
be performed by the automatic power regulator for which testing is described
in SSAR Section 14.2.12.1.17. This system will have the-capability, if-
enabled, to accept external . demand signals (e.g., from.the load dispatcher).
If the COL applicant decides to seek approval for using this capability,
desigt.ation of the appropriate testing will be included in that application.

GE revised SSAR Section 14.2.13 to include automatic dispatcher control
systems as a responsibility of the COL applicant. This is acceptable. This
is COL Action Item 14.2.12.4-1.
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R(2) Penonnel moDjigrs and radiation survey tn.struments.+
-

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that traditional preoperational
testing of. personnel monitors and radiation survey instruments is not appro-
priate in the ABWR design because these instruments will be subject te very
specific chlibration programs. It is the responsibility of the plant operator
to verify and maintain the proper calibration and operation of such devices.
Therefore, GE revised the SSAk to indicate that an, required testing of
personnel monitors and radiation survey instruments would be.a COL responsi-
bility. Section 14.2.13 in SSAR Amendment 18 is to be modified to include
this as a COL License Information. This is acceptable. This is COL Action
Item 14.2.12.4-2.

1.n.(14)(f1 Control habitability syttems. Demonstrate _,orocer operation*

of smoke and toxic chemical detectign systems and ventilation shutdown
devic _qn_includino leaktichtness of ducts and flow rates, proper direc-
tion of air flows and proper control of sDaCe temReratures.

GE revised the test description in SSAR Section 14.2.12.1.34 (Amendment 18) to-
indicate that the control room habitability function is to be included in the
testing specified for the dedicated heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system of the main control room. Additionally, GE added a specific
requirement to demonstrate the system capability;to detect smoke and/or toxic
chemicals and to remove and/or prevent in-leakage of smoke or chemicals. This
is acceptable.

24 Final functional testino of the reactor oroisstion system to demon-.

Ltrate proper trin points. loaic. and operabiljtv of scram breakers and
valves. Demonstrate the coerability of manual scram functions.

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that final functional testing will,

I have been completed as part of the preoperational testing described in SSAR
| Section 14.2.12.1.14. Additionally, these tests are part of the plant

technical specification surveillance program that will be required to be
instituted before fuel loading, as specified in SSAR Section-14.2.10.1.

GE revised Section 14.2.12.2.3 in:SSAR Amendment 18 to specifically require
that the demonstrations required by RG 1.68, Position 2.c, be completed as
prerequisites to fuel loading. This is acceptable. This is Technical
Specification Item 14.2.12.4-1.

2sl Final reactor coolant system leak rate test to verify that system-

leak rates are within specified limits

GE stated in itc response of May 20, 1991, that final reactor coolant leak
rate testing will have been completed as part of the preoperational testing
described in SSAR Section 14.2.12.1.1, which references the required reactor.
coolant leak rate tests specified in SSAR Section 5.2.4.6.1.

L GE revised Section 14.2.12.2.3 in SSAR Amendment 18 to specifically require-
that the demonstrations required by Ru 1.68, Position 2.d, be completed asi

,
prerequisites.to fuel loading. This is acceptable.

!

|
'

|

'
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4.k Steam driven _ plant auxiliaries and_p_pm conversion eoltipment.*

The staff verified that Section 14.2.12.2 was revised in draft te add SSAR.
Section 14.2.12.2.39 to address testing of steam and power conversion systems.
This will be acceptable subject.to incorporation into a future SSAR revision.
This is Confirmatory item 14.2.12.4-2.

..

M _ Branch stea nline valves and byp_a.n valves used for protective*

isolation funcflgns at rated temperature and Dressure conditions.

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that the only branch steamline
valves used for ABWR protective isolation functions will be those on the RCIC
steamline and the common drainline from the main steamlines.

GE revised the d.~,cription of the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
system tasting ir. Section 14.2.12.2.22 in SSAR Amendment 38 to include
specific testing of the RCIC steamline isolation valves and revised Sec-
tion 14.2.12.2.26 in the same amendment to include specific testing of the
main steamline branch drain line isolation valves in addition to the-MSIV ,

'

testing already specified. This is acceptable.

5 . .i Plant performance is as expected for rod runback and partial scram.*

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that the ABWR design has no partial
scram function. Rod runback will be accomplished by thOselect control tod |

run-in (SCRRI) function. J
|

GE revised Section 14.2.12.2.5 in SSAR Amendment 18 to' ensure that appropriate !
'testing will be ' performed to demonstrate proper functioning of SCRRI logic and

hardwarc. GE also revised Section 14.2.12.2.30 to ensure that proper plant
response is demonstrated during an event that will result in initiation of

,

SCRRI. This is acceptable.

5.n Reactor coolant system loose parts monitorina system.-

GE added Section .14.2.12.2.36 to address loose parts monitoring system
baseline data collection. This will be acceptable subject to incorporation
into a future SSAR revision. This is Confirmatory Item 14.2.12.4-3.

5.o ' Reactor coolant leak detection systems.*

GE stated in its response of May 20,-1991, that testing -of reactor coolant
leak detection systems will be completed during the preoperational stage.
This is acceptable.

5.0 Pr uer operation of failed fuel detection systems.*

GE-stated in its response.of May 20, 1991, that the failed fuel detection =
function is performed by the process radiation monitoring system, the testing
of which is described in SSAR Section 14.2.12.2.1.

2

GE revised Section 14.2.12.2.1 in SSAR Amendment 18 to require the appropriate =
demonstration of the related failed fuel detection function. (Also see-

Item 1.j.(12) above.) .fhis is acceptable.'

L
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5u Branch steamline isolation valve operability and response times.*

GE revised Sections 14.2.12.2.22 and 14.2.12.2,26 in SSAR Amendment 18 to
address brrnch steamline isolation valve operability and response times. This
is accept.,ie.

T

5.w Demonstration that concrete temperatures surroundina hot eenetra-a

11pns do not exceed desian limits with the minimum desian caoability of
qpolina system components available

GE agreed to add SSAR Section 14.2.12.2.37 to address concrete penetration
temperature surveys. This will be acceptable subject to incorporation into a
future SSAR revision. This is Confirmatory Item 14.2.12.4-4.

5.x Auxiliary systems reauired to support operation of er.aineered safety.

features.

GE stated in its response of fay 20, 1991, that the auxiliary systems required
to support operation of engineered safety features include the cooling water
and HVAC systems for which testing is described in SSAR Sections 14.2.12.2.23
and 14.2.12.2.24, respectively.

GE revised Sections 14.2.12.2.23 and 14.2.12.2.24 in SSAR Amendment 18 to
ensure that the testing performed and results obtained will ultimately
demonstrate the adequacy of a particular auxiliary system's performance under
limiting accident conditions. This is acceptable.

5.z Demonstration that orocess and effluent radiation monitorina systems*

are respondina correctly by oerformina indeoendent laboratory or other
Aaalyses.

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that this testing is part of that
described in SSAR Section 14.2.12.2.l(3).

GE revised Section 14.2.12.2.1(3) in SSAR Amendment 18 to specifically
address, RG 1.68, Position 5.z. This is acceptable.

5.c.c Demonstration that caseous and liauid radioactive waste process-*

inc. storace. and release systems operate in accordance with desian.

GE agreed to add Section 14.2.12.2.38 to address radioactive waste system
testing. This will be acceptable subject to incorporation into a future-SSAR
revision. This is Confirmatory item 14.2.12.4-5.

5.a.a Demonstration of desian features to orevent or mitiaate antici-.

Dated transients without scram (ATWS).

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that ATWS design features will
censist~ primarily of dedicated logic and some hardware, which will be thor-
oJghly checked as part of the preoperational test program. Most hardware
cesign features perform ATWS-related functions in their normal mode only when
initiated by dedicated ATWS logic. Therefore, the functioning of these
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features has already been adequately verified during the preoperational'

testing. Thus, no dedicated testing of ATWS-related features will be planned
during the power ascension test phase.

GE incorporated in (SSAR Amendment 18) specific ATWS-related testing require-
ments into individual test abstracts (see item 1.c above). This is accept-
able.

5.h.h Demonstration that the dynamic response of the olant to load.

swinas for the f acility, includinq steD and ramD ChanQes. is in accor-
dance with desian.

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that this testing is intended to be
a part of that described in SSAR Section 14.2.12.2.16.

GE revised Section 14.2.12.2.16 in SSAR Amendment 18 to demonstrate the
dynamic response of the plant to load swings for the facility, including step
and ramp changes, is in accordance with design. This is acceptable.

14.2.12.5 TMI Items

Staf f Evaluation of DSER ltems

Appendix A to SSAR states that testing described in Chapter 14 is consistent
with the BWR Owner's Group response to Action item 1 G.1 of NUREG-0737
as documented in a letter dated February 4,1981, from D. B. Waters to
D. G. Eisenhut. The staff determined that the test abstractions in SSAR Sec-
tion 14.2.12 that describe testing outlined in Appendix E of this letter
should be identified or modified accordingly (0 pen item 6.124).

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that testing outlined in Appendix E
of the referenced document will be specified in the applicable test abstracts.

GE revised test abstracts 14.2.12.1.l(3)(a), 14.2.12.1.9(3)(j), and [
14.2.12.1.44(3)(a) to include a reference to IA.2.4 of Appendix A to SSAR
Chapter 1 ano revised 1A.2.4 to discuss the requirements of Action item 1.G.1
Appendix E applicable to the initial test program. The staff will find this
item acceptable subject to incorporation into a future SSAR revision. This is
Confirmatory item 14.2.12.5-1.

14.2.12.6 Conformance With Other Regulatory Guides

St.aff Evaluation of DSER Items

in the DSER the staff determined that GE should address the concerns of
RG 1.56 in SSAR Sections 14.2.12.1.19,14.2.12.1.54, and 14.2.12.2.21 (0 pen
Item 6.125).

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that RG 1.56 deals mainly with
design related issues, specifically the equipment and instrumentation needed
to ensure proper BWR reactor water chemistry. SSAR Sections 14.2.12.1.19,
14.2.12.1.54, and 14.2.12.2.21 describe preoperational and power ascension
testing that is adequate to demonstrate that acceptable reactor water chemis-
try will be maintained by the reactor water clean up system and the condensate
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filter /demineralizer system. Subsection 14.2.12.1.22 describes the preopera-
tional testing intended to demonstrate the proper functioning of the instru-
mentation required by RG_1.56.. Likewise, SSAR Section 14.2.12.2.1 will verify
that a' proper reactor water chemistry monitoring program is in place.

GE agreed'to revise SSAR Sections 14.2.12.1.22 and 14.2.12.2.1 to more
specifically address functioning of conductivity meters, which are a major
focus of RG 1,56. The_ staff will find this item acceptable subject to
incorporation into a future SSAR revision. This is Confirmatory item
14.f.12.6-1.

In the DSER staff determined that Section 14.2.12.2.14, "Feedwater Control,"
should address the following items in accordance with RG 1.68.1:

(1) Modify the test description for demonstration of the required operability
of the feedwater system at low reactor power (less than or equal to
15 percent reactor power) (RG 1.68. Position 1.C.2.a) (0 pen Item 6.126).

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that this testing is already
specified in the current description, and supplemented by information to
be included in a text matrix.

The staff verified that GE's proposed test matrix to be included in the
SSAR will identify feedwater system performance and feedwater control
system adjustment / confirmation tests to be performed at tha nuclear heat-
up and low-power testing plateaus. This will be acceptabh subject to
incorporation into a future SSAR revision. This is Confirmatory Item
14.2.12.6-2.

(2) Modify or clarify the test acceptance criteria to provide assurance that
vibration levels for system components and piping are within predeter-
mined limits RG 1.68, Position IC.2.f; piping movement during.heatup and

| steady state and transient operation are within predetermined limits
'

(RG 1.68, Position 1.C.2.g); and adequate margins-exist between system
variables and set points of instruments monitoring these variables to
prevent spurious actuation.or loss of system pumps and motor-operated
valves-(RG 1,68, Position 1.C.2.h). This was Open Item 6.127_.

| GE ctated in its response of May 20, 1991, that the testing called for.by
Positions C.2.f and C.2 9 is included in the test abstracts of SSAR Sec-

| tions 14.2.12.1.51, 14.2.12.1.53(3)(b) and (k), 14.2.12.2.10,
| 14.2.12.2.11, and 14.2.12.2.18. GE further stated that it revised
| Section 14.2.12.2.18 in SSAR Amendment 18 to'more specifically address
L Position'C.2.h. The staff verified the above and it is acceptable.
|

In the DSER staff determined that,-for SSAR Section 14.2.12.1.27, GE should
address the following-items _in accordance with RG 1.68:

(1) Determine that the total air demand at normal steady-state conditions,
including leakage from the system, is in accordance with design (RG 1.68,

| Position 3.C.5).

(2) Demonstrate that the plant equipment designated by design to be supplied
by the-instrument and control air system is not being supplied by other
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compressed air _-supplies (such as-service air (SA)) that may have less
restrictive air quality requirements (RG 1.68, Position 3.C.9).-

GE revised Section 14.2.12.1.27(3)(f)-in SSAR Amendment 18 to include-
testing of the total air demand at normal steady state-conditions, -|

including leakage from the system, is in accordance with design as
specified in Position 3.C.5.

For Position 3.C.9, GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that the
SA system acts as a Mckup to instrument air upstream of the instrument
air filters. Furthermore, although totally separate (except for the
m.tnual backup cross-tie), the design of the two systems is essentially
identical. Thus, the air supplied to the inlet of the instrument air
filters is of the same quality, whether it is sourced from the instrument
or SA system; therefore, the outlet air will be of the same quality.
Because the design precludes occurrence of the conditions hypothesized,
no specific test demonstration is needed beyond the construction verifi-
cation and preoperational testing already planned.

These 'N s are acceptable and DSER Open Item 6.128 is resolved.

(3) Demonstrate that functional testing of instrument and control air systems i

important to safety is performed to ensure that credible failures result-
ing in an increase in the supply system pressure will not cause less of
operability (R.G 1.68, Position 3.C.11) (0 pen Item 6.129).

For Position 3.0 11, GE revised Section 14.2.12.1.27 in SSAR Amendment 18
to include testing that will demonstrate continued operability of
supplied loads in response to credible failures that result in an
increase in the supply system pressure. This item is acceptable.

In the DSER the staff determined that GE should address the ' concerns of
RG 1.95 in SSAR Section 14.2.12.1.34. This was Open Item 6.130.

GE revised Section 14.2.12.1.34 in SSAR Amendment 18 to indicate-that the
control room habitability function will be included in the testing specified
for the dedicated HVAC system of the main control room. GE also added a.
specific requirement-to demonstrate the system capability to detect smoke
and/or toxic chemicals and to remove and/or prevent in-leakage of such. - (Also
see RG 1.68,-Position 1.n.(14)(f), in Section 14.2.12.4- of this report.) This
item is acceptable.

In the DSER the staff determined that GE should address, in SSAR_Sec-
tion 14.2.12.1.34 or other-appropriate preoperational tests, the concerns of

-Position C.5 of_RG 1.140, (0 pen Item 6.131).

GE revised Section-14.-2.12.1.34 in SSAR Amendment 18 to-include testing.
requirements specified_ by RG 1.140 and by the industry standards referenced
therein. This-is acceptable.

Finally, the staff determined in the DSER that GE should address the -following
items in accordance with RG 1.139 in SSAR Section 14.2.12.1.8.
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(1) RHR system isolation (RG 1.139, Position C.2) (0 pen item 6.132).

GE stated in its response of May 20, 1991, that the applicable demonstra-
tions were intended to be a part of the testing described in SSAR Sec-
tion 14.2.12.1.8(3)(i).

Further, GE agreed to revise SSAR Section 14.2.12.1.8 (1) to specifically
address testing of features designed to ensure isolation of low-pressure
portions of the RHR system from the RCS at high pressure. The staff will
find this item acceptable subject to incorporation into a future SSAR
revision. This is Confirmatory item 14.2.12.6-3.

(2) RHR system pressure relief (RG 1, Position 139.C.3) (0 pen item 6.133).

GE further stated that the des.gn of the RHR system will include the
relief capability and capacity required by Position C.3 in accordance
with the applicable ASME Code. GE indicated that no specific additional
preoperational test is needed because verification of the proper setting
of relief valves is a vendor bench test required per the same ASME Code.

Section 14.2.12.1.8 was revised to allow for verification of proper set
point of system rehef valves per ASME code requirements (including those
intended to meet the requirements of RG 1.139 using the results of vendor
tests and the appropriate documentation of such). This item will be
acceptable suitiect to incorporation into a future SSAR revision. This i:
Confirmatory item 14.2.12.6-4. ,

14.2.12.7 Design Certification Material

The staff has reviewed the GE design cert:fication material and has determined
that the initial test programs are not included in Tier 1 or ITAAC material.
The staff expects that this Tier 1 material should be at a high level limited
to a commitment to an initial test program and a description of the program
and the major program documents (i.e., a site specific startup administrative -

manual, GE test specifications, and test procedures). This is an Open
Item 14.2.12.7-1.

14.2.12.8 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the ITP is generally comprehensive and covers most
areas of the staf f's concerns; however, the ITP description, as noted above,
does not provide sufficient detail with regard to all test descriptions to
enable the staff to determine the adequacy of GE's commitments and the tests
described. Therefore, the GE ABWR ITP will be reevaluated after GE submits a
SSAR revision that satisfactorily addresses the confirmatory and open items
discussed above.
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15 TRAtlSIENT AtlD ACCIDErlT AtlALYSIS

|The staff reviewed the transient and accident analysis for the advanced-
boiling water reactor (ABWR) in accordance with Standard Review Plan (SRP) l

Section 15. Conformance with the acceptance criteria, except as noted for-
each of the sections, formed the basis for deciding if the design of the
facility for each of the areas reviewed was acceptable.

Three groups of design-basis events are evaluated in this section: antici-
pated operational occurrences, anticipated operational occurrences involving
common-mode sof tware failure, and accidents. A conservative model of-the
reactoi must be used for the analysis of events in each group and all appro-
priate systems whose operations (or postulated misoperations) would affect the
event must be included. Anticipated operational occurrences are expected to
occur during the life of the plant and are analyzed to ensure that they will
not cause damage to either.the fuel or to the reactor coolant pressure
boundary. Anticipated operational occurrences involving common-mode softw,re
failures have a lower probability of occurrence and are discussed in Sec-
tion 15.2 of this report. Design-basis accidents are not expected to occur
but are postulated because their consequences would include the potential for
the release of significant amounts of radicactive material. These postulated
accidents are analyzed to determine the extent of fuel damage expected and to
ensure that reactor coolant pressure boundary damage, beyond that assumed
initially to be the design-basis _ accident, will not occur and that the
radiological dose is maintained within 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines.

For loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs), the acceptance criteria for the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) specified in 10 CFR 50.46-follow.

-

The peak cladding temperature must remain below 1204 *C (2200 *F).-*

Maximum cladding oxidmon must nowhere exceed 17 percent- of the total*

.' cladding thickness before oxidation.

Total hydrogen generation must not exceed 1 percent of the hypothetical*

amount that would be generated if- all the metal in the cladding cylinders
surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding surrounding the plenum
volume, were to react.

The core must be-maintained in a coolable geometry.*

_ Calculated core temperatures after successful initial: operation:of the-*

emergency core cooling system shall be maintained acceptably. low, and-
decay heat shall be removed'for the extended period of time required by-
the long-lived radioactivity remaining in the core.

The staff evaluation of GE's LOCA analysis is ginn in Sections 15.4.4 and 6.3
of_ this report, i

v

:
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To demonstrate the adcquacy of the plant's engineered safety features (ESFs),
GE calculated the offsite consequences that could result from the occurrence
of each of several design-basis accidents and presented the results of these
computations in the standard safety analysis report (SSAR).

15.1 Anticipated Operational Occurrences

Anticipated operational occurrences (A00s) are those transients expected to
occur during normal or planned modes of plant operation. The acceptance
criteria for these transients are based on Generhi Design Criterion (GDC) 10,
15, and 20. GDC 10 specifies that the reactor core and associated cMtrol and
instrumentation systems be designed with appropriate margin to ensure that
acceptable fuel-design limits are not exceeded during any condition of normal
operation, including the ef fect , of A00s. GDC 15 specifies that sufficient

.

margin shall be included to ensure that design conditions of the reactor !

coolant pressu,e boundary are not exceeded during any condition of normal
operation, including A00s. GDC 20 specifies that a pro.ettion system be
provided that at.tcmatically initiates appropriate syst- 3 to ensure specified i

acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded du, cg ai.y condition of normal
operation including A00s..

Acceptance criteria contained in multiple sections of Chapter 15 of the SRP
for transients that occur with moderate frequency follow.

Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be*

maintained below 110 perce.it of the design values according to Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code, Section 111, Arti-
cle NB-7000. For ABWR, which has a design pressure of 8618 kPa
(1250 psig), the pressure should not exceed 9479 kPs (1375 psig) during
any A00.

Fuel :ladding integrity should be maintained by ensuring that the reactor*

core is designed with appropriate margin during any conditions of normal
operation, including the effects of A00s. For boilina water react s

(BWRs), the minimum value of the critical power ratio reached during the
transient should be such that 99.9 percent of the fuel rods in the c're
woulti not be expected to experience boiling transition during core-wide
trant cnts. This limiting value of the minimum critical power ratio,
called the sa'ety limit for the ABWR,'is 1.07.

,

An incident that occurs with moderate frequency should not generate a*

more serious plant condition unless other faults occur independently.

An inci 6 t that occurs with moderate frequency in combination with any*
-

single active component failure, or operator error, should not result in-
loss of function of any barrier other than the fuel cladding. A limited
number of fuel-rod-cladding perforations is acceptable. (See the dis-
cussion of Three Mlle;lsland (TMI) Item II.K-3.44, NUREG-0737, in Sec-
tion 20.3 of this report.)

F ABWR transient analysis, GE used the 00YNA computer code to simulite
pr >isurization events and the MDYA computer code (proprietary) for other
tr.nsient eve!.ts.
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i

The ODYNA code (proprietary) is designed to simulate selected transient
conditions for ABWR. The major features of this code are one dimensional
description of kinetics and thermal-hydraulics of the core; reactor internal
pumps (RIPS); option for two- and eight-node steamline model; and system
pressure madeis based on volume consisting of the core, bypass, and upper j
plenum. The core thermal-hydraulics depends un a five-equation formulation
consitsing of mass and energy balances for the vapor and liquid phases and

,

momentum balance for the mixture. The code also contains models for ECCS, '

boron injection, and detailed c..atrol system for turbine control and pressure
relief. The code also can model liquid subcooled by core sprays in the upper
plenum.'

The REDYA code (proprietary) is designed to simulate selected transient
conditions for ABWR. The major features of this code are point kinetics
description of the core; iumped pretsure calculation from a volume consisting
of the core, bypass, and upper plenum; and multiple RIPS. Additionall o the
code aho has models for internal separators; options for two- and e;gl..-node i
steamline models; wiue range of turbine control, pressure relief, and rod '

motion; emergency protection; ar4 boron injection models.

Both ODYNA and HEDYA codes are similar to previous models, ODYN (NED0-24154) '

and REDY (NED0-10802), which the staff approved for transient analysis of
operating BWRs. The ODYNA and REDk <ersions have undergone minor revisions ,

to reflect the recirculation model ano ECCS unique for the ABWR. The REDYA
code also incorporated some model improvements already included in the ODYN -

code (a.g., safety / relief valve model and steamline model).

The recirculation model was the major modification in both ODYNA and REDYA
codes. This new recirculation model consists of three groups of RIPS. RIP
characteristics, initial conditions, and pump trip and runback tunctions are
assumed to be identical for all RIP: in the same group. The performance of
this recirculaticn model has been qualified against plant startup data
obtained from European plants with similar RIPS. The events simulated for
qualification purposes included pump coastdown dning a trip of all pumps
(data from two plants), during a trip of one pump, and during momentary
voltage drop. The comparison between calculated results and plant data -
verified the adec,uacy of the codes. :

In addition, model-to-model comparison and compr.rison with other| test data
(e.g., Peach Bottom turbine trip test) have also been performed to ensure that
the models perform correctly.

,

The staff, with the technical' assistance of Brookhaven National Laboratory.
'('3NL), audited ODYNA and REDYA during January 1992 at GE offices in San Jose,
California. The evaluation consisted of three major areas: (1) formulation
and models, (2) quality assurance procedures, and (3) verification and
validation. The staff concluded that the modifications to the ODYN and REDY
codes for ABWR were adequately justified. The report of the staff's audit
will be provided in a separate report. The staff therefore found the changes
to 0DYN and REDY to be acceptable. However, there was no documentation to

I ' verify that the coding changes to implement new models were independently
L checked. GE should inform the staff, in writing, to confirm that the imple-

mentation of the code modifications have been independently verifiec' is''

| correct. This is Confirmatory item 15.1-1.
:
i-
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The staff concludes that the 00 m A and REDYA computer codes are a:ceptable for
design analysis of ABWR. This resolves draft safety evaluation report (DSER)'

(SECY-91-355) Open item 134.

In conducting its analyses of anticipated transients, GE used conservative
assumptions with regard to initial power, scram reactivity, reactivity
coefficients, and power profiles. GE analyzed the following transients in
accordance with GDC 20,

reactor vessel high pressurea

reactor vessel low water levela

turbine stop valve closure*

turbine control valve fast closure*

ma.n steamline isolation valve closuree

neutron monitoring system scram*

in accordance with SRP Section 15.2, GE used conservative time delays to tripi

for each scram signal in the analyses.

GE categorized the transient events in terms of the system parameter varia-
t'"ns discussed below.

(1) Decrease in Core Coolant Temperatu_r3

Transients analyzed in this group included loss of feedwater heaters,
feedwater control failure, runout of one feedwater pump, feedwater
controller failure during maximum de:wd, opening of turbine control and
bypass valves, pressure regulator fai'ure in the open direction,
inadvertent opening of a safety relief valve, and inadvertent residua'
heat removal (RHR) shaidown cooling operation.

For transients categorized under Decrease in Core Coolant Temperature,
the most severe transient is feedwater controller failure during maximum
demand (runout of two feedwater pumps). The resultant mini;num critical-

2power ratio reached is 1.07 and the peak vessel pressure is 11.8 kg/cm
(168 psig) below the ASME Code limit. For loss of feedweter heating
transient, GE assumed a 38 *C (100 'F) drop in feedwater temperature,
although a drop of 66 *C (150 'F) occurred at a domestic BWR following an
electrical component failure. In a letter dated January 10, 1992, GE
stated that the drop of 66 *C (150 *F) occurred at a domestic BWR and it
was a unique condition for that particular BWR desip . The same tempera-
ture drop will not occur in the ABWR design because the ABWR is designed
so that no single failure of equipment can cause a temperature drop of
more than 38 *C (100 *F). In accordance with SRP Section 15.1, this
derign for a maximum temperature drop of 38 'C (100 'F) is acceptable.

Inadvertent shfety relief valvo opening will cause a decrease in reatsor
:.colant inveatory and result in a mld c'epressurization event that will
have only a slight effect on fuel thermal margins. Changes in surfcce
heat flux are calculated to be neg'!gibla indicating an insignificant
change in minimum critical-power ratio. Thus, the transient response is
acceptable and is bounded by the more severe feedwater controller failure
transient.

ABWR DFSER 15-4 Ouober 1992
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| GE initially inappropriately categorized the inadvertent RHR shutdown
I cooling operation event as an accider,t rather than an A00. This was
j identified as dst 9 SiCY 9: E S) Open item 135, which was a significant

deviation from the WP. L recategorized this event as a moderate
frequency event (an A00) and applied the appropriate acceptance criteria
in the SSAR. This is acceptable and resolvts the open item.

(2) ir1 crease in Regtor Pressure

Transients in this group included generator load rejection and turbinei

trip with and without turbine bypass, inadvertent main steam isolation *

I valves (MS!V) closure, loss of condenser vacuum, loss of auxiliary power
transformer, loss of all grid connections, loss of all feedwater flow,
and failure of RHR shutdown cooling.

|

The transient resulting in the highest system pressure ns a generator
loadrejectionwithoutturbigebypass,whichresultedinapeaksystem
pressure of about 10.6,kg/cm (151 psig) below the allowable maximumi-

pressure of 96.7 kg/cm (1375 psig). However, in ASME's overpressure
protection report, the most limiting transient is an inadvertent MSIV
closurt with failure of the position switch scram (see Section 5.2.2-of i

i '

! this report). The ASME overpressure analysis takes no credit for the
i non-safety turbine bypass valves and direct position switch scram, as
I well as no credit for the non-safety relief function of the safety / relief

valves. Therefore, reactor pressure increase transients such as turbine
trip without bypass that takes credit for non-safety grade equipment is
bounded by the MSIV closure transient and is acceptable to the staff.;

(3) Decrease in Reactor Coolant System Flow Rate
4

Transients in this group included trip of three reactor internal pumps,
trip of all reac-or internal pumps, runback of reactor internal pumps,
and recirculation flow control f ailure to decrease flow.

The most severe transient in this group is the simultaneous trip of all
,

reactor internal pumps, which is discussed in Section 15.0 of this
report.

| (4) Reactivity and Power Distribution Anomalies
|

Transients in this group included rod withdrawal error, abnormal startup -
of one reactor internal pump, fast runout of reactor intnrnal pumps,- and
control rod misoperations.

The startup of an idle reactor internal pump is categorized under reac- -

!' tivity anomalies. This event.is not a limiting transient'and neither -

primary pressure boundary nor fuel damage criteria are exceeded.

(a) Rod Withdrawal Error at low Power

OE examined the design of the rod control system to ascertain if a single.
,

failure can lead to-the uncontrolled withdrawal of a control rod during
refuel'.ng and during startup and low-power operatior. During refueling
operations, interlocks ensure that all control rods are iro rted while

ABWR DFSER 15-5 ' October 1992
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fuel is being handled over the core. When no fuel is being handled, a
mau mum of one rod may be withdrawn. However, the control system is

.l designed (see Section 4.3.2 of this report) so that the core is subcriti- !
cal with the highest worth rod withdrawn, finally, the removal (from the
top) of a control rod is not physically possible without removing the I

four fuel assemblies that si rround the rod. Therefore, GE has not
provided an analysis or control rod removal error during refueling. This
is in accord with approvals for current BWRs and is acceptable.

| GE claims that the uncontrolled withdrawal of a rod.during reactor start-
up is prevented by the rod block control system function of the rod
control and information system (RCIS). This system enforces the banked'

position withdrawal sequence. Thus, rod withdrawals other than those
permitted in normal operation will be precluded. Guidance in SRP Sec-
tion 15.4.1 states that this transient need not be considered if single
failures cannot cause the sequence. The single failure evaluation of the i

RCIS is given in Section 7 of this report. However, in accordance with '

staff requirements on current BWRs, GE has also analyzed the er roneous
withdrawal of a high worth control rod and has found that the results
fall well within the minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) and other fuel
criteria limits. This provides an acceptable analysis for tne postulated
event.

(b) Rod Withdrawal Error at, Power'

The causes of a potential rod withdrawal error transient are either a
procedural error by the operator so that a gang of control rods is with-
drawn continuously or a malfunction of the automated rod withdrawal
contral logic riuring automated operation in which a gang of control rods

! is withdrawn continuously,

i in the ABWR, the automated thermal lim t monitor (ATLM) and the multi-i

channel rod block monitor (MR8M) subsystem logic issues a rod block
signal that is used in the RCIS logic to enforce rod blocks. This >

feature acts to prevent fuel damage by assuring that-the MCPR a d maximum
average planar linear heat generation rate (MAPLHGR) do not violate'the
fuel thermal operating and safety limits. The operating thermal limits'

rod block function will block rod withdrawal when the operating thermal
limit is reached.

The rod block algorithms and set point are based on on-line core informa-'

tion (e.g., core flow and local powr, range monitor (LPRM) readings that
are used to calculate the fuel status relative to limits), in response-

' to staff questions and DSER (SECY-91-135) Open item 137, GE presented
.(enclosures to its letter dated January 10, 1992, "GE Response to Agenda
item 12 Discussed During.... Meeting on November 20-21,-1991") a descri)- ~
tion of-the algorithms, their development and bases, and examples of tie
functions (correlating MCPR or MAPLHGR with LPRM set points programmed '

into the S.icroprocessor-based ATLM.for a given fuel and core design.

The functions, fo* both MCPR and MAPLHGR are developed in a statistical
approach, with a data base provided by analyzing control rtd withdrawal
for a wide range of . initial power and flow conditions for a core design.
These cases are used to provide a statistically derived bounding
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(95/95 probability and confidence) function for the rod block set point.
The method is siailar to the approach previously approved for BWR/5 rod
block set point analysis. The functions will be updated for each fuel
and core design used in the ABWR. This resolves the DSER open item.

The rod block monitcr (RBM) algorithms are straightforward relationships
between power (LPRM readings) and operating limits (MCPR and MAPLHGR) andi

are reasonable and acceptable, The statist' cal approach is similar to
previous staff-arnroved rod block methodology and is appropriate and
conservative for use as proposed for the ABWR.

(5) Increase in Reactor Coolant inventon
'GE analyzed inadvertent startup of the high-pressure core flooder (HPCF)

pump (feedwater flow control failure to maximum demand was covered in
Category 1).

The transient which could cause unplanned addition to coolant inventory
is the inadvertent actuation of the HPCF system. The HPCF system
actuation has little effect because its flow is small compared to the
recirculation flow. Because the HPCF full flow is a small contributor to
total core flow, the increase in total coolant inventory is also small.
GE's analysis shows that the consequences of this small inventory
increase has little effect on fuel thernel margins and on reactor system
pressure. In accordance with SRP Section 15.5.1, this is acceptable.

(6) pfgrease in Reactor Coolant Inventory

The anticipated operational occurrence-the inadvertent opening of a
safety relief valve is covered in. Category 1 above.

GE indicated that non-safety grade equipment is credited for the high
water level 8 trip, use of turbine bypass valves, and recirculation pump -

'

trip (RPT) on load / turbine trip.

The staff questioned the appropriateness of GE taking credit for equip-
ment that is not safety grade in the transient analysis ts indicated in.
DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 138. GDC 1 through 4 requi as that compo-
nents important to safety shall be' designed to quality standards and
GDC 21 requires that the protection system shall be designed for high,

functional reliability. GE listed in a table the redundancy,- isolation,'

environmental, seismic, periodic ~ testing, and quality assurance require-
ments for the equipment.-

Even though the equipment will not be categorized as safety grade, this
equipment is of high quality and has sufficient redundancy to ensure its- :
operability. In order to ensure an acceptable level of performance for.

-

ABWR, GE committed to~ identify the above quipment in the ABWR technical
specification (TS) with regard to availability, set points and surveil-
lance testing. This is acceptable and'is Technical Specification ~-
Item 15.1-1.

Gy letter dated August 23, 1989, GE informed Gulf States Utilities
Company of a condition potentially reportable under 10 CFR Part 21, ;

ABWR DFSEP 15-7 October 1992
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applicable to the River Bend Station. lhis condition involves a slow
closure of one main turbine control valve. This low probability event, ;
which was not previously considered, results from a turbine control valve |
that GE assumes to close as a result of an unspecified failure in the,

turbine control circuit or in the servo-mechanism hardware. According,

' to Gi, if the valve closes in less than 2.3 seconds, a reactor scram will
be initiated as a result of high neutron flux and no safety limits willd

be exceeded. However, if the valve closes in greater than 2.3 seconds, I;

the reactor scram will be initiated by high reactor pressure. During
this slow-closure case, the MCpR safety limit may be exceeded if thea

maximum combined flow limiter is set for less than 113 percent of rated
steam flow. GE based the consequences of this postulated event sn its'

: assessment of a generic BWR/6 analysis. This was discussed as DSER
t (SECY-91-355) Open Item 139. The staff, however, asked GE to address the

event for ABWR applicability. GE performed an ABWR-specific analysis for
the slow closure of one turbine control valve with the remaining three I

control valves remaining open. Ir> this case, the neutron flux increase '

will not reach the high neutron fis scram set point. Since the avail-
able turbine bypass capacity will be high enough to bypass all steam flow,

' not passing through the remaining three turbine control-valves, the J

reactor power settles back to its steady state. (The total steam flow
1 through three control valves will increase to about 85 percent and the
i remaining 15 percent of flow will pass through the slow npening control
! valve and the bypass valves.) During this transient, the peak 'uel
; surface heat flux will not exceed 104 percent of its initial value. The
i MCpR is still above the safety limit and is acceptable.
|

15.2 Trio of All Reactor Internal Pumps and Pressure Reculator Qpwn-Scale,

| f_ailure

! Traditionally, loss of all forced circulation has been classified as a
4 moderate frequency event and subject to the associated acceptance criteria.

The ABWR will use motor-generator (MG) sets to power 6 of the 10 RIPS. On4

' loss of offsite power, these provide a longer flow coastdown period due to the
i MG set ir.ertia, Analysis of this event shows that A00 acceptance criteria are
| met. However, the staff asked GE to consider the possibility of failures of-
[ other systems or components that could result in the loss of forced circula-
I tion without the availability af MG set coastdown. GE identified loss of flow - ;

Mansients both with and without off site power available. The case with
offsite power available was found more limiting because it did not result in

.[ an immediate reactor scram.

! For the oostulated trip of all of the R!Ps with offsite power available, GE
postulated a common-mode failure of the adjustable speed drives. During this:

i event, GE estimated that a fraction of low burnup fuel rods will achieve
boiling transition although- test results indicate no fuel failures. The staff
classified this postulated event in the special category of anticipated
transients involving a car. mon-mode software failure and developed a special
acceptance criterton for the radiological dose calculation. The staff will
not require that fuel f ailure tie assumed in dose calculm ' 'ns for fuel rods
that are under approximately 600 'C (1111 'F) for less than 60 seconds. This
special' time and temperature criterion is based on test data for fuel that has
achieved up to 20 gigawatts per metric ton (gW/MtV) (18 gw/t) burnup; or it
may be- applied only to fuel with burnup of less than 20 gW/MtU (13 gw/t). For
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fuel with greater burnup, the dose calculations inust assume fuel f ailure for
all fuel rods that achieve transition boiling. In the equilibrium cycle, the
higher burn up fuel accounts for about 45 percent of the tetM fuel bundles.
The power generated by these bundles is usually 20 percent less than the
hottest bundles, and les:, than 0.2 percent of these rods are expected to get
into transition boiling. Because none of the hottest fuel rods exceed the
time and temperature failure criterion, the radiological dose requirements of
10 CfR Part 100 not to exceed the limits by more than 10 percent is satisfied.

For the pressure regulator down-scale failure to occur, all three channels
would have to suf fer a common-mode f ailure before the pressure regulator would
go either up or down the scale. If the pressure regulator failed down-scale,
the steam control valves will close causing the reactor pressure and reacti-
vity to increase. When reanalyzing this postulated event, GE proposed to
issume that any fuel rods that achieve transition boiling will fail for the
purposes of the radiological dcse calculation. The staff includes this postu- -

lated event in the special category of anticipated transients involving a
common-mode softwcre failure because of the uncertainty that such an event
will occur during the plant lifetime. GE originally categorized this event as
an accident. The staff believes that it is core appropriate to apply a
special classification for such an event. The staff required that GE demon-
strate that this special event will not exceed the limits of 10 CFR Part 100,
wnich the staff considers appropriate for an event of such postulated fre-
quency.

According to GE analysis, during this event, less than 0.2 percent of fuel
rods are estimated to get into transition boiling and the requirements of
10 CFR Part 100 are met.

The st.,ff will treat the above two postulated events as special cases, appli-
cable only for ARWR, This is due to the unique design features of the ABWR ,

instrumentation and control systems, which reduce the frequency of such
events; therefore allowing these events to be recategorized as special cases.
This resolves DSER (SECY-91-355) Open Item 136. ;
15.3 f cc i den'.s

GE analyzed RIP seizure and shaft break acciden;s. If the unlikely event of
an instantaneous stoppage of the pump motor shaft of I of the 10 RIPS occurs,
then a very rapid decrease of pump flow will result from the larbe hydraulic
resistance introduced by the stopped rotor or shaft and cause pump seizure or
shaft bretk. Consequently, a decrease in core inlet flow and core cooling
capability occurs. However, GE's analysis shows that with only 1 out of
10 RIPS seized, the core flow decrease is small (< 10 percent), so the event
is mild. The RIP seizure and shaft break do not result in any fuel failure.-

This satisfies the criteria of 10 CFR Part 100 and is acceptable.

GE's analyses of the misplaced fuel bundle accident, rod ejection accident,
and control rod drop accident are discussed below.

(1) Misclaced Fuel Bundle Accident

Three errors must occur for this event to take place in the equilibrium
core loading: (a) a bundle must be misloaded into a wrong location in

ABWR OFSER 15-9 October 1992
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!

the core: (b) the bundle, which was supposed to be loaded where the
_

mislocation occurred, also is put in an incorrect location or discharged;
and (c) the misplaced bundles are overlooked during the core verification
process performed following core loading. A fuel loading error, unde-
tected by in-core instrumentation following fueling operations may result i
in an undetected reduction in thermal margin during power operations. GE
evaluated the consequences of a misplaced fuel bundle accident and con-
cluded that the fuel bundle accident will not release any radioactive
material from the fuel . This satisfies the criteria of 10 CFR Part 100-
and is acceptable.

The staff recently was notified t' rough the 10 CFR Part 21-process that a
fuel mi$ orientation event may le' to fuel dcmage in BWR/6 designs. The
staf f does not know at this time whether a similar conclusion applies to
the ABWR. GE is required to evaluate the applicability of the issue for
the ABWR and should provide a discussion of its evaluation in the SSAR. ,

This is Open item 15.3-1.

(2) Rod fiection Acciden._

t

The rod ejection accident is caused by a major break on the fine motion
! control rod drive (fMCRD) housing, outer tube, or associated control rod

drive (CRD) pipe lines. The consequences of a rod ejection accident are
similar to the rod drop accident in that the fuel enthalpy criteria may
be violated if the speed of the ejected rod and/or the reac}ivity added
are large enough. The same criteria of 280 cal /gm (ll72x10 Jouls/kg) is
applied to the rod ejection accident. <

A redundant brake mech . ism is installed in the FMCRD system (2 brakes '

per fMCRD) to prevent severe consequences resulting from this accident.
Even if this accident does happen, the brake effectively terminates this;

event and prevents any severe consequences.'

The results of thp rod ejection accident show a peak enthalpy less than
70 cal /gm (293x10 Jou
of 280 cal /gm (ll72x10{s/kg), which is less than the acceptance criteriaJouls/kg). The radiological consequences are
banded by the analysis of the control rod drop accident. Therefore, the
plant response is acceptable.

(3) Rod Dron Accident

The locking piston CRD mechanism used in current BWRs cannot detect
separation of the control rod from the drive mechanism during normal rod
movements. In order to prevent damage to the nuclear system process
barrier by the rapid reactivity increase that would result from a free
fall of a control rod-(rod drop acciaent):from its fully inserted-
pnsition to the position where the drive mechanism is withdrawn, a latch
mechanism is provided on the control rod to astrict the control rod
free-fall distance to acceptable limits.

-

I

'

In contrast to the locking piston CRD, the FMCR0 is designed in detect
the separation _of the control rod from the drive mechanism. Two redun-

: dant and separate Class lE switches will be provided to detect the-
| separation of either the contiel rod frorr the hollow piston or the hollow
1

r
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piston from the ball nut. Aduation of either of these switches will
cause an immediate rod block and initiate ar alarm in the control room,
thereby reducing the probability of a rod drop accident from occurring.
The radiological consequences of the control rod drop accident are pro-
vided in Section 15.4.1 of this report.

15.4 Radiolonjcal Cpnsecuences of Accidents
,

15.4.4 Radiological Consequences of Control Rod Drop Accidents

In SSAR Section 15.4.9.6, GE stated that the radiological consequences of a
control rod drop accident need not be considered because such an accident is
extremely unlikely with the improved design of the ABWR. The ABWR design
employs the FMCRD, which has several new features that are unique compared to
the current BWR locking piston control rod drives.

In SSAR Section 15.d.9.2, GE stated that, (1) for the rod drop accident to
occur, it is necessary for such highly unlikely events as failures of both
Class IE separation-detection devices, or the failure of the rod block inter- ;
lock, and the failure of the latch mechanism to occur simultaneously with the
occurrence of a stuck rod on the same FMCRD, and that (2) therefore, GE stated
that thera k co basis to postulate the-occurrence of this event because of
the low probaoility of such simultaneous occurrence of these multiple inde-
pendent events.

On the basis of the staff's past licensing reviews, such as Clinton, Perry,
and River Bend, a control rod drop eccident is expected to result in radio-
logical consequences less than a small fraction of the dose reference values
specified in 10 CFR 100.11 esen with conservative assumptions. SRP Sec- !
tion 15.4.9 (Ill) state's that unless unusual plant or site features are ]present or the applicant's calculation shows an unusually large amount of fuel ,

damage, a specific calculation of the radiological consequences for this acci-
dent is not necessary. Howevar, the stsff did perform a specific evaluation i

of thic accident because it n, the first application involving the ABWR .
standardized design with hypothetical site boundaries. This evaluation should
serve to establish a reference point for comparison of future applications
incorporating th' ABWR design.

To evaluate the udiological consequence of this accident, the staff postu-
lated that the highest worth control rod becomes decoupled from its drive <

mechanism at a fully inserted position in the core. The drive mechanism is
withdrawn, but the decoupled control rod is assumed to be stuck in place. At
a later moment, the control rod suddenly falls free and drops out of the core.
This results in the insertion of a large positive reactivity into the cee and
a localized power excursion. The termination of this excursion is acum.-
plished by an automatic safety feature, and no action is required on the-
operator's part. The rod pattern control function of the RCIS limits the
worth of any control rod by regulating the withdrawal sequence. The staff -

estimated that such a rod drop would cause no more than 770 fuel rods to reach
the threshold for cladding damage, with no fuel melting.-

The staff used fission product release assumptions consistent with Regulatory
Guide (RG) 1.77 (Rev4 0), " Assumptions lised for Evaluating a control Rod
Ejection Accident for Pressurized Water Reactors." These assumptions are
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given in Table 15.1 of the report. The computed doses are lirted in
lable 15.2 of the report and are well within the dose reference values of10 CFR 100.11. The staff concludes that the ABWR design is adequate to
drop accident. control the release of fission products following a postulated control rod ,

1

; 15.4.2
Radiological Consequences of the failure of Small Lines Carryingprimary Coolant Outside Containment

coolant that penetrate the containment build'.ng.GDC 55 contains provision to ensure isolation of all pipes carrying reactor
,

'

cations are small-diameter pipes that must be continuously connected to cheExempted from these specifi-
primary coolant system in order to perform necessary functions.
lines, generally called instrument lines, methods of mitigating the conse-For these'

quences of a rupture are necests.rv because the lines cannot be isolated.
submitted a radiological analysis for an instrument line failure in SSAR GE

Section 15.6.2.5, and the results of the analysis are provided in SSARTable 15.6.3.

GE postulated that a small steam or liquid line breaks inside or outside the
primary containment and that a small instrument line, instantaneously and -

circumferentially, breaks at a location where it may not be able to be
isolatad and where detection is not automatic or apparent. t

On the basis of the staff's past licensing reviews, such as Clinton, Perry
and River Bend, a small line break accident is expected to result in radiolog-,

ical consequences. less than a small fraction of the dose reference valuesspecified in 10 CFR 100.11.
Furthermore, the staff believes that these

postulated breaks are subsumed by the design-basis LOCA radiological conse-quences, as indicated in SRP Section 15.6.2.
a specific evaluation of this accident because it is the first applicationHowever, the staff did perform
involving the ABWR standardized design with hypothetical site boundaries.
This evaluation should serve to establish a reference point for comparison of
future applications incorporating the ABWR design.

The assumptions used for the. evaluation are provided in Table 15.3 of thisreport.

dose referenec values of 10 CFR 100.11.The computed doses are listed in Table 15.2 and are well within the
'

The staff concludes that the ABWRdesign is adequate to control the release of fission products following apostulated small line break accident.

15.4.3
Radiological Consequences of Main Steamline Failure Outside Contain-ment

GE postulated one of the four main steamlines to rupture between the outer
isolation valve and the turbine control valves.

'

accident-in SSAR Section 15.6.4.5 and concluded that no more theGE analyzed tF's hypothetical
(76,770 lbs) of reactor coolant would be lost through the break before auto-34,800 kg

matic isolation and less than 12,870 kg (28,373 lbs) of that would be lostas steam. The staff's evaluation of this accident, however, followed the'

assumptions of SRP Section 15.6.4-in assuming that 63,500 kg (140,000 lbs) of
reactor coolant (as the maximum upper bound value) is lost, with all of thecontained iodine becoming airborne..
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The staff asse ;ed two reactor coolant conditions for the evaluation, in
Case 1, the 1"st coolant was contaminated with radioactive lodice at the
limits in the Standard Technical Specifications (i.e., 7.4E-3 MBq
dose-equival ect I-131 per gram) for BWRs at continued full-power op(eration.0.2 #Ci) of

'

in Case 2, a concentration of 1.5E-1 MBq (4.0 Ci) of dose-equivalent I-131 ,

per gram was assumed (the limits in the Standard Technical Specifications
above which the reactor is regt. ired to be shut down). The SRP acceptance ;

critoria are the dose reference values of 10 CFR 100.11 for Case 2, and less
'

than 10 percent of these values for Case 1. Dose-equivalent I-131 is defined
as any mixture of iodine isotopes yielding the same inhalation thyroid dose asthe stated amount of pure 1-131.<

13 noble gas isotopes that also would be released.The staff also considered the amounts of
The calculated doses arelisted in Table 15.2 and are within the acceptance criteria of SRP Sec-tion 15.6.4. The staff concludes that the ABWR design is adequate to control

the release of fissior products following a postulated stesmline breakaccident. '

15.4.4
Radiological Consequences of loss-of-Coolant Accidents (LOCAs)

In SSAR Section 15.6.5, GE selected and analyzed a hypothetical design-basis

and the low-population zone (LPZ), using certain ESFs provided in the ABWRLOCA and concluded that certain distances to the exclusion area boundary (CAB)
,

design, are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that the radiologicalconseq
ces of such N accident will be within the dose reference valuesestabl. ned in 10 CFR Part 100.

To verify GE's conclusion, the staff indvendently assessed the radiologicalconsequences of a hypothetical LOCA. In its assessment, the staff used
assumptions and methods described in the appendices to SRP Section 15.6.5 and
in RG 1.3 (Rev. 2 , " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential
cal Consequences o)f a loss-of-Coolant Accident for Boiling Water P.eactors.".idiologi-
The major parameters and assumptions used in the staff's evaluation are listedin Table 15.4 of this report.

L-
The computed offsite doses resulting from a hypothetical LOCA are listed inTable 15.2. The computed doses in Table 15.2 are expressed as thyroid and
whole-body exposure for 2 hours at the EAB and for 30 days at the boundary of
the LPZ to allov direct comparison with the dose reference values establishedin 10 CFR 100.11. Since no specific site is associated with ABWR plant, GE

:

|
defined these two boundaries only in terms of various hypothetical. atmospheric'

diffusion parameters (X/Q).

In its evaluation of the radiological consequences, the staff used an EAB of
800 meters (0.5 mile) and an LPZ ranging from 1500 (0.9 mile)'to 4800 meters
(3 miles), with Pasquill F stability and persistent (greater than 95 percent
of time) I m/sec (3 ft/sec) wind velocity as proposed by GE. The median
values of EBA and LPZ_of current operating reactor sites are 800 (0.5 mile)
and 4800 meters (3 miles , respectively. The staff used the GE-proposedatmospheric diffusion par)ameters given in Tables =15.5 and 15.6 of this report.

,

To. determine the atmospheric dispersion estimates, GE-followed the guide-lines provided in RG l.145
Potential Accident Consequen(Rev.1), " Atmospheric Dispersion Models for

- ce Assessments at I.'uclear Pcwer Plants," and
RG 1.3 (Rev. 2), " Assumption Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological

'ASWR DFSER 15-13 October 1992
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;

Consequences of a loss cf Coolant Accident for Boiling Water Reactors." The
staff will perform an indeper. dent assessment of short-term (less than 30 days
atmospheric dispersion factors for potential accident consequence analyses on)

.

asite-specificbasisforacombinedlicense(COL)applicantwhoreference;-the ABWR design. As previously discussed, th1r is COL Actica item 2.3.4-1.
If site-specific atmospheric dispersion factors are greater than the envelop-

.

'

|

ing values (e.g, less d.'spersion) used in this evaluation, & COL applicant may
have to augment ESF systems provided in the ABWR design to meet the relevant

Irequirements of 10 CFR Part 100 and GDC 19. However, this condition is not '

expected to arise frequently since the enveloping values for dispersion1

fautors represent most of the current operating reactor site meteorologicalcharacteristics.

The staff evaluated offsite radiological consequences using-the current
Technical Information Document (TID)-14844 source term procedures that are

-

consistent with the guidelines provided in the applicable SRP sections and
.

regulatory guides, except for the following two deviations: The staff
(1) provided a credit for radioactive iodiae removal in the main steamlines
and in the main condensers by holdup for decay and deposition (see SSAR
Section 15.5.1.2.1
without an MSIV leakage control system.for technical bases) and (2) accepted the ABWR design

The staff postulated a hypothetical LOCA to determine the adequacy of the ESFsdesigned to prevent release of fit
enveloping meteorological conditio.....7 products into the environment, using
the ABWR design are the primary containment and 8The passive ESFs for this purpose h

t

secondary containment(reactor building). The staff considered these in conjunction with the .

standby gas treatment system (SGTS) and the pressure suppression pool scrub-bing, both of which are active ESFs.
The primary containment spray system,

which is designed as a containment heat removal feature, has.not taen given
credit in any drywell airborne fission produt removal calculations. The-
spray system is designed as a safety-related system but is not automatically|

-

initiated as required in the SRP for iodine removal credit. GE has notrequested any iodine removal credit for the spray system. In its assessment,
i

the staff included containment leakage, main steam' isolation valve leakage,
and post-LOCA 1cak. age from ESFs outside containment as sources and radioac-
tivity transport paths to the environment following a LOCA.

15.4.4.1 Containment Leakage Contribution '

- The ABWR primary containment design consists of a drywell, a wetwell,-and *

supporting systems- to liMt fission product leakage during and'following a -
LOCA with rapid isolation of all pipes or ducts that penetrate the containmentboundary. It is designed to prevent the uncontrolled release of airborneradioactivity to the environment. GE-proposed that the primary containment
will be built and tested periodically to have a leak rate at design pressure
of less than 0.5 weight greent per day at the calculated peak containment-
pressure associated with a LOCA. The staff used this leak rate in its

-

radiological assessment. -

t

The secondary containment structure and supporting systems will be provided to
collect and process radioactiva material that may leak from the primary

1

|
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containment followinq a LOCA or taat may result from a fuel handling accident.
The secondary containment is a seismic Categgry I reinforced concrete struc-
ture with a volume of appro>.imately 8.5E44 m (3E46 f t ).3

In SSAR Section 15.6.5.5.1, GE assumed that the primary containment leak rate
into the reactor building through penetrations and ESF system components will
not be greater than an equivalent release of 0.5 percent by volume per day of
the primary containment free air volume for the first 24 hours after a LOCA
and half of that value (0.25 %/ day) af ter 24 hours. GE based its assumption
of a reduced leak rate on the finding that the primary containment pressure is
reduced by more than a factor of one-half during the 12 hours following
initiation of a 1.0CA; therefore, the driving force for leakage via the pathwayis corre>pondingly reduced.

RG 1.3 (Rev. 2) assumes a constant containment leak rate for the duration of t
LOCA, although it permits a reduced leak rate with supporting justification. ~

1he rationale for a constant containment leak rate is two fold: (1) the
pressure profile for a BWR does remain at high pressures for a long period of
tirre and (2) for most plants, the leakage is only measured at the maximum
value in accordance with Appendix J to 10 CrR Part 50. Therefore, the primary
containment leak rate was identified as Open item 143 in the DSER. Subse-
quently, GE revised the primary containment leak rate of 0.5 percent by volume
per day for the duration of a LOCA, accepting the staff's pcsition in a draft
revision to the SSAR. This is Confirmatory Item 15.4.4.1-1.

The pressure within the reactor building is maintained slightly negative
during normal operation by exhousting the reactor building air through thenormal ventilation rystem. On receipt of an ESF actuation signal, the normal
ventilation system is automatically switched off and the SGTS actuated.
Following a postulated LOCA, the pressu e in the secondary containment could
increase from its initially negative pressure to a slightly positive value as
a result of ir. leakage, air expansion because of heat, and the time required ,

for th.' startup of the SGTS. The SGTS is designed to achieve a negative
preuure of 0.635 cm (0.25 in) water gauge in the secondary containment within
20 minutes (drawdown time). During the drawdown tiine, the staff assumed that
the primary ccntainment leakage would go directly to the environment without
credit for mixing, boldup, oc filtration, following the drawdown time, the
staff assumed an iodine removal efficiency of 99 percent by the SGTS charcoal
absorber with 15.24 cm (6 in) in depth.

Becausc the secrndary containment (reactor building) is designed to completely
enclose the primary crntainment, the staff assumed no bypass leakage to the
environment from the primary containment except that directed through the mainsteamlines. In Section 6.2.3.1 of the DSER, the staff concluded that GE
adequately addressed the criteria described in E' ranch Technical Position
CSB 64 and that the design of barriers to preclude the secondar/ containment
bypass flow (cxcluding through main steamlines) is acceptable.

The fundamental characteristic of an BWR pressure-suppression containment is
that steam released from the reactor coolant system will be conder. sed and
scrubbed of radionuclides in a pool of water (the suporession pool) and the
pressure rise in the containment will thereby be limited. This is accom-
plished by directing the steam f rom the reactor coolant system to the suppres-
sion pool through a vent system. Leakage paths could exist, however, in the

ABWR DFSER 15-15 October 199.
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pathway between the drywell end the wetwell airspute that could allow steam to
bypa:.s the suppression pool, potent ully over-pressurizing the containment.
Potential sources of steam bypa:,s include leakage through the vacuum relief
valves, trat .ing of the drywell structure, and penetrations through thedrywell st ructure.

In SSAR Section 15.6.L.5.1, GE assumed that any elemental and particulate
iodine species purged to the suppression pool would be subject to a decontami-nation factor (Df) of 10.
given for the removal of suppression pool fission products provided thatIn the DSER, the staff found that a credit may be
suppression pool DFs are evaluated in accordance with the methodology pre-scribed in revised SRP Section 6.5.5, "Pr
Proouct Cleanup Systems," (issued in Dect :ure Suppression Pools or fission

'T 1988), which states thatsuppressian pools are capable of scrubbi eborne fistion products and thatto ignore this capability would be an und. .anservatism.
However, the utaff also
leakage capability t'. Justify the suppression pool DF of 10. stated in the DSER that GE .hould provide the drywellThe suppressionpool DF was identified as Open Iten 141 in the DSER.

Even though the staf f accepted neither the assumptions and analytical models
used to predict the containment pressure and temperaturo transients following

'

a LDCA nor the drywell leukage capability proposed by GE for the ABWR (seeSection 6.2 of this report) thc staff conservatively assumed, in its radio-
logical consequence analysis, a Of of 2 by the ABWR pressure-suppression pool
(equivalent to suppre_sion pool steam bypass of 50 percent) for airborne
radioactive iodine in elemental and particulate forms. This assumption is
further supported by a safety-related dry and well spray system provided inthe ABWR design; therefore, the staff considers this item resolved.

The provision of containment sprays in the drywell and/or wetwell also would
reduce the ef fect of suppression pool bypass leakage on containment perfor- t

These systems spray water into the containr.ent ana lower its tempera-
mance,
tule and pressure.

They also scrub the containment atmosphere of fission

nitigate the ef fects of bypass on fission product distribution. products (even though the staff has not provided a credit for scrubbing) andThe plant-
depth, and surveillance tests to confirm drywell leak tightness will bespecific 15, which require periodic inspections to confirm suppression pool
reviewed by the staff on a case-by-case basis for each COL applicant.Technical Specification item 15.4.4.1-1.

The calculated doses for the ABWR
This is

resultinc, from the 0.5 percent by volume per day containment leak are shown inTable 15.2 of this report.

15.4.0 2 Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage

lhe inain steamlines in BWR plantt
valves function to isolate the roartar system in the eveicontain dual quick-closing MS: 18These

of a bceak in asteamline outuide the primary containnent, a design-basis LOCA, or otherevents requiring containment isolation. Although the MSIVs are designed to
provide a leak-tight barrier, it is recognized that some leakage through thevalves will occur.
0.325 m /hr (11.5 f t /hr) per valve.The current GWR TS limit for MS1V leakage is typically3 3

Operating experience has indicated tSat
degradation has occasionally occucted in the leak-tightness of MSIVs and the
specified low leakage has not always been main'ained.

ABWR DFSER 15-16 October 1992
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Because of recurring problems with excessive leakage of MSIVs, the staff
recocnended in RG 1.96, " Design of Main Steam 1 solation Valve Leakage Control
Systems for Boiling Water Reactor liuclear Power plants," installation of a
supplemental leakage control system (LCS) to ensure that the isolation
function of the MSlVs complies with the specified limits, flost of the'

currently operating BWRs have an LCS.

In response t? the MSly leakage concern , the BWR Owners Group (BWROG) commis-
stor,ed a program of studies to determine the causes of high leak rates and the
means to eliminate them. The results of these studie:, were submitted to the
fluclear Regulatory Commission (flRC) in Caneral Electric proprietary reports,
NED0-316 0 P (November 1988) and NED0-31858P (february 1991), botn entitled,
"Intreasing Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage Rate Limits and Elitnination of
Leakage Control Systems."

GEreferencedthesereportsasthepasisforgot
providing an LCS and requesting a substantially higher 10.99 m /hr (35 f t /hr)

,

!pervalve)MSIVleaklimit.
j

in parallel effort, tne staff reviewed the MS!V leekage control systemrequirements. The staff found that the LCS may not be effective for MSIV )
leakage rates greatiy in excess of TS limits because of limitations in its ,

design.
Generic issue C-8, " Main Steamline Valve Leakage Control Systems,"

was established to address these concerns.
Generic Issue C-8. Subsequet.tly, the staff has closed

i

1

The MS1Vs generally have net provided a leak-tight containment pressure ~

boundary to the extent intended in the piant design. Although substantial
progress has been made in recent years to ident4fy the ca'nes of the leak-
age and to. reduce the amount. of leakage, the '.orrent typical TS limit of3 3
0.325 m /hr 11.5 ft /hr) per valve is still difficult to achieve when the
valve is rap (idly closed against a full-flow condition at reactor operating

.pressure and temperature. ,

"

ent assumption used by the staff for operating plants in calculating
.

A'n. consequences of potential accidents (10 CFR Part 100) his based org a-a v sative assumption that the TS leakage limit of 0.325 m / r (11.5 ft /br) ,

u lve is released directly into the environment.n

No credit is currently taken for the integrity and leaktightness of the main ,

steam piping z.J condenser to provide holdup and plate-out of Nssion prod-ucts.
.

The proposed approach developed by the BWROG and adopted by GE would allow-
higher leakage limits 3.96 m /hr (1,0 ft /hr)-total for 4 steamlines and would3

not provide an LCS for the ABWR design. In this alter.1ative approach, GE _
used the tain staam piping (and its associated piping) and the condenser to- ,

mitigate the radiological consequences of an accident that could result in
offsite exposures comparable _ to the dose reference values specified in 10 CFR -Part 100.

in the DSER, the soi'T stated that it 'is evaluating whether a credit for the
,

fission product atter<aation in the main steamlines and for the isolated con-
denser is appropriate and reasonable for BWRs even though the main steamlines
downstream from the MSIV and its condensers are not designet to withstand the

.

safe shtidown earthquake (SSE), as defined in Appendix A, Section Ill(c), to-
,
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10 CFR Part 100 This was identified as Open item 142 in the DSER. Subse-
quently, the staff completed its evaluation and has accepted the BWROG and CE '
proposals. In order to implement these proposals, the staff had to deviate
from the current guidelines provided in the SRP. The bases for these h via- !tions by the staff are given in the following sections.,

15.4.4.2.1 Radiological Analysis

Bfly_l akane Patoways.

Following a LOCA, three potential release pathways exist for main steam 1

leakage through the MSIVs:
,

(1) main steam drain lines [ typically 5.08 cm (2 in) in diameter to the
condenser with delayed release to the environment through the low-
pressure turbine seals

!

ii) iurbine bypass lines [ typically 15.2 cm (6 in) in diameter) to the
rondenser with delayed release to the environment through the low-
pressure turbine seals

(3) main steamline [ typically 61 cm (24 in) in diameter] turbine stop
and control valves through via high-pressure turbine seals to the
environa :t bypassing the condenser

The consequences of leakage from pathways 1 and 2 will be essentially the
same because the condenser can be used to' process MSly leakage. The
condenser iodine removal efficiency will vary depending on the inlet
location of the bypass or drain line piping, but in either case, iodine '

removal will occur. For pathway 3, MSIV leakage through the closed-
turbine stop and control valves will not be processed via the condenser.
For this case, the high-pressure turbine, which has a large internal'

surface area associated with the turbine blades, will provide iodine
removal.

,

The staff assumed that' turbine bypass, stop, and control valves will be
closed upon loss of electro-hydraulic control system following a LOCA,
and the drain valve can be manually opened from control room via safety-
related power source following a LOCA. ' The operability of the drain
valve must be included in the technical specifica+. ions. This is Te M i-cal Specification Item 15.5.1.2.1-1.

The BWROG has also identified the same three leakage pathways as above to
allow MSly leakage to drain to the condenser. Of these, the BWR0G and GE
propose to use tt'e drain line downstream of the MSIVs to provide a
leakage pathway to the condenser. The' staff also chose to use the main-

-

steamline drains' for the MSIV leakage pathway in:its assessment- of iodine
holdup and deposition for the ABWR design.

Tl+ BWROG and GE indicate that the by) ass piping of the main steamline is
another appropriate leakage pathway tlat the designer may use for MSIV

>

leakage control. Either pathway is an acceptable approach, provided that
-the chosen pathway will be-available-for MSIV steam leakage to reach the
main condenser. The amounts of-iodine removal (by holdup and depositior)

ABWR DFSER 1,5-18 is .ober 1992
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will be greater through the turbine bypass pathway than the drain line
pathway bec ause of the larger pipe sire, which will provide more surface
area for deposition.

The staf f believes that so long as either turbine bypass or drain line
leakage pathway is available, M51V leakage through thc closed turbine
. top und control valves (pathway 3) will be negligible and essentially
all of the releases will be through the main condenser because, essen-
tially, there will be no dif f ereatial pressure in the main steamline
downstream of the MSIVs following the closure of the valves,

furthermore, M51V leakage through pathway 3, if any, wili have been sub-
jected to the same iodine removal processes in the main steamlines (up to
turbine stop valves) as the other pathways; and it will be further
subjected to iodine removal by deposition in the high-pressure turbine
internal surfaces. Removal by the main condenser is not applicable in
pathway 3.

In the calculation of the contribution to the LOCA dosa, the staff
assumed that one of the inboard isolation MS]Vs failed to close, thus
allowing contaminated steam to travel to the outboard valve. fhis
outboard valve and the outboard valves from the pther three steamlines
were assumed te have a total leak rate of 3.96 m /hr (140 f t /hr).3

Desion (frLification Material*

The staff has reviewed Section 2.10.1, " Turbine Main Steam System in the
Tier 1 Design Certification Material (10rM)," and finds that the design
description and its related inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance
criteria (ITAAC) (Sble 2.10.1) should include (1) the operability
requirement of main steam drain valve from main :ontrol room via essen-
tial power supply (Class lE) and (2) the structural integrity equirement
for main steamlines, drain lines, and main condenser for their 'eak-
tightness following a nostulated LOLA. The main steamlines from MSIV to
the main condenser, including the drain lines, should be analyzed using a ~

seismic analysis to demonstrate appropriate structural integrity for
leak-tightness under sitc specific SSE loading conditions. This is Open
item 15.4.4.2.1-1. The staff has provided a credit for iodine removal in
the main steamlines, drain lines, and condenser following a postulated
LOCA and accepted the ABWR design without a MSIV leakage control system.

igAjne Traninort Model*

Basic chemical and physical principles predict that gaseous iodine and
airborne iodine particulate material will deposit on surfaces. Several
laboratory and in-plant studies have demonst ated that gaseous iodine
deposits will occur by chemical adsorption, and particulate iodine
deposits will occur through a combination of sedimentation, molecular
diffusion, turbulent diffusion, and impaccion. Gaseous iodine exists in
nuclear power plants in several forms: elemental (1 ), hypoiodous acid2(H10), organic (CH ), and particulates. In accordance with RG 1.3, the3

staf f assumed 91 percent of iodine is in the elemental form (includes
hypolodous acid), E percent in the particulate form, and 4 percent in the
form of organic iodides.

ABWR DFSER 15-19 October 1992
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b

Lach of these forms deposits on surfaces at a different rate, described
by a parameter known as the deposition velocity. The elemental iodine
form, being the most reactive, has the largest deposition velocity, and'

organic iodide has the smallest, further, studies of in-plant airborne
iodine show that iodine (elemental and particulate) deposited on the
surface undergoes both physical and chemical changes and can either be
resuspended as an airborne gas or become permanently fixed to the sur-

; face. The data also shows the the iodine can change its form so that
; iodine deposited as one form (usually elemental) can be resuspended in

the same or in another form (usually organic). Conversion can be
described in termt of resuspension rates that are different -for each
lodine species. Chemical surface fixation can similarly be described in

*

terms of a surface fixation rate constant.

The transport of gaseous iodine in elemental and particulate forms has
beenstudiedformanyyearsandsevpralgroupsproposeddifferentmodels
to describe the observed phenomena. The staff used the model specifi-
cally developed by an NRC contractor (J. E Cline and Associates, Inc.,
1991) for iodine removal in the BWR main steamlines and the main con-denser following a LOCA.

The staff model treats the MSIV leakage pathway as a sequence of small
segments for which instantaneous and homogeneous mixing is assumed; the '

mixing computed for each segment is passed along as input to the next
segment. The number of segments depends upon the parameter of the line
and flow rate and can be as many as 100,000 for a long, large-diameter ,

pipe and a low flow. Each line segment is divided into five compart-
ments that represent the concentrations of the three airborne iodine
species, the surface that contains iodine available for resuspension,
and surface lodine that has reacted and is fixed on the surface. Thestaff's model considers three iodine species: elemental, particulate,
and organic. A fourth species, hypciodous acid, was considered for the
purpose of the staff's model to be a form of elemental iodine. All
iodine in the serment undergoes radioactive decay, lhe resulting concen-
tration-fron each segment of the deposition compartment serves as the

-

input-to the next segment.

The staff's transport model also assumed iodine transport through the
condenser as a dilution flow rather than the plug flow as in the steam-,

lines. The staff assumed that the iodine input into the condenser mixes
instantaneously with a volume of air in the condenser and that the
diluted air exhausts at the same time and same rate as the input air
(Msly leakage) flows into the condenser,

The stn'f developed the equations for iodine deposition velocities, re-
suspenslon rates, and surface fixation rates as a function of temperature
using published data found in the above-mentioned literature. The equa-

,

tions and data are contained in the report by Cline and Associates. 'The
equation for the deposition velocity of elemental' iodine is based on the
least-squares fit to the available data. Deposition velacity equations

'NUREG/CR-2713; NUREG/CR-4397; Genco et al.,1969; Nebeker et al.,1969;'

Unrean et al., 1984.
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i

for H01 and organic iodine are based on the values as 30 *C (86 *f);
because of the lack-of data at elevated temperatures, their temperature ;dependence is assumed to be.similar to elemental iodine. Ine staff based +

lts resuspension and fixation equations as a function of temperatures on
measurements available in the literature at ambient temperature. The
staff assumed that resuspension and fixation rates will increase with
increasing temperature.n

-

|

The parameter and assumptions used in the development of the iodine Itransport model are listed in Table 15.7. Calculated iodine releases
from the condenser after holdup and plate-out in the main steamlines and
condensers are shown in Table 15.8.

,

Because the technical references mentioned above indicate that particu-
late and elemental iodine would be expected to deposit on surfaces with '

rates of deposition varying with temperature, pressure, gas composition,
surfa:e material, and particulate size. The staff, therefore, concludes ;

that an appropriate credit for the removal of iodine in the main steam- !
lines and main condensers should be provided in the radiological conse-
c,uence assessment following a_ design basis accident. The staff considers '

DSER Open item 142 resolved.

The amount of iodine removal credit for the ABWR design is shown in
Table 15.8 of this report. The COL applicant will need to recalculate
removal credit on the basis of its design characteristics of main steam-
lines, drain or bypass line, and main condenser. This is COL Action i
Item 15.4.4.2.1-1.

i
15.4.4.2.2 Seismic Analysis

Section Ill(c) and VI of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 requires that struc-
t.;res, systems, and components necessary to ensure the capability to mitigate
the radiological consequences of accidents that could result in exposures
comparable to_ the dose guideline exposures of Part- 100 be designed to remain
functional during and after an SSE. Thus, the main steamline, portions of its
associated piping, and the ' main Londenser are required to remain functional if
the a5E occurs. Consequently, these. components are required to be classified

,

as safety-related and-seismic Category l. In addition, Appendix A to 10 CFR
_ ;

Pari 100 requires that the engineering method used to ensure that the safety '

functions are maintained during and after assurance of an SSE involve the use
of either a= suitable dynamic analysis nr a suitable qualification test.

For the purpose of providing a credit-for iodine holdu'p and plate-out, the
staff's mode'. requires that the main steam piping-(including its associated
piping to the condenser)_and tne condenser to remain structurally intact

.following an SSE, so;it can act as a holdup volume for fission products.

L The staff determined that the-ABWR design does not fully comply with ihe 1
requirements of 10 CFR Part 100 because the portions of the main steamline|

bypass piping and the condenser are not classified as seismic Category I. The ;

design therefore relles on some non-safety grade equipment.for the mitigation- )
,

| of design basis accidents and for the control of the release of fission
<

products.to the environment. This.issuc is also discussed in the' staff's
1: .ji
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draf t SECY entitled, '' Issues Pertaining to Evolutionary and Passive Light
Water Reactors sand their Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirements,"
dated february 20, 1992,

in Chapter 3 of this report, the staff concluded that the ABWR design provides
reasonable assurance that the main steam piping frso the outermost isolation
valve up to the turbine stop valve, the MSIV leakage pathway (i.e., the drain

;
'

line or bypass line) up to the condenser, and the main condenser will remain '

structurally intact and leak +ight, so that it can act as a holdup volume for
fission products during and fvllo.fing an SSE.-

Since the staff has accepted an alternati 9 main steamline design which meets
-

the intent of 10 CFR Part 100, the staff must document this new requirement in
,

the final safety evaluation report (FSER) or require that GE request exemption
,

'

from 10 CFR Part 100 and provide an evaluat.on of the request in the FSER.
This staff action is Open Item 15.4.4.2.2-1.

15 A.4.3 Post-LOCA Leakage Con'ribution from Engineered Safety Features-
Systems Outside Containment

Any leakage of water from ESF components (valve stems and pump seals) that
are located outside of the primary containment releases fission products to
the secondary containment during the recirculation phase of long-term core '
cooling following a LOCA. GE estimated such leakages from the RHR system,
HPCFsystem,andrgactorcoreisolationcooling(RCIC)systemtobelessthan
6.2E'3 L
of 4.5E'fmin (1.6E'L/ min (1.2E'gm) .In its 1 akage estimate, GE used valve stem leakageg

gpm) from a total of 45 valves and 1.7E'3 L/ min
(4.4E" gpy from a total of 5 pumps in these systems.

The s
6.2E',taff used a egnservative leakage value of 1.0 gpm [instead of

L/ min (1.6E' gpm) proposed by GE), which is the typical BWR leakage
value used by the staff in its radiological consequence assessment. 1he COL
applicant will provide this leakage value in its plant-specific technical
specifications. This is Technical Specification Item 15.4.4.3-1.

The staff further assumed that 10 percent of the water-borne iodine that
leaks from the ECCS systems (RHR, HPCF, and RCIC) will become airborne and be
released to the environment through the SGTS after 20 minutes of the secondary
building drawdown time (no filtration credit is given prior to the drawdown
time). The offsite radio;ogical consequences as a result of ESF component
leak outside the primary containment are relatively small and are given in

-

Trble '5.2 of this report.

15.4.5.4 Conclusion

The staff has reviewed GE's analysis and has performed an independent analy-
sis of the radiological consequences resulting from each of the transports
paths described in Sectin 15.4.4 of this report. The calculated thyroid andwhole-body. dose are listed in Table 15.1. Based on the above evaluation anc
the calculated radiological consequences shown in Table 15.2 the staff con-
cludes that the MSIV leak rate 11 it of 3.96 m /hr (140 ft /hr) total and the-

3 3

proposed ABWR design without a M' ' leakage control system are acceptable, itfurther concitdes that GE's pror, i distances-to the EAB and to the LPZ of
-the ABWp plant, in conjunction witn the ESFs provided in the ABWR design are

ABWR , -r.R 15-22 October 1992
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sufficient to pro /ide' reasonable assurance that the radiological consequences )of a postulated LOCA will be within the dose reference values set forth in
_|10 CFR part 100.

15.4.5 Radiological Consequences of fuel Handling and fuel Cask Drop
Accidents

in SSAR Sections 15.7.4 and 15.7.5, GE presented radiological consequences
analyses of fuel handling and fuel cask drop accidents. The-fuel handling
accident is assumed to occur as a consequence of an unspecified failure of
lift mechanism resulting in dropping of (1) a single fuel assembly onto the
irradiated fuel stored in the spent fuel pool, (?) a raised single fuel cask
from the level of the refueling floor to ground level through the refueling
floor maintenance hatch, and (3) a raised heavy object (i.e., steam dryer,
moisture separator) onto the fuel in the reactor vessel during refuelingoperation.

For the single fuel assembly accident, the kinetic energy of a single falling
fuel assembly was assumed to break open the maximum possible number of fuel
rods using perfect mechanical efficiency. Instantaneous release of noble
gases and radiciodine vapor .from the gaps of the broken rods was assumed to

-occur, with the released gases bubbling up through the fuel pool water.
Radiation monitors located within the normal ventilation system are designed-
to isolate that system automatically and direct all fuel handling building
exhaust to the SG15.

.

The fuel cask drop accident was assumed to occur as a_ consequence of an
unspecified failure of the cask lif ting mechanism. thereby allowing the cask to
fall approximately 19.5 m (64 ft) from the level of the' refueling floor to
ground level through the refueling floor maintenance hatch. GE stated that
each cask will have the maximum capacity-to contain 1116 spent fuel-rods based-
on the largest capacity cask projected to be available. GE proposed, and the
staff accepted,-the minimum fuel storage'(decay) time of 120 days before cask
loading operation to com.mence after reactor fueling.

1he heavy object drop accident also was assumed to occur as-a consequence of
an unspecified failure of the lif ting device dropping or tipping a_ heavy '

object onto the fuel in the reactor vessel and breaking open all fuel- rods in
10 percent of fuel assemblics (approximately 80 assemblies) in the reactor
vessel. The staff assumed the minimum radioactivity decay time of- 7. days from '

the time of reactor shutdown until lif+.ing of the heavy object.
'.

A postulated fuel handling accident for: the ABWR _was evaluated ~in accordance
with the guidance of SRP Section 15.7.4,_using assumptions consistent with
positions C.l.a ~ through C.I.k of RG 1.25 (Rev. 0), " Assumptions -Used.for
Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident
in the fuel Handling Storage Facility for_ Boiling and Pressurized Water
Reactors."

- The assumptions used for the spent fuel handling accident are listed.in
Table 15.9, The offsite doses computed-for'these accidents are given in'= Table 15.2. . The calculated offsite doses for all three cases considered
are' well within the dose guidelines specified in SRP Section 15.7.4, and

,

*
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i.
therefore, the staff concludes that the tandard ABWR design is adequate to

!control the release of fission products following postulated spent fuelhandling accidents. j
,

l

15.4.6 Postulated Radioactive Rele w s Resulting from Liquid Tank failures i
<

The staff reviewed this accident in accordance with SRP Section 15.7.3.lanks
and associated components containing radioactive liquids outside containment
are acceptable if the failure of the equipment does not lead to radioactive'

concentrations that exceed the limits of 10 CFR tart 20, Appendix B, Table 11,
Column 2, at the nearest potable water supply in an unrestricted area or if
special design features to mitigate the effects of the accident are incorpo-

;

rated in the design of systems that do not meet the requirements of 10 CFRpart 20.

All the liquid radwaste tanks, including the evaporator concentrate tanks.
that have the potential to adversely affect the potable water supply if they |

Ifail are located in the radwaste building. The base mat and outside walls of
the building are seismic Category I to a height necessary to retain spill

'

liquids within the building (ABWR SSAR Section 11.2.1.2.2).
SSAR Section 15.7.3.1, all compartment > containing liquid radwastes are steelAdditionally, per
lined up to a height capable of containing the release of all the liquid ,

radwastes into the compartments,
'

for the above reasons, GE considers it as
remote that any major accident that involves tFe release of liquid radwastes

*

into these volumes would result in the release of liquid radwastes to the ;

environment via the liquid pathway. In SSAR Section 15.7.3.1, GE states that
initially the releases would be contained in other holding tanks or emergency

.

'

tanks. GE further states that plant operating techniques and administrative
procedures will contain detailed system and equipment operating instruction,
and, therefore, will significantly minimize the potential for operator errorthat can cause liquid radwaste release, in addition, the liquid radwaste

,

;
system design will include a positive action interlock system to preventinadvertent opening of a drain valve.

GE concludes that if a release of
i

liquid radwaste occurs, the steel lining would contain the release until the
'

operator can use the floor door sump pumps to pump the release into holdingtanks or emergency tanks, >

'

i ,

i
The staff concludes that the ABWR liquid radwaste system design complies with=|
GDC 60 as it relates to control of releases of radioactive materials to the

'

environment by providing design features to reduce the potential effect of the!
failure of a radioactive liquid containing tank and its associated components,j

Such a release will not result in radionuclide concentrations in water
'

exceeding.the limits of 10 CFR Part 20. Appendix B, Table 11, Column 2, in any .

unrestricted area. The design is acceptable. |
'

15.5 Anticipated Transient Without Scram

_15.5.1 Design features

The ABWR design incorporates electric-hydraulic FMCRDs that provide motor-driven scram and hydraulic scram. In response to a scram signal, the control
rods will be inserted hydraulically via the stored energy in the scram
accumulator, similar to the current operating BWR CRDs. A scram signal-also

-

i
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will be given simultaneously to insert the TMCRD electrically via the FMCRD
motor drive. This diversity, hydraulic and electric methods of scramming.
provides a high degree of assurance of rod insertion on demand.

The ABWR is designed with an alternate rod insertion (ARI) system that will be
independent from the existing reactor protection system (RPS) from the sensor
output to the final actuation device. The ARI system will have redundant
scram air header exhaust valves. The ARI system is designed to perform its
function in a reliable manner. The detailed evaluation of ARI and RPS isgiven in Section 7 of this report.

The ABWR also is designed with a standby liquid control system (SLCS) that
will automatically inject 379 Lpm (100 gpm) of sodium pentaborate solution
into the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) with the simultaneous operation of both
pumps. The 326 Lpm (86 gpm) equivalency specified in the anticipated tran-

_

sient without scram (ATWS) rule (10 CFR 50.62) for the 638-cm (251-in) RPV issatisfied by the 100 gpm provided for the 706-cm (278-in) ABWR vessel. The
ABWR StCS initiation is automatic as required by the ATWS rule and is designedto perform its function in a reliable manner. The detailed evaluation of SLCSis given in Section 9.3.5 of this report.

ABWR has equipment to trip the RIPS automatically under condifions indicative
of an AlWS. The RIPS are automatically trirped on reactor high pressure
7756 kPa (1125 psig) and RPV tevel 2. The RIP trip equipment is designed to
perform its function in a reliable manner as required by the ATWS rule.

lhe ABWR design also provides recirculation runback for all scram signals and
feedwater runback on reactor high pressure and startup range neutron monitor-
ing system (SRNM) not downscale for 2 minutes. Automatic depressurization
system automatic inhibit is also provided on reactor high pressure and SRNM
not downscale for 2 minutes or reactor water level 2 and SRNM not downscalefor 25 seconds.

The ABWR complies with prescriptive design requirements of the ATWS rule and
_is designed to mitigate the effects of an ATWS event. However, as discussed

in Section 4 of this report', large power oscillations resulting from thermal- '

hydraulic instability associated with AlWS events might invalidate the
analyses and basic conclusions that were the basis for the prescriptive ATWS

-

ule. Evaluation of this contingency for operating reactors is nearingconclusion. This remains an open item as discussed in Chapter 4 of this
report (0 pen item 4.4-1).

15.5.2 Analysis

GE submitted the ATWS analysis in SSAR Appendix 15E. GE analyzed the limiting
transients to demonstrate the ATWS response and capabilities on the basis of
conclusions from the evaluations for operating BWRs as documented in
NEDE-24222 (proprietary) (supporting document used for the ATWS rule). GE
used the NRC-approved ODYNA and REDYA computer codes for the analysis. GE
analyzed cases with the ARI system operational, without the ARI system but
with FMCRD system operational, and without the ARI and FMCRD systems but with
SLCS operational. The results were compared with the r:rformance guidelines
for fuel integrity (coolable core geometry), containment integrity (45 psig
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2[3.16kg/cm )), suppression pool
pressure (1500 psi; [.05.5kg/cm, temperature (207 'f [97.2 *Cl), primary system)) and long-term shutdown cooling and foundacceptable.

'

The staff performed audit calculations to verify that the ABWR design is i

satisfactory to mitigate the effects of an ATWS. The review of the ATWS wasinitiated at the beginning of 1991. The study focused on the consequences of
manual SLCS and no recirculation pump runback on scram signals other than
reactor high pressure and reactor low level. One problem that was identified

|initially was the potential for fuel damage if only the FMCRD system provides
slow scram (motor driven scram) and there were no other actions to lower'

power. In this case, the power shifted to the top of the core when the con-
trol rods entered from the bottom and, in combination with the delay in
shutting down the reactor because of the slowness of the fMCRD system, could
lead to higher linear power densities and the potential for fuel damage, if
the use of the TMCRD system was always in combination with a RPT or recircula-
tion runback, then overall power would be reduced sufficiently to avoid exces-
sive power densities when the power shifted to the top of the core. The new
design feature of rccirculation runback on any scram signals or any ARl/fMCRD
run-in signals ensure that there is no potential for any unacceptable powershift to the top of the core.

Another feature of the initial study was the time available for SLCS actua-tion. Assuming the failure of ARI and FMCP.D. the original design called for'

manual operation of S'CS; however, if the system was not started within a
certain time, containment integrity would be threatened. GE resolved this
issue by changing the ABWR design so that the SLCS is automatically started
at 3 minutes into an ATWS event.

)Howewr, the results of TRACG calculations to evaluate'the thermal hydraulic istability of ABWR under the recirculation runback and feedwater runback
conditions associated with ATWS events have not been provided for staff 1

review. Therefore, ATWS must remain an open item until it has been demon- |
strated that ABWR design response to ATWS enables avoidance of large oscilla-
ticas and the staff audit of TRACG qualifications for stability calculationsis complete. This is Dpen Item 4.4-1. i

|
DSER (SECY-91-355) Open items 140 and 144 are dependent on and are supersededby the open item discussed above.

I

In summary, contingent on resolution of the above open issue, the staff will
conclude that the AC?.iR design is acceptable with-respect to ATWS. ;

|

!
!

|

|
'

,
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lable 15.1 Assumptions Used in Computing Rod Drop Accident Doses

'

parameter Value

Power level 4005 tiWt
Peaking factor 1.55
liumber of fuel rods perforated 770
flumber of f uel rods melted 6
Condenser leak rate 1.0X/ day

I ratticn of fission product inventory release to coolant

ludine 50%
-_

Released to condenser 10%
Available for release af ter plateout and partitioning 10%

lloble gases 100%

Released to condenser 100%

lAtmospheric diffusion values (sec/m )

0-2 hour, exclusion boundary 2. 2 x 10'
0-8 hour, low population zone 3.7x10'5

_

_

;
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Table 15.2 Radiological Consequences of Design-Basis Accidents !
:

EAB. MSv frem)* LPI. MSv frem)** i

Eg11 plated Accident Thyroid Whole Body Thyroid Whole Body
,

l.oss of Coolant: !

Containment Leakage
3

00- 02 hours 100 (10) <10 (1) 10 1) <10 (1)
'

02- 08 hours 20 2) 17 (1.7) ,

08- 24 hours 30 3) 25 (2.5)- f24- 96 hours 60 (6) 12 (1.2) i

96-720 hours 30 (3) <10 (1)
,

Total containment leakage 100 (10) <10 (1) 150 (15) 54 (5.4)
'

ECCS component leakace <10 (1) <10 (1) 20 (2) <10 (1)-
MSIV leakage 20 (2) <10 (1) 150 (15)

.

Total 120 (12) <10 (1) 320 (32). 54 (5.4) i

Main steamline failure
outside containment:

,

With concomitant
iodine spike <10 (1) <10 (1) <10 (1) <10 (1)

With preaccident
iodine spike 78 (7.8) <10 (1) 13 (1.3) <10 (1j

Rod drop accident 15 (1.5) <10 (1) 20 (2) <10 (1)

fuel handling accident- 54 (5.4) <10 (1) 20-(2) <10-(l)
Small line break accident <10-(l)- <10 (1)- <10 (1). <10-(l)-
* Exclusion area boundary (EAB) distance - 800 m.
** Low-population zone (LPZ)_ boundary distance - 4,800 m.

,

e
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Table 15.3 Assumptions Used to Evaluate the Main Steamline and Small Line
Break Accidents Outside Containment

Parameter Value

Mass of primary coolant released before main steam 635E+4 kg
isolation valve closure (1.4E+ 5 lb)

Mass of primary coolant release through small line IE+4 kg
(2.2E44 lb)

Fraction of iodine in the primary coolant that is released, % 100

Fraction of noble gasses released, % 100

filter iodine removal efficiencies

Organic 99%

Elemental 99%

Primary coolant concentration (dose equivalent 1-131)

Technical specification limit, normal long-term operation 7.4E-3 MBq
(0.2 yCi/gm)

Technical specification limit, normal short-term operation 1.5E-1 MBq :
(4.0 pCi/gm)

3Atmospheric diffusion values (sec/m )

0-2 hour, exclusion boundary 2 . 2 x 10'' _

0-8 hour, low population zone 3.7x10'5
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Table 15.4 Assumptions Used to Evaluate the- -

Loss-of-Coclant Accider

-

r - A ter Value
__

4005 MWt

& core inventory raleasedrr.. <a

.h

se gases- 100%
' 4 r.e s 50%

] t.s :
losines 'itial plate-cut fractie. 50%

_;-

Q l dines chemical species 50%
$s

' h' Elctnental 91%
Particulcte 5%
Organic 4%

w

Suppression pool decontamination fo. r

tiobic gas 1

r Organic it.. 1

C 1 ental iv 2
~

h i.iculate 2 1t>

ps,al bypass 50%

lodine dose conversion fectors* ICRP-30

: Prenary containment leakage 0.5%/ day

3F.ain steam isolation valve leakage 3.96 m fhr
-

(140 ft /hr)s,

StandLy gas treatment system
E. '

Filter eff1;iency 99%

^g@y 3Flow rate
113 m /m{n

-

(4000 ft / min)
w

Drawdown time 20 minutes
' Emergency core cooling system (ECCS) system leakage 3.785 1/ min

(1.0 gpm)

Iodine core inventory in tuppression pool -0.5 ftaction
3Suppression pool water volume 3.785E+G m

(ID6 gallons)

1
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Table'15,4 Assumptions Used to Evaluate-the
1

Loss-of-Coalant Accident (Cont.) _
,

Parameter Vafue
'

;

-lodine partition f actor for ECCS leak 0.1

Exclusion area' boundary 800 meters

low popul= tion zone- 4828 meters.
._

.

3Primary containtrent free volume _1.33E+4 m
'

3.(4.7E+5 ft )
3Secondary containment free volume . 8.5E+4 m- --

3(3E + 6 ft )

Secondary containment mixing efficiency 0

~

* unweighted dosa equivalent

|

.

.

4

9

6

-
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" Table 15.5 Atmospheric Dispersion (x/Q) Values
Used in Accioent Evaluations

-

} Time period
y/Q va])ae(sec/m

0-02 hour EAB* 2. 2 x 10''
0-08 hcur LPZ** 3.7x10'5 a

8-24 hour LPZ l.2x10'5
1-04 day LPZ 4.3x10'6

i 4-30 day LPZ 9.1 x 10'7

* Exclusion area boundary (EAB) distance - 800 m.
3 ** Low population zone (LPZ) boundary distance - 4,828 m.
p

i

.

__

-

_

-
,-

L
.

>

_

-

-
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lable 15.S Atmospheric Dispersion Values (x/Q) for Various Distances (Meter)
(Low Population Zone)

3
(sec/m )

METERS

fine 800 1500 '000 2500 3000 3500 4528

0 02 hours 2.19E 4 1.19E 5 9.01E 5 7.22E-5 6.02E 5 5.16E 5 3.73E 5

2 08 hours 2.19E 4 1.19E-4 9.01E-5 7.??E 5 6.02E 5 5.165 5 3.73E-5

8 24 hours 2.13E 4 7.42E-5 4.6;I-5 3.28E-5 2.47E 5 1.96E 5 1.21E-5

1-04 days 7.64E 5 2.65E 5 1.66E-5 1.17E - 5 B.77E-6 6.92E-6 4.27E-6

4 30 days 1.70E 5 5.82E -6 3.62E-6 2.53E 6 1.89E v 1.49E-6 9.09E-7
_

:.

'l

-4

_

s
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Table 15.7~ Method To Evaluate lodine' Removal in Main Steamlines and Main
Condenser

,

Parameter value

Source term Regulatory Guide 1.3

3 3MSIV leakage rate 3.96 m /hr (140 ft /hr) '<

Deposition Resuspension Fixation ,

Temperature Velocities rate rate
(K) (cm/sec) (1/sec) (1/sec)

b

Elemental and 300 K 3.2E-02 3.14 E-06 4E-06
particulate iodine' 400 K 5.0E-03 7.05E-06 8E-05

500 K 1.0E-03 8.10E-06 IE-05
560 K 6.2E-04 9.20E-06 2E-05

Organic Iodine 300 K 1.4f-03 9.5E-08 .4Er06
400 K 3.5E-04 2.0E-07 8E-06
500 K 1.0E-05 3.0E-07 IE-05
560 K 1.3E-05 3.6E-07 2E-05

Leakage duration 30 days

Condenser volume 9.85E+08 cc

Diameter Lc;;gth Thickness
(: i) (cm) (cm)-

Component

main steamline - 60.8 .2868 2.5
.

drain line 5.1 610- 1.1
,
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~ Table 15.8 lodine' Releases * ;

~ GBq (Curies)
]

Inlet to Main Inlet to Outlet from -)i-

. Hours Steamlines Main Condenser -Main Condenser :)

00 - 002 4.8E+05 1.6E+04 3.9E402 !

(1.3E+04) (4.2E+03) (2.4E401) |
)

02 - 008 1.3E+06 1.7E404 3.5E+03 !

(3.5E+04)- (4.6E+03) (9.5E+01) 5
.I

08 - 024 1.8E+06 1.7E+04- 1.8E+04 R

(4.9E+04) (4.6E+03) (4.8E+02)
.. !

24 - 096 6.7E+06 5.9E+05 2.0E+05 i
(1.8E+05) (1.6E+04) (5.4f+03)

'

96 - 720 2.1E407 1.7E+05 1.lE+06
(5.6E+05) (4.6E+05) .(2.9E+04) ,

__

* Based on total MEIV~ leakage rate. ;

..

p

1'
is

|

;

.

.

-

.

,
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Table 15.9 Assumptions Used in Computing fuel Handling Accident Dose.

Parameter Value

Power level 4,005 MWt

Peaking factor 1.55

llumber of fuel rods damaged 124("
5,120(2)

flumber of fuel rods in cask 1,116

Filter iodine removal efficiencies:
Organic 99% >

Elemental 99%

Shutdown T ;;aes 24 hours'"
7 days (2)
120 days (3)

Inventory released from ' caged rods:
, lodine and noble gases 10%

Kr-85 35%

Iodine fraction:

Organic 0.25
Elemental 0.75

3Atmospk ic diffusion values (sec/m ):

0-2 hour, exclusion boundary 2. 2 x 10''
0-8 hour, low population zone 3.7x10'5

(1) single fuel assembly dropping
(2) heavy object dropping
(3) fuel cask dropping

ABWR DFSER 15-36 October 1992
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e Table 15.9 -Assumptians and Estimates-
Of the Radiological-Consequences

' To Control-.Poom Operators Following an-LOCA

3Control- room free volume - 7,000 M i

Recircul at' ion . rates
3Filtered intake 1.8 m /sec

Unfiltered intake 0.0
3Filtered recirculation 0.8 m /sec

'

y

Filter efficacy' 9%

Unfiltered control' room
3-infiltration rr.te (assumed) 4.7E-03 m /sec

Duration of accident 30 days

-Breathing rate of operators
in control room for the course
of the accident 3.47 x 10'' m /sec3

Meteorology / wind speeds for all sectors)
00 008 hours - 4.0x10'3 sec/m

3

308 - 024 hours 2.4x10' sec/m
324 - 096 hours 1. 5x10' sec/m '

396 - 720 hours 6.6x10' sec/m

lodine protection factor 27 .

Iudine dose conversion factors * ICRP-30-

lodir,e reduction factor

for dual-air intake 4

Control room operator occupational- factorsi

00 - 008 hours- 1 -

4

08 - 024 hours- 1

24 - 096 hours 0.6-
96 720 hours 0.4

Doses to cont'rol room operators Thyroid dose *- Whole body dose **-

m5v-(rem) mSv (ram)

00.- 008 hours .10'(1) 10 (1)
08 - 024 hours 30 (3) ~ (0.3) ,'

'24 - 095 hours 100,(10). 1 (0.1)~ -

96 - 720 hours 130 (13) 1 (0.))
n

Total 270 (27)- 15 (1.5)

* unweighted dose equivalent
** unweighted dose equivalent - red bone marrow.. ,
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16 TEcliNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

GE provided its proposed advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR) technical
specifications (TS) in Amendment 9 to the SSAR dated November 17, 1989.
Subsequently, the staff determined that the original submittal of TS was not u

acceptable and would need to be revised to be consistent with NUREG-1434,
" Standard Technical Specifications General Electric Plants, BWR/6" since the
ABWR design evolved from the BWR/6 design. l

;

Curing the initial stages of the ABWR TS review, the first draft of the j
revised BWR/6 STS was issued as NUREG-1434 as part of the Technical Specifica-
tion Improvement Program. NUREG-1434 was chosen to form the basis for the
ABWR TS becausa of the similarity between the ABWR and the BWR/6 designs and
because the revised BWR/6 STS contain the benefits of accumulated experience
from light water reactors presently operating.

GE indicated that the ABWR TS could not exactly conform to the standard
1

technical specification (STS) because portions of the design were signifi- 1

cantly different from the design of the BWR/6. For those portions of the STS -|where the completion times (cts) are applicable to the ACWR design, GE has -

committed to providing computer based revisions of the STS in Wordperfect 5.1
format to reflect ABWR system nomenclature and appropriate design references
and boilerplate information. GE has not provided this information to the
staff at this time. This is Open Item 16-1. For those portions of the STS
where the design is different from the BWR/6, GE committed to provide to the
staff submittals of cts for these design characteristics. _As of this date GE
has provided two submittals for non-I&C and selected I&C systems. As of this
date, 5 instrumentation and control (I&C) systems still have not been submit-
ted. This is Open Item 16-2.

The staff evaluation of the ABWR TS is intended to confirm that these TS
preserve the validity of the plant standard safety analysis report (SSAR) by
assuring that the piant is operated within the required conditions bounded by
the FSAR and with operable equipment that is-essential to mitigate the con-- '

sequences of the accidents postulated in the SSAR. The staff is concentrating
its review on-the parts of the ABWR TS-that are unique because of ABWR
specific design features. The review of the TS associated with these ABWR
design features is dealing with 18 cts involving the Reactivity Control
Systems, Instrumentation Systems, Reactor Coolant System, Emergency Core
Cooling Systems (ECCS), Containment Systems, Plant Systems, and Electrical
Power Systems T3.

The ABWR design. involves the use of a three subsystem concept for the engi--
neered safety feature systems. GE intended to facilitate maintenance on one
subsystem by extending the CT for one inoperable subsystem from 7 'ays to
30 days. GE has not, however, provided justification that the ECCS design
consists of three independent redundant subsystems. Extending the cts for
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the ECCS or other systems-will require- this justification. When-GE. submits :this additional-information, the staff will complete'its evaluation. The
'

-

resolution of this-open item will be . documented in the final safety evaluation j

report. This is Open Item 16-3.

When the staff completes its review of the /,BWR IS after they are submitted by-
GE, it will provide a final draft of the IS to GE for incorporation into
Chapter 16 of the SSAR as Tier 2 information. Certain plant specific and site
specific information-will not be included in these final TS. The COL appli--

car.t will need to review Chapter 16 of the SSAR and provide to the staff the
set of plant specific TS based on as procured hardware and software to be
installed in the plant. This is COL Action Jtem 16-1.

!

|

|
,

|

.

;
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17 QUALITY-ASSURANCE

17.1 Ouality Assureate Durina thg20esian Phase

17.1.1 General

Standard safety analysis report (SSAR) Chapter 17 describes the quality ,

assurance (QA) program for -the ~ design phase of the ABWR &nd references GE'
Nuclear Energy (GE) QA Topical Report, NED0-Il209-04A, which the staff- '

reviewed and found acceptable. SSAR Chapter 17 also providas additional QA -

,

information specifically applicable to the advanced boiling water reactor.
(ABWR). The staff assessed GE's description of the QA program for the design
phase of the ABWR to determine if it complies with the requirements of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B and with applicable QA-related regulatory guides listed
bel ow'. !

Table 17.1 Quality Assurance Regulatory Guide Commit:ents

BG Revision Date
.

1.8 1 September 1975-

1.26 3 February 1976

1.28' 3 August 1985

1.29 3 September _1978-,

1.30 0 August 1972
L 1.37a O March 1973

1.38* 2 May 1977

1.3? 2 5eptember 1977
"

1.58

-1.64* "

.1.74 "

1.88 "

1.94 1 April 1976
1.116* 0-R . June 1976-

1.123 "

,

*

NRC' accepted the CE positions given in Topical Report NE00-11298-04A,
Revision 7, May 1987.

"' Superseded by Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.28.
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1.144 "

1.146 "

The basis of the staff's_ review was Stvdard Review plan (SRP) Section 17.1
which addresses both design and construction QA. The construction QA progran
development and implementation is a COL Action Item 17.1.1-1.

17.1.2 Organization

The structure of the organizatioi. responsible for the design of the ABWR ano
for the establishment and execution of the design-phase QA program is shown in
Figure 17.1. The line organizations have been assigned specific QA-responsi-
bilities, including both internal audite and audits of suppliers to ensure
compliance with the QA program. Audits conducted by GE's Nuclear Quality
Assurance (NQA) organization are superimposed on these audits.

The_ General Manager of Nuclear Operations is responsible for ensuring that
(1) the intent of GE's nuclear quality policy is reflected in its nuclear

,

products and services, (2) a system is in place to independently assess the
performance of organizations that affect the quality ci-these products and
services, and (3) a system is in place to resolve-issues-that could affect
GE's ability to satisfy -ita nuclear quality policy and other quality-related
commitments.

'

HQ4 is a staff organization responsible for establishing the nuclear quality
policy and procedures that are issued by U,e Vice President and General
Manager of GE Nuclear Energy. NQA is also responsible for (1) auditing the
various line organizations involved in the nuclear business and ensuring
conformance of these organizations' procedures and practices with. applicable
corporate and nuclear quality-related policy and procedures, (2) ensuring -
integration of the organizations' quality planning into an effective QA

ogram, (3) participating in management-review boards that operate indepen-
dently-of the design verification by the line organizations, and (4) specifyt
ing how the line organizations are to comply with the nuclear quality policy
and procedures. For~ the ABWR design, NQA is responsible for coordinating and
integrating the QA program - it relates to engineering and management of the-
project.

I-

A q'Jality council aids NQA in fulfilling its _ responsibilities. The council's
responsibility is to ensure total quality system coverage, uniformity, consis-
tenc,v,-and continuity and to eliminate system deficiencies. The Manager ofL

NQA chairs the quality council. Members of this council, as shown in Fig-"

i ure 11.1, are the, managers responsible for QA in each of the major nuclear
'

arganizatiort -The council provides these managers direct access to top-level
management _c provides a forum for the review of quality problems and correc-,

|- tive action

The .line organizations are responsible for planning and implementing the QA
functions performed within their-areas of responsibility so that each organiz- "

ation's QA program complies with the nuclear QA policy and procedures estab-
lished by NQA. _ The individual QA managers report to their department level
management and have the organizational independence and authority to.idantify

ASWR DFSER 17-2 October 1992
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quality-related problems; initiate, recommend, or provide solutions pertaining
to conditions adverse to quality; and verify implementation of such solutions.

GE and its major technical associates, Hitachi and loshiba, designad the ABWR,
The lead responsibility to produce each specificatica (through the major pur-
chasing specifications) and drawing is assigned to one design organization
within GE, Hitachi, or Toshiba. The content o each of these documents isr

reviewed and approved by GE enginearing personnel, and GE is responsible for
the desion and the supporting calculations and records for the ABWR.

GE engineering organizations are responsible for the ABWR design and design
control by

ensuring incorporation ' 7pplicable regulatory requirements, codes,*

standards, criteria, and design bases into the design
,_

ensuring incorporation of project design requirements into the design*

tran:lating the design information onto the appropriate design dccuments*

verifying the design adequacy either through independent design review,*

the use of alternative or simplified calculational methods, or the
performance of a suitable testing procram

coordinating design activities among interfacing design engineers and*

design organizations

reviewing, approving, issuing, and distributing design documents under a*

controlled document systea

controlling design changes W_ changes to design documents in accordance-

with dornmented procedures

providing for the rctention, st 3 rage, control, and revievability of
~

a

design record documents

taking corrective action as necessary to correct design errors and to*

improve the design centrol function

17.1.3 Quality Assurance Program

GE structured its nuclear QA program to satisfy Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50
and the provisions of applicable the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
regulatory guides as shown in Table 17.1. GE uses this QA program to control
its design of the ABWR, GE has written policies, procedures, and instructions
to impleraent the program. These documents control quality-related activities
in accordance with the requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and with
applicable re9Jlations, codes, and standards. The GE QA organizations ensure
that procedures and instructions are provided for meeting the QA requirements.
In addition, QA personnel conduct reviews and audits to verify the effective
implementatien of the program.

GE's nuclear QA program requires that implementing documents encompiss de-
tailed controls for (;) t*anslating codes, standards, regulatory requirements,
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technical specificaticns, engineering requirements, and process requirements
into drawings, sper.ifications, procedures, and instructions; (2) developing,
reviewing, and approving procurement doct"nents and changes thereto; (3) pre-,

;ribing all quality-related activities by documented instructions, proced-
ures, drawings, and specifications; (4) issuing and distributing approved
documents; (5) purchasing items and services; (6) identifying materials,
carts, and components; (7) performing special processes; (8) inspecting and/or
testing materials, equipment, crocesses, and services; (9) calibrating and
maintaining measuring and test equipment; (10) hand ing, storing, and s'i1pping
items; (11) identifying the inspection, test, and operating status of items;
(12) identifying and disposit;oning nonconforming items; (13) correcting con-
ditions adverse to quality; (14) preparing anJ maintaining Qa records; und
(15) auditing activities that affect quality.

Training and experience requirements are defined for each position in the GE
organization. In addition, GE indoctrinates and trains personnel performing
activities affecting quality to ensure that appropriate proficiency is
achieved and naintained and that prsonnel responsible for quality-related
activities are instructed as to the purpose, scope, and implementation of the
quality-related mannis, instructions, cod procedures. The indoctrination and
training are carrio out through documented procedures, on-the-job training,
personal contacts, and meetings.

The ABWR design and changes to it are formally verified. Design verification
is a process for an independent review of designs against desio1 requirements
to confirm that the designer's methods and conclusions are consiste nt with
requirements and that the resulting design is adequate for its specified
purpose. Design verification i, performed and a umented by persons other -

than those responsible for the design, using the method specified by the
design organization. Designs are verifiec by one or more of the following
methods: t. sign review, qualification testing, alternative or simplified
calculations, or checking. Team design reviews are continuing reviews of
design, selected by engin9ering management, to evaluate design adequacy that
include > concepts, the design process, methods, analytical models, criteria,
materials applications, or development progrtms. When appenpriate, team

_

design reviews are used to verify that product designs meet functional,
contractual, safety, regulatory, industrial codes and standards, and GE
requirements. The selection of the design review team depends on the product
design and the type of review. The technical competence of * he members of
each team encompasses three broad categories: (1) those with broad experience
on similar products; (2) thosr with specialized technical expertise such as in
hW t*ansfer, materials, and structural analysis; and (3) those with a
functi<nal expertise such as QA, manufacturing, engineering, and product
service.

For the ABWR desien, the lead design organization prepares the document and
circulates it interaally for engineerir.g review, approval, and design verifi-
cation. Evidence of verification is entered into the design records of the
responsible design c,rganization. Each document is distributed to the design
organizations of the other parties for their review and approval of technical
content and des-ign interfaceL. All comments resulting from this process are
resolved. Af ter resolution of the comments, the design verification is
reviewed and, when necessary, updated to ensure that changes dic' not invali-
date the original verification. After final agreement is reached, the
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document is finalized by the lead design organization, circulated to the other
paities for their approval signatures, and then issued. Changes to ABWR
documents are handled similarly.

Differences between international and domestic designs are identified in a
controlled list (called the Design Action List) for future design action and
application.

GE's QA organiht'ons are responsible for establishing and implementing the
audit program. Audits are performed in accordance with preettablished written
checklists by qualified personnel not having direct responsibi',ities in the
areas being audited. Periodic audits are performed to evaluate all aspects of
the QA program, including the effectiveness of implementation. The QA program
requires the review of audit results by the person havi,ig responsibility in
the area audited to determine and take corrective action where necessary.

-

Followup audits are performed to determine if nonconformances and deficiencies
have been effectively corrected and the corrective action precludes repetitive
occurrences. Audit reviews, which ind.cate performance trends and the effec-
tiveness of the QA program, are reported to responsible management for review
and assessment.

The staff concludes that GE's QA procyam for the design phase of the ABWR
desci ibes requirements, procedures and controls that, when properly imple-
mented, will comply with the requirements of Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50,
applicable QA-related regulatory guides, and the acceptance criteria in SRP
Section 17,1. In addition, SSAR Chapter 17 references GE QA Topical Report.
NEDO-ll209-04A, whicn the staff has previously reviewed and found acceptable. *

In addition, during its review of the QA program described in the ABWR SSAR,
the staff audited the implementation of the program at GE's offices in San
Jose, California. The report of this audit is in the Commission's Public
Document Room, the Gehnan building, 2120 L Street NW, Washington, D.C. On the
basis of the sample of design activities audited, which included Hitachi and ~

Toshiba documents requested by the staff and translated into English, the ~

auditors concluded that the design QA programs implemented by GE, Hitachi, and
Toshiba meet the applicable requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and
are acceptable for designing the ABWR.

17.2 Quality Assurance Durins tiie Operations Phase

The operations QA program is beyond the scope of GE's application for FDA and
certification and is a COL Action Item 17.2-1.

17.3 Reliability Assurance Proaram Durina Desian Phase

Introduction

ABWR SSAR Section 17.3 describes the reliability assurance program (RAP) for
the design phase of the ABWR. GE performs the design RAP (D-RAP) for its
scope of design during detailed design and specific equipment selection phases

3to ensure that the important ABWR reliability assumptici.s of the probabilistic '

risk assessment (PRA) will be considered throughout plant life. The COL
applicant Will perform the D-RAP for its scope of design and equipment
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selec. tion. Additionally, the COL applicant sill' develop an operational RAP
.(0-RAP) that monitors and evaluates equipment reliability to demonstrate that
the plant is operated and maintained consistent with PRA assumptions so that
the overall risk is not unknowingly degraded and remains within acceptable
limits. The COL holder will implement the 0-rap.

The staff has evaluated the GE ABWP RAP submittal, which included the G2
response (dated March 5,1992) to the staf f's request for additional informa- ,

tion (RAl) contained in its request for resolut:an of issues related to SSAR
Chapter 19, Appendix K (letter to P.W. Marriott dated September 19, 1991).
The acceptability of the particular method to identify and prioritize risk-
significant' structures, systems, and components (SSLs) associated with PRA was 4

reviewed as part of SSAR Chapter 19 and are addressed in Chapter 19 of this i

report.

Background

The need for a safety-oriented reliability effort fm the nuclear industry was
identified by the NRC in the Three Mile Island GetI) Action Plan (NOREG-0660)
Item II.C.4. Suusequently, initial NRC rewh in the area of reliability
assurance began in the early 1980s. The iesul;s of this research showed that

an operational reliability program based on a feedback process, of monitoring
performance, identifying problems, taking corrective action, and verifying
effectiveness of the actions was needed and that other NRC initiatives (e.g.
maintenance insnection, performance indicators, aging programs, and technical 3

specification (TS) improvement) would address this need. The NRC concluded
from this researcii that an operational reliability program could be imple-
mented most effectively in performan::e-based, non-prescriptive regulation,
where NRC mandates the level of safety performance to be achieved. For
example, licensees could be required to set availability / reliability targets
for selected systems and to measure performance compared to the targets.

The THI item was closed out in October 1988, without further action because of
several NRC initiatives that effectively subsumed the operational reliability
program effort. These initiatives included efforts to (1) improve maintenance
and better manage the effects of aging,. (2) improve technical specifications,
(3) develop and use p ant performance indicators, and (4) develop an opera-
tional reliability program as an acceptable means of meeting the station
blackout rule (10 CFR 50.63).

NUREG-1070 included the concept of a systems reliability program to ensure
that the reliability of components and systems important to safety would
remain at a sufficient level. To ensure that reliability objectives are et
and to prevent degradation of reliability during operation, the NRC envis1vned
that the PRA, performed at the design stage, would be used as a +.001 in making
detailed design decisions affecting procurement, testing, and the formulation-
of operations and maintenance procedures.

I

In '. few specific instances, the NRC is studying Jr has established reli- .

ability targets for systems and component:;. For example, SRP Section 10.4.9
'

| requires that an acceptable auxiliary feedwater system design should have an
unreliability in the: range of 10E-4 to 10E-5 per demand. Generic Issue.B-56''

involves effort; to determine, moritor, and maintain emergency diesel genera-,

L - tor- reliability levels.

1
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.In SECY-89-13,;the staff identified several issues for advanced light water
reactors _(ALWRs) that may go'beyond present acceptance criteria defined in the
SRP. The RAP was one of these issues, which involved the need for a program-

to ensure that the design r liability of safety significant -SSCs is maintained
over the life of a plant. In SECY-89-13, the staff informed the Commission
that RAP would be required for ALWR design _ certification. In tiovember 1989,
potential applicants for design certification were informed by letter that
"the fiRC staff was considering matters that went'beyond the current SRP ...
that [the flRC) expects these advanced reactor designs to embody." Reliability 1
assurance was identified as one of these matters. i

The RAP consists of two Ntinct parts: (1) 0-RAP and (2) 0-RAP. D-RAP
involves a top-level program at th jesign stage that defines the scope,
conceptual framework, and essential elements of an effective RAP. D-RAP also
implements those aspects of the program that are applicable to the'desirn !process, in addition, D-RAP identifies the relevant aspects of plant opera-
tion, maintenance, and performance monitoring for the risk-significant SSCs -j
for the owner / operator's consideration in developing the site-specific 0-RAP.

|

The staff's position on RAP is that a designer's submittal for aesign certifi-
cation pursuant to 10 CFR Part 52 would include, in part, the framework for a
RAP and also would implement those elements of the RAP that would be applica-
ble during the design phase [ inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance
criteria Tier 1 requirement]. In turn, the designer would provide the
framework of a RAP +o a COL applicant. The COL applicant would augment the

,

designer's RAP to reflect plant-specific information 'and implement those !

elements applicable during the constructioa and operation phases. The staff's !
evaluation was based on guidance contained in the supporting documentation for
TMI Item II.C.4 and SECY 89-013.

The staff limited its review of SSAR Chapter 17.3 to (1) the development' and
-implementation of ABWR D-RAP within the scope of cesign certification; (2) the
development of ABWR D-RAP to be used in a combined license (COL) application;
and (3) the inclusion of information necessary for a COL applicant to develop
ABWR 0-RAP. The staff also reviewed the example D-RAP to ensura that GE had- a
cognitive understanding of the RAP concept and ability to implement it in
dosign. In-the RAI dated September 19, 199:, the staff requested GE to
g ovide an example of how its RAP would be implemented using specific SSCs
identified as risk significant in the PRA. 'In the response to the RAI, GE
included the standby liquid control system (SLCS) as the example system to
demonstrate the application and implementation of GE's ABWR D-RAP. !

17.3.1 General

RAP for the design phase of the ABWR described in SSAR Section 17.3 ensures
that the important ABWR reliability assumptions of the PRA will be considerej t

throughout plant life. GE implemented D-RAP during design of the ABWR, The ;

COL applicant will utilize the ABWR-D-RAP during its detailed design and |
specific equipment selection phases. The COL applicant will'also h;ve an
0-RAP that monitors and evaluates equipment reliability to demonstrate that .
the plant is operated and maintained consistent with PRA assumptions so that
the overall risk-is not unknowingly degraded and remains within acceptable '

limits. The PRA evaluates the anticipated plant response to_ initiating
events. Input to the PRA includes details of the plant design a'd assumptions

4

i
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bout the reliability of the plant risk-significant SSCs. Changes to~ equip-a

- ment and systems' reliabilities will be re-evaluated in a revised PRA through--
out plant life.

GE stater, that the D-RAP will include the design evaluttion of the ABWR. It

will identify relevant aspects of plant operation, maintenance, and perfor-
| mance monitoring of important plant SSCs for the COL applicant % consideration

in ensuring safety of the equipment and limitrd risk to the pub it. The COL|

| applicant will specify the policy and implementation procedures for using
D-Riw information provided by GE. This is COL Action Item 17.3.1-1.

SSAR Section 17.3 also includes a descriptive example of how the D-Rto will,

L apply to the SLCS. The SLCS example shows how the principles of D-RAP will be
applied to other systems identified by the PRA as significant with regard to

'- risk.

( l .3.2 Scope-

| In SSAR Section 17.3.2, GE states that the scope of the ABWR D-RAP includes
all risk-significant SSCs throughout plant life and uscs thc PRA and other
industry tources to identify and prioritize those SSCs that are important to
prevent or mitigate plant transients or other nents that cculd present a risk
to the public. GE included in SSAR Section 17.3.2 its response to part of
Question 1 in the RA1 dated September 19, 1991.

The staff reviewed SSAR Section 17.3.2 v'th respect to the scope of the ABWR
D-RAP and concludes that it is responsive to the staff's question, does no_t
conflict with existing requirement , and is acceptable.

17.3.3 Purpose

GE states that the purpose of the ABWR D-RAP is to ensure that the plant
safety as estimated by the PRA is maintained as the detailed design uolves
through the implementation and procurement phases and that pertinent informa-
tion is provided in the design documentation to the-COL applicant so that
equipment reliability, as it affects plant safety, can be maintalned through
operation and maintenance during the entire plant lift. GE included in~SSAR

| Section 17.3.3, its response to part of Question 1 in the RAI dated Septem-
-ber 19, 1991.

The staff reviewed SSAR Section 17.3.2 with respect to the purpose of the ABWR
D-RAP and concluded that it is responsive to the staff's question, does not ~

L conflict with existing regulatory requirements, and is acceptable.

17.3.4 Objective

GE states that the objective of the ABWR D-RAP is to identify those plant
SSCs that are significc.it contributors to risk, as shown by the PEA or other:
sources, and-to ensure that, during the implementation phase, the plant design:
continues to utilize risk-significant SSCs whose reliability is' commensurate
with the PRA assumptions. The D-RAP also will identify key assumptions
regarding any-operation, maintenance, and nonitoring activities that the COL-
applicant should consider in developing its 0-RAP to ensure that such SSCs can
be expected to operate throughout plant life with reliability consistent with
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that' assumed in the PRA. - A major factor in the ABWR D-RAP is risk-focused
maintenance that considers all plant modes and includes equipment directly ,

rel'ed on in the emergency operating procedures-(EOPs). GE included in SSAR
'

Soction 17.3.4 its response to part of Question 1 in tho'RAI dated Septem-
r l'er 19, 1991.

The staff reviewed SSAR Section 17.3.4 with respect to the objective of the
ABWR D-RAP ano concludas that it is responsive to the staff's question, does
not conflict with existing regulatory requirements, and is acceptable.

17,3.5 GE Organitation for D-RAP

GE describes the relevant portion of its organization chart for a future ABWR
D-RAP, as shown in SSAR Figure 17.3.1. The Managers of the Nuclear Services
and Projects Department and of Nuclear Operations Departuent report to the

|
Vice President and General Manager of GE. Two sections involved with an ABu" '

D MAP are the /,dvanced Reactor Programs Section and the Engineerinc 5ervicea
Section. The Advanced Reactor Programs Manager has the authority for the
m Magement of the ABWR program. -The Project Manager, who reports to the-
Advuiced Reactor Programs Manager, directs the day-to-day details of the ABWR
program. The Project Manager and his staff coordinate both the GE support for
the project and the work of external organizations, such as the architect
engineer.

The System Integration and Per b mance Engineering Manager has the responsi- [
bility of managing and integrating the D-RAP. The responsibility for ABWR jsafety analysis and PRA studies also is under the Systems-Integration and
Performance Engineering Unit. The Manager, System Integration and Performance
Engineering, has direct access to the ABWR Project Manager and keeps him
abreast of D-RAP critical items, program needs, and: status. The Manager, ;
System Integration and Performance Engineering, also has organizational- free- 1o

! dom to identify D-RAP problems; initiate, recommend, or provide solutions to
problems through designaied organ 1'ations; verify implementz. tion of solution;
and function as an integral part of the final design process. !

The Reliability Engineering Services Unit is responsible for reliability
review-of designed ABWR systems and components under direction from the
Systems Integration and P2rformance Engineering Unit. The Reliability-
Engineering Services Unit in the Reliability and Analys"s Jervices-Section,
within the Nuclear Operations Department (Figure 17.3.1) performs the reli-
ability analyses, including the PRA.

ihe Advanced Reactor Programs section'' shares the responsibilib for the' design
of key equipment, components, and subsystems with several otner units and
external organizations, including the architect engineer. Reporting directly
to uch c;,gn. sering functional manager will'be performing engineers, including
system designers and component designers. The Nuclear Services-.and Projects
Department.and_other design sections within GE also provide design support.

In SSAR Section 17.3.5, GE responded to Question 5 in the RAI dated Septem-
ber 19, 1991, by providing a description of its organizational structure and
accountability for implemends D-RAP in the design process. . In its review of
SSAR Section 17.3.5, the staf ims identified an incor-istency between the
SSAR Section 17.3.5 narrative and SSAR Figure 17.3-1. In SSAR Section 17.3.5,

-ABWR DFSER- 17-9. October 1992
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GE has designated-its D-RAP organization for use in a~futur1 0-RAP. "ve ver in
Figure 17.3-1, the GE D-RAP organization does not contain any reftro e -to the
future. In addition, in SSAR_ Section 17.3.5, GE used the future :e a ir ,

describing the D-RAP organizational structure. GE needs to delet 5ny refer-
ences in SSAR Section 17.3.5 to the future in describing its D-RAP organiza -
tion. This_'is Open Item 17.3.5-1.

The staff has reviewed SSAR Secuon 17.3.5 with respect to the GE organiza-
.ional description and accountabilhy for implementing the ABWR D-RAP for
de:ign certification, and concluded that it is responsive to the staff's.- .

question and does not conflict with oxisting regulatory requirements. The
staff will conclude, subject to resolution of Open Item 17.3.5-1, that %e GE
crganizational description and accountability for impler.enting the ABWk D-RAP
is acceptable.

A COL applicant completing its detailed design and equipment selectka during
the COL design phase, must submit its specific D-RAP organization for staff
review. This is COL Action Item 17.3.5-1.

17 3.6 SSC Identification /Priorit;zation

GE states in SSAR Section 17.3.6 that the PRA prepared for the ABWR will be
the primary source for identifying risk-significant SSCs that should be given
special consideration during Jetailed design and procurement phases and
considered for inclusion in the COL applicant's 0-HAP. It also is possible
that risk-significant SSCs vill be identified from sources other than the PRA,
such as nuclear plant operating experience, other industrial experience, and-
relevant component failure data bases. SSAR Chapter 19 describes the method
of-identifying risk-significant S5Cs using the PRA. in'SSAR Section 17.3.6,.
as well- as SSAR Sections 17.3.7 and 17.3.8, GE respnds, in part, to Ques-
tion 1 in_the RAI dated September 19, 1991.

The staff reviewed SSAR Section 17.3.6 with respect _to-identifyinc and priori-
tizing risk significant SSCs for the ABWR 9-RAP and concludes that it is
responsive to the staff's guestion,- does not conflict with existing regulatory -
requirements, and is acceptable. The acceptability of the PRA methods or
techniques to prioritize SSCs is addressed in Chapter 19 o~T this report.

17.3./ Design Consideratins

GE tates in SSAR Section 17.3.7 that the reliability of SSCs, _ identified by
the PRA as risk-significant, will be evaluated at the detailed desiga stage by
appropriate design reviews _ and reliability analysis. Current data bases will
be used to ideatify appropriate values for failure rates of equipment as
designed, and these fallute rates will ha compared with those used ir, the PRA.
Whenever failure _ rates of _ designed equipment are significantly greater than
those assumed in the PRA, an evaluation will be performed to determine if the
equipment is; acceptable:or if it must be redesigned to achieve a lower failure
rate.

For those SSCs, identified by the PRA or other sou*ces as risk-significant,
redasign will be considered as a way to reduce-the core damage frequency (C0F)
tontribution. If there are practical ways to redesign a risk-significant SSC,
it will be redesigned and-the change in system _ fault tree results will- be

.A.BWR DFSER. 17-10 October-1992-<
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calculated. -Following the redesign phase, dominant SSC faiTure modes will be
identified so + hat protection against such failure modes can be accomplished
by appropriate activities during-plant life. (See Chapter 19 of this report).

For the COL applicant, GE will identify in the PRA or other design documents
the risk-significant SSCs and the associated reliability assumptions, includ-
ing any pertinent bases and uncertainties considered in the PRA. (See Chap-
ter 19 of this report). Also GE will provide information for the COL appli-
cant to incorporate into the 0-RAP to help ensure that PRA_ results will be
achieved over the life of the plant. (See Chaptar 19 of-this rcport). The

,

'

COL applicant can use information for establishing appropriate reliability
targets and the associated maintenance practices for achieving them.

~l
'

In SSAR Section 17.3.7, as well as Sections 17.3.6 and 17.3.8, GE r'sponds, ;
to part of Question 1 in the RAI dated September 19, 1991. The staff has

!reviewed SSAR Sections 17.3.6, 17.3.7, and 17.3.8 and concludes that GE has ;

provided a process for evaluating risk-significant SSCs for redesign and a |
process for providing information to a COL applicant for establishing appro-
priate reliability targets and the associated maintenance practices for an |

0-RAP. The staff finds that SSAR Section 17.3.7 is responsive to the staff's
| question, does not conflict with existing regulatory requirements, and is

acceptable.

17.3.0 Defining Failure Modes
,

1

-GE uses the methodology of NUREG/CR-5695, Section 5, to determine dominant
failure modes of risk-significant SSCs in the D-RAP. The method includes 1

using historical information, analytical models, and existing requirements.

In SSAR Section 17.3.8, as well as Sections-17.3.6 and 17.3.7, GE responds,
in part, to Question 1 in the RAI dated September 19, 1991. The staff has
reviewed SSAR Sections 17.3.6, 17.3.7, and 17.3.8 and concludes that GE has|

provided a method for determining dominant failure modes for risk-significant a
SSCs in the ABWR D-RAP. The staff finds that SSAR Section 17.3.8 is responi 1

sive to the staff's question, does not conflict with ex' sting regulatory
requirements, and is acceptable.

- 17.3.9 Operational Reliability Assurance Activities

GE states that once the dominant failure modes are determined for risk-
significant SSCs, an assessment is required to determine 0-RAP activities that-

l -will. ensure acceptable performance during plant life. Such activities may;
,

consist of periodic surveillance inspections or tests, monitoring of SSC
performance, or variodic preventive maintenance,

Periodi$ testing of SSCs may include startup of standby systems, surveillancei

testine of instrument circuits to ensure that they will respond to appropriate
signals and inspection of passive SSCs to show that they are available to
perfonn as designed. Performance monitoring, including condition monitoring,
can consist of measurements of output, measurement of magnitude of an impor-
tant variable, and testing for abnormal conditions. Perioaic preventive
maintenance (PM)_ is an activity performed at regular intervals to preclude
problems that could occur before the next PM interval.

r
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Planned maintenance activities will be integrated with regular operating--
_ plans. Maintenance- that will be performed mora frequently than refueling
outages must be ~ planned to avoid disrupting safe operation or' causing a
reactor _ scram, engineered safety feature.(ESF) actuation, or abnormal _-tran-
sient. Maintenance performed d cing refueling outages-must not adversely
affect plant safety.

SSAR Sections 17.3.9 and 17.3.10 respond to Question 2 in the.RAI dated
September 19, 1991. The staff has reviewed SSAR Sections 17.3.9 and 17.3.10
and concludes that GE has provided a process to determine operational reli-
sbility assurance activities using the dominant failure modes identified in
the ABWR D-RAP. The staff finds that SSAR bection 17.3.9 is responsive to the
staff's question, does not conflict with existing regulatory requirea.ents, and
is acceptable. However, the COL applicant will need to provide a co'mplete
0-RAP to be reviewed by the staff at the time of the COL application. This is
COL Action Item 17.3.9-1.

17.3.10 COL t.pplicant's Reliability Assurance Program

in SSAR Section 17.3.10, GE states that the 0-RAP will be prepared and.imple-
mented by the COL applicant, using the information provided by GE. The
information will help the COL applicant determine a.ctivities that should be
included in the 0-RAP. Examples of elements that might be included in an
0-RAP are

rel_iability performance monitoring
~

a

reliability methodology*

problem prioritization=

root cause analysis-

corrective action determination-

corrective action inplementation=

corrective action verification-

plant auing' *

feedback to designer*

programmatic interfaces=

The COL applichnt will address in its 0-R/.P the interfaces with construction,
startup testing, operations, maintenance, engineering, safety, licensing,
quality assurance, and procurement of replacement equipment.

In SSAR Sections 17.3.10 and 17.3.9, GE responds to Question 2 ir, the RAI
dated September 19, 1991. Additionally, the 0-RAP description of. plant aging,
feedback to designer, and programmatic interfaces respond'to Questions'3, 5,
and 6, respectively, in the RAl. The staff concludes that _GE has' provided an
outline of an 0-RAP to be used by the COL applicant. The staff finds that
SSAR Section 17.3.10 is responsive to the staff's questions, does' not conflict
with-existing renulatory requirements, and is acceptable. However, the COL
applicant will need to provide the D-RAP for completion of the detailed design
and specific equipment selection phases (e.g., procurament of risk significant
SSCs), and a complete 0-RAP to be reviewed by the staff.

ABWR DFSER 17-12- October 1992
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17 j.11 D-RAP-Implementatton

-In Question 7-of the RAI dated September 19, 1991, the staff asked GE to
_

provide-an example of how the GE RAP would be implemented using a specific SSC-
-identified as risk significant in the PRA.. In GE's response to Question 7_in. !
SSAR Section-17.3.-11,-implementation methodology for:the ABWR_D-RAP was=

~ demonstrated by using the SLCS as an example.-

for the purposes of'the example, the SLCS was assumed to be a significant .
contributor to CDF or to offsite. risk. The SLCS may or=may.not be identified
by the final'_PRA as.a significant- contributor to CDF or to offsite risk.. The-
system descriMion including operation, differences from current. BWRs, 'and a
system f ault- tree were provided in the example. Seven SLCS risk-significant
components identified as having high importance in the SLCS fault tree were
considered for rdesign. Also f allure modes and maintenance requirements for
the seven systems were identified.

The staff concludes that GE's example using the SLCS system satisfactorily-

demonstrated how the ABWR-D-RAP methodology will.be implemented, and finds
that SSAR Section 17.3.11 is responsive to the staf f's question, does not
conflict with existing regulatory requirements, and the D-RAP methodology is

,

dCCeptable, lloWeVer, this does not-constitute acceptance or approval, per se, H

of a D-RAP for tho' SLCS. - The implementation of the ABWR D-RAP by a.00L -
applicant will be reviewed by the staff at the time-a COL application is

'

submitted, including the D-RAP for the SLC system.

4

~~. $

__.

'
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18 HUMAfi FACTORS ENGifiEERING

This is the final review and evaluation of SSAR Chapter 18 and includes
aspects of the training and plant procedures areas of Standard Review Plan
(SRP) Sections 13.2 and 13.5, respectively, of SRP Chapter 13, as well as
additional materials that General Electric Nuclear Energy (GE) submitted
related to human factors engineering (HFE). All materials utilized in this
review are described in Section 18.1.2. The review was based on current
regulatory requirements established in 10 CFR 52.47,10 CFR 50.34(g),10 L/R
50.34(f), and the guidance contained in SRP Sections 18 and 13, NUREG-0700 and
NUREG-0933. Additional review criteria were developed as part of this effort
in order to provide a basis for review of aspects of the advanced boiling -

water reactor (ABWR) HFE program not fully addressed by the previously
mentioned docements. These criteria are contained in the staff's "HFE Program
Review Model and Accepance Criteria for Evolutionary Reactors" (HFE Program
Review Model), forwarded to the Commission in SECY-92-299 dated August 27,
1992.

Section 18.1 describes the methodology used to conduct the review, including
the development of general review criteria that supplement the regulatory
requirements and established guidelines. The results of the evaluation are
given in Sections 18.2 through 18.8, addressing the following seven major
tcpics, respectively:

design goals+

main control room standard design features.

inventory=

remote shutdown system-

local valve position indication.

unresolved and generic safety issues
-

*

emergency procedure guidelines (EPGs)*

design and implementation process=

Section 18.9 provides a summary of the evaluation findings and overall conclu-
sions.

As a result of the staff's initial review of the standard safety analysis
report (SSAR), many outstanding issues were identified and documented in the
draft safety evaluation report (DSER). One of the major issues to emerge from
the initial review was that detailed human-system interface (HSI) design
information was not available for staff review as part of the design certifi- '

cation evaluation. GE's HS1 analysis and design efforts provided a list of
key control room design features characterized at a general level (not a
detailed specification) and a minimum inventory of fixed safety-significant
information and control requirements derived from an analysis of the ABWR EPGs
and probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). The key features and the inventory
are part of the certificatinn review. However, they reflect a design in its
preliminary stages (not a detailed design or specification) and by themselves
do not provide a basis upon which a safety determination can be made.

ABWR DFSER 18-1 October 1992
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-In SECY-92-053, "Use of Design Acceptance Criteria During 10 CFR Part_52
*Design Certification Reviews," the staff proposed the use -of design acceptance

criteria (DAC) as an approach to the review of the ABWR design. This was due
to the fact that detailed design information was unavailable for selected
areas of rapidly changing technology, including human factors aspects of the
control room and remote shutdown station design.

DAC is a set of prescribed limits, parameters, procr ,es, and attributes upon
which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) relies to make a final safety
determination to support design certification. The DAC are measurable or
testable and must be verified in order for the staff to accept the final
design.

DAC delineates the process and requirements that a combined operating license
(COL) applicant must implement during the development of detailed design
information for the control room and the remote shutdown statian. A number of
conformance review points are specified aeriodically assess the adequacy of
the detailed design as it develops. The .licant is required to. demon-
strate that the DAC is met at each confore review point._ At the com-
pletion of each stage, the COL applicant -tify to the NRC that the
detailed design-(up through that stage) L ..,mpliance with the certifica-
tion in the applicable review area.

The NRC will review and inspect work to confirm that the COL applicant has
adequately implemented the commitments of the DAC at these review points,
f ailure to successfully complete a phased inspections, tests, analysis, and
acceptance criteria (ITAAC) could require repeating an earlier phased ITAAC
and/or changing the system design.

Because the criteria-for review of a design and implementation process was not
clearly defined in current regulations and guidance documents, the staff
develo;,ed criteria as part of this review. The criteria that were developed
provided the basis with which to-(l) assess whether the_ appropriate HFE
elements are included in the design and implementation process, (2)-identify-
what materials need to be reviewed _for each element,-(3)- evaluate the proposed
DAC/ITAAC to-be utilized by the staff to verify each of. the review elements,
and (4) assess the adequacy of the DAC/ITAAC developed by GE.

The staff design certification evaluation is based partially on design infor-
mation end partially on an implementation process plan that describes the HFE
program elements' required to develop the key features and inventory into an
acceptable detailed design specification.- Along with the design and implemen-
tatio. process, GE has provided the necessary DAC and ITAAC to ensure that_the:
design and implementation process is properly executed by the-COL applicant.
GE has submitted a design implementation process for-the major design activi-
ties for the ABWR HFE effort. The first part- of the-plan presents GE's plant -
and system design elements, and the second part describes the elements that
must be conducted by a COL applicant-to complete the design. activity. The l
. staff specified that the design and implementation process will.contain

-descriptions of all required human factors activities (elements) that are
necessary and sufficient for the development and implementation of _ the- ABWR
HSI. ;

:l
i
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I Thiitaff review was performed in two phases.- A preliminary review was per-
'

-formed oncearly varsions.of the SSAR, and was documented in the DSER. A
aummary of.this.revie( is described.in-Section=18.1.1. DSER issw rcsolution '

-

:and- further development of the SSAR were then reviewed. The scope of this '

further review is described in Section 18.1.2.- As part of the' final review, '

the starf developed an HFE prog em review model and acceptance criteria for,

- the evaluation of a des!..i process. The model development is described in-
Section .18.1.3-and the model details are provided in the HFE Program Review |
Model included in SECY-92-299. :

18.1.1 Preliminary Review and Draft Safety Evaluation Report issues

The primary-source of information reviewed by the staff for the DSER was the - r

SSAR Chapter 18 (update through Amendment 15) and Chapter 13 (updated through
Amendment 7) and GE's responses to staff requests for additional information ;

c (RAI). Question _-(Q)620.1 through Q620.37. '

The review focused on four important aspects of ABWR human factors consider-
3.ations: ;

the organizational structure of the human factors function l*

design goals and assumptions*

-design processes*

the ;pecification of HSI design requirements*

Ir, addition, the review included GE's resolution of those various safety
issues:(unresolved safety issues, generic safety issues and the construction

- permit / man.ufacturing license (CP/ML) rule of 10 CFR 50.34(f)) related to human
factors..onsiderations addressed in SSAR Chapters 13 and 18.

From its initial review, the staff concluded that the human factors program
for the HSI was generally inadequate as presented in GE's documentation-and
that SSAR Chapter-18 and Sections.13.2 and 13.5 of Chapter 13 did not provide
sufficient information to support a determination that the ABWR design as
proposed by GE for certification would adequately. incorporate accepted human

'

. factors considerations in a manner that would achieve required safety and
reliability. . _The principal- reasons for this finding were (1) design bases'

,

.were;specified without supporting rationale, (2) a design process was pre-
sented.in. e afficient detail and without asults, (3) HSI design requirements
were prese o d without evidence _ that they u.re deriv .d from the design process

~

*

and withw supporting tests / evaluations, and (4) .the <.ocumentation' did not
provide-sufficient detail to support the review of- the ABWR human factors

" efforts to a level necessary for design certification. Twenty-four. specific-
issues-were identified:as requiring resolution. The issues.are identified in
Table 18.1. Since all the DSER_ issues must be addressed before certification,
.the_ table 1 indicates the section in this chapter in which the DSER' open issue
iS s addresset. In the discussions with GE following the DSER (and in order to-

address'the overall: lack of derign detail concern), two additional issues were
added:

~

.

F

-

n
*
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Issue 18.25 - Design Process.

Issue 18.26 m Inventory*

DSER issues 18,01 and 18.22 were closed before the final SSAR review for
reasons discussed below.

Issue 18.01: Oualifications of the GE ABWR Human Factors Desian Team

in Section 18.3.1 of the DSER the staff stated that " additional detailed
information on the human factors qualification: of the GE ABWR human factors
'lesign team is required". This was important in the DSER review because of
the assumption that the SSAR was to include an essentially complete design for
the HSI. Since HFE is tc be primarily performed by the COL applicant, the
issue was no longer of primary concern. Instead, the focus on the design team
shifted toward establishing the qualification requirements of the design team
for design implementation as discussed in Section 18.8 of this repert.
Because of the change in focus for certification from an HFE design to a
design process, GE's initial response to this issue in its letter of Octo-
ber 1, 1991, provided sufficient information. This item is resolved,

issue 18.22: Trainina Materials

in the DSER the staff stated that it " expects GE to develop and submit for
certification a detail (' program description for developing the training
material as part of the design certification for the ABWR". Following the
DSER, the staff determined that training materials were already a part of the ,

established licensing review process under 10 CFR Part 50 for the COL appli-
cant and did not need to be addressed in the certification review under 10 CFR
Part 52. This item is resolved.

18.1.2 Final Standard Safety Analysis Report Review

The primary courcas of information used for the final review c. scribed in tnis
chapter were SSAR Chapter 18 and GE's responses to the DSER issues. A list of

-the material relied on for preparation of the report appears in Table 18.2.
GE personnel presented additional information at a meeting during a visit to
Japan to cbserve the Japanese ABWR control room prototypes. (Advanced Reactor
Programs - ABWR Control Room Design - Presented to United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, M. A. Ross, April 3-4, 1992, Tokyo, Japan - GE
Proprietary.)

18.1.3 Development of Review Criteria

18.1.3.1 Objectives

As indicated 'n the beginning of this chapter, complete detailed HSI design
information will not be available for review before design certification and
that certification will be based partially on the approval of a design and
implementation process plan. In order for the process to be effective, it
must contain (1) descriptions of all required HFE program elements for the
design and development: and implementation of the ABWR HSI, (2) identification

' of predetermined staff conformance review points, and (3) DAC for the confor-
mance reviews under ITAAC.

ABWR DFSER 18-4 October 1992
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Table 18.1 DSER Chapter 18 HfE-Issues
,

Issue DSER
No. Issue Sect. FSER Section Where Addressed

18.01 Dualifications of GE ABVR human f ac- 18.3.1 Preliminary Review and DSER issues
tors desigr. team

18.02 Human systems interface (HSi design 18.3.1- Standard Design Features
and evaluation process

18.03 kunber of staf f in control room: 18.3.2 Design Coats
,

18.04 operator and system reliability 18.3.2 Desigre Process

18.05 Ocerator workload analysis 18.3.2 Design Process

18.06 Tests and analysis to support design 18.3.2
impiementation:
a. Analyses conducted to date Standard Design Features

3- _
Design Processb. Further testing

18.07 ABWR hunan f actors program plan 18.3.3.1 Design Process

18.08 Control room prototype 18.3.L 1
a. Standardized features Standard Design Features
b. Prototype evaluation - Design Process

18.09 Operator workload 18.3.3.2 Standard Design Features

18.10 Detailed task analyses 18.3.2 Des 39n Process

18.11 Tests, evaluations, studies to sup- 18.3.2 Standard Design features
port design approaches

18.12 Adequacy of Hsl design requirements 18.3.4.1 Standard Design Features

18.13 MSI design requirements for cathode 18.3.4.1 Design Process
rey tube (CRT), flat penet,.and
targe-screen displays-

18.14 Analysis to justify sole operator 18.3.4.2 Design Coats
attentiveness and rationale for nun-
ber of operators at main console

,

18.15 CRt display inf ormat f or 18.3.4.2 Design Process

18.16 Power generation control system reli- 18.3.4.2 Design Process
ability

,

i 18.17 Alarm suppression criteria, alarm 18.3.4.2 Design Procest.
| points

18.18 ' Safety parameter display system de- 18.3.4.2 Standard Design Features
sign s ope

18.19 Remote shutdown system design ratio- 18.3.4.2 Remote Shutdown System
nate

18.20 Local valve position indication 18.3.4.2 local valve position indication

18.21 Procedure Develonnent 18.3.4.4 Design Process

18.22 Training materlats 18.3.4.4 Preliminarv Review and'DSER Issues
.

18.23 US!/CSI issues 18.4.1 Industry safety lasues-

18.24 CP/ML rule issues 18.4.2 Industry Safety lasues

18.25 Design Process Design Process-

18.26 Inventory - Inventory

| ABAR DFSER 18-5 October 1992
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lTable 18.2. GE ABWR' HFE-Related Material

GE SSAR Chapter 18: Human Factors Enaineerina (3/23/92 version]

GE SSAR Chapter 18 Section 18.1: Introduction+

GE SSAR Chapter 18 Section 18.2: Design. Goals and Design Basisa

GE SSAR Chapter 18 Section 18.3: Planning,- Development and Design*

GE SSAR Chapter 18 Section 18.4: Control Room Standard Design Featuresa

GE SSAR Chapter 18 Section 18.5: Remote-Shutdown System :
*

GE SSAR Chapter 18 Section 18.6: Systems Integration*

GE SSAR Chapter 18 Section 18.7: Detailed Design of the Operator-

Interface System

GE SSAR Chapter 18: ADDendices (various versions)

GE "SAR Chapter 18 Appendix A: EPGs (3/25/92 as per MFN No. 071-92)+

GE SSAR Chapter 18 Appendix B: Differences-Between Rev 4 and ABWR EPGs.

(3/25/92 as per MFN No. 071-92)
GE SSAR Chapter 18 Appendix C: Operator Interface Equipment-

Characterization (3/23/92- version)
GE SSAR Chapter 18 Appendix D: EPGs Input Data and Calculation Results*

(3/25/92 as.per MFN No. 071-92)
GE SSAR Chapter 18 Appendix E: ABWR MMIS Design and Implementation*

Process (2/17/92 transmittal letter GE to NRC and 6/12/93 revision of
Table 18E.2 "MMIS Implementation Requirements")
GE SSAR Chapter 18 Appendix F: Inventory (2/13/92 as per MFN No. 037-92)-=

Additional Materials

SSAR Section 7.4 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown (Amendment 20)-

HFE ITAAC/DAC (Submittal dated 6/16/92)*

Responses to the DSER (SECY-91-320) for Chapter 18 of the ABWR SSAR-*

(2/18/92). This document references-several other documents:
- GE letter dated 10/1/91_ to the NRC
- Attachment 1: " Summary Report on Design Development and Validation

Testing of ABWR Main Control _ Room Equipment and Configuration"
(2/21/92)

Description of Process for Developing Emergency Operation Information and.

Controls for Chapter 18, Appendix F (Fax dated 3/26/92)

1 .SSAR Chapter 18 Appendix C represents only one illustration of a
p;ssible centrol room design for ABWR, and therefore, is n_ola part of the
certified design, nor was it subject to the review process identified in this
report.

ABWR DFSER 18-6 October 19921
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I To review the GE proposed HFE process, the staff needed to (1) assess whether
all the appropriate HFE elements were included, (2) identify what materials
needed to be reviewed for each element, and (3) evaluate the proposed DAC/
ITAAC to verify each of the elements. To ccnduct the review, the staff had to
identify which aspects of the process are required to ensure that HFE safety
goals are achieved and to identify the review criteria by which each element
can be assessed. Review criteria independent of that provided by GE was
required to ensure that GE's plan reflect s currently accepted human factors
engineering practices and that it is a thorough, complete, and workable plan.
Thus, the staff developed a technical basis for review of the process. The
specific objectives of this effort were:

,

(1) To develop an HFE program review model to serve as a technical basis for
the review of the GE-proposed process for certification. The model
needed to be (a) based on currently accepted HFE practices, (b) well-
defined, and (c) validated through experience with the development of -

complex, high-reliability systems.

(2) To identify the HFE elements in a system development, design, and evalua-
tion process that are necessary and sufficient requisites to successful
integration of the human component in complex systems.

(3) To identify which aspects of each HFE element are key to a safety review
and are required in order to monitor the process implementation.

(4) To specify the acceptance criteria by which HFE elements can be evaluated
as design development progresses.

18.1.3.2 HFE Program Review Model Development
a

The staff reviewed current HFE guidance and practices to identify important
human factors program plan elements relevant to a design process review. The
staff reviewed a wide range of nuclear industry and non-nuclear industry
documents, including those currently under development as part of the Depart-

-

ment of Defense (000) MANPRINT program. From this review a generic system
development, design, and evaluation process was defined. Once specified, the
staff identified key HFE elements and developed criteria to assess the
elements by reviewing current literature and accepted practices in the field
of human factors engineering.

The staff developed a generic HFE Program Review Model largely on the basis of
applied general systms theory and '.he D00 systems development process (which
is rooted in systems theory). Applied general systems theory provides a broad
approach to system design and development, based on a series of clearly
defined developmental steps, each with clearly defined goals and specific
management processes to attain them. Systems engineering has been defined as
" ...the management function which controls the total system development effort
for the purpose of achieving an optimum balance of all system elements. It is
a process which transforms an operational need into a description of system
parameters and integrates those parameters to optimize the overall system
effectiveness" (Kockler, F., et al. Systems Enoineerino Manaaement Guide

(AD/A223 168) Fort Belvoir, Virginia, Defense Systems Management College).

ABWR DFSER 18-7 Octobar 1992
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,

Utilization of the-00D' system development as'an input to the development of
the generic HFE Program Review Model was based on several-factors. D0D policy

|identifies the human as a specific element of the total system. A systems '

approach implies that all system components (hardware, software, personnel,
support, procedures, and training) are given adequate consideration in the
developmental process. A basic assumption is that the persor.nel element
receives serious consideration from the very beginning of'the design process.
In addition, the military has applied HFE for the longest period of time (as
compared with industrial / commercial sy3 tem developers), thus the process is
evolved and formalized and represents the most highly developed model avail-
able. Finally, since military system development and acquisition is tightly
controlled by Federal, 000, and military branch regulations, requirements, and ;

standards, the model provides the most specifically defined HFE process |
available.

Within the 000 system, the development of a complex system begins with the
mission or purpose of the system and the capability requirements needed to
satisfy mission objectives. Systems engineering is essential in the earliest
planning period to develop the system conce't and to define the system
requirements. During the detailed design of the system, systems engineering
ensures

balanced influence of all required design specialties=

resolution of interface problemsa

effective conduct.of trade-off analyses*

effective conduct of design reviews-

verification of system performance*

The effective integration of HFE considerations into the design is accom-
plished by (1) providing a structured top-down approach to system development
that is iterative, integrative, and interdisciplinary, and (2) providing a
management structure that details the HFE considerations in each step of the
overall process. A structured top-down approach to nuclear power plant (NPP)
HFE is consistent with the approach to new control room design as described in
Appendix B to NUREG-0700 and the more recent internationally accepted stan-
dard, international' Electrotechnical Commission 964, for advanced control room
design. The approach-also is consistent with the recognition that human
factors issues and problems emerge throughout the NPP design and evaluation
process; therefore, human factors issues are best addressed with a compre-
hensive top-down program.

The scope of the pre Program Review Model excluded certain HFE elements that
already are adequately addressed by existing NRC requirements and that are not
within the scope of design certification, but are part of the COL. Included
in this category were training program development and the details of proce-
dure. development. - In addition, human reliability analysis was excluded and is
addressed in Chapter 19 of. this report.

The systems engineering approach was e::panded to develop an HFE Program Review
Model,-incorporating staff HFE requirements of 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(iii) as
required-by 10 CFR 52.47(a)(1)(ii) for the staff to use for the ABWR design
and implementation process review. The resulting model, which served as the

ABWR DFSER 18-8 October 1992
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- basis; of theLreview, .is described below and is. detailed in the HFE Program
Review Model. Other:HFE program review models may be developed for the review
of other designs proposed for certification.

.

18.1.3.3 Model Description

An overview of the model is presented to generally describe the HFE elements, ,

products reviewed for each element, and the acceptance criteria used to '

evaluate the element. A more detailed description of the elements are.
.

presented in the HFE Program Review Model. F

The model is intended as the prngrammatic approach to achieving a design
commitment to HFE. The overall commitment and scor of the HFE effort can be
stated as follows: HSis shall be provided for the operation, maintenance,
test, and inspection of the ABWR that reflect " state-of-the-art human-factors

_ ,

principles" (10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(iii)) as required by 10 CFR 52.47(a)(1)(ii).
For the purposes of the model development " state of tha art" human factors
principles were defined as those principles currently x epted by human
factors-practitioners. " Current" is defined with-refu ace to thentime at- :
which this model was developed. " Accepted" is defined as a practice, method, "

or guide that is (1) documented in the human factors literature within a
standard or guidance document that has undergone a peer-review process and/or
(2) justified through scientific / industry research practices.

All aspects of HSI will be developed, designed, and evaluated on the basis of
a structured top-down system analysis using accepted HFE principles based on
current HFE practices. HS1 is used here in the very broad sense and shall
include all operations, maintenance, test, and inspection interfaces, proce-
dures, and training materials. '

The model developed to achieve this commitment contains eight elements:

Element 1 --Human factors Engineering Program Management.

Element 2 - Operating Experience Review*

Element 3 - _ System Functional Requirements Analysis.

Element 4 - Allocation of Function*

Element 5 - Task Analysis..

Element 6 - Human-System Interface Design*

Element 7 - Plant and Emergency Operating Procedure Development'
,

-

Element 8 - Human Factors Verification and Validation.. .

The elements and their interrelationships are illustrated in Figure _ A.1 of
the HFE-Program Review Model. Also illustrated are the minimal set of items
submitted by the applicant to the NRC for review of the COL applicart's HFE
efforts. NRC conformance reviews of the COL applicant's implementing process
will_ occur during five review stages:

'

human factors (HF) management planning review-

implementation plan review*

analysis results review.

HSI results review=

HF verification and validation.

ABWR DFSER' 18-9 October 1992
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These reviews combine various aspects of the eight elements above. The
materials reviewed at each stage are shown in Figure A.2 of the HFE Program
Review Model.

A description of the purpose of each element follows.

[.lement 1 - Human Factors Enaineerina Procram Manaaement

To ensure the integration of HFE into system development and the achieve-
ment of the goals of the HFE effort, an HFE design _ team and an HFE pro-
gram plan shall be established to ensure the proper development, execu-
tion, oversight, and documentation of the human factors engineering
program. As part of the program plan, an HFE issue tracking system (to
document and track HFE related problems / concerns / issues and their solu-
tions throughout the HFE program) will be establ khed. The HFE issue
tracking system is used in the evaluations (Sections 18.2-18.8 of this ~

report) as a mechanism to log ABWR specific design issues as part of the
COL applicant's overall design process.

~

Element 2 - Operatina Experience Review

The accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) in '.979 and other reactor inci-
dents have illustrated significant problems in the actual design and
design philosophy of NPP HSis. There have been many studies as a result
of these accidents / incidents. Utilities have implemented both NRC-
mandated changes and additional improvements on their own initiative.
However, the changes were formed on the basis of the constraints asso-
ciated with backfits to existing control- rooms (CRs) using early 1980s
technology, which limited the scope of corrective actions that might have
been considered (i.e., more effective changes can be made in the-case of
a new CR with the modern technology typical of advanced CRs). Problems
and issues encountered in similar systems .of previous designs shall be
identified and analyzed so that they are avoided in the development of
the current system or, in the case of positive features, to ensure their

._retention.

Element 3 - System Functional Reouirements Analysis

System requirements shall be analyzed to identify those functions that
must be performed to satisfy the objectives of each functional area.
System function analysis shall (1) determine the objective, performance-
requirements, and_ constraints of the design and (2) establish the fun'c-
tions that must be accomplished to meet the objectives and. requiredc
-performance.

Element 4 - Allocation of Function

The allocation of functions shall take _ advantage of human strengths and
avoid allocating functions that would be affected by human 11 imitations.
To ensure that the allocation of function is conducted according to.
accepted HFE principles, a structured and well-documented methodology of.,

allocating-functions to personnel, system elements, and personnel-system
combinations shall be developed.

P

i
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Element 5 '- Task Analvs.jl

Task analysis shall provide the systemat 4c_ study of t'he| behavioral-
requirements of the tasks the personnel. subsystem is required to perform--

in order to' achieve the functions allocated to them. The: task analysis
shall

provide one of the bases for making design decisions (e.g., deter-e

mining before hardware fabrication, to the extent practicable,
whether system performance requirements can be met by combinations
of anticipated equipment, software, and personnel)

ensure that htiman performance requirements do not exceed human capa-*

bilities

be . i as basic information for developing procedures*

be used as basic-information for developing staffing, skill, train-*

ing, and communication requirements of the system-

form the basis for specifying the requirements for the displays,+

data processing, and controls needed to carry out tasks

Element'6 - Human-System Interface Des 190-

Human engineering principles and criteria shall be applied along withnall
other design requirements to identify, select, and design the particular
equipment to be operated, maintained, and controlled by plant personnel.

Element 7 - Plant and Emeroency Operatino Procedure Development

Plant and Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) shall _ be developed to
support and guide human interaction with plant systems and to control
plant-related events and activities._ Human engineering principles and-
criteria shall be applied along with-all other design requirements to
develop procedures that are technically accurate, comprehensive,
explicit, easy to use, and-validated. -The types of procedures covered
in.the element.are

normal plant and system operations (including startup, power, .and*

shutdown operations)

abnormal and emergency operations-

alarm response.

Element 8 - Human Factors Verification and Val'idation (V&V)

The. successful incorporation of human factors engineering-into the final-
HS! design and the acceptability of the resulting HSI shall-be thoroughly-

evaluated as an integrated system using HFE evaluation procedures,- guide-
lines, standards,-and principles.

ABWR DFSER- 18-11 October 1992
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18.2 Desion Goals 1
j

18.2,1 General Discussion in the Standard Safety Analysis Report

The HSI design goals are described in SSAR Section 18.2. GE's " primary goal
for-the operator interface design is to facilitate safe, efficient, and.
reliable operator performance during all phases of normal plant operation,
abnormal events, and accident conditicns." It further states that, to achieve
these goals, the HSis will be dr.igned and provided in a manner consistent
with " good human factors engineer Ng practices "

Within the context of this review, GE's ciqht specific design bases are con-
sidered to be design assumptions since they are " giver.s" and, as presented, j

have not been derived from analysis. They thus become design drivers. These j
design assumptions are evaluated in Section 18.2.2.2 of this report. .

!

18.2.2 - Analysis |
,

18.2.2.1 DSER lssue Resolution

Two DSER issues related to the design goals are summarized below along with
the proposed path to resolution that was reached in the discussions with GE

-

and an evaluation as to whether each issue was satisfactorily resolved.
1

Issue 18.03: Number of Staff in the Control Room

~ In the USER the staff stated that the number of main CR operating staff-needed
to be clearly established for the ABWR. Design Basis 1 in the original SSAR-
indicated that for " normal operations, the ABWR shall be operable by one
senior reactor operator who will be directly involved-in manipulation of the-
reactor controls, one assistant CR shift supervisor, one CR shift: supervisor,
and two auxiliary equipment operat;rs." The operating crew could-be increased
during accident conditions. In the DSER the staff stated that the specifica-
tion of a single operator at the control boards during normal operations was
considered to be a significant design-driver.

Proposed Resolution: Close when GE provides a commitment to Part 50.54(m)
staffing levels.

Evaluation: GE satisfactorily clarified this issue in its letter of Febru-
-

ary 18, 1992, DSER lssues Responses, and amended SSAR:Section 18.2 by indicat-L

ing that the ABWR operating crew will consist of four licensed operators
consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(m) and that two operators --

will: be available during all phases of ABWR operation. This item is resolved.

Issue 18.14: Analysis to Justify Sole Operator Attentiveness and Rationale .

for Number of Operators at Main Console
.

In the DSER the staff stated that an: appropriate analysis should be provided
to justify how one operator:at the main console will remainEattentive to his

- duties and that the maximum number of operators who_are expected-to monitor
and' operate together during an emergency-at the main control console needs to ?

be specified with the -rationale t'o' support this number. The staff further-
stated that this-rationale should be based on the-function and task analysis

ABWR DFSER 18-12 October 1992
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performed to support the CR design. The staff also required rationale for the
number of operators anticipated to monitor and control functtns on the main
control console while the chief operator is performing other functions.

Proposed Resolutfon: Close when GE provides a commitment to Part 50.54(m)
staffing levels.

Evaluation: GE satisfactorily clarified this issue in its letter of Febru-;

ary 18, 1992, by indicating that the ABWR operating crew will consist of four
licensed operators consistent with the staffing requirements of 10 CFR
50.54(m) and that two operators will be available during all phases of ABWR
operation. This item is resolved.

18.2.2.2 Evaluation of the Current SSAR Design Bases

Design Basis 1 states that the ABWR will be operated by two reactor operators
and that four licensed operators will be on shift at all times consistent with
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(m). This will include a shift supervisor
(SS) anC assistant SS. While this may be a reascnable design goal based on
the preliminary analyses and evaluations conducted thus far, the capability of
the main control console to accommodate two operators will have to be vali-
dated as part of HFE validation and verification activities (Element 8).
Further, it will have to be verified that no more than two operators need to
access the controls and displays at the main control console under all normal,
abnormal, and accident conditions. A clear delineation of the roles and
responsibilities of the SS and assistant SS will also need to be defined,
including their information requirements and access to panels. Preliminary
validation tests, using the Japanese CR prototypes (GE letter of February 18,
1992), indicated that the main console design will be crowded if more than two
operators are required at the console. Table 18.E.2.4 of the SSAR requires
the COL applicant to validate that the control room design will support
acceptable performance of all tasks assigned to the operating crew under a
variety of plant conditions. The evaluation of the number of operators
needing access to controls at the main console and the specification of the
roles / responsibilities of the SS and assistant SS are identified as COL Action
Items 18.2.2.2-1, and 18.2.2.2-2 to be included into the HFE issue tracking
system which is included in Element 1.

Design Basis 2 indicates that efficient and reliable operation will be
promoted through increased automation. This design basis is acceptable only
if the increases in automation can be demonstrated to promote orarational
reliability and that automation is not introduced in an arbitrary manner in
which it may impair human and/or system performance. This basis must be
evaluated as part of the requirements of Element 4, " Allocations of Func-
tions." Decisions regarding which functions should be automated are more
effectively accomplished after the function analyses has been conducted and
the function allocation has been performed as documented in NUREG\CR 3331, "A
Methodology for Allocating Nuclear Power Plant Control Functions to Human or
Automatic Control." The evaluation of automation strategies and its effect on
operator reliability is identified as COL Action Item 18.2.2.2-3 to be added
to the HFE issue tracking system in Element 1.

ABWR DFSER 18-13 October 1992
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No issues were identified for the SSAR design bases listed below:
'

Design Basis 3 - The operator interface design will use.only proven.

technology.

Design Basis 4 - Safety-related systems monitoring displays and control '*

capability will comply with the requirements for independence and divi-
sional separation as stated in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Criteria 22 and 24,
respectively.

Design Basis 5 - The operator interface design will be highly reliable ~--.

and provide functional redundancy.

Design Basis 6 - 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(iv) requires incorporation of a*

safety parameter display system (SPDS) console into the design. The
principle functions of the ABWR SPDS will be integrated into the human
system interface design as required by 10 CFR 50.34(f).

Design Basis 7 - GDC 19 will be met.*

Design Basis 8 - Design bases for the remote shutdown system will- be*

specified in SSAR Section 7.4.

18.2.3 Finding ;

DSER Issues 18.03 and 18.14 are resolved. In addition, the staff identified
two issues to be addressed by the COL applicant during the design process and
added those COL actions to the HFE issue tracking system.- These two issues
are:

Evaluation of the number of operators needing access to controls anda

displays at the main console, and specification of the roles and respon-
sibilities of the SS and Asst. SS,

Evaluation of the impact of automation on operator reliability.*

These two issues are to be resolved by the COL applicant after performing
system functional requirements analyses, the allocation of functions and the
task analysis. These analyses are influenced, in part, by the organizational
structure of the individual licensee and its corporate management philosophy,
and they therefore, cannot be performed prior to the design certification
stage.

18.3 Main Control Room Standard Desian Features

18.3.1 General Discussion in the Standard Safety Ar,alysis Report

The standard design features of the CR are described in SSAR Section 18.4 and
their development is described in SSAR Sections 18.3.1'and 18.3.2. The'CR is
characterized by 18 standard features-each of which is reviewed below. The

.

features are described in the SSAR as derived from a system analysis that was -
guided by five implementation plans and verified through verification and'
validation testing using two Japanese CR prototypes.

'ABWR DFSER 18-14- October 1992
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1A characterization of an examole of a-Dossible ABWR main CR is contained in
SSAR Appendix C to Chapter 18. Since this serves =as an examole of how-the ,

standerd features miant be implernented. -it has no specific application-in- the
tafety review of the ABWR for desian certification. SSAR Appendix C should

~ not be misinterpreted as providina any information sDecific to the ABWR CR
desiun safety findino,4

18.3.2 Analysis

18.3.2.) DSER Issue Resolution

DSER Issues 18.02, 18.06, 18.08, 18.09, 18.11, and 18.12 were related to the
standard features that were required to be closed in order to find the-
standard features acceptable. For each of these issues, the DSER issue is
summarized, the proposed path to resolution that was reached in the discus-
sions with GE following the DSER is presented, and an evaluation is made
regarding issue resolution. These issues generally address the need for
information regarding the design process / analyses leading to the standard
features and their test and evaluation.

DSER !ssues 18.10 (detailed task analyses), 18.13 (HS1 design requirements for
the cathode-ray tube (CRT), flat panel, and large-screen displays),18.15 (CRT
display information), and 18.17 (alarm suppression criteria, alarm points)
essentially address a level of design detail that is beyond the scope of the-

-

SSAR. Thus, those issues are closed with regard to the certified design
description and incorporated into the design process to be implemented by the
COL applicant (discussed in Section 18.8 of this report) when more detailed
design information is developed.

Detailed design resolutions of these issues will be subject to the require-
ments expressed in the appropriate DAC. As discussed previously, conformance
review points are specified throughout the design process to ensure that these
issues are acceptably resolved by the COL applicant prior to plant operation. )

One final DSER issue related to the standard features is Issue 18.18, the SPDS
design scope. Given its importance and associated regulatory requirements,
this issue-also is discussed below.

Issue 18.02: HSI Desion and Evaluation process and Issue 18.06: Tests and
Analysis to Suonort Desion Imolementation

In the-DSER the staff stated that additional detailed information regarding
the HSI design and evaluation process was necessary (Issue 18.02). In
addition, the staff stated that additional detailed information about the.
methods, criteria, and results of analyses performed to support the11evel-and
type of staffing, automation and function allocation to achieve the goals of
safe and reliable performance'of the operating crew and overall system was
necessary (Issue 18.06).

Proposed Resolution: Close when the staff receives GE's description of the
studies performed in support of the design features contained in the SSAR.c

Evaluation: This issue was addressed in GE's letter of February 18, 1992, and
~

in a " Summary Report on Design Development and Validation Testing of ABWR Main
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Control Room Equipment and Configuration,"-dated February 21', 1992. Addi-.
tional information was obtained in an audit of-GE design files in San Jose in

_ .-January 1992 and in visits and discussions held with Japanese ABWR CR design-
ers, The staff found the information satisfactury commensurate to the level
of- detail currently- provided for the -specification of- the standard features.
The features were the result of a 5-year _ development program that included

the preparation of implementation plans for major design and evaluation.

activities

the derivation of general H5I requirements from the design of individual.

systems

task analyses for safety-related functions based on manual operationsa
;

!

a systematic allocation of function strategy based on workload analysi's j*

and an analysis of such task characteristics as degree of repetitiveness j
and complexity

an analysis of current trends and technology assessments of-the major CR-

features including approaches to automation, console design, video
;display units, display techniques, large displhy panels, use of fixed-

position displays, alarms, and CR layout

Afts the features were identified, GE assessed the features in a validation
testing program using two Japanese CR prototypes employing the standard
features. Three-teams of operators participated ir the validation tests by
performing a range of operational tasks, including normal operation, equipment
failures, scrams, and accidents. Information collected for the validation-
tests included videotape / observations and operator opinion.

The test results generally supported the use of the standard features -(as
defined in the next section of this chapter). The staff noted several limita-
tions in the use of the test results. The features as implemented in the-

validation tests were well defined and at -a level of design detail beyond the
definition of the standard' features defined in the SSAR. The data collected -

were limited and the standard features-were_not specifically_ addressed in the
tests; instead, the entire design as a package was evaluated. .Thus,--it is-
possible that.the same set of standard features (as defited in the SSAR) could

-

-

be improperly designed and/or poorly integrated.to result in an unacceptable
Ldesign. The validation tests provide p oof of concept.-(i.e...that the
specified standard. feattere can be integrated into an acceptable design).
However, since the SSAR level of detail is considerably less than that tested,
the stc.nd:rd features are scoping in nature and their implementation in any
ABWR must be validated for the oetailed design and' implementation developed by
the COL applicant as required under Element-8-of the_ HFE Program' Review Model.'

Since- Element 8 is specified in general terms, the general issue of validation
-

of the detailed design of .he standard features is identified as a COL action
item to be addressed in the HFE issue tracking system. Therefore,:DSER-
Issues 18.02 and-~18.06.are resolved pending receipt of the amended SSAR, which
incorporates the February 1992 submittal. -This is Confirmatory
Item-18.3.2.1-1.
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1ssue 18.08: Standardized Features and Prototype Evaluation

In the DSER the staff' stated that additional detailed information was neces-
sary to precisely indicate the aspects of the CR design that are part of the
standardized design and that are ur:ique to a- COL applicant's implementation

,

consistent with accepted human factcrs principles and practices and the |requirements of 10 CFR Part 52. The staff believes development of a fully. ifunctional-CR prototype of the standard design is appropriate in order to
demonstrate acceptable human performance. Thus,-there are several parts to 'i

-this issue: (1) the aspects of the CR that are part of the standardized
design, (2) the level of detail with which the standard features are
described, and (3) the use of a prototype.

Proposed Resolutfon: Close when the staff receives GE's description of the
studies performed in support of the design features contained in the SSAR.

Evaluation: GE addressed this issue in its letter of February 18, 1992. SSAR
Section 18.4 will provide a revised description of the standard features. On
the basis of the DSER issues, the feature-by-feature evaluation, and subse-
quent di nussions with GE, the descr ption of the standard features will be
modified to a level of detail supported by the design and evaluation efforts
discussed with respect to Issue 18.06 above. The use of a prototype in design
and evaluation is addressed as part of the design process discussed'in Sec-
tion 18.8 of this report. Detailed design resolutions of these issues will be
subject to the requirements expressed in the appropriate DAC. As discussed
previously, conformance review points are specified throughout the design
process to ensure that these issues are acceptably resolved by the COL appli-
cant prior to plant operation. Therefore, DSER-Issue 18.08 is resolved
pending receipt of the amended SSAR inccrporating the agreed upon information.
This is Confirmatory Item 18.3.2.1-2.

Issue 18.09: Operator Workload
|

|

In the DSER the staff stated that GE had not indicated how the workload was
defined / measured [in the context of allocation of function] or what consti-
tutes an appropriate operator workload level. The staff further stated thati' it was unclear how validating allocation of function decisions by a COL appli-
cant at this late point in the design process could result in a standardized
design. Thus, there are three aspects to this issue: (1) workload definition

L for allocation of function studies, (2) the determination of satisfactory
L workload, and (3) -implications for post-certification evaluations that require
'

modification to certified aspects of the design, in this case allocation of-
function.

Proposed Reso7ution: Close when the staff receives GE's description of the
studies performed in support of the design features contained in the SSAR.

,_
i

, - Evaluation: GE addressed this issue in its letter of February 18, 1992.
- Aspects 1 and 2 of this issue are addressed in the evaluation of Issue 18.06
above. The specification of workload evaluations during post-certification
will be addressed in the discussion of the design process in Section 18.8 of-
this report, and will be resolved by the COL applicant upon-completion of the
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functional analysis as required by Table 18.E.2.2 of the SSAR. Therefore,
DSER Issue 18.09 is resolved pending receipt of the amended SSAR incorporating
theifebruary 1992 letter. This is Confirmatory item 18.3.2.1-3.

Issue 18.11: Tests. Evaluations. Studies-to Support Desian Approaches

In the DSER the staff stated that information was needed on tests, evalua-
tions, and trade studies performed to support the selection of design
approaches (e g., the use of touch screen interfaces).

Proposed Resolution: Close when the staff receives GE's description of the
studies performed in support of the design features contained in the SSAR.

Evaluation: This issue is addressed under the evaluation of Issue 18.06.
Following' discussions with GE, several design details were eliminated by GE
from specification as standard features including the use of touch screen
interfaces. Those that remain are those supported by the test program.
Detailed design resolutions of these issues will- be subject to the require-
ments expressed in the appropriate DC As discussed previcusly, conformance
review points are specified throughout the design process to ensure that these
issues are acceptably resolved by the COL applicant prior to plant operation.
Therefore, DSER lssue 18.11 is resolved pending receipt of the amended SSAR.
This is Confirmatory Item 18.3.2.1-4.

Issue 18.12: Adeauacy of HSI Desian Reauirements

In the DSER the staff stated that, in the absence of a systems analysis and
test / evaluation results, there was no basis to evaluate the reasonableness and
adequacy of the HSI design requirements from a top-down-[or bottom-up]
perspective.

Proposed Resolution: Close when the staff receives GE's description of the
studies performed in support of the design features contained in the SSAR.

Evaluation: The evaluation of Issue 18.06, which includes a description of
GE's HSI testing, satisfactorily addresses this issue. Detailed. design
resolutions of these issues will be subject to the requirements expressed in
the appropriate DAC. As discussed previously, conformance review points are
,specified throughout the design process to ensure that these issues are
acceptably resolved by the- COL applicant prior to plant operation. Therefore;

.DSER. Issue 18.12 is resolved pending receipt of the amended SSAR. This is
Confirmatory Item 18.3.2.1-5.

Issue 18.18: Safety Parameter Disolav System Desian Scope

In the DSER the staff stated that, at the present stage of design, it could
not be determined if the ABWR SPDS meets all the NRC SPDS design criteria
stated An NUREG-0737, Supplement 1. The SPDS function and the list-of
critical-parameters as described in SSAR Section 18.4.6, did not include
paratueters that would provide operators with information about' radioactivity
control should there be a release of radioactive materials. The SSAR further
stated that the COL applicant may provide a radioactivity release' control
information d1.) lay. GE's approach to meeting NRC requirements for the SPDS-
function was not sufficient.

ABWR DFSER 18-18 October 1992~
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Proposed Resolution: This; issue was to be closed as part of the process
review; however, because it is part of the standard teatures list, it will be
reviewed here.

Evaluation: See discussion of " Standard Feature N" below.

18.3.2.2 Evaluation of the current SSAR

As a result of the DSER and subsequent discussions with GE, GE agreed to'
'

clarify how the standard features were defined from _the. design process+

provide support for the validation of the standard featurese

redefine the SSAR descriptions of the standard features to bring them in-*

line with the supporting design and validation efforts

The list of standard feature descriptions below was the result of that'
process, it is important to reemphasize that the description of the standard
features is at a general level and not a final design specification. Thus,
they are not at a level of detail sufficient for a final safety determination
without their consideration in the context of the overall design implementa--
tion process. They essentially scope out a general approach to CR design.
When the design becomes more detailed as part of the. implementation process
developed by the COL applicant, a comprehensive evaluation of the standard
features (as implemented and integrated) will be accomplished against the;DAC
as part of ITAAC.

Standard Feature A'

feature Description - A single, integrated control console staffed by two
operators; the console has a low profile so that the operators can see over

-the console from a seated position.

-Feature Evaluation - This feature, as presented, is generally supported by
design analyses and evaluations as discussed earlier in the evaluation of DSER

-Issue 18.06.

StaD.dard Feature _3

feature Description --The-use of a plant process computer system driven-
on-screen control video display units '(VDUs) for safety system monitoring and
non-safety system control and monitoring.

Feature Evaluation - This feature is generally supported by design analyses
and _ evaluations as discussed earlier in' the evaluation of DSER Issue 18.06.

Standard Feature C

feature Description -The- use of a separate set of on-screen control- VDUs for -
safety system control and m'onitoring and separate on-screen control VDUs for

! non-safety system control. and monitoring; the operation of these two sets of
.

VDUs is entirely independent of the pracess computer system. Further, the-
,
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first set of VDUs and all equipment-associated with their functions of safety
system control and monitoring are divisionally separate'and-qualified to
Class lE standards.

Feature Evaluation - This feature is generally supported by design analyses
. and evaluations as discussed earlier in the evaluation of DSER Issue 18.06 and
is consistent with current NRC requirements.

Standard Feature D

feature Description - The use of dedicated function switches on the control
console,

feature Evaluation - This feature is generally supported by design analyses
and evaluations as discussed earlier in the evalJation of DSER lssue 18.06.
GE's rationale for specifying the use of dedicated switches for the identified
functions is consistent with human factors engineering practices and is
1.cceptable for this application. This feature is elaborated on in GE's
Response 3b2 in the letter dated October 1,1991, indicating that several
different types of switches are used incorporating a technology that has been
retained from the previous BWR designs. The type of switch will be determined
by the design implementation prncess addressed in Sect'on 18.8 of this report.

Standard Features E. F. and G

Feature Description -

E- Operator selectable automation of pre-defined plant operation sequences.

F- The incorporation of an operator selectable semi-automated mode of plant
operations. This mode will provide procedural' guidance to the operators
using the plant operating procedures as a basis for that guidance. This
" feature" is stated at general level and will be further specified during
the design implementation process. ,

G- The capability to conduct plant operations in an operator. manual. mode.

Feature: Evaluation - These features are generally supported by design analyses-
and evaluations as discussed earlier in the evaluatinn of USER Issue 18.06.
The features as stated are at the level of general requirements for levels of
automation available to- the operator. The operator maintains the capability- ~

:to assume manual control at'any time. - This basic approach is consistent with
current human factors eng;neering practice and is acceptable for this
application.

Staqdard Feature H

feature Description - The incorporation of a large ' display par.el tha presents
information'for use by the entire-CR operating staff.

Feature Evaluation - This feature is generally supported by design. analyses-
and evaluations-as discussed earlier in the evaluation-of DSER Issue 18.06.
It-should be noted that the safety-significance'of this display approach will
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be dependent on the final design of display formats and distribution of infor-
mation between the main control console and the large display. This issue
will be addressed as part of Element 8 of the HFE Program Review Model by the
COL applicant during design development.

Standard Feature I

feature Description - The inclusion on the large display panel of fir,ed-
position displays of key plant paramcters and major equipment status.

Feature Evaluation - This feature is generally supported by design analyses
and evaluations as discussed earlier in the evaluation of DSER lssue 18.06.
Information on the large panel will be designed so that it can be observed
from the supervisor's console (which is further from the panel than the main
control console). As the COL applicant develops the design after certifica-
tion, evaluations are required by the HFE Program Review Model to confirm the
allocation of information between the large panel and the main control
console. This will be considered by the COL applicant in the design process
under Element 8 of the HFE Program Review Model.

Standard Feature J and K

Feature Description -

J- 'ihe inclusion in the fixed-position displays of both Class lE-qualified
and non-Class-lE display elements.

K- The independence of the fixed-position displays from the plant process
computer,

feature Evaluation - The standard features acceptably require the fixed-
position displays of safety critical information to conform to Class lE
standards and to be independent of the plant process computer.

Standard Feature L

feature Description - The inclusion within the large display panel of a large
video display unit that is driven by the plant process computer systen..

Feature Evaluation - This feature is generally supported by design analyses ,

and evaluations as discus'.ed earlier in the evaluation of OSER lssue 18.0E.

Standard Feature M

Feature Description - The incorporation of a " monitoring only" supervisor's
console that incudes VOUs on which display formats available to the operators
on the main control console also are available to the supervisors.

Feature Evaluation - The role of the supervisor and the supervisor's informa-
tion requirements need to be more completely specified by the COL applicant
before a determination of the design requirements of the coissole can be made.
The present design of the main control console is for two-seated operators.
Providing no provisions for control capability from the supervisor's console
assumes that under no circumstances would control capability beyond the two
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,

operators be required. This will be considered by the COL applicant in the
design process under Element 8 of the HFE Program Review Model and will be
realved by the COL applicant upon completion of the functional analysis as-
required by Table-18.E.2.2 of the SSAR.

Standard Feature N

feature Description - The incorporation of the SPDS function as part of thes

plant status summary information that is continuously displayed on the fixed-
position displays on the large display panel.

feature Evaluatfon - This feature is generally supported by design analyses
'

and evaluations as discussed earlier in the evaluation of DSER Issue 18.06'.
Specific details p "tinent to.SPDS are discussed below.

The staff reviewed GE's proposed approach to SPDS development in accordance-
with NRC requirements identified in 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(iv) and NVREG-0737,
Supplement I and guidance provided in NUREG-1342, which describes SPDS imple--

_

mentation methods acceptable to the NRC staff as well as problem areas'
identified in operating plant SPDS reviews. GE describes its SPDS derign in
Section 18.4.2.11, as well as in DSER Responses 3.b.l(n), 3.b.5, Table 3.b-1, ;

and 5.e (GE letter of February 18,1992). -

The SPDS review for the ABWR is part of Element-8 in the HFE Program Review-
.

Model. The ABWR CR and SPDS design, while not complete, is described in some''

detail in the SSAR. The discussion below addresses several specific SPDS -

.

requirements.

|

Paragraph 3.Ja.of NUREG-0737, Supplement I discusses the. integration of-
SPDS with related emergency response capabilities and includes the
following comment on SPDS:

i
,

| (1) Review the functions of the nuclear power plant operating staff
that.are necessary to recognize and cope with rare events that
(a) pose significant contributions to risk, (b) could cause opera-

,
t
I

tors to make cognitive errors in diagnosing them,;and are (c).not
included in routine operator training programs.

This requirement was not- specifically addressed in GE's response. There-
L fore, the COL applicant will need to. consider incorporation of insights -

.

from the PRA into SPDS selection. For example, loss of power / station
blackout (SBO) was vary important to risk in the ABWR PRA (90 percent of-
core damage frequency-(CDF) in the first revision of the PRA). Hence,
here should be-some monitoring of electric power sources as part of

-SPDS. Also,- with. the addition of a gas turbine-generator to the design,
|i to reduce the dominance of the'SB0 sequence, parameters related to they

-

gas turbine should be included on the SPDS. Other safety-system failures
- that appear prominently :in the acrident- sequences ar e high-pressure core
flood, reactor core isolation cooling, . low-pressure .cor'e flood, residual'
heat removal, and ' automatic depressurization ' system (ADS).

Additionally, cognitive-errors made_ by. operators and items not in
operator training programs-would need to be addressed similarly to--the

ABWR DFSER. 18-22- October 1992'
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risk-significant items. Addres ;ing the criteria of Section 3.8a will be-
part of the COL applicant's CR design responsibility and included -in the
HFE issue tracking system. This is COL Action item 18.3.2.2-1..

Each of the paragraphs- of 4.1 of NUREG-0737, Supplement I contain I
specific details - for.SPDS. Some particular areas that require.further

.

consideration in the design by the COL applicant in the design prccess,
are noted below.

]

Paragraph 4.la calls for a " concise" SPDS display. The concept of a
" concise" display is further amplified in NUREG-1342, Section Ill.A.I.-

It is not clear now from the description of the ABWR SPDS how the
" concise" criteria will be met. This issue will be part of the COL-

applicant's detailed design development proces:;.

Paragraph 4.lc requires procedures and training for the SPDS. This will
be addressed by the COL applicant in the development or procedures in
Element 7 of the HFE Program Review Model. Training currently will be
addressed by the COL applicant as part of the 10 CFR Part 50 raquire-
ments.

1

Paragraph 4.ld was addressed in GE's DSER response. SSAR Table 3.b-1 1
states that-the selection of information for inclusion in the SPDS is '

Ibased on the current BWR Owner's Group EPGs rather than the ABWR EPGs.
GE stated that this would be corrected to specifically address the ABWR l
EPGs. However, this correction has not been maae to the SSAR. This is '

Confirmatory Item 18.3.2.2-1.
|

Paragraph 4.le requires the incorporation of acr7 ted human factors |
-principles in the SPDS. This criterion is not- uJressed in either the
SSAR or GE's response but-is required under the HFE Program Review Model
and will be part _of the COL applicant's design considerations.

,

Paragraph 4.lf addre.;ses the functional information required in the SPDS.
D

While the specific parameters are to be determined by the COL applicant, i

GE has provided specific parameters in SSAR Table 3b-1, which follow'the ,

NUREG-1342 recommendations, except as noted below,

f - The COL applicant-also should-consider the need for some standby
liquid control (SLC) indication along with the reactivity control
covered in-the ABWR parameters. Existing BWR designs-do not-have
this indication; however, because the ABWR is a new reactor _ design',
the COL applicant should consider the items listed in NUREG-1342 as
" desirable enhancements." Also, the comment on PRA. insights from'
3.8a above, and the fact that SLC is needed to mitigate the antici-
pated transient without scram (ATWS) sequence (which is 31 percent
of CDF in the PRA) in the ABWR illustrates the importance of having
SLC indication.

- GE states -that indication of radioactivity control will be selected -
by the first ABWR license applicant. Thus, parameter selection and

-display implementation will be the responsibility of the COL appli-
cant as part of the design development.
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In- conclusion, _ DSER issue 18.18 concerning SPDS will be closed and the
remaining issues _ listed above will be addressed as part of the COL applicant's
design process through incorporation into the HFE issue tracking system.
Detailed design resolutions of these issues will be subject to the require-
ments expressed in the appropriate DAC. As discussed previously, conformance

4

review points are specified throughout the design process tr ensure that these
issue! we acceptably resolved by the COL applicant prior to plant operation.
This is Confirmatory issue 18.3.2.2-2 pending appropriate .% AR revision.

Sy nLrtd Feature 0

Teature Description - The use of fixed-position alarm tiles on the large
display panel.

feature Evaluation - This feature is generally supported by design analyses
ano evaluations as discussed earlier in the evaluation of DSER Issue 18.06.
b addition, the use of fixed-position alems for key parameters is supported
by recent research and industry experience with advanced alarm systems,

q

Standard feature P

feature Description - The application of alarm processing logic to prioritize
alarm indications and to filter unnecessary alarms.

Feature Evaluation - This feature is generally suppor+ed by design analyses
and evaluations as discussed ear!ier in the evaluation of DSER lssue 18.06.
However, the issue of alarm processing is currently the subject of much j
industry and NRC research and there are many unsolved issues pertaining to
alarm implementation. GE's alarm prioritization scheme i; based on three
basic principles: mode suppression, redundancy :,upression, and consequence
suppression. GE does not propose advanced alarm suppression techniques, such
as expert system-based analyses. Thus, the. suppression is based on well-

p understood techniques that have been tested in other nuclear industry studies
and have been found to be beneficial. -In addition, the design specifies
operator control over suppression. Operators may turn suppression on or off.
As with other CR features, the alarm processing techniques must be verified
and validated by the COL applicant when the design becomes more detailed, as
is required by the HFE Program Review Model. Detailed design resolutions of
these issues will be subject to the requirements expressed in the appropriate
DAC. As discussed previously, conformance review points are specified
throughout the design process to ensure that these issues are acceptably _
resolved-by the COL applicant prior to plant operation.

Standard Feature 0

feature Description - A spatial arrangement between the large display panel, <

the main control console, and the shift supervisors' console allows the entire
3CR operating-crew to conveniently view the information presented on the large

display panel.

Feature Evaluation - This feature is generally supported by design analysas
and evaluations- as discussed earlier in the evaluation of DSER Issue 18.06.

-
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Standad Feature R

Feature Descriptfor _- The use of VDUs tu provide alarm information in addition-

tc the alarm information provided via the fixed-position alarm tiles.on=the '

large display' panel.

Feature Evaluation - This feature is' generally supported by-design analyses
and evaluations as discussed earlier in the evaluation of DSER lssue'18.06.
Component level alarms will be provided on main console VDUs while important
alarms and system-level alarms will be provided on the fixed-position tiles on

,

the large display panel. The alarms presented on the large panel also will be -
available on the VDUs,

18.3.3 Finding

DSER Issues 18.02, 18.06, 18.08, 18.09, 18.11, and 18.12 are resolved.pending
receipt of an amended SSAR. This is Confirmatory item 18.3.3-1. DSER
issue 18.18 will be addressed by the COL applicant as part of the design

; development in accordance with the HFE issue tracking system.

The result of the DSER evaluation of the standard features and subsequent
discussions with GE was intended to:

clarify how the standard features were defined from the design process*

providt support for the validation of the standard featuresa

redefine the SSAR descriptions of the standard features to bring them ina

line with the supporting design and validation efforts.

The standard feature descriptions above were the result of that process. No
safety issues were identified in the standard feature description for-the
level of design detail presented. It is important to note that the_descrip-
tion of the standard features is at a general level and essentially scope out
a general approach to CR design. They are not. a final design specification-

and not at a level of detail- sufficient for a _ final safety _ determination
without consideration in the context of the. design development process. 'When-

.

the design becomes more detailed as part of the design-process, an evaluation -

of the standard features-(as implemented and integrated by the COL applicant)
will be conducted per. Element 8,- Human _ Factors V&V, of th_e HFE Program Review
Model. The validation of-the final- design of the standard features is COL
Action item 18.3.3-1 to be addressed ~in the design process and identified in
the HFE issue tracking system.

18.4 inventory

18.4.1 General Discussion in the Standard Safety Analysis Report

The SSAR provided insufficient information about controls and displays to be
utilized for the ABWE control room,- resulting in a DSER open issue. As part.
of the general resolution of the lack of control room detail, GE provided the1

' detailed control room design implementation process, through-which the speci-
fic controls,. displays,- and alarms will be specified and designed. However,
in order to provide an initial minimum set of controls, displays, and alarms
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for transient mitigation before design certification, GE developed the )
inventory presented in Appendix F to SSAR Chapter 18. This inventory was-
developed by reviewing the ABWR EPGs and the important operator actions of the ,

l
ABWR PRA. In Section 18.3.3, of the February 13,'1992,-versio_n of SSAR
Chapter 18, GE states that Tables 18F-13.1 through 18F-13.3 form an inventory
of the fixed controls, displays, and alarms that define the minimum require-
ments for implementing the ABWR EPGs.

In Appendix F to SSAR Chapter 18 GE provides the results of its analysis of ,

required operator tasks via a set of 13 tables. An introduction to the
appendix contained descriptive .naterial about the analysis and the resulting
inventory development. The remainder of the appendix provides 11 inventory-
tables based on the EPGs, ore table based on the PRA operator actions, and-one
three-part table that summarizes the minimum set of fixed controls, displays,
and alarms required by the operator to cope with emergency conditions that had ,

been noted throughout the first 12 tables.

18.4.2 Analysis

18.4.2.1 DSER lssue Resolutior

One DSER issue related to the inventory is summarized below along with the
proposed path to resolution that was reached in the discussions with GE.- The
evaluation of the issue is given in the following section. -i

18.26: Inventory

The staff raised general questiens in the DSER about the absence of level of
detail for controls and dicplays. ;

Proposed Reso ution: GE and the staff agreed that since a detailed design
regarding controls and displays would not be available for the design certifi-
cation review, GE would use the EPGs to develop an inventory of the key -
minimum information and control requirements for the operator to perform
necessary safety-related functions.

18.4.2.2 Evaluation of-the Current SSAR ;

18.4.2.2.1 Review Methodology

The staff reviewed Sections-18.3.1,-18.3.3, and Appendices A and F to Chap- 1

ter 18 of the SSAR to determine-if the Inventory in Appendix F provides a .

~

, reasonable minimum set of fixed controls, displays, Land alarms to adequately !
' implement the EPGs for-the ABWR, i

The analysis methods used for this evaluation included:

EPG Review: Selected steps of the EPGs were compared'with the corre-
sponding portions of Tables 18F-1 through 18F-Il to determine accuracy q

iand technical: validity of conclusions,

PRA/ human reliability analysis (HRA) Review: The PRA/HRA was compared
with Table 18F-12 to determine whether significant human actions were
-selected and if the analysis was' correct.

I
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I

Summary Table Review: The summary Tables 18F-13.1-through 18F-13.3 were
- selectively compared with Tables 18F-1 through 18F-12 for accuracy.

-

GE's analysis process for the EPGs provided a large amount of specified equip--
ment.- Each step, caution, and note in the large body of EPGs was separately ,

reviewed, analyzed, and-documented in a table containing 14 boxes. A number
of important controls, displays, and alarms were identified, This analysis
will be used by the COL applicant as input into the CR design-implementation

'process.

18.4.2.2.2 General Results

(1) level of HSI Detail

Discussions in SSAR Section 18F.1 indicate that GE made significant HS!
deaign implementation decisions regarding displays and controls in the
main CR. This contradicts other statements in SSAR Chapter 18, for
example, GE states: "In. Table 18F-1 through 18F-12, the particular
method of design implementation for each control, display, and alarm

.

function is indicated in brackets as part of each relevant table entry."
Particular methods were specialized for hundreds of items. In general,
the bracketed information in the inventory is more detailed than what the
rest of the SSAR supports. GE also states -that, "all remote control
equipment of a particular system can be accessed and controlled by touch
operations when the VDU operate mode is selected." However, touch
operations are not part of the standard features identified in-the SSAR.
GE has committed to revise the discussions in Table 18F.1 and the output
from the inventory to make them consistent with the remainder of SSAR
Chapter 18.

(2) Fixed Versus VDU Selection Rationale

for each step of the EPGs and each impor" nt PRA operator action, GE
defined the information (Box 4) ar.d controi functions (Box 5) necessary
to perform that step.. The parameter displays (Box 6), controls (Box 7),
and alarms (Box 8) that are needed also were defined. GE further speci-
fied whether they are fixed or on VDUs. GE, however, does not. provide
information as to how the determination between fixed displays and -VDU
displays was made. GE has committed to provide the appropriate criteria;
and rationale.for this determination in Appendix F to SSAR Chapter 18.

(3) HFE Innut

! Although the inventory contains a list of key minimum displays, controls,-
and alarms necessary to carry.out operator actions _ associated with the'

EPGs, GE will need to identify and further define additional detailed-
characteristics of these displays and controls (e.g., ranges,-scales,
physical dimensions, and actual- information presentation) during the-
detailed task analysis and HSI design efforts. 0n the basis of its
discussions with GE, the staff concluded that at:the time in.the design-
implementation process that the inventory is used for the actual-control =
room design, the COL applicant will review the minimum inventory against:
the results of the detailed task analyses to ensure that the ' appropriate
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,

information'is displayed for-operations activities. Any_ discrepancies
identified from this comparison will be documented and resolved by the '

COL applicant through the design process.

(4) Use of Important Operator Actions.

SSAR Section 18F.2 lists five actions considered to be important based on 4

the results of GE's PRA sensitivity study. However, the SSAR does_not
contain a discussion of the rationale for the selection of these as the
important actions. Additionally, item 7 of the PRA/HRA review of March
1991 discusses the number of human errors in the HRA. Six errors are .

'noted to be the only ones descriued in any dettil in the PRA. Of these
six errors, which are treat 8 as important in the PRA, only ore is on the
list of five actions considered here (failure to inject firewater into
the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)). The others relate to inhibiting ADS
during ATWS, initiating SLC during ATWS, controlling flow during ATWS,
failure to depressurize the reactor, and failure to isolate a failed heat
exchanger. These errors are not analyzed for inclusion in the inventory.
GE stated that some of these are covered in EPG steps, and hence, are
addressed in the inventory. Others were not included because of mtoma-
tion decisions that removed the need for certain operator actions 1.g.,

ATWS control). GE has agreed to provide a discussion of the reti le
for the selection of the five important operator actions includec .1 the
inventory in the PRA discussion in Chapter 19 of the SSAR. GE will also
identify each operator action already covered within the oody of the EPGs
that was also identified through the PRA study. In addition, GE will
update the inventory based on any additional important human actions from
PRA after the PRA/HRA is completed.

(5) Scone of the Inventory

GE has developed a minimum set of fixed displays, controls, and alarms,
required to mitigate transients and accidents associated with the EPGs-.

and the PRA sensitivity study. It should be noted however, that GE has
committed to providing additional fixed displays (e.g., SSAR Sec-
tion 18.4.2.11 on SPDS and Section 18.4.2.11 on dedicated hardware alarm
windows of entry conditions for E0Ps) beyond those identified in Ta-

; bles 18F13.1 -~18F13.3. GE has also identified additional fixed displays
as part of the inventory arilysis that are not considered as part of the
minimum inventory. GE will revise the current SSAR to describe the scope
of the inventory as.limitet to the EPGs and the PRA sensitivity study'and
to clarify that additional required fixed displays are .not superseded by
this inventory. GE has agreed to provide a discussion in the introduc-
tion to Appendix of SSAR Chapter 18 on the scope of the inventory ande

also to describe the integration of the inventory uith the detailed
design process by the COL applicant.

18.4.3 Find N s!

The staff concludes that GE has developed an acceptable minimum set of dis-,

| plays, controls, and alarms that will mitigate transients and accidents
associated with the EPGs and the PRA sensitivity study pending the incorpora-

| tion of the comments above, to the appropriate SSAR sections. Therefore,
L DSER lssue 18.26 is resolved and the minimum inventory of displays, controls,
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and alarms is-considered adequate, pending receipt of the amended SSAR. The
staff considers this Confirmatory item 18.4.3-1. _ Several specific issues were
also addressed as COL Action Item 18.4.3-1 to be incorporated into the HFE
issue tracking system.

18.5 Remote Shutdown System

18.5.1 General Discussion in the Standard Safety Analysis Report
,

SSAR Sections 18.5 and 7.4 describe the remote shutdown system (RSS). -The RSS
uses conventional hardwired controls and indicators to maintain diversity from
the main control room. Discussion of ether HSIs outside the CR are tied to
GE's design and impicmentation process contained in Appendix E to SSAR Chap-
ter 18.

,

18.5.2 Analysis

18.5.2.1 DSER issue Resolution

One DSER issue related to RSS is summarized along with the proposed path to
resolution that was reached with GE and an evaluation as to whether the issue
was satisfactorily resolved.

Issue 18.19: Remote Shutdown System Desion Rationale

In-the DSER the staff stated that additional information was needed (i.e.,
tests, evaluations, and results) to support GE's position and rationale on the
RSS design for the ABWR. This information should address how human perfor-
mance is effected when operators.are required to use mixed control and display
technologies (i.e., diaital and analog) during emergency plant operations.

| Proposed Resolution: This issue will become part of the design and implemen-
tation process because the detailed design of the RSS is the responsibility of,

' the COL applicant.

Evaluation: GE indicated that the RSS wCl not employ digital technology in
order to maintain diversity from the CR. An assessment of the mix of analog,

and digital technologies in the plant as a whole will be included in the post-o

1. certification test activities conducted by the COL applicant as part of the
| verification and validation element. The staff notes that independence (i.e.,

isolation and separation) and diversity are needed for the RSS. The approach!

' to RSS design will be evaluated by the LOL. applicant and incorporated into the
HFE issue tracking system. . Therefore, this issue is resolved pending receipt
of an amended SSAR and the ITAAC/DAC. This is: Confirmatory-Item 18.5.2.1-1.

18.5.2.2 ' Evaluation of the Current SSAR

The specific concerns raised .in the DSER regarding the RSS design were'not
addressed in the SSAR. As indictted above, SSAR Sections 18.5 and 7.4
describe-the RSS. GE intends for the RSS to employ conventional hardwired
controls and indicators to maintain diversity from the main CR. Also as
indicated above, it is unclear why alternative interface approaches-(such as,

| VDU-based design) have been ruled out for the RSS HSI design. One-generally
.

acknowledged HFE design principle is to maintain consistency across HSIs when
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similar.. tasks are being performed in order to-(1) minimize the time operators
must spend "s.vitching gears" to_ adopt operations to different HSis for simila:
tash and (2) minimize the potential for human errors that arise from incor-
rect transfer of iearned activities from one HSI to another. In response to
Pal Q620.32 concerning the human factors implications that could result by
using analog hardware in the RSS design rather than a digital design consis-
tent with the main CR, GE provided a rationale for the diversity that included
protecting "against the improbable event c m mon mode hardware or software
failure in the plant instrumentation and contrm systems" and that it is
"tynical of all RWRs." The importance of diversity is acknowledged; however,
caution should be exercised with regard to when the diversity is applied. The
staff is, therefore, concerned with GE's rationale for not using mixed, HS!
technology. GE's re<nonse to RAI 4620.32 stated that the human factnrs
testing of the RSS would be conducted during part of the plant power ascension
test program and that, because RSS operations are relatively simple, training
( e operators to adjust to tae analog RSS should not be an undue burden on the
operators. GE did not provide the basis or rationale to support these con-
clusions.

NRC currently has a human factors generic ist on which includes the RSS. An
evaluation of the risk significance of this inue to an RSS and a value-impact
assessment of proposed human factors fixes was performed in NUREG/CR-5572.
This study found that functionally centralizing (integrating many fuactions
into one panel) the RSS into one integrated panel was risk significant. Since
the issue of RSS HSI design versus the CR HSI can only be addressed when
design detail is developed, RSS functional centralization will be added to the

*

HFE issue tracking system as a part of the COL applicant's responsibility for
the design process.

18.5.3 Finding

The design of the RSS is covered under 'he COL applicant's scope of the HFE
Program Review Model governing the COL applicant's post-certification design
efforts. DSER Issue 18.19 will be considered by the COL applicant as part of
the design development process and will be incorporate 3 into the HFE issue
tracking system.

13.6 Local Valve Position Indication

Issue 18.20: Local Valve Position Indication
,

In the DSER the staff stated that the ABWR design should have complete local
valve position indication based ~on accepted human factors principles and
practices. It was not clear f GE's statement in an earlier version of the
SSAR could be interpreted r commitment to providing complete local valve -
position indication (VPI). . >l" in this instance means in the plant at the
location of the valve. Th6 ssue remains open with no path to closure
defined.

GE's response of October 1,1991 (Response 59) indicated that only valves in
the CR task analysis are required to have positive position indication. In
the DSER Issues Responses dated February 18, 1992, GE stated that "the ABWR

,

1
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design does not include requirements for local position indication on all
valves " However, the response does not indit.4te which local valves will have

;

position indication. J

l

In the process of plant and system design development, including CR task i

analyses, a nuclear power olant vendor will determine the valves that require i

remate position indication in the CR. The NRC, as part of the design review
proces:, may sometimes require that the additional valves be so instrumented.
in the large majority of cases, the valves with remote VPI in the CR are,

motor-operated valves. However, there are cases of hydraulically operated
valves, pneumatic valves, and even manual or check valves (e.g., LPCI

,

injection-line valves for boiling water reactors) that have CR VPI. The ABWR
*

should have a full complement of CR VPI, with specifics (e.g., which valves
and what type of displays) determined by the COL applicant through the
approved CR design impicmentation process plan.

While the NRC has, in the past, focussed on CR VPI, developments over the past -

few years have shown the importance of local VPl at the valve itself. The
recognition of this need has come about through review of operating events, an
increased attention to good human-systems interface design, including VPI for
manual valves. These developments indicate the need for local VPl at various
types of valves (e.g., manual and motor-operated).

|
Regarding operating experience, a review of hi:, toric records to determine
the extent and type of human engineering deficiencies that exist at local *

control switches (LCSs) in actual plants and to determine the type of plant-
level problems caused by these deficiencies was conducted by Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL Report A-3972-4-91). Table 4.b of this report
catalogues a number of such problems as a result of inadaquate VPI identified
in Licensee Event Reports, NUREG/CRs, and E0P inspections. Table 5 in the
BNL report also identifies problems related to inadequate VPI and discusses
an Institute of Nuclear Power Operations recommendation for local means of
visually verifying actual and normal position cf valves.

<

A current NRC research project, related te potential upgrades to LCSs, inves-
tigated both the costs and benefits assocn.ted with improved VPI for manual
valves. This project found that humN factors improvements (which included
VPI as 4 key component) to only
risk changes on the order of 10',sel

'ed important manual valves can result in
core damage events per reactor-year. Addi-

tionally, cost analyses shwed these upgrades or backfits to the important
manual valves were cost beneficial. Further, cost snalysis showed that most
of the costs were related to the backfit situation. 1 hat is, when local VPI '

was included as par t of the oriqinal valve design specification, the added
costs were minimal, especially .. hen compar00 to the benefits of increased
assurance of proper valve positioning at all times. Thus, it was concluded
that mos+ local valves for new riants should have VPl. For certain small
local mo al valves (e.g., root valves) VPI was determined not to be neces-
sary,

a staff's position is that remote VPI shoulc be provided in the CR as
aiscussed above and local VPI should be provided for

|

|
'
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1

1

all power-operated valves (e.g., motor, hydraulic, and pneumatic)*

all large manual valves (2 inches or greater) i
+

those small manual valves (< 2 inches) determined to be important+

DSER issue 18.20 will be addressed by the COL applicant as part of the design
';

development process and will be incorporated in the HFE issue tracking system.
This is COL Action item 18.6-1.

16.7 Unresolved and Generic Safety Issues |

18.7.1 General Discussion in the Standard Safety Analysis Report

Regulation 10 CFR 52.47 requires the applicant for design certification to
,

demonstrate compliance with any technically relevant portions of the TMI
requirements set forth in 10 CFR S0.34(f) which is sometimes referred to as
the CP/HL rule. Regulation 10 CFR 52.47 also requires proposed technical
resolutions to unresolved safety issues and generic safety issues (USI/GSI).
Those varicus safety issues that relate to human factors will be addressed in
this section. 4

CE discusses its approach and proposed resolution of these issues in Appen-
dix B to SSAR Chapter 19. The staff's initial review of the human factors
related issues was performed and documented in Chapter 18 of the DSER.
Several of the items were left outstanding at that time. This section will
address the human factors aspects of these issues, as well as those items left
as outstanding in the DSER.

18.7.2 Analysis

18.7.2.1 DSER issuo Resolution .

Two DSER issues related to the standard features summarized below along with
'

,

the proposed path to resolution that was reached in the discussions with GE.
The evaluation of these issues is given in the following section.

J1 sue 18.23: USI/GSI Issues

in the DSER the staff identified several USIs/GSIs.

Proposed Resolution: Close as part of the design implementation process
review and incorporate in the HFE issue tracking system. (See discussion
below in Section 18.7.2.2.)

Issue 18.24:- CP/ML Rule Isntti

in the DSER the staff identified several CP/ML rule issues.

Proposed Resolutfoni Close as part of the design implementation process
review and incorporate in the HFE issue tracking system. (See discussion
below in Section 18.7.2.2.)

<
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18.7.2.2 Evaluation of the Current SSAR

in its response dated February 21, 1992, GE addressed the specific outstanding I
items associated with 50.34(f) that were identified in the DSER. 1

|

Section 50.34(f)(2)(1) corresponds to TMI Item 1.A.4.2 on simulator capabili- |

ties. GE states that " simulator facilities for use in performing operator
training are outside the scope of the standard plant design certification."
This is consistent with the treatment of training in Chapter 13 and is'

acceptable because training will be addressed by the COL applicant under the :
10 CFR Part 50 application. This is COL Action item 18.7.2.2-1. ;

Section 50.34(f)(2)(ii) corresponds to TM1 Items 1.C.1 and I.C.9 on proce- '

dures. GE states that this issue will be addressed in the detailed design
implementation process by the COL applicant. This is an acceptable approach
and additional details are provided in the HFE Program Review Model, Ele-
ment 7, Procedure Development. This COL Action Item 18.7.2.2-2.

Section 50.34(f)(2)(iii) corresponds to TMI Item 1.D.1 on CR design. Addi-
tionally, item 1.D.4 and item 1.D.5(1) also relate to CR design issues. GE,

states that these issues will be addressed by the COL applicant in the
detailed design implementation process. This is acceptable and is further
addressed by the HfE design process discussed in Section 18.8 of this report.
This is COL Action item 18.7.2.2-3.

Section 50.34(f)(2)(iv) corresponds to TH1 Item 1.D.2 on the SPDS. This '

item was addressed by GE in MFN 112-91, Item 3.b 5 and Table 3.b-1. See the
previous discussion of SPDS in Section 18.3 of this report. Additionally, !

Item 125.1.3 in NUREG-0933 on SPDS availability will be addressed as part of
the detailed design process. This is acceptable and is COL Action .

Item 18.7.2.2-4.
,

Section 50.34(f)(2)(v) corresponds to THI Item 1.D.3 on bypassed and inopera-
ble systems. This issue is covered in SSAR Chapter 7; however, details on the -

human factors aspects are not addressed. GE states that this will be
addressed by the COL applicant in the detailed design implementation process.
This is acceptable and is COL Action item 18.7.2.2-5.

The staff has reviewed Appendix B to SSAR Chapter 19, which discusses GE's
evaluation of unresolved safety issue (USI)/ generic safety issue (GSI) and
provides a listing of those issues that were reviewed for the ABWR in
Table 198.1-1. This chapter as well as the NRC descriptions of USI/GSI items .

in NUREG-0933 were reviewed for this report.

The staff has reviewed the GE detailed control room design process and finds
that'several USI/GSI' items. including: (1) HF-4.4, " Guidelines for Upgrading.
Other Procedures " (2) HF-5.2, " Review Criteria for Human factors Aspects of ,

Advanced Control Room Instrumentation," (3) B-17. " Criteria for. Safety Related
Operator hetions," (4) HF-01.3.4b, " Interface Annunciators," (5) HF-01.3.4c,
" Operational Aids," (6) HF-01.3.4d, " Automation and Artificial Intelligence,"
and-(7) HF-01.3.4e, " Computers and Computer Displays," will be addressed by
the COL applicant as part of the detailed design implementation process. This
is COLiAction Item 18.7.2.2-6. e
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Additionally USl/GSI Items Hi-5.1, " Local Control Stations," lif-01.3.4.a
" Local Control Stations," and ll.K.l(5), " Safety Related Valve Position
Indication," is beyond the GE design scope for design certification and the
COL applicant will need to address this issue. This is COL Action
item 18.7.2.2-7.

Items HF-1.1, " Shift Staffing," and 1,A.I.4, "Long Term Upgrade of Operating
Personnel and Staffing," are considered by the staff to be beyond the scope of
the design certificition. The COL applicant will have responsibility for
addressing these issues as part of the licensing process under 10 CFR Part 50.
This is a COL Action Item 18.7.2.2-8.

Additional GSis are still under staff review and will be included in the final
safety evaluation report (FSER). They include GSI 75, " Design for ATWS
Event," GSI 116, " Accident Management," HF Ol.3.4(a-3), " Man-Machine Inter-

-face." They are being tracked in Chapter 20 under Open item 20.2-1.

18.7.3 finding

The above discussions are examples of USl/GSI items that contain human factors
or HS1 aspects. However, there are others that likewise contain aspects that
should be concidered by the COL applicant in the post-certification design
process. The specific issues to be addressed by the COL applicant in the
COL's operating experience review will include specific TMI and USl/GSI
issues. However, the identification of specific operating experience review
issues has not been made at this time (see Section 18.8 of this report), and-
the operating experience review is Open item 18.9.2.2.1-1. This issue will be
resolved when the operating experience review issue is resolved.

18.8 Emeroency Procedure Guidelines

The staff reviewed the technical concent of the ABWR EPGs provided in Appendi-
ces A and B to SSAR Chapter 18 against the " Boiling Water Reactor Owner's
Group (BWROG) EPGs, Revision 4." The staff concludes that the ABWR EPG guide-

_

lines for RPV control are technically adequate and there are no outstanding
technical deviations between the ABWR EPG RPV guidelines and the BWROG EPG RPV
guidelines. The staff has, however, identified certain deviations between the
BWROG EPGs and the ABWR EPGs related to containment control (e.g., containment

. venting and containment flooding) which will be discussed in Section 19.2 of
the FSER.

18.9 Desian and Imnlementation Process

The final control room design is an area of rapidly changing technology and it
is important that the certified design description (Tier 1) and the ITAAC do
.ot " lock in" a contral room design which would be obsolete at the time of
construction. The approach is to " lock in" a design proce.s and specific DAC
which, if met, would result in a design that is acceptable.

The DAC will be in the same format as the ITAAC used for other systems in that
it will specify the certified design process commitment and will specify the
method of demonstration that the commitment has been met. The method of
demons: ration will be by inspection, test, or analysis against established
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;

acceptance criteria. The control room DAC will describe a formal design
implementation process with phased test, analysis, and acceptance criteria,

,

i

The ITAAC will be inspected by the f1RC to verify conformance with the require- (
ments at several phases or stages during the control room design process. The.

documents which demonstrate satisfactory implementation of the ITAAC will be
available for inspection at the completion of each of the above stages. These ;

stages are further discussed in Section 18.9.1 of this report. The stages or
phases are shown in figure 18.3. The COL applicant will be required to satis-,

factorily complete each 11AAC phase prior to proceeding to the next phase of
the design development. Failure to successfully complete a phased ITAAC may
requi e repeating an earlier llAAC and/or changing the control room design.t
The f1RC staff will issue an inspection report for each phased ITAAC and
identify any open issues requiring resolution. Significant open issues that,

are not resolved could result in the tJRC staff concluding that the ITAAC had
not been satisfactorily completed.

'

figure 18.3 depicts the five conformance review paints as discussed above.
General acceptance criteria are specified in the Tier 1 11AAC/DAC material for
each of the program elements shown at the review points, along with specific
criteria for submittal of several licensee technical reports. The general
criteria are derived from accepted HfE practices. The Tier 2 SSAR material -

contains applicable guidance documents for the development of the material for <

each of the program elements.

At each phased ITAAC the design development must be verified to be in accord-
ance with the certified design process and that the detailed design developed
(through that stage) meets the certified design.

The Tier 2 commitments described in the SSAR and related (docketed) documents
provide methods and descriptions of the implementation of the Tier 1 require- *

ments. The determination that the plant has been constructed in accordance
with the design certification will require the use of the information con-|

tained in both the Tier 1 and Tier 2 documents. Tier 2 commitments may be
changed. Certain Tier 2 changes must be submitted to the NRC for review prior
to implementation. Prior approval is needed for changes involving the design

i and implementation process as described in SSAR Tables 18E.1-18E.4, and the
issues discussed in this report.

18.9.1 General Discussion in the Standard Safety Analysis Report

Because GE has not proposed a detailed HFE design for the.CR in the SSAR, the
staff has relied on an HfE imp'ementation process for ensuring CR human

.

factors considerations for design certification. GE introduces the design
process in SSAR Sections 18.3.4 and 18.7 and gives details in Appendix E to
SSAR Chapter 18 and Section 3.6 of the " Tier 1 Design certification material
for the GE ABWR Design." In Appendix E to SSAR Chapter 18 the process is
described in Figure 18E.1-1 and Table 18E,1-1. The process is characterized
as a " typical" process with a- general description. However, because.it.is
only " typical," the technical information described in the individual elements
in figure 18E.1-1 and Table 18E.1-1 was not used~in this report. The figure-
and table do provide information regarding points at which staff reviews of
acceptance criteria are made. These conformance review points are part'of
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figure 18.3 HfE Conformance Review Points

'

l. Hf Management Plan Review

Review of HfE Program Hanagement Plan for:

Human factors Engineering Program lianagement ,

I

2. Impicmentation Plans Review

Review Implementation plan for:

System functional Requirements
Allocation of functions
Task Analysis
Human Systems Interface Design
Procedure Development
HF Verification and Validation

_

3. Analysis Results Review

Review of Analysis Results Reports &
HSI Design Team Evaluation Reports for:

System functional Requirements
Allocation of functions
Task Analysis

I

4, HSI Design Review

Review of Analysis Results Reports &
HSI Design Team Evaluation Reports.for:

Human System Interface Design
Procedure Development

I

5. HF Verification & Validation Review-

Review of Analysis Results Reports &
HSI Design Team Evaluation Reports for:

HF Verification and Validation

,
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11AAC, which are lier 1 requirements (as described in previous figure 18.3),
and are depicted by GE in Boxes 10, 20, 42, and 59 of SSAR figure 18El-1.

The ITAAC/DAC * Design Description" for Section 3.6 of the " lier 1 Design
Certification Material for the GE ABWR Design" (DCM) is not complete. There-
fore, this is Open item 18.9.1-1.

The safety evaluation was performed using Tier 1 HfE ITAAC/DAC described in
Table 3.6 of the DCM document and the Tier 2 criteria that appears in SSAR
Tables 18E.2 -1 to 18E.2-4. Each table provides the Tier 2 acceptance
c..teria for the NRC conformance reviews identified above. GE has combined
the first two HFE conformance review points shown in figure 18.3 into SSAR
Table 18.E.2-1. The remaining three conformance review points cover
Tables 18.E.2-2 to 18.E.2-4.

GE's design and implementation process in Appendix E to SSAR Chapter 18 and
Table 3.6 of the DCM the following elements important to effective HfE design
and implementation.

Human factors Engineerin- Program Plan
System functional Requirements Analysis
Allocation of function
Task Analysis
HS1 Design
Plant and Emergency Operating Procedure Development
Human factors Verification and Validation

GE's key HfE design elements and their acceptance criteria were developed to
address the staff's HFE Program Review Model. It is important to note that
the ITAAC/DAC description as presented in Table 3.6 of the DCM and Tier 2
criteria that appears in SSAR Tables 18E.2-1 to 18E.2-4 has a scope limited to
the main control room and the remote shutdown system (as agreed to by the NRC)
while the HfE Program Review Model described has a broader scope. Beyond
scope, there are other differences between inefstaff's model and GE's design
and implementation process contained in the S!4\R. How)ver, a nigh degree of
similarity exists between the two. The relatronship between the review model
elements, and the SSAR Tier 2 criteria is given below.

Review Model

Element ESAR Tier 2

1 Table 18E.1-1
2 Table 18E.1-1-
3 Tables 18E.1-1, 18E.1-2
4 Tables 18E.1-1, 18E.1-2
5 Tables 18E.1-1, 18E.1-2
6 Tables 18E.1-1, 18E.1-3
7 Tables 18E.1-1, 18E.1-3
8 Tables 18E.1-1, 18E.1-4

The following review focuses on (1) the evaluation of the acceptability of the
differences between the GE's process and the staff's review model, and-(2) the
closure of DSER issues through the process. Since the GE process was evaluated
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l against the criteria depicted in the review model, the organization of the
report design and implementation plan review follows the organization of the

,

model, (i.e., Elements 1 to B).

18.9.2 Analysis;

18.9.2.1 DSER lssue Resolution
,

; The initial SSAR provided little detailed information about the ABWR HSI. As
part of the general resolution of the lack of design detail, GE committed to,

provide a detailed HfE design and implementation process through which the
HSis will be designed and evaluated. This became D5ER issue 18.25. This
section of the report addresses the design process. However, since many other
DSER issues addressed design detail and were, therefore, beyond the scope of
the certified design review, they became incorporated into the design process
review for subsequent consideration by the COL applicant as design development
proceeds. These DSER issues are identified in Table 18.4. As indicated in

'
. Section 18.1 of this report, an eight-element HfE model was developed to

provide review criteria for the process. The table below indicates which HfE
model element addresses each DSER issue.,

Table 18.4 DSER HfE Issues To Be Addressed in the Process Plan
,

Issue DSER
Nc. Issue Section Design Process Element

18.04 Operator and system 18.3.2 Element 8 - Verification &
reliability Validation

18.05 0perator workload analysis 18.3.2 Element 8 - Verification &
Validation

18.06 Tests and analysis to sup- 18.3.2 Element 8 - Verification &
port design Validation

18.07 ABWR human factors program 18.3.3.1 Element 1 - HfE Program
plan

--

18.08 Control room prototype 18.3.3.1 -Element 8 -LVerification &
Validation

18.10 Detailed task analyses 18.3.2 Element 5 - Task Analysis

18.13 HSI design requirements 18.3.4.1 Element 6 - Interface Design

18.15 CRT display information 18.3.4.2 Element 6 - Interface Design-

18.16 PGCS reliability 18.3.4.2 Element 8 - Verification &.
Validation

18.17 Alarm suppression criteria 18.3.4.2 Element 6 - Interface Design '

i- 18.21 Procedure Development 18.3.4.4 Element 7 - Procedure Devel-
opment

i
4
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18.9.2.2 Evaluation of the Current SSAR

1here is one general open issue pertaining to Tier 2 guidance descriptions for
each of the GE process elements. Element 1 (in the HFE program Review Model),
for example, specifies that "the documents to be used as guidance." Each
element has a similar specification. GE has not incorporated the speci icf

documents to serve as guidance from the staff's review model into its precess,
the list of guidance documents is Open item 18.9.2.2-1 for each element asd
this will not be restated under each element.

For each of the following elements GE's documentation was compared to ' u HFE
program review model. In the cases when GE differs from the " general -

terion," described in the HFE review model an analysis of the differer .e is
described.

18.9.2.2.1 Element 1 - Human factors Engineering Program Management |

GE addresses human factors engineering program management in their HFE program
plan of the HFE ITAAC/DAC described in Table 3.6 of the DCM and in the Tier 2
description in Table 18.E.2-1. GE's description of this element is substan-
tially the same as the HFE program review model, E'ement I description.
However, the following three exceptions were identified and evaluated and DSER
lssue 18.07 also was evaluated as part of this element.

(1) Operatina Experience Review

GE incorporated o)erating experience review (HFE Program Review Model
Element 2) into t1eir HFE program plan instead of presenting it as a
separate element. The main purpose of this element is to ensure that the
designer identifies HFE issues from current and past operating-experience
to be incorporated into the HFE issue tracking system. The merger of
these elements does not compromise the contribution of the operating
experience review and is acceptable.

However, the staff has identified an open item with regard to the operat-
ing experience review. The operating experience _ review will be performed
on a specified list of issues. General Criterion 1 for Element 2 states
that: "The following industry operating experience issues shall be
identified: < list to be developed >." The specific list of items has not
yet been identified and, therefore, GE has not yet incorporated them into
their process. The list of issues is Open item 18.9.2.2.1-1.

(2) Absence of system safety enaineerina expertise from the desian team

GE's design team does not include. system safety engineering expertise as
saecified in the HFE review model. In the May 1992 meeting, GE indicated
t1at the system safety engineering expertise would be provided as neces-
sary and not as a full permanent member of the HSI design team. The
staff finds GE's approach acceptable, because this area of engineering
expertise is applicable-to the HSE design rather than the other HFE ele-
ments of the process.
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,

(3) absence of Reliabilitv/ Availability / Maintainability /Insnection expertise
from the desian team

i

GE's design team does not include reliability / availability /
maintainability / inspection expertise :s specified in the HFE review
model. In the May 1992 meeting, GE agreed to include this expertise in ;

the description of HS1 design. This is acceptable because this area of ;

engineering expertise is applicable to the HSI design rather than the
other HFE elements of the process.

DSER Issue 18.07: ABWR Human Factors Proaram Plan

in the DSER the staff stated that SSAR Section 18.3 provided an outline for
systems analysis and HSI design, but because the ABWR human factors program
plan (HFPP) was not provided or referenced, little detail was provided about
actual analysis steps and procedures, and no results were provided. The staff
needed additional detailed information to complete its review.

Evaluation: The design and implementation process described in the SSAR and
in the HFE DCM document will adequately address the HFPP and the types of
analyses to be performed. All relevant portions of the HFE model were incor-
porated into the GE documents. 1herefore, DSER issue 18.07 will be resolved

'pending receipt of final ITAAC/DAC. This is Confirmatory item 18.9.2.2.1-1.

18.9.2.2.2 Element 2 - Operating Experience Review

As indicated above, GE addresses operating experience review as part of the
HFE program plan of the HFE ITAAC/DAC described in Table 3.6 of the DCM and
in the Tier 2 description in Table 18.E.2-1. This approach is acceptable.

18.9.2.2.3 Element 3 - System functional Requirements Analysis

GE addresses system functional requirements analysis as part of the HFE
ITAAC/DAC described in Table 3.6 of the DCM and-in the Tier 2 description in-
Table 18.E.2-1 and 18.E.2-2. GE's description of this element is substan-
tially the same as HFE model description for Element 3. However, the follow-
ing three exceptions were identified and evaluated:

.

(1) Modification of General Criterion 2

This criterion defined critical functions as "those functions required to
achieve major system performance requirements; or those functions which,.
if failed, could degrade system or equipment performance or pose a safety
hazard to plant personnel or to the general public," GE has deleted from
the definition tie words " degrade system of equipment performance." The
staff agrees with this change because the initial model definition was so
broad that, if applied, it could define all functions as critical. The
remainder _of the definition is acceptable.

,

(2) Elimination of General Criterion 8

This criterion stated: = The function analysis shall be kept current over"

the life cycle of design development." The staff accepts _GE's deletion
of this criterion because an iterative approach to design development
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does not affect the review process since the staff review focuses on the
acceptability of the end products nf the design process regardless of the
number of iterations the designers went through to derive the require- '

ments.

(3) Elimination of General Criterion 9

This criterion addressed verification that "all the functions necessary '

for the achievement of operational and safety goals are identified" and!

that "all requirements of each function are identified." GE's justifica-
tion for elimination of this criterion was that it is covered by the
quality assurance (QA) requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. The
reviewers find this change acceptable because (1) general verification is
covered by QA and is addressed in the Tier 2 analysis report criteria for
this element and (2) the HFE design team evaluation report will ade-
quately addresses the verification aspects of this element.

18.9.2.2.4 Element 4 - Allocation of Function

GE addresses function allocation as part of the HFE ITAAC/DAC described in
Table 3.6 of the DCM and in the Tier 2 description in Tables 18.E.2-1 and
18.E.2-2. GE's description of this element is substantially the same as the
HFE model description for Element 4. However, the following two exceptions
were identified and evaluated:

(1) Elimination of General Criterien 5

This criterion stated: " Functions shall be re-allocated in an iterative
manner, in response to developing design specifics and the outcomes of
on-going analyses and trade studies." As in the case of the systems
requirements analysis, as the design is modified as a result of design
trade-offs and analyses it is important to reevaluate the function
assignments; however, an iterative approach to design does not affect-the
review process since the staff review focuses on the acceptability of the
end products of the design process regardless of the number of iterations
the designers went through to derive the results. Therefore, GE's
deletion of this criterion is acceptable.

(2) Eliminatirn of General Criterion 6

This criterion stated: " Function assignment shall be evaluated." While
this was eliminated as a general criterion (Tier 1) it was not removed
from the Tier 2 requirements that elaborate on the evaluation specifica-
tion. Because the-general criterion did not provide any specific infor-
mation and the evaluation of function assignment is maintained in the
Tier 2 description, this change is acceptable.

18.9.2.2.5 Element 5 - Task Analysis
,

GE addresses task analysis as part of the HFE ITAAC/DAC described in Table 3.6|

of the DCM and in the Tier 2 description in Tables 18.E.2-1 and 18.E.2-2.
GE's description of this element is substantially the same as the HFE model

,

1
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description for Element 5. However, the following exception was identified i
and evaluated, and DSER !ssue 18.10 also was evaluated as part of this i

element.

Elimination of part of General criterion 4

This criterion stated: "The task analysis shall be iterative and become pro-
gressively more detailed over the design cycle. The task analysis shall be i

detailed enough to identify information and control requirements to enable '

specification of detailed requirements for alarms, displays, data processing,
and controls for human task accomplishment." GE deleted the first sentence 4

dealing with the iterative aspects of the analysis. This change is acceptable
because an iterative approach to design does not affect the review process
since the staff review focuses on the acceptability of the end products of the
design process regardless of the number of iterations the designers went
through to derive the results.

Ip ue 18.10: Detailed Task Analyses

in the DSER the staff stated that detailed task analyses, which should cover
the full- range of normal and off-normal plant operations, had not been per-
formed. GE indicated that it will perform the task analysis as part of the
hardware / software procurement and design implementation activities.

Evaluatfon: GE's description of the design commitment, ITAAC, and general
,

criteria for task analysis in the DCM and in the SSAR Tier 2 adequately
address detailed task analyses. DSER issue 18.10 will be resolved pending
receipt of the final ITAAC/DAC. This is Confirmatory Item 18.9.2.2.5-1.

18.9.2.2.6 Element 6 - Human-System Interface Design

GE addresses human-system interface design as part of the HFE ITAAC/DAC
described in Table 3.6 of the DCH and in the Tier 2 description in SSAR

,

Tables 18.E.2-1 and 18.E.2-3. The description of this element is different
from the model Element 6 description. The following two exceptions were
identified and evaluated. In addition, DSER Issues 18.13, 18.15, and 18.17
were evaluated as part of this element.

(1) Elimination of General Criterion 6

This criterion stated: "The selection and design of HSI hardware and ,

software approaches shall be based upon demonstrated criteria that '

support the achievement-of human task performance requirements. Criteria
' can be based-upon test results, demonstrated experience, and trade

studies af identified options." GE eliminated this element from-their
process description. GE states that the list for Element 6 of specific

| -documents to serve as guidance will be used by the COL applicant for the
'

selection and design of HSI hardware and software approaches. This is
L acceptable.
L

L
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(2) E nination of General Criterion 7

This criterion stated: "HfE standards shall be employed in HSI selection
and design. Human engineering guidance regarding the design of particu- ,

lar features, shall be developed by the HS! designer to (1) insure that |
the human-system interfaces are designed to currently accepted guidelines !

and (2) insure proper consideration of human capabilities and limitations :
in the developing system. This guidance shall be derived from sources
such as expert judgement, design guidelines and standards, and quantita-
tive (e.g., anthropometric) and qualitative (e.g., relative offectiveness

;

of differing types o : ssplays for different conditions) data. Proce- |
du; as shall be employuu to ensure HSI adherence with standards." GE
states that the list of specific documents to serve as guidance will be;

used by the COL applicant to comply with this general criterion. This is
acceptable.

Lw UA HSI Design Reayjnments for Cathode-Ray Tube (CRT). Flat Pangh
and .ca Screen Displays -

In the DSER the staf f stated that additional detailed information was needed
on the ABWR HS1 design requirements for control station CRT, flat panel, and
large screen displays.

Evaluation: The design commitment, ITAAC, and general criteria for HSI .

design described in the DCM and in the SSAR Tier 2 description adequately '

address the detailed design of the HSI. Therefore, DSER issue 18.13 will
be resolved pending receipt of the final ITAAC/DAC. This is Confirmatory
item 18.9.2.2.6-1.

,

issue 18.15: CRT Displav Information

in the DSER the staff stated that no details of the CRT displays were provided
to permit visualization of the actual information available to the operator.
The staff needed this information to. complete its review.

Evaluation: The design commitment, ITAAC, and general criteria for HSI
- design described in DCM and in the SSAR Tier 2 description adequately
address the detailed design of the HSI. Therefore, DSER Issue 18.15 will
be resolved pending receipt of the final ITAAC/DAC. This is Confirmatory
item 18.9.2.2.6-2.

Issue 18.17: Alarm Suonression Criteria. Alarm Points

in the DSER the staff stated that additional detailed information about the
ABWR alarm suppression criteria and rationale used to determine the limit
number of alarm points that operators can simultaneously recognize was
necessary for the staff _to complete its review.

fw 4tfon:_ The design commitment, ITAAC, and general criteria for HS1
des gn described in the DCM and in the SSAR Tier 2 description adequately
address the detailed design of the HSI. Therefore, DSER lssue 18.17 will
be resolved pending receipt of the final-ITAAC/DAC. This-is Confirmatory
Item 18.9.2.2.6-3.
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18.9.2.2.7 Element 7 - Plant and Emergency Operating Procedure Development

GE addresses plant and emergency operating procedure development as part of
the HFE ITAAC/DAC described in lable 3.6 of the DCM and in the SSAR Tier 2
description in Tables 18.E.2-1 and 18.E.2-3. GE's description of this element
is substantially the same as the model Element 7 description. However, the
following two exceptions were identified and evaluhted and DSER issue 18.21
was evaluated as part of this element.

(1) Elimination of General Criterion 5

This criterion stated: "All procedures shall be verified and validated.
A review shall be conducted to assure procedures are correct and can be
performed. Final validation of operating procedures shall be performed
in a simulation of the integrated system as part of V&V activities
described in Element 8." While Gt' eliminated this as a general criterion
(Tier 1) it was not removed from the Tier 2 requirements, which elaborate
on the evaluation specification. This is acceptable because the general
criterion did not provide any specific information and the evaluation of
function assignment is maintained in the Tier 2 description. In addi-
tion, V&V of procedures is an important aspect of Element 8.

(2) Elimination of General Criterion 6

This criterion stated: "An analysis shall be conducted to determine the
impact of providing computer-based procedures and to specify where such
an approach would improve procedure utilization and reduce operating crew
errors related to procedure use." GE indicates that an analysis of
computer-based procedures will be conducted as part of the task analysis
and further evaluated as part of HSI. Because the computerization of
procedures is an aspect of interface design implementation, the incorpo-
ration of the analyses as part of the HSI element is acceptable.

Issue 18,21: Procedure Develonment

In the DSER the staff stated that there were system level operating procedures
developed concurrent with the development of the ABWR systems design. These
procedures and the associated task analyses on which the HSI interface
requirements are based are not included in the References Section 18.6; thus,
they could not be evaluated. For the ABWR design certification, the staff

-expects GE to provide detailed program descriptions for the development of
standardized plant procedures and standardized plant personnel training
materials. Further, the staff expects the COL applicant to develop integrated
operating procedures that reflect the full level of detail consistent with and-
included as part of the final plant design. In addition, GE should develop _
procedural development guidelines (e.g., procedure writer's-guide, V&V guide-
lines, and generic technical guidelines) with sufficient detail to ensure that
the COL applicant's implementation of the processes and criteria delineated in
these guidelines, when making procedure revisions, will preserve the human
factors insights and the overall ABWR design.

Evaluation: The staff determined that development of detailed procedures and
training materials is beyond the scope of the ABWR certification and is the
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responsibility of the COL applicant under 10 CFR Part 50. The design commit-
ment, ITAAC, and general criteria for HSI design described in the DCM for hfE
Element f and in the SSAR Tier 2 description adequately address procedure
development criteria. Therefore, DSER lssue 18.21 will be resolved pending
receipt of the final ITAAC/DAC. This is Confirmatory item 18.9.2.2.7-1.

18.9.2.2.8 Element 8 - Human factors Verification and Validation

GE addresses human factors V&V as part of the HfE ITAAC/DAC described in
Table 3.6 of the DCM and in the SSAR Tier 2 description in Tables 18.E.2-1 and
18.E.2-4. GE's description of this element is the same as the model Element 8
description with the following exception identified and evaluated. In addi-
tion, DSER lssues 18.04, 18.05, 18.06, 18.08, and 18.16 were evaluated as part
of this element. :

Elimination of pRA/HRA-Defined Critical Actions from General Criterion 8

This criterion specified: "A verification shall be made that all critical
an actions as defined by the task analysis and pRA/HRA have been adequately

supported in the design. lhe design of tests and evaluations to be performed
as part of HfE V&V activities shall specifically examine these actions." Risk
critical human actions (those to which the plant design is especially sensi-
tive in a risk riodel) should receive special attention in the V&V process. GE
commits to confirming all critical tasks as part of the V&V process and
defines critical tasks under the task analysis element to include all PRA/HRA
items included in Appendix D to SSAR Chapter 19, Section D.7. These will
include those operator actions that have significant safety impact. This
approach is acceptable. This is Confirmatory item 18.9.2.2.8-1.

Issue 18.04: Evaluation of Operator and System Reliability Durina Shift from
Normal to Abnormal Onerations

in the DSER the staff stated that the net effect on operator and system
reliability should be evaluated for normal operations and for the shift from
normal to emergency operations.

Evaluation: The V&V element requires the evaluation of all plant evolutions.
These simulations will address this issue. Therefore, this item is resolved
by incorporation into the V&V process to be a COL action item and addressed
as part of the HfE issue tracking system. This is Confirmatory
item 18.9.2.2.8-2.

.linLL 8.05: Operator Workload Analysis1

in the DSER the staff stated that GE did not make it clear what analyses had
been performed in support of the design and development of the ABWR and what
tests .and analyses are yet to be done.

Evaluation: The V&V analyses conducted by the COL applicant as'part of the
HfE ITAAC/DAC described in Table 3.6 of the DCM specifically address this
issue, which will be resolved pending receipt of the final ITAAC/DAC. This is
Confirmatory item 18.9.2.2.8-3.

|
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1ssue lL_01; Teils and Analysis to Support Designjfrplemenb.1]on

! In the DS[R the staff stated that additional detailed information was needed
! about the methods, criteria, and results of analyses performed that support

the level art type of staffing, automation and function allocation to achieve
! the goals of safe and reliable performance of the operating crew and overall

system. The staf f further stated that the design bases in Section 18.2 of'

SSAR Chapter 18 would be more appropriate as design requirements if they had
been derived and justified on the basis of the systems analysis. The staff
considered it more appropriate to develop design bases that are stated in
terms that would help achieve the primary goal of developing interfaces (and a
system) that make possible safe, efficient, and reliable operator performance.
The bases could be described in " operator-centered" terms that can objectively
be linked with achieving the design goals and serve as criteria for test and
evaluation activities. There were two aspects of this issue to consider:
(1) the analyses conducted to date and (2) the arelyses that will be done in
the future.

Evaluation: The V&V analyses conducted by the COL applicant as part of the
HF[ ITAAL/DAC described in lable 3.6 of the DCM specifically address this
issue and it will be resolved pending receipt of the final ITAAC/DAC. This is
Confirmatory item 18.9.2.2.8-4.

Issue 18.08: G Prototyp_e

in the DSER the staff stated that development of a fully functional control
room prototype of the standard design is appropriate to demonstrate acceptable
human performance.

Evaluation: V&V analyses conducted by the COL applicant as part of the HfE
ITAAC/DAC described in Table 3.6 of the DCM specifically require prototype
evaluation. Therefore, this issue will be resolved pending receipt of the
final ITAAC. This is Confirmatory item 18.9.2.2.8-5.

Issue 18.l6: Power Generation Control System._(PGCS) Reliability

in the DSER the staff stated that additional detailed information was neces-
sary regarding the reliability of the PGCS and the consequences on operator
performance and workload should it malfunction.

Evaluatfon: System malfunctions are required to be part of the V&V effort
under Hf E model Element 8. As part of the V&V, the COL applicant will
consider malfunctions of the PGCS. Therefore, this issue is resolved as COL

Action Item 18.9.2.2.8-1 to be addressed as part of the HfE issue tracking
system.

18.9.3 Findings

The staff concludes that the G design and implementation process for HfE will
be acceptable. The process addressed most of the DSER issues as indicated
below.
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ISSVE DESOLUT10ft

18.04 COL Action item |

18.05 Confirmatory item !
18.06 Confirmatory item
18.07 Confirmatory item !
18.08 Confirmatory item ,

18.10 Confirmatory item
18.13 Confirmatory item
18.15 Confirmatory item
18.17 Confirmatory item
18.21 Confirmatory item
18.16 COL Action item -

18.25 open (see open issues)

There were two open issues resulting from the design and implementation
process review.

(1) The Tier 2 guidance document descriptions for each of the GE process
elements was identified as Open item 18.9.2.2-1 above. The specific
documents (e.g., codes, standards and guidance) to serve as guidance for
the COL applicant in the design process implementation have not been . ;
identified by GE. LE will address this issue in a subsequent submittal.

(2) The operating experience review will be performed on a specified list of,

identified issues. The specific list of issues to be considered by the
COL applictnt in the design process implementation has not yet been
identifie.1 by GE. GE will address this issue in a subsequent submittal.
(This is Open Item 18.9.2.2.1-1 discussed above.)

| 18.10 conclusion

Based on the review of the ABWR SSAR and supporting information,-the staff
concludes that the proposed HFE design and implementation process will ensure !

acceptable consideration of human factors during the design of the ABWR !subject to resolution of the open items. The DAC/ITAAC will ensure compliance ,

with the HFE design and implementation process with regard to the control room-
and the remote shutdown station.

;

i

'i
.

1

|
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19 SEVERE ACCIDEliT ANALYSIS i

19.1 Probabilistic Risk Assessment

19.1.1 Introduction

As part of its advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR) design application, GE
IJuclear Energy (GE) has performed a design-specific probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) as required by 10 CFR 52.47(a)(1)(v) and in response to the
Commission's " Policy Statement on Severe Reactor Accidents Regarding future :

Designs and Existing Plants," dated August 8, 1985. GE submitted a level-3
PRA (i.e., the PRA calculated core damage frequencies, conditional containment

;

failure probabilities, and conditional offsite consequences) that addresses ;
internal and selected external events.

The staff reviewed the ABWR PRA to both investigate PRA design insights and
determine the quality of the PRA. Traditionally, the staff concentrates on
the quality (e.g., modeling and numerical accuracy) of a PRA during its
review. However, by concentrating on bottom-line numbers or merely on the

_

quality of a PRA, the most important insights from a PRA may receive inade-
quate attention. Therefore, in reviewing the ABWR PRA, the staff broadened
its review to encompass those safety insights that the PRA can reveal at,out
the ABWR design, such as the balance of prevention and mitigation, design
vulnerabilities, and aspects of the design that tend to reduce or exacerbate
risk estimates. '

Ordinarily, a PRA is performed on a plant for which the site is known, the
equipment has been procured, and the plant is nearly or completely built, for
the ABWR PRA, the PRA practitioners had to develop their models using a design
that lacks _ many of the details that are available for an existing plant. On
the other hand, performing.a PRA at this stage in the design affords an oppor-
tunity for the designers to make use of PRA insights to improve the ultimate
plant design. This is one of the primary purposes of performing a PRA at this
stage. .

In the draft paper entitled " Issues Pertaining to Evolutionary and Passive
Light Water Reactors and Their Relationship to Current Regulatory Require-
ments", and forwarded to the Commission, Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards (ACRS), and for public comment on february 20, 1992, the staff
proposed that combined license (COL) applicants be required to' maintain a
living PRA that accurately reflects the up-to-date, as-built plant design as
well as plant operating experience. Site-c'ecific external events would be
evaluated at the COL level once a site is chosen. The staff anticipates that *

the ABWR PRA (and its updates) wi'il play an important role in the arcas of the-
COL applicant's reliability assurance program, its mponse to the maintenance

.

rule, and operator training.-

'

This sectiog reports the status of the staff's eval ation of ti,e ABWR Probabii
listic Risk Assessment and is based on documents received from GE prior to
May 31, 1992. This report discusses tLe status of the open items contained in

e
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Section 19.10 01 the draft safety evaluation report (OSER) (SECY-91-309), but
does not reiterate some areas that were found acctptable in the DSER. The
staff will provide a cornprehensive assessment of the probabilistic Riski

2 Assessment in the-final safety evaluation report (ISER), including the
relevant information from ine DSER.

19.1.2 Probabilistic Risk Assessment-Based Design insights
'

19.1.2.1 Executive Summary

ihis section reflects major findings and significant open items discussed in i

detail within this chapter. In developing the ABWR design, GE has attempted i

to minimize the dominant contributors to core damage frequency found in most
current l' oiling water reactor (BWR) designs. GE provided a preliminary report
that describes how it used probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) as a riesign
toc 1 for the ABWR design. GE included a discussion about using alternate rod ,

'insertion valves to minimite the frequency of anticipated transients without
scram (ATWS), at-independent water addition through a diesel-powered engine
and a fire truck hookup to miniinize station blackout core damage frequency. a
combustion turbine generator capable of handling manually loaded safety loads
to minimize station blackout core damage frequency a lower drywell flooder

.

system to cover r core-on-the-floor in the cavity with water to increase the
chance for quench of core debris, and a contairunent overpressure protection
sy: ten to allow for relief of high-containment pressure buildup while still
allowing the containment to be subsequently secured.!

: Based on the level of detail in the information provided,- GE appears to have
rnde significant improvements in the ABWR design compared to earlier BWR
designs (i.e., in reducing core damage frequency estimates) by limiting or
eliminating from the design those features whose failure or inalfunction could

-

initiate or contribute to an-internal event that could cause core damage,
Thus, troportant contributors to core damage frequency considered in previous
CWR PRAs u re eliminated. GE will compare the domin ut contributors to ,

accident sequences from applicable existing BWR PRAs to those of the ABWR PRA.
This additional information is required for the staff to develop conclusions

'regarding improvements in the ABWR design related to external events.

GE's mspon:,e to a significant number of issues was not received in time for-
consideratica in this report, for example, the staff did not receive informa-
tion on the overpressure protection system,-the core flooder system, most of
CE's external events analyses, and GE's requantification of the PRA. This
lack of information limited the staff's ability to make findings in this

- report.

One of the most important aspects of performing a pRA is that it helps a *

vendor or utility to identify potential design or procedural vulnerabilities
that might have gono unnoticed without the systematic review afforded by the
pRA. The staff requested that GE provide a discLssion-of vulnerabilities
discovered during the performance of the ABWR PRA.

The Severe Accident policy Statement requires vendors and utilities to discuss
hsw their future designs achieve a reasonable balance of prevention and miti-
gation of severe accidents. The staff finds it unacceptable if a desiga
unreasonably relies on-either prevention or mitigation as the near sole source,.

L
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for meeting the challenges of severe accidents. The staff requested that GE
provide a discussion of the balance o' prevention and mitigation in the ABWR
design.

The staff require > assurance that the ABWR design is robust in its capability
t' .ithstand external event initiators such as seismic events and fires. The

/ < requested that GE provide a discussion on the robustness of the ABWR
csign to witnstand external events.

\
The staff evaidated GE approach to the development of accident management
capcbilities for the RBWR. GE attempted to address accident management
inrough the incorperation of passive design features that eliminate the need
far cert ain human actions and by the inclusion of selected accident management
strateMes within tne energency pro:cdure guidelines (EPGs) for the ABWR,
Inlemen'ath.n of actsdent management strategies will be the responsibility of' the COL appi! cant, as discussed in Section 19.1.2.4.? of this chapter.

The Maf f's preliminary evaleation of design altarn.tives for seve;e accident
prevention and mitigation, as required by 10 CFR 50. W G (11. indicate that
none of the aesign alternatives analyzed by GE are justified on the basis of
cost-benefit considerations. As discessed in Section 19.1.2.4.3 of th's
chaMer, the staf f requested that GE provide additional information t., address
this issue.
~

provided a partial submittal describing how it used the ABWR PRA in the
.,ign of the ABW1 The staff finds that areas needing additional documenta-t

tion include external events, accident management, and centainment.

19.1.2.2 ABWR Risk Profile Insights

in the DSER (SECY-91-309), the staff required GE to provide information
describing (1) how PRA insights were used in the.ABWR design process, (2) what
ABWR design features, if any, were included as a result of PRA insights to
reduce risk-significant sequences and phenomena, (3) how plant operating expe-
rience was factored into the ABWR PRA, and (4) how PRA insights were used to
address severe accident phenomena (0 pen Item 22). GE has not submitted final
responses to these information requests. This is Open item 19.1.2.2-1.

19.1.2.2.1 Internal Events

GE did not submit, in time for this report, its reanalysis of the ABWR PRA on
the basis of its updated design. The staff has no up-to-date analysis of core
damage frequency or containment failure for internal and external events.
This is Open item 19.1.2.2.1-1.

19.1.2.2.? External Events

Seismic Events

GE did not provide an up-to-date analysis of the robustness of its design to
withstand seismic events that are beyond the design basis. This is Open
Item 19.1.2.2.2-1.

ABWR DFSER 19-3 October 1992
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The ABWR design incorporates physical separation (3-hour fire barriers)
between the three safety divisions and precludes the use of spatial separation
as a fire barrier. The adequacy of the ABWR design and its attendant PRA is j

predicated, in part, on the adequsy of the barriers between the safety divi- +

sions. GE stated that penetrations between divisions will he qualified to
1038 *C (1900 'f) (3-hour fire with a peak temperature of 1038 *C (1900 'F)
followed by the penetration being hit with a fire hose spray). A breakdown in
the installation or maintenanc9 cf these barriers could negate the significant
advantage created by the physical separation of the divisions. GE states that
the equipment in the three safety divisions inside of secondary containment
will be qualified to 100 *C (212 'f) and very tolerant of smoke. It is par-

'

ticularly important that these parameters be achieved in an as-built plant.
GE will develop inspections, tests, analysis, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC) ',
ic nnsure that (1) 3-hour fire barriers between safety divisiens will be built.
and instali.d pretserly, (2) smoke, hot gases, and firc suppressants will not
migrate from a safetv division with a fire to a safety aivision without a fire
to the extent that the division without the fire could be adversely affected,
and (3) the smoke control system will be capable of preventing migration of
smoke between divisions with either an open door between the divisions or
with the failure of a supply or exhaust line valve to close. This is Open -

Item 19.1.2.2.2-2.

GE performed the severe accident fire analysis for the ABWR using a combina-
tion of its internal PRA for the ABWR and the fire-induced vulnerability
evaluation (flVE) methodology. The staff reviewed GE's analysis and deter-
mined that these methodologies were used in an appropriate manner. GE found
the most important contributor to core damage from fires was a fire in the
control room. All other fire areas in the design had less than a one-in-a-
million chance per year of core damage. By use of the systematic methods
discussed above, GE determined that it needed to modify its remote shutdown
panels by adding an additional control that could o)erate a fourth safety-
relief valve from the panel. The staff considers t11s to be a design vulnera-
bility that GE discovered during the severe accident fire analysis and
remedied. Because only assumptions and no design details were available for
certain parts of the design that are to be the responsibility of the COL
applicant-(e.g., tho' ultima e heat sink), there needs to be a fire ITAAC that
covers those parts of the design that are not within GE's nuclear island.
This is Open item 19.1.2.2,2-3.

GE has not submitted an analysis of the important systems, structures, or
components in the ABWR design with regard to the severe accident fire analy-
sis. These components are to be factored into the reliability assurance
program and the COL applicant's response to the maintenance rule. This
analysis was not received in time for review in this report. This is Open
item 19.1.2.2.2-4.

Based on the above discussion, the staff finds that the ABWR conceptual design
is superior to-that of most, if not all, operating commercial nuclear power
plants with regards to preventing fires from leading to core damage.

'
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Internal Floods

GE did not provide its internal flooding ar* ysis in time to be reviewed
in this report. GE's submittal of its inte al flooding analysis will
include insights to be factored into the rei' ability assurance program (RAP)
and the COL applicant's response to the maintenance rule. This is Open
item 19.1.2.2.2-5 (Appeared in the DSER as Interface item, I-9).

fxternal floods,

The ABWR standard design assumes that the design basis flood level is 1.ot
higher than .3 m (1 f t) below grade as stated in Section 2.6.2 of Chapter 2 of
this report. However, the potential for certain sites to have external flood
levels above the design basis flood level needs to be assessed at the COL
stage. Therefore, the staff will require the COL applicant to perform a site-
specific PRA for external flooding. This is COL Action item 19.1.2.2.2-1.

19.1.2.2.3 Operation in Mcdes Other Than full Power

in the DSER the staff required GE to provide a systematic analysis of risk for
the ABWR design during modes other than full power (0 pen item 20). This item
resulted from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff's increasing con-
cern over the safety of operations during low power or periods of plant shut-
down. Operational events which have occurred have led the staff to conclude
that:

,

non-routine activities and the availability of less equipment durinte

shutdown increases the probability of complex events which challenge
operators in unfamiliar ways

lack of rigorous consideration of accident sequences during shutdown' .

operations has resulted in potentially incomn'ste or inadequate instru- ,

mentation, emergency response procedures a d niitigative equipmentn

The NRC has evaluated safety risks during shutdown and low-power operation.
In february 1992, the staff issued NUREG-1449, " Shutdown and low-Power Opera-
tion at Commercial Nuclear Power Plants-in the United States," documented the
results of the evaluation. The results of the evaluation indicated that
potential improvements were warranted in the areas of outage planning and
control, fire protection, 0)erations, training, procedures, and other contin-
gency plans, as well as tecanical specifications, instrumentation, and emer-
gency planning. The staff is evaluating appropriate regulatory actions to
address the issues identified in NVREG-1449.

While the staff's preliminary insights indicated that most significant events
to date have occurred at pressurized water reactors (PWRs), the potential
vulnerability of BWR plants to shutdown and low-pawer events cannot be-
ignored. Sue to the safety significance of events during shutdown and low-
power conditions, the staff has determined that proper consideration of the
topic will be required prior to final design- approval issuance-on evolutionary
advancedlightwaterreactor(ALWP.)-designs. Two primary accomplishments will
be necessary to demonstrate adequate treatment of shutdown risk for ABWR.

t
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adequate vendor assessment o' shutdown and low-power risk, identifyinge

design specific vulnerabilities and weaknesses

documentation showing consideration and incorporation of design features*

which minimize shutdown and low-power risk vulnerabilities

GE did not provide the results of its shutdown stNy of the ABWR in time to be
included in this report. The staff will evaluate GE's submittal in the FSER.
This is Open item 19.1.2.2.3-1.

19.1.2.3 Use of PRA by GE in Designing the ABWR

1he ABWR design was trifluenced by PRA insights. While there does not appear
to have been a documented, systematic effort on the part of GE to use the PRA i

to minimize core damage frequency or risk estimates in the ABWR design, GE did
use PRA insights and mini-PRA studies to help decide a number of design
options. These considerations include core cooling system, reactivity con-
trol, and instrumentation optimization from a cost standpoint and control rod '

'drive improvements that will provide substantial reduction in the probability
of ATWS. In addition, in developing the ABWR design, GE has attempted to
limit or eliminate the dominant contributors to core damage frequency found in

3

most BWR PRAs. GE arovided a preliminary report describing how it used PRA as i

a design tool for t1e ABWR design. GE's report discussed the use of alternate
rod insertion valves to minimize the frequency or ATWS, ac-independent water
addition through a diesel-powered engine and a fire truck hookup to minimize i
station blackout core damage frequency, a combustion turbine generator capable
of handling manually loaded tafety loads to minimize station blackout core
damage frequency, a lower drywell flooder system to cover a core-on-the-floor
in the cavity with water to increase the chance for quench of core debris, and
a containment overpressure protection system to allow for relief of high con-
tainment pressure buildup while still allowing the containment to be subse-
quently secured. liowever GE's list of design features that are expected to

,

significantly lessen core-damage-frequency and risk estimates is incomplete,
for example, GE has not addrersed the increase in the drywell head design
pressure, the physical separation of safety divisions in the design, and
improvements in the design to withstand external events and loss-of-coolant
accidents (LOCAs). This was identified as Open Item 22 in the DSER and is ..*

identified here as Open item 19.1.2.3-1.

Based on the level of detail in the information provided, GE appears to have
made significant improvements in the ABWR design (i.e., in reducing core
damage frequency estimates) by limiting or eliminating from the design those
features whose failure or malfunction could initiate or contribute to an
internal event that could causa core damage. This process has limited =impor-
tant contributors to core damage frequency, such as LOCAs and station blackout
events, that were important .:ontributors to core damage frequency in previous
BWR PRAs. -GE agreed to compare the dominant sequences from applicable

_,

existing BWR PRAs to those of the ABWR PRA. This is Open Item 19.1.2.3 2.-

As discussed throughout this chapter, the staff did not receive a significant
number of submittals in time for consideration in this report. For example,
the staff requires additional information on the overpressure protection
system, the core flooder system, GE's external event analyses, and GE's
requantification of the PRA. Until GE provides this information, the. staff is

ABWR DFSER 19-6 October 1992
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unable to conclude the extent to which the ABWR design provides an_ improvement
in prevention of core damage from such external events as seismic and external
floods.

'
,

19.1.2.4 PRA Applications

19.1.2.4.1 Reliability Assurance Program and Maintenance Rule,

1.
GE did not provide a list of systems, structures, and components for both
internal and external events that should be used by the COL applicant to help
develop its reliability assurance program in time for inclusion into this4

,

report. CE did not address reliability targets for such equipment and did not '

provide the results of its importance analyses evaluations in time for inclu-.
.

sion into this report. This is Open item 19.1.2.4.1-1.

19.1.2.4.2 DAC/ITAAC
.

GE did not provide design acceptance criteria (DAC) and ll AAC based on evalua-
tion of the ABWR PRA for both internal and external events in time for inclu-
sion into this report. This is Open item 19.1.2.4.2-1.

19.1.2.4.3 Severe Accident Closure

The PRA is a key elenent in addressing severe accident closure issues for the
following reasons: i

,

(1) The PRA provides a systematic approach for identifying potential design-
* or procedural vulnerabilities and such an examination is required by the

Policy Statement on Severe Reactor Accidents.

(2) The quantitative results of the PRA can be used to gain insights into the <

robustness of the plant design in terms of its ability to prevent severe ,

accidents (as reflected by core damage frequency estimates froin the PRA)
and miti" ate the consequences of a severe accident should one occur (as
reflected by a PRA measure such as conditional containment failure proba-
bility). These insights are necessary to draw conclusions regarding the
balance between severe accident prevention and mitigation.

(3) The quantitative results of the PRA, in large part, provide the technical
basis for the analysis of severe accident mitigation design alternatives.- "

(4) The PRA provides insights into areas or ways'in which risk might be
further reduced through accident management measures.-

The staff's evaluation 'ot these uses of PRA is provided below.- As part of the
staff's review of 'he ABWR-PRA, the staff intends to evaluate the effective-
ness of the ABWR PRA in identifying vulnerabilities and leading contributors

-

to risk for the ABWR. To support the staff's. assessment, GE stated that it
would provide a discussion of vulnerabilities discovered during the perfor-
mance of the ABWR-PRA. The staff will use this additional information in
evaluating _GE's use of PRA in the ABWR design process and will include the
results of this evaluation-in the FSER. This is Open item 19,1.2.4.3-1.

ABWR DFSER 19-7 October 1992
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The staff intends to use selected information from the updated Level 1
analysis to explore how and why important sequences from past PRAs have been
reduced in significance in the ABWR design. For example, the results of the
updated PRA, when available, will be used to determine the fraction of core
melt sequences in which the reactor vessel fails at high pressure. Similarly,
the staff will use information from the updated Level 2 analysis to assess the
contribution to conditional containment failure probability from important

,

severe accident challenges such as direct containment heating.

GE stated that it would provide a discussion of the balance between prevention
and mitigation-for the ABWR. The staff will use this information as well as
tha results of the updated PRA to develop PRA perspectives on the balance obetween prevention and mitigation. This is Open Item 19.1.2.4.3-2.

The staff performed a preliminary evaluation of design alternatives for severe
accident prevention and mitigation, as required by 10 CFR 50.34(f). The
results of this evaluation indicate that none of the design alternatives
analyzed by GE are justified on the basis of cost-benefit considerations.
However, this analysis will be further evaluated by staff,-to take into
consideration: (1) the effect of revised PRA results, including corrections
to the consequence calculations discussed in Section 19.1.9 of this report.
(2) the effect of different cost benefit criteria, and (3) the value of addi-
tional design alternatives not treated by GE. This is Open Item 19.1.2.4.3-3.>.

The staff's evaluation will be provided in- Section 20.3 of the final safety-
-

,

evaluation report (SER).

The above assessment is different-than the evaluation of severe accident
mitigation design alternative (SAMDA) required by 10 CFR Part 51. GE stated

,

that it would submit additional information in support of the SAMDA evalua-
tion. This is part of Open Item 19.4-1.

The staff evaluated GE's approach to the development of accident management
capabilities for the ABWR. GE attempted to address accident management
through the incorporation of passive design features that eliminate the need
for certain human actions and by the inclusion of selected accident management
strategies within the emergency procedure guidelines for the ABWR. However,
the responsibility for systematically evaluating capabilities in each of the
five areas of accident management identified in SECY-89-012 " Staff Pl cs for
Accident Management Regulatory and(Research Programs"), and for enhancing and
maintaining accident management capabilities will be the responsibility of the=
COL-applicant. Thit is COL Action item 19.1.2.4.3-1.

,

19.1.3 Evaluation of the Quality of the ABWR PRA

19.1.3.1 Background

Traditionally, the staff has reviewed PRAs to determine if the quality of the
PRA, as performed, is appropriate for the use to which it is to be applied.

-

'

Often, the use has been as a tool to help to prcvide insights into important
~'

accident sequences, to provide additional background for proposed licensing-
actions (e.g., technical specification changes), or to indicate if the plant
represents a disproportionate risk to the public. This portion of the SER
documents the staff's review that seeks to determine the quality of the ABWR
PRA.

ABWR DFSER 19-8 Octnber 1992
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Unlike deterministic evaluations of plant design, where an applicant's pro- !
posed design is evaluated against regulations in the manner d.".cribed in the
Standard Review Plan and is found " acceptable" or "not accepuble," the review
of the ABWR PRA is not governed by explicit, formal criteria. "DAs and their
evaluations are used to assess, in a realistic rather than con...vative
manner, ti- safety profile of the proposed design as expressed in terms of the *

frequency of severe core damage accidents, the consequences of a spectrum of
such accidents of varying severities, and the integrated risk to the public; i

the uncertainty in these parameters; and insights into the safety profile. In
addition, a PRA and its evaluation can be used to help make deterministic
judgments about the safety of the proposed design.

19.1.3.2 Licensing Review Bases

The staff used the licensing review bases for the ABWR design (letter dated
August 7,1987, from T. E. Murley of U.S. NRC to R. Artiga of General Electric
Company (GE), " Advanced Boiling Water Reactor Licensing Review Bases") as a
guide, where applicable, to the review of the ABWR standard safety analysis
report (SSAR). Portions of this agreement that are particularly applicable to
the review of the ABWR PRA include:

GE should submit a level 3 PRA and bounding risk analyses of external*

events (including seismic events, fires, external floods, and tornados).
The staff will review them in the context of safety goals.

GE should compare the results of the PRA to the Commission's safety*

goals, including the quantitative health objectives and the quantitative
design goals proposed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in
its Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) Requirements Document.

The COL applicant should submit a revision to the approved ABWR PRA*

within 2 years after an /BWR plant is licensed (i.e., after initial
'

criticality).

19.1.4 Risk-Significant ABWR Design Features

GE explicitly modeled frontline and support systems that prevent and mitigate
severe accidents in the ABWR PRA. The staff discussed risk significant design
features in Section 19.2 of the DSER.

19.1.5 Calculation of Core Damage frequency From Internally Initiated Events

19.1.5.1 Introduction

Internally initiated events are those that origiaate within the plant or-
system itself, as opposed .to earthquakes and other events generally considered
external. Internally initiated events include transients and LOCAs. In
addition, loss-of-offsite-power events are considered internal events for PRA-
purposes. Accidents initiated during full power operation were included in'

GE's submittal and reviewed in Section 19.3.10.2 of the DSER.
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19.1.5.2 Initiating Event frequency

GE's analyses of various initiating events, including unplanned manual shut-
downs, are provided in Appendix 19D.3 of the ABWR PRA. The staff's findings
relati"9 to those in the DSER are documented below:

(1) GE significantly improved the reactor protection system (RPS) design for
the ABWR. In its DSER the staff noted that GE's use of the Clinton RPS
unavailability estimate is contradictory and the design of the Clinton ,

RPS and the ABWR RPS are essentially different. The staff identified the
assumed RPS unavailability estimate as Open item 1 in the DSER. On the
basis of further discussions with GE and the low estimate of core damage
frequency from ATWS events, whether using GE or staff reliability assump-
tions, the staff determined that no additional submittal was required to
resolve this item. The staff concluded that any expected change in the
original RPS unavailability assumption would not significantly change the
relative insights from the ABWR PRA. Therefore, the staff considers this
open item closed.

(2) GE's original estimate for the frequency of vessel isolation (including
loss of feedwater events) and non-isniation trips was about 1 per
reactor-year. In the DSER the staff took exception to this value and
identified it as Confirmatery item 1. 11owever, af ter discussions with-
GE and evaluating actual reactor trip data collected by the staff over a
recent 3-yn r period for U.S. plants, the staff finds that the trip
frequency f or the ABWR is reasonable and achievable. The staff considers
this item closed.

(3) GE estimated the inadvertent open relief valve -(10RV) frequency to be
about 0.01 per reactor-year in the ABWR PRA. The staff noted in the DSER
that this estimate was substantially lower than the value (0.07 per
reactor-year) used for the Limerick plant and identified it as Confirma-
tory item 2. GE stated that it would use a 0.1 10RV frequency per - i

reactor-year in its updated PRA. The staff finds this to be a more
reasonable estimate, based on historical failure rate data, and requested
that,GE update its standard safety analysis report (SSAR) accordingly.
This is Confirmatory item 19.1.5.2-1.

(4) GE did not document the details of the contribution of support system
failures (such as loss of de power, loss of service water system) as
initiating events. The staff's conceras were identified in DSER Open
item 2. GE_ agreed to provide an analysis of the contribution af support
system failures as initiatin events in the ABWR PRA. This analysis wase
not provided by GE in time to be included in this report. This is Open
item 19.1.5.2-1,

1

(5) GE estimates in the ABWR PRA that the loss of offsite power frequency is
about 0.1 per reactor-year. This_was identified as Interface item 1 in
the DSER. The staff and GE agreed that confirmation of the applicability
of this value for a particular site is the responsibility of the COL
applicant. This is COL Action-Item 19.1.5.2-1.

(6) GE did not provide results of_ accident analyses of postulated interfaciny
' LOCA events as applicable to the ABWR design. This was identified'in the
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|DSER as Open item 3. Subsequently, GE agreed to upgrade and document the
quality of its piping that interfaces between high- and low-pressure
systems. The staff has not completed its review to determine whether the
proposed interfacing piping upgrades are adequate to address staff i

concerns regarding interfacing LOCAs. This is Open item 19.1.5.2-2. |

Confirmation of the upgraded quality of the pipes that interface between
high- and low-pressure systems should be included in ITAAC. This is_0 pen j

ltem 19.1.5.2-3. !

(7) GE did not document the results of the accident analyses of postulated
LOCA events outside the containment (in particular, steam line breaks in ,

the reactor core isolation coolant steam piping and the reactor water
cleanup (RWCV) lines) in combination with failure of the isolation
valves. This was identified as 0 en item 4. GE stated that it performed '

an evaluation of LOCAs outside of containment, but that there were errors <

in the analysis. GE did not provide an updated version of this analysis
for internal and external events in time to be incorporated in this
report. This is Open Item 19.1.5.2-4.

19.1.5.3 Success Criteria

In the DSER the staff questioned ambiguities in the writeup of the 10RV event
(Confirmatory item 1). GE subsequently provided a preliminary change to its '

SSAR that clarifies the text and the accompanying Table. GE is required to
update its SSAR accordir. gly. This is Confirmatory item 19.1.5.3-1.

In the DSER the staff questioned the success criteria assumption used to
' determine the adequacy of one of the three residual heat removal (RHR) trains
to remove heat from the suppression pool following a failure-to--scram event in
combination with a vessel isolation event and the failure of boron injection
as well as the minimum injection flow rate (Confirmatory Item 2). In a subse-
quent meeting with the staff GE presented results from its analyses that
indicates that one train of the RHR provides adequate heet removal. Based on
these results, the staff finds the seccess criteria assumptions to be accepta-
ble, therefore, DSER Confirmatory item 2 is closed.

19.1.3.4 System Modeling

In the DSER the staff required GE to provide further justification that, by
calculating common-mode-failure at the train level, it was able to capture the
full contribution to common-mode-failure probability in the analysis as if it
had calculated at the component level (0 pan Item 5). In further di aussions
with GE, the staff refined its request to require GE to requantify the PRA
with and without taking into account the additional areas of ommon mode
failure that were not in the ABWR PRA as originally submitted.- The results
of this sensitivi+y st9dy will be used to provide insights-into what addi-
tional systems, structures, or equipment should be added to tne reliability
assurance program or GE'' response to the maintenance rule. GE did not
provide this information in time to be incorporated into this report. This is
Open Item 19.1.5.4-1.

In the DSER the staff required GE to provide a list of systems not included
in the GE nuclear island, the assumed reliability for. each system, and any-
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safety significant insights GE believes are important to designing the systems
to meet the assumptions of the PRA (0 pen item D . GE did not provide this
information in time to be incorporated into this report. This is Open
item 19.1.5.4-2. The staff further indicated that GE should develop an--ITAAC
for COL applicants to demonstrate how its design for interfacing systems meets
the reliability assumptions and design insights for the ABWR. This is Open
Item 19.1.5.4-3.

Af ter completion of the DSER, the NRC's ACRS performed an ir. dependent investi-
gation of the RWCU system. It found that the RWCU system success criteria
were suspect and that the system wou d isolate on high temperature, rather
than act as a high-pressure, high-temperature heat removal path. GF subse-
quently stated that it would modify the ABWR design to make the RWCU system
functiun as was assumed in the ABWR PRA. GE did not provide this information,
which included RWCU and condensate and feedwater system fault trees, in time
to be incorocrated into this SER. This is Open item 19.1.5.4-4.

In the DSER the staff said GE should have taken credit for the use of the fire
water system in both level 1 and level 2 parts of the ABWR PRA as was done by
the staff, rather than just the level 2 portis (Staff Correction Item 11).
GE subsequently stated that its position was conservative from the standpoint
of core damage frequency, but indicated that the fire water system will be
modeled so that its value can be evaluated for inclusion in the reliability
assurance program. This is Confirmatory item 19.1.5.4-1.

19.1.5.5 Data Analysis
'

19.1.5.5.1 Hardware Reliability Data Analysis

in the DSER the staff questioned the reliability assumptions on the RHR and
high-pressure core flooder pumps (0 pen item 6). The staff evaluated' the net
effect of assuming lower reliability values for this equipment and determined
that the net effect on core damage fraquency was negligible. This open item
is closed.

19.1.5.5.2 Test and Maintenance Data Analysis

In the DSER the staff questioned the applicability of using GESSAR 11 design
information for the ABWR design on a train basis (Confirmatory Item 4). GE
subsequently stated that it will increase the assumed test and maintenance
unavailabilities to levels acceptable to~the staff and include these new
values in its updated PRA. GE did not provide this information in tinie for it
to be incorporated into this report. This is Confirmatory Item 19.1.5.5.2-1.

|

| 19.1.5.5.3 Sensitivity of Core Damage Frequency to Outage Times and Surveil-
lance Intervals

L After the DSER was completed, the staff requested GE to perform a sensiti-
L vity study on the effect of varying outage times and surveillance intervals

on_ core damage frequency. GE subsequently indicated that it-does not intend
to vary surveillance intervals. GE did not document this position in time-
for it to be incorporated into this report. This is Confirmatory .
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Item 19.1.5.5.3-1. GE did not supply the sensitivity study on the effect of-
varying outage times in time for it to be incorporated in this report. This
is Open Item 19.1.5.5.3-1.

19.1.5.6 Human Reliability Analysis "

The staff identified four open items, one confirmatory item, and six interface
items in the DSER relevant to ABWR PRA Human Reliability Analyses (HRA). Sub-
sequently, the staff met with GE to discuss the information .needed to address.

these issues. GE provided a partial submittal, but did not submit the-balance
of the requested analyses in time to incorporate this information into the-
report. This is Open Item 19.1.5.6-1. ;

19.1.5.6.1 HRA Models and Documentation

In the DSER the staff identified GE's modeling and analyses of human errors in
the ABWR PRA to be lacking in details and documentation that is essential for
scrutability of the results and derivation of insights. Technical concerns
raised by the staff in the DSER Open Items 0-7, 0-8, and 0-9 are closely
related. GE did not provide documentation to resolve these issues in time to.
be incorporated into this report. This is Open Item 19.1.5.6.1-1. '

19.1.5.6.2 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analyses

in the DSER the staff requested GE to perform of sensitivity and uncertainty
analyses of human errors modeled in the ABWR PRA (0 pen Item 10). - GE did not-

provide this information in time to be incorporated into this report. -This is
Open item 19.1.5.6.2-1.

19.1.5.6.3 Plant-Specific HRA

In the JSER the staff identified concerns in the area of Human Reliability
Analyses (Confirmatory Item C-5; Interface items I-2 to I-7). Resolution of
these issues hinges on desiga details that are not currently available (e.g.,
contrsl room design, plant-specific data, man / machine interface for advanced
technologies). GE did not provide its submittal, which-should address-PRA
input to DAC/ITAAC and guidance to the COL applicant, in time to be incorpo-
rated into this report. This is Open item 19.1.5.6.3-1.

19.1.5.7 Quantification of Accident Sequence Frequencies

The staff identified a number of minor errors in GE's quantification a~ proach
- p

used in combination with its design-specific and generic data to quantify the
sequence frequency estimates. However, these errors were corrected in-the,

staff's requantification. The staff will review GE's revised PRA to confirm
.

that these errors have been corrected in GE's final -risk analysis. This is
Confirnatory Item 19.1.5.7-1.

19.1.5.8 Quantification of Accident Sequence Class Frequencies

As is done in most PRAs, GE-has grouped postulated accident sequences into a
small set of accident classes. In the DSER the staff found that GE's accident
class definitions-contained some potential inconsistencies with regard to the<

.
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classes to which certain sequences were assigned. GE did not provide informa-
tion on its accident sequence classification in time to be incorporated into
this report. This is Confirmatory item 19.1.5.8-1.

19.1.5.9 PRA Input to RAP

In the DSER the staff required GE to provide an input to the reliability
assurance program that lists the equipment to be included into the program
and provides reliability. targets for systems and/or components (Interface
item 15). GE did not provide this information in time to be incorporated into
this report. This is Open item 19.1.5.9 .'.

,

19.1.5.10 Design Certification Material - PRA Inputs

Based on its review of the ABWR PRA, the staff identified a concern regarding
GE's development of a roadmap to reflect where key design aspects or assump-
tions are included in the various system ITAAC. Although the following is not
considered to '.a an exhaustive list, GE should include the following in its
roadmap:

- Design assumptions related to (1) three hour fire barriers between safety
divisions, (2) the capab;11ty to prevent smoke, hot gases, and fire sup-
pressants from migrating between safety divisions, and (3) the capability
of the smoke control system to prevent migration of smoke between divi- '

sions with either an open door between the divisions or with the failure
closed of a supply of exhaust line valve. (See open item discussion in
Sections 19.1.2.2.2, and 19.1.6.4.)

- Because only assumptions-and no design details were available for-certain
,

parts of the design that are to be the responsibility of:the COL appli-
cant (e.g., the ultimate heat sink), there needs to be a fire ITAAC that.

covers those parts of the design that are not within GE's nuclear island.N
(See open item discussion in Section 19.1.2.2.2.)

Confirmation of the upgraded quality of the pipes that interface between-

high and low pressure systems should be included in ITAAC. (See open
item discussion in Section 19.1.5.2(6))

- In the DSER, the staff indicated that COL applicants must demonstrate how
their design for interface _ systems outside of the ABWR certified-design
meets the reliability assumptions and design insights provided by GE.
(See open item discussion in Section 19.1.5.4.)-

- Regardless of whether the assumed seismic capacities of the flat-bottomed
tanks, diesel generators, or electrical equipment are reduced- by GE,
these capacities need to be included in an ITAAC. (See open item
discussion in Section 19.1.6.3.2.)

19.1.5.11 Summary of GE's Estimates of Core Damage Frequency Due to Inter- -

nally Initiated Events

In the DSER the staff indicated that no unique, highly dominant sequences
existed with respect to core damage frequency. However, the staff's finding
in this area is dependent upon the resolution of issues identified below.
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19.1.5.11.1 Initiating Events and Principal Contributors

in the DSER the staff stated that GE had to perform an uncertainty analysis
-Tor internally initiated events (0 pen items 11 and ;8). GE did not provide
its response to this item in time to be incorporated into this report. This
is Open Item 19.1.5.11.1-1,

19.1.5.11,2 Accident Sequences

After the staff issued its DSER, GE modified the ABWR plant design and updated
the PRA. The staff's assessment of the updated PRA will be provided in the
FSER and will include a comparison of leading contributors to core damage
frequency. This is Open item 19.1.5.11.2-1.

19.1.6 Evaluation of Externally Initiated Events
._

19.1.6.1 Introduction and Review of the Scope ,f External Event Analyses in
the ABWR PRA

In the original submittal of the ABWR PRA, qua...itative treatment of external
events was performed only for tornado strikes and earthquakes. EPRI identi-
fled these two external accident initiators as events that may require quan-
titative assessment for each ALWR. GE considered other external events not to
be important contributors to core damage because of the improved design,
proper siting, or low probability of occurrence. Tornado strike and seismic
analyses are evaluated in SER Sef. ions 19.1.6.2 and 19.1.6.3 of this report,

In the DSER the staff stated that GE had to submit a fire PRA for the ABWR
design. Subsequently, GE submitted an analysis of severe accident fires based
on integration of the FIVE methodology and the ABWR PRA. Fire analyses are
evaluated in Section 19.1.6.4 of this report.

in the DSER the staff stated that GE had to submit guidance to COL applicants
on how to perform an internal flooding analysis. Subsequent Commission
guidance requires GE to perform an internal flooding analysis for Final Design
Approval (FDA). The ABWR internal flooding analysis is evaluated in Sec-
tion 19.1.6.5 of this report.

In the DSER the staff required GE to address external floods as the responsi-
bility of the COL applicant. Because GE has not provided a severe accident
external flooding analysis, the staff is modifying its siting criteria to
preclude external floods from being potential severe accidents.

19.1.6.2 Tornado Strike Analysis

The stafPs evaluation of the ABWR tornado strike analysis is addressed in
Section 19.4.2 of the DSER.
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19.1.6.3 Seismic Events

19.1.6.3.1- Introduction and Overview

The staff finds that the ABWR seismic design is_ superior to that of many
operating conimercial nuclear power plants. This is based on the design basis
ground motion of 0.39 and substantial seismic margins greater than that to
withstand beyond design basis seismic events.

The ABWR seismic event analysis (originally described in SSAR Section 19.4.3)
was performed in part to satisfy the criteria discussed in Appendix A to the
EPRI Advanced Light Water Reactor Requirements Document. This analysis con-
sisted of a seismic.PRA, including the use of seismic hazard curves. The
staff's analysis of the ABWR seismic PRA is documented in Section 19.4.3 of
the DSER. Subsequently, the staff revised its requirements on how certain-
external events are analyzed in order to acquire the most important safety and
design insights without having to debate the merits of any particular hazard
curve, since uncertaintie. in seismic hazard curves can be so large that the
value insights obtained from a resulting risk number is questionable.

19.1.6.3.2 Open Item Resolutions

Because the original seismic analysis was based on an outdated plant design,
GE will submit a new seismic analysis. GE indicated its submittal will
concentrate on providing high confidence low probability , fai re (HCLPF)
values for core damage sequences and for- the plant. This analy.as will
consist of a PRA-based seismic margins analysis and will not be based on any -
particular hazard curve. The analysis will also identify seismic capacities-
for systems not in the certified design. The staff finds the use of a_PRA-

. based seismic margins analysis to be an acceptable method-for evaluating the
robustness of the ABWR design to withitand seismic events beyond the design-
basis, without having to debate the merits of any particular hazard curve. GE
did not provide this information in time for-it to be included in this report.
This is Open Item 19.1.6.3.2-1.

In the DSER the staff indicated that it believed the fuel assembly seismic
capacity was optimistic (Staff Correction 5). After discussions with GE, the-
staff determined that a capacity of 1.2g is achievable and reasonable. The
iustification for the 1.29 capacity must be documented in the SSAR. This is
Confirmatory Item 19.1.6.3.2-1.

In the DSER the staff indicated that it believed that the seismic capacities
of flat-bo+tomed tanks, diesel generators, and electrical equipment were
optimistic . would need to be evaluated at the time of plant construction
(Staff Corrections 6, 7, and 8). Subsequently, GE indicated that it is
considering reducing these capacity assumptions. GE did not provide this
information in time for it_to be included in this report. This is.0 pen
Item 19.1.6.3.2-2.

The eismic capacities of components modeled in the PRA-based margins analysis
should be included in an ITAAC. This is Open Item'19,1.6.3.2-3.

In the DSER the staff indicated that use of both the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory and EPRI hazard curves was appropriate when evaluating
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-seismic--. risk (Staff-Correction 10). Subsequently, the staff requested'
Commission: concurrence in staff thinking that seismic core damage frequency
estimates are not necessary for evaluating severe accident concerns -at ALWR

~

;

sites, if a combination _of- PRA-based methods and seismic margins methods. are-

used to provide-insights into design robustness. Therefore, unless the-
Commission decides otherwise, the staff considersLthis issue resolved.

,

In the DSER the staff indicated that GE should consider seismic hazard uncer-
tainties in its analysis (part of Staff Correction 10). GE indicated that it-
plans to use a PRA-based margi.s approach and will remove discussion of hazard
curves in the ABWR PRA. The use of the PRA-based margins method will preclude
the need to perform an uncertainty analysis on the hazard curve, since hazard
curves are not convolved with fragility curves in this method. Therefore,
unless the Commission decides otherwise, the staff considers this issue to be
resolved.

In the DSER the staff stated that the COL applicant must confirm the seismic
canacities of structures, systems, and components modeled in the PRA and these
capacities should be included in the design specifications for the equipment
(Interface Items 10 and 14). Subsequently, GE stated that this would probably
be covered by the PRA input to the ITAAC program. GE did not provide the
ITAAC in time for evaluation in this report. This is part of Open
Item 19.1.6.3.2-3.

1
In the DSER the staff stated that COL applicants must modify the seismic PRA |
to reflect the soil features at the site and to include soil failures and
perform a site-specific PRA for external events (Interface Items 11 and 13).
However, the staff has-revised its po'sition and plans to address soil-failures
and other site-specific external event concerns in its siting criteria.
Therefore, unless the Commission rules otherwise regarding the need for
evaluation of seismic hazard curves, these items are resolved.

In the DSER the staff stated that COL applicants must perform a plant walkdown
to examine the as-built ABWR for potential seismic-related problems (Interface -
Item 12). Subsequently, G.E stated that it would require COL applicants to i
perform a plant walkdown according to the procedures in EPRI NP-6041. The
staff concluded that EPRI guidance provides 2.1 acceptable approach to examin- :
ing seismic design because it contains comprehensive guidance on performing '

a walkdown to examine the as-built plant. This includes confirming equipment i

capacities and identifying spatial interactions. This is COL Action
Item 19.1.6.3.2-1,

4

In the DSER the staff pointed out that the ABWR PRA did not address the
-

failure of containment penetrations and isolation valves during a seismic
event (0 pen Item 19). GE did not provide its response to this issue in time i

for evaluation in this report. Th_is is Open Item 19.1.6.3.2-4.

In the DSER the staff-pointed out that the ABWR PRA incorrectly took too much -!-

credit for firewater as a mitigating system in.the seismic Class II CET (Staff I

Correction 3). GE stated that it will correct this CET. -This is Open
Item 19.1.6.3.2-5.'

-

In discussions with GE, the staff requested that GE submit its analysis of
seismically induced LOCAs that bypass containment. While performing this
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analysis, GE indicated thatLthe- safety relief valve discharge lines have_ HCLPF .-

in the range of 0.69 for the portion of the piping in the wetwell air' space.
-

-However, GE did not provide a discussion of how-it methodically searched for
such potential f ailures. This is Open Item 19.1.6.3.2-6.

'

-19.1.6.3.3 Fragility Analysis

The approaches used by the staff and GE in estimating fragilities as well as
documentation of the review performed by the staff .is evaluated in Sec-
tion 19.4.3.3 of the DSER.

19.1.6.3.4 System Modeling

19.1.6.3.4.1 Seismic Fault Trees

Because the original ABWR PRA submittal, including the seismic analysis, was -

based on an outdated plant model, GE will submit a_ remodeled, requantified
internal events PRA. Because the internal event fault trees are used to
develop simplified seismic fault trees, the staff expects-that there will be
some modifications to the seismic fault trees. The staff's evaluation of the
seismic -fault trees in GE's original ABWR submittal is documented in-the DSER.
No conclusions about the robustness of the design with regard to beyond-
design-basis seismic events can be made without an updated set of seismic
fault trees that are to be used in the PRA-based margins method. This is Open
Item 19.1.6.3.4.1-1.

19.1.6.3.4.2 Seismic Event Trees

The evaluation of the seismic event trees for the ABWR PRA is documented in
Section 19.4.3.4.2 of the DSER. It is possible that with the PRA update, GE
ma3 be required to modify one or two event trees. This is Confirmatory
Item 19.1.6.3.4.2-1.

19.1.6.3.5 Accident Sequence Definition

In the DSER the staff note'd that GE's treatment _of Class 11 events (events
with successful core cooling but'with loss of containment: cooling) was
inconsistent because the bulk of Class II events employed . firewater as the
only. available means of core cooling, but were given additional credit for -
recovery of containment heat removal, continued core cooling, and firewater
addition in the seismic containment event tree (Staff Correction 3). The
staff also noted an apparent inconsistency between the frequency of Class IV
sequences reported in two different tables in the SSAR. ' Subsequently, GE
committed to correct the treatment of firewater in the seismic containment
event tree and-to include the correction in the PRA-based seismic margins
analysis to be submitted to the staff in June 1992. This is Confirmatory
Item 19.1.6.3.5-1.

19.1.6.3.6 Quantification of Accident Class Frequencies

As is done in most PRAs,_GE has grouped postulated accident sequences into a
small: set' of accident classes. In_the DSER the staff found that GE's accident- = ,

class. definitions contained some potential inconsistencies with regard to the
classes to which certain sequences were assigned in the PRA. The staff will
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confirm the adequacy of GE's accident sequence classification as part of the
review of the updated PRA, and will' report the results of this review in the
FSER. This is Confirmatory Item 19.1.6.3.6-1. _;

q
19.1.6.3.7 Seismic Uncertainty Analyses

,

The ABWR seismic risk _ analysis, as originally submitted by GE, used a single
seismic hazard curve with no explicit consideration of uncertainty. Subse--
quently, GE stated that it intended to submit a reanalysis of the ABWR seismic
analysis using a PRA-based margins method (i.e., without convoluting the
hazard and fragility curves). This method is acceptable to the staff. The
staff does not require a seismic hazard uncertainty analysis in using this ;

method because no seismic hazard curves are used. The use in the PRA-based
margins method of HCLPF values to help judge the robustness of the plant
implicitly takes-into account of the variability of the fragilities. The
HCLPF value is the peak ground acceleration at which there is a 95 percent
confidence that less than 5 percent of the time the equipment will faih The
staff will confirm in the FSER the adequacy of the ABWR HCLPF values for core
damage sequences and for the plant using the updated ABWR design. This is
Open Item 19.1.6.3.7-1.

'

19.1.6.3.8 Summary of Results and Conclusions

19.1.6.3.8.1 Summary of Results

Because GE has not yet submitted its revised seismic analysis, there are no
summary results to report. The staff will provide summary results in the
FSER,

19.1.6.3.8.2 Seismic Review Conclusions

Because GE has not yet submitted its revised seismic analysis, there are no
seismic conclusions to report. The staff will provide conclusions in the
FSER.

19.1.6.4 Severe Accident Fire Analysis

In the DSER the staff stated thht GE had to submit a fire PRA for the ABWR
design (0 pen item 12)'. GE subsequently submitted an analysi; of severe acci-
dent fires at full power based on integration of the fire-induced vulnera-
bility examinations (FIVE) methodology and the ABWR PRA. The staff concluded
that GE performed a credible fire evaluation. GE, in performing its fire
analysis, only exercised part of the full FIVE methodology. GE utilized
(1) the initial Phase I screening methodology to eliminate all but the
"significant" fire locations from consideration,' (2) the Phase II, Step 1
determination of fire ignition frequencies segregated by_ ignition source and
by fire location; and (3) the use of a probabilistic screening approach in
FIVE Phase I, Step 2, based on the initial PRA. The study was performed to

Areas left after screening were the reactor building (except' primary
containment), control building (including the control rocm complex), intake-
structure, and turbine building.

'
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'determine the level of non-fire-damaged capability after a fire in each postu-
lated location. The staff determined that GE applied FIVE appropriately in
each of these three steps. This open item is closed.

The staff finds that the ABWR conceptual design is superior to that of-most,
if not all, operating commercial nuclear power plants with regard to prevent-
ing fires from leading to core damage. This is primarily as a result of the
physicai separation (3-hour fire barriers) between the three safety divisions,

and preclusion of use of spatial separation as a fire barrier. The adequacy
of the ABWR design and its attendant PRA is predicated, in part, on the ade-
quacy of the barriers between the safety divisions.

In SECY-90-016, the staff stated: "The evolutionary ALWR designers must
ensure that smke, hot gases, or the fire suppressants will not migrate into ,

other fire areas to the extent that they could adversely affect safe-shutdown
capabilities, including operator actions." Because FIVE-explicitly allows an
analyst to ignore the migration of smoke, and GE's analysis ignores it, the
staff evaluated the capability of the ABWR design- to limit the migration of a
fire and its resulting products and consequences. The primary barrier to
migration is the physical separation of the three safety divisions within the
ABWR design. The ABWR fire analysis assumes that if a fire begins in a fire
area within a safety division, the fire incapacitates the entire safety
division. This is a conservative assumption. GE assumes that there is no
possibility of the fire causing equipment in other divisions to fail either
because of fire or smoke propagation or the use of fire suppressants.

GE has provided several draft justifications for this assumption. Regarding
fire spread between divisions, GE states'that there are 3-hour fire barriers-

between divisions. Penetrations between divisions are to _ be qualified to
1038 *C (1900 *F) (3-hour fire with a peak temperature of -1038 'C (1900 'F)
followed by the penetration being hit with a fire hose spray). GE also
indicated that some penetrations between divisions would be qualified to a
lower standard if the penetrations contain non-safety equipment. The staff
requested that GE clarify this statement because these penetrations could
conceivably become pathway.s for a fire to spread between divisions. This is
Open item 19.1.6.4-1.

Regarding the spread of smoke between divisions, the staff's review concen-
trated on the effects of a fire in secondary containment. The staff is still
evaluating the spread of smoke in safety-related buildings other than the
reactor building. This is Open item 19.1.6.4-2. GE stated that the secondary
containment design' includes a smoke control system that will limit the spread
of smoke and hot gases between divisions. The staff reviewed the smoke
control system and concluded that the design should remove smoke from the
division where the fire began and provide a pressure differential to help
limit smoke movement into the other safety-divisions even if a single door was
open between the-division with the fire and another division. However, GE
must determine if opening more than one door between a division with fire and
one without fire _will defeat the smoke control system to the point that
suffici6nt smoke / hot gases could move between divisions to damage equipment
or hamper recovery activities. If so, GE must advise COL applicants to train
their-fire fighters regarding this potential vulnerability. This is Open
Item 19.1.6.4-3.
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The ABWR fire analysis assumed-that the smoke control-system worked perfectly
and, therefore, did not. include reliability estimates. However, the staff
identified a number of single failure points in the smoke control system
design, some of which could actually promote the spread of smoke and hot gases
from the division where the fire started to other divisions. .In response to
this concern, GE stated _that there will be no integrated circuits-within
secondary containment and indicated that the equipment in the three safety
divisions inside of- secondary containment would be qualified to 212 *F and
very tolerant of smoke. The adequacy of the smoke control system is discussed
in Section 9.5.1.4.4 of this report.

Regarding fire water intrusion between divisions, GE indicated that penetra-
tions are designed to withstand the force of fire water hoses. In addition,
the design includes curbs at appropriate doors and openings, motors inside
secondary containment will be capable of remaining operable even if water is
sprayed on them, and other vital equipment will be contained in covert to
limit or prevent water from impinging on water-sensitive equipment.

The staff believes it is particularly important that these fire-related -
assumptions are achieved in the as-built plant. Thereforo, GE must develop an
ITAAC for the assurance that (1) 3-hour fire barriers between safety divisions
are built / installed properly, (2) smoke, hot gases, and fire suppressants will
not migrate from a safety division with a fire to a safety division without a
fire to the extent that the division without the fire could be adversely
affected, (3) the smoke control system must be shown to be ' capable of. pre-
venting migration of smoke between divisions with either an open door between
the divisions or the failure of a supply or exhaust line valve to close, and
(4) water intrusion mitigation devices (e.g., curbs and-shields) are in place.
This is Open Item 19.1.6.4-4.

GE found the most important contributor to core damage from fires was a fire
in the control room. All other fire areas in the design had less than a one-
in-a-million chance per year of causing core damage. By using the systematic
methods discussed above, GE determined that it needed to modify its remote
shutdown panels by adding .an additional safety-relief valve. However, GE did
not perform a systematic study to determine'if'a fire followed by; hot shorts
in the control room could defeat the emergency core cooling system function.
from the remote shutdown panels. Because only assumptions and no design
details are available for certain parts of the design that will be the
responsibility of the COL applicant (e.g., the ultimate heat sink), GE should
develop a fire ITAAC that covers those parts of the design that are not within
GE's nuclear island. This is part of Open Item 19.1.6.4-5.

The staff is waiting for GE's analysis of the important- systemst structures,
and components in the ABWR design with regard to the severe accident fire
analysis. These. components are to be factored into the reliability assurance-
program and the COL applicant's' response to the maintenance rule. This is
Open Item 19.1.6.4-6.

19.1.6.5 Internal Flooding Analysis

Although internal flooding was originally assigned in the DSER as Interface
item 9, the Commission subsequently required-severe accident internal flooding
to be analyzed at the design certification stage. GE and the staff have had
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5extensive-discussions on. this analysis. However, GE did not provide a submit-
tal on this-issue in time for it to be evaluated in this report. In addition,3,

~ the staff requested GE to address the effect on safety of non-safety-related
cable. trays that appear to be allowed to penetrate divisional walls and-
floors. This issue-is important because it appears that non-safety-related
cable trays are. not qualified to the same level as safety-related cable trays. - ;-

This-could result in_ flooding between divisions which is contrary to PRA
a::sumptions. This_is Open item 19.1. 6'. 5- 1,

19.1.6.6 Severe Accident External Flcoding

See Section 19.1.2.2.2 of this report.
419.1.6.7 Site-Specific Design Verification of External Hazards

In the DSER, the ' staff identified a requirement- for-COL applicants to provide
a site-specific, PRA-based evaluation of applicable _ external- hazards not-
already addressed in the ABWR PRA (Interface item 8). This is COL Action '

Item 19.1.6.7-1.

19.1.6.8 External Events Review Conclusions

Because_ GE has not completed its analysis of all external events,- the staff-
will provide the results of its external events review in the FSER.

19.1.7 Containment-Performance I

19.1.7.1 Staff Review of GE's Containment Event Trees

During-its review of containment event trees (CETs), the staff-identified a
number of deficiencies in GE's enalysis, which were subsequently identified as
open items in the DSER. These included the following:

GE did not include the following phenomena in its CEls that the staff--

considered important in containment performance:

in-vessel _ fuel / coolant interactions--

- ex-vessel fuel / coolant interactions, including. rapid steam genera-- '

tion and steam explosion

core / concrete interactions-

direct containment heating-

drywell/wetwell suppression pool bypass-

|GE did not analyze uncertainty in the PRA results.=

GE did not provide sufficient justification for the design of the over-*

pressure protection system and the reactor cavity flooder system, recog-
- nizing the potential adverse effects of these systems.

|
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GE significantly revised its containment event trees, performing additional ;'
supporting analyses, to address the staff concerns identified in the DSER.
The status of GE's efforts in each of these areas is discussed in the sections
below.

19.1.7.2 Drywell/Wetwell Bypass

The staff noted in the DSER that although a certain amount of drywell-to-
wetwell leakage is allowed in a BWR suppression containment, GE dismissed
consideration of suppression pool bypass flow effects in the CETs because of
tne low estimated frequencies and risk. Citing past BWR operating experience,
results of a simplified scoping calculation, and risk imp"ications of contain-
ment bypass, the staff concluded that GE should factor the potential for dry-
well and wetwell bypass into the CETs. GE also should analyze bypass flow
effects, including (1) the basis to support an allowed leakage area, (2) the
basis to support an expected leakage area during the course of a severe acci-
dent when the vacuum breakers would be required to perform, and (3) uncer-i

tainty in the bypass leakage flow rate. This was identified in the DSER as
Open item 13.

The staff and GE have had a number of discussions regarding the analyses >

necessary to address each of the above concerns. Based on these exchanges, GE
chose to address the design-basis issue of allowed leakage rate (issue 1
above) through a sensitivity analyses. This is discussed in Chapter 6 of this
report. GE will address the second and third issues through modifications to
the CETs, which are discussed below. These discussions are based on prelimi-
ncry information from GE,

GE modified the CET tu include suppression pool bypass as a top event, GE
quantified by a supporting decomposition event tree (DET). In the DET GE
considers, as separate top events, the possibilities that (1) a vacuum breaker
stic.ks open, (2) vacuum breaker leakage occurs, and (3) the vacuum breaker
leak path subsequently becomes plugged by aerosols. GE alluded to a survey of
approximately 10 years of vacuum breaker operating experience (surveillance
tests and integrated leak rate tests of containment) as a basis for quantifi-
cation of the branch point probabilities in the DET. However, GE has not
submitted this information. In addition, GE summarized the results-of a set
of sensitivity analyses that investigated the effects of various =umpti=
on the time of containment overpressure protection system (COPS) actuation and
fission product release. GE has not submitted the_ details of these calcula-
tions.

Finally, as discussed in Section-19.1.10.4 of this report,_ GE identified two
additional bypass lines that will be treated as possible suppression pool
bypass-paths in the CET, specifically,-the drywell purge exhaust and contain -
ment inerting lines.

The staff has not performed a detailed review of the information provided by
GE because of its preliminary nature. GE did not submit its complete and
final containment bypass analysis in time to be evaluated in this report. . The
staff will report the results of its final review in~ the FSER. This is Open
Item 19.1.7.2-1.
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19.1.7.3 Containment Overpressure Protection System (COPS)-

_The staff stated _in the DSER, that the proposed COPS for the ABWR represents a
significant-departure from previous BWR designs because the system automati-
cally activates at a containment pressure above the design _value setpoint by
venting the wetwell to the environment. _Although the system is intended to
provide protection against rare sequences in which containment integrity is
challenged by overpressurization, there are potential adverse effects of the
COPS (as cited in the DSER). Therefore, the staff concluded that GE must
justify the COPS and the pressure relief setpoint, considering the downside
risks (0 pen Item 14).

GE committed to provide documentation indicating results of sensitivity and
,

4 uncertainty analyses of the COPS and giving the basis for the COPS setpoint. -

The staff cxpects that these analyses will be based on GE's _ modified CETs,
,

which have been presented to the staff in a preliminary form. GE did not-
provide its submittal in time for evaluation in this report. The staff will
report the results of its review in the FSER. This is Open item 19.1.7.3-1.

The staff noted in the DSER, that venting in less than 24 hours should not be
equated with containment failure and the issues will be addressed separately
in the SER (Staff Correction 9). The staff will address this matter in the
FSER. This is Open item 19.1.7.3-2.

19.1.7.4 Passive Flooder System

The staff discussed the benefits of the passive flooder system in the DSER and
also identified a number of technical concerns introduced by the system.
These issues relate to calculations and experiments cited in the DSER.that
suggest: (1) significantly more concrete degradation-of the pedestal wall may
occur than predicted by the MAAP code, (2) the passive flooder system may-

actuate before significant amounts of the core debris enter the lower drywell,
introducing the possibility of a subsequent fuel / coolant interaction, and
(3) a fuel / coolant interaction may occur when water is poured onto core deb _ris
in the lower drywell, as during the intended operation of the passive flooder
system. However, recognizing that an effective flooder system is necessary to
maintain safe temperatures .within the lower drywell following a severe acci-

; dent, the staff required that GE further examine these o pe a ei the design.
'

Such an examination should consider whether to introduce water into the lower
drywell in a controlled or uncontrolled manner,_ how fast to introduce the
water, and when to introduce the water (0 pen Item 15).

GE committed to provide documentation indicating resu'ets of sensitivity and
uncertainty analyses of the passive flooder system. The staff expects these
analyses will be based on GE's modified CETs. GE did not provide'this infor_-
mation in time to be evaluated in this report. - The staff will report the -
results of its review in the FSER. This is Open Item 19.1.7.4-1.

19.1.7.5 Core Concrete Interactions and Lower Drywell Concrete Composition

6 As the staff noted in the DSER, calculations and experiments suggest that core
concrete interactions are possible even in the presence of overlying water
from the passive flooder system. In the extreme, this could result in struc-
tural failure of the reactor pedestal (and consequently loss of containment
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integrity) and earlier actuation of the COPS as a result of additional non-
condensible gases being produced. Accordingly, the staff required GE to
address the threat to containment integrity from a core concrete interaction
(CCl) in the event that core debris is not quenched by the overlying water
pool and also to address the influence of continued concrete attack on source
terms (0 pen item 16).

GE chose to address this issue through modification to the ABWR CET, supple-
mented by a further evaluation of the structural capabilities of the reactor
pedestal and additional accident analyses, using a modified version of the
MAAP code. The preliminary results of GE's analyses are summarized below.

GE modified the ABWR CET to address core concrete attack and reactor pedestal
failure as separate top events. Each of these events is quantified by their
own supporting DET. The core concrete attack DE1 considers (as top events /
branches): the fraction of core debris entering the lower drywell cavity
early, the amount of debris superheat, the potential for early quenching, the
time that remaining core debris enters the lower drywell cavity (relative to
the time of passive flooder system actuation), and the heat transfer rate
between the debris and overlying water. The reactor pedestal failure DET
considers as top events: the extent of radial erosion given CCI occurs and
reactor pedestal failure. GE also summarized the results of a series of-
calculations performed recently to explore the effects of various assumptions
on core debris coolability and concrete erosion.

The staff's review of GE's preliminary information indicates the modified CET
and DETs appear to capture key parameters governing CCI. However, the staff
has not reviewed the quantification of the CET and DETs in detail. GE has
performed only a preliminary quantification of the _CET and DETs in the infor-
mation presented to staff, but has not provided any documentation to justify
selection of branch point probabilities and has not submitted the details of
the parametric calculations for CCI. GE has also not addressed the implica-
tions of CCI on source terms and noncondensible gas generation. GE has not
provided this information. This is Open Item 19.1.7.5-1.

GE also presented results of a structural analysis of the_ reactor pedestal.
These results indicate that only the outer steel shell of the pedestal, plus
15 cm of the pedestal web stiffener, is required to ensure that pedestal
failure does not occur. Thus, with the 1.7 m thickness of the pedestal wall,
about 1.5 m of concrete ablation would be required for the pedestal to fail.
On the basis of typical radial erosion rates, the margins in the pedestal
design,_if confirmed by staff review, should ensure that failure from CCI will
not occur within the first 24 hours of an accident. GE did not provide this
information in time for. evaluation in this report. The staff will report the
results of its reviw in the FSER. This is Open Item 19.1.7.5-2.

An additional item related to this issue concerns the composition of concrete
used in the' lower drywell . GE intends to use concrete (i.e., basaltic or
similar types) with a lower rate of noncondensible gas production. The
results of GE's calculations explored core debris coolability and concrete-
erosion under various assumptions and suggest that COPS actuation would occur
at about 17 to 20 hourt after scram in the presence of extensive CCI. COPS
actuation would occur even earlier if concrete were used. Accordingly, the
staff will require that as part of design certification for the ABWR, a Tier 1
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requirement be established to specify that concrete which reduces the produc-
tion of_ noncondensible gases be used in the construction of the ABWR lower
drywell floor and reactor pedestal . This is Confirmatory Item 19.1.7.5-1.

19.1.7.6 Direct Containment Heating and Fuel-Coolant Interactions

As the staff noted in the DSER, GE did not consider direct containment heating
and fuel-cnolant interactions as credible phenomena-that could lead to the
failure of the ABWR containment and did not include these phenomena in the
ABWR CET. The staff indicated that these phenomena can occur under certain
circumstances and may possibly be of sufficient magnitude io threaten the:
integrity of tha containment. Accordingly, the staff required GE to modify
the CETs to consider the following potentially important severe accident
phenomena: direct containment heating, fuel-coolant interactions, continued
core concrete interaction, and pool bypass and vacuum breaker effects (0 pen
Item 17),

GE's approach for addressing core concrete interactions and pool bypass within
the CETs is discussed in Sections 19.1.7.5 and 19.1.7.2 of this report. GE's
assessment of direct containment heating and fuel-coolant itteractions is
discussed below.

19.1.7.6.1 Direct Containment Heating

GE's approach to address direct containment heating is similar to that used
for core concrete interactions and pool bypass. GE used a main event. tree
and three supporting DETs in its analysis. It used the main tree to sort
sequences from the Level 1 portion of the PRA based on (1) containment pres-
sure prior to reactor vessel _ failure (low, intermediate, or high) and
(2) reactor vessel pressure at vessel failure (high or low). These are the
first two top events in the main tree. The third and final top event is the
probability of early containment failure. GE assumed a zero probability of
early failure for sequences with low reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure at
vessel failure. For sequences with high RCS pressure, the probability values
are obtainea by branching down to one of the three DETs.

The three DETs are identical in structure (i.e., top events, parameter values
assigned to each DET branch, and split fractions), but differ with regard to
the containment pressure value assigned to each end state of the DET. These
pressure values are mechanistically calculated (using parameter values defined
by the preceding branches as input conditions to-the calculation) and then
entered on the tree.

The DETs contain the following six top events and associated branches:

(1) mode of RV failure (MODRVFAIL)

small f ailure area characterized by failure of instrument tube*

_large area characterized by lower head creep rupture=

(2) fraction of core debris in lower plenum that is molten (RVCORMASS)

high metallic content (20-60% of total core inventory)*

low metallic content (0-20% of total core inventory)e
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(3) probability that substantial fraction of debris is dispersed from drywell
floor (HPME)

i high pressure melt ejection (HPME) occurs
'HPME doesn't occur*

(4) fraction of entrained debris transported to and dispersed in upper '

drywell (FRAG), derived from a distribution function

(5) peak containment pressure following RV failure (CONTPRESS), calculated
from a mechanistic calculation which uses prior branch point values as
inputs

(6) probability of early containment failure (EARLYCF), derived by comparing
'

calculated containment pressure to containment pressure capacity curve

Based on its preliminary review of GE's treatment of direct containment
heating, the staff concluded that the overall structure (i.e., top events) of
the CET and the parameter values and split fractions assigned to the various
DET branches appear reasonable. However, GE did not provide the basis and
technical justification for the numerical valves. GE agreed to provide
additional information regarding the bases and justification for the ranges,
split fractions, and distributions for each of the decomposition variables.
GE did not provide this information in time for evaluation in this report.
The staff will report the results of its review in the FSER. This is Open
Item 19.1.7.6.1-1.

19.1.7.6.2 Fuel-Coolant Interaction

GE provided. additional information concerning rapid steam generation loads of-

! fuel-coolant interactions (FCI) for the ABWR. GE assessed the maximum rates
( at which steam would be generated from fuel-coolant interaction in the lower-
'

drywell from various sources and estimated the corresponding peak pressures
for the ABWR. Two cases were considered: (1) water added to debris-in the
lower drywell and (2) corium_ pour from the reactor vessel into a pre-existing
pool of water. In the first case, four potential sources of water addition to
the lower drywell were assessed, including actuation of the passive flooder
system. In the second case, a series of different rates of corium mass
addition to the pool was evaluated,- corresponding to different _ assumptions

-regarding-_the number of. reactor vessel _ penetrations that--fail coincident with
reactor vessel failure. Peak containment pressures were estimated to be
807 kPa (117 psig) in the lower drywell region, which is less than the -
1241 kPa (180 psig) estimated failure pressure for this region. On this
basis, GE concluded that FCI leading to failure of the. lower drywell- is not a
credible event. These results appear reasonable; however, the staff has not
completed its review. The staff's evaluation.will be documented in the FSER.
This is Open' Item 19.1.7.6.2-1.

A remaining issue is energetic FCIs, or steam explosions. Such interactions
occur on the-order of milliseconds in contrast to rapid steam generation
eventst which occur on the order of seconds. GE contends that an ex-vessel
FCI caused by a rapid energy transfer when debris enters water in the lower
drywell is precluded by pressuna/ temperature regimes and the size of the
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debris particles (SSAR Section 19E.2,3.1). The staff considers this justifi-
cation to be inadequate and will require GE to provide additional raticnale
for excluding this phenomena from consideration in the PRA. -This is Open
Item 19.1.7.6.2-2.

19.1.7.7 Uncertainty Analyses

As the staff noted in the DSER, GE did not perform an uncertainty analysis as
part of the Level 2 PRA. Recognizing the large uncertainties inherent in
calculations of severe accident phenomena and accident progression, the staff =
concluded that GE must provide a treatment of uncertainty as part of its
overall analysis (0 pen Item 19).

The staff implied in the DSER that GE should perform a full, statistical
uncertainty analysis on par with the methods used in NUREG-ll50. However,
the staff has reconsidered and modifieo this position for three reasons:

(1) The purpose of the PRA for ALWRs is to draw insights into the robustness
of the design and adequacy of the severe accident prevention and mitiga-
tion features. The uncertainty analysis for ALWRs is_ intended to provide
the staff reasonable assurance that the PRA reflects the variability in
key actions, events, assumptions, and phenomena for the plant design and
in the effectiveness of the accident mitigation systems and potential
design improvements. As such, it provides confidence that the PRA pre-
sents a reasonably balanced view of risk. -This -is a much more limited
objective than originally envisioned by the staff.

(2) The staff recognizes that many of the most important sources of uncer-
tainty for Level 2 analysis do not readily lend themselves to meaningful
quantitative treatment and may be similar to what have been termed
''modelling" uncertainties.

(3) The evolutionary ALWR designs incorporate features intended to minimize
or eliminate the challenges posed by certain-severe accident phenomena,
such as the reactor depressurization system and containment-inerting.
Such features will reduce the significance of uncertainties in .related
severe accident phenomena by reducing the frequency of occurrence and/or
magnitude of the challenge.

Accordingly, a full quantitative uncertainty analysis will not be required for
the. Level 2 portion of the PRA.- Rather, the staff does require (1) the imple-
mentation of a systematic process for. identifying issues and phenomena of
greatest risk significance- for the advanced design and (2) a more thorough-
treatment of those issues and phenomena and their associated uncertainties as
part of the Level 2 analysis (e.g., in the CETs). The objectives of the
Level 2 uncertainty treatment are to acknowledge and represent, within the
context of the containment analysis, the full range of outcomes for those-
issues that- are highly uncertain. This is in contrast'to a more simplified
approach where uncertainty issues (perhaps bimodal in nature) are represented
in the CET by a-' single, best-estimate outcome.-

The present approach being pursued by GE (i.e., use of DETs for selected key
issues) is consistent with these_ objectives and is therefore acceptable.
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However,i to =dato GE has only submitted partial, preliminary analyses. . The
staff will report the results of its review in the FSER. This is Open
Item 19.1.7,7-1.

19.1.8 Source-Term Analysis

In Section 19.7 of the DSER, the- staff found that GE's method for calculat-
ing source terms to be acceptable, but concluded that GE should include a
treatment of source term uncertainty as part of its _overall analysis of
uncertainties-because large uncertainties are inherent in these calculations
(part of Open item 17).

Similar to the approach being used to address a number of other issues, GE has
committed to identify important source term issues and phenomena through sen-
sitivity analyses and to provide a more thorough treatment of those issues in
the CET/DET analyr.is. This approach is acceptable to the staff in view of the
more limited objectives of PRAs for ALWRs discussed in Section 19.1.7.7 of
this report. GE provided the results of sensitivity analyses in which it
addressed the effects-of selected issues on the magnitude and time of fission
product release. These analyses explored the effect of changes in core
blockage models and associated hydrogen production, models for fission product
release from the core,_ cesium-iodine revaporization, and the time of vessel'
failure. Based on the results of these . analyses, GE concluded that these
modeling effects do not have a significant affect on ABWR severe accident
performance and do not require further investigation (i.e., as part of CET/DET
analysis).

GE is still required to address _the effect of core concrete interactions and -
suppression pool-bypass on source terms. The staff understands that GE will
address this as part of. the final quantification of the ABWR, based on final
versions of the DETs for these issues. -The staff will report the results of
its review in the FSER. This is 0 pen item 19.1.8-1.

The staff identified an additional issue in the DSER concerning the effect of
pool swell and flashing on. source terms (Confirmatory Item 6). The staff
indicated that GE had made additional calculations showing that suppression
pool flashing following venting does not-lead to significant fission product.
releases. However, GE had not provided these calculations at the time of the
DSER. '

GE subsequently provided their analysis of pool sweli and flashing. The
_

,

staff's preliminary review indicates GE's analysis is reasonable;.however, the
review is not final. -lhe staff will report the results of its review in the

t

L FSER. This is Confirmatory Item 19.1.8-1.
'

L 19.1.9 Consequence Analysis
L

The staff found in the DSER that, given equivalent source term input, GE's
consequence analysis would produce results that arc in general agreement with
the staff's calculations. - Accordingly, no unresolved issues were identified
in the DSER.

Subsequent to issuance of the DSER, however, GE identified an error in the
way that weather data was read into the CRAC2 computer code used for the
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consequence calculations. As a result of this error, wind. speeds were- =
systematically overestimated and offsite consequences underestimated in the
ABWR results reported in the DSER.

GE committed to correct this error in the revised consequence calculations
that will accompany the updated PRA. GE did not provide these calculations in
time-for evaluation in this report. The staff will discuss these results in a

~

supplement to this. report. This is Confirmatory Item 19.1.9-1.

19.1.10 Integrated Risk Estimates

The staff compared the integrated risk results for the ABWR to NRC'Quantita- '

tive health objectives and safety goals, NRC ALWR requirements, EPRI ALWR
requirements, and GE's design goal, as well as conclusions on how the various
objectives- and goals were met, and found them acceptable. However, subcequent
to the DSER, GE modified the ABWR design.

GE committed to provide the results of the updated ABWR PRA (Levels 1, 2, and
3) reflecting modifications to the plant design, as well as modeling enhance-
ments and corrections identified by GE and staff since the original PRA. GE
did not provide this information in time for evaluation in this report. _ The
staff will report the results of it*, review in the FSER. This.is Open
Item 19.1.10-1.

19.1.11 ACRS Concerns

On April 13, 1992, the ACRS sent a letter to James Taylor, Executive Director
for Operations, NRC, in which the ACRS raised a number of technical questions
regarding the ABWR design. Applicable portions of these g a stions (i.e.,
those related to the ABWR PRA) are discussed below.

~

19.1.11.1 Control Building Flooding

In the DSER the staff required GE to analyze internal floods. Subsequent to
the DSER, the Commission decided that internal floods must be evaluated at the
design certification stage. Therefore, the evaluation of internal flooding is >

an Open Item. As indicated in SER Section 19.1.6.5, the staff.will report the
results of its evaluation in the FSER.

19.1.11.2 Cavity. Floor Area Beneath Reactor Vessel

The ACRS expressed a concern that little considerat'on has been given to how
flooding of the reactor cavity should be accomplished and to ex-vessel steam
explosions that could result from cavity flooding.- It recommended that GE
further consider when and how fast the cavity should be flooded in order _-to
avoid exacerbating a core melt accident.

Consistent with the ACRS concern, the staff concluded in the DSER that GE
shculo further analyze the. design of the lower drywell passive flooder system
in view of a number of concerns, including the potential for steam explosions.
The staff asked GE to analyze the risk reduction associated with the passive

,

flooder system, considering such factors as the possibility' of it failing to -

quench core debris, the benefits of keeping the area in the lower drywell
above the core cool, and the potential for fuel / coolant interactions. The
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questions as to whether to introduce water into the lower drfwell in a con-
trolled or uncontrolled manner, how fast to introduce the water, and when to
introduce the water were explicitly identified as issues that GE should
address in this analysis.

This issue is discussed in the context of the P:A open item in Section 19.1.7
of this report.

19.1.11.3 Adequacy of the ABWR PRA

The ACRS asked the staff to explain how it intends to use the ABWR PRA in the
design certification process and when PRA guidance will be provided.

The details of the design certification process are still being established.
In preparing for design certification, the staff and GE have used the ABWR
PRA in a number of traditional as well as new areas. The staff expects that
the PRA will continue to prove to be useful throughout the entire process -
from design certification through the end of the life of an operating ABWR.
Examples of traditional areas in which the ABWR PRA has been used include
estimating core damage frequencies and risk significance and identifying
design vulnerabilities. Innovative ways in which the PRA has been used
include helping to identify systems and components to be included in the reli-
ability assurance program, increasing the safety of the design of the ABWR by
examining design options, helping in identify human errors that need to be
considered when designing an advanced control room, identifying areas that
should receive special attention under ITAAC, helping to determine the
balance of prevention and mitigation capabilities, and providing a structure
for helping to determine technical specification needs during modes other than
full power. Some of these applications are first-of-a-kind, and the need for
use of the PRA in these areas has only become apparent as the design certifi-
cation process has unfolded. The staff expects that additional uses will be
found for PRAs and their insights as the design certification process matures.
At this time the staff has advanced from merely evaluating the quality of the
PRA to actively using it to develop important safety insights about the -

design.

Existing NRC guidance (e.g., NUREG-2300 or NUREG-2815) provides vendors and
utilities with basic information on how to perform a PRA. At this time, the -

scope of the PRA is the major uncertainty for those submitting a PRA to the
staff. The staff recognizes this and expects to provide industry with an
appreciation of staff expectations through use of the guidance provided in the
SERs on the EPRI Requirements Document and the ABWR SER. The staff is basing
its expectations on the particular uses to which the PRA is to be applied.
As an example, the level of detail in a PRA should be commensurate with the
expected uses of the PRA with more detail added if the potential safety impact
increases. The staff has gained a significant level of experience from re-
viewing many PRAs. Staff decisions about the adequacy of PRA applications are
based on staff experience and PRA knowledge. The staff is currently working
on Commission policy papers that contemplate the expansion of the role of PRAs
for future plaats. The staff is also working to complete expanded guidance
for PRA development in the form of a NUREG, that considers the lessons learned
fron the staff work on the EPRI Requirements Document and the ABWR PRA.
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19.1.11.4 Adequacy of GE's Treatment of the Reactor Water Cleanup System

The ACRS performed a review, independent from the staff, of the RWCU system.
-

GE's treatment of this system in the PRA was not reviewed in detail as part of
the staff's initial review. Several of the questions raised by the ALRS
review apply to the ABWR PRA. First, the review concluded that the ABWR PRA
did not evaluate RW;U system line breaks as initiators. Second, the ACRS'
review concluded that GE erroneously took credit for the RWCU system as a
potential heat removal path at high pressure during non-LOCA transients. The>

ACRS found credit to be inappropriate, in part, because the RWCU system is
designed to isolate on high temperature (to protect resin beds) and because
even if the resin beds were bypassed, the outlet temperatures of the heat-
exchanger piping would exceed the design limits of the piping.

Based on concerns ic'entified by the ACRS, the staff performed a more detailed
review of GE's treatment of the RWCU system in the PRA. The ACRS correctly
noted that GE did not treat RWCU system line breaks, or other LOCAs outside
the primary containment, as initiating events in the PRA. Rather, the .

approach taken by GE (SSAR Section 19E.2.3.3) was to show that the risks
associated with such events constitute a small fraction of the risk from all
non-bypass paths, and that these ex-containment LOCAs therefore need not be
included in the PRA. The ACRS questioned the validity of this analysis, and
the fact that it failed to consider that the RWCU system line break could be
the initiator for the core damage event. After further review of GE's treat-
ment of ex-containment LOCAs, the staff identified additional concerns related
to flow area assumptions on which the split fractions were based and isolation
valve failure probability assumptions in the analysis (i.e., whether the
assigned values adequately account for environmental effects and common cause
failure).

In response to ACRS and staff concerns, GE revised their suppression pool
bypass analysis and provided additional clarification-regarding the effects of-
a break in the RWCU sucticn line. GE provided-a preliminary report of this
information to the staff. GE identified two additional bypass ' lines -in the
revised analysis that will, now be treated as potential bypass paths in the
containment event tree (in addition to the wetwell-drywell vacuum breakert,
which were previously identified for inclusion in the ever' trees). These
bypass lines are the drywell purge exhaust lines-and the inerting lines. GE-
must still provide the containment event trees for these bypass paths. Addi-
tional discussion on containment event trees for containment-bypass-is: pro-
vided in Section 19.1.7.2 of this report.

GE indicated that the system arrangement and emergency procedure guidelines
provide assurance that unisolated breaks in the RWCU suction line will not
result in core uncovery and long-term releases. Specifically, the physical
layout of piping routes the RWCU lines above the core to avoid a potential
siphon of the core inventory. In addition, should the isolation valves fail
to close, the EPGs would require lowering the reactor pressure vessel level to

-

below the reactor vessel's shutdown cooling suction penetration, and depres--

surizing the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). GE-contends that these actions
should be possible prior to any impact of breakflow on other emergency core

! cooling system (ECCS) equipment.
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The staff is waiting for GE's complete submittalIon this issue. As part of-
its review the staff will decide if GE's information is sufficient to co' tinuen

to exclude treatment of ex-containment LOCAs from the PRA. The results of the
staff review will be provided in the FSER. This-is Open item 19.1.11.4-1.

.

The ACRS correctly indicated that GE erroneously took credit for the RWCU sys--
tem at high pressure during transients. GE has acted to correct this design
deficiency by redesigning the isolation logic-of the RWCU' system, realigning
the isolation configuration so that only the heat-vulnerable resin beds are
isolated on high temperature,- and limiting the total isolation * the RWCU to-

those periods when the containment isolation function is actuated, in addi-
tion, the RWCU will only be put into operation by emergency procedure after-
the RHR fails; thereafter, cooling water will be diverted by proce, e from
the RHR heat exchanners to the RWCV heat exchanger to limit the te._,.erature
increase across the RWCU heat exchanger. GE calculates that this temperature
increase is only a few degrees above the design temperature and argues that-
this is acceptable because the RWCU is a backup system that only will have to
be used in this configuration for. very low probability, beyond-design-basis
events. GE did not provide its submittal addressing the RWCU concern in time
to be incorporated in this report. This is Open item 19.1.11.4-2.

19.2 Severe Accident Closure

The staff will provide its evaluation of the ABWR severe accident design-
features in the final SER. Staff positions for an acceptable resolution to
severe accident phenomena have been specified in the Commission papers
identified in Table 1.5 of this report. The staff will also provide its
evaluation of the ABWR design to these Commission approved technical and
severe accident issues in the final SER. This is Open Item 19.2-1.
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20 GENERIC ISSUES

20.1 Unresolved Safety issues

in accordance with 10 CfR 52.47(a)(IV), an application for design certifica-
tion- should include proposed technical resolutions of those unresolved safety
issues (USIs) which are identified in the version of NUREG-0933 current on the
date six months prior to application and which are technically relevant to the
design. GE included in standard safety analysis report (SSAR) Appendix 198 a
list of USIs and prov',ded references to sections of the SSAR where each was -,

addressed. The staff has reviewed GE's original submittal and determined that -

it was not adequate because not all issues were characterized accurately in
the tables in Appendix 198. GE revised these tables but subsequent staff
review identified that it was difficult to determine exactly how the advanced
boiling water reactor (ABWR) design addressed each of the applicable USIs
because the design discussion in the body of the SSAR often did not discuss or
reference the USI requirements. GE needs to modify the SSAR to explicitly
discuss the resolution of each USI in the appropriate SSAR section for clarity
to enable the staff to evaluate each item. This is Open item 20.1-1.

Discussed below is an evaluation of GE's submittal relating to resolution of
some of the USIs which were addressed in sufficient detail in the SSAR.

1. USI B-29: Effectiveness of Ultimate Heat Sink

This USI addresses the adequacy of existing mathematical models for the
prediction of the ultimate heat sink (UHS) performance by comparing model
performance with field data. The issue also addresses the selection of
site-specific meteorological data for use as VHS design basis meteorology.

The design of the UHS is not fully within the scope of the ABWR. As part of
the ABWR design, GE has provided several' interface requirements to be used as
guidance for the design of systems not within the ABWR design scope. GE has
incorporated several ALWR design requirements for the VHS from Chapter 8 of
the EPRI-ALWR Requirements Document (Rev. O, December 1987) as interface
requirements for plant-specific licensees. These include specific require-
ments. for the design of the VHS as well as identifying the worst case weather
conditions for which the system must remain functional.

The first of the four identified interface requirements addresses cooling
water specific design requirements. 'he system design is to include:
(a) thermal and hydraulic analyses of heat transfer systems for all operating
modes, (b) development of predictive analytical models of anticipated perfor-
mance of heat sinks during design basis conditions, (c) optimization of system
parameters such as flows, heat transfer areas', and load assignments,
(d) allowance for system degradation due to corrosion, silting, and biofouling
and, (e) features for minimizing the effects of erosion and corrosion.

i

|
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Tha second and third interface requirements address specific components to be
~!included in the design of the heat removal systems. One requires that heat

exchangers be equipped with calibrated pressure and temperature monitors which -
can be calibrated in place. The other requires that an elevated surge tank ,

'connected to the-pump suctions and sized to absorb the maximum and minimum
system volumes be provided. Additionally, it requires the surge tank to be

,

supplied with makeur sater, tank vents, and a means to provide chemical treat-
ment.

The fourth interface requirement specifically addresses H performance
capability of the UHS. The UHS performance capability must be assessed using.
a worst case weather profile for the site, based on zero percent exceedence;
values for ambient conditions, as described in Regulatory Guide 1.27, "Ulti-
mate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power Plants." The VHS must be capable of provid-
ing_ cooling water at a temperature not exceeding 100 'F during all licensing-

design basis events (including-emergency shutdown-and cool down, and post-
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) shutdown and cool downs) for the above weather
conditions,

in addition to the above interface requirements, GE requires the UHS and any
pumps, valves, structures, or other components that remove heat from safety
systems to be designed to seismic Category I and ASME Code, 53ction 111,
Class 3, Quality Assurance B, Quality Group C, lEEE-279, and IEEE-308 require-
ments.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that GE has provided sufficient infor-
mation to allow a referencing applicant to adequately address the concerns
encompassed-within USI B-29. The combined license (COL) applicant must
address the plant specific resolution of this issue in its license applica-
tion. The staff's review of. plant-specific response to the concerns of USI
B-29 will be performed as part of the plant-specific licensee application
review. This review will include determination of how the referencing
applicant meets the interface requirements identified abovc. This is COL
Action Item 20.1-1.

2. USl A-48: Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on
Safety Equipment

'

Following a LOCA in a light water reactor plant, combustible gases, princi-
pally hydrogen, may accumulate inside the primary reactor containment as'a
result of (1) metal-water reaction involving the fuel element cladding;
(2) the radiolytic decomposition of the water in the reactor core and the
containment sump; (3) the corrosion of certain construction materials by the
spray ' solution; and (4) any_ synergistic chemical, thermal, and radiolytic
effects of post-accident environmental conditions on containment protective,

coating systems and electric _ cable insulation.

Because of the potential for significant hydrogen generation as a result of
an accident, 10 CFR 50.44, " Standards for Combustible Gas Control System in
Light-Water-Cooled Power Reactors," and General Design _ Criteria 41, "Contain-,

ment Atmosphere Cleanup," in-Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, requires that-

systems be provided to control hydrogen concentrations-in the containment'
atmosphere following a postulated accident to ensure that containment integ--.

E
~ rity is maintained.
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Paragraph (f)(2)(ix) of 10 CFR 50.34 requires that provision be made for a
hydrogen control system that can safel; accommodate hydrogen generated by the
equivalent of a 100 percent fuel-clad metal-water reaction,

in SSAR Section 19B.2.6, GE states that the ABWR containment is inerted and
can withstand the pressure and energy addition from 100 percent fuel-clad
metal-water reaction.

The staff finds the inerted containment and the provision of permanently
installed hydrogen recombiners acceptable as hydrogen control measures.
However, GE should provide the information requested in the discussion of
hydrogen combiners in Section 20.3 regarding paragraph (f)(3)(vi) of 10 CFR
50.34. See the discussion of this subject in Section 6.2.5 of this report.
This is identified in Section 20.3 of this report as Open item 20.3-1.

Subject to resolution of the open issue identified above, the ABWR design will
satisfies the intent of USI A-48.

3. USl B-32: Ice Effects on Safety-Related Water Supplies

This issue addressed the pctential effects associated with extreme cold
weather and ice buildup on the reliability of various plant water supplies.
Of particular concern are events that could impact safety-related water
systems and affect the ability of the plant operations staff to safely shut
down the plant and provide adequate core cooling.

In the ABWR design, GE has adopted several of the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) design requirements as they relate to the cooling water
systems. Specifically for the UHS, GE has identified two EPRI requirements as
interface requirements for plant-specific applicants. These EPRI design
criteria are given in Chapter 8 of the Requirements Document, Sections 7.3.1.5
and 7.3.2.2.2. These design criteria state that the UHS should be capable of
performing its intended function during freezing conditions and system capa-
bility to control the potential impact of severe weather conditions should be
specifically included in the system design. The weather effects that the
applicant has to consider include the impact of ice on the intake structures.
The VHS design is to include provisions for a means to prevent flow restric-
tions dr' to ice buildup in the intake structures. One suggested means to
prevent ice buildup is the recirculation of warm water through the intake-
structure. Supporting analysis, confirming the ability of the UHS to operate
unimpaired during severe weather conditions should be provided by the COL as
part of the design of the UHS. The COL applicant must use site weather con-
ditions to establish the severe weather design envelope for the site. This is
COL Action item 20.1-2.

ABWR SSAR Sections 19B.3.5 and 19B.2.10 establish the interface criteria for
plant-specific applications for designing the UHS which is within their scope.
These criteria include the two EPRI criteria identified above. These criteria
provide sufficient general guidance to a referencing applicant for designing a
plant-specific UHS which meets the intent of USI B-32. However, the staff is
concerned that the identified interface requirements do not explicitly include
the reactor service water system, portions of which (e.g., exposed piping may
be vulnerable to the adverse effects of ice.) GE should address the above
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concern. This is Open Item 20.1-2. Subject to acceptable resolution of Open j
Item 20.1-2 the staff will conclude that the ABWR meets the intent of '

USI B-32. The COL applicant must- address the capability of plant-specific -
reactor service water system and UHS designs to meet the intent of USI B-32
as part of its site-specific license application. This is COL Action-
Item 20.1-3.

20.2 Generic Safety Issues

10 CFR 52.47 requires that an application for design certification include-
proposed technical resolutions of those generic safety issues (GSIs) which are
identified in the version of NUREG-0933 current on the date six months prior
to application and which are technically relevant to the design. GE included
in SSAR Appendix 198 a list of GSIs and provided references to sections of the
SSAR where each was to be addressed. The staff has reviewed GE's original
submittal and determined that it was not adequate because not all issues were
characterized accurately in the tables in Appendix 198. GE revised these

-

tables but subsequent staff review identified that it was difficult to deter-
mine exactly how the ABWPs design addressed each of the applicable GS:s because,

the design discussion in the body of the SSAR often did not discuss or
reference the GSI requirements. GE needs to modify the SSAR to explicitly
discuss the resolution of each GSI in the appropriate SSAR section for clarity
to enable the staff to evaluate each item. This is Open Item 20.2-1.

Discussed below is an evaluation of GE's submittal relating to resolution of
some of the GSIs which were addressed in sufficient detail in the SSAR.-

1. GSI A-29, Nuclear Power Plant Design for the Reduction of Valnerability to
Sabotage

SSAR Section 198.2.4, of Appendix 198 addresses resolution of GSI A-29. GSI
A-29 is a medium priority generic issue resolved for operating reactors in
NUREG-1267, which was published in September 1989. This staff resolution
included the recommendation that future evolutionary light water reactors
(LWRs), as-a minimum,-identify design features that decrease reliance on
physical security programs for protection against-insider-sabotage. Although
the staff's resolution of GSI A-29 does not suggest that security measures be
increased, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) cautioned that-
for future plants "the obvious measures to improve security, such as_ access
controls, separation of vital functions and controls, a two-man rule, etc. may
also degrade the ability to respond in an emergency. Those opposing features

-

will have to be balanced in the future, as the specifics take shape."

Section-19B.2.4 includes a summary that de
waterreactor(ALWR)securityrequirements{cribestheGSI, advanced-lightproposed by EPRI in its original-
ALWR Requirements Document submittal (Revision 0), and the ABWR resolution of
A-29.

'Tha staff notes that.the chapter and section references in the discus-
sion in SSAR Section 198.2.4 and in Table 198.2-1 refer to the ALWR Require-
ments Document, not to-chapters and sections of the SSAR.
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Initially, GE stated in SSAR Section 198.2.4 that GSI A-29 should be consid-
ered resolved for the ABWR solely on the % sis of the protection from sabotage -

provided by design features such as the mr Sanical and electrical separation
d engineered safety systems, plant arrangements emphasizing protection from
external threats, and the access control and intrusion detection features of
the physical secuiity system. In request for additional information (RAI)-

Question (Q)910.7 and Q910.25 and during a conference call on May 11, 1990,
the staff asked GE if it had searched for any significant ABWR potential
insider sabotage vulnerabilities and for design features that might be a
practical means of decreasing reliance on physical security programs for
protection against such vulnerabilities. GE addressed this request by includ-
ing the following relevant changes to SSAR Chapter 19:

SSAR Appendix 19C was added. It describes a systematic analysis per-.

formed on the vulnerability of the ABWR to insider sabotage. As a result
of the analysis, several design modifications were made to make it more
difficult for a single insider to tamper with equipment in such a way
that it could lead to core damage.

Section 19B.3.10 was added to Appendix 19B requiring applicants refer-*

encing the ABWR design to evaluate the ef fect of their security system.

design on plant operation, testing, and maintenance. This evaluation
will ensure that security restrictions for access to equipment and plant
regions will be compatible with required operator actions during all
operating and emergency riodes of operation.

GE made it clear that the ABWR design will comply with the ALWR require-.

ments as defined.

Appendix 19C describes and analyzes the ABWR design features that reduce the
pctential opportunities for insider sabotage during power operations that
could result in core damage. Although Appendix 19C states that outsider
sabotage is a physical security issue outside the scope of the ABWR standard
design, the staff considers that the physical separation and redundancy
described in this appendix.also contribute to protection against outsider-
sabotage. The vulnerability analysis in Appendix 19C begins by identifying,
in Table 19C.3-1, the combinations (target criteria) of trains of systems that
a saboteur would have to disable, in addition to initiating the event, in
order for core damage to resultLfrom a LOCA or transient event. The staff
notes-that some of the ta a et criteria combinations involving choices between
low-pressure and depressurization systems could be clarified; however, this
will not- affect the analysis results. Each of the relevant systems are con-
sidered individually in'Section 19C.3.1 and in Table 19C.3-4 on' a component

-

level. GE discusses impediments to undetected disablement-during reactor -
operations and identifies some components as inaccessible during reactor
operation because of the inerted containment.- In Section 19C.3.2, GE consid-
ers whether common support systems such as power supplies, instrumentation,
and motor control centers might be susceptible to rapid disablement of
multiple systems. It also considers high- and low-pressure interlocks, and
the remote shutdown system. GE concludes that control room position indica-
tion and physical separation of divisions provide sufficient interlock pro-
tection. GE also notes that the ABWR is designed so that it can be safely
shut down from either the main control room or from the remote shutdown-
system, but that neither area can, of itself, prevent shutdown capability of

_
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the other, in Section-19C.4, GE summarizes the conclusions and identifies
seven desigw modifications _ that reduce the potential for insider radiological
sabotage.

In its analysis in Appendix 19C, GE did not explicitly consider the possi-
bility of sabotage actions during an outage that could later affect the safety
of future operation. In addition, GE did not specify as an action item
(Section 198.3.9, and, by reference, Sections 198.2.4[10] and 19B.2.4[8]) for:
COL applicants to perform a sabotage vulnerability analysis. In response to
staff comments, GE changed Section 198.3.9 to a COL action item for plant
startup procedures following an outage. This is COL Action Item 20.2-1
described below. This COL action item requires tamper checks of critical.
safety equipment in containment. However, startup procedures are operational
issues rather than design issues and can be reviewed at the COL stage _of
licensing. Furthermore, the staff expects that the provisions of the access
authorization rulemaking (SECY-91-029) dealing with procedures for access
during cold shutdown will be in effect and will take precedence for COL
applicants who reference the ABWR design certification.

Although in Table 19.3-4, GE states that some valves are "not a viable
sabotage target since the valves are locked closed and under administrative
control," there have been experiences at existing reactors with locked valves
being mispositioned, some of which appear to have been deliberate acts of
tampering (chains cut or missing). The staff does not consider administra-
tively controlled locks to be an ensured.means of preventing tampering _with a
valve, but it recognizes that preferred means of protection, such as control
room indication of valve misposition, may not always be consistent with other
valve design requirements. Fur _thermore, an important factor for protection

,

against insider sabotage will be the trustworthiness programs to which
individuals granted unescorted access will be subjected, as.well as vital area
access controls. Administrative 1y controlled locks on some valves provide an
additional layer of protection against insider sabotage.

In addition to specific considerations given to insider sabotage, there are
features of the ABWR, such as layout and separation of trains, that enhance
its resistance to outsider sabotage. Revision'1 of the ALWR Utility Require-
ments Document (Volume II, Chapter 9, Section 5.2.2.1) includes the_ require-
ment:

To optimize systems design and compatibility of plant arrangement
and-system design with sabotage protection. a sabotage vulnerability
analysis shall be conducted prior to finalizing design. The analy-
sis shall include consideration of both insider and outsider threats-
and shall t'e conducted prior to finalizing design.

On February 22, 1991,- GE revised SSAR Section 198.3.9 to indicate that the
sabotage vulnerability analysis required by Revision 0 of the- ALWR Utility -
Requirements Dochment was performed for the ABWR (i.e., Appendix 19C). It

deleted an explicit requirement for COL applicants referencing _the ABWR design
to conduct such an analysis, apparently without recognizing that the scope of-
the ALWR requirement had changed and that Appt 'x 19C excludes outsider
sabotage. This is not in keeping with'the C' :on's Severe Accident Policy
Statement that "[t]he issues of both insider .atsider sabotage threats
will be carefully analyzed and, to the extent .acticable, will be emphasized

|
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in the design and in the operating procedures developed for new plants." lhe
staff expects. COL applicants referencing the ABWR design to analyze vulnera-
bilities to outsider sabotage. This is a COL Action item 20.2-1.

The staff considers that the SSAR has given acceptable consideration to design
features that enhance resistance to both internal and external sabotage
without degradation of an operator's ability to respond in nn emergency. The
staff considers the revisions to the SSAR adequately resolve GSI A-29 for the
ABWR design certification. The staff requires that, befor loading fuel, u
COL holder will confirm conformance with the ABWR design features identified
in SSAR Section 19C.4 for enhancing the inherent resistance of the ABWR to
sabetage. This is COL Action item 20.2-2.

2. Generic issue (GI) 51: Proposed Requirements for Improving the Rell-
ability of Open Cycle Service Water Systems

This G1 primarily addressed biofouling the open cycle service water systems
but also includes concerns regarding system degradation from fouling of parts
due to mud, silt, and corrosion products, Jr. creased maintenance and surveil-
lance have been identified as a possible solution for existing plants.

f or the ABWR, only the VHS including the associated safety-related reactor
service water (RSW) system has to be considered for addressing the concerns of.
G1 51. The design of the VHS includ:ng the associated RSW system will Se-
dictated by site characteristics and is, therefore, not included within GE's
design scope of the ABWR. However, GE has identified an interface requirement
for the design of the UHS in the ABWR SSAR Section 9.2.15.1. Additionally, in
ABWR SSAR Section 198.3.5, GE has stated that the requirements from the EPRI
ALWR Design Requirements Document (ALWR-RD) for the design of the VHS and the
service water system will apply to the design of UHS and the associated RSW
system for the ABWR. The applicable EPRI requ1Mments are listed in ABWR SSAR
Section 198.2.10. These EPRI requirements specifihlly 'ddress the concerns
of several generic issues including GI 51. The !?R1 (. tirements listed in
SSAR Section 198.2.10 that address the concert.. & GC M 3re summai ced in the
following discussion.

.

The interface criteria established by GE provide gt.;Jance on the sele . ion of
materials for the components of the open cycle service water systems. Lepa-
rate criteria are provided for fresh and salt water applications. Heat
exchangers are to be sized to provide a thermal performance margin to allow
for degradation of heat exchanger capability without a loss of system capabil-
ity to handle required h6at loads. Heat exchangers are to be provided with
calibrated pressure and temperature monitors (to allow for evaluations of heat
exchanger performance).

Additional interface criteria require the following:-

(1) Provisions in the raw service water treatment for periodic b 4 cide
injectinns fo- biofouling control and chemical additions'forsaling
control.

(2) Provisions in the cooling water piping from the UHS to the service 6 ter
system for adequate filtration and/or silt removal cyability.
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(3) Provisions for periodic cleaning and backflushing, as necessary, for the
service water system heat transfer and piping surfaces.

(4) Provisions in the service water pump discharge piping for a strainer
and/or silt removal capability.

(5) Provisions for periodic testing cf materials in 411th raw water is
flowing with site makeup water.

(6) Provisions for corrosion inhibitors in the service water system, if
warranted.

The staff considers that the above interface requirements provide valuable
guidance in a referencing applicant for resolving the concerns of G151 and
accordingiy design the plant-specific VHS and the associated RSW system
However,thestaffhasaconcernregardingthenon-inclusionofthefollowing
recommendations (see Enclosure 1, " Recommended Program to Resolve Generic
issue 51" to Generic letter (GL) 89-13 " Service Water System Problems
Affecting Safety-Related Equipment") as additional interface criteria:

(1) Provisions for periodic analyses of samples of water and substrate and/or
periodic visual inspection of intake structure for biofouling and removal
of any fouling accumulations detected during such inspectic.1s.

(2) Provisions for periodic full flow testing of redundant and infrequently
used cooling loops.

(3) Provisions for continuous biocide treatment of the RSW system for sites
with a potential for macroscopic biofouling.

(4) Provisions for filling R5W system cooling loops with biocide treated
water before layup.

(5) Provisions for blocide treatment before layup for other systems such as
some fire protection system which use raw service water as a source for
the systems.

GE needs to add the above items to its interface criteria. .This is Open
item 20.2-2. The staff has determined that an acceptable resolution of the
above concern in conjunction.with the implementation of the identified
interface requirements will result in an effective site surveillance and
control program to prevent degradation of the VHS and the associated RSW
system will due to accumulation of biofouling, mud, silt, or corrcsion
products in the system parts. Therefore, the staff will conclude that GE's
proposed interface requirements for the design of the UHS including the
associated RSW system will adequately address the concerns of GI 51, subject

: to an acceptable resolution of the concerns identified above. The staff will
| review site-specific aspects of the resolution of GI 51 as part of its review
| of the site-. specific application. Such a review will include, among other

. things, site-specific surveillance and control program and whether the'

referencing applicant commits to meet all the GE identified interface require-
ents.
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3. G1 96/105 Interface LOCA at BWRs

lo protect against an intersystem LOCA, designers of future ALWR plants should
reduce the possibility of a LOCA outside containment by designing to the
extent practicable all systems and subsystems connected to the reactor coolant
system (RCS) to an ultimate ructure strength (URS) at least equal to the full
RCS pressure.

The staff specified "to the extent practicable" recognizing that all systems
must even+ually interface with atmospheric pressure and that it would be

: difficult or prohibitively expensive to design certain large tanks and heat
exchangers to the URS equal to full RCS pressure.

The degree of isolation or the number of barriers (e.g., three isolation
valves) is not sufficient justification for using low pressure components that
can be practically designed to the URS criteria. For example, piping runs
should always be designed to meet the URS criteria, as should all associated
flanges, cor,nectors, packing, including valve stem seals: pump seals, heat
exchanger tubes, valve bonnets, and RCS drain and vent lines. The designer
should make every effort to reduce the level of pressure in a challenge tu
each system and subsystem connected to the RCS.

The applicant must submit justification for asserting that it is not practica-
ble to reduce the pressure challenge any further for each interfacing system
and component that does not meet the RCS URS. This justification must be
based upon an engineering feasibility analysis and not solely on the ratio of
risk to benefit.

The applicant must demonstrate a compensating isolation capability for each
interface for which it submits acceptable justification on the impracticabi-
lity of full RCS pressure capability. For example, the applicant should
demonstrate for each interface that the degree and quality of isolation or the
reduced severity of the pressure challenges compensate for the low-pressure
interfacing system or component and justify the safety of this system or
component, for example, the vendor may need to consiCer the adequacy of
pressure relief and piping of relief back to primary containment. In
SECY-90-016 " Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (LWR) Certification-Issues And
Their Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirements," the staff stated that
each of these high-to-low pressure interfaces must also include the following
protection measures: (1) the capability for leak testing of the pressure
1:olation valves, (2) valve position indication that is available in the
cor:rol room when isolaticn valve operators are deenergized, and (3) high-
pressure alarms to warn control room operators when rising RCS pressure
approaches the dasign pressure of the attached low-pressure systems and both
isolztion valves are not closed.

GE submit +ed a preliminary evaluation of the following systems: residual heat
removal (RHR), high pressure core flooder (HPCF), standby liquid control-
system (SLCS), and reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC). During a telephone
conference on May 14, 1992, the staff commented on the applicant's evaluation.
The staff will complete its evaluation upon receiving the information and will
issue its evaluation in the FSER. The interfacing systems LOCA remains as
Open item 20.2-3.
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4. Generic issue (GI) 130: Essential Service Water pump failures at Multi-
plant Sites

The unresolved generic issue addresses shared essential service water (ESW)
:systems between units located on the same site. Specifically, this issue

deals with multiplant sites that have only two ESW pumps per plant with
crosstic capability and the impact of such sharing on the availability of the
ESW pumps. The safety concern is that the needed E R pumps may not be
available during all possible operating conditions for the multiple units
thereby increasing the core melt and radiological risks at the site. Other *

multiplant and single plant configurations may also contain similar ESW system
vulnerabilities. Therefore, resolution of the GI concern is equally essential
for other multiplant sites and single plant sites. '

he GE ABWR SSAR states that the ABWR has been designed as a single unit with
no specific consideration of possible shared systems. (Note that in all
system analysis reviews, the requirements of General Design Criteria (GDC) 5
have been identified as not applicable to the design.) Shared systems are
therefore not a concern for the ABWR design as described in most of the SSAR.

However, in Appendix 19B of the SSAR, " Resolution of Applicable Unresolved
Safety issues and Generic Safety issues," GE has allowed fur the possible
modification of the ABWR design by plant-specific applicants. The guidelines
provided by GE to assure that the modified design would address the concerns
of GI 130 include reference to two design requirements from the EpR1 - ALWR
Design Requirements Document (ALWR-RD). The first requirement calls foe
limiting the number of shared systems to the " test programs which have been
made." It further states that these systems "shall incorporate the pertinent
results into the design of the ALWR." The ;econd requirement that can be
interpreted to address shared systems at multiplant sites states that each
division of any essentiH service water system must have two heat exchangers
and two pumps sized .o that each division can provide the capacity to absorb
the system heat loads generated by the plant during all operational (normal
and emergency) modes.

The requirements mentioned above and identified in ABWR SSAR Sections 190.2.10
and 198.3.5 do not provide sufficient guidance to a referencing applicant for
a multiplant site to design ESW systems for the units which reflect an accept-
able resolution of the concern of G1 130. Specifically, the.first EpRI re-
quirement as identified by GE is confusing. The subject requirement as stated
in ALWR-RD (Chapter 1. Section 6.2.0.1) limits the number of shared systems to
auxiliary support systems such as sewer, auxiliary steam, or site security,
further, another EpRI requirement (ALWR-RD Chapter 8, item B.I.4.2) clarifies
the above EpRI requirement by specifically ruling out sharing of ESW pumps
between divisions and between units of a multiplant site and by requiring the-
ESW system for each unit to be designed to the same requirements as-for a
single unit. The EpRI requirement as identified by GE, on the other hand,
implies that the ESW system can be shared between the units, provided certain
conditions ara satisfied. However, the ABWR SSAR provides little or no
guidance regarding whether the ESW system pumps will be shared between the
units and if so, how they will be shared, the number of shared as well as non-
shared ESW pumps for each unit, the capacity of each ESW pump, and the opera-
tional limitations required to minimize system misoperation (human errors
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; associated with wrong train, wrong plant identification). In addition, GE
i should address the applicable reliability concerns of GI 130 for single plant

units.

Based on the above, the staff requires CE to address all the above concerns
and accordingly modify the two identified interface requirements to provide
sufficient guidance to the applicable referencing applicants. Such guidance
is needed to that each plant-specific applicant will be able to provide
supporting documentation and analysis b . justify modifications to the ABWR
essential cooling water systems if a multi-unit site is to incorporate shared
cooling water systems in the modified designs. This analysis and documenta-
tion should demonstrate that the revised plant design meets the concerns
identified in Cl 130 as well as the requirements of GDC 5. This is Open
item 20.2-4.

The COL Applicant must address the plant scecific resolution of GI 130. This
is COL Action Item 20.2-3. Staf f's review of the plant-specific response to
the concerns of G1 130 will include among other things available redundancy in
ESW pumps within a division to achieve any licensing basis requirement,
available flexibility for needed recovery actions, and specific measures to
preclude potential operator errors.

lhe following safety issues are discussed in Section 18.7.2.2 of this report:

(1) HF-4.4, " Guidelines for Upgrading Other Procedures,"

(2) HF-5.2, " Review Criteria for Human factors Aspects of Advanced Control
Room Instrumentation,"

(3) B-17, " Criteria for Safety Related Operator Actions,"

(4) HF-01.3.4b, " Interface Annunciators,"

(5) HF-01.3.4c, " Operational Aius," y

Hf-01.3.4d, " Automat'on and Artificial Intelligence,"(6) i

(7) HF-01.3.4e, " Computers and Computer Displays,"

(8) HF-5.1, " Local Control Stations,"

(9) HF-01.3.4.a " Local Control Stations,"

(10) II.K.l(5), " Safety Related Valve Position Indication,"

(11) HF-1.1, " Shift Staffing,"

(12) 1. A.1.4, "Long Term Upgrade of Operating Personnel and Staf fing"

(13) GSI 75, " Design for ATWS Event,"

(14) GSI 116, " Accident Management," and

(15) Hf Ol.3.4(a-3), " Man-Machine Interface."

ABWR DFSER 20-11 October 1992
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20.3 Three Mile._ Island-Related Reauirements'

item (ii) of 10 CfR 52.47, requires that an application for a standard design
certification include a demonstration of compliance with any technically
relevant portions of the Three Mile Island (1MI) requirements identified
in 10 CFR 50.34(f). GE addressed the 1M1 requirements in SSAR Appendix 19A )and in other applicable design discussion sections of the SSAR. The staff's :

evaluation of GE's submittal relating to compliance with some of the i

10 CFR 50.34(f) requirements that are applicable to the ABWR design is i
provided below. The additional items not included in this report will be '

included in the final safety evaluation report (FSER).

1. 10 Cra 50.34(f)(1)(iii): NUREG-0737 Item II.K.3.25, "Effect of Loss
of AC Power on Reactor Recirculation Pump Seals" (SER Section 5.4.1)

This itam requires that the licensee conduct analyses or experiments to deter-
mine the consequences at each plant of a loss of cooling water to the reactor

'recirculation pump seal coolers. The pump seals should be designed to with-
stand a conplete loss of alternating-current (ac) power for at least 2 hours.
Adequacy cf the seal design should also be demonstrated.

The design should prevent an excessive loss of reactor coolant inventory after
an anticipated operational occurrence. The loss of ac power constitutes a
loss of offsite power.

The ABWR design features reactor internal punps (RIPS) that do not require
pump shaft seals. During a loss of ac power, the RIPS are shut down automati-
cally but no shaft seals require cooling restoration.

The staff required GE to confirm that the failure of the following systems
will not cause a LOCA.

recirculation motor cooling system*

recirculation motor seal ourge system+

recirculation motor inflatable shaf t seal subsystem+

GE confirmed that for_the ABWR design, a plant ac failure would temporarily
disrupt the operation of these systems, but their failure would not generate a ;

LOCA. This is acceptable because it adequately addresses this TM1 item. <

2. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(1)(v): N!! REG-0737 Item II.K.3.13, " Separation of High-
:

Pressure Coolant Injection and Reactor Core Isolation-Cooling System
Initiation Levels - Analysis and implementation" (SER Section 5.4.6)

In NUREG-0737, the staff stated that the initiation levels of the HPCI and
RCIC systems should be separated so that the RCIC' system initiates at a higher
water level than the HPCI system. Further, the. initiation logic-of the RCIC-

system should be modified so that the RCIC system will. restart upon receiving
a low water level signal. These changes.could reduce the number of challenges
to the HPCI system and could result in less stress on the vessel from cold
water injection. The applicant should submit the analyses of these changes to

- the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff and implement the changes if.
justified by the analyses.:

ABWR-DFSER 20-12 October-1992.
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1he ABWR standard plant design is consistent with this position. The HPCf ;
system is initiated at reactor vessel level 1.5 and the RCIC system is- t

initiated at level 2. At level 8, the injection valves for the HPCF and the +

RCIC steam supply and injection valves will automatically close to prevent ,

water from entering the main steamlines. ;

If the RPV again reaches a low level, the RCIC steam supply and injection
valves will automatically reopen to allow the RCIC to continue flooding the

'

vessel. The JPCf injection valves will also automatically reopen unless the
operator previously closed them manually.

The ABWR has three high pressure makeup systems: two HPCfs and an RCIC. ;

Current boiling water reactors (BWRs) have the high-pressure core spray (HPCS) ;

or HPCI, and RCIC. Thus, the water level setpoints for ABWR must r:eet the '

following requirements. !

A. During anticipated abnormal transients, including a loss of all feedwater
flow event, the RClC system shall prevent the minimum water level from
dropping below vessel level 1.5. This requirement is to minimize the
challenge to the HPCf.s.

B. The automatic depressurization system (ADS) will not likely be actuated
during any sbnormal transient with a failure of RCIC. Therefore, the
reactor isolation and two HPCfs initiated at_ vessel level 1.5 shall
prevent the water level from dropping below level 1 during a loss-of-all-
feedwater-flow transient with RCIC failure.

The staff found that GE has demonstrated that the selected water level set-
points for ABWR meet the recommendations of NUREG-0737. This resolves 1MI
Action item II.K.3.13 for the ABWR.

3. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(1)(vi): NUREG-0737 Item I;.K.3.16 " Reduction of Chal-
1enges and failures of Relief Valves - feasibility Study _ and System
Modification" (SSAR Section 5.2.2)

In 1980, the staff determined that the record of relief-valve failures to
close for all BWRs in the prior 3 years of _ plant operation was approximately
30 in 73 reactor-years (0.41 failures per reactor-year). This demonstrated
that the failure of a relief valve to close would be the most likely cause of
a small-break LOCA. The high failure rate is the result of a high relief-
valve challenge rate and a relatively high probability of failure for each
challenge (0.16 failures per challenge). Typically, five valves are chal-
lenged in each event. This results in an equivalent failure rate for each-

-

challenge of 0.03. In NUREG-0737, the staff stated that the challenge and
failure rates can be reduced in many ways.

To resolve this issue, the staff required GE to investigate the feasibility of
; reoucing challenges to the relief valves and implement those changes shown to

reduce challenges to the safety and relief valves without compromising per-
formance of the relief valves or other systems. Challenges to the relief
valves should be reduced substantially (by an order of magnitude).
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GL evaluated the possible ways for reducing the challenges and failure rate of
safety relief valves, and reduced the main steam isolation valve isolation

isetpoints from reactor pressure vessel (RPV) level 2 to level 1.5. This
change is acceptable because it will reduce safety / relief valves (SRV) chal-
lenge rate in accordance with in NUREG-0737 Item II.K.3.16.

4. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(1)(vii): NUREG-0737 Item II.K.3.18, " Modification of
Automatic Depressurization System Logic - feasibility for increased
Diversity for some Event Sequences" (SER Section 6.3)

In Item II.K.3.18, the staff stated that the ADS actuation logic should be
modified to climinate the need for manual actuation to ensure adequate core
cooling. The applicant is required to conduct a feasibility and risk assess-
ment study to determine the best approach, for example, the applicant should
censider actuating the ADS on a low reactor-vessel water level signal if the
instruments indicate no HPCI or HPCS flow and a low-pressure ECCS is running. !

lhis logic would complement, not replate, the existing ADS actuation logic. |

The ADS must be manually actuated to cool the core adequately for transient
and accident events that do not directly produce a high drywell pressure
signal (e.g., stuck open relief valve or steam line break outside contain-
ment), and are degraded by the loss of high-pressure ECCS. 1MI-2 Action
Item !!.3.18 requires that the ADS logic be modified to eliminate operator
action.

GE proposed to modify the ABWR design in a manner consistent with option 4 of
the BWR Owner's Group response to TMI-2 Action Item !!.K.3.18. GE discussed

.

this proposal in a letter from T. J. Dente to D. G. Eisenhut, "HUREG-0737- '

Item II.K.3.18 modification of Automatic Depressurization System Logic," :
October 28, 1982.

t

This modification involves a manual inhibit switch and a timer that bypasses
the high drywell pressure permissive if the reactor water level is low for a
sustained period. GE added an 8-minute high drywell pressure bypass timer to
the ABWR ADS initiation logic. This timer will initiate on a low water
level-1 signal. When it times out, it bypasses the need for a high drywell
pressure signal to initiate the standard ADS initiation logic. The bypass
timer will be tested periodically as required by the standard technical
specifications. This is Technical Specification item 6.3.3-1 discussed in
Chapter 6 of this report. In letter 038-92 of February 14, 1992, GE has
documented the results of its evaluation of the adequacy of the 8-minute
bypass timer in the SSAR. The staff agrees with the analysis and results and
has found the design to_ be acceptable.

GE's proposed modification to ADS -logic is acceptable because it is consistent -
with the staff's approved solution to item II.K.3.18,

I5. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(1)(viii): NUREG-0737 Item II.K.3.21, " Restart of Core
Spray and LPCI Systems on Low Level" (SSAR Section 6.3) 4

in NUREG-0737, the staff identified a-concern that the operator may stop-the
required flow of the core spray and low-pressure coolant-injection (LPCI)

'

system. These systems will not restart automatically on a loss of water level
signal if an initiation signal is still present. The staff indicated that the j
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vendor should modify the core spray and LPCI system logic so that these
systems will restart, if required, to ensure adequate core cooling. Before
modifying the design, the staff indicated also that the vendor should submit a

i

preliminary design to the staff 4.r approval because it affects several core-
cooling modes under accident conditions. '

The GE ABWR endorsed the conclusions of the study performed by the BWR Owners'
Group which was forwarded to the staff in a letter of December 29, 1980, from
D. B. Waters (BWR Owners' Group) to D. G. Eisenhut (NRC). The BWR Owners'
Group concluded that the current BWR ECCS design is adequate and that the
proposed changes would decrease the overall safety of the plant. For example,
the Owners' Group stated that the modification would significantly escalate
the control system complexity, restrict the operator's flexibility when
dealing with anticipated events, and reduce system reliability. The Owners'
Group concluded that the current ECCS design is adequate because the BWR i

operator training is comprehensive and thoroughly addresses reactor water i
level control, the emergency operating procedures address this issue, the ;

operator has sufficient time to correct errors, and the low reactor water
level conditions are clearly displayed and alarmed in the control room.

The staff reviewed the results of the Owners' Group study and considered the
emphasis placed on water level control in CWR operator training. The staff
finds GE's response acceptable and agrees that the ABWR design need not be
modified to provide an automatic restart of the low-pressure ECCS. Thereforo,-
the ADWR meets the requirements of this TMI Item. See the below discussion
for 50.34(f)(2)(xviii) for additional water level measurement concerns.

6. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(1)(ix): NUREG-0737 Item II.K.3.24, Confirm Adequacy of
Space Cooling for HPCS and RCIC Systems !

The TMl issue 11.3.24 of NUREG-0737 has been incorporated into the construc-
tion permit (CP)/msnufacturing license (ML) Rule as 10 CFR 50.34(f) Para-
grapn 1.1x and it addresses the adequacy of space cooling for the high
pressure coolant injection systems at a BWR. Long-term operation of_these
systems during a complete loss of offsite power, for up to 2 hours, may
require saace cooling to maintain the high pressure coolant injection pump
roams wit 11n allowable temperature limits. The high pressure coolant injec-
tion systems and their respective support systems should be designed to
withstand the consequences of a complete loss of offsite ac power for 2 hours. ,

The ABWR design contains two systems to provide room cooling to the HPCF and
RCIC systems. During normal operation, the two HPCF pump _ rooms and the single
RCIC pump room are cooled by the non-safety-related secondary containment
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system. During accident -

'

conditions, the room cooling function is transferred to the safety grade
essential equipment HVAC eystem and the secondary containment HVAC system is
isolated. The essential equipment HVAC system consists of a fan coil unit in
each of the pumn rooms. Cooling for each fan coil is provided by the safety-
related portion _of the applicable train of the- reactor building cooling water
(RBCW) system. The fan coil unit in the applicable pump room, the HPCF sub-
system or the RCIC-system which the fan coil unit is serving and the asso-

-

ciated RBCW train are all on the same essential electrical power division
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which includes the divisional onsite ac power source, that is, emergency
onsite diesel generator. The fan coil unit is necessary to keep the tempera-
ture of the associated pump room within its design limits, it is automati-
cally initiated upon start-up of the respective HPCF or RCIC pump.

Based on the above, the staf f concludes that space cooling for the HPCF and
the RCIC systems will be available as required following a complete loss of
of f site ac power to the plant for at least 2 hours. However, the design
characteristics for the fan coil units were not specifically identified in
ABWR SSAR Section 9.4.5. The ability of the fan coil units to remove suffi-
cient heat to maintain the pump room temperatures within design limits was not
confirmed. Also, SSAR Tables 8.3-1 and 8.3-2 which list diesel generator
loads, do not include the fans of the pump rooms fan coil units. This is Open
item 20.3-1.

The HPCF and RCIC pump room cooling systems will be in conformance with the --

requirements specified in TMI Issue ll.K.3.24 and 10 CFR 50.34(f) Para-
graph 1(ix) subject to GE's demonstration that the reom coolers are adequately
sized to maintain the rooms within design environmental conditions following a
complete loss of offsite ac power to the plant for at least 2 hours and inclu-
sion of the applicable f ans of the fan coil units for the HPCF and RCIC pump
rooms in the SSAR Tables 8.3-1 and 8.3-2.

7. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(1)(x): NUREG-0737 Item II.K.3.28 Verify Performance
Capability of ADS, Valves, Accumulators, and Associated Equipment and
Instrumentation during and following an Accident Situation

Paragraph (1)(x; of 10 CFR 50.34(f) requires the following: " Perform a study
to ensure that the Automatic Depressurization System, valves, accumulators,
and associated equipment and instrumentation will be capable of performing
their intended functions during and following an accident situation, taking
no credit for non-safety-related equipment or instrumentation, and accounting
for normal expected air (or nitrogen) leakage through valt .:" for BWRs. The
above regulation incorporates the requirements of TMI Action ,1.K.3(28) of
NUREG-0737.

The ABWR has 18 quality Group A, seismic Category 1 SRVs of which 8 can
additionally perform the ADS function. One 189-liter (50-gallon) capacity
nitrogen accumulator with a design pressure of 1379 kPa (200 psig) is provided
for each ADS SRV to support its ADS function during and following an accident
situation. The accumulator supplies compressed nitrogen gas to the valve for
its actuations. The staff's safety evaluation on GE's compliance for ABWR
with the above regulation is essantially based on ABWR SSAR Sections lA.2.31
and 6.7 and is limited to the adequacy of the accumulators and associated
equipment to perform their intended functions during and following an accident
situation. The staff's safety evaluation on GE's compliance for ABWR with
other requirements of the regulation such as the adequacy of the ADS SRV
valves and its associated instrumentation and controls to perform their
intended functions during and following an accident situation are provided in
ABWR FSER Section 5.2.2, " Overpressure Protection," 6.3, " Emergency Core
Cooling Systems," and 7.3, " Engineered Safety Features Systems."
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Each accumulator is sized to provide sufficient nitrogen gas for two associa-
ted ADS valve actuations against 70 percent of drywell design pressure. GE

selocted this value stating that it represents the maximum drywell pressure
for which reactor depressurization through the ADS valves will be required.
GE stated that drywell pressure greater than the chosen value will occur only
for large break t.0CA events which result in sufficient reactor depressuri-
zation to preclude the need for ADS operation. GE further stated that the
sizing of the accumulator to allow two actuations of the associated ADS valve
is conservative since one ADS valve actuation at 70 percent of drywell design
pressure is sufficient to depressurize the reactor and allow reactor coolant
inventory makeup by the low pressure emergency core cooling system. Makeup
supply for the accumulators is provided by safety-related portions of a nitro-
gen gas supply system which includes two redundant safety-related nitrogen gas i

supply trains. Each train consists of 10 high pressure nitrogen gas bottles
!and associated piping, valves, and instrumentation. The nitrogen bottles in

each train have sufficient stored compressed nitrogen gas to supply makeup
nitrogen gas to the accumulators associated with four ADS valves to compensate
for an expected nitrogen leakage of 28 liters per hour (1 standard cubic foot;

: per hour (scfh)) for each valve for a 7-day period. Additionally, the accumu-
lators can be refilled after the system is operating using the non-safety-,

related portion of the nitrogen gas supply system in conjunction with the'

non-safety-related atmospheric control system described in ABWR SSAR Sec-
tion 6.2,5. GE has determined that a maximum of three ADS valves will be
needed to meet short-term demands and one ADS valve will be needed tu meet
long-term needs and so, one safety-related train of the nitrogen gas supply
system will be sufficient to provide the needed nitrogen makeup to the
associated ADS accumulators. The system has alarm provisions to indicate
failure of any redundant nitrogen supply train due to loss of nitrogen supply
pressure to the ADS valve accumulator. :

The accumulators including the associated equipment to the ADS valves, and the
safety-related portions of the nitrogen gas supply system are designed toz

seismic Category 1, quality Group B or C as appropriate, and quality assurance
B requirements. The nitrogen supply system is designed to 1379 kPa (200 psig)
and 66 *C (150 'F). The accumulators including the associated equipment to
the ADS valves are designed to operate in the environmental conditions to
be found in the drywell af ter a design basis-accident (see SSAR Subsec- '

tion 7.3.1.1.1.2 for specific additional information and SER Section 3.11 for
general information on environmental qualification design criteria for equip-
ment important to safety). ABWR SSAR Subsection 7.3.1.1.10 states that the
safety-related equipment in the nitrogen gas supply system are selected to
accommodate the hostile environment to which they may be exposed during an
accident situation. The staff is concerned that SSAR Subsection 6.7-2,
however, states that the supply system is designed to 66 *C (150 'F). This is
significantly lower than the temperature to which some portions of the system
(e.g., inside the drywell and the reactor building) may be exposed during an
accident situation. The staff is also concerned that ABWR SSAR Subsec-
tion 6.7.4 does not explicitly specify a requirement for periodically testing
the leakage through each valve to verify that such leakt.,,e is within the
assumed value of 28 liters per hour (1-scfh). GE should resolve the above
concerns. This is Open item 20.3-2.

|

|-
'
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Based on the above, the staff concurs with GE on their criteria for sizing '

cach nitrogen gas accumulator and the provision for supply of makeup nitrogen
gas to the accumulator, and will conclude that the nitrogen accumulators and
the associated equipment including the safety-related portions of the nitrogen
gas supply system for the ABWR will perform their intended functions during
and following an accident situation, subject to an acceptable resolution of
the staff's concerns identified above.

8. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(1)(xi): NUREG-0737 Item ll.K.3.45, '' Evaluate Depressuri-
zation with other than Full ADS" (SER Section 9.6.3)

According to this IMI item, each applicant should submit analyses to support r

depressurization modes other than full actuation of the ADS, such as early
depressurization with one or two SRVs. Slower depressurization would reduce '

the possibility of exceeding vessel integrity limits by rapidly cooling down.

Since the ABWR design provides three high pressure core injection systems, the
probability of ADS actuation is lower than for current BWRs.

In the report of September 27, 1982, the staff SER (from T. Speis to
G. Laines) which addressed this subject, the staff concurred with the BWR
Owners' Group study in this area. In the analyses conducted for the s'.udy,
it was assumed all high-pressure injection systems would fail but all low-
pressure systems would operate. The time at which the operator is essumed to
actuate the ADS varied. The effects of depressurization over a 10-minute
interval and a 20-minute interval were compared to the case in which the RCS
is completely depressurized in 3.3 minutes. Vessel fatigue usage was the key
parameter studied regarding vessel integrity. The Owners' Group analyzed the
extent to which a longer depressurization period would reduce fatigue usage
and then considered the effect of this reduced fatigue usage on the core
cooling capability. The Owners' Group concluded that

1. Vessel integrity limits are not exceeded for full depressurization using
the ADS.

2. For slower depressurization rates (longer than the approximate 3.3 minute
interval for the normal depressurization rate), the usage assignable- to
the full depressurization using the ADS would not significantly affect
vessel fatigue usage.

3. Slower depressurization rates reduce the core cooling capability except
when the operator begins to depressurize the RCS very early in the acci-
dent.

1

The results also indicated that core cooling capability could be improved
using a 10-minute depressurization period if the operator actuated the ADS-
within 1-6 minutes after the accident begins. However, it was considered more
prudent to activate the high-pressure injection systems during this initial
period to avoid using the ADS.

GE performed the analysis for a standard BWR, which has an RPV and ADS similar
to the ABWR. Thus, the RPV cooldown rate and material design cf the RPV
vessel for the ABWR are similar to those features in current designs. Hence,

i .
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'

the results should be the same for the ABWR. The current mode of depressuri-
zation using the ADS in the same manner as current operating BWRG's for the 4

ABWR is satisfactory and meets the recommendations of this TMI item.
,

9. 10 CfR 50.34(f)(1)(xii): Evaluation of Alternative Hydrogen Control
Systems

Paragraph (1)(xii) of 10 CfR 50.34(f) requires the applica 5 to perform and
evaluation of alternative hydrogen control systems that would satisfy the
requirements of 10 CFR (f)(2)(ix) (see item 3 below). As a minimum consider-
ation should be given to:

a comparison of costs and benefits of the alternative systems considered :*

analyses and tast data to verify compliance with the requirements of*

10 CFR 50.34 (2)(ix) for the selected system and

preliminary design descriptions of equipment, function, and layout for+

the selected system.

GE has not provided any information that such an evaluation has been per-
formed. GE should provide this analysis. This is Open item 20,3-3.

10. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(vi): NUREG-0737 ITEM ll.B.1, " Reactor Coolant System
Vents" (SER Chapter 5)

This 1M1 item requires that each applicant and licensee install high point
vents for the RCS and the reactor vessel head. These vents will be remotely
operated from the control room. Although the )urpose of the system is to vent
noncondensable gases from the RCS which may in11 bit core cooling during
natural circulation, the vents trust not lead to an unacceptable increase in
the probability of a LOCA or a challenge to containment integrity. These
vents are part of the reactor coulant pressure boundary 9nd thus shall confore
to the requirements of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, " General Design Crite-
ria." The vent system sha.11 be designed with sufficient redundancy that
ensures a low probability of inadvertent or irreversible actuation.

The THI item also requires that each licensee submit the following information
on the design and operation'of the high point vent system:

A description of the design, location, size, and power supply for the*

vent system along with results of analyses for LOCAs initiated by a break
in the vent pipe. The results of the analyses should demonstrate compli-
ance with the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50.46. '

Procedures and supporting inalysis for the operator to use in operating+

the vents. This information should' include the information available to
the operator for beginning or ending the use of the vents,

in the ABWR, the 18 power-operated safety and relief valves are the primary
.

venting capability. Each SRV is seismically qualified. The high-pressure
nitrogen gas supply to the eight SRVs which comprise the ADS is also seismi-'

cally qualified. To vent the RCS. each SRV can be operated in the power-
| actuated mode by remote manual controls in the main control room. The
r

|
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1discharge line for each SRV will include linear variable differential trans- !
formers (tVDTs) and a thermocouple to monitor the position and leakage of the '

SRV. Each SRV discharges to the suppression pool.

The RCS can also be vented through the RCIC system, which directs steam from
one of the main steamlines to a turbine-driven pump, from which the steam is
exhausted to the suppression pool. The RCIC system can vent the RCS during
hot standby mode or during reactor isolation.

The top head vent line of the RPV can also direct steam and noncondensable
,

gases from the reactor's upper dome. This line is used principally to vent !
the reactor during the final stages of normcl shutdown from power operation. |A reactor head vent line is a continuous vent which is normally open to |discharge to a main steamline. j

The COL Applicant will develop plant-specific procedures to govern the ;
operator's use of the relief mode for venting the reactor. This is COL Action iitem 20.3-1. |

The ar% kant submitted no additional accident analyses to address a break in -
any of these vent lines because the plant's design basis includes a complete
steamline break, which is more bounding.

The staff concurs with the applicant's assessment because it includes adequate ~
capacity, operation, and procedural provisions of the ABWR vent system, which
meet the recommendations for this IMI action item.

11. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(ix): Hydrogen Control System Preliminary Design

Paragraph (2)(ix) of 10 CFR 50.34(f) (TMI Issue 11.B.8) requires provkion for
a hydrogen control system that can safely accommodate hydrogen generated by
the equivalent of a 100 perecnt fuel-clad metal-water reaction. This system
and any associated systems should provide assurance that:

uniformly distributed. hydrogen concentrations in the containment do not*

exceed 10 percent during and following an accident that releases an
amount of hydrogen equivalent to a 100 percent fuel-clad metal-water
reaction, or that the post-accident atmosphere will not support hydrogen
combustion.

combustib'le concentrations of hydrogen will not collect in areas where.

unintended combustion or detonation could cause loss of containment
integrity or losc of appropriate mitigating features.

equipment for achieving and maintaining safe shutdown of the plant'and-*

maintaining containment integrity will perform _its safety function during
and after being exposed to the environmental conditions attendant with
the release of hydrogen equivalent to that generated-by a 100 percent
fuel-clad metal-water reaction, including the environmental conditions
created by the actuation of the hydrogen control system.

In SSAR Section 19B.2.6, GL states that the ABWR containment is inerted and
can withstand the pressure and energy addition from 100 percent fuel-clad
metal-water reaction.

,
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1he staff finds the inerted containment and the provision of permanently
installed hydrogen recombiners acceptable as hydrogen control measures.
However, GE should provide the information requested in the discussion of
10 CFR 50.34(f)(3)(vi) below (0 pen item 20.3-9) to demonstrate that the
recombiners can perform their function.

Subject to the resolution of this open issue, the ABWR design will satisfy the
intent of 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(vi).

12. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xiv): Containment Isolation Dependability

The staff has reviewed GE's containment isolation system for compliance with
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xiv) (TMI Issue ll.E.4.2), its
evaluation results and findings regarding each requirement are summarized as
follows:

a. All non-essential systems are isolated automatically by the contain-
ment isolation system in accordance with the 1MI item requirement.

b. As discussed in draft safety evaluation report (DSER) Sections 6.2.4
and 6.2.4.1, some penetrations do not have two isolation barriers in
series that conform to the containment iselation requirements of
GDC 56. This is Open item 20.3-4.

c. Resetting the containment isolation signal will not result in the
automatic reopening of containment isolation volves. The reopening
of any containment isolation valve is on a ',alve-by-valve basis once
the isolation signal has cleared and folluing subsequent logic
reset.

|
d. GE has committed to a high drywell setpoint pressure of M kPa

(2 psig) used to isolate non-essential penetrations. This is at

l minimum value and compatible with normal operating conditions. The
staff finds a setpoint value of 14 kPa (2 psig) acceptable.

e. The containment purge and vent isolation valves isolate on high
radiation levels in the reactor building HVAC air exhaust or in the
fuel handling area HVAC air exhaust.- As discu sed in SSAR Sec-

| tion 6.2.4.1, the containment purge provision nas not been found
; acceptable for ABWR. However, GE does meet the provisions in

II.E.4.2 concerning the high radiation monitors.'

Based on the above evaluation, the staff concludes that, except as.noted, the
ABWR design will comply with 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xiv).

|

| 13. 10CfR50.34(f)(2)(xv): Containment Purging / Venting

L Paragraph (2)(xv) of 10 CFR 50.34(f) (TMI Issue II.E.4.4) requires provision
for containment venting / purging capability to minimize purging time, consis-
tent with ALAR >. principles for occupational exposure. It also requires

I assurance that the purge system will reliably isolate under accident condi-
'

tions.
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GE has stated (19A.2.27) that during normal power operation, all large valves
in the containment ventilation lines are closed and that only the 5 cm (2 in.)
nitrogen makeup valves are cpen. These valves are characterized as air-
operated valves with fast closure times which prevent substantial releases
from containment should containment isolation be required. GE has also stated
that the 5 cm (2 in.) nitrogen bleed lines are sufficient to maintain normal4

containment pressure during normal operation when used in conjunction with
containment spray and the drywell cooling system. Therefore, the staff finds
that the use of the 5 cm (2 in.) nitrogen bleed lines for normal pressure
control is consistent with ALARA considerations and there is high assurance
that the purge system will reliably isolate under accident conditions.

GE has also stated (19A.3.3) that the large ventilation valves will be tested
on not only a regular basis but also after any valve maintenance, to assure
that closing times are within allowable limits. These tests should include r

valve T31-f007. Details of these tests should be submitted by the applicant
referencing the ABWR design and should be identified in the SSAR as COL Action
item 20.3-2.

In response to the staff's request for additional information (RAl) dated
June 5, 1990, GE stated that the isolation signal to valve T31-F007 would be
deleted from SSAR Figure 6.2-39a. Amendment 11 of this figure still contains
an isolation signal to this valve. This is Open item 20.3-5.

In another response to this RAl, GE agreed to amend the ABWR technical speci-
fications to allow a 24-hour (rather than a 72-hour) window at the beginning
and end of a fuel cycle, during which the large diameter 56 cm (22 in) purge
lines can be open in accordance with the Standard Technical Specifications.
This is Technical Specification Item 6.2.5-1 discussed in Chapter 6 of this
report. In addition to proper operation during normal conditions, GE should
provide justification that these valves will close during accident conditions.
This is Open it s 20.3-6.

Subject to the above identified open issues, the ABWR design will be adequate
to meet tne requirements of 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xv).

14. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xvii): Additional Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

Paragraph (2)(xvii) of 10 CFR 50.34(f) (TMI Issue ll F.1) requires prcvisions
for instrumentation to measure, record, and readout in the control room; con-
tainment pressure, water level, hydrogen concentration, radiation intensity
(high level), and noble gas effluents at all potential accident release
points, in addition, this paragraph requires cnntinuous sampling of radioac-
tive iodines and particulates in gaseous effluents from all potential accident
release points and onsite capability to analyze and measure samples. TMl'

Action Plan (NUREG-0737) requirement II.F.1 restates these requirements with
additional guidance and clarification. Tha plan also requires a human factors
analysis, which should include the use of the above-listed indicators by an
operator during both normal and abnormal plant conditions, integration of
t1ese indicators into plant emergency procedures and operator training, the
use of other alarms during an emergency, and the need for prioritization of
alarms.
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GE has stated in the SSAR (IA.2.15) that the ABWR design meets the require-
monts of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.97, Revision 3 and believes that this RG :

incorporates the requirements of II.F.1. This, as well as GE's responses to
the RAI dated June b, 1990, is under staff review. This issue will te i

included in the FSER. This is Open item 20.3-7. ;

15. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xviii): 110 REG-0737 Item II.F.2, " Identification of |
and Recovery from Conditions Leading to inadequate-Core Cooling" (SER
Section 6.3)

'

This THI item requires that the applicant submit a description of any addi--
tional primary or backup instrumentation or controls proposed for the plant to ,

supplement existing instrumentation, including primary coolant saturation i
monitors, to provide a clear indication of inadequate core cooling (ICC). The
applicant should also include a description of the functional design require- '

ments for the system, a description of the procedures to be used with the
proposed equipment, the analysis used in developing these procedures, and a
schedule for installing the equipment, j
The RPV level is only the issue to be discussed because BWRs operate at
saturated conditions and thus do not need saturation monitors. .c

The following is a description of the ABWR design for the reactor vessel water
level measurement system:

1. The ABWR has temperature-compensated RPV level indication for monitoring ;

the RPV after an accident.

2. The vertical drop in the drywell for the ABWR RPV water level reference
leg instrument lines from the condensing chamber to the drywell wall has ,

been limited to 1 meter (3 feet).

3. The ABWR uses analog level transmitters.

4. The ABWR safety system.uses a two-out-of-four logic for the automatic
safety systems initiated on RPV water level.

The staff has reviewed the ABWR design for the reactor vessel water level
measurement system and found that it meets the requirements specified in
GL 84-23, " Reactor Vessel Water Level Instrumentation in BWRs." However,
Generic-Letter 92-04, " Resolution of the issues Related to Reactor Vessel
Water Level Instrumentation in BWRs Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.34(f)" dated
August 19, 1992 identified a recent staff concern that noncondensable gases. ,

may become dissolved in the reference leg of BWR water instrumentation and can
lead to a false high level indication after a rapid-depressurization event.
The staff has provided a copy of the GL to GE for its-evaluation relative to
the ABWR design. GE needs to provide a-discussion in the SSAR to address the
concerns in the GL and include any design changes if necessary to preclude the
potential for false reactor coolant level readings. GE needs to also deter-
mine if compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(f)(1)(viii) is affe.cted by-any. design
changes. This is Open item 20.3-8.
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16. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xxi): NUREG-0737 Item II.K.l.22, " Describe Automatic
and Manual Actions for Proper functioning of Auxiliary Heat Removal
Systems When feedwater System is Not Operable" (SER Section 5.4.6)

4

in item 3 of NRC Bulletin 79-08, the staff requires the applicant to

Describe the actions, both automatic and manual, necessary for
proper functioning of the auxiliary heat removal systems (e.g., |
RCIC) that are used when the main feedwater system is not operable.
For any manual action necessary, describe in summary form the
procedure, by which this action is taken in a timely sense.,

GE stated that, if the main feedwater system is not operable, the reactor will
be tripped automatically when reactor water level falls to reactor vessel !

level 3. The operator can manually. initiate the RCIC system from the main '

control room or, if the operator takes no action, reactor water level will
continue to decrease as the steam boils off until the low-low level setpoint. :
level 2, is reached. The RCIC system will be automatically initiated to '

supply makeup water to the reactor pressure vessel. If level 1.5 is reached,
both HPCF pumps will start automatically. These systems will continue
automatic injection until the reactor water level reaches level 8 at which I

time the HPCF and RCIC systems are tripped. The HPCF will restart automati- '

cally once the high-level trip signal clears and a low-low level (level 1.5)
signal is received. The RCIC will automatically start af ter a level 8 trip
and a low-low level signal (level 2). .

If the vessel is isolated, reactor vessel pressure is regulated by automatic
or remote manual operation of the main steam relief valves which exhaust to
the suppression pool. in this case, the suppression pool cooling mode of the
RHR system will transfer heat to the ultimate heat sink after the RHR system
valves are manually aligned from the control room and the associated reactor
building cooling water system is started from the control room.

The P"CF system will automatically provide the required makeup flow for the '

( acciaent situations with the reactor vessel at high pressure. No manual
| operations are required since the HPCF system will cycle on and off auto-

matically as water level reaches vessel level 1.5 and level 8, respectively,
if the HPCF system fails under these conditions, the operator can manually
depressurize the reactor. vessel using the ADS to permit the low-pressure
emergency core cooling systems to provide makeup coolant. The RCS will
automatically be depressurized if all of the following signals are present:
high drywell pressure, level I water level, and pressure in at least one low-
pressure injection system or one HPCF system, if the low level persists in

_

the RPV, the ADS will also activate without drywell high pressure after a
delay of about 8 minutes.

.

The staff finds the response to this item to be acceptable, because the
applicant meets the requirements for this TMI action item.

|
_ .. .. . _

!

| 17. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(3)(ii): Expand QA L it (TMI Item 1.F.1, ABWR SER Sec-
tiens 19A.2.42 and 198.2.1)

|
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The TMl Action Plan (NUREG-0660) states that several systems important to
safety of the 1M1 plant were not designed, fabricated, and maintained at a
level equivalent to their safety importance, in accordance with the require-
ments of Criterinn 1 of Appendix A to 10 CfR Part 50 and the guidance provided
in SRP Section 17.3, " Quality Assurance Program Descriation," applicants are
to include these types of non-safety-related items wit 11n the scope of their
quality assurance (QA) programs. i

ABWR SSAR Table 3.2-1 " Classification Summary," identifies safety-related and !
non-safety-related items of the ABWR. Note "e" in the table and SSAR Sec-
tion 3.1.2.1.1.2 state

(1) the total QA program described in SSAR Chapter 17 is applied to the
safety-related items and

;

(2) the nonoafety-related items are controlled by the QA program de-
scribed in SSAR Chapter 17 in accordance with the function impor-
tance of the item.

,
t

These commitments are acceptable to the staf f as meeting the regulatory
requirements and NRC guidance. Thus,1MI ltem 1.F.1 is resolved for the ABWR.

..

18. 10 CfR 50.34(f)(3)(111): Develop More Detailed QA Criteria (TMI
Item I.f.2, ASWR SSAR Section 19A.2.43)

TMI Item 1.F.2 lists 11 considerMions that the NRC should use to develop -

additional guidance to clarify requirements for the QA function. These
considerations resulted in Revision 2 of SRP Section 17.1, " Quality Assurance
During the Design and Construction Phases," ir July 1981.

GE references NED0-ll209 Revision 7, " Nuclear Energy Business Operation
Quality Assurance Program Description," dated May 1987 in Chapter 17 of the
ABWR SSAR. The staff has reviewed this report against the acceptance criteria
of Revision 2 of SRP Section 17.1 and found it acceptable. Thus, THI
Item 1.f,2 is resolved for,the ABWR,

19. 10 CfR 50.34(f)(3)(iv): Dedicated Containment Penetration Equivalent tu
a Single 1-meter (3-foot) Diameter Opening;

Paragraph (3)(iv) of 10 CFR 50.34(f) requires-one or more dedicated contain-
ment penetrations equivalent in size to a single 1-meter (3-foot) diameter
opening, in order not to preclude future installation of systems to prevent
containment failure, such as a filtered vented containment system. This
requirement is a followup of one of the requirements identified under TMI
Action Item II.B.8 of NUREG-0660. The above regulation is intended to ensure

! provision of a containment vent design feature with suf ficient- safety margin
L well ahead-of a need that may be perceived in the future to mitigate the

consequences of a severe accident situation. The staff's evaluation of
compliance of ABWR with the above requirement is limited to-the effective.
penetration size for venting provided in the ABWR primary containment design.
GE has discussed a containment overpressure protection system associated with
the penetration in ABWR SSAR Section 6.2.5 and 19G.4. The staff's evaluation
of the containment overpressure protection system for the ABWR is provided
separately under ABWR SER Section 19.3 which deals with severe accidents.
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:
1 The staf f's review of SSAR Table 0.2.8, " Primary Containment Penetration

List," SSAR Section 19G.4 and SSAR figure 19G.4-1 indicate that the only ,

primary containment penetration that can be used during a severe accident
situation is a 56-cm (22-in.) opening in the wetwell vapor space associated
with a 56-cm (?2-in.) wetwell purge exhaust / vent line. Containment venting
during a severe accident when needed will be via a 36 cm (14-in.) line to the
plant stack connected et its other end to ti.e 56-cm (22-in.) wetwell purge ,

exhaust /ve.t line upstream of the wetwell purge exhaust system inboard isola- {
'

tion valve. The SSAR identified containment penetration size for the AbWR *

does not comply with the explicit requirement for the size of the penetration '

that can be used for venting the containment via the associated line during a
severe accident situation. Therefore, the staf f will require GE to submit a !

request for exemption from the above requirement with supporting justifica-
tion. The justification should include a deminstration th;t the penetration '

size is adequate to permit a vent relief path which is capable of providing
the needed overpressure relief for the primary containment to prevent its
uncontrolled failure during any credible severe accident situation. This is
Open item 20.3-9. >

20. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(3)(vi): Dedicated Hydrogen Penetrations (Hydrogen Recom-
'

biners)

Paragraph (3)(vi) of 10 CfR 50.34(f) (THI-Issue !!.E.4.1)-requires, for plant
designs with external hydrogen recombiners, redundant dedicated containment
penetrations so that, assuming a single active failure, the recombiner systems -

can be connected to the containment atmosphere. _ ,

)
in ABWR SSAR Section lA.2.13, GE has stated that the flammability Control
System (FCS) uses two permanently installed recombiners located in secondary'.

containment. GE further states that the FCS remains operable assuming a
single active failure.

Contrary to statements made in IA.2.13, the FCS is not described in SSAR Sec-
tion 6.2.5. Further, GE_has not demonstrated that redundant dedicated con-
tainment penetrations exist for the hydrogen recombiners.

GE should provide the following:

information to clearly demonstrate that the permanently installed hydro-*

gen recombiners have redundant dedicated containment penetrations and
that the penetrations meet all applicable design requirements. This

'

4

information should include:

how long after a LOCA and at what hydrogen concentration the recom--

biner is to be utilized.

line sizes as related to flow requirements.-

-

duration of__recombiner operation.
'

-

interface requirements for referencing applicants with regard to the--
,

recombiners.
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a clearer copy of figure 6.2-40, " flammability Control System p&lD."+

This is Open item 20.3-10.

Subject to resolution of the Open item identified above, the ABWR design will
meet the intent of 10 CfR 50.34(f)(3)(vi). i

|
20.3.1 TMI Requirements not included in 10 CFR 50.34(f)

1. NUREG-0737 Item II.D.3, ' Relief and Safety Position Indication" (SER
Section 5.2.2)

This 1MI item requires that the relief and safety valves for the RCS shall
include a positive indication in the control rocm derived from a reliable
valve-position detection device or a reliable indication of flow in the

i
'.

discharge pipe. '

The ABWR SRVs are equipped with LDVTs that will be qualified as Class IE
components. These LVDTs are mounted on the valve operators and are reliable
sensors for monitoring valve position. All SRV positions will be indicated in
control room.

The applicant designed a backup method using thermocouples. The downstream
pipe from the SRV is equipped with thermocouples which signal the annunciator
and the plant process computer when the temperature in the tail pipe exceeds
the predetermined setpoint.

The staff reviewed the design, compared it with the position and clarification
contained in NUREG-0737, " Clarification of THI Action Plan Requirements," and -

finds the design acceptable and meeting the requirements of this TM) item.

2. NUREG-0737 Item II.K.l.5, " Assurance of Proper Engineered Safety Fea-
tures functioning" (SER Section 6.3)

This TMI item requires that each system requiring alignmer t of valves will
have a valve lineup specified in the operating procedures. . System test
procedures will require performance of a post-test valve lineup to verify the
valves are restored to an operable condition. The preoperational test program
will verify the valve lineups and system operation.

While reviewing the COL applicant's )reoperational testing, the staff will
verify that the procedures satisfy tie requirements of item 6 in IE.Culle-
tin 79-08, " Events Relevant to Boiling Water Reactors identified During Three
Mile Island Incident." The requirement to comply with IE Bulletin 79-08,
Item 6 is COL Action item 20.3.1-1.

3. NUREG-0737 Item-II.K.l.10, " Operability Status"

This TM1 item requires compliance with the requirements of IE Bulletins-
related to operability determination and criteria needed to be met before
removing safety-related equipment from service.

ABWR DFSER 20-27 October 1992
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GE indicated in the SSAR that during the preoperational test phase, the COL
holder must review all maintenance and test procedures and ensure that they
require verification of operability of redundant safety-related systems beft re
removing the safety system from service. The COL applicant must verify the
operability of safety-related systems after performing maintenance or tests

.

as part of the test to restore a system to service. This satisfies the
requirements of item II.K.l.10. Compliance with this 1M1 item is COL Action
Item 20.3.1 2.

'

While reviewing the preoperational testing, the staff will verify that the
procedures satisfy the requirements of item 8 in IE Bulletin 79-08.

4. NUREG-Oi37 Item II.K.3.3, " Reporting Safety / Relief Valves failures and
Challenges Annually" (SER Section 5.2.2) i

Section 1.9 of the ABWR SSAR commits the COL holder to report the failures of
safety and relief valves in the annual report to the NRC in accordance with
the requirements of this TMI item. The staff finds the treatment of this item
to be acceptable. The staff will review compliance with this requirement
during the COL review. The compliance with this requirement is COL Action
Item 20.3.1-3.

5. NUREG-0737 Item II.K.3.15, " Modify Break Detection Logic To Prevent
Spurious isolation of High-Pressure Coolant injection and Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling System" (SER Section 5.4.6)

The HPCI and RCIC systems use differential pressure sensors on elbow taas in
the steam lines to their turbine drives to detect and isolate pipe breats in
the systems. In NUREG-0737, the staff stated that the pipe-break-detection
circuitry has resulted in spurious isolation of the HPCI and RCIC systems
because of the pressure spike that accompanies the actuation of the systems.
The TMl item required that the applicant modify the pipe-break-detection
circuitry so that pressure spikes resulting from HPCI and RCIC system initia-
tion will not cause inadvertent system isolation.

The ABWR design will maintain the high-pressure inventory using the motor-
driven HPCF system rather than the turbine-driven HPCI system. Therefore,
this position applies only to the turbine-driven RCIC system.

In the ABWR standard plant design, the high leak detection and isolation
system processes the differential pressure signals that isolate the RCIC turb-
ine. Spurious trips are avoided because the RCIC has a bypass start system
-ontroH rd by valves F037 and F045.

pon receiving RCIC start signals, bypass valve F045 opens to pressurize the
iine downstream and accelerate the turbine. The bypass line through F045 is-
small (1 in diameter) and naturally limits the initial flow surge to prevent a
differential pressure spike in the upstream pipe.

After a delay of approximately 5 to 10 seconds, steam supply valve F037 opens
to admit full steam flow to the turbine. At this stage, the line downstream
is a M dy pressurized.- This design feature will reduce-the possibility that
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a pressure spike would occur during any phase of the normal startup process.
The COL holder should test this design feature during start-up. This is a
Action item 20.3.1-4.

lhe ABWR design is acceptable because it addresses the concerns and require-
ments o~ 'M1 Item II.K.3.15.

6. NUREG-0737 Item II.K.3.17, " Report on Outages of Emergency Coolleg ;

Systems Licensee Report and Proposed Technical Specification Changes"
(SER Section 6.3)

,

The standard technical specifications (TS) permit several components of the .

ECCS to have substantial outage times (e.g., 72 hours for one diesel genera-
tor; 14 days for the HPCI system). The TS also specify no cumulative outage
time limitations for ECCS. This is Technical Specification item 20.3.1.
Item II.K.3.17 of flVREG-0737 requires each licensee to submit a report

,

detailing outage dates and lengths of outages for all ECCS for the last 5
years of operation. The report should include the causes of the outages,
including controller failure and spurious isolation.

Section 1.9 of the SSAR commits the COL holder to report ECCS outages in
annual summary reports to the NRC. The staff will review compliance with this
requirement during COL review. This is COL Action item 20.3.1-5.

7. NUREG-0737 Item II.K.3.22, " Automatic Switchover of Reactor Core Isola- I
tion Cooling System Suction - Procedures, Modification" (SER Sec-
tion 5.4.6)

The RCIC system takes suction from the condensate storage tank with manual :
switchover to the suppression pool when the condensate storage tank level
is low. In item II.K.3.22, the staff stated that this suction switchover
should be made automatically. Until the automatic switchover is implemented,
licensees are reqaired to verify that they have clear procedures for the
manual switchover of the RCIC system suction from the condensate storage tank ,

to the suppression pool.

The RCIC system in the ABWR standard plant includes an automatic switchover #

feature to change the pump suction source from the RCIC condensate storage
tank-to the suppression pool. The safety-grade switchover will automatically-
occur when the RCIC system receives a low-level signal from the condensate
storage tank.or a high level signal from the suppression pool. The design is
acceptable because it meets the automatic switchover recommendations of this
NUREG-0737 item..

8. NUREG-0737 Item II.K.3.30, " Revised Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident
Methods to Show Compliance With 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K' (SER Sec-
tion 6.3)

'

In Item II.K.3.30, the staff stated that the uclear. steam supply system
.

vendors and fuel suppliers should revise and cocument the analytic methods
used to conduct small-break LOCA analyses for compliance with Appendix K to
10 CFR Part 50, and that they should subdt these analyses for NRC approval.
The revisions should account for comparius with experimental data, including
data from the LOFT Test and semiscale test facilities.

ABWR OFSER 20-29 October 1992
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in response to this issue, t|e BWR Owners Group conducted a study which was
subsequently endorsed by GE as being applicable to the ABWR within this area. |

Furthermore, in a meeting of June 18 and letter of June 26, 1981, GE submitted
information on the liRC's concerns with the small break model. The staff
reviewed this information and concluded that it is acceptable. The staff !
concluded that the small break LOCA model need not be changed because the test
data comparisons and other information submitted by the applicant acceptably
demonstrate that the its small-break model complies with the small break LOCA,

analysis requirements 10 CFR part 50, Appendix K.

The staff also reviewed the applicability of the BWR Owners Group evaluation
to the ABWR design. The staff concurs that no model changes are required for
the ABWR because it is similar in design to the current BWRs, and thus will
respond similarly to small break LOCAs. Thus, this TMI item is resolved for
the ABWR small break model.

9. 14UREG-0737 Item II.K.3.31, " Plant Specific Calculations to Show Compli-
ance with 10 CFR part 50.46" (SER Section 6.3)

This 1M1 item requires that each licensee submit plant-specific calculations
to the f1RC for approval using fiRC-approved models for small-break LOCAs as
described in Item ll.K.3.30 to show compliance with 10 CFR 50.46.

The applicant satisfied the requirements of item II.K.3.31 because the ABWR-
specific small-break LOCA calculations in SSAR-Section 6.3 show compliance
with 10 CFR 50.16. (See discussion in Section 6.3) of this report for the
staff's detailed evaluation.

10. 14UREG-0737 Item !!.K.3.44, " Evaluation of Anticipated Transient With
Single Failure to Verify lio Fuel failure"

In item II.K.3.44, the staff stated that licensees should demonstrate that tL
core remains covered or provide antlysis to show that no significant fuel
damage results from core uncovery for anticipated transients combined with the
worst single failure and proper operator actions. This category includes
transients that result from a stuck-open relief valve.

GE has endorsed the results of the BWR Owners Group study (which had been
accepted by the staff) as applicable.to ABWR in _this area. In a letter of
December 29, 1980 (fiE00-24708, March 31, 1980), the Owners' Group enclosed an
evaluation in which it stated that the worst-case transient with single
failure combination for BWR/2-6 plants is the loss-of-feedwater event with a
failure of the high-pressure ECCS. However, since the ABWR design includes
three high-pressure core injection systems, the probability of a loss of all
high-pressure ECCS is low GE considered a stuck-open relief valve together
with the high pressure ECCS failure and concluded that the core remains
covered throughout the-transient either because the RCIC system operates or
because the RCS-is depressurized by automatic or manual means, permitting low-
pressure inventory makeup. GE also assumed the operator would manually
depressurize the vessel.to permit low-pressure injection. The staff revierfed
the results of the BWR Owners' Group study and their applicability to ABWR,

.
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and -finds the applicant's response acceptable for this item because GE has
shown that the ABWR design can keep the core covered and have no fuel damage
from core uncovery for transients combined with the worst single failure,

11. NUREG-0737 ltem II.K.3.46, " Response to Michaelson Concerns" (SER
Section 6.3)

This TM1 item includes 16 questions, developed by C. Michaelson, most of which
pertain to pressurized water reactors (PWRs). The staff required GE to review
each Michaelson question and verify that the responses given in the 1980
letter are valid for the ABWR, in SSAR Table 1A.2.-1, the applicant responded
to all 16 questions. One question pertains to the adequacy of the net
positive suction head (NPSH) since the ABWR RCIC and HPCF systems share a
common suction line from the condensate storage tank. It is an ABWR design
requirement that adequate NPSH is available to the RCIC and HPCF pumps for

"simultaneous operating modes of these systems.

Other questions pertain to the isolation of small breaks, the adequacy of
auxiliary feedwater, the recirculation mode of HPCI pumps at high pressure,
and the simultaneous operation of HPCI and RHR pumps,

lhe staff reviewed the applicant's responses and finds them acceptable since
they are similar to the response for operating BWRs which have been accepted
by the t if. This satisfies the staff's requirement for this item.

The staff's evaluation of additional requirements are contained in t.ie
appropriate sections of the draft final safety evaluation report (DFSER).
lable 20.1 lists the NUREG-0737 TMI Items and the associated DFSER section
where the discussion is contained. Table 20.2 list the ABWR CP/ML rule items
and the associated DFSER section where the discussion is contained,

'

,

s
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lable 20.1 NUREG-0737 TMI Items

]Lem fio, Subject DfSER Sectign111

1.C.l(3) Short Term Accident Analysis Procedure 6.3.5
Revision

1.D.l(1) Control Room Design Revisions / Guidelines *

and Requirements

1.D.2 Con'rol Room Design-Plant Safety 7.5.1
Par. .eter Display Console

1.G.1 Sc of Test Program-Preoperational *

...a Lower Power Testing

!!.B.1 Reactor Coolant System Vents *

ll.B.2 Plant Shielding to Provide Access to 12.2.1,
Vital Areas and Protect Safety Equipment 12.3.5.1,
for Post-Accident Operation 12.3.6,

; 13.6.3.5

!!.B.3 Post-Accident Sampling 9.3.2.2

II.B.8 Rule Making Proceeding or Degrading *

Core Accidents

11.D.1 Coolant System Valves-Testing 3.9.3.2
Requirements

11.D.3 Relief and Safety Valve Position 20.3.1
Indication 5.2.2

II.E.3.2 Systems Reliability *

ll.E.3.3 Coordinated Study of Shutoown Heat *
Removal Requirements

II.E.4 1 Containment Design-Dedicated *

Penetration

ll.E.4.2 Containment Design-Isolation 6.2.4
Dependability

'
II.F.l(l) Additional Accident-Monitoring 11.5.1,

Instrumentation 11.5.2

II.F.l(3) Containment High-Range Monitor 12.3.4,
12.3.6

*To be addressed in FSER

,
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Table 20.1 ftVREG-0737 TMl items (Continued)

lt em flo, Subiect DFSER Section(s)

II.F.2 Identification of and Recovery From *

Conditi^ns leading to inadequate Core
Cooling

'II.F.3 Instruments for Monitoring Accident *

Conditions

ll.K.l(5) Safety +Related Valve Position 18.7.2.2
Indication 20.3.1

_

ll.K.l(10) Review and Modify Procedures for 20.3.1
Removing Safety-Related Systems from
Service

ll.K l(22) Describe Automatic and Manual Actions *

for Proper Functioning of- Auxiliar.y Heat
Removal Systems When FW System not
Operable

ll.K.l(23) Describe Uses and Types of RV Level *

Indication for Automatic and Manual
Initiation of Safety Systems

ll.K.3(3) Failure of PORV or Safety Valve to 5.2.2,,

Close 20.3.1

II.K.3(13) Separation of HPCI and RCIC System *
Initiation Levels

II.K.3(15) Modify B'reak Detaction Logic to Prevent 5.4.6,
Spurious Isolatio of HPCI and RCIC 20.3.1
Systems

II.K.3(16) Reduction of Challenges and failures of *
Relief Valves - Feasibility Study and
System Modification

ll.K.3(17) Report on Outages of Emerger.cy 6.3,
Core-Cooling Systems Licensee Report 20.3.1
and Proposed Technical Specification
Changes

*To be addressed in FSER.

-
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Table 20.1 NUREG-0737 1M1 It -s (I,ontir,ued) !

Jtem No. Suttiect DFSER Sectionis)

!!.K.3(18) Modification of Automatic Depressuri- 6.3.3,

zation Sys'em logic - Feasibility for 20.3.1 !

Increased Diversity for Some Event ;

Sequences
,

I!!.K.3(21) Restart of Core Spray and LPCI Systems *

on Low Level Design and Modification

ll.K.3(22) Automatic Switch Over of Reactor Core 5.4.6,
Isolation Conling System Suction - 20.3.1 i

ll.K.3(24) Confirm Adequacy of Space Cooling for
'

*

High Pressure Coolant injection and
Reactcr Core isolation Cooling Systems

ll.K.3(25) Effect of loss of Alternating-Current *
.-

Power on PL.ap Seals

ll,K.3(28) Verify Qualification of Accumulators on *
Automatic Depressurization Systems Valves

ll.K.3(30) Revised Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant- 6.3,
Accident Methods To Show Compliance With 20.3.1
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K

ll.K.3(31) Plant-Specific Calculations to Show 6.3,
Compliance With 10-CF''. Part 50.46 20.3.1

II.K,3(44) Evaluation of Anticipated Transients with 15.1,
Single Failure to Verify No Fuel Failure 20.3.1

!!.K.3(45) Evaluate D6 pressurization other than *

Full ADS

II.K.3(46) Responding to Michaelson Concerns 6.3,
20.3.1

111.D.1.1(1) Primary Coolant Sources Outside Contain- -*

ment Structure

Ill.D.3.3(3) In-Plant Radiation Monitoring *

!!!.D.3.4(1) Control Room Habitability 9.4.1.1

*To be addressed in FSER. .
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Table 20.2 ABWR - CP/ML Pule items

CP/ML Ru_h TMI Item Title DFSER Section(s)

(1) (i) II.B.8 Design Alternatives from PRA *

(ii) II.E.1.1 Auxiliary FetJwater System 1ot Applicable
Evaluation (PWR Only)-

(iii) II.K.2(16) Impact of RCP Seal Damages 5.4.1,

II v. 3(25) Following hall-Break LOCA with 20.3
Loss of Offsite Power

(iv; ll.K.3(2) Report on Overall Safety Ei Not Applicable
on t'ORV lsolation System (PWR Only)

(v) II.K.3(13) Separatica of HPt.> and RCIC 5.4.6,
System initiation Levels 20.3

(vi) II.K,3(16) Reduction of Challenges and 5.2.2,

failures of Safety Relief Valves 20.3
Feasibility Study and System
Modification

(vii) II.K.3(18) Modification of ADS Logic- 6.3.3,

Feasibility Study and Modifica- 20.3.1
tion for Increased Diversity of
Some Event Sequences

(viii) II.K.3(21) Restart of Core Spray and LPCI 6.3,
Systems on Low Level-Design and 20.3
Modification

(ix) II.K.3(24) Confirm Adequacy of Space 6.2.5,
Cooling Study for HPCS and-RCIC 20.3

(x) 11 s.at?9) Verify Qualification of.Accumu- 20.3
lators on ADS Valves

(xi) II.K.3(45) Evaluate Depressurization with 9.6.3,

Other than Full ADS 20.3i

(xii) Evaluation of Alternative 6.2.5,
Hydrogen Control Systems 20.3

*To be addressed in FSER.
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Table 20.2 ABWR - CP/Mt Rule items (Continued),

,

CP/ML Rule TMI Item Title DFSER Section N'-

(2) (i) I.A.4.2 Long-Term Training Upgrade 18.7.2.2

(ii) 1.C.9 Long-Term Program of Upgrading 18.7.2.2
of Procedures :

(ii ) 1.D.1 Control Room Design Reviews 18.7.2.2

(iv) 1.D.2 Plant Safety Parameter Display 18.7.".2
Console

(v) ..D.3 Safety System Status Monitoring 18.7.2.2

(vi) II.B.1 Reactor Coolant System Vents 5,
20.3

(vii) II.B.2 Plant Shielding to Provide *

Access to Vital Areas-and
-Protect Safety Equipment-for
Post-Accident Operation

lii) II.B.3 Post-Accident Sampling *

.-

( <) II.B.8 Hydrogen Control System 20.3
Preliminary Design

(x) II.D.1 . Testing Requirements *

(xi) II.D.3 Relief and Safety Valve Position *

Indication.

-(xii) -II.E.1.2 Auxiliary Feedwater System' NotApplicatile
Automatic Initiation and= Flow -(PWR Only)
Indication

(xiii) II.E.3.1 Reliability of Power Supplies Not Applicable
for Natural Circulation- (PWROnly)

(xiv) II.E.4.2 Isolation Dependability' 6.2.4.1,
20.3

*To be addressed in FSER.

|
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Table 20.2 ABWR - CP/ML Rule Items (Continued)

CP/ML Rule TMI Item Title DFSER Section(s)
,

(xv) !!.E.4.4 Purging 20.3 I

(2).(xvi) II.E.5.1 Design Evaluator Not Applicable
(B&W Only)

(xvii) II.F.1 Additional Accident-Monitoring- 11.5.1, 12.3.4,
Instrumentation 20.3

(xviii) II.F.2 Identification of and Recovery 20.3
from Conditions leading to
Inadequate Core Cooling

(xix) II.F.3 Instrumentation for Monitoring 7

Accident Conditions (Regulatory
Guide 1.97)

(xx) li.G.1 Power Supplies for Fressurizer Not Applicable
Relief Valves, Black Valves, and (PWR Only)
level Indication

(xxi) II.K.l(22) Describe Automatic and Manual 20.3
Actions for Proper Functioning

.

of Auxiliary Heat Removal
~

'

Systems When FW Systems not
Available <

(xxii) II.K.2(9) Analysis of Upgrading.of Not Applicable
Integrated Control System (BtW Only)

(xxiii) II.K.2(10) . Hand-Wired Safety-Grade Not Applicable.
Anticipatory Reactor Trips (B&W Only)-

(xxiv) II.K.3(23) Central Water Level . Recording *

(xxv) III.A.I.2 Upgrade License Emergency 13.3
Support facility

(xxvi) III.D.1.1 Primary Coolant Sources Outside *

the Containment Structure

g -(xxvii) III.D.3.3 In-Plaat Radiation Monitoring 12.5.1
*

(xxviii)' II.D.3.4 Control Room Habitability 6.4

*To be addressed in FSER.

,
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Table _20.2 ABWR - CP/ML Rule -Items (Continued) i

CP/ML Rult THI-Item Title 'Qf.SER Section(si
,

(3)_(i) 1.C.5 Procedures for feedback of *

Operating, Design, and Construc-
tion Experience-

,

(ii) 1.F.1 Expand QA List '20.3

(iii) 1.F.2 Develop More _ Detailed QA 20.3-
Criteria

.(iv) II.B.8 Dedicated containment Penetra- 6.2.5, '

tions, Equivalent _to a' Single 20.3
3-foot Diameter Opening.

4

(v) II.B.8 Containment Integrity *

.

(vi) II.E.4.1 Dedicated. Penetration' 20.3

(vii) !!.J.3.1 Organization and Staffing to *

Oversee Design and Construction' .

*To be addrersed in FSER.

.
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20.4 Generic Communications k

20.4.1 Introduction-

As part of its program to disseminate information on operating experience
to tha industry, the_ NRC issues generic. communications when a significant

~

safety-related event or conditica at one facility is believed to potentially
apply to other facilities. Using the basic criteria of safety significanca
and generic implications, many safety issues have been highlighted in generic
communications. These generic communications encompass and address both staff '

positions (in the form of bulletins and most generic letters) and informa-
tion alerts (in the form of information notices, circulars _ and some generic
letters). Potential _ concerns addressed initially by these generic communica-
tions may be subsequently revised or amplified. The resolution of these con-
cerns may be incorporated into formal regulatory requirements such as rules in
10 CFR, or an analysis of such a concern may result in it becoming an USI or
GSI.

The staff revhwcd the ABWR design for incorporation of important lessons
learned from operating experience using NP.C bulletins and generic letters.
These two classes of documents are used to communicate staff positions on
issues potentially affecting operating facilities, thereby ensuring consider-
ation of those issues judged to have significant public health and safety
implications. The issues covered by bulletins and generic letters originate
in a number of ways, including the staff's systematic review of operating
experience. In the context of the NRC program to review and incorporate
operating axperience, bulletins and generic letters convey the most safety
significant lessons distilled from numerous sources of information. As a
contrast, another product of that program, information notices, do not contain
any requests .for action on the part of licensees. Thus, bulletins and generic
letters comprise a sufficient basis for reviewing the ABWR design against
operating experience.

;

In SSAR Section 1.8, GE identifies the experience info 'mation that has been
or will be ircluded in the design of the ABWR. Experience information is
routinely made available and distributed to design personnel. In addition,

as_a focused effort for the-ABWR design activities, GE management surveyed a
listing of all regulatory reports in its possession that contain operating
experience information. - If GE determined a report did not apply to the ABWR,
the report was set aside. Each of the remaining reports on the list of

| potentially applicable experiences was then reviewed individually to-determine
| technical applicability. As a result of this effort, GE prepared a listing of
| applicable regulatory documents (i.e., information notices, generic letters,
l bulletins, and NUREGs) issued in 1980 or later. Some documents that addressed
j resolutions of concerns were not included on the resulting summary-list to

avoid repetition. In addition to these regult. tory documents, which are
| publicly available, GE has a collection of in-house proprietary documents that

it has prepared over the years as part of its continual and engoing assistance
- to various BWR licensees. GE also considered pertinent information from these
experience reports.

Alt!.ough the SRP provides acceptance criteria (some of which are based upon
operating reactor experience) for review of a reactor facility design, this
document was last revised in 1981. Therefore, potential concerns addressed in

,_

l
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generic communications issued subsequent to the issue _ period of the SRP must. '

be addressed. To ensure the staff's operating experience review is comprehen-
_

sive, operating experience documents issued in 1980-and later were considered
by the staff-for applicability to.the ABWR design. Because the review of
operating experience should include those items that are believed to have the
highest safety significance, the staff limited its augmented review to those
documents that rose to the status of a bulletin or a generic letter with a-

.

staff position or a request for licensee action. This consists of_ approxi-
mately 450 documents. Approximately 220 of these documents were excluded '

because they were not pertinent to the design review of the ABWR. The
remaining list of 230 documents was augmented by any additional bulletins.and
generic letters GE thought applicable. About 160_on the combined listing-were
related to GSIs, USIs, TMI implementation, or a rule. Operating experience
concecns related to these issues are required to be explicitly addressed by
GE and acceptability of the ABWR design with respect to these concerns is
discussed in appropriate sections of this report. Thus, the staff excluded
the disposition of these concerns from the task of ensuring and addressing how
operating experience was considered in the ABWR design. The remaining
71 applicable documents identify undesirable situations that have occurred and
should be avoided and that could affect ABWR issues related _to either. equip- -

ment design, analytical methods, construction, operation / maintenance activi-
ties, or major programmatic activities. The staff reviewed these documents to
determine if additional action is necessary to ensure that this experience'has
been reflected in the ABWR design and properly resolved.

Of the 71 documents considered by the staff, 31 addressed issues that-are
being resolved during the ongoing preparation of technical specifications or
during a future equipment procurement process, and 27 had been superseded by
technical _ developments after_.the document was issued. The remaining 13 docu-
ments raised questions that were considered by the staff in their overall.
evaluation process of the ABWR design,

i

Based on the above, the staff concludes that GE has adequately considered
operating experience identified by generic letters or bulletins issued since
1980 in the ABWR design.

Since this review was completed, the NRC issued Generic Letter 92-04 which
- required action by all BWR licenses. The staff position on this concern is

discussed in Section 20.3.

|

;
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21 REVIEW BY THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS

The staff will respond to the review by the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards of the ABWR standard design in the final safety evaluation report.-

s-

| ',

,_

_. . _ ._

_ABWR-DFSER - '21-1 September 1992
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?2. C0tlCLUSIONS

The staff will provide its conclusions on the review of the ABWR design in the
final safety evaluation report, The financial qualifications of .the appli-
cable utility and the indemnity requirements of 10 CFR Part 140 will be
addressed during the plant-specific licensing. process for an application that
references the ABWR design.

,

f

-ABWR DFSER 22-1 October 1992.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

The following is a list of abbreviations used throughout this report:

ABWR advanced boiling water reactor
ACS atmospheric control system
AISC American Institute of Steel Construction
ALARA as low as is reasonably achievable

'

ALWR advanced light water reactor
ANS American Nuclear Society
ANSI American National Standards Institute
A00 anticipated operational occurrences
APR automatic power regulator
APRM average power range monitor
ARI alternate rod insertion
ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers
ASF automatic suppression function
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning

Engineers
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
ATIP automatic transversing in-core probe
ATLM automated thermal limit monitor
ATWS anticipated transient without scram

BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory
BPWS blank d position. withdrawal sequence
BTP Branch Technical Position
BWR boiling water reactor
BWROG BWR Owners Group

CA compressed air
CAMS coitainment atmosphere monitoring system
CBERU centrol-building emergency recirculation unit
CBRU control-building recirculation unit
CCI core concrete interaction
CCS condensate cleanup system
CDF core damage frequency
CET containment event trees
CFS condensate and feedwater system
CH chugging
CMAA Crane Manufacturers Association of America
CMU- control room multiplexing _ unit
C0 condensation oscillation

|- COL combined license
j ~ COPS containment overpressure protection system

ABWR DFSER A-1 October 1992
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CP construction permit
CR control room
CRD control rod drive
CRT cathode-ray tube
CST condensate storage tank
CT completion times ,

CVCF constant voltage constant frequency
CWS circulating water system

DAC design acceptance criteria
DAL design action list
DBLOCA design-basis loss-of-coolant accident
DBT design basis tornado
DCM damage control measure-
DCM Tier 1 Design Certification Material for the GE ABWR
DEPSS drywell equipment and piping support structure
DET decomposition event tree
DF decontamination factor
DFSER draft final safety evaluation report
D0D Department of Defense
D-RAP design reliability assurance program
DSER draft safety evaluation report
DTM digital trip module

EAB exclusion area boundary
EBVS electrical building ventilation system
ECCS emergency core cooling system (s)
EHR extra hard rock
EMC electronic magnetic compatibility
EMI electromagnetic interference
EMS essential multiplexing system
EOF Emergency Operations Facility
E0P emergency operating procedures
EPG emergency procedure guidelines
EPRI Electric Power Research Institute
ERM Engineering Review Memorandum
EQ environmental qualification
EQD environmental qualification document
ESD electrostatic discharge
ESF engineered-safety feature
ESW cssential service water-

FATT fracture appearance transition temperature
FCI fuel-coolant interactions
FCS flammability control system
FDA final design approval
FDDI fiber distribution data interface
FDWC feedwater control
FFDI fiber distributed data interface
FIST full integral- simulation test
FIVE fire-induced vulnerability evaluation-
FMCRD fine-motion c.ontrol rod drive
FMEA failure mo%s and-effects analysis
FPC fuel pool cooling and cleanup

ABWR DFSER A-2 October ~1992
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FRS floor response spectra
FS full-scale
FSER final safety evaluation report
FWLB feedwater line break

GDC_ general design criteria / criterion
GE GE Nuclear Energy
GSI generic safety issue (s)

HCLPF high confidence low probability of f ailure
HCW high-conductivity waste
HCU hydraulic control unit
HELB high-energy line breaks
HELSA high-energy line separation analysis
HEPA high-efficiency particulate air
HFE human factors engineering
HFPP human factors program plan
HIC high-integrity containers
HNCW HVAC normal cooling water
HPCF high-pressure core flooder
HPCS high-pressure core spray
HPIN high-pressure nitrogen gas supply
HR hard rock
HRA human reliability analysis
HSD hot shower drain
HSI human system interface-
HVAC heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
HWC hydrogen water chemistry

IA instrument air
I&C instrumentation and control
ICD interface control diagram
IE Inspection and Enforcement
IGSCC intergranular stress corrosion cracking
ILRT integrated leakage rate tests
IN information notice
10RV inadvertent open relief valve
ISI inservice inspection
ISM independent support motion
ISO isometric drawing (s)
IST inservice testing
ITAAC inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria
ITP- initial test program

LBB leak-before-break
LCS leakage control system
LCW low-conductivity waste
LD lower drywell

~

LDS leak detection and isolation syster,.
LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
LLRT local leak rate tests
LOCA loss-of-coolant accident
LOPP loss-of-preferred power
LPCI low-pressure coolant-injection

ABWR DFSER A-3 October 1992
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LPFL low-pressure flooder
LPMS loose parts monitoring system
LPRM local power range monitor
LPZ_ low-population zone

-LRB Licensing Review Bases
LTS long term solutions
LVDT linear variable differential transformers

MAPLHGR maximum average planar linear heat generation rate
MCC motor control center
MCES main condenser evacuation system
MCPR minimum critical power ratio
MCR main control room
MG motor-generator
ML manufacturing license
MOV(s) motor operated valves
MPL(s) master parts lists
MPT main power transformer
MRBM multi-channel rod block monitor
MSIV main steam isolation valves
MSLB main steamline break
MST main steam tunnel
MUWC makeup water (condensate)
MUWP makeup water system (purified)
MWP makeup water system

NBS nuclear boiling system
NEMS non-essential multiplexor system
NFPA National Fire Protection Association
NMS neutron monitoring system
NNS non-nuclear safety
NPB nuclear puwer block
NPP nuclear power plant
NPSH net positive suction head
NQA Nuclear Quality Assurance
NRC Nuclear-Regulatory Comdssion
NRHX non-regenerative heat exchangers
NSSS nuclear steam supply system (s)

OBE operating basis earthquake
OHLHS overhead heavy load handling system
OLU- output logic unit
OM- operations and maintenance
OPRM oscillation power range monitor
0-RAP operational reliability assurance program
OSC Operational Support Center
OSI open systems interconnection

PASS post-accident sampling system
PCP process control _ program
PCT peak cladding temperature
PGA. peak ground acceleration
PGCS power generation control system
P&lD piping and instrumentation diagram (s)

ABWR DFSER A-4- October 1992 .
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PIP primary internal pump
PM preventive maintenance
PRA probabilistic risk assessment
PRM process radiation monitor
PRMS process radiation monitoring system
PRNM pow r range neutron monitor
PSD power spectrum density
PSDF power spectral density function
PSI pre-service-inspection
PSS process sampling system
PSTF pressure suppression test facility

Q question
QA auality acsurance
QG quality group

RAI renuest for additional information
RAP reliability assurance program
RB reactor building
RBCWS reactor building cooling water system
RBM rod-block monitor
RBVS reactor building ventilation system
RCCV reinforced concrete containment vessel
RCIC reactor core _ isolation cooling

-

PCIS rod-control and information system
RCP8 reactor coolant pressure boundary
RCS reactor coolant system
RFCS recirculation flow control system
RG Regulatory Guide
RH relative humidity >

RHR residual heat removal
RICSIL rapid communication service information letters
RIP reactor internal pump
RMS radiation-monitoring system
RMU remote multiplexing units
RPCS rode pattern control system
RPS reactor protection system
RPT recirculation pump trip
RPV reactor-pressure vessel
RSS remote shutdown system
RSW reactor service water
RWCU reactor water cleanup

SA service air
-SAMDA severe accident mitigation design alternative

SB0 station blackout
SC safety class
SCG startup coordinating group
SCRAM - reactor trip (safety control rod axe man)
SCRRI selected control rod run-in
SDS self-test subsystem |

SER safety evaluation report ,

.SIL service'information letters i

SIT _ structural integrity test

!

ABWR DFSER A-5 October 1992 |
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SFA spent fuel assemblies
SfP spent fuel pool
5G15 standby gas treatment system
SJAE steam jet air ejector

SLC standby liquid control
SLCS standby liquid control system
SPDS safety parameter display system
SPTM suppression pool temperature monitoring
SRM staff requirements memorandum
SRNM startup range neutron monitoring system
SRP Standard Review Plan
SRSS square-root-of-sum-of-squares
SRV steam relief valve
SS shift supervisor
SS sub-scale
SSAR standard safety analysis report

-

SSC structures, systems, and components
SSE safe shutdown earthquake
SSI seismic soil-structure interaction
SSLC safety system logic and control
STS sel f-tes system
STS standard technical specification

TAF top of the active fuel
IBS turbine bypass system
TBVS turbine building ventilation system
TCA Technical Cooperation Agreement
TCW turbine building cooling water
TGSS turbine gland sealing system

* TIP traversing incore probe
TLU trip logic units
TMl Three Mile Island
TS technical specification (s)
TSC Technical Support Center -

UAT unit auxiliary transformers

,
UBC Uniform Building Code
UD upper drywell
UHS ultimate heat sink
URS ultimate rupture strength
USl unresolved safety issue (s)

VDU video display units
VP1 valve position indication
V&V verification and validation

ABWR DFSER A-6 October 1992
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APPENDIX B

REFERENCES

Ihe list of references will be provided in the final SER.

P
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APPENDlX C

CHRONOLOGY OF CORRESPONDENCF

This appendix contains a chronological listing of routine licensing correspon-
4

dence between the U.S.. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff and GE
regarding the review of the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) under
Project 671 and Docket Numbers 50-605 and 52-001.

August 7, 1987 T.E. Murley, NRC, letter forwarding, "GE Advanced BWR
Reactor Licensing Review Bases." Report addresses
review prccess, selected technical issues, and repre-
sents understanding of certain approaches proposed in
design and licensing application.
Fiche: 42162:262-42162:287
acn: 8708140039

August 11, 1987 H.N. Berkow, meeting summary of August 5,1987, with
GE on plans for development and submittal of Technical
Specifications for Advanced BWR Standard plant design.
GE to reconsider plans for technical specifications
and continue to coordinate with owners group and NRC
on-item. List of attendees enclosed.
Fiche: 42171:073-42171:075 ,

acn: 8708170023

August 31, 1987 Text-safety report "GE Advanced BWR Licensing Review-
Bases."
Fiche: 42162:264-42162:287
acn: 8708140043

December 14, 1987 R. Artigas letter advising that GE send Advanced BWR
Standard SAR per NRC request. C..apters for report
will be submitted in blocks according to established
scheduled. Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 15 forwarded to ACRS
at present.
Fiche: 43726:286-43726:286
acn: 8712150419

December 24, 1987 T.E. Murley, GE,- external memorandum directing staff
to perform audit of GE- Advanced BWR design and design
process -in early 1988.. Special emphasis will be
placed on portions of design attributable to Toshiba
and Hitachi for purpose of assuring quality and reli-
ability of Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 43953:350-43953:353
acn: 8801070170

-1-
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February 22, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forward letter requesting addi-
tional information regarding GE application for cer- >

tification of Advanced BWR design by April 30, 1988.
Request addresses areas of SRP Chapters 4, 5, 6, and
15 reviewed by Mechanical Materials and Chemical
Engineering Branches.
Fiche: 44499:123-44499:137
acn: 8802250119

February 29, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, letter submitting list of concerns
to be addressed during February 23-25, 1988, prelimi- '

nary design QA audit. ,

Fiche: 44558:310-44558:312
acn: 8803030075

March 15, 1988 L.S. Rubenstein letter informing of relocation of NRR
to stated address in Rockville, Maryland.
Fiche: 44746:350-44746:352
acn: 8803210431

March 24, 1988 B. Wolfe letter requesting support in resolution of
matter of fee to be incurred by GE in certification of
Advanced BWR. GE concerns would be resolved if Com-
mission would confirm that review and fee both capped

'

at present level and deferred.
Fiche: 45008:358-45008:360
acn: 8804060396

March 29, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, letter advises that information on
Advanced BWR fuel design in Chapter 4 of Supplemental
SAR will be withheld from public disclosures (Ref.10
CFR 2.790) per September 29, 1988, request.
Fiche: 45029:177-45029:178
acn: 8804050408

March 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Amendment 1 Chapter 103 Advanced
BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 44953:262-44955:192
acn: 8803310029

March 29, 1988 R. Artigas forwards Revision A to Ameadment I to
Chapters 1, 2, and 3 of 23A6100AC, " Advanced BWR
SSAR." Replacement of overhead HPCS sparger with high
pressure flooder spargers initiated with enclosures.
Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 15 to be updated with 7-9 and
11-13 submitted.
Fiche: 44953:260-44955:192
acn:- 8803310018

April 29, 1988 R. Artigas letter forwarding responses to additional
information on SSAR for Advanced BWR per NRC Febru-
ary 22, 1988, request.
F1che: -45505:093-45505:192
acn: 8805120071

-2-
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-June 3, 1988 V. Stello letter responds to March 24, 1988, letter
regarding fee for desi n and approvals and certifica-9
tions. Commission in process of examining fees for
all types of reviews. GE concerns will be included in
Commission review process.
Fiche: 45916:347-45916:347
acn: 8806240235

June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amer.dments (RSAR) Chapter 20, " Question and Re-
sponse Guide," of Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46024:194-46024:254
acn: 8807050014

June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report-
and amendments (RSAR) Chapter 17, "QA," of Amendment 2
to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46024:183-46024:193
acn: 8807050013

June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Chapter 14, " Initial Test Prog-
ram," of Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46024:109-46024:182
acn: 8807050011

June 29, 1988 Text-safety--reference safety analysis report and
amendments (RSAR) Chapter-13, " Conduct.of Operations,"
of Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46024:095-46024:108
acn: 8807050010

June 29, 1988 Test-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Chapter 12 " Radiation Pro'.ec-
tion" of Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46024:014-46024:094
acn: 8807050000

June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Chapter 11, "Radwaste Manage-
ment" of Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46023:325-46024:013
acn: 8807050008

June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR). Chapter 9, " Auxiliary Systems"
of Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46023:187-46023:324
acn: 8807050007'

June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Chapter 8, " Electric Power" of
Amendment 2.to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46023:126-46023:185
acn: 8807050006
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' June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments _(RSAR) Chapter 7. " Instrumentation and
Control-System," Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46022:092-46023:125
acn: 8807050005 ;

June 29, 1088 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR-
SSAR.
Fiche: 46022:091-46024:254
acn: 8807050004

June 29, 1988 J.S. Gay forwards Amendment 2 to Chapters 7-9, 11-14
and 17 of SSAR for Advanced BWR per NRC August 7,
1987, Advanced BWR licensing review basis.
Fiche: 46021:047-46024:254
acn: 8807050003

July 6, 1988 J.S. Gay, forwards Figures 7.6-1 and 7.6-2 of Amend-
ment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR. Figures withheld.
Fiche: 46175:300-46175:300
acn: 8807140283

July 7, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, letter forwarding _ request for
additional information regard GE application for
certification of Advanced BWR design. Responses
requested by September 15, 1988.
Fiche: 46154:283-46154:314
acn: 8807120634

July 28, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards documer.ts regarding NRC
review of GE application for certification of Advanced
BWR design per February 1, 1988, meeting agreement.
Without enclosure-
Fiche: 46467:132 ,6467:133

acn: 8808080089

September 12, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards letter requesting addi-
tional information regarding GE application for cer-
tification of Advanced BWR design for response by
November 15. 1988.
Fiche: 46908:325-46908:337-
acn: 8809160120

September 14, 1988 P.W. Marriott, GE, forward . ietter with additional

information regarding SSAR for Advanced BWR per NRC
July 7,.1988, request and committed responses to D.C.
Scaletti February 22, 1988, request. Manufacturer
will amend SSAR with responses in December.
Fiche: 46911:136-46911:249
acn: 8809160103
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September 20, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards letter requesting addi-
tional information regarding application for certifi-
cation of Advanced BWR design for response by Novem-
ber 21, 1988, in order to maintain review schedule.
Fiche: 46945:261-46945:276
acn: 8809230178

September 26, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards letter requesting addi-
tional information regarding application for certifi-
cation of Advanced BWR design. Responses requested by
November 30, 1988.
Fiche: 47015:284-47015:309
acn: 8810030333

September 28, 1988 0.C. Scaletti, NRC, meeting minutes-internal (non-
transcript) of September 14, 1988, meeting with GE
postulated all pump trip for Advanced BWR design.
List of attendees and viewgraphs enclosed.
Fiche: 47070:221-47070:235
acn: 8810060008

September 29, 1988 R. Artigas letter requesting de-ign certification of
Advanced BWR Standard Plant per NRC review and appro-
val of enclosed proprietary SSAR Chapters 4, 5, 6, and
16. Chapters withheld.
Fiche: 42917:105-42917:111
acn: 8710060280

October 26, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards letter requesting addi-
tional information regarding GE application for cor-
tification of Advanced BWR design. Information in-
cludes suppression pool water condensate storage tank
discharge line fill pump and standby liquid control
system.
Fiche: 47408:214-47408:224
acn: 8811010278

November 14, 1988 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards letter with responses to
D.C. Scaletti September 12, 1988, request for addi-
tional information on SSAR for Advanced BWR. Res-
ponses principally pertain to Chapters 1, 2, and 3.
Responses (o NRC July 7,1988, letter also enclosed.
Fiche: 47567:205-47567:265
acn: 8811170177

November 22, 1988 D. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards letter providing re-,

cently developed information regarding scope of future
standard design applications and of staff review of
Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 47696:239-47696:254
acn: 8811300135

$
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December 9, 1988 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwarding letter with. responses-to
September 20, 26, and October 26,.1988, requests for-
additional information regarding SSAR for Advanced
BWR. GE proprietary information withheld.
Fiche: 47795:137-47795:302
acn: 8812130262

December 27, 1988 L.S. Rubenstein letter requesting additional informa-
tion listed in enclosure regarding design goals add-
ressing large radioactive releases resulting from
severe accident. Response requested with 30 days of
letter date.
Fiche: 44285:261-44285:263
acn: 8802080322

December 30, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and Amendmants (RSAR) Amendment 3 to " Advanced BWR
Standard Plant," Chapter 10, " Steam and Power Conver-
sion System."
Fiche: 48093:051-48093:126
acn: 8901040053

December 30, 1988 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards letter Amend:aent 30 to GE
Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 10, " Steam and Power Conver-
sion System," with responses to request for additional
information which were submitted but not yet incorpo-
rated by amendment.
Fiche: 48093:049-48093:126
acn: 8901040041

January 1, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding responses to NRC
requests for additional information submitted but not
yet incorporated by amendment to SSAR for Advanced BWR
and Amendment 3 to Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 48124:106-48125:324
acn: 8901100292

January 6, 1989 Text-safety report--safety analysis report and amend-
ments (RSAR) Amendment 3 to Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 481C5:019-48125:324 '

acn: 8901130338

January 24, 1989 Legal transcripts and orders and pleadings of Janu-
ary 24, 1989, briefing in Rockville, Maryland regar-
ding progress of GE Advanced.BWR Standard Plant
review. Page 1-63. Supporting information enclosed.
Fiche: 48453:228-48453:327
acn: 8902090339

January 26, 1989 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, letter discussing NRC plans for
visit to GE offices during week of February 6,1989,
to complete audit of QA program applied to- Advanced
BWR design process.
Fiche: 48347:092-48347:094
acn: 8902020378

-6-
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January 31, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding proprietary
Chapter 19 " response to severe accident policy state-
ment," and Appendix 20a, " responses to additional
information" of Amendment-4 to GE Advanced UWR SSAR.
Chapter 19 and Appendix 20a withheld.
Fiche: 48414:015-48414:305
acn: 8902060235

February 3, 1989 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, letter fording request for addi-
tional information regarding GE application for cor-
tification of Advanced BNR design. Request addresses
arear of SRP Chapters 9 and 11 to 13 and question
regarding thermal hydraulic stability. Response
requested by March 6, 1989.
Fiche: 48428:282-48428:302
acn: 8902080234

February 28, 1989 Text-safety report -- reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) nonproprietary Chapter 20 to
Amendment 5 to " Advanced BWR SSAR."
fiche: 48804:258-48805:233
acn: 8903100068

February 28, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE,-forwards Amendment 5 to " Advanced
BWR SSAR" consisting of nonproprietary Chapter 20 and
proprietary Sections 7.2 and 7.5. Binders for Chap-
ter 19 along with new tables for Chapters 1, 7 and 3
and affidavit also enclosed. Sections withheld.
Fiche: 48804:251-48805:233
acn: 8903100064

March 7, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwards responses to NRC
February 2,1989, request for additional information
regarding SSAR for Advanced BWR. Response pertain.s to
Chapters 9, 11, 12 and 13.
Fiche: 48805:234-48805:325
acn: 8903100033

March 31, 1989 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR). Nonproprietary Amendment 6 to,

-GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 49535:010-49536:339
acn: 8904250093

March 31, 1989 P.W. Harriott, GE, letter forwarding proprietary and
nonproprietary portions of Amendment 6 to GE Advanced
BWR SSAR. Proprietary pages withheld.
Fiche: 49535:001-49536:339
acn: 8904250083
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May 16, 1989 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, letter to P.W. Marriott, GE,
requesting additional information regarding applica-
tion for certification of Advanced BWR design. Ques-
tions cover QA instrumentation and controls, electro-
magnetic compatibility qualification and design and
performance information. Response requested by
July 11, 1989.
Fiche: 49955:214-49955:274
acn: 8905300058

June 2, 1989 Test-safety report--nonproprietary Amendment 7 to GE
Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 50306:068-50308:010
acn: 8906270069

June 2, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding prop *tary and
nonproprietary sections of Amendment 7 to GE Advanced
BWR SSAR. Proprietary Sections 9, 11, 15, 19b, and
19c withheld.
Fiche: 50306:063-50308:010
acn: 8906270062

June 16, 1989 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards letter to GE, advising of
intended visit to audit process of verification and
validation for Advanced 'JR software development.
Fiche: 50290:072-50290:077
acn: 8906260161

June 16, 1989 C.L. Miller forwards letter to P.W. Marriott, GE, with
director's decision letter , f transmittal- and FR

notice in response to OCRE petition filed under 10 CFR
2.206. Petitioner expressed concerns regarding
March 9, 1989, power oscillation event at LaSalle
Unit 2 and requested Commission action.
Fiche: 50291:038-50291:073
acn: 8906260026

June 19, 1989 C.L. Miller, NRC, forwards to! P.W. Marriott, GE,
resolution of outstanding Advanced BWR Standard SAR
issues resulting from GE/NRC May 31 and June 1, 1989,
meetings. Proposed new Chapter 15 analysis for events
impacted by implementation of two motor-generator sets

: summarized.
Fiche: 50253:072-50253:132
acn: 8906220068

June 23, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards letter with proprietary _
resolution-of outstanding Advanced BWR SSAR issue
regarding LOCA calculational method and responses to

-QA Branch request for additionally information dated-
May 16, 1989. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 50363:132-50363:132
acn: 8906290006
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June 23, 1989 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards letter with proposed
technical specifications for Advanced BWR SSAR Chap-
ter 16 with exception of instrumentation Section 3,4.
Changes listed.

1

Fiche: 50328:142-50329:275
acn: 8906280317

June 28, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards amended response to QA
Branch on May 16, 1989, request for additional infor-
mation regarding resolution of outstanding Advanced
BWR SSAR issues including compliance with quality-
related regulatory guides and regulatory guides appli-
cable to Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 50418:017-50418:028
acn: 8907050305

June 30, 1989 0.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards letter dated June 5,
1989, from Director Office of NRR ACK receipt of
petition filed by Ecology Center of Southern
California and stating that petition is being treated
under 10 CFR 2.206.
Fiche: 50458:114-50458:120
acn: 8907100212

June 30, 1989 C.D. Gentillon forwards draft, " Component Failure Data
Handbook," technical report.
Fiche: 70031:002-70031:167
acn: 8910250036
acn: 9201290130

July 13: 1989 J.S. Gay forwards additional information on SSAR for i

Advanced BWR per D.C. Scaletti May 16, 1989, request.
Responses principally pertain to Chapters 7 and 8.
Fiche: 50595:107-F0595:154
acn: 8907190174

July 28,1989 Text-safety evaluation report--reference safety analy-
sis report and amendments (RSAR).. Amendment 8 to GE
Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 50783:350-50785:039
acn: 8908030168

July 28, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards-proprietary and nonpro--

prietary Amendment 8 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR, Chapter
19 amended-to include internal events. Submittal
concludes primary SSAR submittals on' certification
program. Proprietary Amendment 8 withheld.
Fiche: 50783:348-50783:349
acn: 8908030162

-9-
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August 2, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards to NRC May 16, 1989, re-
quest for additional information on SSAR for Advanced
BWR Chapters 7 and 8 regarding topical reports to-
support design and safety systeta logic and control
power supply respectively.
Fiche: 50861:331-50861:352
acn: 8908090359

August 4, 1989 R.C. Mitchell forwards corrected page 19.1-1 to Chap-
ter 19, " Response to Severe Accident Policy State-
ment," of SSAR for Advanced BWR correcting calculated
core damage frequency from 4.27E-6 per year to 4.27E-7
per year. Proprietary page withheld.
Fiche: 50862:190-50862:191
acn: 8908090011

August 7, 1989 T.E. Murley provides clarification and further guid-
ance regarding containment design to assure that
containment conditional failure probability less than
1 ir.10 when weighted over credible core damage
sequences. Goal of 0.1 possible.
Fiche: 50916:133-50916:134
acn: 8908140099

August 17, 1989 C.L. Miller forwards draft SER regarding final: design
approval and design certification of Advanced BWR for
use. --

'

Fiche: 51045:279-51046:055
acn: 8908290025

August 23, 1989 R.C. Mitchell forwards response to NRC May 16, 1989,
for additional information on SSAR for-Advanced BWR
regarding Chapters 7 and 8. Panel internal environ-
mental maintained to ensure that reliability goals
-achieved.
Fiche: 51035:326-51035:343
acn: 8908280230

August 25, 1989 R.C. Mitchell forwards Amendment 8 to Advanced BWR
SSAR Chapter 13, " Conduct of Operations," Subsection
13.6, " Physical Security." Amendment withheld
(Ref. 10 CFR 73.21).
Fiche: 51180:238-51180:238
acn: 8909120028

August 31, 1989 Text-safety evaluation report--licensing and related
issues; draft SER regarding final design approval and
design- certification of Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 51045:282-51046:055
acn: 8908290027

September 29, 1989 lext-safety report, " Summary of In-Plant Test of Fins
Motion CRD."
Fiche: 51545:317-51545:332
acn: 8910180231

-10-
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October 12, 1989 .D.J. Robare forwards, " Summary of In-Plant Test of
Fine Motion CRD," in response to Question 440.8 of
July 7,1989, request regarding final report on Fine
Motion CRD In-Plant test program.
Fiche: 51545:316-51545:332
acn: 8910180217

November 17, 1989 Text-safety report nonproprietary Amendment 8 to
Advance BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 51853:095-51855:275
acn: 8911280344

November 17, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards nonproprietary Amendment 9
to Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 51853:093-51855:278
acn: 8911280341

November 17, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Amendment 9 to
Advanced BWR SSAR. Amendment withheld.
Fiche: 51830:080-51830:083
acn: 8911220239

November 27, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary section of
Chapter 8 responses to May 16, 1989, request for addi-
tional information regarding SSAR for Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 51918:185-51918:185
acn: 8912050202

November 27, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Chapter 8 responses to
D.C. Scaletti May 16,1989, request for additional
information on SSAR for Advanced BWR,
Fiche: 51896:200-51896:287
acn: 8912010101

November 28, 1989 0.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards request for additional
information regarding GE. application for certification
of Advanced BWR design addressing severe accident
review information.provided in Appendix 19d of
Advanced BWR SSAR by January 8, 1990.
Fiche: 51890:004-51890:015
acn: 8912010069

December 12, 1989 E.E. Nichols forwards Advanced BWR master index and
Amendment 8 changes per request. Without enclosures.
Fiche: 52758:110-52758:125
acn: 9002270223

January 4, 1990 E.E. Nichols forwards C.E. Buchholz December 27, 1989,:
letter to I-Madni floppy disk for files and printout
of Readme filed from floppy. Without floppy disk.
Fiche: 52758:112-52758:125
acn: 9002270227

-11-
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January 9, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Chapter 19
responses to November 28, 1989, request for additional
information on SSAR for Advanced BWR. Responses-
withheld.
Fiche: 52290:104-52290:104
acn: 9001110137

January 11, 1990 E.E. Nichols forwards fioppy disk containing data
files from CAFTA fault tree program in response to
Question 44 of November 28, 1989, letter. Enclosure
withheld.
Fiche: 52758:111-52758:111
acn: 9002270224

January 11, 1990 R.C. Stirn forwards response to items discussed during
December 4 and 6,1990, telcons on reactor systems
regarding SER input for Advanced BWR SSAR Chapters 4,
5. 6 3, and 15. Proprietary responses provided under
separate cover.

January 17, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards page status listing dated
December 11, 1989, for nonproprietary pages of SSAR
for Advanced BWR. Listing identifies latest amendment
number applicable for each page of SSAR.
Fiche: 52343:209-52343:251
acn: 9001190118

January 18, 1990 C.P. Tan trip report of November 28-30, 1989, visit to
GE office in San Jose, California regarding audit of
seismic design of Advanced BWR and to resolve other
outstanding issues as identified in Advanced BWR draft
SER in areas of branch review.
Fiche: 70141:149-70141:173
acn: 9002070111

January 26, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, requests for additional informa-
tion regarding GE application for certification of
Advanced BWR design. Response requested by Febru-
ary 28, 1990.
Fiche: 52542:014-52542:018
acn: 9002050031

January 31, 1990 J.N. Singh Text-procurement and contracts, " Advanced
BWR Standard Plant Seismic Design Review," informal
report.
Fiche: 70141: 154-70141:173
acn: 9002070112

February 9, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, notifies of preliminary audit
scheduled for February 14-15, 1990, regarding Advanced
BWR design. Audit team members listed.
Fiche: 52776:107-52776:107
acn: 9002280162

-12- l
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February 28, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, notifies of March 6-7, 1990,-
meetings to-discuss Advanced BWR control room design
regarding Chapter 18 review and human factors assump-
tions used in Advanced BWR PRA. Agenda enclosed.
Fiche: 52894:043-52894:047

-

acn: 9003080256

February 28, 1990 R.C. Mitchell forwards response to January 26, 1990,
-

request for additional information on SSAR for
Advanced BWR. Licensee will amend SSAR with response
in future amendment.
Fiche: 52798:119-52798:144
acn: 9003920238

March 13, 1990 A.H. Hsia meeting summaries-internal (non-transcript)
summary of November 28-30, 1989, meetings with GE in
San Jose, California regarding seismic and soil-struc-
ture issues in draft SER and seismic design audit on
GE Advanced BWR. List of attendees handouts presented
at meeting and trip report enclosed.
Fiche: 53958:149-53958:180
Fiche: 70208:238-70208:295
acn: 9003210165

March 14, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards request for additional
information regarding application for certification of
Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: 53079:018-53079:023
acn: 9003200064

March 28, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, ' forwards proprietary sections of
Chapters 6, 8, 9,12,19, and 20 of Amendment 10 to
SSAR for Advanced BWR, Sections withheld.
Fiche: 53265:068-53265:069
acn: 9004020088

March 28, 1990 Text-safety report Amendment 10 to Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 53254:020-53256:035
a c ~., : 9004030278

March 28, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards non-pe orietary informa-
tion consisting of Amendment 10 to GE Advanced BWR
SSAR. Submittal also includes response to TMI Action
Item 11.B.2 regarding plant shielding and descriptions
of combustion turbine-generator and lower drywell
flooder.
Fiche: 53254:018-53256:035
acn: 9004030276

-13-
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April 5, 1990 S.S. Dua forwards draft amendment to SSAR updating
Section 4.6, " functional Design of Reactivity Control i

System," to incorporate electro-mechanical brake
replacing original centrifugal brake. Proprietary
enclosure withheld, >

fiche: 53372:010-53372:022 :

acn: 9004090346

April 16, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to March 14,
1990, request for additional information regarding
SSAR for Advanced BWR Chapters 7 and 10 covering ,

'hardware-scitware constraints, performance con-
straints, system and equipment levels, and oxygen
system injection.
Fiche: 53524:030-53524:057 *

date: 900416

'
May 1, 199: D.C. Scaletti. NRC, foisards preliminary draft safety

evaluation regarding GE application for certification
of Advanced BWR design. Requests schedule that is
consistent with resolving identified outstanding
issues by end of May 1990.
Fiche: 53732:180-53732:233
acn: 9005070389

May 1, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NPC, forwards preliminary draft safety
evaluation regarding staf.' .eview of utility applica-
tion for certification of Advanced BWR design.
Requests schedule consistent with resolving outstan-
ding issues by end of May 1990.
Fiche: 53789:140-53789:193
acn: 9005100142

May 1, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards request for additional
information regarding GE application for certification
of Advanced BWR designs. Resp 1se requested by
May 30, 1990.
Fiche: 53745:034-53745:043
acn: 9005070353

May 2, 1990 Text-safety report nonproprietary sections of Amend-
ment 11 to GE Advane d BWR SSAR covering response to
standby gas treatment system questions addition of
initial test program for turbine island and radwaste
facilities and draft SER open items.
Fiche: 53900:094-53900:229
acn:- 9005220232

May 2, 1990 G.L. Sozzi corrected letter forwarding listed nonpro-
prietary sections of Amendment 11-to GE Advanced BWR
SSAR including Chapter 1, " Introduction and-General

,

Descripiion of Plant," and Chapter 3, " Design of|

| Structures Components Equipment and System..."
i:iche: 53900:092-53900:229i

| acn: 9005220228

i
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May 2: 1990 Text-safety report nonproprietary Amendment 11 to GE
Advanced BWR SSAR with May 23, 1990, letter.
Fiche: 53749:207-53751:018
acn: 9005080015

J
IMay 2, 1990 G.L. Sozzi forwards proprietary and nonproprietary

sections of Amendment 11 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Proprietary version withheld. '

fiche: 53749:205-5375):018
acn: 9005080013

hay 4, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards request for additional
,

information regarding application for certification of
Advanced DWR design. Response requested by May 30,
1990.
Fiche: 53742:347-53742:356
acn: 9005070352

May 10, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards NRC summary of Novem-
'

ber 28-30, 1989, meeting in San Jose, California
regarding outstanding seismic and soil-structure
issues. Schedule requested consistent with resolving
outstanding issues by May 31, 1990.
fiche: 53958:146-E3958:205 .

acn: 9005300013

May 14, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, notification of May 16-17, 1989,
meeting with GE in San Jose, California to discuss NRC
review of Advanced BWR including drywell head failure
containmer.t overpressure protection source term and .

shutdown risk. Agenda enclosed,
fiche: 53865:148-53865:152 ,

acn: 9005170166

May 16, 1990 R.C. Mitchell provides additional inforniation regar-
ding automatic despresrurizer system (ADS) timer
concerning engineering operating procedures. Advs
actuation should be allowed to occur and quickly
depre:;surize vessel if high pressure ECCS cannot
control water level,

fiche: 53920:359-53920:359
acn: 9005240043

May 16, 1990 R.C. Mitcheli, NRC, forwards response to outstanding
issues and request for additional information from
November _ 28-30, 1989, Advanced BWR Seismic Design
Audit at GE offices in San Jose, California. 'Informa-
tion r7 solves Sections 2 and 3.to draft SER and action
items.
Fiche: 53902:106-53902:195
acn: 9005220234

,

?
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May 31, 1990 P.W. Marriett, GE, forwards Chapter 12 responses to
Mty 4, 1990, request for additional information on
SSAR for Advanced BWR. Chapter 11 responses are OE ;

proprietary and will be submitted under separate
cover.

iFiche: 54086:086-54086:087
acn: 9006060323

May 31, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary responses to
resolve safety evaluation issues for Advanced BWR SSAR
Chapters 3, 6, and 11 per D.C. Scaletti May 1, 1990,
request. Responses withheld.
Fiche: 54000:004-54000:004 .

acn: 9006040321

May 31, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary responses to
D.C. Scaletti May 1, 1989, request for additional
information regarding SSAR Chapter 19. SSAR will be
amended with responses in future amendment. Responses
withheld.
Fiche: 54000:003-54000:003
acn: 9006040314

May 31, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary response to
D.C. Scaletti May 1, 1989, request for additional
information regarding Amendments 4 and 8 to GE-
Advanced BWR SSAR. With proprietary fragility calcu-
lations and 25 oversize proprietary drawings. Propri-
etary calculations and drawings withheld.
Fiche: 54112:166-54112:167
acn: 9006070191

June 4,1990 Text-safety report nonproprietary chapters 1, 3, 4, 6,
9, 10, 15, and 20 of Amendment 12 to GE Advanced BWR.
SSAR.
Fiche: 54065:280-54066:042
acn: 9006060294

Junc 4, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards nonproprietary Chapters 1,
3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 15, and 20 of Amendment 12 to GE
Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 54065:278-54066:042
acn: 9006060283

June 4, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary figure 4.6-6
of Amendment 12 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR. Figure
withheld
Fiche: 54088:358-5408G:358
acn: 90060'/0057

' June 7,1990 S.S. Dua forwards Chapter 11 responses to D.C.
| Scaletti May 31, 1990, request for additional informa-
!- tion on SSAR for Advanced BWR. Responses withheld.
| Fiche: 54201:195-54201:195

acn: 9006120098
1
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June 7, 1990 S.S. Dua forwards proprietary drawings providing
additional information regarding GE Advanced BWR SSAR
per D.C. Scaletti May 4, 1990, request. Material
regarding Chapter 11 proprietary information sent to
NRC per Amendment 6 to SSAR. With 38 proprietary
drawings. Drawings withheld.
Fiche: 54192:064-54192:065
acn: 9006140139

June 8, 1990 D.C. Scalett, NRC, meeting summaries-interr- inon-
transcript) summary of May 16-17, 1990, mt ing with
GE in San Jose, California regarding Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 54194:066-54194:078
acn: 9006140231

June 12, 1990 D.R. Wilkins, NRC, forwards comparison of Advanced LWR
requirements document and GE Advanced BWR SSAR design.
Fiche: 55005:127-55005:136
acn: 9008220012

June 15, 1990 J.J. Taylor compares GE Advanced LWR SSAR design with
current Advanced LWR requirements document. GE

Advanced LWR SSAR design provides unique opportunity
to demonstrate new 10 CFR 52 Standard Plant Licensing
process.
Fiche: 54370:144-54370:145
acn: 9007020036

June 29, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Chapter 11
responses to D.C. Scaletti May 4, 1990, request for,

| additional information on SSAR for Adycnced BWR.
' Responses withheld.

Fiche: 54426:337-54426:337
acn: 9007060022

July 3, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, Text-safety r w -t Amendment 13 to
GE Advanced BWR SSAR. With July 3, 1990, letter.
Fiche: 54435:036-54436:038
acn: 9007090031

July 3, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary sections of
|

Amendment 13 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR consisting of.
| Chapters 11 and 18-20. Enclosure withheld.
L Fiche: 54433:310-54433:311

acn: 9007090316'

July 12, 1990 G.W. Ehlert General external technical reports,
" Advanced BWR Control Building Seismic Report."

| Fiche: 54646:067-54646:104
acn: 9007200234,

|
|

|
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July 12, 1990 P.W., Harriott, GE, forwards, " Advanced BWR Control
Building Seismic Report," por request. GE will amer '
SSAR with response in future amendment.
Fiche: 54646:065-54646:104
acn:- 9007200228

July 12, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proposed modifications to
zinc injection system described in Subsection 9.3.11
of SSAR for Advanced BWR, Modification will provide
necessary plant features so that zinc injection te
feedwater may be added if advisable.
Fiche: 54626:307-54626:312
acn: 9007190246

July 13, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to resolve
safety evaluation issues per D.C. Scaletti May 1,
1990, request. Issues cover method of attachment of
level instruments that facilitate automatic switch
over of pumps from condensate storage tank to suppres-
sion pool.
Fiche: 54604:006-54604:011
acn: 9007180280

July 16, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards draft of modified Advanced
BWR SSAR Figure 9.2-5 Sheet I and New Advanced BWR
SSAR Figure 9.2-5 Sheet 3 regarding description of
remaining makeup water system within sc. ope of SSAR.

'With two oversize figures.
Fiche: 54607:188-54607:189
acn: 9007180271

July 23, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards fuel pool cooling and
cleanup system clarifications and draft revisions to
SSAR for Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 54704:331-54704:339
acn: 9007260054

|

| July 27, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards request for additional
'

information regarding GE application for certification
of Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: r4805:335-54805:348
acn: 9008020005

| August 8, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, provides schedule for providing
responses to Chapter 18 request for additional infor-
mation. GE will provide 20 percent of responses

- regarding request for additional information by
September 28, 1990.
Fiche: 54953:359-54953:359

l .date: 900808

I
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August 9, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to discussion
items from May 16-17, 1990, meetings including.drywell
head failure containment overpressures protection
source term and fire and seismic risk.
Fiche: 54956:311-54956:322
acn: 9008130232

August li, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, HRC, forwards request for additional
information regarding GE application for certification
of Advanced BWR design. Responses to Enclosure 1
requested by August 31, 1990, and responses to Enclo-
sures 2 and 3 by September 28, 1930.
Fiche: 55015:314-55015:339
acn: 9008230027

August 22, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Chapter 10. " Steam and
Pe-O '~ nver' ion System," draft revisions to SSAR for
A: eam, n + ictormation provided to clarify por-
t m$ of tir rub 'tions 10.4.4 and 10.4.5 regarding
tuo.1 qiy c. sy.com snd circulating water system
respscu e i.
Fiche: $5060:350-55050:353
acn: 9(00290069

August 22, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to August 15,
1990, request for additional information regarding
SSAR for Advanced BWR. Licensee will amend SSAR with
res3onses in future amendments.
Ficle: 55060:009-55060:030
acn: 9008280004

August 22, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Chapter 9
responses to D.C. Scaletti letter dated August 15,
1990, requesting additional information on SSAR for
Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 55054:230-55054:230
acn: 9008240119

August 23, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Chapter 18
" Human Factors," draft revisions to Standard SAR for
Advanced BWR. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 55076:150-55076:150
acn: 9008310014

September 14, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards balance of proprietary
Chapter 11 responses to D.C. Scaletti May 4, 1990,
request for additional standards SAR for Advanced BWR.
Enclosure withheld.

September 19, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards request for additional
for certification of Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: 55294:338-55294:353
acn: 9009260234

-19-
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September 28, 1990 R.C. Stirn forwards Chapter 9 responses to request for
additional information on SSAR for Advanced BWR per
0.C. Scaletti letter datad August 15, 1990.
fiche: 55498:159-55498:255
acn: 9010160153

September 28, 1990 R.C. Stirn forwards drafts of modified Advanced BWR
SSR proprietary figures 9.3-6 and 9.3-7 per 0.C. i

Scaletti letter dated August 15, 1990. With three
oversize figures. figures withheld,
fiche: 55513:100-55513:101
acn: 9010170040

September 28, 1990 R.C. Stirn forwards Chapter 9 proprietary responses to
request for additional information on SSAR for
Advanced BWR per 0.C. Scaletti letter dated August 15,
1990. Responses will be used in future amendments of
SSAR. Enclosure withheld,

riche: 55498:054-55498:054

October 2, 1990 0.J. Robare forwards proprietary Amendment 14 to GE
Advanced BWR SSAR. Amendment 14 withheld.
Fiche: 55490:118-55490:119
acn: 9010160159

October 2, 1990 Text-safety report Amendment 14 to Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 55413:052-55414:106
acn: 9010090076

October 2, 1990 0.J. Robare forwards nonproprietary Amendment 14 to
Advanced BWR SSAR.
fiche: 55413:050-55414:106
acn: 9010090072

October 9, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards response to NRC July 27,
1990, request for additional information on SSAR for
Advanced BWR. Response to Questions 620.3, 620.7,
620.13, 620.16, 620.19, 620.25, and 620.29. .Contain
proprietary inform; tion and will be submitted under
separate cover.
Fiche: 55552:090-55552:092
acn: 9010240040

October 9, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary responses to
additional information requested in NRC letter dated
July 27, 1990.
Fiche: 55528:187-55528:187
acn: 9010220184

October 17, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary response to
NRC/GE May 16-17, 1990, meeting Discussion Topics 4
and 5 regarding shutdown risk and lower drywell
flooder. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 55558:188-55b58:189
acn: 9010230066
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October 26, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards responses to D.C. Scaletti
August 15, 1990, request for additional information
regarding SSAR Chapter 9.
fiche: 55739:317-55739:330
acn: 9011060144

October 26, 1990 p.W. Marriott, GE, forwards revised Chapter 11
responses to Questions 430.157 and 430.1650 per May 4,

'1990, request for additional information regarding
SSAR. Clarifications regarding onsite radwaste stor-
age and SSAR modifications also enclosed. Proprietary ,

enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 55685:121-55685:121
acn: 9011010211

October 28, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Chapter 9 proprietary
information response to Question 430.215 per Au-
gust 15, 1990, request for additional information
regarding SSAR.
Fiche: 55674:170-55674:170
acn: 9011010224

November 2, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to NRC July 27,
1990, request for additional information on SSAR for
Advance BWR, Response to Question 620.28 contains
information which is proprietary and will-be submitted
under separate cover.
Fiche: 55776:071-55776:086
acn: 9011130179
Fiche: 55757:062-55757:062
acn: 9011090101

November 5, 1990 R.C. Mitchell, NRC, forwards Chapter 11, "Radwaste
Management," draft revisions per March 31, 1989, sub-
mittal or Amendment 6 to Advanced BWR SSAR. Enclosure
withhold,

fiche: 55844:023-55844:023
acn: 9011130053

November 13, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwarets proprietary information of
preliminary update of fuel related portions of SSAR
for Advanced LWR. Enclosures withheld,

fiche: 55877:251-55877:251
acn: 9011160204

November 15, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary additional
information regarding Chapter 9 responses on fire
protection diesel generator and station blackout
concerning standard SAR for Advanced BWR. Enclosures

'

withheld.
Fiche: 55949:032-55949:032
acn: 9011260065
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November 30, 1990 Text-safety report Amendment 15 to Advanced BWR SSAR
fiche: 56008:003-56009:27)
acn: 9012060054

November 30, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Amendment 15 to Advanced
BWR SSAR.
fiche: 56008:001-56009:271
acn: 9012060038

November 30, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Amendment 15
to Advanced BWR SSAR. Amended sections include:
Chapter 2, " Site Chara:teristics;" Chapter 3. " Design
of Structures Components Equipment and System;" Chap-
ter 4, " Reactor;" and Chapter 6, "ESF."
fiche: 56028:279-56028:281
acn: 9012060029

November 30, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards revised portions of Sub-
sections 13.6, " Physical Security," of Amendment 15 to
Advanced SSAR Chapter 13, " Conduct of Operations" and
20.3, " Questions and Response Guide." Enclosures
withheld.
Fiche: 59563:052-59563:052
acn: 9110300217

December 17, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards final submittal of Chap-
ter 18 proprietary information in :esponse to July 27,.
1990, request for additional information on standard
SAR for Advanced BWR. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 56182:282-56182:282
acn: 9012210011

December 17, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, submits final response to July 27,
1990, request for additional information on standard
SAR for Advanced BWR Chapter 18. Proprietary
retponses being submitted separately.
Fiche: 56154:146-E6154:156
acn: 9012200121

December 20, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards request for additional
information regarding application for certification of
Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: 56251:146-56251:168
acn: 9101020308

December 20, 1990 R.C. Stirn forwards proprietary responses to Chapter 9
of SSAR regarding fire protection emergency diesel
generators and station blackout per D.C. Scaletti
September 19, 1990, request. Enclosures . withheld.
Fiche: 56225:299-56225:300
acn: 9012270291;

\
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December 21, 1990 Text-safety report Amendment 15 to GE Advanced BWR
SSAR consisting of Chapter 5, " figures."
fiche: 56433:002-56433:089
acn: 9101080339

December 21, 1990 R.C. Stirn forwards Amendment 15 to GE Advanced BWR
SSAR consisting of Chapter 5, " figures."
fiche: 56433:001-56433:089
acn: 9101080237

Januar7 1, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports
Revision A to "10P-4 Power Ascension and Power
Changes."
fiche: 56389:104-56389:114
acn: 9101110234

January 8, 1991 Text--Safety Report nonproprietary replacement figures
for GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 56431.:341-56431:362
acn: 9101140028

January 8, 1991 D.J. Robare-forwards nonproprietary replacement fig-
ures for GE Advanced BWR SSAR. Page size changed from
8 1/2 x 11 to 11 x 17.
Fiche: 56431:340-56431:362
acn: 9101140026

January 8, 1991 0.J. Robare forwards proprietary replacement figures
for GE Advanced BWR SSAR. Page size changes from
8 1/2 x 11 to 11 x 17. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 56369:039-56369:04?
acn: 9101100034

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres text--specifications and test reports
Revision to "IOP-10 Unit On-Line from Hot Standby or
Hot Shutdown."
Fiche: 56389:155-56389:162
acn: 9101110246

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text--specifications and test reports
Revision to "10P-9 Maintaining Hot Standby or Hot
Shutdown."
fiche: 56389:148-56389:154
acn: 9101110245

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text--specifications and test reports
Revision A to "10P-8 Unit Off-line to Hot Standby or
Hot Shutdown."
Fiche: 56389:~ :-56389:147
acn: 910lllis44

i
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January 9, .1991 W.B. Torres lext-specificatiuns and test reports |
Revision A to "10P-7 Cooldown to Cold Shiitdown Main ,

Condenser Not Available."
fiche: 56389:131-56389:140
acn: 9101110240

January 9. 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports
Revision A to "10P-6 Cooldown to Cold Shutdown Main
Condenser Available."
fiche: 56389:121-56389:130
acn: 9101110239

January 9, 19Cl W.B. Torres Text- specifications and test reports '

Revision A to "10P-5 Unit Shutdown to Unit Off-line
main condenser Available."
fiche: 56389:115-56389:120
acn: 9101110236

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports
Revision A to "10P-3 Turbine Startup and Generator
Synchronization."
fiche: 56389:093-56389:103
acn: 9101110233

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports
Revision A to "10P-2 Heatup and Pressurization."
fiche: 56389:082-56389:092
acn: 9101110230

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports
Revision A to "IOP-1 Approach to Criticality."
Fiche: 56389:075-56389:081
acn: 9101110229

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports
Revision A to "RCIC System Operating Procedures SOP-
E51."
fiche: 56389:054-56389:074
acn: 9101110225

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports
Revision A to "RHR System Operating Procedures SOP-
Ell."
Fiche: 56389:023-56389:053
acn: 9101110223

January 9, 1991 D.J. Robare forwards revised response to Question,

| 620.8 to clarify position regarding standardized
training materials per NRC 900727 and 0902' letters.

L Samples of ABWR Operating Procedure and Integrated
Operating Procedures also enclosed,!

l fiche: 56389:021-56389:162
acn: 9101110211

|
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January 11, 1991 R.C. Stirn forwards proprietary information responses
to discussion items regarding telcons concerning SER
input for Advanced BWR SSAR Chapters 4, 5, 6, 9. and
15 on reactor systems. Responses withheld.
Fiche: 56516:273-56516:274
acn: 9101280128

January 17, 1991 D.J. Robare forwards proprietary response to Ques-
tion 430.162 and Revised Response to Question 430.166F
regarding Chapter 11 of SSAR for Advanced BWR per
May 4, 1990, request for additional information.
Response withheld.
Fiche: 56506:134-56506:134
acn: 9101240071

february 5, 1991 S.S. Dua forwards response to discussion item 1 of
January 1, 1991, GE/NRC telcon regarding seismic
review portion of Advanced BWR SSAR including impact
of changes in seismic hazard function on seismic
screening procedure.
Fiche: 56660:184-56660:186
acn: 9102110001

february 20, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary response to
December 20, 1990 NRC request for additional informa-
tion regarding SSAR for Advanced BWR. Enclosures
withheld.
Fiche: 56924:134-56924:134
acn: 9103070196

February 20, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, responds to NRC December 20, 1990,
request for additional information regarding SSAR for
Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 56922:215~E6922:298
acn: 9103070017

February 21, 1991 D. Crutthfield letter discusses severe accident miti-
gation design alternatives for certified standard
designs. Licensees to inform NRC regarding plans to
consider severe accident mitigation design alterna-
tives for proposed designs.
Fiche: 56857:178-56857:181
acn: 9102280120

February 22, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary response to
February 1,1991, conference call regarding safeguards
per February 6,1989, submittal of Amendment 7 to
Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 56847:356-56847:356
acn: 9102280094

February 22, 1991 Text--Safety report analysis report and amendments
(RSAR) Amendment 16 to Adver.ced BWR SSAR
Fiche: 56854:081-56855:202
acn: 9102280049
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February 22, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Amendment 16 to Advanced I
'

BWR SSAR
fiche: 56854:077-56855:202
acn: 9102280031

february 22, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Amendment 16
to Advanced BWR SSAR consisting of sections of Chap-
ters 1, 4, 6, 9, 11, 15, and 20. Enclosures withheld,

fiche: 56850:207-56850:211
acn: 9102280021 ,

February 22, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to safeguards
discussion items from February 1, 1991, telcon.
Responses withheld (Ref. 10 CFR 73.21). |

fiche: 57219:170-57219:170 |

acn: 9104010347

March 25, 1991 C.L. Miller requests that GE review STS and make
appropriate revisions to documents to reflect proposed
technical specs regarding Advanced BWR.
fiche: 57280:131-57280:133
acn: 9104050129

March 28, 1991 C. Poslusny, NRC, summary of March 4-6, 1991, meetings
with GE in San Jose, California regarding selected
open . items from review of SSAR for Advanced BWR. List
of meeting attendees enclosed.
Fiche: 57250:204-57250:208
acn: 9104040176

March 28, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to open items
from March 4-6, 1991, meetings on plant systems.
Fiche: 57242:042-57242:150
acn: 9104020307

March 28, 195.. P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary information
responses to open items regarding App 31 and Sec-
tion 11.4 of Advanced BWR SSAR per summary status of-
Ge-NRC March 4-6, 1991, meeting on plant system open
items dated March 28, 1991, and March 31, 1991,
submittal of Amendment 6. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 57242:321-57242:321
acn: 9104020?77

April 1, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to discussion
items of February 19, 1991, GE-NRC Reactor Systems
Branch conference call. GE will amend SSAR where
appropriate with response in future.
Fiche: 57319:014-57319:116
acn: 9104090196

|
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April 1, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards response to discussion
item of March 29, 1991, GE-NRC Performance and Quality
Evaluation Branch conference call. G" will amend SSAR
where appropriate with response in fu .re.
Fiche: 57318:201-57318:205
acn: 9104090190

. April 10, 1991 D.J. Robare forwards proprietary responses to dis-
cussion items of April 3, 1991, GE-NRC Reactor Systems ,

Branch conference all per 900703 submittal of Amend-
ment 13 to Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 18. Enclosures
withheld. 3

fiche: 57418:311-57418:315
acn: 9104150190

April 12, 1991 V.M. McCree, NRC, summary of February 28, 1991,
meeting with GE in Rockville, Maryland regarding GE
Advance BWR control room design. List of attendees
and meeting agenda enclosed.
Fiche: 57452:184-57452:189

'
acn: 9104190303

April 16,1991 G.L. Sozzi forwards foldout drawing identified for
later delivery in 91022 submittal of Amendment 16 to
GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 57576:104-57576:218
acn: 9104290285

April 26, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards responses to open items
from March 4-6, 1991, meeting on plant systems.
Fiche: 57627:227-57627:314
acn: 9105030120

May 3, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards draft amendment to
f5 apter 12 of Advanced BWR SSAR addressing GE
iesponses-to discussion items of 901115 and GE-NRC
Radiation Protection Branch conference call. GE will
amend SSAR with changes in future.
Fiche: 57703:210-57703:265
acn: 9105100147

May 10, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Advanced BWR SSAR figures
in response to NRC 900815 letter consisting of NRC
Questions 430.243A and 430.239. With five oversize
drawings.
Fiche: 57872:249-57872:251
acn: 9105170100

May 10, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards modified Advanced BWR SSAR
proprietary figures regarding NRC Questions 430.243.A
and 430.239 of-900815 request for additional informa-
tion. With seven proprietary oversize drawings.
Drawings withheld.
Fiche: 57783:294-57783:295
date: 105109
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May 10, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards res)onses to GE-NRC mate-
rials and chemical engineering aranch conference call '

of April 30, 1991, regarding material selection frac-
ture toughness high temperature properties and turbi.'
design. Responses will be incorporated in future
amendments.
Fiche: 57811:271-57811:282
acn: 9105160128 .

,

May 10, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards response to discussion
items regarding QA during design and construction per
April 12, 1991, conference call with NRC. Response .t

will be incorporated into future amendments.
Fiche: 57796:071-57796:072
acn: 9105150015

May 16, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards modifications to
Table 5.2-1 of ABWR SSAR eliminating ASME inservice
inspection code case N-322 and N-390 incorporated to
Regulatory Guide 1.147.
Fiche: 57870:309-57870:313
acn: 9105280049

May 20, 1991 R.C. Mitchell forwards responses to GE and NRC May 7,
! 1991, meeting regarding open items on Advanced BWR

SSAR Chapter 14. Response to open items 2.1.4, 2.1.6,
2.1.7, and 2.1.9 will be transmitted by the end of
June.
Fiche: 57877:307-57877:360
acn: 9105290118

May 22, 1991 T.J. Kenyon, NRC, summary of May 14, 1991, meeting
with NUMARC, EPRI, GE, C-E, and Westinghouse regarding
schedules for review of future LWR projects.
Fiche: 57917:279-57917:334
acn: 9106040123

May 22, 1991 T.J. Kenyon, NRC meeting summary of May 14, 1991,
meeting with NUMARC, EPRI, GE, CE, and Westinghouse
regarding schedules for review of future LWR projects.
Fiche: 57917:279-57917:334
acn: 9106040123

June 10, 1991- D. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards draft safety evaluation
report regarding review of application for certificate
of Advanced BWR design. Copies of report sent to ACRS
for review and placed in PDR.
Fiche: 58158:082-58159:087
acn: 910?'.40092

.
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June 21, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, discusses review of Chapter 12 of
Advanced BWR SSAR. Recommends that viable options to
resolve radiation protection issues be discussed as
soon as possible,
fiche: 58217:338-58217:341
acn: 9106260266

June 26, 1991 R.C. Mitchell forwards responses to discussion items
regarding flood protection new and spent fuel storage
light load handling system ultimate heat sink turbine
building cooling water system reactor SVC water and
turbine SVC water system per June 3 and 5, 1991,
conference calls,

fiche: 58336:318-58336:344
acn: 9107090128

June 28, 1991 RSAR reference Safety Analysis Report and Amendments
(RSAR) Amendment 17 to Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 58406:003-58407:228
acn: 9107150349

June 28, 1991 J.S. Charnley submits Amendment-17 to SSAR including
update on llVAC in reactor building update on llVAC in 3
control building fire hazard analysis methodology
update and selected responses to SER open items and
amendments to Chapter 20.
Fiche: 58406:001-58407:228
acn: 9107150301

June 28, 1991 J.S. Charnley forwards Amendment 17 to proprietary
information to GE Advanced BWR SSAR. Enclosures
withheld.
fiche: 58408:044-58408:044
acn: 9107120057

July 22, 1991
D. Crutchfield, NRC, requests list of as', .sv. ions used

'

to develop schedules for certification o anced BWR
and Standard BWR reactor designs by November 4, 1991<
fiche: 58590:159-58590:161
acn: 9107260038

July 26, 1991 J.N. Wilson summary of February 5, 1991, meeting with
GE in San Jose, California to tour testing and train-
ing facilities and to discuss design certification
review issues for Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 58708:227-58708:277
acn: 9108080110

July 29, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to radiation
.

protection branch request at GE/NRC July 17, 1991, i

meeting regarding Advanced BWR fuel bundle source term
information and geometry of drywell.
Fiche: 58612:356-58612:359
acn: 9107310180
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July 31, 1991 V.M. McCree, NP.C, forwards summary of issues related
to staff review of Chapter 7, " Instrumentation and
Control System," Advanced BWR SSAR. Information
should form basis for timely discussions and rnectings
to resolve issues.
fiche: 58700:052-58700:064
acn: 9108080005

August 16, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GC, forwards proprietary Advanced BWR
documents regarding issues intentified in reference to
August 8, 1991, draft SER summary for Chapter 7.
fiche: 58898:161-58898:165
acn: 9108220045

August 19, 1991 A.E. Rogers forwards GE proposal pertaining to method-
ology to confirm adequacy of Advanced 8WR seismic
design.
Fiche: 58890:263-58890:267
acn: 9108230259

August 20, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards draft SER regarding
review of application for certification of Advanced
BWR design. Draft SER discusses results of review of
GE standard SAR Chapters 3, 9, 10, 11, and 13.
Fiche: 58982:316-58983:151
acn: 9109040463

,

August 21, 1991 P. Scaletti NRC, summary of July 16, 1991, meeting
with GE in Rockville, Maryland regarding certification
review of A8WR design. Meeting notice agenda and list
of attendees enclosed.
Fiche: 58893:028-58893:046
acn: 9108270045

August 28, 1991 R.W. Borchardt, NRC, meeting summary of August 22,
1991, meeting with GE and NUHARC regarding inspections
test analysis and acceptance criteria. List of atten-
does and handouts enclosed,
fiche: 59040:044-59040:108
acn: 9109090074

August 30, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, requests that f.A. Ross (Advanced
LWR Program Manager for DOE) be added to SVC list.
Address listed.
Fiche: 59029:244-59029:244
acn: 9109050199

.

August 30, 1991 D. Scaletti, NRC, forwards summary of issues developed
during course of NRC review of Chapter 18 of SSAR for
Advanced BWR design. Issues should be resolved prior
to issuance of FSAR.
Fiche: 59069:262-59069:269
acn: 9109110058

F
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September 4, 1991 D.J. Robare forwards GE proprietary responses to i
'

Advance BWR SSAR Chapter 18 draft SER open items,
Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 59060:001-59060:001
acn: 9100100169

September 4, 1991 D.Jr. Robare forwards proprietary responses to
Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 8 draft SER open items.
Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 59051:153-59051:154
acn: 9109100118

September 5, 1991 V.M. McCree, NRC, meeting summary of August 6, 1991, |
meeting with utilities in Rockville, Maryland regar- ;

ding status and preliminary findings from staff review '

of Chapter 19 of GE ABWR SSAR-pRA. Copy of meeting i

agenda attendees list and handouts enclosed.
Fiche: 59121:272-59121:325
acn: 9109170308

September 6, 1991 D. Scale' 4, NRC, forwards summary of issues iden- [
tified as a result of re"iew of GE application for |
design certification of Advanced BWR including Reactor
Systems Branch concerns regarding intersystem LOCAS ,

shut down risk and BWR stability.
Fiche: 59098:338-59098:344
acn: 9109120242

September 11, 1991 C. Poslusny forwerds information not included in
previous letter regarding-identification of new issues
for GE Advanced BWR review.
Fiche: 59118:023-59118:030
acn: 9109170330

September 11, 1991 C.L. Miller provides industry with NRC initial reac-
tion and comments to draft submittals. Draft ITAAC
lacked level of detail and specific acceptance cri-
teria appropriate for inclusion in Tier 1 ITAAC.
Without t.1 closures.
Fiche: 59114:287-59114:287 >

acn: 9109160343

September 12, 1991 C. Poslusny requests information regarding identifica-
tion of design differences between Advanced BWR and
BWR-6 and resulting changes to draft statistical
technical requirements.
Fiche: 59139:063-59139:065
acn: 9109180190

September 13, 1991 C. Posiusny meeting summaries-internal (non-tran-
script) summary of August 20, 1991, meeting with GE in
San Jose, California regarding piping design for
Advanced BWR. Viewgraphs enclosed.
Fiche: 59191:144-59191:150
acn: 9109230068
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September 16, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, informs licensee of three items
that may affect NRC schedule for Advanced BWR design
certification review.
Fiche: 59157:267-59157:269
acn: 9109200082

September 19, 1991 C.L. Miller discusses resolution of issues regarding
Chapter 19k of standard SAR for Advanced BWR design.
Scheduled consistent with resolving issues.
Fiche: 59257:123-59257:127
acn: 9109300225

September 20, 1991 General external technical reports, " Tier 1 Design
Certification Material Pilot ITAAC Examples for GE
Advanced BWR Design."
Fiche: 59245:270-59245:339
acn: 9109300071

September 20, 1991 P.V. Marriott. GE, forwards, " lier 1 De>lgn Certifica-
tion Material Pilot ITAAC Examples for GE Advanced BWR
Design."
fiche: 59245:268-59245:339
acv : 9109300070

September 24, l!91 C. Posiusny, HRC, forwards preliminary staff evalua-
tion of shutdow.a risk assessment for Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 59288:001-59288:006
acn: 9110030143

September 27, 1991 A.E. Rogers forwards proprietary response to dis-
cussion item regarding Amendment 17 to Advanced BWR
SSAR (Table 1.8-21 Page 1.8-58) which deleted NQA-2
from list of industrial codes and standards applicable
to Advanced BWR. Response withheld,
fiche: 59313:346-59313:346
acn: 9110070137

September 27, 1991 A.E. Rogers forwards proprietary response to dis-
cussion regarding Chapter 19 of draft SER concerning
QA program prevention of core damage protection from
external threats and ultimate heat sink models and
reliability. Response withheld.
Fiche: 59313:347-59313:347
acn: 9110070107

September 27, 1991 R.W. Strong forwards Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 8
status report and closure action plan as followup to
September 16-18 1991, meetings in San Jose,
California.
Fiche: 60211:250-60211:349
acn: 9201060166
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September 30, 1991 Text-safety report draft SER on Chapter 19 of GE
application for certification of Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: 59942:119-59942:328
acn: 9112100195

October 1, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards support documents
regarding resolution of issues related to Chapter 18
of STD SAR for Advanced BWR reactor design per request
in September 10-11, 1991, meeting in San Jose,
California. Enclosures withheld (Ref. 10 CFR 2.790).
Fiche: 59323:354-59323:358
acn: 9110090173

October 1, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary responses to
Chapter 18 of SSAR issues ser September 10-11, 1991,
meetings. Enclosures withield. >

Fiche: 59311:035-59317:035
acn: 9110080063

,

October 1, 1991 J.M. Taylor informs of intent to issue Chapter 19 of
draft SER on GE Advanced 89R design. Advanced BWR
design without draft SER.
Fiche: 59444:004-59444:215
Fiche: 59940: 165-59940:166
fiche: 70988:186-70989:037
Fiche: 71031:001-71031:003
acn: 9110070046

October 4, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards draft SER regarding
review of licensee application for certification of
Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: 59445:225-59445:320
acn: 9110250101 >

October 4, 1991 D.,Crutchfield, NRC, forwards OSE report regarding
review of application for certification of Advanced
BWR design. Report discusses results of review of
licensee SSAR Chapter 19, " Response to Severe Accident
Policy Statement."
Fiche: 53942:116-59942:328
acn: 9110250061

October 9, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to enable reso- .

lution of issues regarding Advanced BWR SER Chap-
tors 1-6 and 17 (SECY al-152). Issues includes con-
trol room habitability reactor building cooling water
and THI action item ii.k.3.18 Re ADS logic.
Fiche: 59403:247-59403:260
acn: 9110170138

October 11, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary information to
Advanced BWR SSAR amendment 18 :onsisting of sections
of Chapters 9, 11, 19, and 20. -Information withheld. ,

Fiche: 59407:339-59407:341
acn: 9110180212
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October ll, 1991 General external technical reports--Amendment 18 to
Advanced BWR SSAR Chapters 1 through 7, 9 through 12,
and 14 through 20.
Fiche: 59416:007-59417:011
acn: 9110180201

October 11, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards nonproprietary information
to Advanced BWR SSAR amendment 18 consisting of sec-
tion of Chapters 1 through 7, 9 through 12, and 14
through 20 regarding site characteristics design
structures components equipment and systems and RCS
and connected systems.
Fiche: 59416:001-59417:011
acn: 9110160195

October 11, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses inadvertently
omitted from October 9,1991, transmittal of licensee
responses to resolution of issues regarding Advanced
BWR SER Chapters 1-6 and 7 (SECY-91-156;.
Fiche: 59406:353-59406:358
acn: 9110180135

October 15, 1991 J.M. Taylor, informs Commission of staff intsnt to
issue Section 18 of draft SER on GE Advanced BWR
design,
fiche: 59680:014-59600:085
acn: 9110300123

October 16, 1991 D. Scaletti, meeting sumaries-internal (non-tran-
script) sumary of September 10-11, 1991, meetings
with GE in San Jose, California regarding Advanced BWR
human factors engineering design.
Fiche: S9419:199-59419:224
acn: 9110210188

October 22, 1991 R. Stransky, sumary of August 29, 1991, meeting witi;
GE and BWR utilities regarding licensing topical
report NEDC-31984p, " Generic Evaluations of GE BWR
Power Uprate." List af meeting attendees and pro-
prietary viewgraphs entlosed. Proprietary viewgraphs.
withheld.
Fiche: 59570:055-59570:058
acn: 9111080104

October 23, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, prevides initial reaction and
general coments on proposed preliminary review of
pilot inspection test analysis and z..:ceptance criteria
(ITAAC) for Advanced BWR submittal. - Proposal lacks

-level of detail and acceptanca criteria for inclusion
in material.
Fiche: 59511:168-59511:171
acn: 911101027S
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October 24, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards, " Advanced BWR Control
Room Design impicmentation Process" per September
1991, meetings in San Jose, California regarding
Cha)ter 18 of Advanced BWR STD SAR. Table and figures
wit 1 held.
Fiche: 59483:283-59483:287
acn: 9110300089 ,

October 24, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary portion of
comprehensive program plan for design development
implementation and validation of ABWR man-machine
interface. Enclosures withheld (Ref.10 CFR 2.790).
Fiche: 59461:171-59461:174
acn: 9110280363

October 25, 1991 J.S. Charnley, forwards report providing update cf in-
reactor surveillance programs and ov rall GE BWR fuel
experience through December 1990.
Fiche: 59565:001-59565:013
acn: 9111060207 ,

October 25, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE. forwards additional documents in
response to NRC August 30, 1991, letter regarding
resolution of issues related to Chapter 18 of SSAR for
Advanced BWR design. Documents withheld.
Fiche: 59502:121-59502:124
acn: 9110300260

October 29, 1991 C. Posiusny, NRC, summary of October 8-10, 1991,
meeting with GE in San Jose, California regarding open
issues identified by NRC staff review of licensee SSAR
for Advanced BWR. List of attendees and meeting
agenda enclosed.
Fiche: 59640:094-59640:182
acn: 9111130187

October 30, 1991 0. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards DSE report regarding
review of licensee applications for certification of
Advanced BWR design attached to enclosure SECY-91-320.
Without SECY.
Fiche: 59680:012-59680:085
acn: 9111140145

October 31, 1997 T.H. Boyce, NRC, summary of October 16-17, 1991,
meetings with utilities in Rockville, Maryland regar-
ding issues cancerning inspection tests analyses and
acceptance criteria for Advanced BWR, List of meeting
attendees enclosed.
Fiche: 59546:001-59546:006
acn: 9111060310
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October 31, 1991 J.M. Taylor informs Connission of NRC intent to issue
selected ettions of draft SER on GE Advanced BWR
design.
Fiche: 59987:118-59988:047
acn: 9112130022

November 1, 1991 D.J. Robare forwards proprietary CE responses to staff
position regarding GE DWR power upgrade program dated
September 30, 1991. Responses in reference to licen-
sing topical report NEDC-31897p-1, " Generic Evslu-
ations of GE BWR Power Uprate June 1991." Responses
withheld.

November 1, 1991 P.W. Marriott, forwards summary of major Advanced BWR
design differences assessment of how TS differ from
improved TS including summary of new different or
inapplicable and example of how TS would be written
where TS differ from improved TS.
Fiche: 59565:111-59165:124
acn: 9111070083

November 7, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to discus; ion
item 7 September 0 1991, conference call regarding
rod block algoritR and setpoint.
Fiche: 59649:263-59649:266
acn: 9111120264

November 12, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards draft writeup for fire
protectiori probabilistic risk assessment requested in
draft SER on Advanced BWR probabilistic risk assess-
ment. GE will amend SSAR to include information when
finalized.
Fiche: 59790:263-59790:280
acn: 9111190373

November 12, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary draft writeup
for fire protection PRA as requested in draft SER on
Advanced BWR PRA per SECY-91-309 dated October 1,
1991. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 59839:012-59839:015
acn: 9111250054

November 13, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, submits scheduled projection for
closure of draft SER issues. Process involves fre-
quent and effective dialogue and licensee near-term
actions.
Fiche: 69879:131-59879:135
acn: 9112030458

t
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November 18, 1991 V.M. McCree, NRC, forwards draft of safety evaluation
regarding review of GE Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 19,
" Response to Severe Accident Policy Statement."
Proprietary version of draft SE transmitted to
licensee on October 4, 1991
Fiche: 59912:067-59912:282
acn: 9112060224

November 21, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, requests submittal of design
certification of assess severe accident mitigation
design alternatives and impact on safety of design.
Fiche: 59918:351-59918:354
acn: 9112060223

November 25, 1991 A.E. Rogers, forwards tables regarding significant new
open issues included in final draft SER significant
open items included in all draft SERs GE future sub-
mittals and proposed issues for discussion at December
meeting per NRC November 13, 1991, letter.
Fiche: 59867:330-59867:337
acn: 9112020128

November 27, 1991 A.E. Rogers forwards proprietary responses to Open
issues 8.3.3.6 and 8.3.5 for Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter
8 per commitment at September 16-18, 1991, meeting in
San Jose. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 59953:102-59953:102
acn: 9112090242

November 27, 1991 A.E. Rogers forwards responses to open issues in GE
Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 8 regarding offsite power
and protective systems for reactor internal pumps per
September 16-18, 1991, meeting with NRC. Proprietary
versions of response withheld.
Fiche: 59954:077-59954:217
acn: 9112090240

December 2, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, describes plan for submitting
advanced BWR technical s)ecs to NRC per November 8,
1991, meeting. First su)mittal of noninstrumentation
and control systems will be submitted by December 13,
1991. Third submittal regarding 65 unchanged ICOS
will be submitted by January 31, 1992.
Fiche: 59954:260-59954:262
acn: 9112090224

December 4, 1991 V.M. McCree, NRC, requests listed information to
complete review of Advanced BWR SSAR regarding incor-
poration of operating information into design.
Response requested by January 6, 1992.
Fiche: 59984:335-59984:337
acn: 9112130052p

;
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December 9, 1991 R.L. Nease, NRC, meeting summaries-ir.ternal (non- .

transcript) sur' nary of meeting with GE regarding
forthcoming submittal of Advanced BWR technical specs
for NRC staff review.
Fiche: 60097:309-60097:311
acn:9112240035

December 9, 1991 C. Poslusny, NRC, meeting summaries-internal (non-
transcript) summary of December 17-19, 1991, meeting
with GE in San Jose, California regarding open issues
concerning Chapter 9 of GE SSAR on electrical systems
design.
Fiche: 60097:312-60097:316
acn: 9112240028

December 12. !%i Text-specifications and test reports proposed Advanced
BWR technical specs covering control rod accumulators
reactor internal pumps - operating RHR suppression
pool cooling ECCS - operating UHS and reactor building
cooling water and reactor building SVC water system.
Fiche: 60088:173-60088:201
acn: 9111190169

December 12, 1991 P.W. Marriott forwards proposed Advanced BWR technical
specs per vender December 2, 1991, letter to NRC.
Specs will be documented via amendment to Chapter 16
of Advanced BWR SSAR once specs finalized.
Fiche: 60088:172-60088:201
acn: 9112190166

December 13, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards sections of Chapter 9,
" Auxiliary System and Chapter 18 - Human Factors
Engineering," of SSAR for Advanced BWR Amendment 19
including update of centrol building fire protection
drawings. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 60083:043-60083:043
acn: 9112230044

December 13, 1991 Text-safety report Amendment 19 to Advanced BWR SSAR
fiche: 60097:318-60098:006
acn: 9112190171

December 13, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Amendment 19 to Advanced
BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 60097:317-60098:006
acn: 9112190168

December 16, 1991 R.L. Nease NkC, meetings su % ries-internal (non-
transcript) summary of December 6, 1991, meeting with
GE in Rockv!ile, thryland regarding ODYNA and REDYA
computer codes u 2t GE is using for transient analyses
of Advanced BWR. Attendees list and GE presentation
enclosed.
Fiche: 60109:171 -60109:185
acn: 9112260191
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December 16, 1991 R.L. Nease, NRC, forwards meeting summaries-internal
'(non-transcript) summary of December 5, 1991, meeting

with GE in Rockville, Maryland regarding current
design of Advanced BWR. List of attendees and GE
presentation material enclosed.
Fiche: 60165:065-60165:182
acn: 9201020127

December 17, 1991 J. Palomar forwards text-procurement and contracts
draft of, " Defense-in-Depth and Diversity Assessment

.

'of GE Advanced BWR Protection System."
fiche: 60341:086-60341:208
acn: 9201220287

December 19, 1991 General external technical reports, " Advanced BWR
Design Reliability Assurance Program."
fiche: 60193:201-60193:228
acn: 9201030250

3

December 19, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwarding nonproprietary responses
to resolution of issues regarding Advanced BWR draft
SER.
Fiche: 60131:153-60131:181
acn: 9112260268

December 19, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary responses to
resolution of issues regarding Advanced BWR draft SER.
Fiche: 60131:182-60131:182
acn: 9112260264

December 19, 1991 Text of safety report nonproprietary Revision B to
update App 9a, " Reactor Building Fire Hazard
Analysi s . "
Fiche: 60102:287-60102:301
acn: 9112260100

t

December 19, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary and nonpro-
prietary versions cf Revision B to update of App 9a,
" Reactor Building fire Hazard Analysis."
Fiche: 60102:286-60102:301
acn: 9112260094

December 20, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE,, letter confirms that licensee
Advanced BWR application should be processed as appli-
cation for Part E2 Final Design Approval and Subse-
quent Design Certification per 10 CFR 52.45.
Fiche: 60224:094-60224:094
acn: 9201070246

December 30, 1991' R.C. Pierson, NRC, forwards Generic Letter 82-39,
" Problems with Submittals of 10 CFR 73.21 bafeguards
Information for Licensing Review."
Fir' e: 60237:180-60237:184
acn:- 9201070307
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December 30, 1991 V.M. McCree forwards draft NUREG-CR-567P BNL-NUREG-
52276p, " Review of Advanced BWR Probabilistic Risk
Assessment Vol. 1: Internal and External Events Core
Damage and frequency," and proprietary Vol. 2 of sub-
ject report. Volume withheld.
Fiche: 60281:016-60281:320
acn: 9201080121

December 31, 1991 A.J. James forwards general external technical
reports, " Advanced BWR Design Certification Guidelines
for Preparation of Inspection Tests Analysis and
Accept ance Criteria (ITAAC)."
Fiche: 60006:084-60006:140
acn: 9112160050

January 2, 1992 V.M. McCree provides supply list of shutdown risk
issues applicable to GE Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 60226:354-60226:360
acn: 9201080230

January 3, 1992 C. Poslusny forwards meeting summary of December 9-10,
1991, with utilities in San Jose, California regarding
open issues based on NRC staff review of licensee SSAR
for Advanced BWR. List of attendees and meeting
agenda enclosed.
Fiche: 60302:114-60302:313
acn: 9201130174

January 3, 1992 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary NEDE-30822,
" User Testing of REDYA01 Computer Program," and NEDE-
30690, "REDYA01 Technical Description," to support
January 1992, ODYNA-REDYA Audit. Reports withheld.
Fiche: 60334:178-60334: 181
acn: 9201150127

January 6, 199? P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to NRC request
for additional information regarding incorporation of
operating experience in Advanced EWR.
Fiche: 60240:059-60240:074
acn: 9201080099

January 6, 1992 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary tables to App
18f to Chapter 18 regarding human factors engineering.
GE will amend SSAR to include subject information in
future amendments. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 60334:182-60334:185
acn: 920ll500F,2

January 6, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to issue raised
at GE/NRC December 9-10, 1991, meetings regarding
inservice inspection of ree ts for reactor pressure
vessel bottom head weld and~ reactor pressure vessel
bottom head-to-shell weld.
Fiche: 60282:345-60282:360
acn: 9201130255
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January 9, 1992 C. Poslusny forwards meeting summaries-internal (non-
transcript) sunnary of November 12, 1991, meeting with
UNTIL regarding engineering design issues for Advanced
BWR. List of attendees enclosed.
Fiche: 60261:350-60261:358

January 10, 1992 C. Poslusny letter discusses staff effort to develop
final SER Section discussing design aspects of
Advanced BWR. Additional information requested.
Specific questions enclosed. Response requested no
later than March 1, 1992, with preliminary conference
call on January 22, 1992.
Fiche: 60329:127-60329:142
acn: 9201170191

January 10, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to Agenda-
Item 12 discussed during November 20-21, 1991, meeting
with Reactor Systems Branch of NRC. Responses with-
held.
Fiche: 60332:103-60332:106
acn: 9201160227

January 10, 1992 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards response to Agenda
items 1, 5, 9.-and 16 discussed at GE/NRC. Reactor '

Systems Branch November 20-21, 1991, meetings. Items
include stability performance in normal operating
region loss of AC power and loss of feedwater hearing
transient.
Fiche: 60332:065-60332:077
acn: 9201160018

January 15, 1992 C. Poslusny forwards draft document-on Defense-in-
Depth and Diversite Assessment of GE Advanced BWR
protection system for review. Requests comments
regarding accuracy of report treatment of Systems
Reactions and Design Basis Events by February 10,
1992.
Fiche: 60341:081-60341:208
acn: 9201220274

January 16, 1992 R.L. Nease forwards, " Component Failure Data Hand-
book," technical evaluation report. Handbook contains
generic component failure data and error factors.
ric;ie: 60515:004 60515:171

acn: 9201230259

January 16, 1992 C. Poslusny forwards information omitted from Janu-
ary 16,_1992, submittal consisting of enclosure with
review guidance and two enclosures with questions to
support closure of severe accident issues for Advanced
BWR.

'
Fiche: 60356:312-60356:316
acn: 9201230245
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Janur 17, 1992 R.L. Nease, NRC, forwards draft NUREG-1449, "NRC Staff
Evaluation of Shutdown a'id Low Power Operation."
Final versien of NUREG-1449 scheduled to be issued to
Commission by early February 1992.
Fiche: 60341:209-60342:012
acn: 9201220c80-

January 17, 1992 C. Poslusny, NRC, forwards summary of January 14,
1992, mem ing with UNTIL regarding draft of Advanced
BWR desigr reliability program dated December 19,
1991. Draft and list of meeting attendees enclosed.
Fiche: 60402:265-60402:297
acn: 9201290084

January 17, 1992 General external technical reports, " Advanced BWR
design certification generic ITAAC for Category 1
Structures Position Paper."
Fishe: 60378:324-60378:355
acn: 9201240141

January 17, 1992 General external technical reports, " Tier 1 Design
Certification MATL Pilot ITAAC Examples for GE
Advanced BWR Design."
Fiche: 60378:222-60378:323
acn: 9201240140

January 17,19:12 F., 'iott, GE, forwards, " Tier 1 Design Certifica-*

tion man. Pilot ITAAC Examples for GE Advhnce BWR
Design" and " Advanced BWR Design Certi'i ation Generic
ITAAC for Seismic Category 1 Structr .. 'esition
Paper."
Fiche: 60378:220-60378:355
acn: 9201240138

Jcnuary 17, 1992 C. Poslusny forwards NRR Advanced Reactor Division
open item tracking system report dated January 8,
1992.
Fiche: 60356:329-60356:353
acn: 9201230253

January 20, 1992 R.L. Nease, NRC, forwards plan and agenda for Janu-
ary 20-30, 1992, audit of GE 0DYN0 and REDYA transierst
analysis codes.
F'.he: 60379:332-60379:335
acn: .9201280134

January 22. 1992 S.S. Dua forwards response to open issue 3 of
SECY-91-153 regarding main steamline seismic classifi-
cation including static design procedure to be.util--
ized in evaluation of seismic capability of condenser

-anchorage and turbine building.
Fiche: 60397:150-60397:161
acn: 92012701C
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January 22, 1992 D. Crutchfield, NRC, discusses until responses to NRC
open items on Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 14. Requests
that until expedite responses to open items identified
in November 5, 1991, DSER.
Fiche: 60403:238-60403:240

January 28, 1992 C. Poslusny provides comments on i ic.mation included 1

in SSAR regarding ccntrol rod desfyn v 'teria and
requests that information be provide < , staff.

Fiche: 60481:049-60481:051
acn: 9202050431

January 31, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary NEDC-30032,
" Joint Study Final Report." Joint study with regard
to study (ii) related ta Advanced BWR thermal margin
during rapid coastdown 820401-830331. Report with-
held.
Fiche: 60492:050-604f2:053
acn: 9202040413 j

February 3, 1992 R.C. Hitchell, forwarding 24 proprietary ~ oversized
drawings regarding Advanced BWR piping and instrumen-
tation and process flow. With 23 oversize drawings.
Drawings withheld.
Fiche: 60688:293-60688:294
acn: 9202060278

'

February 3, 1999 R.C. Mitchell, forwards letter with updated Advanced
BWR piping and instrumentation and . process flow draw-
ings. W-ll6 oversized drawings
fiche: 60583:001-60583:002
acn: 9202110336

February 3, 1992 R.C. Mitchell, forwards letter responding to leak
before break issue addressed in December 9/10, 1991,
GE/NRC meeting. Advises that GF intends to amend SSAR
with response.in future amendment.
Fiche: 60574:178-60574:262
acn: 9202110324

February 3, 1992 R.C. Mitchell, forwards nonproprietary responses to
additional items of concern noted in draft SER for
Chapter 7. Advises that GE will amend Advanced BWR.
SSAR with responses in future. amendments.
Fiche: 60574:133-60574:177
acn: 9202110316

February 3, 1992 R.C. Mitchell, forwards proprietary responses to
additional ~ information noted in October 4,1991,. draft
SER for Chapter 7. Responses are cross referenced
with summary item number correspondingsto review
meeting in San Jose, California on August 7-8, 1991.
Responses withheld.
Fiche: 60579:298-60579:298
acn: 9202110921
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February 10, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to January 10,
1992, 16 requests for additional information on
Advanced BWR design for severe accidents.
Fiche: 60627:101-60627:124
acn: 9202190376

February 11, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to performance
and quality evaluation branch open items on Advanced
BWR Std SAR Chapter 14
Fiche: 60677:256-60677:257
acn: 9202190379

February 13, 1992 P W. Marriott, GE, forwards prsprietary App 18f,
' Emergency Operation Infonaation and Controls," to
Chapter 18, " Human factors Engineers," of Advanced BWR 4

STD SAR covering control room inventory, App. 18f
withheld
Fiche: 60627:070-60627:070
acn: 9202190366

February 14, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards nonproprietary portion of-
GE response; to agenda items discussed during Novem-
ber 20/21, 1991, meeting with NRC React. ^vstems
Branch regarding standby liquid control system instru-
mentation and controls.
Fiche: 60627:073-60627:100
acn: 9202190343

February 14, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary portion of GE
response to agenda items discussed during November 20-
21, 1991, meeting with NRC Reactor Systems Branch.
Response withheld

-Fiche: 60627:072-60627:072
acn: 9202190325

Febru3ry 17, 1992 Letter from T.J. O'Neil farwarding proprietary revised
App 18e, " Advanced BWR Man-Machine Interface System
Design and Implementation Process," of Advanced BWR
SSAR, App. withheld.
Fiche: 60854:350-60854:350
acn: 9203030270

February 18, 1992 V.M. McCree, meeting summaries-internal (non-tran-
script) summary of November 20, 1991, meeting with GE
in San Jose, California to discuss open items for
staff review of Advanced BWR Std SAR.
Fiche: 60710:066-60710:134
acn: 9202260310
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February 19, 1992 R.L. Nease, forwarding letter on internal flooding
analysis. Metholodology used is combination of quali-
tative and quantitative analyses that looks for vul-
nerabilities to internal floods that could cause core
damage.
Fiche: 60705:305-60706:122
acn: 9202260235

February 19, 1992 D. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards letter requesting _ pro-
posed Advanced BWR TS significantly different from

'

BWR-6 TS on computer disk in Wordperfect 5.1 format
and electronic mark-up of NUREG-1434 parts which
require only minor revisions to be tailored to
Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: 6070s:286-60705:288
acn: 9202260214

February 19, 1992 Report from G.W. Ehlert of external technical reports
on, "Radwaste Building Seismic Analysis."
Fiche: 60827:141-60827:149
acn: 9203050230

>

February 20, 1992 R.L. Nease, NRC, meeting summaries-internal (non-
transcript) summary of January 1,1992, meeting wf''-
GE in Rockville, Maryland regarding status of PRA
sensitivity and uncertainly analyses for Advanced BWR.
List of attendees and GE handouts enclosed.
Fiche: 60726:184-60726:232
acn: 9202280069

February 20, 1992 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards discussion of differences
between US Advanced BWR and K-6-7 project. Advanced
BWR design under review for differences to K 6-7 and
additional differences will be included in future SSAR
Amend.
Fiche: 60752:062-60752:070
acn: 92022/0241

February 24, 1992 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards draft of Revision 0,
" Advanced BWR SSAR Main Steam Feedwater and SRVDL
Piping Design Criteria and Analysis Methods," and
draft Revision 0 to, " Advanced BWR Feedwater Loop and
Piping and Equipment Loads,"'per GE/NRC -911209-10
meeting.
Fiche: 60782:304-60783:029
acn: 9203030235

February 25, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding App 19P to Chap-
,

! ter 19 of " Evaluation of Potential Mods to Advanced
|- BWR Design."
! Fiche: 60751:289-60751:315

acn: 9202260157

|
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February 25, 1992 R. Nease, NRC, forwards proprietary Revision R-0 to
" Advanced BWR Project Common Engineering Work Plan."
Plan withheld.
Fiche: 60782:299-60782:299
acn:9203020ll2

February 25, 1992 P.W. Marriott, letter- requests additional of listed
individual to Advanced BWR document distribution list.
Fiche: 60786:321-60786:321
acn: 9202280354

February 25, 1992 C. Poslusny meeting summaries-internal (non-trans-
cript) summary of October 24, 1991, meeting with GE in
Rockville, Maryland regarding open issues in several
areas concerning review of Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 60734:284-60734:288
ucn: 9202280344

February 25, 1992 Letter from R. Nease forwardiry proprietary summary of
920127 telcon with NRC and Brot.Lnaven Laboratory to
clarify aspects of human factors review of Advanced
BWR, specifically review of design implementation -
process. Summary withheld.
Fiche: 60854:348-60854:348
acn: 9203030287

February 25, 1992 Letter from R. Nease forwarding proprietary revised
App. 18e, " Advanced BWR Man-Machine Interface System
Design and Implementation Process," of Advanced BWR
SSAR. App withheld.
Fiche: 60854:349-60854:350._

' acn: 9203030268

February 26, 1992 R.L. Nease memorandum forwards proprietary summary of
NRC/GE January 7,1992, meeting on Advanced BWR SSAR

: Chapter 18. Meeting summary withheld.
Fiche: 60778:051-60778:054
acn: 9202270211

February 26, 1992 Letter from V.M. McCree, forwarding corrected list of
attendees for February 18, 1992, summary of meeting
held on 911120-21.
Fiche: 60772:204-60772:206
acn: 9203030344

February 29, 1992 M. Herzog forwarding report draft Revision 0 to,
" Advanced BWR Feedwater Loop a Piping and Equipment
Loads."

,

| Fiche: 60782:339-60783:029
cen: 9203030253
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February 29, 1992 M, Herzog forwarding report draft Revision 0 to,
" Advanced BWR SSAR Main Steam feedwater and SRVDL
Piping System Design Criteria and Analysis Methods."
Fiche: 60782:305-60782:338
acn: 9203030246

March 3, 1992 Report from A.E. Rogers, "Radwaste Building Seismic
Analysis." Informs that GE intends to amend SSAR with
subject analysis in future amendments.
Fiche: 60827:140-60827:149
acn: 9203050228

March 3, 1992 Letter from R.C. Pierson, submitting near term actions
to facilitate issue resolution regarding Advanced BWR
probabilistic risk assessment
Fiche: 60811:195-60812: 197
acn: 9203050165

March 4, 1992 Letter from R.C. Pierson, forwarding summary of NRC
920210-12 audit of Advanced BWR RPV internals. Lists
two GE commitments.
Fiche: 60839:113-60839:131
acn: 9203060154

March 5, 1992 Letter from A.E. Rogers, forwards Revision B to
23(a)6100(aq) Section 17.3 regarding responses to
request for resolution of issues related to relia-
bility assurance program (RAP). Subject responses
will be included as amendment to Advanced BWR SSAR in
future.
Fiche: 60898:283-60898:304
acn: 9203110132

March 5, 1992 A.E. Rogers forwards Revision B to 23a6100aq Sec-
tion 17.3 regarding responses to request for resolu-
tion of issues related to Reliability Assurance Pro-
gram (RAP). Subject responses will be included as
amendment to Advanced BWR SSAR in future.
Fiche: 60898:283-60898:304
acn: 9203110132

March 9, 1992 Letter from R.C. Mitchell summarizes staff position
regarding NRC conference call on DSER comments to
Advanced BWR SSAR ISI requirements.
Fiche: 60930:048-60930:049
acn: 9203120371

March 10, 1992 Meeting summaries internal (non-transcript) summary of
920228 meeting with GE in Rockville, Maryland regard-
ing open items in Advanced BWR review concerning
postulated trip of all reactor interna's pumps and
postulated command mode failure of pressure regulator
to down scale position.
Fiche: 60963:309-50963:321
acn: 9203170131
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March 11, 1992 Letter from R.C. Mitchell forward: draft Revision 0-
to, " Advanced BWR SRVDL wetwell piping stress analysis
design Report," and draft Revision 0 to design report,
" Main Steamline A & Safety Relief Valve Discharge
Piping Stress Analysis," per 911209-10 GE/NRC meeting.
Fiche: 60992:037-60992:245
acn: 9203180162

March 11, 1992 Letter from R.C. Mitchell forwards responses to reso-
lution of issues related to Advanced BWR draft SER
Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14 and 15
(SECY-91-355)
Fiche: 60991:162-60991:338
acn: 9203180156

March 11, 1992 Letter from R.C. Mitchell forwards proprietary
responses to issues regarding Sections 9.3, 9.5 and
11.2 of Advanced BWR SSAR. Respor. es reflect correc-
tions and additions to ear ter proprietary submitals.
Responses withheld.
Fiche: 60991:161-60991:161
acn: 9203180147

March 11, 1992 Letter from P.W. Marriott_ forwards piping design
inspection tests analysis and acceptance criteria
(ITAAC). Piping design ITAAC will be included as part
of generic ITAAC.
Fiche: 60992:321-60992:327
acn: 9203180142-

March 13, 1992- P.W. Harriott, GE, letter forwarding prcprietary
Amendment 20 to Advanced BWR SSAR. Report withheld.
Fiche: 60998:347-60998:347
acn: 9203200342

March 13, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding nonproprietary
Amendment 20 to Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 61061:001-61062:128
at.n : 9203200337

;
.

March 13, 1992 J.N. Wilson, Federal Reaistgr notices - notice of
receipt of application for design certification,
Fiche: 60982:349-60982:349i

|- acn: 9203190450
1

March 13, 1992 D. Crutchfield, NRC, letter discusses December 20,
1991, request for application for approval of Advanced
BWR design be considered as applicaticn for Part 52
design approval and subsequent design certification.,

'

Notice of receipt of application for design certifica-
tion enclosed.!

Fiche: 60982:346-60982:349
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March 25, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding revisions to
Appendix 18a, 18b, and 18d to Chapter 18 of Advanced
BWR SSAR in reference to December 13, 1991, submittal
of Amendment 19 to Advanced BWR SSAR. Revisions
withheld.
Fiche: 61211:072-61211:072
acn: 9204010120

March 30, 1992 General external technical reports - Advanced BWR
design document Section 3.7, " Radiation Protection,"
Section 12.3, " Radiation Protection Design Features,"
and Section 12a.1, " Calculation of Airborne Radionu-
clides."
Fiche: 61791:097-61791:231
acn: 9205200194

March 31, 1992 Text-safety report, " Tier 1 Design Certification Mate-
rial for GE Advanced BWR Design - Stage 2 Submittal."
Fiche: 61273:181-61274:223
acn: 9204080070

March 31, 1992 M.L. Scott letter contract NRC-03-89-027 awarding Task
Order 32, " Design Process Inspection - GE Advanced
Boiling Water Reactor," to, " Nuclear Power Reactor
Operations Modifications and Maintenance Inspection
Services."
Fiche: 61320:101-61320:106
ucn: 9204130313

April 1, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwards modifications
supporting main steam line seismic classification.
Fiche: 61298:269-61298:271
acn: 9204080007

April 1, 1992 T.H. Boyce, NRC, meeting summary of February 27, 1992,
meeting with GE Nuclear Energy-in Rockville, Maryland.
Topics discussed included interfaces and inspection
analyses and acceptar:ce criteria for Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 61287:105-61287:124
acn: 9204090336

April 1, 1992 G. Kelly letter forwarding clarification of Confirma-
tory item C-01.
Fiche: 61463:069-61463:070
acn: 9204270112

April 2, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding proprietary GE
responses to resolution of selected issues regarding
Advanced BWR DSER Chapter 19 (SECY-91-309). Report
withheld.
Fiche: 61271:134-61271:194
acn: 9204060391
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April 2, 1992 R.C. Pierson, NRC, letter requesting review of
enclosed Advanced BWR TS indicating changes necessary
to properly reflect Advanced BWR & design and safety
analyses.
Fiche: 61293:092-61293:162
acn: 9204100376

April 2, 1992 B.J. DuBose notification of contract execution award-
ing Task Order 32, " Design Process Inspection - GE
Advar.ced Boiling Water Reactor," to, " Nuclear Power
Reactor Operations Modifications and Maintenance
Inspection Services."
Fiche: 61320:100-61320:106
acn: 9204130309

April 3, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding nonproprietary
and proprietary responses to resolution of issues
related to Chapter 8 of Advanced BWR DSER
(SECY-91-355). Proprietary responses withheld.
Fiche: 61364:100-61364:235
acn: 9204130074

April 3, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding proprietary
responses to resolution of issues related to Chapter 8
of Advanced BWR DSER (SECY-91-355). Enclosures with-
held.
Fiche: 61330:344-61330:344
acn: 9204130069

April 6, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding, " Tier 1 Design
Certification for GE Advanced BWR Design - Stage 2
Submittal," including descriptions and proposed in--

spections, tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria
(IlAAC) for 40 Advanced BWR systems. Lists informa-
tion not covered by report. *

Fiche: 61273:179-61274:223
acn: 9204080069

April 6, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding GE responses to
; resolution of issues related to Chapter 15 of Advanced
i BWR Draft SER incorporating responses to NRC staff

comments and to outstanding issues 136 and 139.
Fiche: 61329:292-61329:341,

! acn: 9204130227

| April 7, 1992 G. Kelly, letter forwarding instructions on turning
fragility curves into HCLPFs and Table of Seismic
Boolean equations used by BNL and EQE to develop
estimates of HCLPF for Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 61463:071-61463:073
acn: 9204270119
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April 8, 1992 P.W. Harriott letter forwarding Section 4 inadver-
tently omitted from April 6,1992, letter forwarding,
" Tier 1 Design Certification Material for the GE
Advanced BWR Design Stage 2 Submittal." Section 4
covers interface Tier 1 material in reference to
ultirnate heat sink.
Fiche: 61331:057-61331:060
acn: 9204130208

April 8, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding 34--11 x 17
foldout drawings identified for later delivery in
March 13, 1992, submittal of Amendment 20 to Advanced
BWR SSAR. Updated page change instructions and page
status sheets also enclosed. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 61506:354-61506:354
acn: 9204220093

April 8,1992 Text-safety report - Amendment 20 to Advanced BWR SSAR
11 x 17 foldout drawings page change instructions and
page status sheets.
Fiche: 61396:245-61397:148
acn: 9204160195

April 8, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding 11 x 17 drawings '

as part of Amer.dment 20 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR per
March 13, 1992, submittal. Page change instructions
and page status sheets also enclosed.
Fiche: 61396:244-61398:148
acn: 9204160184

April 9, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding comments on selected items
from Table 1.8-22. experience information applicable-to
Advanced BWR covering storage of low level radwastes
at sites and clarification of surveillance require-
ments for diesel impurity tests.
Fiche: 61784:250-61704:257
acn: 9205190285

April 9, 1992 G. Kelly letter discusses follow-up on open items from
Advanced BWR PRA draft SER and MAR meeting in San
Jose, California.
Fiche: 61463:074-61463:075
acn: 9204270126

April 10, 1992 G. Kelly letter forwarding initial concerns raised by
ACRS regarding credit for RWCU and FW system in high
pressure sequences in Advanced BWR PRA and evaluation
of LOCAs outside of containment.
Fiche: 61463:076-61463:129

.

acn:- .9204270130
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April 10, 1992 R.L. Palla letter forwarding listed responses from GE
regarding Advanced BWR for review under Task Order 2
of FIN 1-2412. Advises that second document contains
proprietary informa' ion. Without enclosure.
Fiche: 61415:322-61415:322
acn: 9204220130

April _11, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding Human factors Engineering
ITAAC-DAC Action- Plan Item (4).
Fiche: 61884:246-61884:256
acn: 9205280226

April 14, 1992 R.C. Mitchell letter forwarding proprietary GE
responses to resolution of selected issues regarding
Advanced BWR design SER Chapter 19 (SECY-91-309).
Responses withheld.
Fiche: 61364:273-61364:273
acn: 9204160229

April 15, 1992 R.C. Mitchell letter forwarding proprietary responses
to resolution of SECY-91-309 Confirmatory Item 1 as
related to Advanced BWR draft SER Chapter 19.
Responses withheld.
Fiche: 61360:347-61360:347
acn: 9204160279

April 20, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding response _to
SECY-91-309, Confirmatory Item 17, and Outstanding
Item 18 (partial) for resolution of selected issues
related to Advanced BWR draft SER Chapter 19.
Fiche: 61464:228-61464:228
acn: 9204240162

April 22, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding responses to
discussion items of October-November 1991, GE/NRC
performance and quality evaluation branch conference.
Responses withheld.
Fiche: 61495:326-61495:328
acn: 9204280363

April 24, 1992 R.C. Stirm letter forwarding response to outstanding
issues 140 and 144 in references to revision of Appen-
dix 15e - ATWS analysis of ABWR DSER SECY-91-355.
Fiche: 61549:181-61549:305
aca: 9205010292

April 24, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding proprietary
revision to Appendix 19f and 19e for containment
_ ultimate strength and 100-percent metal-water reac-
tion. Appendix 9e revised-to formally document
increased pressure capability resulting from thicker
drywell head. Enclosure withheld.'

Fiche: 61509:320-61509:320
acn: 9204300361
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April 24, 1992 P.U. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding Section 2.15.10
Reactor Building of Stage 2 GE Advanced BWR Tier 1
design certification material. Submittal supplement
Tier 1 Advanced BWR design certification material
transmitted earlier by April 6,1992, letter.
Fiche: 61505:145-61505:188
acn: 9204290217

April 27, 1992 P.D. Knecht letter forwarding April 27, 1992, memo-
randum to BNL regarding LOCA outside containment in
Advanced BWRS.
fiche: 61784:224-61784:229
acn: 9205200162

April 28, 1992 C. Poslusny, NRC, meetinc summary of March 25-26,
1992, with GE in San Jose, California regarding status
of open issues design interfaces and ITAAC in refer-
ence to NRC review of SSAR for ABWR. Draft interim
human factors criteria 'nd GE proprietary informatiun
enclosed. GE proprietary information withhe'd.
Fiche: 61713:001-61713:161
acn: 9205140241

April 28, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding proposed draft Advanced BWR
TS Section 3.3.1.1-2 regarding RPS instrumentation-
logic.
Fiche: 61784:258-61784:275
acn: 9205200188

April 29, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding nonproprietary and propri-
etary information on Section 3.11 and Appendix of
Advanced BWR SSAR regarding environmental qualifica-
tion of safety-related mechanical and electrical
equipment. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 61815:001-61875:005
acn: 9205100241

April 29, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding information regarding Reactor
Water Makeup System, Makeup Water Preparation System
components, and HECWS System component description as
background information for Advanced BWR review.
Fiche: 61784:171-61784:205
acn: 9205200192

April 30, 1992 R.C. Stirn letter forwarding response to Agenda item
11 discussed during GE/NRC Reactor Systems Branch
November 20-21, 1991, meeting regarding credit for
nonsafety-grade equipment.
Fiche: 61589:346-61589:348
acn: 9205050247
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-April 30, 1992 Record of telcon with GE on April 30, 1992, regarding
development'of Advanced BWR Inventory SSAR Appendix
18f.
Fiche: 61878:337-61878:339-
acn: 9205280186

April 30, 1992 R.C. Stirn letter forwarding Section 3.7, " Radiation
Protection of Stage 2 GE Advanced BWR Tier I Design
Certification Material," containing figures designa-
ting radiation zones for reactor building, control
building, and radwaste building.
Fiche: 61605:232-61605:267
acn: 9205050240

May 1, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding proprietary information
regardin0 Advanced BWR fuel design. Enclosure with-
held.
Fiche: 61815:0u7-61815:008
acn: 9105100218

May 1, 1992 J. Fox letter forwards proprietary information
regarding intersystem LOCA. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 61875:006-61815:006
acn: 9105100111

May 1, 1992 G.E. Miller letter forwarding draft of flooding analy-
sis for potential piping leaks in reactor service
water-system.
Fiche: 61791:079-61791:082
acn: 9205190287

May 1, 1992 G.E. Miller letter forwarding information regarding
Advanced BWR HECW System to replace information sent
on April 29, 1992.
Fiche: 61784:168-61784:170
acn: 9205200182

May 1, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding information regarding ..vR
containment steam bypass leakage capability. Sensi-
tivitystudyresultsdemonstratethatcurpentlyspeci-
fied bypass leakage capability of 0.05 ft is not at
high point of cliff.
Fiche: 61784:206-61784:215
acn: 9205200150

May 3, 1992 J, Fox letter forwarding comments on Human Factors
Engineering ITAAC-DAC.
Fiche: 61814:294-61814:362
acn: 9205280188

May 4, 1992 C. Poslusny, NRC, letter requesting that licenseo
address enclosed questions regarding review of
Advanced BWR inservice testing.
Fiche: 61741:341-61741:352
acn: 9205200060
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May 5, 1992 J. Duncon letter forwarding Advanced BWR PRA punchout
list.

Fiche: 61911:089-61911:111
acn: 9205290049

May 10, 1992 C. Poslusny, NRC, summary of February 10-12, 1992,
audit at GE San Jose, California office to review
documentation and bases for establishment of ITAAC for
ABWR RPV internals.
Fiche: 61785:034-61785:050
acn: 9205260196

May 11, 1992 U. Saxena letter forwarding viewgraphs of blowdown
mass energy data used in Advanced BWR subcompartment
pre'.surization analyses.
Fiche: 61784:230-61784:249
acn: 9205190281

May 11, 1992 D. Maxwell letter forwarding response to NRC questions
on Generic Letter 80-35 regarding de power supplies.
Fiche: 61791:075-61791:078
acn: 9205190280,

May 13, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding table of Chapter 14 open
items including test procedures, pre-fuel load checks,
preoperational test procedures and interfaces.
Fiche: 61791:041-61791:069
acn: 9205190282

May 14, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding writeup of loose parts moni-
toring system which will appear in SSAR via upcoming
amendment.
Fiche: 61784:216-61784:223
acn: 9205200161

May 15, 1992 R.C. Pierson, NRC, letter forwarding summary of
Advanced BWR Structural Design audit at GE.
Fiche: 61794:241-61794:263
acn: 9205280255

May 15, 1992 R.C. Pierson, NRC, letter forwarding information and
summarizes GE Advanced BWR design process assessment.
Fiche: 61794:229-61194:240
acn: 9205280244

May 18, 1992 C.B. Brinkman letter respondir.g to issue of diversity
for digital instrumentation and control system for
System 80. delineated in NRC April 30,-1992, letter.
Best estimate analysis underway in order to make
realistic assessment of plant performance given com-
puter failure.
Fiche: 61884:189-61884:193
acn: 9205280060
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May 20, 1992- R.C. Pierson, NRC, letter forwarding March 23-26,
1992, audit report of GE Advanced BWR piping design
and ITAAC, Audit agenda and list of attendees
enclosed.
Fiche: 61822:154-61822:212
acn: 9206010261

,

May 26, 1992 D. Crutchfield, NRC, letter requesting that vendor
reconsider submittal on USIs and GSIs. ' Revised sub-
mittal should be provided by June 30, 1992, to meet
listed criteria.
Fiche: 61822:050-61822:056
acn: 9206010145

May 28, 1992 Text-safety report, " Request for Additional Informa-
tion Performance of Containment Structures Advanced
BWR."
Ficce: 61822:284-61822:286
acn: 9205280183

May 28, 1992 C. Poslusny, NRC, letter notification of June 8,1992,
meeting with GE in San Jose, California to discuss
issues regarding staff review of ABWR.
Fiche: 61883:331-61883:335
acn: 9206030321 ,

May 28, 1992 J.M. Taylor text-safety report informs Commission of
status of development of design acceptance criteria
(DAC) for ABWR.
Fiche: 61979:005-61980:186
acn: 9206040228

May 29, 1992 D. Crutchfield, NRC, letter forwarding announcement
and invitation for Fourth Annual NRC Regulatory Infor-
mation Conference on July 21 and 22,1992, with GE to
discuss status of ABWR and SBWR licensing effort since
November 1991, ALWR conference.
Fiche: 61883:266-61883:270
acn: 9206030340

May 29, 1992 R.C. Pierson, NRC, letter advising that vendor must
meet or exceed commitment dates for submittals

i required to complete evaluation of SSAR for GE
| Advanced BWR. Requests firm submittal date for neces-
| sary changes by June 3, 1992.

-Fiche: 61920:318-61920:320
! acn: 9206020311

May 29, 1992 J.-Duncon letter forwarding updated Advanced BWR PRA-
punch-list reflecting results of March 23, 25, and 25,
1992, discussions.
Fiche: 61912:206-61912:227
acn: 9205290002
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May 29,-1992~ D. Crutchfield, NRC, letter forwarding announcement
and invitation for fourth Annual NRC_ Regulatory Infor-
mation. conference to discuss status of CE System-80_-
licensing effort since November 1991, ALWR conference.
Fiche: 61882:197-61882:201
acn: 9206030360

May 30, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding, " Tier I Design
Certification Material for GE ABWR Design," Stage 3-
including design descriptions and proposed ITAAC for
all ABWR systems for which design certification being
sought.
Fiche: 61925:001-61926:308
acn: 9206020300

June 1, 1992 General external technical reports, " Tier 1 Design
Certification Material for GE ABWR Design."
Fiche: 61925:003-61926:308
acn: 9206020303

June 3, 1992 S.Q. Ninh, NRC, meeting summary of May 20, 1992,
public meeting between NRC and ABB-CE in Rockville,
Maryland to-. discuss staff comments on applicant pilot
ITAAC submittal. Comments and list of attendees
enclosed.
Fiche: 62036:001-62036:019
acn: 9206160251

June 3, 1992 Legal transcripts and orders and pleadings; transcript
of June 3,1992, public meeting in Rockville, Maryland
regarding status of GE Advanced BWR application for
design certification. With scheduling notes and
viewgraphs.
Fiche: 61971:047-61971:133
acn: 9206100205

June 4, 1992 R.C. Berglund letter responds to NRC May 29, 1992,
letter raising concerns that state 2 ITAAC submittal
contained several inconsistencies reflected in lack of
internal- QA. Urges continuation of face-to-face staff
and management interactions.
Fiche: 61958:354-61958:356
acn: 9206080103

June 4, 1992 C. Poslusny, NRC, meeting summaries-internal
(non-transcript) summary of_May 7, 1992, meeting with
GE in Bethesda, Maryland regarding staff review of
SSAR for Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 62020:201-62020:315
acn: 986120218

June 5, 1992 J.N. Fox letter notifying that licensee now designated
as, 'GE Nucleae Energy,' and abbreviated, 'GE.'
Fiche: 61995:350-61995:358
acn: 9206110279
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June 5, 1992 S.J- Stark letter responding to May 29, 1992,- letter.

expressing concern regarding impact of ABWR-review by
five day delay in providing information concerning _
tornado design features-and submittal date for
changes. Suggest issue be discussed at GE management
meeting-on June 8, 1992.
Fiche: 61997:260-61997:261
acn: 9206110168

June 8, 1992 S Q. . Ninh, NRC, meeting summaries-internal (non-tran-
script) summary of March 6 1992, meeting with GE in
.Rockville, Maryland regarding Advanced BWR 0 pen Issues
regarding Human Factors Engineering inspections,
tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria and design
acceptance criteria.
Fiche: 62020:178-62020:184-
acn: 9206120199

.
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APPENDIX A

CHRON0 LOGY OF CORRESPONDENCE

This appendix contains a chronological listing of routine licensing correspon-
dence between the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff and GE
regarding the review of the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) under
Project 671 and Docket Numbers 50-605 and 52-001.

August 7, 1987 T.E. Murley, NRC, letter forwarding, "GE Advanced BWR
Reactor Licensing Review Bases." Report. addresses
review process, selected technical issues, and repre-
sents understanding of certain approaches proposed in
design and licensing application.
Fiche: 42162:262-42162:287
acn: 8708140039

August 11, 1987 H.N. Berkow, meeting summary of August 5,1987, with
GE on plans for development and submittal of Technical
Specifications for Advanced BWR Standard plant design.
GE to reconsider plans for technical specifications
and continue to coordinate with owners group and NRC
on item. List of attendees enclosed.
Fiche: 42171:073-42171:075
acn: 8708170023

August 31, 1987 Text-safety report "GE Advanced ~BWR Licensing Review
Bases."
Fiche: 42162:264-42162:287
acn: 8708140043

December 14, 1987 R. Artigas letter advising that GE send Advanced BWR
Standard SAR per NRC request. Chapters for report
will be submitted in blocks according to established
scheduled. Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 15. forwarded to ACRS
at present.
Fiche: 43726:286-43726:286
acn: 8712150419

December 24, 1987 T.E- Murley, GE, external memorandum directing staff.

to perform audit of GE Advanced BWR design and design
process in early 1988. Special emphasis will be -
placed on portions of design attributable to Toshiba
and.Hitachi for purpose of assuring quality and reli-
ability of Advanced BdR.
Fiche: 43L ,:350-43953:353

acn: 8801070170
l
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February 22, 1988 0.C. Scaletti, NRC, forward letter requesting addi-
tional information regarding GE application for cer-
tification of Advanced BWR design by April 30, 1988.
Request addresses areas of SRP Chapters 4, 5, 6, and
15 reviewed by Mechanical Materials and Chemical
Engineering Branches.
Fiche: 44499:123-44499:137
acn: 8802250119

February 29, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, letter submitting list of concerns
to be addressed during February 23-25, i988, prelimi-
nary design QA audit.
Fiche: 44558:310-44558:312
acn: 8803030075

March 15, 1988 L.S. Rubenstein letter informing of relocation of NRR
to stated address in Rockville, Maryland.
Fiche: 44746:350-44746:352
acn: 8803210431

March 24, 1988 B. Wolfe letter requesting support in resolution of
matter of fee to be incurred by GE in certification of
Advanced BWR. GE concerns-would be resolved if Com-
mission would confirm that review and fee both capped
at present level and deferred.
Fiche: 45008:358-45008:360
acn: 8804060396

March 29, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, letter advises that information an
Advanced BWR fuel design in Chapter 4 of Supplemental
SAR will be withheld from public disclosures (Ref.10
CFR 2.790) per September 29, 1988, request.
Fiche: 45029:177-45029:178
acn: 8804050408

March 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Amendment 1 Chapter 103 Advanced
BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 44953:262-44955:192
acn: 8803310029

March 29, 1988 R. Artigas forwards Revision A to Amendment I to
Chapters 1, 2, and 3 of 23A6100AC, " Advanced BWR
SSAR." Replacement of overhead HPCS sparger with high
pressure flooder spargers initiated with enclosures.
Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 15 to be updated with 7-9 and
11-13 submitted.
Fiche: 44953:260-44955:192
acn: 8803310018

April 29,1988 R. Artigas letter forwarding responses to additional
information on SSAR for Advanced BWR per NRC Febru-
ary 22, 1988, request.
Fiche: 45505:093-45505:192
acn: 8805120071

1
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June 3, 1988 V.-Stello letter responds to March 24, 1988, letter
regarding fee for design and approvals and certifica-
tions, Commission in process cf examining fees for
all types of reviews. GE concerns will be included in
Commission review process.
Fiche: 45916:347-45916:347
acn: 8806240235

June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments-(RSAR) Chapter 20, " Question and Re-
sponse Guide," of Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46024:194-46024:254
acn: 8807050014

June 29, 1988. Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Chapter 17, "QA," of Amendment 2
to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46024:183-46024:193
acn: 8807050013

June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Chapter 14, " Initial Test Prog-
ram," of Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46024:109-46024:182
acn: 8807050011

June 29, 1988 Text-safety--reference safety analysis report and
amendments (RSAR) Chapter 13, " Conduct of Operations,"
of Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46024:095-46024:108
acn: 8807050010

June 29, 1988 Test-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Chapter 12, " Radiation Protec- '

tion" of Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46024:014-46024:094
acn: 8807050009

June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report-
and amendments-(RSAR) Chapter 11, "Radwaste Manage-
ment" of Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR,
Fiche: 46023:325-46024:013
acn: 8807050008

June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
-and-amendments (RSAR) Chapter 9, " Auxiliary Systems"
of Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46023:187-46023:324 '

acn: 8807050007

June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Chapter 8, " Electric Power" of
Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 46023:126-46023:186
acn: 8807050006
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June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Chapter 7, " Instrumentation and
Control System," Amendment 2 to GE Advanced BhR SSAR.
Fiche: 46022:092-46023:125
acn: 8807050005'

June 29, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) Amendment'2 to GE. Advanced BWR
SSAR.
Fiche: 46022:091-46024:254
acn: 8807050004

June 29, 1988 J.S. Gay forwards Amendment 2 to Chapters 7-9, 11-14
and 17 of SSAR for Advanced BWR per NRC August 7,
1987, Advanced BWR licensing review basis.
Fiche: 46021:047-46024:254
acn: 8807050003

July 6, 1988 J.S. Gay, forwards figures 7.6-1 and 7.6-2 of Amend-
ment 2 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR. Figures withheld.
Fiche: 46175:300-46175:300
acn: 8807140283

July 7, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, letter forwarding request for
additional information regard GE application for
certification of Advanced BWR design. Responses
requested by September 15, 1988.
Fiche: 46154:283-46154:314
acn: 8807120634

l July 28,1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards documents regarding NRC
l review of GE application for certification of Advanced

BWR design per February 1,1988, meeting agreement.
Without enclosures.
Fiche: 46467:132-46467:133
acn: 8808080089

September 12, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards letter requesting addi-
tional information regarding GE application for cer-
tification of Advanced BWR design for response by_
November 15, 1988.
Fiche: 46908:325-46908:337
acn: 8809160120

September 14, 1988 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards letter with additional
information regarding SSAR for Advanced BWR per NRC

| July 7,1988, request and commit + d responses to D.C.
Scaletti February 22, 1988, request. Manufacturer
will amend SSAR with responses in December.
Fiche: 46911:136-46911:249
acn: 8809160103

|
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September 20, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards letter requesting addi--
tional information regarding application for certifi-
cation of Advanced BWR design for response by Novem-
ber 21, 1988, in order to maintain review schedule.
Fiche: 46945:261-46945:276
acn: 8809230178

September 26, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, ri, iorwerds letter requesting addi-
tional information regarding-application for certifi-
cation of Advanced BWR design. Reiponses requested by
November 30, 1988.
Fiche: 47015:284-47015:309
acn: 8810030333

September 28, 1988 0.C. Scaletti, NRC, meeting minutes-internal (non-
transcript) of September 14, 1988, meeting with GE
postulated all pump trip for Advanced BWR design.
List of attendees and viewgraphs enclosed.
Fiche: 47070:221-47070:235
acn: 8810060008

September 29, 1988 R. Artigas letter requesting design certification of
Advanced BWR Standard Plant per NRC review and appro-
val of enclosed proprietary SSAR Chapters 4, 5, 6, and
16. Chapters withheld.
Fiche: 42917:105-42917:111
acn: 8710060280

October 26, 1988 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards letter requesting addi-
tional information regarding GE application for cer-
tification of Advanced BWR design. Information in-
cludes suppression pool water condensate storage tank
discharge line fill pump and standby liquid control
system.
Fiche: 47408:214-47408:224
acn: 8811010278

November 14, 1988 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards letter with responses to
D.C. Scaletti September 12, 1988, request for addi-
tional information on SSAR for Advanced BWR. Res-
ponses principally pertain to Chapters 1, 2, and 3.
Responses to NRC July 7,1988, letter also enclosed.
Fiche: 47567:205-47567:265-
acn: 8811170177-

November 22, 1988 D. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards letter providing re-
cently developed information regarding scope of future
standard design applications and of staff review of
Advanced BWR,
Fiche: 47696:239-47696:254
acn: 8811300135
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December 9, 1988 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwarding letter with responses to
September 20, 26,- and October 26, 1988, requests for
additional.information regarding SSAR for Advanced
BWR. GE proprietary information withheld.
Fiche: 47795:137-47795:302
acn: 8812130262

December 27, 198R L.S. Rubenstein letter requesting additional informa-
tion listed in enclosure regarding design goals add-
ressing large radioactive releases resulting from
severe accident. Response requested with 30 days of
letter date.
Fiche: 44285:261-44285:263
acn: 8802080322

December 30, 1988 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and Amendments (RSAR) Amendment 3 to " Advanced BWR
Standard Plant," Chapter 10, " Steam and Power Conver-
sion System."
fiche: 48093:051-48093:126
acn: 8901040053

December 30, 1988 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards letter Amendment 30 to GE
Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 10, " Steam and Power Conver-
sion System," with responses to request for additional
information which were submitted but not yet incorpo-
rated by amendment.
Fiche: 48093:049-48093:126

,

acn: 8901040041 '

January 1, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding responses to NRC
requests for adoitional information submitted but not
yet incorporated by amendment to SSAR for Advanced BWR
and Amendment 3 to Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 48124:106-48125:324t

acn:- 8901100292

January 6, 1989 Text-stfety report--safety analysis report and amend-
ments (RSAR) Amendment-3 to Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 48125:019-48125:324
acn: 8901130338 !

January 24, 1989 legal transcripts and orders and pleadings of Janu-
ary 24, 1989, briefing in Rockvillr., Maryland regar-
ding progress of GE Advanced BWR Standard Plant
review. Page 1-63. Supporting inicrmation enclosed.
Fiche: 48453:228-48453:327
acn: 8902090339

January 26, 1989 _ D.C. Scaletti, NRC, letter discussing NRC plans for
visit to GE offices during week of Feeruary 6, 1989,
to complete audit of QA program applied to Advanced-
BWR design process.
Fiche: 48347:092-48347:094
acn: 8902020378

-6-
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January 31, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding proprietary
Chapter 19, " response to severe accident policy state-
ment," and Appendix 20a, " responses to additional
information" of Amendment 4 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Chapter 19 and Appendix 20a withheld.
Fiche: 48414:015-48414:305
acn: 8902060235

February 3, 1989 0.C. Scaletti, NRC, letter fording request for addi-
tional information regarding GE application for cer-
tification of Advanced BWR design. Request addresses
areas of SRP Chapters 9 had 11 to 13 and question
regarding thermal hydraulic stability. Response
requested by March 6, 1989.
Fiche: 48428:282-48428:302
acn: 8902080234

February 28, 1989 Text-safety report -- reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR) nonproprietary Chapter 20 to
Amendment 5 to " Advanced BWR SSAR."
Fiche: 48804:258-48805:233
acn: 8903100068

February 28, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Amendment 5 to " Advanced
BWR SSAR" consisting of nonproprietary Chapter 20 and
proprietary Sections 7.2 and 7.5. Binders for Chap-
ter 19 along with new tables for Chapters 1, 7 and 3
and affidavit also enclosed. Sections withheld.
Fiche: 48804:251-48805:233
acn: 8903100064

March 7, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwards responses to NRC
February 2,1989, request for additional information
regarding SSAR for Advanced BWR. Response pertains to
Chapters 9, 11, 12 and 13.
Fiche: 48805:234-48805:325
acn: 8903100033

March 31, 1989 Text-safety report--reference safety analysis report
and amendments (RSAR). Nonproprietary Amendment 6 to
GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 49535:010-49536:339
acn: 8904250093

March 31, 1989 P.W. Harriott, GE, letter forwarding proprietary and
nonproprietary portions of Amendment 6 to GE Advanced
BWR SSAR. Proprietary pages withheld.
Fiche: 49535:001-49536:339
acn: 8904250083

-7-
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May 16, 1989 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, letter to P.W. Marriott, GE,
requesting additional information regarding applica-
tion for certification of Advanced BWR design. Ques-
tions cover QA instrumentation and controls, electro-
magnetic compatibility qualification and design and
performance information. Response requested by
July 11, 1989.
Fiche: 49955:214-49955:274
acn: 8905300058

June 2, 1989 Test-safety report--nonproprietary Amendment 7 to GE
Advanced Bk'R SSAR.
Fiche: 50306:063-50308:010
acn: 8906270069

June 2. 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, lette forwarding proprietary and
nonproprietary sections of Amendment 7 to GE Advanced
BWR SSAR. Proprietary Sections 9, 11, 15, 19b, and
19c withheld.
Fiche: 50306:063-51308:010
acn: 8906270062

June 16, 1989 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards letter to GE, advising of-
intended visit to audit process of verification and
validation for Advanced BWR software development.
Fiche: 50290:072-50290:077
acn: 8906260161

June 16, 1989 C.L. Miller forwards letter to P.W..Marriott,.GE, with
director's decision letter of transmittal and FR
notice in response to OCRE petition. filed under 10 CFR
2.206. Petitioner expressed concerns regarding
March 9, 1989, power oscillation event at LaSalle
Unit 2 and requested Commission action.
Fiche: 50291:038-50291:073
acn: 8906260026

June 19, 1989 C.L. Miller, NRC, forwards to P.W. Marriott, GE,
resolution of outstanding Advanced'BWR Standard SAR
issues resulting from GE/NRC May 31 and June 1, 1989,
meetings. Proposed new Chapter 15 analysis for events
impacted by implementation of two motor-generator sets
summarized.
Fiche: 50253:072-50253:132
acn: 8906220068

June 23, 1989 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards letter with proprietary
resolution of outstanding Advanced BWR SSAR issue
regarding LOCA calculational method and responses +o
QA Branch request for additionally information dattJ
May 16, 1989. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 50362: 132-50363:132
acn: 8906290006

-8-
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June 23, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards letter with-proposed-
technical specifications for Advanced BWR SSAR Chap-
ter 16 with exception of instrumentation Section 3.4.
Changes listed.
Fiche: 50328:142-50329:275
acn: 8906280317

June 28, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards amended response to QA
Branch on May 16, 1989, request for additional infor-
mation regarding resolution of outstanding Advanced-
BWR SSAR issues including _ compliance with quality-
related regulatory guides and regulatory guides appli-
cable to Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 50418:017-50418:028
acn: 8907050305

June 30, 1989 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards letter dated June 5,
1989,.from Director Office of NRR ACK receipt of
petition filed by Ecology Center of Southern
California and stating that petition is being treated
under 10 CFR 2.206.
Fiche: 50458:114-50458:120
acn: 8907100212

June 30, 1989 C.D. Gentillon forwards draft, " Component Failure Data
Handbook," technical report.
Fiche: 70031:002-70031:167
acn: -8910250036
acn: 9201290130

J. y 13, 1989 J.S. Gay forwards additional information on SSAR for.

Advanced RWR per D.C. Scaletti May 16, 1989, request.
Responses principally pertain to Chapters 7 and 8.
Fiche: 50595:107-50595:154
acn: -8907190174

July 28, 1989 -Text-safety evaluation report--referenca safety analy--
sis report and amcadments (RSAR). Amendment 8 to GE
Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 50:03:350-50785:039
acn: 8908030168

July 28, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary and nonprc-
prietary Amendment 8 to' GE Advanced BWR SSAR. Chapter
19 amended to include internal events. Submittal
concludes primary SSAR submittals on certification
program. Proprietary Amendment 8 withheld.
Fiche: 50783:348-50783:349
acn: 8908030162-

!
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August 2, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards to NRC May 16, 1989, re-
quest for additional inforwition on SSAR for Advanced
BWR Chapters 7 and 8 regarc'ng topical reports to
support design and safety system logic and controi
power supply respectively.
Fiche: 50861:331-50861:352
acn: 8908090359

August 4, 1989 R.C. Mitchell forwards corrected page 19.1-1 to Chap-
ter 19, " Response to Severe Accident Policy State-
ment," of SSAR for Advanced BWR correcting calculated
core damage frequericy from 4.27E-6 per year to 4.27E-7
per year. Proprietary page withheld.
Fiche: 50862:190-50862:191
acn: 8908090011

August 7, 1989 T.E. Murley provides clarification and further guid-
ance regarding containment design to assure that
containment conditional failure probaoility less than
1 in 10 when weighted over credible core damage
sequence . Goal of 0.1 possible.
Fiche: 50916:133-50916:134
acn: 8908140099

August 17, 1989 C.L, Miller forwards draft SER regarding final design
approval and design certification of Advanced BWR for
use.
Fiche: 51045:279-51046:055
acn: 8908290025

August 23, 1989 R.C. Mitchell forwards response to NRC May 16, 1989,
for additional information on SSAR for Advanced BWR
regarding Chapters 7 and 8. Panel internal environ-
mental maintained to ensure that reliability goals
achieved.
Fiche: 51035:326-51035:343
acn: 8908280230

August 25, 1989 R.C. Mitchell forwards Amendment 8 to Advanced BWR
SSAR Chapter 13, " Conduct of Operations," Subsecticn
13.6, " Physical Security." Amendment withheld
(Ref. 10 CFR 73.21).
Fiche: 51180:238-51180:238
acn: 8909120028

August 31, 1989 Text-safety evaluation report--licensing and related
issues; draft SER regarding final design approval and
design certification of Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 51045:282-51046:055
acn: 8908290027

September 29, 1989 Text-safety report, " Summary of In-Plant Test of Fine
Motion CRD."
Fic.he: 51545:317-51545:332
acn: 8910180231

-10- I
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October 12, 1989 0.J. Robare forwards, " Summary of In-Plant Test of q

Fine Motion CRD," in response to Question 440.8 of-
July 7, 1989, request regarding final report on Fine-
"^ tion CRD In-Plant test program.

.che: 51545:316-51545:332
acn: 8910180217

Ncvember 17, 1989 Text-safety report nonproprietary Amendment 8 to
Advance BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 51853:095-51855:278
acn: 8911280344

November 17, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards nonproprietary Amendment 9-
to Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 51853:093-51855:278
acn: 8911280341 i

November 17, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Amendment 9 to
Advanced BWR SSAR. Amendment withheld.
Fiche: 51830:080-51830:083
acn: 8911220239

November 27, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary section of
Chapter 8 responses to May 16, 1989, request for addi-
tional information regarding SSAR for Advancs ' BWR,
Fiche: 51918:185-51918:185
acn: 8912050202

Ncvember 27, 1989 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Chapter 8 responses to
D.C. Scaletti May 16, 1989, request for additional
information on SSAR for Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 51896:200-51896:287
acn: 8912010101

November 28, 1989 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards request for additional-
information regarding GE application for certification
of Advanced BWR design addressing severe accident
review-information provided in Appendix 19d of-
Advanced'BWR SSAR by January 8, 1990.
Fiche: 51890:004-51890:015
acn: 8912010069

December 12, 1989 E.E. Nichols forwards Advanced BWR master index and
Amendment 8 changes per request. Without enclosures.
Fiche: 52758:110-52758: 125
acn: ~9002270223

January 4, 1990 E.E. Nichols forwards C.E. Buchholz December 27, 1989,.-

letter to I Hadni floppy disk for files and printout
of Readme filed from floppy. Without floppy _ disk.
Fiche: 52758:112-52758:125
acn: 9002270227

-11-
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January 9, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Chapter 19
responses to November 28, 1989, request for additional- ,

information on SSAR for Advanced BWR. Responses
withheld. .

Fiche: 52290:104-522902104
acn: 9001110137

*

January 11, 1990 E.E. Nichols forwards floppy disk containing data
files from CAFTA fault tree program in response to
Question 44 of November 28, 1989, lctter. Enclosure
withheld.
Fiche: 52758:111 52758:111 :

acn: 9002270224

January 11, 1990 R.C. Stirn forwards i.;ponse to items discussed during
December 4 and 6, 1990, telcons on reactor systems
regarding SER input for Advanc.ed BWR SSAR Chapters 4,
5, 6, 9, and 15. Proprietary responses provided under
separate cover. .

January 17, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards page status listing dated
December 11, 1989, for nonproprietary pages of SSAR
for Advanced BWR. Listing identifies latest amendment
namber applicable for each page of SSAR.
Fiche: 52343:209-52343:251
acn: 9001190118

January 18, 1990 C.P. Tan trip report of November 28-30, 1989, visit to
GE office in San Jose, California regarding audit of.

,

seismic design of Advanced BWR and to resolve other ,

outstanding issues as identified in Advanced BWR draft
SER in areas of branch review.
Ficho: 70141:149-70141:173

'

acn: 9002070111

January 26, 1990 d.C. Scaletti, NRC, requests for additional informa-
tion regarding GE application for certification of
Advanced BWR design. Response requested by Febru-
ary 28.-1990,
ciche: 52542:014-52542:018
acn: 9002050031

January 31, 1990 J.N. Singh Text-procurement and contracts, " Advanced
BWR Standard Plant Seismic Design Review," informal
report.
Fiche: 70141:154-70141:173
acn: 9002070112

February 9, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, notifies of preliminary audit
scheduled for February 14-15, 1990, regarding Advanced
BWR design. Audit team members listed.
Fiche: 52776:107-52776:107
acn: 9002280162
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february 28, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC. notifies of March 6-7, 1990,
meetings to discuss Advanced BWR control roon design !
regarding Chapter 18 review and human factors assump-

~

tions used in Advanced BWR PRA. Agenda enclosed,
fiche: 52894:043-52894:047
acn: 9003080256 |

'

February 28, 1990 R.C. Mitchell forwards response to January 26, 1990,
request for additional information on SSAR for
Advanced BWR. Licensee will amend SSAR with response
in future amendment. ;

fiche: 52798: 119-52798:144
acn: 9003020238

March 13, 1990 A.H. Hsia meeting summaries-internal (non-trar. script)
summary of November 28-30, 1989, meetings with GE in
San Jose, California regarding seismic and soil-struc-
ture issues in draft SER and seismic design audit on
GE Advanced BWR. List of attendees handouts presented
at meeting and trip report enclosed.
fiche: 53958:149-53958: 180
fiche: 70208:238-70208:295
acn: 9003210165

March 14, 1993 P C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards request for additional
Nformation regarding application for certification of
Advanced BWR design.
fiche: 53079:018-53079:023
acn: 9003200064

March 28, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary sections of
Chapters 6, 8, 9, 12, 19, and 20 of Amendment 10 to
SSAR for Advanced BWR. Sections withheld.
fiche: 53265:068-53265:069
acn: 9004020088,

March 28, 1990 Text-safety report Amendment 10 to Advanced BWR SSAR.,

| fiche: 53254:020-53256:035
acn: 9004030278'

March 28, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards non-proprietary informa-
tion consisting of Amendment 10 to GE Advanced BWR
SSAR. Submittal also includes response to TMI Action
Item ii.B.2 regarding plant shielding and descriptions
of combustion turbine-generator and lower drywell.
flooder,

fiche: 53254:018-53256:035
acn: 9004030276
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April 5, 1990 S.S. Dua forwards draft amendment to SSAR updating
Section 4.6, " Functional Design of Reactivity Control
System," to incorporate electro-mechanical brake
replacing original centrifugal brake. Proprietary
enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 53372:010-53372:022
acn: 9004090346

April 16, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to March 14,
1990, request for additional information regarding
SSAR for Advanced BWR Chapters 7 and 10 covering
hardware-software constraints, performance con-
straints, system and equipment levels, and oxygen
system injection. I

Fiche: 53524:030-53524:057
date: 900416

_

May 1, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards preliminary draft safety
evaluation regarding GE application for certification
of Adenced BWR design. Recuests schedule that is
consi u nt with resolving icentified outstanding
issues by end of May 1990.
Fiche: 53732:180-53732:233
acn: 9005070389

May 1, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards preliminary draft safety
evaluation regarding staff review of utility applica-
tion for certification of Advanced BWP Jesign.
Requests schedule consistent with resolving outstan-
ding issues by end of May 1990.
Fiche: 53789:140-53789:193
acn: 9005100142

May 1, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards request for additional -

information regarding GE application for certification
of Advanced BWR designs. Respon:e requested by

'

May 30, 1990.
Fiche: 53745:034-53745:043
ocn: 9005070353

May 2, 1990 Text-safety report nonproprietary sections of Amend-
ment 11 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR covering response to
standby gas treatment system questions addition of
initial test program for turbine island and radwaste
facilities and draft SER open items.
Fiche: 53900:094-53900:229
acn: 9005220232

May 2, 1990 G.L. Sozzi corrected letter forwarding listed nonpro-
prietary sections of Amendment 11 to GE Advanced BWR
SSAR including Chapter 1, " Introduction and Gonaral
Description of Plant," and Chapter 3 "nesigr,c,f
Structures Components Equipment and Syster .."

' Fiche: 53900:092-53900:229
acn: 9005220228
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Hay 2, 1990 Text-safety report nonproprietary Amendment 11 to GE
Advanced BWR SSAR with May 23, 1990, letter.
Fiche: 53749:207-53751:018
acn: 9005080015

May 2, 1930 0.L. Sozzi forwards proprietary and nonproprietary
sections of Amendment 11 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Proprietary version withheld.
Fiche: 53749:205-53751:018
acn* 9005080013

May 4, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards request for additional
information regarding application for certification of
Advanced BWR design. Response requested by May 30,
1990.
Fiche: 53742:347-53742:356
acn: 9005070352

May 10, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards NRC summary of Novem-
her 2J-30, 1969, meeting in San Jose, California
regarding outstanding seismic and soil-structure
issues. Schedule requested consistent with resolving
outstanding issues by May 31, 1990.
Fiche: 53958:146-53958:205
acn: 9005300013 i

May 14, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, notification of May 16-17, 1989,
meeting with GE in San Jose, California to discuss NRC
review of Advanced BWR including drywell head failure
containment overpressure protection source term and
shutdown risk. Agenda enclosed.
Fiche: 53865:148-53865:152
acn: 9005170166

May 16, 1990 R.C. Mitchell provides additional information regar- .

ding automatic dSspressurizer system (ADS) timer
concerning engineering operating procedures. Advs
actuation should be allowed to occur and quickly
depressurize vessel if high pressure ECCS cannot
control water level.
Fiche: 53920:359-53920:359
acn: 9005240043

May 16, 1990 R.C. Mitchell, NRC, forwards response to outstanding
issues and request for additional information from
November 28-30, 1989, Advanced 8WR Seismic Design
Audit at GE offices in San Jose, California. Informa-
tion resolves Sections 2 and 3 to draft SER and action
items.
Fiche: 53902:106-53902:195
acn: 9005220234
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May 31, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Chapter 12 responses to
May 4, 1990, request for additional information on
SSAR for Advanced BWR. Chapter 11 responses are GE
proprietary and will be submitted under separate
cover.
Fiche: 54086:086-54086:087
aco: f006060323

May 31, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary responses to
resolve safety evaluation issues for Advanced BWR SSAR 4

Chapters 3, 6, and 11 per D.C. Scaletti May 1,1990, |
request. Respo.ses withheld.
fiche: 54000:004-54000:004 '

acn: 900604?.21

May 31, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary responses to
D.C. Scaletti May 1, 1989, request for additional
information regarding SSAR Chapter 19. SSAR will be
amended with responses in future amendment. Responses
withheld.
Fiche: 54000:003-54000:003 ;

acn: 9006040314

May 31, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary +esponse to
D.C. Scaletti May 1, 1989, request for additional
information regarding Amendments 4 and 8 to GE
Advanced BWR SSAR. With proprietary fraoilit
lations and 25 oversize proprietary drawings.y calcu-Propri-
etary calculations and drawings withheld.
Fiche: 54112:166-54112:167
acn: 9006070191

June 4, 1990 Text-safety report nonproprietary chapters 1, 3, 4, 6,
9, 10, 15, and 20 of Amendment 12 to GE Advanced BWR
SSAR.
Fiche: 54065:280-54066:042
acn: 9006060294

June 4, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards nonproprietary Chapters 1,
3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 15, and 20 of Amendment 12 to GE
Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 54065:278-54066:042
acn: 9006060283

June 4, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary Figure 4.6-6
of Amendment 12 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR. Figure
withheld.
Fiche: 54088:358-54088:358
acn: 9006070057

June 7, 1990 S.S. Dua forwards Chapter 11 responses to D.C.
Scaletti May 31, 1990, request for additional informa-
tion on SSAR for Advanced BWR, Responses withheld.
Fiche: 54201:195-54201:195
aco: 9006120098
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June 7, 1990 S.S. Dua forwards proprietary drawings providing
additional information regarding GE Advanced BWR SSAR
per D.C. Scaletti May 4, 1990, request. Material
regarding Chapter 11 proprietary information sent to
NRC per Amendment 6 to SSAR. With 38 .Joprietary
drawings. Drawings withheld.
Fiche: 54192:064-54192:065
acn: 9006140139

June 8, 1990 D.C. Scalett, NRC, meeting summaries-internal (non-
transcript) summary of May 16-17, 1990, meeting with
GE in San Jose, California regarding Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 54194:066-54194:078
acn: 9006140231

June 12, 1990 D.R. Wilkins, NRC, forwards comparison of Advanced LWR
requirements document and GE Advanced BWR SSAR design.
Fiche: 55005:127-55005:136
acn: 9008220012

June 15, 1990 J.J. Taylor compares GE Advanced LWR SSAR design with
current Advanced LWR requirements document. GE
Advanced LWR SSAR design provides unique opportunity
to demonstrate new 10 CfR 52 Standard Plant Licensing
process.

_

Fiche: 54370: 144-54370:145
acn: 9007020036

June 29, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Chapter 11
responses to D.C. Scaletti May 4, 1990, request for
additional information on SSAR for Advanced BWR,

Responses withheld.
Fiche: 54426:337-54426:337
acn: 9007060022

July 3, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, Text-safety report Anendment 13 to
GE Advanced BWR SSAR. With July 3, 1990, letter.
Fiche: 54435:036-54436:038
acn: 9007090031

July 3, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary sections of
Amendment 13 to GE Advanced BWR SSAR consisting of
Chaaters 11 and 18-20. Enclosure withheld.
Ficle: 54433:310-54433:311
acn: 9007090316

July 12, 1990 G.W. Ehlert General external technical reports,
" Advanced BWR Control Building Seismic Report."
Fiche: 54646:067-54646.104
acn: 9007200234

|

|
|
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July 12, 1990 P.W., Marriott, GL, f orwards, " Advanced BWR Control
Building Seismic Report," per request. GE will amend
SSAR with response in future amendment.
fiche: 54646:065-54646:104
acn: 9007200228

July 12, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proposed modifications to
zinc injection system described in Subsection 9.3.11
of SSAR for Advanced BWR. Modification will provide
necessary plant features sn that zine injection to
feedwater may be added if movisable,
fiche: 54626:307-54626:312
acn: 9007190246

July 13, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to resolve
safety evaluation issues per D.C. Scaletti May 1,
1990, request. Issues cover method of attachment of
level instruments that facilitate automatic switch
over of pumps from condensate storage tank to suppres-
sion pool.
Fiche: 54604:006-54604:011
acn: 9007180280

July 16, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards draft of modified Advanced
BWR SSAR figure 9.2-5 Sheet I and New Advanced BWR
SSAR figure 9.2-5 Sheet 3 regarding description of
remaining makeup water system within scope of SSAR.
With two oversize figures.
Fiche: 54607:188-54607:189
acn: 9007180271

July 23, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards fuel pool cooling and
cleanup system clarifications and draft revisions to
SSAR for Advancet BWR.
fiche: 54704:331-54704:339
acn: 9007260054

July 27, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards request for additional
information regarding GE application for certification
of Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: 54805:335-54805:348
acn: 9008020005

August 8, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, provides schedule for providing
responses to Chapter 18 request for additional infor-
mation. GE will provide 20 percent of responses
regarding request for additional information by
September 28, 1990.
fiche: 54953:359-54953:359
date: 900808

-18-
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August 9, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to discussion
items from May 16-17, 1990, meetings including drywell
head failure containment overpressures protection
source term and fire and seismic risk,

fiche: 54956:311-54956:322
acn: 9008130232

August 15, 1990 D.C. Scaletti HRC, forwards request for additional
information regarding GE application for certification
of Advanced BWR design. Responses to Enclosure 1
requested by August 31, 1990, and responses to Enclo-
sures 2 and 3 by September 28, 1990.
Fiche: 55015:314-55015:339
acn: 9008230027

August 22, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Chapter 10 " Steam and
Power Conversion System," draft revisions to 55AR for
Advane:d BWR. Information provided to clarify por-
tions c.' SSAR Subsections 10.4.4 and 10.4.5 regarding
turbine bypass syster and circulating water system

|
res)ectively.

' Ficle: 55060:350-55060:353
acn: 9008290069

August 22, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to August 15,
1990, request for additional information regarding
SSAR for Advanced BWR. Licensee will amend SSAR with
responses in future amendments.
Fiche: 55060:009-55060:030
acn: 9008280004 .

August 22, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Chapter 9
responses to D.C. Scaletti letter dated August 15,
1990, requesting additional information on SSAR_ for
Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 55054:230-55054:230
acn: 9008240119

August 23, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Chapter 18,
'tuman factors,' draft revisions to Standard SAR for
Advanced BWR. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 55076:150-55076:150
acn: 9008310014

September 14, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards balance of proprietary
Chapter 11 responses to D.C. Scaletti Hay 4,1990;
request for additional standards SAR for Advanced BWR.
Enclosure withheld.

September 19, 1990 D.C. Scaletti, NRC, forwards reouest for additional
for certification of Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: 55294:338-55294:353
acn: 9009260234
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September 28, 1990 R.C. Stirn forwards Chapter 9 responses to request for i

additional information on SSAR for Advanced BWR per
D.C. Scaletti letter dated August 15, 1990, 1

fiche: 55498:159-55498:255
acn: 9010160153

September 28. 1990 R.C. Stirn forwards drafts of modified Advanced BWR
SSR proprietary figures 9.3-6 and ').3-7 per D.C.
Scaletti letter dated August 15, 1990. With three
oversize figures. Figures withheld.
Fiche: 55513:100-55513:101
acn: 9010170040

September 28, 1990 R.C. Stirn forwards Chapter 9 proprietary responses to
request for additional information en SSAR for
Advanced BWR per D.C. Scaletti letter dated August 15,
1990. Responses will be used in future amendments of
SSAR. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 55498:054-55498:054

October 2, 1990 D.J. Robare forwards proprietary Amendment 14 to GE
Advanced BWR SSAR. Amendment 14 withheld.
Fiche: 55490:118-55490:119
acn: 9010160159

October 2, 1990 Text-safety report Amendment 14 to Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 55413:052-55414:106
acn: 9010030076

October 2, 1990 D.J. Robare forwards nonproprietary Amendment 14 to
Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 55413:050-55414:106
acn: 9010090072

October 9, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to NRC July 27,
1990, request for additional information on SSAR for
Advanced BWR. Response to Questions 620.3, 620.7,
620.13, 620.16, 620.19, 620.25, and 620.29. Contain
proprietary information and will be submitted under
separate cover.
Fiche: 55552:090-55552:092
acn: 9010240040

October 9, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary responses to
additional'information requested in NRC letter dated
July 27, 1990.
Fiche: 55528:187-55528:187
acn: 9010220184

October 17, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary respcnse to
NRC/GE May 16-17, 1990, meeting Discussion Topics 4
and 5 regarding shutdown risk and lower drywell
flooder. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 55558:188-55558:189
acn: 9010230066
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October 26, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to D.C. Scaletti
August 15, 1990, request for additional information
regarding SSAR Chapter 9.
fiche: 55739:317-55739:330
acn: 9011060144

October 26, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards revised Chapter 11
responses to Questions 430.157 and 430.1658 per May 4,
1990, request for additional information regarding
SSAR. Clarifications regarding onsite radwaste stor-
age and SSAR modifications also enclosed. Proprietary
enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 55685:121-55685:121
acn: 9011010211

October 28, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards Chapter 9 proprietary
information response to Question 430.215 per Au-
gust 15, 1990, request for additional information
regarding SSAR.
Fiche: 55674:170-55674:170
acn: 9011010224

November 2, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to NRC July 27,
1990, request for additional information on SSAR for
Advance BWR. Response to Question 620.28 contains
information which is proprietary and will be submitted
under separate cover.
Fiche: 55776:071-55776:086
acn: 9011130179
fiche: 55757:062-55757:062
acn: 9011090101

November 5, 1990 R.C. Mitchell, NRC, forwards Chapter 11. "Radwaste
Management," draft revisions per March 31, 1989, sub-
mittal or Amendment 6 to Advanced BWR SSAR. Enclosure
withheld.
Fiche: 55844:023-55844:023
acn: 9011130053

November 13, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary information of
preliminary update of fuel related portions of SSAR
for Advanced BWR, Enclosures withheld, z

Fiche: 55877:251-55877:251 I

acn: 9011160204

November 15, 1990 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary additional
information regarding Chapter 9 responses on fire
protection diesel generator and station blackout
concerning standard SAR for Advanced BWR, Enclosures-
withheld
Fiche: 55949:032-55949:032
act: 9011260065
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Noven.ber 30, 1990 Text-safety report Amendment 15 to Advanced BWR SSAR
fiche: 56008:003-56009:271
acn: 9012060054

Naveniber 30, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Amendment 15 to Advanced
BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 56008:001-56009:271
acn: 9012060038

flovember 30, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Amendment 15
to Advanced BWR SSAR. Amended sections include:
Chapter 2, " Site Characteristics;" Chapter 3 " Design
of Structures Components Equipment and System;" Chap-
ter 4, " Reactor;" and Chapter 6, "EST."
fiche: 56028:279-56028:281
acn: 9012060029

November 30, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards revised portions of Sub-
sections 13.6, " Physical Security," of Amendment 15 to
Advanced SSAR Chapter 13, " Conduct of Operations" and
20.3, " Questions and Response Guide." Enclosures
withheld.
Fiche: 59563:052-59563:052
acn: 9110300217

December 17, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards final submittal of Chap-
ter 18 proprietary liiformation in response to July 27,
1990, request for additional information on standard
SAR for Advanced BWR. Enclosures withheld,

fiche: 56182:282-56182:282
acn: 9012210011

December 17, 1990 P.W. Marriott, GE, submits final response to July 27,
1990, request for additional information on standard
SAR for Advanced BWR Chapter 18. Proprietary
reslonses being submitted separately.
Ficle: 56154:146-56154:156
acn: 9012200121

December 20, 1990 D.C. Scalotti, NRC, forwards request for additional
information regarding application for certification of
Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: 56251:146-56251:168
acn: 9101020308

December 20, 1990 R.C. Stirn forwards proprietary responses to Chapter 9
of SSAR regarding fire protection emergency diesel
generators and station blackout per D.C. Scaletti
September 19, 1990, request. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 56225:299-56225:300 .

acn: 9012270291 j

l
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December 21, 1990 Text-safety report Amendment 15 to GE Advanced BWR
SSAR consisting of Chapter 5, " figures."
fiche: 56433:002-56433:089
acn: 9101080339

December 21, 1990 R.C. Stirn forwards Amendment 15 to GE Advanced DWR
SSAR consisting of Chapter 5, " figures."
fiche: 56433:001-56433:089
acn: 9101080237

|

January 1, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports |
Revision A to "10P-4 Power Ascension and Power
Changes."

,

Fiche: 56389:104-56389:114 |

acn: 9101110234

January 8, 1991 Text--Safety Report nonproprietary replacement figures
for GE Advanced BWR 55AR.
fiche: 56431:341-56431:362
acn: -9101140028

January 8,1991 0.J. Robare forwards nonproprietary replacement fig-
uros for GE Advanced BWR SSAR. Page size changed from
8 1/2 x 11 to 11 x 17.
fiche: 56431:340-56431:362
acn: 9101140026

January 8, 1991 0.J. Robare forwards proprietary replacement figures
for GE Advanced BWR SSAR. Page size changes from
B 1/2 x 11 to 11 x 17. Enclosures withheld.
fiche: 56369:039-56369:041
acn: 9101100034

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres text--specifications and test reports
Revision te "10P-10 Unit On-Line from Hot Standby or
Hot Shutdown."
fiche: 56389:155-56389:162
acn: 9101110246

January 9, 1991 W.C. Torres Text--specifications and test reports
Revision to "10P-9 Maintaining Hot Standby or Hot
Shutdown."
fiche: 56389:148-56389:154
acn: 9101110245

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text--specifications and test reports
Revision A to "10P-8 Unit Off-line to Hot Standby or
Hot Shutdown."
fiche: 56389:141-56389:147
acn: 9101110244
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:

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports f
Revision A to "10P-7 Cooldown to Cold Shutdown Main
Condenser Not Available." i

riche: 56389:131-56389:140
acn: 9101110240

1

5January 9, 1991 W.8. Torres Text-specificatiens and test reports
Revision A to "10P-6 Cooldown to Cold Shutdown Main

'
Condenser Available."
fiche: 56389:121-56389:130
acn: 9101110239

January 9, 1991 W.D. Torres Text- specifications and test reports
,

Revision A to *IOP-5 Unit Shutdown to Unit Off-line ;

main condenser Available."
Fiche: 56389:115-56389:120 t

'
acn: 9101110236

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports
Revision A to "10P-3 Turbine Startup and Generator
Synchronization."
Fiche: 56389:093-56389:103
acn: 9101110233

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports
Revision A to "10P-2 Heatup and Pressurization."
Fiche: 56389:082-56389:092
acn: 9101110230

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports
Revision A to "10P-1 Approach to Criticality."
Fiche: 56389:075-56389:081
acn: . 9101110229

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and test reports
Revision A to "RCIC System Operating Procedures SOP-
E51."
fiche: 56389:054-56389:074
acn: 9101110225

January 9, 1991 W.B. Torres Text-specifications and tett reports
Revision A to "RHR System Operating Procedures 50P-
Ell."

Fiche: 56389:023-56389:053
acn: 9101110223

January 9, 1991 D.J. Robare forwards revised response to Question;
620.8 to-clarify position regarding' standardized
training materials per NRC 900727 and 0902 letters.
Samples of ABWR Operating Procedure and Integrated
Operatir:g Procedures also enclosed.,

'' Fiche: 56389:021-56389:162
acn:. 9101110211-

|
l'

|.
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January ll, 1991 R.C. Stirn forwards proprietary information responses
to discussion items regarding tcicons concerning SER
input for Advanced BWR SSAR Chapters 4, 5, 6, 9, and
15 on reactor systems. Responses withheld,
fiche: 56516:273-56516:274
acn: 9101280128

January 17, 1991 D.J. Rcbare forwards proprietary response to Ques-
tion 430.162 and Revised Response to Question 430.166f
regarding Chapter 11 of SSAR for Advanced BWR per
May 4,1990, request for additional information.
Response withheld.
Fiche: 56506:134-56506:134
acn: 9101240071

february 5, 1991 S.S. Dua forwards response to discussion item 1 of
January 1, 1991, GE/NRC telcon regarding seismic
review portion of Advanced BWR SSAR including impact
of changes in seismic hazard function on seismic
screening procedure.
Fiche: 56660:184-56660:186
acn: 9102110001

february 20, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary response to
December 20, 1990, NRC recuest for additional informa-
tion regarding SSAR for Acvanced BWR. Enclosures
withheld.
Fiche: 56924:134-56924:134
acn: 9103070196

February z0, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, responds to NRC December 20, 1990,
request for additional information regarding SSAR for
Advanced BWR,
Fiche: 56922:215-56922:298
acn: 9103070037

February 21, 1991 D. Crutchfield letter discusses severe accident miti-
gation design alternatives for certified standard
designs. Licensees to inform NRC regarding plans to
consider severe accident mitigation design alterna-
tives for proposed designs.
Fiche: 56857:178-56857:181
acn: 9102280120

February 22, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary response to
February 1,1991, conference call regarding safeguards
per February 6,1989, submittal of Amendment 7 to
Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 56847:356-56847:356
acn: 9102200094

February 22, 1991 ext--safety report analysis report and amendments~

(nSAR) Amendment 16 to Advanced BWR SSAR
Fiche: 56054:081-56855:202
acn: 9102280049
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February 22, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Amendment 16 to Advanced ;

BWR SSAR
fiche: 56854:077-56855:202
acn: 9102280031

r

FebrLary 22, 1991 P.W. Marriott, Li, forwards proprietary Amendment 16
to Advanced BWR SSAR consisting of sections of Chap-
ters 1, 4, 6, 9, ll, 15, and 20. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 56850:207-56850:211
acn 9102280021

'

February 22, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to safeguards
discussion items from February 1, 1991, telcon.
Res>onses withheld (Ref. 10 CFR 73.21).
Ficle: 57219:170-57219:170
acn: 9104010347

March 25, 1991 C.L. Miller requests that GE review STS and make
appropriate revisions to documents to reflect proposed
technical specs regarding Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 57280:1~1-57280:133
acn: 9104050.c3 ;

March 28, 1991 C. Poslusny, NRC, summary of March 4-6, 1991, meetings
with GE in San Jose, California regarding selected
open items from review of SSAR for Advanced BWR, List
of meeting attendees enclosed.
Fiche: 57250:204-57250:208
acn: 9104040176

March 28, 1991 P.W. Marriott GE, forwards response to open items
from March 4-6, 1991, meetings on plant systems.
Fiche: 57242:042-57242:150
acn: 9104020307

i
*

. March 28, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary information
l responses to open items regarding App 31 and Sec-
| tion 11.4 of Advanced BWR SSAR per summary status of
- Ge-NRC March 4-6, 1991, meeting on plant system open

items dated March 28, 1991, and March 31, 1991,
submittal of Amendment 6. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 57242:321-57242:321
acn: 9104020277

April 1, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to discussion
items of February 19, 1991, iiE-NRC Reactor Systems
Branch conference call. GE will amend SSAR where
appropriate with response in future.
Fiche: 57319:014-57319:116
acn: 9104090196

i
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April 1, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to discussion
item of March 29, 1991, GE-NRC Performance and Quality

|
Evaluation Branch conference call. GE will amend SSAR 1

where appropriate with response in future.
Fiche: 57318:201-57318:205
acn: 9104090190

April 10, 1991 D.J. Robare forwards proprietary responses to dis-
cussion items of April 3, 1991, GE-NRC Reactor Systems
Branch conference all per 900703 submittal of Amend-
ment 13 to Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 18. Enclosures
withheld. I

fiche: 57418:311-57418:315 l

acn: 9104150190
i

April 12, 1991 V.M. McCree, NRC, sunnary of February 28, 1991,
meeting with GE in Rockville, Maryland regarding GE
Advance BWR control room design. List of attendees |
and meeting agenda enclosed. I

fiche: 57452:184-57452:189
acn: 9104190303

April 16, 1991 G.L. Sozzi forwards foldout drawing identified for
later delivery in 91022 submittal of Amendment 16 to
GE Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 57576:104-57576:218
acn: 9104290285

April 26, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to open items
from Harch 4-6, 1991, meeting on plant systems.
Fiche: 57627:227-57627:314
acn: 9105030120

May 3, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards draft amendment to
Chapter :2 of Advanced BWR SSAR addressing GE
responses .o discussion items of 901115 and GE-NRC
Radiation Protection Branch conference call. GE will
amend SSAR with changes in future.
Fiche: 57703:210-57703:265
acn: 9105100147

May 10, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards Advanced BWR SSAR figures
in response to NRC 900815 letter consisting of NRC

-

Questions 430.243A and 430.239. With five oversize
drawings.
Fiche: 57872:249-57872:251
acn: 9105170100

May 10, 1991 P.W. Ma:riott, GE, forwards modified Advanced BWR SSAR
proprietary figures regarding NRC Questions 430.243.A
and 430.239 of 900815 request for additional informa-
tion. With seven proprietary oversize drawings.
Drawings withheld.
Fiche: 57783:294-57783:295
date: 910510
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May 10, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses ts GE-NRC mate-
rials and chemical engineering branch conference call
of April 30, 1991, regarding material selection frac-
ture toughness high temperature properties and turbine
design. Responses will be incorporated in future
amendments.
Fiche: 57811:271-57811:282
acn: 9105160128

May 10, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to discussion
items regarding QA during design and construction per
April 12, 1991, conference call with NRC. Response
will be incorporated into future amendments.
Fiche: 57796:071-57796:072
acn: 9105150015

May 16, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards modifications to
Table 5.2-1 of ABWR SSAR eliminating ASME inservice
inspection code case N-322 and N-390 incorporated to
Regulatory Guide 1.147.
Fiche: 57870:309-57870:313
acn: 9105280049

May 20, 1991 R.C. Mitchell forwards responses to GE and NRC May 7,
1991, meeting regarding open items on Advanced BWR
SSAR Chapter 14. Response to open items 2.1.4, 2.1.6,
7..l.7, and 2.1.9 will be transmitted by the end of
June.
Fiche: 57877:307-57877:360
acn: 9105290118

May 22, 1991 T.J. Kenyon, NRC, summary of May 14, 1991, meeting
with NUMARC, EPRI, GE, C-E, and Westinghouse regarding
schedules for review of future LWR projects,
fiche: 57917:279-57917:334
acn: 9106040123

May 22, 1991 T.J. Kenyon, NRC, meeting summary of May 14, 1991,
meeting with NUMARC, EPRI, GE, CE, and Westinghouse
regarding schedules for review of future LWR projects.
Fiche: 57917:279-57917:334
acn: 9106040123

June 10, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards draf t safety evaluation
report regarding review of application for certificate
of Advanced BWn design. Copies of report sent to ACRS
for review and placed in POR.
Fiche: 58158:082-58159:087
acn: 9106140092
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June 21, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, disc 'sses review of Chapter 12 of ;

Advanced 8WR SSAR. Reco. ends that viable options to
resolve radiation proteccicn issues be discussed as
soon as possible. :
Fiche: 58217:338-58217:341 '

acn: 9106260266

June 26, 1991 R.C, Mitchell forwards responses to discussion items
regarding flood protection new and spent fuel storage
light load handling system ultimate heat sink turbine
building cooling water system reactor SVC water and
turbine SVC water system per June 3 and 5, 1991,
conference calls.
Fiche: 58336:318-58336:344
acn: 9107090128

June 28, 1991 RSAR reference Safety Analysis Report and Amendments
(RSAR) Amendment 17 to Advanced 8WR SSAR.
Fiche: 58406:003-58407:228 '

acn: 9107150349
,

,

June 28, 1991 J.S. Charnley submits Amendment 17 to SSAR including
update on HVAC in reactor building update on HVAC in '

control building fire hazard analysis methodology .

update and selected responses to SER open items and
amendments to Chapter 20.
Fiche: 58406:001-58407:228 e

acn: 9107150301 |

June 28, 1991 J.S. Charnley forwards Amendment 17 to proprietary
information to GE Advanced BWR SSAR, Enclosures
withheld.
Fiche: 58408:044-58408:044
acn: 9107120057

July 22, 1991 1. Crutchfield, NRC, requests list of assumptions used
to develop schedules for certification of Advanced 8WR
and Standard 8WR reactor designs by November 4, 1991. :̂
Fiche: 58590:159-58590:161
acn: 9107260038

July 26, 1991 J.N. Wilson summary of February 5, 1991, meeting with
-GE in San Jose, California to tour testing and train-
ing facilities and to discuss design certification
review issues for Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 58708:227-58708:277
acn: 9108080110

July 29, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE,-forwards response to radiation
protection branch request at GE/NRC July 17, 1991,
meeting regarding Advanced BWR fuel bundle source term
information and geometry of drywell.
Fiche: 58612:356-58612:359
acn: 9107310180
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July 31, 1991 V.M. McCree, NRC, f(rwards summary of issues related
to staff review of Chapter 7, " Instrumentation and
Control System,'' Advanced BWR SSAR, Information
should form basis for timely discussions and meetings
to resolve issues.
Fiche: 58700:052-58700:064
acn: 9108080005

August 16, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary Advanced BWR
doct.nents regarding issues identified in reference to
August 8, 1991, draft SER summary for Chapter 7.
Fiche: 58898:161-58898:165
acn: 9108220045

August 19, 1991 A.E. Rogers forwards GE proposal pertaining to method-
ology to confirm adequacy of Advanced BWR seismic '

design.
Fiche: 58890.263-58890:267
acn: 9108230259

August 20, 1991 0. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards draft SER regarding
review of application for certification of Advanced
BWR design. Draft SER discusses results of review of
GE standard SAR Chapters _3, 9, 10, 11, and 13.
Fiche: 58982:316-58983:151
acn: 9109040463

August 21, 1991 P. Scaletti, NRC, stmmary of July 16, 1991, meeting
with GE in Rockville, Maryland regarding certification
review of A8WR design. Meeting notice agenda and list
of attendees enclosed.
Fiche: 58893:028-58893:046
acn: 9108270045

August 28, 1991 R.W. Borchardt, NRC, meeting summary of August 22,
1991, meeting with GE and NUMARC regarding inspections
test analysis and acceptance criteria. List of atten-
dees and handouts enclosed.
Fiche: 59040.044-59040:108
acn: 9109090074

,

Aug,:st 30,1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, requests that F.A. Ross (Advanced
LWR Program Manager for DOE) be added to SVC list.
Address listed.
Fiche: 59029:244-59029:244
acn: 9109050199

August 30, 1991 D. Scaletti, NRC, forwards summary of issues developed .
during course of NRC review of Chapter 18 of SSAR for
Advanced BWR design. Issues should be resolved prior
to issuance of FSAR.
Fiche: 59069:262-59069:269
acn: 9109110058
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September 4, 1991 0.J. Robare forwards GE proprietary responses to
Advance BWR SSAR Chapter 18 draft SER open items. -

Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 59060:001-59060:001
acn: 9109100169

September 4, 1991 0.Jr. Robare forwards proprietary responses to
Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 8 draft SER open items.
Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 59051:153-59051:154
acn: 9109100118

September 5, 1991 V.M. McCree, NRC, meeting summary of August 6, 1991,
meeting with utilities in Rockville, Maryland regar-
ding status and preliminary findings from staff review
of Chapter 19 of GE ABWR SSAR-PRA. Copy of meeting
agenda attendees list and handouts enclosed.
Fiche: 59121:272-59121:325
acn: 9109170308

September 6, 1991 D. Scaletti, NRC, forwards summary of issues iden-
tified as a result of review of GE application for
design certification of Advanced BWR including Reactor
Systems Branch concerns regarding intersystem LOCAS
shut down risk and BWR stability.
fiche: 59098:338-59098:344
acn: 9109120242

September 11, 1991 C. Posiusny forwards information not included in
previous letter regarding identification of new issues
for GE Advanced BWR review.
Fiche: 59110:023-59118:030
acn: 9109170330

September 11, 1991 C.L. Miller provides industry with NRC initial reat-
tion and connents to draft submittals. Draft ITAAC
lacked level of detail and specific acceptance cri-
teria appropriate for inclusion in Tier 1 ITAAC.
Without enclosures.
Fiche: 59114:287-59114:287
acn: 9109160343

September 12, 1991 C. Poslusny requests information regarding identifica-
tion of design differences between Advanced BWR and
BWR-6 and resulting changes to draft statistical
technical requirements.
Fiche: - 59139:063-59134:065
acn: 9109180190

, September 13, 1991 C. poslusny meeting summarie.-internal (non-tran-
! script) summary of August 20, 1991, meeting with GE in
| San Jose, California regarding p1 ping design for

Advanced BWR, Viewgraphs enclosed.
Fiche: 59191:144-59191:150
acn: 9109230068

!
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September 16, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, informs licensee of three items
that may affect NRC schedule for Advanced BWR design
certification review,

fiche: 59157:267-59157:269
acn: 9109200082

September 19, 1991 C.L. Miller discusses resolution of issues regarding
Chapter 19k of standard SAR for Advanced BWR design.
Scheduled consistent with resolving issues.
Fiche: 59257:123-59257:127
acn: 9109300225

September 20, 1991 General external technical reports, " Tier 1 Design
Certification Material Pilot ITAAC Examples for GE
Advanced BWR Design."
fiche: 59245:270-59245:339
acn: 9109306071

September 20, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards, " Tier 1 Design Certifica-
tion Material Pilot ITAAC Exampics for GE Advanced DVR
Design."
fiche: 59245:268-59245:339
acn: 9109300070

September 24, 1991 C. Poslusny, NRC, forwards preliminary staff evalua-
tion of shutdown risk assessment for Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 59288:001-59288:006
acn: 9110030143

September 27, 1991 A.E. Rogers forwards pt oprietary response to dis-
cussion item regarding Amendment 17 to Advanced BWR
SSAR (Table 1.8-21 Page 1.8-58) which deleted NQA-2
from list of industrial codes and standards applicable
to Advanced BWR. Response withheld.
Fiche: 59313:346-59313:346
acn: 9110070137

September 27, 1991 A.E. Rogers forwards proprietary response tc dis-
cussion regarding Chapter 19 of draft SER concerning
QA program prevention of :: ore damage protection from
external threats and ultimate heat tink models and
reliability. Response withheld.
Fiche: 59313:347-59313:347
acn: 9110070107

September 27, 1991 R.W. Strong forwards Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 8
status report and closure action plan as followup to
September 16-18 1991, meetings in San Jose,
California.
Fiche: 60211:250-60211:349
acn: 9201060166
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September 30, 1991 Text-safety report draft SER on Chapter 19 of GE
application for certification of Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: 59942:119-59942:328
acn: 9112100195

October 1, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards support documents.
regarding resolution of issues related to Chapter 18
of STD SAR for Advanced BWR reactor design per request
in September 10-11, 1991, meeting in San Jose,
California. Enclosures withheld (Ref. 10 CFR 2.790).
fiche: 59323:354-59323:358
acn: 9110090173

October 1, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary responses to
Chapter 18 of SSAR issues per September 10-11, 1991,
meetings. Enclosures withheid,
fiche: 59317:035-59317:035
acn: 9110080063

October 1, 1991 J.M. Taylor informs of intent to issue Chapter 19 of
draft SER on GE Advanced BWR design. Advanced BWR
design without draft SER.
Fiche: 59444:004-59444:215
fiche: 59940:165-59940:166
fiche: 70988:186-70989:037
fiche: 71031:001-71031:003
acn: 9110070046

October 4, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards draft SER regarding
review of licensee application for certification of
Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: 59445:225-59445:320
acn: 9110250101

October 4, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards DSE report regarding
~

review of application for certification of Advanced
8WR design. Report discusses results of review of
licensee SSAR Chapter 19, " Response to Severe Accident
Policy Statement."
fiche: 59942:116-59942:328
acn: 9110250061

October 9, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to enable reso-
O lution of issues regarding Advanced BWR SER Chap-

ters 1-0 and 17 (SECY-91-152). Issues includes con-
trol room habitability reactor building cooling water
and TMI action item ii.k.3.18 Re ADS logic.
Fiche: 59403:247-59403:260
acn: 9110170138

October 11, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary information to
Advanced BWR SSAR amendment 18 consisting of sections
of Chapters 9,11,19, and 20. Information withheld.
Fiche: 59407:339-59407:341
acn: 9110180212
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October 11, 1991 General external technical reports--Amendment 18 to |

Advanced BWR SSAR Chapters 1 through 7, 9 through 12, .

Iand 14 through 20.
Fiche: 59416:007-59417:011
acn: 9110180201

'October 11, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards nonproprietary information
to Advanced BWR SSAR amendment 18 consisting of sec-
tion of Chapters 1 through 7, 9 through 12, and 14
through 20 regarding site characteristics design '

structures components equipment and systems and RCS
and connected systems.
Fiche: 59416:001-59417:011
acn: 9110180195

October 11, 1991 P.W. Narriott, GE, forwards responses inadvertently
omitted from October 9,1991, transmittal of licensee
responses to resolution of issues regarding Advanced 1

BWR SER Chapters 1-6 and 7 (SECY-91-152).
Fiche: 59406:353-59406:358
acn: 9110180135

October 15, 1991 J.M. Taylor, informs Commission of staff intent to
issue Section 18 of draft SER on GE Advanced BWR
design.
Fiche: 59680:014-59680:085
acn: 9110300123

October 16, 1991 0. Scaletti, meeting summaries-internal (non-tran-
script) summary of September 10-11, 1991, meetings
with GE in San Jose, California regarding Advanced BWR
human factors engineering design.
Fiche: 59419:199-59419:224 <

acn: 9110210188

October 22, 1991 R. Stransky, summary of August 29, 1991, meeting with
GE and BWR utilities regarding licensing topical
report NEDC-31984p, ' Generic Evaluations of GE BWR
Power Uprate." List of meeting attendees and pro-
prietary viewgraphs enclosed. Proprietary viewgraphs
withheld.
Fiche: 59570:056-59570:058
acn: 9111080104

| October 23, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, provides initial reaction and
. general comments on proposed oreliminary review of
" pilot inspection test analysi's 2nd acceptance criteria

(ITAAC) for Advanced BWR submittai. Proposal lacks
level of detail and acceptance criteria for inclusion
in material.
Fiche: 59511:168-59511:171
acn: 91]]O10275

!
I
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October 24, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards, " Advanced BWR Control
Room Design Implementation Process" per September '

1991, meetings in San Jose, California regarding
Char.er 18 of Advanced BWR STD SAR. Table and figures
withheld.
Fiche: 59483:283-594B3:287
acn: 9110300089

October 24, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary portion of
comprehensive program plan for design development
implementation and validation of ABWR man-machine
interface. Enclosures withheld (Ref. 10 CFR 2.790).
Fiche: 59461:171-59461:174
acn: 9110280363

October 25, 1991 J.S. Charnley, forwards report providing update of in-
reactor surveillance programs and overall GE BWR fuel
experience through December 1990.
Fiche: 59565:001-59565:013
acn: 9111060207

October 25, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards additional documents in
response to NRC August 30, 1991, letter regarding
resolution of issues related to Chapter 18 of SSAR for
Advanced BWR design. Documents withheld.
Fiche: 59502:121-59502:124
acn: 9110300260

October 29, 1991 C. Poslusny, NRC, summary of October 8-10, 1991,
meeting with GE in San Jose, California regarding open
issues identified by NRC staff review of licensee SSAR
for Advanced BWR. List of attendees and meeting
agenda enclosed.
Fiche: 59640:094-59640:182
acn: 9111130187

October 30, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards DSE report regarding
review of licensee applications for certification of
Advanced BWR design attached to enclosure SECY-91-320.
Without SECY.
Fiche: 59680:012-59680:085
acn: 9111140145

October 31, 1991 T.H. Boyce, NRC, summary of October 16-17, 1991,
meetings with utilities in Rockville, Maryland regar-
ding issues concerning inspection tests analyses and
acceptance criteria for Advanced BWP. List of meeting
attendees enclosed.
Fiche: 59546:001-59546:006
acn: 9111060310
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October 31, 1991 J.M. Taylor informs Commission of NRC intent to issue
selected sections of draft SER on GE Advanced BWR ,

design. |

Fiche: 59987:118-59988:047
acn: 9112130022

November 1, 1991 D.J. Robare forwards proprietary GE responses to staff
position regarding GE BWR power upgrade program dated
September 30, 1991. Responses in reference to licen-
sing topical report NEDC-31897p-1, " Generic Evalu-
ations of GE BWR Power Uprate June 1991." Responses
withheld.

November 1, 1991 P.W. Marriott, forwards summary of major Advanced BWR
design differences assessment of how TS differ from
improved TS including summary of n.:w different or
in_ applicable and example of how TS would be written
where TS differ from improved TS.
Fiche: 59565:111-59565:124
acn: 9111070083

November 7, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to discussion
item 7 September 6,1991, conference call regarding
rod block algorithm and setpoint.
Fiche: 59649:263-59649:266
acn: 9111120264

November 12, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards draft writeup for fire
protection p.obabilistic risk assessment requested in
draft SER on Advanced BWR probabilistic risk assess-
ment. GE will amend SSAR to include information when
finalized.
Fich3: 59790:263-59790:280
acn: 9111190373

November 12, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary draft writeup
for fire protection PRA a requested in draft SER on

'

Advanced BWR PRA per SECY-91-309 dated October 1,
1991. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 59839:012-59839:015
acn: 9111250054

November 13, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, submits scheduled projection for
closure of draft SER issues. Process involves fre-
quent and effective dialogue and licensee near-term
actions.
Fiche: 59879:131-59879:135
acn: 9112030458
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November 18, 1991 V.M. McCree, NRC, forwards draft of safety evaluation
regarding review of GE Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 19,
" Response to Severe Accident Policy Statement."
Proprietary version of draft SE transmitted to
licensee on October 4, 1991.
Fiche: 59912:067-59912:282
acn: 9112060224

November 21, 1991 D. Crutchfield, NRC, requests submittal of design
certification of assess severe accident mitigation
design alternatives and impact on safety of design.
Fiche: 59918:351-59918:354
acn: 9112060223

November 25, 1991 A.E. Rogers, forwards tables regarding significant new
open issues included in final draft SER significant
open items included in all draft SERs GE futura sub-
mittals and proposed issues for discussion at December
meeting per NRC November 13, 1991, letter.
Fiche: 59867:330-59867:337
acn: 9112020128

November 27, 1991 A.E. Rogers forwards proprietary responses to Open
Issues 8.3.3.6 and 8.3.5 for Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter
8 per commitment at September 16-18, 1991, meeting in
San Jose. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 59953:102-59953:102

'

acn: 9112090242

November 27, 1991 A.E. Rogers forwards responses to open issues in GE
Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 8 regarding offsite power
and protective systems for reactor internal pumps per
September 16-18, 1991, meeting with NRC. Proprietary
versions of response withheld,
fiche: 59954:077-59954:217
acn: 9112090240

December 2, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, describes plan for submitting
advanced BWR technical specs to NRC per November 8,
1991, meeting. First submittal of noninstrumentation
and control systems will be submitted by December 13,
1991, inird submittal regarding 65 unchanged ICOS
will be submitted by January 31, 1992.
Fiche: 59954:260-59954:262
acn: 9112090224

December 4, 1991 V.H. McCree, NRC, requests listed information to
complete review of Advanced BWR SSAR regarding incor-
poration of operating information into design.
Response requested by January 6, 1992.
Fiche: 59984:335-59984:337
acn: 9112130052
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December 9, 1991 R.L. Nease, NRC, meeting summaries-internal (non-
transcript) summary of meeting with GE regarding
forthcoming submittal of Advanced BWR technical specs
for NRC staff review.
Fiche: 60097:309-60097:311
acn:9112240035

December 9, 1991 C. Poslusny, NRC, meeting summaries-internal (non-
transcript) summary of December 17-19, 1991, meeting
with GE in San Jose, California regarding open issues
concerning Chapter 9 of GE SSAR on electrical systems
design.
Fiche: 60097:312-60097:316
acn: 9112240028

December 12, 1991 Text-specifications and test reports proposed Advanced
BWR technical specs covering control rod accumulators
reactor internal pumps - operating RHR suppression
pool cooling ECCS - operating UHS and reactor building
cooling water and reactor building SVC water system.
Fiche: 60088:173-60088:201
acn: 9112190169

December 12, 1991 P.W. Marriott forwards proposed Advanced BWR technical
specs per vender December 2, 1991, letter to NRC,
Specs will be documented via amendment to Chapter 16
of Advanced BWR SSAR once specs finalized.
Fiche: 60088:172-60088:201
acn: 9112190166

December 13, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards sections of Chapter 9,
" Auxiliary System and Chapter 18 - Human Factors
Engineering," of SSAR for Advanced CWR Amendment 19
including update of control building fire protection
drawings.- Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 60083:043-60083:043
acn: 9112230044

December 13, 1991 Text-safety report Amendment 19 to Advanced BWR SSAR
Fiche: 60097:318-60098:006
acn: 9112190171

December 13, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards Amendment 19 to Advanced
BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 60097:317-60098:006-
acn: 9112190168

Decembet 16, 1991 R.L. Nease, NRC, meetings summaries-internal (non-
transcript) summary of December 6, 1991, meeting with
GE in Rockville, Maryland regarding ODYNA and REDYA-'

computer codes that GE is using for transient analyses
of Advanced BWR, Attendees list and GE presentation
enclosed.
Fiche: 60109:171-60109:185
acn: 9112260131
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December 16, 1991 R.L. Nease, NRC, forwards meeting summaries-internal
(non-transcript) summary of December 5, 1991, meeting
with GE in Rockville, Maryland regarding current
design of Advanced BWR. List of attendees and GE
presentation material enclosed.
Fiche: 60165:065-60165:182
acn: 9201020127

December 17, 1991 J. Palomar forwards text-procurement and contracts
draft of, " Defense-in-Depth and Diversity Assess,aent
of GE Advanced BWR Protection System."
Fiche: 60341:086-60341:208
acn: 9201220287

~

December 19, 1991 General external technical reports, " Advanced BWR
Design Reliability Assurance Prograr.."
Fiche: 60193:201-60193:226
acn: 9201030280

December 19, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwarding nonproprietary responses
to resolutic., of issues regarding Advanced BWR draft -

SER.
Fiche: 60131:153-60131:181
acn: 9112260268

December 19, 1991 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards proprietary responses to
resolution of issues regarding Advanced BWR draft SER. 4

Fiche: 60131:182-60131:182
'

acn: 9112260264

December 19, 1991 Text of safety report nonproprietary Revision B to
update App 9a, " Reactor Building Fire Hazard
Analysis."
Fiche: 60102:287-60102:301 >

acn: 9112260100

December 19, 1991 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary and nonpro-
prietary versions of Revision B to update of App 9a,
" Reactor Building fire Hazard Analysis."
fiche: 60102:286-60102:301
acn: 9112260094

December 20, 1991 P.W. Marriott,- GE, letter confirms that licensee-
Advanced BWR application should be processed as appli-
cation for Part 52 Final Design Approval and Subse-
quent Design Certification per 10.CFR 52.45.
Fiche: 60224:094-60224:094
acn: -9201070246-

December 30, 1991 R.C. Pierson, Nr.C, forwards Generic Letter 82-39,
" Problems with-Submittals of 10 CFR 73.21 Safeguards
Information for Licensing Review."
Fiche: 60237:180-60237:184
acn:- 9201070307

.
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December 30, 1991 V.M. McCree forwards-draft NUREG-CR-567P BNL-NUREG-
52276p, " Review of Advanced BWC Probabilistic Risk
Assessment Vol.1: Internal and External Events Core
Dunage and frequency," and proprietary Vol. 2 of sub- |
ject report, Volume withheld. |
Fiche: 60281:016-60281:320 l
acn: 9201080121

December 31, 1931 A.J. James forwards general external technical
reports, " Advanced BWR Design Certification Guidelines
for Preparation of Inspection Tests Analysis and
Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC)."
Fiche: 60006:084-6000t:i J40
acn: 9112160050

January 2, 1992 V.M. McCree provides supply list of shutdown risk
issues applicaole to GE Advan. Jd BWR.
Fiche: 60226:354-60226:360
acn: 9201080230

January 3, 1992 C. Poslusny forwards meeting summary of December 9-10,
1991, with utilities in San Jose, California regarding
open issues based on NRC staff review of licensecYAR
for Advanced BWR, List of attendees and meeting
agenda enclosed.
Fiche: 60302:114-60302:313
acn: 9201130174

January 3, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary NEDE-30822,
" User Testing of REDYA01 Computer Program," and NEDE-
30690, "REDYA01 Technical Description," to support--

January 1992, ODYNA-REDYA Audit. Reports withheld.
Fiche: 60334:178-60334:181
acn: 9201150127

January 6, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to NRC request-
for additional information regarding incorporation of
operating experience in Advanced BWR,
Fiche: 60240:059-60240:074
acn: 9201080099

January 6, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary tables to App
18f to Chapter 18 regarding human factors engineering.
GE will amend SSAR to include subject information in
future amendments. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 60334:182-60334:185
acn: 9201150092

January 6, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to issue raised
at GE/NRC December 9-10,-1991, meetings-regarding
inservice-inspection of requests for reactor pressure
vessel bottom head weld and reactor pressure vessel
bottom head-to-shell weld.
Fiche: 60282:345-60282:360
acn: 9201130255
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January 9, 1992 C. Poslusny forwards meeting summaries-internal (non-
transcript) summary of November 12, 1991, meeting with
UNTIL regardinq engineering design issues for Advanced
BWR. List of attendees enclosed.
Fiche: 60261:350-60261:358

January 10, 1992 C. Poslusny letter discusses staff effort to develop
final SER Section discussing design aspects of
Advanced BWR, Additional information requested.
Specific ques. i enclosed. Response requested no
later than March 1, 1992, with preliminary conference
call on January 22, 1992.
Fiche: 60329:127-60329:142
acn: 9201170191

January 10, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to Agenda
item 12 discussed during November 20-21, 1991, meeting
with Reactor Systems Branch of NRC. Responses with-
held.
Fiche: 60332:103-60332:106
acn: 9201160227

January 10, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards response to Agenda
items 1, 5, 9, and 16 discussed at GE/NRC Reactor
Systems Branch November 20-21, 1901, meetings. Items
include stability performance in normal operating
region loss of AC power and loss of feedwater hearing
transient.
Fiche: 60332:065-60332:077
acn: 9201160018

January 15, 1992 C. Posiusny forwards draft document on Defense-in-
Depth and Diversity Assessment of GE Advanced BWR
protection system for review. Requests comments
regarding accuracy of report treatment of Systems
Reactions and Design Basis Events by February 10,
1992.
Fiche: 60341s 01-60341:208
acn: 9201220274

January 16, 1992 R.L. Nease forwards, " Component Failure Data Hand-
book," technical evaluation report. Handbook contains
generic component failure data and error factors.
Fiche: 60515:004-60515:171
acn: 9201230259

Janutry 16, 1992 C. Poslusny forwards information omitted from Janu-
ary 16, 1992,- submittal consisting of enclosure with
review guidance and two enclosures with questions to
support closure of severe accident issues for Advanced
BWR.

Fiche: 60356:312-60356:316
acn: 9201230245
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January 17, 1992 R.L. Nease, NRC, forwards draft NUREG-1449, "NRC Staff
Evaluation of Shutdown and Low Power Operation."
Final version of NUREG-1449 scheduled to be issued to
Commission by early February 1992.<

Fiche: 60341:209-60342:012
acn: 9201220280

January 17, 1992 C. Poslusny, NRC, forwards summary of January 14,
1992, meeting with UNTIL regarding draft of Advanced
BWR design reliability program dated December 19,

4 1991. Draft and list of meeting attendees enclosed.
Fiche: 60402:265-60402:297
acn: 1201290084

tanuary 17, 1992 General external technical reports, " Advanced BWR
-

design certification generic ITAAC for Category 1
,

F Structures Position Paper "
| Fiche: 60378:324-60378:355
% acn: 9201240141

.nuary 17, 1992 General external technical reports, " Tier 1 Design
Certification MATL Pilct ITAAC Examples for GE
Advanced BWR Design."
fiche: 60378:222-60370:323
acn: 920124014;

January 17, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards, " Tier 1 Design Certifica-
tion MATL Pilot ITAAC Examples for GE Advance BWR
Design" and " Advanced BWR Design Certification Generic
ITAAC for Seismic Category 1 Structures Position
Paper."
Fiche: 60378:220-60378:355<

acn: 9201240138

January 17, 1992 C. Posiusny forwards NRR Advanced Reactor Division
open item tracking system report dated January 8,
1992.
Fiche: 60356:329-60356:353
acn: 9201230253

January 20, 1992 R.L. Nease, NRC, forwards plan and agenda for Janu-
ary 28-30, 1992, audit of GE 0DYNO and REDYA transient
analysis codes.
Fiche: 60379:332-60379:335
acn: 9201280134

.

January 22, 1992 S.S. Dua forwards response to open issue 3 of
SECY-91-153 regarding main steamline seismic classifi-
'" ion including static design procedure to be util-

in evaluation of seismic capability of condenser
or: age and turbine building.

Fiche: 60397:150-60397:161
acn: 9201270140

1
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January 22, 1992 0. Crutchfield, NRC, discusses until responses to NRC
open items on Advanced BWR SSAR Chapter 14. Requests
that until expedite responses to open items identified
in November 5, 1991, DSER. ,

Fiche: 60403:238-60403:240
'

January 28, 1992 C. Poslusny provides comments on information included
in SSAR regarding control rod design criteria and
requests that information be provided to staff
Fiche: 60481:049-60481:051
acn: 9202050431

January 31, 1992 P.W. Msrriott, GE, forwards proprietary NEDC-30032,
" Joint Study Final Report." Joint study with regard
to study (ii) related to Advanced BWR thermal margin
during rapid coastdown 820401-830331. Report with-
held.
Fiche: 60492:050-60492:053
acn: 9202040413

February 3, 1992 R.C. Mitchell, forwarding 24 proprietary oversized
drawings regarding Advanced BWR piping aad instrumen-
tation and process flow. With 23 oversize drawings.
Drawings withheld.
Fiche: 60688:293-60688:294
acn: 9202060278

February 3, 1992 R.C. Mitchell, forwards letter with updated Advanced
BWR piping and instrumentation and process flow draw-
ings. W-116 oversized drawings
Fiche: 60583:001-60583:002
acn: 9202110330

February 3, 1992 R.C. Mitchell, forwards letter responding to leak
before break issue addressed in December 9/10,1991,
GE/NRC meeting. Advises that GE-intends to amend SSAR
with response in future amendment.
Fiche: 60574:178-60574:262
acn: 9202110324

February 3, 1952 R.C. Mitchell, forwards nonproprietary .esponses to
additional items of concern noted in draft SER for
Chapter 7. Advises that GE will amend Advanced-BWR
SSAR with responses in future amendments.
Fiche: 60574:133-60574: 177
acn: 9202110316

February 3, 1992 R.C. Mitchell, forwards proprietary responses to
additional information noted in October 4,1991, draft -
SER for Chapter 7. Responses are cross referenced
with summary item number corresponding to review
meeting in San-Jose,. California on August 7-8, 1991.
Responses withheld.'

' Fiche: 60579:298-60579:298
acn: 9202110221
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february 10, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards responses to January 10,
1992, 16 requests for additional information on
Advanced BWR design for severe accidents.
Fiche: 60627:101-60627:124
acn:- 9202190376

February 11, 1992 P.W. Harriott, GE, forwards response to performance
and quality eva'luation branch open items on Advanced
BWR Std SAR Chapter 14
Fiche: 60677:256-60677:257
acn: 9202190379

february 13, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary App 18f,
" Emergency Operation Information and Controls," to -
Chapter 18, " Human Factors Engineers," of Advanced BWR
STD SAR covering control room inventory. App. 18f
withheld
Fiche: 60627:070-60627:070
acn: 9202190366

February 14, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards nonproprietary portion of
GE responses to agenda items discussed during Novem-
ber 20/21, 1991, meeting with NRC Reactor Systems
Branch regarding standby liquid control system instru-
mentation and controls.
Fiche: 6061.':073-60627:100
acn: 9202190343

February 14, 1992 P.W Marriott, GE, forwards proprietary portion of GE-
response to agenda items discussed during November 20-
21, 1991,' meeting with NRC Reactor Systems Branch.
Response withheld
Fiche: 60627:072-60627:072
acn: 9202190325

february 17, 1992 Letter from T.J. O'Neil forwarding proprietary revised
App 18e, " Advanced BWR-Man-Machine Interface Systen
Design and Implementation Process," of Advanced BWR
SSAR, App. withheld.
Fiche: 60854:350-60854:350,

acn: 9203030270'

February 18, 1992 V.M. McCree, meeting summaries-internal (non-tran-
| script) summary of November 20, 1991, meeting with GE
' in San Jose, California to discuss open items for

staff review of Advanced BWR Std SAR.
Fiche: 60710:066-60710:134

L 'acn: 9202260310

i
,

i
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february 19, 1992 R.L. Nease, forwarding letter on internal flooding
analysis. Metholodology used is combination of quali- !

tative and quantitative analyses that looks for vul-
nerabilities to internal floods that could cause core
damage.
fiche: 60705:305-60706:122
acn: 9202260235

February 19, 1992 D. Crutchfield, NRC, forwards letter requesting pro-
,

posed Advanced BWR TS significantly different from !

BWR-6 TS on computer disk in Wordperfect 5.1 format
and electronic mark-up of NUREG-1434 parts which
require only minor revisions to be tailored to
Advanced BWR design.
Fiche: 60705:286-60705:288
acn: 9202260214

February 19, 1992 Report from G.W. Ehlert of external technical reports
3 on, "Radwaste Building Seismic Analysis."

Fiche: 60827:141-60827:149
acn: 9203050230

February 20, 1992 R.L. Nease, NRC, meeting summaries-internal (non-
transcript) summary of Jr.::uary 1, 1992, meeting with
GE in Rockville, Maryland regarding status of PRA-
sensitivity and uncertainly analyses for Advanced BWR.
List of attendees and GE handouts enclosed.
Fiche: 60726:184-60726:232
acn: 9202280069

February 20, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards discursion of differences
between US Advanced BWR and K-6-7 project. Advanced
BWR design under review for differences to K 6-7 and
additional differences will be included in future SSAR

' Amend.
Fiche: 60752:062-60752:070
acn: 9202270241

February 24, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, forwards draft of Revision 0,
" Advanced BWR SSAR Main Steam Feedwater and SRVDL
Piping Design Criteria and_ Analysis Methods," and
draft Revision 0 to, " Advanced BWR Feedwater Loop-and

-Piping and Equipment Loads," per GE/NRC'911209-10
meeting.
Fiche: 60782:304-60783:029
acn: 9203030235

February 25, 1992 P.W. Harriott, GE, letter forwarding App 19P to Chap-
ter 19 of " Evaluation of Potential Mods to Advanced
BWR Design."
riche: 60751:289-60751:315
acn: 9202260157
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February 25, 1992 R. Nease, NRC, forwards proprietary Revision R-0 to
" Advanced BWR Project Common Engineering Work Plan."
Plan withheld.
Fiche: 60782:299-60782:299
acn:9203020ll2

February 25. 1992 P.W. liarriott, letter requests additional of listed
individual to Advanced BWR document distribution list.
Fiche: 60786:321-60786:321
acn: 9202280354

,

?

.h February 25, 1992 C. Poslusny meeting maries-internal (non-trans-
cript) summary of Os.ober 24, 1991, meeting with GE in
Rockville, Maryland regarding open issues in several
areas concerning review of Advanceo BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 60734:284-60734:288
acn: 9202280344

February 25, 1992 Letter from R. Nease forwarding proprietary summary of
920127 telcon with NRC and Brookhaven Laboratory to
clarify aspects of human factors review of Advanced
BWR, specifically review of design implementation
process. Summary withheld.
Fiche: 60854:348-60854:348
acn: 9203030287

February 25, 1992 Letter from R. Nease forwarding proprietary revised
App. 18e, " Advanced BWR Man-Machine Interface System
Design and Implementation Process," of Advanced BWR
SSAR. App withheld.
Fiche: 60854:349-60854:350
acn: 9203030268

February 26, 1992 R.L. Nease memorandum forwards proprietary summary of _

NRC/GE January 7, 1992, meeting on Advanced BWR SSAR
Chapter 18. Meeting summary withheld.
Fiche: 60778:051-60778:054
acn: 9202270211

February 26, 1992 Letter from V.M. McCree, forwarding corrected list of
attendees for February 18, 1992, summary of meeting
held on 911120-21.
Fiche: 60772:204-60772:206
acn: 9203030344

February 29, 1992 M. Herzog forwarding report draft Revision 0 to,
" Advanced BWR Feedwater Loop a Piping and Equipment
Loads."
Fiche: 60782:339-60783:029
acn: 9203030253
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February 29, 1992 M. Herzog forwarding report draft Revision 0 to,
" Advanced BV." SSAR Main Steam feedwater and SRVDL
Piping System Design Criteria and-Analysis Methods."
fiche: 60782:305-60782:338
acn: 9203030246

March 3, 1992 Report from A.E. Rogers, "Radwaste Building Seismic
Analysis." Informs that GE intends to amend SSAR with
subject analysis in future amendments.
Fiche: 60827:140-60827:149
acn: 9203050228

March 3, 1992 Letter from R.C. Pierson, submitting near term actions
to facilitate issue resolution regarding Advanced BWR
probabilistic risk assessment
Fiche: 60611:195-60811:197
cen: 9203050165

March 4, 1992 Letter from R.C. Pierson, forwarding summary of NRC
920210-12 audit of Advanced BWR RPV internals. Lists
two GE commitments.
Fiche: 60839:113-60839:131
acn: 9203060154

March 5, 1992 Letter from A.E. Rogers, forwards Revision B to
23(a)6100(aq) Section 17.3 regarding responses to
request for resolution of issuet related to relia-
bility assurance program (RAP) Subject responses
will be included as amendment to Advanced BWR SSAR in
future.
Fiche: 60898:283-60898:304
acn: 9203110132

March 5, 1992 A.E. Roger; forwards Revision B to 23aS100aq Sec-
tion 17.3 regarding responses to request for resolu-
tion of issues related to Reliability Assurance Pro-
gram (RAP). Subject responses will be included as
amendment to Advanced BWR'SSAR in future.
Fiche: 60898:283-60898:304
acn: 9203110132

March 9, 1992 Letter from R.C. Mitchell summarizes staff position
regarding NRC conference call on DSER comments to
Advanced BWR SSAR ISI requirements.
Fiche: 60930:048-60930:049
acn: 9203120371

March 10, 1992 Meeting summaries internal (non-transcript) summary of
920228 meeting with GE in Rockville,-Maryland regard-
ing open items in Advanced BWR review concerning
postulated trip of all reactor internal pumps and
postulated command mode failure of pressure regulator
to down scale position.
Fiche: 60963:309-60963:321
acn: 9203170131
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March 11, 1992 Letter from R.C. Mitchell forwards draft Revisior. 9
to, "hdvanced BWR SRVDL wetwell piping stress analysis
design Report," and draft Revision 0 to design report,
" Main Steamline A & Safety Relief Valve Discharge
Piping Stress Analysis," per 911209-10 GE/NRC meeting.
Fiche: 60992:037-60992:245
acn: 9203180162 q

March 11, 1992 Letter from R.C. Mitchell forwards responses to reso-
,

'lution of issues related to Advanced BWR draft SER
Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14 and 15
(SECY-91-355) ;

Fiche: 60991:162-60991:338 i

acn: 9203180156 {

March 11, 1992 Letter from R.C. Mitchell forwards proprietary
responses to issues regarding Sections 9.3, 9.5 and
11.2 of Advanced BWR SSAR. Responses reflect correc-
tions and additions to earlier proprietary submitals.
Responses withheld.
Fiche: 60991:161-60991:161 |

acn: 9203180147 j

March 11, 1992 Letter from P.W. Harriott forwards piping design
inspection tests analysis and acceptance criteria

,

(ITAAC). Piping design ITAAC will be included as part
of generic ITAAC.
Fiche: 60992:321-60992:327
cen: 9203180142

March 13, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding proprietary !

Amendment 20 to Advanced BWR SSAR. Report withheld.
Fiche: 60998:347-60998:347
acn: 9203200342

March 13, 1992 P.W. Harriott, GE, letter forwarding nonproprietary
Amendment 20 to Advanced BWR SSAR.
Fiche: 61061:001-61062:128
acn: 9203200337

March 13, 1992 J.N. Wilson, Federal Reaister notices - notice of
receipt of application for design certification.
Fiche: 60982:349-60982:349

..

acn: 9203190450-

March 13, 1992 D. .Crutchfield, NRC, letter discusses December 20,
1991, request for application for approval of Advanced
BWR design be considered as application for Part 52
design approval and subsequent design certification.
Notice of receipt of application for design certifica-
tior, enclosed.

Fiche: 60982:346-60982:349
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|

March 25, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding revisions to
Appendix 18a, 18b, and 18d to Chapter 18 of Advanced
BWR SSAR in reference to December 13, 1991, submittal
of Amendment 19 to Advanced BWR SSAR. Revisions
withhela.
Fiche: 61211:072-61211:072
acn: 9204010120

March 30, 1992 General external technical reports - Advanced BWR
design document Section 3.7, " Radiation Protection,"
Section 12.3, " Radiation Protection Design Features,"
and Section 12a.1, " Calculation of Airborne Radionu-
clides."
Fiche: 61791:097-61791:231
acn: 9205200194

,

March 31, 1992 Text-safety report, " Tier 1 Design Certification Mate-
rial for GE Advanced BWR Design - Stage 2 Submittal."
Fiche: 61273:181-61274:223
acn: 9204090070

March 31, 1992 M.L. Scott letter contract NRC-03-89-027 awarding Task
Order 32, " Design Process Inspection - GE Advanced
Boiling Water Reactor," to, " Nuclear Power Reactor
Operations Modifications and Maintenance Inspection
Services,"

Fiche: 61320:101-61320:106
acn: 9204130313

,

April 1, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwards modifications
supporting main steam line seismic classification.
Fiche: 61298:269-61298:271
acn: 9204080007

l
April 1, 1992 T.H. Boyce, NRC, meeting summary of February 27, 1992,

meeting with GE Nuclear Energy in Rockville, Maryland.
Topics discussed included interfaces and inspection
analyses and acceptance criteria for Advanced BWR.
Fiche: 61287:105-61287:124
acn: 9204090336

April 1,1992 G. Kelly letter forwarding clarification of Confirma-
tory Item C-01.
Fiche: 61463:069-61463:070
acn: 9204270112

April 2, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding proprietary GE
responses to resolution of selected 1ssues regarding
Advanced BWR DSER Chapter 19 (SECY-91-309). Report
withheld.
Fiche: 61271:194-61271:194
acn: 9204060391
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April 2, 1992 R.C. Pierson, NRC, letter requesting review of
| enclosed Advanced BWR TS indicating changes necessary

to properly reflect Advanced BWR & design and safety
analyses.
Fiche: 61293:092-61293:162
acn: 9204100376

April 2, 1992 B.J. DuBose notification of contract execution award-
ing Task Order 32, " Design Process Inspection - GE
Advanced Boiling Water Reactor," to, " Nuclear Power
Reactor Operations Modifications and Maintenance
Inspection Services."
Fiche: 61320:100-61320:106
acn: 9?04130309

April 3, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding nonprcprietary
and proprietary responses to resolution of issues
related to Chapter 8 of Advanced BWR DSER
(SECY-91-355). Proprietary responses withheld.
Fiche: 61364:100-61364:235
acn: 9204130074

April 3. 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding proprietary
responses to resolution of issues related to Chapter 8
of Advanced BWR DSER (SECY-91-355). Enclosures with-
held.
Fiche: 61330:344-61330:344
acn: 9204130069

April 6, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding, " Tier 1 Design
Certification for GE Advanced BWR Design - Stage 2
Submittal," including descriptions and proposed in-
spections, tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria _

(ITAAC) for 40 Advanced BWR systems. Lists informa-
tion not covered by report.
Fiche: 61273:179-51274:223
acn: 9204080069

April 6, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding GE responses to-
resolution of issues related to Chapter 15 of Advanced
BWR Draft SER incorporating responses to NRC staff
comments and to outstanding issues 136 and 139.
Fiche: 61329:292-61329:341
acn: 9204130227

April 7, 1992 G. itelly, ietter forwarding instructions on turning
fragility curves into HCLPFs and Table of Seismic
Boolean equations used by BNL and EQE to develop
estimates of HCLPF for Advanced BWR,
Fiche: 61463:071-61463:073
acn: 9204270119
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April 8, 1992 P.W. Marriott letter forwarding Section 4 inadver-
tently omitted from April-6, 1992, letter forwarding,
" Tier 1 Design Certification Material for the GE
Advanced BWR Design Stage 2 Submittal." Section 4
covers interface Tier 1 material in reference to
ultimate heat sink.
Fiche: 61331:057-61331:060
acn: 9204130208

April 8, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding 34--11 x 17
foldout drawings identified for later delivery in
March 13, 1992, submittal of Amendment 20 to Advanced
BWR SSAR. Updated page change instructions and page
status sheets also enclosed. Enclosures withheld.
Fiche: 61506:354-61506:354
acn: 9204220093

April 8, 1992 Text-safety report - Amendment 20 to Advanced BWR SSAR-
Il x 17 foldout drawings page change instructions and
page status sheets.
Fiche: 61396:245-61397:148
acn: 9204160195

April 8, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE. letter forwarding 11 x 17 drawings
as part of Amendment 20 to GE Advanced BWR.SSAR per
March 13, 1992, submittal. Page change instructions
and page status sheets also enclosed.
Fiche: 61396:244-61398:148
acn: 9204160184

April 9, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding comments on selected items
from Table 1.8-22 experience information applicable to
Advanced BWR covering storage of low level radwastes
at. sites and clarification of ' surveillance require-
ments for diesel impurity tests.-
Fiche: 61784:25' 61704:257
acn: 9205190285-

April 9, 1992 G. Kelly. letter discusses follow-up on open items from
Advanced BWR PRA draft SER ano MAR meeting in San
Jose, California.
Fiche: 61463:074-61463:075
acn: 9204270126

April 10, 1992 G. Kelly letter forwarding initial concerns raised by
ACRS regarding credit for RWCU and FW system in high
pressure sequences in Advanced BWR PRA and' evaluation
of LOCAs outside of containment.
Fiche: 61463:076-61463:129
acn: 9204270130

L
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April 10, 1992 R.L. Palla letter forwarding listed responses from GE

3

regarding Advanced BWR for review under Task Order 2 q

of FIN 1-2412. Advises that second document contains
,

proprietary information. Without enclosure. '

Fiche: 61415:322-61415:322 I

acn: 9204220130

April 11, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding Human Factors Engineering
ITAAC-DAC Action Plan item (4). )Fiche: 61884:246-61884:256 -

acn: 9205280226

April 14, 1992 R.C. Mitchell letter forwarding proprietary GE
responses to resolution of selected issues regarding
Advanced BWR design SER Chapter 19 (SECY-91-309).
Responses withheid.
Fiche: 61364:273-61364:273
acn: 9204160229

April 15, 1992 R.C. Mitchell letter forwarding proprietary responses
to resolution of SECY-91-309 Confirmatory Item 1 as
related to Advanced BWR draft SER Chapter 19.
Responses withheld.
Fiche: 61360:347-61360:347
acn: 9204160279

April 20, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding response to
SECY-91-309. Confirmatory item 17, and Outstanding
Item 18 (partial) for resolution of selected issues
related to Advanced BWR draft SER Chapter 19.
Fiche: 61464:228-61464:228
acn: 9204240162

April 22, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding responses to
discussion itams of October-November 1991, GE/NRC
performance and quality evaluation branch conference.
Responses withheld.
Fiche: 61495:328-61495:328
acn: 9204280363

April 24, 1992 R.C. Stirm letter forwarding response to outstanding
issues 140 and 144 in references to revision of Appen-
dix 15e - ATWS analysis of ABWR DSER 3ECV-91-355.
Fiche: 61549:181-61549:305
acn: 9205010292

3

,

April 24, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding proprietary
revision to-Appendix 19f and 19e for containment
ultimate strength and 100-percent metal-water reac-
tion. Appendix 9e revised to formally document
increased pressore capability resulting from thicker
drywell head. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 61509:320-61509:320
acn: 9204300361

1
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April 24, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding Section 2.15.10
Reactor Building of Stage 2 GE Advanced BWR Tier 1
design-certification material. Submittal supplement

l
Tier 1 Advanced BWR design certification material '

transmitted earlier by April 6,1992,-letter.
Fiche: 61505:145-61505:188
acn: 9204290217

April 27, 1992 P.D. Knecnt letter forwarding April 27, 1992, memo-
randum to BNL regarding LOCA outside containment in
Advanced BWRS.
Fiche: 61784:22/.-61784:229
acn: 9205200162 i

,

April 28, 1992 C. Poslusny, NRC, meeting summary of March 25-26,
1992, with GE in San Jose, California regarding status
of open issues design interfaces and ITAAC in refer-
ence to NRC review of SSAP for ABWR. Draft interim
human factors criteria and GE proprietary information
enclosed. GE proprietary information withheld.
Fiche: 61713:001-61713:161
acn: 9205140241

April 28, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding proposed fraft Advanced Bs,
TS Section 3.3.1.1-2 regarding RPS instrumentation-
logic.
Fiche: 61784:258-61784:275
acn: 9205200188

April 29, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding nonproprietary and propri-
etary information on Section 3.11 and Appendix of
Advanced BWR SSAR regarding environmental qualifica-
tion of safety-related mechanical and electrical
equipment. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 61815:001-61875:005
acn: 9205100241

April 29, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding information regarding Reactor
Water Makeup-System, Makeup Water Preparation System
components, and HECWS System component description as
background information for Advanced BWR review.
Fiche: 61784:171-61784:205
acn: 9205200192

April 30, 1992 R.C. Stirn letter forwarding response to Agenda item
11 discussed during GE/NRC Reactor System; Branch
November 20-21, 1991, meeting regarding credit for

| nonsafety-grade equipment.
Fiche: 61589:346-61589:348i

acn: 9205050247
i

|
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April 30, 1992 Record of telcon with GE on April 30, 1992, regarding
development of Advanced BWR Inventory SSAR A,npendix
18f.
Fiche: 61878:337-61878:339
acn: 9205280186,

April 30, 1992 R.C. Stirn letter forwarding Section=3.7, " Radiation
Protection of Stage 2 GE Advanced BWR Tier I Design
Certification Material," containing figures designa-
ting radiation zones for reactoa building, control
building, and radwaste building.
Fiche: 61605:232-61605:267
acn: 9205050240

May 1, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding proprietary information
regarding Advanced 8WR fuel design. Enclosure with-
P ' j.

Fiche: 61815:007-61815:008
acn: 9105100218

May 1, 1992 J. Fox letter forwards proprietary information
regarding intersystem LOCA. Enclosure withheld.
Fiche: 61875:006-61815:006
acn: 9105100111

May 1, 1992 G.E. Miller letter forwarding draft of flooding analy-
sis for potential piping leaks in reactor service
nter system.
Fiche: 61791:079-61791:082
acn: 9205190287

|
May 1, 1992 G.E. Miller letter forwarding information regarding

Advanced BWR HECW System to replace information sent
on April 29, 1992.
Fiche: 61784:168-61784:170
acn: 9205200182

May 1, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding information regarding 8WR
containment steam bypass leakage capability. Sensi-
tivitystudyresultsdemonstratethatcurpentlyspeci-
fied bypass leakage capability of 0.05 ft is not at
high point of cliff.,

|- Fiche: 61784:206-61784:215
j acn: 9205200150

May 3, 1992 J, Fox letter forwarding comments on Human Factors
Engineering ITAAC-DAC.

L Fiche: 61814:294-61814:362
acn: 9205280188

May 4, 1992 C. Poslusny, NRC, letter requesting that licensea
address enclosed questions regarding review of
Advanced BWR inservice testing.

| Fiche: 61741:341-61741:352
acn: 9205200060 .
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May 5, 1992 J. Duncon letter forwarding Advanced BWR PRA punchout
list.

Fiche: 61911:089-61911:111
acn: 9205290049

May 10, 199c C. Poslusny, NRC, summary of February 10-12, 1992,
audit at GE San Jose, California office to review
documentatior, and bases for estabiishmen' of ITAAC for

ABWR RPV internals.
Fiche: 61785:034-61785:050
acn: 9205260196

May 11, 1992 U. Saxena letter forwarding viewgraphs of blowdown
mass energy data used in Advanced BWR subcompartment
pressurization analyses.
Fiche: 61784:230-61784:249
acn: 9205190281

May 11, 1992 D. Maxwell letter forwardiry response to NRC questions
on Generic Letter 80-35 regarding dc power supplies.
Fiche: 61791:075-61791:078
acn: 9205190280

May 13, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding table of Chapter 14 open
items including test procedures, pre-fuel load checks,
preoperational test procedures and interfaces.
Fiche: 61791:041-61791:069
acn: 9205190282

May 14, 1992 J. Fox letter forwarding writeup of loose parts moni-
toring system which will appear in SSAR vic upcoming
mendment.

Fiche: 61784:216-61784:223
acn: 9205200161

M 5, 1992 R.C. Pierson, NRC, letter forwarding summary of
Advanced BWR Structural Design audit at GE.
Fiche: 61794:241-61794:263
scn: 9205280255

May 15, 1992 R.C. Pierson, NRC, letter forwarding information and
summarizes GE Advanced BWR design process assessment.
Fiche: 61794:229-61794:240
acn: 9205280244

May 18, 1992 C.B. Brinkman letter responding to issue of diversity
for digital instrumentation and control system for
System 80 delineated in NRC April 30, 1992, letter.
Best estimate analysis underway i; order to make
realistic assessment of plant performance given com-
puter failure.
Fiche: 61884:189-61884:193
acn: 9205280060

>
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May 20, 1992 R.C. Pierson, NRC, letter forwarding March 23-26,
1992, audit report of GE Advanced BWR piping design'

and ITAAC. Audit agenda and list of attendees
enclosed.
Fiche: 61822:154-61822:212
acn: 9206010?61

|
May 26, 1992 D. Crutchfield, NRC, letter rcquesting that vendor

reconsider-submittal on 'JSis and GSIs. Revised sub-
mittal should be provided by June 30, 1992, to meet
listed criteria.
Fiche: 61822:050-61822:056
acn: 9206010145

May 28, 1992 Text-safety report, " Request for Additional Informa-
tion Performance of Containment Structures Advanced
BWR." .

Fiche: 61822:284-61822:286
acn: 9205280183

May 28, 1992 C. Poslusny, NRC, letter notification of June 8, 1992,
meeting with GE in San Jose, California to discuss
issues regarding staff review of ABWR.
Fiche: 61883:331-61883:335
acn: 9206030321

May 28, 1992 J.M. Taylor text-safety report informs Commission of
status of development of design acceptance criteria
(DAC) for ABWR.
Fiche: 61979:005-61980:186
acn: 9206040228

May 29, 1992 D. Crutchfield, NRC, letter forwarding announcement
and invitation for Fourth Annual NRC Regulatory Infor-
mation Conference on July 21 and 22, 1992, with GE to
discuss status of ABWR and SBWR licensing effort since
November 1991. ALWR conference.
Fiche: 61883:266-61883:270
acn: 9206030340

May 29, 1992 R.C. Pierson, NRC, letter advising that vendor must
meet or exceed commitment dates for submittals
required to complete evaluation of SSAR for GE -

Advanced BWR. Requests firm submittal date for neces-
sary changes by June 3, 1992.
Fiche: 51920:318-61920:320
acn: 9206020311

May 29, 1992 J. Duncon letter forwarding updated Advanced BWR PRA
punch-list reflecting results of March 23, 25, and 25,
1992, discussions.
Fiche: 61912:206-61912:227
acn: 9205290002 I

J
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.May 29, 1992 D. Crutchfield, NRC, letter forwarding announcement
and invitation for Fourth Annual NRC Regulatory Infor-
mation Conference to discuss status of CE System 80
licensing effort since November 1991, ALWR conference.
Fiche: 61882:197-61882:201
acn: 9206030360

May 30, 1992 P.W. Marriott, GE, letter forwarding, " Tier I Design
Certification Material for GE ABWR Design," Stage 3
including design descriptions and proposed ITAAC for
all ABWR systems for which design certification being .

sought.
Fiche: 61925:001-61926:308
acn: 9206020300

June 1, 1992 General external technical reports, " Tier I Design
Certification Material for GE ABWR Design."
Fiche: 61925:003-61926:308
acn: 9206020303

June 3, 1992 S.Q. Ninh, NRC, meeting summary of May 20, 1992,
public meeting between NRC and ABB-CE in Rockville,
Maryland to discuss staff comments on applicant pilot
ITAAC submittal. Comments and list of attendees
enclosed.
Fiche: 62036:001-62036:019

.acn: 9206160251

June 3, 1992 Legal transcripts and orders and pleadings; transcript
of June 3,1992, public meeting in Rockville, Maryland-
regarding status of GE Advanced BWR application for
design certification- With scheduling notes and
viewgraphs.
Fiche: 61971:047-61971:133
acn: 9206100205

June 4, 1992 R.C. Berglund letter responds to NRC May 29, 1992,
letter raising concerns that state 2 ITAAC submittal
contained several inconsistencies reflected in lack of
internal QA. Urges continuation of face-to-face staff
and management interactions.
Fiche: 61958:354-61958:356
acn: 9206080103

June 4, 1992 C. Poslusny, NRC, meeting summaries internal-

(non-transcript) summary of May 7, 1992, meeting with-
GE in Bethesda, Maryland regarding staff review of
SSAR for Advanced BWR.
Fiche:- 62020:201-62020:315
acn: 9206120218

. June 5, 1992 J.N. Fox letter notifying that licensee now designated
i as, 'GE Nuclear, Energy,' and abbrevieted, 'GE.'
i- Fiche: 61995:350-61995:358
*

acn: 9206110279
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June 5,1992 S.J. Stark letter responding to May 29, 1992, letter
expressing concern regarding ir act of AEWR review by
five day delay in providing int srmation concerning
tornado design features and submittal date for
changes. Suggest issue be discussed at GE management
meeting on June 8, 1992.
Fiche: 61997:260-61997:261
acn: 9206110168

June 8, 1992 S.Q. Ninh, NRC, meeting summaries-internal (non-tran-
script) summary of March 6, 1992, meeting with GE in
Rockville, Maryland regarding Advanced BWR Open Issues
regarding Human factors Engineering inspections,
tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria and design
acceptance criteria.
Fiche: 62000:178-62020:184
acn: 920E120199

i
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APPENDIX D

ABWR DFSER CONTRIBUTORS

NAME RESPONSIBILITY

A. Andrade Secretary
T. Boyce ITAAC
H. Brammer Mechanical Engineering
W. Burton Plant Systems
J. Carter Operations Events Analysis
T. Chandrasekaran Plant Systems
T. Cheng Structural Engineering
M. Chiramal Instrumentation & Control
R. Correia Reliability Assurance
R. Denning Operations Events Analysis
A. DiAngelo Plant Systems
R. Dube Safeguards
R. Eckenrode Human Factors
A. El-Bassioni PRA
E. Fox Emergency Preparedness
G. Galletti Plant Procedures & Training
G. Georgiev Materials Engineering
C. Goodman Human factors
S. Green Secretary
J. Guo Plant Systems
P. Hearn Technical Specifications
T. Hiltz Project Management
C. Hinson Radiation Protection
S. Hou Mechanical Engineering

,

M. Hum Materials Engineering (ISI)
G. Kelly PRA
J. Kudrick Plant Systems (Severe Accidents)
P. J. Langston Secretary
Y. Li- Mechanical Engineering
A. Lowe Project Management
L. Luther Licensing Assistant
J. Lyons Plant Systems-
P. Magnanelli Secretary.
M. Malloy Project Management

-V. McCree Project Management
B..Mendelsohn. Safeguards
A. Mendiola Initial Test Program /QA
-J. Monninger Plani. Systems (Severe Accidents)
S. Ninh.- Project Engineering
D. Notley Plant. Systems (Fire Protection)
R. Palla PRA
K. Parczewski Chemical Engineering
R. Pedersen Radiation Protection
T. Polich- Reliability Assurance
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C, Poslusny Project Management
R. Ramirez Initial Test Program ;
J. Raval Plant Systems

.

M. Reardon Project Management '

-H. Richings Reactor Systems
R. Rothman Geoscience
M. Rubin Reactor Systems & Core Performance
J. Sharkey Reliability _ Assurance -

P. Shea Licensing. Assistant *

M. Snodderly Plant Systems (Severe Accidents)
P. Sobel Geoscience
J. Spraul Quality Assurance
J. Stewart Instrumentation & Control
C. Tan Structural Engineering
D. Terao Structural, Mechanical & Materials Engineering-

-D. Thatcher Electrical Engineering
G. Thomas Reactor Systems
B. Toms Secretary
H. Walker Plant Systems
J. Watt Plant Systems
J. Wigginton Radiation Protection
J. N. Wilson Project Management
P. Zudal Secretary
Battelle Pacific

_

Startup Testing
Northwest Laboratories

Energy Technology Mechanical Engineering
~ *Engineering Center

Idaho National Engineering USIs, GSIs
Laboratory

Lawrence Livermore Geotechnical & Structural Engineering
National Laboratory

'

SAIC Plant Systems
|
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